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PPiEFACE

TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

The Gospel of John stands pre-eminent among the Gospels, as does

Paul's Epistle to the Romans among the New Testament Epistles, It

is, indeed, except in the identity of their fundamental principles, as

unlike it as possible. It does not forge, link by link, a chain of impas-

sioned argument, and construct a reasoned system of Christian doctrine,

but, in simplest and half-fragmentary utterances, brings out those sub-

lime truths in which the entire doctrinal system finds its centre and

foundation. Its eagle flight springs directly to the skies, and it exhibits

the sublime Being who is its subject, not springing amidst the changes

of time and the weaknesses of humanity, but having His home in the

bosom of the Father and the deej^js of eternity. Beyond either of its

fellows it opens to our vision the spiritual world, and portrays the king-

dom of heaven, not in its more earthly guise and human manifestations,

but in its origin in the counsels of eternal love, and in the heavenly

truths which originate and underlie it. Its unique and marvellous opening

condenses within its compass a whole system of Theology, in the person

of Him who to a world of sin and error comes with grace and truth,

and to a world of death and darkness, with life and light. And the

entire work is in keeping with the Prologue. It is throughout, like the

seamless robe of the crucified Lord, consistent and harmonious. There

is in its plan and purpose no momentary wavering. All its topics are so

selected and treated as to subserve the unfolding of the grand truths

proclaimed in its introduction, to show us the very heavens opened, and

the Son of God and the Son of Man, in the paradoxical harmony of

this twofold nature, re-establishing the suspended intercourse between

earth and heaven.

The unerring instinct of infidelity has discerned in this Gospel the

real battle-ground of Christian Apologetics, and has felt that if the au-

thenticity and authority of this production could be discredited the

whole evangelical system shares its discomfiture, and the battle of un-

belief is virtually won. Hence it has labored, with equal zeal, learning,
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and acuteness, to find evidence of its later origin or mythical charac-

ter, and establish the radical unlikeness of the Jesus of the Fourth

Gospel to Him who is delineated by the Synoptists, and make out be-

tween them irreconcilable contradictions.

And there seems at first view much to sustain these assumptions.

The Jesus of our Gospel is indeed ushered to our view in a very differ-

ent manner, and presents in His character some striking diversities of

feature and coloring. Yet a deeper penetration and a longer survey dis-

solve the apparent contradictions : the inconsistencies disappear ; the

difference of situations accounts for the difference iu the subjects and

mode of treatment, and the many-sided, or rather myriad-sided, character

of the Lord, answering to the myriad lights in which its varied relations

present it, appears rounded into symmetry and completeness, not a

single feature but harmonizing with, and at last appearing logically de-

manded by, every other feature of the wondrous portraiture. The char-

acter, as it rises under the handling of its different portrayers, appears in

perfect harmony with itself, all that is unfolded in John being poten-

tially and in germ contained in its sister Gospels, and all that is unfold-

ed at length by the Synoptists being reall}" presupposed in John as its

logical consequence or condition, while the Avhole together forms a

character drawn with the utmost freedom and independence, with fear-

lessness of any slight and seemingly discrepant deviations, and exhibiting

a personality and a life to which the annals of the world furnish no par-

allel, which no human imagination could possibly have created, and

whose existence on the historic canvas proves its reality and its divinity.

The instinct of the Church too, no less keen than that of infidelity, has

settled the question of the substantial accordance of this Gospel with its

fellows. Had they been really contradictory, either this or the others

would have been long ago discredited. They would not have been suffered

for all these centuries to repose side by side in loving fellowship, the Gos-

pel of the beloved disciple crowning and completing the others, and

putting on their work its grand climax : they constituting, as it were,

the body, this "the heart of Christ ;" they conducting us about Mount

Zion, this leading us into its inner temple ; each contributing its separate

share to the marvellous individuality
; but finally the fourth, latest in time,

unique in character, simple with the simplicity of a child, but sublime

with seraphic sublimity, breathing the spirit of the disciple who had lain

upon his Master's bosom, and sharing the very fulness of those spiritual

influences which it so fully promises as the gift of the glorified Messiah.

In Meyer our Gospel finds a fitting commentator. The great

merits of Meyer as a Biblical expositor are too universally known to

need dwelling upon here, and for the work of expounding this Gos-
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pel he has some very special qualifications. To his wide learning, his

philological exactness, his exegetical tact and acuteness, his indepen-

dence and candour, he adds a hearty and loving sympathy with his author

that is among the surest aids to a right understanding of him. With
a hearty interest in Biblical truth generally, an interest which evidently

grew by what it fed on, Meyer has an especial love for the Gospel of

John. He has a thorough conviction of its authenticity and its com-

plete apostolic authority, such a sympathy both with the Beloved

Disciple and his Master, as it would seem could only have grown out of

deep communion with that Master's person and discourses. The mirac-

ulous works and the theanthropic nature of the Lord he fully recognizes,

and constantly discerns, under different forms of conception, the essen-

tia] agreement of the Johannean and Pauline Christology.

To the historical statements of our Gospel, Meyer awards his fullest

confidence. Indeed, it may be questioned whether he is not unduly

partial towards our Gospel, and willing sometimes to yield to it an honour

which places the others at comparative disadvantage. Believing as does

the present writer firmly in the substantia] inspiration and historical re-

liableness of all the Gospel records, it is not pleasant to see any of them,

even confessedly the most spiritual, unduly exalted over its fellows,

and awarded, at their expense, the palm of historical credibility.

Meyer partakes the loose notions of inspiration so prevalent in Germany,

and carrying out his views allows himself to draw distinctions between

the Gospels which are not justified by the evidence. To those who have

carefully weighed all the evidence, and surveyed the phenomena in their

totality, it would seem that even independently of the question of inspi-

ration, all the Gospels have proved their claim to credibility as faithful

records of the life of Jesus, and that we both have a right, and are logi-

cally bound, in judging them, to proceed upon the assumption that their

confessedly fragmentary notices are equally faithful ; are in themselves

fairly reconcilable, and that where we cannot unite them into a harmoni-

ous whole, the fault must be in our lack of information rather than

in the truthfulness of records. The Gospels are all clearly in a sense

fragmentary. None of them pretends to give a complete account of the

Lord's ministry ; each of them manifestly passes over large sections both

of the time and field of His labours ; and none attempts to show where

and why the deficiencies occur. In these cases it is both our duty and

our privilege, on the one hand, to read each record by itself, and get

its full legitimate individual impression, and on the other to bring them

into close and constant comparison, fill out as far as we can their respec-

tive vacancies, and take for granted that where we cannot, the reason

does not lie in any real lack of harmony. The " harmonistic presup-
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positions," wliicli Meyer occasionally mentions not very respectfully,

seem to me, while they of course are to be applied always cautiously and

with judgment, to be yet among the indispensable qualifications of a com-

plete interpreter of the Gospels. It must be both his pleasure and his

duty to blend the fourfold narrative into the harmony which the totality

of the evidence shows must belong to it.

In aiding to bring this Commentary of Meyer in a new form before

the American public, the editor will state briefly what he has, at the

request of the publishers, attempted. First, he has transferred to the

bottom of the page most of its numerous references to the classics and

other illustrative works, so as, without lessening its scholarly value, to

present a more continuous and readable text. Secondly, he has appended

to the several chapters a few notes, partly such as might counteract for

the general reader the unfortunate influence of Meyer's free notions of in-

spiration, and his too great readiness to find discrepancies between John

and his fellow-Evangelists. He could, however, by no means call special

attention to all such cases, and in those which he has noticed he has in

no instance denied a discrepancy where in his opinion the evidence did

not warrant the denial. On various other points also the editor has added

notes, generall}'^, though not exclusively, where he dissented from Meyer's

views. The limits of some twenty to twenty-five pages to which he was

restricted necessarily precluded, even were there no other hindrances,

his commenting upon very many of the almost numberless topics of in-

terest comprised in this Gospel. The points of discussion have been

partly such as he w^as specially interested in, and partly selected some-

what at random, while many on which the editor would have been glad

to remark have been necessarily passed in silence. He cannot but hope

that, such as they are, they will not be wholly void of interest and profit

to the students of this Gospel.

Most readers of John are doubtless aware that this along with some

other volumes of Meyer has been recently edited in Germany, with great

freedom and ability, by Dr. Bernhard Weiss. As the publishers pro-

posed to reprint Meyer without alteration, only occasional use could be

made of Weiss's labours. The editor has, however, had by him

Weiss's work, and considering his great ability and eminence as a

Biblical critic and theologian, deemed it proper, as often as convenient,

to give Weiss's view, sometimes of assent, more frequently of dissent

from those of his author. On occasional points in which Weiss agrees

with Meyer, the editor has ventured to differ from them both. In

all cases he would differ from such eminent men with modest}', but in

most he has the comfort of reflecting that other equally eminent names

can be cited in support of his opinions. In his own notes he has not cited
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many names or authorities. Such authorities are now very generally ac-

cessible, and the editor would not encumber his pages with unnecessary

citations. In his extended note on the time of the Last Supper—on which

he entertains very decided convictions—while he has read various recent

discussions, he acknowledges special indebtedness to the articles on

this subject of Dr. Edward Robinson in his N. T. Harmony and the

Bib. Sacra, vol. ii. 1845. He is glad to learn that Dr. Ezra Abbot,

whose recent lamented death has deprived our American Biblical schol-

arship of one of its brightest ornaments, takes the same view with that

eminent scholar of this alleged disagreement in the Gospels. It is also

pleasant to reflect that one of the latest efforts of Dr. Abbot's dis-

tinguished pen was directed to setting forth the external evidences of

the authenticity of the Fourth Gospel, on which subject his researches

shed some important light. He had it in his purpose, I believe, to de-

vote another essay to the internal branch of the inquiry.

The translation here given is not quite an exact reprint of the Enghsh

original. That work, though done with conscientious fidelity, has been

subjected to considerable revision, both for the removal of occasional

errors and for greater smoothness and sometimes perspicuity of style.

Still, the editor is but partially responsible either for the defects or the

excellences of the translation. Meyer's numerous references he believes

to be given with great accuracy. The references to Winer's N. T.

Grammar have been made to conform in this edition to Thayer's trans-

lation. Those made to Buttmann's N. T. Grammar conform in the

English work to the American edition.

The Topical Index at the end of the volume has been prepared by the

Rev. G. F. Behringer, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who has kindly exercised a

general supervision of the work while passing through the press.

In conclusion, while expressing his hope and prayer that this Commen-

tary in its new form may subserve the interests of Biblical truth, and aid

to the deeper study of this thrice-precious portion of the Sacred Word,

the editor takes the liberty to borrow from Rev. Dr. Schaff's Introduc-

tion to his edition of Lange's Commentary on this Gospel the following

beautiful Latin characterization of its human author, by Adam of St.

Victor, with its English translation by Dr. Washburn :

Volat avis sine rneta,

Quo nee vates nee propheta

Evolavit altius ;

Tarn implenda, quam impleta,

Niinquam vidit tot secreta

Purus homo purius.
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Bird of God ! with boundless flight.

Soaring far beyond the height

Of the bard or prophet old ;

Truth fulfilled and truth to be,

Never purer mystery

Did a purer tongue unfold.

A. C. Kendrick.

BocHESTEK, May, 1884.
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The Gospel of John, on which I now for the fifth time present the

result of my labours, still at the present day continues to be the subject

—recently, indeed, brought once more into the very foreground—of so

much doubt and dissension, and to some extent, of such passionate party

controversy, as to increase the grave sense of responsibility, which already

attaches to the task of an unprejudiced and thorough exposition of so

sublime a production. The strong tendency now prevalent towards ex-

plaining on natural grounds the history of our Lord, ever calling forth

new efforts, and pressing into its service all the aids of modern erudition,

with an analytic power as acute as it is bold in its free-thinking, meets

with an impassable barrier in this Gospel, if it really proceeds from that

disciple whom the Lord loved, and consequently is the only one that is

entirely and fully apostolic. For it is now an admitted fact, and a sig-

nificant proof of the advances which have been gradually achieved by

exegesis, that the pervading supranaturalism—clearly stamped on it in

all the simplicity of truth—cannot be set aside by any artifices of expo-

sition. This, however, does not prevent the work of a criticism, which

obeys tjie conviction that it is able, and for the sake of the right knowledge

of the Gospel history ought, to establish the non-apostolic origin of the

fourth Gospel. Accordingly, in pursuance of the programme which was

traced for it fifty years ago by Bretschneider, and of the ampler investi-

gations siibsequently added by the criticism of Baur, unwearied efforts

have been made with augmented and more penetrating powers, and to

some extent also with a cordial appreciation of the lofty ideas which the

Gospel presents, to carry out this project to completion. Such critical

labour submits itself to be tried by the judgment of scholars, and has its

scientific warrant. ISTay, should it siicceed in demonstrating that the

declaration of the Gospel's apostolic birth, as written by all the Christian

centuries, is erroneous, we would have to do honour to the truth, which

in this case also, though painful at first, could not fail to approve itself

that which maketh free. There is, however, adequate reason to enter-

tain very grave doubts of the attainment of this result, and to refuse

assent to the prognostication of universal victory, which has been too
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hastily associated with these efforts of criticism. Wlioevcr is acquainted

with the most recent investigations, will, indeed, gladly leave to them-

selves the clumsy attempts to establish a parallelism between the Gospel

of John and ancient fabrications concocted with a^ special aim, which

carry their own impress on their face ; but he will still be unable to

avoid the immediate and general duty of considering whether those

modern investigators who deny that it is the work of the apostle have at

least discovered a time in which— putting aside in the meanwhile all the

substantive elements of their proof—the origin of the writing would be

historically conceivable. For it is a remarkable circumstance in itself,

that of the two most recent controversialists, who have treated the sub-

ject with the greatest scientific independence, the one assumes the latest,

the other the earliest possible, date. If now, with the first, I place its

composition not sooner than from 150 to 160, I see myself driven to the

bold assertion of Volkmar, who makes the evangelist .sit at the feet of

Justin—a piece of daring which lands me in a historical absurdity. If

I rightly shrink from so preposterous a view, and prefer to follow the

thoughtful Keim in his more judicious estimate of the ecclesiastical tes-

timonies and the relations of the time, then I obtain the very beginning

of the second century as the period in which the work sprang up on the

fruitful soil of the church of Asia Minor, as a plant Johannine indeed in

spirit, but post-Johannine in origin. But from this position also I feel

myself at once irresistibly driven. For I am now brought into such im-

mediate contact with the days in which the aged apostolic pillar was still

amongst the living, and see myself transported so entirely into the living

presence of his numerous Asiatic disciples and admirers, that it cannot

but appear to me an absolutely insoluble enigma how precisely then and

there a non-Johannine work—one, moreover, so great and so divergent

from the older Gospels—could have been issued and have passed into

circulation under the name of the highly honoured apostle. Those dis-

ciples and admirers, amongst whom he, as the high priest, had worn the

TTsraXov, could not but know whether he had written a Gospel, and if

so, of what kind ; and with the sure tact of sympathy and of knowledge,

based upon experience, they could not but have rejected what was not a

genuine legacy from their apostle. Keim, indeed, ventures upon the

bold attempt of calling altogether in question the fact that John had his

sphere of labour in Asia Minor ; but is not this denial, in face of the

traditions of the church, in fact an impossibility ? It is, and must re-

main so, as long as the truth of historical facts is determined by the cri-

terion of historical testimony. Turning, then, from Volkmar to Keim, I

see before my eyes the fate indicated by the old proverb : rbv Kanvbv

(bsvyovra elg rb Ttvp enrri-reiv.
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The necessary references have been made in tlie Introduction to the sub-

stantive grounds on which in recent years the assaults have been renewed

against the authenticity of the Gospel, and there also the most recent

apologetic hterature upon the subject has been noticed. After all that

has been said for and against up to the present time, I can have no hes-

itation in once more expressing my delight in the testimony of Luther

—quoted now and again with an ironical smile—that ^'John^s Gosjjel

is the only tender, right, chief Gospel, and is to be far ineferred, before

the other three, and to be more highly esteemed.''''^ In order to make the

confession one's own, it is not necessary to be either a servile follower

of Luther or a special adherent of the immortal Schleiermacher. I am
neither the one nor the other, and in particular I do not share the indi-

vidual, peculiar motive, as such, which underlies the judgment of the

former.

Since the publication of the fourth edition of my Commentary (1862),

many expository works upon John and his system of doctrine, and

among these several of marked importance, have seen the light, along

with many other writings and disquisitions,'' which serve, directly or in-

directly, the purpose of exposition. I may venture to hope that the

consideration which I have bestowed throughout upon these literary ac-

cessions, in which the one aim is followed with very varying gifts and

powers, has not been without profit for the further development of my

' So Luther, in that section of his Preface to the New Testament containing

the siaperscription, "Which are the right and noblest books of the New Testa-

ment V" This section, however, is wanting in the editions of the New Testa-

ment subsequent to 1539, as also in the edition of the whole Bible of 1534.

2 The essay of Riggenbach, "Johannes cler A^jostel und der Presbyter," in the

Jahrb.f. D. Theologie, 1868, -p. 319 ff., came too late for me to be able to notice

it. It will never be possible, I believe, to establish the identity of the apostle

with the presbyter, and I entertain no doubt that Eusebius quite correctly un-

derstood the fragment of Papias in reference to this point.—To my regret, I was

unable, also, to take into consideration "Wittichen's work, Ueber den geschicld-

liclien Charakier des Evang. Joh. The same remark applies to the third edi-

tion of Ebrard's Kriiik der evangel Geschichie, which appeared in 1868, and in

which 1 regret to observe a renewed display of the old vehemence of passion.

Eenan's Life of Jesus, even as it has now appeared in its thirteenth edition, I

have, as formerly, left out of consideration.—The first part of Holtzmann's

dissertation upon "The Literary Eelation of John to the Synojitics" (Hilgen-

feld's ZeUschrift, 1869, p. 62 ff.) has just been published, and the conclusion is

still to follow. Of course, before the latter appears, no well-founded judgment

can be passed upon this essay of this acute theologian ; but I have doubts

whether it will ever be successfully shown that in the case of the fourth Gospel

there is any dependence of a literary kind upon the Synoptics, esiDecially upon

the Gospel of Luke.
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work, probably more by way of antagonism (especially towards Heng-

stenberg and Godet) than of agreement of opinion. In our like consci-

entious efforts after truth we learn from each other, even when our ways

diverge.

The statement of the readings of Tischendorf 's text I was obliged to

borrow from the second edition of his Si/nopsis, for the reasons already

mentioned in the preface to the fifth edition of ray Commentary on

Mark and Luke. The latest part of his editio octava^ now in course of

appearance, was published last September, and extends only to John v:.

23, while the printing of my book had already advanced far beyond that

point. I may add that the deviations in the text of this editio octava

from that of the Synopsis in reference to the various readings noticed

in my critical annotations down to vi. 23, are not numerous, and scarcely

any of them are of importance exegetically. Of such a nature are those,

in particular, in which this highly meritorious critic had in his Synoims

too hastily abandoned the Recepta, ' and has now returned to it. I

would fain think that this may also be the case in future with many

other of the readings which he has now adopted, where apparently the

Cod. Sinait. has possessed for him too great a power of attraction.'''

In conclusion, I have to ask for this renewed labour of mine the good-

will of my readers,—I mean such a disposition and tone in judging of

it as shall not prejudice the rights of critical truth, but shall yet with

kind consideration weigh the difficulties which are connected with the

solution of the task, either in itself, or amidst the rugged antagonisms of

a time so vexed with controversy as the present. So long as Grod shall

preserve to me in my old age the necessary measure of strength, 1 shall

continue my quiet co-operation, however small it may be, in the service

of biblical exegesis. This science has in fact, amid the dark tempests

of our theological and ecclesiastical crisis, in face of all agitations and

extravagances to the right and left, the clear and lofty vocation gradually,

' I. 18, where the Synopsis has fiovoyevf/g OfSq, the editio octava has restored

6 fiovoyEvf/q vloq : iii. 13, where 6 ijv kv tm ovpavu was deleted in the Syn-

opsis, these words have again been received into the test.

- E.g. with the reading Oavyai^e-E in v. 20 ; in the same waj' with (pevyei,

Y.iiich is found only in K of all the Codd. In the great predominance of testi-

monies against it, I regard the former as the error of an ancient copyist, while

the latter appears to me as a marginal gloss, quite inapi^roi^riate to the strain

of tender feeling in which John speaks of Jesus, which perhaps originated in a

similar manner, as Chrysostom, while reading in the text n v e
;i;
w p ?/ ct e v, says

by way of explanation, 6 6e XpiGrhg ^evyei. Had ^evyei been the original read-

ing, and had it been desired to replace it by a more becoming expression, then
probably e^tvevaev from v. 13, or uvfjlQev in vi. 3, to which passage iTaAiv in

ver. 15 points back, woi;ld have most naturally suggested themselves.
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by means of its results,
—

wliich can be reached witb certainty only

through a purely historical method, and can be settled by no human con-

fession of faith,—to make such contributions to the tumult of strife as

must determine the course of a sound development, and finally form the

standard of its settlement and the regulative basis of peace. And what

writing of the New Testament can in such a relation stand higher, or be

destined to produce a more effective union of spirits, than the wondrous

Gospel of John, with its fulness of grace, truth, peace, light, and life ?

Our Lutheran Church, which was born with a declaration of war and

had its confession completed amid controversy from without and within,

has raised itself far too little to the serene height and tranquil perfection

of this Gospel.

DR. MEYER.
IIanovee, 1st December, 18G8.
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THE GOSPEL OF JOHN.

INTKODUCTION".

SEC. I.—BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF JOHN.

^HE 2:)arents of Jolin were Zebedee, a fisherman on the Sea of

Galilee, probably not of the poorer class (Mark i. 20 ; Luke v.

10), and Salome (Mark xv. 40 ; comp. Matt, xxvii. 56). To
his father the evangelists ascribe no special religious character

or personal participation in the events of the Gospel history
;

but his mother was one of the women who followed Jesus even up to His

crucifixion (comp. on xix. 25). To her piety, therefore, it is justly attribu-

table that John's deeply receptive spirit was early fostered and trained to

surrender itself to the sacredly cherished, and at that time vividly excited

expectation of the Messiah, with its moral claims, so far as such a result

might be produced by a training which was certainly not of a learned char-

acter. (Actsiv. 13.) If, too, as we may infer from xix. 25, Salome was a

sister of the mother of Jesus, his near relationship to Jesus would enable us

better to understand the close fellowship of spirit between them, though

the evangelists are silent as to any early intimacy between the families ; and

in any case, higher inward symjiathy was the essential source out of which

that fellowship of spirit unfolded itself. The entrance of the Baptist on

his public ministry—to whom John had attached himself, and" whose pro-

phetical character and labours he has described most clearly and fully—was
the occasion of his becoming one of the followers of Jesus, of whom he and
Andrew were the first disciples (i. 35 f.). Among these, again, he and

Peter, and his own brother James the elder, brought by liimself to Jesus

(see on i. 42), formed the select company of the Lord's more intimate

friends ; he himself being the most trusted of all, ^ the one whom Jesus pre-

eminently loved, and to whose filial care He on the cross entrusted Mary
(xix. 26). Hence the ardent, impetuous disposition, which led the Lord

Himself to give to him and his brother the name Boanerges, and which he

1 On account of his devoted love to the trum dicamus maxime (^t A6xpto-To v, Jo-

person of the Lord, on which Grotius finely haimem maxima <f)iAoir;croOr, . . . quod
remarks :

" Quod olim Alexandrum de ami- et Dominus respiciens, illi quldem ecclesiam

cis suis dixisse memorant, alium esse <i>i\a.- praecipuo quodam modo, huio autem ma-
Ki^avSpov, alium 4)i.\ofiacn\ia, putem ad duos irem commendavit."
Domini Jesu apostolos posse aptari, ut Pe-
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exhibited on more than one occasion (Mark iii. 17, ix. 38 fl. ; Luke ix.

49 f., 54),—connected even though it was with an ambition wlaich his

another had fostered by her sensuous Messianic notions (Matt. xx. 20 ff.
;

Mark x. 35 ff.),—is by no means of such a character as to be incapable of

gradually subjecting itself to the mind of Jesus, and becoming serviceable

to his highest aims. After the ascension he abode, save perhaps when
engaged on some minor apostolical journey (such as that to Samaria, Acts

viii. 14), at Jerusalem, where Paul met with him as one of the three pillars

of the Christian church (Gal. ii. Iff.). How long he remained in this city

cannot, amid the uncertainty of tradition, be determined ; and, indeed, it is

not even certain whether he had already left the city when Paul was last

there. He is indeed not mentioned in Acts xxi. 18, but neither is he in

Acts XV., though we know from Gal. ii. 1 ff. that he nevertheless was

jiresent ; and therefore, as on the occasion of Gal. i. 19, so on that of

Acts xxi., he may have been temporarily absent. In after years he took up

his abode at Ephesus, ' probably only after the destruction of Jerusalem
;

not by any means, however, before Paul had laboured in Ejahesus (Rom.

XV. 20 ; 2 Cor. x. 16 ; Gal. ii. 7 f.), although it cannot be maintained with

certainty that he could not have been there when Paul wrote his letter to

the Ephesians ; for, in the enigmatic silence of this epistle as to all personal

references, such a conclusion from the non-mention of his name is doubtful.

The distinguished official authority with which he was invested at

Epliesus, the spiritual elevation and sanctity ascribed to him, cannot be

better indicated than by the fact that Polycrates (Euseb. iii. 31, v. 24) not

only reckons him among the iieydla a-oixeM (great fundamental elements of

the church ; comp. Gal. ii. 9), but also calls him lepevg to TveTalov"^ ireipopTjKug.

Of his subsequent fortunes we have only untrustworthy and sometimes man-

ifestly false traditions, amongst the latter of which is one based on Rev. i.

9,^ but unknown even to Hegesippus (ap. Euseb. iii. 20), of Ms banishment

1 Iren. Ilaei'. iii. 3. 4 ; Euseb. iii. 1. 23. It ' his youth reparding his intimacy with John,

is no argument against this, that Ignat. as to suppose he spoke of the ^l/^os/fe, when
ad Ephes. 12 mentions Paul, but not John ; in fact he only spolie of the Preshyter of that

for Paul is mentioned there as the founder name. It is pure caprice to assume that

of the church at Ephesus, and as 7na7'tyr, Eusehius "lacked the cmn'oge" to correct

—neither of which holds good of John. Irenaeus. Why so? See, on the other hand.

Besides, this silence is far outweighed by Steitz in the Studien u. Kritiken, 1868, p.

the testimonies of Polycarp in Irenaeus, 502 ff.

Polycrates in Euseb., Irenaeus, Clement of * The plate of gold worn by the high
Alexandria, Origen, Eusebius, etc. To ac- priest on his forehead. See Ewald, Alterih.

count for these, as Keim in particular now p. 393 f., ed. 3 ; Knobel on Ex. xxviii. 36.

attempts to do {Gesch. J. I. p. 101 ff.), by The phrase used by Polycrates is not to be
supposing some confusion of John the taken as signifying relationship to a priestly

Presbyter with the AiwMe 3ohn, is in my family (xviii. 15; Luke i. 36), hwt as symbolic

opinion futile, siijiply because the silence of high *;Mr?-i;(/a; position in the cA?/rc/i, just

of Papias as to the apostle's residence in as it is also used of James the Lord's

Asia proves nothing (he does not mention brother in Epiphanius, Haer. xxix. 4. Com-
the residence of any of the Lord's apostles pare now also Ewald, Joharm. Schriften, II.

and disciples, to whom he makes refer- p. 401 f.

ence), and because it seems scarcely con- ^ See especially Diisterdieck on the Eeve-

ceivable that Irenaeus should have so mis- ladon, Introduction, p. 92 ff.

interpreted what Polycarp said to him in
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to Patmos under Domitian (first mentioned by Irenseus and Clem. Alex.),

—an event said to have been preceded by others of a marvellous kind, such.

as his drinking poison at Rome without injury (see esj)ecially the Acta

Johannis in Tischendorf's Acta A2)ocr. p. 266 ff.), and his being thrown into

boiling oil, from which, however, he came out "nihil jiassus" (Tertullian),

nay, even "purior et vegetior" (Jerome). The legend is also untrustworthy

of his encounter with Cerinthus in a bath, the falling in of which he is said

to have foreseen and avoided in time (Iren. Haer. iii. 3. 28 ; Euseb. iii. 28,

iv. 14) ; it is only indirectly traceable to Polycarp, and betrays a purjiose of

glorifying the apostle at the expense of the heretic, however unfounded may
be the assumption that it is only what we should expect from the author of

the Apocalypse (Baur, Kanon. Evang. p. 371). The great age to which

John attained, which is variously stated,—according to Irenaeus, Eusebius,

and others, about a hundred years, reaching doAvnto Trajan's time,—gave

some countenance to the saying (xxi. 23) that he should not see death
;

and this again led to the report that his death, which at last took place at

Ephesus, was only a slumber, his breath still moving the earth on his grave

(Augustine). In harmony, however, with a true idea of his character,

though historically uncertain, and first vouched for by Jerome on Gal.

vi. 10,' is the statement that, in the weakness of old age, he used merely to

say in the Christian assemblies, Filioli, dillgite alterutrum. For love was the

most potent element of his nature, which was sustained by the truest, deep-

est, and most affectionate communion in heart and life with Christ. In this

communion John, nurtured on the heart of Jesus, discloses, as no other

evangelist, the Lord's innermost life, in a contemplative but yet practical

manner, with a profound idealizing mysticism, though far removed from all

mere fiction and visionary enthusiasm ; like a bright mirror, faithfully re-

flecting the most delicate features of the full glory of the Incarnate One ( i.

14 ; 1 John i. 1) ; tender and humble, without sentimentalism, and with

all the resolute earnestness of apostolical energy. In the centre of

the church life of Asia he shone Avith the splendour of a spiritual high-

priesthood, the representative of all true Christian Gnosis, and per-

sonally a very irapdhioQ (" virgo mente et corpore," Augustine) in all moral

purity. From the starting-point of an apostle of the Jews, on which

he stands in contrast (Gal. ii. 9) with the apostle of the Gentiles, he rose to

the purest universalism, such as we meet with only in Paul, but with a

clear, calm elevation above strife and conflict ; as the last of the apostles,

going beyond not only Judaism, but even Paul himself, and interpreting

most completely out of his own lengthened, pure, and rich experience,

the life and the light made manifest in Christ. He it is who most fully

1 Earlier attested (Clemens, Quis. div. salv. order to bring their captain back to Christ,

42) is the equally characteristic legend (Cle- which he succeeded in doing by the mere

ment calls it nw'^oi' ou ^i.OiJ-oi', aAAa oi'Ttt Adyov) power of his presence. The robber chief,

of a young man, formerly converted by the as Clement says, was baptized a second

apostle's labours, who lapsed and became time by his tears of penitence. Comp.
a leader of robbers, by whose band John, Herder's legend "der gerettete .Jmglino'' in

after his return from Patmos, voluntarily his Werke z. schon. Lit. vi. p. 31, ed. 1827.

allowed himself to be taken prisoner in
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connects Christianity with the person of Christ,—a legacy to the church for

all time, of j^eace, union, and ever advancing moral j^erfection ; among the

apostles the true gnostic, in opposition to all false Gnosticism of the age
;

the prophet among the evangelists, although not the seer of the Apocalypse.

"The personality of John," says Thiersch,^ "has left far deeper traces of

itself in the church than that of any other of Christ's disciples. Paul

laboured more than they all, but John stamped his image most deeply upon

her ;" the former in the mighty struggle for the victory, which overcometh

the world ; the latter in the sublime and, for the whole future of the gos23el,

decisive celebration of the victory which 1ms overcome it.

SEC. II.—GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL.

With regard to the external testimonies^ we remark the following :

—

1. Chap. xxi. could only serve as a testimony, if it proceeded altogether

from another hand, or if the obviously spurious conclusion should be made

to include ver. 24. See, however, on chap. xxi.—2 Pet. i. 14 also, and the

Gospel of Mark, cannot be adduced as testimonies ; since the former jias-

sage cannot be shown to refer to John xxi. 18 f., while the second Gospel

was certainly written much earlier than the fourth.

2. In the apostolical Fathers ^ we meet with no express quotation from,

or sure trace of any use of, the Gospel. Barnabas 5, G, 12 (comj:). John iii.

14), and other echoes of John in this confused anti-Judaizing epistle, to

which too great importance is attached by Keim, as well as Ilerm. Past.

Slmil. 9, 12 (comji. John x. 7, 9, xiv. G), Ignat. ad Philad. (comp. John iii.

8) 9 (comp. John x. 9), ad Trail. 8 (comp. John vi. 51), ad Magnes. 8

(comp. John x. 30, xii. 49, xiv. 11), ad Bom. 7 (John vi. 32 if., vii. 38 f.),

are so adequately explained by tradition, and the common types of view

and terminology of the apostolical age, that it is very unsafe to attribute

them to some definite written source. Nor does what is said in Ignat. ad

Bom. 7, and ad Trail. 8, of Christ's flesh and blood, furnish any valid ex-

ception to this view, since the origin of the mystical conception of the adp^

of Christ is not necessarily due to its dissemination through this Gospel, al-

though it does not occur in the Synoptics.^ Hence the question as to the

1 Die Kirche im apostol. Zeitalt. p. 273. icum. Besides, that very remarkable ws

2 It is true that Barnabas, 4, quotes, with veypaTrrai malces it probable that the pas-

the formula sicvt scriptum est (which is con- sage in Matthew may have erroneously

firmed, against Credner, by the Greek text appeared to the writer of the epistle as

of the Codex Sinaiticus), a passage from taken from the Old Testame/it.—Afiam, it is

Matthew (xx. 16, xxii. 14; not 2 Esdr. viii. incorrect to say (with Volkmar) that the

3, as Volkmar maintains). To find, however, citation in Barnabas 5 of Ps. xxii. 21 tells

in this alone canonical confirmation of the against our Gospel, since that citation has

fourf.h Gospel (Tisehendorf) is too rash a no bearing on the spear-thrust spoken of

conclusion, since the close joint relation in xix. 34, but simply refers to death on

of the four, as composing one fourfold the cross as such, in contrast with death by

Gospel, cannot be proved so early as the the sword.

apostolical Fathers ; nor do even Justin's ^ In opposition to Eothe, Anfdnge d. Chr.

citations exhibit any such corpus evangel- Kirch, p. 715 ff. ; Huther, in lUgeii's Zeitschr.
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genuineness of the several epistles of Ignatins, and tlicii- texts, may here bo

altogether left out of consideration. Just as little from the testimony of

Irenaeus ad Florin, (ap. Eus. v. 20) to Polycarp, that in all which the latter

has spoken of Christ he has spoken avfitpuva toiq ypaipal^, may we infer any

use of our Gospel on Polycarp's part, considering the generality of this ex-

pression, which, moreover, merely sets forth Irenaeus' opinion, and does

not necessarily mean New Testament writings. When, again, Irenaeus

'

quotes an interpretation given by the '•' presb-xjteri apostolorum discipuU ''"' of

the saying in John xiv. 3("//i my Father^s house,'''' etc.), it must remain

doubtful whether these presbyteri knew that saying from our Gospel or from

apostolical tradition, since Irenaeus quotes their ojiinion simply with the

general words : /cal &ia tovto elpT^Ksvai tov Kvpiov.

3. Of indirect but decided importance, on the other hand,—assuming,

that is, what in spite of the doubts still raised by Scholten must be regard-

ed as certain, that the Gospel and First Epistle of John are from one author,

—is the use which, according to Euseb. iii. 39, Papias '^ made of the First

Epistle. That in the fragment of Papias no mention is made of our Goyjel,

should not be still continually urged (Baur, Zeller, Hilgenf., Volkmar,

Scholten) as a proof, either that he did not know it, or at least did not

acknowledge its authority (see below. No. 8). Decisive stress may also be

laid on Polycarp, ad Pldl. 7 (7r«f yap be av /u?/ bfioloyy 'Ir/aovv Xpiarbv ev aapul

ilrjivdhat avTixpKyToq kari), as a quotation from 1 John iv. 3 ; Polycarp's

chapter containing it being unquestionably genuine, and free from the in-

terpolations occurring elsewhere in the Epistle. It is true that it may be

said, "What can such general sentences, which may have circulated anony-

mously, prove V ^ but it may be answered that that characteristic type of

this fundamental article of the Christian system, which in the above form is

quite peculiar to the First Epistle of John, points to the evangelist in the

case of no one more naturally than of Polycarj), who was for so many years

his disciple* It is nothing less than an unhistorical inversion of the rela-

tions between them, when some (Bretschneider, and again Volkmar) repre-

sent John's Epistle as dependent on Polycarp's, while Scholten tries to

make out a difference in the application and sense of the respective passages.

4. It is true that Justin Martyr, in his citations from the aitofivinioveviuiTa

Tuv aKoaroXuv ("a Ka?.elTai svayyiTua,'''' Ajwl. I. 66), which also served as

church lessons,^ has not used exclusively our canonical Gospels (the older

1841, iv. p. 1 ff. ; Ebrard, Evany. Joh. p. 102
; only to useless controversy. See especially

Kritik d. evanq. Gesch. ed. 2, p. 840 ff. ; Overbeck in Hilffenfeld's Zeiisehr. 1807,

Tischend. Ewald Jahrb. V. p. 188, etc. p. 35 ff. ; Steitz in the Stud. n. Krit. 18G8,
' Har. V. 36. 1 f. p. 63 ff., in opposition to Zahn in the Stud.
* A disciple of the Presbyter John. From u. Krit. 1866, pp. 649 ff.

the fragments of Papias in Eusebius, it is s gaur. Kanon. Evangel, p. 3.50.

abundantly clear that he mentions two dif- * Comp. Ewald, Johann. Schriften, II. p.

ferent disciples of the Lord called John,— 395.

John the Apostle, and John the Presbyter, ^ For the course of the discussions i:pon
who was not one of the twelve, but simply Justin's quotations, and the literature of
a disciple, like Aristion. The attempt to the subject, see "Volkmar, Ueb. .Tvstin d. M.
make the Presbyter, in the quotation from u. s. Verh. z. uns. Evangelien, 1853 ; Hilgen-
Papias, no other than the Apostle, leads feld, Evatigelien, 1855; Volkmar, Urspr. d.
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view, and still substantially held by Bindemann ' and Semiscb. f also by

Lutbardt, Tischendorf, and Riggenbacb) ; but neither has he used merely

an " uncanonical " Gospel (Schwegler), or cMejiy such a one (Credner, Volk-

mar, Hilgenfeld), as was " a special recension of that Gospel to the Hebrews

which assumed so many forms" (Credner, Oescli. d. KoMorij p. 9). For he

used alike our canonical Gospels, and in addition other evangelic writings

r{.ow lost, which—rightly or wrongly—he must have looked upon as proceed-

ing from the apostles, or from discijiles of theirs (comp. Tryph. 103 : h jap

Tolg anoiivTjiiovevfiaaiv, a (p ?^ fx i vtt ij t uv a-KoarST^uv a v t ov Kal t uv

eKsivoig 7rapaKo?.ov07jGdvTuv crtM'rerdjf^a;); in which his devia-

tions from our canonical Gospels hardly agree more than once or twice

with the Clementines. His Ajiologies certainly belong (see AijoI. i. 46) to

somewhere about the middle of the second century.^ His citations, even

when they can be referred to our canonical Gospels, are generally free, so

that it is often doubtful where he got them.* From Matthew and Luke only

five are verbally exact. He has also borrowed from John," and indeed so

evidently, that those who would deny this ai'e in consistency obliged, with

Yolkmar, to represent John as making use of Justin, which is an absurdity-

Evang. 18G6, p. 92 ff. See also in particular,

Luthardt, Justin d. M. u. d. Joh. Evang., in

the Erlanger Zeitschr. f. Protest, u. K. 1856,

xxxi. parts 4-0, xxxii. parts 1 and3 ; Ewald,

.lahrb. VI. 59 ff. ; Riggenbacb, Zeugn. f. d.

Ev. Joh. p. 139 ff.

1 Stud. u. Krit. 1842, p. 355 ff.

" D. apost. Dmkiv. Justins, 1848.

5 The controversy as to the date of the

first Apology (Semisch", a.d. 138-139 ; Volk-

mar, about 147 ; Keim, 155-100) need not

here be discussed, since in any case our

Gospel is in the same position as the Syn-

optics, so far as Justin's use and estimate

of it are concerned.
* See Credner, Beitr, I. p. 151 ff. ; Frank,

in the Wiirtemb. Stud. XVIII. p. 01 ff.

;

Hilgenf. Krit. TIntersuch. iib. die Ecang.

Justins, etc., 1850 ; Volkmar veber Justin.

* He has made most use of Matthew, and

then of the Pauline Luke, but also of Mark.

That he has taken very little comparatively

from John, seems to be due to the same

reason as his silence in respect of Paul,

which is not tantamount to an exclusion of

the "apostle of the Gentiles ; for he is rich

in Pauline ideas, and there can be no mis-

take as to his knowledge of Paul's epistles

(Semisch, p. 123 ff.). It is probably to be

explained by prudential consideration for

the antagonism of the Jewish Christians to

Paul's (and John's) anti-Judaism. In the

obvious possibility of this circumstance, it

is too rash to conclude that this Gospel had

not yet won the high authority which it

could not have failed to have, had it really

been a work of the apostle (Weisse, d. Evan-
gelienfr. p. 129) ; or even, that "had Justin

known the fourth Gospel, he would have
made, not only repeated and ready, but

even preferential use of it. To assume,

therefore, the use of only one passage from
it on Justin's part, is really to concede the

point" (Volkmar, iib. Justin, p. 50 f. ; Zeller,

p. 050). The Clementine Homilies (see here-

after under 5) furni.sh an analogous phe-

nomenon, in that they certainly knew and
used our Gospel, while yet borrowing very
little from it. The synoptic evangelic liter-

ature was the older and more widely dif-

fused ; it had already become familiar to

the most diverse Christian circles (comp.

Luke i. 1), when John's Gospel, which was
so vei-y dissimilar and peculiar, and if not

esoteric (Weizsacker), certainly antichiliastic

(Keim), made its appearance. How con-

ceivable that the latter, though the work
of an apostle, should only very gradually

have obtained general recognition and

equal authority with the Synoptics among
the Jewish Christians ! how conceivable,

therefoi'e, also, that a man like Justin,

though no Judaizer, should have hesitated

to quote from it in the same degree as he

did from the Synoptics, and the other

writings connected with the Synoptic cycle

of narratives ! The assumption that he had

110 occasion to refer frequently and express-

ly to John (Luthardt, op. cit. p. 398) is in-

admissible. He might often enough, where

he has other quotations, have quoted quite

as appropriately from John.
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See Eleim, Oesch. J. I. p. 137 ff. It is true tliat some have foiincT in too

many passages references to this Gospel, or quotations from it ;' still we may
assume it as certain, that as, in general, Justin's whole style of thought and

expression implies the existence of John's writings,^ so, in the same way,

must the mass of those passages in particular be estimated, which, in spite

of all variations arising from his Alexandrine recasting of the dogma, cor-

respond with Johi's doctrine of tlie Logos.^ For Justin was conscious that

his doctrine, especially that of the Logos, which was the central point in

his Christology, had an (qwstoUc basis,* just as the ancient church in gen-

eral, either expressly or as a matter of course, traced the origin of its doc-

trine of the Logos to John. It is therefore unhistorical, in the special case

of Justin, merely to point to an acquaintance with Philo, and to the Logos-

speculations and Gnostic ideas of the age generally (against Zeller, Baur,

Hilgenf., Scholten, and many others), or to satisfy oneself possibly with the

assumption that Paul furnished him with the premisses for his doctrine

(Grimm in the Stud. u. Krit. 1851, p. 687 fl:.), or even to make the fourth evan-

gelist a pupil of Justin (Volkmar). It seems, moreover, certain that A])ol. i.

61, Koi yap Xpiarug eIttev' av /uy av ay ewtjOtj r e , ov jui) eIce?.67}te eI g t fjv

13 atJ i?iE iav T uv o h p av u v . "Ort 6e Kai adhvarov elq tuq /.u/Tpar ruv tekovouv

Toi'z CLKa^ jEvvujiiEvovg E/upijvai, cpavEpbv -Kaaiv karc, is derived from John iii. 3—5.

See especially Semisch, p. 189 ff. ; Luthardt, I.e. XXXII. p. 93 fl. ; Kiggenb.

p. 166 ff. It is true, some have assigned this quotation through the medi-

um of Matt, xviii. 3, to the Gospel to the Hebrews, or some other uncanon-

ical evangelic writing (Credner, Schwegler, Baur, Zeller, Hilgenfeld, Volk-

mar, Scholten), or have treated it as a more original form of the mere oral

tradition (see Baur, against Luthardt, in the Theol. Jalirh. 1857, p. 232).

But in the face of Justin's free mode of citation, to which we must at-

1 See against this, Zeller, Theol. Jahrh. spurious, or that tuiv k-aoinoXuiv is to be in-

1815, p. 600 ff. serted, so that avroO would refer to Jesus),

2 Comp. Ewald. Jahrh. V. p. 186 f. but he understood these a.TToii.v. to be the
^ 'S,QQ'QVit^Q\Q\\d. LoQOslehve.Jmtinsd. M., apocryphal Gospel of Peter, — the more

Gottin^^en 1848, and Luthardt as above, groundlessly, that the substance of Justin's

xxxii. pp. 69ff., 75 ff . ; Weizsiicker in the quotation is from Mark iii. 17. Justin

Jahrh. f. D. Theol. 1802, p. 703 ff. ; Tischen- understood by an-ojai'r;. toO llerpou the Gospel

dorf, wann viurden u/is. Ev. verf. p. 31 ff., of Mark. So also Luthardt, op. cit. xxxi.

ed. 4; Weizsacker, d. Theol. d. M. Just., in p. 316 ff. ; Weiss, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1861,

the Jahrh. f. D. Theol. 1867, p. 78 ff. Great p. 677 ; Riggenb. and others ; comp. Volk-

weight is due to Justin's doctrine of the mar, Urspr. d. Evang. p. 154. According to

incarnation ot t\-\e IjOgos (Apol. 1.33,66; c. Tertullian, c. Marc. iv. 5, "Marcus quod
Tnjph. 100), which is foreign to the system edidit evangelium, Petri adflrmatur, cu.jus

of Philo, etc., and is specially Johannean. interpres Marcus." Comp. Irenaeus also,

* Hence his frequent reference to the iii. 10. 6, iii. 1. 1. According to this, com-
ano/j.vriixoi'evfjiaTa. tuiv anocnoKuiv . On pared with what Papias says of Mark,

one occasion led to do so casually, be- Justin might have expressed himself ex-

cause he is speaking directly of Peter, he actly as he has done. With respect to tho

refers definitely to the an-oiu.i'Tjiu.oi'eii/i.oTa to controversy on the subject, see Hilgenfeld,

IleTpov (c. Tryph. 106: tx.e^TUivau-a.Kiva.\. o.{nov Krit. TJnters. p. 23 ff., and Luthardt, I.e.;

Tiirpov eva ruiv awocrTokuiv koX 7e7pa0*ai e v comp. ou Mark, Introduction. Notice also

Tois a.TToixvr]fi.ov£vix.a<Ti.v avTov, k.t.\. how unfavourable the passage seems to

Here Credner (Beitr. I. p. 133 ; Oesch. d. the notion that Justin's Memorials are a
Kanon, p. 17) quite correctly referred auroO comjnlation (Ewald and others),

to lleVpoi' (Liicke conjectures that auToO is
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tribute the avajevv. instead of yew. avudev,— ai'uOev heing tsiken, according

to the common ancient view, in the sense of denuo (comp. also Clem. Recogn.

vi. 9),—this is most arbitraiy, especially when Justin himself gives promi-

nence to the impossibility of a second natural birth. Moreover, in the

second half of the quotation (ov /uy elcklB. elf -. ftaai.1. tuv ovp.), some rem-

iniscence of Matt, xviii. 3 might easily occur
;

just as, in fact, several very

ancient witnesses (among the Codices, {<*) read in John I.e. fiaaileiav tuv
oi' pavuv, but the Pseudo-Clemens {Homil. xi. 26) by quoting the second half

exactly in this way, and in the iirst half adding after avayew. the words

iidaTi (uvTi eJf bvo/ia Trarpbg, vloit, ay'iav Trvev/naTog, exhibits a free combination

of Matt, xxviii. 19 and xviii. 3. Other passages of Justin, which some have

regarded as allusions to or quotations from John, may just as fitly be de-

rived from evangelic tradition to be found elsewhere, and from Christian

views generally ; and this must even be conceded of such passages as c.

Trijph. 88 (John i. 20 ff.), de res. 9 (John v. 27), Apol. I. 6 (John iv. 24),

Aiwl. I. 22 and c. Tnjph. 69 (John ix. 1), c. Trypli. 17 (John i. 4). How-
ever, it is most natural, when once we have been obliged to assume in

Justin's case the knowledge and use of our Gospel, to attribute to it other

expi-essions also which exhibit Johanuean peculiarities, and not to stop at

Apol. I. 61 merely (against Frank). On the other hand, the remarkable re-

semblance of the quotation from Zech. xii. 10 in John xix. 37 and Apol. I.

52, leaves it doubtful whether Justin derived it from Jolm's Gospel (Semisch,

Luthardt, Tisch., Riggenb.), or from one of the variations of the LXX.
already existing at that time (Grimm, I.e. p. 692 f.), or again, as is most

probable, from the original Hebrew, as is the case in Rev. i. 7. It is true

that the Epistle to Diognetus, which, though not composed by Justin, was

certainly contemporary with and probably even prior to him, implies the

existence of John's Gospel in certain passages of the concluding portion,

which very distinctly re-echo John's Logos-doctrine (see especially Zeller,

T.c. p. 618, and Credner, Oescli. d. neut. Kanon, p. 58 ff.); but this conclu-

sion (chapp. 11, 12) is a later appendix, probably belonging to the third

century at the earliest. Other references to our Gos2iel in the Epistle are

uncertain.

5. To the testimonies of the second century within the church, the Clavis

of Melito of Sardis certainly does not belong (in Pitra, Spicileg. Solesmense,

Paris 1853), since this pretended /c/le/r, in which the passages John xv. 5. vi.

54, xii. 24, are quoted as contained '^in Evangelio,''^ is a much later compila-

tion ;' but they include the Ejnstle of the Cliurclxes at Vienne and Lyons (Eus.

V. 1), where John xvi. 2 is quoted as a saying of the Lord's, and the Spirit

is designated as the Paraclete : Tatian, Justin's diecijile, ad Oraec. 13, where

John i. 5 is cited as to elprnuevov ; chap. 19, where we have indications of an

acquaintance with John's prologue (comp. chap. 5) ; and chap. 4, wvsv/ua

6 ds6c, compared with John iv. 24 ; also the Diatessaron of this Tatian, - which

1 See Stcitz, Stud. v. Krit. 1857, p. 584 ff. from his diocese as dangerous, it was
' Accordintf to Tlieodoret {Haeret. fab. notliing else than a brief summary by way

i. 20), who from his account must have of extract of our four Gospels, in which

known it accurately, and who removed it the genealogies, and all that referred to
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is based on the canon of the four Gospels, certainly including that of John :

Athenagoras, Leg. pro Christ. 10, which is based upon a knowledge of John's

prologue and of xvii. 21-33 : Apollinaris, Bishop of Hierapolis, in a Frag-

ment in the Paschal Chronicle., ed. Dindorf, p. 14 (d rip ayinv nXsvpav kKKevrij-

6els 6 eKX£ac f/c "/f wTiEvpac avTov tu 6vo ndXiv KaOapaca v6up Koi atfia' Xojov k.

TTveviua, comp. John xix. 34), where Baur, of course, takes refuge in a tradi-

tion older than our Gospel ; also in another Fragment in the same work

bOev aavficpLovur re vofiu y v67/at(; avruv iial aTaQLdC,Eiv 6okeI Kaf avTovgra evayyeAia),

where, if we rightly interpret it,' John's Gospel is meant to be included

Christ as a descendant of the seed of David,

were left out. This account must (see also

Semisch, Tat.iaiii Dlatess., Vratisl. 1856) pre-

vail against modern views of an opposite

kind ; it agrees also with what is said

by Euseb. iv. 29, who, liowever, did not

himself exactly know the peculiar tvay in

wJiich Tatian had combined the four. The
statement of Epiphanius, Haer. xlvi. 1,

" Many called it Ka.0' "E^paiovs," is, on the

other hand, simply an historical remark,

which decides nothing as to the fact itself.

According to the Jacobite bishop of the

thirteenth century, Dionysius Bar-Salibi in

Assemanni {Bibl. Orient, i. p. 5Tf., ii. p. 159),

the Diatessaron of Tatian, who therefore

must have laid chief stress on John, began

with the words. In the beriinnirig was the

Word; he also reports that EphraemS.vrus

wi'Ote a commentary on the Diatessaron.

Credner (Beitr. I. p. 446 ff. ; Gesch. d. neut.

Kano?i, p. 19 ff.), whom Scholten follows,

combats these statements by showing that

the Syrians had confounded Tatian and
Ammonius and their writings with one
another. But Bar-Salibi certainly keeps
them strictly apart. Further, the orthodox
Ephraem could write a commentary on
Tatian's Diatessaron tlie more fitly, if it

was a grouping together of the canonical

Gospels. Lastly, the statement that it

began with John i. 1 agrees thoroughly with
Theodoret's account of the rejection of the

genealogies and the descent from David,
whereas the work of Ammonius cannot
have begun with John i. 1, .=ince, according

to Eusebius (see Wetstein, Proleg. p. 68), its

basis was the Gospel of Matthew, by the

side of which Ammonius placed the parallel

sections of the other evangelists in the

form of a synopsis. The testimony of Bar-

Salibi above quoted ought not to have been
surrendered by Liicke, de Wette, and
varioiis others, on the ground of Credner's

oppo,sition. What Credner quotes in his

Gesch. d. netd. Kanon, p. 20, from Ebed-

Jesu (in Maii Script, vet. nova collect, x.

p. 191), rests merely on a confusion of Ta

tian with Ammonius on the part of the Syr-

ians ; which confusion, however, is not to

be charged upon Dionysius Bar-Salibi.

Further, there is the less ground for ex-

cluding the fourth Gospel from the Diates-

saron, seeing that Tatian has made use of

it in his Oratio ad Graecos.

1 The correct explanation is the usual

one, adopted by Wieseler, Ebrard, M'eitzel,

Schneider, Luthardt, Bleek, Weizsacker,

Eiggenbach, and many others, also by
Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, Scholten: ""and the

Gospels, according to them (in consequence

of their asserthig that Jesus, according to

Matthew, died on the 15th Nisan), appear

to be at variance" (namely, with one an-

other). This ground of refutation rests on
the assumption (which, however, is really

erroneous) that there could be no dis-

agreement among the Gospels as to the

day when Jesus died, while there would
be such a disagreement if it were correct

that, according to Matthew, Jesus died on
the 15th Nisan. Now it is true that Mat-

thew really has this statement ; only Apol-

linaris does not admit it, but assumes
that both the Synoptics and John record

the 14th Nisan as the day of Christ's

death, so that on this point harmony
reigns among the Gospels, as in fact,

generally, the real disagreement among
them had not come to be consciously ob-

served. Comp. Clem. Al. in the Chron.

Pasch. : ravTr] Tuiv rjixepiav TJj aKpifSdci. . . .

(cal Tci evayye\ia avvuiSa. According to

Schwegler {Montanism, p. 194 f.), Baur,

Zeller, the sense must be :
" According to

their view, the Gospels are in conflict with

the Latv." This, however, is incorrect, be-

cause, after having given pi-ominence to

the irreconcilability with tlie Law, a new

point is introduced with aTaa-La^eiv, bear-

ing on the necessary harmony of the Gos-

pels. Moreover, there is no need whatever,

in the case of o-rao-ia^eii', of some such ad-

dition as ei/ cauTois or the like, since ri

evayy4\ia represents a collective totality

supposed to be well known. Comp. Xen.
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among the evayyDua : Polycrates of Ephesus, in Euseb. v. 24, wliere, with, a

reference to John xiii. 33 f., xxi. 20, he designates the Apostle John as 6 knl

TO CT7]doQ Tov Kvplov avaTTecuv. The Clementine Homilies ' contain in xix. 23

an undeniable quotation from John ix. 3, 3 ;
^ as also, in iii. 52, a citation

occurs from Johnx. 9, 27,' and after these undoubted quotations, there is no

longer any reason to question a reference also in xi. 26 (compare above,

under 4) to John iii. 3. On the other hand, no great stress must be laid on

the citations in the Recognitiones, since this work is to be placed (in opposi-

tion to Ililgenfeld, Merx, Volkmar) somewhat later, though still in the second

century, and now only exists in the obviously free Latin translation of

Rufiuus/ The first Father who quotes our Gospel hy name is Theophilus, ad

A-Utolyc. ii. 31 (ii. 33) : "Odev Su^dcKovoL rijiaQ al dyiai jpadal koI rravreg oi Tvvev-

fiarocpopoi, e § o) v 'I u dvv ?/ g Tiky e c' ev a. p xv vv 6 A6y o g, k.t.Ti. Be-

sides this, according to Jerome {Ei?. 151, ad Aglas.), he composed a work
comparing the four Gospels together, which, like Tati'an's Diatessaron, im-

plies the recognition of John by the church. Of importance also here is the

testimony of Irenaeus, Haer. iii. 1 (e-rrEira 'ludvv^g 6 fia6riT?jg tov nvpiov, 6 nal exl

TO uTfjOog AvTov avaneauv, kcu avrbg e^eSuKs to evayyeXiov, ev 'E^fcrw Tyg 'Aaiag 6ia-

Tpij3uv), comp. iii. 11. 1, 7, 8, 9, v. 10. 3, and especially a'p. Eus. v 8
;
partly

because in his youth Polycarp was his teacher, and partly because he was an

opponent of Gnosticism, which, however, could easily find, and did actually

find, nutriment in this very Gospel. Hence the assumption is all the more

natural, that the Gospel so emphatically acknowledged and frequently quoted

by Irenaeus had Polycarp's communications in its favour, either directly, in

that Polycarp made Irenaeus acquainted with John's Gospel, or at any rate

indirectly, in that he found confirmed by that Gospel what had been deliver-

ed to him by Polycarp as coming from the apostle's own mouth respecting

the words and works of Jesus, and which had remained vividly impressed

on his recollection.^—Finally.here belong, because we may take it for granted

they are not later than the second century, the Canon of Muratori, ° and the

Cyrop. viii. 8. 2, ^wd /^teVroi KCpos ereXevTYiaev, above, XXXI. p. 308 ff. This ali=o tells

tv9v^ H161' avToC oi TraiSe? earaaiaiov. Often SO airaiiist Baur, who, ill the Theol. .Tahrb. 1857,

in Greek ; comp. also Hilgenfeld, Pascha- p. 240, strangely enough thinks to weaken
streit, p. 258. this testimony as a " casual and external"

1 Ed. Dressel, Getting. 1853. use of the Gospel ; while Scholten (die alte-

2 See Uhlhorn in the 6dtt. gel. Am. 1853, Hen Zeug. p. 60 ff.), in a precarious and arti-

p. 1810; Volkmar, cin neu entdecU. Zevr/n. ficial fashion, raises doubts as to the use

ilber d. Joh. Evang.., in the theol. Jahrb. 1854, itself.

p. 446 ff. In spite of this clear testimony, ^ See, against Zeller and Hilgenf., espe-

however, Volkmar places the date of ciaWy Vhlhovn, d. HomU.,u. Eecogn.desClem.

John's Gospel and of the Homilies so near p. 223.

each other (150-100 a.d.), that the former < i?eco;7w. vi.9, comp. Johniii.3-5 ; 7?«cor7».

must have been used by the author of the ii- 48, comp. John v. 23 ; JRecogn. v. 12, comp.

Homilies directly after its origination " as John viii. 34.

an interesti!ig but vnapostolic Kovi/m''' ^ Epist. ad Florin, in Eus. v. 20.

(Urspr. d. Evang. p. 63). This use mani- ^ Credner erroneously maintains in the

festly implies dissemination and admitted nieol. Jahrb. 1857, p. 297, and Gesch. d. neut.

apostolic authority such as Matthew and Kanon, p. 158 f., that the Canon Murat.

Luke, and a Gospel of Peter, possibly used distinguishes John the Evangelist as a

by him, must have possessed in the opin- simple discipiilus Christi from the Apostle.

ion of the author. Comp. Luthardt as See, on the other hand, Ewald, Jahrb. IX.
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Canon of the Syrian church in the Peshito, and in the Fragments of the

Curetoniau text. The Itala also, if its origin really falls within the second

century, ^ may be quoted among the testimonies of this century.

6. Among the heretics of the second century, besides the Tatian already

referred to, we must name Marcion as a witness for our Gospel. He
rejected, according to Tertullian (c. 3Iarc. iv. 3), Matthew and John, and,

according to the same writer, de came Christi 3, John,—a fact which im-

plies their apostolic authority, and that Marcion knew them to be apostolic,^

although Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, and Scholten, following Zeller and Schweg-

ler, assume the contraiy. But he rejected the non-Pauline Gospels, not on

critical grounds, but as a one-sided adherent of Paul, and, as such, in

Tertullian's judgment {'•'mdetur'''') chose Luke's Gospel, in order to shape

it anew for the purpose of restoring the pure Gospel of Christ, and in such

a way, in fact, that he now " evangelio scilicet suo nullum adscribit aucto-

rem," Tertull. c. Marc. iv. 2, by which he deprived Luke of his canonical

jiosition (^^ Lucam mdetur elegisse, quern caedereV^). To question Tertullian's

credibility in the above passages,^ though he too frequently judged with the

hostility of a partisan those whom he opposed, is yet without sufficient

warrant, since he states particularly (c. Metre, iv. 3) how Marcion came to

reject the other canonical Gospels ; striving, namely, on the ground of the

Epistle to the Galatians (chap, ii.), to subvert the position of those Gospels
—"quae propria et sub niJostolorum novaine eduntur vel etiam apostolicorum,

ut scilicet fidem, quam illis adimit, suo conferat." Comp. Weizsacker, p.

230 S. (who, however, misunderstands videtw in the above passage), and

Riggenb. p. 130 ff. Marcion, therefore, must in consistency have renounced

the gain to Gnosticism with which John could have furnished him. The
ojDposite course would have been inconsistent with his Paulinism. Again,

that Tertullian understood, by the "Gospels peculiarly and specially apos-

tolical," those of Matthew and John (against Zeller, who, with Volkmar,

understands the apocryjihal Gospels of the Jewish Christians), is clear from

c. Marc. iv. 2 :
" Nobis fidem ex apostolis Johannes ct MaWiaeus insinuant,

ex apostolicis Lucas et Marcus." Further, the Valentinians used our Gos-

pel fully and in many ways, in support of their fine-spun fancies (Iren. Ilaer.

iii. 11. 7). Heracleon, who is not to be brought down in time into a con-

temporary of Origen,* wrote a commentary on it (see the Fragments of

Origen in Grabe, Spicil. Pair. ii. p. 85 ff.). Ptolemaeus (in Epiiihan. Ha&r.

xxxiii. 3 ff.) cites John i. 3 as an apostolical utterance, and according to

Irenaeus, i. 8. 5, expressly described John's prologue as j^roceeding from

the apostle ; and Theodotus also (according to the extracts from his writ-

ings appended to the works of Clem. Alex.) often quotes the Gospel of

p. 96; "Weiss in the Stud. %i. Krit. 1863, ties is easily enoujih explained by Marcion's
p. 597. anti-Judaizing: temper.

1 Lachmann, JV. T. Praef. p. x. f. ' Zeller, Baur, Volkmar.
2 Which certainly can be least of all < Origen himself (in .Joann. ii. c. 8) allegtes

doubted in the case of John's Gospel, of that Heracleon was esteemed a trusty dis-

which Asia was the native country. The ciple (-yroipi/ios) of Valentinus.
rejection of John as one of the twelve apos-
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Jolm. Whether Valentlmis himself used it, is a qiiestion on which also,

apart from other less evident proofs, we are not -without very distinct testi-

mony since the publication of the PMloso'pliu'nfiena Origenis, which were

probably composed by Hippolytus ; for in the PJtilos. vi. 35, among the

proof-texts used by Valentinus, John x. 8 is cited : so that the subterfuge,

" The author lil-esto transfer the doctrines of the disciple to the Master''^ (Zeller,

Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, comp. Scholten), can be of no avail here, where we

have an instance to the contrary lying clearly before us. ' When, therefore,

Tertullian says, Praescr. Ilaer. 38,
'

' Valentinus integro instrumento uti

Didetur,'''' we may find this videtur in respect of John's Gospel simply con-

firmed by the Philosophumena.^— That, again, also Basilides, who is not,

however, to be looked upon as a disciple of the Apostle Matthias (Hofstede

de Groot), used our Gospel,—a point which Baur even, with unsatisfactory

opposition on the part of Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, and others, concedes,—and

that he has emjiloyed as proof-texts in particular John i. 9, ii. 4, is likewise

proved by the Phil. Orig. vii. 22, 27, with which many of the author's

errors in other things are quite unconnected.—The Gospel also was in use

among the Naassenes (Philos. Or. v. 6 ff.) and Peratae (v. 12 ff.), who
belong to the close of the second century.—It is true that Montanism had

not its original root in the Gospel of John, but in the doctrine of the

Parousia ; still, in its entire relation to the church and its doctrine (see

especially Ritschl, AUhathol. Kirche, p. 477 ff.), and particularly in its

ideas of prophecy, its asceticism, and its eschatology, it had no occasion to

reject our Gospel, though some have erroneously found some evidence to

this effect in Irenaeus, ^ though at the same time dependence on this Gosjicl

' See Jacobi in the Deutsch. Zeiischrift, tamen plus abstulit et plus adjecit, auferens

1851, No. 28 f ., 1853, No. 24 f
.

; Ewald, Jahrb. proprietates singnlorum quoque verborum

V. p. 200 f. et adjiciens dispositiones non comparen-
•> When Baur and Zeller, on the other tium rerum." Tertullian, de praescr. haer.

hand, lay stress on the fact that among the 38. The Valentinian Gnosis, with its Aeons,
texts adduced by the Valentinians in proof Syzygies, and so on, stands related to John's

of their doctrine of the Aeons, none occur prologue as a product of art and fancy to

from John, and hence conclude that the what is simple and creative. Attempts to

Yalentinix.n system which Irenaeus there weaken the testimonies of the Philosoiih.

describes does not imply the existence of Orig. as to a use of John's Gospel on the

our Gospel at that time, it is still adverse part of Valentinus and Basilides, have
to their view that Irenaeus immediately, i. been very unsuccessfully made : Zeller, in

8. 5, adduces quotations from John out of the Theol. Jahrb. 1853, p. 144 ff. ; Volkmar,
Ptolemaeus, and in iii. 11. 7 testifies to the ibidem, 1854, p. 125 f. ; Baur, ib. p. 269 f. :

most ample use of our Gospel {' plenissime Hilgenf. in his Zeitschrift, 1862, p. 452 if.;

iitent.es'') on the part of the Valentinians. Scholten, d. alt. Zeug. p. 67 ff. ; and Volk-

So, also, the fact that Irenaeus, i. 20. 2, cites mar. iy.<pr. tins. Evang. p. 70 ff. See further,

among the proof-texts of the Marcosians Bleek, i?f^^r. I. p. 214 ff. ; Schneider, p. 27 ff.

;

none from John, cannot serve to prove that Luthardt, I.e. p. 100 ff. ; Tisch. I.e. p. 45 ff.

;

the "Valentinian system originally stood in Riggenbach, p. 118 ff.

no connection with the fourth Gospel." ^ This is in answer to Bretschneider,P?-oft-

Zeller, 1845, p. 635. Assuredly the whole a*, p. 210ff. The passage in Irenaeus, iii. 2. 9,

theosophy of Valentinus was intertwined reads thus :
" Alii vero, ut donum Spiritus

with, and grew upon, the ground and soil frustrentur, quod in novissimis temporibus
of John's distinctive theology. "Valentinus secundum placitum patris cffusum est in

... non ad niateriamscripluras(a,fi M(\rc\on), hnmanum genus, illam speciem non ad-
sed materiam ad scrlpturas excogitavit, et mittunt, quae est secundum Johannis evan-
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cannot in its case be proved. There was a rejection of the Gospel on the

part of the Alogi, consequently on that of the opiwnents of Montanism (Epiph.

Haer. li. 3 f.), in the interests, indeed, of dogmatic Antiniontanism, though

they also adduced harmonistic reasons ; but by this very rejection they fur-

nish an indirect testimony to the recognition in their day of our Gospel as

an apostoUe work, both in the church and among the Montanists. They
ascribed it to Cerinthus, who was yet a contemporary of John,—a proof

how ancient they thought it, in spite of their rejection of it.

7. Celsus, whom we must certainly not assign, with Volkmar, to so late a

date as the third century, has been cited as a witness of the second century

standing outside the church,—all the more important, indeed, because her

enemy

^

—and, from the Fragments of his work as cited in Origeu, we may
certainly infer that he was to some extent acquainted with the evangelic

tradition and the evangelic writings, for he even alludes to the designation

of the Logos and other peculiar points which are found in John, especially

c. Gels. ii. 36, comp. John xx. 27 ; c. Gels. i. 67, comp. John ii. 18. He
assures us that he drew his objections chiefly from the writings of the Chris-

tians (c. Gels. ii. 74). But it is highly probable that the Gospel of John
was also among them, since he {c. Gels. ii. 13) expressly distinguishes the

writings of the disciples of Jesus from other works treating of Him, which
he proposes to pass over.—A weighty testimony from the oldest fqjocrypMl

literature might be furnished by the Acta Pilati, which are quoted even by
Justin and Tertullian (see Tischendorf, Evang. apocr. Prolegg. p. liv. if.),

if their original form were satisfactorily determined, which, however, can-

not be successfully done. Just as little do other apocryphal Gospels fur-

nish anything which we may lay hold of as certain. The labour expended

by Tischendorf therefore leads to no results.

8. By the end of the second century, and from the beginning of the third,

tradition in the church testifies so clearly and uniformly in favour of the

Gospel, that we need cite no additional vouchers. ' Euseb. iii. 35 places it

among the Homoloffumena.

gelium, in qua Paracletum se missurum polation ; nor must we admit in the last

Dominus promisit ; sed simul etevangeliura words the conjecture " x'se.udoprophetas'" (so

et propheticum repellunt Spiritum, infelices Merkel, Aufkldrung d. SireitUjk. der Alogtr,

vere, qui pseudoprophetae quidem esse p- 13 ; also Gieseler, Kirchenqeach. I. i. p. 200,

volunt, prophetiae vero gratiam ab ecclesia and Tischendorf), or 'pseudoprophetae esse

repellunt." He is here speaking of the o;j- nolunt (so Liicke), ov pseudoprophetas esse

])oiients of Montanism, who for a polemical nolunt (so Ritschl). Rather is pseudopro-

purpose did not acknowledge the character- phetae to be taken as genitive : tliat "i< is

istic Johannean nature of this Gospel, rec- the ivork of a false prophet.''' Accordingly
ognizable by the promise of the Paraclete ;

the '" pseudoprophetae esse volunt" answers to

by which course Irenaeus thinks they reject the preceding '^ evangelium . .. repellunt,"

equally both the Gospel (of John) and the while the "i;rci/»A^<iae»ero(7ra<iam" answers
prophetical Spirit also (who, in fact, was to to the "propheticum repellunt Spiritum."

be sent precisely as the Paraclete),—" truly Hence also we must decline Volkmar's con-

unhappy men, who indeed ascribe it (the jecture, that in Greek >|<eu6a)s 7rpo(|))}Tat stood
Gospel) to a false prophet, while tliey are instead of >|/eu5o7rpo(>7JTat.

repelling the grace of prophecy from the ' Clem. Al., TertuU., Hippolyt., Orig.,

church." — The passage is not to be re- Dionys. Al., etc.

garded, with Neander, as a Moutanist inter-
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From this examination of witnesses, it is clear ^ that our Gospel was not

merely in use in the church, and recognized by her as apostolical, from about

170 A.D. (Hilgenfeld, a.d. 150), and composed somewhere about 150 a.d.

(Ililgenfeld, 120-140), but that the continuity of the attestations to it, and

their growing extent in connection with the literature of the church, are as

evident as we ever can and do require for the external confirmation of any

New Testament writing. The continuity in particular goes back from Ire-

naeus through Polycarj), and from Papias, so far as he is credited with the

use of John's first £)>is^fc, although not directly (Iren., Hieron.), yet indirect-

ly (Euseb., Diouys.),-—that is, through the Presbyter John,—to the Apostle

Idmself. That the Fragment of Papias in Euseb. iii. 39 does not mention

John's Gospel, cannot be of any consequence, since it does not quote any

written sources at all from which the author drew his accounts, but rather

describes his procedure as that of an inquirer after sayings of the apostles

and other of the Lord's disciples (such as Aristion and John the Presbyter),

and exjjressly enunciates the principle : oh yap ra Ik tuv pift'/duv roaovrdv /ue

i)(pt7iElv inTETiaujiavov, baov ra Trapa (^ua7jg (jiuvfiQ koL fxEvomrjg. Papias here throAVS

together the then existing evangelic writings {tuv ^LJiTiiuv), of which there

was a multitude (Luke i. 1), all without distinction, not probably some

merely apocryphal ones (Tischendorf ; Riggenbach, p. 115); and as he in-

cluded among them the Gospel of Matthew and that of Mark, both of which

lie specially mentions suljsequently, so he also may have intended to include

the Gospel of John among ruv (iifj/Juv, since he manifestly does not indicate

that he has any conception of canonical Gospels as such (comp. Credner,

Beitr. I. p. 25), and has no occasion to note the distinction. When, further

on, Eusebius quotes two statements of Papias on the Gospels of Matthew
and Mark, this does not indicate that our Gospel did not exist in his day

(Bain-), or was at any rate not recognized by him (Hilgen., Credner, .and

Volkmar) ; but these two statements are simply made prominent, because they

contain something specially noteworthy as to the origin "^ of those Gospels,

just as Eusebius refers to it as specially worthy of remark that Papias makes

use of proofs from two epistolary writings^ (1 John and 1 Peter), and has a

1 Comp. the acknowledgment of Keim, disposed to infer from chap. 4 and 16. Hil-

Gesch. J. i. p. 137 :
" It is used in the extant jienfeld places it under Nerva ; Ewald and

literature as early as the Synoptics." In Weizsacker even in the time of Vespasian,

opposition both to the usual determination The question is, in any case, still uncertain,

of the date, which fixes on the last quarter ^ when, in this statement, Papias inti-

of the first century, and to the criticism of mates in regard to Mark : oure yap rjKovcre toO

Baur, Hilgenfeld, and Volkmar, Keim (pp. Kvpiov oure naprjKoAourJrjtrei' avrw, we may ob-

146, 155) assigns the origin of the Gospel to serve here a contrast to other evangelists

Trajan's time, between a.d. 100 and 117. who AftrHieard the Lord and followed Him ;

The difficulty here is, that, according to which was not the case with Mark, whose
Keim, the Epistle of Barnabas necessarily credibility depended rather on Peter. Such,

implies the use of our Gospel in its time. other evangelists were Matthew and John.

This epistle, however, he places in Hadrian's ^Why Eusebius makes this prominent,

day, about 120 a.d. In this case, the inter- we cannot tell, since we do not know on
val during which the Gospel had to become what occasions Papias used these episto-

known and recognized is much too narrow
;

lai'y testimonies. We can hai'dly connect
and besides, the date assigned to Barna- this prominent reference with the question

bas is by no mean\ so certain as Keim is of the genuineness of the epistles, to which
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narrative whicli occurs in the Gospel to the Hel:irews. ' Further, in opposi-

tion to the weighty testimony of Justin Martyr, it is incorrectly urged that,

if he had known of John as evangelist, he would not have referred to him as

the author of the Apocalypse, with the bare words (c. Tryph. 81), avijp rtc, cj

ovojia 'ludvv7jc, Eif Ti''^ a-iToa-oXuv rov Xpicrrov. Justin had, in fact, no occasion

at all, in the context of this passage, to describe John as evangelist, and

all the less that to him it was self-evident that in fif tuv anoaT67Mv were in-

cluded the authors of the aTrofiVT/juovev/uara tuv aTvoaT6?Mv.

A historical argximent sjjecially adduced by some against our Gospel is

derived from the history of the Easter Controversy. See, on the one side,

Bretschneider, Proh: 109 f. ; Schwegler, 3Ionta.nism, p. 191 f. ; Baur, p. 343

ff., and in the Tlieol. Jalrh. 1844, p. 638 ff., 1847, p. 89 ff., 1848, p. 264 ff.

On the opposite side, Weitzel, d. cliristl. Passafeier der drei ersten Jahrl).,

Pforzheim 1848, and in the Tlieol. Stud. u. Krit. 1848, p. 806 ;—in answer

to which, again, Ililgcnfcld, in the Tlieol. Jalwl). 1849, p. 209 ff., and in

his' Galaterbrief, p. 78 f. ; Baur, d. Christenth. d. drei ersten JaJirh. p. 141 IT.

;

Scholten, d. Evang. nacli Joli. krit. hist. Untersuch. p. 385 ff. ; and d. altest.

Zeugnisse, p. 139 ff. See further, for the genuineness of John : Ewald,

Jahi'd. Y. p. 203 ff. ; Schneider, p. 43 ff. ; Bleek, Beitr. p. 156 ff., and Einl.

p. 187 fi. ; Steitz, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1856, p. 721 if., 1857, p. 741 ff.,

1859, p. 717 ff., and in the Jalirh. f. Deutsche Theologie, 1861, p. 102 ff. ;—
against whom, Baur, in the Tlieol. JahrTj. 1857, p. 242 ff., and in Hilgenfeld's

Zeitschr. 1858, p. 298 ; Ililgenf. Tlieol. Jalirl. 1857, p. 523 ff., and in his

ZeiYscAr. , 1858, p. 151 ff., 1863, p. 285 ff., 1867, p. 187 ff. On the whole

course of the investigations, Hilgef., d. Paschastreit d. alt. Kirche, 1860, p.

29 ff. ; Kanon u. Krit. d. N. T. 1863, p. 220 ff. Comp. also the apologetic

discussion by Riggenbach, d. Zeugnisse f. d. Ev. Joh. p. 50 ff. The reasons

derived from the Easter controversy against the genuineness of the Gospel

are obviated, not by forcing the fourth Gospel into agreement with the

Synoptics in their statements as to the day on which Jesus died (see on xviii.

28), which is not possible, but by a correct apprehension of the point of

view from which the Catholic Quartodecimani in Asia Minor, who apj^ealed

for their observance of their festival on the 14th Nisan to apostolic custom,

the subsequent mention of the Gospel to the It is true, a Latin Codex of the nintli cen-

Hebrews would not be at all appropriate. tury, in the Vatican, expressly testifies to

Probably Eusebius mentions the reference such a mention (see Aberle in the Tiib.

to the two epistles only as an exceptional Qiiartalschr. 1804, p. 1 ff. ; Tisch. as above,

procedure on the part of Papias, who else- p. 118 f. ; Zahn, in the Stud. u. Krit. 18C7,

where dispenses with the citation of jwi^fere p. 533ff.); but less importance is to be at-

testimonies. Comp. the passage previously tached to it, since the testimony is connect-

adduced from the Fragment.—Scholten («. ed with the statement that Papias jmt

altest. Zeugii. p. IT) very arbitrarily, and together wliat was dictated by the apostle,—

without any reason, doubts whether Papias a late and worthless legend (occurring also

held the epistle to be a work of the apostle. in Corder. Caten. Pi^ooein.), whicli might
1 Besides, it is not to be overlooked that easily enough have originated from Ire-

Papias may someiohere else in his book have naeus' speaking of Papias as 'lutawov

mentioned the fourth Gospel, which he does dKovo-T^s. See, moreover, Hilgenf. in his

not name in the Fragment in Eusebius. We Zeitschr. 1865, p. 75 ff. ; Overbeck, ibidem,

do not know, since the book is lost. See 1867, p. 63 £f.

also Steitz, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1808, p. 403.
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and especially to the example of John (Polycarp in Eusebius v. 24 ; and

Polycrates, ibidem), regarded the observance of this particular day of the

month. The opponents of the Gospel, it is true, say, If the custom of those

in Asia Minor to celebrate the Lord's last supper on the 14th Nisan, con-

temporaneously with the Jewish passovcr, mainly originated with and pro-

ceeded from the Apostle John, then this apostle could not have written the

fourth Gospel, because that custom agrees exactly with the Synoptic account

of the last supper and the day of Jesus' death, while the fourth Gospel states

the exact opposite,—namely, that Jesus kej)t His last supper, and therefore

no true passover, on the 13th Nisan, and was cruciiied on the 14th Nisan.

But the men of Asia ]\Iinor celebrated the 14th Nisan,—and that, too, by

terminating the fast kept upon this day in remembrance of Christ's passion,

down to the hour of His death, and by a joyous celebration of the Lord's

supper immediately after, in gratitude for the accomplishment of His work

of redemption,—not because Jesus ate ih.Q jjassovcr on that day, but because

He died on that day, and by His death became the real and true Paschal

Lamb of whom the Mosaic paschal lamb was the tijpe (1 Cor. v. 7 ; John

xix. 3G); comp. also Ritschl, Altlcath. Kirche, p. 269. Accordingly, they

might justly maintain (see Polycrates in Euseb. 7. c.) that their festival on

the 14th Nisan was /cara to evayye'Aiov (for any disagreement in the

Gospels in reference to the day of Jesus' death Avas not yet perceived, and

the passover meal of Jesus in the Synoptics was looked upon as an anticipa-

tion), and Kara rbv Kavova rf/c tclgteu f,—this latter, namely, because

Jesus, by the observance of the passover on another day, would not have

appeared as the antitype of the slaughtered paschal lamb. Also it da a

ayia ypai^i] might be rightly quoted in jiroof by Polj'crates, since in no

part of the Old Testament does any other day occur as that on which the

paschal lamb was slaughtered, except the 14th Nisan, and Jesus was in fact

the true Paschal Lamb. It is self-evident that John's example, which the

Catholics of Asia Minor urged in favour of their "Quartodecima," perfectly

ao-rees with the account of the fourth Gospel, and that the Kara -o evayyeXiov

of Polycrates, though by it no single Gospel, but the written evangelic his-

tory collectively, is meant, does not exclude, but includes John's Gospel,

since its existence and recognition at that time is perfectly clear from other

proofs. True, there was also a party of Quartodcciraans in Asia Minor ' who

formed their judgments from a Judaistic (Ebionite) standpoint, whose cele-

bration of the 14th Nisan did not rest on the assumption that Jesus, as the

1 Characteristically referred to thus by in other points they agree with the doctrine

ApoUinaris in the Chron. Pasch. p. 14 : eVioi of the apostles. Agahist Banr and Ililffen-

Toivvv 6i &C a-yvoiav 4>iXoveiKQv<Ti Trepl TovTiav, fcld, by whom the distinction between

(TvyyviatTTov Tvpoiyixa ni-novOoTfi- ayvoia yap oil Catholic and Judaic Quartodecimani is

KaTYiyopiav avaiSexeTai,6i\\a.SL&axv';-^po(rSelTai. alleged to be pure fancy, see Steitz, 1850,

Comp. Hippolyt. iSiii. p. 13: hpCj p^kv ovu, 'oti. p. 783 ff., 1857, p. 764; also in Herzog's

<!>i\opeLKiai TO epyov, K.T.A. With the mild Encyclop. xi. p. 150 ff. Even the e.'ioi of

description of these people in ApoUinaris ApoUinaris and the eVepoirn'cs of Hippolytus

agrees also PliUos. Orig. viii. 18, where they should have precluded them from tliinking

are simply distinguished as ^repoi tlvc;, of the Asiatic church. On the other hand,

and indeed as <i)iA6i'eiKoi t^i- (^Oo-ii/ and iSii- Ililgenfeld, in his Prt^TAa^dm^, pp. 350, S83,

Tai Trji' yvMtiiv, while it is said of them that 404, is evasive.
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true Paschal Lamb, died on this day, but on the legal injunction that the

passover was to be eaten on this day, and on the assumption that Jesus Him-

self ate it on the very same day, and did not sufier till the ISthNisan/ Thesc'^

men stirred up the so-called Laodicean controversy, and had as opponents, first

Melito of Sardis and Apolliuaris of Hierapolis, and afterwards Irenaeus, Hip-

polytus, Clement, and others (Eus. iv. 26. 3). They were attacked partly by

their own weapon—the law— according to which Christ could not have been

put to death, that is, slain as the true Paschal Lamb, on the first day of the

feast
;
partly by an appeal to the Ooqyels, in respect of which it was assumed

that they agree in reporting the 14th Nisan as the day of Jesus' death (Apol-

liuaris, in the Citron. Pasch. p. 14 : aavfKpuvug re vd/xu y votjclq a-iruv koL c-aaid-

^eiv 6oKel kgt' aiirovg to, evayyeAia. See above, under 5, the note on this

passage). Moreover, it was urged by some who a2ipealed to Matthew (Apol-

liuaris, I.e., diTjyovvTai, Mardalov ovru Myeiv), that according to the words of

Jesus, ovKETL (pdyofiai to Tvaoxa (comp. Luke xxii. 16), He did not eat of the

legal passover, but died ^s the perfect Paschal Lamb on this day, and in-

deed before the time of eating the meal appointed by the law. See Hippoly-

tus, in the Ghran. Pasch. p. 13 : 6 ircikai irpoecTriJv, on ovuert (pdyofiai to kcicxo-,

fi/cdrwf TO jXEV (SsIttvov idei'KVTjaev irpb tov irdaxa, to 6e ndaxo- ovk. eipayev, oaX

eiradev, ovSe yap Kacpbg rjv TTjg jipuGEug avTov {i.e. " hecause the legal periodfor eat-

ing thejMssover had not even come,''''—it only came several hours after the death

of Jesus) ; and just before : TTEnTidvTjTai, ^irj yivuaKuv, oti u KaipC) EiraaxEV 6 Xpia-

rdg, OVK sfays to Kara, vofiov Tcdaxo,, ovTog yap r}v to Tzdcxa to TrpoK£K?/pvy/x.Evov aal to

TeTiEiovfiEvov TTj upi(Tfi£vy vfiipa (on the 14th Nisan). That, however, Justin

Martyr himself regarded the first day of the feast as the day on which Jesus

died (so Baur and Hilgenfeld), is an erroneous assumption. For when he

says (c.Tryth. Ill, p. 338), Kal oti ev r'niEpaTovivdcxa avvEldjiETs avTov Kal ofioiug

Ev t€) Trdaxa EOTavpuaaTE, yEypawrai, he plainly means by h r/jUEpa tov irdaxa,

and by h> -Co Tvdaxa, the day on which the paschal lamb was eaten—the 14th

Nisan ; since he shows immediately before that Christ was the true Paschal

Lamb, and immediately after continues : ug 6e Tovg h AlyvTrTu eguge to atfia

TOV 'Kdaxo-i ovTug Kal Tovg maTEvaavTag pmETai ek OavaTov to alfia tov XpiaTov.

Comp. chap. 40, p. 259. He might therefore have regarded Christ not as

dying on the 15th Nisan, but simply on the 14th, as this is expressed in the

second fragment of Apolliuaris, ' without our needing to understand '
' ei^

riuipa T{] TOV 7rao-;t:a" of the 15th Nisan.* Thus it is also said in the Chron.

Comp. SteitZ, 1856, p. 776 ff. 6 aVTi toO aixvov nax? S-eov, 6 5T/i?eis, 6 Srio'a'; tov

' Whose observance is not to be regarded ia-xvpov, xal 6 xpitJeis /cpirris iuivTcov kcX vexpCiy,

as a mere Jewish simultaneous celebration Kal 6 n-apaSotJeis ei? x^'P'^'^ a)xapTM\uiv, Iva aja-v-

of the passover, which John assented to, pwi>n. ° 'J>|'wi^ek i-nl KepdTMv jaofoxepcoTO!, Kal 6

as a custom which he found in existence Trji- ayiav TrXevpav exKei/TrjiJels . . . Kal 6 Ta^sW
in EpheSUS (Bleek, De Wette, following ev ^^tepa ttJ tov irdaxa-, en-tTerJei/Tos Ttp

Lucke). See, on the other hand, Hilgren- /xv^txaTi tov kC^ov.

feld, Kanon u. Krit. d. N. T. p. 22-1 ff. The " Recently Steitz also (in Herzog's Ency-
difference rests on a fundamental opposi- klop. xi. 1859, p. 151), who formerly agreed
tion. Comp. Ritschl, Altkath. Kirche, pp. with Baur, has admitted that Justin, agrree-

123 f., 269 f. Ing with the other Fathers of the second
^ To the same effect Is p. 14 : ^ iS' to and third centuries, did not in the above

a.\i\d\.vov TOV Kvpiov TTdaxa., r) ^vaia i; /iteyaAr;, Jjassage, C. Tr. p. 338, mean the 15th, but
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Pasch. ^. 12: hv avTij 6e rij tov 'kLox^- V/^^P?) i]roL tij iS' rov •n-poTov

LLTivoQ, TvapdaKevfjg ovarjQ karavpuaav ruv Kvpcov ol 'lovSaloi, Kal Tore tu Ttdcxn t<payov.

Comp. p. 415 : kv 'kiiipa. dl napaaKsvy cravpudyvat. tov Kvpiov 6i6daKovaiv to,

dsoTTVEVGTa Wdyca, ev ry tov tt da xa EopTy. On this fourteenth day the

passover was celebrated according to the practice prevailing in Asia Minor,

because on that day the true Paschal Lamb, Christ, was slain. Thus had

Philip, John, Polycarp, and other ^eyaAa CT-o<;j:eZc, whom Polycrates mentions,

already acted, and so John's example in this particular agrees with his own

Gospel.

If some have also argued ^ against the early existence of our Gospel, from

the antiquity and fixedness of the tradition which limited the ministry of

Jesus to a single yeai' (see Homil. Clem. xvii. 19), it is decisive against this

that this tradition occurs in many writers who recognized the Gospel as the

o-enuine work of John \- whence it is clear that it does not imply the non-

existence of the Gospel, but seemed just as reconcilable with John as with

the Synoptics. It may have originated from the Synoptic history (see on

Luke iv. 19) ; but the counter statement of John, although it actually

existed, did not disturb it. It is the same also with the antiquity and

fixedness of the tradition of the 14th Nisan as the day of Jesus' death, which

nevertheless does not imply non-acquaintance with the synoptic Gospels. —
If, further, the reasons which are alleged for a Johannean origin of the

Apocalypse are likewise urged, especially by the Tiibingen critics, as evidence

against a similar origin for the Oosjtel, yet a reverse procedure is equally

justifiable ; and, apart from the utter futility of those reasons in other

respects, the testimonies for the Apocalypse (which was excluded even from

the Peshito), do not attain to any such general recognition as those for this

Gospel. The attribution by the unanimous judgment (and that too, erro-

neous) of the church, of this work to the Apostle, would, granting its origin

in the first half of the second century, be, as it were, the magical result of a

few decenniums ; and would be historically the more enigmatical, in propor-

tion as in contents and character it diverged from the other Gospels on the

one hand, and from the much earlier and apostolically accredited Apocalypse

on the other. For we have in this book no spiritualized Apocalypse, but

simply an independent Gospel, marked by profound spiritual 2:)erfection,

Avhose linguistic and other characteristics, and Avhose doctrinal contents,

spirit, and aim, are, on the whole, so specifically different from those of the

Apocalypse, in spite of various Christological points of connection, as to

point to a totally different author (against Hengst., Godet, Riggenb., and

others). The Gnostic tendency of the time, in which some have sought for

the solution of that incomprehensible enigma, does not solve it, since the

the 14th Nisan. Comp. Lev. xxiii. 5, 6; Num. Justin correctly includes tlic arrest in the

xxviii. 16 f. ; Ezek. xlv. 21. The 15th Nisan day of crucifixion, as, c. Trijpli. 99, the ag-

is called porf?'?rfi« i^fwcAa^w;, Num. xxxiii. 3, ony in Gethsemane is already put by him

Josh. V. 11. Hilfrenfeld's objection (rf.Pac?- r% ij/icpa, jjirep i^iXK^ a-raupoCo--

chastr. d. alien Kirche, p. 20G), that the ar- &ai.

rest mentioned by Justin as taking place > See Hilgenfeld, Baur, Volkmar.

likewise on the iiiJ^epa tov nia-xo- does not ^ Clem. Al., Grig., Ptolemaeus; and see

suit the 14th Nisan, is altogether futile. generally Semisch, Denkw. Justin's, p. 199 f.
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strong reaction in the churcli against Gnosticism would rather have con-

demned a Gospel furnishing the Gnostics with so much apparent supjDort,

and with materials so liable to be misused, than left to opponents so rich a

mine, to be worked out for their designs, if its apostolic origin had not

been known and acknowledged.

SEC. III.—GENUINENESS CONTINUED.

As an internal testimony to its ajiostolic origin, we have, above all, the

whole grand ideal peculiarity of the book, wherein the nvevuaTtKov evayyeliov

(Clem. Al.) is delineated with so much character and spirit, with such

simplicity, vividness, depth, and truth, that a later fabricator or comjjoser

—

who, moreover, could have occupied no other standing-point than that of

his own time—becomes an impossibility, when we compare with it any \)vo-

duction of Christian authorship of the second century. The Gospel of John,

especially through the unity and completeness of its Ckristological idea, is

no artificial antithesis (Keim, Gesch. J. p. 129), but t'he completion of the

previous evangelic literature, to which the Pauline Christology appears as

the liistorical middle term. But such a creation, which constitutes such a

comioletion, without imitating the older Gospels, is not the work of some later

forger, but of an immediate eye-witness and recipient.' In it there beats

the heart of Christ,—as the book itself has been justly named (Ernesti).

But, say some (Liitzel., Baur and his school), it is precisely this tender,

fervent, harmonious, spiritual character of the Gospel, which is as little in

keeping with those traits of the Apostle John fiimself exhibited jn the other

Gospels "^ as the testimony borne to his anti-Pauline Judaism (Gal. ii.) is to

the ideal universalism which pervades his Gospel (see esi^ecially iv. 24, x. 16,

xii. 20). Yet the Judaizing partisanship which is said to be chargeable

I In order to make the unique peculiar- ing even the most distinguished (such as
ities of the Gospel agree with a non-apos- the Epistle to Diognetus). And the assump-
tolic author, neither the Epistle to the tiou of the apostolic guise would have been,
Hebrews nor the Apostle Paul ought to be in the case of that creative energy, as un-
brought into comparison. Botli of them worthy as unnecessary. The pseudony-
belong to the apostolic age, and the latter mous post-apostolic literature of the early
was called iu an extraordinary manner by church may be sufficiently accounted for by
Christ, as a true apostle, and furnished the custom—excusable, considering the de-
with a revelation. To suppose that the au- fective conception at that time of literary

thor of this Gospel also received a revela- property—of assuming the name of any one
tion in a similar way, and yet to make him according to whose ideas one intended to
compose his Gospel no earlier than the sec- write (see Kostlin in the Theol. Jahrh. 1851,

ond century, is unhistorical ; and to attrib- p. 149 ff.) ; but the deliberate purpose on
ute to any one deemed worthy of such a which this custom was founded, would, in

revelation the design of passing off his work the case especially of a book so sublime,
as John's, is unpsychological, and morally and in an intellectual point of view, so

opposed to the spirit of truth which per- thoroughly independent as our Gospel, have
vades and underlies it. The originating been utterly incongruous—& paradox of the

creative energy of the Spirit had no longer. Holy Ghbst.

in the second century, its season ordained ^ Mai-k iii. 17 ; Luke ix, 49, 54 ; Mark ix.

by God, as is clearly shown by the entire 38, x. 35.

literature of that later period, not except-
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on John, is simply imjwrted into Gal. ii., and cannot without utter arbitra-

riness be inferred from the conflicts with Judaism in Paul's subsequent

epistles. And as to the destination of an apostle of the Jews, a position

which John certainly, in common with Peter and James, still held at the

time of the Apostolical Council, might it not afterwards (though even Keim

discovers in this assumption a mockery of history and psychology) expand

gradually into that universalism which appears in the Gospel ? Might not,

in particular, the fuller insight into Paul's work Avhich John attained (Gal.

ii.), and the bond of fellowship which he formed with that apostle (Gal. ii.),

as well as his entrance subsequently into the sjAere of Paul's labours in Asia

Minor, have contributed powerfully to that exjiansion and transformation

which went beyond that of Paul liimself ; for the perfecting of which, down

to the time when our Gospel ' was composed, so long a period of church

history and of personal experience had been vouchsafed ? Moreover, like

Paul, he still retained his Israelitish theocratic consciousness as an inalien-

able inheritance (iv. 23 ; his use of the Old Test.). With regard to the

traits of character indicated in the Sj^optics, is not the holy fervour of spirit

which everywhere pervades his Gospel, and still marks his First Epistle, to

be conceived as the glorified transfiguration of his former fiery zeal ? And
as to this transfiguration itself," who may define the limits in the sphere of

what is morally possible to man, beyond which, in a life and labours so long

continued, the development of the new birth could not extend under influ-

ences so mighty as the apostles experienced through the Spirit's training in

the school of the holiest calling ? "What i^urification and growth did Peter,

for example, experience between his smiting with the sword and denial, and

liis martyrdom ! Both his labovn-s and his Epistle bear witness on this

point. Similarly must we judge of the objection, that the higher, nay, philo-

sojihical (or rather Christian speculative) Hellenistic culture of the evangelist,

especially his doctrine of the Logos, cannot be made to suit ' the Galilean

fisherman John,* for whom the . fathomless hardihood of modern criticism

has substituted some highly cultured OentiU Christian,^ who, wishing to

lead lieathen readers (xix. 35, xx. 31) to Christian faith, exhibited the

remarkable phenomenon "of historical evangelic authorship turning away

' The well-known words of Polycrates, the Apocalypse never once uses the word.

TO n-€TaAov 7re<|)oprjK:iils, ought not to have been The allegation that the latter, again, in Kev.

used as a proof that, in his later ministry in xxi. 14, compared with ii. 4, testifies to the

Asia, John was still the representative of anti-Pauline sentiments of the Twelve, and

Judaism, for they describe high-priestly hence of the Apostle John also, is simply

dignity (see sec. 1) in a Christian, spiritual foisted into the passage by a criticism on

sense. Again, the words which John is the look-out for it.

said to have uttered, according to Irenaeus, ^ Keim (p. IGO) says, inappositely, of Mark

iii. 3, when he encountered Cerinthus at and Luke :
" Since they clearly imply the

the bath : (^liywiu.ei' jxij ical TO pa^avelov avix- death of the apostles (of all ?), they have

TTco-T) iviov oi'To? KrjpiVdou, toO rij? dArjtJetas not even allowed a possibility of further de-

ix^pov, are alleged to be inappropriate to velopments." Neither Mark nor Luke un-

our evangelist. Why so? The very desig- dertook to write in their Gospels a history of

ration of Cerinthus as t^s aK-q&(ia<; ix^pov the apostles, but of Jesus.

in the legend points to the evangelist, with ^ Bretschneider, Baur, and others,

whom <iA>)tJeia was one of the great funda- Corap. also Acts iv. 13.

mental conceptions, whereas the author of ' So also Schenkel.
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from the existing Christian communities, for whom there were already

Gospels enough in existence, to appeal to the educated conscience of the

heathen world." ^ Even the fact that John was, according to xviii. 15, an

acquaintance of the high priest, is said to be unsuited to the circumstances

of the Galilean fisherman,^—a statement wholly without adequate ground.

It is true the author does not give his name, just as the other historical

works of the N. T. do not designate their authors. But he shows liimself

to have been an eye-witness in the plainest possible way, both at i. 14

(comp. John i. 1, iv. 14) and at xix. 35 (comjj. xxi. 24) ; while the vivid-

ness and directness of so many descriptions and individual details, in which

no other Gospel equals ours, as well as its necessarily conscious variation

from the synoptic representation as a whole and in particular points of great

importance, can only confirm the truth of that personal testimony, which is

not to be set aside either by interpreting tdeaadueda, i. 14, of the Christian

consciousness in general, or by the pretext that ekeIvoq in xix. 35 distin-

guishes the evangelist from such as were eye-witnesses.^ See the exegetical

remarks on those passages. And as a proof that the eye-witness was, in

fact, no other than John, the significant concealment of the name John is

rightly urged against Bretschneider, Baur, and others. Though allowed to

be one of the most intimate friends of Jesus, and though the Gospel describes

so many of his peculiar and delicate traits of character, this disciple is never

referred to by name, but only in a certain masked, sometimes very delicate

and thoughtful Avay, so that the nameless author betrays himself at once as

the individual who modestly suppresses his name in i. 35 if. The true

feeling of the church, too, has always perceived this ; while it was reserved

only for a criticism which handles delicate points so roughly,* to lend to the

circumstance this explanation : "The author speaks of his identity with
the apostle, as one, simply, to whom the point was of no consequence : his

Gospel is to be regarded as Johannean, without bearing the apostle's name
on its front

; at least the author will himself not mention the name in order

to make it his own, but the reader is merely to be led to make this combina-
tion, so as to place the Apostle John's name in the closest and most direct

connection with a Gospel written in his spirit" (Baur, p. 379). In fact, a

fraud so deliberately planned, and, in spite of its attempting no imitation

of the Apocalypse, so unexampled in its success, a striving after apparent

self-renunciation so crafty, that the lofty, true, transparent, and holy spirit

of which the whole bears the impress, would stand in the most marked contra-

diction to it ! Moreover, the instances of other non-apostolic works which
were intended to go forth as apostolic, and therefore do not at all conceal

the lofty names of their pretended authors, would be opposed to it. On the

1 Hilgenfeld, d. Evangelien, p. 349. designated himself the disciple beloved by
2 See Scholten, p. 379. Christ, there would be in this an offensive
= Kostliu, Ililgenfeld, Keim, and several and impudent self-exaltation : comp. also

others. Keim, Gesch. J. i. p. 157 f. See for the op-
^ See, besides the Tubingen critics and posite and correct view, Ewakl, Johann.

Scholten, also Weisse, d. Evangelienfr. p. 61, Schrif. 1. p. 48 ff.

according to whom, if John could have
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other hand, the universal recognition which this nameless author as the

Apostle John obtained in the church is the more striking, since a later pro-

duction of this kind, which had been anticipated by so well-known a work

of a totally different character, passing for Johannean,—that is, the Apoca-

lypse,—in contrast to the latter recognized as apostolic, while not once

mentioning the name of that disciple, would be an historical phenomenon

hardly conceivable. At least it is far more intelligible that the Apocalypse,

bearing John's name on its very face, and solemnly repeating it to the end

more than once, should, in an uncritical age, make good its claim to be an

apostolic work, though not permanently.' [See Note I. p. 39.] Further,

the circumstance that in our Gospel John the Baptist is always mentioned

simply as 'ludvvr]^, never as 6 (iaTrTcar^g, is not so weighty (in opposition to

Credner, Bleek, Ebrard) as to prove that the writer was the apostle, who,

as its author, has found no occasion to point out the other John distinctly

by that appellation : for the name 6 fiaTTTiaTijQ was by no means designed to

mai'k any such distinction. But we may doubtless be of opinion that a

writer who had simj^ly to appropriate the evangelic materials in the Gospels

already existing, and develop them in a peculiar way, would hardly have

failed to employ the surname of the Baptist so commonly and formally used

in the Gospels. But it is conceivable that our apostle, having been a

personal disciple of the Baptist, and having a livehj recollection of his former

close relation to him, mentions him by his bare name, as he had been wont

to do when he was his disciple, and not with the designation 6 l3a7VTiaT?}g,

which had come down to him through the medium of history.

In the extended discourses of Jesus, in the chronological arrangement of

the lustorical materials, in the prominence given to the Lord's extra- Oal-

ilean ministry, in the significant and 2^ecidiar narratives omitted by the Syn-

optics (among which the most noteworthy is that of the raising of Lazarus),

in the important variationsfrom the 8yno2^tics in parallel narratives (the chief

of which are in the history of the last supper, and in the date of the day

when Jesus died), in the noticeable omissions of evangelic matter (the most

remarkable being the silence as to the institution of the supper, and the

agony in Gethsemane) which our Gospel exhibits, we recognize just so many
indications of an independence, which renders the general recognition of its

apostolic authorship in the church only explicable on the ground of the in-

dubitable certainty of the fact. It was this certainty, and the high general

reputation of the beloved disciple, which far outweighed all variations from

the form and contents of the older Gospels, nay, even subordinated the

credit and independence of the Synoptics (as in the history of the last supper^

which in them was placed on the 13th Nisan). All these points of differ-

ence have therefore been wrongly urged against the apostolic authorship ;

they make the external attestation all the stronger, far too strong to be

traceable to the aims and fictions of a writer of the second century.'* With
regard especially to the discourses and conversations of Jesus (which, accord-

1 Comp. Ewald, Jahrb. v. p. 182 f.; Diisterd. » Comp. Bleek, Eeitr. p. GC ff. ; Bruckner
on the Apocalypse, Introduction. on de Wette, p. xxviii. f.
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ing to Baur's school, are wanting in apjiropriateness of exposition and nat-

uralness of circumstances, are connected with unhistorical facts, and in-

tended to form an explication of the Logos-Idea), they certainly imply' a

free reproduction and combination on the part of an intelligent writer, who
draws out what is historically given beyond its first concrete and immediate

form, by further developing and explaining it. Often the originality is cer-

tainly not that of purely objective history^ but savours of JolirCs spirit (com-

pare the First Epistle of John), which was most closely related with that of

Je&us. This Joliannean method was such that, in its undoubted right to

reproduce and to clothe in a new dress, which it exercised many clecenniums

after, it could not carry the mingling of the objective and subjective, una-

voidable as it was to the author's idiosyncrasy, so far as to merge what con-

stituted its original essence in the mere view of the individual. Thus the

loyo^, especially in the distinct form which it assumes in the prologue, does

not reappear in the discourses ^ of Jesus, however frequently the Xoyor of God
or of Christ, as the verbum vocale (not cssentiale^), occurs in them. All the

less, therefore, in these discourses can the form be externally separated from

the matter to such an exent as to treat the one as the subjective, the other

as the objective''—a view which is inconceivable, especially when we consider

the intellectual Joliannean .unity of mould, unless the substance of the matter

is to be assigned to the sphere of the subjective along with the form. The
Jesus of John, indeed, appears in His discourses as in general more sublime,

more solemn, frequently more hard to understand, nay, more enigmatical,

more mysterious, and, upon the whole, more ideal, than the Jesus of the

Synoptics, especially as the latter is seen in His pithy proverbs and parables.

Still, we must bear in mind that the manifestation of Jesus as the divine

human life was intrinsically too rich, grand, and manifold, not to be repre-

sented variously, according to the varying individualities by which its rays

were caught, and according to the more or less ideal points of view from

which those rays were reflected,—variously, amid all that resemblance of

^ It cannot be shown that he reoords the nature, which was not sustained, but rather

experiences of the later apostolic ase, and refuted, by his own repi-esentation of the

makes Jesus spealc accordingly (see Weiz- history,—a thing inconceivable. This, in

sacker, p. 285 f.). The passages adduced in general, against Weizsiicker in d. Jahrb. f.

proof (xvii. 20, xx. 29, xiv. 32, xvii. 9, xvii. 3, Deutsche Theologie, 1857, p. 154 ff., 1862, p. 634

iii. 13, vi. 57. 62 f., iv. 30-38) are fully ex- ff. ; Weiss, Lehrbegr. p. 244. See my com-
plained exegetically without the assump- ments on the particular passages (also

tion of any such iio-repoi' vpCorov. against Beyschlag).—The idea of the Logos,
'^ Altliough the essential conception of the moreover, is related to that of the ^tu)), not

Logos, as regards its substance, is everywhere as something accidental, but in such a way
with John a prominent feature in the con- that the Logos is conceived as the original

sciousness of Jesus, and is re-echoed and personally conscious substratum of the

throughout the Gospel. (Comp. iii. 11, 13, 31, latter. Thus was it given to the author by
vi. 33 ff., vi. 62, \ii. 29, viii. 12, 23, 58, xvi. 28, the history itself, and by his profoundly

xvii. 5. 24, and otlier places.) To deny that vivid realization of that history through

John exhibits Jesus as having this super- communion with Him in whom the i<arj

human self-consciousne.ss, is exegetically dwells. The Logos is the same fundamental

baseless, and would imply that (in his pro- conception (only in a more definite specu-

logue) the evangelist had, from the public lative form) as the uibs toO deov.

life of the Lord, and from His words and ^ Comp. Weizsiick. Evangel. Gesch. p. 257.

works, formed an abstract idea as to His * Reuss in the Strassb. Denkschr. p. 37 flf.
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essential character, and peculiar fundamental tyjDe, in which it allowed it-

self to be recognized by manifold receptivities, and under dissimilar circum-

stances. It was on the soul of this very apostle that the image of that

wonderful life, with which his inspired recollections were connected, was,

without a single discordant feature, most ^e?y!ec% delineated, and in all the

deep fulness of its nature : it lives in him ; and his own thinking and feel-

ing, with its profound contemplativcness, is so thoroughly intertwined with

and transfigured by this life and the ideal it contains, that each individual

recollection and representation becomes the more easily blended by him into

harmony with the ichole. His very language must needs ever retain that

inalienable stamp which he once involuntarily received from the heart and

living word of Christ, and approimated and preserved in all its depth and

transparency in the profoundly spiritual laboratory of his own long regener-

ate life. ' Some have assigned to the Gospel the honour rather of a well-de-

vised work of art, than of a truly earnest and real history. " It is both, in

the inseparable unity and truth of the art of the Holy Ghost.—If, again,

some have urged that the author of the fourth Gospel appears as one stand-

ing apart from any personal participation in the historj' he was writing, and

from Judaism," still we should bear in mind, that if John wrote his Gospel

at a later time, and among a community moulded by Hellenistic culture,

after the liberation of his Christian nature from the Judaism by which it

liad long been penetrated, and when he had long been familiar with the

purest spiritual Christianity and its universalism, as well as raised through

the medium of speculation to a higher standpoint in his view of the Gospel

history, he certainly did stand much further apart than the earlier evangelists,

not indeed from his history strictly speaking, but from its former surround-

ings and from Judaism. This, however, does not Avarrant the substitution

in his place of a non-Jewish author, who out of elements but slightly histor-

ical and correlative myths wove a semblance of history. On the contrary,

many peculiar traits marked by the greatest vividness and originality, re-

vealing a personal participation in the liistory,'' rise up in proof, to bridge

over the gulf between the remoteness of the author and the proximity of a

former eye-witness, in whose view the history throughout is not developed

from the doctrine, but the doctrine from the history.^ Hence, also, he it

is who, while he rose much higher above Judaism than Paul, yet, like Mat-

thew in his Gospel, though with more individuality and indei^endence,

1 Comp. Ewald, Jahrh. III. p. 1G3, X. p. 00 > See i. 3.'j ff., v. 10 £f. , vii. 1 ff. ; chap. ix.

f., and bis Johann. Schrif/.en, I. p. 32 ff. ; also 11, 12, xiii. 22 ff., xviii. 15 ff., xix. 4 ff., xxi.

Briickiier on de Wette, p. 25 ff. » Compare Weizsiicker in the Jahrb. /. D.
2 Keim, OescJi. J. 1. p. 123. Th. 1859, p. 690 ff. See the opposite view in
s Compare the frequent oi 'louSaioi, v. IG, Keim, p. 127. Scholten comes even to the

vii. 1, 19, 25, viii. 17, x. 34, etc. See Fischer melancholy conclusion :
" The contents of

in the Tiib. Zeitsehr. 1840, II. p. 9G ff. ; Baur, the fourth Gospel cannot be of use as his-

Nevt. Theol. p. .390 f. : Scholten and others. torical authority in any single point." The
On the other side, Bleek, p. 246 ff. ; Lut- author threw into tlie form of an historical

hardt, I. p. 143 ff. Compare notes on i. 19, drama what was sub.iective truth to liim

viii. 17 ; also Ewald, Johann. Schriften, I. p. self, unconcerned as to its historical accu-
10 f

.

racy.
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took pains to exhibit the connection between the events of the Gospel his-

tory and Old Testament prophecy. In this way, as well as by the explana-

tions of Jewish facts, views, appellations, and so on, which are interspersed,

he shows himself to belong to the ancient people of God, as far as his spir-

itual renewal was, and necessarily must have been, compatible with this

connection.' Lastly, the historical contradictions with the Synoptics are

either only apparent (for instance, a ministration on several occasions at Je-

rusalem is implied, Matt, xxiii. 37, Luke xiii. 34), or such as cannot fairly

lead to the conclusion of a non-apostolic authorship, since we do not pos-

sess Matthew in its original form, and therefore are not prevented by the

counterweight of equally apostolic evidence from assigning to John a pre-

ponderating authority, which especially must be done in regard to such

very striking variations as the date of the day on which Jesus died, and the

account of the last supper. Besides, if what was erroneous and unhistorical

might, after the lapse of so long a time, have affected even the memory of

an apostle, yet matters of this sort, wherever found in particular passages

of our Gospel, are rather chargeable on commentators than on the author,

especially in the exceptions taken to the names of such places as Bethany,

i. 28, and Sychar, iv. 5. On the whole, the work is a phenomenon so sub-

lime and unique among productions of the Christian spirit,^ that if it were

the creation of an unknown author of the second century, it would be be-

yond the range of all that is historically conceivable. In its contents and

tone, as well as in its style, which is unlike that of the earlier Gospels, it is

so entirely without any internal connection with the development and lit-

erary conditions of that age, that had the church, instead of witnessing to

its apostolic origin, raised a doubt on that point, historical criticism would

see assigned to it the inevitable task of proving and vindicating such an

origin from the book itself. In this case, to violate the authority of the

church infavor of the Gospel, would necessarily have a more happily and

permanently successful result than can follow from oiyposing the Gospel.

After having stood the critical tests originated by Bretschueider and Baur,

this Gospel will continue to shine with its own calm inner superiority and

undisturbed transparencjr, issuing forth victorious from never-ceasing con-

flicts ; the last star, as it were, of evangelic history and teaching, yet beam-

ing with the purest and highest light, which could never have arisen amid

the scorching heat of Gnosticism, or have emei-ged from the. fermentation

of some catholicizing process, but which rose rather on the horizon of the

1 Comp. Weizsacker, Evang. Gesch. p. 263. tory, both of the ideas lying at the basis of

^ Gfrorer, of course, makes it a, product Christ's whole work, and of the funda-

of dotage and fancy. Origen, on the other mental views which Jolin, beyond any

hand, calls it tmv evayyeMwv a.Tvapxvi', and other evangelist, had derived from the his-

says of it,' ou rov voOv ou6ets Su'vaxai Xa^elv nrj tory itself, in which he had borne a part on

avaneatov enl to crTTJtJos 'Itjo-ou, and, tt^Klkovtov the breast of Jesus. Thus, with him, the

Se yeveiy&ai Set Tof eaofiei'oi' dWov 'luidvvqu, grand simple theme of his book is through

oicrxe oioi-ei rov 'iMavvrjv Sei.x'^v^'^'- "'''''" 'Ivo'ovv all its variations in liarmonious and neces-

anh 'irjo-ov. Ilence, also, we can understand sary concord, a living monotone of the one

the constant recurrence, so as to make spirit, not a "leaden" one. (Keim, Gesch.

them regulate the presentation of the his- J. p. 117.)
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apostolic age, from tlie spirit of the disciple most intimate witli liis Lord,

and which is destined never again to set, '—the guide to a true catholicity,

differing wholly from the ecclesiastical development of the second century,^

and still remaining as the unattained goal of the future.

Nor can the attempt be successful to treat only a certain nucleus of our Gos-

pel as genuinely apostolical, and to assign the rest to disciples of John or other

later hands. The reasons for this procedure are inadequate, while it is itself so

destitute of all historical evidence and warrant, and runs so entirely into

caprice and diversity of subjective judgment, and hence also presents such

a variety of results in the several attempts which have been made, that it

would .be in any case critically more becoming to leave still unsolved the

difBculties in the matter and connection of particular passages, than to get

rid of them by striking them out according to an arbitrary standard. This

remark applies not merely to some of the older attempts of this kind by
Eckermann, Vogel, Ammon,* and Paulus, but also to Rettig's opinion

{Ephemer. exeg. I. p. 83 ff.) : "Compositum esse et digestum a seriori Chris-

tiano, Johaunis auditore forsitan gnosticae dedito philosojihiae, qui, quum
in ecclesiae Ephesinae scriuiis ecclesiasticis vel alio loco private plura Jesu

vitae capita per Johannem descripta reperisset, vel a Johanne ipso accepis-

set, iis compositis et ordinatis suam de 2oytj philosophiam praetixit ;"—and

even to the more thorough attempts made byWeisse,* and Alex. Schlveizer.*

According to "Weisse (comj^are, however, his partial retraction in liis Pldlos.

Bogmat. 18o5, I. p. 153), John, for the purpose of setting forth his own
idea of Christ and the doctrinal system in discourses of Jesus, selected such

discourses, adding those of the Baptist and the prologue. After his death,

one of his adherents and disciples (xix. 35), by further adding what he had

learnt from the apostle's own mouth, and from the evangelic tradition, but

without any knowledge of the Synoptics, worked up these '' Johannean

Studies''' into a Gospel history, the plan of which was, of course, very im-

perfect ; so that the apostle's communications consequently form only the

groundworl' of the Gospel, though among them must be reckoned all the

strict!}^ didactic and contemplative portions, in determining which the First

Epistle of John serves as a test. According to Schweizer (comp. also

Schcnkel, previously in the Stud. u. Krit. 1840, p. 753 ff., who resolves the

apostolical portion into two sets of discourses), such sections are to be ex-

cluded from the apostle's original work, as "are quite disconnected and

abrupt, interwoven with no discourses, are altogether without any impor-

1 If the apostle, in composing his work, ^ Comp. Holtzm. Jiiclenth. u. Christenth.

employed an amanuensis, which is not im- 1807, p. 713.

probable, judging from similar cases in the ^ Progr. quo docetur, Johannem evang.

New Testament Epp. (see especially Ewald, avctorem ab editore huj. libri fuisse diver-

Jahrb. X. p. 87 ff.), though it is not proved sum, 1811.

by xix. 3,5, still the writer must be regarded^ * Both in his Evang. Gesch. I. p. 96 ff., II.

only as simply drawing up what the apostle' p. 184 ff., 480 ff., 520 ff. ; as also in his Evan-

dictated,—a conclusion arising out of the geliei>frage, 1856, p. Ill ff.

peculiar character, tenderness, and profun- ^ d. Ev. Joh. nach s. innern Werthe krilisch

dity of the book, and its entire resemblance imtersvcht, 1841.

to the First Epistle of John.
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tant word of Jesus, permeated by an essentially different estimate and idea

of miracle, without vividness of narration, and moreover are divergent in

style, and agree, besides, in recounting Galilean incidents." These excluded

sections, along with which especially fall to the ground the turning of the

water into wine at Cana, the healing of the nobleman's son, the miraculous

feeding (ii. 1 ff., iv. 44 flf,, vi. 1 ff.), are said to have originated with the

author of chap, xxi., who also, according to Scholten, must have added
a cycle of interpolated remarks, such as ii. 21 f., vii. 39, xii. 33, xviii. 32.

All such attempts at critical dismemberment, especially in the case of a

work so thoroughly of one mould, must undoubtedly fail. Even Weiz-

sacker's view,' that our Gospel was derived from the apostle's own commu-
nications, though not composed by his own hands, but by those of his trusted

disciples in Ephesus, is based on insufficient grounds, which are set aside

by an imprejudiced exegesis." This hypothesis is all the more doubtful, if

the Gospel (with the exception of chap, xxi.) be allowed to have been com-

jDosed while the apostle was still living ; it is not su23ported by the testi-

mony of Clem. Alex, and the Canon of Muratori,^ and in fact antiquity

furnishes no evidence in its favour.

Literature :— (1) Against the Genuineness : Evanson, Dissonance of the Four

Evangelists, Ipswich 1792. (Vogel), d. Evangelist Joh. u. s. Ausleger vor

d. jungsten Gericht, I. Lpz. 1801, II. 1804. Horst, in Henke's 3Ius. 1. 1, pp. 20 ff.,

47 ff., 1803. Cludius, Unmsidden des Ghristenth., Altona 1808, p. 40 S.. Ballenstedt,

Fhilo. M. Joh., Gott. 1812. The most important among the older works : Bret-

schneider, Probabilia de evangelii et epistolarum Joh. apost. indole et origine, Lpz.

1820, who makes the Gospel originate in the first half of the second century, in

the interest of Christ's divinity. Later opponents : Eettig, Ephem. exeg. I. p.

62 ff. Strauss, Leben Jesu, despite a half retractation in the third edition (1838),

the more decidedly against in the fourth (1840). Weisse, Evang. Gesch. 1838,

and d. Evangelienfrage, 1856. Liitzelberger, die kirchliche Tradition ilb. d. Apos-

tel Joh. 1840. B. Bauer, Krit. d. evang. Gesch. d. Joh. 1840, and Kritik d. Evan-

gelien, I. 1850. Schwegler, Montanism, 1841, and 7iac/iaj30s^. Zeitalier, 1846. Baur,^

1 Uniersuch. lib. d. evang. Gesch. 1804, p. only towards 150-160 ; according to Hilgen-

298 ff. * feld, as soon as 120-140, contemporaneously
2 See also Ewald, Jahrb. XII. p. 212 ff. with the second Jewish war, or soon after).
s Clement of Alexandria, in Euseb. vi. 14, The author, who, it is said, appropriated to

says John composed the spiritual Gospel himself the authority of the Apostle John,
TrporpaTTf-vTo. vno riov yvupiixuv nvev- the author of the Apocalypse, transfig-

ixaTL ^eo(j>oprj^ii'Ta. How different is this ured in a higher unity into the Christian
statement from the above view ! Just as Gnosis the interests of Jewish and Pauline
much at variance with it is the similar tes- Christianity, while going beyond both, so
timony of Muratori's Fragment, which lays that the historical materials taken from the
special stress upon the composition by the Synoptics, and wrought up according to the
apostle himself, and indeed supports it by ideas of the prologue, form merely the basis

1 John i. 1-4. Moreover, see onsviii. 15, xix. of the dogmatic portions, and are the re-

35, xxi. 23 f. flex of the idea. To bring the new form of
* According to Baur's school, the Gospel, the Christian consciousness to a genuine

the existence of which is only conceivable apostolic expression, the author, whose
at the time of the church's transition into Gospel stands upon the boundary line of
Catholicism, originated about the middle of Gnosticism, and "now and then goes be-

the second century (according to Volkmar, yond the limits," made an ingenious and
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Krii. Untersuchungcn ub. d. kannnischcn Evang., Tiib. 1847, p. 79 ff. (previously

in the Theol. Jahrb. 1844). Zeller, in the Theol. Jahrh. 1845, p. 579 fle., and 1847,

p. 136 ff. Baur, ibidem, 1848, p. 264 ff., 1854, p. 196 ff., 1857, p. 209 fp. ; and in

his Christenih. d. dvei ersien Jalwb. jj. 131 ff.
;
also in his controTersial work. An

Herrn Dr. Karl Hase, Tiib. 1855 ; and in his treatise, " die Tubinger Schide," 1859.

Hilgenfeld, d. Evang. u. die Briefe Joh. nach ihrem Lehrbegr. dargestelU, Halle 1849,

and in the Tlicol. Jahrb. 1849, p. 209 fE. ; also in his works, die Evangelien nach ihrer

Eidstehung u. s. to., Ljiz. 1854, p. 227 fE. ; and in his controversial treatise, das Ur-

chrisienlh. bid. JIauptwendepimkien seines Entwickelungsganges, Jena 1855 ; also in

the Theol. Jalirh. 1857, p. 498 ff., and in the Zeiischr. f. wissenschafl Theol. 1859, p.

281 ff., 383 ff. ; similarly in the Kanon u. Krit. d. N. T. 1863, p. 218 ff., and in his

Zeiischr. 1863, 1 iind 2, 1867, p. 180 ff. Kostlin, in the Theol. Jahrb. 1851, p.

183 ff. Tobler, die Evaiigelienfragp, Ziirich 1858 (anonymously), and in the

Zeiischr. f. loiss. Theol. 1860, p. 169 ff. Schenkel' in his Charakierbild Jesu,

chap. 2. Yolkmar, most recently in his work against Tischendorf, " d.

Ursprung wis. Evangel." 1866. Scholten, d. llltesi. Zeiig. betr. d. Schriften d.

JV. T., translated from the Dutch by Manchot, 1867 (comiDare his Evang. accord-

ing io John, translated by Lang). Keim, Geschichle Jesu, 1867, I. p. 103 ff. (2)

artistic use of the relative points of connec-

tion with the Apocalypse, in order to spirit-

ualize the Apocalypse into a Gospel. The
relation of the Gospel to the parties of the

time (whose exciting questions it touches),

especially to Gnosticism, Montanism,Ebion-

ism, tlic Eastei- controversy, is indeed very

variously defined Ijy Baur's school, yet al-

ways in such a way that the historical

character of the contents is given up. In

exchange for this loss, the consolation is

offered us, that " the Ciiristianity thus fash-

ioned into a perfect theory was simply a
development of that which, according to its

most primitive and credible i-cpresentation,

the religious consciousness of Jesus con-

tained in creative fulness,"—Ililgenfeld (d.

Evangelien, p. 349), who even makes John's

theology stand in the same relation to the

religious consciousness of Jesus, "as, ac-

cording to the promise in John xvi. 32, the

work of the Paraclete, as the Spirit leading

the church into all truth, was to stand to

the teachings of its Founder." The most
extravagant .iudgment is that of Volkmar

:

the Evangelist " startsfrom the Gospel of the

duaUsfic anti-Judaical Gnosis of Marcion,

and overcomes it by the help of Justin's doc-

trine of the Logos ivith its monism."—Tobler,

though attributing the first Epistle to the

apostle, makes the author of oiu* Gospel to

be Apollos, whom he also regards as the au-

thor of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and of

First and Second John. See against this

error, which makes the Gospel to have been
intended for the Corinthians, Hilgenf. in

the Zeitschr. f. iviss. Theol. 1859, p. 411 ff.

Moreover, what Tobler has subsequently

advanced hi the Zeitschr. f. iciss. TJieol.

18G0, p. 169 ff., cannot support his hypothe-

sis.

1 According to this modern notion of

Schenkel, our Gospel originated about 110-

120 A. D., under the influence of the Chris-

tian doctrine of wisdom prevailing in Asia

Minor. The author, he says, certainly did

not write a work of fiction or fancy, but.

separated a cycle of evangelic traditions

from their historical framework, and forced

them up into the region of eternal thought,

etc. Thus, Jesus was such as the author
depicts Him, not always in reality, but in

truth. At this result Keim also substan-

tially arrives : he attributes the Gospel to

a Jewish Christian of liberal opinions and
friendly to the Gentiles, probably one of

the Diaspora in Asia Minor about the be-

gimiing of the second century, who pub-
lished it under the name of the Apostle John.
He wrote with the just conviction that the

apostles and John would have so written,

had they been living in his time, and did not
aim at establishing an external history, but
at exhibiting the spirit which sits enthron-

ed in evei-y history of the life of Jesus.

According to Scholten, the Gospel was
written about 150 a.d., by a philosophically

enlightened Gentile Christian, assuming the

guise of an ideal apostle, setting aside

what was untrue in the various tendencies

of the day (Gnosticism, Antinomianism,

Montanism, Quartodecimanism, but recog-

nizing the correlated truths, and express-

ing them in appropriate forms, though it

was recognized as apostolic only towards

the close of the second century.
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For the Genuineness, and especially against Bretschneider (comp. the latter's later

confession in his Bogmat. ed. 3, I. p. 268 :
" The design which my ProhabiUa

had—namely, to raise a fresh and further investigation into the authenticity

of John's writings—has been attained, and the doubts raised may perhaps be
now regarded as removed") : Stein, Aulhentia cv. Joh. contra Breischn. duhla

vindicat., Brandenb. 1822. Calmberg, Biss. de antlqidss. pcdrumpro ev. Joh. au-

iheniia tesi'im., Hamb. 1822. Hemsen, die Auiheni. der ScJirifien des Ev. Joh.,

Schleswig 1823. Usteri, Comment, crit., in qua ev. Joh. genuinum esse ex compara-

iis quatuor evangellor. narrationib. de coena ultima et passione J. Ch., ostenditur,

Turici 1823. Crome, ProhabiUa hand prohabilia, or Widerlegung der von Br.

JBretschneider gegen die Aechtheit des Ev. u. d, Briefe Joh. erhobenen Zweifel, Lpz.

1824. Rettberg, aii Joh. i?i exhibenda Jesu natura reliquis eanonicis scripiis vere

repugnet, Gott. 1826. Hauff, die Authent. u. der hohe Werth des Ev. Joh., Niirn-

berg 1831.—Against Weisse ; Frommann, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1840, p. 853 if.
;

Hilgenfeld, in the Zeitschr. f. loiss. Theol. 1859, p. 397 if.—Against Schweizer :

Luthardt, i. p. 6 ff.—Against Baur and his school : Merz, in the Wurtemb.

Stud. 1844, ii. Ebrard, d. Ev. Joh. u. die neueste Hypothese ub. s. Entstehung,

Zurich 1845 ; and in his Kritik d. evang. Gesch. ed. 2, 1850, p. 874 ff. Hauff,

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1846, p. 550 &. Bleek, Beitrdge z. Ev. Krit. 1846, p. 92 ff.,

u. Einl. p. 177 ff. Weitzel, in the Siud. u. Krit. 1848, p. 806 ff., 1849, p. 578
;

also de Wette, Einl., whose final judgment, however (§ 110 g.), only declares

against the view which would deny to the apostle any share in the composition

of the Gospel. See, besides, Niermeyer, Verhandeling over de echtheid d. Johan-

neischen Schriften, s' Gravenhage 1852. Mayer (Catholic), Aechtheit d. Ev. nach

Joh., Schaffh. 1854. Schneider, Aechth. des Joh. Ev. nach den dusseren Zeugen,

Berl. 1854. Kahnis, Bogmai. I. p .416 ff. Eitschl, Altkath. K. p. 48. Tisch-

endorf, loann wurden uns. Ev. verfasst ? 1865 ; 4tli enlarged edition, 1866.

Eiggenbach, d. Zeug. f. d. Ev. Joh. neu unters. 1866. Dr. Pressense, Jes. Chris-

tus, son Temps, etc., 1866. Oosterzee, d. Johannes-evang., vier Vortrdge, 1867

[Eng. trans.] ; also Hofstede de Groot (against also the previously mentioned

work of Scholten), Basilides nls ersier Zeugefur Alter und Aiictorit. neuiest. Schr.

German edition, 1868. Jonker, het evang. v. Joh. 1867. Compare generally,

besides the Commentaries, Ewald, Jahrb. III. p. 146 ff., V. p. 178 ff., X. p. 83

ff., XII. p. 212 ff. Grimm, in the Hall. Encykl. ii. 22, p. 5 ff.

SEC. IV.—DESIGN OF THE GOSPEL.

John himself, xx. 31, tells lis very distinctly the purpose of the Gospel

which he wrote for the Christians of his own day. It was nothing else than

to impart the conviction that Jesus was the Messiah, by describing the his-

tory of His appearance and of His work ; and through faith in this, to com-

mnnicate the Messianic life which was revealed in Jesus when on earth.

"While it has this general purpose in common wdth the other Gospels, it has

as its special and definite task to exhibit in Jesus the Messiah, as in the highest

sense the Son of Ood, that is, the Incarnate Divine Logos ; and hence John

places the section on the Logos at the very beginning as his distinctive pro-

gramme, therewith furnishing the key for the understanding of the whole.

In the existing name and conception of the Logos, he recognizes a perfectly
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befitting expression for his own sublime view of Christ, the humanly mani-

fested divine source of life ; and accordingly, he has delineated the human
manifestation and the historical life of the divine in Christ with creative

spirit and vividness, in order that the eternal and highest power of life,

which had thus entered bodily into the world, might be appropriated by

faith. Even the Gospel of Matthew (and of Luke) grasps the idea of the

Son of God metajjhysically, and explains it by the divine generation. John,

however, apprehends and explains it by raising it into the premundane and

eternal relation of the Son to the Father, who sent the Son
;

just as Paul

also earnestly teaches this pre-existence, though he does not conceive of it

under the form of the Logos, and therefore has nothing about a beginning

of divine Sonship by a divine generation in time. John therefore occupies

a far higher standing-point than Matthew ; but, like the other evangelists,

he develops his proof historically, not sacrificing historic reality and tradi-

tion to idealism (against Baur and his school), but joartly selecting from the

materials furnished by the extant tradition and already presented in the

older evangelic writings, partly leaving these, and carefully selecting solely

from the rich stores of his own memory and experience. In this way, it is

quite obvious how important the discourses of Jesus, especially upon His

divine Messianic dignity in opposition to the unbelief of the Jews, were as

elements of John's plan ; and further, how necessary it was that the testi-

monies of the Baptist, the prophetical predictions, and the select miraculous

jiroofs,—the latter forming at the same time the bases of the more impor-

tant discourses,—should co-operate towards his purpose. The general sim-

ilarity of his aim with that of the current Galilean tradition on the one hand,

and on the other hand its special distinctiveness, which is due to his own
more sublime and spiritual intuition and his purpose to delineate Jesus as

the Incarnate Logos, the possessor and imparter of divine and eternal life, as

well as his independence in both these resjiects, as a most intimate eye and

ear witness, of all the previous labours of others, and his original peculiar

arrangement and reproduction of the doctrines of Jesus as from a centre,

determining every detail and binding them into one,—this, and the primary

destination of the work for readers who must have been acquainted with

Graeco-Judaic siDcculations, gave the book the characteristic form which it

possesses. The intellectual unity, which thus runs through it, is the reflec-

tion of the author's peculiar view of the whole, which was not formed d

prio7'i, but as the result of experience,' the fruit of a long life in Christ, and

of a fulness and depth of recollection such as he only, among the living,

could possess. Written after the destruction of Jerusalem, and by that dis-

ciple who had Ipng advanced beyond Jewish Christianity, and in the centre

of Asiatic culture was still labouring amidst the highest esteem, as probably

the only aged apostle remaining, this Gospel could not have an eye to Pal-

estinian readers,^ as had been formerly the case with Matthew's Collection

of Logia, and the Gospel which originated from it. It was very naturally

' i. 14 ; comp. Hauff, in the Stud. u. Krit. tions which presuppose the readers to be

1846, p. 574 ff. non-Palestinian, i. 38, 41 f., iv. 25, v. 2, al.

^ Hence the interpretations and explana-
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destined, first of all, for those Christian circles among wliicli the apostle

lived and laboured, consequently for readers belonging to churches origi-

nally founded by Paul, and who had grown up out of Jewish and Gentile

Christian elements, and had been carried on by John himself to that higher

unity for which Paul could work only amidst continual conflict with yet

unconquered Judaism. The Gosj^el of John, therefore, is not a Pauline one,

but one more transfigured and spiritual, rising with more absolute elevation

above Judaism than Paul, more tender and thoughtful than his, and also

more original, but agreeing as to its main ideas with the doctrine dialecti-

cally wrought out by Paul, though exhibiting these ideas in a tranquil

height above the strife of opposing jirinciples, and in harmony with the full

perfection of fundamental Christian doctrine ; and thus communicating for

all time the essence, light, and life of the eminently catholic tendency and ,

destination of Christianity. It represents the true and pure Christian Gnosis,

though by this we are not to suppose any 2wlemical 'purjiose against the heretical

Gnostics, as even Irenaeus in his day (iii. 11. 1) indicates the errors of Cerin-

thus and of the^Ificolaitans as those controverted by John, to which Epipha-

niUs ^ and Jerome ^ added also those of the Ehionites, while modern writers

also have thought that it controverted more or less directly and definitely

the Gnostic doctrine, especially of Cerinthus.^ It is decisive against

the assumption of any such polemical purpose, that, in general, John
nowhere in his Gospel allows any direct reference to the perverted tendencies

of his day to appear ; while to search for indirect and hidden allusions of

the kind, as if they were intentional, would be as arbitrary as it would be

repugnant to the decided character of the apostolic standpoint which he

took when in conscious opposition to heresies. [See Note II. p. 40.] In

his First Ejnstle the ajDOStle controverts the vagaries of Gnosticism, and
it is improbable that these came in his way only after he had already written

his Gospel (as Ewald, Jahrh. III. p. 157, assumes) ; but the task of meeting

this opposition, to which the apostle set liimself in his Epistle, cannot have

been the task of his Gospel, which in its whole character keeps far above

such controversies. At any rate, we see from his Epistle how John would
have carried on a controversy, had he icished to do so in his Gospel. The
development of Gnosticism, as it was in itself a movement which could not

have failed to appear, lay brooding then, and for some time previously, in

the whole atmosphere of that age and place ; it appears in John pure, and

in sententious simplicity and clearness, but ran off, in the heresies of the

partly contemporaneous and partly later formed Gnosticism, into all its

varied aberrations, amid which it seemed even to derive support by what it

drew from John. That it has been possible to exjilain many passages as

opjwsed to the Gnostics, as little justifies the assumption of a set purpose of

this kind, as the mter\:>vetat\onfavouraUe to Gnosticism, which is possible in

other passages, would justify the inference of an ireiiicnl purpose (Liicke) in

respect of this heresy, since any express and precise indication of such tenden-

» Eaer. li. 12, Ixix. 23. lis, Storr, Hupr, Kleucker, Schneckenburger,
* Be vir. illuslr. Ebrard, Hengstenberg, and several others.
3 Erasmus, Melanchthon, Grotius, Michae-
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cies does not appear. Similarly must we judge the assumption of a polemi-

cal i^urpose against the Docetae, ' for which some have adduced i. 14, xix. 34.

XX. 30, 27 ; or an opposition to Ehionism and Judaism ; or to the plots of

Jews who had been restored after the destruction of Jerusalem.' At the

same time, it seems quite arbitrary, nay, injurious to John's historical fidel-

ity and truth, to set down his omissions of evangelic circumstances to the

account of a polemical purpose ; as, for example, Schneckenburger, Beitr.

p. GO If. , who regards the omission of the agony as based on an anti-Gnostic,

and the silence as to the transfiguration on the mount on an anti-Docetic

interest. A controversial reference to the disciples of John * is not supported

by such passages as i. 6-8, 15, 19-41, iii. 23 flf., v. 33-36, x. 40 1, since the

unique sublimity of Jesus, even when contrasted with John who was sent by
God, must have been vindicated by the apostle in the necessary course of

his history and of his work ; but in these passages no such special jiurpose

can be proved, and we must assume that, with any such tendency, expressions

like that in Matt. xi. 11 would not have been overlooked. Besides, those dis-

ciples of John who rejected Christ, ^ and the Zabaeans or Mendeans, ' who became
known in the seventeenth century, were of later origin, while those who appear

in Acts xviii. 25, xix. 1 S. , Avere simply not yet accurately acquainted with

Christ, and therefore as regards them we should have to think only of a

tendency to gain these over ; ' but we cannot assume even this, considering

the utter want of any more precise reference to them in our Gospel.

Moreover, in general, as to the development of heresy, so far as it was

consi)icuous in that age, and especially in Asia (comp. the Epistles to the

Galatians and Colossians), we must assume as an internal necessity that

John, in opposition to its errors, especially those of a Gnostic and Judaizing

character (according to Hengstenberg, to the inundation of Gentile errors

into the church), must have been conscious that his Gospel ought to set

forth the original truth, unobscured by those errors. We must therefore

admit indeed in general, that the influence of the existing forms of opposi-

tion to the truth, for which he had to testify, practically contributed to

determine the shape of his treatise, but only to the extent that, while abid-

ing solely by his thesis, he provided therein, by its very simplicity, the

weightiest counterpoise against errors, ® without stooping to comhat them, or

even undertaking the defence of the Gospel against them,® his task being

elevated far ahove the then existing conflicts of opinion. '° This must be

1 Semler, Bertholdt, Eckermann ; ;\ie- trans, vol. I. p. E8.

meyer, de Docetis, Hal. 182i ; Schnecken- ' Herder, voin SoJme Goites, p. 24 ; also de

burger, Schott, Ebrard. Wette.
* Jerome, Grotius ; Lange, die JudencfirU- ^ Comp. Reuss, Denkschr. p. 27.

ten, Ebioniten vnd Nikolaiten d. apost. Zeit. " Seyffartli, Specialcharakterist. p. 39 f.

;

Lpz. 1828 ; Ebrard, and many others. Sohott, Jsag. § 40 ; de Wette, Hengstenberg,
' Aberle in the Tub. Quartalschr. 18C4, p. and many others.

Iff. '" Even Baur, p. 373, acknowledges that

•Grotius, Schlichting, Wolzogen ; Over- "John's Gospel stands amid all the opposi-

beck, iiber d. Ev. Joh. 1784 ; Michael., Storr, tions of the age, without anywhere exhibit-

Liitzelberger, and others, also Ewald. ing the definite colour of a temporary or

^ Recogn. Clem. i. 54, 60. local opposition." But this is really only con-

« Gieseler, Kirchengesch. I. i, p. 70, Eng. ceivable if the Gospel belongs to the apos-
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maintained, lest on the one hand we degrade the Gospel, in the face of its

whole character, into a controversial treatise, or on the other hand withdraw
it, as a product of mere speculation, from its necessary and cbncrete relations

to the historical development of the church of that age.

Seeing that our Gospel serves in manifold ways not only to confirm.^ but

moreover, on a large scale (as especially by relating the extra-Galilean jour-

neys, acts, discourses) as well as in particulars, to cmiflete the synoptic

accounts, nay, even sometimes (as in determining the day of the cruciiixion)

in important places to correct them, it has been assumed very often, from
Jerome (comp. already Euseb. iii. 24) downwards, and with various modifi-

cations even at the present day (Ebrard, Ewald, Weizsacker, Godot, and
many others), that this relation to the Synoptics was the designed object of
the loorTc. Such a view, however, cannot be supported ; for there is not the

slightest hint in the Gospel itself of any such purpose ; and further, there

would thus be attributed to it an historico-critical character totally at vari-

ance with its real nature and its design, as expressly stated, xx. 30,. 31, and
which even as a collateral purpose would be quite foi-eign to the high sjnr-

itual tone, sublime unity, and unbroken compactness of the book. More-
over, in the repetition of synoptical passages which John gives, there are

not always any material additions or corrections leading us to suppose a

confirmatory design, in view of the non-repetition of a great many other and
more important synoptical narrations. Again, where John diverges from
parallel synoptical accounts, in the absence of contradictory references (in

iii. 24 only does there occur a passing note of time of this kind), his inde-

pendence of the Galilean tradition fully suffices to exjilain the divergence.

Finally, in very much that John has not borrowed from the synojitical his-

tory, and against the truth of which no well-founded doubt can be urged,

to suppose in such passages any intentional though silent purjjose on his

part to correct, would be equivalent to his rejection of the statements. In

short, had the design in question exercised any determining influence upon
the apostle in the planning and composition of his work, he would have ac-

complished his task in a very strange, thoroughly imperfect, and illogical

manner. We may, on the contrary, take it for granted that he was well

acquainted with the Galilean tradition,^ and that the written accounts drawn
from the cycle of that tradition, numbers of which were already in circula-

tion, and which were especially represented in our Synoptics, were likewise

sufficiently known to him ; for he presupposes as known the historical exist-

ence of this tradition in all its essential parts." But it is precisely his per-

tolic age, and its author stands upon an Ewald to be the "oldest Gospel," "the
apostolic elevation ; it is inconceivable if it collection of discourses," and " the origi-

oviginated in the second century, when nalMark." But a limitation to these three
those oppositions were developing, and had books, considering the number already ex-
already developed into open and deep- isting (Luke i. 1), is in itself impi-obable, and
seated divisions, and where the conditions is all the less demonstrable, that the first

necessary for the production of such a For- and third treatises named by Ewald have
mula Concordiae were utterly wanting in themselves only a very problematical exist-
the bosom of the time. ence.

' According to Ewald, John only compar- = See Weizsacker in the Jahrh. fnr
ed and made use of what is assumed by Deutsche Thcol. 1859, p. C91 ff. He goes, how-
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feet independence of this tradition and its records—keeping in view his aim

to bring fully out the higher Messianic proof, and tlie abundant material

from which his own recollection could so fully draw—which enables us to

understand the partial coincidence, and still greater divergence, between

him and the Synoptics, and his entire relation to them generally, which is

not determined by any special design on his part ; so that the confirmation,

correction, and enlargement of their narratives often ajjpear as a result of

which he is conscious, but never as the object which he had sought to ac-

complish in his treatise. As to any design, so imderstood, of correcting the

Synoptics, the silence of John upon many portions of the cycle of synoptic

narrative is undoubtedly very significant, in so far as the historical truth of

these in their traditional form would have been of special value for the

apostle's purpose. This holds true particularly of the account of the temp-

tation, the transfiguration, and the ascension as actual occurrences, as well

as of the cure of demoniacs as such. As criticism, however, is here pledg-

ed to special caution, so the opposite conclusion—viz. that facts which

would have been of great importance even for the synoptical Messianic

proof, but which are recorded only in John, cannot be regarded as origi-

nally historical in the form in which he gives them—is everywhere inadmis-

sible, especially where he speaks as an eye-witness, in which capacity he

must be ranked above Matthew : for Matthew did indeed compose the col-

lection of discourses which is worked up into the Gospel that bears his

name, but not the Gospel itself as it lies before us in its gradually settled

canonical form. If, while taking all into account, the complete, unbiassed

independence of John in relation to the Synoptics, above whom he stands

distinguished by his exact determination of the succession of time, must be

preserved intact ; we must at the same time bear in mind that, as the last

evangelist and apostle, he had to satisfy the higher needs of Christian

knowledge, called forth by the development of the church in this later

stage, and thus had boldly to go beyond the range of the whole previous

Gospel literature.' This higher need had reference to that deeper and uni-

form insight into the peculiar eternal essence of Christianity and its Found-

er, which John, as no other of his contemporaries, by his richly stored

experience was fitted and called to impart. He had thus, indeed, as a mat-

ter of fact, supplemented and partly corrected the earlier evangelists, though

not to such an extent as to warrant the supposition that this was his delib-

erate object. For, by giving to the entire written history its fullest comple-

tion, he took rank far above all who had worked before him ;
not doctrinally

making an advance from moT/f to jvuaig (Liicke), but, in common with the

Synoptics, pursuing the same goal of n-iaric (xx. 31), yet bringing the

subject-matter of this common faith to a higher, more uniform, and univer-

sal stage of the original yvuaiq of its essence than was possible in the earlier

Gospel histories, composed under diverse relations, which had now passed

ever, too far, when {Evang. Gesch. p. 270) he even more concrete history than the Gos-

callsthe fourtli Gospel,without enlarfjement pels whose ratige is limited to Galilee,

from other sources, " a misty picture with- ' Comp. Keim, Gesch. Jesv, p. 106 f.

out reality." Taken all in all, it contains
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away, and Tvith different and (measured by the standard of Jolm's fellowship

with Jesus) very inferior resources.

John prosecutes his design, which is to prove that Jesus is the Messiah in

the sense of the incarnate Logos, by first of all stating this leading idea in

the prologue, and then exhibiting in well-selected ' historical facts its his-

torical realization in Jesus. This idea, which belongs to the very highest

Christological view of the world, guided his choice and treatment of facts,

and brought out more clearly the opposition—which the author had con-

stantly in view—with unbelieving and hostile Judaism ; but so far from

detracting from the historical character of the Gospel, it appears rather only

to be derived from the actual experience of the history, and is in turn con-

firmed thereby. To defend the Gospel against the suspicion of being a

free compilation from synoptical materials in subservience to some main

idea, is, on the one hand, as unnecessary for him who recognizes it as of

necessity apostolic, and as a phenomenon explicable only upon this suppo-

sition ; as, on the other hand, in the face of the man who can transfer to the

second century, and ascribe to so late a period so great a creative power of

Christian thought, such defence, under the altered conditions of the problem,

has been proved by experience to be impossible.

SEC. v.— SOURCES, TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING.

The main source is John himself (1 John i. 1 f.), his own inalienable

recollection, his experience, his life of fellowship with Christ, continued,

increased, and preserved in its freshness by the Spirit of truth, together with

the constant impulse to preach and otherwise orally communicate that sub-

lime view of the nature and life of Jesus, which determined the essential

contents of his work, as a whole and in details. Accordingly, the credibil-

ity of the work asserts itself as being relatively the highest of all, so that it

ought to have the deciding voice in case of discrepancies in all essential

portions, where the author speaks as an eye and ear witness. This also ap-

plies to the discourses of Jesus, in so far as their truthfulness is to be recog-

nized, not indeed to all their details and form,—for they were freely repro-

duced and resuscitated by his after recollection, and under the influence of

a definite and determining point of view, after the Lord's thoughts and ex-

^ In connection with this, the selection fallen out after chap. v. (Ewald), finds no
made of the rniracles of Jesus is specially support in the connection of chap. v. and
noteworthy. Only one of each kind is vi. or elsewhere, and has left no trace ap-

chosen, viz. one of transformation, ii. 1 ff.
; preoiable by criticism in evidence of its ex-

one fever cure, iv. 47 ff. ; one cure of lame- istence ; while that completed number
ness, v. 1 ff. ; one feeding, vi. 4 ff. ; one seven, to which an eightii miracle would
walking on the sea, vi. 16 ff. ; one opening thus be added, is against it. This number
the eyes of the blind, ix. Iff. ; one raising seven isevidently based upon3+ 3-fl,—viz-

from the dead, xi. 1 ff. The number seven three miracles of nature, three of healing,

is hardly accidental, nor yet the exclusion and one of raising the dead. An eighth

of any instance of the casting out of de- miracle was only added in the appendix,

mons. That a paragraph containing an ac- chap, xxi., after the book was finished,

count of an instance of casting out has
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pressions had by a lengthened process of elaboration been blended with his

own, which thus underwent a transfiguration,—but as to the subject-matter

and its characteristic clothing and thoughtful changes and variations, in all

their simplicity and dignity. Their truthfulness is, I say, all the more to

be recognized, the more inwardly and vividly the apostle in particular stood

in harmony with his Lord's mind and heart. So familiar was he with the

character and nature of Christ's discourses, and so imbued with His spirit,

that even the reflections of his own which he intertwines, as well as his

Epistle, nay, even the discourses of the Baptist, bear one and the same

stamp ; a fact, however, which only places the essential originality of the

Johannean discourses so much the more above suspicion.'

In those portions in which we have no vouchers for personal testimony,

the omission is sufficiently supplied, by the author's connection with Christ

and his fellow-apostles (as well as with Mary), and by the investigations

which we may assume he made, because of his jjrofound interest in the sub-

ject ; and by the living, harmonious, and comprehensive view of Christ's

life and work with which he was inspired, and which of itself must have led

to the exclusion of any strange and interpolated features.

The supposition that in his own behoof he made use of notes tciken ty him-

self (so Bertholdt, Wegscheider, Schott, and others), does not, indeed, con-

tradict the requirements of a living apostolic call, but must be subordinated

so as to be compatible with the unity of sjiirit and mould of the whole work
;

a unity which is the gradually ripened aud perfected fruit of a long life of

recollection, blending all particulars in one true and bright collective picture,

under the guidance of the Divine Spirit as j^romised by Christ Himself (xiv.

26).

The synoptical tradition was known to John, and his Gospel presupposes

it. He was also certainly acquainted with the evangelic writings which

embodied it—those at least that were already widely spread and held in

esteem ; but all this was not his source jiroperly so called : his book itself is

proof enough that, in writing it, he was independent of this, and stood above

all the then existing written and traditional authorities. He has preserved

this independence even in the face of Matthew's collection of discourses and

Mark's Gospel, both of which doubtless he had read, and which may have

suggested to him, vmintentionally and unsought for on his part, many ex-

pressions in his own independent narrative, but which can in no way inter-

fere with its apostolic originality.^ We cannot determine whether he like-

wise knew the somewhat more recent Gospel of Lulce (Keim and others)
;

1 Ewald, Jahrb. III. p. 163 f . :
" As, under Christ was concentrated in His former fa-

the Old Covenant, it is precisely the earliest miliar disciple in the most compact strength

prophets who are the strictest and purest and transparent clearness, and now streams

interpreters of Him who, though never vis- forth from him over this later world, which

ible in bodily form, yet moves, lives, and had ne^er yet so understood Ilim. The
speaks in them as if He were ; so at the mouth of John is for this world the mouth
very close of the New Testament a similar of the glorified Christ, and the full histor-

phenomenon reappears, when the Logos ical resuscitation of that Logos who will

comes on the scene in bright and clear not reappear till the end of all things."

manifestation. The Spirit of the historical '•' Comp. Ewald, Oeech. Chnsti, p. 127 ff.
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for the points of contact between tlie two are conceivable upon the suppo-

sition of their writing independently side by side, especially as Luke had a

rich i-ange of sources, which are to us for the most part unknown. That

John likewise knew the Oospel of the Hebrews is not made probable by the

saying which he records concerning "the birth from above." The combina-

tion, on that account, of this saying with the corresponding quotation made
by Justin and the Clementines (see above, sec. ii.) rests upon the very pre-

carious premiss that both of these cite from the Gospel of the Hebrews.

As to the question whence John derived his representation of the divine

element in Christ as the Logos^ see on chap. i. 1.

As to the PLACE where the gospel, which was certainly written in Greek,

not in Aramaic (against Salmasius, Bolten, and partly Bertholdt), was com-

posed, the earliest tradition ' distinctly names EijIwsus ; and the original

document is said to have been preserved there to a late period, and to have

been the object of believing veneration {CTiron. PascJi. p. xi. 411, ed. Dind.).

By this decision as to the place we must abide, because the Gospel itself

bears upon its very face proofs of its author's remoteness from Palestine,

and from the circle of Jewish life, along with references to cultured Greek

readers ; and because the life of the apostle himself, as attested by the

history of the church, speaks decidedly for Ephesus. The tradition that

he wrote at Patmos (Pseudo-Hippolytus, Theophylact, and many others,

also Hug) is a later one, and oavcs its origin to the statement that the

Apocalypse was written on that island. With this, the tradition which

tries to reconcile the two, by supposing that John dictated liis Gospel in Pat-

mos and published it at Ephesus (Pseudo-Athanasius, Doi'otheus), loses all

its value.—The assumption that a long time elapsed before it gained any

wide circulation, and that it rqmained witliin the circle of the apostle's

friends in Ephesus, at whose request a very ancient tradition (Canon Mu-
ratori, Clement of Alexandria, in Euseb. vi. 14) makes him to have written

it, is not indeed sanctioned by the silence of Papias concerning it (Credner),

but receives confirmation by the fact that the appendix, chap, xxi., is found

in all the oldest testimonies,—leading us to conclude that its publication in

more distant circles, and dissemination through multiplication of copies,

did not take place till after this addition.

As to the TIME of its composition, the earliest testimonies (Irenaeus,

Clement of Alex., Origen) go to prove that John wrote subsequently to

the Sjmoptics, and (Irenaeus) not till after the deaths of Peter and Paul.

A later and more precise determination of the time,'' in the advanced old

1 Already in Iren. iii. 1, Clement of Alex., 'Ao-tas avayKa^erai eK&ea-&ai to

Origen, Eusebius, etc. euayyeAtoi'. These last words are not
2 Epiphanius, Haer. li. 12. Aib i/o-repov corrupt, nor is airh ttj? 'Ao-i'as to be joined

dvayKa^ei to ayiov 7rreO;aa Tor '\iaa.vvT]v napai- with avayKa^erai. as if it meant Ob AsiaC epif-

Tovfj-evov euayyeAiVao-iJai 5i' euAapeiav Kol to.- copis (Liicke) ; but we must render them,

ncLvo^potTvi'-qi', eirl rrj yqpa\ea avTov jjAiKia, " and many years after he had lived away
iMiTo. irri evd'-qKoi'Ta Tr)5 eavToO ^cuijs, liera TTjf from Asia, he was obliged," etc.,—thus

aiiTov avrb TJjs llaT^tou irravoSov ttji/ eVl K\av- taking the words in their essential sense,

Siov yevoiJLevriv Kai<rapo<;, Kal /acTa 'iKava. "many years after his extra-A.siatic so-

cT>) ToO 5iaTpc'i|/ai avTov dn-o Tijs journ," many years after his return from
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age of the apostle, is connected with the desire to ascribe to the Gospel an

anti-heretical design, and therefore loses its critical weight. The follow-

ing points may perhaps be regarded as certain, resulting as they do from a

comjDarison of this tradition with historical circumstances and with the Gos-

pel itself. As John certainly did not settle in Ephesus until after St. Paul's

removal from his Asiatic sphere of labour, nor indeed, doubtless, until after

the destruction of Jerusalem, where until then John resided : as, further, the

estrangement from Palestinian conditions, so evident in the Gosjiel, implies

an already prolonged residence away from Palestine ; as the elaborate view

of the Logos is a post-Pauline phase of the apprehension and exposition of

Christ's higher nature, and suggests a longer familiarity with philosophical

influences ; as the entire character and nature of the book, its clearness

and depth, its calmness and completeness, most probably indicate the ma-

tured culture and clarifying influence of riper years, without, however, in

the least degree suggesting to us the weakness of old age,—we must put

the composition not lefore the destruction of Jerusalem (Lampe, "Wegschei-

der), but a considerable time after ; for if that catastrophe had been still

fresh in the recollection of the writer, in the depths of its first im2:)ression,

it could hardly, on psychological grounds, have escaped express mention

in the book. No such express reference to it occurs ; but if, notwithstand-

ing, Jerusalem and its environs are to be regarded, and that rightly, as in

ruins, and in the distant background of the apostle's view, the riv in xi. 18,

xviii. 1, xix. 41, reads more naturally than if accounted for from the mere

context of historical narration, while on the other hand the ian in v. 3 may
retain its full appropriateness. If a year is to be definitely named, a.d. 80 *

may be suggested as neither too far preceding or following it."

Isote.—As to PLAN, the Gospel divides itself into the following sections :—

After the prologue, i. 1-18, which at once sets before the reader the lofty point

of view of the most sacred history, the revelation of the glory of the only-be-

gotten Son of the Father (which constitutes the theme of the Gospel, i. 14)

begins, first through John the Baptist, and its manifestation onwards to the

Patmos. The genitive T u Siarpii/zat avrbi' we cannot go so far as to find reflected in

into T. 'Ao-ias, denotes the dwelling away, it precisely the beginning of the second
etc., as the point of departure from which century (i.e. a time only 20 or 30 years later),

the iKava eVrj begin to run. See Kiihner, nor to argue therefrom the non-apostolic

II. pp. 164, ."514. Coinp. Bernhardy, p. 138. origin of the Gospel (and of the Epistle).

' There therefore lies between the Apoc- The interval is too short, and our knowledge
alypse and the Gospel a space of from ten of church movements, especially of Gnosti-

to twelve years. Considering the maturity cism, so far as they might be said to belong,

of mind which the apostle, who was already at least in their stages of impulse and de-

aged in the year 70, must have attained, this velopment, to the beginning only of the new
space was too short to effect such a change century, and not to the two or three preced-

of view and of language as we must sup- ing decades of years, is not sufficiently

pose if the apocalyptist was also the evan- special and precise. This tells, at the same
gelist. This also against Tholuck, p. 11. time, against Keim, Gesch. J. I. p. 147 ff.

2 It is evident from the distinctive and in- How can it be said, on any reliable grounds,

ternal characteristics of the Gospel, and es- that the Gospel discloses the state of the

pecially from the form of its ideas, that it church about the year 100, but not the state

was written after the downfall of the Jew- of the church about the year 80 ?

ish state and the labours of St. Paul ; but
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first miracle, and as yet without any opposition of unbelief, down to ii. 11.

Then (2) this self-revelation passes on to publicity, and progresses in action

and teaching amid the contrast of belief and unbelief, on to another and greater

miracle, ii. 12-iv. 54. Further, (3) new miracles of the Lord's in Judea and
Galilee, with the discourses occasioned thereby, heighten that contrast, caus-

ing among the Jews a desire to persecute and even kill Him, and among His
disciples many to fall away, v.-vi. 71. After this, (4) unbelief shows itself

even among the brothers of Jesus ; the self-revelation of the Only-begotten of

the Father advances in words and deeds to the greatest miracle of all, that of

the raising of the dead, by which, however, while many believe upon Him, the

hostility of unbelief is urged on to the decisive determination to i>ut Him to

death, vii.-ix. 57. There ensues, (5) in and upon the carrying out of this de-

termination, the highest self-revelation of Christ's divine glory, which finally

gains its completed victory in the resurrection, xii.-xx. ChajD. xxi. is an appen-

dix. Many other attempts have been made to exhibit the plan of the book
;

on which see Luthardt, I. p. 255 ff., who (comp. also his treatise. Be composii.

ev. Joh., Norimb. 1852 ; before this Kostlin, in the Theol. Jahrb. 1851, p. 194

ff., and afterwards Keim, Gesch. J. I. p. 115 f.) endeavours on his part to carry

out a threefold division of the whole and of the several parts ; and in Godet,

Comment. I. p. 111. The arrangement which af)proaches most nearly to the

above is that of EAvald, Jahrb. III. p. 168, comp. VIII. 109, and Johann.

Schr. I. p. 18 ff. In every mode of division, the opposition of the world's

ever-increasing unbelief and hatred to the revelation of the divine glory in

(Jhrist, and to faith in Him, must ever be held fast, as the thread which runs
systematically through the whole. Comp. Godet,' as before.

Notes by American Editok.

I. The Apocalypse. Page 22.

This is of course no place for controverting at length Meyer's very positive

view of the non-Johannean aiithorship of the Apocalypse. I maj' adduce two
or three suggestions, remarking that his view is rejected by many of the ablest

scholars, who maintain the identity in authorship of the two works. As to out-

ward evidence, the thread of direct testimony in the early church is nearly un-

broken, including Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, and tha

Muratorian Fragment ; and indirect testimony is by no means wanting. The
difference in the style is exjilicable from the difference in the subject matter

and in the two classes of composition. The account of a succession of vivid

symbolical scenes, drawing in all the agencies of nature, and shifting rapidly

between earth and heaven, in the midst of which the author stands, could scarce-

ly fail to differ widely in style from the naiTation of a series of cpiiet historical

' Who (p. 121) gives what he calls the more so the subdivision of tlie several
^' photojrajy/iie del'histoi7-e" us follows : "La main parts, as by Ewald especially, and
foi nait, i.-iv. ; I'incredulitedomine, v.-xii.

;
Keim, with different degrees of skill ; but

la foi atteint sa perfection relative, xiii.- the latter considers that his threefold divi-

xvii. ; rincr6dulit(5 se consomme, xviii., sion and subdivision of the two halves

xix. ; la foi triomphe, xx. (xxi.)" Such (i.-xii., xiii.-xx.) "has its root in the afoo/«<(!

special abstract designations of place give (/round of the dimne mystery of the number
too varied play to the subjectivities, still three,"—a Imus ingenii.
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events long past by. As to grammatical construction, the vsry excitement of

the grand dramatic scene would naturally lead, in one not a native to the lan-

guage, to the merging of grammatical niceties in forcible, if inaccurate, diction.

The book itself fiirnishes abundant evidence that, as to style, the writer "knew"
better than he " builded ;" that his errors are not errors of ignorance of the

usages which he sometimes so daringly violates (as witness the awb 6 up, kqI 6

7/p, Kui 6 ipxa/xevoc). On grounds of intrinsic fitness, too, it Avould seem eminently

natural that the beloved disciple who had witnessed i^ersonally one prefigured

coming of his Master in His kingdom, and been half promised that he should

wait to behold yet another coming of the Lord, should be selected to give to the

chiirch this magnificent outline of the pivotal epochs of its history and reveal-

ing of its final glory. While miTch in the book is mj^sterious and as yet unrav-

elled, enough has yielded itself to the labors of devout exegesis to assure lis that

the whole is one of the richest products of inspiration, worthy alike of its

author, its medium, and its destination. The "Conquering Hero" of the

Apocalypse (xix. 11-16), the " WOKD of God " is that "Word " of the oiDening

of the Gospel, who " was in the beginning with God."

Weiss, Meyer's German editor, also dissents from his conclusions regarding

the relation of the Gospel to the Apocalypse. He holds that, especially through

Justin Martyr and Papias, the attestations to the apostolic origin of the Apoc-

alj'pse are earlier and more direct in the church than to that of the Gosiael. He
thinks the absence of the Apocalypse from the Peshito may be due rather to

other reasons (as dislike of its chiliasm) than doubts of its apostolic origin.

He holds that the fundamental diversity of the two writings in tendency and

contents allows but a limited comijarison between them ; that they are sepa-

rated by an interval of twenty years, in which the author was removed from

Palestine to Asia Minor, from the sphere of Jewish to that of Gentile Chris-

tianity, with the intervening shock of the destruction of Jerusalem, with its

many and far-reaching changes ; and that finally, in spite of all ditferences, there

exist such remarkable coincidences in essential and fundamental thoughts, as

well as in individual forms of doctrine, images, expressions, and linguistic pecu-

liarities, as, while not proving identity' of authorship, allow the apostolical au-

thorship of each to be discussed and maintained without prejudice to the claims

of the other.

n. Anti-Gnostic purpose in ihe Gospel. Page 31.

" Meyer declares himself against any anti-Gnostic polemical purpose in the

Gospel, since it nowhere discloses anj' direct design to combat perverted sec-

tarian developments, and to look for indirect and concealed references, as

intended, were alike arbitrary and opposed to the decided character of the

apostolic position in its known hostility to heresies. But when he concedes that

the Ajiostle in his first Epistle assails Gnostic perversions, and that these have

not first come within his sphere of action after the composition of his Gospel

(asEwald, Jahrh. iii. p. 157, assumes), it is exceedingly probable that his purpose,

by his historical portraiture to establish and confirm the true knowledge of

Christ's deepest nature, is partly conditioned by the threatening aspect in this

direction of the germinating Gnosis. For that the antagonism to this Gnosis

should not come out in the same way in the Gospel as in the Epistle, lies in

the very character of the Gospel narrative, if it would not blend fictitious

elements with its narratives and discourses."—Weiss.
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EvayylXiov jiara Icjavvtjv.

B. X. have merely Kara 'ludvv. Others : to Kara 'luavv. (ayiov) evayy.

Others : ek tov k. 'ludvv. Others : evayy. i/c rod nard 'ludvv. See on Mat-

thew.

CHAPTER 1.

Ver. 4. fwr) t/I'] D. ><. Codd. in Origen and Augustine, It. (Germ. Foss. ex-

cepted), Sahidic, Sj'r.'^" Clem. Valentt. in Ir. Hilary, Ambrose, Vigil. : ^uij kanv.

So Lachm. and Tisch. Generalization in connection with the words : 6 yey. h
avTC), C"') r/v, and perhaps in comparison with 1 John v. 11. — Ver. 16. nal k k]

B. C* D. L. X. X. 33. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Ver. Verc. Corb. Or. and many Fathers

and Schol. : on 'tn. So Griesb., Lachm., Tisch. ; otl is to be preferred on

account of the preponderating evidence in its favour, and because ver. 16

was very early (Heracl. and Origen) regarded as a continuation of the Bap-

tist's discourse, and the directly continuous «u naturally suggested itself,

and was inserted instead of the less simple 'on. — Ver. 18. vIoq'] B. C* L.

i<. 33. Copt. Syr. Aeth. and many Fathers: Oeoq. Dogmatic gloss in imita-

tion of ver. 1 whereby not only vl6(;, but the article before fiovoy. (which

Tisch. deletes), was also (in the Codd. named) suppressed. The omission of

vlog (Origen, 0pp. IV. 102 ; Ambrose, ep. 10) is not sufficiently supported, and

might easily have been occasioned by ver. 14. — Ver. 19. Alter ciKEaTEiXav, B.

C* Min. Chrys. and Verss. have wpoQ avrov. So Lachm., an addition which

other Codd. and Verss. insert after A EViT«f. — Ver. 20. ovk elfil eyw] A. B.

C* L. X. A. N. 33. Verss. and Fathers have : kyu ovk. e't/xi. So Lachm., Tisch.

nightly, on account of the preponderating evidence. Comp. iii. 28, where ovk

elfj.1 eyu is attested by decisive evidence. — Ver. 22. The ov v after ciTToi' (Lachm.

Tisch. read el-n-av) is deleted by Lachm., following B. C. Syr. <^",—testimonies

which are all the less adequate, considering how easily the ovv, which is not in

itself necessary, might have been overlooked after the final syllable of eIttov.^ —

•

Ver. 24. The article before dnearcdfi. is wanting in A.* B. C* L. *?.* Origen

(once), Nonn. Perhaps a mere omission on the part of the transcriber, if uTTear.

7/aav were taken together ; but perhaps intentional, for some (Origen and

Nonn.) have here su^jposed a second deputation. The omission is therefore

doubly suspicious, though Tisch. also now omits the art. — Ver. 25. Instead

of the repeated ovte, we miist, with Lachm., Tisch., following A. B. C. L. X. N.

Min. Origen, read oh6e. — Ver. 26. (5t after (.ieooc: must, with Tisch., on weighty

testimony (B. C. L. X. etc.), be deleted, having been added as a connecting

1 Matthaei, ed. min. ad x. 39, well says : transposuerunt. Accedunt interpretes, qui
" in nuUo libro scrihae ita vexariuit partic- cum demum locum aliquem tractant, illas

ulas Ko-i, £e, oSi', ttolXiv . . . quam in hoc particulas in principio mode adduut, modo
evanselio. Modo temere inculcarunt, mo- omittunt."

do permutarunt, modo omiserunt, modo
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particle. — Ver. 27. Against the words avrd^ tar iv (for which G. Min. Chrys,

read ovT6g kanv) and 6? e/xnpoaQiv fxov y t y ov ev the testimonies are so

ancient, important, and unanimous, that they must be rejected together.

Lachm. has bracketed them, Tisch. deletes them, uvtuq 'hctlv is an unneces-

sary aid to the construction, and oq e/urrp. /lov ykyovev. (though defended by

Ewald) is a completion borrowed from vv. 15, 30. — Ver. 28. B ?; (3 a v « o] Elz.

:

Brjduiiapd (adopted of late by Hengstenberg), against conclusive testimony, but

following Syr."^" and Origen {0pp. II. 130), who himself avows that crjsJui^ ev

irdai ToiQ dvnypd(potc is found Brfiavia, yet upon geogi-aphical grounds decides in

favour of Uri^iajiapd,— a. consideration by which criticism cannot be bound.

See the exegetical notes. — Ver. 29. After (SMirei Elz. has 6 'ludvv., against the

best testimonies. Beginning of a church lesson. — Ver. 32. wf] Elz. : uaei,

against the oldest and most numerous Codd. See Matt. iii. IG ; Luke iii. 22.

— Ver, 37. ttjuovg. avrov'] Tisch., following B. X., jjuts aiiruv after /uaOtjr.
;

C* L. X. T.^ have it after 6vo. The Verss. also have this variation of position,

which must, however, be regarded as the removal of the avrov, made more or

less mechanically, in imitation of ver. 35. — Ver. 40. 16 ere] B. C* L. T.**

Min. Syr. utr. Origen, Tisch.: dd'saOe. Correctly ; the words which immedi-

ately follow and ver. 47 (comp. xi. 34) make it much more likely that the tran-

scriber would write Idere for oipeaOe than vice versa. After upa Elz. has (U-,

against which are the weightiest witnesses, and which has been interpolated

as a connecting link. — Ver. 43. 'luvd'] Lachm. : 'luavnv, after B. ; the same

variation in xxi. 15-17. We must, with Tisch., after B.* L. X. 33, read 'luav-

vov. Comp. Nonnus : nldf "lodvvao. The Textus Receptus has arisen from

Matt. xvi. 17. — Ver. 44. After ijOllrinev Elz. has 6 'Ijjauvg, which the best

authorities place after avru. Beginning of a church lesson. — Ver. 52. n tt d p r t]

wanting in B. L. N. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Vulg. It. and some Fathers, also in Origen.

Deleted by Lachm. Tisch. Omitted, because it seemed inappropriate to the

following words, which were taken to refer to actual angelic appearances.

Ver. 1. 'Ev apxy] John makes the beginning of his Gospel parallel Avith

that of Genesis ;
^ but he rises above the historical conception of n"'E'^i3,

which (Gen. i. 1) includes the beginning of time itself, to the absolute con-

ception of anteriority to time : the creation is something subsequent, ver.

3. Prov. viii. 23, kv apjfj wpb rov rf/v yf/v Trotf/Gai, is parallel ; likewise, Tcpd

Tov Tov Kddfiov elvai, John xvii. 5 ; Trpo KarajiokiiQ K6a/iov, E2)h. i. 4. Comp.

Nezach Israel, f. 48, 1 : Messias erat irnJ> ''J£30 {ante Tolvu). The same idea

we find already in the book of Enoch, xlviii. 3 f., 6 f., Ixii. 7,—a book

which (against Hingenfeld and others) dates back into the second century

B.C. (Dilm., Ewald, and others). The notion, in itself negative, of ante-

riority to time {axpovoQ rjv, aKixTlToc;, iv app/'/np 7ujyoq (^PXV^ Nonnus), is in a

popular way affirmatively designated by the tv apxfi as ' ^ jn'imeval ;'''' the

more exact dogmatic definition of the apxv as " eternity^'''' is a correct devel-

opment of John's meaning, but not strictly what he himself says. Comp. 1

John i. 1 ; Rev. iii. 14. The Valentinian notion, that apx''/ was a divine

^ See Uoelemann, deevangeliiJoh. introiiii '^ Theodor. Mopsucst., Euthym. Zig. ,-

introitus Geneseos augustiore effigie, Leipsic comp. Theophylact.

1855, p. 26 ff.
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IJypostmis distinct from the Father and the TioyoQ (Iren. Hacr. i. 8. 5), and

the Patristic view, that it was the divine ao^ia (Origen) or the everlasting

Father (Cyril. Al.), rest upon speculations altogether unjustified by cor-

rect exegesis. '— 7}v] was, existed. John writes Mstorically, looking hack

from the later time of the incarnation of the loyor (ver. 14). But he does

not say, "In the beginning the Aoyoc came into existence,'''' for he docs not

conceive the generation (comp. iiovoyevijo) according to the Arian view of

creation, but according to that of Paul, Col. i. 15.

—

6 loyoc] theYiord;

for the reference to the history of the creation leaves room for no other

meaning (therefore not Reason). John assumes that his readers under-

stand the term, and, notwithstanding its great importance, regards every

additional explanation of it as superfluous. Hence those interpretations

fall of themselves to the ground, which are unhistorical, and imply any sort

of a substitution, such as (1) that 6 Zoyof is the same as 6 Pifjd^evof, " ^//e

2)romised one;''''''' (2) that it stands for oMjiov, ''the s'peaTief (Storr, Eckerm.,

Justi, and others). Not less incorrect (3) is Hofmann's interpretation {Schrift-

hciceis, I. 1, p. 109 f.) :
" 6 16yog is the word of God, the Gospel, the person-

al subject of which however, namely Gfmst, is here meant :" against which

view it is decisive, first, that neither in Rev. xix. 13, nor elsewhere in the

N. T., is Christ called o ?Myog merely as the sidjjeet-matter of the 'word ; sec-

ondly, that in John. 6 Ihynr, without some additional definition, never once

occurs as the designation of the Gospel, though it is often so used by Mark

(ii. 2, iv. 14, al.), Luke (i. 2 ; Acts xi. 19, al.), and Paul (Gal. vi. 6 ; 1 Thess.

i. G) ; thirdly, that in the context, neither here (see especially ver. 14) nor

in 1 John i. 1 (see especially tupaKajiev . . . koL al x^'^P^? y/iibv t-iprild^Tjaav)

does it seem allowable to depart in 6 Myog from the immediate designation

of the personal subject,^ while this immediate designation, i.e. of the creative

"Word, is in our passage, from the obvious parallelism with the history of the

creation, as clear and definite as it was appropriate it should be at the very

commencement of the work. These reasons also tell substantially against

the turn w^hich Luthardt has given to Hofmann's explanation : "6 16yog is

the word of God, which in Christ, Heb. i. 1, has goneforth into the world, and

the substa,nce of which was His otcn person.''^* The investigation of the Logos

idea can lead to a true result only when pursued by the path of historj/.

But here, above all, history points us to the O. T.,^ and most directly to

Gen. i., where the act of creation is effected by God speaking. The reality

contained in this representation, anthropomorphic as to its form, of the rev-

elation of Himself made in creation by God, who is in His own nature hid-

den, became the root of the Logos idea. The Word as creative, and em-

1 Quite opposed to correct exegesis, Johansson, de aeterna Chrifti praeexist. sec.

although in a totally different direction, is ev. .Joh., Lundae 1866, p. 29 f.

the rendering of the Socinians (see Catech. * See, on the other hand, Baur in the

Eaco7). p. 135, ed. Oeder), that iv apxfi sig- Theol. Jahrb, 1854, p. 206 ff. ; Lechler, apost.

uifies in initio evangcdii. u. nachapost. Zelt. p. 215 ; Gess, v. d. Person

^ Valla, Beza, Ernesti, Tittm., etc. C/ir. p. 116 ; Kahnis, Dogmat. I. p. 466.

' See, with reference to 1 John i. 1 (in op- ° See Kohricht in the Stud. u. Krit. 18C8,

'position to Beysclilag's impersonal inter- p. 299 if.

pretation), besides Diisterdieck and lluther.
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bodying generally the divine will, is, personified in Hebrew poetry (Ps.

xxxiii. 6, cvii. 20, cxlvii. 15 ; Isa. Iv. 10, 11) : and consequent upon this

concrete and independent representation, divine attributes are predicated

of it (Ps. xxxiv. 4 ; Isa. xl. 8 ; Ps. cxix. 105), so far as it was at the same

time the continuous revelation of God in law and prophecy. A way was

thus paved for the Tiypostatizing of the Myog as a further step in the knowl-

edge of the relations in the divine essence ; but this advance took jilace

gradually, and only after the captivity, so that probably the oriental doc-

trine of emanations, and subsequently the Pythagoreanized Platonism, were

not without influence upon what was already given in germ in Gen. i. An-

other/brm of the conception, however, appears,—not the original one of

the Word, but one which was connected with the advanced development of

ethical and teleological reflection and the needs of the Theodicy,—that of

wisdom (Honn), of which the creative word was an expression, and which.

in the book of Job (xxviii. 12 ff.) and Proverbs (viii., ix.), in Eccles. i.

1-10, xxiv. 8, and Baruch iii. 37-iv. 4, is still set forth and depicted under

the form of a personifi^cation, yet to such a degree that the portrayal more

closely approaches that of the Ili/postasis, and all the more closely as it ceases

to maintain the elevation and boldness of the ancient poesy. The actual

transition of the aocpia into the Hypostasis occurs in the book of Wisdom vii.

7-xi., where wisdom (manifestly under the influence of the idea of the Pla-

tonic soul of the world, perhaps also of the Stoic conception of an all-per-

vading world-spirit) appears as a being of light proceeding essentially from

God.—the true image of God, co-occupant of the divine throne,—a'real and

independent principle revealing God in the world (es2:)ecially in Israel), and

mediating between it and Him, after it has, as His organ, created the world,

in association with a spirit among whose many predicates fiovoyevec;^ also is

named, vii. 22. The divine ?i6yog also appears again in the book of Wisdom,

ix. 1, comp. ver.' 2, but only in the O. T. sense of a poetically personified

declaration of God's will, either in blessing (xvi. 12, comp. Ps. cvii. 20) or

in punishing (xviii. 15).^ While, then, in the Apocrypha the Logos repre-

sentation retires before the development of the idea of wisdom,^ it makes

itself the more distinctly prominent in the Chaldee Parap>hrasts, esi^ecially

Onkelos.* The Targums, the peculiarities of which rest on older traditions,

exhibit the Word of God, 5<"Jip''? or *<"^13'1, as the divinely revealing Hypos-

tasis, identical with the nj''Di2' which was to be revealed in the Messiah.

Comp. Schoettg. Hor. II. p. 5 ; Bertholdt, Christol. p. 121. Thus there

runs through entire Judaism under various forms of conception (comp. es-

' Comp. vii. 35, where it is said of wisdom, riglitly abandoned this interpretation,

an-oppoia t^9 toO Trai'TOKparopo? 6o|>)s eiAiKpti-j)?. ^ ggg especially Grimm, in loc. ; Bruch,

Moi/oyei/es sliould not have been rendered Weisheitslehre d. Ilebr. p. 347 ff. Comp. also

single (Banerm., Liicke, Bruch, after the Eccles. xliii. 46.

early writers), which it neither is nor is re- ^ Wisdom as appearinfc in CJirist is men-

quired to be by the merely /o?7«a^ covtra-tt tioned in N. T. also, in Luke xi. 49, comp.

to TToAu^iepe's. This idea single, as answering Matt. xi. 19.

to the following TroAu/xepe's, would have been * See Gfrorer, Gesch. d. Urchristenth. 1. 1, p.

expressed by ^oi'onepes (Luc. Column. 6). 301 ff. ; Winer, De Onkel. p. 44 f. ; Anger, If

e

Also Grimm {exeget. Uandb. p. 153) has now Onkd. II. 1846.
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pecially the nin^ '^^(''^ in the O. T. from Gen. xvi., Ex. xxiii. downwards,

frequently named, especially in Hosea, Zechariah, and Malachi, as the rep-

resentative of the self-revealing God), the idea that God never reveals

Himself directly, but mediately, that is, does not reveal His hidden invisi-

ble essence, but only a manifestation of Himself (comp. especially Ex.

xxxiii. 13-23) : and tliis idea, modified however by Greek, and particularly

Platonic and Stoic speculation, became a main feature in the Judaeo-Alex-

andrine philosophy, as set forth in Philo, an older contemporary of Jesus.*

According to the intellectual development, so rich in its results, which Philo

gave to the transmitted Jewish doctrine of Wisdom, the Logos is the com-

prehension or sum-total of. all the divine energies, so far as these are either

hidden in the Godhead itself, or have come forth and been disseminated in

the world (XSyoQ anEpiiaTLKuq). As immanent in God, containing within it-

self the archetypal world, which is conceived as the real world-ideal (yorjroQ

Kocr/uog), it is, while not yet outwardly existing, like the immanent reason in

men, the Myoc ev6 idd erog ; but when in creating the world it has issued

forth from God, it answers to the ?i6yoc ~ po<;>opiK6g, as with man the

word when spoken is the manifestation of thought. Now the ISyoc wpo-

^opiKOQ is the comprehension or sum-total of God's active relations to the

world ; so that creation, providence, the communication of all physical and

moral power and gifts, of all life, light, and wisdom from God, are its work,

not being essentially different in its attributes and workings from the ao(j)La

and the Divine Siiirit itself. Hence it is the image of the Godhead, the

eldest and first-begotten (iipeapvTaTog, TrpuToyovoq) Son of God, the possessor

of the entire divine fulness, the Mediator between God and the world, the

7.dyoQ TOfievg, 6TJiiiovpy6g, apxi^pEVQ, iKeTT^g, npea/SevTr/r^ the apxayyeAog, the devrepng

&e6g, the substratum of all Theophanies, also the Messiah, though ideally

apprehended only as a Theophany, not as a concrete incarnate j^ersonality ;

for an incarnation of the Logos is foreign to Philo's system." There is no

doubt that Philo has often designated and described the Logos as a Person,

although, where he views it rather as immanent in God, he applies himself

more to describe a power, and to present it as an attribute. There is, how-

ever, no real ground for inferring, with some (Keferst., Zeller), from this

variation in his representation, that Philo's opinion wavered between person-

ality and 'impersonality ; rather, as regards the question of subsistence in

its bearing upon Philo's Logos, ^ we must attribute to him no separation be-

tween the subsistence of God and the Loijos, as if there came forth a Person

1 See especially Gfrorer, I. 343ff. ; Dahne, J. T. 212. Comp. also Langen, d. Jvdenth. z.

Jihlisch-Alex. Eeligionsphil. I. 114 ff. ; Gross- Zeit. Christi, 1807 ; lioliricbt as formerly

mann, Qitaestion. Philon., Lpz. 1829 ; Scheffer, quoted.

Qnaest. Phil. Marb. 1829, 1831 ; Keferstein, = See Ewald, p. 284 ff. ; Dorner, Entivickel-

PhUo''s Lehre von dem gotU. Mittehvesen

,

ungsgesch. I. 50.

Lpz. 1846; Kitter, Gesch. d. Phllos. IV. 'See especially Dorner, EntwicJceltings-

418 ff. ; Zeller, Philos. d. Grieclien, III. 2

;

gesch. I. 21 ; Niedner, de subdstentia tw i^eiw

Lutterb. neut. Lehrhegr. I. 418 ff. ; Miiller in Adyw apud Philon. tributa, in the Zeitsch. f.

Herzog's Encykl. XI. 484 ; Ewald, apost. Zeit. histor. Theol. 1849, p. 337 ff. ; and Hole-

257 ; Delitzsch in d. Luther. ZeiUchr. 1803, ii. mann, de evang. Joh. im?'oitii, etc., p. 39 f£.

219 ; Richm, Hebr. Brief, p. 249 ; Keim, Ge.sch.
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distinctfrom Ood, whenever the Logos is described as a Person ; but, "ca

duo, in quibus cernitur tov ovto^ kuI ^uvtoc &eov essentia s. deitas plenum esse

per suam ipsius essentiam et implcre cuncta hac sua essentia, primo diserte

uni substa?itiae tribuunUir, deinde distribuuntur, sed tantum inter essentiam

ct hujus actionem, quemadmodura nomina tov Seov et tov Mjov hujus ipsius

dei" (Niedner). Accordingly, Philo's conception of the Logos resolves it-

self into the sum-total and full exercise of the divine energies ; so that God,

so far as He reveals Himself, is called Logos, while the Logos, so far as he

reveals God, is called God. That John owed his doctrine of the Logos

—

in which he represents the divine Messianic being as pre-existent, and en-

tering into humanity in a human form

—

solely to the Alexandrine philosophy,

is an assertion utterly arbitrary, especially considering the difference be-

tween Philo's doctrine and that of John, not only in general (comp. also

Godet, I. 233), but also in respect to the subsistence of the Logos in particu-

lar.' The form which John gave to his doctrine is understood much more

naturally and historically thus, without by any means excluding the influ-

ence of the Alexandrine Gnosis upon the apostle ;—that while the ancient

popular wisdom of the Word of God, which (as shown above) carries us

back to Gen. i. 1, is acknowledged to be that through which the idea of the

Logos, as manifested in human form in Christ, was immediately suggested

to him, and to which he apj^ended and unfolded his own peculiar develop-

ment of this idea with all clearness and spiritual depth, according to the

measure of those personal testimonies of his Lord which his memory vividly

retained, he at the same time allowed the widespread Alexandrine specula-

tions, so similar in their origin and theme, to have due influence upon him,

and used " them in an independent manner to assist his exposition of the na-

ture and working of the divine in Christ, fully conscious of their points of

difference (among which must be reckoned the cosmological dualism of

Philo, which excluded any real incarnation, and made God to have created

the world out of the vTir/). Whether he first adopted these speculations

wliile dwelling in Asia Minor, need not be determined, although it is in it-

self very conceivable that the longer he lived in Asia, the more deeply did

he penetrate into the Alexandrine theologoumcnon which prevailed there,

without requiring for this any intermediate agency of Apollos (Tobler).

The doctrine is not, however, on account of this connection with specula-

tions lying outside of Christianity, by any means to be traced back to a

' It tells also against it, that in John the its historical credibility from its connection

name Ad-yos is undoubtedly derived from the with the circumstances of the time, as well

divine speaking (Word); in Philo, on the as the necessary presumption of its intelli-

other hand, from the divine tJdnldng Kibility on the part of the readers of the

(Reason). See Hoelemann as before, p. 4.3 ff. Gospel. But it is exactly the noble simplicity

* Comp. Delitzsch, I.e., and Psychol, p. 178 and clearness of the Prologue which shows

[E. T. pp. 210, 211] ; P>eyschlag, Chrislol. d. N. with what truly apostolic certainty John

T. p. 156; Keim, Gesch. J. I. p. 112 ff. If some had experienced the influence of the specula-

attempt to deny the influence of the Judaeo- tions of his day, and was master of them,

Alexandrine Gnosis on the Logos doctrine modifying, correcting, and utilizing them

of John (Hoelemann, Weiss, J. Kostlin, according to his own ideas. This is also in

Hengstenberg),thoy at the same time sever, answer to Luthardt, p. 200, and Rohricht

though in the interests of apostolic dignity, I.e.
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mere fancy of the day. The main truth in it (the idea of the Son of God
and His incarnation) had, long before he gave it this peculiar form, been

in John's mind tlie sole foundation of his faith, and the highest object of

his knowledge ; and this was no less the case with Paul and all the other

apostles, though they did not formaUy adopt the Logos doctrine, from their

different idiosyncrasies and the different conditions of their after develop-

ment. That main truth in it is to be referred absolutely to Clu'ist Himself,

whose communications to His disciples, and direct influence upon them

(i. 14), as well as His further revelations and leadings by means of the

Spirit of truth, furnished them with the material which was afterwards

made use of in their various modes of representation. This procedure is

specially apparent also in John, whose doctrine of the divine and pre-exist-

ent nature of Christ, far removed from the influences of later Gnosticism,

breaks away in essential points from the Alexandrine type of doctrine, and

moulds itself in a different shape, especially rejecting decidedly all dual-

istic and docetic elements, and in general treating the form once chosen

with apostolic independence. That idea of God's essential self-revelation,

which took its rise from Gen. i.. which lived and grew under various forms

and names among the Hebrews and later Jews, but was moulded in a pecul-

iar fashion by the Alexandrine philosophy, was adopted by John for the

purpose of setting forth the abstract divinity of the Son,—thus bringing to

light the reality which lies at the foundation of the Logos idea. Hence, ac-

cording to John, ' by 6 loyo^^ which is throughout viewed by him (as is clear

from the entire Prologue down to ver. 18)'^ under the conception of a |j(?r-

soiuil ^ subsistence, we must understand nothing else than the self-revelation

of the divine essence^ hefore all time immanent in Ood (comp. Paul, Col. i. 15

ff.), hut for the acco'tnplishment of the act of creation proceeding hyiiostatically

from Ilim, and ever after operating also in the spiritual world as a creating,

quickening, and illuminating personal principle, equal to Ood Himself in na-

ture and glory (comp. Paul, Phil. ii. 6) ; which divine self-revelation appeared

iodily in the man Jesus, and accomplished the worTc of the redemption of the

iDorld. John fashions and determines his Gospel from beginning to end with

this highest christological idea in his eye ; this it is which constitutes the

distinctive character of its doctrine.^ The Synoptics contain the fragments

' In the Apocalypse also, chap. xix. 1.3, ' That is, the subsistence as a conscious

Christ is called the Aoyo;, but (not so in the inte'ligent Ego, endued with volition.

Gospel) 6 Adyos ToO iJeou. The writer of the Against the denial of this personal trans-

Apocalypse speaks of the whole Person of cendency in John (de Wette, Beyschlag,

the God-man in a different way from the and others), see in particular Kostlin, Lehr-

evangelist,—in fact, as in his state of ex- begr. 90 ; Briickn. 7 f. ; Liebner, Christol.

altation. (See Dusterdieck, z. Apok. Einl. 135 f. ; Weiss, Lehrbegr. 242 f. When Dorncr

p. 75 flf.) Bat the passage is important (Oesch. d.prot. TOeo/. 875 ff.) claims for the

against all interpretations which depart Son, indeed, a special divine mode of exist-

from the metaphysical view of the Logos enoe as Ilis eternal characteristic, but at

above referred to. Comp. Gess, v. d. Person tlie same time denies Him any direct par-

Chr. p. 115 ff. ticipation in the absolute divine personality,
"^ Comp. Worner, d. Verhdltti. d. Geisles his limitation is exegetically opposed to the

zum Sohne Gottcx, 1862, p. 24; also Baur, view of John and of the Apostle Paul.

neutest. Theol. 352 ; Godet, I.e. * Comp. Weizsacker, ut>. d. evang. Gesch.
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and materials, the organic combination and ideal formation of which into

one complete whole is the pre-eminent excellence of this last and highest

Gospel. Paul has the Logos, only not in name. — The second and third yv

is the copula ; but Kal b Aoyo c, as the repetition of the great subject, has a

solemn emphasis. — -k phc, rbv & e6 v^noi simply equivalent to Trapa ru -^ko,

xvii.5, but expressing, as in 1 John i. 2, the existence of the Logos in God
in respect of intercourse (Bernhardy, p. 2Go). So also in all other passages

where it appears to mean simply toith, Mark vi. 3, ix. 19 ; Matt. xiii. 56,

xxvi. 55 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 6, 7 ; Gal. i. 18, iv. 18 ; and in the texts cited in

Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 202.' Upon the thing itself, comp. concerning Wis-

dom, Prov. viii. 30, Wisd. ix. 4. The moral essence of this essential fellow-

ship is love (xvii. 24 ; Col. i. 13), with which, at the same time, any merely

modalistic conception is excluded. — nal & eog yv 6 /Idyof] and the Logos

was Ood. This & e6^ can only be the predicate, not the subject (as Rohricht

takes it), which would contradict the preceding 7]v tt pb q tov S-eSv, because the

conception of the ?i6yo£ would be only a periphrasis for God. The predicate is

placed before the subject emphatically (comp. iv. 24), because the progress of

the thought, "He was icitJi God, and (not at all a Person of an inferior nature,

but) possessed of a divine nature,''^ makes this latter—the new added element

—the naturally and logicaWy empJiasized vciernbcr of the new clause, on account

of its relation to -n-pof tov iSeov.^ The omission of the article was necessary,

because 6 Qehq after the preceding 7r/)of rhv Qebv would have assigned to the

Logos identity of Person (as, in fact, Beyschlag, p. 162, construes dsoq with-

out the art.). But so long as the question of God's self-mediation objective-

ly remains out of consideration, 6 -Qeog would have been out of place here,

after Tzphq tov &e6v had laid down the distinction of Person ; whereas deSg

vrithout the article makes the unity of essence and nature to follow the dis-

tinction of Person. ^ As, therefore, by -Qcoq without the article, John neither

indicates, on the one hand, identity of Person with the Father ; nor yet, on

the other, any lower nature than that of God Himself : so his doctrine of the

Logos is definitely distinguished from that of Philo, which predicates &£6q

without the article of the Logos as subordinate in nature, nay, as he him-

self says, h mTaxprjaei (I. 655, ed. Mang.) ; see Hoelemann, I. 1, p. 84.

Moreover, the name 6 SevTepog &e6g, which Philo gives to the Logos, must,

according to H. 625 (Euseb. praep. ev. vii. 13), expressly designate an inter-

mediate nature between God and man, after whose image God created man.

This subordinationism, according to which the Logos is indeed iiedSpidg ng

pp. 241 ff., 297; also his Ab/i. Hber d. Joh. comparing the very different usage of wpo'?,

Logoslehre, in d. Jahrb. f. D. Th. 1862, pp. takes exception to our explanation of Trpbs

6]9ff.,701f. TOV&eSv.

1 The expressions, in the language of the ^ There is something mOiiesticm the way in

common people, in many districts are quite which the description of the Logos, in the

analogous : "he was with me," " he stays tlu-ee brief but great propositions of ver. 1,

with you" (bei mich, bei dich), and the Wka. is imfolded with increasing fulness.

Comp. for the Greek, Kriiger, § C8. 39. 4.—As ^ " The last clause, the Word was God, is

against all impersonal conceptions of the against Arius ; the other, theWordwuswltli

Logos, observe it is never said e i- tw i^ew. (7o(:7, against Sabellius."

—

Luther. See also

Rohricht (p 312), however, arrives at tlie Tbomaslus, Chr. Pers. u. ]Yerk, I. 83 £f.

meaning e v to) dew, and by unwarrantably
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•d-eov (j)vair^ but rov /iiev e/larroi', av&purrov 6s Kpe'iTTuv (I. 683), is not that of

the N. T., which rather assumes (comp. Phil. ii. 6, Col. i. 15, 16) the eternal

unity of being of the Father and the Son, and places the subordination of

the latter in His dependence on the Father, as it does the subordination of

the Spirit in His dependence on the Father and the Son. Qe6g, therefore, is

not to be explained from Philo, nor converted into^'a general qualitative idea

—^'divine,'''' " God-like'''' (B. Crusius),—which deprives the expression of the

precision demanded for it by the strict monotheism of the N. T. (in John,

see in particular xvii. 3), through the conception of the divine essence of the

personal Logos. Comp. Schmid, UU. Theol. II. 370. On Sam. CrelPs con-

jecture {Artemonii initium ev. Joh. ex. antiquitate ecd. restitut. 1726) that

^Eov is an idle antitrinitarian invention, see Bengel, Appar. crit. \i. 214 IT.

Ver. 2 again emphatically combines the first and second clauses of ver. 1,

in order to connect with them the work of creation, which was wrought by

the 'AoyoQ.^ In this way, however, the subject also of the third clavise of ver.

1 is included in and expressed by ovtoq. On this ovtoq—to which navra

standing at the beginning of ver. 3 significantly corresponds—lies the em-

phasis in the continued discourse. In ver. 2 is given the necessary premiss

to ver. 3 ; for if it was this same Logos^ and no other than He, who Ilimse'f

was God, who lived in the beginning in fellowship with God, and conse-

quently when creation began, the lohole creation, nothing excepted, must have

come into existence through Him. Thus it is assumed, as a self-evident

middle term, that God created the world not immediately, but, according

to Gen. i., through the medium of the Word.

Ver. 3. TiavTii] " grande verbum, quo mundus, i.e. universitas rerum

factarum denotatur, ver. 10," Bengel. Comp. Gen. i. ; Col. i. 16 ; Heb. i.

2. Quite opposed to the context is the Socinian view : "the moral creation

is meant." Comp. rather Philo, de Gheruh. I. 162, where the loyoc ajipears

as the opyavov 6i' ov (comp. 1 Cor. viii. 6) KareaKEvaadrj (6 koo/ioc). The further

speculations of Philo concerning the relation of the 2.6yog to the creation,

which however are not to be imputed to John, see in Hoelemann, I.e. p.

36 ff. John might have written to. navra (with the article), as in 1 Cor. viii.

6 and Col. i. 16, but was not obliged to do so. Comp. Col. i. 17, John iii.

35. For his thought is " aZZ" (unlimited), whereas to. iravra would express
'

' the whole of what actually exists. "— Kal j w p i f avrov , «:. r.;i. ] an em-
phatic parallelismus antitheticus, often occurring in the classics.^ This nega-

tive reference does not exclude (so Lucke, Olshausen, de Wette, Frommann,
Maier, Baeumlein) the doctrine of a v?ir/ having an extra-temporal existence

(Philo, I.e.), because eyerero and yeyovEv describe that which exists only sw^ce the

creation, as having come into existence, andthercforeWa; would not be included

in the conception. John neither holds nor opposes the idea of the i-A^ ; the

antithesis has no polemical design—not even of an anti-gnostic kind—to

point out that the Logos is raised above the series of Aeons (Tholuck) ; for

though the world of spirits is certainly included in the Kavra and the ohSi-

> Who accordingly now worked as Adyoi ner, adAntiph. p. 157 ; in the N. T. through-
wpo<f)optKds. out, and especially in John (ver. 30, x. 28 ; 1

^ Dissen. ad. Dem. de Cor. p. 328 ; Maetz- John ii. 4, 37, al.).
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kv, it is not specially designated (comp. Col. i. 16). Hov/ the Valentinians

had already referred it to the Aeons, see in Iren. JIaer. i. 8. 5 ; Hilgen-

feld, d. Ev. u. d. Briefc Joli. p. 32 if. — ovdz kv\ tte unum quidem, i.e. 2)>'or-

svs nihil, more emphatic than ovSiv.'^— 6 yeyovev] Perfect : which has

come into heing, and now is. Comp. siiTLarai, Col. i. 16. This belongs to the

emphatic fulness of the statement (Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p. xxxvii.),

and connects itself with what precedes. The very ancient connection of it

with what/(?Z/otcs,'^ by putting the comma after either yiy. or av-u (so already

the Valentinians),' is to be rejected, although it would harmonize with

John's mode of linking the members of his discourse, whereby "ex proximo

membro sumitur gradus sequentis" (Erasmus) ; but in fine would still

be Johannean only if the comma were placed after yty. (so also Lachm.).

The ground of rejection lies not in the ambiguity of [,ui], which cannot

surprise us in John, but in this, that the perfect ytyovev, as implying con-

tinuance, would have logically required kari instead of ijv after [,urj; to fjv

not yh/ovev, but iyevero, would have been appropriate, so that the sense

would have been : "what came into existence had in Him its ground or

source of life."

Ver. 4. An advance to the nature of the Logos * as life, and thereby as

light. — E V avT u l^ ufj 7j v^^ in Him was life, He was tt?/; ?} C,ui]Q (Philo). Life

was that which existed in Him, of which lie was full. This must be taken

in the most comprehensive sense, nothing that is life being excluded, jjlujsi-

cal, moral, eternal life (so already Chrysostoip),—all life was contained in

the Logos, as in its principle and source. No limitation of the conception,

especially as c^w?/ is without the article (comj). v. 26), has any warrant from

the context ; hence it is not to be understood either merely oi physical life,

so far as it is the sustaining power, ^ or of spiritual and eternal life,—of the

Johannean Cw?) atwi-wf," where Hengstenberg drags in the negative notion

that the creature was excluded from life until Christ was manifested in the

flesh, and that down to the time of His incarnation He had only been virtu-

ally life and light. — kuI i) ^ u ?/ k.t.X.] and the life, of which the Logos was

'Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 5; see Stallbaum, ad principle of life cannot have first o?'j(7??(r/fe(i

Plat. Syrnpos. p. 214 D ; Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. in the Logos, but must have existed from the

i. 6. 2. As to the thin;; itself, comp. Philo, very besiuning. Also Bunsen (Hijpol. 11.

IL p. 325: Si oil a-

v

ij.it a^ 6 (cocTfAos iSriiJiLovp- 201, 3.57) erroneously preferred the punctua-
veiTo. tion of the Alexandrines and Gnostics.

"^ C. D. L. Vcrss., Clem. Al., Origen, and * The Logos must necessarily be taken as

other Greeks, Hcracleon, Ptolemaeus, in vv. 1-3, but not from ver. 4 onwards in

Philoa. Orig. v. 8, Latin Fathers, also Au- Hofmann's sense, as no longer a person but

gustine, Wetst., Lachm., Weisse. a thing, viz. the Gospel, as Rohricht (p. 31.5)

^ '^ Whatever originated in Him (self) is maintains, as if the yertwm «ofrtfe were now
life.'''' The latter is said to be the Zoe, a designation of Christ, who is the bearer

which with the Logos formed one Syzygy. of it. No such change of meaning is indi-

Ililgenfeld regards this view as correct, in cated in the text, and it only brings confu-

connection with the assumption of the sion into the clear advance of the thought,

later Gnostic origin of the Gospel. But the ^ B. Crusius, comp. Chrysostom, Euthy-

consti-uction is false as regards the -words, mius Zigabenus, Calvin,

because neither icrri nor e-yeVero stands ^ origen, Maldonatus, Lampe, Kuinoel,

in the passage : and false also as regards KiSstlin, Hengstenberg, Weiss,

the thought, because, according to vv. 1-3, a
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the possessor, ^cas the light of men. The exposition thus passes over from

the universal to the relation of the Logos to manlcind ; for, being Himself

the universal source of life to the world made by Him, He could as such

least of all remain inactive with respect to men, but must show Himself as

operating upon them conformably to their rational and moral nature, espe-

cially as the light., according to the necessary connection of life and light in

opposition to death and darkness. (Comp. viii. 12 ; Ps. xxxvi. 10 ; Eph.

V. 14 ; Luke i. 78, 79). The light is trutli pure and divine, theoretical and

moral (both combined by an inner necessity, and not simply the former, as

Weiss maintains), the reception and appropriation of which enlightens the

man {vlbg (purSc, xii. 36), whose non-appropriation and non-reception into

the consciousness determines the condition of darhness. The Life was the

Light of men, because in its working upon them it was the necessary deter-

mining poicer of their illumination. Comp. such expressions as those in xi.

25, xiv. 6, xvii. 3. Nothing as yet is said of the working of the Logos after

His incarnation (xiv. 6), but (observe the ^v) that the divine truth in that

primeval time came to man from the Logos as the source of life ; the life in

Him was for mankind the actively communicating princij^le of the divine

a7(T/6eta, in the possession of which they lived in that fair morning of crea-

tion, before through sin darkness had broken in upon them. This reference

to the time when man, created after God's image, remained in a state of

innocency, is necessarily required by the fjv, which, like the preceding r/v,

must refer to the creation-period indicated in ver. 3. But we are thus at

the same time debarred from understanding, as here belonging to the en-

lightening action of the Logos^ God's revelations to the Hebrews and later

Jews (comp. Isa. ii. 5), by the prophets, etc. (Ewald), or even the elements

of moral and religious truth found in heathendom (Aoyoc mrEpfiaTiKSg). la

that fresh, untroubled primeval age, when the Logos as the source of life

was the Light of men, the contrast of light and darkness did not yet exist
;

but this tragic contrast, as John's readers knew, originated with the fall,

and had continued ever after. There follows, therefore, after a fond recall-

ing of that fair bygone time (ver. 4), the sad and mournful declaration of

the later and still enduring relation (ver. 5), where the light still sJdne.^

indeed, but in darhness,—a darkness which has not received it. But if that

closely to be observed reference of ^v to the time of the creation, and this

view of the progress of the thought be correct, it cannot embrace also the

continuous (ver. 17) creative activity of the Logos, through which a con-

sciousness and recognition of the highest truth have been developed among
men (de Wette)

; and just as little may we find in tu (t>uc r. av6p. what belongs

to the Logos in His essence only, in which case the reading icri would (against

Briickner) be more appropriate ; comp. (punier, ver. 9. As in h ahru) Cuf/ f/v,

so also by f]v to (poc t. avdp. must be expressed what the Logos was in His

Jdstorical activity, and not merely what He was virtually (Hengstenberg).

Comp. Godet, who, however, without any hint from the text, or any his-

torical appropriateness whatever, finds in " life v^ndi Zi^7ii " a reminiscence

of the trees of life and of knowledge in Paradise.

Ver. 5. Relation of the light to the darkness. — Kal to ^wf] and the light
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siiinetli;* not '' and tlins^ as tlie light, the Logos shineth" (Liicke). The
discourse steadily progresses link by link, so that the preceding predicate

becomes the subject. — (palve i] Present, i.e. uninterruptedly/wm the hegin-

ning until now ; it embraces, therefore, the illuminating activity of the loyog

aaapKoc'^ and evcapKog. As it is arbitrary to supply the idea of " still present "

(Weiss), so also is its limitation to the revelations through the prophets of the

O. T., wliich would make ^aivei merely the descriptive jorrtescHS historicum

(de "VVette). For the assumption of this in connection vpith pure preterites

there is no warrant ; comji. rather (/iwr/Ce', ver. 9. According to Ewald,'

(^laivet represents as present the time in wliich the Light, which since the cre-

ation had enlightened men only from afar, has come suddenly into the world

which without it is darkness, and is shining from the midst of this darkness.

An antithetic relation is thus assumed {'^ only from afar,—svdJenly in the

midst^^) which has no support in the present tense alone, without some more

distinct intimation in the text. The stress, moreover, is not on (paiver, biit

rests with tragic force on the emphatically placed tv ry gkot ! a. It is the"

continuation of the discourse, ver. 7 &., which first leads specially to the

action of the Incarnate 0?/e (this also against Hengst.). — The anoTia is the ne-

gation and opjiosite of the (puQ, the state of things in which man possesses '

not the divine aAyOeia, but has become the prey of folly, falsehood, and sin, as I

a. godless ruling power, with all its misery. Here the abstract term "dark-
'

ness," as the element in which the light shines, denotes not the individual sub-

ject of darkness (Eph. v. 8), but, as the context requires, the totality pre-

viously described by tuv avOpdnruv, thus mankind in general, in sofar as in and

for themselves they since the fall have been destitute of divine truth, and

become corrupt in understanding and will, ilelanchthon well says, "genus

humanum oppressum peccato vocat tenebras." Frommann is altogether

mistaken in holding that cKorin differs in the two clauses, and means (1) hu-

manity so far as it yet lay leyond the influence of the light, and (3) humanity

so far as it was oj^posed thereto. But Hilgenfeld is likewise in error, when,

out of a different circle of ideas, he imports the notion that "light and

darkness are primeval opposites, which did not originate with the fall ;" see

on viii. 44. — ov aar ilajiev] apprehended it not, tool', not possession ofit; it

was not appropriated by the darkness, so that the latter might become light,

instead of remaining aloof and alien to it. Comp. Phil. iii. 12, 13, 1 Cor.

ix. 24, and especially Rom. ix. 30 ; also expressions like KaTalafifi. co6iav,

Ecclus. XV. 1, 7. The explanation connpi'ehended, i.e. eyvu, ver. 10,'' is on one

1 <l)ah'ei, hicet, not to be confounded with tithesis to o-Korta. The ifxis shines as dirme

<^aiV«Tai, which means appa?-et. See on Phil. light before Christ (by revelation and proph-

ii. 15. Godet's criticism of the distinction is ecy), and after Him. It \v. svpernatural,

erroneous. heavenly. Comp. 1 John ii. 8. There is no
« Godet thinks that the law written in the mention here of the Aoyos o-n-epfiaTiKos.

heart, the light of conscience, is meant (Rom. ^ jahrb. V. 194 (see his Johann. Schr. I.

ii. 14,) wliich the Logos makes use of ; and 121).

that this His relation to all mankind is es- * Eph. iii. 18 ; Acts x. 34, iv. 13 ;
Plato,

sential and permanent. But this would be Phaedr., p. 250 D ; Pliil. p. 16 D ;
Polyb. viii.

utterly inadequate to the fulness of mean- 4. 6.

ing expressed by ^0><;, especially in its an-
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side arbitrarily narrowing, on nar ^hc anticipatory, since for the gkotui, wliich

is conceived as a realm, it sul.istitv' s the svhjects. Erroneously Origen, Chrys-

ostom, Tlieoijhylact, Eutir- ,v.j Zigabenus, Bos, Schulthess, Hoelemann,

p. 60, and Lange interpr jt .
' I'he darkness did not hem it in, repress it ; it

was invincible before it." L-.iguistically this is allowable,' but it nowhere

60 occurs in the N. T., and is here opposed to the parallels, vv. 10, 11. —
Observe that oh KaTi?ia(3ev, which presupposes no Gnostic absolutism, but

freedom of moral self-determination (comp. vv. 11, 12), reflects the phenom-

enon as a ichoh, and as it presented itself to John "in history and ci'ijerienee ;

hence the aorist. Comp. iii. 19.

Ver. 6. In the painful antithesis of ver. 5 which pervades the entire

Gospel, was included the relation of the Logos to mankind, not only before,

but after His incarnation (see on ^aivei). This latter is now more minutely

luifaided as far as ver. 11. To strengthen the antithesis John adduces first

the testimony of the Baptist (vv. 6-8) to the Light, on the ground of which

he then designates the Logos as the true light (ver. 9) ; and finally makes the

antithesis, thus prefaced (vv. 10, 11), follow with all the more tragic effect.

The mention of John''s testimony here in the Prologue is not therefore a mere

confirmation of the reality of the appearance of the Logos (Briickner), which

the statements of vv. 9, 10 did not require. Still less is it a pressing for-

wards of the thought to the beginning of the Gospel history (de Wette), or

an intimation of the first step in the reconcilement of the contrasted light and

darkness (Baur), or " an illustrious exception" (Ewald) to the preceding 7

cKOTia, K.T.7.. Introducing a new paragraph, and hence without a connecting

particle, it forms a historical preparation, answering to the fact, for that non,-

recognition ami rejection (vv. 10, 11), which, in spite of that testimony of the

Baptist, the light shining in the darkness had experienced. Ver. 15 stands

to ver. 7 in the relation of a.particular definite statement to the general testi-

mony of which it is a part. — ky ev ero] not there was {i]v, iii. 1), but there ap-

peared, denoting the historical manifestation. See on Mark i. 4 ; Luke i. 5
;

Phil. ii. 7. Hence not with Chrys. : ej ev s t air ear aX iievo r avrl rov

(ITT EG T a 2.1) ; which Hengstenberg repeats. — Observe in what follows the

noble simplicity of the narrative : we need not look out for any antithetical

reference {kyhero—avOpunog—aTrear. tt. deov) to ver. 1 (B. Crusius, Luthardt,

and older expositors). With utt eaTaX/j.. tt. 6eov, comp. iii. 28; Mai.

iii. 1, 23. Description of the true prophet ; comp. also Luke iii. 2, 3.

Ver. 7. E t f fiapTv piav'\to hear witiiess ; for John testified what had been

i:)rophetically made hnown to him by divine revelation respecting the Light

which had come in human form. Comp. ver. 38.

—

Iva navrer, k.t.2.}

Purpose of the fiap-vpyari, final end of the f/Wev.— tt; err ever.] i.e. in the

light ; comp. vv. 8, 9, xii. 36. — 61' aii rov] by means of John, as he by
his witness-bearing was the medium, ofproducing faith : "and thus John is a

servant and guide to the Light, which is Christ" (Luther) ; not by means of

the light (Grotius, Lampe, Semler), for here it is not faith in God (1 Pet, i.

21) that is spoken of.

' See Schweighauser, Lex. Herod. II. p. 18.
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Ver. 8. ^v is empJiatic, and is therefore placed in the front : he was not

the Light, but he was to bear witness of the Light ; and lience, in the second

clause, fiaprvp^cy emphatically takes the lead. The object of making

this antithesis prominent is not controversy, or at least with any reference

to the disciples of John (see the Introduction), but to point out' the true

position of the Baptist in face of the historical fact, that when he first ap-

peared, men took him for the Messiah Himself (comp. ver. 20 ; Lukeiii. 15),

so that his witness shall appear in its pro]}er ///s^orirai aspect. Comp. Cyril.

— a /I A' Iva, K.T.?..] Before Iva we must from the preceding supply 7}/f?fi; ; a

rapid hastening on to the main thought ;^ not taken imperatively {sent to

iear witness) (de Wette), nor dependent upon f/v (Liicke, Lange, Godet) : not

the latter, because elvai Iva (for elg to), even if it were linguistically possible,

is here forbidden by the emphasis on the ^v ; while to take ijv in the sense

of aderat, as again understood before 'iva (Godet), would be more forced and

arbitrary than to supply y/Jkv from ver. 7.

Ver. 0. For the correct apprehension of this verse, we must observe, (1)

that r]v has the main emphasis, and stands therefore at the beginning : (2)

that TO (bui- TO a?./fi. cannot be the predicate, but must be the subject, because

in ver. 8 another was the subject ; consequently without a tovto, or some

such word, there are no grounds for supjjosing a subject not expressed: (3)

that tpxo/j. elg tov noafiov ^ can only be connected with navTa avOputrov, not

with 7jv ; because when John was bearing witness the Logos was already in

the world (ver. 36), not simply then rame into the world, or was about to

come, or had to come. We should thus be obliged arbitrarily to restrict

kpx- f'? >• K-^'^iJ'- to His entrance upon His puUie ministry/, as Grotius already

did (from whom Calovius differs), and becaxise the order of the words does

not suggest the connecting of yv with tpx^/'i- ; rather would the prominence

given to yv, and its wide separation from ep^d/i., be without any reason.

Hence the connection by the early church of epx6fi. with tt. avdp. is by no

means (with Hilgenfeld) to be regarded as obsolete, but is to be retained,

—

and explained thus :

'

' There was present the true Light^which lighteth every man
that cometh into the world.'''' [See Note IH. p. 95.] This, with the following

f.v tC) KoajMo yv onward to EjheTo, serves to prepare for and strengthen the

portentous and melancholy antithesis, Kal 6 Koa/i. avTov ovk eyvu. The usual

objection that epxofi. e'lg t. k., when referred to TrnvTa avdp., is a superfluous

by-clause, is inept. There is such a thing as a solemn redundance, and that

•we have here, an epicfulness of xoords. Hence we must reject (1) the usual

interpretation by the older writers (liefore Grotius), with whom also Kaeulfcr

sides :
^"^ lie (or even that, namely to <pur) was the true Light which lighteth all

» Not to bring more fully to lislit the [E. T. p. 4.58].

greatness of Christ, through tlie subordina- ^ With Origan, Syr., Copt., Euseb., Chrys.,

tion to Him of the greatest men and Cyril., Epiph., Nonnus, Theophyl., Eutli.

prophets, as Hengstenb. asserts. In this Zig., It., Vulg., Augustine, Erasmus, Luther,

case John ought to have been described ac- Beza, Calvin, Aret., and most of the early

cording to his own greatness and rank, and expositors. So of late Paulas also, and

not simply as in ver. 6. Klee, Kaeuffer in the Sachs. Stud. 1844, p.

" Comp. ix. 3, xiii. 18, xv. 25 ; 1 John ii. 19

;

116, Hoelemann, and Godet.

Fritzsche, ad Matt. 840 f
.

; Winer, \i. 297
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men icTio come into this world'''' (Luther), against which we have ah'eady re-

marked under (1) and (3) above ; again, (3) the construction of £pxo,u. with

(l)o)r as an accompanying definition :
' "He was the true Light, wJdch was at

that time to come into the world ;"^ also, (3) the connecting of ?)v with kpxofievov,

either in a sense purely historical, ''He came'''' (Bleek, Kostlin, B. Crusius,

Lange, Hengstenberg, with reference to Mai. iii. 1 ; and so already Bengel)

;

or relatively, as de Wette, Liicke :
" when John had appeared to bear wit-

ness of Him, even then came the true Light into the world ;
" ^ or as future,

of Him who was soon to appear : venturumerat (Rinck, Tholuck), according

to Luthardt (com]"). Baeuml
.
) :

" it had been determined of God that He should

come ;" or more exactly, of an unfulfilled state of things, still present at that

present time : "/if was coming'''' (Hilgenfcld, Lehrhegr. p. 51) ;^ and after

Ewald, who attaches it to vv. 4, 5 : "It loas at that time always coming i7ita

the world, so that every human being, if he had so wished, might have let

himself be guided by it ;" comp. Keim: "He was continually/ coining into

the world." As to details, we have further to remark : ^v] aderat, as invii.

39 and often ; its more minute definition follows in ver. 10 : h tC> kog/^u i/v.

The Light was already tliere (in Jesus) when John bore witness of Him, ver.

26. The reference of vv. 9-13 to the preincarnate agency of the Logos*

entirely breaks down before vv. 11-13, as well as before the comparison of

the Baptist with the Logos, which presupposes the personal manifestation

of the latter (comp. also ver. 15) ; and therefore Baur erroneously denies

any distinction in the Prologue between the preincarnate and the postincar-

nate agency of the Logos. "•— rb a'XTjB iv6v [Because it was neither John

nor any other, but the true, genuine, archetypal Light, corresiionding to

the idea

—

the idea of the light realised.'' Comp. iv. 38, 37, vi. 33, vii.

38, XV. 1. See, generally, Schott, Opusc. I. p. 7 ff. ; Frommann, Lehr-

hegr. p. 130 ff. ; Kluge in the Jalirh. f. B. Th. 1866, p. 333 ff.
;

also Hoelemann, I.e. p. 63, who, however, supposes an antithesis, which

is without any support from the connection, to the cosmic light (Gen.

i.). — (puTiC,ei wdvra avdp.] a characteristic of the true light;

' So probably Theod. Mopsii. ; some in ner, while rejecting: this importation of

Augustine, de pecc. mer. et rem. i. 25 ; Cas- Gnosticism, agrees in other respects with

taho, Vatablus, Grotius ; Schott, (9/5M«c. I. p. Hilsenfeld.—Philippi (der Eingatig d. Joh.

14 ; Maier. Ev. p. 89) :
" He was to come, according to

2 Tlie interpretation of Schoettgen, Sem- the promises of the O. T. ,•" and ver. 10 :

ler, Morus, Rosenmiiller, as if instead of "These promises had now received their

kpxotx. we had ^AiJe;/, is quite erroneous. fulfilment."

Luther's explanation down to 1.537 was ^ Tholuck, Olshausen, Baur, also Lange,

better: "through His advent into this i<?i(;/u /. III. p. 1806 ff.

world." " Comp. Bleek in the Stnd. u. Krit. 1833, p.

» Comp. Hauff in the Stud. u. Krit. 1840, p. 414 ff.

575. • 7 jn tije classics, see Plato, Pol. i. p. 347 D
• That is, during the time before His bap- (t<P oi-ti dArjiJti'os), vi. p. 499 C ; Xen. Aiiab. i.

tism ; the man Jesus (according to the Val- 9. 17 ; Oec. x. 3 ; Dem. 113. 27, 1248. '22
; Theo-

entinian Cinosis) did not become the organ crit. 16 (Anthol.) ; Pindar, 01. ii. 201 ; Polyb.

of the Logos until His baptism, and accord- i. 6. 6, et al. Riick., Abendm. p. 266, errone-

ingly through that rite the Logos first came cusly says, " the word seldom occurs in the
into the world. The birth of Jesus was classics." It is especially common in Plato,

only introductory to that coming. Briick- and among later writers in Polybius.
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it illumines every one. This remains true, even thougli, as a matter

of fact, the illumination is not received by many (see on Rom. ii. 4), so that

every one does not really become what he could become, a child of light, ^dg

h KvfUG), Eph. V. 8. The relation, as a matter of experience, resolves itself

into this :
" quisquis illuminatur, ab hac luce illuminatur, " Bengel ; comp.

Luthardt. It is not this, however, that is expressed, but the essential rela-

tion as it exists on the part of the Logos.' Bengel well says :
" numerus

singularis magnam hie vimhabet.'' Comp. Col. i. 15 ; Rom. iii. 4. — ipx^-
fievov etc t. Koa/nov] every man coming into the world; rightly without

the article ; comp. 2 John 7. The addition of the predicative clause gives

emphatic prominence to the concej^tion of ndvra. There is no need to com-

pare it with the Rabbinic D'7"'J''? ^^^^ (see Lightfoot and Schoettgen). Comjo.

xvi. 21, and see on xviii. 37.

Ver. 10. What here follows is linked to the preceding by i- V rw Koa/xcp

7/ i', following upon euj t. Koafj.. This is a fuller defining of the emphatic

rjv of ver. 9 :
" /if was in tlie icorld,^'' viz. in the person of Jesus, when John

was bearing witness. There is no mention here of its continual presence in

humanity (B. Crusius, Lange), nor of the " lumiSre innSe" (Godet) of every

man ; see on ver. 5. The triple repetition of Koa/uog, which in its last occur-

rence has the narrower sense of the world of mankind, gives 2}rominence to

the mournful, antrttiesis ; Buttm. neut. Gr. p. 341 [E. T. p. 398J.
—

?) v]

not pluperfect (" It had been already always in the world, but was not rec-

ognized by it"), as Herder, Tholuck, Olshausen, and Klee maintain, but

like r/v in ver. 9. — kuI 6 noGfioQ 6 1' avrov kyiv.'\ Further prepara-

tion, by way of climax, for the antithesis, with reference to ver. 3. If the

Light was in the icorld, and the world was made by it, all the more could

and ought the world to have recognized it : it could, because it needed only

not to close the inner eye against the Light, and to follow the impulse of

its original necessary moral affinity with the creative Light ; it ought, be-

cause the Light, shining within the world, and having even given existence

to the world, could demand that recognition, the non-bestowal of which

was ingratitude, originating in culpable delusion and moral obduracy.

Comp. Rom. i. 19 ff. We need not attach to the Kai, which is simply con-

junctive, either the signification although (Kuinoel, Schott), or the force

of the relative (which was made by it, Bleek). — avrdv] the Logos, identi-

fied with the Light, and sjooken of as its possessor, according to vv. 4

ff. ; avrov was still neuter, but the antithesis jijasses over into the masculine,

because the object which was not recognized was this very personal mani-

festation oi the Logos.—With regard to the last Kai, observe :
" cum vi

pronuntiandum est, ut saepe in sententiis oppositionem continentibus, ubi

frustra fuere qui nairoi requirerent. " ^ Very often in John.

Ver. 11. More particular statement of the contrast. Observe the grad-

ual advance to greater definiteness ; ^v, ver. -9
; h rtj Koafiu tjv, ver. 10 ; elg

> Lutlier :
" Of what avail is it that the also Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 348 [E. T. p. 410].

clear sun shines and lightens, if I shut my ^ Stallbaum, ad Plat. Ajwl. p. 29 B. Comp.
eyes and will not see his light, or creep Hartuug, Partikell. p. 147.

away from it beneath the earth?" Comp.
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TO ISm ijWe, ver. 11.— e J c ra IS in] to His oton possession, [See Note IV. p. 95. ]

is ' to be explained of the Jewish people as specially belonging to the Messiah

(Ecclus. xxiv. 7 ff.), as they are called in Ex. xix. 5, Deut. vii. 6, Ps. cxxxv.

4, Isa. xxxi. 9, Jehovah''s possession ; from Israel salvation was to spread

over all the world (iv. 32 ; Matt. viii. 13 ; Rom. i. 16). This interpreta-

tion is required by the progress of the discourse, which by the use of ifkde

excludes any reference to the world,^ as was pro230sed alongside of this by

Chrysostom, Ammonius, Theophylact, Euth. Zig., and conjoined with it

by Augustine and many others. "He was in the icorld
;'''' and now

follows His historical advent, ^^ He came to His ozcn jjossession.''^ Therefore

the sympathy of God's people, who were Jlis own people, should have

led them to reach out the hand to Him. — ol idiot] the Jews. — -k a pk

-

lafiov] They received IHm not, i.e. not as Him to whom they peculiarly be-

longed.^ Observe that the si^ecial guilt of Israel appears still greater {ov

Kape2a(iov, they despised Him) than the general guilt of mankind (ovk

eyvu). Comp. the ovk. rfielipaTz of Matt, xxiii. 37 ; Rom. x. 21. In the

negative form of expression (vv. 10, 11) we trace a deejily elegiac and

mournful strain.

Ver. 13. The mass of the Jews rejected Him, but still not all of them.

Hence, in this fuller description of the relation of the manifested Logos to

the world, the refreshing light is now (it is otherwise in ver. 5) joyfully rec-

ognized and placed over against the shadow. — elaliov] He came, they re-

ceived Him, did not reject Him.*—The nominative ocro< stands with emphasis

independent of the construction that follows. See on Matt. vii. 24, x. 14,

xiii. 12, xxiii. 16; Acts vii. 40.

—

k.^ovaiav] not dignity ov 2yre-eminence

(Erasmus, Beza, Flacius, Rosenmiiller, Semler, Kuinoel, Schott), nor p)os-

sibility (de Wette, Tholuck), nov capability (Hengstenberg, Bruckner), wliich

does not reach the force of the word,'* but He gave them full power (comp. v.

27, xvii. 2). The rejection of the Logos when He came in person, excluded

from the attainment of that sacred condition of fitness—received through

Him—for entering into the relationship of children of God, and they only

who received Him in faith obtained through Him this loarrant, this title

{k-KiTponi] vofxov, Plato, Defin. -p. 415 B). It is, however, an arrangement in

the gracious decree of God ; neither a claim of right on man's part, nor any
internal ability (Lixcke, who compares 1 John v. 20 ; alsoLange),—a mean-
ing which is not in the word itself, nor in the connection, since the com-
mencement of the filial relationship, which is the consummation of that

highest theocratic i^ovaia, is conceived as a 'being horn, ver. 13, and therefore

as passive (against B. Crusius). — rinva dsov] Christ alone is the Son of

God, manifested as snchfrom His Urth, the /iovoyEv//c;. Believers, from their

knowledge of God in Christ (xvii. 3), decome children of God, by being born

1 With Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Calvin, Keim.
Bengel, Lampe, and many expositors, also 3 Comp. Matt. i. 20, xxiv. 40, 41 ; Herod, i.

Liicke, Tholuclv, Bleeli, Olshausen, de Wet- 154, vii. lOG ; Plato, Soph. p. 218 B.

tc, B. Crusius, Maier, Prommann, Kostlin, « Comp. v. 43 ; Soph. Fkil. CG7, iSu;/ re xal

Hilgenfeld, Lutliardt, Ev^'ald, Ilengsten- Xa^uip (l>i\ov.

berK, Godet, and most interpreters. « Comp. Godet :
" il les a 9?iis en position.'''

" Corn, a Lapide, Kuinoel, Schott, Eeuss,
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of God (comp. iii. 3 ; 1 Johu iii. 9), i.e. through the moral transformation

and renewal of their entire spiritual natiire by the Holy Ghost ; so that now
the divine element of life rules in them, excludes all that is ungodly, and

])ennanently determines the development of this moral fellowship of nature

with God, onwards to its future glorious consummation (1 John iii. 2
;

Johu xvii. 24). See also 1 John iii. 9 and 1 Pet. i. 23. It is thus that John

represents the idea of filial relationship to God, for which he always uses

rmva from the point of view of a spii'itual genesis^- ^ while Paul apprehends

it from the legal side (as adoption, Rom. viii. 15 ; Gal. iv. 5), regarding the

spiritual renewal connected theremth (regeneration), the KaivoTijq l^uf/Q (Rom.

vi. 4), as a new creation (2 Cor. v. 17 ; Gal. vi. 15), a moral resurrection

(Rom. vi.), and the like ; while the Synoptics (comp. also Rora. viii. 23)

make the vloBeaia appear as first commencing with the kingdom of the Mes-

siah (see on Matt. v. 9, 45 ; Luke vi. 35), as conditioned, however, by the

moral character. There is no difference as to the thing itself, only in the

manner of apprehending its various sides and stages. — t o Z f tt i a r t- !• o v a i u

,

K.T.l.] quippe qrii credunt, is conceived as assigning the reason ; for it is as

believers that they have fulfilled the subjective condition of arriving at son-

ship, not only negatively, since they are no longer under the wrath of God
and the condemnation of the law (iii. 36, 16, 17, v. 45), but also positively, in-

asmuch as they now possess a capacity and susceptibility for the operation

of the Spirit (vii. 38, 39). John does not say maTEvcaaiv, but tt i ar ev ova tv

,

for the faith, the e?itrance of which brought about the ilaftov, is thenceforth

tlxciv end.uring habitus. — elq to 6vo/ta avrov] not essentially difl:erent

from elf avrdv, but characterizing it more fully ; for the entire suhject-matter

of faith lies in the name of the person on whom we believe ; the uttered name

contains the whole confession of faith. Comp. ii. 23, iii. 18, 1 John iii. 23,

v. 13. The name itself, moreover, is no other than that of the historically

manifested Logos

—

Jesus Christ., as is self-evident to the consciousness of the

reader. Comp. ver. 17 ; 1 John v. 1, ii. 22.

Ver. 13. Oi] refers to TEKva-&eov (the masculine in the well-known constructio

Kara avveaiv, 2 John 1, Pliilem. 10, Gal. iv. 19),''' not to ro'irmaTEl'ovaiv, because

the latter, according to ver. 12, are said to decome God's children, so that

eyfv;>r;ff;/(Tav would not be appropriate. The conception ^^ children of God ^^ is

more precisely defined as denoting those who came into existence not after

the manner of natural human generation, but who were begotten of God.

• nilgenfeld, indeed, will have it that explanation (in his Zei/sdir. 1863, p. 110) Is

those spolien of are already regarded as quite futile. The |?reat conception of ths

OTuiinally TSKva eeov (comp. iii. 6, viii. 44, xi. rdKva Beov, whicli appeal's here for the first

52), and attempts to escape the dilemma time, was in John's eye important enough

into wliich yeveaOaL brings him, by help of to be accompanied by a more detailed

the interpretation :" the power by which elucidation. Generally, against the anthro-

the man who is born of God realizes this, pological dualism discovered in John by

and actually becomes what he is in himself Ililgeufeld (also by Scholten), see Weiss,

according to his nature :" Thus we should Lehrbegr. p. 128 ff. ; also Weizsaeker in the

hKV&heve the Gnosi\o semen arcanum electa- JaJirb.f. D. Th. 18C2, p. 080 f. ; and even

rum et spiritualivm. See Ililgenfeld, Evan- Baur, neufest. Theol. p. .359 ff.

gelien, p. 233. The reproach of tautology ^ Comp. Eurip. Siqipl. 12, Androm. 571.

which he also brings against the ordinary
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The negative statement exhibits them as those in whose coming into exist-

ence human generation (and consequently also Abrahamic descent) has no

part whatever. This latter brings about no divine sonship, iii. 6. — oh k i f

aliJ-druv] not of blood, the blood being regarded as the scat and basis of

the physical life (comp. on Acts xv. 20), which is transmitted by generation.*

The plural is not to be explained of the commingling of the two sexes ("ex

sanguinibus enim homines nascuntur maris et feminae," Augustine ; comp.

Ewald), because what follows {auSpSg and the corresponding hi i^eov) points

simply to generation on the man.''s side ; nor of t\\G multiplicity of the children

of Ood (B. Crusius), to which there is no reference in what follows
;
quite

as little does it refer to the continuos propdgationwn ordines from Adam, and

afterwards from Abraham downwards (Hoelemaun, p. 70), which must nec-

essarily have been more distinctly indicated. Rather is the plural used in a

sense not different from the singular, and founded only on tliis, that the

material blood is represented as the sum-total of all its parts. ^—The nega-

tion of human origination is so important to John (comp. iii. 6), that he

adds tico farther p)nrallel definitions of it by ov8e—oviU (which he arranges co-

ordinately) ; nor—nor, where oapKog designates the flesh as the substra-

tum of the generative impulse, not ''the woman'''' (Augustine, Theophylact,

Ilupertus, Zeger, Schott, Olshausen),—an interpretation which is most

inappropriately supported by a reference to Gen. ii. 22, Eph. v. 28, 29, Jude

7, while it is excluded by the context {av6p6r, and what follows). The
'man''s generative will is meant, and this is more exactly, i.e. personally,

defined by i:K &eA. avdpog, to which the contrasted i/c ^eov is correlative ; and

hence avijp must not be generalized and taken as equivalent to av&puTrog

(Liicke), which never occurs—even in in the Homeric Trart/p av6puv ts ^euvre

only apparently—but here least of all, because the act of generation is the

very thing spoken of. The following are merely arbitrary glosses ujjon the

points which are here only rhetorically accumulated to produce an ever in-

creasing distinctness of description; e.g. Baumgarten Crusius: " There is

an advance here from the most sensual to the most noble" (nature, inclina-

tion, will—in spite of the twice repeated d-elr/^uarog I) ; Lange (L. J. III. p.

558) :
" There is a progress from natural generation to that which is caused

by the will, and then to that consummated in theocratic faith ;" Hoelemann :

"(Ttipf, meant of both sexes, stands midway between the universalis liumani

generis propagatio (a'i/xara) and the proprius singularis propagationis auctor

(av/'/p).'''' Even Delitzsch refines upon the words, finding 'm-d-E?J/u. aapKogthe

unholy side of generation, though John has only in view the antithesis be-

tween the human and the divine viewed in and by themselves. — in d-eov

' <is TOW cnripnaTo? v\r)v ToO aijaaTos e'xoi'Tos, aWuiv Tpa(j>eU a.^' aifiarwv ; Soph. Ant. 121,

Eustath. ad Horn. II. vi. 211. Comp. De- and many places in the tragedians where
litzsch, Pyschol. p. 240 [E. T. p. 2;K), and note]. alixara. is used in the sense of murder. Aesch.

Comp. Acts xvii. 26 ; Horn. //. vi. 211, xx. Euni. 163, 248 ; Eur. El. 137 ; Or. 1547, al. ;

241 ; Sopli. Aj. 1284, El. 1114 ; Plato, Soph. p. Monlj, ad Eur. Ale. ,512 ; Blomf. Gloss. Choeph.

208 D ; Liv. xxxviii. 28. Kyplse and Loesner 60. Comp. Ecclus. xxii. 22, xxxi. 21 ; 2 Mace,
on tlie passage, Lilerpp. ad. Virg. Aen. vi. xiv. 18 ; also Plato, Legg. x. p. 887 D, cVi iu

830 ; Horace, Od. ii. 20. 6 ; Tib. i. 0. 00. y6.ka^i. rpe^Sixevoi.

2 Kiihner, II. p. 28. Comp. Eur. Ion. 705,
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kyevvt/6.1 icere ieffotten of God, containing the real relation of sonship to

God, and thus exjjlaining the former rsKva deov, in so far as these were begot-

ten by no human being, but by God, who through the Holy Spirit has re-

stored their moral being and life, iii. 5. Hence £k &£ov h/ew. is not tautolog-

ical. 'E/c indicates the issuing forth from God as cause, where the relation

of immediatcness (in the first and last points) and of mediateness (in the

second and third) lies in the very thing, and is self-evident without being

distinctively indicated in the simple representation of John.

Ver. 14. Kat] and ; not assigning a reason for the sonship just mentioned

(Chrys., Theophyl., Jansen, Grotius, Lampe, and several others); nor = oiV

(Bleek), nor in the sense of nainely (Frommaun), nor yea (Godet), but sim-

ply carrying forward the discourse, like every aal in the Prologue ; and not

therefore pointing back to ver. 4 (Maldonatus) or to ver." 9 (de Wette), nor

joining on to ver. 11 (Liicke :
" The Logos came not only to His own pos-

session, but appeared visibly ;'''' so, substantially, also Baurand Hilgenfeld),

which would be a merely aj)2)arent advance in the exposition, because the

visible manifestation is already intimated by cpaiveL in ver. 5 and in vv. 9-

18. No ; after having in vv. 4-13 spoken of the Logos as the light, of the

melancholy contrast of the darkness of unbelief to that true light divinely

attested by the Baptist, and of the exceedingly blessed agency which He has

exercised on believers through the bestowal of the gift of sonship, the evan-

gelist, on arriving at this last point, which expresses his own deepest and

most blessed experience, can no longer delay formally and solemnly again

to proclaim the great event hy tchich the visible manifestation of the Logos

—

previously so frequently presupposed and referred to—had, with all its saving

power, been brought about ; and thus by an outpouring of speech, which,

prompted by the holiest recollections, soars involuntarily upwards until it

reaches the loftiest height, to set forth and celebrate the mode of that mani-

festation of the Logos which was attended with such blessed results (vv.

13, 13), and which he had himself experienced. The transition, therefore,

is from what is said in vv. 12, 13 of the agency of the manifested Logos, to

the nature and mode of that manifestation itself, i.e. consequently to the

incarnation, as a result of which He, as Jesus Christ, exhibited the glory of

the Only-begotten, and imparted the fulness of grace and truth,—that in-

carnation which historically determined what is recorded of Him in vv. 13,

13. Accordingly ml is not definitive, "under such circumstances, with such

consequences" (Briickner, who inappropriately compares Heb. iii. 19,

where ml connects the ansjver with the question as in continuous narration),

but it carries onward the discourse, leading up to the highest summit, which

even from ver. 5 shows itself as in, the distance. We must interjiret it :

and—to advance now to the most momentous fact in the work of redemp-

tion, namely, how He who had come and wrought so much blessing was
manifested and was able to accomplish such a work

—

the Word became fiesh,

etc. — 6 'koyoq'l John does not simply say koX cdp^ ejeveto, but he names the

great subject as he had done in ver. 1, to complete the solemnity of the

weighty statement, which he now felt himself constrained still to subjoin

and to carry onward, as in joyful triumjih, to the close of the Prologue.

—
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aap^ kyeveTo] The word a a p ^ is carefully cliosen, not as against tTie divine

idea of humanity, which is here not in question, ' but as opposed to the furely

divine, and hence also to the purely immaterial nature''- of the Logos, ^ whose

transition, however, into this other form of existence necessarily presupposes

that He is conceived of &S& personality, not as a principle (Beyschlag, Christol.

p. 169) ; as is, besides, required by the whole Prologue. The incarnation

of a principle would be for John an unrealizable notion. Just as decidedly

is 6 Aoyog cap^ iyhero opposed to the idea tiiat the Logos became more and

more com,pletely aapS, (Beyschlag) during the whole unfolding of His eartldy

life. The 6 ISyog aap^ h/evsTo is a definite act in the consummation of His

history. He became fesh, i.e. a corporeal material being, visible and tangi-

ble (1 John i. 2), which He was not before,* and by which evidently was in-

tended the human mode of existence in which He appeared, and which was

known to the reader in the person of Jesus. 'Ev oapid sh'/Avdev (1 John iv. 2
;

2 John 7 ; comp. 1 Tim. iii. 16) is, in fact, the same thing, though expressed

from the point of view of that vnodality of His coming which is conditioned

by the aap^ eytvsro. As, however, kyevero points out that He iecame what He
was not before, the incarnation cannot be a mere accident of His substantial

being (against Baur), but is the assumption of another real existence, where-

by out of the purely divine Logos-Person, whose specific nature at the same

time remained unaltered, and in order to accomplish the work of redemp-

tion,^ a really corporeal personality, i.e. the God-man Jesus Christ (ver. 17),

came into existence." Since adp^ necessarily carries with it the idea only of

th.e tpvxv,'' it might seem as if John held the Apollinarian notion, that in

Christ there was no human vovq, but that the Aoyoq took its place.® But it

is not really so,' because the human ipvxv does not exist by itself, but in

necessary connection with the nveviia,'^° and because the N. T. (comp. viii. 40)

1 Against Beyschlag in the Stud. u. Krit. = Chap. vi. ; Rom. viii. 3 ; Heb. ii. 14, 1.5.

1860, p. 459. « Comp. on the point, 1 John iv. 2 ; Phil.

^ Hence also o- di p | is selected for the pur- ii. 7 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; Heb. ii. 14, v. 7.

pose of expressing the full antithesis, and ' See Schulz, Abemlin. p. 1)4 ff. ; Weiss,

not (Toiixa, because there misht be a a-Mna Lehrherjr. p. 256.

without <T<ip| (1 Cor. xv. 40, 44) ; and be- ^ Of late, Zeller in particular (in the Theol.

sides, the expression 6 K6yo<; criafia iyeyero J«Ar6. 1843, I. 74) has limited the Johanuean
would not necessarily include the posses- doctrine of the human element in the per-

sion of a human soul. John might also have son of Jesus simply to His corporeity, ex-

writteti dr0pa>77os eyeVero (v. 27, viii. 40), eluding any special human rt«ima ?'«<io«a;M.

but o-oipl presented the antithesis of the Comp. also Kostlin, p. 148 ff., and Baur,

two forms of existence most shai'ply and neulest. Theol. p. 362. That crapf was the

strikingly, and yet at the same time un- merely/orma? non-personal clothing of the

questionably designates the human person- Logos-subject (Pfleiderer, in Hilgenfeld's

allty (xvii. 2). According to Baur, indeed, • Zeitschr. 1866, p. 260), does not correspond
it is said to be impossible to iinderstand by with the conception of av&pu>TTo<;, under
the incarnation any proper assumption of which Christ represents Himself (viii. 40).

humanity. This is also in ansvi^er to Scholten, who in

' Clem, ad Cor. 1\. 9, u>v /nei- t6 wpCiTou like manner comes to the conclusion that,

nvevixa eyevero cropf ; comp. Hahn, Theol. d. in John's view, Jesus was man as to His
N. T. I. 197. body only, but the Logos as to His spirit.

^ Comp. the well known " -S^(<w (/woi? fraw, 'See, on the other side, ^\wm.. Progr. de

nee eram qiiod sum, nunc dicor utrumqiie.'''' Chnstolog. N. T., Kiel 1843, p. 13 £f.

In Jesus Ciirist we have the absolute syn- "> Beck, bibl. Seelenl. § 13; Hahn, Theol. d.

thesis of the divine and the human. N. T. I. § 154.
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knows Jesns only as perfect man.' In fact, John in particnlar expressly

speaks of the >\)vx'i (xii. 27) and nvEvfia of Christ (xi. 33, xiii. 21, xix. 30),

which h*^ does not identify with the Logos, but designates as the substra-

tnm of the human self-consciousness (xi. 38).^ The transcendental charac-

ter, however, of this self-consciousness, as necessarily given in the incarna-

tion of the Logos, Weizsacker has not succeeded, in his interpretation of the

passages referred to, in explaining away by anything Jesus Himself says in this

Gospel. The conce2)tion of weakness and susceptibility of suffering, ^ which

Luther, Melanehthon, Calvin, Olshausen, Tholuck, Hengstenberg, Philippi,

and others find in crapf, is quite remote from this verse (comp. 1 John iv.

2), where the point in question is simply that change in the divine mode of

existence in which the aap^ bears the 66^a ; and so also is any anti-Docetic

reference, such as Frommann and others, and even de Wette and Lech-

ler, imagine. — The supernatural generation of Jesus is neither presupposed

nor included (as also Godet maintains), nor excluded,* in the 6 ?i6yoc aap^ h/k-

vtTo, for the expression contains nothing as to the manner of the incarnation
;

it is an addition to the primitive apostolical Christology, of which we have

no certain traco either in the oldest Gosj^el (Mark), or in the only one which

is fully apostolic (John), or anywhere in Paul : see on Matt. i. 18 ; comp.

John V. 27, Rom. i. 3, 4. — kuI k g Ky v u c e v tv ?'/ /it v) and tadernacled-,

i.e. tooTc up His abode, among us : eoKT/vcjaev here is chosen merely to draw

our attention to the manifestation of the incarnate Logos, whose holy gk?'/-

vuua (2 Pet. i. 13) was in fact His human substance," as the fulfilment of

the promise of God's dwelling with His people," and therefore as the SheJci-

nah which formerly revealed itself in the tabernacle and in the temple (see

on Rom. ix. 4) ; an assumption which the context justifies by the words :

iOeaa. r. 66^av aiiTov. The Targums, in like manner, represent the Word

' So John in particular. See Hilgenfeld, obstacle in his way ! Further, according to

Lehrbegr. p. 234 ff., who, however, explains Worner, Yerhaltn. d. GeUtes zvmSohne Got/.

the <rapf iy€V(To from the Valeutinian sys- p. 2'i', the Logos became a soul. Against

tern, and attributes to the evangelist the Halm, see Dorner in the Jahrb. f. d. Theol.

notion of a corporeity, real indeed, but not 185C, p. 393 ff.

fettered by the limitation of a material ' See on Acts ii. 17.

body, appealing to vi. 16 ff., vii. 10, 1.5, viii. ^ For assuredly tiic same subject, which

59, ii. 19 ff. Baur's view is similar, though he in His divine essence was pre-existenf as the

does not go so far. Baur, p. 3G7. eternal Logos, may as a temporal human
* Rightly lias the church held firmly to the manifestation come into existence and begin

perfection (perfectio) of the divine and to be, so that in and by itself the manner

human natures in Christ in the Athanasian of this origination, natural or supernatural,

sense. No change and no defect of nature makes no difference in the conceivableness

on the one side or the other can be justified of the fact (against Baur in tlie T/icol. Jahrb.

on exegetical grounds, and especially no 18.'54, p. 2-22).

such doctrine as tliat of Gess, that by the ' In this He tabernacled among us not

incarnation the Logos became a human merely as a divine p?-inciple (Beyschlag),

soul or a luiman spirit (comp. also Hahn, but as n-af to TrArjpwiua t^s Scotijtos (Col. ii. 9),

Theol. d. N. T. 1. 198 f.). This modification, i.e. exactly what He was as the personal

which some apply to the (ceVaio-is, is unscrip- Logos. Thus His body was the temple of

tural, and is particularly opposed to John's God (ii. 19), the true special dwelling of

testimony throughout his Gospel and First God's gracious presence.

Epistle. How little does Gess succeed in « Ex. xxv. 8, xix. 45; Lev. xxvi. 11 ; Joel

reconciling his view with John 'v. 26, for iii. 21 ; Ezek. xxxvii. 27; Hagg. ii. 8: comp.

example,—a passage which is always an Ecclus. xxiv. 8 ; Eev. xxi. 3.
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( X^D'D) as the njOt^, and the Messiah as the manifestation of this. — iv

yfxlv] refers to the baoc e'kajiov a'vTov, vv. 12, 13, to whom John belongs, not

simply to the Twelve (Tholuck), nor to the Christian consciousness (Hil-

genfeld), nor to mankind generally ; comp. ver. 16. The believers whom
Jesus found are the fellowship who, as the holy people, surrounded the in-

carnate Word, and by whom His glory was beheld (comp. 1 John i. 1). —
Kal ed eaiyd/xeda, k.t.'A.] We must not (as most expositors, even Liicke,

Frommann, Maier, de Wette) take this clause as far as Tvarpog to be a lively

insertion, interrupting the narrative ; for the having beheld the dofa is the

essential element in the progress of the discourse. [See Note V. p. 96.
J

It is an iiidepeadent part in the connection ; so that w'Krjprjq x^P- "• o-'^'-i which

is usually joined grammatically with o loyoQ, is to be referred to avTov in au

irregular combination of cases, determined b.y the logical subject (B.

Crusius, Briickner, Weiss, comp. Grotius), by which the nominative instead

of the dependent case (Augustine read Trh'jpovg) sets forth the statement

more emphatically without any governing word.' — rijv dd^av ahrov]

the Majesty C^^^) of the Logos, i.e. of necessity the divine glory (in the

O. T. symbolically revealing itself as the brilliant light which surrounded

the manifestation of Deity, Ex. xxiv. 17, xl. 34 ff. ; Acts vii. 2), so far as

the Logos from His nature (see what follows) essentially participated there-

in, and possessed it in and from His pre-existent state. ^ It presented itself

to the recognition of believers as a reality, in the entire manifestation,

work, and history of Him who became man ; so that they (not unbelievers)

beheld it^ {intuebantur) , because its rays shone forth, so as to be recognized

by them, through the veil of the manhood, and thus it revealed itself visibly

to them (1 John i. 1 ; comp. chap. ii. 11). The idea of an inner contempla-

tion is opposed to the context (against Baur). The 66^a tov Tioyov, which

before the incarnation could be represented to the prophet's eye alone (xii.

41), but which otherwise was, in its essence, incapable of being beheld by

man, became by means of the incarnation an object of external observation by

the eye-witnesses (Luke i. 2 ; 1 John iv. 14) of His actual self-manifestation.

We must, however, bear in mind that the manifestation of this divine glory

of the Logos in His human state is conceived of relatively, though revealing

.

beyond doubt the divine nature of the Logos, and notliing else than that, yet

as limited and conditioned on the one hand by the imperfection of human in-

tuition and knowledge, and on the other by the state of humiliation (Phil. ii.

6 fE.) which was entered upon with the " becoming flesh." For the absolute

glory, which as such is also the adequate "form of God," was possessed by the

Incarnate One—the Logos, who entered into our human life—only in His

pire-existent state (xvii. 5), and was resumed only after His exaltation (xii. 41,

xvii. 5, xxii. 24) ; while during His earthly life His 66^a as the manifesta-

tion of the laa elvai Oeio was not the absolutely divine, but that of the God-man.''

' See especially Bernhardy, p. C8 ; Heind. e.g. to the miracles, or even specially to the
ad Plat. Tlieaet. 89, Soph. 7 ; Winer, p. 524 history of the ti^ansfiguration (Luke ix. 33

;

[E. T. p. 504]. Wetstein, Tittmann). are arbitrary.
2 Comp. fJess, Pcr.so/? Chr. p. 123. •• Which indeed, even after His exaltation,
* All limitations to individual points, as is and ever continues to be that of the Ood-
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See on PWl. ii. 8, note, and chap. xvii. 5. No distinction is hereby made
between the divine and the theanthropic 66^a (as objected by Weiss) ; the

difference is simply in the degrees of manifestation and appearance. Still

Weiss is right in denying, as against Kostlin and Reuss, that there is in

John no idea whatever of humiliation (comp. xii. 33, 34, xvii. 5). — Jdf av]

more animated without 6e. '— ug /no uoyevovc] as of an only-hegotten, i.e. as

belongs to such an one,^ corresponds to the nature of one who is /novoyerf/c

rrapa Trarpog ; Chrysostom : o'iav hnpeTce koI elko^ ex^iv uovoyevy nal yvijciov vlbv ovra,

K.T.X. The idea of I'eality ^ (dvrug) lies as little in ug as in the erroneously so

called^ veritatis (against Olshausen, Klee, and earlier writers) ; it involves

rather the idea of comparison, approaching the meaning of quippe. *— ^ o -

voyevyg] of Christ, and regarded, indeed, in His divine nature, is Johan-

nean, expressing the apostle's own idea of Christ's imique relationship as

the son of God, i. 18, iii. 16, 18, 1 John iv. 9, though it is put into the

mouth of Christ Himself in iii. IG, 18. Comp. the Pauline npuTOTOKog, Col.

i. 15, Heb. i.6, which as to the thing corresponds with the Johannean povoy-

evT/g, but presents the idea in the relation of time to the creation, and in

Rom. viii. 39 to Christianity. Movoy. designates the Logos as the only Son

(Luke vii. 13, viii. 43, ix. 38 ; Heb. xi. 17 ; Tob. viii. 17 ; Herod, vii. 331
;

Plato, Legg. IIL p. 691 D ; Aesch. Ag. 898 ; Hes. epy. 378), besides whom the

Father has none, who did not, like the reKva deov (vv. 13, 13), become such,

by moral generation, nor by adoption, but by the intrinsic relation inhering

in the divine essence, whereby He was in the beginning with God, being Him-

self divine in nature and person, vv. 1, 3. He did not become this by His

incarnation, but is this before all time as the Logos, and manifests Himself

as the povoy. by means of the incarnation, so that consequently the povoy. v'lor

is not identical (Beyschlag, p. 151 ff.) with the historical person Jesus Christ,

but j)resents Himself in that person to believers ; and therefore we are not to

think of any interchange of the predicates of the Logos and the Son, " who
may be also conceived of retrospectively." ^ Finally, the designation corre-

sponds to human relations, and is anthropomorphic, as is vlbg deov itself,—

a

circumstance which necessarily limits its applicability as an expression of the

metaphysical relation, which of course excludes the idea of birth as involv-

ing the maternal function. Origen w^ell remarks : to 6e ug povoy. Ttapa na-p.

voeIv VTro3d?.AEi, etc Trig ovuiag tov Tra-pug elvai tov vlbv . , . el yap koI a/l/la

TTapd Tcarpbg sx^'- '''V'^ vivap^iv, paraiug ?'/ tov povoyevovg eKeiro (^uvij. — iraTpbc^

without the article." Tlapa na-p. must be joined to povoy. ^ to which it adds

the definite idea of liaving gone forth, i.e. of having come from the Father

man, though without limitation and perfect. ' Comp. Ilom. Od. a, 23 f. ; Dem. de. cor.

—According to Weiss (Le.hrber/r. p. 201), the 143 (p. 275, Reisli.) : TrdAe^xof eis t. 'AttikJii-

Sofa of the Logos cannot be tliat of the elaayei^ . . . TrdAe/xoc 'Afj-rjiLKTVoviKOv. See

originally divine essence itself, but one Kriiger, § 59, 1. 3, 4.

vouchsafed to Christ for the purpose of His - Therefore fiovoy. is witJiout (he article.

works. This, however, is contrary to the The expression is g«a;?./a<2W.

express meaning of the word here, where ' Eutliymius Zigabenus : 6vtu>^.

by the tV 66^. auroO, k.t.A., we can only EUendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 1003 ; see Kiih-

understand His proper glory brought with ner, § 330. 5.

Him by the Logos into His incarnate life. ^ Weizsiicker, 1869, p. 699.

As to xvii. S3, see on that passage. ' Winer, p. 110 [E. T. p. 122].
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(vi. 46, vii. 29, xvi. 27). [See Note VI. p. 96.] Correlative -with this is ver.

18, 6 wv eJf T. lidlKov Tov Trarpog, where the only-begotten Son who came

forth from the Father is viewed as having again returned to the Father.

The conception of liaving heen legotten, and thus of essential origin, would

be expressed by the simple genitive (Trarpdf) ; or by the dative, or by 'hk

or aTv6, but lies in the word fiovoyevovq itself ; since this expresses the very

generation, and therefore the en ttiq ovaiaq tov Trarpbg elvai (Origen). Its con-

nection with do^av (Erasmus, Grotius, Hofmann, Schrifthew. I. 120, Weiss
;

already Theophyl. ?) is in itself grammatically admissible (Plut. Agls, 2
;

Plato, Phaedr. p. 232 A ; Acts xxvi. 12), but is favoured here neither by the

position of the words nor by the connection, which has no concern with

the origin of the 66^a, but only with the designation of its nature ; moreover,

the anarthrous jiovoy. requires a more precise definition, which is exactly

what it has in irapa KarpSr. — iv'A.Tjprig x^l^ /c.aA;/0.] To be referred to

avTov as its subject, though this stands in the genitive. See above. It ex-

plains how the Logos, having become incarnate, manifested Himself to those

who beheld His glory. Grace and truth ' are the two eflacaciously saving

and inseparable factors of His whole manifestation and ministry, not consti-

tutlng His do^a (Luthardt),—a notion opposed to ii. 11 and xvii.,—but dis-

playing it and making it known to those who beheld that glorj^. Through
God's grace to sinful man He became man ; and by His whole work on earth

up to the time of His return to His Father, He has been the instrument of

obtaining for believers the blessing of becoming the children of God. Truth,

again, was what revealed itself in His entire work, especially by His preach-

ing, the theme of which was furnished by His intuition of God (ver. 18),

and which therefore must necessarily reveal in an adequate manner God's

nature and counsel, and be the opposite of darkness and falsehood. Comp.
Matt. xi. 27. The truth {a?Jjd£ia) corresponds formally to the nature of the

Logos as light (^wf) ; the grace (xdpcc), which bestows everlasting life (iii.

15), to His nature as life (Cw>7), vv. 4, 5. That the p^dpig k. dXyOeia with which
He was filled are divine grace and truth, of which He was the possessor and
bearer, so that in Him they attained their complete manifestation (comp. xiv.

6), is self-evident from what has preceded, but is not specially indicated, as

would necessarily have been done by the use of the article, which would have

expressed the grace and truth (simply) aar' Hox'/v. Ver. 16 f. is decisive

against the construction of iTh'jp?]^ with what follows (Erasmus, Paulus).

Whether John, moreover, used the words TrA^p. xapirog k. alr^d. with .any

reference to Ex. xxxiv. 6 (Hengstenberg) is very doubtful, for ripN in that

passage has a different meaning (truthfulness, fidelity). John is speaking

independently, from his own full experience and authority as a witness.

Through a profound living experience, he had come to feel, and here

declares his conviction, that all salvation depends on the incarnation of the

Logos.

1 Where, according to Hilgenfeld, the Matthew and Mark also do not use it ; while
author must have had in view the female Luke does not employ it in the sense of
Aeons of the two first Syzygies of theVal- savingChristiangrace, in which sense it first

entinian system. John undoubtedly has occurs in the Acts and in Paul,

the word xapt; only in the Prologue, but
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Ver, 15. [See Note VII. p. 96.] It is to this great fact of salvation to

which the Baptist bears testimony, and his testimony was confirmed by the

gracious experience of us all (ver. 16). — /lapTv pel] Represents it as pres-

ent, as if the testimony were still sounding forth. — ke Kpaye] " clamat

Joh. cum fiducia et gaudio, uti magnum praeconem decet, " Bengel. He
crieth, comp. vii. 28, 37, xii. 44 •, Rom. ix. 27. The Perfect in the usual

classical sense as a present.* Not so elsewhere in the N. T. Observe, too,

the solemn circumstantAnl manner in which the testimony is introduced :

'

' John hears witness of Him, and cries while he says. "— ovrog yv]fji'is used,

because John is conceived as speaking at the present time, and therefore as

pointing back to a testimony historically past : "This was He whom I meant
at the time when I .said." AVithetTrelv nva, ''to speak of any one,''"'

comp. X. 36.'' See on viii. 27.

—

6 bniaa /nov k p x ^ fJ- • £ p-Tv poad dv p.ov

yEjovev] " i?e icho cometh after me is here before me ;"—in how far is stated

in the clause on npurdg pov tjv, "which assigns the reason. The meaning of

the sentence and the point of the expression depend upon this,—namely,

that Christ in His human manifestation appeared after John, but yet, as the

pre-mundane Logos, preceded him, because He existed before John. On
yiveadai with an adverb, especially of place, in the sense of coming as in vi.

25.* Both are adverbs of ^;Zace, yet under the local image representing time

and not ranJc {h^iporepog pov tan, Chrysostom ; so most critics, with

Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen, Maicr, de Wette),'' which would involve a di-

verse mode of construing the two particles (the first being taken temporally),

and the sentence then becomes trivial, and loses its enigmatical character,

since there is no reason why later comers should stand lower in dignity.

Origen long ago rightly understood both clauses as relating to time, though

the second is not therefore to be rendered " lie was before me" (Luther and

many, also Briickner, Baeumlein), since 7]v is not the word ;
^ nor : "He

came into heing before me," which vrould not be referable "to the O. T. ad-

vent of Christ" (Lange), but, in harmony with the idea of povoyevyg, to His

having come forth from God prior to all time. It is decisive against both,

that on, Trpu-Sc pov ?/v would be tautological,—an argument which is not to

be set aside by any fanciful rendering of npurog (see below). Nonnus well

remarks : npuTog kpelo fisfir/KEv, oTriarepog bang Imvei. Comp. Godet and

Hengst. ; also in his Ch7'istol. III. 1, p. 675, "my successor is my predeces-

sor," where, however, his assumption of a reference to Mai. iii. 1 is without

any hint to that effect in the words. According to Luthardt (comp. Hof-

raann, Weissag. u. Erf. II. 256), what is meant to be said is :
" He who at

first walked behind me, as if he were my iliscip>le, has taken precedence of

» Bouv . . . Ka"tK€Kpav(i9.Dem. 271, 11 ; Soph. * This rendering is notunfframmatical (in

Aj. 1136 ; Arist. Pint. 722. Vesp. 415. opposition to Hensstenberg), if only we
^ Xen. Cyr. vii. 3. 5 ; Plato, Oral. p. 433 C

;
maintain that, while adopting it, the local

Horn. 11. i. 479. meaning of e>7rpo(r0€v is not changed.

3 See Kriiger on Xen. Anah. i. 2. '^; Kiih- (Comp. Gen. xlviii. 20 ; Baruch ii. 5.)

ner, II. p. 39 ; Kagelsbach, note on Iliad, ^ So, too, in Matt. xix. 8 and John xx. 27,

ed. 3, p. 295. Comp. Xen. Cy^'O/?. vii. 1. 22, v'^'^o'^a' does not mean e.s\?<', but./?m (against

iyiv^To onicrOev Tusv apuaina^Civ j Anub. vli. 1. Baeumlein); so also in passages such as

10 ; i. 8. 24. Luke i. 5, 2 Pet. ii. 1.
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me, i.e. He has become mj master.'''' But the enigma of the sentence lies

just in this, that 6 oTviao) fiov kpxoii. expresses something still future, as this

also answers to the customary epxeoOai of the Messiah's advent. Hofmann's

view, therefore, is more correct, Schriftleic. II. 1, jj. 10 E.,—namely, that

the meaning of the Baptist is, " ichile Jesus is coming after Mm, he is already

before Him.'''' But even thus kfinp. fiov yty. amounts to a figurative designa-

tion of ranJc, which is not appropriate to the clause bri. KpuTOQ p.ov fjv, which

assigns the reason, and manifestly refers to time. — ur i tt purog /xov f^v]

is a direct portion of the Baptist's testimony which has just been adduced,'

as ver. 30 shows, presenting the key to the preceding oxymoron : for tefore

me He was in existence. The reference to ranh,^ requiring our construing,

" He was more than /," is overthrown by ^v, for which we should have had

EffTiv. Comp. Matt. iii. 11. Only a rendering which refers to time {i.e. only

the pre-existence of the Logos) solves the apparent op2)osition between sub-

ject and predicate in the preceding declaration. — TvpuTOQ in the sense of

irporepog, answering to the representation, '''first in comparison with me."^

We must not, with Winer and Baur, force in the idea of absolute priority.''

This also against Ewald {^^far earlier"), Hengstenberg, Brilckner, Godet

(" the principle of my existence"). To refuse to the Baptist all idea of the

pre-existence of the Messiah, and to represent his statement merely as one

put into his mouth by the evangelist,^ is the more baseless, the more pointed

and peculiar is the testimony ; the greater the weight the evangelist attaches

to it, the less can it be questioned that deep-seeing men were able, by
means of such O. T. passages as Mai. iii. 1, Isa. vi. 1 ff., Dan. vii. 13ft".,

to attain to that idea, which has also Rabbinical testimony in its support,"

and the more decidedly the harbinger of the Messiah, under the influence

of divine revelation, took his stand as the last of the prophets, the Elijah

who had come.

Ver. 16. Not the language of the Baptist,' against which rjiie'iq Trdi'-ef is

decisive, but that of the evangelist continued. — b- c (see critical notes) in-

troduces the personcd and snperabounding gracious experience of believers, with

a retrospective reference indeed to the nlfip. x^ptrog k. aAr/B., ver. 14, and in

the form of a confirmation of JohrCs testimony in ver. 15 : this testimony is

justified by what was imparted to us all out of the fulness of Him who was
borne witness to. •— ek rov it ?.

?/
p 6 /i . avrov] out of that lohereof He was

full, ver. 14 ; irh'/pu/ua in a passive sense ; see on Col. i. 19. The phrase and

idea were here so naturally furnished by the immediate context, that it is

quite far-fetched to find their source in Gnosticism, especially in that of the

' Against Hengstenberg. naf!, in relation to me." Ttie comparison
'^ Chrysostom, Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, of A and fi in tbe Revelation is inapplicable

Grotius, and most comm., also B. C'rusius here, because we have not the absolute 6

and Hofmann. irpCiTos, but jrpwros ij.ov. Comp. xv. 18 ; and
' Comp. the genitive relation in ttpuitotoko? Buttmann, neiit. Gr. p. 74 [E. T. p. 84].

irao-T)? KTi'trew?, Col. i. 15. See Herm. ad * Strauss, Weisse, B. Bauer, de Wctte,

Vige?: p. 718 ; Dorvill. ad Charit. p. 478

;

Scholten, and many others.

Eemhardy, Eratosth. 43, p. 122. > '
« Bertholdt, Vhrisiol. p. 131.

'^ Philippi, d. Einganr/ d. .Joh. Ev., p. 1V9 : ' Heracleon, Origen, Rupertus, Erasmus,
" He is the unconditioned first (i.e. the eter- Luther, Melanchthon, Lange.
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Valentinians. ' — 7} /leig] we on our part, giving promiuence to the personal

experience of tlie believers (wMcli had remained unknown to unbelievers),

vv. 10, 11. — Trdvref] None has gone empty away. Inexhaustibleness oi the

Tzlfipuija. — EAcijioiiev'] absolute : ice have received.— ««/] and indeed."^—
xapiv avT'l ;^;dpirof] grace for grace, is not to be explained, ^ N. T. instead

of 0. T. grace, ^ or instead of the original grace lost in Adam (see especially

Calovius), since in ver. 17 6 vo/uoc and // x^P^C are opposed to each other, and

since in the N. T. generally ja/)«f is the distinctive essence of Christian sal-

vation (comp. especially Rom. vi. 14, 15) ; but with Beza and most modern
expositors,* "so that ever and anonfresh grace afi^ears in place of that already

received.''^ " Proximam quamque gratiam satis quidem magnam gratia sub-

sequens cumulo et pleuitudiue sua quasi obruit," Bengel. So sujoerabundant

was the ?.a/i(3aveiv ! This rendering is justified linguistically by Theogn.

Sent. 344, avr' avMV aviag ; Philo, de poster. Cuini, I. p. 254 ; Chrj^s. de sac. vi.

13,—as in general by the primary meaning of avri (grace interchanging with

grace) ; it corresponds, in the context, with the idea of the 7r?it/pu/ia, from

which it is derived, and is supported further by the ' increasingly blessed

condition of those individually experiencing it (justification, peace with

God, consolation, joy, illumination, love, hope, etc. : see on Rom. v. 1

fi. ; Gal. v. 23 ; Eph. v. 9). John might have written x^P^^ ^^^ x^P^'^'^ or

xdpiv ETTi x^P'-'^ (Phil. ii. 27), but his conception of it w\as different. Still, any

special reference to the fulness of the special xapiafj-ara, 1 Cor. xii.-xiv.

(Ewald), lies remote from the context here (ver. 17) ; though these; as in

general any spiritual blessing (Eph. i. 3), wherewith God in Christ has

blessed believers, are not evcluded.

Ver. 17. Antithetical confirmation of ;i;dp«v dvri ;i;dpirof ; "for how high

above what was formerly given by Moses, does that stand which came

through Jesus Christ !" Comp. Rom. iv. 15, x. 4 ; Gal. iii. 10 ff., al. The
former is the law, viewed by Paul as the antithesis of grace (Rom. vi. 14,

vii. 3 ; Gal. iv. 4, and many other passages), in so far as it only lays us

under obligation, condemns us, and in fact arouses and intensifies the need

of grace, but does not bestow peace, which latter gift has been realized for

us through Christ. The antithesis without uh—6e has rhetorical force (iv.

22, vi. 63).*— 7/ jd/jif] in the definite andformal sense of redemption, sav--

ing grace, i.e. the grace of the Father in the Son. Hence also ml t] okrjQtLa is

added with a pragmatical reference to ver. 14 ; this, like all Christ's gifts

of grace, was included in the universal x^P'-'^ ""^^ X'^P'-~°Z of ver. 16. More-

over, the alrjds La was not given in the law, in so far as its substance, which

was not indeed untrue, but an outflow of the divine will for salvation (Rom,

1 Schwegler, Hilfrenfeld. ^ Amon? whom, however, Godet regards

2 See Winei-, p. 407 [B. T. p. 437] ; Har- the phrase with avri as a i^y vpon woi'ds,

tuns, Partikell. I. 145. referring to tlie O. T. law of retaliation, ac-

3 With Chrysostom, Cyril, Severus, Non- cording to wliich " chaque grace etait la re-

nus, Tlieophylact, Erasmus, Beza, Aretnis, comjjense 'Tun 7nerUe acquis." But such an

Calovius, Jansen, Wolf, Lampe, and many allusion would be inappropriate, since x^P's

others, even Paulus. in ai'Ti xap'Tos is not something human, but

^ Euthymius Zigabenus: Trjv Kaivrjv Siafl/JicTji' divine.

di-Tl Tfjs naXaiis. « Euttm. i\^. T. CJc. p. 344 (E. T. p. 3C4).
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vii. 10 sqq. ; Acts vii. 38), was related onlj' as type and preparation to the

absolute revelatioii of truth in Christ and hence through its verj' fultilment

(Matt. V. 17) had come to be done away.' Comp. Gal. iii. 24. Grace was

still wanting to the law, and with it truth also in the full meaning of the

Avord. See also 3 Cor. iii. 13 ff. — ky svero] The non-repetition of kdodri is

not to point out the indej/endent work of the Logos, ^ with which 6id is incon-

sistent, or of God (Origen), whose work the law also was. It comes from a

change of thought (not recognized by Liicke), in that each clause sets forth

the historical phenomenon as -it actually occurred. In the case of the law,

this took place in the historical form of lieing given, whereas grace and truth

originated, came into ieing, not absolutely, but in relation to mankind, for

whom they had not before existed as a matter of experience, but which now,

in the manifestation and work of Christ, unfolded their historical origin.

Comp. 1 Cor. i. 30.—Observe how appropriately, in harmony with the crea-

tive skilful plan of the Prologue, after the incarnation of the Logos, and the

revelation of His glory which was therewith connected, have been set forth

with glowing animation, there is now first announced the great historical

Name, Jesus Christ, which designates the incarnate Logos as the complete

concrete embodiment of His manifestation. Comp. 1 John i. 1-3. Only

now is the Prologue so fully developed, that Jesus Christ, the historical per-

son of the 7.6yog ivaapKog (hence all the less, with Hofraann and Luthardt,

to be understood immediately from the beginning under the Logos), comes

before the eye of the reader, who now, however, knows how to gather up in

this name his full theanthropic glory.

Ver. 18 furnishes an explanation of Avhat had just been said, that ;} alifieia

(ha 'I. X. b/evero, ;' for this there was required immediate knowledge of God,

the result of exiDcrience, which His ouly-begotten Son alone possessecL —
ovSsig] no man, not even Moses. "Besides is no doctor, master, or

preacher, than the only Teacher, Christ, who is in the Godhead inwardly,"

Luther ; comp. Matt. xi. 27. — eupaKe] has seen, leheld (comp. iii. 11), of

the beholding of God's essence (Ex. xxxiii. 20), to the exclusion of visions,

theophanies, and the like.'* Agreeably to the context, the reference is to the

direct vision of God's essential glory, which no man could have (Ex. I.e.),

but which Christ jjossessed in His pre-existent condition as ?.6yoc (comp. vi.

4G), and possesses again since His exaltation. — 6 uv elc tov iiol'n. tov

77 ar p og] As h^fiyria. refers to the state on earth of the Only-begotten, uv con-

sequently, taken as an imperfect, cannot refer to the 2^re-human state ;
* yet it

cannot coincide with k^tjyri. in respect of time (Beyschlag), because the elvai

etc Tuv Kol. T. TV. was not true of Christ during His earthly life (comp. espe-

cially i. 52).^ The right explanation therefore is, that John, when he wrote

1 Rom. X. 4; Col. li. 14; Heb. x. 1 ff., ^ Comp. 1 John iv. 13; also Rom. i. 20;

vii. 18. Col. i. 15 ; 1 Tim. i. 17.

2 Clemens, Paedag. 1. 7. s Against Luthardt, Gess, pp. 123, 236, and
3 Not including any explanation of >i x^P'? others.

also (Luthardt), because cuipaKe and i^rjyq- « Hence we must not say, with Briickner,

o-oTo answer only to the conception of the comp. Tholuck and Ilengstenberg, that a
truth in which the vision of God is inter- relation of the y.ovoyivri'; is portrayed wliich

preted. was neither interrupted nor modified by
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6 uv elg T. K. T. TT., expressed himself from Ms own present standing-point,

and conceived of Christ as in His state of exaltation, as having returned to

the bosom of the Father, and therefore into the state of the elvai npbg rhv

6euv. ^ Thus also must we explain the statement of direction towards, e l f

Tov ko'Att., which would be otherwise without any explanation (Markii. 1,

xiii. 16 ; Luke xi. 7) ; so that we recognize in elg as the prominent element

the idea of Jiaving arrived at,'^ not the notion of leaning upon, ^ nor of moviiuj

totcards, which is warranted neither by the simple up (in favour of which

such analogies as in aurem dormire are inappropriate) nor by uq, instead of

which Tvpor^ or k-Ki with the accusative ought rather to be expected.^ This

forced interpretation of elq would never have been attempted, had not uv

been construed as a timeless Present, expressing an inherent relation, and in

this sense applied " also to the earthly condition of the Son ; comp. Beyschlag,

pp. 100, 150. So far as the thing itself is concerned, the elvai ciq tuv koItz-

does not differ from the dvai npor top Oeov of vcr. 1 ; only it expresses the

fullest fellowship with God, not before the incarnation, but after the exal-

tation, and at the same time exhibits the relation of love under a sensuous

form (kSX'tvov) ; not derived, however, from the custom (xiii. 23) of reclining

at table (thus usually, but not appropriately in respect of fellowship with

God), but rather from the analogy of a father's embrace (Luke vi. 32). In

its pragmatic bearing, 6 uv is the historical seal of the k^Tiyi/aaTo ; but we
must not explain it, with Hilgenfeld, from the Gnostic idea of the nlypujia,

[See Note VIII. p. 97. ] — iKelvog] strongly emphatic, and pointing heaven-

wards.' — k^tiyyaa-o] namely, the substance of His intuition of God
;

com}), viii. 38. The word is the usual one for denoting the exposition, inter-

pretation of divine tilings, and intuitions.^ It docs not occur elsewhere in

the incarnation. The commnnion of the whereupon 6 wv, k.t.A. sets forth the exal-

Incaruate One with God remained, lie in tation of the Only-begotten—just as in 6

God, and God in Him, but not in the same ii.ovoy viris were given the ground and source

manner metaphysically as before His in- of the efr,7»io-aTo—as its infallible cmfirma-

carnation and after his exaltation. He while tion. This also against Gcss, p. 134. My
on earth was still in heaven (iii. 13), yet not interpretation is quite as compatible with

de facto, but de jure, because heaven was earnest treatment of the deity of Christ (lleng-

His liome. His ancestral seat. stenberg) as the usual one, while both

So Hofmann, Schriftbew. I. 120, II. 23

;

are open to abuse. Besides, we have

Weiss, Lehrbeor. 239. nothing at all to do here with the earnest-

2 Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 537 ; Jacobs, ad ness referred to, but simply with the correct-

Anthol. XIII. p. 71 ; Buttm. N. T. Cfr. p. 286; ness or incorrectness of the interpretation.

[E. T. p. 333]. Further, I have not through fear of spirit-

3Godet, after Winer, Lficke, Tholuck, iialism ^as Beyschlag imagines) deviated

Maier, Gess, and most others. from the usual meaning, which would quite

< Horn. II. vi. 467. agree with iii. 13.

6 Philippi's objections (Glavbensl IV. 1, " Liicke, Tholuck, de Wette, Lange,

p. 409 f .) to my rendering are quite baseless. Briickner, Hengstenberg, Thilippi, and most

For an explanation of the we eU xbi- koAtt. expositors.

which occurs to every unprejudiced ex- ' As with Homer (see Nitzsch, p. 37, note

positor as coming directly from the words 1), so in the N. T. John pre-eminently re-

themselves cannot be "arbitrary." And it quires not merely to be read, but to be

is not contrary to the connection, as both spoken. His work is the epic among the

Godet and Beyschlag hold, because what Gospels.

the words, as usually interpreted, say, is » Plato, Pol. iv. p. 427 C ;
Schneid. Tlieacr.

already contained in the 6 MOfoyci'^s uio?, P- 131 ; Xen. Cyr. viii. 3. 11 ;
Soph. El. 417 ;
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Jolin, and licnce a special reference in its selection here is all the more to be

presumed, the more strikingly appropriate it is to the context (against

Liicke, Muier, Godct). Comp. LXX. Lev. xiv. 57. [See Note IX. p. 71],

Note.—The Prologue, which we must not with Keuss restrict to vv. 1-5, is

not " A History of the Logos," describing Him down to ver. 13 as He was 6e/b?'e

His incarnation, and from ver. 14 ff. as incarnate (Olshausen). Against this it

is decisive that vv. 6-13 alreadj' refer to the jDeriod of His human existence, and
that, in particular, the sonship of believers, vv. 12, 13, cannot be understood in

any other than a specifically Christian sense. For this reason, too, we must
not adopt the division of Ewald : (1) The jH-e-mundane history of the Logos,

vv. 1-3
; (2) the history of His first purely spiriti;al agency up to the time of

His incarnation, vv. 4-13
; (3) the history of His human manifestation and

ministry, vv. 14-18. John is intent rather on securing, in grand and condensed
outline, a profound comprehensive, view of the nature and work of the Logos »

which latter, the work, was in respect of the world a-eative, in respect of man-
kind illuminative (the Lhjht). As this working of the Logos was historical, the

description must necessarily also bear an historical character ; not in such a

waj% however, as to give a formal history, first of the 7i6yog aaapnoq (which

could not have been given), and then of the Aoyof kvaapKoq (which forms the

substance of the Gospel itself), but in such a way that the whole forms a histori-

calpicture, in which we see, in the world which came into existence by the cre-

ative power of the Logos, His light shining before, after, and through His

incarnation. This at the same time tells against Hilgenfeld, p. 60 ff., accord-

ing to whom, in the Prologue, "the Gnosis of the absolute religion, from its

immediate foundation to its highest peifection, runs through the series of its

historical interventions." According to Kostlin, p. 102 ff., there is a brief

triple description of all Christianity from the beginning onwards to the

present ; and this, too, (1) from the standing-point of God and His relation to

the world, vv. 1-8 ; then (2) from the relations of the Logos to mankind, vv.

5)-13 ; and lastlj', (3) in the individual, vv. 14-18, by which the end returns to

the beginning, ver. 1. But a triple beginning (which Kaeuffer too assumes in

the Sachs. Stiid. 1844, p. 103 ff.) is neither formally hinted at nor really made :

for, in ver. 9, 6 76yog is not the subject to ?/i', and this 7/vmust, agreeably to the

context, refer to the time of the Baptist, while Kostlin 's construction and
explanation of ?>

—

Epxojievov is quite untenable ; and because in the last part,

from ver. 14 onwards, the antithesis between receiving and not receiving, so

essential in the first two parts, does not at all recur again. The simple explana-

tion, in harmony with the text, is as follows : The Prologue consists of three

parts,—namely, (1) a description (a) of the primeval existence of the Logos, vv.

1, 2, and {h) of His creative work, ver. 3 (with the addition of the first part

of ver. 4, which is the transition to what follows). Next, (2>a representation

of Him in whom was life as the Light of mankind, ver. 4 ff., and this indeed (a) as

He once had been, when still Avithout the contrast of darkness, ver. 4, and {h) as

He was in this contrast, ver. 5. This shining in the darkness is continuous

(hence (^aLvet, ver. 5), and the tragic opposition occasioned thereby now unfolds

itself before our eyes onwards to ver. 13, in the following manner : "Thoiigb

comp. the ef rjyijTai in Athens : Ruhnken, ad Tim. p. 109 ff. ; Hermann, gottesd. Altertli.

§ 1. W.
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John came forward and testified of the Light, not being himself the Light, but

a witness of the Light (vv. 6-8,—though He, tlie true Light, was already exist-

ing (ver. 9),—tliough He was in the world, and the world was made by Him, still

men acknowledged Him not ; though He came to His own, His own received

Him not (vv. 10, 11) ; whereas those who did receive Him obtained from Him
power to become the spiritual sons of God (vv, 12, 13." Lastly, (3) this

blessedness of believers, due to the Logos who had historically come, now
constrains the apostle to make still more prominent the mode and fashion in

which He was manifested in history (His incarnation), and had revealed His glory,

vv. 14-18. Thus the Prologue certainly does not (against Baur) lift the histori-

cal out o/its own proper soil, ^nd transfer it to the si^here of metaphysics, but

rather unveils its metaphysical side, which was essentially contained in and

connected with it, as existing prior to its manifestation, and in the light of

this its metaphysical connection sums it up according to its essence and antithe-

sis, its actual development and the proof of its historical truth being furnished

by the siibsequent detailed narrative in the GosjDel. We may distinguish the

three ]Darts thus : (1) The premundane existence and creative icork of the Logos, vv.

l-4a
; (2) His work as the Light of men, and the opposition to this, vv. 4-13

;

(3) The revelation of His glory which took place throughihe incarnation, vv. 14-18.

Or, in the briefest way : the Logos (1) as the creator / (2) as the source of light j

(3) as the manifestation of the God-man. This third part shows us the Incarnate

One again, ver. 18, where as uaapnoQ He was in the beginning—6 uv e'lg r. ku7iTz.

Tov TTurpui- ; and the cycle is complete.

Vv. 19, 20. The historical narrative, -pro-pcrly so called, now hegins, and

quite in the style of the primitive Gospels (comp. Mark i. ; Acts x. 36, 37,

xili. 33-25), with tlie testimony of the Baptist. — Kai] and, now first of all

to narrate the testimony already mentioned in ver. 15 ; for this, and not

another borne before the baptism, is meant ; see note foil. ver. 18. — avr yjl^

" The following is the testimony of John, which he bore when," etc.' In-

stead of on, the evangelist puts ote, because the idea of time was with him
the predominant one.'^ Had he written otl, his thought would have been :

"Herein did his testimony consist, that the Jews sent to him, and he con-

fessed," etc. — ol 'lovdaloi] means, even in such passages as this, where

it is no merely indifferent designation of the people (as in ii. 6, 13, iii. 1,

iv. 22, V. 1, xviii. 33 ff., and often), nothing else than the Jews ; yet John,

writing when he had long severed himself from Judaism, makes the tody of

the Jews, as the old religious community from which the Christian Church

had already completely separated itself, thus constantly appear in a hostile

sense in face of the Lord and His work, as, the ancient theocratic people

in corporate opposition to the new community of God (which had entered

into their promised inheritance) and to its Head. How little may be de-

duced from this as ground of argument against the age and genuineness of

the Gospel, see my Introd. § 3. For the rest, in individual passages, the

1 Following Ori<ren and Cyril, Paulns and simplicity of John's style.

B. Crusius suppose that ore begins a new ^ Comp. Pflugk, ad Ilec. 107 ; Ellendt, Lex.

sentence, of which Kai i/iioAdyrjo-e, etc., is to Soph. II. p. 393.

be taken as the apodosis—contrary to the
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context must always show iolw, considered more minutely as matter of his-

tory, the persons in question were by whom the Jews are represented, as

in this place, where it was plainly the Sanhedrim ^ who represented the
people of the old religion. Comp. v. 15, ix. 22, xviii. 12, 31, etc.

—

Kal
A-eviTao] priests, consequently, with their subordinates, who had, however,
a position as teachers, and aspired to priestly authority (see Ewald and Heng-
steuberg). The mention of these together is a trait illustrative of John's
precision of statement, differing from the manner of the Synoptics, but for

that very reason, so far from raising doiibts as to the genuineness, attestino-

rather the independence and originality of John (against Weisse), who no
longer uses the phrase so often repeated in the Synoptics, "the scriies and
elders,''^ because it had to him already become strange and out of date. — cv
Tig el] for John laj)tized (ver. 25), and this baptism had reference to Mes-
siah's kingdom (Ezek. xxxvi. 25, 26, xxxiii. 23 ; Zech. xiii. 1). He had,
generally, made a great sensation as a prophet, and had even given rise to

the opinion that he was the Messiah (Luke iii. 15 ; comp. Acts xiii. 25) ;

hence the question of the supreme spiritual court was justified, Deut. xviii.

21, 22, Matt. xxi. 23. The question itself is not at all framed in a captious

spirit. We must not, with Chrysostoni and most others, regard it as prompt-
ed by any malicious motive, but must explain it by the authoritative po-

sition of the supreme court. Nevertheless it implies the assumption that

John regarded himself as the Messiah ; and hence his answer in ver. 20,

hence also the emjihatic precedence given to the av ; comp. viii. 25. Lu-
tliardt too hastily concludes from the form of the question, that the main
thing with them was the person, not the call and purpose of God. But they
would have inferred the call and purpose of God from the person, as the

question which they ask in ver. 25 shows. — £ f
' I e p o ff . ] belongs to

aTTkartikav.— K.al oj/zoAoy.] still dependent on the hrz.— u fiol. nal ov k

vpvya.] emphatic prominence given to his straightforward confession ; ug

a'XTiOfjQ Koi areppoQ, Euthymius Zigabenus.^— Kal ujiol.'] The first /c. cjfiol.

was absolute ;

' this second has for subject the following sentence (otl recita-

tive). Moreover, " vehementer auditorem commovet ejusdem redintegratio

verbi," ad Herenn. iv. 28. There is, however, no side glance here at the

disciples of John (comp. the Introd.). To the evangelist, who had him-
self been the pupil of the Baptist, the testimony of the latter was weighty
enough in itself to lead him to give it emphatic prominence. — According
to the right order of the words (see crit. notes), hyi) ovk eI/hI 6 X., the

emphasis lies upon kyu ; Ion my part, which implies that he knew another

who was the Messiah.

Ver. 21. In consequence of this denial, the next point was to inquire

whether he was the Elijali who, according to Mai. iv. 5, was expected (back

from heaven) as the vmvaQiWate forerunner oi the Messiah.

—

ri ovv'] not,

quid ergo es (Beza et al.), but as rig does not again occur (vv. 19, 22) :

' Comp. 'AxaioC in Homer, which often 73 : Ae^o) n-ph'; v/^iay Kai ovk aTroKpui/zojuat. Sec
means the 2}roceres of the Greeks. Bremi in loc. : Valcken. Schol. ad Act. xiii.

2 Comp. Eur. El. 1057 : ^-nixi. Kal ovk avrap- 11.

voitxat ; Soph. Ant. 443 ; Dem. de Ckers. 108. ^ ^^^j^; ^d Eslh. i. 15, and in the classics.
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viliat then is the case, if tliou art uot tlie Messiah ? what is thje real state of

the matter ?— Art thou Elijah ? So put, the question assumes it as certain

that John must give himself out to be Elijah, after he had denied that he

v/as the Messiah. — ov k. el u'l] He could give this answer, notwithstand-

ing what is said in Luke i. 17, Matt. xi. 14, xvii. 10 (against Hilgen-

, feld), since he could only suppose his interrogators were thinking of

the literal, not of the antitypical Elijah. Bengel well says :
" omnia a se

nmolitur, ut Christum coniiteatur et ad Christum redigat quaerentes." He
was conscious, nevertheless, according to ver. 23, in what sense he was

Elijah; but taking the question as literally meant, there was no occasion

for him to go beyond that meaning, and to ascribe to himself in a special

manner the character of an antitypical Elijah, which would have been

neither prudent nor jorofitable. The ova el/ii is too definite an answer to the

definite question, to be taken as a denial in general of every externally de-

fined position (Bruckner) ; he would have had to answer evasively.— 6 tv po-

(^VTTjc el 0- {' ;] The absence of any connecting link in the narrative shows

the rapid, hasty manner of the interrogation. 6 tt p o ^ // r ;; c is marked out

by the article as the icell-Jcnown promised prophet, and considering the pre-

vious question 'HA/of el av, can only be a nameless one, and therefore not

Jeremiah, according to Matt. xvi. 14,* but the one intended in Deut. xviii.

15, the reference of whom to the Messiah Himself (Acts iii. 23, vii. 37
;

John i. 46, vi. 14) was at least not universal (comp. vii. 40), and was not

adopted by the interrogators here. Judging from the descending climax of

the questions, they must rather have thought of some one inferior to Elijah,

or, in general, of an individual undefined, owing to the fluctuation of view

regarding Him who was expected as " the frophet.^'' " Nonnus well expresses

the namelessness and yet eminence of this 6 ixpo^ij-rjq : //?) c'v [lol, bv KaMovai,

deriyopog taal TrpntpT/rrjg, hyyeloq eaao/itvuv ;
Observe how the rigid denials be-

come shortened at last to the bare ou. Here also we have a no on the Bap-

tist's lips, because in his view Jesus was the prophet of Deut. xviii.

Vv. 22, 23. Now comes the question which cannot be met by a bare nega-

tive ; Ivaas in ix. 3G. — The j'on itire answer to this is from Isa. xl. 3

according to the LXX., with the variation ehdi'vare instead of eToiftaaare, in

unison with the second half of the words in the LXX. For the rest, see on

Matt. iii. 3. The designation of himself, the herald of the coming Messiah

calling men to repentance, as a voice, was given in the words of the prophet,

and the accompanying Pouvtoq h ry kpijpc^ excludes the idea which Baur

entertains, that John here intended to direst himself, as it were, of every

personcd characteristic. According to Hilgenfeld,^ the evangelist has jjut

the passage of Scripture applied to the Baptist by the Synoptics (who, how-

ever, have not this account at all) " at last into the Baptist's own mouth."

1 Grotius, Kuinoel, Olshausen, Klee, answer taken from Isa. xl. But if his inter-

Lange. rogatoi-s had had in mind Isa. xl. ff., they
" Luthardt thinks of the prophet in the would probably have designated him whom

second portion of Isaiah. Comp. Hofmann, they meant more characteristically, viz. as

Weisnag. n. Erf. II. p. GO. It would agree t\\Q servant of Jehovah.

with this, that John immediately gives an ^ Evang. p. 23G.
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Ver. 24 fE. Tlie inquiry, which proceeds still further, finds a pragmatic

issue in pharisaic style (for the Sanhedrim had chosen their deputies from

this learned, orthodox, and crafty party). From their strict scholastic

standing-point, they could allow (ovv) so thoroughly reformatory an innova-

tion as that of baptism (see on Matt. iii. 5), considering its connection with

Messiah's kingdom, only to the definite personalities of the Messiah, Elijah,

or the promised prophet, and not to a man with so vague a call as that which

the Baptist from Isa. xl. 3 ascribed to himself,—a passage which the Phar-

isees had not thought of explaining in a Messianic sense, and were not

accustomed so to apply in their schools. Hence the parenthetical remark

here inserted :
" And they tliat were sent helonged to the Pharisees^''''—a state-

ment, therefore, Avhich points /brwarf?, and does not serve as a supj^lementary

explanation of the hostile spirit of the question (Euthymius Zigabenus, Liickc,

and most others). — The reply corresponds to what the BajDtist had said of

himself in ver. 23, that he was appointed to prepare the way for the Messiah,

His baptism, consequently, was not the baptism of the Spirit, which was

reserved for the Mensiah (ver. 33), but a iaptism of water, as yet without the

elementum caeleste ; there was already standing, however, in their midst the

far greater One, to whom this preparatoi-y baptism pointed. The j'zVsi clause

of the verse,- hyii panr. kv vdarc, implies, therefore, that by his baptism he

does not lay claim to anything that belongs to the Messiah (the baptism of

the Spirit) ; and tliis portion refers to the d av ova el 6 Xpi(jT6c of ver. 25.

The second clause, however, fikaog, etc., implies that this preliminarj^ baptism

of his had now the justification, owing to liis relation to the Messiah, of a

divinely ordained necessity (ver. 23) ; since the Messiah, unknown indeed to

them, already stood in their midst, and consequently what they allowed to

Elijah, or the prophet, must not be left unperformed on his i^art ; and
this jjart of his answer refers to the ovSe 'UT^iag ovSe 6 '!Tpo(p?jTrjQ in ver. 25.

Thus the question t'l ohv iSawTli^F.ir is answered by a twofold reason. There is

much that is inappropriate in the remarks of expositors, who have not suffi-

ciently attended to the connection : e.g., de Wette overlooks the appropri-

ateness of the answer to the Elijah question ; Tholuck contents himself with

an apjDeal to the " laconic-wjuma style" of the Baptist ; and Brllckner thinks

that '

' John wished to give no definite answer, but yet to indicate his relation

to the Messiah, and the fact of his pointing to Him ;" while Baeumlein

holds that the antithetical clause, bg (iaKriaet kv nvev/i. ay., intended to be

here inserted, was forgotten, owing to the intervening sentences ; and final-

ly, Hilgenfeld, from comparison of Matthew and Luke, deduces the unhis-

torical character of the narrative. Heracleon already held that John did

not answer according to the question asked of him, but as he ahruc ipov?iETo.

In answer to him, Origen. — ky w] has the emphasis of an antithesis to the

Hgh Baptizer (jitcoc (^L etc.), not to v/uelg (Godet). Next to this, the stress

lies on ev vSart.. This is the element (see on Matt. iii. 11) in which his

baptism was performed. This otherwise superfluous addition has a limiting

force, and hence is important. — fx^eaor^ without the spurious de is all the

more emphatic
; see on ver. 17. The emphasizing of the antithesis, however,

brings this /itroc to the front, because it was the manifestation of the Mehsiah,
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filready taking place in the rery midst of the Jetcs, which justified John in

hajjtizing. Had the Messiah been still far off, that baptism would have

lacked its divine necessity ; He was, however, standing in their midst, i.e.

ava/i£/ir//xtvoc tote t€) TuiC) (Euthymius Zigabenus) . — bv v fiel c ov k ol6 ut e^

reveals the reason why they could question as they had done in ver. 25.

The emphasis is on vfislq^ as always (against Tholuck) ; here in contrast

with the knowledge which he himself had (see on ver. 28, note) of the man-

ifested Messiah : you on yoxir fart^ you people^ have the Messiah among you,

and know Him not (that is, as the Messiah). In ver. 27, after rejecting

the words ai'Toq ectiv and hq iji-poa. fiov yh/ovev (see the critical notes), there

remains only 6 oTiiau /lov e p x

o

fievog (ver. 15), and that in fact as the

subject of /lEaog eottikev, which subject then receives the designation of its

superiority over the Baptist in the ov iyi) ovk elul a^ioc, k.t.?.. Concerning

this designation, see on Matt. iii. 11. — £}'w] Ifor my part. — a^iog iva]

wortJiy that I should loose; iva introduces the purpose of the a^ioTtjg. Comp.

iKavbq Iva, Matt. \dii. 8, Luke vii. 6. — avrov] placed ^?*si for emphasis, and

corresponding to the kyi). ' Tovtov would have been still more emphatic.

Ver. 28. On account of the importance of His public appearance, a defi-

nite statement of its locality is again given. —A place so exactly described

by John himself (xi. 18). according to its situation, as Bethany on the Mount

of Olives, cannot be meant here ; there must also have been another Bethany

situated in Peraea, probably only a village, of which nothing further is

known from history. Origen, investigating both the locality and the text,

did not find indeed any Bethany, but a Bethabara instead * (comp. Judg.

vii. 24 ?), which the legends of his day described as the place of baptism
;

the legend, however, misled him. For Bethany in Peraea could not have

been situated at all in the same latitude with Jericho, as the tradition rep-

resents, but must have lain much farther north ; for Jesus occupied about

three days in travelling thence to the Judaean Bethany for the raising of

Lazarus (see on xi. 17). Yet Paulus (following Bolten) understood the

place to be Bethany on the Mount of Olives, and puts a period after syivETo,

in spite of the facts that ry k-aavpiov (comp. ver. 35) must begin the new

narration, and that o~ov r}v 'luavv. (ia~T. must clearly refer to ver. 25 ff.

Baur, however, makes the name, which according to Schenkel must be

attributed to an error of a non-Jewish author, to have been invented, in order

to represent Jesus (?) as beginning His public ministry at a Bethany, seeing

that He came out of a Bethany at its close. Against the objection still taken

to this name even by Wcizsacker (a name which a third person was certainly

least of all likely to venture to insert, seeing that Bethany on the Mount of

1 On avTou after oC, see Winer, p. 140 [E. ogy is not at all appropriate to th^ position

T. p. 155]. of Bethany on the Mount of Olives. Origen

2 To suppose, with Possinus, Spic'il. Evnng. himself explains the name Bethabara with

p. 32 (in the Catena in Marc. p. 382 f.), that an evident intention to allegorize: oT/co?

both names have the same siffnifieation KaTao-Keuij? (5413). The derivation of the

(n"»3;' r\'2, domus tramitus, ford-house

;

name Bethany (Lishtfoot : 'yri r3, house

rr'JX h'?, domvs navis, ferry-house),—

a

of dates ; Simon : n'JJ?^ H'S locus deiv(s-

view to which also Lanjre inclines, L. J. IT. swing; others: J<"Ji' iXi, domus miseri) is

4C1,—is the more unitiiable, as this etymol- doubtful.
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Olives was so well known), see Ewald, JnTirT). XII. p. 214 ff. As to the

historic truth ofthe ichole account in vv. 19-28, which, especially bj' the real-

ity of the situation, by the idiosyncrasy of the questions and answers, and

their approjoriateness to the characters and circumstances of the time, as

well as by their connection with the subsequent designations of the day,

reveals the recollections and interest of an eye-witness, see Schweizer,

p. 100 flf. ; Bleek, Beitr. p. 2D6.

—

uttov //v 'ludvv. (ian-.l where John

was employed in baptizing.

Note.— (1) Since, according tow. 26, 27 (comp. especiallj' bv v ueIq ovk o't^nre,

which implies his own personal acquaintance), the Baptist alreadj' knows the

Messiah, while according to vv. 31-33 he first recognized Him at His baptism

through a divine c-quelov, it follows that the occurrences related in. vv. 19-28

took place after the iajpiism of Jesus ; and consequently this baptism could not

have occurred on the same or the following day (Hengst.), nor in the time between

vv. 31 and 32 (Ewald). Wieseler, Ebrard, Luthardt. Godet, and most exposi-

tors, as already Liicke, Tholuck, de Wette, following the older expositors,

rightly regard the events of ver. 19 ff. as subsequent to the baptism. It is futile

to appeal, as against this (Bruckner), to the " indefiniteness" of the words bv

vfielq OVK oUare, for there is really no indefiniteness in them ; while to refer

them to a merely ijreliminary knowledge, in opposition to the definite acquaint-

ance which began at the baiDtisra, is (against Hengst.) a mere subterfuge. That

even after the baptism, which had already taken place, John could say, " Ye know
Him not," is sufficiently conceivable, if we adhere to the purely historical

account of the baptism, as given in w. 31-34. See on Matt. p. Ill ff. (2)

Although, according to Matt. iii. 14, John already knows Jesus as the Messiah

when He came to be baptized of him, there is in this only an apparent discrep-

ancy between the two evangelists ; see on ver. 31. (3) Mark i. 7, 8, and Luke

iii. 16 ff., are not at variance with John ; for those passages only speak of the

Messiah as being Himself near at hand, and do not presuppose any personal

acquaintance with Jesus as the Messiah. (4) The testimonies borne by the

Baptist, as recorded in the Synoptics, are, both as to time (before the baptism)

and occasion, very different from that recorded in John i. 19 ff., which was

given before a deputation from the high court ; and therefore the historic truth

of both accounts is to be retained side bj'side,' though in details John (against

Weisse, who attributes the narrative in John to another hand ; so Baur and

others) must be taken as the standard. (5) To deny any reference in ver. 19 ff.

to the baptism of Jesus (Baur), is irreconcilable with w. 31 and 33 ; for the evan-

gelist could not but take it for granted that the baptism of Jesus (which indeed

Weisse, upon the whole, questions) was a well-known fact. (6) Definite as is

the reference to the baptism of Jesus, there is to be found no allusion whatever

in John's account to the history of the temptation with its forty days, which

can be brought in only before ver. 19, and even then involving a contradiction

1 Keim, Gesch. J. I. p. 523, sees in .Tohn's Messiah, and Matt. iii. 14, 15 is said to be an

account not sotmich an historical narrative, addition to the text of Mark;" while the

as rather (?) a "very sioiiiflcant literary in- fmuth Gospel does not relate the baptism

traduction to the Baptist, who to a certain of Jesus, but only mentions the revelation

extent (?) is officially dcclarinir himself. Ac- from heaven then made, because to narrate

cording to Scholten, the Baptist, during his the former would not be appropriate to the

ministry, did not at all recognize Jesus as Gnosis of the Logos.
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M'itli tlie Synoptics. [See Note X. p. 98.] The totnl absence of anj^ mention of

this—important as it would have been in connection with the baptism, and

with John's de.sign generally in view of his idea of the Logos (against B. Ciu-

sins)—does not certainly favour the reality of its historic truth as an actual and

outward event. Comp. Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 154. If the baptism of Jesus

be placed between the two testimonies of ver. 19 ff. and ver. 29 fE. (so Hilgen-

feld and Briickner, following Olshausen, B. Crusius, and others), which would

oblige us still to place it on the day of the first testimony (see Briickner),

though Baeumlein (in the Stud. u. Krit. 1846, p. 389) would leave this lancertain ;

then the history of the temptation is as good as expressly excluded by John,

because it must find its place (Mark i. 12 ; Matt. iv. 1 ; Luke iv. 1) immediately

after the baptism. In opposition to this A'iew, Hengstenberg puts it in the

period after iii. 22, which is only an unavailing makeshift.

Ver. 29. T?} sTvavpiov] on the folloicing day, the next after the events

narrated in vv. 19-28. Comp. vv. 85, 44 (ii. 1), vi. 22, xii. 12.— kpxoa.

npbg ai'T.] coming totcards him, not coming to him, i.e. only so near that

he coMld point to Him (Baur). He came, however, neither to take leave of

the Baptist before His temptation (Kuinoel, against which is ver. 35), nor

to be baptized of him (Ewald, Hengstenberg ; see the foregoing note) ; but

with a purpose not more fully known to us, which John has not stated, be-

cause his concern here was only with the testimony of the Baptist. If we

were to take into account the narrative of the temptation,—which we are

not,—Jesus might be regarded as here returning from the temptation.'

—

Ids

6 afivbc Tov deov, K.T.I.] These words are not addressed to Jesus, but

to those who are around the Baptist, and are suggested by the sight of

Jesus ; comp. ver. 36. As to the use of the singular Uk, when several are

addressed, see on Matt. x. 16. The article denotes the app)ointed Lamb of

God, which, according to the prophetic utterance presupposed as well

known, was expected in the person of the Messiah. This characteristic form

of Messianic expectation is based upon Isa. liii. 7. Comp. Matt. viii. 17
;

Luke xxii. 37 ; Acts viii. 32 ; 1 Pet. ii. 22 flf. ; and the apviov in the Apoc-

alypse.'-' The genitive is that of possession, that which Mongs to God, i.e.

the lamb appointed as a sacrifice by God Himself. This interpretation fol-

lows from the entire contents of Isa. liii., and from the idea of sacrifice which

is contained in 6 alpuv, k.t.1. We must not therefore render :
" the Lamb

given by God" (Hofmann, Luthardt). But while, according to this view,

the lamb, designated and appointed by God, is meant,—the lamb spoken

of in holy prophecies of old, whose fulfilment in Jesus was already recog-

nized by the Baptist,—it is erroneous to assume any reference to the jjaschal

lamb.' Such an assumption derives no support from the more precise defi-

nition in 6 alpuv, k.t.1., and would produce a varepov -irpurepov ; for the view

which regarded Christ as the paschal lamb first arose ex eventu, because He

was crucified upon the same day on which tlie paschal lamb was slain (see

1 See Euthymius Ziprabenus, Liicke, Lu- 12 ; 6 A.eu;' 6 U t^s <^uA^s "lovSa, Rev. v. 5.

thardt, T!ig:{renbacli, Godet. ' Luther, Grotius. Bengel, Lampe, Olshau-

2 On the force of the article, sec ver. 21, sen, Maier, Eeuss, Luthardt, Hofmann,

6 7rpo<|)>}Tj)s ; also i] pC^a Tou 'UaaaC, Rom. XV. Hengstenberg ; comp. Godet.
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on xviii. 28 ; 1 Cor. v. 7). He certainly thus became the antitype of the

paschal lamb, but, according to the whole tenor of the passage in Isaiah,

He was not regarded by the Baptist in this special aspect, nor could He be

so conceived of by his hearers. The conception of sacrifice which, according

to the prophecy in Isaiah and the immediate connection in John, is con-

tained in 6 afivoq tov deov, is that of the trespass-offering, ^p^, Isa. liii. 10 ;

'

1 John ii. 2, iv. 10, i. 7. It by no means militates against this, that, ac-

cording to the law, lambs were not as a rule employed for trespass-offerings

(Lev. xiv. 2, Num. vi. 12, relate to excej^tional cases only ; and the daily

morning and evening sacrifices, Ex. xxix. 38 fl:.. Num. xxviii., which Wct-
stein here introduces, were prayer- and thank-offerings), but for sacrifices of

purification (Lev. v. 1-6, xiv. 12 ; Num. vi. 12) :
^ for in Isaiah the Servant

of Jehovah, who makes atonement for the people by His vicarious sufferings,

is represented as a lamb ; and it is this 2^^'op^u'tic view, not the legal pre-

scription, which is the ruling thought here. Christ was, as the Bajotist here

.

prophetically recognizes Him, the antityjDe of the O. T. sacrifices : He must

therefore, as such, be represented in the form of some animal appointed for

sacrifice ; and the appropriate figure was given not in the law, but by the

prophet^ who, contemplating Him in His gentleness and meekness, repre-

sents Him as a sacrificial lamb, and from this was derived the form which
came to be the normal one in the Christian manner of view. The apostolic

church consequently could apprehend Him as the Christian Passover ; though

legally the passover lamb, as a trespass-offering, w^hich it certainly v/as,

differed from the ordinary trespass-offerings.^ This Christian method of

view accordingly had a. prophetical, and not a legal foundation. To exclude

the idea of sacrifice altogether, and to find in the expression Lamb of God
the representation merely of a divinely consecrated, innocent, and gentle

siifferer,* is opposed to the context both in Isaiah and in John, as well as to

the view of the work of redemption which pervades the whole of the N. T.

Weiss, Lehrlegr. p. 159 ff. — 6 alpuv r. a/j-apr. t. Koa/xov] may either

signify, "who takes away the sin of the world," or, " who takes upon himself,^''

etc., i.e. in order to bear it. Both renderings (which Flacius, Melanchthon,

and most others, even Baeumlein, combine) must, according to Isa. liii., ex-

press the idea of atonement ; so that in the first the cancelling of the guilt is

conceived of as a removing, a doing away with sin (an abolition of it) ; in

the second, as a bearing (an expiation) of it. The latter interpretation is

usually preferred, * because in Isa. liii. the idea is certainly that of bearing

by way of expiation (^'\2!l : LXX. (pepet, aveveyKe, avoiGei). But since the

LXX. never use alpeiv to express the bearing of sin, but always (pepsiv etc.,

1 As to the distinction between trespass takes a different view, Opfer. d. h. Schr. p.

or guilt and sin offerings, flXtSn, see 24 ff.

Ewald,^rter<A. p. 76 ff.; and fertile various " Gabler, Mdet. in Joh. i. 29, Jen. 1808-

opinions on this distinction, especially Ktil, 1811, in bis Opusc. p. 514 ff. ; Paulus, Kui-

Afch. I. § 4(i ; Oehler in Herzog's Eiicykl. X. noel.

p. 462 ff.; Saalschiitz, M. R. p. 321 ff. * So Liicke, B. Crusius, de Wette, Hen?rs-

2 Concerning Dli'X, Lev. v. 6, see Knobel tenberg, Bruckner, Ewald, Weber, v. Zorne

in loc. Gottes, p. 2o0.

^ Ewald, Alterth. p. 407 f.; Hengstenberg
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while on the other hand they express the taling mcay of sin by aipEiv ; ' and

as the context of 1 John iii. 5, in like manner, requires us to take tclq d/uap-

Tiag yjiuv ap?j, there used to denote the act of expiation (comp. ii. 2), as

signifying the talcing aicay of sins ; so 6 alpuv, etc., here is to be explained

in this sense,—not, indeed, that the Baptist expresses an idea different from

Isa. liii., but the expiation there described as a hearing of sins is rei^resented,

according to its necessary and immediate result, as the abolition of sins by
virtue of the vicarious sacrificial suffering and death of the victim, as the

adkTTjaig d/japTia^, Heb. ix. 26." John himself expresses this idea in 1 John i.

7, when referring to the sin-cleansing power of Christ's blood, which oper-

ates also on those who are already regenerate,^ by Kadapii^ei. y/udg and TrdariQ

dfiaprlag. The taking away of sins by the Lamb presupposes His taking

them upon Himself. The interpretation " to take away,'''' in itself correct, is

(after Grotius) misused by Kuinoel :
'' removebit peccata hominum, i.e. fra-

vitatem e terra ;" * and Gabler has misinterjoreted the rendering " to bear ;"

"qui pravitatem hominum . . . i.e. mala sibi injlicta, patienti et mansueto

animo sustinebit.''^ Both are opposed to the necessary relation "of the word

to 6 dfivdg T. Oeov, as well as to the real meaning of Isa. liii. ; although even

Gabler's explanation would not in itself be linguistically erroneous, but

would have to be referred back to the signification, to taJiC vpon oneself, to

talce over.^— The Present 6 atpwy arises from the fact that the Baptist jiro-

phetically views the act of atonement accomplished by the Lamb of God as

present. This act is ever-enduring, not in itself, but in its effects (against

Hengstenberg). Luthardt holds that the words are not to be understood of

the future, and that the Baptist had not Christ's death in view, but only

regarded and designated Him in a general way, as one who was manifested

in a body of weakness, and with liability to suffering, in order to the salva-

tion of men. But this is far too general for the concrete representation of

Christ as tlieZamJ of God, and for the express reference herein made to sin,

especially from the lips of a man belonging to the old theocracy, who was

himself the son of a sacrificing jmest, a Nazarite and a projihet. — ri/v

dfiapriav] the sins of the world conceived of as a collective unity ; "uiaa

pestis, qua3 omnescorripuit," Bengel. Comp. Rom. v. 20.

—

roii koct/xov]

an extension of the earlier prophetic representation of atonement for the

l^eople, Isa. liii., to all mankind, the reconciliation of whom has been object-

ively accomplished by the 17mc!ttjpiov of the Lamb of God, but is accomplished

subjectively in all who believe (iii. 15, 16). Comp. Rom. v. 18.

Note.—That the Baptist describes Jesus as the Messiah, Avho by His sufferings

makes expiation for the world's sin, is to be explained by considering his ai^oc-

1 Sam. XV. 2.5, XXV. 28 ; Aq. Ps. xxxi. 5, sin by His personal manifestation and min-
where Symm. has a.<j>i\r]^ and the LXX. istry tlirou^hout." This is connected with
d^TJfca?. the error that we do not find in John the

2 Comp. already Cyril : iVa toO Koufnov t'tiv same sijrnificance attached to Christ's death
ttfiapTt'ov aveKr] ; Vulgate : qui tollit ; (ioth.

:

which we find in Paul.
afnimith. s .Escli. Ptrs. 544; Soph. Tr. 70; Xen.

3 See Diisterdieck In loc, p. 99 ff. Mem. iv. 4. 14 ; 1 Maco. xiii. 17 ; Matt. xi. 29,

* Comp. Baur, N. T. Tlieol. p. 30G : "In a al.

Rcneral sense, He bears away and removes
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alyptic position, by wliicli liis prophecies, that had immeclinte reference to the

person and work of Jesus, were conditioned ; comj?. vv. 31 ff. It was not from

a sudden glimpse of light obtained in a natural manner (Hofmann, Schweizer,

Lange), or from a growing presentiment (de Wette), or from a certitude arrived

at by reason and deep reflection (Ewald) ; but from a revelation (comp. ver. 33).

This was necessary in order to announce the idea of a suffering Messiah with

such decision and distinctness, even according to its historical realization in

Jesus ;—an idea which, though it had been discovered by a few deep-seeing

minds through prophetic hints or divine enlightenment (Luke ii. 25, 3-1, 35),

nevertheless undoubtedly encountered in general expectations of a kind dia-

metrically opijosite (xii. 3-i ; Luke xxiv. 26), —and in order likewise to give to

that idea the impress of world-embracing universality, although the way was
already pre^jared for this by the promise made to Abraham. The more foreign

the idea of a suffering Messiah was to the people in general ; the more disin-

clined the disciples of Jesus showed themselves to accept such a view (Matt,

xvi. 21 ; LuX,e xxiv. 25) ; the more certain that its unfolding was on the path of

historical development, while even thiis remaining a constant aKdvSa7\.ov to the

Jews ; at once the more necessary and justifiable does it appear to suppose

a special divine revelation, with which the expression borrowed from Isa. liii.

may very well be consistent. And the more certain it is that the Bajitist really

was the subject of divine revelations as the forerunner of the Messiah (comp.

Matt. iii. 14), all the more unhistorical is the assiamption that the evangelist

divests the idea of the Messiah of its historical form (Keim) by putting his own
knowledge into the Baptist's mouth (Strauss, Weisse, Baur, Hilgenfeld, Schol-

ten ; comp. de Wette's doubt, but against this latter, Briickner). Tliis view
receives no sujaport from the subsequent vacillation of the Baptist (Matt. xi. 3),

because the revelation which he had received, as well as that made to him at

the baptism ver. 32), would not exclude a subsequent and temporary falling in-

to error, and because this was not caused by any sufferings which Jesus under-

went, biit by his own sufferings in the face of the Messianic works of Jesus,

whereby the divine light previously received was dimmed through human
weakness and impatience. It is only by surrendering the ti-ue interpretation

(see 6 al()uv above) that Luthardt avoids such a supposition as this. The notion

of a spiritualizing legend (Schenkel) is of itself excluded by the genuineness of

the Gospel, whose author had been a disciple of the Baptist. Moreover, Jesus

Himself, according also to the testimony of the Synoptics (Mark ii. 20 ; Matt,

xii. 39, etc.), was sufficiently acquainted from the very first with the certainty

of His final sufferings.

Ver. 30 does not refer to vv. 26, 27, where John bears his witness before

the deputies from the Sanhedrim, but to an earlier testimony borne by

him before his disciples and hearers, and in this definite enigmatic form,

to which ver. 15 likewise refers. So essential is this characteristic foi'm,

tliat of itself it excludes the reference to vv. 26, 27. ' The general testimony

which John had previously borne to the coming Messiah., here receives its

definite application to the concretepersonality there standing before him, i.e.

to Jesus. — k G-'i\ not fjv again, as in ver. 15, for Jesus is now present. — e 7 w]

possesses the emphasis of a certain inward feeling of prophetic certitude. —
1 De Wette, Ileugst., Ewald, Godet, and others.
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avlj p] as coming from tlie Baptist, more reverential and honourable than

avdpuKOQ. '

Ver. 31. Kayoj] not I also ^ like all others, but and /, resuming and car-

rying forward the eyw of ver. 30. Though the Baptist had borne witness in

a general way concerning the Messiah, as ver. 30 affirms, Jesus was, at the

time when he bare that witness, still unknown to him as in His own person

the historic Messiah. [See Note XI. p. 99.] Ver. 34 shows that Kal in Kayu

is the simple and; for the thrice repeated myu, vv. 31-34, can only be

arbitrarily interpreted in different senses. The emjihasis of the tyw, however

{I on myjMrt), consists in his ignorance of the sjiecial individualitj'', in the

face of the divine revelation wliich he had received. — ov k y S e iv avr 6v]

that is, as tlie Messiah^ see ver. 33 ; not "as the manifestation of a pre-

existent personality" (Hilgenfeld) ; still not denying, in general, every kind

of previous acquaintance with Jesus (Lilcke, Godet), which the following

Iva (f>avepud{i and ov vfielg ova oUare in ver. 26 forbid. This ovk ydeiv leaves it

quite luicertain whether the Baptist had any personal acquaintance generally

with Jesus (and this is by no means placed beyond doubt by the legendary

prefatory history in Luke i. 36 ff., which is quite irreconcilable with the

text before us). That Jesus was the Messiah became known to the Baptist

only at the baptism itself, by the sign of the descending dove ; and this sign

was immediately preceded only by the prophetic presentiment of which

Matt. iii. 14 is the impress (see on that passage). Accordingly, we are not

to assume any contradiction between our text and Matt, l.c.,'^ nor leave the

OVK. ySeiv with its meaning unexplained \^ nor, again, are we to interpret it

only comparatively as a denial of clear and certain knowledge.^— a a X ' 'iva

(jjave puO ij, K. 7. Z. ] emphatically beginning the clause, and stating the pur-

pose of the Baptist's manifestation as referring to Messiah, and as still apply-

ing notwithstanding the Kayoi ovk ydea; and being thus independent of his

own intention and choice, and purely a matter of divine ordination. — Iva

(pavepuOy] Tliis s^x^ciaZ purpose, in the expression of which, moreover, no

reference can be traced to Isa. xl. 5 (against Hengstenberg), does not ex-

clude the more generally and equally divine ordinance in ver. 23, but is in-

cluded in it. Comp. the tradition in Justin, c. Tnjph. 8, according to

which the ]Messiah remained unknown to Himself and others, until Elijah

anointed Him and made Him manifest to all (tpavepbv rraai TvoLTjaij). ^tv rcj

v6aT t j3a-T

i

^ojv] a humble dcscri]ition of his own baptism as comj^ared

with that of Him who baptizes with the Spirit, ver. 33 ; comp. ver. 26.

Hence also the q w, / on my part. For the rest, we must understand tv r. vS.

(iaiTT. of John's call to baptize m general, in which was also included the con-

ception of the baptizing of Jesus, to which ver. 33 refers.
^

Ver. 32. What John had said in ver. 31, viz. that though Jesus was un-

> Acts xvii. 31 ; Zech. vi. 13 ; Dem. 420. 6
;

Tischendorf), following: B. C. G. L. P. A. X.,

Herod, vii. 210 ; Xeii. Hier. vii. 3. cursives, and some of the Fathers, reads iv

2 Strauss, Baur, and most others. v&aTi ; but the article after ver. 2C, comp.
5 Bviickner. ver. 33, would be more easily omitted than
* Neander, Maier, Piiggenbach, Ilengsten- inserted. It Is demonstratire, for Jghn as

berg, Ewald. he spealis is standing by the Jordan.
° For iv Tw iiSari, Lacbniann (now also
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known to liim as the Messiah, yet his commission was to make him known

to the people, needed exjilanation ; and that as to the waij in which he himself

had come to recognize Him as the Messiah. This was, indeed, a necessary con-

dition before he could make the manifestation to the people. This explana-

tion he now gives in the following testimony (not first spoken upon another

occasion, Ewald) concerning the divine sign, tvJiich lie beheld. And the

evangelist considers tliis testimony so weighty, that he does not simply con-

tinue the words of the Baptist, but solemnly and emphatically introduces

the testimony as such : Kal e fiaprv ptjaev , k.t.I., words which are not

therefore parenthetical (Bengel, Lilcke, and most), but form an impressive

part of the record : "And a testimony did John bear, when he said." The

following oTi. is simply recitative. — reB^a/iiai] I have seen ; Perfect, like

kupaKa in ver. 34, which see. The phenomenon itself took place at the bap-

tism, which is assumed as known through the Gospel tradition, and is refer-

red to in ver. 33 by 6 Tre^i/^af //e ftaKTl^eLv h vSarc, which implies that the

sign was to take place at the laptism of the person spoken of. This is in

answer to Baur, p. 104 if., according to whom there is no room here for the

supposition that Jesus was baptized by John,—an assertion all the more

groundless, because forinsertingthebaptismof Jesus before ver. 19, and with

this for the narration of a fact which is assumed as universally known, there is

no place in the plan of this Gospel.—The sight itselfhere spoken of was no mere

product of the imagination, but a real vision ; it indicates an actual event

divinely brought about, which was traditionally worked up by the Synoptics

into a visible occurrence more or less objective (most unhesitatingly by Luke)

but which can be the subject of testimony only by virtue of a deupia vrnj-iKfj

(Origen). See on Matt. iii. 17, note. — w c rrepLarepuv] i.e. shaped lile a

dove : avrlrvTrov fil/inf^a TreAEidSoc, Nonnus. See on Matt. iii. 16. According

to Ewald, "the sudden downward flight of a bird, coming near to Him at

the moment, confirmed the Baptist's presentiment," etc. Conjectures of

this kind are additions quite alien to the prophetic mode of view. —nal
€/ieivE V en' avTov'] The transition here to the finite verb is owing to the

importance of the fact stated. ' £ tt ' avr6v, however, is not synonymous

with £7r' avTov (xix. 31); the idea is, "it remained ('fluttered not away,'

Luther) directed tmmrds Him.''' We are to suppose the appearance of a dove

coming down, and poising itself for a considerable time over the head of

the person. See on eni with the accusative (iii. 36 ; 1 Pet. iv. 14), seem-

ingly on the question " where ?""

Ver. 33. John's recognition of Jesus as the Messiah (whom he had not

before known as such) rested iipon a revelation previously made to him

with this intent ; and this he now states, solemnly repeating, however, the

declaration of his own ignorance (/cayw ovk ySeiv avrdv). — EKslvog] m em-

phatic contrast with his owm reflection.

—

El7rev]i.e. hj express revelation.

We cannot tell the precise time or manner of this prior revelation. By it

John was referred to some outwardly visible arjiielov (M??r) of the Spirit, in a

» Bernhardy, p. 473 ; Buttmann, N. T. Gk. - Schaef. ad Long. p. 437 ; Mattliiae, p.

p. 327 [E. T. p. 382]

.

1375 ; Kiihner, ad Xen. Andb. i. 2. 2.
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general way, without any defining of its form. lie was to see it descending,

and this descent tooh j)lace in the form of a dove, and after that divine inti-

mation there was no room for doubt. Comp. on Matt. iii. 17, note. — kf bv

av I6ric] that is, when thou baptizest Him with water. This is not express-

ly stated in the divine declaration, but John could not fail so to understand it,

because, being sent to liaptize, he Avould naturally exiiect the appearance of

,the promised sign tcMle fulfilling His mission ; comp. ver. 31. He therefore

describes the giver of the revelation as 6 Trs/utpag /Lte, k.t.Ti., and the evangelist

jiuts the statement in the conditional form : kf bv av, k.t.'a., i.e., according

to the connection of the narrative :
" When, in thefulfilment of this your mis-

sion, you shall see the Spirit descending iipon one of those whom thou baptizest,

this is He,'''' etc.

—

kv tzvev/u.. djiu] by communicating it to those who

believe upon Him. See on Matt. iii. 11. The designation of this communi-

cation as a hapjtism very naturally arose from its close relation to the work

of the Baptist's mission, ' because the gift of the Spirit, according to the

]u-ophetic figure (Joel iii. 1 ; Isa. xliv. 3), had been promised under the form

of an outpouring (comp. Acts ii. 33). The contrast itself distinctly sets

before us the difference between the two baptisms : the one was a prepara-

tion for the Messianic salvation by repentance; the other, an introduction

thereto by the divine principle of life and salvation, the communication of

which presupposes the forgiveness of sins (see on Mark i. 4).

Ver. 34. A still more distinct and emphatic conclusion of what John had

to adduce from ver. 31 onwards, in explanation of the ovtoq kanv mentioned

in ver. 30. — nay u] and Ion my part, answering triumphantly to the double

Kayu in vv. 31, 33. — i 6 pa a a] i.e. as the divine declaration in ver. 33 had
jiromised (Uhjc). This having seen is to the speaker, as he makes the declara-

tion, an accomplished fact. Hence the Perfect, like TEdia/uai in ver. 33.

INor can the fie /lapTv p rjKa be differently understood unless by some arbi-

trary rendering : it does not mean : "J shall have borne witness'''' (de Wette,

Tholuck, Maier), as in the classics the aorist is used (see on vi. 36) ; or, " I
have home icitness, and do so still

'''' (Grotius, Liicke), or ^'testis sum factus''''

(Bengel, comp. Bernhardy, p. 378 ff.) ; but, / have borne witness, that is,

since I saw that sight ; so that, accordingly, John, immediately after the

baptism of Jesus, uttered the testimony Avhich he here refers to as an accom-

plished fact, and hj referring to which he ratifies and confirms Avhat he iioio

has testified (ver. 30).^

—

on ovrog, k.t.X.] the subject-matter of the

/iie/Liapr.— o vluc tov Oeov'] the Messiah, whose divine Sonship, however,

had already been api^rehended by the Baptist in the mctapjhysical sense

(against Beyschlag, p. 07), agreeably to the testimony borne to His jire-

cxistence in vv. 30, 15.' The heavenly voice in Matt. iii. 17, in the synop-

tic account of the bajitism, corresponds to this testimony. All the less on

this account are the statements of the Baptist concerning Jesus to be

regarded as unhistorical, and only as an echo of the position assigned to

the former in the Prologue (Weizsacker). The position of the Baptist

1 Comp. Matt. iii. 11 ; Marli i. 8 ; Luke iii. ' 6tti fleoC vdros ovtos, aei^'woto tok^os,

IG ; Acts 1. 5, xi. 16. Nounus. «
" Oomp. also Winer, p. 256 [Th. T. p. 273].
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in the Prologue is the result of the history itself. That the meaning

attaching to vlbg t. Oeov in the fourth Gospel generally is quite different from

that which it has in the Synoptics (Baur), is a view which the passages

Matt. xi. 27, xxviii. 19, should have prevented from being entertained.

Note.—On vv. 32-34 M'g may observe in general : (1) The Aoyoc and the TTvevfza

uyiov are not to be regarded as identical in John's view,' against which the o

?J)yoc aap^ eyivero in ver. 14 is itself conclusive, in view of which the nvev/ia in

our passage appears as an hypostasis distinct from the Myog, an hyiDostasis of

which the oap^ kyivETo could not have been predicated. The Aujoq was the

substratum of the divine side in Christ, which having become incarnate,

entered upon a human development, in which the theanthropic subject needed

the power and incitement of the irvevfia. (2) He was of necessity under this

influence of the Spirit from the very outset of the development of His thean-

throiiic consciousness (comp. Luke ii. 40, 52, and the visit when twelve years

old to the temple), and long before the moment of His baptism, so that the

Tvi'evjia was the awakening and mediating principle of the consciousness which
Jesus ]3ossessed of His oneness with God ; see on x. 36. Accordingly, we are

not to suppose that the Holy Ghost was given to Him now for the first time,

and was added consciously to His divine-human life as a new and third

element ; the text speaks not of a receiving, but of a mamfestalion of the Spirit,

as seen by John, which in this form visibly came down and remained over Him,
in order to point Him out to the Baptist as the Messiah who, according to O. T.

prophecy (Isa. xi. 2, xlii. 1), was to possess the fulness of the Spirit. The -pwv-

pose of this divine gtjue'iov was not, therefore (as Matthew and Mark indeed

represent it), to impart the Spirit to Jesus (which is not implied even in iii. 34),

but simply for the sake of the Baptist; to divinely indicate to him who was to

make Him known in Israel, that individuality who, as the incarnate Logos,

must long before then have ^jossessed the powers of the Spirit in all their

fulness (comp. iii. 34).- The iwevfia in the symbolic form of a dove hovered

over Jesus, remained over Him for a while, and then again vanished (comp.

Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 150). This the Baptist saw ; and he now knows,

through a previously received revelation made to him for the purpose, who it is

that he has to make known as the Messiah who baptizes with the Spirit. To
find in this passage a sjDecial stimulus imparted through the Spirit to Jesus

Himself, and perceived by the Baptist, tending to the development or oi^ening

up of His divine-human consciousness and life,- or the equipment of the Logos
for a coming forth from his state of immanence (Frommann), or the communica-
tion of official power, ^ as the principle of which the Spirit was now given in

order to render the cap^ fit to become the instrument of His self-manifestation,*

—as in a similar way B. Cnisius already explained the communication of

the Spirit as if the •Kvevjjn (in distinction from the Poyof) were now received by
Jesus, as that which was to be further communicated to mankind

;

—these and all

^ Against Baur, blU. Theol. d. N. T. ir. ^ Gess, Pers. Clir. p. 374 ; comp. Worner,
268 ; J. E. Chr. Schmidt, in d. BlU. f. Krlt. YerhlUtn. d. Geixt.es, p. 44.

XL Exeg. I. 3, p. 3G1 ff.; Eichhorn, Einl. II- " Luthardt, after Kahnis, vom hnl'igen

158 ff.; Winzer, Progr., Lps. 1819. Geiste, p. 44; comp. also Ilofmann, Schi'ift-

2 Liicke, Neander, Tholuck, Osiander, bew. I. 191, XL 1, 166 ; Godet ; and Weisse,

Ebrard, de Wette, Eigsenbach, and others
;

Lehrbegr. p. 268, who connects with ver. 52.

comp. Lange and Beyschlag, p. 103.
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such theories find no justification from our Gospel at least, "vrhich simply

records a manifestation made to the Baptist, not a communication to Jesus ; and

to it must be accorded decisive weight when brought face to face with

those other diverging accounts. Thus, at the same time, the whole jihenome-

non must not be regarded as an empty, objectless play of the imagination

(Liicke) : it was an objective and real sign divinely presented to the Bap-

tist's spiritual vision, the design of which {'i.va (pavepuOfj tu 'lapa?}?., ver. 31,

that is, through the Baptist's testimony) was suf3Biciently important as the

yvupirraa of the Messiah, ' and the result of which (ver. 34) corresjionded to its

design ; whereas, the supposition that we have here a record of the receiving of

the Spirit im^Dorts into the exposition something quite foreign to the text. Dis-

carding this supposition, we deprive of all support the opinion that the descent

of the Spirit upon Jesus at His baptism is a mythical inference of Ebionitism

(Strauss), as well as the assertion that here too our Gospel stands upon the

verge of Gnosticism (Baur) ; while the still bolder view which (in spite of the

iSaiTTt^uv ev nvev/^aTi uyiu) takes the nvevfia to be, not the Holy Si^irit, but the

Logos (in spite of i. 14), which as a heavenly Aeon was for the first time united

at the baptism with Jesus the earthly man (so Hilgenfeld, following the Valen-

tinian Gnosis), does not even retain its claim to be considered a later historical

analogJ^ There remains, however, in any case, the great fact of which the

Baptist witnesses

—

"the true hirih-hour of Christendom" (Ewald) : for, on the one

hand, the divinely sent forerunner of the Messiah now received the divinely re-

vealed certainty as to whom his work as Elijah pointed ; and, on the other

hand, by the divinely assiired testimony which he now bore to Jesus before the

people, the Messianic consciousness of Jesus Himself received not only the

consecration of a heavenly ratification, but the warrant of the Father's will,

that now the hour was comefor the holy beginning of His ministry in word and work.

It was not the formation of the Messiah's purpose, but rather His entrance on its

realization (comp. Acts xiii. 23) which was the event of world-historical sig-

nificance that marked this hour, when the fulness of time was come for the ac-

complishment of the counsel of God.

Vv. 35, 3G. Udliv elaryKei] pointing back to ver. 29.

—

(5/'o] One

was Andrew, ver. 41. The other? Certainly John himself, '^ partly on

account of that peculiarity of his which leads him to refrain from naming

himself, and partly on account of the special vividness of the details in the

following account, which had remained indelil)ly impressed upon his mem-

ory ever since tliis first and decisive meeting with his Lord. — e // /3 2 e i/) a f]

ilenoting Jixed attention.^ The j^rofoundest interest led him to fix his gaze

upon Him. — Ide 6 afivug r . deov] These few words were quite sufficient

1 Justin, c. Tryp/i. 88. that he therefore has hi.s place after John ;

^ Ah-eady Chrysostom (accordinfj to Cor- then we certainly cannot say, with Steitz

derius, Cai!.; Theodore of Mopsuestia) men- (in the Slnd. v. Krlt. 18C8, p. 497): "The
tions the same view, but alonjj with it the order in which Papias, in Euseb. iii. 39,

other: oTi eKeii/os ovx<- Tuv en-Lo-Jinwi'^i', which quotes the six apostles, Andrew, Peter,

he seems to approve of.—But if ./o7i?n's here Philip, Thomas, James, John, exactly cor-

ah'eady (and see on ver. 42) indicated responds with that in which these names
thouRh not by name, and afterwards (ver. occur in succession in the fourth Gospel."

4C>) Bartholomew MndevVnenamQ Nathanael

;

^ Qom-p. ver. 43; Mark x. 21, 27, xiv. 67;

if, apcain, ver. 42 implies that James is Luke xx. 17, xxii. 61.

brought to Jesus by his brother John, and
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to direct the undivided attention of both to Him who was passing that way
;

for, beyond a doubt (against de Wette, Ewald,—because the fact that

nothing is now added to the 6 aiivoQ r. Omv gives the words quite a retrosjjec-

tive character), they had been witnesses the day before of what is recorded

in vv. 39-34. The assumption of a further conversation not here recorded '

is unnecessary, overlooks the emphasis of the one short yet weighty word on

which hangs their recollection of all that occurred the day before, and

moreover is not required by ver. 37. —We need not even ask why Jesus,

who was now walking along {-tpnrar.) in the same place, was with John,

because the text says nothing about it. AnsAvers have been devised ; e.(/.

Bengel :
" Jesus had sufficiently humbled Himself by once joining Himself

with John ;" Lampe : "He wished to avoid the suspicion of any private

understanding with the Baptist." Equally without warrant in the text, E.

Crusius and Luthardt :
'

' Jesus had already sejiarated Himself from the

Baptist to begin His own proper ministry, while the Baptist desired indi-

rectly to command his disciples to join themselves with Jesus ;'' as Heng-

stenberg also supjjoses, judging from the result, and because he at the same

time regards the two as representatives of all John's disciples.

Vv. 37-40. A?id tlie tico cliaciples lieard (observed) Mm speaTc. For he had

not addressed the words ISe 6 a/ivug r. dcov directly to them, but in general

(comp. ver. 39) to those round about him. — ?}K.o?i.ovdT/ciav] not the fol-

io wing of discipleship, nor in a " sens profondement symbolique" (Godet),

but simply :
" tJiei/ icent after Ilim^'' (bTvlarepoi fjWov odlrai Xpiarov veicaouivoio,

Nonnus), in order to know Him more intimately.^ Nevertheless Bengel

rightly says: primae origines ecclesiae Christianae. — crrpai^je/r] for He
heard the footsteps of those following Him. — -/ i,7]TelTc] what do you

desire? He anticipates them by engaging in conversation Avith them, not

exactly because they were shy and timid (Euthymius Zigabenus). But no

doubt the significant Oeaad/ievor, k.t.2,. (irUuitus), was accompanied by a

glance into their hearts, ii. 35.

—

ttov iieveLo] correlative to the izFpiwa-

TovvTi, ver. 3G ; therefore :
" ichere dost thou sojourn .?" ^ They regarded Him

as a travelling Rabbi, Avho Avas lodging in the neighbourhood at the house

of some friend. — t p xi:<y(^s k. 6 i/i e o- <? e] come and ye tcill see (see the criti-

cal notes) ; a friendly iuAdtation to accompany Him at once.* They had
sought only to know where the place was, so that they might afterAvards

seek Him out, and converse with Ilim luidisturbed. We have not here the

Rabbinical form of calling attention, nx"l1 N3,^nor an imitation of Rev. vi. 1

(Weisse), nor yet an allusion to Ps. Ixvi. 5, 9, and a gentle reference on the

part of Jesus to His Godhead (Hengstenberg), for which there was no occa-

sion, and Avhich He could not expect to be understood.

—

y?iOov, k.t.'a.]

marks the simplicity of the narrative.

—

/livsi] insertion of the direct

address, common in dependent clauses. Kiihuer, H. 594 ;
Winer, p. 351

' Kuinoel, Liicke, and most. place where He was lodging Avas near or

2 ire'ipav ka^elv aiiToC, Eutliymius Zigabe- remote, although Ewald would infer the

HITS. latter from the reading oi//ecr9e.

3 Polyb. XXX. 4. 10 ; Strabo, iii. p. 147. » Buxt. Lex. Talm. p. 248 ; Lightfoot, p.

* There is nothing to indicate whether the 968.
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[E. T. p. 2G8]. — T7JV y/J-ep. en.] i.e. the remaining part of that day, not

at once from that day onwards (Credner, against whom is Ebrard). —
dencLT?/] that is, at the beginning of their stay with Ilim. We have no

reason to suppose in John, as Rettig,' Thohick, Ebrard, Ewakl, the Roman
mode of counting the hours (from midnight to midnight, therefore ten

o'clock in the morning) instead of the Jewish, which is followed elsewhere

in the N. T. and by Josephus (Vit. 54), i.e. four o'clock in the afternoon
;

because there is time enough from 4 p.m. till late in the evening to justify

the pojiular expression rf/v r'/fiip. etc. ; because, moreover, in xi. 9 it is plainly

the Jewish method which is followed ; which also in iv. 6 best suits the

context, and is not excluded in iv. 52, while in xix. 14 it is with a harmon-

istic view that the Roman reckoning is resorted to. The Romans themselves,

moreover, frequently measured the day after the Babylonian computation of

the hours, according to the twelve hours from sunrise to sunset ; and the

tenth hour especially is often named, as in our text, as the hour of return

from walking, and mention of it occurs as a late hour in the day, when e.g.

the soldiers were allowed to rest,'' or when they went to table, ^ etc. See

Wetstein. — The great significance of this hour for John (it was the first of

Ms Christian life) had indelibly impressed it on his grateful recollection, and

hence the express mention of it here. This consideration forbids our giving,

with Hilgenfeld and Lichtenstein, to the statement of time an onward ref-

erence to the incident next mentioned, the finding by Andrew of his brother

Simon. Bruckner, too, imports a foreign element into this statement of time,

when he says that it indicates, in connection with ver. 41 ff., how rajaidly

faith developed itself in these disciples.

Vv. 41-43. Still on the same day (not on the following, as, after the early

expositors, d,e Wette, Baur, Luthardt, Ewald, and most others suppose
;

see, on the contrary, the kTravpiov which again appears, but not till ver. 44),

Andrew first meets his brother Simon.

—

npuro^'] We must understand

the matter thus : Both disciples go out from the lodging-place (at the same

time, or perhaps Andrew first), still in the first fresh glow of joy at having

found the Messiah,* that each of them may seek his own brother (we must
assume that both brothers were known to be in the neighbourhood), in

order to inform him of the new joy, and to bring him to Christ. Andrew
is thefirst ^ who finds his brother. John does not say that he also sought

his brother James, found him, and brought him to Jesus ; and this is in

keeping with the delicate reserve which prevents him from naming either

himself or those belonging to him (even the name of James does not occur

in the Gospel), Still tliis may be clearly seen from the irpiJTog, and is con-

' Stnd. 11. Krit. 1830, p. 106. cially minute ; so here. According to Baur,
2 Liv. ix. 37. N. T. Tlieol. p. 393, the author has given*an
' Martial, vii. 1. antiquarian notice, as it were, of this He-
* John's use here and in iv. 25 of rhv brew name, whicli occurs nowhere else in

Meo-o-t'ai/ (rftyO) is accounted for by the the N. T.

depicting of the scene exactly as it occurred * Trpwros, not npmTov, an inelegant change
whereas in i. 20, 85, wlien he simply writes adopted by Lachmaun, after A. B. M. X.

historically, he uses the ordinary transla- K**-
tion XpKTTos. The genre picture is spe-
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firmed by the narrative of the Synoptics, in so far that both James and
John are reiireseuted as being called at the same time by Jesus (Mark i. 19

and parallels). Bengel, Tholuck, de Wette, Hengsteuberg, wrongly say

that Andrew and John both sought out Simon. The rbv Idiov is against

this ; as it neither here nor elsewhere (comp. v. 18) occurs as a mere j^os-

sessive (against Llicke, Maier, de Wette, and others), but in opposition to

that which is foreign. Any antithetic relation to the spiritual brotherhood

in which John as well as Andrew stood to Simon (Hengstenberg), is quite

remote from the passage. — evpr/Ka/iev] emphatically beginning the clause,

and presupposing the feeling of anxious desire excited by the Baptist. The
2}lural is used because Andrew had in mind the other disciple also. — e // /3 A e -

)/)«c, k.t.Tl.] This fixed look (ver. 36) on the countenance of Simon pierces

his inner soul. Jesus, as the Searcher of hearts,' sees in him one who
should hereafter be called to be the roch of the church, and calls him by
the naine which he was henceforth to bear as His disciple (not first in Matt.

xvi. 18, as Luthardt thinks). A roch is the emblem of firmness as early as

Homer (Od. xvii. 463); comp. Ezek. iii. 9. There is no contradiction here

with. Matt. xvi. 18 (it is otherwise with Mark iii. 16), as if John transferred

the giving of the name to this place (Hilgenfeld, comp. Baur and Scholteu),

for in Matt. xvi. 18 the earlier giving of the name is veaWj presiq^posed, con-

Jirmed, and applied. See on Matt.

—

av el 1,1 /j.uv, k.t.X.] This belongs

to the circumstantiality of the solemn ceremony of the name-giving ; it is

first said who he is, and what in future he should be called.'^ Si' d 'Zlfiuv is

not, as Ewald thinks, a question ; and there is no ground for supposing

that Jesus immediately recognized him, ^ for Andrew introduced liis brother

to Jesus. Grotius and Paulus " give arbitrary explanations of the reading

'luva, but see the critical notes. For the rest, we must not say, with Hil-

genfeld, "Peter here loses the pre-eminence of the first called disciple ;"

Ijut : Peter is first given this pre-eminence in the synoptical accounts (Matt.

iv. 18 and parallels) ; but the personal recollection of John must take

precedence of these. See especially the note following ver. 53.

Vv. 44, 45. Tf/ ETTavp.'] i.e. after the last-mentioned dajr, ver. 39, which

is the same with the ry knavp. of ver. 35, consequently the fourth day from

i. 19.

—

ydklricev^ K.r.A.] He just willed to go forth, and flndeth, etc.;

therefore still at the lodging-place, ver. 40, for e^eJSelv refers to the stay

there {jihei, ver. 40).

—

svpiaKEc] as if accidentally, but see xvii. 5 ff.

—

The statement, instead of being hypotactic in form (^^lohen he would go out,

hejindeth''''), is paratactic, as often in Greek from Homer downwards.^ We

* ii. 25 ; Weiss, Lehrbegr. p. 263. (the church)." Accordhig to the true read
2 Comp. Gen. xxxii. 28, xxxv. 10, xvii. 5. ing of the passage, the name of Peter's

^ Cyril, Chrysostom, Augustine, Aretius, father contained in BapLiavd which occurs

Maldonatus, Cornelius a Lapide, Bengel, in Matthew, must be regarded as an ab-

Luthardt, and many, comp. Strauss. breviation for John, and has nothing what-
* The fantastic play upon the words in ever to do with clow. See on Matt. xvi. 17.

Lange's L. J. II. 4G9, is of this sort. He * j,fijjrelsbach, s. /ifias, p. G5, ed. 3; Kiihner,

renders: " Now^ thou art the son of the II. p. 41G, and in tlie N. T.; Buttmann, iV. ?'.

timid dove of the rock ; in future shalt tliou Cr. p. 249 [E. T. p. 190].

be called the sheltering rock of the dove
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must place the scene at the commencement of the journey homeward, not on

tlie road during the journey (Liicke).

—

a/co/i. [lot] of following rts disci-

ples. Comp. Matt. iv. 19, 20, ix. 9 ; see also ver. 46, ii. 2. The invitation

to do tills (not merely to go with Him) is explained by ver. 45, as brought

about by the communications of Andrew and Peter, though certainly the

heart-piercing look of Jesus Himself, and the impression produced by His

whole bearing, must be regarded as the causes which mainly led Philip to

come to a decision. John does not record the further conversations which

of course ensued upon the clkoI. /uoi, and the obedience which followed, be-

cause his aim was to narrate the call. — i k. t . ir 6?.tuc , k.t.'a.] see on Matt.

viii. 14.

Ver. 4G. E h p ia kc i] when and irliere in the course of the journey we are

not told,—perhaps at some distance from the road, so that Philip, observ-

ing him, quitted the road, and went towards him. According to Ewald,
'

' not till after their arrival in the village of Cana, which nevertheless is

named for the first time in ii. 1, and to which Nathanael belonged" (xxi.

2). The supposition that Nathanael was on his way to John's baptism

(Godet) is quite groundless.

—

'NaOavar/l, ^^^D?, i.e. TJieodorus (Num. i.

8 ; 1 Chron. ii. 14), is identical with Bartholomaeus. For, according to

this passage, in the midst of calls to the ajjostletihij^, comp. xxi. 2, he ap-

pears as one of the twelve ; wlille in the lists of the apostles, ' where his

name is wanting, we find BartJwIomaeus, and placed, moreover, side by side

with Philip (only in Acts i. 13 with Matthew ; '^ comp. Constitt. Ajiol. vi.

14. 1). This identity is all the more probable, because Bartholomeic is only

a patronymic, and must have become the ordinary name of the individual,

and that in most frequent use ; and thus it came to jiass that his own dis-

tinctive name does not appear in the synoptic narrative.

—

bv ly palps']

of wliom, etc. See on Rom. x. 5.

—

M-uvaf/o] Deut. xviii. 15, and gener-

ally in his Messianic reference and types. See on ver. 46. — tuv a no !:>[ al^a-

per] for JVazareth, where Jesus has lived with His parents from infancy up-

wards, passed for His birthplace. Philip may have obtained his knowl-

edge from Andrew and Peter, or even from Jesus Himself, who had no occa-

sion at this time to state more fully and minutely his relation to Nazareth
;

while the tuv vluv rov 'lua/jcj), which must rest upon a communication from
Jesus, leaves His divine Sonship undisturbed. To attribute to Philip

knowledge of the facts with regard to both points (Hengstenberg) is in

1 Matt. X. 3 ; Luke vi. 14 ; Mark i. 18 ; Acts ostom, Augustine, and others, long ago de-

i. 13. nied that he did, but this is already assum-
2 Ililgenfeld regarded hira as identical ed in the " dvae viae "(Hiljcenfeld, 2V. T.

with Matthew ; but liow much opposed is e:etra canon. IV.). According to Spaeth, in

this view to the history of Matthew's call

!

Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift, 1868, p. 108 ff., Na-
though the meainng of iiis name is not dif- thanael is to be taken as a sij/nbollcal name,
ferent from that of Matthew's. Very re- invented by the writer, under which the
cently, however, Ililgenfeld has supposed AposUe Jo/m himself \s said to be represent-

that the name answers to the Matthias who ed. The author of the Appendix, cliap. xxi.

was appointed in the place of Judas (N. T. 2, where Nathanael is expressly dutin-
extra canon. IV. p. 105). Schleiermacher, L. J. guished from the sons of Zebedee, is said to
p. 368,considers it very doubtful whether Na- have made a mistake.

thanael belonged to the twelve at all. Chrys-
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itself improbable, and is not in keei^ing with the simplicity of his words.

But it is a groundless assumption to suppose that John hnew notliing of the

birth at Bethlehem ; for it is Philqfs own words that he records (against

Strauss, de Wette). See on vii. 41.

Ver. 47. Can anything good come out of Nazaretli? A question of aston-

ishment that the Messiah should come out of Nazareth. But Nathanael asks

thus doubtingly, not because Nazareth lay in Galilee, vii. 52,' nor because

of its smallness, as too insignificant to be the birthplace of the Messiah,"

nor from both reasons together (Hengstenberg) ; nor, again, because the

prophecy did not speak of Nazareth as the Messiah's birthplace (Godet)

;

but, as the general expression tI ayadov jDroves (it is not the more special

6 XpiOTOf), because Nathanael, and probably public opinion likewise, looked

upon the little town as morally degenerate : it must have been so regarded

at least in the narrow circle of the surrounding villages (Nathanael belong-

ed to Cana). "We have no historical proof that this was so ; outside the

N. T. the place is not mentioned, not even in Josephus ; nevertheless Mark
vi. 6, and the occurrence recorded Luke iv. 15 ff., well correspond with

Nathanaers judgment as to its disrepute in a moral point of view. — ayadov']

which must be pre-eminently the case if the Messiah were to come there-

from,—He whose coming must be a signally holy and sublime manifesta-

tion. — £

p

xov K . t (J f ]
" optimum remedium contra opiniojies praeconceptchs, "

Bengel.

Ver. 48. Hep 2 a'vTov\io those, therefore, journeying with Him, but so

that the approaching Nathanael hears it, ver. 49. — a a ?? o f] truly an Israel-

ite, not merely in outward descent and appearance, but in the moral

nature which really corresijonds to that of an upright Israelite. Comp.
Rom. ix. 6, ii. 29. 'Ev cj (WAof ovk eaTi tells iy what means he is so.

Thus sincere and honest, thus inwardly true, should every Israelite be (not

simply free from self-righteousness, but possessing what essentially belongs

to truth) ; and Nathanael icas all this. This virtue of guilelessness, as the

characteristic of the true Israelite, is not named as belonging generally to the

ancient ideal of the nation (Liicke, de Wette ; this view arbitrarily passes

by the reference to the nation historically which lay much nearer) ; but in

view of the venerable and honourable testimonies which had been uttered

concerning the people of Israel (e.g. Num. xxiii. 10), whose father was him-

self already designated ^^ ^''^, LXX. aTr?MiTToc,^ Gen. xxv. 27 ; Aq. d7r?Mvc,*

Symm. a/uu/noc.— Jesus here also, as in vv. 43, 44, ajjpears as the searcher of

hearts.

Ver. 49. The approaching Nathanael heard the testimony of Jesus, and
does not decline His commendation,—itself a proof of his guileless honesty

;

but he asks in amazement hoio Jesvs Icneio him. — orra vn b t. cvk?/v]

belongs, as ver. 51 shows, not to (^uvfjcai, but to e166v ce. Thus, before

^ The Fathers, Luther, Melanchthon, Kai. ovn irAao-™? elaXv ayaeoi. Soph. 216 C

:

Ebrard, and many. oi /arj TrAao-To)?, aKK' oi/tois (|)iA6cro</)Ot.

^ Liicke, de Wette, Huff, Krabbe, Ewald, * Comp. Aristoph. Pliif. 1159 :ou yap S6\ov
Lange, Briickner, and others. vOy epyov, aW dn-Aoii' rpoTTuiv.

' Comp. Plato, Leffg. L p. 642 D : aArjflis
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Philip, vv. 46, 47, met and called liim {cjiuvycat, comp. ii. 9, iv. 16, xi. 28,

xviii. 33), Nathanael had been under a fig-tree ; whether the fig-tree of his

own house (Mic. iv. 4 ; Zech. iii. 10), Avhcther meditating (perchance upon
the Messianic hope of the nation), jiraying, reading,—v/hich employments,

according to Rabbinical statements (see inLightfoot, Schocttgcn, Wetstein),

took place beneath such trees,—we are not informed. He had just come

from the tree to the place where Philip met him.'— cldov ce] is usually

taken as referring to a glance into the depth of his soid,'^ but contrary to the

simple meaning of the words, which affirm nothing else than : / saio thee,

not Ilcnew {b/vuv) thee, or the like. Comp. also Hengst. The miraculous

element in the diUv ae, which made it a cr/fteiov to Nathanael, and which led to

his confession which follows in ver. 50, must have consisted in the fact that

the fig-tree either stood out of sight of the place, or so far off that no ordi-

nary power of vision could have discerned a person under it. ElSSv ae thus

simply interpreted gives the true solution to Nathanaers question, because

there could not have been this rapport of vaiYd^GxAows, far-seeing on the part

of Jesus, unless brought about by the immediate recognition of the true

Israelite when he was at that distance. This sj)iritual elective affinity was

the medium of the supernatural elSuv ae. Nonnus well says : ofi/xaai. kuI ivpa-

TTickaai Tov ov TrapeOvra doKsbuv. Jcsus would not have seen an ordinary Jew,

who, as being without this spiritual affinity, was beyond the limits of sight.

i'TTo T7jv a u /c . ] with the ai'ticle :
" under that weZ?-^7i(>zc7i fig-tree, beneath

which you were, " or, if the tree was Avithin the range of vision, p)ointing

towards it. De Wette also rightly abides by the simple meaning, / saio thee,

but thinks that what caused the astonishment of Nathanael was the fact

that Jesus saw him when he lelieved himself to he xmobserved (though John re-

garded this seeing as supernatural). But this gives no adequate psychologi-

cal motive for the confession of ver. 50 ; and we must then further assume,

with Ewald, that the words of Jesus reminded Nathanael of the deep and

weighty thoughts which he was revolving when alone under the fig-tree, and

he thus perceived that the dejiths of liis soul were laid open before the sjoirit-

ual eye of Jesus—which, however, is not indicated in the text.

Ver. 50. The double designation is uttered in the excitement of joyful

certainty. The simple faith in the Messiah, expressed in ver. 41, is here in-

tensified, not as to its subject-matter, but in its outward expression. Comp.
Luthardt, p. 344. The second designation is the more definite of the two

;

and therefore the first, in the sense in which Nathanael used it, is not as yet

to be apprehended metaphysically (against Ilengstenberg) in John's sense,

but is simply theocratic, presupposing the national view (Ps. ii. 7 ; John xi.

27) of the promised and expected theocratic King, ' without perhaps implying

the teaching of the Baptist (Olshausen). The early occurrence of such con-

^ The reference of the e'Sdv o-e to the same '^ Where it is imagined, though M'ithoiit

place where Philip called him (so, after the the slightest hint to that effect in the text,

Greek Fathers, B. Crusius) must be re- that Jesus had a short time before iiassed

jected, because neither the Tt po toC— by the fig-tree vnobserved.

<}>oivria-aL nor the oi/Ta inro rrjc crv/ciji' would ^ Comp. Eiehm in the Stud. w. Krit. 1865,

thus have any essential significance. p. 63 ff.
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fessions therefore by no means conflicts with that later one of Peter (Matt. xvi.

3), in which is recognized the higher import of the words (against Strauss).

Ver. 51. UicTTev e tg is, with Chrysostom and most others (also Lach-

mann and Tischendorf, not Godet), to be taken interrogatively ; see on xx.

29.^ But the question is not one of censure^ which would only mar the fresh

bloom of tliis first meeting (Theophylact : "he has not yet rightly believed

in Christ's Godhead ") ; nor the expression of slight disapproval of a faith

not yet based upon adequate grounds (de Wette, comp. Ewald) ; but rather

of the surprise with which Jesus joyfully acTcnowledges the faith, hardly thus

early to be looked for, of Nathanael. And to this faith, so surprisingly

ready in its beginning, He promises something greater (ff klTrida (pepTspov

e?iKuv, Nonnus) by way of further confirmation. — tovtuvI Plural of the

category :
" tlian tJds w-hich you now have met with, and which has become

the ground of your faith."— kuI Atyei a v r w] specially introduces the

further explanation of the /ze/^u tovtuv as a most sigji/ficnnt word. — a/if/v

a /if/v \kyu vii'iv] The double aixi]v does not occur in other parts of the

N. T., but we find it twenty-five times in John, and only in the mouth of

Jesus,—therefore the more certainly original. — viilv'\ to thee and Andrew,

John, Peter (James, see in ver. 42), and Philip. — airdpTi] from now onwards,

for Jesus was about to begin His Messianic Avork. See chap. ii. Thus, in

this weighty word He furnishes His disciples with the key for the only cor-

rect understanding of that work. — b-^ead e , k.t.1.] The '

' opened heaven"

has no literal and independent significance, but is conformed to the iinagery

of the metaphor whicfi follows. [See Note XII. p. 99.] Observe here the

perfect participle : lieaven stands open ; comp. Acts vii. 56. The ascending

and descending angels are, according to Gen. xxviii. 12, a symbolical represen-

tation of the uninterrupted and living intercourse l^etween the Messiah and

God,—an intercommunion which the disciples would clearly and vividly

recognize, or, according to the symbolic form of the thought, would see as

matter of experience throughout the subsequent ministry of Jesus.'' The
" angels" are not therefore personified divine powers (Olshausen, de Wette,

and several), or personal energies of God's Spirit (Luthardt and Hofmann).

but as always, God's messengers, who bring to the Messiah God's commands,

or execute them on Him,^ and return again to God (avaftaivovrag), while others

descend with new commissions {KaTafiaiv.). We are not told whether, and to

what extent, Nathanael and his companions already perceived the symbolic

meaning of the declaration. It certainly does not refer to the actual appear-

ances of angels in the course of the Gospel history, ^ against which airdpn is con-

1 As to the imratactic protasis, which may which cannot therefore be attribiited to a

be read interrogatively or not according to series of progressive revelations (Weiz-

the character of the discourse, see C. F. sacker); the expression rather presupposes

Hermann, Progr. 1849, p. 18 ; Scheibe in that origin. Comp. also Weiss, Lehrheor. p.

Schneidew. PhUolog. 18.50, p. 3G2 ff. Comp. 386 ff.

also Nagelsbach's note on the Iliad, p. 350, 3 Comp. Matt. iv. 11, xxvi. 53 ; Luke xxii.

ed. 3. 43.

2 This expression tells us nothing con- •» Chrysostom, Cyril., Euthymius Ziga-

cerning the origin of Christ's knowledge of benus, and most of the early expositors.

God, which ver. 18 clearly declares, and
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elusive ; nor merely to the icorTcing ofmiracles (Storr, Godct), which accords

neither with the expression itself, nor with.that reference to the Messiah's

ministry as a wlwle which is implied in cnvapTt. bipeade, etc. — avajSaiv .] is

l^laced Jirst, in remembrance of Gen. xxviii. 12, without any special purpose,

but not inappropriately, because when the dipeads takes place, the inter-

course between heaven and earth is already going on. We may sujjply (iko

Tov vLov Tov av&p. after avajSalv from the analogy of what follows. ' — Concern-

ing 6 vide ~ov av&p.^ see on Matt. viii. 20 ; Mark ii. 8, note. In John
likewise it is Jesus' standing Messianic designation of Himself ; here, where

angelic powers are represented as waiting upon Him who bears the Messi-

anic authority, it corresponds rather with the prophetic vision of the Son of

Man (Dan. vii. 14), and forms the impressive conclusion of the whole sec-

tion, confirming and ratifying the joyous faith and confession of the first

disciples, as the first solemn self-avowal on the part of Jesus in their pres-

ence. It thus retained a deeji and indelible hold upon the recollection of

John, and therefore stands as the utterance of the clear Messianic conscious-

ness of Jesus unveiled before us at the outset of His work. It is jirecisely

in John that the Messiahship of Jesus comes out with the greatest definite-

ness, not as consequence and result, but already, from the beginning, the sub-

ject-matter of our Lord's self-consciousness.''

Xote.—[See Note XIII. p. 99.] The synoptical account of the call of the two

pairs of brothers, Matt. iv. 18 ft', and parallels, is iitterly irreconcilable with that

of John as to place, time, and circumstances ; and the usual explanations re-

sorted to—that what is here recorded was only a prelim'manj ci\\\,^ ov only a

social union with Christ (Luther, Liicke, Ebrard, Tholuck ; comp. also Ewald
and Godet), or only the gathering together of the first believers (Luthardt), but not

their call—fall to the ground at once when we see how the narrative proceeds
;

for according to it the uafJTjvai, ii. 2, are with Jesus, and remain with Him.
See on Matt. iv. 19, 20. The harmony of the two accounts consists in this sim-

ply, that the two pairs of bi'others are the earliest apostles. To recognize in

John's account not an actual history, but a picture of the author's own, drawn

for the sake of illustrating his idea (Baur, Hilgenfeld, Schenkel),— that, viz.,

the knowledge of the disciples and that of Jesxis Himself as to His Messianic

destination .should ajipear perfect from the outset,— is only one of the numer-

ous self-deceptions in criticism which form the premisses of the unhistorical

conclusion that the fourth Gospel is not the work of the apostle, but of some

writer of much later date, who has moulded the history into the form of his

own ideal. On the contrary, we miast here specially observe that the author,

if he wished to antedate the time and place of the call, certainly did not need

to invent a totally different situation ivom. that which was before his eyes in the

1 See Kiihiicr, II. p. 603. sti?nm. der Eranrj. d. Maft. n. Joh., Mein-
2 The historic accuracy of this relation, ngen 1808, p. 10 ff. The rbf Aeydju.ei'oi' neVpoi',

as testified by John, stands with the apos- Matt. iv. 18, furnishes no proof, as is plain

tolic origin of the Gospel, against which from the parallel in Mark i. 16, which is the

also the objections of Holtzmann in his source of Matthew's account, but has not

historically excellent investigation {Jahrh. those words. They are simply a personal

/. T). Theol. 1807, p. 389), can have no effect. notice added from the standing-point of
•' So, most recently, Marcker, TJeberein- the writer, as in Matt. x. 3.
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Synoptics. Besides this, the assnmiDtion that, by i^reviously receiving John's
baptism, Jesus renovmced any indejiendent action (Schenkel), is pure imagina-

tion. Weizsiicker (p. 404) reduces John's account to this : "The first acquaint-

ance between Jesus and these followers of His was brought about by His
meeting with the Baptist ; and on that occasion, amid the excitement which
the Baptist created. Messianic hopes, however transitory, were kindled in this

circle of friends." But this rests upon a treatment of the foiu'th Gospel, which
refuses to it the authority of an independent witness, and finds in its author
merely the poet of a thoughtful Idyll. And when Keim (I. p. 553) finds here

only the invention of an age that could no longer endure the humble and hu-

man beginnings of Jesus, but would transfer to His first appearance the glory

which, as a matter of history, distinguished His departure and exaltation, his

procedure is all the more daring, the more close he himself brings the origin of

the Gospel to the lifetime of the apostle, and into contact therefore with the

most vivid recollections of His disciples.

Notes by American Editok.

"III. Tjv TO (pug TO a7.'r]0Lv6v.— " There teas the genuine light." Ver. 9.

It is difficult to give to Jjv the Ta.e&n\n^oi aderat {as ii nnpriv), was present,

assigned to it by Meyer, but hardly supported by the analogy of vii. 39. It

seems better, with Weiss, to construct it with kpxofiEvov, but regard it as placed

emphatically in advance. " There was" (as against the preceding ovk ?/;) "the

genuine light" (in contrast with John, the supposed but not the reaHight ; the

Ivxvo^ ', not the (pur) " which lighteth every man, coming into the world.' ' Thus
fjv £px6/iiEvov forms a j)eriphrastic imperfect : not eqiiivalent to tjWev, came, biit

marking impendency—what was just on the. i^oint of being. Or t/v may
be taken independently, as the verb of existence, "there was, as against the sup-

posed and mere secondary light, the genuine Light, which, coming into the

world," etc. The one of these constructions the Revised Version has placed in

its text, the other in the margin. In either case Weiss seems right, against Meyer,

in constructing Ep-(6fiei^op with <bug and not with avOpunov. The latter construc-

tion seems idle in thought and un-Johannean in diction. There is scarcely a

IDhrase more characteristic of John than that which designates Christ as " com-
ing into the world," while he never distinctively so designates human birth.

IV. eJf 7(i Itha Jf/Mev. Ver. 11.

This is among the expressions which try the capacities of a foreign tongue,

to reproduce the flexible and delicate Greek. The rendering of the Common
Ver., "He came unto his own, and his own," etc., is very defective, and that

of the Eevision, "He came unto his own (marg. his own things)," is scarcely

better. Meyer's rendering, " to his own possession," is much preferable, yet

inferior, I think, to that suggested by Frederick Field (Otium. Norv. vol. ii.,

p. iii.), " He came to his own home, and his own people," or without the italics :

"his own home, and his own people. " The meaning of Idia would perhaps

be adequately given without the " own." He came imto his home. See John

is. 27, " From that hour the disciple took her e'lr to, I6ia ;" Acts xxi. 6,

vne(JTpciliav elg to, I6ia ; Esth. v. 10.
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The verse is of striking significance. A single brief phrase binds into one

the Old and the New Testament, identifying the Jesus of the New Covenant with

the Jehovah of the Old. Its climactic character is also striking. He who had

lymde the world was in it, and it did not recognize Him ; He 'came to what had

been His special inheritance, His chosen home, and they of His household did

not receive Him—the Evangelist's euphemism for hate, rejection, persecution,

and murder.

V. " And loe beheld His glory." Ver. 14.

It is, I think, much better and simpler to regard, with most editors and in-

terpreters (against Mej'er and Weiss), Kat eOeaad/LteOa— rraTfjor, as parenthetical,

and rather momentarily interrupting the course of thought than following in

its main drift. It is rather the essential natiire of the Word :
" full of grace

and truth," that is for the time being in the Avriter's mind. He turns aside

for a moment to his and his companions' vision of His glory, but immediately

resumes with ir'^ypTjc the suspended thought and construction. The assump-

tion of the violent change by which nlrjprig is attached ungrammatically to the

sentence as an incidental member, is unnecessary and unnatural. The " grace

and the truth' ' dwelling in the Word is the main idea (ver. 15 being also i^ar-

enthetical) from ver. 14 to ver. 17.

The eOeaad/ieOa 66^av, as aor. (not KOeu/JsOa, used to hehold) may not improbably

refer specifically to the extraordinary display of glory on the Mount of Trans-

figiiration, which must have made and did make (2 Pet. i. 16-19) a most power-

ful impression on those who witnessed it.

VI. Ilapd izarpdg, from the Father. Ver. 14.

The more nattiral construction of Trapa na-pug is, I think, rather with So^av

(0, gloryfrom the Fuihrr) than with /xovoyevovg. Granting that Trapa narpSg admits

the explanation " An only-begotten (sent) from the Father," still it seems less

natural than " a glory from the Father," which is explained by the interjected

ug fjLovoyevovQ, as of an (not the) Only-begotten. With this construction wnpd

is easier ; the construction is more forcible and elegant, and it suggests the

instances in which the Father bestows direct honour upon the Son. Matt. iii.

17; xvii. 5 ; John xii. 28. "He received from God the Father honour and

glory." And this testimony directly from the Father John seems repeatedly to

have heard.

VII. " John beareth witness.'' Ver. 15.

Vv. 14, 15, 16, should, I think, be constructed as follows. 14. And the word

became flesh and tabernacled among us (and we beheld [gazed upon] his glory,

a glory, as of an Only-begotten, from the Father) full of grace and truth
; (15.

John testifieth concerning him, and crieth, saying. He who cometh after me
hath taken jilace in advance of me ; because he was before me) ; 16. and out

of his fulness did all we receive, and grace for grace.

The mind of the Evangelist is so impregnated with the testimony of the

Baptist in its fulness and great significance, that he breaks the main thread of

his thought to introduce it at ver. 15, anticipating here the testimony which

was historically borne at vv. 26, 30. It seems to me also that the words 6 ipxo-

nevog oTTiau pnv do not here refer to " something still future," to an advent of

the Messiah yet to come (which indeed formally it actually was), but expresses
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the economical relation of the two personages ; John being the predicted and

recognized predecessor of Jesus ; Jesus in the order of time, his follower.

—

Jlaili taken place in advance of me. Although he cometh and came after and

behind me, yet he has already taken precedence of me, and this on account of

his intrinsic and essential superiority. Jesus has not yet been made manifest

to Israel, but the Baptist recognizes him as already present, and as having

already taken that place of transcendent superiority which belongs to his na-

ture, and will very soon publicly display itself.

VIII. 6 cji> tic Tov koXttod tov irarpoq. Ver. 1^

Three constructions of 6 C)v are grammatically possible. One would make

it strictly an imperfect participle, relative to k^ijyijaaTo, the heing being contem-

poraneous with the unfolding. This view would have few advocates. The sec-

ond and more common construction takes it as a timeless present, expressing the

eternal relation of the Son to the Father, in-espective of the incarnation.

Meyer and "Weiss both reject this, and refer it to the exi.sting historical relation of

the Son since His exaltation. They explain by this the Prep, elc (marking His

re-entrance into this relation), for which otherwise we should have ev. In either

ease we must ask after the logical import and relation of the participial clause

to the entire sentence. If it refer to the Son's essential and eternal relation

to the Father, it would then account for His capacity and fitness to imfoldGod :

He fathoms and discloses the depths of the Being in whose bosom He dwells.

If it refer to His post-incarnate relation, this idea would be irrelevant, and the

clause would natiirally express the relation of affection in which He stands to

the Father, not indeed as a table -companion, reclining upon His bosom, but as

enfolded in the arms of His love. This harmonizes, it is true, with the frequent

language of the Gospels ("my beloved Son"), yet seems scarcely to meet the

logical demands of the passage. I cannot but think the prevalent interpreta-

tion, which makes it express Christ's inherent and essential relation to the

Deity, as here more probable, while still the etc, iustead of h; may be deter-

mined by the fact, present so naturally to the mind of the writer, of the Son's

recent resumption of the apparently suspended relation.

IX. Vv. 1-18. Analysis.

Of this pre-eminently profound and wonderful passage—without its rival

in human literature— it may not be inadmissible to endeavour to aid the

understanding by a brief additional analysis. It falls, I think, naturally into

three main divisions.

I. The Pre-incarnate and Eternal "Word in His essential character and rela-

tions, vv. 1-5.

II. Preparation, through His harbinger John, for His entrance into the world,

with anticipatory glance at His actual coming and its conseqviences, vv. 6-13.

III. Eesumption from ver. 9 (or ver. 5). Incarnation of the "Word, as im-

parter to men of essential grace and truth.

I. The "Word, in His relation to God of distinction and identity (1, 2) ; as me-

dium of creation (3) ; as possessing inherently life and light, and their source to

men (4) ; and the rejection of the light by men (5).

II. Preparation for the coming of the Word into the world by the sending
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of His harbinger, as His witness (6, 7) ; not tlie light, but the lamp ; not the

original, but the reflected light ; emphatically, for testimony (8). In contrast

with this secondary light, the genuine, archetypal light, the universal enlight-

ener, was then coming into the world (9). Under the iDroiiipting of this

contrast of the coming of the real (as against the supposed) light, the writer

anticipates and beholds Him actually in the world which he had made, but un-

known by it (10), coming to His own home-people, but rejected by them (11) ;

yet to all who received Him by faith, bringing sonship with God (12) through a

supernatural and divine birth (13).

III. Resumption from ver. 9 (or ver. 5), taking up the next great stage in

the Word's histor3'',His becoming incarnate, tabernacling among men (revealing to

us His glory) full of grace and trixth (15). (Interjected parenthetical testimony

of John by anticipation, regarding Him as subsequent in appearance, but taking

place in advance of and above him, 15). Universal communication of this

fulness of truth and grace (16) ; the "Law being given through Moses, but es-

sential grace and truth through Christ (17) ; through whom finally—(the

grand and solemn climax and sum of all),—as the only-begotten Son, the invisi-

ble God has been unfolded to men.

X. The Temptation. Ver. 28, Note.

Meyer summarily rules out the Synoptic account of the Temptation as unhis-

torical. It cannot come into the narrative of John (he holds) before the dep-

utation from Jerusalem (ver. 19), without being in contradiction with the Syn-

optists. If the baptism be placed between vv. 19 and 25, then of course John's

narrative leaves no place for it until ch. iii. vv. 22-36, where Hengstenberg

places it, and which Meyer calls " an tmavailing makeshift." But remembering,

in the first place, that there are broad gaps to fill up alike in Matthew and in

John, and that it is often a matter of jiadgment, and of somewhat diflicult de-

cision, to determine just where the lacunae are ; and then observing that in Matt,

the Temptation, while on the one hand it immediately follows the baptism,

yet on the other immediately precedes that retiirn to Galilee which is probablj'

to be identified with that of John iv. 1-3, it does not seem by any means im-

possible to place it during that period of our Lord's sojourn on the Jordan

which John describes in chap. iii. 22 ff. True, the connecting particles of

Matt, and Mark {tote then and evOvq straightway) are somewhat against this, yet

(considering the elasticity of the connecting particles in the Gospels) I think

not insuperably. That this is its only possible or its most probable location, I

would not maintain. It certainly cannot be affirmed without hazard that it

cannot find a place in the Synoptics without contradiction to John ; for it and

the baptism may have come in before the Jewish deputation, and avpiov he next

day of John i. 19 may be the day of Jesus' return from the wilderness. The

historical accounts are so obviously and intentionally incomplete, that contra-

diction here between John and the Synoptists can be affirmed only by those

who deny in general the historical validity of the Gospels, or who know a good

deal more about the details of the history which they outline than did their

WTiters. Hengstenberg's view is not here "an unavailing makeshift." It is

simply an alternative—possibly not the most probable one,—between differen-t

modes of filling out the brief and fragmentary notices of the Gospels.
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XI. " I knew him not." Ver. 31.

That John first became aware at the baptism that Jesus was the Messiah is

by no means certain, though perhaps not improbable. The " I knew him not"

does not, as Weiss justlj' remarks, refer necessarily to the time of the baptism,

but more probably to the time when the Baptist entered on his ministry. Be-

sides, the decided emi^hasis in the above phrase on the iyu, as if he had said,

" It was not I that knew him," makes it doubtful if the Baptist does not mean
simply to affirm that his cognizance of the Messiahship of Him whom he
was announcing was not a thing self-derived, but he was indebted for his

knowledge to the same Divine source whence he received his commission.

It really has nothing to do with the nature or degree of his previous personal

acquaintance with Jesus. The careful and exact narrative of Luke i. 36 &.,

which Meyer stigmatizes as "legendary," is therefore by no means "irreconcil-

able with the text before us." The narrative of Luke neither affirms nor
necessarily implies any such acquaintance of the Baptist with Jesus as to

make certain his previous knowledge of the Lord's Messiahship ; and if it did,

it would still be true that he knew him not from his own knowledge {icayij ova

?'jSeiv avrov), but from the heavenly revelation. And whatever his previous

knowledge, the testimony at the baptism sealed and confirmed it.

XII. " Heaven standing open." Ver. 51.

So Meyer gives exactly the force of the part. avEuyoTa. It does not denote

the process of opening {avoiyofievov : see cxt^ofievovQ, Mark i. 10), or the mere
fact of being momentarily opened {avoLxO'Evra, avewj^^^T^o-av, Mark iii. 16), or

being open as sequel to the act of opening {aveuy/nevov, dirjvoiyuevovc. Acts vii.

56). Both the common Eng. Ver. (open) and that of the Kev. Ver. {opened ) are

inaccurate or ambiguous, failing of the precise force of the Greek (standing

open), which denotes simply the permanent condition of mutual intercommunion
between earth and heaven.

XIII. Ver. 51, Note.

It seems entirely gratuitous in Meyer thus to assume the utter irreconcila-

bleness of John's account of the calling of the two jaairs of brothers with that

of the Synoptists. The facts of the call must have been matter of such com-
plete notoriety in the apostolic circle, that ignorance on the part of either of the

Evangelists seems out of the question ; and we are certainly not to assume
contradiction between them in so simple and plain a matter without strong

necessity. We are bound to suppose that the interstices existing in the Gospel

records— confessedly fragmentary— would here, as elsewhere, if filled up,

render them a coherent and consistent narrative. And in point of fact there

is here scarce even the semblance of contradiction. John informs us that

Peter, Andrew, and himself (John) formed the acquaintance of Jesus at the

Jordan, with the Baptist, but gives no intimation that they were then called

by Him to permanent discipleship. The Synoptists inform us that these

throe, along with James the brother of John, were called by Jesu^ later on the

Sea of Galilee into His permanent intimacj"-, but gives no hint that they had not

seen and known Him earlier. On the contrary, the promptness with which

they then obeyed His call and abandoned their vocation and home renders
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probable precisely the preparation of some such previous acquaintance.

The two accoimts, in fact, mutually supplement and explain each other. The
call in the Synoptists is the natural sequel to the seemingly incidental meet-

ing in John. The meeting in John explains the otherwise unexplained and
seemingly accidental occurrence in the Synoptists. True, we have disciples now
accompanying Jesus into Galilee, attending with Him the marriage feast, visiting

•with Him Capernaum, and going with Him up to Jerusalem. But iDrecisely who
and how many these were we have no word of information

;
probably among them

were, during much of the time, most of those mentioned in the first chapter of

this Gospel. But these were undoubtedly not the only ones, nor is it proba-

ble that at this time they were constantly the same. With our Lord's increas-

ing notoriety, the number of His adherents was doubtless enlarging and fluctu-

ating, and it is extremely probable that the first whom He called to His ahidinrj

intimacy were the two pairs of brothers (one of whom, James,we have, indeed, no

assurance to have been with Him at the Jordan) from their employment on the

Lake of Galilee. At what time Jesas had dismissed them to their callings before

He finallj' recalled them we do not and need not know. Our Lord had had them

with Him long enough to try their fitness for their destined work, and they had

been with Him long enoiagh to enable them, when the hour arrived, to make an

intelligent decision. Nothing is more natural than that Jesus, before requiring

the final decision, should send them for a season to their homes and piu-suits,

and let them there review the extraordinary scenes through which they had

passed. That Meyer, de Wette, and Briickner should find here a certain contra-

diction in the Gospels is extraordinary indeed, and fittingly has his latest Gex'-

man editor, Weiss (with Liicke, Thol. Ew. Liith. Hengst. God.), held to their en-

tire agreement.
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CHAPTER II.

Ver. 10. rSre is wanting in B. L. N.* Min. Verss. ; deleted by Tisch. But

how easily might it, in itself superfluous, have been passed over before rbv !—
Ver. 11. The njv before apxijv we must delete, with Lachm. and Tisch., follow-

ing A. B. L. A. Min., Origen, and other Fathers. — Ver. 12. i /i e iv av . A. F.

G. A. Min. Copt. Arm. Pers. p. Ver. Nonn. : e/neivev. In keeping with the jDre-

ceding KaTepT] and the following ave(iT]. — Ver. 15. For to k e p/ia , 3. Ij. T'>. X.

33. Copt. Arm. Ver. Origen : tH icepfj-ara (explanatory). — Ver. 17. (5f is want-

ing in B. L. X. t<. Copt. ; bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. Added for

the connection. For KaratpdyEraL Elz. has imTe^aye, against all the

Uncials, from the LXX. — Ver. 22. After eP.eye Elz. has airoff, an addition

feebly supported.

Ver. 1. T p « r ??] is, with Origen, c. Cels. vi. 30, to be reckoned from the last-

earned day, i. 44, not from the coming to Cana (Ewald), which has not yet

been alluded to. Thus we have in all six days from i. 19, not seven (see on

i. 41), in which number Luthardt wovxld find this symbolic meaning : "It

is a Sabbath, as it were, which Jesus here is keeping."— Byr^f Tali-

laiaq the village of Cana (now not Kafar Icenna^ as Hengstenberg and

Godet still think, but Eana el-JelU ; see Robinson, III. p. 443 ; Ritter,

XVI. 753 ff.), about three hours N.W. from Nazareth, is distinguished from

another Cana ; for in ver. 11, iv. 46, xxi. 2, rr/f Valtlaiag is also added, and

hence it must be taken as a standing descriptive addition, as if belonging to

the name (like our " Freiburg im Breisgau" and the like), and not here as a

mere allusion to the arrival in Galilee (B. Crusius). The other Cana lay in

the tribe of Asher, Josh. xix. 28 (S.E. from Tyre ; comp. Robinson, III.

657), and though also to be considered as belonging to Galilee, was yet so

near to Phoenicia, that the designation of our Cana as K. ryt; Ta^iiAalag, in

distinction from the other, is justified on geographical grounds. Ewald
distinguishes our Cana from the Kanath lying east of the river district, but

the name (^Jp, Num. xxxii. 42, 1 Chron. ii. 23 ; and Bertheau on the word
;

Kavdi?^ LXX., Kavdi9-a Josephus) does not correspond. — /cat tjv y /Li?;Trjp,

K.T.I.] Mary was already there when Jesus and His disciples arrived in

Cana, no doubt arranging and helping (see vv. 3, 5) in the friend's house

where the wedding was to take place. That shortly before the baptism of

Jesus she had come to live at Cana (Ewald), but soon after removed thence

to Capernaum (ii. 12), disregards the .specific intimation both here and in

iv. 46. That Joseph was not there with her, is in keeping with his entire

and unexplained disappearance from the Gospel narrative after Luke ii.41 ff.

It is usually, though without special proof (see vi. 42), assumed that he was

already dead.
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Ver. 2. Jesus also and His disciples (those won in chap, i.) were invited, i.e.

when, in the meanwhile, He had come to Cana. ' To take eK/ifj-drj as pluper-

fect is objectionable both in itself (see on xviii. 24), and also because the

disciples had been first won by Jesus on the way. But there is nothing

against the supposition that Jesus had journeyed not to Nazareth, but to

Cana, on account of the wedding ; for He may have known (through

Nathanael, Godet thinks) that His mother was there, and because, consider-

ing the friendly relations with the family, He did not need a p)revious invita-

tion. This is in answer at once to Weisse, H. 203, who finds an invitation

inconceivable ; to Lauge, who holds that Jesus found the invitation await-

ing Him at Nazareth (?) ; and to Schleiermacher, who makes the invitation

to have preceded even His baptism. Of the disciples, Nathanael, moreover,

was himself a native of Cana (xxi. 2). But apart from this, the friendly

invitation of the disciples along with Jesus by no means implies a previous

extended ministry of Jesus in Galilee (Schenkel), or even such a ministry at

all before His baptism (Schleiermacher). — As to the sing. bOLTjdrj, sqq

Kilhner, § 433, 1 ; Buttmann, iV. T. Oh. 110 [E. T. p. 126 ff.].

Ver. 3. "Ya-spya. olvov] wlien a scarcity of icine had occurred.,—on

what day of the marriage feast (it usually lasted seven, Gen. xxix. 27
;

Judg. xiv. 14 ; Tob. ix. 12, x. 1) we are not told." The expression varepel

ri, somethinfj fails or runs short, belongs to later Greek (Mark x. 21 ; Isa. li.

14; Neh. ix. 21 ; Diosc. v. 86).

—

olvov ovic ex^vai] they are short of

wine, they, i.e. the family of the bridegroom, who provided the feast. [See

Note XIV. p. 117.] They might be disgraced by the failure of the wine. The

words, however, are not only an expression of interest, which was the more

reasonable, as the deficiency was accelerated by the invitation of her Son

and His disciples ; but they also contain, as Jesus Himself understood

(ver. 4), an indirect appealfor help, as is confirmed by ver. 5, prompted by

thoughtful consideration for the credit of the house providing the feast.

Some find herein a call to worh a miracle. But this would imply either that

Mary had inferred from the conccjition, birth, etc., of her Son, His power

of working miracles, which she now expected Him to display, or that Jesus

had already, on some previous occasion, though in a narrower circle,

wrought wonderful works (the former hypothesis in Chrysostom, Theophy-

lact, Euthyraius Zigabenus, Baumgarten, Maier, Godet, Hengstenberg, and

many more ; the latter in Liicke and others),—assumptions which are

equally incapable of proof. Nor would the supply of this want of itself

suggest the need of a miracle, and the thought of so disproportionate a

means occurring to Mary's mind without any adequate reason, even by the

recollection of such traits as are related in Luke ii. 49 ff. (Bruckner), or by

1 Schenkel inconsiderately says, that," ac- has nothing to do with its duration. Nor is

cording to our Gospel, Jesus was to all there any hint in the text of ''poor circmn-

appearance transported to Cana by a stances,''' for it speaks of the master of the

miracle of almighty iiower.'''' feast and of servants. Least of all does
^ The text does not say that it lasted only the inviting of Jesus' disciples along with

one day, as Hengstenberg finds expressed Himself imply poverty. This also in answer
in ver. 1, where we are simply told that the • to Godet.
marriage began on the third day,—which
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the miracle at His baptism, oi- by the call of the disciples, or by the declara-

tion of i. 53, of which she would be informed at the maniage (Godet), is quite

inexplicable, even supposing that she had observed more clearly than any

others the change which had taken place in her Son, and had therefore with

fuller expectation looked up to Him as the Messiah (Ewald's view, comp.

Tholuck). Rather did she wish to prompt Jesus in a general way to render

help ; and this she would suppose He would do in the most natural manner

(by furnishing wine), a method as obvious as that of miracle M'as the reverse.

But Jesus, in the feeling of His divine call (ver. 4), intended to-render help

in a special and miraculous manner ; and with this design of His own in

view, returns the answer contained in ver. 4. In this way the ohscurity of

the words is removed (which Lampe and de Wette dwell upon), and at the

same time the objection raised from ver. 11 (hy Strauss, B. Bauer, Schweizer,

Scholten) against the entire narrative, upon the assumption that Mary (from

the Logos standing-point of the evangelist, it is supposed !) expected a

miracle. Lastly, it is purely gratuitous to suppose that Mary wished to give

a hint to Jesus and His disciples to go aicay (Bengel, Paulus)
;
yet Ebrard

(on Olshausen) has again preferred this view, explaining afterwards "mine

hour" of the time of His death, when Jesus would have to leave the marriage-

feast (which thus symbolizes the period of His earthly ministry). This is

not profundity, but a mere playing with exegesis.

Ver. 4. Jesus understands His mother's wish, but has in mind a method

of help altogether different from what she meant. He therefore repels her

interference, in the consciousness of the call which here is given Him to

begin His Messianic ministry of miracles, and holds out the prospect of ren-

dering help at a later period. — t'l k fiol kuI aoi;] a rejection of fellowship

(1\h) ^^>-np, Josh. xxii. 24 ; Judg. xi. 12, al. ; Matt. viii. 29 ; xxvii. 19
;

Mark i. 24 ; Luke viii. 28 ; also in the classics ; see Bernhardy, p. 98), here

with reference to the help to be rendered, which He Himself, without His

mother's assistance, and indejDcndently of her, would accomplish, accord-

ing to His own divinely determined call and will, and in a miraculous

manner. Godet well says :
" Sa devise sera desormais : mon pere et moi.^'

'^

The appellation -yvvai added to the tI— col (which Hofmann thinks

should be joined to what follows
; but why ?) does not contain anything

unfriendly {'^ duriter respondet,'''' Melanchthon), as is clear already from xix.

21 ; see also Wetstein. Comp. xx. 15. But His not saying fi^-ep followed

involuntarily from the consciousness of His higher wonder-working capacity

and will, by virtue of which, as an afir/rup, He rejects the interference of

feminine weakness, such as was presented here before Him in His mother.

The remark of Euthymius Zigabenus is not happy (comp. Augustine) :
" He

spoke thus as Ood;^'' that of Epiiihanius, Beza, Calvin, and many others,

is singular: "His aim was to ojjpose that future Mariolatry which

He foresaw." Still, the passage tells against that worship. Schenkel says

erroneously, quoting Mark iii. 21, " He was at variance with the members of

His family."— y upa noi>\ can only mean, the requisite time for me to

1 Comp. Dorner, Jesu siindlose Vollkommenh. p. 11.
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Tielp.'^ So also Hengstenberg, in accordance with the context. Jesus, con-

scious of His close communion with the Father, sees clearly that this His

first manifestation of Himself as Messiah in the working of miracles stands,

even wit|h reference to its time of beginning, in connection with the divine

appointment ; and He feels that the moment (7) upa = 6 Katpog, as in xvi. 21,

and often in the N. T. and the classics) for this first Messianic display of

power is not yet present when His mother refers to the want of wine. JIow

He was conscious of the exact horas et moras for working, cannot be more

precisely determined. Euthymius Zigabenus is substantially right : rj tov

davfiaTovpyfjaaL ; and Ewald : "the hour of full Messianic sense of power."

Strangely attributing to Mary thoughts of that kind, Baumgarten Crusius

remarks, "the moment of mj j^uNic appearance as Messiah ;" and Godet :

"Fheure de Tavenement royal.^'' Anticipating vcr. 11, Liicke, Tholuck,

Bruckner, Maier, Baur, Baumgarten render :
" the moment of the revelation

of my glory .'''' Comp. Luthardt : "This miracle, as the figurative ^woZe/^sj.s

of Christ's subsequent full relation of Himself before the eyes of men, was

of significance only for that narrow circle, and was intended to lead Jesus

on from it into public life,"—of which, however, the text contains no hint

either in vcr. 5 or elsewhere.

Ver. 5. The words of Jesus last spoken implied that He intended to help,

though not immediately. Hence Mary's direction to the servants, whose

service she supposed Jesus would require (perhaps to go and fetch wine).

Any allusion to Gen. xli. 55 (Hengstenberg) is remote from the text. Ebrard

reads into the passage, that Jesus, after He had spoken, ver. 4, rose and

turned towards the servants.

Ver. 6. ' E /ce Z] Whether in the feast chamber, or perhaps in the vestibule,

we are not told. — vdplaL\ icater-pitchers for carrying water, iv. 28.^ —
£ f] Not stated as explanatory of the Jewish custom, but as vividly describing

the exact circumstances, yet not with any symbolic signficance (six, Lange

thinks, was the number of poverty and labour).

—

k e i fi e v a i] jwsitae, set

down, placed there. Comp. xix.29 ; Jer. xxiv. 1 ; Xen. Oec. viii. 19 : ji'-rpac

. . . EVKpivuc Keifihnq. — Kara rbv Ka-dap . t ijv ' lovS .] i.e. for the sake

of cleansing (the hands and vessels, Matt. xv. 2 ; Mark vii. 3 fE. ; Luke xi.

39 ; Lightfoot, p. 974), which the Jews practised before and after meals.

On /card, in which, as in 2 Tim. i. 1, " notio secundtim facile transit in no-

tloneva propter.'''' *

—

fiETprjTdq] In conformity with his Hellenic tendency,

John gives the Attic measure, which, however, is equal to the Hebrew r\?

1 It is an error to suppose that n "pa Mov of which was certainly the crucifixion ; and

in John always signifies the hour of ChrisVs that Jesus, according: to John, gives ex-

death. Its reference depends entirely upon pression to the full consciousness of the

the context, as in vii. 30, viii. 20, where it Logos, and its superhuman independence

means the hour of Christ's seizure ; and of all human counsel.

xiii. 1, where the more precise definition is - Often in the LXX. ; Dem. 1155. 6 ; Arist.

expressly given. Already nves in Chrysos- Veitp. 926 ; Lysistr. 327, 358 ; Lucian, Bern.

torn, Ebrard, and many, take it here as enc. 29.

meaning the hour of Christ's death. Hilgen- ^ i^^jjner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 3. 12. Comp.

feld understands it of the hour of the Winer, p. 376 [E. T. p. 398].

glorification of Jesus, the culminating point
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(Josephus, Antt. viil. 2. 9). The Attic metretes contained 12 xo^? or 144

Ko-v?iai, 1^ Roman amphorae, i.e. about 21 Wiirtemburg measures (seeWurm,

Ae fonderum etc. raUonih. 126), and about 33 Berlin quarts, in weight eighty-

pounds of water [about 81 gallons] (Bertheau, Gescli. d. Israel, p. 77).'

Bach pitcher contained two or three metretae (which are not, with Ammon,
after Syr. to be referred to a smaller measure, nor with Ebrard, to that of

an amphora) ; for as a row of nx pitchers is named, hva can, consistently with

the context, only be taken in a distributive sense, not in the signification

—

which is, besides, linguistically untenable (see Winer, p. 372 [E. T. p.

898])—of circiter, according to which all six must have held only about

two or three metretae (Paulus, Hug). The great quantity of water thus

turned into wine (252-378 Wiirtemburg measlu'es, 106-lGO gallons) seems

out of proportion, and is used by Strauss and Schweizer to impugn the his-

toric character of the narrative ; but the 'beneficent purpose of the miracle

makes it conceivable (compare the miraculous Feedings), and we are to sup-

pose that what was left over may have been intended by Jesus as a present

for the married pair, while the possible abuse of it during the feast itself

was prevented by the presence of the Giver. We must also bear in mind
that the quantity was suggested to Him by the six pitchers standing there

;

and therefore, if the beneficent Wonder-worker has not in general to measure

the exact need, He had occasion all the more not to fall below this quantity

suggested by the circumstances, by transforming the contents of but one or

two pitchers, and omitting the rest. The blessing confen-ed by the Won-
der-worker has also, considering the circumstances, its appropriateness and

decorum, in keeping with which He was not to act in a spirit of calculation,

but rather to give plentifully, if the abundance was suggested by the number
of the vessels.

Vv. 7, 8. The transformation is accomplished in the time between ver. 7

and ver. 8.^^— av-olq] the servants, who obeyed Him according to the di-

rection of Mary, ver. 5 ; not, as Lange's imagination suggests, "under the

influence of a miraculously excited feeling pervading the household. "— je/xi-

aare] The most natural supposition from this and ver. 6 is that the pitchers

were empty, the water in them having been used up before the feast began,

and were to be filled afresh for use after meat. Observe, moreover, that

Christ does not proceed creatively in His miracles, either here or in the feed-

ings. — ewf avu] This is stated for no other purpose than to give promi-

nence to the quantity of the wine which Jesus miraculously produced. —
avr'ki]o ar s\ Altogether general, without si^ecifying any particular pitcher,

—showing that as all were filled, the water in all was turned into wine (in

answer to Selmer and Olshausen). From the nature of the case, no object is

appended, and we therefore can only understand the general word it. The

> Comp. Bockh, Staatshaush. 1. 137 ; Her- the minute statement of the number and
mann, Privatalterth. § 46. 10. larj?e size of the vessels in ver. 6, by which

« The commencement of the transfer- it is manifestly intended to draw attention
mation might indeed be placed after the to the greatness in a quantitative point of
drawing out, and consequently after ver. 8, view of the miracle of transformation,
so that only that portion of water which presupposes rather that all the water in the
was drawn was converted into wine. But pitchers was converted into wine.
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drawing out was done by means of a vessel, a tankard,' out of whicli the

master of the feast would fill the cups upon the table." — The apxtrpi-
K?iLvoc, table-master, ^ is the chief of the waiters at table, upon whom devolved

the charge of the meats and drinks, and the entirearraugement of the repast.

See Walch, Be architriclino, Jena 1753. Comp. Fritzsche on Ecclus. xxxv.

1, where he is designated as r/yovfievog. He was at the same time the taster

of the meats and drinks, and is not to be confounded with the av/LLwomanxoc,

mo(Um,perato7\ arbiter bibendi, who was chosen by the guests themselves from

among their own number.''

Vv. 9, 10. The parenthesis, usually made to begin with k. ovk y6ei, must

be limited to o t 6 £ 6 id kov o c— v 6 u p, because the kuI ovk. ydei not only con-

tinues the construction, but assigns a reason for the ^wveZ rdv vv/j.4>iov, k.t.X.,

which follows ; for had the man known whence the new wine had come,

he would not in surprise have called the bridegroom, etc. — to vdup olv

.

yeyev .] not the wine icMch had been loater (Luther), but the neater after having

become icine (and now being wine : observe the force of the perfect). Had
the r 6 been repeated, this water, as that which had been made wine, would

have been distinguished frova. other wsxtev {aquam, eamdico qvae, etc.).^ The

TO not being repeated, the vSup olv. yeyev. is united into one conception. —
•K 6-Q ev e C7T Lv] whence it came, i.e. that it had been drawn out of the water-

pitchers. Tliis is evident from the following ol ijvT?.-^K6Te(: to v^up. The

table-master, therefore, cannot have been present at the drawing out of the

water, ver. 8. Concerning the present hriv, see i. 40. — The insertion of

the words ol Se 6tdicovoi, h.t.I., serves to give prominence to the reality of the

miracle. — y SsKjav] i.e. '^6-&ev eotIv, but they did not know that it wasicine

which they brought. — duvei] He called him to him (comp. i. 49), and said

to him. Whether the bridegroom was just outside at the time (as Nonnus

represents), or was reclining at the table, or is to be supposed as employed

in the chamber, does not appear. — 6 a p xit pLK'k.']&n unneeded rej)etition,

but occasioned by the parenthesis, as often in Greek. — Traf av&puivag,

K.r.A.] spoken under the impression that the bridegroom had kept the good

wine in reserve, and had not allowed it to be put forth (Ti'&Tjcn), but now
was regaling them with it. We may suppose the words to have been spoken

jocularly, in joyous surprise after tasting the wine. The general custom,

however, to which the table-master refers, is not elsewhere with any cer-

tainty confirmed (the proof in Wetstein is doubtful) ; nor, indeed, consid-

ering the playful way in which it was spoken, does it need any voucher. —
brav fiE-&vG'&uai] ^chsn they have become intoxicated, so that they can no

longer appreciate the goodness of the wine. The word does not mean any-

thing else ; not lohen they have well drunh,^ because intoxication is the essen-

tial though relative conception (see also Gen. xliii. 34 ; Hag. i. 6 ; Rev.

xvii. 2). The man says only in joke, as if it were a general experience, what

1 Trpoxoos, Horn. Od. xviii. 397. < Xen. Anab. vi. 1. 30 ; Plerm. Privatalterth.

2 Comp. Nitzsch on Horn. Od. v. 183. | 28, 29 ; Mitscherlich, ad Ilor. Od. i. 4. 18.

' Heliod. vii. 27, in Petron. 27 (ridbiar- ^ See Kiihner. ad Xen. Anab.iv. 6. 1.

ches^ elsewhere also called TpaTre^on-oto? ' Tholuck, de Wette, and several, e.g.

(Athen. iv. p. 170 D E • Beck. Char. II. 252). Beza, Cornelius a Lapide, and others.
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he certainly may often have observed, and no inference can be drawn from

Ms words that the guests at Cana were ah-eady intoxicated ; especially as

£ « f apri simply means till now, after they have been drinking so long at

the table, in antithesis with the Trpurov.

Ver. 11. Ther?/v before apx'/v being spurious (see critical notes), we

must translate : This, as a beginning of- His miracles, did Jesus at Cana. See

on iv. 54.' From this it is clear that it is the first miracle in general, and

not merely the first of those that were wrought in Ca?ia (iv. 46 sqq.), that

is meant (so already nvig in Chrysostom and Paulus). This concluding re-

mark of John's simply serves to express, with the very first of them, the

teleological nature of the miracles of Jesus generally. — rfiv do^av avrov']

not " His excellent humanity" (Paulus), but His divine Messianic majesty, as

in i. 14. The miracles of Jesus, as He Himself testified, had for their ob-

ject not only the S6^a of the Fatlier, but also His oxen, xi. 4 (in opposition

to Weizsacker, Jahrl. f. Deutsche Theol. 1857, p. 165). The former is in

fact the latter, and the latter the former. Observe how in John (as well as

in the Synoptics) Jesus begins His Messianic ministry in Galilee, even in

this His first miracle. — Kal ett iar evaav , k.t.Ti.'] and His disciples iecame

lelievers in Him. The faith which they already had (i. 35-52) was only in-

troductory, belonging to the commencement of their connection with Jesus

;

now, upon the basis of this manifestation of His glory (i. 14), came the more

advanced and fuller decision, a new epoch in their faith, which, moreover,

still continued susceptible of and requiring fresh additions even to the end

(xi. 15, xiv. 11). There is no hint here of any contrast with the unbelief

afterwards manifested by the people (Briickner), nor can this be inferred

from ver. 12 ff. Comp. Weiss, Lehrhegriff, p. 102.

iVb/e.—This turning of the water into wine must be regarded as an actual

miracle : for John as an eye-witness (see on i. 41, 42), in the most simple and

definite manner (comp. iv. 46), represents it as such, and as the first manifes-

tation of the divine glory dwelling in Christ in the direction of miraculous

working (not as portraying beforehand the heavenly marriage siipper, Eev.

xix. 8, Matt. xxvi. 29, as Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p. 407, and Baumgar-

ten, p. 99, take it). Every exposition which explains away the miraculous

element contradicts the words and the purpose of St. John, infringes on his

credibility and capacity for simple observation, and places even the character

of Jesus in an ambiguous light. The physical inconceivability, which neverthe-

less is not identical with absolute impossibility (against Scholten, p. 215), per-

tains to this work in common only with every miracle -j^ and hence the appeal

made to a supposed accelerated process of nature (Olshausen, comp. already

Augustine and Chrysostom), which must have been at the same time an arti-

ficial process, is only a suiierfluous crutch on which the representation is made

to lean, inapplicable to the other miracles, and as arbitrarj' as it is (in the ab-

1 Bernhardy, p. 319 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. feelinj?, as the disciples were at a later

Go7'(if. p. 510 D. time upon the mount of transflpuration,

2 It does not become more conceivable and that Christ, from the full spring of

by Lange's fiction (L. J. II. p. 479>, which is His highest life-power, made them drink

quite unsupported by the text, viz. that the creatively "in the element of this higher

company were elevated to a higher tone of feeling."
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sence of a vine) inadequate. Its inconceivahleness in a iel'ic point of view John

himself removes in ver. 11 ; and remembering its design as there stated, the

miracle was not an act of luxury (de Wette), but of abounding human kindness in

blessing (see on ver. 6). To sup^jose another design, viz. that Jesus wished to

show how opposed He was to the strict asceticism of the Bajitist (Flatt, 01s-

hausen), is pure and arbitrary invention, in oj^position to ver. 11. The fact

that the Synopiics have not the narrative amounts to nothing, because John

selected and wrote independently of the synoptical series of narrations ; and

as they have not the first, so neither have they the last and greatest miracle.

We must, after all, abide by tbe simple statement that there was a change of

substance (ver. 9), effected by the power of Jesus over the sphere of nature, in

conformity with a higher law of causation. Granting this power, which the

whole range of the Gospel miracles demands, there is no ground whatever for

resting (against ver. 9) in the assumption of a mere change of attribuies in the

water, whereby (after the analogy of mineral waters) it may have received the

colour and taste of wine (Neander). It is levity equally objectionable, and a

wronging of a writer so serious as John, to explain what occurred as a wedding

joke, as Paulus (Jesus had a quantity of wine brought into the house, and had

it mixed with water out of the pitchers and put upon the tables, ver. 4 having

been spoken jestingly) and Gfrorer (Mary brought the wine with her as a wed-

ding present, and during the feast, at the right moment, she gave her son a

sign to bring out and distribute the gift) unite in doing. Thus, instead of the

transmutation of the water, we have a frivolous transmutation of the history.'

Lastly, the mythical explanation contradicts the trustworthiness and genuine-

ness of the Gospel. According to it, fact is resolved into legend—a legend de-

rived from the analogies of the histories of Moses (Ex. xv. 23 sqq.) and Elisha

(2 Kings ii. 19), as Strauss will have it, or from a misunderstood parable, as

Weisse thinks ; while de Wette—without, howevei", adopting the mythical

view, but not fully recognizing the historic character of the narrative—regards

the dispensing of the wine as a counterpart to the dispensing of the bread,

and both as answering to the bread and wine in the Lord's Supper ; an ex-

planation all the more inept, as there is not the least hint of it in the narra-

tive, and as the Lord's Supper is not even mentioned in John. Schweizer

and Weisse reckon the paragraph among the interpolations v/hich have been

added to the genuine Johannean nucleus,—an arbitrary assertion ; while Baur,

whose criticism rejects the whole Gospel, transforms the narrative into an alle-

gory, wherein water is the symbol of the Baptist, -wine of the Messiah's dig-

nity (i.e. the bridegroom's), and the transformation typifies the transition

from the preparatory stage of the Baptist to the epoch of Messianic activity

and glory (comp. Baumgarten Crusius, p. 82) ; and Hilgenfeld {Evang. p.

248) looks upon the turning of the water into wine as a counterpart to the

synoptical narrative of the temptation, and illustrating the elevation of Jesus

above all narrow asceticism. Thus, too, some of the Fathers (Cyril, Augus-

tine, and many others) allegorize the miracle, without, however, surrendering

its objective and historical character as a fact ; whereas Ewald, while re-

' Ammon also, L. J. I,, falls back upon the brim, is unknown to us." The miracle

an erroneous idea and representation on is thus reduced into a natural event behind

the part of John :
" What took place in the the scenes. Schenkel simply enough re-

intervening time, when the water pitchers moves every miraculous element from tiic

were empty, and soon after were filled to history, as being legendary adornments.
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nouncing any investigation into the historic probability of the narrative, re-

gards it as the gilding of the idea of the beneficent power of the Messianic

spirit, whereby even now water should everywhere become wine. Luthardt

holds, indeed, the objective historical reality, but regards the manifestation of

the 66^n to have been in contrast with that given in the 0. T.,—the gift of God
occupjang the place of the command, and the higher life, which Jesus the

bridegroom makes known in this miracle, the place of outward purification.

Similarly Scholten, p. 1G4. But while the representation of Christ as bride-

groom is quite remote from the narrative, John gives no support or sanction to

the idea that the miracle was symbolical, either in the remark of ver. 6 (/cam r.

KnQnp. T. 'lovS.) or in that of ver. 11 (ecpavEp. r. Jof. avrov). — The miracle at Cana
is, finally, the only one to which the Synoptics have no one that corresponds.

But all the less are the miracles in John to be used in siipport of the assertion

that, in John, Christ, after the manner of the Gnostics, announces another

and higher God than the God of the O. T.' According to Keim, the marriage

in Cana, the first great beaming forth of the divine glory, stands in John as

" a loving portrait" of Christ, and designedly in place of the painful tempta-

tion in the wilderness. But this glory beamed forth still more grandly, and
more significantly in its bearing ujjon the Saviour's whole ministry, in his

threefold triumph over Satan.

Ver. 12. Mera tovto k a t £ ft ;/ , /c.r./l.] Direct from Cana? or from

Nazareth (i. 46), whither Mary, Jesus, and the disciples had returned ? The
latter must be assumed as the correct vie\v, because the hrothers of Jesus

(His brothers literally^ not His cousins, as Hengstenberg again maintains
;

see vii. 3, 5, and on Matt. i. 25, xii. 46, 1 Cor. ix. 5) had not been v^^ith

Him at the wedding. 'It is qviite arbitrary to suggest that they were acci-

dentally omitted to be mentioned in ver. 2 (Baumgarten Crusius, following

earlier commentators). — aare
ft

t^] down, for Ka<papvaov/j. (to be written

thus, with Lachmann and Tischendorf, in John likewise) lay on the shore

of the laJie of Tiberias. — avrbc k. i] ^lyrr] p , k.t.I.] A common kiravSpOu-

cr/c (correction).^ John does not tell us why they went down to Capernaum ^

(Matt. iv. 13 is in a totally different connection). The settlement of the

family at Capernaum is left uncertain by John ; the fact had but little inter-

est for the Judaistic standing-point of his history, and is neither reconledhere,

as Ewald maintains (the k. knel efieivav ov ttoa/I. ^/u. which follows is against

this), nor even presupposed ("Wieselcr, de Wette, Tholuck), for the mention of

the brothers who were not with Him at the marriage forbids this. Nor is

the settlement attested either by iv. 3, 43, or by vi. 17, 59. — ov iroXXac
T] fiepao] because the Passover was at hand, ver. 13, which Jesus (and the

disciples, iii. 22) attended
; not, therefore, on account of misconstruction

and hostility (Ewald).

* Hilgrenfeld, Lehrbegr. 281. Capernaum, and Jesus had stayed at his

" See Fritzsche, Conject. p. 25 ; ad Malt. father's house. An utterly groundless

p. 420 ; ad Marc. p. 70 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. conjecture, made for the sake of harmo-
Crit. p. 50 E. nizing (1. 45 ; comp. Luke iv. 38, Mark i. 29),

* Hengstenberg supposes that John men- which would require us to regard Bethsaida
tions this only from a feeling of personal as a suburb of Capernaum ; see, on the

interest ; that he himself had belonged to contrary. Matt. xi. 21, 23.
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Vv. 13-16. Kai] Simply the continuative a?j(i, «'.(?. during this short stay

at Capernaum. — For vv. 14-16, see on Matt. xxi. 12, 13. — jravra^] refer

not to the persons, but to the animals named immediately afterwards with

the T£—Kai, i.e. not only, hut also.^ Thus the unseemliness which some have

found in the use of the scourge,'—certainly intimated by the connection of

TvoLTjaaQ and e^efiaXev,—and along with it every tyjncal explanation of the

scourge (Grotius, Godet, and others regard it as the symbol of God's wrath),

disappear. [See Note XVI. p. 118.] — ''E.^k xec] uncontracted form, to be

taken as aor."^ — rb nkpfia] coin, especially small coin. Mostly in the

plural in Greek. The singular here is collective. — Kal toIq raq nep lg e-

pag, /c.r.A.] YiQ could not of course drive out the. doves like the other ani-

mals, and He therefore says to those who sold them, aparE ravra evtev-&ev. John
is here more minute than the Synoptics ; but we must not" regard the words

as indicating greater mildness towards the sellers of the doves, because these

were used by the poor (Rupertius, de Wette). The command /ji) ttoieIte,

K.r.;i., addressed to them applied to all. — tov iraTpdg finv] Admiranda
avctoritas, Bengel ; the full consciousness of the Son manifested itself already

(as in Luke ii. 49) in the temple. — oIk. k /inroptov] a house of, a place of,

merchandise. The holy temple house had, in the Lord's view, become this,

while the temple court had been made a place of buying and marketing.^

Possibly Zech. xiv. 31 was in His thoughts.

Ver. 17. ' 'E.iJ,vTi(j-&T]aav~[ At the very time of the occurrence, and not

(as Olsliausen) after the resurrection, which, as in ver. 32 (comp. xii.

16), would have had to be stated. — The text quoted is Ps. Ixix. 10 ; the

theocratic sufferer in this psalm, a psalm written during the exile, is a type of

the Messiah ; see xv. 25, xix. 38 ff. Comp. Rom. xv. 3, xi. 9 ; Acts i. 20.

— Ka-acpdyETal /ie] loill devour or consume me, is to be understood of a

power which wears one out internally, Ps. cxix. 139, not to be referred to

the death of Jesus,* for the disciples could at that time have thought of any-

thing but His death ; comp. ver. 23. In this wrathful zeal, which they

saw had taken hold of Jesus, they thought they saw the Messianic fulfilment

of that word in the psalm, wherein the speaker declares Iris great zeal for

God's house, which was yet to wear him out. The fulfilment relates to the

6 C'P-oc TOV oiKov GOV, of wlilch the KUTacpdyETai indicates only the violence and

permanence ; and there is therefore no ground for imagining already any

gloomy forebodings on the part of the disciples (Lange).^ As to the future

(pdyo/^ai, which belongs to the LXX. and Apocrypha, see Lobeck, ad Phryn.

p. 337 ; like the classical eSo/xai, it never stands as present (against Tholuck,

Hengstenberg, Godet, and others).

Note.— [See Note XV. p. 117.] If there was but one cleansing of the temple, then

either John or the Synoi^tics have given an erroneous narrative. But if it liai?-

' See Baeuml. i« toe, and Pa/Yifc 235. ^Bengel, Olshauscu, Ilofmann, Weissaff.

" Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 223. u. Erf. p. Ill ; Lutliardt, comp. Bruckner.
^"EixTTopiov, Thuc. i. 13.3; Dem. 957, 27; * For eo-Sieif and eSetr, used of consinnnig

Xen. de red. iii. 3; Herodian. viil. 2. G; emotions (as in Ai-istophanes, T «.«??. 287), see

Ezek. xxvii. 3 ; Isa. xxiii. 17, not the same Jacobs, ad Anthol. VI. 280 ; Del. epigr. p.

as ejuTTOpia. 257.
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pened twice, ' first at tlie beginning, and then at the end of the Messianic ministry

of Jesus,—a supposition which in itself corresponds too well to the significance

of the act (in so far as its repetition was occasioned by the state of disorder

remaining unchanged after so long an interval had elapsed) to be inconceiv-

able (as has been asserted by some), or even merely to pass the limits of prob-

ability,—it is then, on the one hand, conceivable that the Synoptics do not

contain the first cleansing, because Christ's early labours in Jerusalem do not

belong to the range of events which they generally narrate ; and, on the other

hand, that John passes over the second cleansing, because he had already re-

corded the Messianic cyjfieluv of the same kind. We are not therefore to su^d-

pose that the one account is true, and the other false, but to assume that the

act was repeated. See on Matt. xxi. 12, 13. So the Fathers and most subsequent

writers ; also Schleiermacher, Tholuck, Olshausen, B. Crusius, Maier, Ebrard,

Luthardt, Eiggenbach, Lange, Baumgarten, Hengstenberg, Godet, etc. Others,

on the contrary, admittmg only one temple-cleansing, decide in favour, some
of the synoptical account,^ and some of John's.^ The latter would be the correct

view, because John was an eye-witness ; although we are not to suppose, as

Baur, in accordance with his view of the fourth Gospel, thinks that John derived

the facts from the Synoptics, but fixed the time of the transaction independently,

in consistency with his idea of the reformatory procedure. See also Hilgenfeld,

who traces here the "peculiarity of John," who, with reference at least to

the knowledge of the discij^les and the relations of Jesus to the Jews, begins

where the Synoptics leave off ; and thus his narrative is merely a peculiar de-

velopment of synojitical materials. Finally, upon the supposition of two dis-

tinct cleansings of the temple, any essential difllerence between the two acts

themselves is not to be discovered. Luthardt, indeed, following Hofmann
(comp. Lichtenstein, p. 156), thinks that, in the synoptical account, Jesus as

prophet protects the place of divine worship, biit that in John's He as Son ex-

ercises His authcyrity over the house ; but the 6 ohog fiov of the Synoptics, as the

declaration of God, exactly corresponds with rbv oIkov tov narpoc /uov in John as

the word of Christ. The distinction, moreover, that the first cleansing was the

announcement of reformation, and the second of judgment (Hengst.), cannot be

made good, separates what is clearly connected, and attaches too much impor-

tance to collateral minutiae. This remark in answer to Godet, who regards the

first cleansing as "un appel," the second as "une protestation." The essential

element of difference in John's account lies in the very striking declaration of

Jesus about the temple of His body, ver. 19, of which the Synoptics have not

a word, and which possesses great prophetic significance as uttered at the

outset of His Messianic ministry, but has no special fitness at the end of it.

Jesus accoi"dingly did not utter it again at the second cleansing, but only at the

first, though upon that second cleansing also, occasion was given for so doing

(Matt. xxi. 23). It is this very declaration, however, which marks unmistak-

ably from the beginning the Messianic character of the appearance of Jesus in

Jerusalem (against Weizsiicker, Evang. Gesch. p. 260). Chap. vii. 3 is not the

first place which has to do with the Messianic appearance.

1 "Whether it took place before or after, seems to me that John here slijJS over the

once or twice, it takes nothins from our three first years."

faith."

—

Luther. ' Lficke, de Wette, Ammon, Krabbe,
"^ Sti'auss,Weisse, Baur, Hilgenfeld, Schol- Briickner, Ewald, Weizsacker, and many

ten, Sohenkel. Comp. also Luther; "It others ; Baeumlein hesitatingly.
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Vv. 18, 19. The same question as in Matt. xxi. 23, but how totally dif-

ferent an answer ! It cannot therefore bs used to confirm the supposed

identity of the two events.— an sKpid .^ As in Matt. xi. 25 (which see),

and often, denoting what is said upon occasion of Christ's act, and with ref-

erence thereto. — t l gtj iielov']!! what He had done was to be recognized as

appropriate to Him, it must be based ujjon a really proplietic k § ovaia, and

consequently ujDon divine authorization ; in proof of this, they desired a

special miraculous sign or act, accrediting Him as a divine messenger, and

which was to be wrought by Him before their eyes, r\1X, ai/fielov tt/q avdevrlag,

Euthymius Zigabenus ; comp. vi. 30. — 6

e

ikv

v

e

i

f] dost thou tring tefore

us, lettest us see.^— on] eif eaelvo, on, ix. 17, xi. 51, xvi. 9 ;
Mark xvi. 14

;

2 Cor. i. 18, xi. 10. '^ Consequently in the sense of quatenus.^— -rr o lelc] The

2yresent denotes the act just performed, but which is still regarded as present.

—Ver. 19. 2,vc7are rov vaov tovtov, k.t.A.] refers, according to the

apostle's explanation in ver. 21, to the death and resurrection of Jesus, so

that he consequently means His body as the dwelling-place of God, who
was in Christ (x. 38, xiv. 10, 11, 20, xvii. 21, i. 14), i.e. as the antitype of

the temple,* and, in conformity with this, His violent death as the j^ulling

down, and His resurrection as the rehuilding of it. We must therefore, ac-

cording to John, suppose that Jesus, with the temple structure before Him, to

which He points {this temple here), sees in it the sacred type of His body,

and with the directness of ancient prophecy (as often, e.g., in Isaiah), substi-

tutes the image for the object represented, so that these sharp, vivid strokes,

dashed down without explanation, contain, as in a pictorial riddle, a

symbolico-prophetic announcement of His resurrection,* as in Matt. xii. 39,

xvi. 4, and in harmony with what we are to assume throughout, that He
never in express terms foretold His resurrection, but only obscurely and by

figure. The thought accordingly, divested of this figurative envelope, is,

according to John, no other than this : l-ill me, and icithin three days ^ Iioill

rise again. The imperative in the protasis is not permissive merely, which

weakens the emotion, but contains a challenge ; it springs from painfully cx-

1 Comp. Horn. 11. v. 344 : KpovLiav—SeiKvus not wanting even in Judaism," is both in-

<r^iu.a BpoToro-tf. Od. y. 174. Correct in itself, and altogetlier unsuited
» See Fritzsclie ad Matt. p. 248. to solve the palpable contradiction.

3 See Ast, Lex. Plat. II. 485. ^ It is assumed (with Bengel) still in my
* Considering the oft-recurring represen- 4th edition, that Jesus indicated the ref-

tation of the indwelling of God in Christ, erence to his body " nutu geHuve," but

it is very far-fetched to derive the temple that the Jews did not notice It. This is

comparison here from the Valentinian inadmissible, because thus the tovtov would
Christology concerning a higher body of have no reference whatever to the temple

the Messiah appropriate for union with the of stone, whereas the entire scene in the

Logos (in answer to Hilgenfeld, Lehrbegr. temple court shows that this reference is

247). Seeing, further, that Christ (ver. 16) contained in it. Besides, such a gesture

calls the literal temple "//wJ^'a^Afr's house," would be inappropriate to the use of an

how can the Demiurge be conceived of as enigmatical word, for it would at once give

theGodof the Jews? How can we reconcile the key to its solution. The intellectual

with that expression even " a milder point would be quite lost.

Gnosticism" (Hilgenfeld, in the Theol. »
'Ev, see Beruhardy, p. 209 ; 'Wmer, p. 361

Jahrb. 1857, p. tM) ? Simply to admit that [E. T. p. 385].

" a weak reference to the supreme God was
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cited feeling, as lie looks with heart-searching gaze upon that implacable
opposition which already shows itself, and will be satisfied only with His
death. Comp. TrA^ptOaro-e, Matt, xxiii. 32. John's explanation is adopted by
tlie ancients, and among modern expositors by Kuiuoel, Tholuck, Hilde-
brand,' Kling,^ Krabbe, Klee, Olshausen (at least as to their inner meaning,
while the words, he thinks, were apparently simply a repelling paradox),
Maier, Hasert,' Hauff,-* Briickner (against de Wette), Laurillard,' Baum-
garten, Maier, Baeumlein, Godet, also Luthardt (though introducino- a
double meaning

; by putting Jesus to death, Israel destroyed itself as the
house of God, while the resurrection was the setting up of God's spiritual

liouse ;" similarly Baur, p. 137 ff., who, however (and with him Hilgenfeld),
traces the expression to synoptic elements much later in point of time.
But John's explanation is abandoned, since the time of Herder {vorn Soline

Gottes) and Henke,' by Eckermann, Paulus, Liicke, Schweizer, Bleek, B.
Crusius, Ammon, Strauss, Gfrorer, de Wette, Ewald, Weizsiicker, Schenkel,
Scholten, and many others, who, with various modifications, explain the
pulling down of the temple of the decay of the old temple religion, and
the setting up in three days of the new spiritual theocracy so soon to be
established

;
thus the imperative is taken by some as a challenge (as

above) (Herder, Henke, Ewald), by some again as a concession (Schen-
kel), and by some as an hypothesis (Liicke, B. Crusius, de Wette :

" Granted that ye destroy")—according to de Wette^ with allusion perhaps
to the late partial demolition of the temple by Herod. But (1) before
we can assume that John of all men, who elsewhere was so deeply im-
bued with the mind of Jesus, wholly misunderstood Him, and that too at
the time when he wrote his Gospel, when the old degenerate religion had
been long since overthrown, and the new spiritual sanctuary long since set

up,—we must have the most decisive evidence of such a misunderstanding.
Otherwise, we are to seek the true interpretation of any saying of Jesus from
him, and especially in this case, where he distinctly opposes his own ex]3lanation
tQ the misconception of the Jews, and gives it not only as his own, but also
as that of the rest of the disciples. (2) The accusation in Matt. xxvi. 61,
Mark xiv. 58 (comp. Acts vi. 13) is no argument in favour of the modern in-

terpretation, for it is based only upon the Jewish misunderstanding of the
saying. (3) The place and occasion alike suggested the temple as an illus-

tration, but they determined nothing as to the suhject-matter of the compari-
son

;
a signin general was asked for, not one learing specially upon the temple.

(4) The setting up of the spiritual temple was an event not at all dependent
upon a previous destroying of the old economy

; on the contrary, a be-
ginning had already been made, the further development of which was not
the effect but the cause (the fermenting element) of the dissolution of the

' In niiffell's ZeUxchr. TI. 1. terba J. interjvetat. est, Lugd. B. 1853,
2 In d. Stud. u. Knit. 1830, p. 127. p. 1 ff.

3 Ueb. d. VorJiersagungen Jesu von seinem « coinp. Ebrard, Lange, Riggenbach
Tode, Berlin 1839, p. 81. Hensrstenberg.

< Slxid. u. Krit. 1S49, p. 106 ff. 7 Procjramm 1798, in Pott. Sylloge, I.
s De locis ev. Joh. in qidbus ipse auctor p. 8 ff.
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old theocracy : hence the relation of the protasis to the apodosis of the

sentence would be neither logically nor historically correct. (5) This spirit-

ual building up was so far from being a momentary act, and was to so

great a degree a gradual develojjment, that neither the conception of a

aigii in general, nor the words in three days, which belong essentially

to this concej^tion, have any corresponding relation thereto ; the latter

expression, even if taken in a proverbial sense, ' could only mean " i/i a

few days,'''' and therefore would be quite unsuited to the comparison, and

would even have the appearance of grandiloquence. Moreover, as the

tliree days joined to the kyepu {raising up) were i\iefixed correlative of Christ's

resu7Tection, this should itself exclude the modern explanation. (6) A
new temple would of necessity have been spoken of as another (comj:).

Mark xiv. 58), but 'tyepu avrov can only mean the same ; and thus the Jews

as well as John rightly understood it, for Jesus did not say 'tyepu o.'aIov or

trepov, or the like.'^ (7) It is only a seeming objection to John's explana-

tion, that according to N. T. theology Christ did not raise Himself from the

dead, but was raised by the Father.^ Any such contradiction to the Chris-

tian mode of view, if real, must have prevented John himself above every

one from referring the words to the resurrection. But the objection dis-

appears if we simply give due weight to the figurative nature of the ex-

pression, which rests upon that visible contemjilation of the resurrection,

according to which the Subject iha,t arises, whose resurrection is described as

the re-erecting of the destroyed temple, must also be the Subject that erects

the temple,—without affecting the further doctrine, which, moreover, does

not come under consideration, that the causa efficiens, i.e. the actual revivify-

ing power, is the Father. Christ receiving His life again from the Father

(x. 17) and rising again. Himself raises up by His very resurrection the

destroyed temple.*— For eyeipeiv of erecting buildings, see Ecclus.

xlix. 11 ; 3 Esdras v. 44, viii. 81 ; Ael. V. II. 13, 23 ; Herodianus, 3, 15,

6 ; Jacobs, ad Anthol. XII. p. 75.

Note.—It cannot perplex us in John's explanation, that the answer which

Jesus gave was rightly understood at the time neither by the Jews nor by the

disciples. It was the manner of Jesus, as esj^ecially appears in John, to throw

out seeds of thought for the/w^wre which could not take root al the, time. Comp.

Chrysostom : no?i2.a roiavra (pOeyyeTat Tolg fiiv tote aKOvovaiv ova ovra dy'Xa, To'ig

6e jXETO. ravra end/ueva. Tivog Je ivsKev tovto noiel ; Iva Seix^V ''^P"^t6i^g avuSev to.

fieru Tavra, vrnv i^tTiOr/ Kal TyQ ttpo^^ricszuq to rtTioq b ()t) koX etu rrjq npo<pTiTeiac ravTTjg

yeyovev. And that in its very first appearance He foresaw the development of

the opposition of this seemingly guileless party, onM-ard to its goal in the de-

' Hos. vi. 3, not Luke xiii. 32 ; but see tion of (vpuiy and airoMtrei.

Dissen ad Bern, de cor. p. 362. ^ Comp. ver. 22 ; Acts ii. 24, 31 ff.. iii. 15,

2 Appeal is wrongly made to Matt. x. 30, \\\ 10, v. 30, al. ; Rom. iv. 24, viii. 11 ; 1 Cor.

wliere ^pyxv^' denotes earthly life merely, vi 14 ; 2 Cor. iv. 14 ; Gal. 1. 1 ; Eph. i. 21 ;

and tiien a u t tj v life eternal, ^vxw as well Col. ii. 12 ; 1 Thess. i. 10 ; 1 Pet. i. 21.

as auT^i- there means nothing but the «ai//!; < See, moreover, Bruckner, p. 57, and

and the enigma of the expression lies not Godet. Comp. Igtiat. Smyrn. 3 : akridias

in a different sense being ai)plied to these 6.viijTr)<m' kavrov,

two words, but iu a different temporal rela-
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struction of the temple of His body, can be regarded as an unhistorical presup-

position of the Logos doctrine only by one who, on the one hand, can by criti-

cal doubts ' get rid of the early references of Jesus to His death which are con-

tained in the Synoptics {e.g. Matt. x. 38, xii. 39, x. 23), and, on the other hand,

does not sufficiently estimate Christ's higher knowledge, as shown in John,

and especially that acquaintance with the heart by virtue of which He appre-

hends the full intent (vi. 64) of this in itself justiJiable requirement of a sign.

Ver. 20. An\xiiendi<e,dideductioad ahsurdum. Teaaapan. k. e^ eteoiv]

length of time named without tv.^ The great number of years stands em-

phatically first. — o)Ko6ofX7idri] i.e. so far as it was already complete. The

proposed enlargement and renewal of the temple of Zerubbabel was begun

in the 18th year of Herod the Great's reign, ^ and was first completed, ac-

cording to Josephus,* under Herod Agrippa II., a.d. 64. How the 46 years

named here prove that the passover then being held was that of the year

782 (a.d. 29), corresponding with the year of the Baptist's appearance ac-

cording to Luke iii. 1 (August 781-2), see on Acts, Introd. § 4. Wieseler,

p. 166, reckoning onwards from Nisan 735, places the end of the 46th year

exactly in Nisan 781.*

Vv. 21, 22. Tow <T 6 ^ a r f]
* Genitive of apposition ; see Winer, p. 494

[E. T. p. 531]. — Ver. 33. ovv] represents the recollection as answering to

the true meaning of that declaration. — k fivijadrjaav] they hecame mindful

of\ ver. 17, xii. 16. The saying came afresh to their remembrance when it

was explained as a fact by the resurrection
;
previously, because not under-

stood, it had been forgotten. With ijykpdTj comp. eyepu, ver. 19.

—

Kal

sniaTEvaav, /c. r. A. J
As the result of this recollection, they believed the Script-

ure (felt convinced of the truth of its statements),—observing the harmony
of its prophecies concerning the resurrection of Jesus ' with that saying

of Christ's, ^

—

and the word lohich Jesus had (then, ver. 19) spolcen, which now,

as fulfilled in the resurrection, presented itself to them in its full prophetic

truth. Upon n lotevelv rivi in St. John, comp. Weiss, Lehrbegr. p. 20.

— Schweizer (whom Scholten follows) regards vv. 21, 22 as spurious, quite

groundlessly. The statement is the exact outcome of St. John's inmost

personal experience.

1 Comp. Keim, GeschicMl. Christus, pp. 35, interruptions. The building had been going

36, ed. 3. on now for 46 years. Comp. also Wieseler
2 Bernhardy, p. 81 ; Winer, p. 203 [E. T. p. in Herzog's Encykl. XXI. 546.

218]. « John explains the saying so «i»ip/y and
3 Autumn of 734-5; see Joseph. ^«7!<. xv. definitely, that there is no room for the

11. 1. double meaning which Luthardt, Hengsten-
4 Antt. XX. 9. 7. berg, and others import into it. With
5 Ewald reckons from b.c. 20 to a.d. 28, equal simplicity and deflniteness does he

and, counting only the full intervening represent the meaning given as that of

years, he gets the 46, thus omitting b.c. £0, Jesus Himself (against Weizsacker, p. 266).

the year in which the rebuilding began. In like manner vii. 38, xii. 32, xxi. 19. In

and A.D. 28, the year of the passover named none of these passages is any distinction

in our text.—For the rest, it must be re- drawn between the explanation and the

membered (in opposition to Keim's doubts meaning intended by Jesus Himself.

in his Gesch. J. I. p. 615) that the statement '' Ps. xvi. 10 ; Isa. liii. ; cf. Luke xxiv. 26 ;

in the text does not necessarily oblige us Acts xiii. 33 ff . ; 1 Cor. xv. 4 ; Matt. xii. 40,

to suppose an oiKo5ofiei<reai without any
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Ver. 23. A t'] introducing a characteristic summary statement (to ver. 25)

regarding this stay of Jesus at the feast, in order next to give prominence

to a special scene, the story of Nicodemus in iii. 1 ff . — ev. r. 'le poo . kv

T . n ao xo- ^v ry eopry] The latter clause is not added as an explanation

for Greek readers (that should have been done at ver. 13), but " He vpas at

Jerusalem clnring the x)assover in thefeast (engaged in celebrating the feast) ;"

thus the first h is local, the second temporal, and the third joins on with

tjv, and expresses the surroundings, that in wliich a person is engaged

(versari in aliqua re).^— 6 e upovvr e g , k.t.A.] while they leheld His miracles,

etc' Euthymius Zigabenus rightly says : ekeIvoi. yap aKpipEdTepov ettigtevov,

oaoL (ifj Sia TCL ar/uEla fi6vov, aX^a Kal 6ta ri/v didadKaXiav avrov ettIctevov. Their

faith in His name (as that of the Messiah) did not yet amount to any deci-

sion of their inner life for Jesus, but was only an opinion, produced by the

sight of His miracles, that He was the Messiah ; comp. viii. 30, vi. 26.

Luther calls it " m^7^/(2^YA." Comp. Matt. xiii. 20. Onra cr
;?

//. e F a, comp.

iii. 2. None of the miracles of this period has been recorded ; xx. 30, comp.

iv. 45. Consequently, not only the Synoptics, but John also speaks sum-

marily of multitudes of miracles, without relating any of them individually

(against Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 201).

Vv. 24, 25. Aire f dt, K.r.A.] But He on His part, though they on their

part, on account of His miracles, believed on Him.— oh k ett lot . e avr 6v\

an intentional antithesis to the preceding kniaT. eIc to bvo/ja ainov. Observe

the emphatic mvTov : it must not be taken as meaning " He kept back Hix

doctrine from them" (Chrysostom, Kuinoel, and many), or " iKs icorlc'''

(Ebrard) ; but He did not trust Himself, i.e. His oipn person, to them ; He
refrained from any closer personal intercourse with them. Without any

such reserve, rather with confident self-surrender, had He given Himself to

His intimate Galilean friends. Towards the Jews in Jerusalem, on whom,
from His knowledge of the human heart. He could not bestow this self-de-

votion, because they lacked the inward moral conditions necessary thereto,

His bearing was more strange and distant. Observe the imj^erfccts ettIgtevev

and. EyivuaKE. — (^la rb avrbv yivuGK. TvdvT.] because He Himself (as in

the following avrS^) Tcnew all men, universal. Respecting none did His per-

sonal knowledge fail Him with regard to the state of his moral feeling. —
nal oTi, K.T.I.] negative expression of the same thought in the popular

form of a still furtlier reason. — I v a] not instead of the infinitive construc-

tion (Matt. iii. 14 al.), but the object of the need is conceived of in the

form of a purpose which the person needing guidance entertains. Comp.

xvi. 30 ; 1 John ii. 27. — nspl tov avOp.] does not apply to Jesus Him-

self ("concerning Him as man," Ewald), but concerning any man with

whom He had at any time to do. '— uvtS^] of Himself, i. e. avTocVi^aicTog, Non-

nus.''— -I Tjv EV rcj a v(?p .] the inward, though not outwardly indicated

' See, concerningr c'j'ai.ec here, Bernharrly, ^ See Bernhardy, p. 315; Winer, p. 100

p. 210 ; Ast, Lex. Plat. I. 023. [E. T. p. 115].

^ On avrov, comp. Lycurg. 28 : ravra e/ioO * See Herm. ad Vige.r. p. 733 ; Kruger,

eflewpTjo-are, aud Kiihner, § 528, ad Xea. Mem. Anab. ii. 3. 7 ; comp. Clementine Homil. iii.

i. 1. 11. 13: aireipo) i/;vxi)s 6<^0aA|HO>,
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capacity, character, disposition, and so on ; to Kpvnrov tov voi'c, Origen.
Comp. Nonnus : uaa (bpevog hnhdev avj/p dxev aK?]pvKTo) KeiiaAv/x/uiva (jx'ipel aijTJc.

To this supernatural and immediate discernment, as possessed by Jesus
special prominence is often given by John. ' Like His working of miracles,'
it is the life expression of His divine essence. °

Notes by Ameeican Editok.

XIV. " They have no wine." Ver. 3.

Weiss follows Meyer in the opinion that the mother's declaration to her Son,
"they have no wine" did not contemplate a miracle, but only some general'
indefinite mode of meeting the want, such as possibly His varied resources
might devise. But the more generally received explanation of the words seems
far more probable, which finds in them an intimation to her Son that He should
take the present occasion for at once supplying a want and exhibiting His
miraculous powers. The long residence of Jesus in the bosom of His family
had indeed produced no such miraculous displays as she had once perhaps
eagerly anticipated. But the circumstances have now materially changed. He
has left his home for that wonderful baptism, with its divine attestations, of
which Mary cannot have been ignorant, and she cannot fail to have followed
His course up to the present festival, in which He appears surrounded by a
train of disciples all glowing with the ardor of the discovery of the long-looked-
for Messiah, and with the enthusiastic recognition of the "Son of God and the
King of Israel." All this cannot fail to have been poured by these glad disciples
into the ears of the eager mother. Fainiliar now as was early Jewish history
with miracles, and numerous and striking as were those that had clustered around
the infancy of Jesus, it would seem that Mary could scarcely avoid looking for
some corresponding miracles to signalize His entrance on that public career
which was apparently opening.—And that her language to her Son now indi-
cates her desire for the performance of a miracle would seem almost certain
from His reply. Meyer and Weiss hold that His reply repels the idea of
maternal interference with His non-Messianic functions ; but it is precisely
sach interference that His reply does not indicate. It could scarcely be an
infringement of their relations that she should appeal to Him for some
natural and merely human aid in the emergency, and it is far more con-
ceivable that she should make an unwarranted appeal to His miraculous pow-
ers than that He should rebuke, ever so gently, an interposition which she had
not attempted. That a half-unconscious maternal pride in her Son, and a de-
sire before these many guests to have a display of His extraordinary powers, is
not indeed intimated, but may be deemed probable.

XV, The cleansing of the Temple. Vv. 13-22.

Weiss in his edition of Meyer takes ground against Meyer (as well as against
a large portion of the Fathers and later commentators), denying the repetition
(as recorded Mark xi. 15-18) of the miraculous cleansing of the Temple. Ee-

' Comp. i. 40, 50. iv. 19, 29, vi. 61, 64, xi. 4, 2 Ps. vii. 10, cxxxix. 2 ; Acts xv. 8.

15, xiii. 11, xvi. 19, xxi. 17.
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jecting one of the accounts, and assuming that that of Mark sprung from the

Synoptic Gospels' knowing but one visit of Jesus to the Passover, he gives the

preference to the record of John, and regards it as far more probable that

Jesus signalized His opening ministry by this symbolic act of purification.

It was thus and then, he holds, altogether appropriate ; while, on the contrary, at

His last visit,when His contest with the Jewish hierarchy was reaching its climax,

and He had already abandoned the nation, and foretold the destruction both of

the city and the Temple, it seems but an objectless and almost wanton act of

provocation to His enemies. To many, however, the matter would appear

quite otherwise. While they recognize the fittingness of the cleansing to the

opening of Christ's ministry, it would seem to them equally appropriate to His

final, but first strictly Messianic and kingly entrance into Jeriisalem, that He
should unite with His first formal appearance as Messianic King another sym-

bolical assertion of the purity of His kingdom. The miracle seems equally

fitting to the opening and the close of His career.

XVI. " Making a scourge." Ver. 15.

The scourge, I cannot but think, was made by Jesus, and held in His hands,

simply as a symbol of force. That He actually itsed it, either on the men or the

animals, we may not indeed positively deny, but can just as little positively

affirm. With neither could the use of it be necessary, and there is in it a certain

unseemliness, something v>'hich detracts from the dignity of the Lord, and

that equally in the case of the irrational and of the rational offender. Alike

in the case of the men and the brutes, the Lord's volition must have sufficed.
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CIIxVPTER HI.

Ver. 2. Instead of avr 6v, the Elzevir lias tov 'lijwuv, in tlie face of decisive

testimonies. The beginning of a new section and of a church lesson. — Ver. 2.

The position of Avvurai immediately after yap (Lachm. Tisch.) is siipi^orted by

preponderating testimony. — Ver. 5. For r. eov Tisch. reads tcjv oi'pavijv, upon

ancient but yet inadequate testimony (N* Inst. Hippol. etc.). — Ver. 13, 6 uv

EV T. 11/3.] wanting in B. L. T''. X. 33. Ens. Naz. Origen ; deleted by Tisch.

But these mysterious words may easily have been regarded as objectionable or

superfluous, because not understood or misunderstood ; and there was nothing

to suggest the addition of them. — Ver. 15. // ?) d~ 6?i7] ra c, a?.?i"\ is deleted

by Tisch. after B. L. T**. X. Min. Verss. Fathers. Rightly so ; it is an addition

borrowed from ver. 16. — The readings irr' avrov (Lachm.), ett' avrcj and kv uvrij

(Tisch.). have indeed less support than the received elg avrov, but this lat-

ter forced itself in as the most current form of expression, and h avrit is,

following B. T''. Codd., It., to be preferred. — Ver. 19. The order avruv
TT ovT] pa has preponderating evidence in its favour. — Ver. 25. The Elzevir has

^\ov 6 aiuv, instead of To v (5a ( ov, in the face of decisive testimony. The

plural evidentlj' was inserted mechanically. — Ver. 31 f . The second in av

u

-n ilvT uv iar i has against it very weak testimony, viz. D. X. Min. and some

Verss. and Fathers. But the following nal (bracketed by Lachm., deleted by

Tisch.) is omitted not only by the same testimonies, but also by B. L. Min.

Copt. Pers., and must be regarded as an interpolation, the absence of which

originally led more easily to the omission of enavu n. e. — Ver. 34. 6 0(6^

after 616(jgcv is wanting in B. C* L. T**. X. Min. Ver. Brix. Cyr. ; bracketed by

Lachm., deleted by Tisch. A supplying of the subject, which seemed uncertain.

Vv. 1, 2. Prominence is now given to a specially important narrative, con-

nected by the continuative 6e and belonging to that first sojourn in .Jerusa-

lem,—viz. tlie conversation loith Nicodemus, wherein Jesus more fully explains

His person and work. No intimation is given of any inner connection with

what precedes (Liicke : "now comes an instance of that higher knowledge

possessed by Jesus ;" de Wette, Lange, Hengstenberg : "an illustration of

the entire statement in ii. 23-35 ;" Tholuck : "an instance of the begin-

nings of faith just named ;" Luthardt : "from tlie people collectively, to

whom Jesus had addressed Himself, a transition is now made to His dealing

with an individual;'''' Ewald : " Nicodemus appears desirous to make an

exception to the general standing aloof of men of weight in Jerusalem"). —
avOpuTTor] in its most ordinary use, simply equivalent to rig ; not " un

exemjilaire de ce type humain que Jgsus connaissait si bien" (Godet). It is

quite independent of ii. 25, introducing a new narrative. — 'N i,k6 S
r;
/.log , a

frequent name as well among the Greeks ' as among the Jews.^ We know

' Demosth. 549. 23. and later writers.

^ mpj or riD'lpJ, see Lightfoot and Wetstein.
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nothing certain of tliis man 'beyond the statements concerning him in St.

John (comp. vii. 50, xix. 39).' The Nicodemus of the Tahnud was also

called Bunai, must have survived the destruction of Jerusalem, and was

known under this latter name as a disciple of Jesus. '^ The identity of the

two is possible, but uncertain. The so-called Emngelium Nicodcmi embraces,

though in a doubtful form, two -diiferent treatises, viz. the Acta Pilati and

the Descensus Chrlstl ad inferos.^ — ap x^'^^ He was a member of the Sanhe-

drim, vii. 50 ; Luke xxiii. 13, xxiv. 20. — He came to Jesus hy 7iight,* being

still undecided, in order to avoid the suspicion and hostility of his colleagues.

He was not a hypocrite (as Koppe in Pott^ holds), who pretended to be simple in

order to elicit from Jesus some ground of accusation ; a circumstance which,

if true, John would not have failed to state, especially considering what he

says of him in vii. 50 and xix. 39 : he was, on the conti'ary, though of a

somewhat slow temperament, a man of honourcible character, who, together

with others {oldafitv, comp. i^af, ver. 7), was in a general way convinced by

the miracles of Jesus that He must be a divinely commissioned and divinely

supported Teacher, and he therefore sought, by a confidential interview, to

determine more exactly his to that extent half-believing judgment, and es-

pecially to find out whether Jesus perhaps was the very Messiah. His

position as a Pharisee and a member of the Sanhedrim shows how strongly

and honestly he must have felt this need. Comp. xii. 43.°— That the disci-

ples, and John in particular, were with Jesus during the interview, has

nothing against it (as de Wette and most others think), for Nicodemus came

to Jesus by night only through fear of the Jacs ; and the vivid and peculiar

features, with the harmonious characteristics of the narrative, even if

touched up by the pen of John, confirm the supposition that lie was a wit-

ness. If not, he must have received what he relates from the Lord Himself,

as it impressed itself deeply and indelibly upon his recollection. As to the

result of the interview, nothing historically to be relied upon has come down

to us, simply because there was no immediate effect apparent in Nicodemus.

But see vii. 50, xix. 39.

—

ort hno dsov i?>,y/i. 6i6dcKa?^og] that thou

' According to Baur, p. 173, he is a ti/pical According to Scholten, we luive here set

person, lepresentins tlie believing and yet forth the power of Christianity triumph-

really unbelieving Judaism, just as the Sa- ing over the slowness of heart and preju-

maritau woman (chap.iv.) represents belicv- dices of tlie learned,—this merely, without

ing heattiendom : thus leaving it uncertain any historical basis of fact in the story,

how far tlie narrative is to be taken as fact. « see Delitzsch in the Zei/fcJir. f. Luther.

According to Strauss, the whole owes its Theol. 1854, p. 643.

origin to the reproach that Christianity 3 see Tischendorf; ^m;/r/-'i^''w^- P- 203 ff.

made way only among the common people • k symbolical reference to " the still be-

(notwithstanding 1 Cor. i. 26, 27). Weisse nighted mind'" must not be attributed to

rejects at least the trutli of the account, this simple historical statement (against

wiiich de Wette designates *' a poetical, Hengstenberg).

free, and highly spiritualized reproduc- * Sylloge, IV. p. 31 ff.

tion." See on the other hand Bruckner. « For the entire section see Knai>p,

According to Hilgenfeld, the whole conver- Scripta var. arg. I. 183 ; Fabricius, Conwirn-

sation cannot be understood "unless we tat. Golt. 1825; Scholl in Klaibcr's Studio,.

view it from the evangelist's standing- V. 1, p. 71 ; Jacobi hithe -S/m?. «/. A>i/. 1*35,

point ;" in wbich the design is simply and 1 : Hengstenberg in the Evcmff. K Z. 186i).

solely to explain how Christianity essen- 49; Steinfass in the Meklenb. Zdtschr. 1804,

lially distinguiiihed itself from Judai-sm. p. 913.
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art come from God as teaclier. The expression implies the thought of one

divinely sent, but not the idea of the Logos (as Bretschneider holds). —
ravra r a a r/ fi e I a] emphatic, haecce tanta sir/na. — e a v [ly y 6 deoQ fxer'

ah -oil] ore o'uk ff ohceiug dwd/ieug ravra ttoceI, akX ek rfjg rov rJeoi), Euthymius

Zigabenus. From the miracles (ii. 23) Mcodemus thus infers the assistance

of God, and from this again that the worker of them is one se)it from God.

Ver. 3. In ver. 2 Nicodemus had only uttered the preface to what he had
it in his mind to ask ; the question itself was to have followed. But Jesus

interrupts him, and gives him the answer by anticipation. This question,

which was not (as Lange thinks, in contradiction of the procedure of Nico-

demus on other occasions) kept back with remarkable prudence and caution,

is to be inferred solely from the answer of Jesus ; and it was accordingly no

other than the general inquirj^ " What must a man do in order to enter the

Messiah''s kingdom f'' not the special one, "Is the baptism of John sufficient

for this ?" (Baeumlein), for there is no mention of John the Baptist in what
follows ; comp. rather Matt. xix. 16. The first is the question which the

Lord reads in the heart of Nicodemus, and to which He gives an answer

y

—
an answer in which He at once laj^s hold of the anxiety of the questioner in

its deepest foundation, and overturns all Pharisaic, Judaistic, and merely

human patchwork and pretence. To suppose that part of the conversation is

here omitted (Maldonatus, Kuinoel, and others), is as arbitrary as to re-

fer the answer of Jesus to the words of Nicodemus. Such a reference must

be rejected, because Jesus had not given him time to tell the purpose of his

coming. "We must not therefore assume, either that Jesus wished to lead

him on from faith in His miracles to that faith which effects a moral trans-

formation ; ' or that "He wished to convince Nicodemus, who imagined he

had made a great confession in his first words, that he had not yet so much
as made his w^ay into the porticoes of true knowledge" (Chrysostom) ; or

that "He wished to intimate that He had not come merely as a Teacher, hnt

in order to the moral renewal of the world," '^ or, " Videris tibi, O Mcodeme,
videre aliquod signum apparentis jam regnl coelorum in hisce mira^julis, quae

ego edo ; amen dico tibi : nemo jiotest tndere regnum Dei, sicut ojwrtet, si

non, etc." (Lightfoot, approved by Lucke, and substantially by Godet also).

— iav jj-T] Tig yew . avu'& ev] except a man ie iornfrom above, i.e. excejit

a man be transformed by God into a new moral life. See on i. 13. What
is here required answers to the /xeravoElre, etc., with which Jesus usually be-

gan His preaching, Mark i. 15. avud-ev, the opposite of Kdru-&ev, may be

taken with reference to place (here equivalent to ek -ov ovpavov ;
^ or with ref-

erence to time (equivalent to ef dpxm) ; Chrysostom gives both renderings.

The latter is the ordinary interpretation''—because Nicodemus himself (ver.

4) thus understood it. Accordingly, avu-Qev would be equivalent to iterum,

> Augustine, de Wette, comp. also Lu- 322 ; Baruch vi. 63 ; James i. 17, iii. 15.

thardt and Ebrard. * Syriac, Augustine, Vulgate, Nonnus,
* Baumgarten Crusius, comp. already Luther, Castalio, Calvin, Beza, Maldonatus,

Cyril, and Theophylact. etc. (so likewise Tboluck, Olshausen,
3 Comp. Xen. Mem. iv. 3. 14 ; Symp. vi. 7 ; Neauder, and substantially Luthardt,

Thuc. iv. 75. 3 ; Soph. El. 1047 ; Eur. Cyd. Hengstenberg, Godet.
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ngnin^ aneic, as Grimm (on Wisd. xix. 6) also fhinks. But this is tmjusti-

tiable even on linguistic grounds, because avu-Qev wh|n used of time signifies

not iterum or denuo, but througliout, from the leginning onwards * (and so

Ewald and Weiss interpret it),^ and the local rendering is required alike by
the meaning of the word (ver. 31, xix. 11, 23), and the usage of the Evangelist,

who uniformly conceives regeneration not as a neio or second, but as a heav-

enly or divine, birth ; see i. 13 ; 1 John ii. 29, iii. 9, iv. 7, v. 1. The rep-

resentation of it as a rejjeated, a renetced birth is Pauline (Tit. iii. 5, comp.
Rom. xii. 2 ; Gal. vi. 15 ; Ejih. iv. 23, 24 ; Col. iii. 9) and Petrine (1 Pet.

iii. 23). "Avui^fv, therefore, is rightly taken as equivalent to ck ^eov by Ori-

gen, Gothic Vers, (^iupathro), Cyril, Theophylact, Aretas, Bengel, etc.;

also Liicke, B. Crusius, Maier, de Wette, Baur, Lange, Hilgenfeld, Baeum-
lein, "Weizsacker (who, however, adojits a double sense), Steinfass. — IStlv]

i.e. as a,j)artaker thereof. Comp. daeMElv, ver. 5, and see ver. 36, also 'idelv

davarov (Luke ii. 26 ; Heb. xi. 5), 6ta6^opdv (Acts ii. 27), y^iepag aya^ag (1-

Pet. iii. 10), Trh-&oQ (Rev. xviii. 7).^ Not therefore :
" simply to see, to say

nothing of entering," Lange ; comp. Ewald on ver. 5. It is to be observed

that the expression (iaa. tov -^eov does not occur in John, save here and in

ver. 5 •* and this is a proof of the accuracy with which he had recorded this

weighty utterance of the Lord in its original shape. In xviii. 36 Christ, on
an extraordinary occasion, speaks of His kingdom." The conception of

"the kingdom" in John does not differ from its meaning elsewhere in the

N. T. (see on Matt. iii. 2). Moreover, its necessary correlative, the Parousia,

is not wanting in John (see on xiv. 3).

Ver. 4. The question does not mean :
" If the repetition of a corporeal

birth is so utterly impossible, how am I to understand thif^, avw&ev yevvrjdrjvaLV

(Liicke) ; nor :
" How can thxfiavw&ev -yew. take place, save by a second cor-

poreal birth ?" as if Nicodemus could not conceive of the beginning of a

new personal life without a recommencement of natural life (Luthardt,

comp. Hofmann) ; nor :
'

' How comes it that a Jew must be born anew like

a proselyte ?" (Knapp, Neander, comp. Wetstein ; for the Rabbins liken

proselytes to new-born babes, Jevamoth, f. 62. 1; 92. 1); nor again : "This
requirement is as imi^ossible in the case of a man already old as for one to

' This, and not " again from the begin- used, nor an entering again upon it. Arte-

ning," as Hofmann (Schnflbeweis, II. 11) niidorus also, Oimirocr. 1. 14, p. 18 (cited by
arbitrarily renders it, is the meaning of Tlioluck after Wetstein), where mention is

avinQiv. It is self-evident that the concep- made of a dream of a corporeal birth, uses
tion /rcwi <^e&e5'2»«J7?/7 does not harmonize dvioSei' in the sense not of again, but as

with that of being born. Nor, indeed, equivalent to coeliius with the idea of a

would "again from the beginning," but divine agency in the dream (Herm. Goltesd.

simply "again," be appropriate. Aaa'm AUe?i/i. %S7. 7. Iff).

from the beginning vfouldhGTraXiv avMBev, fin ''Lukei. 3; Acts xxvi. 5 ; Gal.iv. 9; Wisd.

in Wisd. xix. 6 ; Gal. iv. 9. The passage, xix. 6 ; Dera. 539, 22. 1082, 7. 13 ; Plat. PhU.

moreover, from Josephus, Antt. i. 18. 3, 44 D.

which Hofmann and Godet (following Krebs 'From the classics, see Jacobs ad Del.

and others) quote as sanctioning their ren- epigr. p. 387 ff. ; Ellendt, Lex. Soj)h. II. 343.

dering, is inconclusive. For there we read ^ The expression, moreover, iSao-. riuv

<t>iKiav ayoiSev TroteiTat :
" he makes friendship oiipavoiv (comp. the Critical Notes) is not

frojyi the beginning onwards,'" not implying found in John,
the continuance of a friendship before un-
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enter again, etc.'" These meanings are not in the words, they are simply

imforted into them. But the opinion that Nicodemus wished to ^'entangle

Jesus in Mis words''' (Luther), or, under excited feelings, intentionally took the

requirement literally in order to reduce it ad absurdum (Riggenbach), or " by a

stroke of Rabbinical cleverness in argumentation" to declare it to be too

strongly put (Lange, Life of Jesus, p. 495), is opposed to the honourable

bearing of this straightforward man. According to the text, what Nicode-

mus really asks is something preposterous. And this is of su(;h a nature, that

it is only reconcilable with even the scanty culture of a Jewish theologian

(ver. 10), who could not, however, be ignorant of the O. T. ideas of circum-

cision of heart (Deut. xxx. 6 ; Jer. iv. 4), of a new heart and a new spirit

(Ex. xi. 19, 20, xxxvi. 36, 27 ; Ps. li. 12, Ixxxvi. 4 ff.), as well as of the

outpouring of the Spirit in the time of the Messiah (Joel ii. ; ,Jer. xxxi.),

upon the assumption that, being a somewhat narrow-minded man, and

somewhat entangled by his faith in the miracles, he was taken aback, con-

fvised and really perplexed, partly by the powerful impression which Jesus

produced upon him generally, partly by the feeling of surprise at seeing his

thoughts known to Him, partly by the unexpected and incomprehensible

avu-l}Ev yEvvridf/vai, in which, however, he has an anticipation that something

miraculous is contained. In this his perplexity, and not "in an ironicnl

humour'" (as Godet thinks, although out of keeping with the entire phe-

nomenon), he asks this foolish question, as if Jesus had spoken of a corporeal

birth, and not of a birth of one's moral personality. Still less can there be

a suspicion of this question being an invention, as if John merelj'- wished

to represent Nicodemus as a very foolish man (Strauss ; comp. de Wette

and Reuss),—a notion which, even on the supposition of a desire to spin out

the conversation by misapprehensions on the part of the hearers, would be

too clumsy to be entertained. — ytpuv wv] when he is an old man ; Nicode-

mus added this to represent the impossibility icith reference to himself in a

stronger light. — 6 evr s pov] with reference to l)eingfor a time in the mother's

womb hefore hirth. He did not take the avu-&ev to mean devrepov, he simply

did not understand it at all.

Ver. 5. Jesus now explains more fully the avudev Yevvi]-&7jvaL onwards to

ver. 8. — £f vrfarof a . -rrv ev jxar oq'\ water, inasmuch as the man is

baptized therewith (1 John v. 7, 8 ; Eph. v. 26) for the forgiveness of sins

(Actsii. 33, xxii. 16 ; 2 Cor. vi. 11), and spirit, inasmuch as the Holy Ghost

is given to the person baptized in order to his spiritual renewal and sancti-

lication ; both together

"

—the former as causa medians, the latter as causa

etficiens—constitute the objective and cunsative element, out of which (comp. i.

13) the birth from above is produced {'ek), and therefore baptism is th.e'kovrpbv

Traliyyevealac (Tit. iii. 5 ;
comp. TertuUian c. Marc. i. 28). But that Christian

' Sohweizer, B. Crusius, Tholuck, comp. concerning the baptism ofthe Spirit, ffreatly

Baumgarten and Hengstenberg. errs when he declares that to make regen-

2 Weisse, who does not regard the rite of ation depend upon baptism by water " is

baptism by water as having originated in little better thanbkisphamif {EBangelienfrage,

tlie institution of Christ, but considers that p. 194).

it arose from a misapplication of His words
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baptism (ver. 22, iv. 2), and not that of John,^ is to be tliouglit of in vSaro^,

is clear from the a. irvtv/xaToc joined with it, and from the fact that He who
had already appeared as Messiah could no longer make the baptism of His

forerunner the condition, not even the preparatory condition, of His Messi-

anic grace
; for in that case He must have said o'vk e^ k^aroc /lovov, aXXa Kai.

If Nicodemus was not yet able to understand vdaroQ as having this definite

reference, but simply took the word in general as a symbolical designation

of Messianic expiation of sin and of jjuritication, according to O. T. allusions, *

and to what he knew of John's baptism, still it remained for him to look for

more definite knowledge, to the immediate future, when the true explanation

could not escajoe him (iv. 2, iii. 22). We are not therefore to conclude from

this reference to bajitism, that the narrative is " ix lyroleiMc fiction'''' (Strauss,

Bruno Bauer), and, besides Matt, xviii. 3, to suppose in Justin and the

Clementines uncauonical developments (Hilgenfeld and others ; see Intro-

duction, § 2). Neither must we explain it as if Jesus were referring^Nicode-

mus not to baptism as such, but only by way of allusion to the symbolic

import oi the water in baptism (Liicke ; Neander, p. 910). [See Note XVII.

p. 144.] This latter view does not satisfy the definite yevvrj-di] ef, upon

Avhich, on the other side, Theodore of Mopsuestia and others, in modern

times Olshausen in particular, lay undue stress, taking the water to be the

female principle in regeneration (the Spirit as the male)—water being,

according to Olshausen, "the element of the soul purified by true repent-

ance." All explanations, moreover, must be rejected which, in order to do

away with the reference to baptism,' adopt the principle of an ev 6ca 6volv,

for water and Sjnrit are two quite separate concei:)tions. This is especially

in answer to Calvin, who says : "of water, which is the Spirit,'''' and Grotius :

" S2nritus aquens, i.e. aquae instar emundans.^'' It is further to be observed,

(1) that both the words being without the article, they must be taken ge-

nerically, so far as the water of baptism and the Holy Spirit are included in

the general categories of water and Spirit ; not till we reach ver. 6 is the

concrete term used ;—(2) that v6aToq is put first, because the gift of the

Spirit as a rule (Acts ii. 38) followed upon baptism (Acts x. 47 is an excep-

tional case) ;—(3) that believing in Jesus as the Messiah is presupjDosed as

the condition of baptism (Mark xvi. IC) ;— (4) that the necessity of baptism

in order to participation in the Messianic kingdom (a doctrine against which

Calvin in particular, and other expositors of the Reformed Church, contend)

has certainly its basis in this jDassage, but with reference to the convert to

Christianity, and not extending in the same way to the children of Christians,

for these by virtue of their Christian parentage are already ayioi (see on 1

Cor. vii. 14). Attempts to explain away this necessity

—

e.g. by the compar-

ative rendering : ''not only by water, lut also by the Spirit" (B. Crusius
;

comp. Schweizcr, who refers to the baptism of proselytes, and Ewald)—are

meanings imported, into the wordsi

' B. Cv\xsm.s\ liQivi\aTm,Sc}iriftbeweis,H. ' Kmmmacher, recently, in the Stvd.u.

2. 12 ; Lange, who, however, generalizes Krit. 1859, p. 509, understands by the water
ideally ; and earlier comm. . the working of the Holy Spirit. How untenT

2 Ezek. xxxvi. 25 ; Isa. i. IG ; Mai. iii. 3; able ! for the Sxiirit is named as a distinct

Zech. xiii. 1 ; Jcr. xxxiii. 8. factor side by ifide with water.
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Ver. 6. A more minute antithetic defining of this birth, in order further

to elucidate it. — We have not in what follows two originally different

classes oi persons designated (Hilgenfeld), for the new birth is needed by «?Z,'

but two different and successive epochs of life.— to y eyEwri ji .'] neuter,

though designating persons, to give prominence to the statement as general

and categorical. See Winer, p. 167 [E. T. p. 178]. — ek. rijQ capKdq] The
fffipf is that liuman nature, consisting of body and soul, which is alien and

hostile to the divine, influenced morally by impulses springing from the

power of sin, whose seat it is, living and operating with the principle of sen-

sible life, the >\)vxn. See on Rom. iv. 1. " What is born of human nature

thus sinfully constituted (and, therefore, not in the way of spiritual birth /row,

Ood), is a being of the same sinfully conditioned nature,"^ without the higher

spiritual moral life which springs only from the working of the divine Spirit,

("omp. i. 12, 13. Destitute of this divine working, man is merely fleshly,

animal (1 Cor. ii. 14), TreirpafiEvng virb tt/v dfxafjTiav (Rom. vii. 14), and, despite

his natural moral consciousness and will in the vovc, is wholly under the sway
of the sinful power that is in the trapf (Rom. vii. 14-25). The fesh, as the

moral antithesis of the spirit, stands in the same relation to the Imman
spirit with the mind, as the prevailingly sinful and morally powerless life of

our lower nature does to the higher moral princiiole of life (Matt. xxvi. 41)

with the will converted to God ; while it stands in the same relation to the

divine spirit, as that which is determinately opposed to God stands to that

which determines the new life in obedience to God (Rom. viii. 1-3). In

both relations, flesh and spirit are antitheses to each other. Matt. xxvi. 41
;

Gal. V. 17 ff. ; accordingly in the unregenerate we have the lucta carnis et

MENTIS (Rom. vii. 14 ff.), in the regenerate we have the lucta carnis et

Spiritus (Gal. v. 17).

—

ek. tov irvev fi-arog] that which is born of the

Spirit, i.e. that whose moral nature and life have proceeded from the opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit,^ is a being of a spiritual nature, free from the domin-
ion of the o-d/jf , and entirely filled and governed by a spiritual principle,

namely by the Holy Sjiirit (Rom. viii. 2 ff.), walking h Kaivorrjri rrvEvfrnror

(Rom. vii. 6). —^The universality of the statement forbids its limitation to

the Jews as natural descendants of Abraham (Kuinoel and othei's), but they

are of course included in the general declaration ; comp. ver. 7, i/mc. — In

the apodoses the substantives adp^ and wvsvfia represent, with stronger em-
phasis (comp. vi. 63, xi. 25, xii. 50 ; 1 John iv. 8 ; Rom. viii. 10), the

adjectives aapaiKoc and nvsv/xaTiKfig, and are to be taken qualitatively.

Vv. 7, 8. To allay still more the astonishment of Nicodemus (ver. 4) at

'See ver. 7; comp. also Weiss, Lehrbe- birth only produces, the corporeal sensual

ffrtjf. p. 128. part." Similarly J. Miiller on Sin, vol. I. p.
2 The sinful constitution of the crap| in -149, II. .382. See on the other hand. Lu-

it.self implies the necessity of a beinjjborn of tliardt, v. freien Willen, p. 393.

the Spirit (vv. 3. 7); comp. 1 John ii. 16. s The ck toO vSaro^, implying the U toO

The above exposition cannot therefore be n-cevjuaro? (after ver. 5), and the meaninj:: of

considered as attributing to John a Pau- which is clear in itself, is not repeated by
line view which is straiigre to him. This is Jesus, because His aim now is simply to let

In answer to Weiss, according to whom the contrast between the crapf and the
Jesus here merely says, " as the corporeal TrreOjaa stand out clearly.
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the requirement of ver. 3, Jesus suljjoins an analogy drawn from nature,

illustrating the operation of the Holy Spirit of which He is speaking. The

man is seized by the humanly indefinable Spirit, but knows not whence He
Cometh to him, and whither He leadeth him. — i /^ a f ] individualizing the

general statement : '•'•te et eos, quorum nomine locutus es," Bengel. Jesus

could not have expressed Himself in t\\G first person. — ro ttvsv /la] This,

as is evident from -n-vel, means thewind,^ not the Spirit (Steinfass). It is the

double sense of the word (comp. n^i) which gave rise to tJds very analogy

from nature. A similar comparison has been made between the human soul,

so far as it participates in the divine nature, and the well-known but inexplic-

able agency of wind.^ On the expression to TWEvjua irvel, see Lobeck, Paral.

503. — on ov -Q tlei] The wind blowing now here, now there, is personified

as a free agent, in keeping with the comparison of the personal Holy Spirit

(1 Cor. xii. 2).*— nov'] with a verb of motion.'' Expressing by anticipation

the state of rest following upon the movement. Often in the N. T. as in

John (vii. 35, viii. 14, xii. 35) and Heb. xi. 8. — ovt uq earl it dg , k.t.X.] A
popular and concrete mode of expression (Matt. xiii. 19, etc.); so is it, i.e.

with reference experimentally to the course of his liigher birth, with every

one loho has deen horn (perfect) of the Spirit. The jDoints of resemblance

summed up in the ovtuq are : (1) the free self-determining action of the Holy

Spirit," not merely the greatness of this power, Tholuck
; (2) the felt ex-

perience of His operations by the subject of them {t7jv (jyuvyv avrov qk.) ; and

(3) yet their incomprehensihleness as to their origin and their end (aAA' ovk

olrkf, K.T.Ti.), the latter pertaining to the moral sphere and reaching unto

eternal life, the former proceeding from God, and requiring, in order to

understand it, the previously experienced workings of divine grace, and

faith ensuing thereupon. The man feels the working of grace within,

coming to him as a birth from above, but he knows not whence it comes
;

he feels its attraction, but he knows not whither it leads. These several ele-

ments in the delineation are so distinctly indicated by Jesus, that we cannot

be satisfied with the mere general point of incomprehensibleness in the

comparison (Hengstenberg), upon the basis of Eccles. xi. 5.

Vv. 9, 10. The entire nature of this birth from above {Tavra) is still a

puzzle to Nicodemus as regards its possihiliti/ (the em2)hasis being on 6vva-

T ai) ; which we can easily understand in a learned Pharisee bound to the

mere form and letter. He asks the question in this state of ignorance Qiaes-

itantis est, Grotms), not in pride (Olshausen). Still, as one acquainted

with the Scriptures, he might and ought to have recognized the possibility
;

for the power of the divine Spirit, the need of renewal in heart and mind,

and the fact that this renewal is a divine work, are often mentioned in the

O. T. Jesus therefore might well ask in wonder : Art thou the teacher,

1 Gen. viii. 1 ; Job xxx. 15 ; Wisd. xiii. 2 ;
^ Comp. Horn. //. 13. 219 ; Soph. Track. 40

:

Heb. i. 7 ; often in the classics. Kelvo'; 6' on-ov pipr]Kev, ovSei^ olSe ; and see

2 Xen. Mem. 4. 3. 14. Comp. also Eccles. Lobeck ad Phryn. 45 ; Matzn. ad Antiph.

xi. 5 ; Ps. cxxxv. 7. 169, § 8.

= Concerninfi the personality of the Holy ' ottov fle'Aet, ccap. 1 Cor. xii. 11 ; John v.

Spirit as taught in John, see especially 81.

xiv.-xvi.
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etc. ? The article 6 chddaK. and the tov "lap. following designate tlie man
not merely in an official capacity (Ewald), which would not distinguish the

individual., but as the well-hiown and acknowledged teacher of the people.'

Ilengstenberg puts it too strongly :
" the concrete embodiment of the ideal

teacher of Israel ;" eomp. Godet. But Nicodemus must have held a po-

sition of influence as a teacher cjuite inconsistent with this proved igno-

rance ; there is in the article a touch of irony., as in the question a certain

degree of indignation."

Ver. 11. Jesus now discloses to the henceforth silent Nicodemus, in

growing excitement of feeling, the source of his ignorance, namely, his un-

lelief in what He testifies, and which yet is derived from His own knowledge

and intuition. — The j^lurals ice Jcnow, etc., are, as is clear from the sin-

gulars immediately following in ver. 12, simply rhetorical (plurals oi category,^

and refer only to Jesus Himself. [See Note XVHI. p. 144.] Comp. iv. 38,

and its frequent use by St. Paul when he speaks of himself in the plural.

To include the disciples (Hengst. Godet), or to explain them as referring to

general Christian consciousness as contrasted with the Jewish (Hilgenfeld),

would be quite inappropriate to the language (see especially 6 iupdn. jiapr.).

To understand them as including John the Baptist,* or him along with the

jn-ojJiets,^ or even God,^ or the Holy Ghost (Bengel), is arbitrary, and without

H trace of support in the text, nay, on account of the Jiave seen, opposed to it,

for the Baptist especially did not by i. 34 occujay the same stage of eupoKevai

with. Christ. It is, moreover, quite against the context when B. Crusius.

says : ''men generally are the subjects of the verbs olSa/xev and eu/jd/c.,"so

that human things—what one sees and knows (ja e-n-iyetn, ver. 12)—are

meant.—Observe the gradual ascent in the parallelism, in which iupaKa/nev,
refers not to the knowledge attained in this earthly life (Weizsiicker), but to

Christ's vision of God in His pre-existent state. ComjD. ver. 32, i. 18, vi.

46, viii. 38, xvii. 5. — ov laii(id vere] ye Jews: comp. tov 'lapaij'X, ver.

10 ; and for tlie fact itself, i. 11, 12. The reproach, like the oh -mareveTe of

ver. 12, refers to the nation as a whole, with a reference also to Nicodemus
himself. To render this as a question (Ewald) only weaJcens the tragic rela-

tion of the second half of the verse to the first.

Ver. 12. How grievous the prospect which your unbelief regarding

the instructions I have already given opens up as to the future !— to.

i 77 1 ye I a] what is on earth, things which take place on earth (not in

heaven). "We must strictly adhere to this meaning of the word in this as in

all other passages.^ To the category of these earthly things belonged also

the birth from above (against Baeumlein), because, though wrought by a

power from heaven, it is accomplished on earth; and because, proceeding in

repentance and faith, it is a change taking place on earth within the earthly

1 See Bernhavdy, p. 315; Winer, p. 110 = Lather, Beza, Calvin, Tholuck.
[E. T. p. 115]. 6 chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus,

^ Nagelsbach on the Iliad, ed. 3, p. 424. Kupertus, Calovius, etc.

' Sauppe and Kiihner ad. 'Xen. Mem. 1.3. '1 Cor. xv. 40 ; 2 Cor. v. 1 ; Phil. ii. 10, iii.

46. 19 ; Jas. iii. 15. Comp. Wisd. ix. 16, and
^ Knapp, Hofraann, Luthardt, Weizsaclc- ' Giiaim, Ilandbuch, p. 189.

er, Weiss, Steinfass.
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realm of our moral life ; and because it is historically certain tliat Christ

everywhere began His work with this very preaching of repentance. But the

Lord has in His mind not only the doctrine of regeneration just declared to

Nicodemus, but, as the plural shows, all which thus far He had taught the

Jev/s {eItvov vfj.lv) ; and this had been hitherto only eiriyeia, and not kizovpavia,

of which He still designs to speak.* It is therefore wrong to refer the ex-

pression to the comparison of th« wind (Beza) or of corporeal Mrth (Grotius),

as prefiguring higher doctrine ; for the relation to the faith spoken of did

not lie in these symbols, but in the truths they symbolized. The meaning

of the words is quite altered, moreover, if we change the word i-niyEia into

"7«/manand morcfZ " (B. Crusius), or confine its meaning to what is stated in

the immediate context (Llicke), or, with de Wette, make the point of differ-

ence to be nothing more than the antithesis between man's susceptibility of

regeneration as a work within him and his susceptibility of merely helieving.

—The counterjoart of the kniyeia are the k-ivovpdv la^oi which Jesus intends

to speak to them in future, i.e. things tchicli are in heaven (so in all places,

Matt, xviii. 35 ; 1 Cor. xv. 40, 48, 49 ; Eph. i. 3 ; Phil. ii. 10, etc.). To
this category belong especially the Messianic mysteries, i.e. the divine decrees

for man^s redemption andfinal llessedness. Tliese are heavenly things, because

they have their foundation (Wisd. ix. 16, 17) in the divine will, though their

realization commences in the present world, through the entire work, and

in particular through the death of Jesus and the faith of mankind ; but while

still unaccomplished, belongs to the divine counsel, and shall be consum-

mated and fully revealed by the exalted Christ in the kingdom of the

Messiah, when the l^ufj aluvioc will reveal itself as the goal of perfection (Col.

iii. 4), and "it will appear what we shall be." To the enovpavioL^, therefore,

does not first belong what is to be said of His exaltation. Matt. xxvi. G4

(Steinfass) ; but as the first and main thing, that which Jesus immediately

utters in ver. 14 ff., wherein the heaverdy element, i.e. what is in the counsels

of Ood (vv. 15, 16), is clearly contained. In the connection, that which is

heavenly «s difficult to de understood; but this difficulty has nothing to do

u'ith the word itself, as Liicke holds.

Ver. 13. "And no other than I can reveal to you heavenly things." This

is what Jesus means, if we rightly take His words, not an assertion of His

divinity as the first of the heavenly things (Hengstenberg), which would

make the negative form of expression quite inexplicable. Comp. i. 18, vi.

46. — The Kaiis simply continuative, not antithetic,"- norfnrnishing a basis, or

assigning the motive. ' — ovSelg avaj^i ^r/Ksv, K.r./i.] which, on account of

the perfect tense, obviously cannot refer * to the actual ascension of Christ ''

1 e ' 57 o v is dixi. not dixerunt. as Ewald ^ Knapp, Olshausen.

tliinks, who regards the ancients in the O. T. ^ Beza. Thohick ; Luke, Lange.

as the subject, and upon too feeble evidence ^Against Ausrustine, Beza, 'J'hcophylact,

reads ei7i?TevcraT6 instead of TriuTeu'eTe. This Rupertus, Calovius, Bengal, etc.

new subject must have been expressed, and ^ So also Weizsiicker, who assumes that

an eyul should have stood over against it in we have here an experience belonging to

the apodosis. Comp. Matt. v. 21, 33. The the apostolic age, carried back and placed

eartJdy might be appropriate to the Imv in the mouth of Christ. An anachronism

(following Col. ii. 17 ; Heb. ix. 5, x. 1), but which would amount to literary careless-

not to the prophets. ness.
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nor gives support to the unscriptural raptus in coelum of the Socinians ;

'

nor is to be explained by th.e u7iio hypostatica of Chi'ist's human nature

with the dkine, by virtue of which the former may be said to have entered

into heaven (Calovius, Maldonatus, Steinfass, and others). It is usually

taken figuraticely of a spiritual elevation to God in order to a knowledge of

divine tilings, and a coming to the perception of divine mysteries, which

thus were brought down, as it were, by Christ from heaven (see of late

especially Beyschlag) ; to support which, reference is made to Deut. xxx.

13, Prov. xxx. 4, Baruch iii. 29, Rom. x. 6, 7. But Christ brought with

Him out of His p)re-existent state His immediate knowledge of divine things

(ver. 11, i. 18, viii. 26, aZ.), and possesses it in uninterrupted fellowship

with the Father. To represent Him, therefore, as, during His earthly

life, bringing it down by a figurative and spiritual exaltation to heaven, is

wholly inappropriate. '0 e/c tov ohp. Kurafi. also must be taken literally, of

an actual descent ; and there is therefore nothing in the context to warrant

our taking avafi. elg t. ovp. synibolicnlly. Hengstenberg rightly renders the

words literally, but at the end of the verse would complete the sense by add-

ing, "w/io ipill ascend up into heaven.'''' An addition arbitrary in itself and

by no means to be looked for in John : out of harmony with the connec-

tion, and certainly not readily intelligible to one like Nicodemus, though it

were the point of the declaration : hence not projierly suppressed, and least

of all as a saying concerning the future. Godet does not get beyond the

explanation of essential communion with God on the part of Jesus from the

time of His iirth. The only rendering true to the words is simply this :

Instead of saying, " No one has been in heaven except," etc., Jesus says, as

this could only have happened to any other by his ascending thither, " No
one has ascended into heaven except," etc. ; and thus the n /xy refers to an

actual existence in heaven, which is implied in the avajisptjKev. And thus

Jansenius rightly renders : NuUus hominum in coelo fuit, quod ascendendo

fieri solet, ut ibi coelestia contemplaretur, nisi, etc. ; and of late Fritzsche

the elder in his Novis opusc. p. 230 ; and now also Tholuck, and likewise

Holtzmann in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1865, p. 222.

—

6 ek tov ovp. Kara-

j8df] which took place through the incarnation. These words, like 6 bv

kv T. ovp., are argumentative, for they necessarily imply existence in heaven ;

but 6 wv, which must be taken as an attributive of 6 vloc, r. avBp., and not as

belonging to Karafidc, and therefore has the article, cannot be equivalent to

Of ^v (Luthardt ; Hofmann, I. 134 ; "Weiss, etc.), as if ttote, to irpoTepov or

the like were there, but is equivalent to ug eoTi, whose existence is in heaven,

who has there His joroper abode. His home.''— 6 vlbq tov avdp.'\ a

Messianic designation which Christ applies to Himself, in harmony with the

fulfilment of the prophetic representation in Dan. vii. 13, which began with

the /cara/3df (comp. on i. 52). Nicodemus could understand this only through

a fuller development of faith and knowledge.

1 See Oeder ad Catech. Racov. p. 348 ff. the coming down from heaven to the con-

^ Nonnus : ao-Tepoefn tj.e\d0pu> naTpiov ouSa? ceptiou of His mission, and tlie being in

ex"*'.—IX. 25 is similar : tu0A6s we : blind hea,ven to the coniimiity ofHis God-conscious-

from one's birth. Schleiermacher refers 7iess. See e.g. his Leben Jesu, p. 287 ff.
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Note.—According to Beyschlag, p. 99 ff., this verse is utterly opposed to the

derivation of Christ's higher knowledge from the recollection of a pre-existent

life in heaven. But we must bear in mind, (1) that the idea of an ascent to

God to attain a knowledge of His mj^steries (which Beyschlag considers the

only right explanation) never occurs in the N. T. with reference to Jesus—

a

circumstance which would surprise us, especially in John, if it had been

uttered by Jesus Himself. But it was not uttered by Him, because He has it

not, but knows His knowledge to be the gift of His Father which accompanied

Him in His mission (x. 36). (2) He could not have claimed such an ascent to

heaven for Himself alone, for a like ascent, though not in equal degree, must

belong to other men of God. He must, therefore, at least have expressed Him-
self comparatively: ovdelg ovrug dvafisiSrjKEV e. r. oiip. ug b, k.t.'K. Even the

church now sings :

" Rise, rise, my soul, and stretch Thy wings
Towards heaven. Thy native place."

But something distinct and mot^ than this was the case with Christ, viz. as to

the past, that He had His existence in heaven, and had come down therefrom
;

and as to His earthly present, that He is in heaven.

Vv. 14, 15. Jesus, having in ver. 13 stated the ground oi faith in Him,

now proceeds to show the blessedness of the believer—which is the design of

His redemptive work—in order the more to incite those whom He is ad-

dressing to fulfil the fundamental condition, contained in faith, of partici-

pating in His kingdom. That thi.s is the logical advance in the discourse,

is clear from the fact that in what follows it is the Messedness of faith which

is dtoelt iqyon ; see vv. 15, 16, 18. "We have not here a transition from the

possibility to the necessity of communicating heavenly things, ver. 13 (Liicke)

;

nor from the ideal unveilings of divine things to the chief mystery of the

doctrine of salvation which was manifested in historical reality (de Wette,

comp. Tholuck and Bruckner) ; nor from the first of divine things, Christ's

divinity, to the second, the atonement which He was to establish (Hengsten-

berg, com]!. Godet) ; nor from the Word to His manifestation (Olshauseu)
;

nor from the work of enlightenment to that of blessing (Scholl) ; nor from

the present loant of faith to its future rise (Jacobi :
" faith will fii'st begin

to spring up when my vxjjuoig is begun") ; nor from Christ's work to His ^^e;--

son (B. Crusius) ; nor from His j)e7'son to His icorh (Lange). The event re-

corded in Num. xxi. 8 is made use of by Jesus as a type of the divinely

appointed manner and efficacy of His coming death, ' to confirm a prophecy

still enigmatical to Mcodemus, by attaching it to a well-known historical

illustration. The points of comparison are : (1) the being lifted up (the well-

known brazen serpent on the pole, and Jesus on the cross)
; (2) ths being saved

(restored to health by looking at the serpent, to eternal Cw?) by believing on

the crucified One).'' Any further drawing out of the illustration is arbitra-

ry, as, for instance, that of Bengel : "ut serpens ille fuit serpens sineveneno

1 Which, consequently, He had clearly Christian literature, Ejnst. of Barnabas, c.

foreseen not for the first time in vi. 51 12 ; Ignatius ad Smyrn. 2, Interpol.; Justin,

(Weizsacker) ; comp. on ii. 19. Apol. 1. GO, Dial. c. Tr. 94.

* Comp. Wisd. xvi. 6, and, in the earliest
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contra serpentes venenatos, sic Christus homo sine peccato contra serpentem

antiquum," comp. Luther and others, approved by Lechler.' Lange goes

furthest in this direction ; comp. Ebrard on Olshausen, p. 104. There is,

further, no typical element in the fact that the brazen serpent of Moses was

a dead representative {^^ as the sign of its conqiiering through the healing

power of the Lord," Hengstenberg). For, apart from the fact that Christ

was lifted up alive upon the cross, the circumstance of the brazen serpent

being a lifeless thing is not made prominent either in Num. xxi. or here. —
V ip u 6 fj V a l] not glorified, acknowledged in His exaltation (Paulus), which,

following iiipuae, would be opposed to the context, but (comp. viii. 28, xii.

32, 33) sTiall he lifted tip, that is, on the cross,"-—answering to the Aramaean

'II^V ^ word used of the hanging up of the malefactor upon the beam.*

The express comparison with the raising up of the brazen serpent, a story

which must have been well known to Mcodemus, does not allow of our ex-

plaining vtpudfjG. as = 01"^, of the exaltation of Jesus to glory, ^ or as includ-

ing this, so that the cross is the stepping-stone to glory (Lechler, Godet)

;

or of referring it to the near coming of the kingdom, by which God will show

Him in His greatness (Weizsacker) ; or of our abiding simply by the idea

of an exhibition, " which Christ underwent in His public sufferings and death

;

or of leaving wholly out of account the for7n of the exaltation (which was

certainly accomplished on the cross and then in heaven), (Luthardt), and

conceiving of an exaltation for the purpose of being visible to all men (Holtz-

mann), as Schleiermacher also held ;' or of assuming, as the meaning
intelligible for Nicodemus, only that of removing, while Jesus still had
in mind His being lifted upon the cross and up to God.^—dei] accord-

ing to the divine decree. Matt. xvi. 21, Luke xxiv. 26, does not refer

to the type, but only to the antitype (against Olshausen), especially as

between the person of Christ and the brazen serpent as such no typical rela-

tion could exist. — Lastly, that Jesus should make a thus early, though at the

time enigmatic, allusion to His death by crucifixion, is conceivable both

on the ground of the doctrinal peculiarity of the event, and of the extraor-

dinary importance of His death as the fact of redemption. See on ii. 19.

And in the case of Nicodemus, the enigmatic germ then sown bore fruit,

xix. 39.— Adopting the reading fv ai-rw (see Critical Notes), we cannot

refer it to tnarevuv, but, as fiy aTrSlrjTai, all' is spurious (see Critical Notes),

to exi} " every believer shall in Him {i.e. resting upon Him as tlie cause)

have eternal life." Comp. xx. 31, v. 39, xvi. 33, xiii. 31. — fwr/v alu-

I Stud. u. Krlt. 18M, p. 826. 51, 53, 54.

* The higher significance imparted to ^ Comp. the Heb. f)ni, Ps. cxlv. 14, cxlvi.

Christ's person and work by His death 8.

(BauriiVet/fe^^.r/jeo;. 379) is not implied in the » See Ezra vi. 11 ; Gesenitis, Thes. I. 428 ;

word ui|/u)9^vat, but in the comparison with Heydenreich in Hfiffell's Zeitschr. II. 1, p. 78

the serpent, and in the sentence following, ff.; Briicliner, 68,69. Comp. Test. XII. pair.

which expresses the object of the lifting up. p. 739 : Ku'pios vPpi<r0T^<r€Tai koI inl ^v\ov vij/ot-

This passage (comp. i. 29) should have pre- e^o-erot.

vented Baur from asserting (p. 400) that the * Bleek, Beitr. 231.

Pauline doctrine concerning such a signifi- ' Hofmann, Weissagf. n. Erf. II. 143.

cance in Christ's death is wholly wanting ' Lelien Jesu, 345.

in St. John's doctrinal view. See also vi. * Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 1, 301.
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V 1. v] eternal 3fessianic life, whicli, however, the believer already has (ixv}

as an eternal possession in aluv ovrog, viz. the present self-conscious develop-

ment of the only true moral and blissful ^uf/, which is independent of death,

and whose consummation and full glory begin with the second advent.'

Ver. 16. Continuation of the address of Jesus to Nicodemus, onwards to ver.

31,2 not, with Erasmus, Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel, Paulus, Neander, Tholuck,

Olshausen, Maier (see also Baeunilein), an explanatory meditation of

the evangelist's own ; an assumption justified neither by anything in the

text nor by the word fiovoyev^g, a word which must have been transferred

froni the language of John to the mouth of Jesus (not vice versa, as Heng-

stenberg thinks), for it is never elsewhere used by Christ, often as He speaks

of His divine sonship. See on i. 14. The reflective character of the follow-

ing ^discourse harmonizes with the didactic purpose of Christ, and the pre-

terites T/ya-ivrjaav and f/v need not be explained from the standing-point of a

later time : there seems, therefore, no sufficient basis for the intermediate view

(of Liicke, de Wette, Briickner), that in this continued account of the dis-

course -of Jesus, vv. IG ff., John inserts more explanations and reflections of

his own than in the preceding part, though such a supposition would scarcely

(as Kling and Hengstenberg think) militate against the trustworthiness of

John, who, in recording the longer discourses, has precisely in his own liv-

ing recollection the abundant guarantee of substantial certainty. — ovtu] so

much; see on Gal. iii. 3. — yap] reason of the purpose stated in ver. 15. —
^ydnrjaev] loved, with reference to the time of the tduKev. — rhv K6a ^lov]

i.e. manlcind at large,^ com-p. wag, ver. 15, xvii. 2; 1 John ii. 3.

—

rbv

fiovoy.] to make the proof of His love the stronger, 1 John iv. 9 ; Heb. xi. 17
;

Rom. viii. 33.—e SuKEv]'H.e did not reserve Him for Himself, but gave Him, i.e.

to the world. The word means more than antaTELlev (ver. 17), which expresses *

the manner of the Uuhev, though it does not specially denote the giving up

to death, but the state of humiliation as a whole, upon which God caused

His Son to enter when He left His pre-existent glory (xvii. 5), and the final

act of which was to le His death (1 John iv. 10). The indicative following,

wffre, describes the act objectively as something actually done. See on Gal.

ii. 13 ; and Klotz a(Z i?emr. 773. —[xf] air dlrir ai , /c.t.2.] On the subjunc-

tive, as marking present time, see Winer, 371 [E. T. p. 387]. Note the

change from the Aorist to the Present, making destruction (by banishment

> Comp. vi. 40, 44, 45, 54, 58, xiy. 3, xvii. only-begotten Son) ; (4) pactum gratlosissi-

24 ; 1 John iii. 14, iv. 9. mum (faitli, not works) ; (5)Jinem missionis

« Luther rightly praised " the majesty, Christi saluberrimum.

simplicity, clearness, expressiveness, truth, * Weizsacker in the Zeitschr. f. Deutsche

charm" of this discourse. He " exceedingly Tlieol. 1857, p. 17G, erroneously finds wanting

and beyond measure loved " this text. in John an intimation on the part of Christ

3 This declaration is the rock upon which that He is the Logos who came voluntarily

the absolute predestination doctrine goes to the world. He is, however, the Logos

to pieces, and the supposed (by Baur and sent of God, who undertook this mission in

Hilgenfeld) metaphysical dualism of the the feeling of obedience. Thus the matter

anthropology of St. John. Galovius well is presented throughout the N. T., and the

unfolds our text thus : (1) salutis principium thought that Christ came avToeeKyjs is quite

(r)ya.w.)
; (2) clUectloms objcctum (the koo-^os, foreign thereto,

not the electi) ; (3) donum amplissimum (His
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to hell in the Messianic judgment) appear as an act accomplished ; while

the possession of the Messianic life is described as now already existing

(commencing with regeneration), and as abiding forever. Comp. on ver. 15.

Ver. 17. Confirmation of ver. 16, in which aneaTEi?iev answers to the eSuiicev,

Kpivr) to the aTT67i?]TaL, and cuOr) to the sxi) t,(^vv aluvtov of ver. 16. Consider-

ing this exact correspondence, it is arbitrary with modern critics (also

Llicke, B. Crusius) to understand the second rtjv noafiou differently from the

first, and from the r. k6ct/j.ov of ver. 16, as denoting in the narrow Jewish

sense the Gentile world, for whose judgment, i.e. condemnation, the Messiah,

according to the Jewish doctrine, was to come.* Throughout the whole

context it is to be uniformly understood of the world of manlcind as a icJiole.

Of it Jesus says, that He was not sent to judge it,—a judgment wliich,

as all have sinned, must have been a judgment of condemnation,—but to pro-

cure for it by His work of redemption the Messianic salvation. " Deus saepe

ultor describitur in veteri pagina ; itaque conscii peccatorum merito expec-

tare poterant, filium venire ad poenas patris nomine exigendas," Grotius.

It is to be remembered that He speaks of His coming in the state of humili-

ation, in which He was not to accomplish judgment, but was to be the

medium of obtaining the aul^eadat. through His work and His death. Judg-

ment upon the finally unbelieving was reserved to Him upon His Second

Advent (comp. v. 22, 27), but the Kplfia which was to accomj^any His works
upon earth is different from this (see on ix. 39). — The thrice-repeated kSgjuoc

has in it a tone of solemnity. Comp. i. 10, xv. 19.

Ver. 18. More exact explanation of the negative part of ver. 17. Mankind
are either Relieving, and are thus delivered from condemnation (comp. v.

24), because if the Messiah had come to judge the world. He would only

have had to condemn sin ; but sin is forgiven to the believer, and he already

has everlasting i^ur/ ;—or they are unbelieving, so that condemnation has

already been passed upon them in idea (as an internal fact),^ because they

reject the Only-begotten of God, and there is no need of a special act of

judgment to be passed on them on the part of the Messiah ; their own un-

belief has already passed upon them the sentence of condemnation. "He
who does not believe, already has hell on his neck," Luther ; he is avroKa-

TaKpiTog, Tit. iii. 11. Ver. 18 does not speak of the last judgment which
shall be the solemn and ultimate completion of this temporal judgment,® but

^ See Bertholdt, Christol. pp. 203, 323. believer hits upon the expedient of suppos-
"^ Hence It is clear that the signification of ing that the Lord here anticipates the .iudg-

KpiVetK as meaning condemnatory ^udsment ment (viz. the "constater I'etat moral"),

is correct, aud not the explanation of But according to the words of Jesus, this

Weiss, Lehrbegriff, p. 184, according to suggestion would apply rather to the case

whom the " judgment" here means in gen- of the vnbeliever.

eral only a decision either for life or death. ^ This temjioral judgment of the world is

In that case, not ov KpiVerai, but jjSij KeVpirat, the word's history, the conclusion of which
must apply also to the believer. But this is the tei! judgment (v. 27), which, however,
very distinction, the ov Kpiverai used of the must not (as Schleiermacher, L. J. 355) be
believer and the i'jSt; /cexpiTai. of the unbe- dissipated by means of this text into a
liever, places the explanation of a condemna- merely natural issue of the mission of Jesus.

tory Kfiiveiv beyond doubt. This is also See on v. 28. See also Gi-oos in the Stud.

against Godet, who with reference to the u. ICrit. 1808, p. 251.
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it does not call it in question^ in opposition to the Jewish. Messianic belief

(Hilgenfeld). See on v. 28-30, xii. 31. "Well says Euthymius Zigabenus :

rj aTTiarla KareKptve irpb rfj^ naTaKpiGFUQ. Comp. ver. 36. — TceTviaTEVKEv'l has

"become a leliever (and remains so) ; the subjecth'e negation in the causal clause

(contrary to the older classical usage), as often in Lucian, etc., denoting the

relation as one presiq^posed in the view of the speaker. ^ Otherwise in 1 John

V. 10.

—

rov [lovoy. vlov t. dEov] very impressively throwing light

upon the Tjdr] KeKpirai, because bringing clearly into view the greatness of the

guilt.

Ver. 19. The ySr] KeKpirat is now more minutely set .forth, and this iu

its moral character, as rejection of the light, i.e. of God's saving truth,

—

the possessor and bringer in of which was Chiist, who had come into the

world,—and as love of darkness. " But herein consists the condemnation (as

an inner moral fact which, according to ver. 18, had already occurred),

that,'''' etc. >) KpicLQ is the judgment in question, to be understood here also,

agreeably to- the whole connection, of condemnatory judgment. But in avTJi

. . . oTL (comp. 1 John v. 11) we have not the reason (Chrysostom and his

followers), but the characteristic nature of the judgment stated. — or i to

(pug , etc. , Kal yycLTTTjaav] The first clause is not expressed iu the depend-

ent form (uTi OTE TO (pug, etc., or with Gen. abs.), but as an independent

statement, in order to give emphatic prominence to the contrast setting forth

the guilt."— ?/ydTr?)(jav] after it had come. Jesus could now thus speak

already from ex2)erience regarding His relations to mankind «s a whole ; the

Aor. docs not presuppose the consciousness of a later time. See ii. 23, 24.

'UydiT. is put first with tragic emphasis, which object is also served by the

simY>\e Kal (not and yet) . The expression itself : they loved the darTcness rather

(potius, not magis, comp. xii. 43 ; 2 Tim. iii. 4) than the light,— judTiXov be-

longing not to the verb, but to the noun, and y comparing the two co7icep-

tions,^—is a mournful meiosis ; for they did not love the light at all, but

hated it, ver. 20. The ground of this hatred, however, does not lie (com]),

ver. G, i. 12) in a metaphysical opposition of principles,* but in the light-

shunning demoralization into which men had sunk through their own free

act (for they might also have done the d?ir/6Eia, ver. 21). The source of unbe-

lief is immorality. — f/v yap avTuv, k.t.'X,.] The reason why '

' they loved

the darkness rather," etc. (see on i. 5), was their immoral manner of life, in

consequence of which they must shun the light, nay, even hate it (ver. 20).

Observe the growing emphasis from avTuv onwards to rrovTipa, for tJie works

which they (in opposition to the individual lovers of the light) did were evil

;

which Tvovripd does not in popular usage denote a higher degree of evil than

(pavla, ver. 20 (Bengel), but answers to this as evil does to had {worthless).^

Ver. 20. Tap'] The previous ydp laid the historical basis for the state-

ment ijydirrjaav ol dvOpuTToi, k.t.X. : this second ydp is related to the same state-

» See Herm. ad Viger. p. 806 ; Winer, p. Fartik. p. 136.

442 [B. T. p. 474]. * Baur, Hilgenfeld, Colani.

" See Kiihner, II. 416 ; Winer, p. 585 [E. T. ^ Fritzsche ad Earn. p. 297. Comp. v. 29 ;

p. 630]. Rom. ix. 11 ; 2 Cor. v. 10 ; Jas. iii. 16 ; <^aCAa

3 Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 51; Baural. epva iu Plat. CVa^. p. 429 A; 3 Mace. iii. 22.
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ment as explanatory (see on Matt. vi. 32, xviii. -11 ; Rom. viii. 6), introduc-

ing a general elucidation, and this from the psychological and perfectly

natural relation of evil-doers to the light which was manifested (in Christ)

(70 (puQ not different from ver. 19), which they hated as the principle op-

posed to them, and 'to which they would not come, because they wished to

avoid the eleyxoi: which they must experience from it. This '

' coming to

the light" is the believing adherence to Jesus, which, ho'wever, would have

to be brought about through the neravoia.^— Iva f/?) i^.eyx^v] Inten-

tion. This e'^ieyxo? is the cJiastening censure^ which they shunned both on

account of their being put to shame before the world, and the threatening

feeling of repentance and sorrow in their self-consciousness.^ This dread

is both moral pride and moral effeminacy. Luthardt ' refers the cliastening

only to the psychological fact of an inner condemnation. But against this

is the parallel (pavepuOy, ver. 21. — Observe, on the one hand, the parti-

ciple ^?'<?sett« (for the Trpd^ag might turn to the light), and, on the other, the

distinction between it pdaauv (he who strives after, agit, pursues as the goal

of his activity) and noLuv, ver. 21 (lie who does,facit, realizes as a fact).''

Ver. 21. '0 6s woiuv rijv dAr/0.] The opposite of 6 (ftavla irpdaauv,

ver. 20, and therefore ah'/deia is to be taken in the ethical sense : he who
does what is morally true, so that his conduct is in harmony with the divine

moral standard.^ Moral truth was revealed before Christ, not only in the

law (Weiss), but also (see Matt. v. 17) in the prophets, and, outside Script-

ure, in creation and in conscience (Rom. i. 19 ff., ii. 14 ff.)."— Iva (pave p.

avTov TO. spy «] (pavep. is the opposite of the jif] kXsyxOy of ver. 20. While

the wicked wishes his actions not to be reproved, but to remain in dark-

ness, the good man wishes Jus actions to come to the light and to de made man-

ifest, and he therefore comes irpoQ to (pox; ; for Christ, as the personally man-

ifested Light, the bearer of divine truth, cannot fail through His working

to make these good deeds be recognized in their true nature. The mani-

festation of true morality through Christ must necessarily throw the true

light on the moral conduct of those who come to Him, and make it manifest

and show it forth in its true nature and form. The purpose 'iva (pavep.,

K.T.I. , does not spring from self-seeking, but arises from the need, originat-

ing in a moral necessity, of moral satisfaction in itself, and of the triumph

of good over the world. — avTov] thus put before, for emphasis, in

opposition to the evil-doer, who has altogether a different purpose in his

acts. — OT i Ev 6 eC), k.t.1.'\ the reason of the before-named purjDOse. ' How
should he not cherish this purpose, and desire the (pavepuaic, seeing that his

works are wrought in God ! Thus, so far from shunning, he has really to

strive after the manifestation of them, as the revelation of all that is divine.

1 In opposition to Colani, wllO finds a IJ-iv 5 Set npaTTeiv, wotoOi'Ta? Se Tavavria., alSO

circle in tlie reasoning of vv. 1!), 20. See iv. 5. 4, al. ; Rom. i. 31, ii. 3, vii. 15, xiii. 4.

Godet. See generally, Franke, ad Bern. 01. iii. 15.

» Comp. Luke iii. 19; John viii. 8; Eph. = Comp. Isa. xxvi. 10; Ps. cxix. 30; Neh.

V. 11, 13. " Gravis malae conscientiae lux ix. 33 ; Job iv. 6, xiii. 6 ; 1 John i. 6 ; 1 Cor.

est," Senec. ep. 122. 14. v. 8 ; Eph. v. 9 ; Phil. iv. 8.

3 Comp. B. Crusius. " Comp. Groos, p. 255.

•* Comp. Xen. Mem. iii. 9. 4 : en-itrra/xeVous
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We must take tliis kv BeiJ, like the frequent h XpiGTu, as denoting the

eUment in which the kpyd^saQai moves ; not without and apart from God,

but living and moving in Him, has the good man acted. Thus the Kara -b

dklTjfia Tov 6eov, 1 John v. 14, and the Kara Oeov, Kom. viii. 27, 2 Cor. vii. 10,

also the elc deSv, Luke xii. 21, constitute the necessary character of the iv

fie<^, but are not the kv deu itself. — e pya elpyac/ieva] as invi. 28, ix. 4,

Matt. xxvi. 10, et. al., and often in the classics.—Observe from ver. 21,

that Christ, who here expresses Himself generally, yet conformably to ex-

perience, encountered, at the time of His entering upon His ministry of en-

lightenment, not only the cpavla wpdaaovTeg, but also those who practised what

is right, and who were living in God. To this class belonged a Nathanael,

and the disciples generally, certainly also many who repented at the preach-

ing of the Baptist, together with other O. T. saints, and perhaps Nicode-

mus himself. They were drawn by the Father to come to Christ, and were

given to Him (vi. 37) ; they were of God, and had ears to hear His word

(viii. 47, comp. xviii. 37) ; they were desirous to do the Father's will (vii.

17) ; they were His (xvii. 6). But according to ver. 19, these were excep-

tions amid the multitude of the opposite kind, and even their piety needed

purifying and transfiguring into true righteousness, which could be attained

only by fellowship with Christ ; and hence even in their case the way of

Christian penitence, by the manifestation of their works wrought in God,

brought about by the light of Christ, was not excluded, but was exhibited,

and its commencement brought about, because, in view of this complete

and highest light, the sincere Old Testament saint must lirst rightly feel

the need of that repentance, and of the lack of moral satisfaction. Conse-

quently the statement of vv. 3, 5 still holds true.

Vv. 22, 23. After this interview with Nicodemus ' (jie-d ravra) Jesus be-

took Himself wdth His disciples from the capital into the country of Judea,

in a north-easterly direction towards Jordan. 'lovciaiav is^an adjective.

— £/3a7rrfCev] during His stay there (Imj)erf.), not Himself, however,

but through His disciples, iv. 2. Baur, indeed, tliinks that the writer had

a definite purpose in view in this mode of expression ; that he wished to

bring Jesus and the Baptist as closely as possible together in the same

work. But if so, the remark of iv. 2 would be strangely illogical •, see also

Schweizer, p. 194. The baptism of Jesus was certainly indeed a continu-

ation of that of John, and did not yet possess the new characteristic of

Matt, xxviii. 19 (for see vii. 39); but that it already included that higher

element, which John's baptism did not possess (comp. Acts xix. 2, 3),

—

namely, the operation of the Spirit, of which Christ was the bearer (ver.

34), for the accomplishment of the birth from above,—is manifest from

ver. 5, a statement which cannot be a prolepsis or a prophecy merely. — >/ v

6e Kal ' ludvv ., K.T.l.'] and John was also employed in baptizing, namely in

Aenon, etc. This name, usually taken as the intensive or adjectival form

1 To interpose a loDgcr interval, e.g. a " ^g j^ Mark i. 5, Acts xvi. 1, 1 Mace, it

return to and sojourn in Galilee, is quite 23, xiv. 33, 3", 2 Mace. v. 23, 3 Esr. v. 47, An-

gratuitous. Not before iv. 3 does Jesus re- ^Ao^. vii. 645.

turn to Galilee.
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of yy., is rather = JV j'J', dove spring ; the place itself is otherwise unknown,

as is also the situation of Salim, though 2:)laced by Eusebius and Jerome

eight Roman miles south of Scythopolis. This is all the more uncertain,

because Aenon, according to the mention of it here (comp. iv. 3), must

have been in Judaea, and not in Samaria, and could not therefore have been

the Ainun discovered by Robinson.' Ewald thinks of the two places

I'^l DTITiJ' in Josh. xv. 32. So also Wieseler, p. 247. In no case could

the towns have been situated on the Jordan, which would have been incon-

sistent with the 'oTi iiSara nolla. Comp. Hengstenberg, who likewise refers

to Josh. XV. 32, while Pressel "^ prefers the statement of Eusebius and Jerome.

For the rest, the narrative of the temptation, which Hengstenberg places in

the period after ver. 22, has nothing to do with the locality of our passage :

it is wholly foreign to it. — The question why John, after the public ap-

pearance of Jesus, still continued to baptize, without baptizing in His name, is

answered simply by the fact,* that Jesus Jiad not yet comeforth as John ex-

pected that the Messiah would, and that consequently the Baptist could not

suppose that his work in preparing the way for the Messiah's king-

dom by his baptism of repentance was already accomplished, but had to

await for this the divine decision. This perseverance of John, therefore,

in his baj^tismal vocation, was by no means in conflict with liis divinely re-

ceived certainty of the Messiahship of Jesus,* and the parallel ministry of

the two must not be looked upon as improbable, as '

' in itself a splitting in

sunder of the Messianic movement" (Keim).

Ver. 24 corrects, in passing, the synoptic tradition ^ [See Note XIX.

p. 145], which John knew as being widely spread, and the discrepancy in

which is not to be explained either by placing the imprisonment between

John iv. 2 and 3, and taking the journey of Jesus to Galilee there related as

the same with that mentioned in Matt. iv. 12," or by making the journey

of Matt. iv. 13 to coincide with that named in John vi. 1 (Wieseler). See

on Matt. iv. 13. Apart from that purpose of correction, which (in spite of

the subtleties of Ebrard) is specially apparent if we comjDare Matt. iv. 17,

the remark, which was quite intelligible of itself, would be, to say the least,

superfluous,—unnecessary even to gain space for bringing Jesus and the

Baptist again alongside each other (Keim), even if we were to venture the

suggestion, of which the text says nothing, that .Jesus felt Himself obliged,

as the time of the Baptist was not yet expired, to bring the kingdom of

God near, in keeping with the form which the Baptist had adopted (Lu-

thardt, p. 79).

Vv. 25, 36. Ovv] in consequence of the narration of ver. 23 (ver. 24

being a parenthetical remark). Nothing is known more particularly as to

this question Q^ijTrjULC) which arose among John's disciples.'' Its theme was

> Later Explorations, p. 400. (Hengstenberg). But in the connection of

* In Herzog's EncyTd. XIII. .336. Matthew, there is uo place for it before iv.

' Against Bretschneider, Weisse, Baur. 12.

* As Weizsacker, p. 320, thinks. " Liieke, Thohick, Olshausen, B. Crusius,
* It is supposed, indeed, that Jolin simply Ebrard, Hengstenberg, and many others,

wishes to intimate that what he records, ' kyive.-ro kx. twv fnaQ. 'luidw., comp. Lu-

vv. 22-36, must be placed before Matt. iv. 12 ciau. Alex. 40 ; Herod, v. 21.
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''purification''' (jrcpl KaOapiufiol^, and, according to the context, did not refer

in general to the usual prescriptions and customs (Weizsiicker), but more

immediately to the baptism of John and Jesus, and was discussed with a

Jew, who probably regarded the baptism of Jesus as higher and more effica-

cious in its power of purifying (from the guilt of sin) than that of John.

Comp. ver. 26. Possibly the prophetic idea of a purifying consecration

preceding the Messiah's kingdom ' was spoken of. Who the 'lovJaZof was

(Hofmann, Tholuck, a Pharisee) cannot be determined.' A Jewish Christian'^

would have been more exactly designated. According to Luthardt, it

was an unfriendly Jew who declared that the baptism of John might now
be dispensed with, and wished thus to beguile the Baptist to become un-

faithful to his calling, that he might the better work against Jesus. An
artificial combination unsujiported by the text, as also bycj gv fie fiaprv-

pTjKaQ, ver. 26. For that this indicated a perjAexity on the part of the disci-

ples as to the calling of their master finds no support in the words of the Baptist

which follow. There is rather expressed in that cj av fiefiapT., and iu all

that John's disciples advance,—who therefore do not name Jesus, but only

indicate Him,—a jealous irritation on the point, that a man, who himself

had just gone forth from the fellowshij) of the Baptist, and Avho owed his

standing to the Baptist's testimony in liis favour (^w), should have opened

such a competition with him as to throw him into the shade. Through the

statements of the Jew, with whom they had been discussing the question of

purification, there was awakened in them a certain feeling of envy that

Jesus, the former pupil (as they thought), the receiver of a testimony at the

hand of their master, should now presume to put himself forward as his

superior rival. They saw in this a usurpation, which they could not recon-

cile with the previous relation of Jesus to the Baptist. But he, on the con-

trary, vindicates Jesus, ver. 27, and in ver. 28 brings into view His far

higher position, which excluded all jealousy.

—

bg fjv fiera gov, k.t.?..]

i. 28, 29. — I d e and ovrog have the emphasis of something unexpected
;

namely, that this very person should (according to their view) interfere

with their master in his vocation, and with such results !•— koI Travrec,

an exaggeration of excited feeling. Comp. xii. 19. Not : "all who submit

to be baptized by Him" (Hengstenberg).

Vv. 27, 28. The Baptist at first answers them, putting his reply in the

form of a general truth, tfiat the greater activity and success of Jestis was given

Him of God, and next reminds them of tlie sulordinate 2^ositio?i which he

held in relation to Jesus. The reference of the general afiirmation to the

Baptist himself [See Note XX. p. 145], who wovild mean by it : "non

possum mihi arrogare et rapere, quae Deus non dedit," Wetstein,' is not in

keeping with the context ; for the petty, jealous complaint of the disciples,

ver. 26, has merely prepared the way for a vindication of Jesus on the part

of the Baptist ; and as in what follows with this intent, the comparison

> Ezek. xxxvi. 25; Zech. xiii. 1; Hofm. 'So Cyril, Rupertus, Beza, Clarhis, Jan-

Weissag. u. Erf. n. 87. sen, Bengel, Liicke, Maier, Hengstenberg,

2 Chrysostom, Eiithymius Zigabenus, Godet, and others.

Ewald.
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"between the two, as they, in vv. 27, 28, according to our interpretation,

stand face to face with each other, is thoroughly carried out ; see vv. 29,

30, 31 ; so that Jesus is always first characterized, and then John. We
must not therefore take ver. 27 as referring to loth.^— ov dyvarai] rela-

tively, i.e. according to divine ordination. — hvdpu-Koq] quite general, a man,

any one ; not as Hengstenberg, referring it to John, renders it : ^^ because

I am merely a man. "— Xa/xftdvecv] not arrogate to himself (lav-u 7.anp.

,

Heb. V. 4), but simply to receive, answering to le given. — avr ol v imlq]

though you are so irritated about him. — fiaprvp .1 Indie : ye are yourselves

my witnesses, see i. 19-28, the substance of which John sums up in the

words ovK elfii, etc. They had themselves, appealed (ver. 2G) to his

fiapTvpia concerning Jesus, but he irepiTpiTrei. Tavrr/v Kaff avrov, Euthymius

Zigabenus. — a?,?i' 6 r t] Transition to dependent speech. ^— eKeivov] re-

ferring not to the appellative 6 XpiaToq, but to Jesus as the XpLorSg.

Vv. 29, 30. Symbolical setting forth of his subordinate relation to Jesus.

The bridegi'oom is Jesus, John is the friend who waits upon Him ; the bride

is the community of the Messianic kingdom ; the wedding is the setting up

of that kingdom, now nigh at hand, as represented in the picture which the

Baptist draws (comp. Matt. ix. 15, xxv. 1 fE.). The O. T. figure of God's

union with His people as a marriage ^ forms the basis of this comparison.

It may reasonably be doubted whether Solomon's Song (especially v. 1, 6)

was in the Baptist's thoughts when employing this illustration ;* for no

quotation is made from that book in the N. T., and therefore any allegori-

cal interpretation of this Song with Messianic references cannot with cer-

tainty be presupposed in the N. T. Comp. Luke xiii. 31, note.

—

Heto whom
the h'kle (the bride-elect of the marriage feast) belongs is the bridegroom,—
therefore it is not I.

—

Thefriend of the bridegroom Qiar' s^oxvv : the appoint-

ed friend, who serves at the wedding) is the Trapavii/ucpiog, who is also, Sanhedr.

f. 27, 2, called ^mX^ but usually \yi^W.^— 6 earTjKoyg k. anovuv avroi]

who standeth (tanquam apparitor, Bengel) and attentively heareth him, i.e.

in order to do his bidding.^ Contrary to the construction («a/), and far-fetch-

ed, is the rendering of B. Crusius : who is waiting for him (eor^/zc.), fxnHwheyi

he hears him, viz. the voice of the aiyproaching bridegroom. (?)" Tholuck

also, following Chrysostom, adds to the text in rendering : " who standeth,

1 Kuinoel, Tholuck, Lange, Bruckner, fest, and now so near to the Baptist, that

Ewald, Luthardt, who, in keeping with his tliis feature of the comparison is fully ex-

view of ver. 26, takes ver. 37 to mean

:

plained by it. Neitlier in this place nor
" The work of both of us is divinely elsewhere is tliere any answer to the ques-

ordained, and therefore I, for my own part, tion, whether and what personal inter-

am justified in continuing my work after course the Baptist had already had with

the appearance of Jesus, so long at least as Him (Hengstenberg thinks " through inter-

thc self-witness of Jesus is not believed." mediate persons, especially tlirough the

* Winer, p. 539 [E. T. p. 577 f.]. Apostle John "). In particular, the assump-

3 Isa. liv. 5 ; Hos. ii. 18, 19 ; Eph. v. 33

;

tion that the interview with Nicodemus be-

Rev. xix. 7, xxi. 2, 9. came known to the Baptist (through the

* Bengel, Luthardt, Hengstenberg. disciples of Jesus who had previously been
' Lightfoot, p. 980 ; Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. s. the Baptist's disciples) is quite unnecessary

V. ; Schoettgen, p. 335 ff
.

; and see on 2 Oor. for the understanding of the words which

xi. 2. here follow (against Godet).

* The working of Jesus was so mani-
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Tiating finished Ms worh as forerunner.''^ The Baptist liad still to continue,

and still continued working. The icrrju. must be regarded as taking place

at the marriage feast, not previously during the bridal jirocession (Ewald,

who refers to the frequent stoppages -which took place in it) ; but it does

not mean standing at the door of the wedding chamler, nor an. avrov the audi-

ble pleasure of the newly married pair. An indelicate sensualizing (still

found in Kuinoel) unwarranted by the text. —
a' « P «

;t:
« ' p e <] ^^ rejoiceth

greatly.^ Comp. 1 Thess. iii. 9, where, in like manner, Slci stands instead

of the classical k-i, tv, or the dative. — 6c a rf/v <puvfjv tov vv/ucp.] Not
to be understood of his loud caresses and protestations of love,^ nor of

the command of the bridegroom to take aAvay the cloth with the signum
virginitatis (thus debasing the beautiful figure), = nor of the conversing

of the bridegroom with the bride*— all unwarranted by the general

<puv>/v, which refers merely to the conversation and joy of the 'bridegroom amid
the marriage mirth. ^ The explanation, also, which makes it the voice of

the approaching bridegroom who calls the bride to fetch her home, would
need to be more precisely indicated, ° and is not in keeping with o hrr/Ku^ ;

^

the ministry of Jesus, moreover, was already more than a call to that bring-

ing home, wliich might have symbolized His first appearing. Comp. Matt.

ix. 15. — Note, finally, how the ardent expression of joy stands contrasted

with the envious feelings of John's disciples. — avr?} ovv ?/ ;t;apa,K.r./\.]

ovv infers the avT/^ from the application of the figure : tJiis joy, therefore,

which is mine, viz. at the bridegroom's voice.

—

TreTrlT/ porai] has leen

fulfilled completely, so that nothing more is wanting to it. The BajDtist,

with prophetic anticipation, sees, in the successful activity of Jesus, and in

the flocking of the people to Him, the already rising dawn of the Messiah's

kingdom (the beginning of the marriage). On Ktirliip. comp. xv. 11, xvi.

24, xvii. 13 ; 1 John i. 4. — JeZ] as inver. 14. This noble self-renunciation

was based upon his clear assurance of the divine purpose. — av ^ dve iv] in

influence and efficiency. — iXarTovaOai] the counterpart of increase : to

lecome less.^

Vv. 31, 32, down to ver. 35, is not the comment of the evangelist.^ Ver.

32, comp. with vv. 29, 30, seems to sanction the notion that it is ; but as no

intimation to this effect is given in the text, and as the thread of discourse

proceeds uninterruptedly, and nothing in the subject-matter is opposed to

it, we may regard it as the continued discourse of the Baptist, though elabo-

rated in its whole style and colouring by John,—not, however, to such an

' See Lobeck, Paralip. p. 524 ; Winer, p. female attendants on the bride, Matt. xxv.

434 [B. T. p. 4G6]. 1 ff.

2 Grotius, Olshausen, Lange. ^ Ser. xxx. 16; Symm. ; 2 Sam. iii. 1;
3 Michaelis, Paulus. Ecclus. xxxv. S3, cd. ; Thuc. ii. 62. 4 ; Theo-
^ Tholuck and older expositors. phr. H. pi. vi. 8. 5 ; Josephus, Atitt. vii. 1. 5.

* Comp. Jer. vii. 34, xvi. 9, xxv. 10. Comp. Plat. Leg. iii. p. G81 A : a.v^a.voti.iv<av

' Against B. Crusius and Luthardt. « tmv eXarTovuiv. ^

^ For the 77apa;'iift(|>ios does not stand there 'So Wetstein, Bengel, Kuinoel, Paulus,

waiting for the bridegroom, but accom- Olshausen, Tholuck, Klee, Maier, Baum-
panies him on his way to the bride's house. lein.

The standing and waiting pertain to the
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extent that tlie evangelist's record passes almost entirely into a comment of
Ids oicn. ^ We perceive how the Baptist, as with the mind of Jesus Himself,

unveils before his disciples, in whose narrower circle he speaks, with the

growing insj)iration of the last prophet, the full majesty of Jesus ; and with

this, as his swanlike song, comjyJetes his testimony before he vanishes from the

history.^ Even the subsequent momentary perplexity (Matt, xi.) is psycho-

logically not irreconcilable with this (see on i. 29), simply because John was
EK T/}c yyg. But the Baptist, notwithstanding his witness concerning Jesus,

has not gone over to Him, because the calling of forerunner had been once

divinely committed to him, and he felt that he must continue to fulfil it so

long as the Messianic kingdom was not yet established. These remarks tell,

at the same time, against the proof drawn from this passage that the entire

scene is unhistorical (Strauss, Weisse, Reuss, Scholten, following Bretschnei-

der).— o avudev k p x o fj- .] He iclio cometh from above, i.e. Christ (comp.

ver. 13, viii. 23), whose coming, i.e. whose coming forth from the divine

glory in human form as Messiah, is here regarded as still in the process of

manifestation (cf. viii. 14), and hence as a pr<?se?i^ phenomenon, and not

ended until it has been consummated in the establishment of the kingdom.
— n avTuv] Masc. John means the category as a whole to which Jesus be-

longed

—

all interpreters of God, as is clear from what follows, vv. 31, 33. —
6 uv EK TTjc jyg] i.e. the Baptist, who, as an ordinary man, springs from

earth, not heaven.

—

tic ttjq yijq Eari~\ as predicate denotes the nature

conditioned by such an origin. He is of no other kind or nature than that

of one who springs from earth ; though withal his divine mission (i. 6), in

common with all prophets, and specially his divinely conferred baptismal

vocation (Matt. xxi. 35, 36), remain intact.— rcat e/c r. yfiq A«ZeZ] and
lie speaTicthfrom the earth. His speech has not heaven as its point of departure,

like that of the Messiah, who declares what He has seen in heaven (see ver.

33) ; but it proceeds from the earth, so that he utters what has come to his

knowledge upon earth, and therefore under the limitation of earthly con-

ditions,—a limitation, however, which as little excluded the reception of a

revelation (i. 33 ; Luke iii. 3), as it did in the case of the saints of the O.T.,

who likewise were of earthly origin, nature, and sj)eech, and afterwards e.g.

in that of the Apostle Paul.^ The contents of the discourse need not there-

fore relate merely to to. ETvl-yeia (iii. 13), as "Weisse thinks, but may also have

reference to iwovpavia, the knowledge and promulgation of which, however,

do not get beyond the ek /itpovQ (1 Cor. xiii. 9 if.). The expression ek ttjq yijx

AaA. must not be confounded with ta tov koct/lmv lalelv, 1 John iv. 5. — 6 in

Tov ovp. tpx-, /f.r.^.] A solemn repetition of the first clause, linking on

what follows, viz. the antithesis still to be brought out, of the ek ttjq yv<:

laXsl. — oEopaKE, Kal ?'/ k o v

a

e] i.e. during His pre-existence with God,

I Liicke, de Wette, Comp. also Ewald. five character of this self-assertion. Euthy-
^ It is self-evident, that all that is said in mius Zigabenus : Trpbs (rvyKpi<ri.v tuv inrept^viav

ver. 31 f. was intended to incite the dis- \6yuiv tov Xpio-ToC. Hofmann, Scliriflbew. II.

ciples of John to believe in Jesus, and to 1, p. 14, misapprehends this, supposing that

frighten them from unbelief. this ver. 31 has no reference to the Baptist.

' The Fathers rightly perceived the 7'ela-
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i. 15, 18, iii. 11. From it lie possesses immediate Jcnowledge oi divine truth,'

whose loitness Qiaprvpel) He accordingly is. Note the interchange of tenses.''

— TovTo] this and nothing else. — ;c. r . /i a pr . avr ov ovS elg /la//^.]

tragically related to what precedes, and introduced all the more strikingly

by the hare ical. Comp. i. 10, iii. 11. The expression ovdelg Aa///3.is

the hyperbole of deep sorrow on account of the small number of those—small

in comparison of the vast multitude of unbelievers—who receive His witness,

and whose fellowship thus constitutes the bride of the marriage. John

himself limits the ovde'iQ by the following 6 Xa(3(bv, k.t.I. Comp. i. 10, 11,

12. The concourse of hearers who came to Jesus (ver. 26), and the Baptist's

joy on account of his progress (vv. 29, 30), could not dim his deep insight

into the world's unbelief. Hence liis joy (ver. 29) and grief (ver. 32), both

forming a noble contrast to the jealousy of his disciples (ver. 26).

Ver. 33. Avtov} jilaced before for emphasis : His witness, correlative

with the following 6 deSr. — kaiipayLaev] has, by this receiving, sealed, i.e.

confirmed, ratfied as an act. For this figurative usage, see vi. 27 ; Rom.

iv. 11, XV. 28 ; 1 Cor. ix. 2 ; 2 Cor. i. 22 ; Eph. i. 13.'— 5t< 6 dedg alnd-

iar Lv'\ In the reception of the witness of Jesus there is manifested on man's

part the practical ratification of the truthfulness of God, the human ''yea

verily'''' in answer to the proposition " God is true," because Jesus (see ver.

34) is the ambassador and interpreter of God. The non-reception of that

witness, whereby it is declared untrue, would be a rejection of the divine

truthfulness, the ''nay''"' to that proposition. Comp. 1 John v. 10. Refer-

ence to O. T. promises (Luthardt) is remote from the context.

Ver. 34. The. first yap serves to state the reason for the ta^ppayiaev, 'on, etc.

;

the second, for the to. ptjfiaTa r. deov la'kei, so far, that is, as it would be

doubtful, if God gave the Spirit ka furpov, whether what God's ambassador

spoke was a divine revelation or not ; it might in this case be wholly or in

part the word of man. — bv yap airecT. 6 0£(5f]nota general statement

merely, appropriate to every prophet, but, following ver. 31, to be taken as

more precisely defining a 7;ca®eH7?/ {avuOev, Ik tov ovpavov) mission, and referring

strictly to Jesus. This the context demands. But the following ov yap

E K fiET pov, K.r.?i., must be taken as a general statement, because there is no

avTC). Com.me7itators would quite arbitrarily supply avru,* so as to render it,

not by measure or limitation, hit without measure and in complete fulness,

God gives tJie Holy Spirit to Christ. This supplement, unsuitable in itself,

should have been excluded by the present ("fk^ojan; because we must regard

Christ as possessing the Spirit long lefore. The meaning of this general state-

ment is rather :
" J3e does not give the Spirit according to measure'''' (as if it

consequently were out of His power, or He were unwilling to give the Spirit

beyond a certain quantitative degree, determined by {i definite measure)
;

» Decisive against Beyschlag, p. 9C, who Comp. also Heb. xii. 25.

understands the words only of & prophetic ^ g^^hner, II. p. 73.

sight and hearing through the Spirit, is the = Jacobs, ad Anthol. ix. pp. 22, 144, 172.

antithesis with the Baptist (who was yet * The subterfuge of Hengstenberg is no

himself a prophet), running through the better :
" we must supply, in the case before

whole context, as also the i-rravM ttavTuiv ns.^' See also Lange.

iarCv, which ranks Jesus above the prophets.
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He proceeds herein independently of any fiir pov, confined and limited by no

restricting standard. The way in which this is to be applied to Jesus thus

becomes plain, viz. that God must have endowed Him ' when He sent Him
from heaven (ver. 31), in keeping with His nature and destination, with the

richest sjiiritual gifts, namely, with the entire fulness of the Spirit {rrdv to

TTl-fjpufia, Col. i. 19), more richly, therefore, than prophets or any others ;
—

•

which He could not have done had He been fettered hj a measure in the

giving of the Spirit. ^— i k fier pov] kic used of the rule.^ Finally, the oh

yap EK fiETpov must not be regarded as presenting a different view from ver.

32 (comp. Weiss, p. 269) ; for the Spirit was in Christ the principle where-

by He communicated (the AoAeZi.) to men that which He had beheld with

God. See on vi. 63, 64 ; Acts i. 2.

Ver. 35. A further descrijjtion of the dignity of Christ. The Father hath

given unlimitedpotcer to His beloved Son. —a yoK .] the ground of the deSuK.

— TV a V to] neut. and without limitation. Falsely Kuinoel : omnes doctrinae

svMe partes (comp. Grotius : "omnia mysteria regni ") ! Nothing is ex-

empted from the Messianic t^ovaia by virtue of which Christ is KecpaXf^ virsp

Travra, Eph. i. 22, and Tvdvruv Kvpioq, Acts X. 36 ; comp. xiii. 3, xvii. 2
;

Matt. xi. 27 ; 1 Cor. xv. 27 ; Heb. ii. 8. — hv rfi x^i-P"!- avrov] Result of

the direction of the gift, a well-known constructio praegnans.*

Ver. 36. All the more weighty in their results are faith in the Son and un-

belief ! Genuine prophetic conclusion to life or death. — e x^i- C • a ' • ] "lie

has eternal life," i.e. the Messianic ^u//, which, in its temporal development,

is already a present possession of the believer ; see on vv. 15, 16. At the

Second Advent it will be completed and glorified ; and therefore the anti-

thesis ovK biperai C<^vv, referring to the future atwv, is justified, because

it presupposes the ovk s^ei C-
— avsiOuv] not : "he who does not lelieve on

the Son" (Luther and the Fathers), but : "he v/ho is disobedient to the

Son ;" yet, according to the context, so far as the Son requires faith. ^ Con-

trasted with this is the ImaKof] iriGTeug, Rom. i. 5. — 77 6 py ij\ not punishment,

but lorath, as the necessary emotion of holiness ; see on Rom. i. 18 ;
Eph.

ii. 3 ; Matt. iii. 7.

—

(ievel] because unreconciled inasmuch as the faith

which appropriates reconciliation (iii. 16), is rejected, comp. ix. 41. This

liEvei (the term is not Ipx^rai) implies that the person who rejects faith is still

» oil yap ixerpa Koyoip [or rather nveviJ-aToil ing with the context. Godet puts an anti-

tfiepei AoYos.—Nonnus. thetical but purely imported emphasis upou
^ Hitzig, in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1859, p. SCSoi(TLv : to other messengers of God the

152 ff., taking tlie first half of the verse as a Spirit is not given, but only lent by a " visite

general statement, applicable to every momentanee ;" but when God ffives the

prophet, would read the relative o5 instead Spirit, lie does so without measure, and

of ou, " according to the measure, that is, in this took place on the first occasion at the

which He gives the Spirit." Considering the baptism of Jesus. This is exegetical poet-

yap, this rendering is impossible.—Ewald izing.

and Bruckner come nearest to our inter- ^ See Bernhardy, p. 230 ; comp. on 1 Cor.

pretation. B. Crusius and Ebrard (on 01s- xii. 27.

hausen) erroneously make ov an-eo-r. k.t.A. * Winer, p. 385 [E. T. p. 414.]

the subject of SlSuktiv (6 ^eds is spurious, ^ Comp. Acts xiv. 2, xix. 9 ; Eom. xi. 30;

see the critical notes ; but this yields a Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 17.

thought neither true in itself, nor in keep-
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in a moral condition wliicli is subject to tlie divine wratli,—a state of sub-

jection to wrath, wliicli, instead of being removed by faith, ahides upon him

through his unbelief. The w^rath, therefore, is not originated by the refusal

to believe (Ritschl, de ira Dei, jip. 18, 19 ; Godet), but already exists, and

through that refusal remains. ' "Whether or not this wrath rests upon the

man/rom his MrtJi,^ this text gives no information. See on Ej^h. ii. 3. —
That the BajMst could already speak after this manner, is evident from chap,

i. 39. — £ TT ' a i T 6 v] as in i. 33, 33.

Notes bt American Editok.

XVII. " From water and spirit." Ver. 5.

Weiss says, " Meyer says justly that the absence of the article from vSarog

and TTVEv/iiaTog indicates that they are taken generically, but overlooks the fact

that with this every direct reference to John's baptism, or even to Christian

baptism, is excluded . . . The two factors are simply co-ordinated, the water

conceived in its essence as a purifying factor (but not from the guilt of sin, as

Meyer and others, but from sin itself), the spirit as the efficient creative prin-

ciple of the new life (comp. the union of the two in Ezek. xxxvi. 25-27) ; and

the thought is that without the doing away of the old sinful nature, and the

creation of an entirely new nature from an efficient principle, the new birth

does not exist. ... It is historically inconceivable that Jesus should have

spoken to Nicodemus of Christian baptism."

And yet in the widespread excitement which John's baptism had recently

produced and was now producing, and in the near prospect of His own about

to be instituted baptism, it seems scarcely possible that Jesus should not

have had them both, and Nicodemus one of them, in mind.

XVIII. OlSaftEv, " We know." Ver. 11.

"To take this and the following plurals purely rhetorically as plurals of

category, and refer them barely to Jesus Himself, is against all analogy in the

discourses of Jesus, against the immediately following sing. (ver. 12), and finds

support neither in the totally diverse plur. iv. 38, nor in the plur. of the Pau-

line Epp. Of course it cannot include God or the Holy Spirit. To make it in-

clude the disciples, or explain it from the general Christian consciousness, as

against the Jewish consciousness, is forbidden by the language itself (espec. S

iupa-K. fiapT.). Jesus rather unites himself with the messengers of God, whose

word, if it come to that test, must be accepted as credible, while in the actual

historical situation the one properly referred to is John the Baptist, who by his

proclamation of water baptism, and of spiritual baptism through the Messiah,

had already, like Christ Himself (ver. 5), pointed to the necessity of a new

birth from water and spirit' ' (Weiss).

1 Augustine ; Thomasius, Chr. Pers. u. certainly the ii.ivei must, according to the

WerJc, I. p. 289. context, be an eternal abiding, if the vn-aKo^

2 This is also against Ilcngstenberg. But n-iVrews never occurs.
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XIX. The Synoptic tradition. Ver. 24.

It is by no means certain that the Synoptic tradition needs any such correc-

tion. The conversations and events here recorded (ch. ii. 1-iii. 36) are not

contained at all in the Synoptists, and their natural place—the only place

allowed by Matt, and Mark—is before Matt. iv. 12, and thus is in no contradic-

tion with the Synoptical account. It is clear, however, that the Baptist's im-

prisonment must have followed closely upon the events of ch. iii., in all proba-

bility before those of iv. 1, and that hence a tradition might have arisen some-

what antedating the imprisonment ; or that John, aware how close was the im-

pending imprisonment upon the conversation and events here recorded, might

deem it proper to inform his readers that that event, so close at hand, had not

as yet taken place. That it did occur very soon after may be inferred from

this very intimation of the Evangelist, and becomes nearly certain from John iv.

1, 2, which records the return of Jesus to Galilee, and must be identical, it

would seem, with that recorded, Matt. iv. 12, which follows upon Jesus' hear-

ing of the imprisonment of the Baptist. If the two journeys do not coincide,

then that recorded in John must have preceded the one related by Matt., and

the Lord must have gone into Galilee and returned before the imprisonment,

which seems greatly to crowd events and is altogether unlikel3^ Every diffi-

culty is obviated by placing the imprisonment between chs. iii. and iv. of

our Gospel, where from the very remark of the Evangelist (ver. 24) it very prob-

ably belongs. It is true that the Evangelist does not expressly mention it here,

but neither does he again mention it anywhere ; and it is as easy to assume its

occurring here as at any later period. The interval between the close of ch.

iii. and the opening of ch. iv. is undoubtedly not long, but it is indefinite, and

the ovv which opens ch. iv. is too familiar and vague a connective with John to

forbid a sufficient interval for the Baptist's imprisonment to have occurred.

If, then, Meyer alleges that the returns of Jesus to Galilee in John and Matthew

are identified for harmonisiic reasons, we may reply that it is as reasonable, in

dealing with credible historians, to assume their agreement when nothing

forbids it, as to assume their disagreement when nothing requires it. It is not

necessary to sujjpose, in John iv. 1, that John was still baptizing. The ellip-

sis may be as easily supplied by had baptized as by was baptizing.

XX. "A man can receive nothing," etc. Ver. 27.

I think Meyer (followed by Weiss) is certainly wrong in referring the "man"
here to Jesus. Nothing in the connection requires, or more than superficially

suggests it. The disciples were complaining, in jealous irritation probably, of

the altered relations between their Master and his late protege. John does not

need to defend, and does not defend Jesus. He only needs to defend himself,

or rather explain his position, and show that the present state of things lay

precisely in the line of the divine purposes, and that he had never anticipated or

claimed a different result. " A man can receive nothing except it be given him
from above" ; he cannot transcend the sphere and destiny assigned him; and you

yourselves bear me witness that I never professed to be the Messiah, but only

His servant and harbinger; never the Bridegroom, biat only His friend and attend-

ant. The thought is thus most natural, and the language introducing the reply

more appropriate to what John would use of himself than of Jesus. He would
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scarcely, with this exalted personage directlj' in mind, have naturally designated

Him as an avBpuTroq, and referred to Him in His character of limitation and

dependence. Of himseJf he would be likely to say,
'

' A man can receive nothing

except it have been given him from above ; he cannot transcend the divine

limitations. Of Jesus he would have been likely to speak in a different language,

implying that a being such as He must necessarily arise to the position required

by His origin and nature. He who had been originally "before him" must

take His place in advance of him (must "become before him"). The Baptist's

statement therefore may, indeed (with Thol., Lange, Ewald, Luthardt, etc.) be

a general statement, but having an indirect reference to'himself—a view not

essentially differing from that which ajiplies it to himself primarily and specifi-

cally (as Liicke, Hengst., Godet, etc.) ; but it cannot be spoken with Jesus

directly in mind, as the Baptist would not thus have included Him with com-

'

monmen. He would scarcely within a few sentences have spoken of the same

person as a "man" {uvdpu-oc) who " could receive nothing that was not given

him from above," and as "He that cometh from above" and " is above all."

Though the sentiment was strictly as true of Jesus as of John, yet it seems

eminently unnatural that regarding Jesus John should precisely here and in this

manner have uttered it.
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CHAPTEE lY.

Yer. 3. :rd/.a] wanting in A. and many other Uncials and Cursives, Syr. p.

Pers. p. Or. Chrys. It is found, indeed, in B. (in the margin) C. D. L. M. TK J5.,

but was probably added to denote the return. — Yer. 5. ov] Elz. Tisch. 6, against

C* D. L. M. S. Curss. Chrys., an inelegant correction. — Yer. 6. uae!} Lach.

Tisch. read uc, for -which the testimonies are decisive. — Yv. 7-10. For -isU-,

Tisch. foil. B.*C.*D. K.* reads tteii', for which also ~ti' occurs. :7f7i' is to be

adopted on account of the preponderating testimony. — Yer. 14. The words ov

'

fifj—ducu ai'Tu are wanting in C* Curss. and some Yerss. and Fathers, even

Or. ; bracketed by Lach. The testimonies are too weak to warrant our striking

them out, and how easily might their omission have occuiTed through ouoiote-

/.evT. !— For ^npf^cr} Lach. and Tisch. read Sitp?,cet, following preponderating

evidence. But the Future seems to be connected with an early omission of uij

(which we still find in D.). — Yer. 15. ipxuuai'l the Indicative ipx<>unt or I'itipxo-

fiat (so Tisch.) is badGk., and has witnesses enough against it (A. C. D. U. Y. A.
;

even H.*, which has Sirpx^fJiai) to be regarded as a transcriber's error; comp.

xvii. 3.— Yer. 16. 6 'Ijycroiv: is wanting in B. C* Heracl. Or. ; an addition. The

position GOV rbv ufi^pa (Tisch.) is too weakly attested by B. Curss. Or. (three

times) Chrys. — Yer. 21. yvvat, -rriarcvcov //ot] Lach. : y, TriarEvi p.. ; Tisch. :

izioTsve ft. J. Amid manifold diversities of testimony the last must be adoj)ted

as the best authenticated, by B. C* L. X. Yer. Sahid. Heracl. Or. Ath. Cyr.

Chrys. Hilar. — Yer. 27. For iQavua^oi/ Elz. has iSavfiaaar, against decisive tes-

timony. — Yer. 30. After t:^r,?.Oov Elz. has orr, against decisive testimony.

Added for the purpose of connection, instead of which c5i also occxirs, and C.

D. Yerss. have koJ before k^r'/fjov, and accordingly Lachm. puts this Kai in

brackets.— Yer. 34. rro^tj] B. C. D. K. L. T*-. IT. Cursives, Clem. Heracl. Or.

Cyr. Chrys. : -oirsau ; recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. ; a co-ordi-

nation with what follows. — Yer. 35. For -E-pilurjX'oQ Elz. has rerpdutjvov,

against almost aU the Uncials. A clumsy emendation. Comp. Heb. xi. 23. —
Yer. 36. Before 6 OepiZ. Elz. has kuI (bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch.),

condemned by B. C* D. L. T*". K. Cursives, Yerss. and Fathers. Through the

very ancient variation, which joins f/^r] either with what follows (A. C. D. Cyr.)

or with what precedes (Or.), the insertion of Kai is the result of the latter mode

of connection. If Kai were genuine, neither of the two constructions would

have prompted its omission. — Yer. 42. After kocuov Elz. has 6 Xpiaroc, which

Lachm. Tisch., following important witnesses, have deleted as an exegetical

addition. — Yer. 43. Kai a-j'/.Oei] wanting in B. C. D. T^. X. Cursives, Codd. It.

Copt. Or. Cyr. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. ;
supplementing addi-

tion after ver. 3, not in keeping with John's mode of expression. — Yer. 45.

Instead of u we must adopt oca, with Lachm. Tisch., following A. B. C. L.

Cursives, Or. Cyr. Chrys. As the conception expressed by oan is already in

77dvTa, a would seem more appropriate, which therefore we find in vv. 29, 39,

in Codd.— Yer. 46. After oh' Elz. has 6 'Jjjaoic, which is altogether wanting in
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important witnesses, and in others stands after ttu^cv (so Scholz). A common
addition. — Ver. 47. uvtov after 7/p. is wanting in B. C. D. L. T''. i<. Cursives,

Verss. Or. Aug. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. Supplementary. —
Ver. 50. cj] Lachm. Tisch., following A. B. C. L. X**, read uv. An unskilful

emendation. — Ver. 51. anijvTjjaav'] B. C. D. K. L. K. Cursives: vTrrjVTriaav.

So Lachm. and Tisch. ; rightly, for John elsewhere always has vnavT. (xi. 20,

30, xii. 18). — 6 naic <yov'\ Lachm. Tisch. : 6 nr. aiirov, upon such weighly evi-

dence that the received reading must be regarded as a mechanical alteration in

imitation of ver. 50. — Ver. 52. Instead of ,t^'?.
"^^ must, with Lachm. and

Tisch., following the majority of Codd., adopt ex^ii-

\v. 1-3. 'Qr ovv iyvcj, k.t.1.] ovv, igitur, namely, in consequence of the

concourse of people who iiocked to Him, and which had been previously

mentioned. Considering this concourse, He could not fail to come to know
(tyvw, not supernatural knowledge, but comp. ver. 53, v. 6, xi. 57, xii. 9)

that it had reached the ears of the Pharisees, how He, etc. This prompted

Him, however, to withdraw to Galilee, tvhere their liostility would not le so

directJy aroused and cherislied as in Judea, the headquarters of the hierarchy.

To surrender Himself to them before the time, before His hour arrived, and

the vocation of which He w^as conscious had been fulfilled, was opposed to

His consciousness of the divine arrangements, and the object of His mission.

He contented himself, therefore, for the present with the interest which He had

already excited in Judea on behalf of Plis work, and withdrew, for the time

being, to His own less esteemed country.' As to the date of this return,

see ver. 35 ; it is an arbitrary invention to say,"-* that upon leaving Judea He
gave up baptizing because John's imprisonment (?) brought a ban of unclean-

ness upon Israel (515 sq.). The performance of baptism must be supposed

as taking place subsequent to this, when conversions are spoken of (e.g. ver.

53), comp. iii. 5 ; and Matt, xxviii. 19 docs not contain a wdiolly new

command to baptize, but its completion and extension to all times and

nations.

—

ol (^apic] It is only tJiis party, the most pow^erful and most

dangerous of the Jewish sects, that is still named by John, the evangelist

who had become furthest removed from Judaism.

—

on 'Ir/aovg, k.t.2..] a

' According to Hofmann, Schrif/hew. II. and to which He knew it was not yet time

1, p. 1G8 f., whom Lichtenstein follows, for Him to expose Himself ; comp. vii. 1, x.

Jesus withdrew, because lie was apprehen- 40, xi. 54. Nonnus : <j>evyuii' \vcraav ama-Tov

sive lest wliat had come to the Pharisees' dKr)A>jT(ui' ^apiaai.uji'. Still, however, we
ears should be made use of by them to must not, with Hengsteiiberg and most
throw suspicion, on the Baptist. But this is others, suppose that this retirement to

all the less credible, when we remember Galilee arose from the fact tliat John /lad

that Jesus certainly, as well as John himself alreadij fallen aprexj to Pharisaic persecution,

(iii. 30), knew it to be a divine necessity that and that Jesus had all the more reason to

He should increase and the Baptist decrease, apprehend this persecution. There is no
and therefore would hardly determine his liint whatever of the supposed fact that the

movements by considerations of the kind Pharisees\\^A delivered John over to Herod,

supposed. He could more effectually have This explanation is based merely upon an
mctany such suspicions, by testifying on be- attempt at harmonizing, in order to make
half of the noble Baptist in the neighbour- this journey back to Galilee the same with
hood where he was, than by withdrawing that named in Matt, iv 13. See on iii. 24.

from the scene. No ; Jesus went out of the - Lange, L.J. II. p. 51.5.

way of thedangor that threatened Himself,
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verliatim repetition of the report ; hence the name (1 Cor. xi. 23), and the

present tenses. Conip. Gal. i. 23. — ?} 'ludvvrjQ'] whom they had less to fear,

on account of his legal standpoint, and his declarations in i. 19 ff., than

Jesus, who with at once so reforming, wonder-working, and effective an

agency, and so Aveightily attested by John, had appeared in Jerusalem.

—

Ver. 2 is not to be put in a parenthesis, for the construction is not interrupt-

ed. [See Note XII. p. 99]. — KaWoi ye] quanquam quidem, although,' The

thing is thus expressed, because "semper is dicitur facere, cui praeministra-

tur," Tertullian. A pretext for this lay in the fact that John did himself

baptize. But loTiy did iwt Jesus Himself 'baptize? Not that He might give

Himself only to preaching (1 Cor. i. 17) ; for that a principle underlay

His non-baptizing is shown by John's unconditional statement of it ;

^

nor again, because He would then have necessarily baptized unto Himself^^

for He could have done this ; nor again for the clear maintenance of the

truth "that He is down to the present day the universal baptizer"

(Hengstenberg), an arbitrarily invented abstraction, and even foreign to

the N. T. Nonnus points to the true reason : oh yap ava^ (id-iTTi!^sv. ev vdari.

Bengel well says : "baptizare actio ministrcdis, Acts x. 48, 1 Cor. i. 17
;

Johannes minister sua manu baptizavit, discipuli ejus ut videtur neminem, at

Christus baptizat Sjnritu sancto^ " Avhich the disciples had not power to do until

afterwards (vii. 39). Comp. Ewald 5. For the rest, ver. 2 does not contain a

correction of himself by the evangelist (Hengstenberg and early exposi-

tors),—as to whom we cannot see why he should not at once have expressed

himself correctly,—but rather a correction of the form of the rumour

mentioned in ver. 1. Comp. iii. 26. Nonnus : hi'irvfioQ ov TreXe <j>r/fir/.

In this consists the historical interest of the observation,* which we are not to

regard as an unhistorical consequence of transporting Christian baptism back

to the time of Jesus.

Vv. 4, 5. ''E6FA]from the geograpliical jyosition ; and hence the usual way for

Galilean travellers lay through Samaria (Josephus, Antt. xx. C. 1), unless

one chose to pass through Perea to avoid the hated land, which Jesus has

at present no occasion to do. Comp. Luke ix. 52. — elq •rrdAzi/J to or towards

a city (not into, ver. 28 ff.). Comp. Matt. xxi. 1 ; see Fritzsche, ad Marc.

p. 81. — '^vxdf)] (not 'S.Lx&p, as Elz. has, against the best authorities) is, ac-

cording to the usual opinion,—though, indeed, the Isyojiivriv, comp. xi. 54,

pointing to an unknown place, does not tally with it,—the same town as

that called D?'^ (LXX. Sw^fu, comp. Acts vii. IG ; also Sk^/xa, comp.

Josephus) in Gen. xxxiii. 18, Josh. xx. 7, Judg. ix. 7. et. al. ; after the time

of Christ, however, called Neapolis,^ and now Nahlus.^ Upon the remnant

of the Samaritans still in this town, see Rogers on the Modern Samaritans,

London 1855 ; Barges, les Samaritains de Naplouse, Paris 1855. The name

1 See Baeumlein, Partik. p. 245 ff.; Klotz, ^ Against Baur and Hilgenfekl.

adDevar. p. 654 f.
^ .Joseph. Bel!, iv. 8. 1.

2 Against Thomas, Lyra, Maldonatus, and ' See Crome, Beschreib. von Pal. I. p. 103

most. f^'- Robinson, III. .330; Rosen, in the

s So already Tertullian de bapt. 11. Zei'.schr. d. inorgeid. Gesellsch. I860, p. 634 ff.
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li'xdp^ (which Credner arbitrarily refers to a mere error in transcription)

would be thus a coj'riqytion of the old name, perhaps intentional^ though it

had come into ordinary use, and signifying drunlcen town (according to Isa.

xxviii. 1), or town of lies, or Tieathen town, after Hab. iii. 18
Cf?.'^). Reland

takes the former view, Lightfoot and Hengstenberg the latter, Hengsten-

berg supposing that John himself made the alteration in order to describe

the lying character of the Samaritans—quite against the simplicity of the

narrative in general, and the express Xeyo/j-evr/v in particular. This keyo/i.,

and the difference in the name, as well as the following irh^aiov, etc., and

ver. 7, suggest the ojiinion that Sychar was a distinct town in the neig?ibour-

hood of Sychem." The name may still be discovered in the modern al AsJcar,

east of Nablus. Schenkel still sees also here an error of a Gentile-Christiau

author. —-The x'^P'-ov belonged to Sychem (Gen. xxxiii. 19, xlviii. 22, LXX.
Josh. xxiv. 32),' but must have lain m the direction of Sychar. — -n-lt/Giovl

the town lay in the neighbourhood of the field, etc. Here only in the N. T.,

very often in the classics, a simjde adverb.

Ver. G. H//}?) rov 'IaK.cj/3] a spring-ivell (ver. 11), the making of wliich tra-

dition ascribed to Jacob. It is still in existence, and regarded with rever-

ence, though there is no spring-water in it.* The ancient sacredness of the

spot made it the more worthy of being specially noted by John. — ovtu>q\

thus, without further ado, just as He teas, without any ceremony or prepara-

tion, " ut locus se obtulerat," Grotius ; dTrAwf Jj? irvxe:, Chrysostom.^ The

rendering " tired as He was" (Erasmus, Beza, Winer, Hengstenberg), so that

the preceding participle is repeated in meaning, " would require the ovtu^ to

be placed before, as in Acts xxvii. 17, xx. 11. — kirl ry Trrjyy] at the tcell, de-

noting immediate proximity to it, ver. 2 ; Mark xiii. 29 ; Ex. ii. 15.'— Cipa

. . . eKTTj] noon, mid-day ; dl-xiog upij, Nonnus. Here again we have not the

Roman reckoning (see on i. 40), though the evening^ was the more usual time

for drawing water. Still we must not suppose that the unwonted time was

intended to indicate to Jesus "that the woman was given Him of the Father"

(Luthardt, p. 80). Jesus knew this, independently of the hour. But Johib

could neverforget the hour, so important in its issues, of this first i:»reaching

to the Samaritan woman, and therefore names it. Comp. i. 40.

Vv. 7-9. Tvvy kti T. 2a//fi/3.] to be taken as one designation, a Samaritan-

woman. John gives prominence to the country to which she belonged, to

' Concerning^ the Talmudic name IDIDi bach, z. Mas, p. 63, ed. 3.

see Wieseler, Sijnopse, p. 256 ff. ' See Bornemann m Eosenmuller^s Rep. II.

2 Hug, Luthardt, Lichteustehi, Ewald, p. 2-36 ff., Ast, /.c. / Stallbaum, «fZ P/ail. Pro-

Bruckner, Baeumlein. See especially De- tar/, p. 314 C.

litzsch, in Guericke's Xw/!//. ZeUschr. 1856, p. 7 gee Bernhardy, p. 249; Reisig, «c? Oed.

244 ff.; Ewald, Jahrb. VIII. 255 ff., and in his Col. 281 ; EUendt, Lex. Soph. I. 541.

Johann Schr. 1. 181. 8 if ^t had been six o'clock in the evening
3 The LXX. in Gen. xlviii. 22 render Dpi:? (as also Iseiiberg in the Lvlher. Zeitschr.

by SiKijoia, the error being that they took the 18G8, p. 454 ff . maintains, for the sake of xix.

Hebrew word directly as a name, whereas 14), how mucli too short would the remain-

it is only an allusion, to the town Sichem. der of the day be for all that follows down
^ See Robinson, III. p. 330 ; Ritter, XVL to ver. 40 ! We must allow a much longer

634. time, in particular, for vv. 28-30, and yet

'^ See Ast," Lex. Plat. II. p. 495 ; Nagels- ver. 35 still presupposes bright daylight.
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prepare tlie way for the characteristic features of tlie following interview.

It is not the town two miles distant (Sebaste) that is meant, but the country.

— avTlfjoaL vdup] The modern Nablus lies half an hour distant from the

southern well, and has many wells of its own close by. ' It is therefore

probable that Sychar, out of which the woman came,^ was a separate town.*

It is in itself an arbitrary supposition to imagine, with Hengstenberg, that this

"Give me to drink" has underlying it " a spiritual sense" ("Give me

the spiritual refreshment of thy conversion)," and is opposed to ver. 8,

which by no means assigns the reason why Jesus entered into conversation

with the woman ; for He might have done this in the apostles' presence,

though, according to Hengstenberg, He must have sent them away (all ex-

cepting John),* on purpose to have an undisturbed interview with the

woman. All this is mere imagination. — Ver. 8. yap] The reason why He

asked the services of the icoman ; the disciples, whose services He would

otherwise have claimed, were absent. — Iva rpo^aq ayop.] According to later

tradition (" Samaritanis panem comedere aut vinum bibere prohibitum est,"

Easchi, ad Sota, 515), this would not have been allowed. But the separa-

tion could not have been so distinctly marked at that time, especially as to

commercial dealings and intercourse with the Galileans, since their road lay

through Samaria. Jesus, moreover, was raised above these hostile divisions

which existed among the people (Luke ix. 52). — Ver. 9. The woman
recognized that Jesus was a Jew by His language, and not by His accent

merely. — ttwc] qui fit ut. The words of the woman indicate the pert femi-

nine caprice of national feeling. There is no ground for supposing (Hengst.)

that the woman had at this stage any presentiment that He who addressed

her was other than an ordinary Jew. — oh yap, /c.r.A.] not a j)arenthesis, but

the words of the evangelist. — Jews with Samaritans, without the article.

Ver. 10. Jesus certainly recognized at once the susceptibility of the woman

;

allowing, therefore. His own need to stand in abeyance. He began the con-

versation, which was sufficiently striking to excite at once the full interest

of her sanguine temperament, though at the outset this interest was noth-

ing but feminine curiosity. — rfjv 6up. r. deovl the gift of God, which you

may now partake of by conversation with me. Not certainly the person of

Jesus Himself (the Greek Fathers, Erasmus, Beza, and others, also Hengst.

and Godet), to which he refers only as the discourse advances with the Kai

of closer definition. — gv av yri/aac] thou wouldest have prayed Him {i.e. to

give thee to drink), and He would have, etc. Observe the emphatic ah (the

request would have come from thee). — wlcop i^uv] The woman takes this to

mean spring-water, "n D;o, Gen. xxvi. 19, Lev. xiv. 5, Jer. ii. 13, as op-

1 See Kobinson, III. 333. Fritzsche {de conform. Lachm. p. 27) as the

- That, considering the sacred character mistake of a copyist. As to the phrase

of the water, she did not hesitate about the SiSw/lk, TrieiV, without any object expressed,

distance of the well from Sychem (Heng- see Kruger, § 55. 3. 31.

stenberg), is without any hint in the text. • Who must, according to Godet also, have

' As to the forms Trerc and tt\v (so Jacobs, remained with Him. A gratuitous addi-

JDel. epiqr. vi. 78\ see Ilerm. Ilerodian. § 47 ; tion, made for the purpose of securing a

BiUtmann, iV. T. Gr. p. 58 [E. T. p. 6G], who guaranteeforthcaccuracy of the narrative,

prefers vlv, thougli this is regarded by
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posed to water in a cistern. Comp. rki fontes and the like among the Ro-

mans ; see Wetstein. Christ does indeed mean sjn'ing-water, but, as in vii.

38, in a spiritual sense (comp. ver. 14), namely, Ood's grace and truth (i. 14),

which He, who is the possessor of them, communicates by His word out of

His fulness, and which in its living, regenerating, and, for the satisfying

of spiritual need, ever freshly efficacious power, is typified by water from

the spring.' He does not mean Himself, His own life (Olshausen, Godet,

following Epiphanius and most others), in the same manner as He speaks of

Himself as the bread of life, vi. 35, for this is not indicated in any part of

the present colloquy ; nor does He mean faith (iii. 15), as Llicke thinks,

nor the Spirit, ^ the gift of which follows the communication of the living-

water. Any reference to Mpfism ^ is quite remote from the text. Calvin is

substantially right when he sees typified totam renovation is gratiam.

Vv. 11, 12. " Thoii canst not mean the spring-water here in this well ; thou

couldest not give this to me, for thou hast no bucket, ^ which is needed on

account of the depth of the well ; whence hast thou, therefore, the spring-icater

thou spealcestoff''— Kvpie] The r/? ionv 6 liyuv col, etc., ver. 10, has given the

woman a momentary feeling of resjiect, not unmixed with irony. — ovre fol-

lowed by Kai is rare, 3 John 10.^— nfj av jieO^uv, k.t.1.] Notice the emphatic

0y coming first : '^thou surely art not greater," etc. ;
^^ thou- dost not look

like that !" Comp. viii. 53.

—

/lel^uv] i.e. more able, in a position to give

what is better. By him was the well given us, and for hirn it was good

enough for him and his to drink from
;
yet thou speakest as if thou hadst

another and a better spring of water ! The woman dwells upon the enig-

matical word of Christ at first, just as Nicodemus did, iii. 4, but with more

cleverness and vivacity, at the same time more boldly, and with feminine

loquacity. — rov TraTpdc t//u(jv] for the Samaritans traced their descent back

to Joseph.'^ They certainly were not of purely heathen origin (Hengsten-

\)erg).''— Of iSuKEv, K.T.A.] a Samaritan tradition, not derived from the O. T.

— Kal avTog, k.-.A.] kuI is simply a^icZ, neither for koI be, nor, and indeed. The

eoEfifiara are the cattle,^ not servajits (Majus, Kypke),* whom there Avas no

need specially to name ; the mention of the herds completes the picture of

their nomadic progenitor. — to v6up -u iw] which thou hast to give
;
ver.

10.

1 Comp. analofcous passages, Ecclus. xv. ^ See Winer, p. 400 [E. T. p. 494] ; Baeum-

3, xxiv. 21 ; Baruch iii. 13 ; Buxtorf, Lex. lein, Pariik. p. 222 ; Klotz, ad Devar. 714.

Talin. p. 2298. ' Josephus, A7itt. vii. 7. 3, viii. 14. 3, xi. 8.

2 Calovius, Baumgarten Crusius, Lii- 6.

thardt, Ilofmann. ' See Keil on 2 Kings xvii. 24 ; Petermann
3 Justin, Cyprian, Ambrose, and most in Herzog's Encykl. XIII. 307.

others. epiato, Polit. p. 301 A ; Xcn. Oec. xx. 23 ;

< avrX-qtua, elsewhere fTie drawing of water. Ages. ix. ; Ilerodian. iii. 9. 17 ; Josephus,

is used in the sense of haustrvm. Nonnus ex- Anft. vii. 7. 3.

plains it k6.&ov e^Kvar^paia bucket to draw " The word, the general meaning of which

wato-).—The woman had with her a v&pia, 'KqincqvidenutritLir,\sfo\mAonms,cv\\^t\oi\s

ver. 38 (comp. ii. 6), but she must also have as applied to slaves; it is used oi children

hadanafTArjMa, provided with a long handle likewise in the classics (Valck. Diatr. p.

or rope to draw the water up, or at least 249), as in Soph. Phil. 343 ; comp. Oed. Bex,

some contrivance for letting down the vSpi'a 114.3. It does not occur in the LXX. or

itself. Apocrypha.
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Vv. 13, 14. Not an explanation, but (comp. iii. 5) a carrying out of the

metaphor, to lead the woman nearer to its higher import.— toIitov] referring

to the well. — oh fiij 6f>p. dg r. aluva] '^loill certainly not thirstfor ever,'''' anti-

thesis to fleeting bodily refreshment, ver. 13. Comp. vi. 34. That heavenly

grace and truth which Christ communicates, ichen received hy faitTi into the inner

life, for ever supplies what we need in order to salvation, so that the lack of

this satisfaction is never felt, because the supply is always there. Bengel

admirably remarks :
" Sane aqua ilia, quantum in se est, perennem habet

virtutem ; et ubi sitis recurrit, hominis non aquae defectus est." The ex-

l^ression in Ecclus. xxiv. 20 : ol vcvovrtc /he (Wisdom) eti, difrjaovci, rests upon

a different view of the continuity of enjoyment, namely, that of the indi-

vidual moments passing in the continual alternation of desire and satisfaction,

and not of the unity which they make up, and of their condition as a whole.

— yevyaETac ED avTU), k.t.1.] the positive effect following the negative (and

hence to vSup b 6uao) avTcJ is emphatically repeated) : divine grace and truth

appropriated by faith will so energetically develop) their life in him in inexhaust-

ible fulness, that its full impelling power endures unto eternal Messianic life.

Upon his entrance into the Messiah's kingdom (comp. iii. 3, 5), the man
takes along with him this inner living jiower of divine jap^c koX akififia, vi.

27. — aTiTiEadac e'lq. to spring up> into, often also in the classics, ' but with ref-

erence to water here only. A Greek would say -rrpope'iv e'lg
;

yet the word in

the text is stronger and more vivid. The ^uf/ aluv. is conceived of locally,

under the imagery of a widespreading spring ; to render elc
'•'^ reaching

to everlasting life,"" arbitrarily lets go the concrete comparison, one

of the main features in which is endless power of springing up. This

description of the well springing up into everlasting life is t\ie finishing touch

of the picture. On elf C,. al., see ver. 36.

Vv. 15, 16. The woman as yet having no apprehension of the higher

meaning of the water spoken of (against B. Crusius, Lange), yet being in

some degree perjilexed, asks, not in irony, as Lightfoot and Tholuck think,

but sincerely, for this wonderful water, which at any rate must be of great

use to her.—Jesus breaks off suddenly, and commences, by a seemingly un-

important request, " Call thy husband," to lay hold of the woman m 7ier

inner life, so that the beginnings of lierfaith in Him might be connected with His

supernatural hnowledge of her pjeculiar moral relations. This process must be

accompanied with the awaTcening in her of a sense of guilt (see ver. 39), and

thus pave the way for repentance ; and who dare deny that, besides the im-

mediate object, tills may have been included in the jjurpose of Jesus ? though

He does not directly rebuke, but leaves the feeling to operate of itself

(against Strauss and most others). — (poivTja. r. ciw^pa aov] We are not to ask

here what the husband was to do (Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus :

'
' that

he might partake with her of the gift of salvation that was before her ;" so

also Liicke) ; because the command was only an apparent one, not seriously

intended, for Jesus Tcneio the relations of the woman, and did not merely

find His prophetic gift awakened by the answer she gave, as Liicke and

1 Ilom. II. a. 537 ; Xen. Mim. i. 3. 9. ^ B. Crusius, LutharcU, Bruckner, Ewald.
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Goclet gratuitously assume. The r. ain^ipa aov was the sm^e spot where the

liealing was to begin. According to Lange, ' it would have been unseemly

if Jesus, now that the woman showed a willingness to become His disciple

(?), had continued to converse longer with her in her husband's absence
;

His desire, therefore, was in keeping '
' with the highest and finest sense of

social propriety." But the husband was notliing more than n^ jiaramour I—
tPJe] in the sense of come hack, as the context shows.

"

Ver. 17, 18. The woman istalcen aback ; her light, naive, bantering manner
is now completely gone, and she quickly seeks to shun the sensitive point

with the answer, true only in words, ovk. t-;i'w av8pa ; but Jesus goes deeper

still. — /ca/luf ] rigMly, truly ; viii. 48 ; Matt. xv. 7 ; Luke xx. 39. Iloiofar

truly, what follows shows,—namely, only relatively, and therefore the ap-

proval is only ajiparent, and in some degree ironical. — av6pa ovk ix^] " ^*

Imiiband I have not ;" as it is the concejjtion of avijp which Jesus has to em-

phasize, it stands first. — tzLvte yap, k.-.?..] It is doubtful whether she 7'eaUi/

had five successive husbands, from Avhom she had been sei^arated either by

death or by divorce, or whether Jesus included paramours, using avdpag in a

varying sense according to the varying subjects ; or whether, again, He
meantthat allJitevfcre ncortatores (Chrysostom, Maldonatus, and most others).

The first supposition is to be adopted, because tho 2)i'ese}2t man, who is not

her husband, stands in contrast with the former husbands. She had been

therefore five times married {siich a history had already seared her con-

science, ver. 29 ; how, is not stated), and now she was either a widow or a

divorced wife, and had a paramour {voOov aKolrr/v, Nonnus), who lived with

her as a husband, but really was 7iot her husband (hence the ovk tan is em-

phatically put first). To interpret the story of the five husbands as a whole

as a sy77ihoUcal history of the Samaritan nation,'^ either as a divinely intended

coincidence (Hengst. Kostlin, comp. Baumgarten and Scholten), or as a type

in the mind of the evangelist (Weizsacker, p. 387), so that the symbolic

meaning excludes any actual fact (Keim, Gesch. J. p. 116), or again as fiction

(B. Bauer), whose mythical basis was that history (Strauss), is totally desti-

tute of any historical warrant. For the man whom the woman now had
must, symbolically understood, represent Jehovah ; and He had been the

God of the Samaritans before the introduction of false gods, and therefore

it would have been more correct to si)eak of six husbands (Heracleon actu-

ally read ef). But how incredible that Jesus would represent Jehovah under
the similitude of a paramour (for the woman was now living in concuhinage),

and the "fivefold heathenism" of the nation under the type of 7'eal mar-

riages !— For the rest, the Lord's knowledge of the Avoman's circumstances

was iynmediate and supernatural. To assume that He had ascertained her

history from others (Paulus, Ammon), is opposed to the Johannean view
;

while the notion that the disciples introduced into the history what they

afterwards discovered,^ is psychologically groundless, if once we admit that

> L. J. n. p. 530 f. 3 According to 3 Kings xvii. 24 ff. ; Jose-
^ See Horn. Od. a. 408, p. 30 ; Xen. Anab. plius, Antt. ix. 14. 3 : Trei-re tBi'-ri . . . tKaarav

ii. 1. 1, v. 1.4; Baruch iv. 37; Tobit i. 18; ISiov eehv d'; 'S.afjLap. KoixiaavTis.

Heind. ad Plaf. Prot. p. 310 C. Comp. xiv. * Schweizcr, p. 139.

IS ; Luke xis. 13.
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Jesus possessed a knowledge of the moral state of others (and here we have

not merely a knowledge of outward circumstances,—against de Wette)

beyond that attainable by ordinary means.* Lauge invents the strange and

iinnecessai*y (ii. 24. f.) addition, that " tlie psychical effects produced by the

live husbands upon the woman were traceable in her manner and mien, and

these were recognized by Jesus."

—

a/jjdto] as something true.^

Vv. 19, 20. The woman now discerns in Jesus the man of God endowed
with higher knowledge, a prophet,^ and puts to Him accordingly—perhaps

also to leave no further room for the unpleasant mention of the circumstan-

ces of her life which had been thus unveiled—the national religious question

ever in dispute ; a question which does not, indeed, imply a presentiment

of the superiority of the Jev/s' religion (Ewald), but one, the decision of

which might be expected from such a 2^^'opliet as she now deemed Him to

be. The great natumal interest in this question,* is sufficient to remove any

apparent im2)robability attaching to it as coming from the lips of this morally

frivolous woman.* Luthardt thinks that she now wished to go in prayer

for the forgiveness of her sins to the holy place appointed, and only desires

to know where ; on Gerizim or in Jerusalem. . But she has not yet arrived at

this stage ; she gives no intimation of this ; she does not call the place a

place of expiation (this also against Langc) ; and Jesus, in His answer, gives

no hint to that effect. Her seeking after religious information is still theo-

retical merely, attaching itself to a matter of popular controversy, naive,

without depth of personal anxiety, as also without thought of fundamental

differences, which Hcngstenberg attributes to her as a representative of the

Samaritans, who would first remove the national stumbling-block ; see ver.

25.

—

dsupCj] TrepiGKOTTslTai nal davfid^ei, Chrysostom.

—

ol narepeg 7/ju.] Since

vfxelg stands in contrast, we are not to go back to Abraham and Jacoh (accord-

ing to a tradition based upon Gen. xii. 6 ff., xiii. 4, xxxiii. 20); ^ we must
simply take the reference to be to the ancestors of the Samaritans as far back
as the building of the temple on Mount Gerizim in the time of Nehemiah.

—In this mountain] pointing to Gerizim, between which and Ebal the tov.^n

of Sychem (and Sychar) lay. The temple there had already been destroyed

by John Ilyrcanus ; but the site itself, which Moses had already fixed as that

wherein the blessings of the law were to be spoken (Deut. xi. 29, xxvii. 12,

13), was still held sacred by the people,' especially also on account of Deut.

xxvii. 4 (v/here the Samaritan text has DTIJ instead of ''^"'J''), and is so

even at the present day.' Concerning the ruins on the top of the mountain,

see especially BargJis, as before, p. 107 ff.

1 We must not therefore suppose wilh * See Josephus, Antt. xiii. 3. 4.

Ewald that Jesus named simply a round s Against Strauss, B. Bauer.
number of husbands, which in a wonderful « Chrysostom, EuthjTnius Ziirabenus, and
manner turned out to be right. many others, also Kuinoel and Buumgarteu

2 See Winer, p. 433 [E. T. p. 404]. Comp. Crusius.

Plato, Gorg. p. 493 D : toOt' aXr^diarepov ' Comp. Josephus, Antt. xviii. 4. 1 ; Bell.

elpij/cas ; Soph. Phil. 900 ; Lucian, D. 21. vi. 3
; iii. 7. 32.

Tim. 20. 8 See Robinson, in. p. 319 ff. ; Ritter.

' Comp. 1 Sam. is. 9 ; in Greek and Latin Erdk. XVI. p. G3S ff. ; Abulfathi, Annab.
writers : Horn. 11. i. TO ; Ilesiod, Theor;. 38

;

Samni: urab. ed., ed. Vilniar, ]8C.j, Tro-

Virgil, Qccvg. iv. 302 ; ISIacrobius, Sal. i. leg. 4.
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Ver. 21. Jesus decides neither for the one place nor for the other ; nor

does He pronounce both wrong (B. Crusius) ; but as His aim is to give her

the living water, divine grace and truth, He rises to the Mglier point of vieio

of tlie future, whence both the local centres and limitations of God's true

worship disappear ; and the question itself no longer arises, because with

the triumph of His work all outward localizing of God's worship comes to

an end, not indeed absolutely, but as fettering the freedom of the outward

service. — 7rpoff«:w?}(7.] As sjioken to the woman, this refers not to mankind

generally (Godet), nor to the Israelites of Jjotli forms of religion (Hilgenfeld,

comp. Hengst.), but to the future conversion of the Samaritans, who thus

would be freed from the ritual on Mount Gerizim (which is therefore named

first), but were not to be brought to the ritual in Jerusalem, and therefore

fv 'IspoGoX. has its warrant with reference to the Samaritans. ' The divine

orclainment of the temple service was echtcational. Christ was its aim and

end, its irAlipwaig ; the modern doctrine of the re-establishing of Jerusalem

in its grandeur is a chiliastio dream (see Rom. xi. 27, note). — ro irarpi^

spoken from the standing-point of the future converts, to whom God, through

their faith in the Reconciler, would be Father :
'' Tacite novi foederis sua-

vitatem innuit," Grotius.

Ver. 22. Jesus has answered the question as to the trherc of worship ; He
now turns, unasked, to the vlject of woi'ship, and in this He pronounces in

favour of the Jews. The chain of thought is not : "as matters now stand,"

and so on (Llicke and most others) ; such a change of time must have been

indicated. — 5 ovk oUare] ye worship) what ye Tcnow not. Ood is meant, who
is named not personally, but by the neuter, according to His essence and

character, not as He who is worshipped, but as that which is worshipped

(comp. the neuter. Acts xvii. 23, according to the more correct reading)
;

and this is simply God Himself not 7a tov Btov or ra irpbg tov 6e6v (Liickc),

which would not be in keeping with the conception expressed in ivpooKvvelv
;

for what is worshipped is not what pertains to God, but God (comp. vv. 21,

23, 24). The ovk oUute \h to be understood relatively ; comp. vii. 28. As

the Samaritans received the Pentateuch only, they were without the devel-

oped revelation of God contained in the subseqiient books of the O. T., par-

ticularly in the Prophets, especially the stcdfast, pure, and living develop-

ment of Messianic hope, which the Jews possessed, and had also lost, with

the temple and its sacred shrines, the abiding presence of the Deity. ^ Jesus,

therefore, might well speak of their knowledge of God, in comparison loitli

that of the Jews (j'/peic), who possessed the full revelation and promise, as ig-

norance ; and He could regard this great superiority of the Jews as unaffected

by the monotheism, however spiritual, of the Samaritans. According to

de Wette, whom Ebrard follows, the meaning is : "ye worship, and in so

doing, ye do what ye know not,"—which is said to refer to the arbitrary and

vmhistorical manner in which the Samaritan worship originated. According

to this, the b must be taken as in 6e vvv ^w, Gal. ii. 20 (cornp. Bengcl), and

> Against Hilgenfeld in the Theol. Jahrb. p. 103.

1857, p. 517 ; and in Lis Zeitschr. 18G3, '^ Rom. iii. 2, ix. 4, 5.
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^voulcl denote tlie ^poGKvv7]atr itself, whicli is accomplisTied in the Trpotr/cwelx^.

'

But in that case it would have been more logical to write h v/ieic irpomcvvElre,

ovK oldare. Tittmann, Morus, Kuinoel, also erroneously say that o stands for

Kad' 0, pro vestra ignorantia. It is the accusative of the object, in which is

included the dative, or even the accusative of the demonstrative, for TTpoau'w.

is construed in both ways."— /}//«?] i.e. Jews, without a conjunction, and

hence all the more emphatic. According to the whole connection, it must

mean we Jews, not Chrutians, as if #£Zf were intended in the Gnostic sense

to denote, as sometliing altogether new, the distinctively Christian conscious-

ness, as contrasted with the unconscious worship of the IsraeHtish race

in its Samaritan and Jewish branches.'' That Jesus, being Himself a Jew

(Gal. iv. 4 ; John i. 11), should reckon Himself among the Jews, cannot be

thought strange in the antithesis of such a passage as this. But in what

follows, the Lord rises so high above this antithesis between Samaritan and

Jew, that in the future which He opens up to view (vv. 23, 24), this national

distinctiveness ceases to have any significance. Still, in answer to the

woman's question. He could simply and definitely assign to the Jews that

superiority which historically belonged to them before the manifestation of

that higher future ; but He could not intend " to set her free from the un-

reality of her national existence" (Luthardt), but rather, considering the oc-

casion which presented itself, could make no concession that would preju-

dice His Messianic patriotism, based as this was upon historical fact and

upon the divine purpose (Rom. i. 16).— orj rj cut., k.t.I.'] lecause salva-

tion (of course, not without the Saviour, though this is not named) proceeds

from the Jews (not from the Samaritans),—a general doctrinal statement,

incoutestably true, based upon the promise to Abraham, Gen. xii.,* concern-

ing the salvation of the Messiah's kingdom, whosefuture establishment is rep-

resented as present, as is natural in such an axiomatic statement of historic

fact. As salvation is of the Jeics, this design of their existence in the econ-

omy of grace constitutes the reason (otl) why they, as a nation, possessed

the true and pure revelation of God, whose highest culmination and con-

summation is that very salvation ; comp. Rom. ix. 4, 5. It must not, indeed,

be overlooked that I'liielq . . . oldaixev was not true of every individual of the

^IxElg (not of those who rejected the salvation), but refers to the nation as a

whole in its ideal existence as the people of God, whose prerogative as such

could not be destroyed by empirical exceptions. Thus the invisible church

is hidden in the visible.

Vv. 23, 24. But " this antithesis will also disappear (comp. ver. 21) by the

worship of the true (i.e. answering to the ideal of such, comp. i. 19) wor-

shippers of God, whose time is coming, yea, already is present (inasmuch as

Jesus had already gathered round Him a small band of such worshippers).

. See Bernhardy, p. 106. if f*^" • • «^ were there), but, as is clear

2 See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p 463. from what follows (the true vrpoaK.....),

3 Ilil-enfeld, comp. his Zeitschr. 1863, with the i^el^ . . .
otaa,xe.. Baeumleii. re-

„j3^ gards it as an intensified addiuon to ver. 21,

-"'comp. Isa. ii. 3 ; Mic. iv. 2.
" ve<^^ the hovr is mmiru,r But thus ver. £3

5 i A .\ a, ?/«/, as contrasted, not with the would be arbitrarily overleaped.

») (r(OT>)pia ex T. '\ovho.i.u>v iarriv (IlilKenfeld, aS
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He could not add koI vvv kariv to the spx- (^)pa of ver. 21. — h' TrvFy/iari k. a?.ri6.']

expresses the element wherein the worship is carried on in its two closely

connected parts, viz. : (1) Inspirit; i.e. the worship does not consist in out-

ward acts, gestures, ceremonies, limitations of time and j^lace, or in any-

thing pertaining to the sphere of sense ; it has to do with that higher

spiritual nature in man which is the substratum of his moral self-conscious-

ness, and the seat of his true moral life, manifesting itself in thoughts,

feelings, efforts of will, moods of elevation, excitements, etc. ; otherwise

the worship would belong to the sphere of the flesh merely, which

is the opposite of true worship. Corap. Rom. i. 9 : w laTpevu h tQ TrvdifiaTc

/lov. It is spirit-evident, from both the O. T. and N. T. view, that the

Trt'Ev^ia in which this takes place is influenced by the divine Sijirit (comp.

Rom. viii. 14-16, 26) ; but we must not take h nveviia-i (ver. 24) to

denote objectively the Divine Spirit (Luthardt, Bruckner, Baeumlein, fol-

lowing the early expositors). The KpnaKvvaigT] kv vrvcv/i. is rational, Rom.

xii. 1 ; it does not in itself exclude the ritus externos, but it docs exclude all

meclianical ritualism, and all opus operatxivn. (2) In truth, not " in sincerity,

lionesty," which would be greatly too weak a meaning after ol a?.v6ivoi, but,

so that the worship harmonizes with its object, not contradicting, but cor-

responding Avith, God's nature and attributes. Otherwise it belongs to the

sjjhere of the i/^fiirfof, either conscious or unconscious ; this ipevSoc, and not

cKta or Tv-oi, is the antithesis of a?.rj6eia. — irpoaKitvTiTTjQ, save only in Eusta-

thius and Ilesychius, occurs only in InscrijJt. Ghancll. p. 91. — koL yap, k.t.7..']

for the Father also, etc. The koI denotes that what the npocKwrj-ai do on their

part is also what the lather Himself desires. Luther, B. Cioisius, Tholuck,

Ilcngstenberg, and most others, erroneoiisly render as if it were kol yap

TotovTovg or Kal yap Crjrcl. The emphasis given by Kai in Kal yap always rests

upon the word immediately following (even in 1 Cor. xiv. 8).' It does not

elsewhere occur in John. Usually the Kai has been overlooked ; but the

Vulgate rightly renders : nam et pater.''"' — C,TjTei\ He seeks aftey, desires."^

TotovTovg is with marked emphasis put first : of this character He desires His

worshippers to be. — -KVEvfia 6 fleog, k.t.Tl.] The predicate emphatically stands

lirst (comp. i. 1 : debg yv 6 ?.6yog) : a Spirit is God, etc. Here to God's will is

j'.dded His nature (ver. 23), as a further motive for true Avorship,^ to which

the nature and manner of the worship on man's part must correspond.

How utterly heterogeneous would be a carnal and spurious worship with the

perfectly pure and holy nature of God, completely raised above every limit

> Stallbaum, ad Plat. Gorg. p. 467 B. the expression more intelligible as ad-

- Comp. Herod, i. 94 ; John i. 39, iv. 27, al. dressed to the woman (Gesenius, de Theol.

3 Uvevfj^a 6 fleds is not to be conjoined with Sam. p. 12 ; de Pentat. Sam. orig. p. 58 ff.).

the assumption of a cor7;or«<y belonging to rivfO/xa must not be regarded as indicating

God (in answer to the concessions of Ham- something 7iew in comparison with tlie

berger in the Jahrb. f. D. Th. 1867, p. 421). O. T. (Lutz, bibl. Dogm. p. 45; Kostlin, Lehr-

Jesus might take it for granted that every begr. p. 79), but as something kn<jwn, and

one who belonged to the O. T. monotheism emphasized with corresponding impressive-

vnderstood that God is a Spirit, according ness on account of its importance. Comp.
to Ex. XX. 4, Jer. xxxi. 3 ; and it is by no Hofmann, Schriftbeiv. I. 68 ff. ; Weiss, if/ir-

means necessary to refer to the traces of begr. p. 54, 55.

Samaritan spiritualism, in order to make
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of sense, of place, of particularism, of all need and dejiendencc, simply

because He is Sjnrit ! while a spiritual and true worship is deo-peni/c k.

/carnA/l^Aof, ' and is lioinogeneoris with the idea of God as Spirit.

Vv. 25, 26. The woman is struclc by Christ's answer, but she does not yet

understand it, and she appeals to the Messiah ; Xpic-t^ Xptarbv iXe^ev, Nonnus.

Well says Chrysostom : e'lAiyyiaaev r] yvvfj (she grew dizzy) TvpoQ to, lexOevra, Kal

njrrfydpevGe Trpof ru vifioc tuv e'ip?}fievuv, Kal Kafiovaa aKovaov ri (pr/aiv, k.t.1. The

presentiment that Jesus Himself was the Messiah is not to be recognized in

her words (against Luthardt)
;

yet these are neither evasive nor abrupt

(Liicke, de Wette), but express the need of the manifestation of the Messiah,

which was deeply felt in this moment of profound impression,—a need which

Jesus perceived, and immediately satisfied by the declaration that followed.

The Samaritans, sharing the national hope of the Jews, and taking their

stand upon the Messianic passages in the Pentateuch (such as Gen. xv., xlix.

10, Num. xxiv., and esjiccially Deut. xviii. 15), were exi)ccting the Messiah,^

whom they called ^H'^O or ^n^i? ,' whose mission they apprehended less in

a political aspect, though also as the restoration of the kingdom of Israel,

and the re-establishment of the Gerizim-worship, yet merely as the result

of human working.* Against B. Bauer's unhistorical assertion, that at

that time the Samaritans had no Messianic belief,^ see B. Crusius. Mecr-

claq (without the article, as in i. 42) is uttered by the woman as a proper

name, and thus she adopted the Jewish title, which was doubtless well known

in Samaria, and the use of which might be so closely connected with a feel-

ing of respect for the highly gifted Jew with whom she was conversing,

that there is no adequate ground for the assumption that the evangelist puts

the word into her mouth (Ammon). — Travra] used in a popular indefinite

sense.— tyu elfii] lam He, i.e. the Messiah, ver. 25, the simple usual Greek

expression, and not in imitation of Deut. xxxii. 39. Observe the plain and

direct avowal, in answer to the guilelessness of the Samaritan woman, whose

faith was now ready to acknowledge Him (comp. Chrysostom). The consider-

ation of the special circumstances, and of the fact that here there was no

danger of a political abuse of the avowal (vi. 15), obviates the seeming

contradiction between this early confession and Matt. viii. 4, xvi. 20.

Ver. 27. 'Ettj Tovn^'] Hereupon, while this was going on." Often in

Plato. — Edav/Lia^ov'] the descriptive imperfect alternates with the simply

narrative Aor.''— //era ywaiKdc] with a woman ; for they had yet to learn the

fact that Jesus rose above the Rabbinical precepts, teaching that it was be-

neath the dignity of man to hold converse with women, and the directions

of the law upon the subject (see Lightfoot, Schoettgen, and Wetstein). —

» Euthym. Zigab. ' Now el MuJidy; see Robinson, III. 320.

2 The Samaritan name yr\\i)T\ or annn * See Gesen. de theol. Sam. p. 41 ff., and

is by some rendered Ihe converter (so Gese- ad carmina Sam. p. 75 f. ; Barges, passim ;

nius and Ewald), and by others the return- Vilmar, passim,

ing one (Moses), as Sacy, Juynboll (Com- ^ Evang. Gesch. Joh. Beil. p. 415 if.

mentar. in hist, gentis Sam. L. B. 1840), » See Bernhardy, p. 350 ; Winer, p. 307

IlenKstenberg. Both are linfruistically ad- [E. T. p. 392].

missible ; the latter, considering Deut. ' See Kiihner, II. 74.

xviii. 15, is the more probable.
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ovdetQ /LievToi, K. r. 2.. ] reverential fear. — ti Cit^'^s] what desirest thou ? i. e. wliat

has led thee to this surprising conversation ? (i. 39). There is no vi^arrant

for referring wer' avTfjg by i^tvy/xa (nap' avTijo) also to C'/"£'f (Lilcke, de Wette)
;

and just as little for rendering ti^ijTelv by the unwonted meaning contend, as

if the disciples thovxght there was a discussion prompted by national hostil-

ity going on (Ewaldj. — ?/] or, i.e. if thou desirest nothing.

Vv. 28-30. Ovv] in consequence of the disciples' coming, which inter-

rupted the interview with Jesus.

—

cKpf/Ktv, k.t.X.] ovtwq avr/<p6rj rC nvpl tuv

irvevfiaTiKuv va/idruv, dig koI to ay/og CKpelvat kqi rf/v xP^'f^v, 6i' yv Trapeyt-vero,

Euthymius Zigabenus. How great the power of the decisive awakening of

the new life in this woman ! — kovtu baa] often thus used together in the

classics.'— t-ohjaa] thus from a sense of guilt she described what Jesus

had said to her. His words were the summary of her moral his-

tory. — jiiiTL ov-og, li.r.X.] not must he not he really the Meisiah? as if the

question implied an affirmation. So Liicke, but against the constant use of

the interrogative h>/ti, which implies, this is not jwrhaps the Messiah, is it ?

recpiiring, indeed, a negative answer, yet to be exj^laiued psychologically

from fear and bashful surprise over the fact too great for belief. The
woman believes it ; but startled at the greatness of the discovery, she does

not trust herself, and ventures modestly only to ask as one in doubt. ^ Observe

in ver. 30 the change from e^fjWov to the vividly descriptive ypxovro (see on

ver. 27, xx. 3). In the latter word the reader sees the crowd coming.

Comp. ver. 40, where they arrive.

Vv. 31-34. 'Ev ru /zernfi;] in the meantime,^ after the woman had gone,

and before the Samaritans came.—Ver. 32. Jesus, making the sensuous the

clothing of the supersensuous (the pastus a^iimi), speaks from a feeling of

inner quickening and satisfaction, which He had just ex2')erienced from the

change He had wrought in the Samaritan woman,—a feeling which He was

to experience still more strongly throughout His divinely appointed work
onwards until its completion. This inner satisfaction now jirompts Him to

refuse bodily sustenance. Observe the emphatic antithesis of eyu and vjjelg.

— As to ppcjmg, and Ppu/ua, ver. 34, see on Col. ii. 16. — Ver. 33. In the

question /nr/rig, a.-.l., jirompted by a misunderstanding of His words, the

emphasis is upon rjvfjKev, '' surely no one has brought Him," etc. — Ver. 34.

kfiuv ftpufia] i.e. without a figure, ^^ what gives me satisfaction and enjoyment

is this: I have to do what God desires of me, and to accomplish that work

of redemption which He (av-ov placed emphatically first) has committed to

me" (xvii. 4). Observe (1) that Iva is not the same as b-i, which would ex-

press objectively the actual subject-matter of kfiov ftp. ; it rather indicates

the nature of the Ppiofia viewed as to its end, and points to the aim and ^^wr-

pose which Jesus pursues,—a very frequent use of it in John. (2) The

present tvom denotes continuous action, the Aor. relEiiiau the act of comple-

tion, the future goal of the noiu. Comp. xvii. 4.

Ver. 35. The approaching townspeople now showed how greatly already

1 Xen. Anah. ii. 1. 2; Soph. El. 370, 880, 302.

«84; Bornem. ad Anah. i. 10. 3. ^ xen. Sym%}. i. 11 ; Lucian, V. H. i. 22,

- See on Matt. xii. 23 ; -Baeiimlein, PariiJc. 1). D. x. 1.
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the 'va TToiu "was in process of accomplishment. They were coming through

the corn-field, now tinged with green ; and thus they make the fields, which

for four months would not yield the harvest, in a higher sense already white

harvest-fields. Jesus directs the attention of His disciples to tliis ; and
with the beautiful picture thus presented in nature, He connects further

appropriate instructions, onwards to ver. 38. — Do not ye say], that is, at

the present season of the year (tV<). The v/xsic stands contrasted with what

Jesus means to say, though the antithesis is not indicated in what follows

by ey6, because the antithesis of time comes into the foreground. ^ The
supposition that the disciples had, during their walk, made an observation

of this kind to each other (and this in a spiritual sense with reference to the

needed hoping and waiting), as Hengstenberg suggests, is neither hinted at,

nor is in harmony with the Praesens leyere. — otl irt . . . fpjera;] Harvest

began in the middle of Nisan (Lightfoot, v. 101), i.e. in April. The words,

therefore, must have been spoken in December, when Jesus, as the seed-time

fell in Marchesvan (the beginning of November), might be already sur-

rounded by springing corn-fields, the harvest of which, however, could not

be expected for four months to come. We render therefore : there are still

four months and (we wait, ttntil) the harvest comes. As to the paratactic ex-

pression with Kcii instead of a particle of time, see Stallbaum, ad Plat.

Symi). p. 220 C ; Ellendt, Lex. 8o2}h. I. 881. On the chronological im-

portance of the passage, see Wieseler, Syno2)se, p. 214 S.. The taking of

the words asjn-overiial,^ as if the sayiilg were a general one :
'^from seed-time

to harvest is four months'''' (seed-time would thus be made to extend into

December ; comp. Bava Mezia, f. 106, 2), is forbidden, not only by the

fact that such a proverb occurs nowhere else, but by the fact that seed-time

is not here mentioned, so that en (comp. the following M;/) does not refer

to a point of time to be understood, but to the time then present, and
by the fact, likewise, that the emphasized v/ie'k: would be inexplicable

in an ordinary proverb (comp. rather Matt. xvi. 2).^ It is worth while to

notice liow long Jesus had been in Judea (since April).

—

TerpannvoQ] sc.

Xpovog.* — Tcir ,Y«p«c] regiones. They had just been sown, and the young
seed was now springing up, and yet in another sense they icere white for
being reaped ; for, by the spectacle of the townspeople who were now coming
out to Christ across these fields, it appeared in concrete manifestation before

the eyes of the disciples (hence ETvapare tov^ (xpOnX/uovg, k.t.1.), that now for

men the time of conversion (of ripeness) was come in the near establish-

ment of the Messiah's kingdom, into which, like the harvest produce, they

might be gathered (comp. Matt. iii. 12). Jesus, therefore, here gives a

prophetic view, not only of the near conversion of the Samaritans (Acts

viii. 5 ff.)
; but, rising above the concrete fact now before them, from the

1 The versatility of tliousht often in ^ Tj^jg also is in answer to Hilgenfekl,
Greek changes the things contrasted as the who takes eVi with reference to the present,
sentence proceeds. See Dissen, ad Bern, de and not the future, and interprets it : four
cor. 1G3

;
Schaef. ad Timocr. p. 763, 13. months are not xjtt gone, and yet the harvest

- Lightfoot, Grotius, Tittmann, etc., also is already here. This strange rendering
Liickc, Tholuck, de Wette, Krafft, Chronol. derives no supjiort whatever from xi. 39.

P- ^3. i See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 549.
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people of Sychar who were flocking through the fields of springing green,

His prophetic eye takes in all manli/id, whose conversion, begun by Him,

would be accomplished by His disciples. See especially ver. 38. Godct

wrongly denies tliis wider prophetic reference, and confines the words to the

immediate occurrence, as an improvif^ed harvest feast. Such an explana-

tion does not suffice for what follows, vv. 36-38, which was suggested, in-

deed, by the phenomenon before them, but embraces the whole range of

service on the part of Christ's discijiles in their relation to their Lord. If

we do not allow this wider reference, ver. 38 especially will be of very

strange import. -— 6ri] not iecause, but according to common attraction,^ that

they are, etc.

—

7]('ir/] even now, at this moment, and not after foiir months
;

put at the end for emphasis.^ Not, therefore, to be joined with what fol-

lows,^ which would make the correlation with en inapi^ropriate. For the

rest, comp. Ovid, Fast. v. 357 : " maturis albescit niessis aristis."

Ver. 36. Tliis harvest

—

how full of Tecom2)ense for the reaiwrs {i.e. iov you,

my disciples) ! The wages for the reaper's labour consist in this, that {nai

explicative) he gathers fruit into life eternal (this is spoken locally, as denot-

ing the granary, as is clear from avvdyei, against Luthardt, who takes elq to

denote the result) ; comp. ver. 14, without any figure : "He converts men,

and thus secures for them an entrance into the Messiah's kingdom." Tliere-

vpon, alike the sorter (Christ) and the I'eajier rejoice together, according to

God's ordinance (iva). Chrysostom and many others wrongly take cneipuv to

denote the prophets. For ofiov, with one verb in the singular and two sub-

jects, comp. Hom, Jl. d. 61 : ei J// u^ov rcoXe/Ltdg re dajua kuI Aoifioq 'AxaiovQ ;

Soph. Aj. 1058. Here, however, it certainly signifies the simidtmieousness

of the joy, not simply joy in common (B. Crusius, Luthardt) ; for it is the

joy of harvest, which the soicer also shares in time of harvest, on account of

the blessing with which His toil in sowing is now crowned.

Vv. 37, 38. "Alike the sower and the reaper, I say, for in this case they

are different persons.''''—h yap tovtcj, k.t.a.] for herein, in this relation of

sowing and reaping, th^ saying (the proverb of ordinary life, to Tieyo/uevov)
*

has its essential truth, i.e. its proper realization, setting forth its idea.^ Tlie

reference of the 7Myog to the words of the servant, Matt. xxv. 24, Avhich

Weizsiicker considers probable," would be very far-fetched ; the rendering

of a?ir/div6g, however, as equivalent to a7.7i6yg, 2 Pet. ii. 23 (de Wette and

many others), is quite opposed to the peculiar usage of John (so xix. 85).

The article before a7.r]d., which through want of attention might easily have

1 Winer, p. 581 [E. T. p. 62G f.]. ixiBov, iW iXrieivov (i.e. a real) Adyoi'

2 Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaedr. p. 256 E

;

^ Weizsacker, in his harmony of the

ad Menex. p. 235 A). Comp. 1 John iv. 3
;

words of John with those of the Synoptics,

Kiihner, nd Xen. Anab. i. 8. 16. iuwhich the latter are dealt witli very freely

3 A. C* D. E. L. K. Codd. It. al, Schulz, (p. 283 ff.), brings in general much that is

Tisch., Ewald, Ebrard, Godet. far-fetched into parallelisms which cannot
< Plato, Gorg. p. 447 A ; Phaed. p. 101 D ; be demonstrated. The intellectual inde-

Fol. X. p. 621 C ; comp. 6 waAatos Adyo?, peudence of personal recollection and re-

Pliaed. p. 240 C ; Gorg. p. 499 C; Soph, production in John raises him above any
Track, i. such search after supposed borrowings.

6 Comp. Plat. Tim. p. 26 E : n?) vXaaBivTo.
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been omitted, ^ marks off tlic predicate witli exclusive definiteness.^ With,

respect to other relations (not h tovtco), the proverb does not express its

proper idea.—As to the proverb itself, and its various applications, see

Wetstein. The ah/div6v of it is explained in ver. 38. — kyu] with emphasis :

I consequently the soicer in the proverb.— The preterites (nr£GTEi?.a and

el(TE?ir/?i. are not fropletic (de Wette, Tholuck), but the mission and calling of

the disciiiles were already practically involved in their reception into the

apostolate.^ Comp. xvii. S.— allot and aWuv refer to Jesus (whom 01s-

hausen, indeed, according to Matt, xxiii. 34, even excludes !), not t«) the

prophets and tlie Baptist, nor to them together with Christ (so the Fathers

and most of the early writers, also Lange, Luthardt, Ewald, and most

others), nor in a general way to all who were instrumental in advancing the

preparatory economy (Tholuck). They are plurals of categorij (see on Matt,

ii. 20 ; John iii. 11), representing the work of Christ, into which the

disciples entered, as not theirs, but others' work, i.e. a distinct and different

labour. But the fact that Jesus was the labourer, while self-evident from

the connection, is not directly expressed, but with intentional self-renuncia-

tion, half concealed beneath the plural a/lot. He it was who introduced

the conversion of mankind ; the disciples were to complete it. He prepared

and sowed the field ; they were called upon to do what was still further

necessary, and to reap. The great toil of the apostles in fulfilling their call

is not denied ; but, when compared with the work of Jesus Himself, it was

the easier, because it was only the carrying on of that work, and was encoitr-

agingly represented under the cheerful image of harvesting (comp. Isa. ix.

3 ; Ps. cxxvi. 6). If al7.oi, is to be taken as referring to Philip's work

in converting the Samaritans, Acts viii. 53, upon which Peter and John

entered (Baur), or to Paul's labour among the heathen, the fruit of which

has fallen to the earlier apostles (Hilgenfeld), any and every exegetical im-

possibility may'be with equal right allowed by a varepov Trpdrcpov of
_
critical

arbitrariness.

• Ver. 39 ff. Resumption of the historical narrative of ver. 30, which here

receives its elucidation, to which then the continuation of the history

attaches itself, vv. 40-42." —6rt elne /xoi Kavra, k.t.I.I Indication of conscience

ratifying ver. 18. — &m tov /.oyov avrov] on account of His icord (teaching).

No mention is made of miracles, but we must not infer from this that there

was no need of miracles among the Samaritans ;
see, on the other hand,

Acts viii. 6 S. Jesus found that in tlus case His icord sufficed, and there-

1 B. C* K. L. T.b A. Or. "finesse qu'on oserait presque appeller

2 Comp. Bernhardy, p. 323; Kuhner, II., le^erement malicieuse," and with an "aim-

140. able sourire." Such weighty thoughts as

s Accordinff to Godet, iTreVr. is to bo a7ro<rToA>) and kottos represent are utterly

taken as referring to a summons, discovered incompatible with such side hints and pass-

by him in ver. 36, to the work of reaping ing references. And it is a pure invention

among the aproaching Sycharites. He then to find in ver. 36 an " invitation ii prendre

takes aAAot KeKo-rt. to refer to the labour of la faucille."

Jesus in His interview with the woman. * As to the position of the words tt o \ X o I

The latter words are said to have been eV. eU avr. tmv Sa^i., see Buttmann,

spoken to the disciples, who thought He had JSf. T. Gr. p. 332 [E. T. p. 388].

been resting during their absence, with a
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fore upon principle (see ver. 48) lie forbore to work miracles, and His

miglity word was all the mightier among the unprejudiced people. — 6ia ryv

a?/v XaXidv] on account of thy tallc. So m'kid invariably in classical Greek.

The term is purposely cliosen, as from the standing-point of the speaker

;

whereas John, as an impartial narrator, with equal appropriateness, writes

Tuv loyov in ver. 39. As to 7M7ud in viii. 43, where Jesus thus designates

His own discourse, see in loc. Observe, besides, the emjshatic ayv as con-

trasted with the "koyog of Jesus which they themselves (avrol) have now
heard. — aKr/Koa/nEv] the following on refers to both verbs. They have heard

that Jesus was the Messiah, for this became evident to them from His words.

— 6 auTr/p Tov Koafiov] not due to the individuality of John (1 John iv. 14),

and put into the mouths of the people, as Liicke and Tholuck are inclined to

suppose, but a confession quite conceivable as the result of the two days'

ministry of Jesus ; universalism, moreover, beingmore akin to the Messianic

faith of the Samaritans (see Gesenius, de Samar. theol. p. 41 if.) than to that

of the Jews, with their definite and energetic feeling" of nationality.

Kate.—The prohibition in Matt. x. 5 militates neither against this narrative

of John iv. in general, nor in particular against the promise of ver. 35 £E. It

had merely a temporary force, and was abrogated again by Matt, xxviii . 19, 20,

and Acts i. 8 ; and, moreover, it presented no insuperable barrier to restrict

Jesus in His work (for He did not wholly exclude even Gentiles from His

teaching). Acts viii. 5 ff. is no proof whatever that this history in John is of

mythical origin ; it is, on the conti'ary, the fulfilment of the promise given here.

Its several features are so original, and so psychologically true, and the words of

JesTis (see especially vv. 21-24) come so directly from the living depths of His

soul, that the exceptions taken against certain particulars (as, for instance,

against the misTinderstandings on the part of the woman ; against the words

concerning the food, ver. 32 ; against the command of Jesus, "Go, call thy

husband ;" against the woman's question concerning the place of worshii^ ;

against the faith of the Samai'itans, which is said to contradict Luke ix. 53) are

of no real weight, and are explicable only by the very authenticity of the nar-

rative, not by the supposition of an intentional poetizing. This is in answer

to Strauss, B. Bauer, and partly Weisse ; also to Scholten, who considers that

the author's object was to describe in a non-historical pictrire the spirit which

actuated Jesias even towards the Samaritans. As a full guarantee for that i^art

of the narrative, which the disciples, being absent, could not have witnessed,

we may, considering the vivid impress of genuineness which marks it, faii'ly

assume that Jesus Himself communicated it to the evangelist, and there is no

need for the imfounded supposition that (ver. 8) John was left behind with

Jesus (Hengstenberg, Godat). When, finally, Baur (p. 145 ff. ; comp. also

Hilgenfeld) resolves our history into a iypus,—"i'he Samaritan woman being a

figure ol heathendom, susceptible, readily opening itself to faith, and presenting

a wide harvest field," a contrast to Nicodemus, the type of unsuscei^tible Juda-

ism,—with all this arbitrariness on the part of the inventor, it is passing strange,

if this were his object, that he did not bring Jesus into contact with a real

heathen woman, for this would have been qiiite as easy to invent ; and that he

jshould keep the words of the woman so free from the least tinge of anything

of a heathen nature (ver. 20 ff.), andhave put into her mouth so clear an expres-
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sion of Messianic hope (vv. 25, 42),—this bungling is quite out of character on

the part of such an inventor.

Vv. 43, 44.' Tag 6vo iifitpag] The article is to be explained by ver. 40. —
avtdg] ipse, not merely others with reference to Him, but '

' He Himself did

not hesitate to testify," etc. As to the fact itself, see Matt. xiii. 57 ; Mark

vi. 4 ; Luke iv. 24. Schenkel's inference from 7rpo0?/r;?? that Jesus did not

yet regard Himself as the Messiah, involves a misuse of the general term

within the category of which the conception of Messiah is embraced.

—

e/iaprvp.] not in the sense of the Pluperfect (Tholuck, Godot ; see on xviii.

24), but then, when He returned to Galilee. [See Note XXII. p. 170.] — yap

is the ordinary /(?r/ and. iraTpldi is not the native town, but, as is clear from

Talilaiav, vv. 43, 45, the native country. So also usually in Greek writers,

from Homer downwards. The words give the reason why He did not hesi-

tate to return to Galilee. The gist of the reason lies in the antithetical

reference of kv ry UVia naTpiSi. If, as Jesus Himself testified, a prophet had

no honour in his own country, he must seek it ctbroad. And this Jesus had

done. Abroad, in Jerusalem, He had by His mighty works inspired the

Galileans who were there with that respect which they were accustomed to

deny to a prophet at home. Thus He brought the prophet's honour with

Uvea,from abroad.'^ Accordingly (ver. 45) He found a reception among the

Galileans also, because they had seen His miracles in Jerusalem (ii. 23). It

is therefore obviously incorrect to understand ValLlaiav specially of Upper

Galilee, as distinct from Lower Galilee, where Nazareth was situated. So

Lange, in spite of the fact that Yakik. here must be the universal and popular

name for the whole province, as distinct from Samaria (eKeldev), whether w©
retain koI cnrf/Mev as in the Elzevir or not. It is further incorrect, and an

utterly arbitrary gloss, to interpret Trarpig as meaning Nazareth, and yap as

referring to the fact that He went, indeed, to Galilee, hut not to Nazareth

(Chrysostom and Euthymius Zigabenus : to Capernaum).^ It is also opjDOS-

ed alike to the context, and the universal (including the Johannean) view

which regards Galilee as Christ's home (i. 46, ii. 1, vii. 3, 41, 52), to take

n-arpig as denoting Judea, and yap as stating the reason (in the face of the

quite different reason already given, vv. 1-3) why Jesus had left Judea ;

*

1 See Ewald, Jahrb. X. 1860, p. 108 ff. He omitted,

agrees for the most part with my render- ^ Baeumlein urges, against my explana-

ing ; comp. also his Johann. Schr. I. p. 194

;

tion :
" We cannot believe that, after the

in like manner Godet, who, however, words 'He betoolc himself to <r«W«e,' there

without the slightest hint of it in the text, should follow the reason why He had be-

supposes a purpose on the writer's part, in fore left Galilee." This, however, is not

connection with iii. 24, to correct the the logical connection at all.

synoptical tradition. John wishes " con- ^ So Cyril, Nonnus, Erasmus, Beza, Cal-

stater Tintervalle considerable qui separa vin, Aretius, Grotins, Jansen, Bengel, and

du bapteme de Jesus son retour defmitif et many ; also Kypke, Rosenmiiller, Olshau-

son etablissement permanent en Galilee." sen, Klee, Gemberg in Stud. u. Krit. 1843,

In iii. 24 he states the fact, and here he I. ; Hengstenberg, Baeumlein.

gives the motive. Scholten puts the em- * Origen, Maldonatus, B. Bauer, Schweg-

phasis which prompts the following yop ler, Wieseler, B. Crusius, Schweizer, Kost-

upon iKe'iSev, a word which is quite un- lin, Baur, Hilgenfeld, and formerly Ebrard.

essential, and might just as well have been
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whence some, e.g. Origen and Baur, take Tva-pig in a higher sense, as signi-

fying the native land of the p?'ophets, ' and therefore of the Messiah also, and

most, like Hilgenfeld, as having reference to the birth at Bethlehem. Liicke

has rightly, in his 3d ed. , abandoned this interjiretation ; but, on the other

hand, takes yap as equivalent to namely, and refers it not to what jirecedes,

but to what /allows,^ so that ver. 44 gives an explanation in passing on the

i:)oint : "that the Galileans on this occasion received Jesus well, but only

on account of the miracles which they had seen in Jerusalem" (de Wette).

But though in the classics yap explicative often precedes the sentence to be

explained, ^ especially in parenthesis, * this usage is without precedent in

the N. T. (Rom. xiv. 10, Heb. ii. 8, are not instances in point), and espe-

cially foreign to John's simple style of narration ; moreover, the " indeed,—
lut onhj, " thus put into ver. 45, is obtruded on the words, which have neither

jiev after k6e^., nor afterwards a ^luvov 6e, or any similar expression. ^ According

to Bruckner, Jesus came to Galilee because (but see vv. 1-3) He supposed that

He should find no honour there, and consequently with the intention of under-

taking the conflict for the recognition of His person and dignity. According

to Luthardt, whom Ebrard now follows, ° the words imply the hope enter-

tained by Jesus of being able to remain in rest and silence in Galilee more

easily than anywhere else. But both ex2:»lanations are incompatible with

the following 'ore ovv, k.t.I., which certainly means that the Galileans

received Him vdth honour, as He was called immediately thereafter to per-

form a miracle. "We should at least expect 6e or dAAa (comp. Nonnus) to

introduce the statement, and not ovv. In what follows, moreover, regard-

ing the residence in Galilee, we are told neither about conflict nor about the

rejiose of Jesus, but simply of the healing of the nobleman's son. Lastly,

> So also B. Crusius, who compares vii. 53. * See Ilartunjj, Fartikell. I. p. 4C7 ; Caeum-

Quite erroneously, when the general and lein, P«/7:^^. p. 75 ff.

proverbial character of the statement is * See Bremi, ad Lys. p. 66 ; Ellendt, Lex.

considered. After iv. 3, however, the Soph. 1. 338.

reader can expect no further explanation * Weizsackeralso, in the Ja/i?'6./. Z><?wtecA«

of the reason why Jesus did not remain in Theol. 1859, p. 695, regards yip not as intro-

Judea. Schwegler and B. Bauer suppose ducing a reason, but as demonstrative,

that here Judea is meant as the native land John intimates that he will not narrate

of Jesus, and make use of this as an argu- much of Christ's ministry in Galilee ; he re-

ment against the genuineness and histori- fers to that saying as if shrinking from un-

cal truth of the Gospel. Comp. also Kostlin pleasant recollections. But this is not in

in the Theol. Jahrb. 1851, p. 186. Hilgenfeld, the text, nor is it compatible with the con-

Ecang. p. 266 :
" a remarkable inversion of nectiou in ver. 45, and the history that

the synoptical statement, wherein the follows. Weizsacker, indeed, thinks (comp.

Gospel appears as a free compilation by a his TJnters. uh. d. ev. Gesch. p. 276) that in this

post-apostolic author" {Zeltschr. 1802. p. synoptic saying John refers to the synoptic

17). Schweizer also finds it such a stum- account of that Galilean ministry, which he

bling-block, that he regards it as proving ttmdd not himself descHbe. Wlio ever could

the following narrative to be a Galilean in- imagine that ? especially when John at once

terpolation. Gfrorer, heil. Sage, II. 289, goes on to narrate the good reception given

rightly indeed understands the words as re- to Jesus in Galilee, and His miracle of bless-

ferring to OalUee, but considers that we ing there. Did the Lord betake Himself to

should supply the following: "-but very " a volunta7-y obsotrity," concern'mg winch

slowly and reluctantly, for,'' etc. John wishes to be silent ?

" So substantially also Tholuck, Olshau- ' Comp. Hofmann, ^'eissag. u. Erf. II. 88,

sen, Maier, de Wette. also Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 171.
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it is contrary to the words (because ore ovv y7Sev in vcr. 45 directly resumes

the elf r. Va7^. of ver. 43, and admits of no interval), to make, with PlaufE,'

the train of thought terminate with ver. 44, and take ver. 44 itself as a

general description of the result of Christ's Galilean ministry. Thus kdk^avro

is said to indicate that He did and taught much there ; whicli is clearly a gloss

foisted into the text.

Vv. 45, 46. 'ErfffavTo avrSv'] The reception which He found among them

was one of faith, for He now brought with liim from Jerusalem the honour

wliich.theprojihet had not in his own country ; hence iravra iupoKdre^, k.-.A.,

ieeause they had seen, etc., and in this we have the key to the right under-

standing of ver. 44. — Ver. 46. ovv] in consequence of this reception, which

encouraged Him to go farther into the country. He goes, however, again

straight to Gana, because here He had relatives, and might hope in conse-

quence of His first miracle to find the soil prepared for his further labours. —
K. rjv Tig (iaaiTiiKug, /c.r.Pi.] ev Ka^apvaovfi should be joined to ijv. BaoiXiKdg, a

ropal person, is, according to the frequent usage of Josephus (see Krebs,

p. 144) and other writers,^ not a relation of the king," but one in the service of

the king (Herod Antipas) ; whether military man (thus often in Josephus
;

Nonnus : Wwoiv arpariT/v), civilian, court retainer, is uncertain. — 6 vlog]

according to ver. 49, still young. The article indicates, perhaps, that he

was the only one.

Vv. 47, 48. 'AnyWe nphg avrov] from Capernaum to Cana.— Iva] the subject

of the request is its purpose. — rip.t7Ckt\ in eo erat, ut.*" The man's prayer is

conceivable partly from the first miracle at Cana, and partly from the fame

of Jesus which had followed Him from Jerusalem. — '
' Unless ye see signs

and wonders, ye will certainly not JeZ/ere," .is spoken in displeasure against

the Galileans generally (ver. 45), but including the stip)p)Hant ; Jesus fore-

seeing that the healing of his son wovild make him believe, but at the same

time that his faith would not be brought about without a miracle. The
Lord's teacliingwas in His own view the weightiest ground of faith, especially

according to John (comp. ver. 41), though faith based on miracles was

not rejected, but under certain circumstances even required by Him (x. 38,

xiv. 11, XV. 24), though not as of highest, but secondary rank, according to

their purpose as a divine attestation of the teaching. It is incorrect to put

the emphasis upon Idj^Te, unless ye see with your own eyes, etc., condemning

the entreaty to accompany him. In this case should both Idrire have been

put first (against Bengel and Storr), and rolg b(f)6a7Mo'ig or the like been added
;

and in truth the man saio the miracle, and a greater one than if Jesus had

gone with him. — arjfiela aal TspaTo] see on Matt. xxiv. 24 ; Rom. xv. 19.

As to the reproach itself, comp. 1 Cor. i. 22.

Vv. 49, 50. Then follows a still more urgent entreaty of the father's love,

tried by the answer of Jesus ; the to TraiSlov ftov, my child, marking

the father's tender affection. Comp. Mark v. 23. — .Jesus rewards

his confidence with the short answer, Go thy way, thy son liveth ; thus an-

1 Stud. u. Krit. 1849, p. 117 ff. lowed by Chrysostom.
2 Plutarch, Polyb., etc. ; see Wetstein. * Comp. Luke vii. 2; Hemsterhuis, ad
5 So Baronius, Bos, and many, also al- Lucian. D. M. II. p. 54G.
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nouncing tlie deliverance from death accomplished at tliat very moment by

an act of His will through miraculous power operating at a distance (not by

onagnetic healing poioer, against Olshausen, Krabbe, Kern, thus resorting to a

sphere as foreign to the miracles of healing as it is iuadequate as an expla-

nation). As little can Christ's word be regarded as a medical prognosticon,^

nor is any trace found in the text of an effect resulting from faith in general,

and the spiritual movement of the masses (Weizsiicker).—According to the

text, Jesus speaks from a conscious kno-wledge of the crisis of the sickness,

effected that moment at a distance by Himself :
" Thy son is not dead, but

liveth ! "— ETnar. rw Myu] Thus he now overleaps the limit of faith which

supposed Christ's presence necessary to the working of the cure
;
he Relieved

the icord, i.e. had confidence in its realization.

Vv. 51-54. AvTov na-aji . . . ai-rcj] see Buttmann, N. T. Gr. p. 270 [E. T.

p. 315].

—

!/6r/] belongs to Karap., not to vTzyvT. (B. Crusius) : ichen lie icas

already going down, and now was no longer in Caua, but upon his journey

back. — oi Sov?Mt, K.r.2.] to reassure the father, and prevent the now unnec-

essary coming of Jesus. — ^y] he is not dead, but the sickness has the

opposite issue : he lives!— KOfiip6-epov] finer, prettier, as in common life we

are wont to say, "he is pretty well." ^ Here it is an " amocnum verbum"

(Bengel) of the father's heart, which apprehends its good fortune still with

feelings of tenderness and anxiety. — tjt^tx ] see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 323. —
L)pav e(366iiriv] He had therefore been on the way siqce one o'clock the day

before, because we must suppose from ver. 50 that he set out immediately

after the assurance of Jesus. This surprises us, even apart from the distance

from Cana to Capernaum, not exactly known to us indeed, but hardly three

geographical miles. That in his firm faith he travelled '^ nd^i festinans''''

(Lampe) is unnaturally assumed against the impulse of j^arental love which

would hurry him home ; as also that somewhere on the way, or even at

Cana (Ewald assumes the latter, making the seventh hour seven in the

evening, according to the Roman reckoning) he spent the night. We
may suppose some delay not named, on the journey back, or (with Heng-

stenberg, Briickner, and others) take the to-day in the mind f)f the Jewish

servants as denoting the day which began at six p.m. (sunset). Accord-

ing to Baur and Hilgenfeld, this noting of the time is to be attributed, not

to the genuineness and originality of the account, but to the subjective

aim of the writer, which was to make the miracle as great and pointed as

possible (comp. ver. 54, note).

—

iv kn. r. upa] sc. acpyKSv avrhv 6 -irvpEToq.

Observe, w4th reference to kKEivag, that it does not mean idem, but is the

simple relative ille. — k. Ewiarevcev, K.r.Ti.] upon Jesus as the Messiah. =>

Observe how faith here attains its realization as to its object, and further,

the importance of this koI ?} o'lKia avrov (the first household), which now occurs

for the first time. Comp. Acts xvi. 14, 15, 34, xviii. 8. — tovto rra?.tv 6d<-

TEpov, K.T.X.] Referring back to ii. 11. Literally inaccurate, yet true as to

1 Paulas, comp. Ammon. ' KaAw? ovi- (caSrii^/aTO avrov 6 Trji' KapHiav

2 Exactly so in Arrian. Epict. iii. 10 of the avToC yWMCTKtov Xpio-rbs, i'nruiv on iav /xtj

sick : KO|u.>//a)s ej^eis, and its opposite (caKuis o-ij/ixeia, K.T.A., Euthymius Zigabeuus.

«x«'s- Comp. the Latin belle habere.
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its import, is the rendering of Luther :

'

' This is the second miracle tTiat Jesus

did ;" Tol'To stands by itself, and the following 6e'vt. (t;//z. supplies the place

of the predicate {this Jesus did as the second miracle), hence no article follows

TovTo.^ Ild?uv, however, must not be overlooked, nor is it to be joined with

devTspov (so usually) as a current pleonasm,^ for devrepov is not an adverb, but

an adjective. It rather belongs to eirob/aev, thus affirming that Jesus ri.ow

again did this as a second miracle (comp. Beza) upon his return from Judea to

Galilee (as in ii. 1). Thus the idea of the repeatedly recurring miracle upon

His coming out of Judea into Galilee is certainly doidAy expressed,—once

adverbially with the verb {irDav kiroiriaev), and then adjectivally .with the

noun {devTcpov a!//j.) ; both are more definitely determined by iWuv, k.t.I.

Schweizer (p. 78) quite arbitrarily considers the reference to the first

miracle at Cana unjohanuean.

Note.—The (ianLAUiog is not the same with the Centurion otl^l&ii. viii. 5 ff.

;

comp. Luke vii. 2 ff. (Origan, Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenns,

and most others). On the assumption of their identUy,^ which attributes the

greater originality with some to Matthew and Luke,* with others to John,^ and

to the latter an adjusting purpose,'' the discrepancies as to place, time, and even

as to the sick person, constitute less difficulties than the entirely different char-

acter in which the suppliant appears in John and in the two Synoptics. In these

latter he is still a heathen, which, according to John, he cannot be
;

'' see ver.

48, which associates him with the Galileans, and thus with Jews ; and thus alone

establishes the diversity of the two miracles, apart from the fact that there is

no more objection against the supposition of two healings wrought at a dis-

tance than against one. This is at the same time against Schweizer' s view,

that the section in John is an interpolation. Indeed, a single example of heal-

ing at a distance, the historical truth of which, moreover, even Ewald maintains,

might more easily be resolved by the arbitrariness of criticism into a myth bor-

rowed from the historj'^ of Naaman, 2 Kings ix. 5, 9 ff. (Strauss), or explained

away as a misunderstanding of a parable. (Weisse), or dissolved into a subjective

transposition and development of the synoptical materials on John's part for his own
purpose, which would make the belief in miracles pass absolutely beyond the

Jewish range of view (Hilgenfeld), and appear in its highest form as a TnorevFiv

did t6v '/oyov (Baur, p. 152) ;* although iricTeveiv tu loyu, ver. 41, is something

quite different from TnaTeveiv Jjd tov Aoyov, and the kniaTsvaev in ver. 53 took

place, not (Sw rbv Aoyoi', but 6lu to gtj[ieIov.

> See on ii. 11, and Bremi, ad. Lys. Exc. II. ^ Gfrorer, Ewald.

p. 436 f.; Ast, Lex. Plat. II. 406 ; Stallbaum, « Weizsacker.

ad Plat. Ajwl. pp. 18 A, 24 B. ' Against Cyril, Jerome, Baur, and Ewald.
^ See on Matt. xxvi. 42 ; comp. John xxi. ^ jf john had really derived -his matter

15, Acts X. 15. from the Synoptics, it would be quite incon-

3 Irenaeus, Eusebias, Semler, Seyffarth, conceivable how, acc-ording to the design

Strauss, Weisse, B. Bauer, Gfrorer, Schwei- attributed to him by Baur, ho could have
zer, Ammon, Baumgarten Crusius, Baur, left unused the statement of Matt. viii. 10,

Hilgenfeld, Ewald, Weizsacker. especially if the jSacriAixo? is taken to be a
* Strauss, B. Bauer, Weiss, Baur, Hilgen- Gentile. See Hase, Tiibingen Schule, pp.

feld. 33, 33.
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Notes by Ameeican Editoe.

XXI. " Although Jesus Himself," etc. Ver. 2.

Although, etc. It seems to me that the construction is interrupted, and re-

quires a parenthesis.

As to Meyer's statement that "ver. 2 does not contain a correction of him-

self by the Evangelist," Weiss properly suggests that the Evangelist might be

correcting or rather making definite his own previous vague and general state-

ment (ch, iii. 22, " He remained with them and baptized "), as well as tlie form

of the rumour that had reached the Pharisees (ver. 1).

XXII. " For Jesus Uimsdf testified." Ver. 43.

The difficulty of this verse lies in its assigning a reason for Christ's return

to Galilee, which would seem to be of precisely opposite tendency. It

is among the perjilexing passages in John, and the solutions have been

very various. Four, which distinguish Galilee from "His own country {na-

rpidi, fatherland)," making the latter respectively either Judea, or Lower Galilee,

or Nazareth, or even Capernaum, may, I think, be readily dismissed. According

to this view Jesus in going into Galilee avoided His "own country." Three

find in the lack of esteem for the Lord in Galilee the actual reason for His

return to it : 1. That He might find, in the neglect and disesteem which

awaited Him, the desired rest and seclusion. 2. That He might, amidst an

incredulous and stubborn people, prosecute the struggle for prophetic and

Messianic recognition. 3. Akin to this, that in this pre-eminently missionary

field, in the ungrateful soil of His peculiarly prejudiced and unbelieving coun-

trymen, He might sow the seed and reap the harvest which He had so success-

fully sown and reaped in Judea and Samaria (Weiss).

Others find in the verse an anticipative reference to what follows. By a

familiar Greek use of yap explicative, the sentence precedes the thought

which it would naturally follow, as if the writer had said, "He came into

Galilee. When therefore He arrived in Galilee the Galileans received Him,

having seen, i.e. because they had seen His miracles in Judea ; for Jesiis Him-

self testified, " etc. This explanation, like that of Meyer, seems harsh and

unnatural, nor do I think that given by Weiss can be deemed satisfactory.

Is not perhaps the simplest solution one which assumes before the yap some

such ellipsis as, " He came into Galilee [contrary to what might naturally be

expected ; or, though He might look for an unfavorable reception] ; for Jesus

Himself testified,
'

' etc., the yap with its suppressed ellipsis thus answering nearly

to our although ? The verse becomes thus a merely incidental remark, as to

Christ's probable reception in Galilee, suggested partly bj' what He actually

did subsequently experience in His peculiarly " own country," Nazareth (L. N.

16-29), and the fact that He there bore in substance precisely this testimony

(ver. 23). Ver. 45 then has no connection with ver. 44, but goes back and

resumes the narrative of ver. 43, suspended by the parenthetical quotation of

ver. 44. Indeed so Weiss constructs it, and, though contrary to the demands of

his exegesis, also Meyer. The ellipsis thus assumed with yap is not especially

harsh ; for there is no other particle whose elliptical uses the Greeks treat with
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the same freedom.—As to avrog, Weiss observes that it refers to Jesus not in con=
trastwith "others" testifying of Him, but to Jesus '' Himself" testifying, and
thus authorizing the Evangelist in saying what he would not have ventured
to say without the Lord's exami^le.

—

efiapTvprjae, says Meyer, " then when He re-

turned to Galilee." Probably afterwards at Nazareth (li. iv. 23), and an inci-

dental confirmation of the Synoptical narrative.
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CHAPTEE Y.

Ver. 1. hpTT/'\ C. E. F. H. L. M. A. H. N. Cursives, Copt. SahicT. Cyr. Theo-

phy].: ^ iopr?]. So Tisch. But the witnesses against the article are still stronger

(A. B. D. etc. Or.) ; and how easily might the insertion have occurred through

the ancient explanation of the feast as that of Easter !— Ver. 2. e-l rrj 7rpo(3a-

TLKij'] eu T. Tzp. is more weakly attested (though sanctioned by A. D. G. L. X.**),

Only K.* Cursives, some Yerss. and Fathers have simply 7rpo/3artw;. A change

following another construction (sheep-pool). Unneces.sary, and unsupported on

critical grounds, is the conjecture of Gersdorf : t/ vrpo[iaTiKy Kn/.v/JiSr/Jpa y Tieyo-

fif.vTi 'Eftp. Brjd. Tisch. following X.* has to Xe-)6/ievov instead of y E7ri?.£yo/-if:v7].—
Ver. 3. noTiv'] wanting in B. C. D. L. N. Cursives, and some verss. Bracketed by

Lachmann, deleted by Tisch, A strengthening addition that might easilj^ pre-

sent itself.—The words eK(kxou. ryv tuv vdaroQ klvijctiv, together with the whole

of ver. 4, are wanting in B. C* D. ;$«. 157, 314, Copt. Ms. Sahid. Syr<:"- Those

words are wanting only in A. L. 18 ; the fourth verse only in D. 33, Arm. Mss.

Codd. It. Aug., Nonniis (who describes the stirring, but does not mention the

angel), and is marked as doubtful in other witnesses by an obelus or asterisks.

There is, moreover, great variation in particiilar words. For Karefimvev, A. K.

Verss. have even shwuro, which Grotius approves. The entire passage from

iK^exofi. to the end of ver. 4, though recognized by Tertullian (Origen is silent),

is a legendary addition (so also Liicke, Olshausen, Baeumlein, and now even

Briickner, reject it), though left in the text by Lachmann in conformity with

his principles, but deleted by Tisch. ; by de Wette not decidedly rejected
;

vindicated on various grounds by B. Crusius, Hahn, Theol. N. T. I. 303, Lange,

Eeuss, and Hengstenberg ; left doubtful by Luthardt. Had the passage been

genuine, its contents would have led more easily to its being retained than

omitted ; moreover, the comparatively numerous utto^ ?.ey6/iEva in it make it

suspicious, viz. Kivyaiv, rupaxv, (^'/Trore (instead of u (57?7rore Lachmann has oiwJ?;-

KOTo'vv), voarjiia. When it is judged (de Wette) that John would hardly have

ended the sentence with iypuv, and then have immediately proceeded with yv

6s TIC, etc., this is really arbitrary, for we should miss nothing if nothing had

been there ; bruv TupaxOij to vdup, ver. 7, by no means makes a preceding ex-

planation " almost necessary," but probably states the original form of the

popiilar belief, out of which theJegend soon developed itself and found its way

into the text. This also against Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, I. 327 f., whose vindi-

cation of ver. 4 is approved by Hilgenfeld, Evang. p. 268. Ewald (so also Tho-

luck and Godet) rejects ver. 4, but defends the words fKfJe;t;o/zfiw . . . kIvtjgiv

in ver. 3 for the sake of ver. 7 ; Hofmann, in loc, follows an opposite course.

But the critical witnesses do not sanction such a separation. — Ver. 5. Knl is

wanting in the Elz., and is bracketed by Lachmann, but adopted by Tisch.,

and this upon preponderating evidence.-

—

aaOev.] B. C* D. L. N. Cursives,

Codd. It. Vulg. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Cyr. Chrys. append avTOv, which Lachmann

jDuts in brackets, and Tisch. receives. Eightly ; between ucdevsiA and TOTtov
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the superfluous ATTOT might easily escape notice. — Yer. 7. For lidhj Elz. has

iiaX)ir), against decisive evidence. — Ver. 8. t'ye^pe] Elz. : h/Eipai, against the

best Codd. See the critical notes on Mark ii. 2. — Ver. 12. tov Kpd3i3. aov is

wanting in B. C* L. N. Sahid. An addition from w. 8, 11. Deleted by Tisch.

— Ver. 13. 'luOfi^^ Tisch., following D. and Codd. of the It., reads aaOevuv, ap-

parently original, but inappropri ite after ru TeOspa-nsviuevo) in ver. 10 ; to be

regarded as a subject added to ver. 7, and besides this too weakly supported.

— Ver. 15. dvTJyyELXe] C. L. X. Syr. Syr<^»- Copt. Cyr. read nTvsu ; D. K. U. D.

Cursives, Chrys. : dnii)yy. The latter reading might easily arise by joining

avT/yy. with uttt/TlOev ; but this makes the testimonies against e'cTrei; which Tisch.

adopts, still stronger. — Ver. 16. After 'lovi^aioi, Elz. Scholz (bracketed by
Lachmann), read Kal ki^r/Tovv avruv aTroKreh'ai, against decisive witnesses. A sup-

plement borrowed from ver. 18. — Ver. 20. Tisch. : Oavjidl^eTe, which is far too

weakly supported by L. X. — Ver. 25. L,r]covraL] Lachmann and Tisch. : ^?ja(ivGiv,

following B. D. L. N. Cursives, Chrys. Rightly ; the more usual form crept in

— Ver. 30. After /xe 'Elz. has Trarpoc, an additiou opposed by decisive witnesses.

— Ver. 32. oZtSa] Tisch. olSare, following only D. >?. Codd. It. Syr™" Arm.

—

Ver. 35. The form dyaXliaOi/vai (Elz., following B. : dya?i2,iua0f/vuc) has pre-

ponderating evidence in its favour.

Ver. 1. Mera ravra] after this stay of Jesus in Galilee ; an approximate

statement of time, within the range of which the harmonist has to bring much
that is contained in the Synoptics. The distinction made by Liicke between

this and /usTd tovto, which makes the former denote indirect, and the latter

immediate sequence, is incapable of proof : iieto. ravra is the more usual in

John ; comp. ver. 14, ill. 22, vi. 1, vii. 1. — iopr^ tuv 'lovdaiuv] a feast of
the Jews ; John does not describe it more definitely. But what feast is

meant appears .with certainty from iv. 35 ; comp. vi. 4. For in iv. 35 Jesus

spoke in December, and it is clear from vi. 4 that the Passover was still ap-

froaching ; it must therefore ' be a feast occurring in the interval between
December and the Passover, and this is no other than the feast of Piirim, ^

thefeast of lots, celebrated on the 14th and 15th of Adar (Esth. ix. 21), con-

sequently in March, in commemoration of the nation's deliverance from the

bloody designs of Haman. So Keppler, d'Outrein, Hug, Olshausen, Wiese-

ler, Krabbe, Anger, Lange, Maier, Baeumlein, Godet, and most others.

So also Holtzmann ^ and Miircker.* In favour of this interpretation is the

fact that, as this feast Avas by no means a great one, but of less importance

and less known to Hellenistic readers, the indefinite mention of it on John's

l)art is thoroughly appropriate ; while he names the greater and well-known
feasts,—not only the Passover, but the uKTfvonrjyia in vii. 2, and the eyicaivca

in X. 22. To suppose, in explanation of the omission of the name, that he

^ J{ thisfeast itself is taken to he the Vass- indeed, that the gap can appear strange
over, we are obliged, with the most glaring only to those who do not rightly discern the
arbitrariness, to pat a sjxilmm vacuum of a relation in which John stands to the Synop-
year between it and the Passover of vi. 4, tics. But this is nothing more than the
of which, however, John (vi. 1-4) has not dictum of harmonistic presuppositions,

given the slightest hint. On the contrary, ^ Qn^i);! "'D', Esth. ix. 24 ff., iii. 7.

he lets his narrative present the most unin- = Judenth. n. Christenth. p. 374.
terrupted sequence. Ilengstenberg judges, 4 rebereinst. d. Matth. u. Joh. 1868, p. 11.
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had forgotten wliat feast it was (Schweizer), is compatible neither with the

accuracy of his recollection in other things, nor with the importance of the

miracle wrought at this feast. It is arbitrary, however, to suppose that

John did not wish to lay stress upon the name of the feast, but upon the

fact that Jesus did not go up to Jerusalem save on occasion of a feast (Lu-

thardt, Lichtenstein) ; indeed, the giving of the name after 'lovdaluv (comp.

vii. 2) would in no way have interfered with that imaginary design. It is

objected that the feast of Purim^ which was not a temple feast, required

no journey to Jerusalem ;' and the high esteem in which it is held in Oem.

Hier. Megill. i. 8 cannot be shown to refer to the time of Jesus. But might

not Jesus, even without any legal obligation, have availed Himself of this

feast for His further labours in Jerusalem ? And are we to suppose that

the character of the feast—a feast for eating and drinking merely—should

hinder Him from going to Jerusalem ? The SaUbath (ver. 9), on which ap-

parently (but see Wieseler, p. 219) the feast could never occur, may have

been before or after it ; and, lastly, what is related of Jesus (vi. 1 ff.)

between this festival and the Passover, only a month afterwards, may easily

have occurred within the space of that month. In tine, it can neither have

been the Passover,^ nor Pentecost,^ nor tTiefeast of Tabernacles,'*^ nor the feast

of the Dedication (a possible surmise of Keppler and Pctavius) ; nor can we

acquiesce in leaving the fetist vndetci'7nin<d>Ie.^ Baumgarten Crusius hesi-

tates between Purim and the Passover, yet inclines to the latter.

Vv. 2, 3. 'Egti] is the less opposed to the composition of the Gospel after

the destruction of Jerusalem, as what is mentioned is a iath, whose surround-

ings might very naturally be represented as still existing. According to

Ewald, the charitable uses which the building served might have saved it

from destruction. Comp. Tobler, BenWatt. p. 53 fE., who says that the

porches were still pointed out in the fifth century. — knl -ft TrpoiSoriKy] is usu-

ally explained by tt/'^.t? supplied : Jiard hy the sheep-gate ; see on iv. 6. Con-

cerning the jS<^n li^t??, Neh. iii. 1, 32, xii. 39, so called perhaps because

sheep for sacrifice were sold there, or brought in there at the Passover, noth-

ing further is known. It lay north-east of the city, and near the temple.

Still the word supplied, "gate," cannot be shown to have been in use
;

nor could it have been self-evident, especially to Gentile Christian readers,

not minutely acquainted with the localities. I prefer, therefore, following

Theodore of Mopsuestia, Ammonius, Nonnus, to join Kolvfi.13. with Tvpo^aTLnfiy

and, with Elz. 1G33 and Wetstein, to read Ko?.v/itPr/epa as a dative (comp. al-

ready Castalio) : ^' Noic there is in Jervsalem, at the sheep-pool, [a place called]

Bethesda, so called in the Hebrew tong^ie/' According to Ammonius, the

sheep used for sacrifice were washed in the sheep-pool.— £7zi?,ey.] '^this ad-

J See especially Ilenpcstenberfr, Christol. » Cyril. Clirysostom, Theophylact, Euthy-

III. p. 187 f., Liieke, deWette, Bruckner. mius Zifrabemis, Erasmus, Melanchthon,

2 Cod. A., Irenaeus, Eusebius' Ckron., Beza, Calvin, Maldonatus, Bengel.

Rupertiis, Luther, Calovius, Grotius, Jan- » Cod. 131, Cocceius, Ebrard, Ewald, Hil-

sen, ScaliKer, Cornelius tiLapide, Lightfoot, genfeld. Lichtenstein, Krafft, Riggenback.

Lampe, Paulus, Kuinoel, SiJsskind, Klee, * Liicke, de Wette, Luthardt, Tholuck.

Neander, Amnion, Ilengstenberg. Briickner.
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ditional name "being given to it.'''' ' The pool was called BetJiesda, a character-

istic surname wliich had supplanted some other original name. — '&rj-&ea6a\

^'^90 ^'s*) ^ocus lenignitatis, variously written in Codd.,^ not occurring else-

where, not even in Joscphus ; not Jiouse of pillars,'''' as Delitzsch supposes.

It is impossible to decide with certainty which of the present pools ' may
have been that of Bethesda/ To derive, with Eusebius, the healing virtue

of the, according to him, red-coloured water, which perhaps was minerrtl,

from the blood of the sacrifices flowing down from the temple, and

the name from ^7?'^, effusio ^ is unwarranted, and contrary to ver. 7. The

Jive 2)0}-ches served as a shelter for the sick, who are specially described as

TV(p?.cbv, etc., and those afflicted with diseases of the nerves and muscles. On
^rjpuv, "persons with withered and emaciated limbs," comp. Matt. xii. 10

;

Mark iii. 1 ; Luke vi. 6, 8. Whether the sick man of ver. 5 was one of

them or of the A'^'^oZf is not stated. '

Ver. 5. TpiamvTa, k.t.1.'] i.e.
'' having passed thirty-eight years inhissich-

ness,"" so that e;j;o;v belongs to rp. k. oktu ett],^ and h r. a(j-&. avr. denotes the

state in which he spent the thirty-eight years. Against the connection of

exuv with kv T. aa-&. a. (being in his siclmess thirty-eight years ; so Kuinoel

and most others) ver. 6 is decisive, as also against the perversion of Paulus,

who puts a comma after ejwi^ (" thirty-eight years old "). The duration of

the sickness makes the miracle all the more striking ; comp. Luke viii. 43.

There is no intimation of any reference to the sentence of death pronounced
upon Israel in the wilderness (Baumgarten, p. 139 f. ; comp. Hengsten-

berg).

Ver. 6, 7. Tovtov. . . . exec] two points which excited the compassion of

Jesus, where yvovg, however (as in iv. 1), does not denote a supernatural

knowledge of this external (otherwise in ver. 14) and easily known or ascer-

tained fact (against Godet and the early expositors). — exei] i.e. kv aa-^evela,

ver. 5.

—

-^Dxig, k.t.A.] Wilt thou become whole ? The self-evident nature of

this desire made the question an appropriate one to rouse the sufferer's at-

tention and expectation, and this was the object Jesus had in view in order to

J Oa eTriAeyeii', elsewhere usually in the was not the ditch, now pointed out by tra-

sense of selecting, see Plat. Legg. iii. p. 700 dition as Bethesda, at the north of the tem-
B. pie wall. See also Tobler as before, who

2 Tisch., following N. 33, Bet»^(%>>a. doubts the possibihty of discovering the
3 Probably it was the present ebbing and pool. As to the meaning of the name

fLo-w'msi " Fountain of the Virgin iVanj," an {House of Mercy), it is possible that the
intermittent spring called by the inhabitants arrangement for the purposes of a bath to-
'^ Mother of Steps.'' See Robinson, II. 148 f. gether with the porches was intended as
According to Wieseler, Synopse, p. 2C0, it may a charitable foundation (Olshausen, Ewald),
have been the pool 'A^u-ySaAof mentioned in or that the divine favour, whose effects
Josephus, yl««. V. 11. 4, as was alreadysup- were here manifested, gave rise to the
posed by Lampe and several others, to name. This latter is the more probable,
which, however, the difference of name is an and perhaps gave occasion to the legend of
objection

; it has no claim to be received on the Angel in the Received Text.
the ground of etymology, but only of simi- * See Robinson, 11. 136 f., 158 f.

larityof sound. Ritter, ErdL XVI. pp. 320, « Calvin, Aretius, Bochart, Michaelis.
443 ff., describes the pool as now choked up, « viii. 57, xi. 17; Josephus, ^rcA. vii. 11.

while Krafft,-in his Topogr. p. 170, thinks it 1 ; Krebs, p. 150.

was the Struthion of Josephus. It certainly
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the commencement of His miraculous work. This question was inappro-

jjriate for the purpose of merely beginning a conversation upon the subject (de

Wette). Paulus falsely supposes that the man might have been a dishonest

beggar, feigning sickness, and that Jesus asks him with reproving emphasis,

'^Wilt thou be made whole? art thou in earnest f^ So, too, Ammon
;

while Lange regards him as simply languid in icill, and that Christ again

roused his dormant will ; but there is nothing of this in the text, and just

as little of Luthardt's notion, that the question was meant for all the people

of whom the sick man is supposed to be the type. Tliis miracle alone fur-

nishes an example of an tcnsolicited interrogation upon Chrisfs part (a feature

which Weisse urges against it) ; but in the case of the man born blind, chap,

ix., .we have also an unsolicited heali?ig.— av-dpuTzov ova exu] ad morhum
accedebat inojria, Grotius ; dvi^p. emphatically takes the lead ; the sp^o/nai b/u

that follows answers to it. — orav rapax-Qy to v6up'] The occasional and in-

termittent disturbance of the water is not to be understood as a regular oc-

currence, but as something sudden and quicTcly passing aicay. Hence the

man's waiting and complaint. — /3«/l?;] throw, denoting a Aasiy conveyance

before the momentary bubbling was over. — IpxotiaL] he therefore was obliged

to help himself along, but slowly. — allog irpb e/xov] so that the place where

the bubbling appeared was occupied by another. Observe the sing.; the

short bubbling is to be regarded as occurring only in onefixed springing-yoint

in the pool, so that one person only could secure its influence. The apocry-

phal ver. 4 has perverted this circumstance, in conformity with a popular

superstition, which probably reaches as far back as the time of Christ.

Vv. 8, 9. Comp. Matt. ix. 6 ; Mark ii. 9, 11. — T:epn:arEi\ walh, go ; hith-

erto he had lain down there, ver. G. The command im2:»lies the man's /Vr/f^,

which had been recognized by Christ. — km i)p{\ simply and emphatically

told in the very words which Jesus had spoken.—Some (Strauss) quite arbi-

trarily regard this story as a legendary exaggeration of the healing of the

paralytic in the Synoptics (Matt. ix. ; Mark ii.) ; time, ]ilace, circumstances,

and what ensues, esjiecially its essential connection with the healing on the

Sabbath-day, are all original and independent, as is also the whole account,

so full of life and psychologically true, and very different from that in the

Synoptics. jSTotwithstanding, Baur again (p. 248 ff.) would make the story

in John a composition out of synoptical materials, appealing especially to

Mark ii. 9, 10 ; and Hilgenfcld, Etang. 269 f., adopts the same course,

finding the " iuncr jieculiarity" of the narrative in the idea that the om-
nipotence of the Logos cannot be controlled by any earthly law or human
custom

; whilst Weisse {Evangelienfr. 268) sees in the man's lameness the

helplessness of one morally sick, and attributes the origin of the entire,

narrative to what was originally a parahle. Thus they tliemselves complete

the fiction, and then pass it off on the evangelist, while the simplest as well

as the most distinctive and characteristic historical features are now inter-

woven into liis supposed plans. See, on the contrary, Bruckner, in loc.

Vv. 10-13. Ot 'lov6aioL\ The Sanhedrim are here meant ; see vv. 15, 33.

They never once mention the healing ; with hostile coldness they only watch
for their point of attack ;

" Quacrunt non quod mireutur, sed quod calura-
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nieutur," Grotius. — o iroir/aac, etc., and tKElvog are, in the mouth of the man

who was healed, an appeal to the authority which, as a matter of fact, his

Deliverer must possess ; there is something defiant in the words, so natural

in the first realization of his wonderful cure. — 6 av&punoq] contemptuous.'

— E^kvEvaev'] He tcithdrew,- i.e. when this encounter with the Jews began.

As He wished to avoid the scene which would occur with the crowd who

were in the place. He conveyed Himself away (not pluperfect).

Vv. 14, 15. MsTo. ravra] whether on the same day does not appear. But

it is psychologically probable that the new feeling of restored health led

the man at once into the sanctuary.

—

/xtiketi dfiapT.] Jesus therefore knew

(by direct intuition) that the sickness of this sufferer had been brought

about (see on Matt. ix. 2, 3) by special sin (of what Jcmd does not appear)

;

and this particular foim of sin is what He refers to, not generally to the

universal connection between sin and physical evil (Neander, following the

early expositors), or between sin and sickness (Hengstenberg), which would

not be in keeping with the character of this private interview, that sought

the good of the man's soul. The man's own conscience would necessarily

give an individual application to the /^eketc dfidpr. Comp. viii. 11. — x^^po^]

to be left indefinite ; for if the dfiaprdvEiv recurred, it might bring with it a

worse sickness (so Nonnus), and other divine punishment, even the loss of

eternal salvation. See generally Matt. xii. 45 ; 2 Pet. ii. 20. — Ver. 15.

avT/y-ysi/ie, K.r.-I.] The motive was neither malice,^ nor gratitude, io bring

Jesus into notice and recognition among the Jews,* nor obedience to the rulers,^

under the influence of stupidity (Tholuck) or fear (Lange), but, in keeping

with ver. 11, and the designation o noiijaaQ avrdv vyif/ (comp. ver. 11) : the

suptplementary vindication of the authority in obedience to which he had

acted, though it was the Sabbath (vv. 9, 10), and which he was bound to

name to the Jews. This authority is with him decidedly higher than that

of the Sanhedrim ; and he not only employs it for liis own acquittal, but

even defies them with it. Comp. the man born blind, ix. 17, 31 ff. Yet for

this purpose how easily could he ascertain the name of Jesus !

Vv. 16, 17. Am rnvTo\ on account of this notice referring to Jesus, and

then on, because ^ethat is. See on x. 17. — er5/w/c.] woi judicially, through

the law,® of which the sequel says nothing, but in a general way : they

made Him the object of their persecutions. — TavTa\ tJiese things, such as

the healing of the paralytic. — EnoiEi] he teas doing, not ETvoiriaEv. — cTre/cpwaro]

In reply to the 6iuiiEi.v of the Jews, whether this then showed itself in accu-

sations, reproaches, machinations, or otherwise in overt acts of hostility.

This Aorist occurs in John only here, ver. 19, and xii. 23. — 6 irarrip /xov,

K.r.l.~\ My Father is worlcing up to this moment; I also worTc. This expres-

sion is not borrowed from Philo (Strauss) ; Jesus alludes to the unresting ac-

tivity of God for human salvation ' since the creation was finished, notwith-

' Ast, Lex. Plat. I. p. 178. mius Zigabenus, Grotius, and many early

* See Dorvill. ad Char. p. 2T3 ; Sclileusner, writers ; also Maier and Hengstenberg.

Thes. II. 293. * Bengel, Liicke, de Wette, Luthardt.

3 Schleiermacher, Paulus, comp. Ammon. ' Lampe, Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel.

* Cyril, Chrysostom, Theopliylact, Euthy- ^ Jesus accordingly does not deny that
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standing tlie divine rest of the Sabbath (Gen. ii. 1-3) after the six days'

work. This distinct reference (not generally '

' to the sustaining and gov-

ernment of the world ") is presented in the activity of Christ answering to

that of God the Father. As the Father, says Jesus, has not ceased from

the beginning to work for the world's salvation, but ever works on even

to the present moment, ' so of necessity and right, notwithstanding the law

of the Sabbath, does He also, the Son, who as such (by virtue of His essen-

tially divine relationship of equality with the Father) cannot in this His

activity be subject to the sabbatical law, but is Lord of the Sabbath (comjD.

Matt. xii. 8 ; Mark ii. 28). OLshausen and de "Wette import into the words :

"As in God rest and action are united, so in Christ are contemjolation and

activity." There is no mention whatever of rest and contemplation. Ac-

cording to Godet, Jesus says, " Jiisqu''a chaque dernier moment oil mon p&re

agit, j'agis aussi ;" the Son can only cease His work when He sees the

Father cease. But in this case we should have simply eug (ix. 4), and not

iuQ apn ; eug apn means nothing more nor less than rtsque adhuc (ii. 10, xvi.

24 ; 1 John ii. 9), limiting the no^o still more definitely than ewf rov vvv

(Lobeck, ad Pliryn. pp. 19, 20). — myu epyd^o/nai] is not to be again supple-

mented by fwc apn. I also (do not rest, but) worJc. The relation of the

two sentences is not that of imitation (Grotius), or.example (Ewald), but of

neccHsary equality of will and procedure. The asyndeton (instead of ^'l)ecai.ise

my Father," etc.) makes the statement more striking. See on 1 Cor. x. 17.

Ver. 18. Am tovto] because He said this, and otl as in ver. 16. " Apo-

logiam ipsam in majus crimen vertunt," Bengel.

—

jia'Aloi'] neither ^;c>i«;s

nor amplius (Bengel :
" modo persequebantur, nunc amplius quaerunt occi-

dere") ; but, as its position connects with it necessarily iC,fjT., magis,

" theij redoubled their endeavours.'''' It has a reference to kcVuiwv in ver. 16, so

far as this general expression includes the desire to kill. Comp. for the

l^T/Telv cnroKTelvai, vii. 1, 19, 25, viii. 37, 40, xi. 58. — irargpa l6iov, /c.r./l..] pa-

trem proprium. Comp. Rom. viii. 32. They rightly interpreted 6 Trar^p fiov

as signifying peculiar and personal fatherhood, and not what is true also

God rested on the seventh day after the distinct from the most high God. This is

six days of creation (against Ammon) ; but not the '' ea^/le heiglW of John's theology.

He affirms that since tlien He is ever ac- leus apri. carries our view of God's

tive, even on the Sabbath-days, for man's worlcing, which began with the creation,

redemption. Nor does He speak of the onward to the prefsent moment, the moment
law concerning the Sabbath as not of divine wherein Jesus has to defend Himself on ac-

institution (Baur), as of no obligation, or as count of Sabbatli-breaking. In conformity

abrogated ; but lie as the Son stands abo\'e with this redemptive work of God the

it, and is as little bound by it as the Father, Father onwards until now, and which was
who ever continues to work, even on the interrupted by no rest, Ha also works. The
Sabbath. This against Hilgenfeld (Lehrbe- inference tliat herein is implied a divine r««<

griff, p. 81; Evang. p. 270; and in his Zeit- at a future period, as Luthardt thinks,—

schrift 1863, p. 218), who considers that, ac- who regards the day of Christ's resurrec-

cording to this Gospel, Jesus, passing by tion as the then approaching Sabbath of

the O. T. representation of God, rises to the God's redemptive work,—is quite remote

absolutely transcendental essence, exalted from the text. 'Em? apn includes the sur-

above all contact with the finite, and mani- vey of the entire past down to the moment
fest only to the Son ; and that the evange- then present, without any intimation of a

list, following the Gnostics, refers the his- change in the future, which, if intended,

tory of the erea-tion to tlie Demiurge, as should appear in the context, as in xvi. 24.
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with reference to others, " sed id misere pro blasphemia habnerunt," Ben-

gel. Comp. X. 33.

—

Igov eavTov, k.t.2..] not an explanation, nor exactly

(B. Crusius) a proof of what precedes, which the words themselves of Jesus,

6 Tiarijp fiov, supply ; but what Jesus says of Ooafs relation to Him (jraTEpa

ISiov), declares at the same time, as to the other side of the relationship,

what He makes Himself out to he in His relation to God. We must trans-

late : 'Hn that He (at the same time) picts Himself on the same level with God,''^

i.e. by that Kayih spydCoftai of veij. 17, wherein He, as the Son, claims for

Himself equality of right and freedom with the Father. Comp. also Hof-

mann, Schriftbeiceis, I. p. 133. The thought of claiming equality of essence

(Phil. ii. 6), however, lies in the background as an indistinct notion in the

minds of His opponents.

Ver. 19 ff. Jesus does not deny what the Jews attributed to Him as the

capital offence of blasphemous presumption, namely, that He made Himself

equal with God; but He puts the whole matter in its true light, and this

from a consideration of His whole present and future work, onward to ver.

30 ; whereupon, onwards to ver. 47, He gives vent to an earnest denuncia-

tion of the unbelief of the Jews in the divine witness to Himself.

Ver. 19. Ov dvvaTai] denies the possibility, from the point of view of an

inner necessity, involved in the relationship of the Son to the Father : by
virtue of this it is impossiUe for Him to act with an individual self-assertion

independent of the Father, which He could then only do if He were not

the Son.'^ In cuf iavrov, as the subject of the reflexive is the Son in His re-

lation to the Father, there does not lie an opposition between the human
and divine wills (Beyschlag), nor an indistinct and onesided reference to

the human element in Christ (de Wette) ; but it is tJie ichole theanthropic sub-

ject^^lhe incarnate Ijogos, in whom the Aseietas agendi, the self-determination

of action independently of the Father, cannot find place ; because otherwise

He must either be absolutely divine only, and therefore without the subor-

dination involved in -the economy of redemption (which is the case also

with the TTvsv/ia, xvi. 13), or absolutely human ; therefore there is here no
contradiction with the prologue (Reuss ; comp. on the other side, Godet).

— iav jjLfi TL, /c.r./l.] refers simply to iroidv ovdh, and. not also to a^' eavrov.

See on Matt. xii. 4 ; Gal. ii. 16. — ftXEivy r. irar. noioiwra] a familiar descrip-

tion, borrowed from the attention which children give to the conduct of

their father—of the inner and immediate intuition which the Son perpetu-

ally has of the Father's work, in the perfect consciousness of fellowship of

life with Him. This relation, not merely of moral and religious, but of meta-

physical and essential communion, is the necessary and immediate standard

of the Son's working. See on ver. 20. — a yap av iKelvor, k.t.'A..] Proof of the

negative assertion by means of the positive relationship subsisting. — o/uoiur]

similarly, proportionately, qualifying ttoleI, indicating again the reciprocity

or sameness of action already expressed by ravra, and thus more strongly

confirming the perfect equality of the relationship. It is, logically speak-

ing, the pariter (Mark iv. 16 ; John xxi. 13 ; 1 Pet. iii. 1) of the category

'mentioned.

' Comp. Bengel, in loc, and Fritzsche, nova ojntsc. p. 297 f.
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Ver. 20. Moral necessity in God for the aforesaid a yap av eKslvog, etc.

Comp. iii. 35. — yap refers to the whole of what follows down to iroiel, of

which Kal /lel^ova, etc., gives the result. — ^<A«] " qui amat, nil celat,'''' Ben-

gel. The distinction between this and ayana (which D., Origen, Chrysos-

tom here read), diligit,^ is to be retained also in John, though he uses both

to denote the same relationship, but with varying definiteness of represen-

tation. Comp. iii. 35, xxi. 15. ^i?.dv is always the proper affection of love.^

But this love has its basis in the metaphysical and eternal relation of the

Father to the Son, as His /xovoyev?)^ vl6g (i. 14, 18), and does not first begin

in time. Comp. Luthardt. — Travra dsiKvvaiv] He shows Him all, permits Ilim

to see in immediate self-revelation all that He Himself doetJi, that the Son

also may do these things after the pattern of the Father. Description of

tlie inner and essential intimacy of the Father with the Son, according to

which, and by virtue of His love to the Son, He makes all His own working

an object of intuition to the Son for His like working (comp. ver. 17),

—

the humanly conditioned continviation of what He had seen in His pre-

himian existence, iii. 11, vi. 46.^

—

koI jJEiCova, k.t.1.'\ a new sentence, and

an advance in the discourse, the theme of all that follows down to ver. 30 :

and greater icorks than these (the healings of the sick spoken of) will He show

Him ; He will give Him His example to do them also. — "lvci\ the divine

purpose of this,—not in the sense of wrrre (Baeumlein). — i^eZf] ye unlieliev-

ers. Jesus does not say niaTsh/TE ; He means the surprise of shame, viz. at

the sight * of His works.

Ver. 21. Jesus now specifics these /j.e'il^ova epyn, namely, the quickening of

the dead, and judgment (vv. 21-30) ; ipya accordingly is a broader concep-

tion than miracle, which, however, is included in the category of the Mes-

sianic epya. See especially ver. 36.

Ver. 21. He speaks of the operation of His power in judging and raising

the dead, first m an ethical sense down to ver. 27, and then, vv. 28, 29, sub-

joins the actual and universal awakening of the dead as the completion of

His entire life-giving and judicial work as the Messiah. Augustine antici-

pated this view (though illogically apprehending ver. 21 in a moral sense,

and ver. 22 in a physical), and it is adopted among the older writers, es-

pecially by Rupertius, Calvin, Jansen, Calovius, Lampe, and more recently

by Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen, Maier, de Wette, Lange, Hilgenfeld,

Lechler,* Weiss, Godet. Others have extended the ethical interpretation

even as far as vv. 28, 29,* which, however, is forbidden by the language and

> See Tittmann, .?2/no?!. p. 50. Weizsacker, who introduces also visions

2 Comp. xi. 3, 36, xvi. 27, xx. 2, et al. {evang. Gesch. p. 435) In explanation of this

3 This intimate relationship is to be re- passage, in the face of the linown history of

garded as one of uri intern/pled contimiitij, Jesus.

and not to be limited merely to occasional • For the astonishment connected with

crises in the life of Jesus (Gess, Pen?. Chr. the Seao-dai is implied in the context. See

p. 237), of which there is not the slightest Nagelsbach, z. Mas, p. 200, ed. 3.

indication in John's Gospel. Comp. i. 52. » Apost. Zeitalt. p. 225 f.

This very continuous consciousness depends « So Deysing in the Bibl. Brem. i 6, Ecker-

upon the continuance of the Logos con- raann, Ammon, and many others ; recently,

sciousness (viii. 29, 59, xvii. .5, xvi. 32),—

a

Scliweizer, B. Crusius, Reuss.

viev/^ which is to be maintained against
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contents of vv. 28, 29 ; see on vv. 28, 29. Furtlior, -when Luthardt ^ under-

stands CuoTToielv generally of the impartation of life, he takes loth kinds of

quickening as the two sides of the life, which appears, however, irreconcilable

with the right understanding of ovg -QeAei, and with the distinct separation

between the present and the future (the latter from ver. 28 onwards). The

CuoTToielv of the Messiah during His temjjoral Avorking concerns the inorally

dead, of whom He morally quickens whom He will ; but at a future day,

at the end of all things, He will call forth the fliydcally dead from their

graves, etc., vv. 28, 29. The carrying out of the double meaning of ^uotvoieIv

onwards to ver. 28 (for vv. 28, 29 even Luthardt himself takes as referring

only to the Jl/ial future) leads to confusion and forced interpretation (see on

01 duo'vaavTsc, ver. 25). Further, most of the Fathers, '^ most of the older ex-

positors,^ and recently Schott in particular,'' Kuinoel, Baumeister," Weizel,*

Kaeuffer,'' Baeumlein and Ewald, take the entire passage vv. 21-29 in a lit-

eral sense, as referring to the resurrection and the final judgment. Against

this it is decisive : (a) that Iva vii-:lg ^^-avfia^r/Ts in ver. 20 represents the

hearers as continuous witnesses of the works referred to, and these works,

therefore, as successive developments which they will see along with others
;

(b) that oug i?eAe« is in keeping only with the ethical reference
; (c) that 'iva

wdvTec Ti/uufn, etc., ver. 23, expresses a continuing result, taking place in the

present (in the al6v ovtoc), and as divinely intended
;

(cZ) that in ver. 24, ek

Tov -QavciTov cannot be explained of physical death
;

(e) that in ver. 25, Kal

vvv kaTLv and ol diwvcravTEg are compatible only with a reference to spiritual

awakening. To this may be added, (/) that Jesus, where He speaks (vv. 28,

29) of the literally dead, very distinctly marks out the resurrection of these

latter from that of the preceding as something greater and as still future,

and designates the deed not merely with great definiteness as such (Travreg

01 kv Tolg (ivTifieloiq), but also makes their avaaraaiQ l^u^g conditional, not, as in

ver. 24, n\ion faith, but, probably seeing that they for the most part would

never have heard the gospel, upon having done good,—thus characteristically

distinguishing this quickening of the dead from that spoken of immediately

before.— ucnrep . . . i^uoTroiei] The awakening and reviving of the dead is

represented as the essential and peculiar business of the Father f accordingly

the Present tense is used, because the statement is general. Comp. Rom. iv.

17. Observe, however, that Jesus here sjoeaks of the awakening of the dead,

which is peculiar to the Father, still without distinguishing between the

spiritual and literal dead ; this separation first appears in the following

reference to the Son. The awakening of hoth springs from the same divine

source and basis of life. — eyeipei and I^uokoieI we might expect in reverse

order (as in Eph. ii. 5, 6) ; but the CuokoieIv is the essential and controlling

fact, of which the awakening (kyElpEcv) is popularly conceived as the beginning,

1 Comp. Tholuck on vv. 21-23, and Heng- * Opvsc. i. p. 197.

Rtenberg on vv. 21-24, also Briickner on ver. ^ Wurtemb. Stud. II. 1.

21. 6 sii,fi_ ,<, xrit. 1836, p. 636.

2 Tertullian, Chrysostom and his fol- ' De ^wtj? aiiav not. p. 115 ff.

lowers, Nonnus, and others. "^ Deut. xxxii. 39 ; 1 Sam. ii. 6; Tobit xiii.

' Erasmus, Beza, Orotius, Bengel, and 2 ; Wisd. xvi. 13.

many others.
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and appearing thus merely as its immediate antecedent, does not recur in the

apodosis. [See Note XXIIL p. 195.]

—

ovg iJeAa] for He will ?iot quicken

others because they lelieve not (ver. 34) ; this, and not an absolute decree

(Calvin, Reuss), is the moral condition of His self-determination, just as also

His Kpiatg (ver. 22) is in like manner morally determined. That this spirit-

ual resurrection is independent of the descent from Abraham, is evident from

the fact of its being sjairitual ; but this must not be taken as actually stated

in the ovq -d-iTiEi. Many, who take i^uoTroiel literally, resort to the historical

accounts of the raising of individuals from the dead (Lazarus, etc.), for which

few cases the ovg ^ilei is neither appropriate nor adequate. See, besides, ver.

25. Ewald takes God as the subject of -dD-^ei, which is neither logical (on

account of the Kai, which places the two subjects in the same line), nor pos-

sible according to the plain words, though it is evident that the Son

acts only in the harmony of His will with that of the Father ; comp. ver.

30, vi. 40. — L.LdOTroLel'] ethically, of the spiritual quickening to the higher

moral life, instead of that moral death in which they were held captive in

their unconverted state of darkness and sin." Without this ^uoiroiTjaig, their

life would remain ethically a fw/) a[3iog,^ piog ajUuroQ.^ The Present, for He
does it now, and is occujned with this (^uottoieIv, that is, by means of his

woi-d, which is the life-giving call (vv. 24, 25). The Future follows in ver. 28.

Ver. 22 does not state the ground of the Son's call to bestow life

(Luthardt, comp. Tholuck and Hengstenberg), but is a justification of the

ohg &i'AEi,—^because the Kplcng refers only to those whom He will not raise to

life,—in so far as it is implied that the others, whom the Son will not make

alive, will experience in themselves the judgment of rejection (the anticipa-

tory analogon of the decisive judgment at the second advent, ver. 29).

It is given to, no other than the Son to execute this final judgment. The

KpivEL o'vdkva should have prevented the substitution of the idea of separation

for that of judgment (comp. iii. 17, 18). — ov6e yap 6 tt.] for not eveii the

Father, to whom, however, by universal acknowledgment, judgment belongs.*

Consequently it depends only upon the Son, and the ovq Beaei has its vindi-

cation. Concerning ohde, which is for the most part neglected by commen-

tators, comp. vii. 5, viii. 42, xxi. 25. The antithesis alia, /c.r./l., tells how

far, though God is the world's Judge, the Father does not judge, etc. —
KpivEi] the judgment of condemnation (iii. 17, 18, v. 24, 27, 29), whose

sentence is the opposite of C,dotvoleIv, the sentence of spiritual death. — tijv

Kpiaiv Ko.aav'] judgment altogether (here also to be understood on its condem-

natory side), therefore not only of the last act on the day of judgment (ver.

27), but of its entirety (see on xvi. 13), and consequently in its progress in

time, whereby the ovq Q'eIei is decided.

Ver. 23. The divine purpose which is to be attained in the relation of man-

kind to this judicial action of the Son. Observe the Present Suhjunctive. —
KaOuo] just as, for in the Son, who judges, we have the appointed representa-

tive of the Father, and thusfar (therefore always relatively, xiv. 23) He is to

' See on Luke xv. 24 ; Matt. iv. 16 ; Epli. ^ Xen. Mem. iv. 8. 8.

V. 14 ; Rom. vi. 13 ; Isa. xxvi. 19. * Weiss, LeJirbegr. p. 185, explains it as if

- Jacobs, ad Anthol. VIL p. 102. it ran: ov&i yap Kpivti. oirar/ip, etc.
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be honoured as the Father. Comp. what follows. IIow utterly opposed to

this divine intention was the procedure of the Jews, ver. 18 ! But it is

incorrect to .take KaOug with Baeumlein, as causal (see on xiii. 34, xvii. 2),

because the whole context turns upon the equality of the Father and the

Son.

—

ov Tiftci Tov TzaTEpa] i.e. by this very fact, that he does not honour

the Son, who is the Sent of the Father.

Ver. 24. The ovq Otlet I^uottoieI now receives—and that with increas-

ing solemnity of discourse—its more minute explanation, both as to the

subjects whom it specifies (6 tov Myov /xov anovuv, k.t.2,.), and the

^uoTTolrjctc itself (eje; i^ur/v).— aKohuv is simply hearetli, but is closely connect-

ed with the following kol 'klgtevuv (comp. Matt. xiii. 19 ff.), and thereby

receives its definite reference. For the opposite, see xii. 47. — Ix^i- C- o«-
]

The i^uoTToiEcv is accomplished in liim ; he has eternal life (iii. 15), i.e. the

higher spiritual ^w^, which, upon his entrance into the Messiah's kingdom,

reaches its consummation in glorious Messianic ^wr/. He has, in that he is

become a believer, passed from spiritual death (see on ver. 21) into eternal

life (the I^ufj mf e^oxr/v), and cometh not into (condemnatory, comp. iii. 18)

judgment, because he has already attained unto that life. ' The result of this

is : Odvarov ov fi?) -^euprprj, viii. 51. On the Perfect /xeralSip., see iii. 18 ; 1

John iii. 14.

Ver. 25. Jesus re-afiirms what He had already asserted in ver. 24, but in

the more concrete form of allegorical expression. — Kal vvv ianv] i.e. in its

beginning, since Christ's entrance upon His life-giving ministry. Comp. iv.

23. The duration of this cjpa, however, continues till the second advent
;

already had it begun to be present, but, viewed in its completeness, it still

belonged to the future. The expositors who take the words to denote the

literal resurrection (see ver. 25, also Hengst.), refer /cat vvv kanv to the indi-

iiidual instances of raising from the dead which Jesus has wrought ; "^ but

this is as inappropriate in general as it is specially un-Johannean, for

those individuals were not awaked to L,ur] in the sense of the context,

but only to the earthly life, which was still liable to death. Olshausen, who
illogically explains ver. 25 as referring to the resurrection of the body,

appeals to Matt, xxvii. 52, 53.

—

ol venpoi] the spiritually dead ; Matt. viii.

22 ; Rev. iii. 1 ; and see on ver. 21. — TfjQ <puv7ii;'\ according to the context,

the resurrection summons (ver. 28), which is here really, in the connection of

the allegory, the morally life-giving preaching of Christ. The spiritually

dead, generally, under the category ol venpol, will hear this voice, but all will

not awake to its call ; only ol aKovaavTEQ, which therefore cannot be taken in

the same sense as aaovaovTai, but must signify : those who icill have given ear

thereto. Comp. viii. 43, 47. In Latin :

'
' Mortui audient . . . et qui audi-

entes fuerint,''^ etc. It is the clkovelv hcJ-ovvtoq,^ al., cikovecv wapayyt'^'^ovrog, and

' Melanchthon :
" Postquam illuxit fides passages (comp. viii. 51, xi. 26) that our

seu fiduoia Christi in corde, qua agiioscimus evangelist verges closely on the doctrine of

nos vere a Deo recipi, exaudiri, regi, defen- the Gnostics, 2 Tim. ii. 18.

di, sequitur pax et laetitia, quae est incho- ^ John xi. ; Mark v. 41 ; Luke vii. 14

;

atio vitae aeternae et tegit peccata, quae Matt. xi. 5.

adliuc in imbecillitate nostra haerent." ' Plut. Sert. 11.

Baur is wrong in coucludiug from such
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the like, oKovetv rov TTpoarayiiaTog. ' If we understand tlie vrords of hodily

awakening, ol aKovaavreq with the article is quite inexplicable. Chrysostom :

(po)vf/c (iKomavTeg ETTiTaTTomr/g ; Grotius :
" simul atque audierint. " All such

renderings, as also the vague explanation of Hengstenberg,^ would require

uKovaavTEQ merely without the article ;' and i^f/aovaiv wotild, in opposition to the

entire context, signify '^to live'''' generally, in an indifferent sense. 01s-

hausen, indeed, supplements anovaavreq—which, nevertheless, must of neces-

sity refer to rf/g (puvf/q—by rov loyov from ver. 24 : "they who in this life

hear the word of God." It is just as impossible to hold, with Luthardt (so

far as he would include the literal resurrection), that ol aKo'vaav-eg refers to

those "who hear the last call of Jesus differently from others, i.e. joyfully

7'eceiving it, and therefore attain to life." This is an imported meaning, for

there is no such modal limitation in the text ; bxit ol anoraavTec alone, in so far

as it must differ from the general annvaovrai, can only designate those who
give ear, and by this the literal resurrection is excluded. For this double

meaning of okoveiv in one sentence, see Plat. Legg. p. 713 B : ^edv . . . iin-

KaX6fj.E-&a' 6 6e aKovm-it re kuI aKovaaq (cum exaudiverit) . . . eI-Qoi, and also

the proverbial expression aKovovra /ut) aaovEiv.

Vv. 26, 27. The life denoted by this O'/oovcjiv, seeing the subjects of it

were dead, must be something which is in process of being imparted to

them,—a life which comes from the Son, the quickener. But He could not

impart it if He had not in Himself a divine and independent fountain of life,

like the Father, which the Father, the absolutely living One (vi. 57), gave Him
when He sent Him into the world to accomplish His Messianic work ; comp.

X. 86. The following h^uKEv (ver. 27) should itself have prevented the refer-

ence to the eternal generation.* Besides (therefore ver. 27), if only the cikov-

cavTEQ (comp. avg &eael, ver. 21) are to live, and the other vEKpoi not, the Son

must have received from the Father the warrant and power of judging and of

deciding who are to live and who not. But this power is given Him by the

Yai^iGrheeatise Ue is the Son of mail ; for in His incarnation, i.e. in the fact

that the Son of God (incarnate) is a cliildof man,^ consists the essence of His

nature as Redeemer, and with this the reason in the history of redemption why
the Father has equipped Him for the Messianic function of judgment. Had
the Son of God not become a child of man, He could not have been the

fulfiller of the Father's decree of redemption, nor been entrusted with judi-

cial power. Luthardt® says incorrectly :
" for God desired to judge the

world by means of a man,''^ a thought quite too vague for this passage, bor-

rowed from Acts xvii. 31. Better de Wette, with whom Bruckner concurs

(comp. also Reuss) : "It denotes the Logos as a human manifestation,'' and in

this lies the reason why He judges, for the hidden God coidd not le jiidge.''''

But this negative and refined definition of the reason given, " because He is

' Polyb. xi. 19. 5. * Augustine and many other.'!, also Gess.

^ The article is said to indicate the in- ^ Comp. Phil. ii. 7; Gal. iv. 4; Rom. i. 3,

separable connection between hearing and viii. 3.

life. » Comp. Hofmann, Schrifibew. IT. 1, p. 78.

' See Eurip. Ilec. 25, 26, and Pflugk there- ' Or the relative humanity of Him who is

on. But oi ofcovtravTes witk the article is

:

Gocfs Son. The expression is therefore

qnicunqne audiverunt. different from :
" becuvse He is man."'
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the Son of man," is inappropriately read between the lines, since it savours

of Philonic speculation, and since the view of the Deity as a Judge was

current among the Jews. So, following Augustine, Luther, Castalio, Jansen,

and most others, B. Crusius (comp. also Wetstein, who adduces Heb. iv.

15) : "because executing judgment requires direct operation upon man-
kind." ' Otliers :^ " vIoq av^p. is He who is announced in Dan. vii. and in the

book of Enoch as the Messiah'''' (see on Matt. viii. 20), where the thought

itself is variously set forth
; Lilcke (so also Baeumlein) : "because He is the

Messiah, and judgment essentially belongs to the work of the Messiah"

(comp. Ewald). Tholuck comes nearest to the right sense :
" because He is

become man, i.e. is the Redeemer., but with this redemption itself the Kplair

also is given." Hengstenberg :
" as a reward for talcing huinanity npon

Him.'''' Against the whole explanation from Dan. vii. 13, however, to which

Beyschlag, Christol. p. 29, with his explanation of the ideal man (the per-

sonal standard of divine judgment), adheres, it is decisive that in the N. T.

throughout, wherever " Son of man" is used to designate the Mes.siah, both

words have the article: 6 vlbc tov av&p6ivov :' vlbc av&puTrov without the ar-

ticle* occurs in Rev. i. 13, xiv. 14, but it does not denote the Messiah.

Thus the prophecy in Daniel does not enter into consideration here ; but
" son of a human 'being''' is correlative to ''son of God " (of the Father, vv. 25,

26), although it must frankly be acknowledged that the expression does not

necessarily presuppose Virthfrom a virgin.'" The Peshito, Armenian version,

Theophylact, Euthymius Zigabenus, Paulus, connect the words—rightly

taking vlhg av&p. to mean man—with what follows :
" Marvel not that He is

a man.'''' This is not in keeping with the context, while tovto witnesses for

the ordinary connection. — i^ui/v exeiv h eavrC}] in Himself. "Est emphasis

in hoc dicto : vitam habere in sese, i.e. alio modo quam creaturae, angeli

et homines," Melanchthon. Comp. i. 4, xiv. G.^ The words Kal vvv ianv are

* Comp. also Baur in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. * Weizsacker {Unters. lib. d. e.vang. GescJi.

f. wiss. Theol. 1860, p. 276 ff., and N. T. p. 431) cuts away this objection by the state-

TJieol. p. 79 £f. ; Holtzraann in the same, ment, without proof, that uib? av&p. with-

1865, p. 234 f. Akin to this interpretation is out the article belongs to the explanatory
that of Weiss, p. 224 :

." so far as He is a exposition of the fourth Gospel. Baeumlein
son of man, and can in humanform bring and Beyschlag, to account for the absence
near to men the life-giving revelation of God." of tlie article, content themselves with say-

Even thus, however, what is said to be the ing that vibs iv^p. is the predicate, and
point of the reason given has to be sup- therefore (comp. Holtzmann) the point

plied. This holds also against Godet, who would turn on the meaning of the con-

confounds things that differ: "On one ception. But the formal and unchanging

side judgment must proceed from the title, 6 uib? toO avijp., would not agree with

womb of humanity as an ' hommage a Dieu,' that ; and, moreover, in this way the omis-

and on the other it is entrusted by God's sion only of the first article, and not of the

love as a purification of humanity to Him second (toO), would be explained ;
uib?

who voluntarily became man." Groos (in kvirpunrav can only mean son of a man.
the Stud. u. Krit. 1868, p. 260) substantially Comp. Barnabas, Ep. xii. (Dressel).

agrees with Beyschlag. ^ He who is Son of God Is son of a man—
2 Grotius, Lampe, Kuinoel, Liicke, 01s. the latter Ka.7a aapxa, i. 14 ; the former Kara

hausen, Maier, Baeumlein, Ewald, and most Trvev/Jia oykoo-uvj)?, Rom. Ix. 5, i. 3.

others, now also Tholuck. ^ Quite in opposition to the ev eavrcu,
3 In John i. .52, iii. 13, 14, vi. 27, 52, 03, viii. Weizsacker, in the Jahrb. f. Devtsche Theol.

28, xii. 33, 34, xiii. 31. 1857, p. 179, understands the possession of
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certainly decisive against Gess, ' wlio ascribes the gift of life by the Father

to the Son as referring only to His pre-existent glory and His state of exalta-

tion, v/hich he considers to have been " suspended^'' during His earthly life.

The prayer at the grave of Lazarus only jiroves that Christ exercised the

power of life, which was bestowed upon Him as His own, in accordance

with the Father's will. See on ver. 31.

Vv. 28-30. Marvel not at this (comp. iii. 7), viz. at what I have asserted

concerning my life-giving and judicial power
; for ^ the last and greatest

stage of this my Messianic quickening work (not the work of the loyog as

the absolute fw^, to whom Baur refers the whole passage, vv. 20 ff. ; see, on

the contrary, Briickner) is yet to come, namely, the raising of the actually

dead out of their graves, and the final judgment.^ Against the interpreta-

tion of this verse (see on ver. 21) in a figurative sense (comp. Isa. xxvi. 19
;

Ex. xxxvii. 12 ; Dan. xii. 2), it is decisive that ol h ro'ig fiv7//iEioig would have

to mean merely the spiritually dead, which would be quite out of keej^iug

with ol -a aya-&a noiyoavTeg. Jesus Himself intimates by the words ol h ro'ig

/ivz/fieloig that He here is passing from the spiritually dead, who thus far have

been spoken of, to the literally dead.

—

otl] argumentum a major i ; the wonder

at the lesH disappears before the greater, which is declared to be that which

is one day to be accomplished. We are not to sujiply, with Luthardt, the

condition of a believing estimate of the latter, for the auditors were unbe-

lieving and hostile ; but the far more wonderful fact that is told does away

with the wonder which the lesser had aroused, transcends, and, as it were,

overwhelms it. — tpx^rai ijpa] Observe that no Kal vvv egtiv, as in ver. 25,

could be added here. — Tvav-ea] Here it is as little said that all shall be raised

at the same time, as in ver. 25 that all the spiritually dead shall be quickened

simultaneouslj^ The rdy/iara, which Paul distinguishes at the resurrection,

1 Cor. XV. 23, 24, and which are in harmony with the teaching of Judaism

and of Christ Himself regarding a twofold resurrection (Bertholdt, Christol.

pp. 17G flf., 203 ff. ; and see on Luke xiv. 14), find room likewise in the upa,

wliich is capable of prophetic extension. — ol -a aja-&a noiyGavreg, k.t.1.] that

is, the first resurrection, that of the just, who are regarded by Jesus in a

purely ethical aspect, and apart from all national particularisju. See on Luke

xiv. 14, and comp. John vi. 39. It was far from His object here to dwell

upon the necessity of His redemjition being appropriated by faith on the

part of the dead here spoken of ; He gives expression simply to the abstract

moral normal condition (comp. Rom. ii. 7, 13 ; Matt. vii. 21). This neces-

sity, however, whereby they must belong to the ol tov Xpiarov (1 Cor. xv.

life as brought about "by transference or and expression are different from our text.

commvnication from the Father^ Chap. vi. =* It is not right, as is already plain from

57 likewise indicates life as an esserUial pos- the text and ver. 27, to say that in John the

session, brought with Him (i. 4) from His judgment is ahvays represented as au inner

pre-existent state in His mission from the fact (so even Holtzmann, Judenth. u. Chris-

Father, and according to the Fathers will tenth, p. 422). The saying, "The world's

and appointment. Col. i. 19, ii. 10. history is the world's judgment," only

' Pers. Chr. p. 301. partially represents John's view ; in John
2 Ewald renders on that: "Marvel not the last day is not without the last judg-

at this, that (as I said in ver. 1) an hour is ment, and this last judgment is with him

coining" etc. But in ver. 25 ttie thought the worW-judgment. See on iii. 18.
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23 ; comp. Matt. xxv. 31 sqq.), implies the descensus Cliristi ad inferos. —
eiq \v&cT. Cwiyf ] they will come forth (from their graves) into a resurrection of

life (represented locally), i.e. to a resurrection, the necessary result of which'

is life, life in the Messiah's kingdom.^— /cp^f^^f] to which JM%me?i« pertains,

and judgment, according to the context, in a condemnatory sense (to eternal

death in Gehenna) ; and accordingly avaaraaiq Cw/f does not exclude an act

of judgment, which awards the Cw^- —As to the distinction between ivomv

and n^&rretv, see on iii. 20, 31. Ver. 30 further adds the guarantee of tlie recti-

tude of this /cp/c7if , and this expressed in a general way, so that Jesus describes

His judgment generally ; hence the Present, denoting continuous action, and

the general introductory statement of ver. 19, ov dbvaiiac, etc. — Ka&ojg amvu]

i.e. from God, who, by virtue of the continual communion and confidence

subsisting between Him and Christ, always makes His judgment directly

and consciously known to Him, in accordance with which Christ gives His

verdict. Christ's sentence is simply the declaration of God's judgment con-

sequent upon the continuous self-revelation of God in His consciousness,

whereby the aiwheiv from the Father, which He possessed in His pre-existent

state, is continued in time, —ort oh (rirfb, k.t.I.] "I cannot therefore deviate

from the judging as Iliear ; and my judgment, seeing it is not that of an

individual, but divine, must be just."

—

tov Tre/^V- /"£> n.r.l.] as it conse-

quently accords with this my dependence upon God.

Ver. 31. Justification of His witness to Himself from ver. 19 ff., inter-

mingled with denunciation of Jewish unbelief (vv. 31-40), which Jesus con-

tinues down to ver. 47. —The connection is not that Jesus now passes onto

the TLfiJ] which is due to Him (ver. 33), and demands faith as its true form

(Luthardt), for the conception of riiirj does not again become prominent
;

but EKeiSfi Toiavra irepl eavrov /xaprvpf^aag eyvu rovg 'lovdalovg ev^v/xovfisvovQ

avTi^elvai Kal elnelv on eav av fiapTvpelg Ttspl csavToi; tj fiaprvpla cov ova sariv

alTj^r/g- ovdelg jap eavrC) fiaprvpuv a^LomcTog hv av^puTrotg 6i' vrvoipiav <l>aavTiag-

7rpoi?ia[i£ Kal elvrev b eiueUov eIttcIv ekeIvoi, Euthymius Zigabenus. Comp. Chrys-

ostom. Thus at the same time is solved the seeming contradiction Avith

viii. 14. — Eju] emphatic : if there is only my x>ersonal icitness concerning

onyself and with this no attestation /r(??/i any other. Comp. al'Aoq, ver. 33.—

ovuECTLv alri^.'] i.e. formally speaking, according to the ordinary rule of law.^

In reality, the relation is different in Christ's case, see viii. 13-16
;
but He

does not insist upon this here, and we must not therefore understand His

words, with Baeumlein, as if He said : ei kyi) k/^aprvpow . . . ovk. hv r)v al-n^ijg

i) fiaprvpia fiov. Chap. viii. 54, 55 also, and 1 Cor. iv. 15, xiii. 1, Gal. i. 8,

are not conceived of in tliis way.

Ver. 33. Another is He wJw lears witness of me. This is understood either

of John the Baptist ' or of God." The latter is the right reference
;
for Jesus

1 Comp. Winer, p. 177 [E. T. p. 188]. Paiilns, Baumgarten Crusius, de Wette,

''Comp. 3 Maoc. vii. 14: acao-Tacris eis Ewald.

io^vv ; Dan. xii. 2 ; Rom. v. 18 : StKatcocri? ^00^9. = Cyril, Ausustine, Bede, P.upertius, Beza,

3 Chetub. f. 23. 2 :
" testibus de se ipsis Aretius, Cornelius a Lapide, Calovuis. Ben-

Don credunt," and see Wetstein. gel, Kuinoel, Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen,

* Clirysostom, Theophylact, Nonnus, Eu- Maier, Luthardt, Lange, Hengstenberg,

thymius Zigabenus, Erasmus, Grotius, Bruckner. Baeumlein, Godet.
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Himself, ver. 34, does not attach importance to John's witness, but rather

lays claim, vv. 36, 37, only to the higher, the divine witness. — koI ol6a urt,

K.-.?..] not a feeble assurance concerning God (de Wette's objection), but all

the weightier from its simplicity, to which the very/orm of the expression

is adapted (y uaprvpia, i/v jiaprvpel ivepl Ijuou), and, moreover, far too solemn

for the BaptisVs testimony.^

Vv. 33, 34. " That witness, whose testimony you have yourselves elicited,

John the Baptist, I do not, since it is a human testimony, accept for myself
;

I mention him for your salvation (not for my advantage), because ye have

not appreciated him according to his high calling (ver. 35) ; the witness

which /have is greater,''^ etc. Ver. 36. — vfielq] you, on your part. — jieiiapT.

Ti} a.TiT]^.'] i. 19 fi[.
" All that he said was testimony in favour of the truth

;

for the state of the case (with reference particularly to what he said of the

Messiah) was as he testified." — kyi) 6t] hut I on my part. — -rfiv finprvplai']

the witness in question, which is to tell for me. This I cannot receiveJrom
any man. [See Note XXIV. p. 195.] Jesus will not avail Himself of any

human witness in this matter ; He puts it away from Him. Accordingly,

?.a/i(3. T. fiapTvpiav, just as in iii. 11, 33, is to be taken of the acceptance, not

indeed believing acceptance, but acceptance as proof, conformably with the

context. Others, unnecessarily deviating from John's usage, "I borrow"

(Lvickc), "I strive after, or lay holclof'' (B. Crusius, -comp. Beza, Grotius),

"I snatch'''' (de Wette). — 'iva v/nEtg aud-fj-e] for your advantage, that you on

your part (as contrasted with any personal interest) may attain to salva-

tion. They should take to heart his recalling of the Baptist's testimony

(ravra Ih/u), and thus be roused to faith, and become partakers of the Mes-

siah's I'edemption ;
" vestra res agitur," Bengel.

Ver. 35. What a manifestation he was, j'et how lightly ye esteemed him !

— Tjv and ?/i?t-/l. jooint to a manifestation already past. — 6 "kvxvoc;'] not to (pug,

i. 8, but less ; hence ^wc in the second clause is used only predicatively.

The article denotes the appointed lamp which, according to O. T. promise,

was to appear, and had appeared in John as the forerunner of the Messiah,

whose vocation it was to inform the peoj^le of the Messianic salvation (Luke

i. 76, 77). The reference to the man who lights the way for the approaching

bridegroom (Luthardt) is too remote. Comp. rather the similar image,

though not referred to here, of the mission of Elijah, Ecclus. xlviii. 1. The

comparison with a lamp in similar references was very common (2 Sam. xxi.

17 ; Rev. xxi. 23 ; 2 Pet. i. 19).^

—

Kni.6/j.evog Kai cpaivuv] is not to be inter-

preted of two different jjroperties (burning zeal and light-giving) ; in the

nature of things they go together. A lamp hujms and shines; this it does of

necessity, and thus it is represented. Comp. Luke xii. 35 ; Rev. iv. 5. —
i'ueig 6e, k.t.1.] striking description of the frivolous worldliness which would

gratify its own short-lived excitement and pleasure in this new and grand

manifestation, instead of making use of it to obtain saving knowledge, and

allowing its full solemnity to operate upon them. The Jews flocked in

•On fiaprvpCav fiaprvpelv, comp. " Comp. also Strabo, xiv. p. 042, where
Isa. iii. 11, xii. 23; Plato, Lryx. p. S90 B ; Alexander the rhetorician bears the suf-

Dem. 1131. 4. name 6 Avxios.
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great crowds to the Baptist (Matt. iii. 5, xi. 7 ff.), as to tlie messenger of the

approaching glorious kingdomof tlie Messiah ; but instead of finding what

they de&irecl (jj^e.liia.~), they found all the severity of the spirit of Elijah call-

ing to repentance, and how soon was the concourse over ! In like manner,

the Athenians hoped to find a new and passing divertissement when the

Apostle Paul came among them. " Johanne utendum erat, nonfruendum,'''

Benfel.— -rrpoQ upav'] tov evKoXiav avruv dscicvvvTOC £OtI km oti raxii^i avTov

ane^!l6riaav, Chrysostom. Comp. Gal. ii. 5 ;
Philem. 15. The main feature

of the ]3ervertcd desire does not lie in Trpbq upav, which more closely marks

the aya'Al. in its frivolity, so soon changing into satiety and disgust, but in

ayaXX. itself, instead of which iieravoia should have been the object of their

pursuit.

—

kv tC} (purl avrov] in, i.e. encompassed by Ms light, the radiance

which shone forth from him. Comp. 1 Pet. i. 6 ;
and for xa'p£i-v iv, see on

Phil. i. 18.

Yer. 36. 'E/u de] Formal antithesis to v/idgin ver. 35, and referring back

to the eyw Si of ver. 34. — / have my witness, which is greater (not '

' the

greater witness ;" see Kilhner, II. § 493. 1) than John, tov 'ludwov in the

sense of rr/c tov 'I«dv., according to a well-known comparatio compendiaria.'-

See on Matt. v. 20. On p/C", ^'•^- ''• of weightier evidence,'^ com-p. Isoc.

Archid. § 33 : /lapTvpiav fxel-Cu nal aa<peaTepav.— to. epya] not simply the miracles

strictly so called, but th^ Messianic icorks generally, the several acts of the

Messiah's entire work, the epyov of Jesus (iv. 34, xvii. 4). 'Ep/ra are always

deeds, not word and teachings {word and icorh are distinct conceptions, not

only in Scripture, but elsewhere likewise) ;
^ but what the word of Jesus ef-

fected, spiritual quickening (ver. 20), separation, enlightenment, and so on,

and in like manner the resurrection of the dead and judgment (vv. 28, 29), are

included in the Ipya, and constitute His epyov as a whole. When iniracles

properly so called are designated by the more general term ipya, it is indi-

cated in the context, as in iii. 2, vii. 3, 21, and often. — iSuKs] hath given,

expressing the divine appointment, and bestowment of power. ^— Iva te?..

avTd] Intention of the Father in committing to Him the works : He was to

accomplish them (comp. iv. 34, xvii. 4), not to leave them undone or only

partially accomplished, but fully to carry out the entire task which the

works divinely entrusted to Him involved for the attainment of the goal of

Messianic salvation.

—

avTo. to. epya] the very works, emphatic repetition,"

where, moreover, the homoeoteleuton (the five times recurring a) must not

be regarded as a dissonance.'— a eyu ttoicj] iyu with august self-conscious-

ness. As to how they witness, see xiv. 11.

Ver. 37. From the works which testified that He was the Sent of God, He

now passes to the icitnessof the Sender Himself ; therefore from the indirect

divine testimony, presented in the works, to the direct testimony in the

Scriptures. And the Father, who hath sent me, hath Himself home icitness of

» The reading adopted by Lachmann, 373.

,j.eiC,oiv (A. B. F. G. M, A., Cursives), is = Comp. Homer, /;. 6.428: ou toi, tUvov

nothing else than an error of transcription. ip-ov, SeSorai. nokeixriia epya. Comp. v. 727.

2 See, Lotaeclc, Paralip. pp. (>4, C5 ; Ellendt, ^ Kuhner, II. § 633.

Lex. Soph. I. p. C72 ; Pflugk, ad Eur. Hec. ^ Lobeck, Paralip. p. 53.
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me. The subject, placed at tlie beginning of the sentence, the inclepen-

dence (immediateness) exjiressed by av-oq^ and the Perfect fisjiapT., unite to

prove that there is no longer any reference here to the previous testimony,

that of the tcorJi.s, by which God had borne testimony. ' Quite arbitrary,

and in opposition to the account of the baptism given by John, is the view

which others take, that the divine witness given in the voice at the iaptism,

Matt. iii. 17 (but see rather John i. 33), is here meant. ^ While EwakP
includes together both the baptism and the works, and Hengstenberg adds

to these two the witness of Scripture, others understand ^^the immediate

divine witness in the heliever\s hea?'t, by means of which the indirect testimony

of the works is first apprehended " * the "drawing" of the Father, vi. 14,

comp. vi. 45, viii. 47, but without the slightest indication in the text that

an outward, perceptible, concrete, and objective witness is meant ; and

even in the face of the following connection ((puvi/v . . . eldoc). The

only true interpretation in harmony Avith the context is that which takes it

to mean the witness which God Himself has given in His tco7rl, in the Script-

ures of the 0. T.^ In the O. T. prophecies, God Himself has lifted up His

voice and revealed His form.

—

ovre <puv?/v, /c.r.A.] Reproach of want of sus-

ceptibility for this testimony, all the more emphatic through the absence of

any antithetic particle. NeitJier a voice of His have ye ever heard, nor aform

of His have ye ever seen. With respect- to what God has in the O. T. spoken as

a testimony to Christ Qie/mprvp. Tvepl kfjov), or to His manifesting Himself

therein, for a like purpose, to spiritual contemplation (He has made known

his 66^a ; comp. iiopcpf] \^eov, Phil. ii. G),—to the one ye have been spiritually

deaf, to the other spiritually blind. As the first cannot, conformably with

the context, be taken to mean the revealing voice of God within, vouch-

safed to the prophets (de Wette), so neither can the second refer merely to

the TheopJianies (in particular, to the appearances of the A7igel of the Lord,

Hengstenberg) and prophetic visions,^ but to the entire self-revelation of God

in the 0. T. generally, by virtue of which He lets Himself be seen by him

who has eyes to see ;—a general and broad interpretation, which corre-

sponds with the general nature of the expression, and with its logical rela-

tion to iiefiapr. tt. kjiov. The Jews cmdd not have heard the voice at the bap-

tism, nor could they have seen the form of God as the Logos had seen it, i.

18, iii. 13 ; and for this reason neither the one meaning nor the other can

be found in the words (Ewald). Every interpretation, moreover, is incor-

rect which finds in them anything but a reproach, because Jesus speaks

in the second person, and continues to do so in ver. 38, where the tone of

censure is still obvious. We must therefore reject the explanation of

B. Crusius : "never hitherto has this immediate revelation of God taken

1 Against Augustine, Grotius, Maldona- Lange, Maier, Luthardt.

tus, Olshausen, Baur, and most others. « Jesus could not reproach His opponents
^ Chrysostom, Rupertius, Jansen, Bengel, with not liaving received prophetic revela-

Lampe, Paulus, Godet. tions, such as Theophanies and Visions, for

3 Johann. Schr. 1. 210. these were marks of distinction bestowed
* De Wette, B. Crusius, Tholuck. only on individuals. This also against

^ Cyril, Nonnus, Theophylact, Euthymius Weiss, Lehrbegr. pp. 104, 105.

Zigabenus, Beda, Calvin, Kuinoel, Llicke,
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place ;" and that of Tholuck : "ye have not received a still more direct

revelation than did Moses and his contemporaries (Num. xii. 8 ; Deut. iv.

15, V. 24), but ye have not accepted within you the witness of the revelation

in the word,"—an artificial connecting of ver. 37 with ver. 38, which the

words forbid. Paulus and Kuinoel (comp. Euthymius Zigabenus) likewise

erroneously say that "Jesus here concedes, in some degree, to the Jews what

they had themselves wished to urge in 6bjectio7i, viz. that they had heard no

divine voice, etc. Comp. Ebrard (in Olshausen), who imports the idea of

irony into the passage.

Ver. 38. After ver. 37 we must place only a comma. John might have

continued : ovte tov Tioyov, k.t.1. ; instead of wli^ch he attaches the negation

not to the particle, but to the verb {phre . . . kui, see on iv. 11), and thus the

new thought comes in more independently : A7ul ye have not His word

abiding in you ; ye lack an inner and permanent appropriation of it ; comp.

1 John ii. 14. The Myog &eov is not "the inner revelation of God in the

conscience" (Olshausen, Frommann), but, conformably with the context (vv.

87, 39), what God has spoTcen in the 0. T., and this according to its pur-

port. Had they given ear to this as, what it is in truth, the word of God
(but they had no ear for God's voice, ver. 37), had they discerne.d therein

God's manifestation of Himself (but they had no eye for God's form, ver.

37), what God had spoken would have penetrated through the spiritual ear

and eye into the heart, and become the abiding power in their inner life. — bri.

ov cLTriareLlev, /c.t./I.] demonstration of the fact. He who rejects the sent of

God cannot have that word abiding in him, which witnesses to Him who is

sent (ver. 37). " Quomodo mandata regis discet qui legatum excludit ?"

Grotius. — TovTu vfielo] observe the emphatic conjunction of the words.

Vv. 39, 40 bring out to view the complete p)erversity of tMs xmbelief.

"The Scriptures testify of me, as the Mediator of eternal life ; he, therefore,

who searches the Scriptures, because in them he tliinks he has eternal life,

will by that witness be referred to me
;
ye search the Scriptures, because,

etc., and yet refuse to follow me according to their guidance." How in-

consistent and self-contradictory is this! That e/jeware is Indicative,^ and

not Imperative,^ is thus clear from the context, in which the Imperative

would introduce a foreign element, especially out of keeping with the cor-

relative Kal ov t!^.-?.et£.^ [See Note XXV. p. 19G.] The searching of the Script-

ures might certainly be attributed to the Jews, comp. vii. 52 (against B.

Crusius and Tholuck) ; but a special significance is wrongly attached to kpsv-

vdrs (a study which penetrates into the subject itself, and attains a truly

inward possession of the word, Luthardt) ; and the contradiction of ver. 40,

Avhich forms such a difficulty, is really nothing but the inconsistency which

Jesus wishes to bring out to view. — vfidc] emphatic, for you, ye on your part,

1 Cyril, Erasmus, Casaubon, Beza, Ben- tius, Calovius, Wolf, "Wetstein, Paulus, B.

gel, and many moderns, also Kuinoel, Crusius, Tholuck, Hofmann, Luthardt,

Liicke, Olshausen, Klee, de Wetto, Maier, Baeumlein, Ewald, Hengstenberg, arguing

Ililgenfeld, Bruckner, Godet. from Isa. xxxiv. 16.

- Chrysostom, Augustine, Theophylact, ^ Comp. also Lechler in the Stud. u. Krit.

Euthymius Zigabenus, Luther, Calvin, Are- 1854, p. 795.

tius, Maldonatus, Cornelius a Lapide, Oro-
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are the peojole who think this. Still there lies in 6oksite neither blame, ' nor

(as Ewald maintains, though ver. 45 is different) a delicate sarcastic refer-

ence to their exaggerated and scholastic reverence for the letter of Script-

ure, but certainly a contrast to the actual ex£iv, which Jesus could not affirm

concerning them, because they did not believe in Him who was testified of

in the Scriptures as the Mediator of eternal life." Theoretically, they were

right in their thinking (Sone'cv), but practically they were wrong, because

Christ remained hidden from them in the Scriptures. Comp. as to the

thing itself, 2 Cor. iii. 15, 16 ; and onexeiv L,uiival., iii. 15. — h avralg] The
possession of Messianic life is regarded as contained in the Scriptures, in so

far as they contain that by which this possession is brought about, that

Avhich is not given outside the ScrijJtures, but only in them. — aal kicslvai,

/v.r.A.] Prominence assigned to the identity of the subject, in order to bring

out the contrast more fully : and they, those very Scriptures which ye

search, are they which, etc.— kuI oh i^eAere] nal does not mean and yet, but

simply and. This simplicity is all the more striking, more striking and

tragic even than the interrogative interpretation (Ewald). On kl-&elv irpog

//f, denoting a believing adherence to Christ, comp. vi. 35. They stood

aloof from Him, and this depended on their will, Matt, xxiii. 37. — Iva ^u?/v

iX-] " in order that that SokeIv of yours may become a reality."

Vv. 41-44. "I do not utter these reproaches against you from (disap-

pointed) ambition, but because I have perceived what a want of all right

feeling towards God lies at the root of your unbelief .

"— 66^av Trapa av^p.]

These words go together, and stand emphatically at the beginning of the

sentence, because there is presupposed the possibility of an accusation 07i

this very points— ov Za^,'?.] i.e. "I reject it," as in ver. 34. — eyvuna j'/^af]

^^ cognitos vos Jialeo ; hoc radio penetrat corda auditorum," Bengel. — r.

aya.7r. t. iJeoi] If they had love to God in their hearts (this being the

summary of their law !), they would have felt sympathy towards the Son,

whom the Father (ver. 43) sent, and would have received and recognized

Him. The article is generic ; what fcliey lacked was love to God. — h iavTolg]

in your own hearts ; it was an excellence foreign to them, of which they

themselves were destitute—a mere theory, existing outside tlie range of their

inner life. — Ver. 43. Actual result of this deficiency with reference to

their relation towards Jesus, who had come in His Father's name, i.e. as His

appointed representative, and consequently as the true Christ (comp. vii.

28, viii. 42), but who was unbelievingly despised by them, whereas, on the

other hand, they would receive a false Messiah. — kv tC) bvo/ian rw ISlu] in

* According to Hilgenfekl, Lelirhegr. p. Such explanations are opposed to the high

213 (comp. liis Evang. p. 273, and Zeitschr. veneration manifested by Jesus towards

1863, p. 217), directed against the delusion of the Holy Scriptures, especially apparent in

the Jews, that they possessed the perfect John, though here even Weiss, p. 106, ap-

source of blessedness in the literal sense proves of the interpretation of an erroneous

of the O. T. which proceeded from the hoKtlv.

Demiurge, and was intended by him. Even ^ Comp. Uofmann, Schriftbeiveis, I. 671.

Kothe, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 67, ^ Comp. Plato, Phaedr. p. 933 A ; see also

takes ^oKelTE in the sense of a delvsion, viz. 1 Thess. ii. 6.

that they possessed eternal life in a book.
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his otvn name, i.e. in his own authority and self-representations, not as one

commissioned of God (which He of course is alleged to be), consequently a

false Messiah ; * ipev^uvvfio^ avfjp avTt&eo^, Nonnus. He will be received,

because he satisfies the opposite of the love of God, viz. seZ/-love (by promis-

ing earthly glory, indulgence towards sin, etc.). For a definite prophecy

of false Messiahs, see Matt. xxiv. 24. To suppose a special reference to

BarTcocJiba (Hilgenfeld), is arbitrarily to take for granted the uncritical

assumption of the post-apostolic origin of this Gospel. According to

Schudt ^ (in Bengel), sixty-four such deceivers have been counted since the

time of Christ. — Ver. 44. The reproach of unbelief now rises to its highest

point, for Jesus in a wrathful question denies to the Jews even the aMlity

to believe. — vfielg'] has a decj^ly emotional emphasis : How is it possible/or

you people to believe ? And the ground of this impossibility is : iecause ye

receive honour one of another {66^av napa aAA. are taken together), because ye

reciprocally give and take honour of yourselves. This ungodly desire of

honour (comp. xii. 43 ; Matt, xxiii. 5 sqq.), and its necessarily accompany-

ing indifference towards the true honour, which comes from God, must

so utterly blight and estrange the heart from the divine element of life,

that it is not even capable of faith. That divine 66^a is indeed the true

glory of Israel (Luthardt), comp. Rom. ii. 29, but it is not here designated

as such, as also the (h)^av napa aTCk. Aa/ufi. does not a2:)pear as a designation of

the " spurious-Judaism,'''' which latter is in general a wider conception (Rom.

li. 17 ff.). — Tfjv napd, rc.r./l.] for it consists in this, that one knows himself

to be recognized and esteemed of God. Comp. as to the thing itself,

xii. 43 ; Rom. ii. 29, iii. 23. — napa tov pdvov i^eoi)] not '•'from God alone,^

but from the only (alone, single) Qod. Cf. xvii. 3 ; Rom. xvi. 26 ; 1 Tim.

vi. 15. The adj. shows the exclusive value of this honour. — oh OfeIte] The

transition from the participle to the finite tense gives indej^eudence and

impressiveness to the second clause.

Vv. 45-47. In concluding, Jesus sweeps away from under their feet the

entire ground and foundation vipon which they based their hope, by repre-

senting Moses, their supposed saviour, as really their accuser, seeing that

their unbelief implied unbelief in Moses, and this latter unbelief made it

impossible for them to believe in Jesus. This last completely annihilating

stroke at the unbelievers is not only in itself, but also in its implied reference

to the cause of the hostility of the Jews (ver. 15), " maxime aptus ad con-

clusionem," Bengel.

—

p,^ 6oKel.Te\ as you might perhaps believe from my
previous denunciation.

—

KarriyopT/au] not of the final judgment,* where

certainly Christ is Judge ; but in general, Jesus, by virtue of His permanent

intercourse with the Father, might at any time have accused them before

Him.— £(TTw 6 Karijy. vp.'\ The emphatic eariv : there exists your accuser

1 This reference of the text to false Mes- false prophets. Many of the Fathers have

siahs is not too narrow (Luthardt, Briick- talcen the words to refer to Antichrist.

ner), because eAflj? corresponds to the ^ Jiidische Merkioiirdigkeit, vi. 27-^Q.

i\ri\v&a. ; and this, as the entire context ^ orotius, de Wette, Godet, and most
shows, indicates tliat the appearance of others, from an erroneous reference to

the Messiah had talien place. This also Matt. iv. 4, 10.

tells against Tholuck's general reference to * Ewald and early writers.
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Moses—he as tJie representative of the law (not of the whole of the O. T. , as

Ewald thinks) ; therefore not again the future, but the present participle

used as a substantive, expressing coTj^mwows accusation. — i'/zeZf] has tragic

emphasis. — r/ATrka-e] ye have set your hope, and do hope ; comp. iii. 18, and

see on 3 Cor. i. 10. As a reward for their zeal for the law, and their obedi-

ence (Rom. ii. 17 ff., ix. 31 f.), the Jews hoped for the salvation of the

Messianic kingdom, towards the attainment of which Moses was accordingly

their patron and mediator.

Ver. 46. Proof that Moses was their accuser. Moses wrote of Christ,

referring to Deut. xviii. 15. and generally to all the Messianic types (comp.

iii. 14) and promises of the Pentateuch, and to its general Messianic import

(Luke xxiv. 44 ; Rom. x. 5) ; in this, that they did not believe Christ {i.e.

that He spoke the truth), is implied that they rejected the truth of what

Moses had written concerning Him. This unbelief is the subject-matter of

Moses' accusation. Well says Bengel : "Non juvit Judaeos illud : Credi-

mus vera esse omnia, quae Moses scripsit. Fide expUcita opus erat."— Ver.

47. di] Further conclusion from the unbelief with regard to Moses, pointed

out in ver. 46. Thus the discourse ends with a question implying hope-

lessness. — The antithesis is not between ypdpi-maiv and pruiaoL (as if the

writings were easier of belief than the icords), but between eke'ivov and ifiolq

(faith in him being the necessary condition of faith in Christ) ; while the

distinction of Moses having icritten (comp. ver. 46), and Christ spioTicn, sim-

ply presents the historical relation. Were the antithesis between jpdiiii. and

pTj^., these words would have taken the lead ; were it between toth, in ypdfj..

and p?;/y., and at the same time in IkeIvov and e/ioZf likewise, this twofold re-

lationship must have been shown, thus perhaps : roZf ypappaci rolg kneivov

. . , To'i^ pijfiaaL Toiq ijiolq.

Note.—The discourse, vv. 19-47, so fully embodies in its entire progress

and contents, allowing for the necessary Johannine colouring in the mode of

representation, those essential doctrines which Jesus had to advocate in the

face of the unbelieving Jews, and exhibits, in expression and practical appli-

cation, so much that is characteristic, great, thoughtful, and striking, that

even Strauss himself does not venture to deny that it came substantially from

the Lord, though as to its form he attaches suspicious importance to certain

resemblances with the first Epistle ; but such a suspicion is all the less weighty,

the more we are warranted to regard the Johannine idiosyncrasy as developed

and moulded by a vivid recollection of the Lord's words, and as under the

guidance of His Spirit, which preserved and transfigured that recollection.

The reasons which lead Weisse to see nothing in the discourse but synoptical

matter, and B. Bauer to regard the whole as a reflection of the later conscious-

ness of the church, while Gfrorer supposes a real discourse, artificially shaped

by additions and formal alterations, consist so much of arbitrary judgments

and erroneous explanations and assumptions, that sober criticism gains

nothing by them, nor can the discourse which is attacked lose anything. Cer-

tainly we have in it " a genuine exposition of Johannine theology" (Hilgenfeld,

Evamj. p. 273). but in such a manner, that it is the theology of Christ Him-

self, the miracle of healing at Bethesda being historically the occasion of the
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utterance in this manner of its main elements. This miracle itself is indeed

by Baur regarded as a fictitious pretext, invented for the delivery of the dis-

course, so much so that " every feature in it seems to have been intended for

this purpose" (p. 159) ; and this in the face of the fact that no reference what-

ever is made (in ver. 19 ff .) to the jjoint in connection with the miracle at

which the Jews took offence, viz. the hreakinrj of the Snhbaih (ver. 16). Nothing

whatever is specially said concerning miracles (for ipya denotes a far wider con-

ception), but the whole discourse turns upon that Messianic faith in the person

of Jesus which the Jews refused to entertain. The fundamental truths, on

this occasion so triumphantly expressed, "were never taught by Him so dis-

tinctly and definitely as now, when the right opportunity presented itself, at

the very time when, after the Baptist's removal, He came fully forth as the

Messiah, and was called ujpon, quietly and comprehensively, to explain those

highest of all relations, the explanation of which was previously demanded."

Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 298 f. ; comp. his Johann. Schr. I. 206 if. At this crisis

of His great mission and work, the references of his discourse to the Baj^tist,

and the apologetic appeal to his works of spiritual and literal resurrection and

the divine witness of Scripture, connect themselves so necessarily with His

historical position, that it cannot even remotely suffice to suppose, with

Weizsacker, p. 282, that the discourse was composed simply with an eye to the

synoptical statements of Matt. xi.

Notes by American Editor. ,'

XXIH. EyeipsL kuI ^uokoieI. Ver. 21.

"The eyelpeL stands first (unlike Eph. ii. 5, 6), because the reference is not to

a making alive that which has not had life, but to an aicakening from death—
though not so as to require us, with Godet, to connect the object merely with

kyEipEiv and take the (uonoislv absolutely. In the closing clause, therefore, the

CwoTT. stands alone" (Weiss).

I conceive, however, that Mej'er's reason for the order holds good, that while

the ^uoTToiEiv expresses the whole essential fact, yet to the popular conception

the " awakening " is its jirecedent condition.

XXIV. " But I do not receive," etc. Ver. 34.

The Common Ver. is here insufficient, in omitting entirely the article with

(lapTvpiav (I do not receive testimony). The Eev. Ver. makes it, perhaps, un-

necessarily prominent, and then, with its very emphatic and somewhat un-

gainly "howbeit, " gives undue contrastive force to the following clause. The
following seems to me a better and adequate rendering :

" But / do not receive

my testimony from a man
;
yet I say these things" (i.e. I appeal to John as

voucher for myself and for the truth) " that ye may be saved."—It is impossi-

ble often to distinguish in English between the stronger and the more slightly

adversative Gr. particles rfe and a2.Xa. The rendering of the former fluctuates

about equally between and and hnt ; the latter is commonly given by hut or

yet; it is rarely so strongly adversative as our "howbeit."
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XXV. 'Epfwdre raf ypa<paQ. Ver. 39.

Opinions fluctuate between the Ind. and Imper. constructions of spewdre.

Weiss follows Meyer (with perhaps the majority of interpreters, including the

E. v.) in making it Ind., which, in connection with the following clause, seems at

first view more i^robable. To me, however, the Imperative construction (held

generally by the Greek interpreters) seems preferable : first, from the position of

the verb, which favors the Imperative ; secondlj^ because it seems more nat-

ural that Jesus should have so appealed to the Jews (" ifearch the Scriptures")

than have declared them as doing that which was at this time probably true of

but very few of them ; and thirdly, because of the following vfielq, which, follow-

ing the Ind. ("Ye search the Scriptures because ye think," etc.) seems wholly

unaccountable ; but, on the other hand, taking the verb as Imper. and the follow-

ing clause as justifying His exhortation, seems entirely in order :
" Search the

Scriptures ; and I may well bid you do this, because ye deem that in these ye

have eternal life. I may properly refer you to them, as being in your own judg-

ment the arbiters of spiritual truth and destiny." Having assigned this justifi-

cation of His referring them to their Scriptures, He then declares in two brief

sentences the essential reason of the reference— their testimony to Him, and the

Jewish inconsistency in nevertheless rejecting Him. Both the following ^ai's are

pregnantly weighty. The first attaches itself to the preceding clause, '
' and (while

this is the case) these are they," etc. ; the second succeeds to this with nearlj' the

force of and i/f<—perhaps a very emphatic and. Weiss explains the vfiEiq

(against Meyer) by making it imply the Saviour's dissent from the Jewish opin-

ion that they had in the Sciuptures eternal life. But in this he is surely mis-

taken. The language does not apply to actual individual posssesion, but to the

ideal character of the Scriptures. They were the fountain of eternal life. The
Jewish estimate of their character was correct, and on this ground the Saviour

presses home the obligation to examine them and accept their testimony. It

is unwarrantable to force into His language a reference to their efficacy on the

persons whom He was addressing.
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CHAPTER YI.

Ver. 2. tupuvl Lachm. and Tisch. : kBeupow, after A. B. D. L. X. Cursives,

Cyr. The origin of this reading betrays itself through A., which has kQtupuv,

judging from which kupuv must have been the original reading. The eOeup.

was all the more easilj^ received, however, because John invariably uses the

Perfect only of opdv.—After this Elz. has avrov, against decisive testimonies.—
Ver. 5. uyapaaojiEvI Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., read ayopdaujiev, in favour of which

the great majority of the testimonies decide. — Ver. 9. eV] is wanting in B. D.

L. t<. Cursives, Or. Cyr. Chrys. and some Verss. Rejected by Schulz after

Gersd., bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. But how easily might it have
been overlooked, because superfluous, and coming after the syllable ON !—For
6 Lachm. and Tisch. read oq, following decisive witnesses ; transcribers were
easily led to make changes according to the grammatical gender. — Ver. 11.

After SuScdKE Elz. has rol^ fiaQriTacc, ol 6e jiafjjjTai, words which are wanting in

A. B. L. S<.* Cursives, Fathers, and almost all Versions. An enlargement in

imitation of Matt. xiv. 19 and parallels. — Ver. 15. Lachm. and Tisch. have

rightly deleted nvrov after iroiria. ; an addition wanting in A. B. L. K. Cursives,

Or. Cyr. — Ver. 17. ovk] B. D. L. N. Cursives, Versions (not Vulgate), and
Fathers read ovttc). So Lachm. and Tisch. A gloss introduced for the sake of

more minute definition. — Ver. 22. Iduvl Lachm reads elchv, after A. B. Chrys.

Verss. (L. ahv) ; D. N. Verss. read ouiev. The finite tense was introduced to

make the construction easier. — After iv "Elz. Scholz have ekeu'o e'lc o ivefJrjaav ol

/uaOr/Tal avrov, against very important authorities. An explanatory addition,

with many variations in detail. — tt/IoZov] Elz. : irlouipiov against decisive wit-

nesses. Mechanical and careless (vv. 17, 21) repetition borrowed from what
precedes. — Ver. 24. uvtoC] Elz. Kal avro'i, against decisive witnesses. — Ver. 36.

fiE is bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Tisch. The authorities against it are

insufficient (only A. N. among the Codices), and it might easily have been left

out after TE. — Ver. 39. After jue Elz. has jrarpdc, the omission of which is over-

whelmingly attested. An addition. — Ver. 40. tov narpog pov] So also Lachm. and
Tisch. The Textus Eeceptus is tov TTEpfavTog fie. Preponderance of testimony is

in favour of the former ; the latter is a repetition from ver. 39, whence also, in-

stead of yap, the Eeceived reading ds was inserted. — ry iax. vp-.'] According to

A. D. K. L., etc., ev t. iax. f/fi. is to be restored, as in ver. 39, where ei>, indeed, is

wanting in many witnesses ; but that it was the original reading is indicated by
the reading uvtov (instead of airS). In ver. 54, also, ii> is sufficiently confirmed,

and (against Tisch.) is to be in like manner restored. — Ver. 42. The second ovrog

has against it B. C. D. L. T. Cursives, Verss. Cyr. Chrys. ; bracketed by Lachm.
But it might easily have been overlooked as being unnecessary, and because

the similar OTI follows.— Ver. 45. riKovang'] (ikovdv, which Griesbach received and
Scholz adopted, has important authority, but this is outweighed by the testi-

monies for the Received reading. It is nevertheless to be preferred ; for, con-

sidering the following fiaOuv, the Aorist would easily occur to the transcribers
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who did not consider the difference of sense, oili' before 6 ukovuv is to he struck

out (with Lachm. and Tisch.) upon sufficient counter testimony, as being a

connective addition. In vv. 51, 54, 57, 58, the form ^t/gei is, upon strong evi-

dence, to be uniformly restored. — Concerning the omission of the words, yv

kyu Suau in ver. 51, see the exegetical notes. — Ver. 55. For uATjOCig Lachm. and
Tisch. have both times uXi]0?}g, which is strongly confirmed by B. C. K. L. T.

Cursives, Versions (yet not the Vulgate), and Fathers (even Clement and Ori-

gen). The genuine a7.ridTiq, as seeming inappropriate, would be glossed and
supplanted now by aATjdug and now by uAtjQivj (already in Origen once). — Ver.

58. After narepeg, Elz. Scholz have v/uuv to /udvva, Lachm. simply to fidvva, both

against very important testimony. An enlargement. — Ver. 63. "kelaAijua'] Elz.

AaTiu, against decisive witnesses. Altered because the reference of the Perfect

was not understood. Comi). xiv. 10. — Ver. 69. 6 XpiGTbg 6 vIoq t. Oeov] The
reading 6 liyiogT. tieov is confirmed by B. C* D. L. X. Nonn. Cosm., and adopt-

ed by Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. The Keceived reading is from Matt. xvi. 16,

whence also came the addition tov l^uvToq in the Elz. — Ver. 71. ' laKupMTjjv']

Lachm. and Tisch. read ' laKapiurov, after B. C. G. L. 33, and Verss. So, after

the same witnesses in part, in xiii. 26. But as in xiv. 22 'laaapiunrig occurs

critically confirmed as the name of Judas himself (not of his father), and as the

genitive might easily be introduced as exjalanatory of the name {and Kapitjrov,

as X, and many Cursives actually read here), the ILeceived reading is to be re-

tained. Had John regarded the name as designating the fntlwr of Judas, it

would not be apparent why he did not use the genitive in xiv. 22 also. See,

besides, the exegetical notes.

Ver. 1. The account of the Feeding is the same with that given in Matt.

xiv. 13 If., Mark vi. 30 fi., Luke ix. 10 ff., and serves as the basis of the

discourse which follows, though Schweizer denies that vv. 1-26 proceed

from John. The discrej^ancies in matters of detail are immaterial, and bear

witness to the independence of John's account. The author of this narra-

tive, according to Baur, must have appropriated synoptical material for the

purpose of his own exposition, and of elevating into a higher sphere the

miracle itself, which in the Synoptics did not go beyond the supply of tem-

poral needs. The Mstorical connection with what precedes is not the same

in John and in the Synoptics, and this must be simply acknowledged. To

introduce more or less synoptical history into the the space implied in heto.

ravTo (Ebrard, Lange, Lichtenstein, and many), is not requisite in John, and

involves much uncertainty in detail, especially as Matthew does not agree

with Mark and Luke ; for he puts the mission of the disciples earlier, and

does not connect their return with the Miraculous Feeding. To interpolate

their mission and return into John's narrative, inserting the former at chap.

V. 1, and the latter at vi. 1, so that the disciples rejoin Jesus at Tiberias,

is very hazardous ; for John gives no hint of it, and in their silence con-

cerning it Matthew and John agree (against "Wieseler and most expositors).

According to Ewald, at a very early date, a section, "probably a whole

sheet," between chap. v. and vi., was altogether lost. But there is no indi-

cation of this in the text, nor does it form a necessary condition of the suc-

ceeding portions of the narrative (as vii. 21). — fie-a TavTa] after these trans-

actions at the feast of Purim, chap. v. — an^Mev] from Jerusalem ;
whither ?
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n-epav r. i9aA., k.t.?.., tells us.' To suppose some place in Galilee, as the start-

ing point of the am'iMev,'^— Capernaum, for example,—is, after v. 1, quite

arbitrary. 'ATrr/Mc irtpav, k.-.A., rather implies : anolnrojv 'lepoaolv^ia ?/Mc

Trepay, k.t.1. Coinp. X. 40, xviii. 1. — r?;f li'^iep.'] does not imply that He set

sail from Tiberias (Paulus), as the genitive of itself might indicate,^ though

this use of it does not occur in the N. T. ; it is the chorographical genitive,*

more closely describing ttjq &a7Maa. ttjq TalLl. (comp. Vulg. and Beza :

"mare Galilaeae, quod est Tiberiadis"). Therefore ''on the other side of the

Oalilaean lake of Tiberias,'''' thus denoting the southern half of the lake, on

the western shore of which lay the town built by A'ntipas, and called after

the emperor Tiberias. Comp. xxi. 1. In Pausan. v. 7. 3, the entire lake is

called liiivT] Ti[iepig. In Matthew and Mark we find the name Mlaaaa rf/r

Ta'kL'k. only ; in Luke v. 1 : lifivrj TewTjaaper. Had John intended rf/g i:i,3e-

piddoQ not as a more exact description of the locality, but only for the sahe of

foreign readers,^ it would have been sufficient to omit r^f Va7u7,. (comp. xxi.

1), which indeed is wanting in G. and a few other witnesses.

Vv. 2, 3. 'YLkoIov-^ei] on this journey, continuously. — eupuv'] saw, not had

seen (against Schweizer, B. Crusius), but saio. He performed them (iiToiei)

upon the way. — inl t. aa^.] among the sicl.^— e'tg to opoc] upon the mountain

which was there. See on Matt. v. 1. The mountain was certainly on the other

side of the lake, but we cannot determine the locality more nearly. The

mountain ^o\\t\i(}i.Q does not contradict Matt. xiv. 13, nor does the eastern side

of the lake contradict Luke ix. 10 if. (see in he).

Yer. 4. 'Eyyif] close at hand. See on v. 1. Paulus wrongly renders it not

long sines fast. See, on the contrary, ii. 13, vii. 3, xi. 55. The statement

is intended as introductory to ver. 5, explaining how it happened (comp.

xi. 55) that Jesus, after He had withdrawn to the mountain, was again at-

tended by a great multitude (ver. 5),—a thing which could not have hap-

pened had not the Passover been nigh. It was another crowd (not, as is com-

monly assumed, that named in ver. 2, which had followed Him in His prog-

ress towards the lake), composed oi pilgrims to the feast, who therefore were

going the opposite way, from the neighbourhood of the lake in the direction

of Jerusalem. Thus ver. 4 is not a mere chronological note,'' against which

the analogy of vii. 2 (with the ovv following, ver. 3), is decisive ; nor does

it, as every more specific hint to that effect is wanting, refer by anticipation*

to the following discourse of Jesus concerning eating His flesh and blood as

the antitype of the Passover.*— rj hpr?) r. 'lovSaiuv] kut. e^ox^v. There is no

intimation that Jesus Himself went up to this feast (Liicke). See rather

vii. 1.

1 Thue. i. 111. 3, ii. 67. 1 : wopev^^ivai iripav 7 B. Crusius, Maier, Bruckner, Ewakj.

ToO •EAAijtTTToi'Tou ; Plut. Pcr. 19 ; 1 Mace. ix. ^ Comp. also Godet : Jesus must have

S4 ; and comp. ver. 17. been in the position " cfvii jn-oscrit," and
2 Bruckner, Luthardt, Hengstenberff, Go- could not go to Jerusalem to the Passover ;

det, and earlier critics. He therefore saw in the approaching

' Kiihner, II. 160. multitudes a sign from the Father, and

* Kriiger, xlvii. 5. 5-7. thought, " Et tnoi aussi, Je celebrerai line

6 Liicke, Godet, Ewald, and others. paq-'ue.'' This is pure invention.

« Dem. 574. 3 ; Plat. Pol. iiL p. 399 A ; ' B. Bauer ; comp. Baur, p. 262, Luthardt,

Bernhardy, p. 246. Hengstenberg, and already Lampe.
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Vv. 5, 6. According to the reading ayopacofiev, ichence are we to huy ? de-

liberative conjunctive. The fact that Jesus thus takes the initiative (as host,

Ewald thinks, but this is not enough), and takes action without the prompt-

ing of any expressed need, however real, is not to be exjDlained merely on

the supposition that this is an abridgment (Liicke, Neander, Hengstenberg)

of the synoptical account (Matt. xiv. 15) ; it is a diversity, which, however,

does not destroy the fact that John was an eye-witness. It is purely arbi-

trary on Baur's part to assume the design to be that of directing attention

more directly to the spiritual purpose of the miracle, or, with Hilgenfeld, to

regard all here as com]Msed out of synoptical materials to prove the omnipo-

tence of the Logos. The most simple and obvious course is to explain the

representation given as flowing from the preponderating idea of the MeS'

sialics autonomy. ' See on Matt. xiv. 15. It is an analogous case when Jesus

Himself gave occasion to and introduced the miracle at Bethesda, v. 6. It is

a siqjplement to the narrative in the Synoptics, that Jesus discvtssed with

Philip (i. 44) the question of bread. Why with him ? According to Ben-

gel, because it fell to him to manage the res alimentaria, which is improb-

able, for Judas was treasurer, xiii. 39. Judging from ver. 6, we might

say it was because Philip had to be tested in his intellectual caj^aci-

ties (xiv. 8 ff.), and convinced of his inability to advise. The Treipal^eiv

does not signify the trial of faith (so usually, also Hengstenberg), but, as

nvTug jap ySei shows, was a test whether he could here suggest any expedient

;

and the answer of the disciple (ver. 7) conveys only the impression that he

knew of none. This consciousness, however, was intended also to prepare

the disciple, who so closely resembled Thomas, and for whom the question,

therefore, had an educative purpose, the more readily to feel, by the new and

coming miracle, liow the power of faith in the divine agency of liis Lord

transcended all calculations of the intellect. This was too important a

matter for Jesus with respect to that disciple, to allow us to suppose that

iTEipd^uv avrSv is a mere notion of John's own, which had its origin among

the transfiguring recollections of a later time (Ewald). KiSet tuv fia^&ijTuv

TovQ iidlLGTa (hojuevovQ tvMovoq di^aanaliag, Theodore of Mopsuestia ; in which

there is nothing to suggest our attributing to Philip a '^ simplicite naive,''''

Godet. — avTuc] Himself, without having any need to resort to the advice of

another.

Vv. 7-9. For 200 denarii (about 80 Rhenish Guldens, nearly £7) we can-

not get Tyread enough for them, etc. This amount is not named as the con-

tents of the purse, but generally as a large sum, which nevertheless was inad-

equate for the need. Different in Mark vi. 37. — Vv. 8, 9. A special trait

of originality. — tiq £k t. /la^r/r. avrov] may seem strange, for Philip was him-

self a disciple, and it is explained by Wassenbach as a gloss. It has, how-

1 Amid such minor circumstances, the who, when she sees the puests coming in

idea misht certainly supplant the more the distance, thinks in the first place of

exact hisforical recollection even in a John. what she can set before them, as Ilase

We have no right, however, on that ac- {Tubing. Schule, p. 4) very inappropriately

count, to compare Jesus, according to has done.

John's representation, to a housewife,
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ever, tliis significance ; Philip had been specially asked, and after he had

answered so helplessly, another from the circle of the discijyles, viz. Andrew,

directed a communication to the Lord, which, though made with a like

consciousness of helplessness, was made the instrument for the further pro-

cedure of Jesus.— waLSapiov £v] who had these victuals for sale as a market

boy, not a servant of the company, B. Crusius. It may be read one single

l%d (Matt. xi. 16), or even one single young slave.^ Comp. the German ein

BiXrschchen (a lad), as also the manner in which ivai6i,6v is used (Aristoph.

Ban. 37 ; Nub. 131). In which of the two senses it stands here we cannot

decide. In neither case can iv stand for r^, but ev, as well as the diminutive

-rrauViov, helps to describe the meagreness of the resource, the emphasis, how-

ever, being on the latter ; and hence 'iv follows., which is not to be taken as

an argument against its genuineness (Gersd. p. 420 ; Liicke, and most

others), though in all other places, when John uses e}q with a substantive

(vii. 21, viii. 41, x. 16, xi. 50, xviii. 14, xx. 7), the numeral has the empha-

sis, and therefore takes the lead. But here :
" one single Zac?," a mere boy,

who can carry little enough ! — aprovg icpi-d-ivovc] comj). Xen. Anab. iv. 5.

31 ; Luc. Macrob. 5. Barley bread was eaten mainly by the poorer classes
;

Judg. vii. 13, and Studer, in loc. ; Liv. xxvii. 13 ; Sen. ep. xviii. 8 ; see

also Wetstein and Kypke, I. p. 368. — otlidpLov] generally a small relish, but

in particular used, as here (comp. xxi. 9, 13), of fish. It belongs to later

Greek. See Wetstein. — e\q ToaovTovQ} for so many. Comp. Xen. Anab. i.

1. 10 : e'lg <5iiJxt-^'ovc fiiad^ov.

Vv. 10-13. Oi avdpEo] They were men only who formally sat down to the

meal, a,s may be explained from the subordinate position of the women and

children ; but the feeding of these latter, whose presence we must assume

from ver. 4, is not, as taking place indirectly, excluded. — tov api-&fi6v\ Ac-

cusative of closer definition.^— Ver. 11. evxap.'] The grace before meat said

by the host. See on Matt. xiv. 19. There is no indication that it con-

tained a special petition (" that God would let this little portion feed so

many," Luthardt, comp. Tholuck). — ^dduKe] He distributed the bread (by

the disciples) collectively to those who were sitting ; and of the fishes as

much as they desired.'— Ver. 13. It is not given as a command of Jesus in

the synoptical account. As to the miracle itself, ^ and the methods of ex-

plaining it away, wholly or in part, see on Matt. xiv. 20, 21, note, and on

1 See Loheck, ad Phryn. p. 240 ; Schleus- is incompatible with tlie personal recollec-

ner, Thes. III. p. 160. tion and testimony of Jolin, wliom Hase,
* See Loheck, Paralij). p. 528. indeed, supposes by some accident to have
3 Luther's translation, " as much as He been absent from the scene. With equally

would,''' rests upon an unsupported reading laboured and mistaken lofcic, Schleier-

in Erasmus, edd. 1 and 2. macher (L. J. 234) endeavours to show that
• By Ewald (Gesch. Chr. p. 442 sq. ed. 3) ver. 26 excludes this event from the cate-

apprehended ideally, like the turning of the gory of cnjuela. Weizsacker leaves the fact,

water into wine at Cana, as a legend, upon which is here the symbol of the blessing of

the formation of which great influence was Jesus, in perfect uncertainty ; but the

excited by the holy feeling of higher satis- description by an eye-witness of the work
faction, which resulted from the participa- effected in its miraculous character, which
tion in the bread of life partaken of by the only leaves the hmv unexplained, does not

disciples after Christ's resurrection. This admit of such an evasion.
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Luke ix. 17, and observe besides on ver. 13, that according to John the

twelve baskets v?ere filled with fragments of Itread only (otherwise in Mark
vi. 43). — Luthardt, without sanction from the text, assumes a typical ref-

erence in the baskets to the twelve tribes of Israel. Jesus will have nothing

wasted, and each apostle fills his travelling wallet with the surplus. John
indicates nothing further, not even that the Lord wished to provide Iva fjy

do^rj cpavTaaia Tig to yevo/jsvov, ^ that the occun'eiice might not seem a sort of il-

lusion.

Vv. 14, 15. '0 TTpocpyTTic, K-T./^.J the Projihet icho (according to the promise

in Deut. xviii. 15) cometh into the worlds i.e. the Messiah. — apndl^Eiv'\ come
and carry him away hy force,^ i.e. to Jerusalem, as the seat of the theocracy,

whither they were journeying to the feast. — irdAiv] comp. ver. 3. He had
come down from the mountain on account of the feeding, ver. 11. — avTog

fiovog] as in xii. 24. ^— The enthusiasm of the people, being of so sensuous a

kind, does not contradict ver. 26.—The solitude which Jesus sought was,

according to Matt. xiv. 23, Mark vi. 46, that of prayer, and this does not

contradict John's account ; the two accounts supplement each other.

Vv. 16-21. Comp. Matt. xiv. 22 ff., Mark vi. 45 If., which do not refer

to a different walking on the sea (Chrysostom, Liicke). — <jf 6e o-ipta eyhcTo]

According to ver. 17, the time meant is late in the evening, i.e. the so-called,

second evening, as in Matt. xiv. 24, from the twelfth hour until the dark-

ness, ver. 17. See on Matt. xiv. 15. — elg to 7t?.oIov] into the ship, in which they

had crossed over (ver. 1). In it they now return to the western side of the

lake. So Luthardt rightly. But it does not follow that Jerusalem could

not have been the place of departure in ver. 1 ; from ver. 1 we rather infer

that they had travelled from Jerusalem to the western shore of the lake, and

have crossed over from thence. — i'/pxovTo'] They were upon their return jour-

ney, coming across, but the coming was not yet completed. Lampe and

Paulus erroneously speak of their actual arrival, what follows being taken

as supplementary. In Mark vi. 45 Bethsaida is named (on the western

shore). An immaterial discrepancy. See on Matt. xiv. 22, 23. — naX cmTia

. . . dtr/yE/pETo] describing how little they could have expected that Jesus

would come after them. — Ver. 19. ug cTaStovg . . . r/aid«ovra] indicative of

an eye-witness, and nearly agreeing with /xtaov in Matt. xiv. 24, for the lake

was forty stadia or one geographical mile wide* — deupovai and '£(j>olifj-&.']

Correlatives ; discountenancing the naturalistic interpretation, which makes

hnl T. da?L. mean not on the sea, but towards the sea (so Paulus, Gfrorer, and

many, even B. Crusius ; but see, on the contrary, note on Matt. xiv. 25).

— Ver. 21. 7'/-&e7iov, /c.r.A.] comp. i. 44 ; but observe the Imperfect here.

After Jesus had reassured them by His call, they wish to take Mm into tlie

ship, and straightway (while entertaining this tdtTiSLv) the ship is at the land,

i.e. by the wonder-working power of Jesus, both with respect to the dis-

tance from the shore, which was still far off, and the fury of the sea, which

' Euthymius Zigabenus, Erasmus, and ^ See Tonp. ad Longin. p. 526 ; Weisk,

;

several others. Heind. ad Charm, p. 62.

2 Acts viii. 39 ; 2 Cor. xii. 2 ; 1 Thess. « Josephus, Bell. iii. 10. 7.

iv. 17.
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had just been raging, but was now suddenly calmed. The idea that Jesus,

to whom the disciples had stretched out their hands, had just come on hoard

the ship, introduces a foreign element (against Luthardt and Godet), for

the sake of bringing the account into harmony with Matthew and Mark.

The discrepancy with Matthew and Mark, according to whom Christ was

actually received into the ship, must not be explained away, especially as in

John a more wonderful point, peculiar to his account, is introduced by the

nal eh^aoq, etc., which makes the actual reception s?ipe?:/?wous (Hengstenberg,

following Bengel, regards it as impUed). [See Note XXVI. p. 226.] An un-

happy attempt at harmonizing renders it, ''theij tciUingly received Him,''"

which cannot be supported by a supposed contrast of previous unwillingness

(Ebrard, Tholuck), but would be admissible only if the text represented the

will and the deed as undoubtedly simultaneous.^ John would in that case

have written ei?fXov-ff ovv eXaj3ov. — elg f,v virfiyov] to which they were intend-

ing by this journey to remove.—The miracle itself cannot be resolved into a

natural occurrence,' nor be regarded as a story invented to serve Docetic

views (Hilgenfeld) ; see on Matt. xiv. 24, 25. The latter opinion appears

most erroneous, especially in the case of John,* not only generally because

his Gospel, from i. 14 to its close, excludes all Docetism, but also because he

only introduces, with all brevity, the narrative before us by way of transi-

tion to what follows, without laying emphasis upon the miraculous, and

without adding any remark or comment, and consequently without any

special doctrinal purpose ; and thus the attribution to the occurrence of any

symbolical design, e.g. prophetically to shadow forth the meetings of the

risen Lord with His disciples (Luthardt), or the restless sea of the world upon

which Christ draws nigh to His people after long delay (Hengstenberg),

is utterly remote from a true exegesis. Weizsacker's narrowing of the event,

moreover,—abstracting from the history its miraculous element,—into an

intervention of the Lord to render help, does such violence to the text, and

to the plain meaning of the evangelist, that the main substance of the nar-

rative is explained away. But the purpose assigned to it by Baur, viz. to

set forth the greedy importunity of the people, only to experience the cold

hand of denial, and bring out the spiritual side of the miracle of the feed-

ing, did not require for its realization this miraculous voyage.

Vv. 22-24. The complicated sentence (so rare in John ;
comp. xiii. 1 ff.

,

1 John i. Iff.) here proceeds in such a manner that the 6 ox^^og standing,

without further government, at the head as the subject of the whole, is

resumed ^ in ver. 24 by ore olv eldev 6 ox^oc, while ver. 23 is a parenthesis,

preparing the way for the passing over of the people in the following clause,

» Beza, Grotius, Kuinoel, Ammon, etc. ;
and i^o^n^aav to signify disquietude of

see, on the contrary, Winer, p. 4.36 [E. T. conscience : " He finds tliem not pure in

p. 467] ; Buttmann, N. T. (Ik. p. 321 [E. T. spirit."

p. 375]

.

< Who, moreover, in the deviations from

2 See the passagres given in Sturz, Lex. Matthew and Mark, possesses the deciding

Xen. ; Ast, Lex. Plat. I. 596. authority (against Marclier, p. 14).

3 Ewald probably comes to that con- '" On the usual resumptive our, see Winer,

elusion, for he talies t^ewpoCo-t, ver. 19, to p. 414 [E. T. 444] ; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 177.

denote a mere vision (phantasmagoria ?),
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The participial clause, i6o)v otl . . . anijMov, is subordinate to the ec-t;kuq

TTEpav T. da?i., and explains why the people expected Jesus on the next day
still on the east side of the lake. John's narrative- therefore runs thus :

" The next day, the 2:)eo2yle tcho were on tie other side of the lake, lecause (on the

previous evening, ver. 16 f.) tJiey had seen that no other ship %cas there sate

only tJie one, and that Jesus did not enter into theshi^y withMs disciples, but that

His disciples sailed away alone [but other ships came from Tiberias near to the

place, etc.],

—

when now the peojjle saic that Jesus was not there, nor His disci-

ples,^ finding themselves mistaken in their expectation of meeting Him
still on the eastern shore, they themselves enibar'ked in the ships,'''' etc. [See

Note XXVII. p. 227]. As to details, observe further, (1) thatTrfpavr. i?aA. in

ver. 22 indeed, means the eastern side of the lake in ver. 1, but in ver. 25 the

western ; (2) that Wwv is spoken witb reference to the previous day, when the

multitude had noticed the departure of the disciples in the evening, so that

the conjecture of Eiduq (Ewald) is unnecessary ; that, on the contrary, o-e

ovv eISev. ver. 24, indicates that they became aware to-day,—a difference which
is the point in the cumbrously constructed sentence that most easily mis-

leads the reader
; (3) that the arrival of the ships from Tiberias, ver. 23,

occurred while the people were still on the eastern shore, and gave them a

convenient opportunity, when undeceived in their expectation, of looking

for Jesus on the western shore
; (4) that avToi, ipsi, indicates that, instead of

waiting longer for Jesus to come to them, they themselves set out, and em-

braced the opportunity of seeking Jesus on the other side, by embarking in

the ships, and sailing across to Capernaum, the well-known place of our

Lord's abode
; (5) that the circumstantial character of the description

throughout indicates the vivid communication of an eye-witness, which John

had received, and does not permit our taking the transit of the people

(which, however, must not be pressed as including the whole 5000) as

invented to confirm the story of the walking on the sea (Strauss).

Vv. 25, 26.' Wpav T. &a?.dntT.] in the synagogue at Capernaum, ver. 59.

But Tripav T. &a?.. has importance pragmatically, as showing that it formed a

subject of amazement to them to find Him already on the rrestern shore. —
TTo-e] when ? for it must have been, at the earliest, after the arrival of the

disciples (ver. 22) ; and in this lay the incomprehensible hoio ? no other boat

having crossed, and the journey round by land being too far. They have

a dim impression of something miraculous ;

'

' quaestio de tempore includit

quaestionem de modo,^'' Bengel. Jesus does not answer their question, nor

gratify their curiosity, but immediately charges them with the unspiritual

motive that prompted them to seek Him, in order to point them to higher

spiritual food. For jEjovar, venisti, see on i. 15. — ovx • • • a?il.] not ^'non

tarn . . . quam''^ (Kuinoel, etc.) ; the on EuktE crj/u. is absolutely denied.^ In

' Jesus was not there, because, though the aAXois n-Xoiapiois, for these latter came
they did not think of His groing away. He not from Capernaum, but from Tiberias,

did not show Himself anywhere ; the dis- ^ See, concerninf? all the occurrences,

ciples were not, because they could not ver. 20 ff., Harless, Luther. Zeitsclmft, 1867,

have remained unobserved if they had p. 116 ff.

come back again from the other side ; and ^ Comp. rritzsche, ad Marc. Exc. II. p.

such a return could not have taken place in 773.
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the miraculous feeding fhey should have seen a divinely significant reference

to the higher Messianic bread of life, and tUs ought to have led them to

seek Jesus ;
but it was only the material satisfaction derived from the

miraculous feeding that brought them to Him, as they hoped that He would

further satisfy their carnal Messianic notions. — crjiiEla] They had seen the

outward miracle, the mere event itself, but not its spiritual significance,

—

that wherein the real essence of the aijfielov, in the true conception of it, con-

sisted. The plural is not intended to include the healings of the sick, ver. 2

(Bengel, Liicke, and most others), against which see ver. 4, but refers only

to the feeding, as the antithesis aW on shows, and is to be taken generi-

cally, as the plural of category.

Ver. 37. " Strive to obtain, not the food loMch perisheth, hut the food which

endureth unto life eternaV The activity and labour of acquiring implied in

kpydi;eadai, laborando sibi comparare, ' consists, when applied to the everlast-

ing food, in striving and struggling after it, without which effort Jesus

does not bestow it. We must come believingly to Him, must follow Him,

must deny ourselves, and so on. Then we receive from Him, in ever-

increasing measure, divine grace and truth, by a spiritual appropriation of

Himself; and this is the abiding food, which forever quickens and feeds the

inner man ; in substance not essentially different from the water, which

forever quenches thirst (iv. 14).* Under this view, the thought con-

veyed in epyaL,eaOaL, as thus contrasted with that of duaei on the other side,

cannot be regarded as strange (against de Wette) ;
the two conceptions are

necessary correlatives. Phil. ii. 12, 13.

—

tt/v a-KoXkvfi.'] not merely in its

power, but in its very nature ; it is digested and ceases to be (Matt. xv. 17 ;

1 Cor. vi. 13). On the contrast, r. utvova. eif C- at., comp. iv. 14, xii. 25. —
hatppay.'] sealed, i.e. authenticated (see on iii. 33), namely, as the appointed

Giver of this food ; in v^hat way ? see vv. 36-39. — 6 deog] emphatically

added at the end to give greater prominence to the highest authority.

Vv. 28, 29. The people perceive that a 7mral requirement is signified by

T^v (ipumv T. nEvovaav, etc. ; they do not understand what, but they think

that Jesus means worlcs, which God requires to be done.' Hence the question,

" What are we to do, to loorTc the worTcs required by OodV' (which thou

seemest to mean). '-Epya^^Eadai. epya,
'

' to p>erform loorhs,'" very common in the

Greek (see on iii. 21) ; tpyd^. here, therefore, is not to be taken as in ver.

27. — Ver. 29. See Luthardt in the Stzid. u. Krit. 1852, p. 333 ff. Instead

of the many ipya deov which they, agreeably to their legal standing-point, had

in view, Jesus mentions only one epyov, in which, however, all that God

requires of them is contained—the work (the moral act) of faith. Of this

one divinely appointed and all embracing work—the fundamental virtue

required by God—the manifold epya tou Oeov are only different manifestations.

— In the 2niri)0se expressed by tovto . . . Iva there lies the idea : " This is the

1 Comp. epydi. TOL cTTtTriSeia, Dem. 1358. 12 ; vios Tpo0)? in Philo, de profugr. p. 749 ;
Allegor.

ipydi. &pMixa, Palaeph. XXi. 2 ; epya-i- ^(Xav- p. 92.

pous, Theodot. Prov. xxi. 6 ; see especially ^ ^pya, ,-. ^eov, comp. Matt. vi. 33 ; Kev.

Stephan. Thes. Ed. HaKe, III. p. 1968. ii. 2G ; Baruch ii. 9 ; Jer. xlviii. 10.

2 See on ^pwo-is, iv. 32, also, and the ovpd.-
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work whicli God wills, ye must 'believe.^'' * And this fundamental requirement

repeatedly recurs in the following discourses, vv. 35, 36, 40, 47, etc.

Vv. 30, 31. Ovv] What doest thou, therefore, as a sign ? for they knew well

enough that by bv cnrtaT. he'ivog He meant Himself, and that, too, as Messiah.

Hence also the emphatic av, thou, on thy fart. The question itself does not

imply that it is asked by those who had not seen the miraculous feeding the

day before (Grotius), or by prominent Jews in the synagogue (Kuinoel, Klee).

Moreover, this demand for a sign after the miracle of the feeding must not

be regarded as contradictory and unhistorical,^ nor as proof of the non-

Johannine origin (Schweizer), or non-miraculous procedure (Schenkel), in the

account of the feeding. For the questioners, in their avaicdijaig (Chrysostom),

indicate at once (ver. 31), that having been miraculously fed with earthly

food, they, in their desire for miracles, require something higher to warrant

their putting the required faith in Him, and expect a sign from heaven,

heavenly bread, such as God had given by Moses. Thus they exjilain their

own question, which would be strange only if ver. 31 did not immediately

follow. Their eagerness for Messianic miraculous attestation (vv. 14, 15) had

grown during the night. This also against de Wette, who, with Weisse,

concludes that this discourse was not originally connected with the mirac-

ulous feeding ; see, on the contrary, Bruckner. — -l kpyd^nii] a pointed retort-

ing of \h.Qform of the requirement given, vv. 27, 29. Not to be explained

as if it were ri av kpy. (de Wette), but what (as ar/ixelnv) dost thou petform ?

— ye-ypa/x/i.] a free quotation of Ps. Ixxviii. 24 ; comp. cv. 40, Ex. xvi. 4,

where the subject of iduKev is God, but by the medium of Moses, this being

taken for granted as known (ver. 32). The Jews regarded the dispensing of

the manna as the greatest miracle (see Lampe). As they now regarded Moses

as in general a type of Christ,' they also hoped in particular, " Redemtor

prior desceudere fecit pro iis manna ; sic et redemtor posterior descendere

faciet manna." *

Vv. 32, 33. Jesus does not mean to deny the miraculous and heavenly

origin of the manna in itself (Paulus), nor to argue polemically concerning

the O. T. manna (Schenkel), but He denies its origin as heavenly in the

higher ideal sense (comp. rov akrjQLv6v). The antithesis is not between the

ar)p and the Kvpluc. ohpavog,^ but between the type and the antitype in its full

realization.— v/nlv] your nation. — ka rnv ovpavov] here and in the second half

of the verse to be joined to d^Sunev (and (hSuaiv) :
" It is not Moses who dis-

pensed to you the bread from heaven, but it is my Father who dispenseth

to you from heaven that bread which is the true bread." In ver. 31, too,

en Tov ovpavov is to be joined with hluKev ; and observe also, that in Ex. xvi.

4 D;DK?n |p belongs not to DDy, but to I'POp. The expression eK tov ovp. is

taken from Ex. xvi. 4 ; for, if we follow Ps. Ixxviii. 24, cv. 40 (where D'Dty

is an attribute of hread), we should have aprov ovpavov. Comp. Targ. Jonath.

Deut. xxxiv. 6 : " Deus fecit descendere filiis Israel panem de coelo."—
1 Comp. V. 50, XV. 8, 13, xvii. 3; 1 John < Midrash Coheleth, f. 86. 4.

iv. 17, V. 3. See on Phil. i. 9. * Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus,
' Kern, B. Bauer, Weisse. Grotius, and most others.

^ Schoettgen, Hor. II. p. 475.
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SiSumv] continuously ; for Jesus means Himself and His work. — rbv a?j/6iv6i']

corresponding in reality to the idea. See on i. 9.' This defining word,

placed emphatically at the end, explains at the same time the negative state-

ment at the beginning of the verse. — Ver. 33. Proof that it is the Father

who gives, etc. (ver. 83) ; for it is none other than the bread which is being

bestowed by Ood, that comes down from heaven and giveth life to the world. The
argument proceeds ab effectu (6 Karafi. . . . Koafxu) ad causam (6 aprocrov 6eov).

— 6 Karafiaivuv, k.t.^.] refers to 6 aproc, and states its specific projjertf, both as

to its origin and working, both being essentially connected ; it does not

refer to Jesus ("7/e who cometh down," etc.), though, in the personal appli-

cation of the general affirmation, Jesus, by the bread, represents, and must
represent, Himself ; and hence the expression ^

^ cometh doicn.'''' ^ The direct

reference to Jesus would anticipate the subsequent advance of the discourse

(ver. 35), and would require 6 Karaftdc (ver. 41 ; comp. ver. 48). See on ver.

50. — fw';c] life. Without this bread, humanity (6 Koaiioa) is dead in the

view of Jesus—dead spiritually (ver. 35) and eternally (vv. 39, 40).

Ver. 34 ff. Ilavrorf] emphatically takes the lead.—The request is like that

in iv. 15, but here, too, without irony, ^ which, would have implied unbelief

in His power to give such bread. To explain the words as prompted by a

dim presentiment concerning the higher gift (Liicke, B. Crusius, and most
other expositors), is not in keeping with the stiffnecked antagonism of the

Jews in the course of the following conversation. There is no trace of a

further development of the supposed presentiment, nor of any approval

and encouragement of it on the part of Jesus. The Jews, on the contrary,

with their carnal minds, are quite indifferent whether anything supersensu-

ous, and if so, what, is meant by that bread. They neither thought of an
outimrd glory, which they ask for (Luthardt),—for they could only under-

stand, from the words of Jesus, something analogous to the manna, though
of a higher kind, perhajis " a magic food or means of life from heaven"
(Tholuck),—nor had their thoughts risen to the spiritual nature of this

mysterious bread. But, at any rate, they think that the higher manna, of

which He speaks, would be a welcome gift to them, which they could

always use. And they could easily suppose that He was capable of a still

more miraculous distribution, who had even now so miraculously fed them
with ordinary bread. Their unbelief (ver. 36) referred to Jesus Himself as

that personal bread of life, to whom, indeed, as such, their carnal nature

was closed. — Vv. 35, 36. Exijlanation and censure.

—

i-yu] with powerful

emphasis. Comp. iv. 26.— 6 aprog r. Cw^c] C(->Vv 6i.(5ovc ru Koa/Kj, ver. 33.

Comp. ver. 68. — 6 kpxop.. Tvpdg fxe] of a believing coming (v. 40) ; comp. vv.

47, 44, 45, 65. For epx6/i. and Tnarevuv, as also their correlatives ov fiTj neiv.

and ov fiij Slip., do not differ as antecedent and consequent (Weiss), but are

onlyformally kept apart by means of the p)aralleUsm. This parallelism of

the discourse, now become more excited, has caused the addition of the oh

1 "EksIvo^ yap 6 apro? TVTriKos riv, nporvwuiv, sen, Fritzsche in his Novis opitsc. p. S21, Go-
<^r)o-lv, €/u.€ TOY avToa\ri^et.ay oi-Ta, Euthymius det, and others.

Zigabenus. s Against Calvin, Bengel, Lampe.
^ Against Grotius, Dav. Schuiz, Olshau-
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fifj 6i->lir/ari, which is out of keeping with the metaphor hitherto employed,

and anticipates the subsequent turn -which the discourse takes to the eating

of tlie flesh and drinking of the blood. We must not imagine that this is

intended to express a suj)eriority to the manna as being able to satisfy hunger

only (Liicke) ; for both oh jiy neiv. and ov jiy 6iip. signify the smne thing—the

everlasting satisfaction of the higher spiritual need. Comp. Isa. xlix. 10.

G/l/l' e'lKov v/ilv] But I meant to say to you that, etc. Notice, therefore, that

on iiopciK., K.T.X., does not refer to a 2yrevious declaration, as there is not such

a one (Beza, Grotius, Bengel, Olshausen, B. Crusius, Luthardt, Heugsten-

berg, Baeumlein, Godet, and most others : to ver. 26 ; Liicke, de Wette :

to vv. 37-40 ; Euthymius Zigabenus : to an tmwritten statement ; Ewald :

to one in a supposed fragment, noio lost, which preceded chap. vi. ; Bruck-

ner : to a reproof which runs through the whole Gospel) ; on the contrary,

the statement is itself announced by elizov (dictum veliin).^ In like manner

xi. 42. In classical Greek, very common in the Tragedians.^— koI eupdn. fie

K. oil TTiaT.] ye have also seen me (not simj^ly heard of me, but even are eye-

witnesses of my Messianic activity), and Relieve not.^

Vv. 37 flE. Through this culpable non-'believing, they were quite different

from those whom the Father gave Him. How entirely different were all

these latter ; and how blessed through me, according to the Father's will,

is their lot ! — Trdv] Neuter, of persons as in iii. 6, xviii. 2 ; 1 Cor. i.

27. It designates them as a " ^otem quasi massam," Bengel.— b &Uy iioi b

7r«r.] viz. by the efficacious influence of His grace (vv. 44, 45), whereby He
inclines them to come, and draws them to me ; ov to tvxov -n-pa-yfia ^ niang ij

fJc f|"f- alia TTjg avudev delrai poK^g, Chrysostom. Moral self-determination

(v. 40, vii. 17 ; Matt, xxiii. 37) may obey this influence (ver. 40), and may
withstand it ; he who withstands it is not given Him by the Father, Phil,

ii. 13. " There is implied here a humble, simple, hungering and thirsting

soul," Luther. Explanations resting on dogmatic preconceptions are : of

the absolute election of grace (Augustine, Beza, and most others^), of the

naiuTtil pietatis s^w^ZiMm (Grotius), and others.

—

npbg k/ie] afterwards Trpog

fie. But EfiE is emphatic. The rj^ei is not more {arrivera jusqii'd moi, Godet)

than ilevaerai, as ver. 35 already shows ; comp. the following k. t. kpxbfievov,

with which ij^u is again resumed. — oh fiy injidlu e^u] I certainly toill not cast

' See, for this use of the word, Bern- (comp. vv. 44, 45), an opposition to the

hardy, p. 381 ; Kiihner, II. § 443. 1. ligbt-sivin^ action of the Logos (vv. 4, 5, 9),

^ See especially Ilerm. ad Viger. p. 740. if the Logos be a personality identical with
5 On the first Kai, comp. ix. 37, and see the Son. But the difference in person be-

generally Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 3. 1

;

tween the Father and the Son does not ex-

Baeumlein, Partik. p. 149 ff. elude the harmoniovs action of both for

^ See, on the contrary, Weiss, Lehrbegr. each other. Enlightening is not a monop-
p. 143 ff.—Schleiermacher rationalizes the oly of the Son, excluding the Father ; but

divine gift and drawing into a divine the Father draws men to the Son, and the

arrangement of circvrnstances ; see L. J. Son is the way to the Father, Weiss has

p. 302 ff. Thus it would be resolved into rightly rejected as unjohannean (p. 248 f.)

the general government of the world. — the idea of a hidden God, as absolutely

According to Beyschlag, p. 163, there raised above the world, who has no im-

would be in tliis action of the Father, pre- mediate connection with the finite,

paring the way for a cleaving to Christ
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him out, i.e. will not exclude him from my kingdom on its establishment
;

comp. vv. 39, 40, xv. 6 ; also Matt. viii. 12, xxii. 13. The negative ex-

pression is a loving litotes ; Nonnus adds : alia vou x'^^P'^'^''''- (iei'te^ofiai.

— Vv. 38, 39. "How could I cast them out, seeing that I am come only

to fulfil the divine will ? and this requires of me, not the rejection of any

one, but the blessed opposite."— ovx 'iva, k.t.X.] Comp. v. 30. — tovto rJe

, . . TTSfiip. /ze] impressive repetition of the same words. — ndv 6 dedune,

K.T.I.'] Nominative nbsolute, unconnected with the following, and significantly

put first. ' Here the Perfect dMw/cfi, because spoken from the standing-point

of V[i& future. — fifj ano}^. h^ avrov'] sc. ti ; see Fritzsche, Gonject. p. 36. The

conception of losing {i.e. of letting fall down to eternal death ; see the con-

trastive a?iXd, etc.) is correlative to that of the 6t6uK.k /xoi. Comp. xvii, 13.

— avacTTjcsu, /c.r.A.] of the actual resurrection at the last day (comp. v. 29,

xi. 24, xii. 48), which, as a matter of course, includes the transformation of

those still living. The designation of the thing is a potiori. It is fhe first

resurrection that is meant,'' that to the everlasting life of the Messianic

hingdom. See on v. 29. Bengel well says : "hie finis est, ultra quem pe-

riculum nullum." Comp. the recurrence of this blessed refrain, vv. 40, 44,

54, which, in the face of this solemn recurrence, Scholten regards as a

gloss.

Ver. 40. Explanation, and consequently assigning of the reason for the

statement of God's will, ver. 39 ; the words tovto, etc., being an impressive

anaphora, and tov rraTpoc fiov taking the place of tov ttc/zi/;. fie, because

Jesus wishes at the close still to describe Himself, with specific defi-

niteness, as the Son. — o Oeup. tov vidv k. tclot. e'lg «ir.] characterizes those

meant by the 5 6e6uk.e /loi. There is implied in decop. the attenta contemplatio

(rolg b<p-&a7iiiolq r^f •'/"'/t'/fi Euthymius Zigabenus), the result of which is faith.

Oljserve the carefully chosen word.' The Jews have seen Him, and have rwt

believed, ver. 36. One must contemplate Him, and believe. — f^?/ and avaa'-

TTjau are both dependent upon Iva. There is nothing decisive against the

rendering of koi avacT. independently (Vulgate, Luther, Luthardt, Hengsten-

berg), but the analogy of ver. 39 does not favour it. Observe the change

of tenses. The , believer is said to have eternal Messianic life already in

its temporal development (see on iii. 15), but its perfect completion^ at the last

day through the resurrection ; therefore avaarrjau after the ex^Lv of the

L,ufj aluv.— eyw] from the consciousness of Messianic power. Comp. vv.

44, 54.

Vv. 41, 42. " They murmured, and this //er' a/lA/;/l«v, ver. 43, against Him
with reference to what He had said, viz. that, " etc. Upon all the rest they

reflect no further, but this assertion of Jesus impresses them all the more of-

fensively, and among themselves they give expression half aloud to their

dissatisfaction. This last thought is not contained in the word itself (comp.

' Comp. viii. 38, xv. 2, xvii. 2 ; and see on ^ Tittmann, Synon. p. 121 ; Grotius, in loc.

Matt. vii. 24, x. 14, 32, xii. 3G ; Buttmann, * Notiiing is further from John than the

N. T. Gr. p. 325 [E. T. p. 379]. Gnostic opinion, 2 Tim. ii. 18, npon which,
* See on Luke xiv. 14. xx. 34 ; Phil. iii. according to Baur, he is said very closely

11 ; 1 Cor. XV. 23. to border.
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vii. 32, 13 ; according to Pollux, v. 89, it was also used of the cooing of

doves), but in the context (ol 'lovSa'coi). We are not therefore, with de Wette,
to think of it merely as a wliispering. Comp. rather ver. 61 ; Matt. xx. 11

;

Luke V. 30 ; 1 Cor. x. 10 ; Num. xi. 1, xiv. 27 ; Ecclus. x. 24 ; Judith v.

22.
'— ol 'lovdaloi] The opposition partj"- among the Jews were therefore

among the bx'^og (vv. 5, 22, 24). Even in the congregation of the synagogue
itself (ver. 59), though it included many followers of Jesus (ver. 60), there

may have been present members of the spiritual aristocracy (see on i. 19).

The assumption that the ox'^oq itself is here called ol 'lovSalot, on account of

its refusal to recognize Jesus, ^ is more far-fetched, for hitherto the bx'^-oa

had shown itself sensuously eager indeed after miracles, but not hostile. —
tyu el/M 6 apToc k.t.X.] compiled from vv. 33, 35, 38. — ovrog] on both occa-

sions, contemptuously. — vfj^elg] we on our part. — 0L6aiuev t. jrar. k. t. /n;T.]

This human descent which they knew (comp. Matt. xiii. 55) seemed to them
in contradiction with that assertion, and to exclude the possibility of its

truth. Pleb. vii. 3 (arrdrw/s afii'jTup) does not apply here, because it is not a

question of the Messiahship of Jesus, but of His coming down from heaven.

— Tov izartpa k. ryv fxrjT. ] The words, on the face of them, convey the impres-

sion that hotli were still alive ; the usual opinion that Joseph (whom subse-

quent tradition represents as already an old man at the time of his espousal

with Mary)' was already dead, cannot, to say the least, be certainly proved,^

though in John also he is entirely withdrawn from the history.

Vv. 43, 44. Jesus does not enter upon a solution of this difficulty, but ad-

monishes them not to trouble themselves with it ; they should not dwell

upon such questions, but upon something far higher ; the "drawing" of

the Father is the condition of participating in His salvation. — The e?iKveiv is

not simply a strengthening of the dcSovat in vv. 87, 38, but specifies the

method of it, an inner draicing and leading to Christ through the working of

divine grace (comp. LXX. Jer. xxxi. 3), which, however, does not annul

human freedom, but which, by means of the enlightening, animating, and

impelling influence, and of the instruction appropriated by the man, wins

him over. Comp. xii. 32. ''EIkwiv (ver. 45) includes the Father's teaching

by His witness to Christ (Weiss), but this is not all that it comprehends
;

it denotes rather the whole of that divine influence whereby hearts are won
to the Son. In the consciousness of those who are thus won, this represents

itself as.a holy necessity, to which they have yielded. Comp. Wisd. xix. 4,

where the opposite, the attraction of evil, appears as a necessity which draws

them along, yet without destroying freedom.^ Augustine already compares

from the Latin the " trahit sua. quemque voluptas'''' of Viro-il. The word ^ in

itself may denote what involvesforce, and is involuntary,'' which \^ always ex-

' Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 358. and the like.

2 De Wette, Tholuck, Baur, Briickner, « The Attics also prefer the Aorist form
Hengstenber^, Godet, and most others. of kKKvia to that of cAkw, but they form

3 See Philo, ad dad. Apocr. I. p. ,361. the future cA^oj rather than kKKvaoi (xii. 32).

* Comp. also Keim, Gesch. J. I. 426. See Lobeck, Paral. p. 35 f.

* See Grimm, /Tirmfl'^i. p. 292 f. Comp. also ^ Acts xvi. 19; 3 Mace. iv. 7; 4 Mace,
the classical eAKo/xai ^Top (Find. iV>77i. iv. 56), xi. 9; Homer, II. xi. 258; xxiv. 52,417;

cAkci to t^s </>yo-ews jSapiSapoi' (Dem. ,563, 14), Soph. 0. C. 933; Aristoph. £"?. 710 ; Plato,
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pressed in avpEiv
\

' but the context itself shows that this is not meant Tiere

(in the classics it may even stand for invitare).^ Accordingly it is not, as

Calvin judges, false and impious to say : ^'nonnisi Doleiites trahi ;'''' and

Beza's " Volumus, quia datum est, ut velimus," is true and pious only in

the sense of Phil. ii. 13. Comp. Augustine : "non ut homines, quod fieri

non potest, nolentes credant, sed ut volentes ex nolentibus fiant."— 6 ire/xip.

fie] a specific relation with which the saving act of the eIkvelv essentially

corresponds. — koI kyb avaaTrjaui^ k.t.I.'] the same solemn promise which we

have already, vv. 39, 40, but with the kyi) of Messianic authority and power,

as in ver. 54.

Vv. 45, 46 serve more fully to explain eTikveiv. — h roZf npod.] in volumine

p7-ophetaru7n, Acts vii. 42, xiii. 40 ; Rom. ix. 24. The passage is Isa. liv.

13 (a free quotation from the LXX.), which treats of the divine and univer-

sal enlightenment of Israel in the time of the Messiah (comp. Joel iii. 1 ff.

;

Jer. xxxi. 33, 34): "and they shall be wholly tow^/ii of Qod.''^ The main

idea does not lie in navTEg, Ayhich, moreover, in the connection of the pas-

sage refers to all telievers, but in SiSaKTol deov,^ which denotes the divine

drawing viewed as enlightening and influencing. The SiSnicTdv 6eov elvai is

the state of him who hears and has learned of the Father ; see what follows.

— TTciQ 6 aKovuv, K.r.A.] The spurious ovv rightly indicates the connection

(against Olshausen) ; for it follows from that promise, that every one who

hears and is taught of the Father comes to the Son, and no others ; because,

were it not so, the community of believers would not be unmixedly the

JtJfZflTOi Oeov. 'Akoveiv irapa tov Tzarpog is the spiritual perception of divine in-

struction ; the subject-matter of which, as the w^hole context clearly shows,

is the Son and His work. The communication of this revelation is, however,

continuous (hence cikovuv), and the "having learned" is its actual result, by

the attainment of which through personal exertion the spxerai wpog fiE is con-

ditioned. One hears and has learned of the Father ; in no other way is one

in the condition which internally necessitates a believing union with the

Son. Comp. Matt. xi. 25 ff. — Ver. 46. By this hearing and having learned

of the Father, I do not mean an immediate and intuitive fellowship with

Him, wliich, indeed, would render the coming to the Son unnecessary ; no
;

no one save the Son only has had the vision of God (comp. i. 18, iii. 13, viii.

38) ; therefore all they who are SiSaKTol Oeov have to find in the Son alone all

further initiation into God's grace and truth. — ovk oti] ovk epu, bri.* It

serves to obviate a misunderstanding.

—

eI /it/, k.t.?..] except He who isfrom,

God, He hath seen the Father (that is, in His pre-existent state). ^ Comp.

J2ep. iv. p. 539 B, and often ; see Ast, Le.r. and consequently the agreement of Christ's

Plat. I p. 682. witness to Himself with the view taken by
' Comp. Tittm. Syn. p. 5C ff. the evangelist, should not have been re-

2 See Jacobs, ad Antkol. IX 142. garded as doubtful by Weizs.acker. The
3 A Deo edocti ; as to the genitive, see on divine life which was manifested in Christ

1 Cor. ii. 1.3, and Kiihner, II § .'516, b. upon earth was the personal life of His
* See Hartung, II. 1.54 ; Buttmann, iV. T. pre-existent state, as the prologue teaches,

Gr. p. 318 ff. [E. T. p. 372]. otherwise John had not given the original

^ This clear and direct reference to His sense of the declaration of the Lord re-

pre-human state in God (comp. vv. 41, 43), garding Himself (to which conclusion
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Gal. i. 7. — 6 uv napa r. 6.] for He is come from the Father, with whom He
was (i. 1). See on i. 14, viii. 42, vii. 29, xvi. 27.

Vv. 47, 48. Jesus had given His answer to the murmurings of the Jews in

vv. 43-46. He now returns to the subject which He had left, and first re-

peats in solemn asseveration what He had said in ver. 40 ; then He again

brings forward the metaphor of the bread of life, which sets forth the same

thought.

Vv. 49, 50. 01 irartper, k.t.X.] '^regeruntur Judaeis verba ipsorum ver.

31," Bengel. — aTveOavov . . . anoddvy] a diversity in the reference which is

full of meaning : loss of earthly life, loss of eternal life, whose development,

already begun in time (see on iii. 15), the death of the body does not inter-

rupt (xi. 25). — ovTo^ ioTLv 6 apro^, k.t.Tl.] of this nature is the bread which
cometh down fiom heaven : one (tIc) must eat thereof, and (in consequence

of this eating) not die. This representation is contained in ovrog . . . Iva
;

see on ver. 29. The expression, however, is not conditional {eav r/f), because

the telic reference (Iva) does not belong to the last part merely. The^>resrai

particijile shows that Jesus does not mean by ovrof His own concrete Person-

ality, which is not named till ver. 51, but intends to set forth and exhibit

the true bread from heaven generally, according to its real nature (comp.

ver. 58).'

Ver. 51. Continuation of the exposition concerning the bread of life,

which He is. "I am not only the life-giving bread (<> apro^ r. i^uf/g, ver.

48); I am also the Ikritig bread ; he who eats thereof shall live forever,"

because the life of this bread is imparted to the partaker of it. Comp. v.

26, xiv. 19. Observe the threefold advance : (1) 6 aproa t. Cw^yc, ver. 48,

and 6 aproc 6 i^uv, ver. 51
; (2) the continuous KaTa(3aivm>, ver. 50, and the his-

torically concrete Karafidg, ver. 51
; (3) the negative fi^ cnrodavri, ver. 50, and

the positive i^f/aerai elg rbi- aluva, ver. 51. — koI 6 aproq 6e bv eyo) Jwaw] Christ

is the bread, and He will also gke it (consequently give Himself) ; how this

is to take place. He now explains. The advance lies in dv kyu duau ; hence

also the Kal 6e which carries on the discourse, and the emphatic repetition of

the thought, fjv kyi) 6u(ju. Translate : "and the bread also which I (/ on my
part, kyu) will give [instead now of saying : is myself He expresses what He

Weizsacker comes in the Jahrb. f. D. Th. of God, is not just to the Johannean view
1862, p. 674), which, however, is Inconceiv- in the prologue, and in the first epistle, as

able in so great and ever-recurrinfj a lead- well as here, and in the analogous testi-

ing point. It is the transcendent recollec- monies of Jesus regarding Himself. See

tion in His temporal self-consciousness of on ver. 63. Beyschlag renders :
" becanse He

that earlier divine condition, which makes is of God, He has seen God in His historical

itself known in such declarations (comp. existence.'''' The far-fetched thought is here

iii. 11"). See on viii. 38, xvii. .5. His certi- brought in, that only the pure in heart can

tude concerning the perfect revelation see God. Comp. rather i. 18, iii. 13, 31, 32,

does not first begin with the baptism, but viii. 26, 38. See, against this view of the

stretches back with its roots into His continuous historical intimacy with God,
pre-human existence See, against Welz- Pfleiderer in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. 1866,

sacker, Beyschlag also, p. 79 ff., who, p. 247 ff. ; Scholten, p. 116 ff.

however (comp. p. 97 f.), in referring it to • On ris, 07ie, comp. Dem. Phil. i. 8, and
the sinless birth, and further to the pre- Bremi, p. 118; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. 883,;

existent state of Jesus, as the very image Nagelsbach on the Iliad, p. 299, ed. 3.
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means more definitely] is my flesh,
^"^ etc' It often introduces, as in this

case, something specially important. ° Observe, moreover, that what Christ

promises to give is not external to His own Person.^— i) aap^ /lov eanv] He
promises to give His flesh, i.e. by His bloody deaili., to which He here, as

already in ii. 19, and to Nicodemus, iii. 14, 15, prophetically points. 2dpf
is the living corporeal substance ; this His living corporeity Christ will give,

give up, that it may he slain (?> f j u ^uau), in order that therebj^, as by the of-

fering of the propitiatory sacrifice,^ He may be the means of procuring eter-

nal life for mankind, i.e. vnep (for the sake, on behalf of) r^f tov Koafiov i^uf/g;

comp. 1 John iv. 10, 14. But as the atoning efficacy which this giving up of

His flesh has, must be inwardly apiwopriated by faith, Christ's aapf, according

to the figure of the bread of life, inasmuch as He means to give it up to death,

appears as the Ircad which He will give to he partalcen of (dv iyu Suau). In
the repeated give there lies the voluntariness of the surrender (Euthymius
Zigabenus). But observe the differing reference, that of the first 6uau to the

giving u]} for eating, and that of the second to the giving up to death.'"

This eating is the spiritual manducatio, * the inward, real appropriation of

Christ which, by means of an ever-continuing faith that brings about this

appropriation, and makes our life the life of Christ within us (Gal. ii. 20
;

Eph. iii. 17), takes place with regard to all the benefits which Christ " carne

sua pro nobis in mortem tradita et sanguine suo pro nobis effuso promeruit."

Forma Concordiae, p. 744. On the idea of the life of Christ in believers,

see on Phil. i. 8. On aap^, so far as it was put to death in Christ by His

crucifixion, comp. 1 Pet. iii. 18 ; Eph. ii. 14 ; Col. i. 20 ff. ; Heb. x. 20.

This explanation, which refers the words to Christ's p)'>'OX>itiatory death, is

> Concerning k aX . . . & i, atqve etiam, xai
being and, and S e on the other hand, see in

particular Kriiger, and Kiihner, ad Xen.

Mem. i. 1. 3 ; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 149.

* See Bremi, ad Bern. 01. II. p. 173.

^ Against Kling in tlie Stud. u. Krlt. 1836,

p. 143 f.

< Not that by the death of Jesus the

barrier of the independent individuality

existing between the Logos and the human
being is destroyed. See against this ex-

planation (Kostlin, Reuss), so foreign to

Jolin, Weiss, Lehrbegr. p. 65 ff.

^ The words 'iiv eya» futrio are wanting
in B C D L T X, a few cursives, several

versions (following Vulg. It.), and Fathers
(even Origen twice), and are rejected by
Lachm.,Ewald, Tisch., Baeumlein, Harless.

The preponderance of testimony is cer-

tainly against them ; and in omitting them
we should not, with Kling, take ij trapf /aou

as in apposition with o apros (see, on the con-
trary, Ruckert, Abendni. p. 259), but simply
render it: ''the bread ivhich I shall give is

my .flesh for the life of the tvorld'' (theformer
is the latter for the life of the world). But
this short pregnant mode of expression is

so little like John, and the repetition of ^i'

fyo) Suio-M is so completely Johannean, that

I feel compelled to retain the words as
genuine, and to regard their omission
as a very early error, occasioned by the

occurrence of the same words a little be-

fore. Following X, Tischendorf now reads,

after «. 6 apr. Se oveyioSuxriavnepTrii
ToO K 6<T IJ.OV f(or)?, y)(Tap^ixov.e<rTtv,

This is manifestly an arrangement resorted

to in order to assign to the words vtt. t. t. k.

^wi?? the place which, in tlie absence of

riv eyio Smctm, seemed to belong to them.
Baeumlein supposes that vtt. t. t. k. fto^s

is an ancient gloss.

« Hence the expression " resurrection of

the/«.?A" cannot be justified from John vi.,

as Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 460 [E. T. p. 541],

supposes. If it cannot be justified by any-

thing in St. Paul, which Delitzsch admits,

it can least of all by anything in St. John.

When, indeed, Delitzsch says (p. 339), ' The
flesh of Christ becomes in us a tincture of
iimnortality., which, in spite of corruption,

sustains the essence of our flesh, in order one

day at the resvrrection to assimilate also

His manifestation to itself^'' we can only
oppose to such fancies, " Ne ultra quod
scriptum est.''''
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that of Augustine, Luther, Melanchthou, Calvin, Beza, Aretius, Grotius,

Calovius, Wetstein, Lampe, and most others, also of Kuinoel, Lucke,

Tholuck, Amnion, Neander, J. Miiller,^ Lange, Ebrard," Keim,' Weiss
;

comp. also Ewald, Kahnis,* Godet.^ Others, following Clement of Alex-

andria, Origan, Basil, have understood by "flesh" the entire human manifesta-

tion of the Logos, which He offered up for the world's salvation, including

therein His death. " Not only is the future ^cill give opposed to this view,

but the drinking of the blood in ver. 53 still more distinctly points to

Christ's death as exclusively meant ; because it is not apparent why Jesus,

had He intended generally that collective dedication of Himself, should

have used expressions to describe the appropriation of it, which necessarily

and directly point to and presuppose His death. That general consecra-

tion was already affirmed in kyu el/xc 6 aprog, k.t.2.. ; the advance from ieiiig

and giving now demands something else, a concrete act, viz. His atoning

death and the shedding of His blood. This tells also against the pro-

founder development of the self-communication of Jesus, supposed to

be meant here, and adopted by Hengstenberg and Hofmann,' following

Luther ;
° viz. that faith in the human nature of Jesus eats and drinks the

life of God, or that His life-giving power is bound up in His flesh, i.e. in

His actual human manifestation (Bruckner). Others, again, have explained

it of the Lord''s Supper ; viz. Chrysostom, Cyril, Theophylact, Euthj^mius

Zigabenus, most of the Fathers (among the Latin Fathers, Cyprian, Hilary,

perhaps also Augustine, etc.) and Catholic writers, also Klee and Maier,

further, Calixtus too, strongly opposed by Calovius ; and among moderns,

Scheibel, Olshausen, Kling,^ Lindner, Kostlin, Delitzsch in Rudelbach's

Zeitschrift, 1845, ii. p. 29; Kaeuffer, " Kahnis, Abendm. p. 104 if.; Lu-

thardt ; Richter ;" further, while also calling in question the genuineness of

the discourse, Bretschneider, Strauss, Weisse, Baur, Hilgenfeld, and many
others. Thus, as iii. 5 refers to baptism, we have now, it is said, a refer-

ence to the second sacrament, i This explanation '" has already this against

1 TPll^^B. comp. Schleiermaclier, L. J. p. .345, and
* Docjma v. Abendm. I. p. 78 fif. Reuss.

3 .Tahrb.f. d. Theol. 1859, p. 109 fif. ' Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 345 ff.

* Do:imat. I. p. 624. ^ " Tlierefore one eats and drinks the
^ Who, however, attaches great impor- Godhead in His human nature.—This flesh

tance to tlie corporeal side of tlie real fel- does not carnalize, but will deify thee, i.e.

lowship of believers with Christ, by virtue give the divine power, virtue, and work.
of which they will become at the resurrec- and will take away sins," and so on {Pred.

tion the reproduction of the glorified Dmn. Oculi).

Christ, referring to Eph. v. 30. The eating » Stud. u. Krit. 1836, p. 140 ff. ;

and drinking alone are figurative, while the '" Sachs. Stud. 1846, p. 70 ff.

not merely spiritual, hut also bodily appro- " Stud. u. Krit. 1863, p. S50.

priation, must, according to him, be taken '^ p^ view which Luther decidedly oppos-

literally. This, however, is not required by ed previous to the controversy regarding

the avaa-rriaio aiiTov, k.t.A., ver. 54, wliich W6 the Lord's Supper. In the heading or gloss

already had in ver. 39, and is not even ad- he says :
" This chapter does not speak of

missible by ver. 03. the sacrament of the bread and wine, but
* So in modern times, in particular, Pau- of spiritual eating, i.e. of the belief that

Ins, D. Schulz, Lehre vom Abendm., B. Cru- Christ, both God and man, hath shed ll:s

sius, Fromnianii, do Wette, Uaeumlein
;

blood for us."
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it, that the eating and drinking is regarded as continuous (ver. 56) ; and,

moreover, it can be maintained only by surrendering the authenticity of

John. But if this be assumed, and the discourse be regarded as historical,

Jesus could not Himself speak, as He speaks in this passage, of the

Lord's Supper. Had this been His reference, He would have spoken inap-

propriately, and in terms which differ essentially from His own mode of ex-

pression at the institution of the holy meal, irrespectively of the fact that a

discourse upon the Lord^s Supper at this time would have been utterly in-

comprehensible to His hearers, especially to the 'lovdaiotg who were ad-

dressed. Moreover, there nowhere occurs in the Gospels a hint given ie-

forehand of the Supper which was to be instituted ; and therefore, that this

institution was not now already in the thoughts of Jesus (as Godet, follow-

ing Bengel and others, maintains), but was the product of the hour of the

Supper itself, appears all the more likely, seeing how utterly groundless is

the assumption based on ver. 4, that Jesus, in the feeding of the multitude,

improvised a paschal feast. To this it must be added, that the promise of

life which is attached to the eating and. drinking could apply only to the

case of those who worthily partake. We should therefore have to assume

that the reporter John ^ put this discourse concerning the Lord's Supper into

the mouth of Christ ; and against this it tells in general, that thus there would
be on John's part a misconception, or rather an arbitrariness, which, grant-

ing the genuineness of the Gospel, cannot be attributed to this most trusted

disciple and his vivid recollections ; and in particular, that the drinking of

the blood, if it were, as in the Lord's Supper, a special and essential part,

would not have been left unmentioned precisely at the end of the discourse,

vv. 57, 58 ; and that, again, the evangelist would make Jesus speak of the

Lord's Supper in terms which lie quite beyond the range of the N. T., and

which belong to the mode of representation and language of the apostolic

Fathers and still later times. ^ This is specially true of the word Jlesh, for

which all passages in the N. T. referring to the Lord's Supper,' have iodij ;

so that here accordingly there ought to have been stated the identity, not

of the bread and the Jlesh (which Baur in particular urges), but of the bread

and the iody ; while with reference to the blood, the identical element (the

^Dine) ought also to have been mentioned. Further, the passage thus taken

would speak of the literal '' eating and drinking'''' of the flesh and blood,

which is a much later materializing of the N. T. Koivuvla in the Lord's

Supper ; and lastly, the absolute necessity of this ordinance,^ which ver.

53 ff. would thus assert, is not once mentioned thus directly by the Fathers

of the first centuries ; while the N. T. , and John in particular, make faith

alone the absolutely necessary condition of salvation. Had John been

* See especially Kaeuffer, I.e. ; comp. evangelist himself were a post-apostolio

also Weisse, B. Crusius, Kostlin, etc. writer belonginjr to the second century.
2 See the passages in Kaeuffer, p. 77 fif.

;

» Matt. xxvi. 26 ff. ; Markxj^22 ff. ; Luke
Ruckert, p. 274 f. ; Hilgenfeld, Evamj. p. xxiv 24 ff. ; 1 Cor. xi. 23 ff.

^^
278. Hilgenfeld calls the passages in Justin, ^ Its limitation to the Contemtuft sacra-

Apol. i. 66 ; Ignatius, ad Smyrn. 7. ad Rom. menti (Richter) is a dogmatic subterfuge

7, an admirable commentary upon our which has no foundation in the text,

test. They would, indeed, be so if our
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speaking of tlie Lord's Supper, he must have si^oken in harmony with the

N. T. view and mode of expression, and must have made Jesus speak of it

in the same way. But the discourse, as it lies 'before us, if taken as referring

to the Lord's Supper, would be an unexampled and utterly inconceivable

varepov Trporepov ; and therefore even the assumption that at least the same

idea which lay at the root of the Lord's Supper, and out of which it

sprang, is here expressed,' is admissible only so far as the appropriation of

Christ's life, brought about by faith in His death, which here is enjoined

with such concrete vividness as absolutely necessary,'^ likewise constitutes

the sacred and fundamental basis presupposed in the institution of the

Supper, and forms the condition of its blessedness ; and therefore the

application of the passage to the Lord's Supper (but at the same time to

baptism and to the efficacy of the word) justly, nay necessarily, arises.

Comp. the admirable remarks of Harless, p, 130 ff. — According to Riickert,^

the discourse is not intended by Jesus to refer to the Supper, but is so in-

tended by John, through whose erroneous and crude method of apprehen-

sion the readers are to be taught, whether they themselves have believed in

an actual eating of the flesh and drinking of the blood, or whether this has

been a stumbling-block to them. An interpretation this which is neither

indicated by the text nor has any historical basis. — Upon the history of

the interpretation of our text, see Liicke, ed. 2, App. 2 ; Lindner, vom

Abendm. p. 241 ff. ; Tischendorf, De Christo pane vitae, 1839, p. 15 ff.

;

Mack, Quartalschr. 1832, I. p. 52 ff. ; Kahnis, p. 114 ff. ; Rilckert, p. 273 ff.

The exposition which takes it to refer to faith in the atoning death forms

the basis of Zwingle's doctrine of the Eucharist.^

Vv. 52, 53. The Jews rightly add ^ayelv, borrowing it from the preceding

context ; but the meaning and reference of the expression, which they cer-

tainly recognized as somehow to be taken figuratively, are to them so indis-

tinct, that they fall into a dispute with each other (" non jam solum mur-

murabant uti ver. 41," Bengel) upon the question :
'' Hoic can this man give

us Ms flesh {rfjv capKa also without the avrov, a gloss in Lachm.) to eatV Not

as if they had missed hearing something (Luthardt :

'' i\\G futurity expressed

in ver. 51 ") : they have not understood the enigmatical statement. In-

stead now of explaining the how of their question, Jesus sets before them

the absolute necessity of their partaking, and pushes to an extreme the seem-

ingly paradoxical requirement ; for He nows adds the drinMng of His blood, in

order thus to bring more prominently into view the reference to His death,

and its life-giving power to be experienced by believing appropriation.

— Tov viov T. avdp. ] This prophetic and Messianic self-designation (i. 52, iii.

13, 14), which could now less easily escape the notice of His hearers than in

ver. 27, serves as a still more solemn expression in place of [lov, without,

' Olshausen, Klinsr, Lange, Tholuck, etc.

;

of anythinff that was not before their eyes ;

comp. Kahnis, Keim, Luthardt, Hengsten- but that He was spealcing of Himself."—

berg, Ewald, Godet. Luther.
' " He makes it so that it could not be ' Abendm. p. 291 f.

plainer, in order that they might not think * See Dieckhoff, evangel. AbendmahlsleJire,

that he was speaking of something else, or I. p. 440.
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however, affecting the meaning of the eating and drinking. — ovk exers ^ufiv

Ev iavT.] "2/e have have not life in yourselves,'''' " life is foreign to and remote

from your own inner nature,"

—

death is the power that ye have in you, spirit-

ual and eternal death ; life must first, by that eating and drinking, be inward-

ly united with your own selves. In that appropriation of the flesh and blood

of Jesus, this life flows forth from His life (vv. 56, 57, v. 36) ; and it is at-

tached to faith only, not to the use of any outward element (comp. Harless,

p. 124).

Vv. 54, 55. He now more fully explains Himself, onwards to ver. 58, with

regard to the saving efficacy of this spiritual eating and drinking : ''He

icho eateth my flesh,^'' etc. — 6 rpuyuv] Previously the word was (pdyT^re, but

the change implies no special intention to use a stronger term (to chew, to

crunch), as the repetition of ttIvuv shows.'— ^uyv aluv.] Fuller definition of

the general ^w^ which precedes ; it signifies the eternal Messianic life, but

the development of this in time as sjnritual life is included in the thought
;

therefore ix^i- (iii- 15)) and the result of the possession of this life : avaarfjau,

K.T.I. Comp. ver. 40. — Ver. 55. Proof of the assertion f;t;£f . . . TJH-tpa ;

for if the flesh of Jesus were not trtie food (something ^chicli in tery deed has

nourishing poicer), etc., the effect named in ver. 54 could not ensue. It is

self-evident that food for the injier man is meant ; but aAj/ftriq (see the criti-

cal notes) is not the same as alTjdivri (this would mean gemiine food, food

that realizes its own ideal). It denotes the opposite of that which is merely

apparent or so called, and therefore expresses the actualfact (1 John ii. 27 ;

Acts xii. 9), which the Jews could not understand, since they asked ttw?

dvvarai, /c.r.A., ver. 52.

Vv. 56, 57. A statement parallel with what precedes, concerning him
" who eats," etc., and explaining hoic that comes to pass which is said of him

in ver. 54.

—

h if^ol /levei Kayib h avrij] an expression distinctively Johan-

nean of abiding. Inner, and mutual fellowship (xv. 4 ff., xvii., 23 ; 1 John

iii. 24, iv. 16), by virtue of which we live and move continually in Christ,

and Christ works and rules in our minds, so that thus Christ's life is the

centre and circumference, i.e. the all-determining power of our life. — Ver.

57. Consequence of this spiritual union : life, i.e. true imperishable life, as pro-

ceeding from the Father to the Son, so from the Son to believers. Observe

(1) that the consequent clause does not begin with myu (Chrysostom and

his followers) ; but, as ver. 56 requires, with k. 6 rpuy. ^le, so also he that eat-

eth me; (2) that in the antecedent clause the emphasis is on C«v and C"

(therefore (nvsareile does not introduce any strange or unnatural thought, as

Rilckert supposes), while in the consequent it is upon the suljcct, which

accordingly is made prominent by KaKdvoq, he also. — 6 Cwv Tvarjjp] the living

Father
;
(comp. ver. 26), the Living One absolutely, in whose nature there is

no element of death, but all is life.— /cayw fw 6ia t. ttot.] and /—by virtue

of my community of essence with the Father—am alive lecause of the Father.

6ca with the accus. does not denote the cause,'' per patrem; nor for the

1 Comp. Dem. 402. 21 : rptayeLv koI iriveiv. ^ Castalio, Beza, de Wette, C4ess, Riickert,

Pint. Afor. p. 613 B ; Polyb. xxxii. 9. 9. and several.

Comp. also xiii. 18 ; Matt. xxiv. 38.
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Father ;' but, according to the context, the reason : because (j/the Father, i.e.

because my Fatlier is the Living One. "^ — 6 Tpuyuv /xe] This sufficed to denote

the relation, and is in keeping with the transition to ver. 58 ; whereas, if

the discourse referred to the Lord's Supper, the eating and drinking of the

tiesh and blood should again have been mentioned, as in vv. 53-56. Note

also that 6 rpuyuv jie expresses a permanent, continuous relation, not one

taking place from time to time, as in the Lord's Supper. — w'joel] in contrast

with spiritual and eternal death. — 6i' e/it] on account of me, because he thus

takes up my life into himself.

Vv. 58, 59. A concluding summary, repeating the figure from which the

whole discourse arose, ver. 33. — oirof] of this nature, as explained in vv.

32-57. Comp. ver. 50 ; not : ''this, which gives life to him who jDartakes

of it" (Liicke) ; nor: this, i.e. my fiesh and Uood'''' (de Wette) ; what follows

requires in ovroq the idea of modality. — ov KoBug, k.t.2,.] It is the bread

that came down from heaven, but not in the same way and manner that the

fathers did eat heavenly bread. It is quite different in the case of this

bread. — Ver. 59 is simply an historical observation, without any further

significance (Chrysostom : in order to impress us with the great guilt of the

jjeople of Capernaum). That rai'-a means simply the discourse from ver. 41

onwards, and that what precedes down to ver. 40 was not s2:)oken in the

synagogue, but elsewhere, upon the first meeting with the peojile, vv. 34,

35 (Ewald), would need to have been more distinctly indicated. Taking

John's words as they stand, h cvvajuyy, etc. , is a more definite (according

to Schenkel, indeed, mistaken) supplementary explanation of the vague

TTtpav T. OaAaaarjQ of ver. 25. — h cvvayuyy, without the Art. as in xviii. 20 :

in a synagogue ; then follows the still more detailed designation of the

locality, '' lohile teaching in Capernaum.''''

Ver. 60. liollol ovv] Many therefore, for in Capernaum He had many
adherents (jiadrjTai is here used in the wider sense, not of the apostles

; see

ver. 67). — ciAtjpot;] hard, harsh, the opposite of fiaXuKdc f— in a moral sense,

Matt. XXV. 34 ; Ecclus. iii. 34 ; 3 Esdr. ii. 27; ^—of speeches," Gen. xlii. 7,

xxi. 11, Aq. ; Prov. xv. 1. It here denotes what causes offence {aKav6a7uL.eL,

ver. 61), does not comply with preconceived views, but is directly a?iifl'^-

onistic, the relation in which the assurances and demands of Jesus from ver.

51 stood to the wishes and hopes of His disciples. ° He had, indeed, from

ver. 51 onwards, required that they should cat His flesh (which was to be

slain), and drink His blood (which was to be shed), in order to have life.

By this—whether they rightly understood it or not—they felt sorely per-

plexed and wounded. The Woody death, which was certainly the condition

" Paulus, Lange. « Not as if they had understood the eat-

2 See on xv. 3 ; Plat. Conv. p. 203 E

:

ing and drinking of the fiesh and blood in

oLvaPiuicrKeTaL Sia rriv toO TroTpbs (Jjuo'ii'; and a literal and material sense (hence the ex-

see Niigelsbach, Ilia.", p. .39 £f. ed. 3. pression " manducatio Capernaltica"), and
3 Plat. Lef/f/. X. p. 892 B ; P?vt. p. 3.31 D. so nonsensical an affirmation had provoked
* Soph. Oed. E. 36, Aj. 1340 ; Plat. Loc?: p. them (Augustine, Grotius, Liicke, Keim,

104 C, and often. and many others). The speakers are fiai^rj-

* Comp. Soph. Oed. C. 778 : o-KATjpi /xaA9a- rat ; but not even the 'louSaioi, ver. 52, so

Kws Aeycuv. grossly inisunderstood Jesus.
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of the eating and drinking, was an offence to them, just as in that lay the

lasting offence of the Jews afterwards, xii. 34 ; 1 Cor. 1. 23 ;
Gal. v. 11 ;

comp. also Matt. xvi. 21 ff. The explanation "-difficult to be understood ^^

(Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus, Grotius, Olshausen) lies neither in the

word nor in the context, for rig Svvarai, k.t.a. affirms : ''it is a thing not to

he home, to listen to the discourse,'' such insuperable offence does it excite.

Tholuck, following early writers, finds the offence to be that Jesus seemed

arrogant in making life dependent upon participation in His flesh and blood.

But it was not the arrogant, it was the lowly and suffering, Messiah that

was a aKdvdaXov to the Jew. As little did the offence consist in the require-

ment that Christ ''would he all, and they were to he nothing'" (Hengstenberg),

which, indeed, is only an abstract inference subsequently drawn from His

discourse.

Vv. 61, 02. 'Ev kavTC;)] In Himself, without communication ;
avT6fiaTog,

Nonnus. — joyyb^.] as in ver. 41.— nepl rnvrnv] concerning this harshness of

His discourse. — tovto vji. oKavd.'] Question of astonishment : this, namely,

which you have found so hard in my discourse (Jesus Icnew what it was),

does this offend you? Are you so mistaken in your opinion and feelings

towards me ? Comp. ver. 6G. — 'thv ohv dsup^Ts, k.t.X.] if, then, ye behold, etc.

Aposiopesis, which, especially "in tarn infausta re" (Dissen, ad Bern, decor.

p. 362), is entirely in place. See on Luke xis. 41 ;
Acts xxiii. 9 ;

Rom. ix. 22. The completion of it must be derived solely from the

context, and therefore is not rl ipelrs or the like (Nonnus, Euthymius

Zigabenus, Kuiuoel, and many) ; but tovto v/uag oh ttoMu fialXov cKavSaTiiaec :

'

" Will not this impending sight offend you still more .?" By avajSaiveiv

bnov 7/v TO TvpoTcpov Jesus indicates His death ; and, indeed, as He—in whom

Daniel's prophecy of the Son of man was to be fulfilled (comp. xii. 23 ;

Matt. xxvi. 24)—contemplated it in the consciousness of His heavenly

origin and descent (iii. 13), of which He had already spoken in ver. 58,—

His death, therefore, so far as it would be to Him, by means of the resur-

rection and ascension therewith connected, a return to the 66^a which He

had before His incarnation. Comp. xvii. 5, and the v-ipuOijvai ek Tfjq yf/c.

xii. 32. To the spectators, who only saw the humiliating and shameful

outward spectacle of His death, i* served only to give the deepest offence.

The concluding argument a minori ad majus which lies in ovv, is like that in

iii. 12. The interpretation of the ancient Church, which referred the

words to the corporeal ascension in and ly itself would require us of logical

necessity to supply, not the supposed increase of offence (Baemnlein), but a

question expressing fZ^Ji or denial : "would ye still take offence then?"

Comp. viii. 28. But this import of the aposiopesis, which also Ewald and

Bruckner adopt, though not explaining the words merely of the ascension,

has the ovv itself decidedly against it, instead of which aXka would be logi-

cally required ; and the reference to the ascension as such, as an event hy

itself, is totally without analogy in the discourses of Jesus, and quite un-

1 Comp. Winer, p. 558 [E. T. p. 600] ; Ebrard, Kahnis, p. 120, Hilffenfeld, Hof-

Fritzsohe, Conject. pp. 2i, 31. mann, Hengstenberg, Baeumleiu, Godet,

"' So also Olshausen, Lindner, Maier, Ilarless.
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Johannean.' So also the 6eo)p7)Te, in particular, is against this view ; for,

with the Present participle avajSalvovra, it would describe the ascension

expressly iissi visible event (in answer to Luthardt's observations, who explains

it of the ascension, but with Tholuck regards its visibility as a matter of

indifference, so far as the present passage is concerned), though its visible

occurrence is attested by no apostle, while in the non-apostolic accounts

(Mark xvi. 19 ; Luke xxiv. 51 ; Acts 1. 9) only the disciples in the narrower

sense, the twelve, who are just those not meant by the "ye" in our text, are

represented as the eye-witnesses. On the other hand, the opinion that there

lies in deup. only the possibility of those present being eye-witnesses (Kahnis,

Hofmann)'- is nothing more than a subtle evasion, unsupported by the mv

(comp. xii. 32, xiv. C, xvi. 7), and no better than Hengstenberg's assertion

(comp. Tholuck) :
" those who were present at the ascension were therepre-

sentatives of the collective body of the disciples." Parallel with avafSaiveiv

is the designation of the death of Jesus as a going to God, vii. 33, xiii. 3,

xiv. 12, 28, xvi. 5. 28, xvii. 11, 13. That He, in our passage, describes His

death not in its humble and painful phase, but according to the essence of

its triumphant consummation as present to His own consciousness, is there-

fore quite Johannean ; comp. also xvii. 5, xii. 23. The reference to the

gift of the Spirit, the exaltation being intended as the medium of effecting

this (Lange), is remote from the context, and is not indicated by any word

in the sentence ; for nothing is spoken of but the seeivg with the eyes the

future departure. — Upon to TvpSrirpov, see on Gal. iv. 13. It refers to the

period preceding His present form of being, when as to the divine part of

His nature, i.e. as the Logos, He was in heaven ;
^ comp. xvii. 5, 24,

viii. 58.

» Appoal is made, hut unreasonably, not dictory of t6^a.. The r/lorifled body of

only to iii. 13. but likewise to xx. 17 (see es- Christ in the form of flesh and blood is incon-

pecially Ilofmann, Schriflbew. II. 1, 517, and ceivable (1 Cor. xv. 49, 50).

Godet). Jesus there is speaking after llis 'The meaning is not that "«)«?ww«(?Ja<rfy

death, when that blessed end was still svbstitiite another subject (Beysclilag, Chris-

future, in reference to which before His tol. p. 29) ; but, in harmony with the witness

death he was wont to describe that event of Jesus regarding Himself elsewhere in

as a departure and an ascension to the John, we have given us a more definite men-

Father. There, accordmgly. He could not tion of the state wherein the Son of man
avoid mentioning the ascension alone. had His pre-existence in heaven. That He

2 " For they would certainly see Him die, had this (us the Son ofinan, as Beyschlag, p.

but they would see Him ascend only if they 85, explains (understanding it of the eternal

remained His disciples," Hofmann. The divine image, whose temporal realization

former is as incorrect as the latter. For Jesus, by an intuition given Him on earth,

Jesus is speaking to His Galilean disciples, knew Himself to be), the text does not say;

and, indeed, to His disciples in the wider it says :
" the Son of man, i.e. the Messiah,

sense (ver. C7), of whom therefore we can- will ascend up where He was before."

not say that they would certainly be pres- There can be no doubt, if we will follow

ent at His death in Jerusalem; while the John, m wAa«/o?w «/" wi'-Vf/jre He previously

witnesses of the ascension were not those was in heaven. Neither is there any doubt

who remained faithful to Him generally, if we ask Paul, who speaks of the pre-ex-

but the apostles. According to Harless, istence of Jesus ef nop<J)j7 eeoO. See on Phil.

Christ means to say that they must not ii. 6; comp. a Cor. viii. 8, 9. He does not

think of His flesh and blood in His state of there mean that He pre-existed as .Jesvs, but

humiliation, but of both in His state of as the nibs t. Beov. For the rest, comp. ver.

glory. But flesh and blood is the contra- 4C, viii. 58, xvii. 5, i. 18. If it be true, as
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Vv. 63, 64. Instead of appending to the foregoing protasis its mournful

ajMdosis (see on vcr. 63), Jesus at once discloses to His disciples with lively

emotion (hence also the asyndeton) the groundlessness of the offence that was

taTcen. It is not His hodily form, the approaching surrender of which for

spiritual food (ver. 51) was so offensive ' to them, lut His spirit that gives

life ; His corporeal nature was of no use towards giving life. But it was pre-

cisely His iodihj nature to which they ascribed all the value, and on which

they built all their hope, instead of His life-giving Divine Sjnrit, i.e. the

Holy Spirit given Him in all fulness by the Father (iii. 34), who works in

believers the birth from above (iii. G), and with it eternal life (comp. Rom.

viii. 2 ; 3 Cor. iii. 6). Hence His death, through which His fesh as such

would disappear, was to them so offensive a cKavSaXov. Observe further,

that He does not say to irvev/xd /lov and ;; adp^ /nov, but expresses the above

thouo-ht in a general statement, the personal application of which is to be to

Himself.'^ Note once again that y aap^ ohn Lipelel ov6iv does not contradict

what was previously said of the life-giving participation in the flesh of

Jesus ; for this can take place only by the appropriating of the spirit of

Christ through faith, and apart from this it cannot take place at all. Rom.

viii. 2, 6, 9, 11 ; 1 Cor. vi. 17. Comp. 1 John iii. 24. The flesh, therefore,

which "profiteth nothing," is the flesh without the Sinrit; the Spirit which

" quickeneth" is the Spirit whose dwelling-p)lace is the flesh, i.e. the corporeal

manifestation of Christ, the corporeity which must be offered up in His

atoning death (ver. 51), in order that believers might experience the full

power of the quickening Spirit (vii. 39). When Harless, following Luther,

understands indeed by the flesh which profiteth nothing, the cdp^ of Christ

in His humiliation, but by the quickening Spirit, ''the sjyirit which perfectly

controls the flesh of the glorified Son of man,'''' he imports the essential point in

his interpretation, and this in opposition to the N. T., in which the con-

ception of crdpf is utterly alien to the aufia rf/g do^rjQ of the Lord, Phil. iii.

21 ; see 1 Cor. xv. 44-50 ; so that the cufia wvEVfiaTiKov cannot possibly be

regarded as flesh pervaded by spirit (comp. 2 Cor. iii. 18). In no form is

flesh ever ascribed to the exalted Lord. The antithesis here is not between

carnal flesh and glorified flesh, but simply between flesh and spirit. Ac-

cording to others, to jrvevfia is the human soul, which makes the iody to have

life (Beza, Fritzsche in his Mv. Opnsc. p. 239). But ^uottmovv must, accord-

ing to the import of the preceding discourse, be taken in the Messianic

sense. Others say : to nvev^a is the spiritual participation, tj adp^ the ma-

terial ;' but thus again the peculiar element in the exposition, viz. the par-

taking of the Lord's Supper, is foisted in.^ Others, interpolating in like

Keim says (GescMchtl. Chr. p. 102, ed. 3), ver. 62: "which you will see to vanish at

that " not one particle of the self-conscious- my ascension."

ness of Jesus reaches back beyond His tem- ^ Comp. Hofmann, II. 2, p. 252.

poral existence," the fundamental Chris- ^ Tertullian, Augustine, Rupertius, Cal-

tological view not only of the fourth Gospel vin, Grotius, and most others ; also 01s-

but of Paul also, is based upon a great 11- hausen, comp. Kling and Richter.

lusion. As to tlie Synoptics, see on Matt. « Kahnis (Abendm. p. 122) has explained

xi. 27, viii. 20. the passage in this sense seemingly in a
' Godet, according to his rendering of manner most in keeping witli the words

:
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manner, interpret to irvev/ua fis the spiritual, and // anp^ as the unspiritual,

sensuous understanding; * comp. Thohick. Others differently still.'' " Quau-

topere sit hie locus variisexpositionibus exagitatus, vjx credibile est," Beza.

— TO, pTjiiara a kyu, K.r./l.] This does not mean that we are to hold to His

^ words instead of to His corporeal fesh (Riickert, Keim), His words which

remain as a compensation to us after His death (Lilcke, de Wettc, B. Crusius),

It stands (seeing that adp^ has already its full antithesis in what precedes)

in close connection with the following a7.7r^t'ialv ef vjiuv rcvec ol ov ma-., and

therefore a comma only is to be placed after C,u{] ka-iv. " The words wMch I
hate spoken unto you''^ (meaning the discourse in the synagogue just ended ^),

" so far from containing any real ground for cKaviWAov, are rather sinrit and

^ife, i.e. containing and revealing the divine spirit in me, and the Messianic

life brought about by me ; but the real guilt of the offence lies with yoK,

for among you are many who helieve not.'"' He, namely, Avho does not believe

in Him as the true Messiah who secures by His death the life of the world,

but expects Messianic salvation by His corporeal manifestation alone, as that

which is not to die, but to triumph and reign—to him who is such a ftadrj-yg

of Jesus the discourse concerning feeding upon His flesh and blood can only

be a stumbling-block and an offence. And of such rrvtc there were nol?.oi,

ver. 60. — tyw and e^ v/iuv stand in emphatic antithesis. — vvevfj-d iari kgi

Z,ui] EdTLv] The two predicates are thus impressively kept apart, and the des-

ignation by the substantive is fuller and more exhaustive (comp. iii. G ; Rom.

viii. 10) than would be that by the adjective.^

—

ySei yap, k. -.?..] an expla-

nation added by John liimsclf of the preceding words, aTil' elaiv, k.t.7..,

which imply a higher knowledge ; comp. ii. 24, 25. — ol ov ^igtevovglv'] result

of their wavering ; for they are fiaO/jrai, who, from an imperfect and incon-

stant faith, have at last come to surrender faith altogether. They had been

npoaKaipoi (Matt. xiii. 21). Here we have ov with the relative, then /j>'/ with

the participle accompanied by the article (iii. 18), both quite regular. —
f'b fipxvc] neither "from the fnt leginniiig'^ (Theophylact, Rupertius)

;

nor ''lefore tMs discourse, and not for the first time after the murmur-

" MTiat imparts the power of everlasting ^ Wieseler, on Gal. p. 446, takes o-apf in

life to tliem wlio feed upon my flesh, is not the sense of orighial sin; sinful human
tlie flesh as such, but the spirit which per- nature can do nothing for man's salvation ;

vades it." According to this view, the the Spirit of God produces this. But o-opf

glorified flesh of Christ, which is eaten in must take its stricter definition from the

the Supper, would be described as the foregoing dinconrse, and if it were intended

vehicle of the Holy Spirit, and the latter, as in iii. 6, ovk M4>eKel oiSev would be far too

not the flesh itself, as that which gives life. little to say of it. This also tells against

Comp. also Luthardt. But it is self-evident the similar interpretation of Hengstenberg :

that the thought of glorified flesh has to be "The TrreO.ua is the Spirit represented

imported from without. through Christ, and incarnate in Him, and
1 Chrysostom. Theophylact, Euthymius the <rapf humanity destitute of the Spirit."

Zigabenus, Mosheim, Lampe, I\lee, Ammon, ^ The usual but arbitrarily general ren-

etc. So also Luther: "Ye must indeed dering brought with it the reading AaAw.

have the Spirit likewise, or obtain a spirit- Tholuck and Ebrard have the right refer-

ual understanding, because it Is too high ence. Comp. elpi^Ka, ver. 6.5.

and inconceivable for the flesh." See the > n-iaev/xaTt/ca. xai i<oripa, Euthymius Zigabe-

striking remarks of Calovius against this nus.

interpretation.
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ing ;"' nor again ''from tlie 'beginning of the then existing acquaintance^^

(Grotius, de Wette, B. Crusius, Maier, Hengstenberg, etc. ; comp. Tholuck,

"from the very time of their call") ; but, as the context shows

(see especially /cat rig hnv, k.t.I.), from the hegintiing, when He began to

gather diticvplcs around Him (comp. i. 43, 48, ii. 24), consequently from

the commencement of His Messianic ministry. Comp. xvi. 4, xv. 37. From
His first coming forth in jjublic, and onwards, He knew which of 'those

who attached themselves to Him as fiaBi^Tal did hot believe, and in particu-

lar who should be His futvn-e betrayer. Otf this last point, seg-the note fol-

lowing ver. 70. AVere we, with Lange and Weiss, to render : "from the

beginning of tJieir unbelief'' this would apply only to discijiles in constant

intercourse with Him, whom He always could observe with heart-searching

eye,—a limitation, however, not justified by the text, which rather by the

v6ry example of Judas, as the sole unbeliever in the immediate circle of His

disciples, indicates a range beyond that inner circle.

Ver. 65. See on vv. 37, 44. — Slo. tovto] because many of you believe not
;

and therefore, though there is in them the outward appearance of disciple-

ship, they lack the inward divine preparation. — f/c rov iravp. ji.'] from my
Father."^

Vv. 66, 67. 'Ek TovToit] not : "from this time forwards,''^ ^ fot a gradual go-

ing away is not described ; but (so Nonnus, Luthardt) : on this account,

because of these w^ords of Jesus, ver. 61 if., which so thoroughly undeceived

them as regarded their earthly Messianic hopes. So also xix. 12.*— eJf ra

oTT/crw] they went away, and went bach, so that they no longer accompanied

Him, but returned to the place whence they had come to Him. °— ro?f

Jwde/ca] who and w^hat they were, John takes for granted as well known. —
[ifi KoX vfiEig, K.r./l.] 1/e too do not icisli to go away? Jesus knows His twelve

too well (comp. xiii. 18) to put the question to them otherwise than with

the presupposition of a negative answer (at the same time He knew that He
must exce])t one). But He wishes for their avowal, and therein lay His com-
fort. This rendering of the question with //^ is no " pedanterie grammat-
icale" (Godet, who wrongly renders " vou,s ne voulez pas f'') , but is alone lin-

guistically correct.^ According to Godet, the thought imderlying the

question is, ''If you wish, you can, " which is a pure invention.

Vv. 68, 69. Peter, according to the position, for which the foundation is

already laid in i. 43, makes the confession, and with a resolution how deep

and conscious ! — airelevaoiieOa] Future, at any time. "Da nobis alterum

Te," Augustine. — piijiaTa (,ui]Q, K.r.2.] Twofold reason for stedfastness : (1)

' Clirysostom, Maldonatus, Janscnius, cernins the ix. of cause or occasion, ISfat-

BeTigel, etc. tliiae, II. 1334: Elleiidt, Lev. Soph. i. 551, who
-See Bernhardy, p. 227 f; comp. Tlat. justly remarks: "His etiam anhesi fontis,

Lijfi. p. 104 B : TOVTO Se noi TTw? eK ^eov Se&oTai. unde aliquid exoriatur, notio."
Soph. Philoct. 1301 : ri; ^iv e< Otdv Tvxa? 6 Comp. xviii. 6, xx. 14; 1 Mace. ix. 47;
So&eCfra';. Xen. Ariah. i. 1. 6 : Jfc'lcn. iii, 1. 6. Prov. xxv. 9 ; Gen. xix. 17 ; Lulie xvii. 31

;

3 So usually, also Liicke, de Wette, Ileng- Plato, Phaedr. p. 254 B ; Menex. p. 246 B ;

stenberff. Polj'b. i. 51. 8.

* Xen. Anah.\\. 6. 4, iii. 3. 5, vii. 6. 13. Comp. » Baeumlein, Partih. p. 302 f.

6^ o5, quapro-pter, and see generally, con-
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p/jjiara . . . extig, and (2) KOi ?;//e7f, k.t.^. Thou la.Vi&i wmxls of everlasting life

(J^ufiv aluviov TTpo^evovvra, Euthymius Zigabenus ; more literally : "whose

specific power it is to secure eternal life") ; an echo of ver. 63. The py/iara

which proceed from the Teacher are represented as lelonging to Him, apos-

sessio7i which He has at His disposal. Comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 2G.

—

Kal T/fj.eig]

a?id we for our part, as contrasted with those who had fallen away. — kettigt.

K. kyvuK. ]
*

' the faith and the Jcnowledge to which we have attained, and which

loe possess, is that,''"' etc. (Perfect). Conversely, xvii. 8 ; 1 John iv. 16.

Practical conviction may precede (Phil. iii. 10) and follow (comp. viii. 32)

the insight which is the product of reason. The former quite corresponds

to the immediate and overpowering impressions by which the apostles had

been won over to Jesus, chap. i. Both, therefore, are conformable with

experience, and mutually include, and do not exclude, each other. — 6 ajiog

rov deov (see the critical notes) : He who is consecrated of Ood to be the Mes-

siah through the fulness of the Spirit and salvation vouchsafed Him. See

onx. 36 ; 1 Johnii. 20 ; comp. Marki. 24 ; Luke iv. 34 ; Acts iv. 27 ; Rev.

iii. 7. — The similar confession. Matt. xvi. 16, is so dilTerent in its occasion,

connection, and circumstances, that the assumption that our passage is only

another version of the synoptical account (Weisse and others) is unwarrant-

able. Who can take exception to the repetition of a confession (of which the

apostles' hearts were so full) upon every occasion which presented itself ? But

it is certainly, according to John (see already i. 42 ff., ii. 19), untenable to

suppose that in our passage, according to the right reading (see the critical

notes), we have not yet a complete and unhesitating confession of the Messiah

(Ewald) ; or that the disciples had only now attained a full faith in Him
(Weizsacker). We should have to assume in the earlier passages of (chap, i.)

a very awkard varepov Tvporepov on the part of the evangelist,—a view in which

Holtzmann acquiesces.' [See Note XXVHa., p. 228.]

Vv. 70, 71. Not a justification of the question in ver. 67, nor in general

any utterance of reflection, but an outburst of grief at the sad catastro^Dhe

which He foresaw (ver. 64), in the face of that joyous confession which the

fiery Peter thought himself warranted in giving in the name of them all.—
The question extends only as far as e^e2.e^. ; then comes with the simple Kai

the mournful contrast which damps the ardour of the confessing disciple.

Comp. vii. 19.—Observe the arrangement of the words, iyu and t^ vpuv impres-

sively taking the lead : Have not I (even /, and no other) chosen you the

twelve to myself? And of you {these chosen ly myself) one is a devil ! not the

devil, but of devilish Tcind and nature. Comp. Qe6q, i. 1. In what an awful

contrast the two stand to each other ! The addition of -rovq 6o)(kKa to vfidg

heightens the contrast, laying stress upon the great signifcance of the election,

which nevertheless was to have in the case of one so contradictory a result. —
did[3olog] not an informer,"^ not an adversary or betrayer, "^ but, in keeping with

the deep emotion (comp. Matt. xvi. 23), and the invariable usage of the

N. T. in all places where Sia^. is a substantive (in John viii. 44, xiii. 2 ; 1

> Judenth. n, Christenth. p. 376. ^ Kuinoel, Liicke, I>. Crusius, and earlier

2 Theophylact, de Wette, Baeumlein. writers.
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Jolin iii. 8, 10) : devil, by which, antagonism to Christ is set forth in its

strongest manner, because in accordance with its demoniacal nature. That

John would have written ntdf, or tIkvov duilio'Aov (viii. 44 ; 1 John iii. 10), is

an arbitrary objection, and does not adequately estimate the strength of the

emotion, which the expression employed, never forgotten by John, fully

does. — Ver. 71. ilsye 6e t6v, k.t.a,.] He spoke of^ like ix. 19 ; Mark xiv. 71.'

As to the name 'laKup.,'' man of Karioth, see on Matt. x. 4. Observe the sad

and solemn emj^hasis of the full name 'lovdav ^i/iuvog 'IffKapiurr/v, as in xiii.

22. 'lampLojTijv itself is used quite as a name, as forming with 'lohd. ^i/ucovog

one expression. Bengel, therefore, without reason desiderates the article

t6v before 'laKap., and prefers on that account the reading 'IcKapMTov (see the

critical notes).

—

fjiiellev, /c.r.A.] traditurus erat, not as if he was already

revolving it in his mind (see, on the contrary, xiii. 2), but suggesting

the idea of the divine destiny.^ Comp. vii. 39, xi. 51, xii. 4, 33, xviii. 32
;

Wisd. xviii. 4 : 6i' uv rjiieTike . . . diSoadai ; Judith x. 12. Kern has errone-

ously lowered the expression to the idea of possibility.-— eJf wv w, /c.r.?...]

although he, etc. Still uv is critically doubtful (omitted by Lachmann), and

without it the tragic contrast is all the stronger.

Note 1.—With respect to the psychological difficulty of Jesus having chosen

and retained Judas as an apostle, we may remark : 1. That we cannot get rid

of the difficulty by saying that Jesus did not make or intend a definite election

of disciples (Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 370 ff.), for this would be at variance

with all the GosiJels, and in particular with ver. 70. 2. Jesus cannot have

received Judas into the company of the apostles with the foreknowledge

that He was choosing His betrayer (Hengstenberg ; comp. Augustine in Ps,

Iv. : electi undecim ad opus probaiionis, electus unus ad opus ieniationis) ; this

would be psychologically and morally inconceivable. He must have had
confidence that each one of the twelve, when He selected them according

to the variety of their gifts, temperaments, characters, etc., would become
under His influence an effective supporter of His work ; and, at any rate, the

remark in ver. 64 is only a retrospective inference from the inconceivableness

of so hideous an act in the case of one selected by the Lord Himself. The
view in question also goes too far in this respect, that it attributes the crime

not to the dangerous disposition of Judas, but to the knowledge of Christ from

the outset, which would logically lead to the outrageous and inadmissible

thought of Daub, that He purposely chose Judas, in order that he might betray

Him. Comp. Neander, Liicke, Kern, Ullmann (Sundlosigk.), Tholuck, de

Wette, Ewald, and many others. 3. Although the bent of the man, and his

inclination towards an unhallowed development,— which, however, did not

lead to a complete rupture until late (xiii. 2),—must have been knov/n to Christ,

the reader of all hearts, yet it may have been accompanied with the hope that

this tendency might be overcome by the presence of some other apostolic quali-

fication possessed by Judas, perhaps a very special gift for external adminis-

tration (xii. 6, xiii. 28). 4. As it became gradually evident that this hope was

1 See Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. p. 363 B. xix. 5 ; the Greek form itself already for-
'^ Not equivalent to D'lpty tyX, man of bids this.

lies, as Hengstenberg maintains, after Prov. ^ EUendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 73.
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to be disappointed when the care of the money affairs became a special temp-

tation to the unhappy man, it was the consciousness of the divine destiny

herein manifesting itself (vv. 70, 71 ; Acts iv. 28) which prevented Jesus from

dismissing Jiidas, and so disturbing the further progress of the divine pur-

pose ; while on the i^art of the Lord, we must, in conformity with His calling,

suppose a continiial moral influence bearing upon Judas, though this to the

last remained without effect, and turned out to his condemnation,

—

a tragic

destiny truly, whose details, finally, in the want of sufiScient historical infor-

mation concerning him before the commission of his bloody deed, are too far

withdrawn from our critical judgment to lend any support to the difiiculties

arising from them as to the genuineness of vv. 70, 71 (Weisse, Strauss, B.

Bauer), or to warrant the assumption of any modification of the statement,

which John, in accordance with his later view, might have given to it (Liicke,

UUmann, and others).

Note 2.—The aim of Jesus in the discoiirse vv. 26 ff. was to set before the

people, who came to Him under the influence of a carnal belief in His mira-

cles, the duty of seeking a true and saving faith instead, which would secure

a deep living reception of and fellowship with Christ's personal life, and that

with a decision which, with an ever-advancing fulness, lays open this true

work of faith in the appropriation of Himself to the innermost dejjth and the

highest point of its contents and necessity. Baur's opinion, that the discourse

sets forth the critical process of the self-dissolution of a merely apparent faith,

so that the latter must acknowledge itself as unbelief, has no such confession

in the text to support it, especially as the hx^o? and the 'lov6aioi. are not iden-

tical. See, besides, Briickner, p. 143 ff. Regarding the difficulty of understand-

ing this discourse, which Strauss urges, it may partly be attributed to the Johan-

nean idiosyncrasy in reproducing and elaborating his abundant recollections of

the words of Jesus. The difficulty, however, is partly exaggerated (see Hauff

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1846, p. 595 ff.) ; and partly it is overlooked that Jesus, in

all references to His death and its design, had to reckon on the light which

the future would impart to these utterances, and sowing, as He generally did,

for the future in the bosom of the present, He was obliged to give expression

to much that was mysterious, but which would furnish material for, and sup-

port to, the further development and iDurification of faith and knowledge.

The wisdom thus displayed in His teaching is justified by the history.

Notes by Ajierican Editok.

XXVI. 'WJeTiOV ovv Uf3elv. Ver. 21.

Whether or not Jesus actually came on board the ship, John's language seems

to leave undecided. If it intends to affinn that he did not, we might expect

TjOeTiov fiev ovv ?iaj3elv . . . ciSfwf de lyevero (they wished indeed, therefore—
but immediately), or less classically ifjelov ovv lajielv . . . a/^A' evOiug, or some-

thing similar. For the other view we might expect kfjlJovTeg, or aa/ievoc ovv

c/.a/3ov, or the like. Still, the more natural inference from the entire passage

seems to be, even apart from the Synoptics, that he loa.s taken into the ship, and

that in consequence of, or at least ^ipon this reception, the ship came immediately

by miracle to its destination. The verb seems specially chosen. It is not eTreOv/inw,

or ejiovlovTo (expressing mere desire), but Tj^ielov, willed, would, which often makes
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tlie willing and doing coincident : a usage that seems rather a favoiarite with

John (John i. 44, vii. 17, viii. 44 ; Eev. ii. 21, all which passages imply the

doing, and emphasize the willing). Thus, " they loiUed to, would receive him,

and," as a consequence, "were immediately," etc. Buttmann admits the pos-

sibility of the construction, but objects that the eOeXovTsg is inconsistent with

HoSvBijaav. But it is just as inconsistent, if they did not suceed, as if they

did. De W. also declares it in itself admissible, but inconsistent with the

context. It is difficult to see why : the following kuI suggests and almost re-

quires it.

Such being the state of the question in our Gospel, the Synoptical narra-

tive, it should seem, must decide it. That declares positively that Jesus was

received on board ; and this fact must have been an integral part of the narra-

tive and of the current tradition. Matthew and Murk affirm the reception
;

John does not expressly affirm, or clearly imply, the contrary. The affirmative

view, then, is not "an unhappy attempt at harmonizing," but a legitimate

application of the principle which explains the uncertain from the certain, and

avoids forcing into reputable writers unnecessary discrepancies. Further, the

different accounts supplement each other. The Synoptics record the incident

with Peter, and the lulling of the wind ; John records the sudden coming of

the ship to land.

XXVII. " The next day, when the people,'" etc, Vv. 22-24.

The main difficulty of this somewhat cumbrous passage is occasioned, I think,

by the substitution of lUsv or eldov of the leading uncials ( ><, k B) for the parti-

ciple \66v of the Keceived text. True, eUev (or nSov) gives a more regular con-

struction, is at first view seemingly easier, and is, therefore, such a change as

would commend itself to a superficial copyist. On the other hand, it obscures

the thought, introducing as main objects of their seeing what would naturally be

mentioned incidentally, and that as actually seen on the morrow which had oc-

curred the day before. With Meyer, I think I66v to be decidedly preferable ;

and though the consent of the three great uncials is weighty, yet they sometimes

concur in readings admitted by all to be erroneous. The resumption (ver. 24)

of 'i66v by tirf ovv eUhv, though apparently, is not really, difficult. The verb

which would have been awkward above becomes now natural as it presents the

added feature of the present situation; and the construction, seemingly so harsh,

makes rather an elegant anacoloidhon, by no means out of harmony with the

easy carelessness of Greek construction, and is really among the many proofs

which this Gospel furnishes of the freedom which the Apostle's Ephesian resi-

dence had given him in his use of the Greek language. The ijv and e'laTiABev of

ver. 22 must with either reading (l66v or ddev) be rendered as Plup. (which with

the participle it very easily can be, and with the verb, possibly). To the render-

ing of the Revised Ver., " On the morrow they saw—that Jesus entered not with

His disciples," etc., it is difficult to attach any intelligible meaning. They surely

had seen it on the day before. We may render 'l6(Jv either seeing or havincj seen, and

render the following verbs accordingly. The passage will run about as follows :

" On the morrow the multitude, who were standing on the other side of the sea,

seeing that there was no other ship there except one, and that Jesus had not

entered into the ship with His disciples, but that His disciples had gone away

alone—but there came ships from Tiberias near to the place where they ate the
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bread after the Lord had given thanks—when therefore the nmltitude saw

that Jesus was not there, nor His disciples, they themselves entered into the

ships, and came into CajDernaum, seeking for Jesiis."

"We may add (after Weiss) that the fact of the multitude seeking for Jesus at

Capernaum harmonizes incidentally with the Synoptical statement that He
had made Capernaiam His residence, and makes it probable (against Meyer) that

the divTjWev {He went away) of vi. 1 has its point of departure not from Jerusa-

lem, but from Capernaum, in connection with which the expression is far more

natural. From the starting point of Jerusalem the words " went away beyond

the sea of Galilee" seem unnatural and abrupt.

XXVIIa. " Thou art the Holy One of God.'' Ver. 69.

"Weiss (ed. Meyer) maintains that the usual opinion held by Meyer, Ewald,

etc., that this confession of Peter is a different one from that recorded by

Matt. xxi. 16, Mark viii. 29, is entirely untenable, and that in all probabilitj''

the two must be considered identical. No argument, he urges, can be drawn

against this identification from difference of place, for to the scene of this

confession John assigns no locality. There is no certainty, nor scarcely proba-

bility, that it was in Capernaum, where the previously recorded conversation

had taken place ; for the defection which followed that conversation he holds

(against Meyer) to have been gradual, and our Lord had in the mean time

probably left Capernaum, and may now have been in the neighbourhood of

Hermon. In time, too, the confessions substantially coincide, as they both follow

on the miraculous feeding and the demand of the Jews for a sign; and in both

cases they are partly followed, partly preceded, by those open disclosures of

Christ's impending death which He had hitherto made only by obscure intima-

tions. "Whether there is ground for a confident decision on the point may be

doubtful. Certainly the essence of the two confessions is the same ; they agree

nearly enough in time and place ; while yet the different attending circum-

stances and the difference of colouring may well justify doubt. And if

Nathanael, so early as in John i., could make the declaration there recorded, it

could not surprise us if, at this later period, the ardent spirit of Peter should

prompt him to more than one such utterance as the Evangelists have recorded.
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CHAPTER YII.

Ver. 1. fiETa ravra} B. C. D. G. K. L. X. i< . Cursives, Verss. Cyr. Chrys. have

these vi^ords before irepisTv. So Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. Considering the pre-

ponderance of testimonies, this arrangement is to be preferred. Were it an

alteration in imitation of iii. 12, v. 1, vi. 1, the kuc deleted by Tisch. would

be omitted to a greater extent, but it is wanting only in C.** D. >5. and a few

Cursives and Versions. — Ver. 8. The first ravrrju is wanting in B. D. K. L. T.

X. X.** Cursives, Verss. Cyr. Chrys. Kejected by Schulz and Eink, deleted by

Lachm. and Tisch. ; a mechanical addition, in imitation of what follows. — ovk]

Elz. Lachm. read ovnu, according to the preponderance of Codd. indeed (only

D. K. M. i<. and three Cursives have ovk), but against the preponderance of

Versions (even Vnlg. It.), most of which have ovk. Of the Fathers, Epiph. Cyr.

Chrys. Aiigustine, Jerome have ouk. Porphyry, in Jerome, c. Pelag. ii. 17, al-

ready found OVK, and inferred from it the accusation of vacillation. Just on

account of this objection, ovku was introduced. — Ver. 9. aiiTolg] Tisch. avro^,

following D.* K. L. T. X. J<. Cursives, Cyr. Augustine, and several Versions.

Testimony preponderates in favour of the lleceived Text, and this all the more,

that uvTog might have been easily written on the margin as a gloss from ver. 10.

— Ver. 12. After aAAof, Elz. Lachm. have 6e, which has many important wit-

ness against it, and is an interpolation. — Ver. 15. Instead of Kai iOav/xa^. we

must, with Lachm. and Tisch., read iBnvfi. ovv, and still more decisively is o v

confirmed after aireKp., ver. 16 (which Elz. has not). — Ver. 26. After egtiv Elz.

has again aArjOug, against decisive testimony. An interpolation (which dis-

placed the first d'/iTjO. in some witnesses) ; comp. iv. 42, vi. 14, vii. 40. — Ver.

31. The arrangement £k tov ox^^ov ^e ttoX}mI en. is, with Lachm., to be prefer-

red. Tisch., following D. X., has tto/.A. 6e in. ek t. 6. — orj] wanting indeed in

B. D. L. T. U. X. X. Cursives, Verss. Cyr., and deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.

But it was greatly exposed to the danger of being overlooked between ON and

O, as well as because it was unnecessary.—For /ut^ti we must, with Lachm.

Tisch., following decisive testimonies, read //?;. In like manner, tovtuv after

o-jy/z. is, with Lachm. Tisch., to be deleted. An addition to explain the geni-

tive (Lv. For eTToirjGev, noid (Tisch.) is too weakly attested. — Ver. 33. After ovv

Elz. has ahrolr, against decisive testimony. — Ver. 39. TiarevovrEg] Lachm. ttkj-

TEvoavTsc, upon too weak and (in part) doubtful authority.—After nvsvua, Elz.

Scholz have dyiov, Lachm. JecJo/zevop (B. and a few Verss. and Fathers). Both

additions are glosses ; instead of (!f(5o,u. there occur also JoOe'v or acceptum, or kn'

avTovc or tn avroic. — Ver. 40. 7ro^/lo2 ovv ek r. oj/lo?;] Lachm. Tisch.: ek tov

ox/iov ovv, following B. D. L. T. X. X. Verss. Origen. Kightly ; the Keceived

reading is an interpretation. — tov Tioyov] Lachm. Tisch. : tuv J.oyuv tovtuv, ac-

cording to preponderating witnesses. The genitive and plural were certainly

more strange to the transcribers. — Ver. 41. a?^loi. 6e'\ Lachm. oi J f, following

B. L. T. X. Cursives, Verss. Origen, Cyril ; Tisch. also, following weighty wit-

nesses (even D. E. X.) : allou The original reading is ol 6e, instead of which
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alTiOL was mechanically repeated from what precedes, sometimes with, some-

times without 6e. — Ver. 46. ovtu^ kXal,. avdp. ug ovtoq 6 avBp.l Lachm. has

merely : k'kal. ovtuq avdp., following B. L. T. two Cursives, Copt. Origen, Cyr.

Chrys. Aug. But how superfluous would have been the addition, and how
easily might their omission have occurred in looking from the first uvdp. at

once to the second ! The order, however, tXdA. ovruq (Tisch.), is attested by
preponderating evidence. — Ver. 49. eiriKaTupaToi'] Lachm. Tisch.: knapnToi,

after B. T. i?. 1, 33, Or. Cyr. Chrys. Eightly ^ the Eeceived text is from the

familiar passage, Gal. iii. 10, 13. — Ver. 50. 6 eM. vvktoq npbc avT.'\ Lachm.:

6 IW. IT. a. npoTEpov (after B. L. T. K. al.). Nv/crof is certainly an explanatory

addition (comp. xix. 39), which also has various positions in the Codd.; biat

npoTEpov is so decisively attested, and so necessary, that Lachmann's reading is

to be regarded as the original one, although the whole 6 kW. . . . avrov is not

to be deleted, with Tisch. (so K.*). — Ver. 52. kyi^yEpTai] Lachm. Tisch.:

kyEtpETai, following B. D. K. S. (in the margin) T. V. A. N. Cursives, Vulg. It.

Syr. Goth. Aeth. Or. An early emendation of the historical error. Copt.

Sahid. have the Future. — Ver. 53, see on viii. 1.

Vv. 1, 2.' Mera ravTo] after these transactions, chap. vi. — ov yap H/BeTiev ev

T. 'lovS. 'TTEpiiT.] whither He would already have gone for the approaching

Passover (vi. 4), but for this consideration (comp. v. 16, 18). We must

not assume from this, with B. Crusius, that John regards Judea as the

proper seat of the ministry of Jesus ; nor, with Scliweizer, make use

of the passage to impugn the genuineness of vi. 1-36
; nor, with Briick-

ner, say that John here resumes the theme of the hostility of the Jews,

because this had not been dropped in what precedes (vi. 11, 52), where

so late as in vv. 60, 61 even, a division among the disciples is mentioned,

and does not immediately become prominent in what follows.—To this

sojourn in Galilee, to describe which was beyond the plan of John's Gospel,

most of the narrative in Matt. xiv. 34-xviii. belongs. It lasted from a

little before the Passover (vi. 4), which Jesus did not attend in Jerusalem,

onward to the next feast of Tabernacles (ver. 2) ; hence also the Impei-fects.

— (U] passing over to what, nevertheless, afterw^ards induced Kim to go to

Jerusalem.— •// aKTjvonrjyia] ^\^2^T\ jn^ beginning on the 15th Tisri (in Octo-

ber), and observed wdth special sacredness and rejoicing.'*

Ver. 3. The hrothers (ii. 12 ; their names are given, Matt. xiii. 55, Mark
vi. 3) were still iinlelievers (ver. 5), because biassed by the prevailing Messi-

anic views ; ' yet, allowing to themselves, because of the miracles, the possi-

' As to Baur's assaults on the historical hrothers of Jesus His cousins (the sons, he
character of the contents of chap, vii., see thinks, of Cleopas and Mary ; but see on
Hauff in the Stud. u. Krll. 1849, p. 124 ff. xix. 25), and from maintaining, with all the

According to Baur, the object of cliap. vii. arbitrariness and violence of exegetical

is to show how the reasoning on which un- impossibilities, that three of them, James,
belief ventures to enter only becomes its Simon, and Judas, were apostles, in spite

own logical refutation. of vv. 3, 5, 7 (comp. xv. 19). Against every
- Lev. xxiii. 33 ; Joseplius, Anit. iil. 10. 4, attempt to explain away the literal broth-

al.; Plutarch, Sijnip. iv. 6. 2 ; Ewald, Alterth. ers and sisters of Jesus, see on Matt. i. 25,

p. 481 f. ; Keil, Archaeol. I. § 85. xii. 46; 1 Cor. is. 5; also Laurentius, N. T.

3 Hengstenberg is not deterred even by Stud. p. 153 ff. ; comp. Pressense, Jesus Chr.

this passage from recognizing in these p. 287.
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bility of His being the Messiah, they are anxious—partly, perhaps, for the

sake of their own family—for the decision of the matter, which they thought

might most appropriately take place at the great joyous feast of the nation,

and which certainly must occur, if at all, in Jerusalem, the seat of the the-

ocracy. A malicious and treacherous intention ' is imputed to them without

foundation. They are of cold Jewish natures, and the higher nature

belonging to their Brother is as yet hidden from them. The light of faith

seems not to have dawned upon them until after His resurrection, and by

means of that event (1 Cor. xv. 7 ; Acts i. 14). This long-continued unbe-

lief of His own earthly brothers (comp. Mark iii. 21) is important in esti-

mating the genuineness of the accounts given in Matthew and Luke of the

miraculous birth and early childhood of Jesus. — aal ol /xa^r/ral cov] This ex-

pression entirely corresponds with the position of the brothers as outside the

fellowship of Jesus. It does not say, "thy disciples there also" (so usually ;

even Baur, who takes it to refer to those who are first to be won over in

Judea), for the word there does not occur, nor "thy disciples collectively,''''

but simply, "thy disciples also." They would be gathered together from

all parts at the feast in Jerusalem, and He should let Himself and His works

be seen iy them also. It does not, indeed, clearly appear from this that

coldness began to be exhibited towards Him within the circle of His disci-

ples (Weizsacker), but rather perhajjs that Jesus had gone about in Galilee

and worked miracles very much in secret, without attracting observation,

and not attended by any great following, but perhaps only by the trusted

twelve, which silent manner of working He was perhaps led to adopt by the

lying in wait of the Jews (ver. 1). Comp. ver. 4 : h Kpvnr(j. According

to B. Crusius, the brothers speak as if nothing miraculous had been done

by Him in Galilee. Contrary to the narrative ; and therefore a noielg cannot

mean "what thou art reported to have done" (B. Crusius), but ^^ what thou

doest,'''' i.e. during thy present sojourn in Galilee, although h KpvKTu, ver. 4.

According to Briickner (comp. Ebrard, and substantially also Godet), the

brothers express themselves as if Jesus had made and retained no disciples

in Galilee, and, indeed, with malicious and ironical allusion to the fact

stated vi. 66, and to the report (iv. 1) which they did not believe. But,

considering the long interval which elapsed between chap. vi. and vii. 2,

such allusions, without more precise indication of them in the text, are not

to be assumed. Luthardt attributes to the brothers the notion that in

Galilee it was only the multitudes that followed Him, and that there was no

such personal adherence to Him as had taken place in Judea (in conse-

quence of His baptizing). But it is incredible that they should entertain a

notion so obviously erroneous, because the events which they were contin-

ually witnessing in Galilee, as well as those which they witnessed in Judea
on occasion of their journeys to the feast, must have been better known to

them,

Ver. 4. "For no one does anything in secret, and along with this seehs to

le personally of told and open disposition ; i.e. no one withdraws himself with

1 Iva. avaipt^y irapa. riav ^tjtouVtojv arroimlvai. aiiTov, EuthymiUS Zigabenus, alfiO Luther,
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Ms loorTis into silence and seclusion, and yet strives frankly to assert his

personal position (as thou must do if thou art the Messiah). The two things

are, indeed, contradictory ! On kv napprjo. comp. xi. 54 ; Wisd. v. 1 ; and
Grimm, Exeg. Ilandb. p. 110 f. ; Eph. vi. 19 ; Phil. i. 20 ; Col. ii. 15.

The word does not signify '^manifest''' or ^^'known'''' (de Wette, Godet, and
most others), but it means the opposite of a shy and timid nature which
shrinks from playing the part of a fearless and frank character. [See Note
XXVIII. p. 253.]— tI] is the simple aliquid, not magnum quid (Kuinoel and
others) ; and Kai does not stand for 6f, making avTo^ superfluous (Grotius,

Kuinoel), but is the simple "and," while avrdf ' is ?f;»s<?, thus putting the

person attributively over-against the work ' and not merely resuming the sub-

ject (Liicke, Tholuck), as also it must not be taken in Matt. xii. 50. — As
to elvat ev, versari in,^ thus designating the adverbial predicate as j^ermanent,

see Buttmann, JSf. T. Qr. p. 284 [E. T. p. 330].— « ravra Tzomg] answers to

the ra epya aov a noieig, ver. 3, and to ovdels . . . Troiel, ver. 4, and therefore,

according to the context (comp. also the consequent clause, which corre-

sponds with Kal ^r)TEl avTog, /c.r.A.), refers to the miracles which Jesus did in

Galilee. Tavra has the emphasis :
" If thou doest these things, i.e. if thy

worJc consists in such wonderful deeds as thou art performing here in Galilee,

do not foolishly confine thyself with such works within so narrow and
obscure a range, but present thyself openly lefore the world, as thou must do
in Judea, which during the feast is the theatrum mundi.'''' Heavrdv, like the

preceding ahroc, gives jorominence to His p)erson, as opposed to His worh.

But the el is not expressive of doubt,* as if we were to supply, if it be really

as loehear ; comp. also Bruckner, who considers that it is intended to inti-

mate in a disagreeable manner that the fact was doubtful), it is logical ; the

brothers Tcnoio that His w^orks are of an extraordinary kind, as was evident

to them in Galilee ;^ and they consider it absurd that He should withdraw

Himself personally from the place whither all the world was flocking.

Vv. 5, 6. For not even His brothers, whom we might have expected to have

been foremost, etc. ; otherwise they would not have urged Him to the test

of a public appearance. They urged this upon Him all the more, because

He had absented Himself from the previous Passover at Jerusalem,—a fact

which could not have been unknown to them. — EniaT. eIq avr.'] in the ordi-

nary sense ; they did not believe in Him as the Messiah. To take the words

to mean only the perfect self-surrender of faith, which they had not yet

attained to (Lange, Hengstenberg), is an inference necessitated by the mis-

taken notion that these brothers were not literally brothers. " Nonnus admir-

' The reading axno (Lachm. following ^ Herm. ac? Fas', p. 735 ; Fritzsche at? ^om.
B. D.*) is only an error in transcription. II. p. 75

Ebrard, who maintains its genuineness, ' Bernhardy, p. 210.

yet marvellously renders :
" but he strives, * Euthymius Zigabenus : ei ravra a-rnxeia

that it may take place openly." Kai, /roieli koI ou <j>avTdieL^ ; Liicke, de Wette,
meaning ^'but,'''' is said to he Jokanneati

;

and most.

it is really neither Johannean nor Greek at ° woiet? denotes a permanent course of
all, but simply wrong. The frequent Greek action ; Bernhardy, p. 370.

use of it in John in the sense of " and yeV « See on Matt. xii. 46 ; Acts i. 14 ; Mark
is something quite different ; see on ver. 29. iii. 31 ; 1 Cor. ix. 5.
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ably says : anetdeeg old-rvep alTioi, Xpcarov 7vaii/xe6EOvroQ aSe^ecoi irsp eovrec- See

yer. 7. oicaipbc b in6q\ cannot mean the time to make the journey to thefeast;
^

the antithesis 6 Kaipoq 6 v/i. demands a deeper reference. It is, according to

the context, the time to manifest myself to the world, ver. 4, by which Jesus

certainly understood the divinely appointed yet still expected moment of

public decision concerning Him (comp. ii. 4), which did come historically at

the very next Passover, but which He now felt in a general way was not

yet come. Thus the explanation of Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus,

Lampe, and most others, who refer the words to the time of His 2MSsion, is

not wrong, only that this is not actually expressed, but was historically the

fulfilment of what is here said. The corresponding 6 Kaiphg 6 v^usrepog in like

manner means the time /or showing themselves openly to the world, which the
.

brothers might do at any time, because they stood in no opposition to the

world (ver. 7, xv. 19).

Vv. 7,8. Ov (Vvva-ai] " psychologically ^« mnTio^, because you are in perfect

accord with it." " One knave agrees with another, for one crow does not

scratch out the eye of another crow," Luther. ^— 6 /cocr^of] not as in ver. 4,

but with a moral significance (the unbelieving world). Comp. here 1 John

V. 19. tjo) ovK. avajSatvo), /c.-.A.] not an indefinite answer, leaving the matter

spoken of uncertain (Hengstenberg), but, as the Present shows, a direct and

categorical refusal: I, for my part, do not go up. [See Note XXIX. p. 353.]

Afterward He changed (ver. 10) His intention not to go up to the feast, and

went up to it after all, though as secretly as possible. Porphyry's reproach

(in Jerome) of inconstantia is based upon a correct interpretation, but is not

in itself just ; for Jesus might alter His intention without being fickle, es-

pecially as the particular motive that prompted the change does not appear.

In the case of the Canaanitish woman also, Matt. xv. 26 ff.. He changed His

intention. The result of this change was that once more, and for some

length of time before the last decision. He prosecuted His work by way of

refutation and instruction at the great capital of the theocracy. The attempt

to put into OVK the sense of ovku, or to find this sense in the context, is as

unnecessary as it is erroneous. Either the Present avajS. has been emphasized,

and a vw introduced,' or avnp. has been taken to denote^ the manner of

travelling, viz. icith the caravan of pilgrims, or the like ;
or the meaning of

EopTT/v has been narrowed, ' as, besides Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf. II. p. 113,

and Lange," Ebrard's expedient of understanding the feast " «i the legally

prescribed sense'' does ; or o'vk has been regarded as limited by the following

o/i7rw(de Wette, Maier, and many), which is quite wrong, for ovttu denies the

> Luther, Jansen, Cornelius a Lapide, and Messiah." As if one had only to foist in

most expositors. such interpolations !

S TO '6ii.oi.ov T<u ofioi'oj ava.yK-1] Ael <>iXov ilvai, = Apol. : ov M«Ta iAapririjTos ;
Cyril

:
oix

Plato, Lys. p. 214 B ; comp. Gorg. p. 510 B. oiiro)? iopviiiav.

3 Chrysostom, Bengel, Storr, Liiclie, 01s- « See his Leben Jem, H. 927: He did not

hausen, Tholuck. actually visit the feast, but He went up in

* Comp. Bengel, Luthardt (who would the second half of the lueek of the feast, and

supply " as ye think''), Baumgarten, p. 228 ; not before. Jesus never resorted to any

Baeumlein ; in like manner Godet, who such subtleties.

explains ava^aivia, " I go not up as King
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fulfilment of the Kaipog in the present generally (including the whole time of

the feast). So little does the true interpretation of the ova justify the objec-

tion of modern criticism against the evangelist (B. Bauer: "Jesuitism;"

Baur :

'

' the seeming independence of Jesus is supposed thus to be preserved ;"

comp. also Hilgenfeld), thfvt, on the contrary, it brings into view a

striking trait of originality in the history. — Observe in the second half of

the verse the simple and emphatic repetition of the same words, into which

TavTTjv, however, is introduced (see the critical notes), because Jesus has in

view a visit to a future feast. Observe also the repetition of the reason

already given in ver. 6, in which, instead of Trdpeanv, occurs the weightier

Ver. 10. 'i2f Se ave/S.] Aor. pluperfect.'— wf h Kpvrrru] He went not oipenly,"^

but so to s'peak secretly {incognito), not in the company of a caravan of

pilgrims, or in any other way with outward observation, but so that His

journey to that feast is represented as made in secrecy, and consequently

quite differently from His last entry at the feast of the Passover.^ The
context does not intimate whether Jesus took a different road (through

Samaria, for instance, as Hengstenbcrg with Wiescler, according to Luke
ix. 51 ff., supposes), de Wette, Krabbe, and early writers, but shows only

that He was without companions (excejjt His disciples, ix. 2). Baur (also

Hilgenfeld (finds in oh ^av., aT^TC uq h KpvTrru), something Docetic, or at least *

bordering upon Gnosticism (besides viii. 59, x. 39, vi. 16), which it is easy

enough to find anywhere if such texts are supposed to be indications. See,

on the contrary, Briickner. — This journey finally takes Jesus away from

Galilee (i.e. until after His death), and ^Aws /a ?' it is parallel with that in

Matt. xix. 1, but only thus far. In other respects it occurs in quite a differ-

ent historical connection, and is undertaken with a different object (the

Passover). The journey, again mentioned in Luke ix. 51 ff., is in other

respects qvite different. The assumption that Jesus returned to Galilee

between the feast of Tabernacles and the feast of the Dedication (Amnion,

Lange ; see on x. 22), is the result of a forced attempt at harmonizing,

which exceeds its limits in every attempt which it makes to reconcile the

Johanneau and the synoptic accounts of the last journey from Galilee to

Judea. ^

Vv. 11, 12. Ovv] For He did not come with the Galilean travellers. — ol

'lovSa'ioi] not all the people (Hengstenberg, Baeumlein), but the opposing

hierarchy ; vi. 41, 52, vii. 13, 15. Their search is prompted by malice, not

by aimless curiosity (Luthardt) ; see vv. 1, 13. On eKelvog, which means the

well-known absent one, Luther well remarks :
'

' Thus contemptuously can.

they speak of the man, that they almost would not name Him." The j^eopWs

judgment of Him was a divided one, not frank and free, but timid, and

uttered half in a whisjier {yoyyvaiiog, murmuring, ver. 32). — Observe the

» Winer, p. 258 [E. T. p. 541]. (against B. Crusius).

' <>are/)(is ; comp. Xen. Anab. v. 4. 33

:

* N. T. Theol. p. 367.

eij.(j>aviis, instead of which eV Sx^"^ follows. ^ Comp. also Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 491,

3 On <o9, comp. Bevnhardy, p. 279 ; Ellendt, ed. 3.

Lex. Soph. II. p. 1004. Otherwise in i. 14
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chano-e of number : h toIq bx^oig : amojig the multitudes (the plural here only

in John) ; rhv ox^-ov : the people. — ayadog] upright, a man of honour, no

demagogue, seeking to make the people believe falsely that He was the

Messiah. Comp. Matt, xxvii. 63.

Ver. 13 is usually, after Augustine, only referred to the party who judged

favourably. ' The more arbitrarily, because this was first mentioned, and

because the general expression kMTiei izEpl avrov is quite against any such lim-

itation ; ovdeig onwards to avrov can only be taken as corresponding to the

yoyyvafioQ kv rolg ojXozf, ver. 12, which refers td ioth parties. 5o«A mistrusted

the hierarchy ; even those hostile in their judgment were afraid, so long as

they had not given an official decision, that their verdict might be reversed.

A trustworthy indication of an utterly Jesuitical domination of the people.

— 6ia Tov cpolSov] on account of the fear that prevailed.

Ver. 14. Tf/g eopr. [lea.'] when the feast was half way advanced, yyovv rij

TETaprri I'liiepa (or nearly) : etvto. yap yjiEpag (yet see on ver. 37), supra^ov avrr/v,

Euthymius Zigabenus. Jesus was already, before this, in the city (ver. 10),

bvit in concealment ; now He goes up into the temple. The text does not say

that He had only now come into Jerusalem, fieaovv (comp. Ex. xii. 29
;

Judith xii. 5 ; 3 Mace. v. 14) only here in the N. T., but very common in

the classics. That the day was precisely the SdUbath of the feast ^ is uncer-

tain, as fiEGovoT/g is only an approximate expression. For the rest, the dis-

courses which follow, and the discussions onward to chap, x., are not (with

Weizsacker) to be ranked as parallel with the synoptical accounts of pro-

ceedings in Jerusalem, but are wholly independent of them, and must be at-

tributed to the vivid recollections of the evangelist himself regarding a time

unnoticed by the Synoptics. Over and above this, we must, as an historical

necessity, expect to find many points of resemblance in the several en-

counters of Jesus with His Jewish opponents.

Ver. 15. Oi 'lovSaloi] as in vv. 11, 18. The teaching of Jesus produces a

feeling of astonishment even in the hierarchy ; but how ? Not through

the power of His truth, but because Re is learned icithout having studied.

And with a question upon this point, they engage in conversation with Him,

without touching upon lohat He had taught. The admission, indeed, which

is contained in their question, and that, too, face to face with the people, is

only to be explained from the real impression produced upon their learned

conceit, so that they ask not in the spirit of shrewd calculation, but from

actual amazement. — ypa/ifiara] not the 0. T. Scriptures (Luther, Grotius,

and many), but literas, (theological) hiowledge, which, however, consisted

in scriptural erudition. Jesus had doubtless exhibited this knowledge i7i

His discourse ly His interpretations of Scripture.^— //^ /j.efia6.] though he has

not learned tliem," perhaps in a Rabbinical school as Paul did from Gamaliel.

> So also Liicke, de Wette, Ewald, D : otei aurous as-ei'pous ypati.iJ.aTMv elvai, and

Baeumlein ; not B. Crusius, Briickner, The- the citations in Wetstein. Upon SiSdcrKeiv

luck, Hengstenberg, Godet. Ypd^t^iaTa, used of teachers, see Dissen, ad
^ Harduin, Bengel, Kuinoel, Wieseler, Dem. de cor. p. 299.

Synopse, pp. 309, 329. " Buttmann, iV. T. GTc. p. 301 [E. T. p.

3 Comp. Acts xxvi. 24 ; Plato, Apol. p. 26 350 f.].
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The members of the Sanhedrim do not thus speak in conformity with the

author's representation of the Logos (Scholten) ; they Tcnow^ doubtless, from

information obtained concerning the course of His life, that Jesus had

not studied ; He was reckoned by them among the ajpd/uuaToi. and Idiurai,

Acts iv. 13. This tells powerfully against all attempts, ancient and

modern, to trace back the Avisdom of Jesus to some school of human
culture. Well says Bengel :

" non usus erat schola ; character Messiae.''''

This atitodidactic character does not necessarily exclude the supposition that

during His childhood and youth He made use of the ordinary popular, and

in particular, of the synagogal instruction (Luke ii. 45).'

Ver. 16. Jesus at once solves for them the riddle. "The contradictory

relation : that of learning in the case of one who had been uninstructed,

would be found in my teaching only if it were mine,'''' etc. — r) kfii] and ovk.

e. £/zi7 are used in different senses : "the teaching which I give,'''' and "it is

not my possession, but Ood's ;'''' how far, see ver. 17, comp. v. 19, 30. — tov

n-Efitj/. fis] a carefully-chosen designation, because the Sender has commiini-

cated to His messenger, and continually communicates what He is to say in

His name.^— ovk. . . . aT^ld] here also not : non tarn . . . qvam, but abso-

lutely excluding human individuality. Comp. viii. 28, xiv. 24.

Ver. 17. The condition of Tcnowing this is that one he willing—have it as the

moral aim of his self-determination

—

to do the will of God. He who is want-

ing in this, who lacks fundamentally the moral determination of his mind

towards God, and to whom, therefore, Christ's teaching is something

strange, for the recognition of which as divine there is in the ungodly bias of

his will no point of contact or of sympathy ; this knowledge is to him a

moral impossibility. On the contrary, the bias towards the fulfilling of

God's will is the subjective factor necessary to the recognition of divine

doctrine as such ; for this doctrine produces the immediate conviction that

it is certainly divine by virtue of the moral oholottjq and ofioioTrddeia of its

nature with the man's own nature.^ See also on iii. 21 and xv. 19. It is

only in form, not in substance, that the rf/v ayaTrrjv t. Oeov exeiv h eavru), v. 42,

differs from the di2.eiv to Oi?[.rj/ua r. Oeov koieIv here, for this latter is the moral

praxis of the love of God. Accordingly, we certainly have in this passage

the testimonium internum, but not in the ordinary theological sense, as a

thing for those who already believe, but for those who do not yet believe,

and to whom the divine teaching of the Lord presents itself for the first

time. — The Oilri is not superfluous (Wolf, Loesner, and most), but is the

very nerve of the relation ; note the " suavis harmonia" (Bengel) between

6i?L.7i and Oelr/fia. The de/.rj/m avrov, however, mvist not be limited either to a

definite form of the revelation of it,* to any one particular requirement (that

1 Comp. Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 130 f., This relation, however, does not justify

and in particular Keim, Gesch. J. I. p. such one-sided exaggerations as those of

427 ff. Delitzsch, Jesus u. Hillel, 18G6.

"^ Bengel (in Wachter in the Beitr. z. Beng. ^ Comp. Aristotle, Eth. is. 3, iii. 1 : to

Sohrifterklar. 1865, p. 125). "If we may o/notov toO 6;u.oi'ov cc^ierai.

speak after the manner of men, the *' The O. T., Chrysostom, Euthymius Ziga-

heavenly Father gives him a collegium benus, Bengel, Hengstenberg, Weiss, and
privatissitmim, and that upon no author.'''' most.
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of faith in Christ),' which would contradict the fact that the axiom is stated

without any limitation ; it must be taken in its full breadth and com-

prehensiveness—"that which God wills," whatever, how, and wherever

this will may require. Also the natural moral law within (Rom. i. 20 ff., ii.

14, 15) is not excluded, though those who heard the words spoken must

have referred the general statement to the revelation given to them in

the law and the prophets. Finally, it is clear from vi. 44, 45, viii. 47, that

willingness to do God's will must be attributed to the gift and drawing of

the Father as its source. — nepl rfiq 6l6. ] concerning the teaching now in

question, ver. 16. — kyh arr' kiiav-ov\ I of myself,
strongly marking the oppo-

site of kn Tov deov. Comp. v. 30. The classical expression Kompov . . . ?}

occurs only here in the N. T.

Ver. 18. Here is the characteristic 2'>Toof and toTcen, given almost in syllogis-

tic form, t\iSitMe spoTce notfrom Himself. — Tijv M^. t. 16. ^"t/t.] that is, among
others, Comp. v. 41. — 6 61 t^rjTuv, /c.r./l.] minor premiss and (ovrog, k.t.1.)

conclusion, in which, instead of the negative, "He sjieaksnot from Himself,"

we have t\LG 2Msitive, "the same is true," etc. But this jjositive conclusion

is logically correct, both in itself, because q^' iavrov 'Xalelv is throughout the

context regarded as something untrue and immoral (Grotius :

'

' sua cogitata

proferens, cum Dei mandatum prae se ferat"), and with reference to the

hierarchy, and some of the people, who took Jesus to be a deceiver. Observe

further, that 6 rff (/jribv, k.t.I., is in i\\eform of a general proposition, corre-

sjDonding with the opposite proposition, 6 a^' iavrov ?mao)v, k.t.A. ; but it is

derived exclusively from the relation of Jesus, and is descrii^tive therefore

of 710 other than He. — a6iKta] improMtas, immorality of nature, a deeper con-

trast to a7^T]dr]Q than \l>ev6og, for which tlvsq in Euthymius Zigabenus, Grotius,

Bengel, B. Crusius, Maier, and many take it,—a view which cannot be jus-

tified by the inexact LXX. translation of Job xxxvi. 4 (Ps. lii..4 ; Theod.

Mic. vi. 12). 'Arfi/c/ais the inner {kv avru) moral basis of the >pEv6oc. For
the contrast between DJ/Oemnnd a6iKia, see Rom. i. 18, ii. 8 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 6 ;

2 Thess. ii. 12 ; see also on viii. 46. An allusion to the charge of breaking

the Sabbath (Godet) is not indicated, and anticipates what follows, ver. 21.

Ver. 19. There is no ground for supposing that some unrecorded words on
the part of the Jews (Kuinoel and many others), or some act (Olshausen),

mterrened between vv. 18 and 19. The chain of thought is this : Jesus in vv.

16-18 completely answered the question of the Jews, ver. 15. But now He
Himself assumes the offensive, putting before them the real and malicious

ground of all their assaults and oppression, namely, their purpose to Iring

about His death ; and He shows them how utterly unjustifiable, on their part,

this purpose is. — The note of interrogation ought to be placed (so also

Lachm. Tisch.) after the first tov vofiov ; and then the declaration of their

contradictory behaviour is emphatically introduced by the simj^le Kai. In
like manner vi. 70. — ov MuvafjCi K.r./l.] The emphasis is upon Mu'va. as the

great and highly esteemed authority, which had so strong a claim on their

' Augustine, Luther, Erasmus, Lampe, Augustine, right ia itself, intellectus est
Ernesti, Storr, Tittmann, Weber, Opusc, merces^(^«i.
and most expositors ; comp. the saying of
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obedience.— rbv vo/uov] icithout limitation ; therefore neither the command-

ment forhidding murder merely (Nonnus, Storr, Paulus), nor that against

Sabbath-h'eaJcing simply (Kuiuoel, Klee. So once Luther also, but in his

Commentary he refers to Rom. viii. : "what the law could not do," etc.,

which, indeed, has no bearing here), which, according to Godet, Jesus

must have already in view. — Kal ovSelg v/i. noiel r. vofwv] so that you, all of

you, are liable to the condemnation of the law ; and should, instead of seek-

ing to destroy me as a law-breaker, confess yourselves to be guilty. — r/]

Whi/ ? i.e. with what right ? The emphasis cannot be ujjon the enclitic fie

(against Godet).

Ver. 20. This interruption, no notice of which, seemingly (but see on ver.

21), is taken by Jesus in His subsequent words, is a characteristic indication

of the genuineness of the narrative. — 6 bx^og^ the multitude (not the same

as the 'lovSaioL, see ver. 12), unprejudiced, and unacquainted with the designs

of the hierarchy, at least so far as they referred to the death of Christ, con-

sisting for the most part, probably, of pilgrims to the feast. — daiiibviovl

causing in thee such perverted and wicked suspicions. Comp. viii. 48, x.

20. An expression not of ill-will (Hengstenberg and early writers), but of

amazement, that a man who taught so admirably should imagine what they

deem to be a moral impossibility and a dark delusion. It must, they thought,

be a fixed idea put into his mind by some daemon, a KaKodaijiovav.

Vv. 21, 22. 'AweKpidi]\ The rejily of Jesus, not to the 'lovdaloi (Ebrard), but

to the bx'^og (for it is in reality addressed to them, not in ajipearance merely,

and through an inaccurate account of the matter on John's part, as Tholuck

unnecessarily assumes), contains, indeed, no direct answer to the question,

but is intended to make the people feel that all had a guilty part in the

murderous designs against Him, and that none of them are excepted, because

that one work which He had done among them was unacceptable to them all,

and had excited their unrighteous wrath. Thus He deprives the people of

that assurance of their own innocence which had prompted them to put the

question to Him ;
" ostendit se profundius eos nosse et hoc radio cos pene-

trat," Bengel. — fi^ ipyov] i.e. the healing on the Sabbath, v. 2 ff., the only

miraculous work which lie had done in Jerusalem (against Weisse ^) (not, in-

deed, the only work at all, see ii. 23, comjD. also x. 82, but the only one

during the last visit), for the remembrance of which the fact of its being so

striking an instance of Sabbath-breaking would suffice. — koI navTeg Oav/m-

Cere] ndvTEg is correlative with ev, " and ye all wonder" (Acts iii. 12), i.e.

how I could have done it as a Sulibath worTc (v. 16) ; it is the object of your

universal astonishment / An exclamation; taken as a question (Ewald), the

expression of disapprobation which it contains would be less emphatic. To
put into davfid^ETE the idea of alarm (Chrysostom), of blame (Nonnus), of

displeasure (Grotius), or the like, would be to anticipate ; the bitterness of

tone does not appear till ver. 23. — Sia tovto] connected with davfid^Ere by

1 How does he make out the ev ep-yoi' ? as a Sabbath healing ; this the evangelist

It is the one miracle which Christ came to has tal?en for a single miraculous act. See

accomplish (Matt. xii. 28, xvi. 1 sqq. ; Luke Evangdienfr. p. 249.

xi. 29 ff .), described by Hiin metaphorically
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Tlieophylact, and most moderns ;
* but Sjt. Goth. Codd. It., Cjril, Chrysos-

tom, Nonnus, Euthymius Zigabenus, Luther, Castalio, Erasmus, Aretius,

Grotius, Cornelius d Lapide, Jansen, Bengcl, Wetstein, and several others,

also Luthardt, and most of the Codices, with true perception, place the

•words at the beginning of ver. 33 (so also Elzevir) ; for, joined with Oavjua-

^ere, they are cumbrous and superfluous,^ and contrary to John's method

elsewhere of beginning, not ending, with 6ia tovto.^ Only we must not take

them either as supei'fluous (Euthjonius Zigabenufi) ov as elliptical : "there-

fore hear,'''' or " ^'7!(?w /" * the former is inadmissible, the latter is neither

Johannean nor in keeping with what folloAvs, which does not contain a

declaration, but a deduction of a logical kind. We ought rather, with

Bengel (^'- fropterea, hoc mox declaratur j^er ovx oti, newpe non quia'''')

and Luthardt, following Cyril, to regard them as standing in connection

with the following ovx "^<- With this anticipatory 6ia tovto, Jesus begins

to diminish the astonishment which His healing on the Sabbath had awa-

kened, showing it to he unreasojialle, and tliis by the analogy of circum-

cision, which is performed also on the Sabbath. Instead of simply say-

ing, '^ because it comes from the fathers,''^ He puts the main statement,

already introduced by 6ia rovro^ and so important in the argument, both

negatively and positively, and says, " Therefore Moses gave you circum-

cision, not becatcse it mHginated with Moses, tut (because it originated)

with thefathers, and so ye circumcise" {Kai consecutive), etc. ; that is, this

ovx ''^'j on to irarepuv, serves to show that circumcision, though divinely

commanded by Moses in the law, and thus given to the Jews as a ritualistic

observance, was not Mosaic in its origin, but was an old 2^atriarchal institu-

tion dating back even from Abraham. The basis of its historic claim to

validity lies in the fact that the law of circumcision precedes the law of the

Sabbath, and consequently the enjoined rest of the Sabbath must give icay

to circumcision." Even the- Rabbins had this axiom :
" Circumcisio 2}ellit

sdUbatum,^'' and based it upon the fact that it was ^'traditio patnim.'''' See

Wetstein on ver. 33. The anger of the people on account of the healing on

the Sabbath rested on a false estimate of the Sabbath ;
comp. Matt. xii. 5.

From this explanation it is at the same time clear that o'vx un . . . -Kartpuv

is not of the nature of a parenthesis (so usually, also Lachmann). Of those

1 Also Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen, de here, and we cannot therefore say with

Wette, B. Crusius, Maier, Lan^re, Lach- Luthardt :
" Jesus puts the law and the

mann, Hengstenbei-g, Ewald, Baeumlein, promise over against one another, like Paul

Ebrard, Godet ; among earlier expositors, in Gal. iii. 17." There is no hint of this in

Beza, Casaubon, Ilomberg, Maldonatus, the text. Judging from the text, there

Wolf, Mill, Kypke, etc. ; see on Mark vi. 6. rather lies in ovx Sti, k.t.A.., the proof that,

^ This accounts for the omission of &i.a. in the case of a collision between the two
TOVTO in J?*. Tisch. deletes it, and with X* laws, that of circumcision and that of the

reads 6 Mwuo-. (with the article). Sabbath, the former must have the prece-

'V. 10,18, vi. C5, viii. 47, x. 17, al. ; see dence, because, though enjoined by J/bse«, it

Schulz on Griesbach, p. 543. already had s. patrlmxhal origin, and on ac-

* Grotius, Jansen, also Winer, p. 58 [E. T. count of this older sanctity it must suffer

p. 59]. no infringement through the law of the

' The patriarchal period was indeed that Sabbath. Nonnus well describes the argu-

of promise, but this is not made 2>rominent mentation by the words apx^yovia nvi ^ecriJ.iZ,
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who so regard it, some rightly recognize in the words the authority of

circumcision as outweigMng that of the Sabbath ; while others, against

the context, jnfer fi'om them its lesser sanctity as being a traditional institu-

tion (Paulus, B. Crusius, Ewald, Godet). Others, again, take them as an

(objectless) correction (de Wette, Baeumlcin), or as an Jdstorical observation

(equally superfluous) of Jesus (Tholuck, Hengstenberg, and earlier exposi-

tors) OP of John (Llicke, cf. Ebrard). Above all, it would have been very

strange and paltry to suppose (with Hengstenberg) that Jesus by this re-

mark was endeavouring, with reference to ver. 15, to do away with the

aj^pearance oj" ignorance. — Muvaf/g] Lev. xii. 3.

—

ovx on] not as in vi. 46,

but as in xii. C. — e/c tov Muvaicjg] Instead of saying tf avrov, Jesus repeats

the name, thus giving more emphasis to the thought. See Kiiliner, ad Xen.

Mem. i. C. 1, ad Anab. i. G. 11. — Ik tuv Trarspuv] Gen. xvii. 10, xxi. 4; Acts

vii. 8 ; Eom. iv. 11. -

—

h 2a/3/3.] if it be the eighth day. Comp. the Rabbini-

cal quotations in Lightfoot. Being emphatic, it takes the lead.

Ver. 23. ^ep^^o/^?/v] Circumcision, without the article, but placed emphat-

ically first, corresjDonding with oAov avdpuwov in the apodosis. — Iva pj Xvdy,

K.r./l.] in order that so the law of Moses he not hrohen (by the postponement of

the rite), seeing that it prescribes circumcision upon the eighth day.

Jansen, Bengcl, Scmler, Paulus, Kuinoel, Klee, Baeumlein, wrongly render

'iva lit] ''without,'''' and take 6 vdjj.. HAuva. to mean the laic of the Salhath. — tfjol

XoAdTc] towards me how unjust ! XoAdv, denoting litter, violent anger

(only here in the N. T.)'— on b'kov avdp. by. Itt. ev aap/3.] The emphasis of

the antithesis is on b?iov dv9p., in contrast with the single member in the case

of circumcision. We must not, therefore, with Kling,^ find here the anti-

thesis between wounding and making whole; nor, with B. Crusius, that

between an act for the salceof the law, on account of which circumcision was

performed, and one for the sake of the man himself; similarly Grotius. In

v-y. 'tTTOL-naa, further, there must necessarily be expressed an analogy with

what is done in circumcision, which is therefore equally regarded as a cure

and a healing, not with reference to the subsequent healing of the wound

(Cyril, Lampe), for -KEpir. is circumcision itself, not its healing ; nor with

reference to the supposed medical object of circumcision, ^ no trace of which was

contained either in the law or in the religious ideas of the people ; but with

reference to the ^purification and sanctification wrought upon the member
by the removal of the foreskin.'' In this theocratic sense, a single member

was made whole by circumcision ; but Christ, by healing the paralytic, had

made an entire man whole, i.e. the whole body of a man. The argument in

justification, accordingly, is one a minori ad raajus ; if it was right not to

omit the lesser work on the Sabbath, how much more the greater and more

1 Coinp. 3Macc. iii. 1; Artemid. i. 4 ; Beck, this view, which regards the foreskin as

Aiiecd. p. 116. impure,—a view which does not appear till

2 Stud. u. Kr'it. 1830, p. 157 f., a late date (Ewald, AUerth. p. 129 f.),—cor-

5 Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel, Liicke, Lange ; responds the idea of the circumcision of the

comp. Philo, de Circumcis. II. 210 f.~; see, heart, which we find In Lev. xxvi. 41, Deut.

on the contrary, Keil, Archaeol. I. 309 f. x. 16, xxx. 6, and often in the prophets and
* Comp. Bammidbar, K. xii. f. 203. 2

:

the N. T., Rom. ii. 29, Col. 11. 11, Acts vii.

"praeputium est vitium in corpore." With 51.
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important ! To take oTiOv avdp., with Euthymius Zigabcnus 2, Bezn,

Cornelius S Lapide, Bengel, and Olshausen, as signifying- body a7id soul, in

contrast with the cdp^, on which circumcision was performed, is alien to

the connection, which shows that the Sabbath question liad to do only with

the 'bodily healing, and to the account of the miracle itself, according to

which Jesus only warned the man who had been made whole, v. 14.

Ver. 24. This closing admonition is general, applicable to every case that

might arise, but drawn by way of deduction from the special one in point.

Accoixllng to the outward appearance, that act was certainly, in the Jewish

judgment, a breach of the Sabbath ; but the righteous judgment was that to

which Jesus had now conducted them.' It does not here mean visage, as in

xi. 44, and as Hengstenberg makes it, who introduces the contrast between

Christ " without form or comeliness," and the shining countenance of Moses.''

Vv. 25-27. Qvv} in consequence of this bold vindication. These 'lepoao-

/.v/xlrai, as distinct from the uninitiated 6;i;Aof of ver. 20, as inhabitants of the

Holy City, have better knowledge of the mind of the hierarchical opposi-

tion ; they wonder that the Sanhedrim should let Him speak so boldly and

freely, and they ask, '^ The rulers have not 2)erchance really ascertained, have

they, that this,'''' etc. ? This, however, is only a momentary thought which

strikes them, and they at once answer it themselves. — ttoOeu eariv] does

not denote the hirthplace, which was known both in the case of Jesus

(ver. 41) and of the Messiah (ver. 42), but the descent ; not, indeed, the

rtiore remote, which in the case of the Messiah was undoubted as being

Bavidic, but (comp. vi. 42) the nearer— father, mother, family (Matt,

xiii. 55).' — 6 6e Xpi.] is in antithesis with tovtov, and it therefore takes the

lead. The popular belief that the immediate ancestry of the Messiah

would be unknown when He came, cannot further be historically proved,

but is credible, partly from the belief in His divine origin,* and partly from

the obscurity into which the Davidic family had sunk, and was supported,

])robably, by the import of many O. T. passages, such as Isa. liii. 2, 8,

Mic. v, 2, and perhaps also by the sudden appearance of the Son of man
related in Dan. vii. (Tholuck), and is strongly confirmed by the description

in the book of Enoch of the heavenly Messiah appearing from heaven

(Ewald). The passages which Liicke and de Wette quote from Justin ^ are

inapplicable, as they do not speak of an unknown descent of the Messiah,

but intimate that, previous to His anointing by Elijah, His Messiahship was

unknown to Himself and others. The beginning of Marcion's Gospel (see

Philo, p. 403), and the Rabbinical passages in Lightfoot and Wetstein, are

equally inapplicable.

Vv. 28, 29. The statement in ver. 27, which showed how utterly Christ's

higher nature and work were misunderstood by these people in consequence

of the entirely outward character of their judgments, roused the emotion of

' Upon oxj/ii id quod sub visum cadit, res in S' ou <ra.(j>a olSa, no^ev yeVos evxerai eTvai
;

ronspicuo posita, see Lobeck, Paralip. p. 512. Soph. Track. 1006; Eur. Jihes. 702; Heliod.

^ On Kpiveiv KpLiTLV SiKaiav, comp. iv. 16, vli. 14.

Tobit lii. 2 ; Susannah 53 ; Zech. vii. 9. • Bertholdt, Chnstol. p. 86.

' Comp. xix. 9 ; Homer, Od. p- 373 ; avToi- » c. Tnjph. pp. 226, 268, 330, ed. Col.
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Jesus, so that He raised His voice, crying aloud, ' and tlius uttered tlie solemn

conclusion of this colloquy, while He taught in the temple, and said : KniJ

6i6aTE, K.r.A. The h t<j lepu SidacKuv is in itself imneeded (see ver. 14), but

serves the m.07-e vividly to describe the solemn moment of the hpa^sv, and is

an indication of the origincd genuineness oi tlie narrative. — haui: olSare, /c.r.X.]

i.e., '''ye hioio not only my person, hut ye also hiow my origin.'''' As the people

really had this knowledge (vi. 42), and as the divine mission of Jesus was
independent of His human nature and origin, while He himself denies only

their knowledge of His divine mission (see what follows ; comp. viii. 19),

there is nothing in the connection to sanction an interrogatory interpretation,'

nor an ironical ono,^ nor the paraphrase : "Ye think that ye know" (Hcng-

stcnberg). Least of all can we read it as a o'eproacJi, that they knew His

divine nature and origin, yet maliciously concealed it.* No ; Jesus alloirs

that they have that outward knowledge of Him which they had avowed in

^er. 27, but He further—in the words koI ut' ifiavrov, /c.r.A.—sets before

them the higher relationship, which is here the main point, and Avhich was

tinJcnown to them. — kuc cm' k/u. ovk th'jl.] and—though ye think that, on ac-

count of this knowledge of yours, ye must conclude that I am not the !Mes-

t;iah, but have come by self-appointment merely

—

of myself {a'rrouDsvaTor,

l^onnxis) am I not come ; comp. viii. 42. This Kai, which must not be re-

garded as the same with the two preceding, as if it stood for kuI 'uti (Baeuni-

lein), often in John connects, like atque, a contrasted thought, and yet.^

We may pronounce the and with emphasis, and imagine a pause after it."

—

all' la-iv alrjOivdq] hut it is a real one tcJio luith sent me, ichom ye (ye people I)

hiow not.'' 'AhfiivSg is not verax,^ but, according to the invariable usage of

John (see on i. 9), a real, genuine one, in whom the idea is realised. The

substantive belonging to this adjective is not Trari/p, which Grotius gets out

of ttvOev ; but, according to the immediate context, it is to be taken from

6 ireuil'ag f/s, namely Tzqi~uv, a real sender, a sender in the highest and fullest

sense.' We caimot take alr/6. by itself as ahsolutely denoting tlie true essential

God (Olshausen, Lange, Hengstenberg ; comp. Kling : "one who whose

essence and action is pure truth"), because alrjOivoq in the Johannean sense

is not an independent conception, but receives its definite meaning from the

substantive of which it is predicated. — Yer. 29. /(antithesis to vjisIq) know

I eKpa^ev, comp. i. 15, vii. 37, xii. 44, Kom. ' Comp. Stallbaum, ad Plat. Ajwl. p. 29

ix. 27 ; Kpaieiv never means ariytliinj^ but to B ; Wolf, ad Leptin. p. 238.

ayoitt; '' c/aiiwrcs, quos edidit, mannas '' Of course in a relaiive sense, as in iv.Z:.

liabuere causas," Bengel. If they had po.ssessed the true and full

-Grotius, Lampe, Semler, Storr, Paukis, knowlcdse of God, they would then have

Kuinoe], Luthardt, Ewald. recognized the Interpreter of God, and not

^ Luther, Calvin, Beza, and many others ; have rejected Ilim for such a reason as

likewise Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen, B. Cru- that in ver. 27. Comp. viii. 54, 55 ; Matt. xi.

Pius, Lange, and Godet who considers the 27.

Vi'ords " U'(/e?-emenf ircnnqve," and that they " Chrysostom, Euthymius Zigabenus, Lu-

have " certainemeni [?] mie tournure intei'- thcr, Stolz, Kuinoel, Klee, B. Crusius,

rogatlve.''' Ewald, and most.

* Chrysostom, T^onnus, Theophylact, Eu- » Comp. Matthiae, p. 1533 ; Kiihner, IL

thymius Zigabenus, Maldonatus, and most. 602.

* See Ilartung, PrKkell. I. 147.
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Him, for I am from Him, have come forth from Him (as in vi. 46) ; and no

other than He (from whom I am) hath sent me. This weighty, and there-

fore independent KaKdvor fie cnrtar., not to be taken as dependent upon bn,

comprehends the full explanation of the ttoOcv eljui in its higher sense, which

was not known to the 'lEpoanXvjutTaig, and, with the f} u olSa . . . d^ui, bears

the seal of immediate certainty. Comp. viii. 14.

Ver. 30. Ovv] Because He had so decidedly asserted His divine origin

and mission, which His adversaries regarded as blasphemy (comp. v. 18).

—

The subject of s'^t/tow is 'lovSaloi, the hierarchy, as is self-evident froiij the

Avords and from the contrasted statement of ver. 31. — Kai] as in ver. 28. —
oTi ov-nu, K.r.l.^ because the hour axjpointed for Him (by God—the hour when
He was to fall under the power of His enemies) was not yet come; comp.

viii. 30. The reason here assigned is that higher religious apprehension of

the history, wliich does not, however, contradict or exclude the immediate
historical cause, viz. that through fear—not of conscience (Hengstenberg,

Godet), but of the party who were favourably inclined to Christ, ver. 31

—

they dared not yet lay hands sn Him. But John knows that the threads

upon which the outward history of Jesus runs, and by which it is guided,

unite in the counsels of God. Comp. Luthardt, I. 160.

Ver. 31. According to the reading tn tov ox^ov 6e koUmI (see the critical

notes), oj/oc stands emphatically opposed to the subjects of ii^fiTovv in ver.

30. Ac after three words, on account of their close connection ; see Klotz,

ad Devar. p. 378 ;
EUendt, Lex. Soph. I. 397. — kiricr. dg avr. ] not only as

a. prophet (Tholuck), or as one sent of God (Grotius), but conformably with

the fixed sense of the absolute expression (comp. ver. 5), as the Messiah.

What follows does not contradict this, but rather sustains their avowal that

they see realized in Jesus their Ideal-Miraculous of the promised Messiah
;

and, accordingly, 6 Xpiaroc brav FaOti does not imply any doubt on their part

as to the Messiahship of Jesus, but refers to the doubt of the opposite party

.

Comp. Euthymius Zigabenus 2 : Buiisv, srspov dvac rbv Xpiarov, uc ol apxovTFg

?Jyov(7iv, etc. — bn] might be regarded as giving the reason for their faith

(Nonnus : fuj yap Xpiardr, k.t.2.), but more simply as recitative. — ////] "Ae
will not do more signs, will he? = icill he do more signs? To the one miracle

wrought in Jerusalem (ver. 21) they added the numerous Galilean miracles,

which they, being in part perhaps pilgrims to the feast from Galilee, had
seen and heard.

Vv. 32-34. The Pharisees present hear how favourable are the murmured
remarks of the people concerning Jesus, and they straightway obtain an

edict of the Sanhedrim {nl (^apia. k. ol apxiep.,—ol ^apia. first, for they had
been the first to moot the matter ; otherwise in ver. 45), appointing officers

to lay hands on Him. The Sanhedrim must have been immediately as-

sembled. Thus rapidly did the ti^r/row of ver. 30 ripen into an actual decree

of the council. The thing does not escape the notice of Jesus ; He naturally

recognizes in the officers seeking Him, who were only waiting for a suitable

opportunity to arrest Him, their designs against Him ; and He therefore

(ovv) says what we have in vv. 33, 34 in clear and calm foresight of the near-

ness of His death,—a death Avhich He describes as a going away to God
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(comp. on vi. 62). — fuB' v^iCjv] Jesus speaks to tlie whole assembly, but has

here the hierarchy chiefly in his eye ; comp. ver. 35. — liphq rov Tri/iipavrd fie]

These words are, with Paulus, to be regarded not as original, but as a

Johannean addition ; because, according to vv. 35, 3G, Jesus cannot have

definitely indicated the f/oal of His going away, but must have left it enig-

matical, as perhaps in viii. 22 ; comp. xiii. 33. Had He said rrp. r. TrsfiTp.,

His enemies could not have failed, after vv. 16, 17, 28, 29, to recognize the

words as referring to God, and could not have thought of an unknown nov

(agaJfcet Lilcke, de Wctte, Godet), There is no room even for the jn'eteiice

"that they acted as if they cotild not understand the words of Jesus," after

so clear a statement as irpbc t. Trlfxip. fj.e (against Luthardt). — C,rjTi]CETi u.e,

K.T.X.] not of a hostile seeking, against which is xiii. 33 ; nor the seeking of

the penitent (Augustine, Beza, Jansen, and most), which would not har-

monize (against Olshausen) with the absolute denial of any finding, unless

we brought in the doctrine of a peremptory limitation of grace, which has

no foundation in Holy Scripture (also not in Heb. xii. 17 ; see Liincmann,

ill loc), and which could only refer to individuals ; but a seeking/or help and

deliverance.'^ This refers to the time of the divine judgments in the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem (Luke xx. 16 S., xix. 43, al.), wliich were to ensue as the

result of their rejection of Jesus. Then, Jesus would say, the tables will

be turned ; after they had persecuted and killed Him who now was present,

tliey then would anxiously long, but in vain, for Him, the absent One,'' as

the wonder-working helper, who alone could save them from the dire calam-

ity. Comp. Prov. i. 28. The prophecy of misfortune involved in i^r/T?}Gf-E

fiE, K.T.Ti. is not expressly declared ; but it lies in the thought of retribution

which the words contain,—like an enigma which liistory was to solve
;

comp. viii. 21. Theodoret, Heracleon (?), Maldonatus, Grotius, Liicke,

de Wette, take the whole simply as descriptive of entire sejjaratioii, so tliat

nothing more is said than : Christum de terris suUatum iri, ita ut inter viros

reperiri nan possit,''"' '}il'A\(\or\ai\i^. The poetical passages, Ps. x. 15, xxxvii.

10, Isa. xli. 12, are appealed to. But even in these the seeking and finding

is not a mere figure of speech ; and here such a weakening of the significa-

tion is all the more inadmissible, because it is not annihilation, as in those

passages, which is here depicted, and because the following words, koI birov

a/u kyu, K.T.I. , describe a longing which was not to be satisfied. Luke xvii.

22 is analogous. — Koi hnov el/il, /c.r.A.] still more clearly describes the tragic

oi'X evp/ja. : "and where /(then) am, thither ye cannot come," i.e. in order

to find me as a deliverer, or to flee to me. Rightly says Euthymius Ziaga-

benus : 6t/?.oI de ri/v etrl tov ovpavov iv Sc^ia rov vrarpoq KaOeSpav. The elfii (I go),

not found in the N. T., is not the reading here.^ Comp. xiv. 3, xvii. 24.

' Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euthymius rejected in the person of Jesus (comp.

Zigabeuus, Erasmus, Calvin, Aretius, also Tholuck and Godet),—an explanation

Ilengsteuberg ; comp. Luthardt, Ewald, which would empty the words of all their

Bruckner. tragic nei-ve and force.

* They would long for Him in His own ^ Against Nonnus, H. Stephens. Casau-

person, for Jems the rejected one, and not bon, Pearson, Bengel, Wakefield, Michaelis,

for tlie Messiah generally (Flacius, Lampe, and most,

liuinoel, Neander, Ebrard), whom they had
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Vv. 35, 36. An insolent and scornful conjecture, whicli tliey themselves,

however, do not deem probable (therefore the question is asked with /zr/),

regarding the meaning of words to them so utterly enigmatical. The bolder

mode of teaching adopted by Jesus, His universalistic declarations, His

partial non-observance of the law of the Sabbath, would lead them, perhaps,

to associate with the unintelligible statement a mocking thought like this,

and all the more because much interest was felt among the heathen, partly

of an earnest kind, and partly (comp. St. Paul in Athens) arising from curi-

osity merely, regarding the oriental religions, especially Judaism.'— Trpbg

eavToi'g] the same as npbc a.?A?/?i.ovg, yet so that the conversation was confined

to one party among the people, to the exclusion of the others.'' — ovrog] con-

temptuously, this man! — oti\ not to be arbitrarily supplemented by a sup-

posed Ih/uv put before it, or in some other way ; ' but the simple tecause

:

'
' Where will this man go, because, or seeing, that ice are not (according to

his words) to find him ?" It states the reason why the ttov is miknown. — fJc

r. dmffJT. r. 'E/IA.] to the dispersion among the Greehs.* The subjects of the Sia-

anopd are the Jews,^ who lived beyond Palestine dispersed among the heathen,

and these latter are denoted by the genitive tuv 'EZ/l^v. Comp. 1 Pet. i. 1,

and Steiger and Huther thereon. Differently in 2 Mace. i. 27 ; LXX. Ps.

cxlvi. 2. The abstract (Siaanopd is simply the sum-total of the concretes, like

TrepiTOfir/ and other words. See 2 Mace. i. 37. "BAA^vef in the N. T. invari-

ably means the heathen, Gentiles, not the Hellenists (Grecian Jews), so also

in xii. 20 ; it is wrong, therefore, to understand tuv 'WJJjv. of the lat-

ter, and take these words as the subject of the 6taa-opd (Scaliger, Light-

foot, Hammond, B. Crusius, Ammon), and render didaaK. t. 'E?.X. : "teach

the Hellenists.'''' The thought is rather :
" Will Jesus go to the Jews scat-

tered among the Gentiles, to unite there with the Gentiles, and become their

teacher ?" This was really the course of the subsequent labours of the

apostles. — Ver. 36. rtc egtiv] Their scornful conjecture does not even satisfy

themselves ; for that they should seek Him, and not be able to come to Him—
they know not what the assertion can mean (rig kanv, k.t.7..).

Ver. 37. As the eighth day (the 22d Tisri) was reckoned along with the

seven feast days proper, according to Lev. xxiii. 35, 36, 39, Num. xxix. 35,

Neh. viii. 18, as also according to Snccah, f. 48. 1, the last day of the feast

is the eighth, it is clear that John meant this day, and not the seventh,'^ espe-

cially as in later times it was usual to speak of the eight days' feast of Taber-

nacles.'' In keeping with this is the very free translation k^odi.ov {termination

qt thefeast), which the LXX. give for the name of the eighth day, ^1}^J?, (Lev.

xxiii. 36 ; Num. xxix. 35 ; Neh. viii. 18), i.e. ^^ assembly.''''^— rfi fieydXri] the

' See Ewald, Ge-^ch^ Chr. p. 110 f. ed 3. atu<5, Hen psten berg, and mosf). Afrainst

'^ See Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 20. this Beza well says :
" Vix conveniret ipsis

' Buttmann, N. T. Gr. p. 305 [E. T. p. 35R]. indifrenis populis nomen ^lao-Tropas."

* Comp. Winer, p. 176 [E. T. p. 187] ; and « Theophylact, Buxtorf, BenKel, Keland,

upon the thing referred to, Schneckenbur- Paulus, Ammon.
ger, N. T. ZeUgesch. p. 94 ff. '2 Mace. x. 6 ; Josephus, Antt. iii. 10. 4;

* Not the Jieathen, as if rj ^ta-jTr. t. 'EAA. Gfm. Ernvin. 40. 3 : Midr. Cohel. 118. 3.

were the same as Dispersi Graaci (Clirysos- ^ comp. Ewald, Altcrth. p. 481.

torn and his followers, liupertiiis, Muldou-
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(pre-eminently) great, solemn. Comp. xix. 01. The superlative is implied.

in the attribute thus given to this day above the other feast days. Wherein

consisted the special distinction attaching to this day ? It was simply the

great closing day of the feast, appointed for the solemn return from the

booths into the temple/ and, according to Lev. xxiii. 35, 36, was kept holy

as a Sabbath. The explanation of k^odiov in Philo,"^ as denoting the end of

the yearly feasts collectively, has as little to do Avitli the matter (for rf/z/eyd?-;;

has reference only to the feast of Tabernacles) as has the designation 31£0 Dl"'

in the Tr. Succah, for this means nothing more than ''feast day.'''' This day

had, indeed, according to Tr. Succah,^ special services, sacrifices, songs, yet

no more was required than to honour it " sicut reliquos dies festi." Its

neyaMrriq consisted just in this, that it brought the great feast as a whole to

a sacred termination. — The express designation of the day as ry fie-ydlrj is in

keeping with the solemn coming forth of Jesus with the great word of invi-

tation and promise, vv. 37, 38. Tiie solemnity of tliis coming forth is also

intimated in e'larr/Ksi (He stood there) and in inpa^e (see on ver. 28). — tav r^f

()npg, K.T./l.] denoting spiritual need* and spiritual satisfaction, as in iv. 15,

in the conversation with the Samaritan Avoman, and in vi. 35 ; Matt. v. 6.

We are not told. Avhat led Jesus here to this metaphorical expression. There

needed nothing special to prompt Him to do so, least of all at a feast so

joyous, according to Plutarch, 8ymp. iv. 6. 2, even so bacchanalian in its

banquetings. A reason for the expression has been usually found in the

daily libations which were offered on the seven feast days (but also on the

eighth, according to R. Juda, in Siiccah iv. 9), at the time of the morning

sacrifice, when a priest fetched water in a golden pitcher containing three

logs from the spring of Siloam, and poured tliis, together with wine, on

the west side of the altar into two perforated vessels, amidst hymns of praise

and music. * Some reference to this libation may be supposed, because it was

one of the p>eculiarities of the feast, even on the hypothesis that it did not

take place upon the eighth day, whether springing from the old idea of

libations with water ; ' or, according to the Rabbis (so also Hengstenberg),

from Isa. xii. 8, a passage which contains the words sung by the people

during the libation. But any connection of the words of Jesus with this

libation is doubtful, because He speaks of drinhing, and this is the essential

element of His declaration. Godet arbitrarily interpolates :
" He compares

Himself with the ?p«^er/rom the rod- in the wilderness, and represents Himself

as this true rock" (comp. 1 Cor. x. 4).

Ver. 38. The tt'lvelv is brought about by faith ; hence the continued

statement; 6 TTLOTevuv, k.t.'K. — nadu^ elnev y yp.] is simply the formula of

quotation, and cannot belong to 6 wkttevcjv tig e/ie, as if denoting a faitli

conformaUe to Scripture ; ' 6 -KLar. , on the contrary, is the nominative absolute

' Ewald, Alterth. p. 481. would know how it can be with God."
* de SejAanario, II. p. 298. « See Dachs, Succah, p. .368.

3 See Lishtfoot, p. 1032 f. « 1 Sam. vii. 6 ; Horn. Od. (a. 362, a!., so de

< Luther : "a heartfelt lonfring, yea, a Wette.

troul)led, sad, awakened, stricken con- ' Chrysostom, Theopliylact, Euthyiiiiiu

science, a despairing, trembling heart, that Zi;;abenus, Calovius, and muiit.
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(se8 on vi. 30), and /.affuf eiTrev, k.7.2., bc4ong's to the following iroTa/uol, etc.,

tlie words which are described as a declaration of Scripture. There is no ex-

actly corresponding passage, indeed, in Scripture ; it is simply a free quota-

tion harmonizing in thought with parts of various passages, especially Isa.

xliv. 3, Iv. 1, Iviii. 11.' Godet refers to the account of the rock in the

wilderness, Ex. xvii. 6, Num. xx. 11 ; but this answers neither to the thing

itself (for the subject is the person drinking) nor to the words. To think in

particular of those passages which make mention of a stream flowing from

the temple mount, the believer being represented as a living temple

(Olshausen), is a gloss vmwarranted by the context, and presents an inap-

])ropriate comparison (/co^/uac). This last is also in answer to Gieseler,'''

whom Lange ^ follows. To imagine some npocrypJial or lost canonical say-

ing,* or, with Ewald, a fragment of Proverbs no longer extant, or of some

similar book, is bold and unnecessary, considering the freedom with Avhich

passages of Scri])ture are quoted and combined, and the absence of any other

certain trace in the discourses of Jesus of extra-canonical quotations, or of

canonical quotations not now found in the O. T. ; although, indeed, the

characteristic la rfjQ Koi2.iag avrov itself occurs in none of the above-named

])laces, which is certainly surprising, and not to be explained by an inap-

])ropriate reference to Cant. vii. 3 (Hengstenberg). But the expression,

''out of Jiis /wr??/," considering the connection of the metaphor, is very

natural ; the water which he drinks becomes in his body a spring from

which streams of living water flow, i.e. the divine grace and truth which the

Idiever has received out of ChrisVsfulness into his inner life, does not remain shvt

vp within, but will communicate itself in abundant measure as a life-giving

.stream to others, and thus the new divine life overflows from one individual

on to others. As represented in the metaphor, these Trora/wi take their rise

from the water which has been drunk, and is in the aoi'Aia, and flow forth

from it in an oral citusion ;
^ for the effect referred to takes place in an

outward direction h/ an inspired oral communication of one's own ex-

perience of God's grace and truth.* The mutual and inspired intercourse

of Christians from Pentecost downwards, the speaking in psalms and

hymns and spiritual songs, the mutual edification in Christian assemblies by

means of the charismata even to the speaking with tongues, the entire work

of the apostles, of a Stephen and so on, furnish an abundant historical com-

mentary upon this text. It is clear, accordingly, that Koc?Ja does not, as is

vsually supposed, denote the inner man, man's heart,'' but must be left in its

literal meaning " belly,''' in conformity with the metaplwr which determines

the expression.* The flowing forth of the water, moreover, is not to be un-

* Comp. also Ezek. xlvii. 1, 12, Zech. xiii. * irio-Teuo/iei', 5'b sai \a\ovfiev, 2 Cor. iv. 13.

1, xiv. 8 ; Joel iii. 1, 23 ; but not Cant. iv. ' Prov. xx. 27 ; Ecclus. xix. 12, li. 21 ;

12. 15. LXX. Ps. xl. 9, following A. ; comp. the

2 Stud. u. Krit. 1829, p. 138 f. Latin viscera.

' L. J. II. p. 945. *• Already Chrysostom and his followers

* Whiston, Semler, Paulus ; comp. also took KotAi'a? as equivalent to KopSia? ; a

Weizsacker, p. 518 ; Bleek, p. 234, and in the confounding: of the metaphor with its Im-

*sy?/r7. u. Krit. 18.").3, p. 331 port. Ilofrnann's objection (Schriftbew.

* Comp. epeufonai, Matt. xiii. 35. II. 2, p. 13), "that the water here meant
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derstood as something: operating upon the svlject himself on\y (B. Crusius :

"his whole soul, from its very depth, shall have a continual quickening and

satisfaction," comp. Maier), but, as shown by i/c r. koU., as describing an

efficacy in an outward direction, and therefore is not the same as the kindred

utterance, chap. iv. 14. If we join 6 ttigt. etc f/^f with ttlvf-u, avrnv must re-

fer to Christ •, and this is the meaning that we get : "He that thirsteth, let

him come to me ; and he that bclieveth in me, let him drink of me : for to

me refers what the Scripture hath said concerning a river which shall flow

forth from Jehovah in the time of the Messiah." * But against this it is de-

cisive, first, that he who believes on Jesus has already drtinh of Him (vi. 35),

and the call to come and drink must apply not to the believer, but to the

thirsty ; and secondly, that the exjjrcssion he rriQ KoMaq avrov would be un-

necessary and unmeaning, if it referred to Jesus, and not to him who has

performed the mwTw.^— v6up C^uv, as in iv. 10 ; 0'->i>Tog (U, yyuvv an hepyovvmr

aeacvT/Tov. Euthymius Zigabenus.—Observe further the Trora/jo! emphatically

taking the lead and standing apart ; "not in spoonfuls, nor with a pipe

and tap, but in full streams," Luther.

Ver. 39. Not an interpolated gloss (Scholten), but an observation by John

in explanation of this saying. He shows that Jesus meant that the out-

ward elTect of which He spoke, the flowing forth, was not at once to occur,

but was to commence upon the reception of the Spirit after His glorification.

He,—evidently, and, according to the ov eueAXov, undoubtedly meaning

the Jlohj Spirit,—He it was who would cause the streams of living water

to flow forth from them. John's explanation, as proceeding from inmost

experience, is correct, because the principle of Christian activity in the

church, especially in its outward workings, is none other than the Holy

Spirit Himself ; and He was not given until after the Ascension, when

through Him the believers spoke with tongues and proiihesied, the apostles

preached, and so on. Such overflowings of faith's power in its outward

working did not previously take place. The objection urged against the

accuracy of John's explanation, that /vvanraiv is a relative future only, and

does not refer to that outpouring of the Spirit which Avas first to take place

at a future time (de Wette), disappears if we consider the strong expression

Tvora/uol, k.t.I., ver. 38, to which John gives due weight, inasmuch as he

does not ro into the belly at all," rests be blotted out at pleasure. kolMo. in no

solely upon the same confusion of the passafje of the N. T. means anything else

fiprure with its meaninj?. According: to the tlian bodi/, 6?%.—Strangely (uit of keeping

figure, it comes into the KoiAia because it is with the unity of the figure, Lange, follow-

drunk, and tliis drinking is in like manner ing Bengel (comp. also Weizsacker), now
fg-urative. When llofmann finds indicated finds in koiAiV an allusion to the bdhj of the

in the word even a upringing place of the golden intcher (see on ver. 37), and Godet to

noly Spirit tvWdn (he body, he cannot get the inne^ hollow of the rock whence the

rid of the idea of something within the water flowed, so that U t. koiA. ovtoO cor-

bodij as being implied in (coiAia, because responds with ^i^'O. Ex. xvii. 6. So invent-

the text itself presents this figure as being ive is the longing after types !

in harmony with that of the drinking; i So Ilahn, Theol. d. K'T.!. x>. ^Of., and

unless, indeed, the concrete expression Gess, Pers Chr. p. 106.

is to give way to an exegetical prudery 2 j^onnus, 6ia ya.arp'o% cVeiVou.

f<jreign to the text itself, and is to
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takes it to refer not simplj^ to the power of one's own individual faith upon
others, so far as tiiat was possible previous to the outpouring of the Spirit,

but to something far greater and mightier—to those streams of new life which
flowed forth from the lips of believers, and which were originated and
drawn forth by the Holy Ghost. The strength and importance of the ex-

pression (TTora/wl, K.T.Ti.) thus renders it unnecessary to supply nors: or

the like after psvaovaiv (in answer to Liicke) ; and when Li'icke calls John's

explanation epcvegetkally right, but exegetically incorrect, he overlooks the fact

that John does not take the living water itself to be the Holy Ghost, but simply

says, regarding Christ's declai-ation as a whole, that Jesus meant it of the Holy
Spirit, leaving it to the Christian consciousness to think of the Spirit as the

Agens, the divine charismatic motive power of the streams of living water. —
It remains to be remarked that the libation at the feast of Tabernacles was in-

terpreted by the Rabbis as a symbol of the outpouring of the Spirit (see Light-

foot) ; but tliis is scarcely to be connected with the words of Jesus and
their interpretation, as it is by no means certain that there is any reference in

the words to that libation ; see on ver. 37. — oDttcj yap tjv KV£viia'\ nondum enim
aderat (i. 9), furnishing the reason for the oi) i/xe/Mv Aanftdveiv as the state-

ment of what was s.t\\\ future. [See Note XXX. p. 254.] The yv, ''He was
jyresent " (upon earth), is appropriately explained by 6(6nij.h'ov (Lachmana ; see

on Acts xix. 2) ; Jesus alone possessed Him in His entire fulness (iii. 34).

The absolute expression oi<-u rjv is not, therefore (with Hengst. and Briickner),

to be weakened, as if it were relative (referring to an increase which put

out of consideration all former outpourings), but, " at the time when Christ

preached He promised the Holy Spirit, and therefore the Holy Spirit was not

yet there,'' Luther.' For the rest, the statement does not conflict with the

action of the Spirit in the O. T.,'' or upon the prophets in particular ; ' for here

the Spirit is spoken of as the principle of the specifically Christian life. In

this characteristic definiteness, wherein He is distinctively the Tzvev/ia Xpiarov, the

TTv. TijQ £nayy£?uag (Eph. i. 13), 7?/f vlodeaiag (Rom. viii. 15), rijg x<ipi~oc (Heb. x.

29), the ap'pal3u)v-fjQ K/a/pnvo/xiar (Eph. i. 14), the Spirit of Him who raised Jesus

from the dead (Rom. viii. 11), and according to promise was to be given after

ChrisVs exaltation (Acts ii. 33), He was not yet present
;
just as also, accord-

ing to i. 17, grace and truth first came into existence through Christ. The
reason of the ohiru yv is: ''lecause Jesus was not yet glorified.'''' He must
through death return to heaven, and begin His heavenly rule, in order, as

avvOpovoc with the Father, and Lord over all (xvii. 5 ; 1 Cor. xv. 25), as

Lord also of the Spirit (2 Cor. iii. 18), to send the Spirit froTn heaven, xvi.

7. This sending was the condition of the subsequent elvm (adessc). "The
outpouring of the Spirit was the proof that He had entered upon His supra-

mundane state ;
" * and so also the office of the Spirit to glorify Christ (xvi.

14) presupposes, as the condition of its operation, the commencement of

the 66^a of Christ. Till then believers were dependent upon the iwrsonal

1 Comp. Flacius, -CTa?;. II. p. 326 : "«c. pro- ^ Ps. li. 13 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 13, 13.

pala7n datns. Virtetur nefraii substantia, s 2 Pet. i. 21 ; Acts xxviii. 25, i. 16.

cum tamen accidens negetur." See also * Hofmann, Schriflbeweis, I. p. 196.

Calvin.
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manifcstfilion of Jesus ; lie was the possessor of tliat Spirit who, though

given in His fuhiess to Christ Himself (iii. 34), and though operating

through Him in His peojole (iii. 6, vi. 63 ; Luke ix. 55), was not, until after

Christ's return to glory (Eph. iv. 7, 8), to be given to the faithful as the

Paraclete and representative of Chi-ist for the carrying on of His work. See

chap, xiv.-xvi. Chap. xx. 21, 22 does not contradict this ; seem he. The

thought of an identity ' of the glorified Christ with the Holy Spirit might

easily present itself hcre.^ But we must not, with de Wette, seek for the

reason of the statement in the recej)tivity of the disciples, who did not attain

to a pure and independent development of the germ of spirit Avitliin them

until the departure of Jesus ; the text is against this. As little can we re-

gard i\\Q flesh of Christ as a limitation of the Spirit (Luthardt), or introduce

the atonement wrought through His death as an intervening event ;
^ because

the point lies in the glorifying of Christ,* not in His previous death, nor in the

sulijective i)reparatiou secured by faith. This also tells against Baeumlein,

who understands here not the Holy Spirit objectively, but the Spirit/orm«Z

in believers by Him, which to nvsvfia never denotes, and as shown by

?MupdvEtv, cannot be the meaning here.

Vv. 40-43. 'E/i roil bx/MV ovv ciKovaavreg t<jv Aoyuv tovtuv
^

(see the critical

notes), K.r.Z. Now, at the close of all Christ's discourses delivered at the

feast (vv. 14-39), these verses set before us the various impressions which

they produced upon the people with reference to their estimate of Christ's

person. ^^ From among tJie people, many, after the?/ had heard these words,

now said,''^ etc. With ek tov bx^ov we must supply nvkg, as in xvi. 17. ** By
6 TcpoipTjTriq, as in i. 21, is meant the prophet promised Deut. xviii. 15, not as

being himself the Messiah, but a j)roj)1iet preceding Him, a more minute

description of Avhom is not given. — //jy yap hi t. Ta2.., /c.r.Pu] " Why, does the

Messiah come out of Galilee .?" Vap refers to the assertion of the allot, and as-

signs the reason for the contradiction of it which ol 6i eleyov indicates. " [See Not e

XXXI. p. 254.] Christ's birth at Bethlehem was unknown to the multitude.

John, however, records all the various opinions in a purely objective man-

ner ; and wemust not suppose, from the absence of any correction on his part,

that the birth at Bethlehem was \m]inown to the evangelist himself.'' Baur

(p. 169) employs this passage and ver. 52 in order to deny to the author any

historical purpose in the composition of his work. This would be to con-

clude too much, for every reader could of himself and from his own knowl-

1 Tholuck: " tk& Spirit commmiicatcd ti '^ See on 2 Cor. iii. 17 ; and likewise Gess,

the fa'dlifid, as the Son ofman IRiiu^e!/ c,lovi- Pers.Chr. p. 155.

,fifid into Spirit." Pliil. iii. 21 itself spoalcs ^ Jlessner, Lehrc d. Ap. p. 342; Ilengsten-

clccisively enough against such a view. berg and early writers.

Wonier, Terhaltn. d. Geistes, p. 57, speaks * Comp. Godet and Weiss, Lehrbegr.

in a similar way of " the elevation of p. 286 f.

Christ's flesh into the form of the Spirit » Buttmann, N T. Gr. p. 138 [E. T. p. 159] ;

itself," etc. Baur, on the contrary, N. T. Xen. Mem. iv. 5.22 ; and Bornera. in loc.

'Hieol. p. 385, says : " Not until His death * See Hartung, Par'dkell. I. 475 ; Baeum-

was the Spirit, hitherto identical with Ilini, loin, Partik. p. 73.

separated from His person in order that ' De Wette, Weisse, Keira ; comp. Scliol-

it might operate as an independent ten.

principle."
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edge supply the correction. — ?) ypap''/] ^Hc. v. 1 ; Isa, xi. 1 ; Jer. xxiii. 5.

— oTTov 7,v A.] where David was. lie was born at Bethlghem, and passed

liis youth there as a shepherd, 1 Sam. xvi. —• A dloision therefore (kKaarov

/iqjovc (piXovEiKovvToi:, Euthymius Zigabeuus) tooiL: j^Zaci? among tlie people con-

cerning Ilim}

Ver. 44. 'Ef av-uv\ Those, of course, who adojjtcd the opinion last named.

The contest had aroused them. Ta'ff, standing first and aj^art, has a spe-

cial emphasis. " Some there were among the peojjle, who were disposed,"

etc.

—

hlTJ owkig, k.-.A.] according to ver. 30, through divine prevention.*

On £m/3dA/l. T. A'^'Pv see on Acts xii. 1. — According to de Wette (see also

Luthardt), the meaning should be that they would have supported the

timid officers, or would have acted for them. A gloss ; according to John,

they were inclined to an act of popular justice, independently of the olii-

cers, but it was not carried into effect.

» Vv. 45, 4G. Ovv] therefore, seeing that no one, not even they themselves,

had ventured to lay hands on Jesus. — ol {•-?/ptTai] In accordance with the

orders they had received (ver. 83), they had kept close to Jesus, in order

to apprehend Ilim. But the divine power and majesty of His words, which

doubtless hindered the rivig in ver. 44 from laying hands on Him, made it

morally impossible for the officers of justice to carry out their orders, or even

to find any pretext or justification for so doing ; they were otcrpowered.

Schleiermacher, therefore, was wrong in inferring that they had received

no official orders to take Him. — rovq apxizp- '^- *«P- ] by the non-repetition

of the article, construed as one category, i.e. as the Sanhedrim, who must bo

supposed to have been assembled in session. When first mentioned, ver.

33, both divisions are distinguished with logical emphasis.' — iKtlvoi] the

apxLep. K. ^apic. ; of the nearest subject, though remote to the writer.'' —- Ver.

4G. There is a solemnity in the words uq ovto(; 6 avOp., in themselves unnec-

essary. "It is ?itneighty statement, a strong word, that they thus mceWi/

use," Luther. " Character veritatis etiam idiotas convincentis prae domiuis

coram," Ecngel. It is evident that Jesus must have said more after ver. 3'3

than John has recorded.

Vv. 47-49. The answer comes from the Pharisees in the Sanhedrim, as from

that section of the council who were most zealous in watching over the in-

terests of orthodoxy and the hierarchy. — //;) kuI v/ueJc;] are ye also—officers

of sacred justice, who should act only in strict loyalty to your superiors.

Hence the following cpicstions :
" Have any of the Sanhedrim helieved inhim,

or of the Pliarisees .?" The latter are specially named as the class of orthodox

and most respected tlieologians, who were supposed to be patterns of ortho-

doxy, apart from the fact that some of them were members of the Sanhe-

drim. — aA?i.d] l)ut, breaking off, and passing suddenly to the following

counter exclamation.^ — i 6j/lof ovroQ\ this multitude, uttered with the

• Comp. ix. 16, X. 19 ; 1 Cor. i. 10 ; Acts benus.

xiv. 4, xxiii. 7 ; Herod, vii. 219 : Koi (r<j)iC>v ' See Dissen, ad Bern. de. cor. p. 373 f

.

ia-xi-iovTo oi yvu>iJ.ai. Xcn. Si/mpos. iv. 50 ;
* Winer, p. 148 [E. T. p. 1571, and Ast, ad

Herod, vi. 109 ; Eur. Ilac. 119 ; and Pfluglc, Flat. Pom. p. 417 ; Lev. RaL pp. 658, 059.

in loc. "> liiiBuraleiri, I'arlik. p. 10 ; Elleiidt, Lex.

2 en-e;(6/xei-0T aopaTuj;, EutliymiuS Zipja- SopJl. I. p. 78.
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greatest scorn. The people acllieriEg to Jesus, " this mcJ, " as they regard

them, are before their eyes. It is evident, further, that the speakers

do not include their own official servants in the oj/lof, but, on the other

hand, prudently separate them with their knowledge from the oxaoq. — 6 fit^

} ivcjGK. T. v6fj.ov] because the}^ regarded such a transgressor of the law as the

Prophet, or the Messiah, vv. 40, 41. — k-dpa-o'i e'taL] they are cursed^ the

divine wrath is iipon them ! The flural is justified by the collective 6 6j?,of,

comp. ver. 44. The exclamation is to be regarded merely, as a blindly pas-

sionate utterance ' (Ewald) ; as a haughty outbreak of the rabies theologica,

and by no means a decree (Kuinoel and others), as if the Sanhedrim had now
come to a resolution, or at least had immediately, in keeping with the infor-

mal words, put ill regular form (Luthardt) what is mentioned in ix. 23.

Such an excommunication of the oxaoq en masse would have been preposter-

ous. Upon the unbounded scorn entertained by Jewish pride of learning

towards the unlettered multitude (|*lNn D>'), see Wetstein and Lampe in

loc.'^— iTrdparoc] (see the critical notes), not elsewhere in the N. T., nor in

the LXX. and Apocrypha ; it is, however, classical.

Vv. 50, 51. The Pliarisecs in the Sanhedrim had expressed themselves as

decisively and angrily against Jesus, as if Ills guilt had already been estab-

lished. But Nicodemus, who had secretly been inclined towards Jesus since

his interview with Him by night, now raises a protest, in which he calmly,

plainly, and rightly points the excited doctors to the law itself.^— Tipb^ avTorc\

to the Pharisees, ver. 47. — 6 h7.0i)v . . . avruv] wlu> had before come to Jesus,

although he was one of them {i.e. of the Pharisees), iii. 1. — /i?) 6 v6/iuc, k.t.'a.]

The emphasis is on 6 v6,uog :
" surely, our law does not judge ? " etc. They

had just denied that the people knew the laic, and yet they were themselves

acting contrary to the law. — tuv avOp. ] the man ; the article denotes the per-

son referred to in the given case ; sec on ii. 25. "We are not to supply 6 Kphijr

to aKohar} (Deut. i. IG, 17) and yvQ, for the identity of the subject is essential

to the thought ; but the la.ic itself is regarded and personified as (througli

the judge) examining and discerning the facts of the case.''— ri -uoid] ichat

he doeth, what the nature of his conduct is.

Ver. 52. Thoti art not surely (like Jesus) alsofrom Oalilee, so that thy sympa-

thy with Him is that of a fellow-countryman ?— on Kpo(pTjTrj^, k.t.I. a prophet ;

not :
" no «er?/ distinguished jyrofhet, nor any great number of prophets"

(Ilengstenberg) ; nor again : "a prophet has not appeared in Galilee in the

person of Jesus''' (Godet) ; but the appearance of any prophet out of Galilee

is, in a general way, denied as a matter of history ; hence also the Perfect.

The plain words can have no other meaning. To Godet's altogether

groundless objection, that John must in this case have written ov^ziq -rrpof.,

the reference to iv. 44 is itself a sufficient answer. Inconsiderate zeal led

the members of the Sanhedrim into historical error ; for, apart from the

' Not of an argymentnti'se character, as if p. 130, and .Tahrb. d. ITeils, I. p. 240 f.

they had inferred their disobedience from ^ Sec Ex. xxiii. 1 ; Deut. i. 16, 17 ; xix. 1.5.

their unacquaintance with the law (Ewald). * For a like personification, see Plato, d<>

Their frame of mind was not so reflective. Iff'p. vii. p. .538 D. Comp. vofio^ waiTwy

- Gfroror in the 7'ub. Zeitachr. 1838, I. /Sao-aeis from Pindar in Ilerod. iii. 88.
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unhiown birthplaces of muny prophets, Jonah at least, according to 2 Kings

xiv. 25, was of Galilee.' This error cannot be removed by any expedient

either critical ^ or excgetical
;
yet it furnishes no argument against the gen-

uineness of the Gospel (Bretschneidcr), for it needed no correction since it

did not apphj to Jesus, who was not from Galilee. This also tells against

Baur, p. 169. The argument in bn Trpo<t>., k.t.1., is from the general to the

particular (" «o s«y nothing of the Memah !'"), and is a conclusion from a

negative induction.

Ver. 53. Belonging to the spurious section concerning the adulteress.

" And every one icenf^—every one, that is, of those assembled in the temple

—to his own house; relating the end of the scene described in ver. 37 f.

Chap. viii. 1 is against the view which understands it of the mem-

bers of the Sanhedrim, who separated without attaining their object (against

Grotius, Lampe, etc., also Maier and Lange). Chap. viii. 2 forbids our

taking it as referring to the pUgnms at the feast returning to their homes

(Paulus),

Notes by Ameeican Editoe.

XXVIII. 77«/5/5??(T/>. Ver. 3.

" llap{)r]Gia can hardly denote here the frank and bold, in contrast with the

timid and shrinking, nature, with which the l^rirei (fseeksfor, as something out-

ward), does not harmonize. It marks rather the publicity of his position (Lck. :

" in ore ho7ni7ium veraari)" (Weiss). Weiss, therefore, renders: " for no man with-

draws himself with his works into silence and seclusion, and yet endeavours to

maintain for bis person a position of publicity (as thou must do, if thou art the

Messiah)."

XXIX. " Igo not up io this feast.'" Ver. 8.

Weiss disapproves Meyer's view that Christ "changed his intention," alleging

that in this case Porphyry's charge of inconstancy would hardly have been en-

tirely undeserved." It was, he says, "rather from the divine intimation

which came to Him, bidding Him no longer shun the conflict which at vv. 6, 7

He still wished to avoid. The signal came to Him as at ii. 4, but in this case

sooner than He expected. And it now bade Him go to Jerusalem, not to bring

on the final crisis, but that, under the divine protection. He might yet once and

for a longer time resume His work in the way of instruction and refutation, at

the great seat of the Theocracy. . . . John recounts [this incident regarding

'Not Elijah also, whose Thisbe lay in reading cYeiperat, .according to which only

Gilead (see Thcnius on 1 Kings xvii. 1

;

the present appearance of a prophet in

Fritzsche on Tobit i. 2 ; Kurtz, in Ber-orj-.f G^ililee is denied (so also Tiele, Spec, contin

.

Encyld. III. p. 754). It is very doubtful, annotationcm in Inc.. nonnvtt. ev. Joh., Ani-

further, whether the Elkosh. whence sterdam 1853). This eyeiperai. would have

Nahimi came, was in Galilee or anywliere its support and meaning only in the ex-

in Palestine, and not rather in As^syria perience of history, because 7rpo<J)r;T^s, with-

(Michaelis. Eichhorn, Ewald, and most). out the article, is quite general, and cannot

Ilosea came from the northern kingdom of mean the Messiah. This also iu answer to

Israel (Samaria) ; see llos. vii. 1, 5. Caeuml'jin.

- Cy giving preference, namely, to the
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Christ's brethren], to prove how Jesits had not Himself ponght the inevitable

conflict in Jerusalem, and had even wished to shun it ; and to point to the

reader that if He who coiild of Himself do nothing (ver. 19) now still went to the

least, it could only be at the special will and summons of God, who, therefore,

brought Him off unharmed and victorious from the perils and conflicts to

which the visit subjected him."

XXX. " The fypirit was not yel (present)." Ver. 39.

" The absolute expression oviru yv is not to bo weakened into a relaiive absence,

as compared with subsequent higher manifestations ; or by ajipended modifj'-

ing clauses (as 'in abiding and controlling agency,' de W. ; or 'dwelling in

humanity,' Godet). Nor is it exegetically defensible to refer the statement (with

Meyer) to the Spirit in His specifically New Test, form, or to the Spirit in

His characteristic definiteness, as a principle of the Christian life. Certainly

we are to understand in it no denial of the existence of the Spirit in Christ

(comp. i. 32, iii. 34), or of his agency in the Old Test. ; for it is with design

that the expression is not simply rd -izfevun. The single and sole denial is, that

of such a Spirit as believers were to receive for the possible realization of the

phenomena depicted ver. 38, there was as yet any presence whatever" (Weiss.)

XXXI. Tdp, elliptical; why? Ver. 40.

"Tap refers to the assertion of the a?.2.ot, and assigns the reason for the con-

tradiction of it which the oi (U- iAeyo^; others said, indicates."

This elliptical use of yap is frequent in the classics. It is here ignored in the

Common Version, and its force is fairly given in the Eevision by what ? Per-

haps w% would represent it somewhat more exactly, being a little less emphat-

ic. Tap and rohy are nearly equivalent, as they represent the same ellip.sis.

Thus in English, "Why do you say that? Does the Messiah come out of Gal-

ilee?" Elliptically, "Why, does the Messiah come out of Galilee?" So in

Greek, Ai.d tI tovto 'AeyeiQ ; or something similar) iif} yap 6 Xaiaroq k.t.1. Ellip-

tically : M?) yap 6 Xpicyro^, k.t.Ti. ; The English indicates the preceding denial by

retaining the why, the Greek by retaining the yap. The combination yy yap (the

interrogative //^ indicating a negative answer, being very frequent with John) is

among the elegances v/hich, with all its simplicity, yet characterize our Gospel.
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CHAPTER VIII.

T7ie section {reatlng of the woman taken in adultery, yv. 1-11, together M'ith vii.

53, is a dociiment bj' some unknown author belonging to the apostolic age,

which, after circulating in various forms of text, was inserted in John's Gospel,

lirobably by the second, or, at latest, by tbe third century (the Constiiuti. Aposi.

\ ii. 24. 4, already disclose its presence in the canon), the remark in vii. 53

being added to connect it with what precedes. That the interpolation of this

very ancient fragment of gospel history was derived from the Evang. sec. Hebraeos

cannot, as several of the early critics think (comp. also Liicke and Bleek),

be proved from Papias, in Euseb. H. E. 3. 39 ; for in the words kKTf.QeiTni

(Papias) 6e koi, a?'.Ar]v larnpiav Trepc yvvaiKog enl ttoX/mq aijaprlaig ihaf32.riQela7jQ

ETTi Toil Kvpiov, fjv TO KaV 'FifSpaiovc svnyycXinv trepiixEi, the general expression iir),

-rroTiTialg auaprlniQ and the mere word (haiS/iTjO. are not favourable to that

identity between the two which Rufinus already assumed. It is, however, only

its high antiquity, and the very earlj^ insertion of the section in the Johan.-

nean text, which explain the fact that it is found in most Codices of the Itala,

in the Vulgate, and other versions ; that Jerome, adv. Felag. ii. 17, could

vouch for its existence " in multis ei Graecis et Lailnis Codtl. ;" and that, finally,

upwards of a hundred Codices still extant, including D. F. G. H. K. U., contain

it. Its infernal character, moreover, speaks in favour of its having originated in

the early Christian age ; for, although it is, indeed, quite alien to the Johan-

nean stjde of thought and expression, and hence not for a moment to be referred

to an oral Johannean source (Luthardt), it is entirely in keeping with the tone

of the synoptical Gospels, and does not betray the slightest trace of being a la-

'

ter invention to favour either a dogmatic or ecclesiastical purpose. Comp.
Calvin: "Nihil apostolico spiritu indignum continet." The occurrence re-

lated bears, moreover, so strong a stamp of originality, and is so evidently not

compiled in imitation of any other of the Gospel narratives, that it cannot be

regarded as a later legendary story, especially as its internal iridhfulness will be

vindicated in the course of the exposition itself, in opposition to the manifold

doubts that have been raised against it. But the narrative does not proceed from
John. [See Note XXXII. p. 294.] Of this we are assured by the remarkable and
manifestly interpolatud link, vii. 53, which connects it with what precedes ;

by the strange interruption with which it breaks up the unity of the

account continued in viii. 14 fP. ; by its tone and character, so closely re-

sembling that of the synoptic history, to which, in particular, belongs the pro-

pounding of a question of law, in order to tempt Christ,—a thing which
does not occur in John ; by the going out of Jesus to the Mount of Olive.s,

and His return to the temple, by which we are transported to the Lord's

last sojoiirn in Jerusalem (Luke xxi.) ; by the entire absence of the Johan-

nean ovv, and in its stead the constant recurrence of rfe ; and, lastly, by the

non-Johannean expressions opflpov, ndr 6 Xaoc, KaOiaac kStdaanEV avrovQ, oi

ypnfifiaT. k. ol ^upta., E^rifih'ecv, d.v:i^:ipTTjT0Q, KuTalELTTcadai and KaraKpivEiv, ivXijV
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also, in ver. 10 (Elz.). With these various internal reasons many very weighty

external arguments are conjoined, which show that the section was by no

means received into all copies of John's Gospel ; but, on the contrary,

from the third and fourth centuries was tacitly or expressly excluded from/

the canonical text. For Origen, ApoUinarius, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Cyril,

Chrysostom, Nonnus, Theophylact, Tertullian, and other Fathers (except Je-

rome, Ambrose, Augustine, Sedulius, Leo, Chrysologus, Cassiodorus), as well

as the Catenae, are altogether silent about this section ; Euthymius Zigabenus,

however, has it, and explains it, indeed, but passes this judgment upon it :

Xpf/ Jf yivuOKEiv, ore rd evTEvdev (vii. 53) u,xp(. to'v TVakiv ovv kAaAijcrev, k-t.?,.

(viii. 12) Ttapil rolg aKpijiiaiv avriypdipoig ?} ovx evpTjrai, ?/ ufStTiiarai. Aid (paivovTm

irapeyypanTa Koi irpoaO/'iKT]' Kol tovtov TEK/iypiov, to /JTjSe tov XpvaonTO/jov oT^uc;

/ji-Tjuovevaai. uvtuv. Of the versions, the Syr. (in Codd., also of the Nestorians,

and in the first edd.), Syr. p. Copt, (in most mss.) Ar. Sahid. Arm. Goth. Verc.

Brix. have not the section. Iji^is also wanting in very old and important

Codices, viz. A, B. C. L. T. X. A. K., of which, however. A, and C. are here defec-

tive (but according to Tisch., C. never had it ; see his edition of Codex C,

Proleg. p. 31), while L. and A. leave an emj^ty space ; other Codices mark it as

suspicious by asterisks or an obelus, or expressly so describe it in Scholia (see

especially Scholz and Tisch.). Beyond a doubt, this apocryphal interiiolation

would have seemed less surprising to earlj"^ criticism had it found a place, not

in John's Gospel, but in one of the Synoptics. But icherefore just here ? If we

decline to attribute this enigma to some accidental, unknown cause and thus

to leave it unsolved, then its position here may be accounted for in this way :

that as an abortive plan of the Sanhedrim against Jesus had just before been

narrated, it appeared to be an appropriate jilace for relating a new, though

again unsuccessful, attempt to trip Him ; and this particular narrative may
have been inserted, all the more, because the saying about judging and not

judging, in ver. 15, might find in it an historical explanation ; while, perhaps,

an old uncritical tradition, that John was the author of the fragment, may

have removed all difficulty. But even on this view the attempts of criticism

to correct the text very soon appear. For the Codd. i. 19, 20 et ul, transfer

the section as a doubtful appendix to the end of the Gospel ; others (13, 69,

124, 346) insert it after Luke xxi. 38. where, especially considering vv. 1 and

2, it would appropriately fit in with the historical connection ; and possibly

also it might have had a place in one of the sources made use of by Luke.

How various the recensions were in which it was circulated, is proved by the re-

markable number of various readings, which for the most part bear the im-

press, not of chance or arbitrariness, but of varying originality. D., in

particular, presents a peculiar form of text ; the section in it runs thus : 'Ij/ct.

6e kiT. e'lQ T. up. T. E/l. 'OpBp. f5e it. Trapayiverai e'lC T- i-^P- k- "- o "^^ VPX- '^p^Q avr.

'Ay. ^£01 yp. K. oi $. em dfinprla yvv. fi7iT}/tfj.h'7}v, k. or. avr. iv fi. A. aiiTu 'nKireipal^ov-

rec avTov oi iepeig, Iva ejwffi KnTrjyopiav avrov' (5/(5., avr. ?'/ y. KaTePiTfrrTai ev. fxoix.

Mwuff^f «5£ £V T. I'OiLu eKEAevOE Tag TOtuvT. '?uQd(Eiv ai) f5e vvv tl leyeiq ; 'O f5£ 'Ij?ct.

K. K. T. 6. KaTfypa<pEV fJf r. y. 'flf ds ett. spur., avsKV-tjiE Ka'i. eIttev ovtoIq- n av vfi

TTp. ett' avT7]i> (ialMrtj) /iOov. K. n. KaroKvipag rw (^aKTvXtf) Kareypa^EV e/f r. y.

'F.KaaToq de ruv 'lovSniuv f^^p;t;ei'o, ap^ufiEvog arr6 ruv trpEa^vTEpuv, uare nuvrag

liEWslv, K. koteX. fj.6v. K. 7) yvvrj tv fi. ovan. 'AvaK. di 6 'IrjC. eItt. tij yvvaiKi' irov

Eiatv ; oixhig ce KivriKp. ; KfiKeivr] eIttev avru- ovSeIc, Kvp. 'O (5^ eIttev ovds sy. c. k.

'T-rrayE, and tov vvv fjriKtTi diidpravE. — The Johannean authorship was denied by
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Erasmus, Calvin (?), Beza, Grotius, Wetstein, Semler, Morus, Haenlein, Weg-
scbeider, Patalus, Tittmann {Melet. p. 318 ff.), Knapp, Seyffarth, Liicke,

Credner, Tholuck, Olshausen, Krabbe, B. Crusiiis, Bleek, Weisse, Liicke,

de Wette, Guericke, Renss, Briickner, Luthardt, Ewuld, Baeumlein, Hengsten-

berg (who regards the section as a forgery made for a i^articular purpose),

Schenkel, Godet, Scholten, and most critics ; Lachmann and Tischendorf also

have removed the section from the text. Bretschneider, p. 72 ff., attributing it

to the Pseudo-Johannes, endeavours to establish its spuriousness, and so uses

it as an argument against the genuineness of the Gospel ; Strauss and Bauer

deal with it in the same way, while Hitzig (on John Mark, p. 205 ff.) regards

the evangelist Mark as the author, in whose Gospel it is said to have stood

after xii. 17 (according to Holtzmann, in the primary Mark). Its authenticity,

on the contrary, was defended in early times esi^ecially by Augustine {de conjug.

aduli. 2. 7),' whose siabjective judgment is, that the story had been rejected by
persons of weak faith, or by enemies of the true faith, who feared " peccandi

impunitatem dari mulieribus suis ;"—in modern times by Mill, Whitby,

Fabricius, Wolf, Lampe, Bengel, Heumann, Michaelis, Storr, Detfcmers ( Vln-

diciae avOEvrlag textus Gr. peric. Joh. vii. 53 ff., Francof. ad Viadr. p. 1, 1793) ;

Staudlin (in two Dissert., Gott. 1806). Hug {de conjugii Christ, vinculo indis-

solub., Frib. 1816, p. 22 ff.) ; Kuinoel, MoUer {neue Ansichten, p. 313 ff.) ; Scholz

{Erklixr. der Euang. p. 396 flf., and N. T. I. p. 383) ; Klee and many others, in

particular, also Maier, i. p. 24 f. ; Ebrard, Home, Introduction to the Textual

Criticism of the K T., ed. Tregelles, p. 465 ; Hilgenfeld, Evang. p. 284 ff., and
again in his Zeilschrift, 1863, p. 317, Lange. Schulthess, in Winer and Engel-

hardt krit. Journ. v. 3, pp. 257-317, declares himself in favour of the geniiine-

ness of a text puriiied by the free use of various readings. — Ver. 14. y kov

iiTrdyu] Elz. Lachin. : koI. tcov vtt. But B. D. K. T. U. X. A. Curs, and many
Vss. have ;} ; and aai might easily have been repeated from what precedes,

while there was nothing to occasion the change of Kal into //. — Ver. 16. a?.T]dr/c']

Lachm. and Tisch. : alTjdiv'rj, after B. D. L. T. X. 33. Or. Eightly ; aliiQrjq was
introduced from the context (vv. 14, 17). — Ver. 20. After e/la^jytrev Elz. has o

'\7\n0vq, against decisive witnesses. — Ver. 26. Aeyw] Lachm. Tisch. ; /a/w, follow-

ing important witnesses ; but from vv. 25, 28. — Ver. 28. 6 KaTT][)\ Elz. Scholz :

6 T^arrip fiov. But /lov is wanting in D. L. T. X. N . 13, 69, 122, al. Slav. Vulg. It.

Eus. Cyr. Hilar. Faustin., and is a later addition, intended to mark the

peculiar relation of the 6 nnri^p. — Ver. 29. After ^6i>ov Elz. Scholz have d Trarrip.

A gloss which 253, 259 have inserted before jidvov. — Ver .34. n's d/japriug] wanting
only in D. Cant. Ver. Clem. Faustin., witnesses which are too weak to justify

our condemning it as a gloss. It was left out on account of the following

general expression 6 (5e SovTiog. — Ver. 38. u r]KovaaTs Trapa tov narphg v/uur] Eb5.

Scholz : iupaKare napa -u 7rarp> vfiuv. But B. 0. D. K. X. H. Curss. Or. have
u; B. G. K. L. X. X.** Curss. and some Vss. and Fathers, even Or., read

fiKovaare and tov Karpoc. The received text, of which Tisch. has inconsistently

retained iupaK., is a mechanical imitation of the first half of the verse. The
pronouns fxav and v^mv must, with Lachm. and Tisch., following very important

witnesses, be deleted as clumsy additions inserted for the purpose of marking

1 Nikon, in the 13th century, attributed multitude. See Cotelerius, Patr. Apost. i.

the omission to solicitude lest tlie contents 235.

should have an iujurious effect upon the
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the distinction. Finally, « also in the first half has almost entirely the same
witnesses in its favour as the second u, so that with Lachin. and Tisch. we
must read a in both jjlaces. — Ver. 39. ^r?J B. D. L. X. Vulg. Codd. It. Or. Aug. :

ioTe. So Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. ; rightly defended by Bnttmann in the Siud. \i.

Kr'it. 1858, 1^. 474 ff. The seemingly illogical relation of the protasis and
apodosis caused iore to be changed into 7;rf, and sKoisiTe into troLdre (Vulg. Or.

Aug.). — After e-Troielre, Elz. Lachm. have uv, which is wanting in important

witnesses, and is an unnecessary grammatical addition. — Ver. 51. tov ?.6-y. tov

k/uSv'j Lachm. Tisch. : roy tfj.bv Tioyov, which is preponderatingly attested, and

therefore to be adopted. — Ver. 52. Instead of jEvarjTac Elz. has yevaerai, against

conclusive testimony. — Ver. 53. After creaDrw Elz. has cv, which the best Codd.

unanimously exclude. — Ver. 54. do^di^u'] Lachm. Tisch. : Su^anu, after B. C* D.

X. Curs. Cant. Verc. Corb. Ed. Colb. Or. Chrys. Ambr. Eightly ; the present

(comp. the following (h^n^uv) would involuntarilj' present itself to the copjdsts.

— For ijiiiiv (so also Tisch.) Elz. has v/mjv (as also Lachm.). The testimonies

are divided between the two ; but ri/iuv might easily have been changed into

vfitjv, after the preceding vf^el^:, through not observing the direct construction.

— Ver. 57. The reading TeaaapciKovTa, which Chrysostom has, and Euthymius

Zigabenus found in mss., is still in A. and three Curs., but is nothing save an

historical retouche. — Ver. 59. After iepuii Elz. Scholz have : 6ie?iOL>v ^id ukaov

av-uv, Kal napijyev ovtcjc, words which are wanting in B. D. K.* Vulg. It. al. Or.

Cyr. Arnob. An addition after Luke iv. 30, whence also^Enopevero has been in-

terpolated after avruv in several witnesses.

Vv. 1-3. 'Exop.] downfrom the temple. — n^ t. bp. r. tl.'] where He passed

the night ; comp. Luke xxi. 37. Disijlays the synoptic stamp in its cir-

cumstantiality of description and in the use of words ; instead of opOpov

(Luke xxiv. 1), John uses TTput (xviii. 38, xx. 1 ; comp. irpula, xxi. 4) ; for

TTaf 6 2.a6g John uses 6 dx^^og and ol ox^oi ; Ka'&ioag iSld. avr. is synoptical
;

on kdiSaaKEv, however, witliout mention of the topic, comp. vii. 14 ; the ypau-

fiarelQ never appear in John ; nor does he anywhere name the Mount of

Olives. — The crowd of people, after the conclusion of thefeast, would not be

surprising, considering the great sensation which Jesus had caused at the

feast. — The expression ^'Scribes and Pharisees''' is the designation in the

synoptic narrative for His regular opponents, answering to tlie Johannean ol

'lovSaloc. Tliey do not appear here as Zealots (Wetstein, Kuinoel, Staeudlin),

whose character would not correspond either with their questioning of Jesus

or with their subsequent slinking away ; nor even as a Deputationfrom the

Sanhedrim, which certainly would not have condescended to this, and whose

delegates would not have dared to let the woman slip. It is rather a non-

official tentative attack, like several that are narrated by the Synoptics ; the

woman has just been taken in the very act ; has, as a preliminary step, been

handed over to the Scribes and Pharisees for further proceedings ; has not

yet, however, been brought before the Sanhedrim, but is first made use of

by them for this attempt against Jesus.

Vv. 4, 5. Observe especially here and invv. 5, 6 the i\iOxo\igh\j synoiMcal

diffuseness of the account.

—

KaTEL'kii<p<^Tf\ with the augment of elX^ipa, see

Winer, p. GO [E. T. p. 72]. On the expression, comp. KaTEiXfjirro /iotx6g, Arrian.
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Epict. 2. 4. — en' avTO(j)upc)] in the very act. Herod. 6. 72, 137 ; Plato, Pol. 2,

p. 359 C ; Xen. 8ymp. 3. 13 ; Dem. 378. 12 ; Soph. Ant. 51 ; Eur. Ion. 1214.

Comp. Philo, p. 785 A : iioixeiai avT6<pupoi. On lanfiavetv ewl, of taking in

adultery, see Toup. 0pp. Grit. I. p. 101. — The adulterer, who in li\<.emiinneT

was liable to death (Lev. xx. 10 ; Deut. xxii. 24), may have fed. — hOofSo'A-

elaOai] This word cannot be called un-Johannean (in John x. 31 ff. XiddCeiv is

used) because of its being taken from Deut. I.e. According to Deut. xxii.

23, 24 the law expressly appoints stoning for the particular case, when a

letrothed maiden allows herself to be seduced by a man in the city, where

she could have summoned helj). The woman here taken must therefore

necessarily be regarded as sucJi an one, because the Xido^oXeiadai is expressly

referred to a co^nmand contained in the Mosaic law. From Deut. I.e., where

the betrothed, in reference to the seducer, is termed in;;"! H^K, it is clear

that the crime in question was regarded as a modified form of adultery, as it

is also called tliaq iioLxdaq by Philo, de legg. special, ii. p. 311. The rarity of

such a case as this made it all the more a fit topic for a tempting question in

casuistry. Accordingly, rdc Totahraq is to be understood as denoting the

class of adulteresses of this ptarticular Icind, to whom refers that law of Moses

appointing the punishment of stoning :
'^ adulteresses of this hind.'''' That

Moses, in Deut. I.e., does not use the expression ^^J (Lucke's objection) is

immaterial, because he has not this word at all in the connection, nor even

in the other cases, but designates the thing in another way. Usually the

woman is regarded as a married woman ; and as in Lev. xx. 10 and Deut.

xxii. 22, not stoning specifically, but death generally is the punishment

adjudged to adulteresses of this class, some either infer the internal false-

hood of the whole story (Wetstein, Semler, Morus, Paulus, Lilcke, de Wette,

Baur, and many others ; comp. also Hengstenberg and Godet), or assume

that the punishment of death, which is not more precisely defined by the

law ("to die the death"), must mean stoning (Michaelis, Mos. R. § 262
;

Tholuck, B. Crusius, Ebrard, Keil, Archaol. § 153, 1 ; Ewald, Briickner

hesitatingly, Luthardt, Baeumlein). As to the last view, judging from the

text in Deut. I.e., and also according to Rabliinical tradition, it is certainly

an unsafe assumption ; comp. Saalschiitz, Mos. R. p. 571. Here, however,

where the Mol3oMadai is distinctly cited as a positive provision of the law,

we have neither reason nor right to assume a reference to any other precept

save that in which stoning is expressly named as the punishment, viz. Deut.

xxii. 24 (LXX. : lidojiol.fjaov-ai h llOoiq), with which also the Talmud agrees,

Sanhedr. f. 51, 2 :
" Filia Israelitae, si adultera, cum nupta, strangulanda,

'

cum des2)onsata, lapidanda.'''' The supposition of Grotius, that the severer

punishment of stoning for adultery was introduced after the time of Ezekiel,

cannot be proved by Ezek. xvi. 38, 40 ; Sus. 45 ; the M.ui}afiQ iveTeilaTo more-

over, is decidedly against all such suppositions.

Ver. 6. n£zpdc;ovref avT6v\ denoting, not a good-natured questioning

' According to the Talmudic rule :
" Om- rule (Michaelis, I.e.) is a matter of no con-

nis mors, cujus et mentio in lege sim- sequence, so far as the present passage is

pliciter, non alia est quam strangulatio," concerned.

Sanhedr. I.e. The incorrectness of this
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(Olsliausen), but, agreeably to the standing ST/noptical representation of tlie

relation of those men to Jesus, and in keeping with what immediately fol-

lows, malicious tempting. The insidious feature of the plan consisted in this

:

"If He decides icith Moses /or the stoning. He will be accused before the

Roman authorities ; for, according to theRomtm criminal law, adultery was
not punishable with death, and stoning in particular was generally repudi-

ated by the Romans (see Staeudlin and Hug). But if He decides against

Moses and against stoning, He will then be prosecuted before the Sanhe-

drim as an ojiposer of the law." That they expected and wished for the

foryner result, is shown by the frejudicial way in which they introduce the

question, by quoting the express punishment prescribed by Moses.' Their

plan here is similar in design to that of the question touching the tribute

money in Matt. xxii. It is objected that the Romans in the provinces did

not administer justice strictly in accordance with their own laws ; but amid

the general immorality of the times they certainly did not conform to

the rigour of the Mosaic punishment for adultery ; and how easy would it

have been before the Roman magistrates to give a revolutionary aspect to

the hoped-for decision of Jesus in favour of Moses, even if He had in some

way reserved the competency of the Roman authorities ! If it be said that

Jesus needed only to declare Himself in favour of execution, and not ex-

actly for stoning, it is overlooked that here was the very case for which ston-

ing was expressly appointed. If it be urged, lastly, that when Jesus was

required to assume the position of a judge. He needed only to refer His

questioners to the Sanhedrim, and to tell them to take the woman thither

(Ebrard), that would have amounted to a decliiiing to answer, which would,

indeed, have been the surest way of escape from the dilemma, but inajjpro-

priate enough to the intellectual temperament of Jesus in such cases. Other

explanations of iiEipasELv—(1) They would cither have accused him to the

Romans imminutae maj'estatis, because they then possessed the jus vitae et

necis, or to the Jews imminutae libertatis (Grotius), and as a false Messiah

(Godet). But that prerogative of the Romans was not infringed by the

pronouncing of a sentence of condemnation; it was still reserved to them

through their having to confirm and carry out the sentence. Accordingly,

B. Crusius gives this turn to the question : "Would Jesus decide for the

popular execution of the law ... or would He peradventure even take upon

Himself to pass such a judgment" (so, substantially, Hitzig also on Joh.

Markus, p. 205 ff., and Luthardt), where (with Wctstein and Schulthess)

the law of the Zealots is called in by way of help ? But in that case the in-

terrogators, who intended to make use of a negative answer against Him as

an overturning of the law^, and an affirmative reply as an interference with

the functions of the authorities, would then have put 7io question at all relat-

ing to the thing which they really w^anted {i.e. the execution, and that im-

mediate and tumultuous). (2) As the punishment of death for adultery

had at that time already fallen into disuse, the drift of their question was

1 Observe also, in reference to this, the way for an answer in agreement with

ovv in ver. 5, which logically paves the Moses.
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simply ichetTier or not legal proceedings should he instituted at all (Ebrard, fol-

lowing Michaelis). The words themselves, and the design expressed in the

KaTTjyopslv, which could not take place before the people, but before the com-

petent judges, as in Matt. xii. 10, are quite opposed to this explanation.

(3) Dieck, in the Stud. u. Ki'it. 1833, p. 791, says : As the punishment of

death for adultery presupposes liberty of divorcement, and as Jesus had Him-

self repudiated divorce. He would, by pronouncing infavour of that punish-

ment, have contradicted Himself ; while, by pronouncing against it, He
would have api^eared as a despiser of the law. But apart from the improb-

ability of any such logical calculation on the part of His questioners as to

the first alternative,—a calculation which is indicated by nothing in the

text,—the Iva ix- K-afTiy. avr. is decisive against this explanation ; for a want

of logical consistency would have furnished no groundfor accusation.'^ (4)

The same argument tells against Augustine, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin,

Aretius, Jansen, Cornelius a Lapide, Baumgarten, and many other exposi-

tors : according to whom an affirmative reply would have been inconsistent

with the general mildness of His teaching ; a negative answer would have been

a decision against Moses. (5) Euthymius Zigabenus, Bengel, and many
others, Neander also, Tholuck, Baeumlein, Hengstenberg (who sees here an

unhistorical mingling of law and gospel), are nearer the mark in regarding

the plan of attack as based upon the assumption, which they regarded as

certain, that in accordance with His usual gentleness He would give aiiega-

tive answer : jivuaKovTeg yap avrbv hXerjiiova k. av/j,7ra'&?}, TvpocedoKuv, on (pEiaErai,

avTTJg, Kol TiOtTTOv e^ovai Karijyoplav nar' avrov, ug Trapavdfiug (peido/nevov Tfjq airb tov

vojLiov Ai^aCofih'TiQ, Euthymius Zigabenus. But this ex2)lanation also must be

rejected, partly even on d priori grounds, because an ensnaring casuistic

question may naturally be suj^posed to involve a dilemma ; partly and mainly

because in this case the introduction of the question by ev de tcj vdfUf) would
have been a very unwise method of preparing the way for a negative answer.

This latter argument tells against Ewald, who holds that Christ, by the ac-

quittal which they deemed it probable He would pronounce, would have

offended against the Mosaic law ; while by condemning, He would have

violated as well the milder practice then in vogue as His own more gentle

principles. Liicke, de Wette, Bruckner, Baur,^ and many other expositors

1 What they really wished was to accvse tells substantially also against Lange's

Him, on the ground of the answer He view, viz. that they wished to see whether
would give. Hilgenfeld therefore is In He would venture, in the strength of His

error when he thinks they sought to force Messianic authority, to set up a new law.

Him to give a decisive utterance as the If in this case He had decided in farour of

obligation of the ilosaic law. By an afQrma- Moses, they could not have accused Him (to

tive reply (he says) Christ would have the Sanhedrim).

recognized this obligation, and by His non- ^ According to Baur (p. 170 sq.), there

observance of the law (v. 18, vii. 23) He is nothing historical whatever in the story;

would have been self-condemned ; by a it has a purely ideal import. The main
negative answer He would have been guilty idea he holds to be the consciousness of

of an express rejection of the law. Viewing one's own sinfulness breaking the power
the matter thus, they could not, indeed, of every sin, in opposition to the accusation

have accused Him on account of His answer brought against Jesus by the Tharisees, that

if affirmative ; they could only have charg- He associated with sinners, and thus was
ed Him with logical inconsistency. This so ready to forgive.
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renounce tlie attempt to give any satisfactory solution of tlie difficulty. — rf

danTvlu eypa(pev sic r. yyv] as a sign that He was not considering their ques-

tion, oTTsp elu'&acn noUaKig ttoieIv ol fiy &E?iovTe^ anoKpivEa'dai Tvpoq tovq hpuTuvraQ

aaaipa kol avd^ca. Tvovg yap avrcbv rfjv firsxavi/v, TrpocyeTroielTO ypcK^ELV etf r. yfiv,

Kal fi?) TvpoaexEiv olg eleyov, Euthymius Zigabenus. For instances of behaviour

like this on the part of one who turns away from those around him, and

becomes absorbed in himself, giving himself up to his own thoughts or im-

aginings, see from Greek writers Aristoph. Acliarn. 31, and Schol.Diog.Laert.

2. 127, and from the Rabbins, in Wetstein. Isa. xvii. 13 does not here

serve for elucidation. What Jesus wrote is not a subject even of inquiry
;

nor are we to ask whether, by the act. He was symbolizing any, and if so

what, answer (Michaelis : the answer " «s it is written''''). There is much
marvellous conjecture among the older expositors. See "Wolf and Lampe,

also Fabricius, Cod. Apocr. p. 815, who thinks that Jesus wrote the answer

given in ver. 7 (after Bede ; comp. also Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 480, ed. 3,

and Godet). Suffice it to say, the strange manner in which Jesus silently

declines to give a decisive reply (acting, no doubt, according to His princiiile

of not interfering with the sphere of the magistracy (here a matter of crim-

inal law). Matt. xxii. ; Luke xii. 13, 14),' bears the stamp of genuineness

and not of invention, though Hengstenberg deems this procedure unworthy

of Jesus ; the tempters desei'ved the contempt which this implied, ver. 9.

—

Observe in eypaipev the descriptive imperfect. The reader sees Him writing

with His finger. The additions in some Codd. kol TvpoanoLovfievoQ, and (more

strongly attested) jifj npocnroLov/x., are glosses of different kinds, meaning
^^ though He oidy pretended (simulans) to write;" and, ^^ without troubling

Himself about them'''' (dissimulans, Ev. 32 adds avToig). See Matthaei, ed.

min. in loc.

Ver. 7. 'AvafiapTTjTog] faultless, here only in the N. T., very often in the

Classics. Whether it means freedom from the possibility of fault (of error

or sin), as in Plato, Pol. I. p. 339 B, or freedom from actual sin (comp. ywy
ava/xdpTTjTog, Herod, v. 39),—whether, again, it is to be understood generally

(2 Mace. viii. 4), or with reference to any definite category or species of aaap-

Tia (2 Mace. xii. 42 ; Deut. xxix. 19), is a matter which can be decided by

the context alone. Here it must signify actual freedom from the sin, not

indeed of adultery specially, for Jesus could not presuppose this of the hie-

rarchy as a whole, even with all its corruption of morals, but probably of un-

chastity, simply because a woman who was a sinner of this category was here

in question, and stood before the eyes of them all as the living opposite of

ava/udp-/j-oc. Comp. dfiapT(j?.6g, Luke vii. 37 ; d/uap-dveiv, Jacobs, ad Anthol.

' According to Luthardt, to show that to be disturbed by any street scandal. Me-

the malice of the question did not deserve lanchthon well says: "Initio, cum accusatur

an ansiver. But the numerous testing ques- mulier, nihil respondit Christus, tanqvam
tions proposed to Him, according to the in aliam retn intentus, videlicet prorsns a sese

Synoptics, by His opponents, were all of rejicienshancquaestlonempertincntetn ad cog-

them malicious ; yet Jesus did not refuse nil.ionetn magidratus politici. Postea, cum
to reply to them. According to Lange's urgetur, respondet non de muliere, sed de

fancy, Jesus assumed the gesture of a calm ipsorum peccatis, qui Ipsam accusabant."

majesty, which, in its playful ease, refused
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X. p. Ill •, in chap. v. 14, also, a special kind of sinning is intended by

utiKt-L dudpravs ; and the same command, in ver. 11, addressed to the adul-

teress, authenticates the sense in which dvaudpTijTOQ is used. The men tempt-

ing Him knew how to avoid, in outward apjjearance rather than in reality,

the unchastity which they condemned. Taking the words to mean freedom

from sin generally, ' we make Jesus propose an impracticable condition in the

given case, quite untitted to disarm His opponents through their own con-

sciences ; for it would have been a purely ideal condition, a standard im-

possible to man. If we take avatidprnrog, however, in the concrete sense

above explained, the condition named becomes quite appropriate to baffle

the purpose of the tempting questioners ; for the j^rescription of the Mosaic

law is, on the one hand, fully recognized ;
^ while, on the other, its ful-

filment is made dependent on a condition which would effectually banish

from the mind of His questioners, into whose consciences Jesus was looking,

all thought of making His answer a ground of accusation to the authorities.

—Observe, further, how the general moral maxim to be deduced from the

text condemns generally in the Christian community, viewed as it ought to

exist conformably to its ideal, the personal condemnation of the sins of

others (comp. Matt. vii. 1 ; Gal. vi. 5), and puts in its place brotherly ad-

monition, conciliation, forgiveness—in a word, love, as the •KAi^puaiq of the

law. — rhv \l-&ov\ the stone which He would cast at her in obedience to the

law.— £7r' av-i)\ upon Jier.^— (iaTiE-ui] not mere permission, but command, and

therefore all the more telling. The place of stoning must be conceived

as lying outside the city (Lev. xxiv. 14 ; Acts vii. 56). We must further

observe that Jesus does not say the first stone, but let t\ye first (i.e. of you,

vfiijp) cast the stone, which does not exclude that casting of the first, which

was obligatory on the witn-esses (Deut. xvii. 7 ; Acts vii. 58).

Vv. 8, 9. UaAiv, K.T.X.] To indicate that He has nothing further to do

with the case. According to Jerome* and Euthymius Zigabenus, "in

order to give space to the questioners to take themselves away ;" but this

is not in keeping with ver. 6.

—

e^r/pxcvro] descriptive im]^eriect. — elg Kud'

£(?] Mark xiv. 19. — euc r. eaxdr.] is to be connected with elf Kai?' elg, dp§.

aTTo T. irpEaji. being an intervening clause. See on Matt. xx. 8.—The Trpec-

fturepoi are the elders in years, not the elders of the people ; for there Avould be

no apparent reason why the latter should be the first who should have

chosen to go away ; besides, the elders of the people are not named along

with the others in ver. 3. Those more advanced in years, on the other hand,

were also thoughtful and prudent enough to go away first, instead of stop-

ping to compromise themselves further. — euq tuv eaxdr.] attested as genuine

by preponderating evidence. It does not refer to r«?!^, the least (so most

modern expositors, also Liicke, B. Crusius, de Wette, Maier, Lange),

1 Baur, who draws from the passage a testimony of Jesus against capital punish-

an erroneous doctrinal meaning, Luthardt, ment.

Ewald, Hengstenberg, Godet, following ^ See Berhardy, p. 249; Ellendt, Xea-./SSsp/i.

early expositors. i. p. 467.

2 The section cannot therefore be used, * According to whom Christ wrote the

as Mittermayer uses it {d. Todesstr. 18G2), as sins of His accusers and of all mortals !
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wHcli the context does not sanction ; the context (see elg /caiS^' elg) leads us

rather to render it unto the last, viz. who went out, i.e. until all were gone.

The feature that the eldest (who probably stood nearest to Jesus) were the

first to go out, is characteristic and original ; but that the going away took

place in the order of rank, is a meaning imported into the words by the ex-

positors. After CLKova, the received text has Koi viru tTjq aweidijaEug klsyxoiiEvoL,

a gloss opposed to very important witnesses ; but as to the matter of fact,

right enough.

—

iiovog d'lrja., /c.r./l.] Augustine well says : "Relicta sunt

duo, miseria et misericordia.''^ But it does not exclude the jDresence of the

disciples and the crowds of lookers-on at a distance.

Vv. 10, 11. Ot KaT7/y.] who have accused thee to me, as if I were to be

judge. —oiide/f] is emphatic : Has 710 one condemned thee? Has no one

declared that thou art to be stoned ? "Were it not so, they would not have

left the woman to go free, and all of them gone away. The KareKpcvev here

designates the sententia damnatoria, not as & judicial sentence (for the ypa^-

fiareig and Pharisees had come merely as ashing a question concerning a

matter of law or right), but simply as the judgment of an individual. — ov6a

hyu ae KuraKp. : I also do not condemn thee. This is not the declaration of the

forgiveness of sin, as in Matt. ix. 2, Luke vii. 48, and cannot therefore justly

be urged against the historical genuineness of the narrative (see, in particu-

lar, Hengstcnberg) ; nor is it a mere declinature oijudicial competency, which

would be out of keeinugwith the preceding question, and with the admoni-

tion that follows : on the contrary, it is a refusal to condemn, spoken in the

consciousness of His Messianic calling, according to which He had not come

to condemn, but to seek and save the lost (iii. 17, xii. 46 ; Matt, xviii.

11) ; not to cast out sinners ; "not to quench the smoking flax," etc. He
accordingly does in this case what by His office He is called to do, namely,

to awaken and give room for repentance * in the sinner, instead of condemn-

ing ; for He dismisses her with the admonition firjKETi. aiidprave. Augustine

well says : "Ergo et Dominus damnavit, sed peccatum, non hominem."

How striking the force of the negative declaration and the j)Ositive admoni-

tion !

Ver. 13. The interpolated section, vii. 53-viii. 11, being deleted, we must

look for some connection with vii. 52. This may be found simply as folloAvs.

As the Sanhedrim had not been able to carry out their design of apprehend-

ing Jesus, and had, moreover, become divided among themselves (as is

recorded in vii. 45-52), He was able, in consequence of this miscarriage in

their plans against Him {ovv), to come forth afresh and address the assembled

peojile in the temple (ahro'ir, comp. ver. 20). This renewed coming forward

to address them is not, however, to be placed on the last day of the feast,

but is so definitely marked oU by ver. 20 as a special act, and so clearly dis-

tinguished from the preceding, that it must be assigned to one of the follow-

ing days
;
just as in ver. 21 the similar transition and the recurring tto-Ilv

introduce again a new discourse sjwken on another day. Others take a

^ In connection with the marriage law, it guilty party makes the continuance of the

is clear from this passage that, In the case marriage allowable,

of adultery, repentance on the part of the
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different view, putting the discourses in vv. 13-20, and even that also in

ver. 21 ff., on the day named in chap. vii. 37 ; but against this is not only

the Txakiv of ver. 12 and ver. 21*, but the ow, which in both places bears an

evident reference to some preceding historical observation. Though Liicke's

difficulty, that a single day would be too short for so many discourses and
replies, can have no weight, there is yet no sufficient ground for de Wette's

supposition, that John did not know how to hold securely the thread of the

history.

—

lam the light of the icorld, i.e. (conip. on i. 4) the possessor and

hearer of the divine truth of salvation (r. 0. ttjq i^uf/g),from whom this saving

truth, goes forth to all manhind {noajioQ), who without Christ are dark and

dead. The light is not identical with the salvation (Hengstenberg), but sal-

vation is the necessary emanation therefrom ; without the light there is no

salvation. So also Isa. xlix. 6 ; comp. xlii. 6. To regard the figure which

Christ here employs, in witnessing to Himself, as suggested by some out-

ward object—for example, by the two colossal golden candlesticks which
were lighted at the feast of Tabernacles (but certainly only on the first day

;

see Succah v. 2) in the forecourt of the women, where also was the yaCo^vAa-

Kiov, ver. 20, on either side of the altar of burnt-offering (Wetstcin, Paulus,

Olshausen),—is a precarious supposition, as the feast was now over ; at the

most, we can only associate the words with the sight of the candelabra, as

Hug and Lange do—the latter intermingling further references to spiritual

darkness from the liistory of the adulteress. But the figure, corresponding

as it essentially does with the thing signified, had been given long before,

and was quite a familiar one in the prophetic view of the idea of the Messiah

(Isa. ix. 1, xlii. 6 ; Mai. iv. 2). Comp. also Matt. iv. 15, IG ; Luke ii. 32
;

and the Rabbinical references in Lightfoot, p. 1041. There is really no

need to suppose any special suggesting cause, not even the reading of Isa.

xlii. ; for though the Scriptures were read in the synagogues, we have no

proof that they were read in the temple. To find also a reference .to the

pillar of fire in the wilderness (Godet), according to which the 6 Ako/mvOuv,

K.T.Ti.., has reference to Israel's wanderings, is quite arbitrary ; no better,

indeed, than the reference of vii. 37 to the rock in the wilderness.— oh /aij

7T£pLTraT7}(jei] The strongly attested, though not decisively confirmed, sub-

junctive TrepnraTija?] (so Lachmann, Tischendorf) would be the most usual

word in the N. T. after ov //?;, and might therefore all the more easily have

displaced the future, which could hardly have been introduced through the

following e^ec, seeing that the latter word has no connection with ov /u?j. Upon
ov fiT/, vsdth the more definitely assuringfuture, see on Matt. xxvi. 35 ; Mark
xiv. 31.

—

e^ei to (pug t. C"w] As the antithesis of the divine ah'fieia, the

cKOTia, is the causative element of death, so is the light the cause of life, i.e.

of the true eternal Messianic life, not only in its consummation after the

Parousia, but already in its temporal development (comp. iii. 15). £^el, it

will not ie wanting to him, he will be in possession of it, for it necessarily com-

municates itself to him direct from its personal source, which he follows in

virtue of his fellowship with Christ ("lux enim. praefer^'i solet," Grotius).

The aKoTiovdelv takes place through faith; but in the believer, who as such

walks no more in darkness (xii. 40 ; Eph. v. 8 ; Col. i. 13), Christ Him-
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self lives (the Joliannean "I in yoii,"ancl tlie Pauline Gal. ii. 20 ; see on vi.

51), and therefore he has that light of life which proceeds from Christ as a

real and inward possession (Nonnus, 6ii6(poiTov kv av-rc^ ; he is vlhg (purog (xii.

36), and himself "light in the Lord" (Eph. v. 8). This explanation, not

merely the having Christ with him (Weiss), is required by the context

;

because i^ei, k.t.a., is the result of the aKolondelv, and therefore of faith

(comp. iii. 15, 30, v. 24, vi. 47), and accordingly tijq l^uf/g is added.

Vv. 18, 14. This great declaration the Pharisees present {oi <^apic.) can-

not leave unchallenged ; they, however, cleverly enough, while avoiding

dealing with its real substance, bring against it a formal objection ; comp.

V. 31. Jesus replies, that the rule of law referred to docs not aj^ply to His

witness regarding Himself, as He testified concerning Himself, not in His

own human individuality, but in the conscious certainty of His having been

sent from, and being about to return to, heaven— a relation which is, of

course, unknown to His opponents, who therefore reject His testimony.

The refutation lies in the fact that God is able, without any departure from

truth, to testify concerning Himself.

—

kclv hyc) /uap-., /c.r./l.] not : if also

7 (Liicke), nor : altJiovgh I, etc. (B. Crusius), for both would require edv

Kai ; but : even if, i.e. even in case (adeo turn, si), if I for my part (ej w), etc.*

— miv vTrdyu] through death, vii. 33. — Epxo/iai] ipSov was previously used of

the historical point of the past ; here, however, the Praes., in using which

Jesus means His continuous coming forward as the ambassador of God.

Comp. iii. 31. The latter represents it more as a matter of the j^rcsent. — sy]

not again icai, because the two points are conceived, not as before cojnda-

tively, but alternatively (" whether I speak of the one or the other, you do

not know it").^ The latter is more exj^ressive, because it is disjunctive.

Vv. 14, 16. The course of thought repeated with some minuteness

(Tholuck), but similarly to vii. 24. The rejection of His testimony by the

Pharisees in ver. 13, was an act oi judgment on their part which, unacquaint-

ed' as they were with His higher position as an ambassador of God, had

been determined merely hy His outward sensuous appearance, by His servanVs

form,' as to which He seemed to them to be an ordinary man. This Jesus

tells them, and adds, how very differently He proceeds in this respect.*

Kpiveiv receives through the context the condemnatory sense, and kuto. t^v

cdpKa is not to be understood of the sxdijective norm (Chrysostom : ano av&pu-

-KLVTjQ (havolag . . . mViKug : de "Wette : in a carnal, selfish manner ; comp,

B. Crusius), but of the objective norm.^— kyu ov Kpivu ovdeva] I condemn no

one. There is no need, however, for supplying in thought KaTa t. cdpKa, as

even Augustine proposed, and after Cyril's example many modern writers

(also Kuinoel, Paulus) ; to the same thing comes Liicke's supplement : as

1 See Klotz, ad Devar. p. 519 ; Stalib. ad fore not to have concluded that the words,

Plat. Apol. p. 32 A; Baeumlein, Partik. " I judfte no 7nan," presuppose the history

p. 151. of the woman taken in adultery.

2 Comp. 1 Cor. xi. 27. ^ Comp. kot' o\\ii.v, vii. 24 ; Euth. Zigabenus,

' eio-opooJVTes e/XT)>' ^poToetSe'a jj-opjiiiv, Non- ffpbs (xdi'ov to ^aiv6ii.evov ^AeVoi'Te?, Ka.\ fj.rjSev

HUS. VipYiKoTcpov KoL Tn'ev/u.aTiKOi' ervooC^Tes. Comp.
* Hilgenfeld, Evano- p. 286, ouRht there- 2 Cor. v. 16.
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you do. This is decidedly to be rejected, partly for tlie general reason tliat

the proper point would have to be supj^lied in thought, and partly because,

in ver. 16, koI kav Kpivu cannot be taken otherwise than absolutely, and loith-

out supplement. For these reasons every kind of supplement must be re-

jected, whether by the insertion of vvv, which would point to the future

judgment,' or of iiovog (Storr, Godet), as though John had written avrbq eyu.

Jesus rather gives utterance to His maxim in the consciousness of having

come, not to judge, but to save and bless (comp. on ver. 11), which is what
He carried out principaliter ; but this principle was, that He refrained from
all condemnation of others, knowing as He did that Kpiveiv was neither the end

(Bruckner) nor the sphere of His life (Hengstenberg). This principle, how-

ever, did not exclude necessary cases of an opposite hind ; and of such cases

ver. 16 supplies the necessary explanation. Luther aptly remarks : "He
herewith clothes Himself with His ^^cey" but an antithesis to teaching

(Calvin, Beza) is foreign to the verse ; and the interpretation : I have no

p)leasure in judging (de Wette), imports into the words what they do not

contain.^— Ver. 16. kqI kav KpivuSe kyiy] koI Jt- here and in ver. 17, atqice etiam,

see on vi. 51. The thought is : and even if a Kpiveiv on my part shotdd talce

place, etc. Notwithstanding His maxim, not to judge, such cases had act-

ually occurred in the exercise of His vocation, and, indeed, just for the

purpose of attaining its higher object—as was, moreover, inevitable with

His antagonism to sin and the K6a[ioc. Comp. Luther : "If thou wilt not

have our Lord God, then keep the devil ; and the office Avliich otherwise is

not set for judgment, but for help and consolation, is compelled to assume

the function of condemnation." Luthardt :
" But my witness iecomes ajudg-

ment through itn'belief.'''' This, however, is not in the passage ; and Jesus

was often enough forced into actual, direct judging, ver. 26. — de] occui^ies

the fourth place, because the preceding words are connected with each

other, as in ver. 17, vi. 51 ; 1 John i. 3 ; Matt. x. 18, al.—According to the

reading hlrjOLvi] (see the critical notes), the meaning of the second clause is :

my judgment is a genuine one, answering to the idea, as it ought to be

—

not equivalent to alrj-QrjQ (B. Crusius). Comp. on vii. 28. Reason : For it

is not (like an ordinary human personality, restricted to myself) I alone (who
judge), hut I and the Father that hath sent me (are the kp'ivovteq), which
fellowship ^ naturally excludes everything that could prevent the Kpiaiq from

being akrj^tvi]. Comp. v. 30.

Vv. 17, 18. After tkiQ first reason in answer to the Pharisaic rejection of

His self-witness (namely, that He gave it in the consciousness of His divine

mission, ver. 14), and after administering a reproof to His antagonists, in

connection therewith, for their judging (vv. 15, 16), there follows a second

reason, namely, that Hisicitness to Himself is no violation of the Jewish laic

,

' Augustine, Chrysostom, Euth. Zigabe- rejection (but merely the caricature whicli

nus, Erasmus, etc. man has made of his own nature by sin).

2 Among the meanings imported into the Where is there anything in the passage
passage may be reckoned Lange's fanciful about the real essence of man ?

notion {L. J. II. p. 958) that Jesus can never ^ ojrep eyw xpiVw, toOto Kal 6 Trar^p, Euth.
regard the real essence of man as worthy of Zigabenus.
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"but Tms more than the amount of truth therehj required. — nal . , . 6e\ atque

etiam, as above in ver. 16. — rw vfier.'] emphatically, from the point of view

of His opponents (comp. x. 34, xv. 25), wlio took tlicir stand thereon, and

regarded Jesus as a law-lrcaker ^ and even in ver. 13 had had in view a well-

known prescription of the law. The words of Christ are therefore no doubt

anti-Judaic, but not in themselves antinomian,^ or belonging to a later

Christian point of view ;

"•' nor must they be taken to mean : for Christ and

believers the law exists no longer,' though, no doubt, they expressed His con-

sciousness of being exalted above the Jewish law as it then was, and in the

strange and hostile form in which it met Him. Keim ^ is therefore mistaken

in saying : "In this way neither could Jc6U& speak nor John write—not even

PaiiV See v. 45-47, vii. 19, 22 f., v. 39, x. 35. xix. 36. — The passage itself

from the law is quoted with considerable freedom (Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15),

av^puTTuv being uttered with intentional emphasis, as Jesus draws a conclusion

a minoriad majiis. If the law demands two human witnesses, in my witness

there is still more ; for the witnesses Avhose declaration is contained therein

are (1) my own individuality ; and (2) the Father who has sent me ; as His

representative and interpreter, therefore, I testify, so that my witness is also

His. That which took place, as to substance, in the living and inse])arable

unity of the divine-human consciousness, to wit. His witnessing, and God''s

witnessing, Jesvis discriminates here only fofmalli/, for the sake of being

able to apply the passage of the law in question, from which He argues mr'

av&purrov ; but not incorrectly (Schenkel) : hence, also, there is no need for

supplying in thought to kyu : ^' As a hxcman Tcnoicer of myself, as an honest

man'''' (Paulus), and the like ; or even, "as tlie Son of God'''' (Olshausen,

who also brings in the Holy Ghost).

Ver. 19. The question of the Pharisees, who only pretend not to under-

stand what Jesus means by the words o Trefiibag /ne naryp, between which and

ver. 27 there is no inconsistency, is frivolous mockery. "Where is, then,

this second witness, thy Father ?" He has no actual existence ! He ought,

surely, to be here on the spot, if, as thou hast said. He were a witness with

thee on thy behalf ! To regard their question as the expression of a veri-

table material understanding on their part, that He referred to a jyhysical

father,^ some also having found in it a blasphemous allusion to bastardy

(Cyril, Ammon), is irreconcilable with the circumstance that Jesus had

already so frequently and unmistakably pointed to God as His Father
;

the questioners themselves also betray their dissimulation by the word tvov
;

they do not ask rig. Totally different is the relation of the question put by

Philip in xiv. 8. — The rej}ly of Jesus unveils to them with clear composure

whence it arose that they i:)ut so wicked a question. To take the words

ohre Efi£ as far as /lov as a question is less appropriate (Ewald), as it is scarcely

' Schweizer, Baiir, Reuss. even the Johannean Jesus has broken with
2 De Wette, B. Crusius, Thohick. the law, or treated it as antiquated. See
^ Messner, Lehre der Aposfel. p. 345. especially vv. 45-47. His relation to the

^ See his GescMchtlich. Christ, p. 14, ed. 3. law is also that of fulfilment.

Note, on the contrary, that it is John him- ° Aujrustine, Bede, etc. ; de Wette, 01s-

self who stands higher than Paul. But not hausen, Bruckner, and, doubtfully, Liicke.
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likely that Jesus was talcen 5?/ surprise. The e'l kfie y^ecTe, etc., rests on the

fact that the Father reveals Himself in Him. Comp. xiv. 9, xvi. 3.

Ver. 20. Tav-a ra pr^/nara] Vv. 12, 13. Godet arbitrarily imports into the

text "words so important.'''' Comp. vi. 50. — hrib yafc^vA.] At the treasury.

On h, as denoting immediate neighbourhood, see Kiihner, ad Xen. Anal).

iv. 8. 22 ; Ast, Lex. Plat. I. p. 700 ; Winer, p. 360 [E. T. p. 385], who,

however, is of opinion—though it cannot be substantiated—that the place

itself lohere the treasury stood was called yaC,o(pv'k. ; so also Tholuck, Briick-

ner. Respecting the -yal^ofvTidiuov, which consisted of thirteen brazen chests

destined to receive the taxes and charitable offerings in the temple, see on

Mark xii. 41. In a place so much frequented in the forecourt of the women
did Jesus thus speak,—and no one laid hands on Him.

—

kuI ov(kig, etc.]

Historical refrain, constituting a kind of triumphal (comp. vii. 30) close to

the delivery of this discourse.

Ver. 21. A neic scene here opens, as in ver. 12, and is therefore, after the

analogy of ver. 12, to be placed in one of th.e folloicing days (so also Ewald
;

and in opposition to Origen and the common supposition). — The connect-

ing word, with which the further discussion on this occasion (it is different

in ver. 12) takes its rise, is a word of grave threatening, more severely punitive

than even vii. 34.

—

ovv] As no one had laid hands on Him, comp, ver. 12.

—

Ka7uv, as in ver. 12, indicating the delivery of a second discourse, not a repe-

tition of vii. 34. — a'vTo'iQ'] to the Jews who were present in the temple, vv.

20, 22. — C,)]Ti]aErE /ze] namely, as a deliverer from the misfortunes that are

coming upon you, as in vii. 34. But instead of the clause there added,

Koi ol'x evp'ice-e, here we have the far more tragical and positive declaration,

K. h> T. ajiapr. v/x. anod-. and (not reconciled and sanctified, but) i7i your sin

(still laden with it and your unatoned guilt, ix. 34 ; 1 Cor. xv. 17) ye shall

die, namely, in the universal misfortunes amid which you will lose your

lives. Accordingly, h is the state icJierein, and not the cause whe?'eby (Heng-

stenberg) they die. The text does not require us to understand eternal

death, although that is the consequence of dying in this state. 'Ev ry dfiaprla

vp-uv, however, is to be taken in a collective sense (see ver. 24, i. 29, ix. 41),

and not as merely referring to the sin of unbelief; though being itself sin

(xvi. 9), it is the ground of the non-extinction and increase of their sin.

Between ^riTrjatTk ps, finally, and the dying in sin, there is no contradiction';

for the seeking in question is not the seeking of faith, but that seeking of

desperation whose object is merely deliverance from external afflictions. The

futility of that search, so fearfully expressed by the words koI—aiTo-&av., is

further explained by otto?; iyu vndyu, etc., for they cannot ascend into heaven,

in order to find Jesus as a deliverer, and to bring Him down (to this view

xiii. 33 is not opposed). Accordingly, these words are to be taken quite as

in vii. 34, not as referring to hell into which they would come through

death ; for Jesus speaks, not of their condition after, but up to, their death.

Ver. 22. It did not escape the notice of the Jews that in using virdyu He
meant a voluntary departure. But that they should not be able to come

whither He goeth away, excites in them, not fear and concern on His ac-

count (Ewald), but impious mocTcery ; and they ask : He will not perchance
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hill himself, in that he saith, etc. ? In this case, indeed, we shall not be

able to reach him ! The emphasis rests on awoKTevel, as the mode in which

they scornfully conceive the virdysiv to take place. — Gehenna being the bnov

which would follow on such a departure (Joseph. Bell. iii. 8. 5, and see

"VVetstein and Ewald, Alterth. p. 232). The scorn (which Hengstenberg

also groundlcssly denies) is similar to that in vii. 35, only much more mali-

cious.

Vv. 23, 24. Without further noticing their venomous scorn, Jesus simply

holds up before them, with firm and elevated calmness, their men low nature,

which made them capable of thus mocking Him, because they did not un-

derstand Ilim, the heavenly One. — ek tuv Karu] from, the lower regions, i.e.

eK TT/q -yijg (comp. Acts ii. 19), the opposite of ra avu, the heavenly regions
;

avo) being used of heavenly relations in solemn discourse (Col. iii. 1, 2 ; Gal.

iv. 2G ; Phil. iii. 14) ; comp. on hvudev, iii. 81. 'E/c designates derivation

;

you spring from the earth, I from the heaven. To understand ko-tu as de-

noting the loicer world (Origen, Nonnus, Langc), a meaning which Godet

also considers as included in it, would correspond, indeed, to the current

classical usage, but is opj)osed by the parallel of the second half of the

verse. — o'vk. el/il ek t. Kdajiov Tovroii] I do not spring froni' this (pre-Messianic,

comp. nli)vovToq) icorld ; negative expression of His supramundane, heavenly

derivation.' Comp. xviii. 36. Both halves of the verse contain the same

thought ; and the clauses ek tuv kutu egte and ek tov Kda/uov tovtov egte imjily,

in their pregnant meaning, that those men are also of siich a character and

disposition as corresi^ond to their low extraction, without higher wisdom

and divine life. Comp. iii. 31. Therefore had Jesus said to them—He
refers them again to His words in ver. 24—they would die in their sins

;

and now He adds the reason : kav yap, etc. ; for only faith can help to the

higher divine life in time and eternity (i. 12, iii. 15 f., vi. 40 ff., xvii. 3,

al.), those Avho are ek tuv ndru and ek tov Koa/LLov tovtov, and as such, are born

flesh of flesh.—Notice, that in this repetition of the minatory words the em-

phasis, which in ver. 20 rested on h r. afi. v/n., is laid on cnToflav. ; and that

thus prominence is given to the perishing itself, which could be averted

only by conversion to faith. — oti eyu eI/ii] namely, the Messiah, the great

name which every one understood without explanation, which concentrated

in itself the highest hopes of all Israel on the basis of the old prophecies,

and which was the most p7'esent tliought both to Jesus and the Jews, especially

in all their discussions—to Jesus, in the form, " I am the Messiah ;" to the

Jews, in the form of either, "Is He the Messiah ?"' or, " This is not the

Messiah, but another, who is yet to come." Comp. ver. 28, xiii. 19. In

opposition to the notion of there being another, Jesus uses the emphatic

b/i). The non-mention of the name, which was taken for granted (it had

' Not merely of the heavenly direction of human, snpra-mundane existence (in the

His spirit (Weizsacker), which must be consciousness of the Logos), xvii. 5, and

taken for granted in the Christ who springs lays claim to a transcendent relation of His

from above (comp. iii. 31). Wherever Christ essential nature. Comp. Weiss, Lehrbegr.

speaks of His heavenly descent, He speaks p. 215 f. Nonnus : feli-os t^ivv (coo-^oio.

in the consciousness of having had a pre-
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been mentioned in iv. 25, 26), confers on it a quiet majesty tliat makes an

irresistible impression on tlie minds of the hearers while Christ gives utter-

ance to the brief words, on kyu elfii. As God comprehended the sum of

the Old Testament faith in XIH ':K,' go Christ that of the New Testament

in OTL iyii sl/ii." The definite confession of this faith is given in xvi. 3, vi.

68, 69 ; 1 John iv. 2.

Ver. 25. The Jews understand the un eyu el/ii well enough, but refuse to

recognize it, and therefore ask pertly and contemi3tuously : cv rig el ; tu

quis es? av being emphasized to express disdain ; comp. Acts xix. 15.

Jesus replies with a cownter-question of surprise at so great obduracy on their

part ; but then at once after ver. 26 discontinues any further utterance re-

garding them. His opponents. His counter-question is : r;)v apxyv 6, tl koI

AaTiu v/ilv ? What I from the very beginning also say to you ? namely, do you
ask that ? Who I am (to wit, the Messiah, vv. 24, 29), that is, the very

thing which, from the very beginning, since I have been among you, and
have spoken to you, has formed the matter of my discourse ; ' and can you

still ask about that, as though you had not yet heard it from me ? They
ought to have Tcnown long ago, and to have recognized, what they just now
aslied with their wicked question av rig el. This view is not complicated,

as Winer objects, but corresponds simply to the words and to the situation.

On apx']v as used frequently in an adverbial sense, both among the Greeks

and by the LXX., with and without the article, to denote time, aJ) initio,

from the very beginning, see Schweighaiiser, Lex. Herod. I. p. 104 f. ; Lcnnep
ad Phalar. -p. 82 ff. It precedes the relative, because it is the point which
makes the obduracy of the Jews so very perceptible. *— o, tl\ interroga-

tively, in relation to a question with rig immediately preceding,—as fre-

quently in the Classics, so that some such words as thoio aslcest must be suji-

plied in thought.^— /ca/] also, expresses the corresponding relation (Baeum-

lein, Partih. p. 152), in this case, of speech to being : what from the very

beginning, as / am it, so also, I say it to you. — 2.a?^u] speaTc, not : say.

Comp. on vv. 26, 4.3 ; and see on Rom. iii. 19. He does not use Xelalrjua,

because it is a continuous speaking ; the sound of it is, in fact, still ringing

in their ears from. vv. 23, 24. — The passage is also taken interrogatively by
Matthaei, Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Liicke. The latter ^ renders : Why,

' Deut. xxxii. 39 ; Isa. xli. 13, xliii. 10. vobiscum loquor ? ciir frustra vobiscum dis-

^ Comp. Hofmann, »Sc/^/•^/('i(^(«. I. p. 03 f. piito?" See ed. min. I. p. 575. With this

^ According to John, at His very first ap- also is in substantial agreement the view
pearance in the temple, ii. 19. of Ewald, who, however, regards the words

* Comp. iv. 18 ; Buttmann, Xeut. Gram. rather as the expression of righteous indig-

p. 333 d. [E. T. p. 389]. nation than as a question :
" TJiat I should,

5 See Kiihner, II. § 837, note 1 ; Bernhardy indeed, speak to you at all!" It would be

p. 443 ; Kriiger, § 51. 17. 3. more correct to say : " That I should at all

* So, without doubt, Chrysostom also, even (still) sjjeak to you !" But how greatly

who gives as the meaning : toO oAios aKoiieiv is the at all thus in the way I 'On, too,

riav \6yiav Ttov nap eii.ov ava^ioi eo-T6, ftijri would then need a supplement, which is

ye Ka\ /xa&elv oo-Tis eyu) ei/xi. Comp. Cyril not furnished by the text. Besides, the

and Theophylact, also Euth. Zigabenus. following words, especially if introduced
Matthaei explains the words in exact ac- without an aXXd or /oiei'Toi. (indicating that

cordance with Lucke :
" Cur vero omnino Jesus had collected Himself again, and
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indeed, do I still spealc to you at all ? "With this view, it is true, r?;v apx?/v is

quite compatible ; for it is confessedly often used in the Classics for ai

initio, in the sense of omnino,^ though only in negative propositions, or

such whose signification really amounts to a negation,^ which latter, how-

ever, might be the case here ; ' it is also allowable to take 6, ti in the sense

of why.'^ But the thovght itself has so little meaning 'in it, and is so little

natural, exjjressing, besides, a reflection, which is at the bottom so empty,

and, at the same time, through ri/v apxwi so expanded and destitute of

feeling, that we should scarcely expect it at the lips of the Johannean

Jesus, especially in circumstances so lively and significant as the present.

Further thus understood, the saying would have no connection whatever

with what follows, and the logical connection assumed by Llicke would

require the insertion of some such words as 'nspl t/wv. The words would

thus likewise stand in no relation to the question av tIq fI, whereas John's

general manner would lead us to expect an answer which had reference in

some significant way or other to the question which had been put. The

following are non-interrogative views

:

— (1) " What I have already said to you

at the beginning, that am If" So Tholuck after Castalio, Beza, Vatablus,

Maldonatus, Clericus, Hevimann, and several others ; also B. Crusius.

Jesus would thus be announcing that He had already, from the very be-

ginning in His discourses, made known His higher personality. The Praes.

/laAw, as expressing that which still continues to be in the present, would

not be opposed to this view ; but it does not harmonize with the arrange-

ment of the words ; and logically, at all events, Kal ought to stand before

T7> apx'/v (comp. Syriac). (2) " From the very first (before all things), I am
what I also speak to you.'''' So de Wette ; comp. Luther ("I am your

j^reacher ; if you first believe that, you will then learn what I am, and not

otherwise"), Melanchthon, Aretius, and several ; also Maier, who, however,

takes Tyv apxvv incorrectly as thoroxighly (nothing else).^ On this view Jesus,

instead of answering directly : "I am the Messiah," would have said that

He was to be known above all things from His discourses.^ But rr/v apx>]v

suppressed nis indignation), would not be ivlnch I represent viynelf as being in my dis-

appropriate. In tlie Theol. Qtiarlalschr. courses.'" So also Godet :
" Absohiment ce

1855, p. .592 £f., Nirschl renders: " To what que je vous dis ; ni plus ni moins que ce

purpose sliall I speak further to you of the que renferme ma parole." But t. apxri«

origin, i.e. of God, and my own derivation is used in the sense of completely, entirely,

from Him ?" But on this view Christ ought, only in connection with negations (usually,

at the very least, to have said rr\v apxnv too, without the article) : not at all, not in

fiov. the least; "ciim negatione pracfracte ne-

' Raphel, Herod, in loc. ; Hermann, ad gando servit," Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I.e.

Tiger, p. 733 ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 237 ;
" Under this head belongs also the view

Breitenbach, ad Xen. Oec. ii. 12. taken by Grotius (which is substantially

^ See especially Lennep, I.e. and p. 94; adopted by Lange) : " Prm«?w (in the first

Briickner on the passage. instance) hoc sum, quod et dico vobis, hoc
' As in Plat. Derrwd. p. 381 D ; Philo, de ipsum quod me hoc ipso tempore esse dixi,

Abr. p. 30G C. i.e. lux mundi." As though we read; npioTov

* See on Mark ix. 11 ; Buttmann, nei/t. fiev '6, n. koX Ae'yto vii.lv. In the same way
Gram. p. 218 [E. T. p. 253]. as Grotius, has Calov. also explained it,

^ Oomp. Winer, p. 432 [E. T. p. 4G4], who taking, however, riji/ apx^v in the sense of

gives as the meaning : "7 am entirely that omnino, plane (consequently like Winer).
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does not mean ^'^ above all things,'''' either in Xen. Cyr, i. 2, 3 (ttjv apxrjv /it)

TiHovroi, at thevefy outset not such, i.e. not such at all, omnino non tales)^ or in

Ilorocl. i. 9, where also, as frequently in Herodotus, it denotes <?m?2.i«o. ' And
how entirely without any reference would be the words anteoninia{?,Vir(i\j somo

sort of posterius would need to be supplied in thought). Bruckner has

rightly, therefore, rejected the -^ above all i/im^s" in de Wette's rendering,

though regarding it otherwise as the correct one, and keeping to the interpre-

tation ''from the very first " in its temiwral sense. One cannot, however, sec I

what is really intended by the words ^^from the very first, I am, etc.," es-

pecially as placed in such an emphatic position at the commencement of

the clause. For Jesus had neither occasion nor ground for giving the

assurance that He had been from Ilis earliest appearance, and still v>as,

such as He declared Himself to be in His discourses, and thus perchance

had not since become different. (3) " Undoubtedly (nothing else) am I what

I also say to you.''"' So Kuinoel ;—a view which assigns an incorrect mean-

ing to Tijv apx'iv, and confounds /la?i,w with Ikyu \ objections which affect

also the similar interpretation of Ebrard :
" Iam altogether that wliich I also

say to you (that I am He)." (4) " At the very outset I uttered of myself icJiat

I also declare to you, or idhat I also noio say.'''' So Starck, Not. sel. p. 106
;

Bretschneider. But the supplying of Iz'kaKriKa from the following 7mau -

would be suggested only, if we read 6, tl Kal vvv Xalo) v/nlv. (5) Fritzsche,'

whom Hengstenberg follows, takes the view :
'^ Sum a rerum primordils

(i. 1) ea natura quam me esse vobis etiam profiteor
.'''' Jesus would thus

have designated Himself as the primal Logos. Quite unintelligibly for

His hearers, who had no occasion for taking tijv apxvv in the absolute sense,

as though reminded of the angel of the Lord in Mai. iii. and Zech. xi., nor

for understanding 6, tl k. ?,. v/n. as Fritzsche does ; at all events, as far as

the latter is concerned, ?Jy(j ought to have been used instead of Aa/w. (6)

Some connect r?> apj^v with nro?i?ia ix'^i etc., ver. 26, and after "Aalu vfuv

l)lace merely a comma. So already Codd., Nonnus, Scaliger, Clarius,

Knatchbull, Raphel, Bengel, and, more recently, Olshausen, Hofmann,
Schriftbew. I. p. 65, II. p. 178, and Baeumlein. In taking the words thus,

o, TL is either Avritten uti, because, with Scaliger and Eaphel (so also Bengel :

^^ principio,. quum etiam loqvor vobis [Dativus commodi :
' ut credatis et sal-

remini '] rrtulta habeo de vobis loqui, etc." ''), or is taken as a pronoun, id quod.

In the latter way, Olshausen explains it, following Clarius :
" /«. the first

place, as Icdso plainly say to you, I ha/ve much to blame and punish in you ; I

» Comp. Wolf, Bern. Lept. p. 278. tion are imported into the passage, and yet
"^ Comp. Dis.sen, Bern, de Cor. p. 359. tlie km (with an appeal to Hartung, Partik.
' Lit. Bl. z. allg. Kirchenz. 1843, p. 513, and I. p. 129) is completely neglected, or rather

(Je conform. Bachmann, p. 53. transferred from the relative to the prin-
* Comp. Ilofmann : " At first, namely for cipal clause. How the passages adduced by

t)ie present, because this is the time, when Uattung may be explained -without any
He speaks to them. He has much to speak transference, see in Klotz, ad Bevar. p.

iiiid to judge about them in words." T^i- 635 ff. In particular, there is no ground for

apxw is alleged to be used in opposition to supposing the existence of a trajection of
a TO TeAo5, i.e. to a time when that which the /cai in the N. T. Hofmann explains, as
He now speaks will be proved by deeds, though John had written : r'nv «px^*'v o^i "v"
ver. 38. In this way meaning and conuec- AaAi vn.lv, koi n-oAAd e;^<u, etc.
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am therefore your serious «<•Zm(9?^^s/ie^•." Baeumlein, however, renders :
"/

liate imdouhtedly—as I also do—mucli to spcah avd to judge concerning yoi.i.''^

But on this view of the words Jesus would have given no answer at all to

the question av rig el ; according to Olshausen, tt/v upx'F would have to be

transformed into Kpurav, in thefirst place ; and the middle clause, according

to Olshausen and Baeumlein, would give a quite superfluous sense ; while,

according to the view of Bengel and Hofmann, it would be forced and un-

natural. (7) Exegetically imjDossible is the iuterjiretation of Augustine :

^^ Principirim (the very beginning of all things) mecrcdite, quia (uri) et loquor

volis, i.e. qtna Jiumilis propter vosfactus ad istaverha descendi ;'''' com.\>. Gothic,

Ambrose, Bede, Ruperti, and several others. Calvin rightly rejects this

interpretation, but himself gives one that is impossible. (8) Obscure, and

far-fetched, is Luthardt's view (07;, that: ^^ from the leginning am I, that I

may also sjyeaJc to you''''), that Jesus describes the act of His speaking, the ex-

istence of His word, as His presence for the Jews ; that from His first ap-

pearance He who was then present as the Word of God on the earth

had been always used to give Himself a presence for men in the Word. If,

according to this view, as it would seem, t?)v apxvv uti denotes : "from
the leginning it is my manner, that,'''' this cannot possibly be in the simple

et,ul, which has to be supplied in thought ; besides, how much is forced

into the mere ?m?.u vfilv ! [See Note XXXHI. p. 295.]

Ver. 26. The question in ver. 25 was a reproach. To this (not to vcr. 24,

as Godet maintains) refers the word tto^Jm, which is placed with full em-

phasis at the beginning of the verse ; the antithetical a7A', however, and

the excluding word ravra, inform us that He does not say the many things

which He has to speak and judge of them (and which He has in readiness, in

store) ; but only that which He has heard from Him Avho sent Him. Comp.

xvi. 12 ; 2 John 12. Similarly Euth. Zigabcuus, after Chrysostom and B.

Crusius. After the question in ver. 25, we must imagine a reproving ^a«se.

To be paraphrased : "I have very much to speak concerning you, and

especially to blame ; but I refrain therefrom, and restrict myself to ray

immediate task, which is to utter forth to the world that which I have heard

from God the True, who has sent me (namely, v.'hat I heard during my ex-

istence with God, before my mission ; comp. en ver. 28 ')—in other words,

to the communication of divine truth to the vvorld." For divergent views

of the course of thought, see Schott, Opusc. I. p. 94 ff. After the example

of older writers, Liicke and de Wette take the view that Jesus meant to

say : But, however much I have to judge concerning you, my judgment is

still true ; for I speak to the world only what I have heard from my Father,

who is true." Comp. alsoTholuck. Inthiswaj-, however, the antithesis has to

be artificiallyformed, whilst the expressed antithesis between that which Jesus

Jias to speak (ex" "^olelv) and that which He actually says (Myu) is neglected.

This is in answer to Ewald also, who imports into a?J.' the meaning :
" Yet

I will not therefore be afraid, like a man ;" and against Ilengst., who, after

' So also vv. 38, 40. Not as Beyschla? raaintain.s : immediately before my public appear-

ance. Comp. on vi. 46.
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tcoaXo. . . . Kpiveiv, supplies in thought : "This is tlie reason why you will

not accept my utterances in relation to my person."— Kciyco] and /, for my
part, in contrast to God ; the word is connected with ravra, etc. — rama]

this and nothing else. As to the main point, Chrysostom aptly says : to.

irpog (jUT7/f)iai>, ov to. vrpog fAeyjor.

—

slg t. Koa/u.] See on Mark i. 39.' Not
again Tia'Afj (Lachmann, Tischendorf), but /ijw, because the notion has

become by antithesis more definite : what He has heard, that it is which

He says ; He has something else to say to the world than to speal-' of the

worthlessness of His opponents. The former He does; the latter, much
occasion as He has for doing it. He leaves undone.

Ver. 27. ^i2 rf^c ayvoiac ! oh Sie^inrev avro'tg nepl avrnv SiaXeyo/ievog, Kal ovk

eyivuGKov, Chrysostom ; and Euth. Zigabenus calls them <ppevof3?ia[iE'ic. But

the surprising, nay more, the very improbable element (de Wette) whicli

has been found in this non-understanding, disappears when it is remem-

bered that at ver. 21 a new section of the discourse commenced, and that

we are not obliged to suppose that precisely the same hearers were present

in both cases (vv. IG, 17). The less, therefore, is it allowable to convert

non-understanding into the idea of non-recognition (Liicke) ; or to regard it

as equivalent to oUwraey (Tholuck, Bruckner) ; or to explain oti. as in ichich

sense (Hofmann, I.e. p. 180) ; or with Luthardt, to press ah-olc, and to give

as the meaning of the simple words: ''that in bearing witness to Him-
self He bears witness to them that the God who sends Him is the Father

;''"'

or with Ebrard, to find in eTisyev : ''that it is his vocation^'' to proclaim to

them ; or, with Hengstenbcrg, to understand iyvuaav, etc., of the true knowl-

edge, namely, of the deity of Christ. For such interpretations as these there

is no foundation in the passage ; it simply denotes : they knew not (comj).

ver. 28) that in these words (6 Trs/npac pe, etc.) He spoke to them of the

Father.

-

Vv. 28, 29. Ovv] not merely " continuing the narration" (de Wette),

but : therefore, in reference to this non-understanding, as is confirmed

by the words t6te yviiaeods, which refer to ovk. iyvuGav in ver. 27, and, indeed,

considered as to its matter, logically correct, seeing that if the Jews had
recognized the Messiahship of Jesus, they would also have understood what
He said to them of His Father.— orav i'ip(l>aT/-e, etc.] wlien ye shall have lifted

up, namely, upon the cross. Comp. on iii. 14, vi. 62. The crucifi.xion is

treated as an act of the Jews, who brought it about, as also in Acts iii. 14 f.

— t6te yvua.] Comp. xii. 32, vi. 62. Then will the result follow, which
till then you reject, that you will know, etc. Reason : because the death

of Jesus is the condition of His glory, and of the mighty manifestations

thereof (the outpouring of the SjDirit ; miraculous works of the apostles;

building up of the Church
;
punishment of the Jews ; second coming to

judgment). Then shall your eyes be opened, which will take place partly with

your own will, and still in time (as in Acts ii. 36 ff., iv. 4, vi. 7 ; Rom. xi.

11 ff.)
;
partly against your will, and too late (comp. on Matt, xxiii. 39 ; Luke

' Comp. Soph. El. 596 : Kr)pu<rcre' /a' eJs of AaA. irepi, see Stallbaum, ad Plat. Apolog.
airai/Tas. p. 23 A ; Phaed. p. 79 C. Comp. on i. 15.

* On Ae'yeii', with the accus. In the sense
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xiii. 34 f.). Bengel aptly remarks :
" cognoscetis ex re, quod nunc ex verbo

non creclitis."— nal cm' E/uavTov, etc.] still dependent on oti, and, indeed, as

far as /zer' e/j.ov eutiv ; so that to the universal ttom, the special Aa/'.w and the

general fier' ifiov eanv (is my helper and support) together correspond. Hence

there is no brevity of discourse requiring to be completed by supplying in

thought /\aAo) to noiu, and tvom along with AaAw.^ Nonnus already took the

correct view (he begins ver. 29 with bm Kai, etc.); and the objection^ that

ovK cKpfjKE, etc. would then stand too disconnected, has no force, since it is

precisely in John that the asyndetic continuation of a discourse is very com-

mon, and, in fact, would also be the case here if nal 6 ve/j-ip. etc. were not

dependent on bri.. — ravTo] is arbitrarily and without precedent (Matt. ix. 33

cannot be adduced as one) explained as equivalent to ovrug, from a com-

mingling of two notions. By the demonstrative ravra Jesus means His doc-

trine generally (comp. ver. 26), with ichose presentation He was now occupied.

But of this He discoursed in harmony with the instructions received from

the Father, i.e. in harmony with the instructions derived from His direct

intuition of divine truth with the Father prior to His incarnation. Comp.

ver. 38, i. 18, iii. 13, vi. 46, vii. 16 f. —ovk atpTjKej etc.] Independent corrob-

oration of the last thought, negatively expressed on account of His appar-

ent abandonment in the face of many and powerful enemies. The Praet.

refers to the experience felt in every case, during the course of Ills entire min-

istry, until noiD (comp. afterwards Trdirore), not to the point of time when He
icas sent ; the reason afterwards assigned would not be appropriate to this

latter reference,. Comji. also xvi. 32. — otl kyo, etc.] because I, etc. Reason

assigned for the ovk a(p?}K£, etc. How could He ever leave me alone, as I am
He who, etc. ? (iyw with emj^hasis). Comp. xv. 10. Olshausen regards ovk.

atpfjKE, etc. as the expression of equality of essence, and ori as assigning the

ground of His hnowledge. The former idea is erroneous, as the meaning of

OVK cKpTJKE, etc. is identical with that of /zer' e/j.ov eutiv ; and the latter would

be an inadequate reason, because it relates merely to moral agreement.

Vv. 30-32. The opening of a new section in the discourse, but not first

on the following day (Godet), which must then have been indicated as in

vv. 13, 21. — Notice the separation of the persons in question. The Kolloi

are many among His hearers in general ; among these many there were also

Jewish hierarchs, and because He knew how fleeting and impure was their

momentary faith, ^ Jesus addresses to them the words in vv. 31, 32, which at

once had the effect of converting them into opponents ; hence there is no

inconsistency in His treatment of His hearers.— irEinaT. auraj] previously

fjr/crr. e'lq avrdv. The latter was the consequence of their having believed

Him, i.e. His words. — kdv v/^Elg, etc.] if you on your part, etc. ; for they

were mixed up with the unbelieving crowd, and by means of v/nElg are se-

lected from it as the persons to whom the admonition and promise are ad-

dressed. They are to alnde in the word of Jesus, as in the permanent ele-

1 De Wette, after Bengel. der Ap. p. 349) assumes in reference to

^ Lticke, de Wette, and others. this passage. Also not in vi. 09, or 1 John
=" Mere avsceptibiUty to salvation is not iv. 10.

termed Faith by John, as Messner (Lehre
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ment of their inner and outer life. For another form of the conception,

see ver. 38, xv. 7, xii. 47. Comjj. 2 John 9.

—

aAr/dui] really, not merely in

appearance, after being momentarily carried away. — j wlio-fai^e r. aA?/i?.] for

divine truth is the substance of the Aoyog of Christ, Christ Himself is its posses-

sor and vehicle ; and the hiowledge of it commerices when a man believes,

inasmuch as the knowledge is the inwardly exi^erienced, living, and moral

intelligence of faith (xvii. 17 ; 1 John i. 3 ff.). — iAev&ep.] from the slavery,

i.e. from the determining power, of sin. See ver. 34 ; Kom. vi. 18 ff. "Ea
libertas est, quae pectus purum et firmum gestitat" (Ennius, fr. 340). Divine

truth is conceived as the causa medians of that regeneration and sanctifica-

tion which makes him morally free who is justitied by faith. Comp. Rom.
viii. 2 ; Jas. i. 20, ii. 12.

Ver. 33. 'A7re/cp/i???(7av] No others can be the subject, but the Tremcrreu/corer

avTCi 'lov6aloi, ver. 31. So correctly, Melanchthon ("offensi resiliunt"), Mal-

donatus, Bengel, Olshausen, Kling, B. Crusius, Hilgenfeld, Lange, Ewald,
and several others, after Chrysostom, who aptly observes : KaTtTvecev ev-diuc

avTuv 7] Siavoia' tovto de yeyovev cnrb rov wpbg ra noafiina ewTof/a'&ai. John him-
self has precluded us from supposing any other to be intended, by expressly

referring (ver. 31) to those Jews among the many (ver. 30) who had be-

lieved, and emphatically marking them as the persons who conduct the fol-

lowing conversation. To them the last word of Jesus proved at once a stone

of stumbling. Hence we must not supjoose that Jeics are referred to who
had remained unbelieving and hostile, ' and different from those who were
mentioned in ver. 31 {ansKp. they, indef.) ; nor do the words L,r]T£l-£ fie uttokt.

in ver. 37 necessitate this supposition, inasmuch as those -reTriarevKOTsg might
have at once veered round and returned again to the ranks of the opposition,

owing to the offence given to their national pride by the words in ver. 32.

There is no warrant therefore for saying with Luthardt that the reply came
primarily from opponents, but that some of those wdio lelieved chimed in from
want of understanding. The text speaks exclusively of nenccTevKdreq.— cTvep/xa

'A/3/J. eafi.] to which, as being destined to become a blessing to, and have do-

minion over, the world, '^ a state of bondage is something completely foreign.

As every Hebrew servant w^as a son of Abraham, this major premiss of their

argument shows that they had in view, not their individual or civil (Grotius,

Liicke, Godet), but their national liberty. At the same time, in their pas-

sion they leave out of consideration the EgyiDtian and Babylonian history of

their nation, and look solely at the present generation, which the Eomans
had, in accordance with their prudent policy, left in possession of the sem-

blance of political independence (Joseph. Bell. vi. 6. 2). This, according
to circumstances, as in the present case, they were able to class at all events

in the category of non-l>ondage. Hence there is no need even for the distinc-

tion between dominion de facto and de jure, the latter of which the Jews
deny (Lange, Tholuck). Selden had already distinguished between servitus

extrinseca and intrinseca {the latter of which would be denied by the Jews).

' As do Augrustine, Calvin, Lampe, Kui- Hengstenberg.
noel, de Wette, Tholuck, Lucke, Maier, = Comp. Gen. xxii. IV f., xvii. 16.
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Oa the passionate pride taken by tlie Jews iu tlieir freedom, and the ruin-

ous consequences it brought upon them, see Lightfoot, p. 1045. According

to Luthardt. thej^ protest against S2nritual dependence, not indeed as regards

the disposition (B. Crusius), but as regards their religious position, in virtue

of wliich all other nations are dependent on them, the privileged peojile of

God, for their attainment of redemption. But the coarser misunderstanding

of national freedom is more in keeping with other misapprehensions of the

more spiritual meaning of Jesus found in John (comp. Nicodemus, the

Woman of Samaria, the discourse about the Bread of Life) ; and what was

likely to be more readily suggested to the proud minds of these sons of

Abraham than the thought of the K?j/povo/iia tov kou/iov (comp. Rom. iv. 13),

which in their imaginations excluded every sort of national bondage ?

Because they were Abraham's seed, they felt themselves as ai/ia (hlpovref: adea-

TTOTov (jSTonnus).

Ver. 34. AeUwaiv (and that with solemn asseveration), on Snv/^elav ht(l>7]vev

avurepu ttjv ff dfiapriac, ov tt/v hi 6vvaaTeiaq avdpuKov, Euth. Ziagabenus. — 6

Koujv'] instead of keeping himself free from it. — 6ov7m^] as to His moral per-

sonality or Ego, comp. as to the figure and subject-matter, Rom. vi. 17 ff.,

vii. 14 ff.'

Vv. 35, 36. But Avhat prospect is there before the slave of sin ? Exclu-

sion from the kingdom of the Messiah ! TMs threat Jesus clothes in the

general 2)'>'inciple of civil life, that a slave has no 2}ermanent pAace in the house ;

he must allow himself to be sold, exchanged, or cast out. Comp. Gen. xxi.

10 ; Gal. iv. 30. The application intended to be made of this general prin-

ciple is this : "The servant of sin does not remain eternally in the theoc-

racy, but is cast out of the midst of the people of God at the establishment

of the kingdom of Messiah." There is nothing to indicate that the slave is

intended to refer to Ishmael as a tj'pe of the bastard sons of Abraham,

and the son to Isaac ns a type of Christ ;
^ such a view rather is out of accord

with this general expression in its Present tense form, which simjily marks

an universally existing legal relation between the different positions of the

slat'e and the Son of the house. — elg tov alCwa] for ever, an expression to be

imderstood in harmony with the relation which has leen jigtiratively repre-

serited. After aluva a full stop should be inserted, with Lachmanu and

Kling, because mv ovv, etc., is a consequence deduced sim2)ly from o vlog fx.

nr T. m., not from what precedes, and because 6 vl6q, etc., begins a new sec-

lion in the logical jDrogress of the discourse. The course of thought

is this : (1) Whoever commits sin is the bondsman of sin, and is

excluded from the Messianic joeople of God. (2) Quite different from the

lot of the bondsman, who must quit the house, is that of the Son (tlic

Master of the house) ; hence it is this latter who procures for you actual

freedom. — 6 vlbc /uevei elg -. aluva] namely, iv ry o'lKla,—also a general proj)-

osition or principle, but with an intentional apiplication of the general ex-

pression 6 vl6g to Christ, who, as the Son of God, retains for ever His

' Analogous examples from the Classics in Wetstein ; from Pliilo iu Loe'wer, p. l^iS.

2 EbrarJ.
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pofiition and power iu the house of God, i.e. in the theocracy ; ' comp. Heb.

iii. 5, 6. From this fitvet. slg r. aluva it follows (ovv) that if He frees from the

state of a bondsman, a real and not merely an apparent freedom commences,

seeing that, on account of the perpetual continuance of His domestic rights

in the theocracy, the emancipation effected by Him must have a real and

linally valid result. This would not necessarily be the case if He remained

merely for a time in the house ; for as both His right and h^ovcia would then

lack certainty and permanence, so the freedom He procured would lack the

guarantee of reality. This line of argumentation presupposes, moreover,

that the Father does not Himself directly act in the theocracy ; He has en-

trusted to the Son the power and control. — The reference of the slave to

3[oses ^ is foreign and opposed to the text, see ver. 34. Grotius, however,

aptly remarks: "tribuitur hie JiUo quod modo veritati, quia eam profert

filius.

—

bvTur\ hirealitij; every other freedom is mere appearance (comp.

ver. 33), not corresponding to its true nature ; no other is /) TvavTelf/g koI awd

xaauv apxijv klevOepla,^ which alone is that gained through Christ, 1 Cor. iii.

33 ; Rom. viii. 35, 36 ; 3 Cor. vi. 4, 5.

Ver. 37. Now also He denies that they are children of Ahraham. although

hitherto they had boastfully relied on the fact as the premiss of their free-

dom, ver. 33. — aXXa iiT/TclTe] How opposed to a true, spiritual descent from

Abraham ! But the reproach had its justification, because these Jews had

already turned round again, and the death of Jesus was the goal of the

hierarchical opposition. — ov jajpeZ kv vfj.lv] has no progress in you, in your

heart. This view of the meaning, which is philologically correct,^ thoroughly

applies to the joersons concerned ; because whilst the word of Christ had

penetrated their heart and made them for the time believers (vv. 30, 31), it

had had no further development, it had made no adnance ; on the contrary,

they had, after believing for a moment, again gone back. Hence, also, it is

not allowable to take Iv vfuv as equivalent to inter xos (Liicke, Hengst).

Others interpret : It finds 7io place in you.^ Without any warrant from usage.*

Others again render : It finds no entrance into you ; so that iv vfilv would

be used pregnantly, indicating the persistence that follows upon movement.'

^ If the man who is morally free be sup- iii. 43, v. 89 ; Xen. Oec. i. 11 ; Polyb. 28. l.",

posed to be the object of the intended ap- 12,10.15,4; Aristoph. P;z.i', 472 ; Ran.ATZ;

plication of 6 uids—the raan, namely, who 2 Mace. iii. 40.

" holds not merely an historical relation to ^ Vulgate : iion capU in vobis ; so Origen?

God, but one that is essential, because Chrysostom, Theopliylact, Erasmus, Casta-

ethically conditioned" (Luthardt, comp. de lio, Beza, Aretius, Maldonatus, Corn, a Lap-

Wette)—we should have to take the second ide, Jansen, and several others; also B.

6 v'i.6<; in the sensu eminenli (of Christ). The Crusius, Ewald, and Baeumlein.

text, however, especially as ver. 30 is con- « Arist. //. A. ix. 40, is not relevant; xoip^l

uected with ver. 3.5 by ov;', offers no ground there is impersonal, and the words mean :

for this distinction, Hence, also, it is if there is no advance in their work.—The
wrong to apply 6 vio? in ver. .3-5 to those sense: It has no place in you , ought to have

who are liberated by Christ rttow^wi^A Christ been expressed to;' Koyov ov x'^P^~<-~^ ev vixiv.

(Ilengstenberg). These first come under Comp. xxi. 25, and see on 2 Cor. vii. 2. [But

consideration in ver. 36. see Alciphr. Epp. iii. 7 (cited by Field, Ot.

^ Euth. Zigabenus, after Chrysostom. Norv. iii. p. 67), where ix'^pn<re means had
' Plat. Legg. iii. p. 698 A. ?x'af«, room.—K.]
•• Plat. Legar. iii. p. 081 E ; Eryx. p. 303 71; 'So Noiinus, Grotius, Kuinocl, deWettc,

fj
i/j-iWev 6 Aoyos x'^P'^'^'^"^^"-'- o-vTu ; Ilerod. ]\Iaicr, Tholuck, Lutliardt.
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The expression would liave to be referred back to the meaning

—

move for-

ward, stretch forward (Wisdom vii. 23 ; 2 Pet. iii. 9, and frequently in clas-

sical writers). But this explanation is neither indicated by the text (for the

words are not eIq viiac), nor is it even appropriate to the sense, seeing that

the word of Christ had actually stirred those men to momentary faith. But

this explanation is forced on those who refuse to regard the Tve-Kia-EVKdTeg in

ver. 31 as those who answer in ver. 33.

Ver. 38. That my word has thus failed to produce any effect in you, is

due to the fundamentally different origin of my discourse on the one hand,

and of your doings on the other. — eupa/ca tt. r. Karpi'] by which Jesus means

the intuition of the divine truth which He derived from His jyrehuman state

(comp. on ver. 28), not from His intercourse with God in time (Godet,

Beyschlag), as though this latter were involved in the parallel nai vjuelg,

whereas the difference in the analogous relation is betrayed by the very dif-

ference of expression {r/novaaTe and Trapa tov Tvarpoq). — koc v/uelc ovv] you also

therefore, following my example of dependence on the Father. There is

a stinging irony in the word ovv. — rjnohaaTe'l i.e. what your father has

commanded you. Note the distinction between the Perf. and Aor. Who
their father is, Jesus leaves as yet unsaid ; He means, however, the devil,

whose children, ethically considered, they are ; whereas Ho is the Son of

God in the essential, metaphysical sense. — noielTe'] habitual doing (vii. 51),

including, but not exclusively referring to, their wish to kill Him (ver. 37).

It is indicative, and no longer imperative (Hengstenberg, after Matt, xxiii. 32)

than in ver. 41.

Vv. 39, 40. The Jews observe that He means another father than Abra-

ham. — Jesus proves to them from their non-Abrahamic mode of action

that they are no children of Abraham. — TtKva and ipya are correlates ; the

former is used in an ethiccd sense, so that here (comp. ver. 37) a distinction

is drawn, as in Horn. ix. 8, between the fleshly cirepfia and the moral tekvo.

— In the reading iare (see the critical notes) there is a change in the view of

the relationship, as in Luke xvii. 5 f. See remarks on the passage. On the

non-employment of av, see Buttmann in Studien u. Kritilcen for 1858, p.

485, and his Neutest. Oramm. p. 195 [E. T. p. 224]. — vvv Jt] but as it is,

but as the case stands, nunc autem. — avOpunov in reference to Tvapa r. Oeov.

The le'kakTiK.a following in the first person is regular. '— tovto\ viz. seeking

to take the life of a man who speaks the truth which he has heard of God

—

this Abraham did not do ! * The words are far from referring to Abraham's

conduct towards the angel of the Lord, Gen. xviii. (Hengstenberg, after

Lampe) •, nor is such a reference involved in ver. 50. — -napa tov Oeov] when

I was in my prehuman state, Trapa rci Trarpi /jov, ver. 38. To this view avdpu-

TTov is not opposed (Beyschlag), for Jesus miist needs describe Himself in this

general human manner, if there were to be congruity between the category

of His self-description and the example of Alxraham.

Ver. 41. You do what yourfather practices,—result of vv. 39, 40, though

1 See Buttm. Neut. Gramm. p. 241 [E. T. like of tins the God-fearing spirit of the pati'i-

p. 39C]. arch was far removecV^), but all the more
2 The expression is a Litotes (" From the fitted to put them to shame.
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still witliout specifj'ing wlio this father is. " Paulatim procedit castigatio"

(Grotius).—As the Jews are not to look upon Abraham as their father,

they imagine that some other human father must be meant. In this

case, however, they would be bastards, born of fornication (the fornication

of Sarah with another man) ; and they would have two fathers, an actual

one (from whom they descend ka -rropvelac) and a putative one (Abraham).

But inasmuch as their descent is certainly not an adulterous one, ^ and still

Abraham is not to be regarded as their father, there remains in op-

position to the assertion of Jesus, so they think, only God as the one Father

;

to whom, therefore, they assign this position :
'' We are not horn of fornica-

tion,'''' as thou seemest to assume, in that thou refusest to allow that Abra-

ham is our father ; onefather only (not two, as is the case with such as Are

born of adultery) have «•<?, and that Ooci, if our descent from Abraham is

not to be taken into consideration. For God was not merely the creator

(Mai. ii. 10) and theocratic Father of the people (Isa. Ixiii. 16, Ixiv. 8) ; but His

Fatherhood was further and specially grounded in the power of His promise

made at the conception of Isaac (Rom. iv. 19 ; Gal. iv. 23). The supposi-

tion that they implicitly drew a contrast between themselves and Ishmael

(Euth. Zigabenus, who thinks that there is an allusion to the birth of Jesus,

Ruperti, Wetstein, Tittmann) is erroneous, inasmuch as Ishmael was not

born EK TTopvelag. We must reject also the common explanation of the pas-

sage as a denial of the charge of idolatry j"^ " our filial relationship to God
has not been polluted by idolatry,"^ as opposed to the context, since

the starting-point is not the idea of a superhuman Father, nor are the Jews

reproached at all with idolatry •, but the charge is brought against them,

that Abraham is not their father. Hence also the supposition of an anti-

thesis to a combined Jewish and heathen descent,^ such as was the case with

the Samaritans (Paulus), is inadmissible. Ewald also takes the same simple

and correct view ;
^ comp. Erasmus, Paraphr. Beugel, however, aptly char-

1 "Ek TTopveCaq implies one motlier, but equality of birth. »

several fathers. Who is the one mother, - IIos. i. 2, ii. 4 ; Ezek. xx. 30 ; Isa. Ivii. 3.

follows from the denial of the paternity of ^ jjg Wg^tg . comp. Grotius, Lampe, Kui-

A!)?-aham, consequently Sarah, the ances- noel, Liicke, Tholuck, Lange, Ilengstenberg,

tress of tlie- theocratic people. Hence the Baeumlein, and several others,

inadmissibility of Luthardt's explanation * Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theophylact,
based ou the idea, " Israel is Jehovah's Godet.

spouse ;" according to which the thought ^ Although characterized by Ebrard as
of the Jews would have been : they were absurd. He regards i< Tropceia? ou ye-j/- as
not sprung from a marriage covenant of merely a " caricaturedform" of the accusa-
Israel with another, so that Jehovah would tion that they are not Abraham's children,

thus be merely nominally their father, in and in this way. of course, gets rid of the

reality, however, another ; and they would need of explaining the words. He then takes
thus have several fathers. Moreover, a ^Va naripa. exoii-ev in the sense of ive and
marriage covenant between Israel and thou have one common Father, which is in-

another would be a contradiction, this compatible with the word ijiueis, which also

other must needs also be conceived as a belongs to exo^ev, and is, besides, alto-

true God, consequently as a strange God, a gether opposed to the context ; for the

notion which Luthardt justly rejects. It is entire dialogue is constituted by the an-

.

surprising how B. Orusius could adduce tithesis of ice and thou, I and ye. Ebrard's
Deut. xsiii. 2 for the purpose of represent- view is an unfortunate evasion of a des-

Ing the Jev^'s as aflarming their theocratic perate kind.
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ncterizes the entire ol)jection raised by tlie Jews as a "novus importunitatis

Judaicae paroxysmus. " — y.utJg] spoken with the emphasis of pride.

Ver. 42 f. God is not your Father, else would ye love me, because ye

would be of like descent with me.* This yyuTrdre av kue would be "the

ethical test" (Luthardt) of the like paternity ; the fact of its non-existence,

although it might hare existed, is evidence to the contrary. — tyw] spoken

with a feeling of divine assurance. — i^ffAdov] the proceeding forth from that

essential j're-hum.an fellowship with God, which was His as the Son of God,

and which took place through the incarnation (xiii. 3, xvi. 37, 28, 30, xvii.

8). The idea of a mere sending would not be in harmony with the context,

the proper subject of which is the Fatherhood of God ; comp. vi. 62, xvii. 5.

— Kol r//vw] Result of the i^r'jWov : and am here, it belongs, along with the

rest, also to be. r. Ihov. — o'vSe yap an' e/mvtov, etc.] Confirmation of ek t. Beov,

(itc.
; for neither of my own self-determination, etc. If Jesus, namely, had not

manifested Himself as proceeding from God, He might have come either

from a third person, or, at all events, a(p' iavrov ; on the contrary, not even

{<)h6e) was this latter the case. — Ver. 43. After having shown them that

they were the children neither of Abraham nor of God, before positively de-

claring whose children they actually are, He; discloses to them the ground of

their not understanding His discourse ; for everything that they had ad-

vanced from ver. 33 onwards had been in fact such a non-understanding.

The form of expression here used, namely, question and answer (brt because ;

comp. Rom. ix. 32 ; 2 Cor. xi. 11), is an outflow of the growing excite-

ment.'^ De Wette (comp. Luther, Beza, Calvin) takes otl as equivalent to

eif EKEivo un (see on ii. 18) : "I say this with reference to the circumstance

that." Illogical, as the clauses must then have stood in the reverse ox'der

(ikaTi oh 6vvaa0s ... utl v//v lakcdv, etc.), because the words ov yivL-

(7/iere denote the relation which is cZ^r from what has preceded. — In the

question and in the answer, that on which the emphasis rests is thrown to

the end. His discourse was unintelligible to them, because its substance, to

wit. His word, was inaccessible to their apprehension, because they had no

oars for it. For the cause of this ethical oh dbvaade, see ver. 47. laAui, which

in classical Greek denoted talk, chatter (see on iv. 42), signifies in later wri-

ters,' and in the LXX. and Apocrypha, also Discourse, Sermo,* without any

contemptuous meaning.* So here ; and, indeed, thus differing from 6 "kdyog,

that whilst this last mentioned terra denotes the doctrinal substance ex-

pressed by the lakia,—the doctrine, the substance of that which is delivered,*

1 evoi; yeyaioTa tok^o! appa.ydo<; <^iAir)s aAuTto prologue, which is the VCl'bum SUhstantiale ;

(vvMo-are fletr/xtp, Noiiiius. heuce, also, it furnishes no evidence of a
2 Dissen, ad Bern, de Cor. p. 18G, 347. deviation from the doctrine of tlie Logos.
' E.g. Polyb. 32. 9, 4 ; Joseph Del. ii. 8. 5. Tlie consciousness Jesus possessed of
* On AaAios in bonam partem, see speaking, keeping, doins, etc., the A670S of

Jacobs, ad Anthol. vi. p. 99, vii. p. 119. God, rested on His consciousness of His
* Comp. Matt. xxvi. T3. bemg that which is denoted by the Logos
* Comp. Weizsiicker in d. Jahrb.fur deut- of the prologue. Now this consciousness is

gche Theol. 1857, p. 196 f. But in the Gospel not the abstract divine, but that of the

it is always the verbumTCi^afe, and it .should theanfhropic Ego, corresponding to tho

not be confounded with the Aoyos of the 6 Ad-yo5 <rap^ eyerero.
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—lalia denotes the utterance itself, by wliich expression is given to the

doctrine.

'

Ver. 44. After the negative statement in vv. 42, 43 comes now the posi-

tive : Ye {hfidc, with decided emphasis—ye people, who deem your-

selves children of God !) are cUldreii of the deoil,' in the sense, namely, of

ethical genesis (comp. 1 John iii. 8, 12), which is further explained from

inelvog onward. The expression must therefore not be regarded as teaching

an original diiference in the natures of men (Ililgenfeld, comp. on iii. 6).

— he Tov narp. t. Siafi.] of the father who is the devil, not of your father, etc.

(de Wette, Liicke), which is inappropriate after the emphatic i>f2f, or ought

to have been specially marked as emphatic {vfielg ka mv vfxuv Tzarpor, etc.).

Nonnus well indicates the qualitative character of the expression : vfielc

fS^ra TEKva dvaavreog tari tokvoq. Hilgenfeld's view, which is adopted by

Volkmar :
" Ye descend /wm the father of the devil,'' which fatlicr is the

(Gnostic) God of the Jews, is not only generally unbibical, but thoroughly

un-Johanninc, and here opposed to the context. John could have written

simply £K TOV diafi., if the connection had not required that prominence

should be given to the idea oi father. But in the entire connection there is

nothing that would call for a possible father of the devil ; the question ia

solely of the devil himself, as the father of those Jews. Erroneously also

(h-otius, who explains the passage as though it ran,

—

-ov naTp. ruv 6ia[i61uv.

— Kcil -af i77i6v/iiag, etc.] The conscious will of the child of the devil is to ac-

complish that after which its father, whose organ it is, lusts. This is rooted

in the similarity of their moral nature. The desire to Mil is not exclusively re-

ferred to, though, as even the plural eTvidv/iiai shows, it is included, —ekeivoc,

etc. ] for murder and lying were precisely the two devilish lusts which they were

minded to carry out against Jesus.— avOpunoKrdvoQ fiv a-' apxvc] from the begin-

ning of the human race. This more exact determination of the meaning is de-

rivable from avOpuTTOKTovor, inasmuch as it was through his seduction that the

fall was brought about, in whose train death entered into the world (Rom.

v. 12). [See Note XXXIIIa. p. 29G.] So Origen, Chrysostom, Augustine,

Tlieophylact, and the majority of commentators ;
also Kuinoel, Schleier-

macher, Tholuck, Olshausen, Klee, Maier, Lange (referring it, however, after

the example of Euth. Zigabenus, also to Cain). Luthardt, Ewald, Godet, Hof-

mann, ' MuUer, ' Lechler, ' Hahn, ' Messner, ' Philippi. " This view is alone ap-

1 Comp. xii. 48 : 6 Aoyoi hv eA<£Ar;<ra ; Phil. p. 393) deduces from this passage that,

i. 14; Heb. xii. 7. according to John, Jesus had little sym-

2 la his Lebeii Jem (p. 338 ff.), Schleier- pathy for the Jews. lie is speaking,

macher groundlossly advances the opinion however, not at all against the Jews in

that Jesus had here no intention of teaching ge?iernl, hut merely against the party thai

any doctrine regarding the devil, but was host'ile to Him.

wished merely to add force to His reproach » Schriftbeweis, I. pp. 418, 478.

by referring to the generally-adopted inter- LelLre v. d. Stiiuie, II. p, 544 f. ed. 5.

pretation of the narrative of tlie fall. On ^ stud u. Kritik. 1831, p. 814 f.

the contrary, by His reproach, he not mere- * Theol. d. N. T. I. p. 355.

ly lays down the doctrine, but also further ' Lehre d. Apostel, p. 332.

intentionally and explicitly expounds it, es- » Ghmbenslehre, III. p. 273, see especially

pocially by assigning the ground, on ov< Hengstenberg on the passage, and bis

to-TU', etc. Baur (still iu his Neut. Thtol. Christol. 1. p. 8S.: Waisi, Lehrbetjr. p.lSSt.
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]»-opriate to the expression Ltt' apxvc, which the design of the context requires

to be taken exactly, ' as it must also be understood in 1 John iii. 8. ' Others re-

fer to Cain's murder of Ids brother, ^ which is not, however, rendered necessary

by 1 John iii. 12, and would, without any warrant, exclude an earlier com-

mencement ; would be opposed to the national and New Testament view *

of the fall and the connection of the present passage ; and would finally

lack any allusion to Gen. iv. ; while on the contrary, the antithesis between

truth and falsehood, which follows afterwards, points unmistakably to

Gen. iii. Finally, inasmuch as a:z' apxv? must signify some definite histori-

cal starting-point, it is incorrect, with B Crusius, to deny a reference

either to the fall or to Cain's murder of his brother, and to take avdpunoKT.

aiz' apxv^ ^s simply a general designation.—Bruckner also treats the refer-

ence to a definite fact as unnecessary. — yvl that is, during the entire past,

ctt' apxm onwards. — k. h r?} a7.7jQ. ovx 'iaTTjKev] does not refer to t\ie fall of

the devil, ^ as Augustine, Nonnus, and most Catholics maintain,^ as though

sla-^Kei (Vulg. : stetit) had been employed, but is his constant characteristic
:''

and he does not ahide in the truth, e/x/ievEi, avaivavETac, Euth. Zigabenus. The

truth is the domain in which he has not hisfooting ; to him it is a foreign,

heterogeneous sphere of life : the truth is the opposite of the lie, both in

formal and material significance. The lie is the sphere in which he holds

his place •, in it he is in the clement proper and peculiar to him ; in it he has

his life's standing. — on owe larcv a7JjO. h avTCi] the inner ground of the jire-

ceding statement. The determining cause of this inner ground, however,

is expressed by the words iv avrc), which are emphatically placed at the end.

1 As truth is not found in him, as it is lacking to Ids inner essence and life, it

cannot possibly constitute the sphere of his objective life. Without truth in

the inward parts—truth regarded, namely, as a subjective qualification,

temper, tendency—that is, without truth in the character, a man must nec-

essarily be foreign to, and far from, the domain of objective truth, and can-

not have his life and activity therein. Without truth in the inward parts,

a man deals in life Avith lies, deception, cunning, and all adiKia. Note that

Compare the corresponding parallels, Wisd. materialized" by God to a IHDI inn, etc.

ii. 24 ; Apoc. xii. 9, xx. 2 ; also Ev. Nicod. 23, In this way a new creation of the world is

where the devil is termed ij toO 6a.v6.Tov apxri, made out of the creation in Gen. i., and out

>) pifa T^s ay-apria^ ; see also Grimm on Wisd. of the first act in the history of the world,

i. 1. a second.

' r\''!i'X13 IfD, Lightfoot, p. 1045. ' At the same time, we do not mean
"^ Comp. Joseph. Ariliq. I. 1, 4. herewith to deny to John the idea of a
3 Cyril, Nitzsch in the Berl. theol. Zeitschr. fall of the devil, or, in other words, to rep-

ni. p. 52 ff., Schulthess, Liicke, Kling, de resent him as believing tlie devil to have

Wette, Reuss, Beitr. p. 53, Ililgeufeld, been originally evil. The passage under
Baeumlein, Grimm. consideration treats merely of the evil con-

* See on 2 Cor. xi. 3. stltution of the devil as it is, without giving
* 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude 6. any hint as to its origin. This in answer to

* Comp. also Martensen's Bogmalics, Frommann, p. 330, Reuss, and Hilgenfeld.

§ 105. Delitzsch, too (see Psychol, p. 62), In relation to the doctrine of the fall of

explains the passage as though eio-TijKec were the devil nothing is here taught. Comp.
used : the devil, instead of " taking his Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, passim ; Hahn,

stand in the truth," revolted, as the god of Theol. d. N. T. I. p. 319. Such a fall is,

the worid, selfishly against God ; for which however, necessarily presupposed by this

reason the world has been " degraded and passage.
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hli/ti is used first with, and th.emcitliout, the article.— 6/c rwv \6iov'] out of

that loMch is Us own, which constitutes the proper ground or essence of his

inner man,—out of that which is most peculiarly his ethical nature. Comp.

Matt xii. 34. —k. 6 nanjp^ avrov] namely, of the liar; he, genericallij consid-

ered,' to wit, the liar as such in general, is the devil's child. The character-

ization of the devil thus aptly concludes with a declaration which at the

same time confirms the reproach, vfitlQ Ik r. Trarpoq tov 6,a(i. hre. The less to

be approved, therefore, is the common explsination of avrov, as standing for

TOV i>ev6ovg, which is to be derived from i>evGT?ig {mendacii auctor, after Gen.^

iii. 4 f.) ; although, linguistically considered, it is in itself admissible.'

The correct view has been taken also by B. Crusius, Luthardt^ Tholuck, Heng-

stenberg. and as early as Bengel. The old heretical explanation, ''as Us

fatlier;'
^ or, ''also his father, referring avrov to the devil, and 6 rzariip to the

demiurge, whose lie is the pretending to be the most high God,' must be re-

jected ; for, on the one hand, John should at the very least, to avoid being^^

completely misunderstood, have written brt avrbr ^p. t. k. 6. -k. a ;" while, on

the other hand, he did not in the remotest degree entertain the monstrous,

wholly unbiblical notion of ^father of the devil. Nor would a father of tUs\

hind at all harmonize with the context. Even a writer as early as PhotiusJ

QMaest. AmiMloch. 88, takes the opposite view ;
as alsoEwald, JaUl. V. p.

198 f. It was in the highest degree unnecessary that Lachmann,^ to avoid /

referring avrov to the devil, should approve the reading qui, or or av, instead

of brav, which is supported by the feeblest evidence : " qui loquitur men-

dacium, ex propriis loquitur, quia patrem quoque mcndacem habet." [See

Note XXXIV. p. 296.]

Ver. 45. Because I, on the contrary, speaTo the truth, ye believe me not. —h/i>

U] for the sake of strong emphasis, in opposition to the devil, placed at the

beginning ; and the causative on, a thoroughly tragical lecaiise, has its

ground in the alien character of the relation between that which Jesus speaks

and their devilish nature, to which latter a lie alone corresponds. Euth.

Ziagbenus aptly remarks : el /i£v eleyov ij'EvSog, kmarevaari /la av, ojc to ISiov

rov narpbg vficov Uyovn. To take the sentence as a question (Ewald) would

weaken its tragical force.

Ver. 46. Groundlessness of this unbelief. Ei iirj, (hbri rijv alyBsiav Afj-w,

a-KLarelre fioi, elnare, rig e£ v/iuv iMyx^i- /"£ T^fp* d/xaprlac im' sfiov jevo/dvTjg, Iva

66£nre 6C ei<el.vnv amare-iv ; Euth. Zigabenus. 'Auapria, fault, is not to be taken

in the intellectual sense, as untruth, error, "" but, as employed without excep-

tion in the N. T., as equivalent to sin. Jesus boldly urges against His o])-

ponents His unassailable moral purity—and how lofty a position of superi-

ority does He thus assume above the saints of the Old Testament !—the fact

that against Him can be brought ifiaprlag bvecSog ovdev,'' as a guarantee that

' Winer, p. 181 f. [E. T. p. 145] ; Butt- ipevSri^Lovo^ ek ycveTJipoi.

mann, p. 93 [E. T. p. 106]. ' P>-aef. IT. p. 7.

2 Hence, also, the readings is and Ka9«s « Orisen, Cyril, Melanchthon, Calvin,

Kci, instead of kcC, which, though early Beza, Bengel, Kypke, Tittmann, Kuinoel.

in date, are supported by feeble testimony. Klee, and others.

3 Ililgenfeld, Yolkmar. ' Soph. 0. C. 971.

* Comp. Konnus : ifieuo-Tijs ai/To? e(/>u,
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He speaks the trutli ; jnstly too, for according to ver. 44 ah'jOeia must be re-

garded as the opposite of -tfievSoc, whereas a lie falls undei the categorj' of

d/iaprla (comp. adiKta, vii. 18). The conclusion is from the genus to the

species ; hence also it is inadmissible to take dfiaprla in the special sense of

^'fraus''' ("quadivinam veritatem inmendacium converterim")' " wicled de-

ception^'' (B. Crusius), ^'' sin of icor-d,'''''^ ''false doctrine,''''^ and so forth. Even

in classical usage dfiap-ta, in and by itself, would denote neither error nor^Ze-

ception, but only acquire this specific meaning through an addition more

precisely determining its force.'' Considered in itself it denotes faidt, 2'>er-

rersity, the opposite of bpOoTTjc.^ Remark further, in connection with this

important passage : (1) The argument is based, not upon the position that

" tJie sinless one is the purest and surest organ of the Jcnotcledge and communica-

tion of tlie trutli'''' (Lucke) ; or that " the hiowledge of the truth, is grounded in

the purity of the uzlV^ (de Wette, comp. Ullmann) ; for this would presup-

pose in the consciousness in which the words are spoken, to wit, in the con-

sciousness of Jesus, a knowledge of the truth obtained mediately, or, at all

events, acquired first in His human state ; whereas, on the contrary,

especially according to John's view, the knowledge of the truth pos-

sessed by Jesus was an intuitive one, one possessed bj' Ilim in His

pre-humnn state, and preserved and continued during His luiman state

by means of the constant intercourse between Himself and God. The

reasoning proceeds rather in this way : Am I really without sin,—and none

of you is able to convict me of the contrary,—then am I also without i/;fi)ryof

;

but am I without i/^eiiJor, then do I speak the truth, and you, on your part

(I'/icir), have no reason for not believing me. This reasoning, however, is

abbreviated, in that Jesus passes at once from the denial of the possibility

of charging Him with dftapTia, to the positive, special contrary which fol-

lows therefrom,—leaving out the middle link, that consequently no V)f»'''"?

can be attributed to Him,—and then continues : el a'Ai/d. Myu.' Further, (2)

the proof of the sinlessness of Jesus furnished by this passage is purely sub-

jective, so far as it rests on the decided expression of His own moral con-

sciousness in the presence of His enemies ; but, at the same time, it is as

such all the more striking in that the confirmation of His own testimony

(comp. xiv. 30) is added to the testimony of others, and to the necessity of

His sinlessness for the work of redemption and for the function of judge.

This self-witness of Jesus, on the one hand, bears on itself the seal of imme-

diate truth (otherwise, namely, Jesus Avould have been chargeable Avith a

navxdaOai of self-righteousncss or self-dece2')tion, which is inconceivable in

Him) ; whilst, on the other hand, it is saved from the weakness attaching

to other self-witnessings, both by the whole evangelical history, and by the

• Ch. F. Fritzsche in Fritzsch. Opvsc. a general maxim.
p. 99. ^ Plat. Lefffj- i- P- 627 D, ii. p. 668 C. Comp.

^ Ilofmann, Schriflbew. II. 1, p. 33 f. Jo|r;s aixapTia, Thuc. i. 32. 4 ; voixmv aixapTia,

' Mclanchtiion, Calvin. Plat. Lefjg. i. p. 627 D ;
ycui^Tjs oiuapTjjuo,

* Polyb. 16. 20, 6, is, without reason, ad- Thuc. ii. 65. 7.

(luced by Tiioluclc against this view. In * Lachmann and Tischendorf correctly

the passage referred to, ajiiapTiai are faults, without 6e.

(joings wrong in general. The sentence is
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fact of the work of reconciliation. (3) The sinlpssness itself, to which

Jesus here lays claim, is in so far relative, as it is not absolutely divine, but

both is and must be duine-humwi, and was based on the human develop-

ment of the Son of God.' lie was actually temj^ted, and might have sinned
;

this abstract possibility, however, never became a reality. On the contrary,

at every moment of His life it was raised into a practical impossibility.^

Thus He learned obedience (Heb. v. 8). Hence the sinlessness of Jesus, being

the result of a normal development which, at every stage of His earthly ex-

istence, was in perfect conformity with the God-united ground of His inner

life (comp. Luke ii. 40, 53), must always be regarded as conditioned, so far

as the human manifestation of Jesus is concerned, by the entrance of the

Logos into the relation of growth ; whilst the unconditioned correlate there-

to, namely, i)erfection.i and accordingly absolute moral goodness—goodness

which is absolutely complete and above temptation at the very outset—
belongs alone, nay, belongs necessarily to God. In this way the apparent

contradiction between this passage and Mark x. 18 may be resolved. For
the rest, the notion of sin as a necessary transitional point in liuman devel-

opment is shown to be groundless by the historic fact of the sinlessness of

Jesus. ^

Ver. 47. Answer to the question in ver. 4G,—a syllogism whose minor
premiss, however, needs not to be supplied in thought (de Wctte :

" Xow
I speak the words of God "), seeing that it is contained in {vheIc) ek. tov Oeov

oi'ic £gtL That Jesus speaks the words of God is here talen for granted.

The major premiss is grounded on the necessary sympathy between God and
him who springsfrom Ood ; he who hears the words of God, that is, as such,

he has an ear for them. The words, kic tov Oeov Eivai., in the sense of being

spiritually constituted by God, do not refer to Christi.in regeneration and
to sonship,—for this begins through faith,—but merely to a preliminary

stage thereof, to wit, the state of the man whom God draws to Christ by
the operation of His grace (vi. 44), and who is thus prepared for His divine

preaching, and is given to Him as His (vi. 37). Compare xvii. G.

—

Sui

TovTo—on] as in v. 16, 18. See on x. 17. — Note in connection with ver.

47, compared with ver. 44, that the moral dualism which is characteristic,

not merely of John's Gospel, but of the gospel generally, here so far reveals

its metaphysical basis, that it is traced back to the genetic relation, either

to the devil or to God—two opposed states of dependence, which give rise

to the most opposite moral conditions, with their respective unsusceptibility

or susceptibility to divine truth. The assertion by Jesus of this dualism

was not grounded on historical reflection and a conclusion «5 effcctu ad
causam, but on the immediate certitude which belonged to Him as knowing
the heart of man. At the same time, it is incorrect to suppose that He as-

» Comp. Gcss, Pcrs. Chr. p. 213. At the p. 109 ff., cd. 3, also p. 189 f.

same tinvi, tho sinless development of « ^ny moral stain in Christ would have
Jesus is not to be subsumed under tho been a negation of Ilis consciousness of
conception of sanctiflcaUon. See also Dor- being the Redeemer and Judgre.

ner's Shiles.? Perfectlo.i of Jesus, and the » Sec Ernesti, Ursprung der Siinde, I. p.

striking remarks of Keim, OescJiichtl. Chr. 187 ff.
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sumes the existence of two classes of human nature differing radically from

each other at the very outset.' On the contrary, the moral self-determina-

tion by which a man surrenders himself either to the one or the other prin-

ciple, is no more excluded than the personal guilt attaching to the children

of the devil (vv. 24, 34) ; though their freedom is the more completely lost,

the more completely their hearts become hardened (ver. 43). The problem

of the metaj}kysteal relation between human freedom and the superhuman

power referred to, remains, however, necessarily unsolved, and, indeed, not

merely in this passage, but in the whole of the New Testament (even in

Eom. ix.-xi.) ; comp. also 1 John iii. 12, iv. 4. But the freedom itself, in

face of that power, and the moral imputation and responsibility remain

intact, comp. iii. 19-21.

Vv. 48, 49. In ver. 42 ff. Jesus had denied that His opponents were sons

of God, and had stamped them as children of the devil. This procedure

they regard only as a confirmation of the accusation which they bring

against Him (Atyo/icv) of being a Samaritan, i.e. an heretical antagonist of

the pure people of God (for in this light did they view that despised people

of mixed race), and possessed icith a devil (vii. 20). So imradoxical, not

merely presumptuous (as Luthardt explains lajuap.), and so crazed did the

discourse of Jesus appear to them. No reference whatever was intended to

iv. 5 ff. (Briickner, Ewald). On KaTiug, aptly, comp. iv. 17, xii. 13.— Ver.

49. cyu dai/jov. ovk exu, etc.] The emphatic eyw does not contain a retort

by which the demoniacal element would be ascribed to His opponents,*—

a

reference which would require to be indicated by arranging the words ovk.

tyu Sai/i. EX"}—^'^t stands simply in opposition to the following kuI v/ielg.

With quiet earnestness, leaving unnoticed the reproach of being a Samari-

tan, Jesus replies : I for my part am not possessed, but lionour (by discourses

which you consider demoniacal, but by which I in reality jDreserve and pro-

mote the glory of God) my Fatlier ; and you, on your part, what is it that

you do ? You dishonour me ! Thus does He unveil to them the unrighteous-

ness of their abusive language.

Vv. 50, 51. /, hoicever, in contrast to this unrighteousness by which you

wound my honour, scelc not the lionour which belongs to me—eotlv 6 C,j]t. k.

npivuv, there is one (comp. v. 45) wlw seelcs it ("qui me honore afiicere velit,"

Grotius), and pronounces judgment, that is, as a matter of fact, between me

and my revilers. The expression koI Kpivuv includes a reference, on the one

hand, to the glorifcation of Jesus, by which He was to be justified (xvi. 10
;

comp. the (ho, Phil. ii. 9); and, on the other, as regards His opponents, a

hint at their just punisJiment (with eternal death, ver. 51). Hence He adds

in ver. 51 a solemn assurance concerning that which is necessary to the obtain-

ing of eternal life, instead of this punitive Kp/mg, to wat, the keeping of His

word ; thus deciding that the exclusion of His opponents from eternal life

was inevitable as long as they did not return to repentance ; but also point-

ing out the Qnly way to salvation which was still remaining open to them.

Quite arbitrarily some have treated ver. 51 as not forming part of His dis-

> Baur, Hilgenfeld. * Cyril, Liicke.
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course to His enemies.* After a pause, Jesus turns again to those who
believed on Him, in the sense of ver. 31. Liicke maintains, indeed, tliat

the discourse is addressed to His opi^onents, but regards it rather as the

conclusion of the line of thought begun at ver. 31 f. than a direct continu-

ation of ver. 50. The connection Avith ver. 50 is in this way likewise sur-

rendered. The discourse is a direct continuation of the import of kuI Kphuv,

for the result of this Kplvecv to the opponents of Jesus is death. — idv ng, etc.]

Note the emphasis which is given to the pronoun by the arrangement of

the words tov i/ibv loyov. It is the word of Christ, whose keeping has so

great an effect, rripelv is not merely keeping in the heart, ^ but, as always,

when united with rbv Aoyov, rac; hroXag, etc., keeping by ftdJilUng them
(ver. 55, xiv. 15, 21, 23 f., xv. 20, xvii. 6). This fulfilment includes even

the faith itself demanded by Jesus (iii. 36 ; comp. the conception of vTzanofj

TTiaTeug), as also the accomplishment of all the duties of life which He enjoins

as the fruit and test of faith. — davarov oh fifj dsup. e'lg r. aL] not : he will not

diefor ever,^ but : he will never die, i.e. he will live eternally.'' Death is here

the antithesis to the Messianic life, which the believer 2^ossesses even in its

temporal development, and which he will never lose. — On deijp, comp. Ps.

Ixxxix. 44 ; Luke ii. 25 ; see also on iii. 36. The article is not necessary

to davaroQ.
^

Vv. 52, 53. The Jews understood Him to speak of natural death, and

thus found a confirmation of their charge that He was mad in consequence

of being possessed with a devil. It is in their view a senseless self-exal-

tation for Jesus to ascribe to His word, and therefore to Himself, greater

power of life than was possessed by Abraham and the j^rophets, who had

not been able to escape death. — vvv kyvuK.I " antea cum dubitatione aliqua

locuti erant," in ver. 48, Bengel. — -ysharj-ai] a different and stronger desig-

nation, not intentionally selected, but the result of excitement. ° The image

employed, probably not derived from a denth-cup,—a supposition which is

not favoured by the very common use of the expression in other connec-

tions,—serves to set forth to the senses the TriKporr^c, the litterness of expe-

riencing death.' The kind of experience denoted by jsveaOai is always

specified in the context. — Ver. 58. Surely thou are not greater (furnished

with greater power against death), and so forth ; cv is emphatic. Comp. iv.

12.— ogtiq] qri.ipx>e qui, loho in sooth ; assigning the ground. — riva aeavr. Tvoieic]

What sort of one dost thou malie thyself? (v. 18, x. 33, xix. 7), " quem te

venditas ?" (Grotius), that thy word should produce such an effect ?

Vv. 54, 55. Justification against the charge of self-exaltation contained

in the words riva asavr. Troie'tg. Jesus gives this justification a general form,

and then proceeds to make a special declaration regarding Abraham, which

* Calvin and De Wette. Wetstein ; Leon. Ales. 41 : yevea-9ai ao-rop-you

* Tholuck. BavaTOV.

' Kaeuffer, de ^wijs aliav., not. p. 114. ^ Comp. the classical expressions, ycvecrflat

* Comp. ver. 52, xi. 25 ff., v. 23, vi. 50. 7reV9ous, Eur. Ale. 1073
;
/urix^wf, Soph. Track.

^ xi. 4, and very frequently in the N. T. ; 1091 ; Kaxiiv, Luc. JSfigr. 28 ; Tvoviav, Find.

see Ellendt, Lex. Soph. IL p. 234. Nem. 6. 41 ; n-evirj!, Jlaced. 3 ; oicrToO, Horn.
* Comp. on the expression Matt. xvi. 28, Od. 4>, 98, x^'-P'^v v, 181.

and the Rabbis as quoted by Schoettgen and
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makes it clear that He is really greater than Abraham. — hyu—hfiavrov'] em-
phatic designation of self (comp. v. 30, 31, vii. 17) ; 6o^aau, however, is

not t]ie future [see the critical notes] (although kdv with the indicative is

not absolutely to be condemned ; see on Luke xix. 40 ; Matt, xviii. 19),

but, according to regular usage, the Conj. Aor. : in case I shall have glorified

myself. — eotlv 6 Karijf) /xov, etc.
J
My Father is the one who glorifies me, He is

my glorifier. The Partic. Pracs. with the article has a substantival force,

and denotes habitual, continuous doing ; hence it refers not merely to a par-

ticular mode and act of 6o^dL,eiv exclusively, but to its whole course (in the

works wrought, in the divine testimonies, and in His final glorification).

— bv vfielg ?Jy£T£, etc.] On the construction see x. 36. Comp. on v. 27, ix.

19 ; Acts xxi. 29. Jesus unfolds to them why this activity of God, by
which He is honoured, is hidden from them ; notwithstanding, namely,

their theocratic fancy, " it is our Ood,'''' they have not known God.' Jesus,

on the contrary, is certain that He knows Him, ^ and keeps His word.

—

vfioiog vfiuv i/'£i'C7~?/c] a Uar Wke unto you. " Meiulax est qui vel affirmat neganda

vel negat arffimaiida,''^ Bengel. The charge points back to ver. 44.^— aP.Za]

but, far from being such a liar. — tov Xoy. cvt. TT^pu] exactly as in ver. 51.

The entire life and work of Christ were in truth one continuous surrender

to the counsel of God, and obedience (Phil. ii. 8 ; Rom. v. 19 ; Heb. v. 8) to

the divine will, whose injunctions He constantly discerned in His fellow-

ship with the Father, iv. 34. Comp. as to the subject-matter, ver. 29.

Ver. 5G. EIra KaraaKevd^ei /cat on /lelZuv earl tov 'AjSp., Euth. Zigabenus,

and, indeed, in such a manner, that He, at the same time, puts the hostile

children of Abraham to shame. — 6 narf/p vfcuv] with a reproving glance

back to ver. 39. — ?jya?iXid(TaTo, Iva Uhj] he exulted to see ; the ohject of his ex-

ultation is conceived as the goal to whose attainment the joyous movement

of the heart is directed. He rejoiced in the anticiixition of seeing my day,

i.e. of icitnessing the day of my appearance on earth.* As to its historical date,

1 Not because they held another divine eyi'WKa (although considered in itself He
being, their own national god, to be tlio might have said it, comp. xvii. 25), because

highest (Ililgenfeld) ; but because they had He here speaks in the consciousness of

formed false conceptions of the one true His immediate, essential knowledge of the

God, who had manifested Himself in the Old Father. —According to Ewald, the words,

Test., and had not understood His highest " His our God,'" contain an allusion to well-

revelation in Christ, in consequence of their known songs and prayers which were con-

blindness and hardness of heart. Comp. stantly repeated. But the frequent occur-

ver. 19, and see Weiss, Lehrheqr. p. 60 f. In rence of " our God'' in the O. T. is quite

Hilgenfeld's view, indeed, John teaches sufficient to explain their import,

that the Jewish religion, as to its substance, ' o^ioios with the Gen. as in Theophr. H. pi.

was the work of the Demiurge, and it was ix. 11, also Xen. Anab. iv. 1. 17; see Bor-

ouly without his knowledge that the Logos nemann, adh. I.

hid in it the germs of the highest religion !
* vi^^P°- v ^t^V expressly denotes (hence not

By the same exegesis by which this doctrine Tas ijixepa^ ra^ e^ias, comp. Luke xvii. 22) the

is derived from John, one might very easily exact, particular dap of the appearance of

show it to be taught by Paul, especially in Christ on earth, i.e. the day of BisbirtJi (Job

the sharp antagonism he assumes between iii. 1 ; Diog. L. 4. 41), from the Johannine
vo^os and x«P'5.— if one desired, i.e. if one point of view, the day on which the 6 Aoyo?

were willing to bring down this apostle to capl eyeVero was accomplished. This was
the period of transition from the Valentin- the great epoch in the history of redemp-
ian to the Marcionite Gnosis. tion which Abraham was to behold.

^ Regarding Himself, Jesus does not say
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7]ya7.lLaGaTo does not refer to an event in tlie paradisaical life of Abraham
;

but, as Abraham was the recijjient of the Messianic promise, which desig-

nated the Messiah as His own cnepfia, but himself, as the founder and vehicle

of the entire redemj)tive Messianic development for all nations, the allusion is

to the time in his earthUj life wlien the promise was made to Mm. His faith

In this promise (Gen. xv. G) and the certainty of the Messianic future, whose

development was to proceed from him, with which he was thus inspired,

couldnotbutfillhimwithjoy and exultation ; hence, also, there is no need for

an express testimony to the rp/all. in Genesis (the supposed reference to the

latigJdng mentioned in Gen. xvii. 17 which was already interpreted by Philo

to denote great joy and exultation, and which Hofmann also has again

revived in his Weissag. und Erfull. II. p. 13, is inadmissible, on a correct

explanation of the passage). So much, however, is presupposed, namely,

that Abraham recognized the Messianic character of the divine promise

;

and this we are justified in presu^^iDosing in him who was the chosen recipi-

ent of divine revelations. For inventions of the Rabbis regarding revela-

tions of future events asserted, on the ground of Gen. xvii. 17, to have been

made to Abraham, see Fabric. Cod. Pseudepigr. I. p. 423 ff. The seeing of

the day (the experimental jjerception of it through the living to see it,

Luke xvii. 22 ; ' to which (lvo) the exultation of Abraham was directed,

was, for the soul of the patriarch, a moment of the indefinite future. And
this seeing was realized, not during his earthly life, but in his paradisaical

state, ^ when he, the ancestor of the Messiah and of the nation, learnt that

the Messianic age had dawned on the earth in the birth of Jesus as the Mes-

siah. In like manner the advent of Jesus on the earth was made known to

Moses and Elijah (Matt. x\'iii. 4), which fact, however, does not justify us

in supposing that reference is here made to occurrences similar to the trans-

figuration (Ewald). In Paradise Abraham saw the day of Christ, as indeed,

he there maintained in general a relation to the states and experiences of

his people (Luke xvi. 25 ff.). This was the object of the /cat elJe nal kxdpr] ;

it is impossible, however, to determine exactly the form under which the

elSs was vouchsafed to him, though it ought not to be explained with B.

Crusius as viei'e anticipation. We must rest contented with the idea of

divine information. The apocryjjhal romance, Testamentum Levi, p. 586 f.

(which tells us that the Messiah Himself opens the gates of Paradise, feeds

the saints from the tree of life, etc., and then adds : -dre ayalliaaeTai. 'Afipaaji

KoX 'laauK K. 'lanufi kcijo) x^PWo/iaL /cat Trdvrsg oi dyioc tvdvaovTai EV(j)poavvriv~),

merely supplies a general confirmation of the thought that Abraham, in the

intermediate state of happiness, received with joy the news of the advent

of Messiah. Supposing, however, that the relation between promise (//jaPi,-

licKjuTo, Iva ISri, etc.) and fulfilment (km elSe k. exdpv)^ expressed in the two

clauses of the verse, do require the beholding of the day of Christ to be a

real 'beholding, and the day of Christ itself to be the day of His actual ap-

pearance, i.e. the day of the incarnation of the promised One on earth, it is

' Polyb. X. 4. 7 ; Soph. 0. li. 831, 1528 ; and M^ette, Maier, Luthardt, Lechler in the Stud.

eee Wetstein and KypTce on the passage. u. Krit. 1854, p. 817, Lange, Baeumlein,
2 Comp. Lampe, Lucke, Tholuck, de Ebrard, Godet.
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not allowable to understand by it, either, with Raphelius and Hengsten-

berg, the appearance of the angel of the Lord (Gen. xviii.) i.e. of the Logos,

to Abraham ; or, with Luther, " fAe msion of faith loitJi the heart,'''' at the

announcement made in Gen. xxii. 18 ;' or, with Olshausen, &, prophetic Vision

of the Jofa of Christ (comp. xii. 41) ; or, with Chrysostom, Theophylact,

Euth. Zigabenus, Erasmus, and most of the older commentators, also Hof-

mann, the beholding of an event which merely prefigured the day of Christ,

a typical beholding, whether the birth of Isaac be regarded as the event in

question,^ or the offering up of Isaac as a sacrifice, prefiguring the atoning

sacrifice and resurrection of Christ (Chrysostom, Grotius, and many others).

According to Linder,^ the day of Christ denotes nothing but the time of tTxe

Virth of Isaac, which was promised in Gen. xviii. 10, so that Christ would
thus apjiear to have represented Himself as one of the angels of the grove

of Mamre,* and, by the expression ijiiepa i) k^?], to have denoted a time of

special, actual revelation. Taken thus, however, the day in question would

be only mediately the day of Christ ; whereas, according to the connection

and the express designation tijv r/ukpav ryv kfiyv, Christ Himself must be the

immediate subject of the day, as the one whose appearance constitutes the

day emphatically His—His /car' k^oxf/v, analogously to the day of His second

advent ;
^ hence, also, the plural had not to be employed (in answer to

Linder's objection). — koI kx^pt]] apjiropriately interchanged for ijya'k'Ji., the

latter corresponding to the first outburst of emotion at the unexpected proc-

lamation.

Ver. 57. The Jews, referring k. dik k. kxdpn to the earthly life of Abraham,

imagine the assertion of Jesus to imply that He had lived in the days of the

patriarch, and professed to have been personally acquainted withhim ! How
absurd is this ! — nevrj/Koi'To] Placed first to indicate emphasis, correspond-

ing to the position afterwards assigned to the word 'A/3/). Fifty years are

specified as the period when a man attains Jiisfdl growth :^ thou hast not yet

passed the full age of manhood ! Consequently, neither the reading reaaap-

(LKovra is to be preferred (Ebrard), nor need we conclude either that Jesus

was above forty years of age (the Presbyters of Asia Minor in Iren. II. 23.

5) ; or that He was taken to be so old ; ' or that He looked so old (Lampe,

Heumann, Paulus) ; or that they confounded '

' the intensity of the devotion

of His soriV as it showed itself in His person, with the traces of age.^ In the

act of instituting a comparison with the two thousand years that bad elajised

since Abraham's day, they could not well care about determining very pre-

cisely the age of Christ. In answer to E. v. Bunsen,'' who seeks to establish

' Comp. Melanchthon, Calvin, and Calo- ^ Luke xvii. 24 ; 1 Cor. i. 8, v. 5 ; 2 Cor. i.

Tins ; Bengel also : " Vidit diem Christi, 14 ; Phil. i. 6, ii. 16 ; 1 Thess. v. 2 ; 2 Thess.

qui in semine, quod stellavum instar futu- ii. 2.

rum ei'at, sidus maximum est et fulgidissi- " Comp. Num. iv. 3, 39, viii. 24 f. ; Liglit-

mum." foot, p. 1040 f.

^ Ilofmann ; see also his Schriflbeiv. II. 2, ' Sia ttjv TroAuTretpi'ai' auroO Euth. Zigabenua.

p. 304 f. ^ IL&nge, Life of Jesus.

3 Stud, und Krit. 1859, p. 518 f., 1SC7, p- * The Bidden Wisdom of Christ, etc., Lond.

507 f. 18C5, II. p. 401 ff.

* Comp. Ilengstenberg.
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the correctness of the statement in Irenaeus, see Rosch in Die Jahrl. far
deutsclie Tlieol. 1866, p. 4 f. Without the slightest reason, Bunseu finds in

the forty-six years of chap. iv. 2, the age of Christ. But also Keim is not

opposed to the idea of Christ being forty years of age.'

Ver. 58. Not a continuation of the discourse in ver. 56, so that Jesus would
thus not have given any answer to the question of the Jews (B. Crusius)

;

but, as the contents themselves, and the solemn afii/v afif/v /I. vii. shows, an

answer to ver. 57. Tliis reply asserts even more than the Jews had asked,

namely, Trp/v, etc., tefore Abraham hecame, or was born (not : was, as Tholuck,

de Wette, Ewald, and others translate),^ I am ; older Mh.B.Ta. Abraham's origin

is my existence. As Abraham had not pre-existed, but came into existence *

(by birth), therefore yevkadac is used ; whereas slfii denotesieitigper se, which
belonged to Jesus, so far as He existed before time, as to His divine nature,

without having previously come into being. [See Note XXXV. p. 297.]

Comp. I. 1. 6 ; and see even Chrysostom. The Praesens denotes that which

continuesfrom thepast, i.e. here : that which C(??2iMmes from before time (i. 1,

xvii. 5).* 'Eycj e'lfii must neither be taken as ideal being (de Wette), nor as

being Messiah (Scholten), and transferred into the counsel of God (Sam.

Crellius, Grotius, Paulus, B. Crusius), which is forbidden even by the use

of the Praesens ; nor may we, with Beyschlag, conceive the being as that of

the real image of God^—a thought which, after ver. 57, is neither suggested

by the context, nor would occur to Christ's hearers without some more pre-

cise indication ; nor, lastly, is the utterance to be regarded merely as a mo-

vnentary vision, as in a state oi p>'>'ophetic elevation (Weizsacker), inasmuch as

it corresponds essentially to the permanent consciousness which Jesus had
of His personal (the condition, in the present connection, of His having seen

Abraham) pre-existence, and which everywhere manifests itself in the Gospel

of John. Comp. on xvii. 5, vi. 46, 62. The thought is not an intuitive

conclusion backwards, but a glance backward, of the consciousness of Jesus. *

Only noteworthy in a historical point of view is the perverse explanation of

Faustus Socinus, which from him passed over into the Socinian confession

of faith :* "Before Abraham becomes Abraham, i.e. the father of many
nations, I am it, namely, the Messiah, the Light of the world." He thus

admonishes the Jews to believe on Him while they have an opportunity,

before grace is taken from them and transferred to the heathen, in which
way Abraham will become the father of many nations.

Yer. 59. The last assertion of Jesus strikes the Jews as Masphemotis ; they

therefore set themselves, in the spirit of zealotry, to inflict punishment (comp.

X. 31). A stoning in the temple is mentioned also by Joseph, Antt. xvii. 9. 3.

The stones were jirobably building stones lying in the fore-court. See Light-

foot, p. 1048. — kupvliij K. e^f/?iOev] He hid Himself (}3robably inthe ci'owd), and

1 Gesch. Jes. I. p. 4G9 ; comp. his Ge- in itself would be also correct (Gal. iv. 4
;

echichtl. Chr. p. 235. and see especially Raphelius on the pas-
* Also the English Authorized Version. sage).

5 This Tiew, ''factus est," forms a more * Comp. LXX.; Ps. xc. 2 ; also Jer. i. 5.

significant correlate to eifit than if yeviadai. ^ Against Beyschlag.

were taken as equivalent to iiasci, which * See Catech. Bacov., ed. Oeder, p. 144 f.
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went out (whilst thus hidden).' The word 'nKpvpj] explains Tioic He was aWe
to go out, and therefore (how very different from this is Luke iv. 30 !) pre-

cludes the notion of anything miraculous,"^—a notion which gave rise to the

addition in the Text. Bee. (see the critical observations), which Ewald
defends. Baur, who likewise defends the Text. Bee. (p. 384 ff.), finds here

also a docetie disappearance (comp. on vii. 10 f.) ; if, however, such was

John's meaning, he selected the most unsuitable possible terms to express it

in writing eKphfirj (comp. on the contrary, Luke xxiv. 31 : cKpavrog kyevETo arr'

avTuv) and i^fjWev Ik tov lepov. The '

' pjromdential2)rotection of God " (Tholuck)

is a matter of course, but is not expressed.—There is no exegetical ground

for supposing that the simple close of the narrative is designed to pirefigure

the death of Christ, which, being accomplished under the appearance of

legality, released the Lord from the judgment of Israel, so that He left the

old Israel as the school of Satan, and, on the other hand, gathered around

Him the true Israel (Luthardt). Note how the breach between Jesus and

the Jews gradually approached the extremity, and " how. admirable also

in the details, is the delineation of the ever-increasing intensification of the

crisis."
^

Notes bx Ajwerican Editoe.

XXXII. 77te woman taken in adultery. Ver. 53 ; chap. viii. ver. 11.

In the face of all the evidence, internal and external, it seems impossible to

vindicate for this remarkable passage a right to its time-honoured place here,

although the internal testimonies seem to me far from convincing. The ex-

change of John's favourite ovv for Je is, indeed, striking, yet hardly decisive

on the point of style. Taking a few passages at random, we find in ch. ii. 1-

12 (U four times, and no ovv ; in the whole chapter, 6e 7 times, ovv 3. In ch. v.

1-13, Se 5 times, ovv 2 ; ch. vi. 1-13, 6e 6 times, ovv 4 ; ch. vii. 1-13, di 4

times, ovv 3. Neither nag 6 7.a6q (in its place here\ nor bpOpov, nor ypapfiaTelq

Koi (paptaaloi, nor KaraKpivcj, would of themselves awaken serious suspicion. The

peculiar situation suggests its peculiar words. Nor, what is generally urged as

the strongest internal reason against the passage, does the interruption of the

narrative seem violent enough to be decisive. It unites itself naturally and

even gi'acefuUy with what precedes, and the avroig of viii. 12 finds its antecedent

as easily in ndg 6 ?ia6g of ver. 2 (who, of course, are not among the con-

science-smitten retreaters, and especially as they maj' have consisted largely

of his yesterday's auditors), as to any assumed antecedent in ch. vii. In any

case, the connection is somewhat loose.

Still, uniting the internal with the external difficulties, the numerous vari-

eties of reading (always suspicious) and the absence of the passage from so many
mss., versions, and Fathers, the case is strong against it—only, however, against

its genuineness here. That it is, if not Johannean, at least Apostolic, and de-

1 Hengstenberg reverses the logical rela- the case of aneX'^iav, xii. 36.

tion : Kal e|))At^e stands, he says, for efeAdiov, " ddparos ouTois KarecTTT) TJj elovtrio t^s t^ed-

and describes the manner in which He hid ttjto?, Euth. Zigahenus ; comp. Grotius,

Himself,—a purely arbitrary statement, Wolf, Bengal, Luthardt, Hilgenfeld, and
and if e^eMuiv had been used, it would even Augustine,

have preceded the cKpu'^r) {egressus), as in ' Ewald, Oesch. Chr. p. 477, ed. 3.
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scribes a real and most remarkable incident in the life of our Lord, cannot be

well doubted ; there is none in the record of our Saviour's life that is

more completely lifted above any conception which belonged to the men of his

time, and more completely beyond the probability of fabrication. In the

Lord's answer to His accusers, by his ready escaping from the snares laid for

Him, and that subtle appeal to their consciences, which, by placing the lustful

feeling on a virtual equality with the outward act (as Matt. v. 28 ff.), dissolved

the accusation and dispersed the accusers ; and in His subsequent treatment

of the woman. His separating His mission, on the one hand, from human civil

tribunals, and His assertion of His divine relation as not here to condemn and

j)unish, but to pity and save, it proves itself worthy of a place—however it

got there—in the heart of the most spiritual of the Gospels. It is urged by

some that it is allied rather to the Synoptic than to the Johannean spirit. It

seems to me otherwise, and that an unerring instinct caught it, if it was

found floating round, and fixed it in that Gospel which pre-eminently j)resents

the deeper and, if we may so say, the diviner aspects of the Saviour,

XXXIII. T?)v apxfjv o,TL koI "kaXcj itfi'tv. Ver. 25.

This exceedingly difficult passage is variously interpreted. To the rendering

of the Comm. Ver. there are three grammatical objections. Ti/v apxrjv should be,

according to Johannean usage, cnv' dpxvc' o,ti indef. or indirect interrog. should

be the simple relative (6, io/ia<, that which), and 2.alu should be the perf. Xe?.d'ATjKa

or ?a7iMV elpriKa. (So Field in Otium Norv. p. 66.) To Meyer's construction,

[Do you ask me] what I say to you from the beginning [that I am] ? the same

objections (urged by Weiss) are in part applicable : Tyv apxvv should be an-'

dpxvQ ! 'fo' is without significance ; /.a/lu should be 7iE2.a7.riKa, and the question

stands in no clear connection with what precedes or follows. The use of o, tc

(indirect inten-og.) is, indeed, strictly grammatical. Weiss adopts as the only fit-

ting explanation that of the ancient interpreters (Chrys., Theoph., Euthym.

Zigab.), which takes it as a question of displeasure :
" Why do I even sjDeak

to you at all?" Thus kul and the pres. Ia7i,u> (as also AaAu for leyu) become

strictly in place. Ti)v apx^v, placed emphatically at the head, has a well-

known classical use (equivalent to the Latin omnino), at the outset, at all, in sen-

tences actually or, like this, virtually negative. The '6,ri, standing for the direct

interrog. r/, is, indeed, scarcely classical, but is found in the Sept., and has some

analogous classical uses. It did not stumble the early Greek interpreters.

Meyer's objection to this (which Weiss calls trivial) seems to me, however,

weighty, and the question quite unnatural in the mouth of our Lord at this stage

of the conversation. Some bring out the same meaning by taking vri, as that, and

reading the sentence as an exclamation, " That I even speak to you at all !" It

seems questionable, after all, whether the rendering of the Comm. Ver. (retained

by the Revisers') is not, with all its strict grammatical objections, as best fitting

the connection, the most probable. If it be objected to this that our Lord had not

from the beginning declared His divine origin and sonship, we miist regard the

objection as only seemingly valid. Explicitly, indeed. He had not, perhaps

(though see John i. 50), but implicitly He had perpetually declared it. Every
sentence of the Sermon on the Mount involves a virtual assertion of His

Messianic character and Divine Sonship. Besides, Field's objection, that Za^.tj

should be /.fZaPij^Ka, does not seem serious. Our Lord may regard His teach-
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ing as a continuous wliole, and the ryv apxfiv lalu may be elliptical for t^v up,

'XETi.aXriK.a koI etl /laAcJ.

XXXIIIa. " He was a murderer from the beginning." Ver. 44.

Eightly has Meyer, with many able expositors, explained this, not of that

special and outward act of homicide which so siaeedily followed the Fall, ex-

hibiting in ghastly form the malignity of its generating principle, but of the

one primal murder which involved all the rest. Sin in the person of the devil

;

the devil, as the embodied principle of evil, murdered the race ;
implanted

in the heart of humanity a seed which was to bear, m innumerable forms, the

fruit of death.

The thought is the same as that uttered by Paul in Eom. vii. 8-11, where,

with characteristic vigor and vivacity, he portrays, as in his personal ex-

perience, the great catastrophe of humanity ; shows the impotence of sin

without the vantage-ground of law, and its promptness to avail itself of this

—

the prohibition to taste the fruit under penalty of death—to seduce and slay its

victims. Apart from the law the man lived, had in him no element of death
;

with its innocent coming, the seducer springs into life, and the victim of his

machinations dies, morally and physically. The devil thus commenced his

recorded career on our planet with lying and murder. He charged with

falsehood Him whom he knew to be absolute truth, and by this seduced man
into a transgression whose threatened penalty, however vague might be bis con-

ception of it, he knew enough of its utterer to know would be certainly exe-

cuted, and in its nature inconceivably disastrous. The Jews, says Christ,

imitate their moral father in these so marked attributes.

XXXIV. " llTten he speakeih a lie," etc. Ver. 44.

Opinions differ as to whether 6 Tvar^p avrov should be rendered " the father

of him," i.e. of the liar, or "the father of it," the abstract, ipevSog, being devel-

oped out of the preceding ipevoTTjr. Meyer prefers the former ; Weiss goes

back to the latter, more common construction. Either would be admissible if

the article were wanting, so that Tvarr/p could be taken predicatively, though

even then Traryp tov iJjemTOv or tuv ipevaTuv, in the one case, and na-yp tov tpsvdovg

or TvaTT/p TovTov in the other, would be much easier and more natural. With the

reading 6 irarr/p, the two constructions are about equally difRcult, and both, it

seems to me, unsanctioned by any law of good Greek usage. There is no compe-

tent Greek scholar who would not, but for considerations outside of grammat-

ical laws, render, either "because he is a liar and his father [is one] "; or, much

better, "because his father also is a liar." But we thus seem to be thrown

back upon the unscriptural and monstrous doctrine of a father of the devil

or demiurge, asserting rival claims to those of God. To escape this dilemma

we must look back to find, if possible, a different subject for ?.a?ty : one which

shall refer it not to the devil, but to his child, the hiiman liar. This may be

done by either one of two different ways. The first, by a critical emendation

of the text, reading, with an authority cited by Lachmann, but almost conjectu-

rally or av for urav : "whoever speaketh a lie, speaketh from what belongs to

him ; because his father also is a liar." The other by grammatical interpreta-

tion (as suggested, I think, first by Middleton on the Greek Article), assuming
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Tiz. an indefinite subject (rig), and referring it to the subject naturally in the

reader's mind : "When one si^eaketh a lie, he speaketh," etc. Of these the

former seems very easy and intrinsically probable
;
yet as it has no good ms.

authority in its favour, we are perhaps hardly at liberty to adopt it on con-

jecture, however plausible. The other—the assumption of tIc—is not specially

harsh, and though not to be unnecessarily resorted to, yet accords with the

verj' free way in which the Greek generally treats the subject of the verb, as 2

Cor. X. 10, "For his letters (prjal, says one, are weighty." Perhaps 2 Cor. iii.

16, "But when one may turn {kTn.aTpiili?}Tig)v.nto the Lord ;" see Arist. de Ehet.

lib. I. V. 17 for the freedom with which the subject of the verb is treated, and

of which examples might be multiplied indefinitely. If any objection may
lie against this construction, it does not approach in harshness to that which

makes 6 Tzarfip avrov a predicate in the sense ordinarily assigned to it. Besides

this, the meaning seems much more apiDropriate. To say of a man—who has

been charged with being a child of the devil—that when he utters falsehood

he speaks out of what properly belongs to him, because his father is a liar, is a

natural and emphatic expansion of the previously imiilied idea. But to say of

the devil that when he titters a lie he speaks from what belongs to him, because

he is a liar, is little more than an identical proposition, and turns aside to

ajiply to Satan the illustrative expression which would be naturally ai^plied to

his human votaries with whom the Lord is directly dealing. Besides, the con-

junctive construction brav lah), when he may be speaking, favors the reference

to a human personage whom we do not assume always and everywhere to utter

falsehood, rather than to the great original Liar, of 'whom the language would
naturally be ore Aakei, " when he speaketh" (as he always and necessarily does).

Besides, the ordinary construction almost requires avrog, and the claiise would
naturally read on koI avrSg eari ^lievdTjjg koI iraTfjp tovtov (or rov -ilievSovg).

Towards the construction here advocated, modern English scholarship seems

rapidly tending. The Eevised "Version gives it a j^lace in the margin. Canon
Westcott, in the Speaker's Commentary, declares in its favor, and Profs.

Milligan and Moulton (of Aberdeen and Cambridge universities) in Schaff's

Popular Commentary. Prof. Watkins, in EUicott's Comm. for English Eeaders,

contemptuously rejects it, but in a way that proves him to understand but im-

l^erfectly the problem, charging it with reviving the old heresy which gives a

father to the devil, and thus " opposed to the context, the teaching of the Gos-

pel," and " the whole tenor of biblical truth." It is in truth simply a question

of linguistic and rhetorical propriety, and not at all of theology. Our construc-

tion avoids serious and, I think, insuperable grammatical difficulties, puts into

the Lord's mouth a much more pertinent statement, and when finally admitted

wiU make one of the most important recent advances in N. T. philology.

XXXV. "Before Abraham was." Ver. 59.

The E. V. here translates yEveaOai was in the text, but jjlaces was born, as its

Greek equivalent, in the margin. I do not see why the true force of the Greek

(as Meyer, Weiss, etc. against Thol., de W., Ew.), should not be given in the

text. Admitting the reality of the distinction, much is surely gained in rhe-

torical force by putting the two words into juxtaposition, the was and the was

born (became, came into being), the timeless being of the Son against the histori-

cal becoming of Abraham.
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CHAPTEK IX.

Ver. 4. kfii] B. D. L. X.*Copt. Sahid. Aeth. Arr. Cant. Cyr. Nonn. read y/idg.

Instead of the following fie, L. X.* Copt. Aeth. Arr. Cyr. also have 7///df. Had
the saying been changed into a general proposition, and had tfie therefore been

altered into r//j.ur, then, instead of fie, y/idg must necessarily have been used in

all cases alike, vfulq, which Tisch. also adopts, appears to be the original read-

ing (instead of e/zt). It was changed into ifie, because the plur. appeared inap-

propriate, and on account of the following fie ; this latter, on the other hand,

was assimilated to rfjidq in L., etc. — Ver. 6. After sTrexpcce, Lachm. and Tisch.

read avTov ; so A. B. C.** L. X. Cursives, to which also V. must be added with

aiiTu. On the other hand, the roi) TV(j)?iov that follows is wanting in B. L. N.

Cursives (D. has av-oi). It is put in brackets by Lachm., deleted by Tisch.

"We ought to read : knexp- nvrov tov rrri'k. ettI t. 6(pd. rov TV(p7i.ov. Avtov was re-

ferred to the blind man ; in that case, however, either this aiirov itself

must be deemed out of place (on account of the following tov TV(p^ov), or roij

TV(plov must be omitted. — Ver. 7. viipai] bracketed by Lachm., wanting only in

A.* and the Codd. of the It. A copyist's omission after ver. 11 ; hence, also,

A** has supplied kuI v'npai. after 2f?-. — Ver. 8. npoaaiTrjc'] Elz. : Tv(j>7i6c, in oppo-

sition to decisive authorities. A correction. — Ver. 11. e'lq toi/ S(>lwa/z] Elz.,

Scholz : elg r?/v KoXvfidr/dpav toii 'Lcluufi, in opposition to very weighty testi-

monies. Eepetition from ver. 7. — Ver. 14. o-t] B. L. X. >5. 33, Codd. It. Cyr. :

iv y Jifdpa. So Lachm. and Tisch. Correctly : the redimdant expression was

easily supplanted by the word ote, which readily suggested itself. — Ver. 16.

Lachm. and Tisch. : ova kanv ovtoq Ttapa Oeov 6 avOp., after B. D. L. X. X. 33,

157. The position in the Elz. (ovt. 6 uvdp. ovk e. tt. t. 0.) is a transposition to

make the reading easier. — Ver. 17. After leyovaiv weighty witnesses require the

insertion of ovv, which Lachm. and Tisch. have adopted. Lachmann's inser-

tion of ovv, however, after aire/cp. in ver. 20, is supported solely by B. K.,

whereas A. and other uncials and Cursives have 6e. Both seem to be additions ;

as also the following avTolq, which is wanting in B. L. X. X. Cursives, Verss.

Cyr. — Ver: 25. kuI eIt^ev] to be deleted, as is done by Lachm. and Tisch. A
mechanical addition opposed by weighty witnesses. — Ver. 26. The prepon-

derance of evidence is in favour of Si in place of ovv (Lachm.) ; izu'kiv, however,

with Lachm. and Tisch., after B. D. X.* Verss. Nonn. Aug., is to be deleted,

as an addition which would readily suggest itself. — Ver. 28. After tviouJ. Elz.,

following Cursives, Vulg. Codd. It., inserts ovv ; instead of which B. X.* Sahid.

Cyr. Ambr. read koI ea.., and D. L. X.** Verss. ol 6e ea. Various modes of es-

tablishing the connection.— Ver. 30. The reading ev yap tovto (approved by

Pdnck) is only found in X. A. and Cursives, and is on that ground alone to be

rejected ; at the same time, it bears witness, also, to the fact of the original

position of ydp being immediately after iv (Tisch. : ev tovtu yap, with B. L. X.

Cursives, Cyr. Chrys.). The reading ev tovtu ovv found in D. may be explained

from the circumstance that the relation of ydp presented a difficulty. Instead
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of Qavfi. we must, with Tisch., read to Oavfi., as in B. L. i<. Cursives, Cyr.

Chrys. How easily might the superfluous to be suppressed !— Ver. 35. tov 6cov'\

B. D. X. Aeth. : tov avQpuKov, because Jesus was accustomed thus to designate

Himself. — Ver. 36. Kal rig hri"] Elz. Lachm. do not read Kai ; the evidence for

it, however, is very weighty, and it may easily have been passed over by clumsy

copyists. — Ver. 41. -fj ovv uuapT.'] ovv, bracketed by Lachm. and deleted by

Tisch., is wanting in decisive witnesses. A connective addition ; superfluous,

and weakening the force.

Ver. 1 f. The direct connection, by means of nai, vrith. the preceding

words 'e^r)7Sev ek t. lepov, and the correlation with it of irapdyuv, makes it

impossible, without arbitrariness, to take any view but this,—that the heal-

ing of the blind man, instead of not being determinable with chronological

exactness (Hengstenberg), must rather be placed soon after Jesus had left

the temple, while He was still on His way, and on the very same day, the

record of whose scenes commences with viii. 21. This day was a Sabbath

(ver. 14) ; not, however, the one mentioned in vii. 37 (Olshausen), but a

later one, see on viii. 12. The objection that the calmness which marks

the transaction, and the presence of the disciples, are not in keeping with

the scene which had occurred shortly before (viii. 59), and that therefore

another day ought to be assumed, ' has little force ; for the calmness of the

bearing of Jesus is anything but a psychological riddle, and the disciples

might easily have gathered round Him again. — Trapdyuv] in passing hy,

namely, the place where the blind beggar was (probably in the neighbour-

hood of the temple. Acts iii. 2). Comp. on Matt. ix. 9, and Mark ii. 14. —
tv^7mv kfi yEveTfjQ.'] So much the greater was the miracle ; comp. Acts iii. 2,

xiv. 8. The supposition, based on ver. 5, that this blind man represents

the K6(Tfiog, to which Jesus, having been spurned by the Jews, now turns

(Luthardt), is the less warrantable, as the stress in that verse is laid on ^wf,

and not on tov Koa^ov (comp. even viii. 12). This healing of the blind is

not intended to have a figurative import, though it is afterwards used (ver.

39 ff.) as a figurative representation of a great idea. — Tig rjuapTcv, etc.] The

notion of the disciples is not, that neither the one nor the other could be

the case ;
^ but, as the positive mode of putting the dilemma shows, that

either the one or the other must be the case. See Baeumlein, Partic. p. 132.

They were still possessed by the popular idea ^ that special misfortunes are

the punishment of special sins ; against which view Jesus, here and in Luke

xiii. 9 fE., decidedly declares Himself. Now, as the man was 'born blind,

either it must have been the guilt of his jp«?'e?i^s, which he was expiating,

—

a belief which, in accordance with Ex. xx. 5, was very prevalent,* and ex-

isted even among the Greeks, °

—

or he himself must have sinned even while

in the womb of his mother. The latter alternative was grounded in the

popular notion that even an embryo experiences emotions (comp. Luke i. 41,

1 De Wette and others. Job, and Acts xxviii. 4.

2 Euth. Ziffabenus, Ebrard, comp. also ^ Lightfoot, p. 1048.

Hengst. ' JIaetzner in Lyciirg. in Leocr. p. 217.

' Comp. on Matt. ix. 3, also the book of
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43), especially evil emotions, and that the latter predominate.' The expla-

nation of the question from the belief (which is also not to be presupposed

in Matt. xiv. 2) in the transmigration of souls - is as inadmissible as the assump-

tion of a belief in the pre-existence of souls. ^ For apart from the uncertainty

of the fact whether the doctrine of the transmigration of souls was enter-

tained by the Jews in the days of Christ (see Tholuck on the passage, and

Delitzsch, Psychol, p. 463 f. [E. T. p. 545 f.]), those two doctrines could

not have been known among the people, and therefore must not be assumed

to have been held by the disciples, although it is true that the pre-existence

of souls, both of good and bad, is an unquestionable article of doctrine in

Wisd. viii. 19 f., as also with Philo and the Essenes, with the Eabbins, and

in the Cabbala.* It is quite out of place, however, to refer to the heathen

view of the pre-existence of souls. ^ Tholuck's suggestion, finally, that the

thought, though obscurely conceived, is, that the blind man, through being

born blind, is marked out as a sinner in virtue of an anticipation of punish-

ment, both contradicts the words, and is altogether destitute of biblical sup-

l^ort. In Liithardt's view, the disciples, in accordance with Ex. xx. 5, re-

garded the second of the two supposed cases as alone possible, but mentioned

the first as a possibility, in order that Christ might solve the riddle which
they were unable to solve. Similarly Baeumlein and Delitzsch, who looks

upon the question as the mere exjiression of pcrjjlexity resulting from a

false premiss. It is an arbitrary procedure, however, to ascribe such a dif-

ference to two cases regarding which a question is asked in precisely the

same form, or to treat the possibility in the one case as assumed merely in

apx>earance. The disciples considered hoth cases possible, and wished to

know which of them was real. But at the same time they deemed a third

case out of the question, and this was the error in the dilemma which they

put forth,—an error which Jesus (ver. 3) lays bare and corrects by setting

before them the Tertium datur. — Iva rvcpX. yew.'] The retributive result, in

accordance with the teleological connection of the divine destiny. That the

man was born blind might have been previously known to those who asked

the question ; or the man himself might just have informed them of the

fact, for the ^jurpose of adding force to his request for alms (ver. 8).

Ver. 3. Ov Trarre/lwf avafiapri/rovg avTOvg (pr/aiv, aXk' baov elg to rvipTiudyvai avrSv,

Euth. Zigabenus. —^AA'] sc. rviplbq .kyevv?}0?]. — to. Ipya rov 6eov] the icorls of

God, i.e. whMt God works, should be manifested in Him. The expression

must be left in this general form (it first acquires its more exact force in ver.

4) ; it denotes the entire category of which such miraculous healings w^ere a

particular sjyecies ; hence the works of God were set forth and brought to

light in this concrete case, to wit, in the man (kv avrij) who experienced the

divine miraculous power. In the connection of the divine decree, however,

from which everything accidental, everything independent of the divine

J See Sanhedr. f. 91. 2 ; Beresh. Eabba, f. « See Grimm on Wisdom of Solomon in

38. 1, b. ; Lightfoot, comp. Wetstein. the Exeget. Handb. p. 177 f.; Bruch, Leiii'e v.

2 Calvin, Beza, Drusius, Aretius, Grotius, d. Prae-exlstenzd. Seel. p. 22.

Uammond, Clericus, and several others. ^ Isidorus and Severus in Carder. Cat,

^ Cyril, de Wette, Bruckner.
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plan, is excluded, this (pavtpuaiQ must stand in the relation of a pwyose

towards the sufferings which, in this particular concrete case, are miracu-

lously removed. Hence Iva (pnvep., etc., is a thought which contains the

true nature of the Theodicy for all sufferings. According to Weiss,' the

epya 6. are spiritual operations, namely, the enlightenment of the world, sym-

bolically set forth by this healing of the blind. This, however, anticipates

the doctrinal application which Jesus Himself makes of the work which He
wrought (ver. 39).

Ver. 4. By the participative r]imq (see the critical observations), Jesus in-

cludes the disciples with Himself as helpers and continuers of the Messianic

activity. The further j^rogress of the discourse is indicated by the pronoun

which, for the sake of emphasis, is placed at the leginning of the sentence

;

the siibject is thus specified through whose activity the (pavipucnc mentioned

in ver. 3 is to be accomplished. " It is we who are destined by God to work

His works as long as we live, and until death puts an end to our activity."

There is no hint whatever in the text that Jesus wished to meet the scruples

of the disciples on account of the healing which He was about to perform

on the ScMath (Kuinoel) ; indeed, as far as the disciples were concerned,

to whom Sabbath healings by Jesus were nothing new, there was no ground

for such a procedure. — tov tre/nip. fie] Jesus does not again say 7//zaf ;

'^ for

His mission involved also that of the disciples, and it was He who commis-

sioned the discijiles (xiii. 20, xx. 21). — eug] so long as, denoting contem-

j^oraneous duration, very frequently so in the classics subsequent to Homer,

with the praes. or imperf .
^

—

Day and Night *re images, not of tempus oppor-

tunum and importunum, nor also of aluv ovrog and fiilluv ;
* but (for Jesus

was thinking of His speedy departure out of the world, ver. 5) of life and

deaths The latter puts an end to the activity of every one on earth (even

to that of Christ in His human manifestation). By the different use made
of the same image in xi. 9 f., we are not justified in regarding it as includ-

ing the period of the passion (Hengstenberg). Moreover, Christ was still

working whilst He hung on the cross. Olshausen's view is wrong : yuEpa

denotes the time of grace, which was then specially conditioned by the pres-

ence of Christ, the Light of the world ; with His removal darlcness assumed

its sway. Against this view the general and unlimited form of the expres-

sion oTi ovSelc dvvarat kpyd^eadai (which Olshausen arbitrarily restricts by add-

ing "for a time," and "in spiritual matters") is in itself a decisive objec-

tion ; not to mention that Jesus regarded His death, not as the beginning

of spiritual darkness, but as the very condition of greater enlightenment by

the Spirit (xvii. 7, xv. 26, xiv. 26, al.). "With Olshausen agrees substan-

tially B. Crusius ; comp. also Grotius, Bengel, and several others. Luthardt

also refers day and night to the world, whose day-time coincided with the

presence of Christ in the world, and whose night began when he departed

1 Lehrheqr. p. 201. * Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Ziga-
" Which Ewald prefers in opposition to benus, Ruperti, and others.

his own translation. But see the critical '" Comp. Horn. 11. e. 310, A. 356 ; Aeseh.

note. Sept. 385 ; Pers. 841 ; Plat. Apol. p. 40 D, and
* See Blomfield, Oloss. ad AescJi. Pers. 434. Stallbaum thereon ; Hor. Od. 1. 38. 15.
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out of the world ; as soon as He should leave the world, no other could

occupy His place in the accomplishment of redemption ; from that time on-

ward, there would be no longer a redemptive history, but merely an appro-

priation of redemption. But apart from the hair-splitting character of the

distinction thus drawn, the grounds adduced against Olshausen hold sub-

stantially good against this explanation also, especially that kpydliecrdai—
which here has no determining object, as in the previous case—and ovSel^

are quite general ; and accordingly, ipxerai vif

—

spjdi^Eaflai must be regarded

as a commonplace. Godet finds in vv^ the thought of the evening rest, which

Christ was to enjoy in His heavcjily state. This is erroneous, however,

because it is not evening but night that is mentioned, and because ('ivvarai

would then be inappropriate.

Ver. 5. A more precise description of His earthly vocation, characteris-

tically exjiressed in relation to the sight which was to be bestowed on the

blind man. "Orav, however, is neither quamdiu (so usually) nor quandoqui-

dem (so Liicke and Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 86),—which latter usage is foreign

to the N. T., and is only apparently found in passages such as Thuc. 1.

141. 5, 142. 1,—but : When (quando, at the time in which) I am in the

world, I am the Light of the world. It expresses the necessary contemporane-

ousness of the two relations. He cannot be in the world, says Christ, without

at the same time enlightening the woi"ld. Thus, also, did it behove Him
to show Himself in the case of this blind man. ^wf is employed, it is true,

in a spiritual sense, as in i. 5 ff., viii. 13, but also with a significant refer-

ence to the sight which was to be restored to the blind man. In healing

. him, that enlightening activity of Jesus by which those who did not see

were to be made to see (see ver. 39), is set forth in a transaction which,

though primarily sensuous, was also suggestive of spiritual enlightenment

(ver. 37 f.). In itself the first clause of the verse

—

brav . . . w—might have

been dispensed with viii. 12) ; its utterance, however, in connection with

ver. 4, was occasioned by the consciousness that He was soon to depart from

the world, and that after His departure the present mode and action of the

^uQ elvai, which were bound up with His corporeal earthly career, must

come to an end. Then Christ would work through the Paraclete and

through the vehicles of the Paraclete, as the Light of the world.

Ver. 6 f. For what reason Jesus anointed the eyes of the blin cl man Avith

clay John does not inform us ; but this does not justify us in leaving the

question unanswered (Bruckner). The procedure was certainly not adopted

for the pvirpose otdefi/ing the hierarchy (Ewald) because it was the Sabbath,

according to wloich view it would have had nothing to do with the healing

itself. At the same time, it was equally far from being of a medicinal

natiire ; for often as spittle was applied in the case of diseases of the eye

(see Wetstein and Lightfoot), the means employed would bear no proportion

to the rapidity with which the cure took place, especially considei-ing that

the man was horn blind ; the same remark apjjlies also to Mark vii. 32 and

viii. 23. To treat the anointing with the clay as merely a means of aicdken-

ingfaith (comp. Lticke), or as a test of faith (Calvin), and, consequently, as

having a purely psychological effect, is to represent the entire procedure as
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adopted solely with an eye to ajypearances, to making an impression on the

blind man. On this view, therefore, the ointment of clay had in itself

nothing to do with the cure performed, which is scarcely reconcilable with

the truthfulness and dignity of Jesus. Regard for this rather compels the

assumption that the ointment was the real medium of the cure, and formed

an essential part of the act ; and that, accordingly, the spittle was the con-

tinens of the objective healing virtue, by means of which it came into, and re-

mained actively in contact with, the organism. Comp. Tholuck and 01s-

hausen, who characterize the sj^ittle as the conductor of the healing virtue
;

so Lange, who, however, conjoins with it the ijsychological action referred to

above ; and also Nonnus, though hedrawsa very arbitrary distinction, term-

ing the spittle "kvaiwovov, and the -KriTidq, (paea<p6pov. There is nothing against

this mode of viewing the matter, in the fact that Jesus used a medium in so

few of His miracles of healing, and in so many others employed no medium at

all (as [See Note XXXVa.
,
p. 314] in the case of the blind men of Jericho,

Matt. XX. 20 fl. ; Mark x. 46 if.) ; for He must Himself have known when
it was necessai'y and when not, though no clearer insight into the causal

connection between the means and the result is vouchsafed to us. We have
no authority for attributing to John a view of miracles which regarded

them as mysteries^ and which prevailed at a later date ; ' for with his chris-

tology he, least of all, would find occasion for its adoption ; besides, that

the procedure followed in the case of this miracle Avas unique, and thus its

speciality was carefully substantiated by the judicial investigation which
grew out of the occurrence. According to Baur (comp. Ewald, as above),

the miracle was performed in this circumstantial way in order that it might
wear the appearance of a work done on the Sabbath ; the supposition,

however, is incorrect, if for no other reason, because the healing by itself,

apart altogether from the circumstances attending it, was a breaking of the

Sabbath. Baur, indeed, regards the whole narrative, notwithstanding the

remarkable circumstantiality and naive liveliness which mark it, as an in-

vention; so also Strauss, Weisse, comp. the note after ver. 41. In harmony
with his view of the figurative design of the entire healing, Luthardt (comp.
also Godet) interprets the anointing with clay to mean :

" He must become
blind who wishes to receive sight" (the sending to the pool of Siloam being
intended to typify the epxeadai -rtpoQ ainov, iii. 20 f.). But interpretations of

this sort have no warrant in the text, and furnish at the same time uninten-

tional support to the unhistorical view of those who treat the narrative as

the mere vehicle of an idea,—a remark which holds good against Hengsten-
berg, who, like Erasmus * and others, regards tti]16q, after Gen. ii. 7, as the

symbol of creative influence, although in this case we have only to do with
an opening of the eyes (vv. 10, 14), and that by means of a subsequent
washing away of the tztjIo^. — koI ETvexpioev avrov t. tttj^mv inl r. bcpd. r. rvcplov]

J De Wette, comp. B. Crusius. toris restituere quod perierat, qui condide-
2 Erasmus, Paraphr. : " paternum vldeli- rat quod non erat." So substantially, also,

cet ac suum verius opificium refercns, quo Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, Beza, and
primum hominem ex argilla humore ma- several others. Comp. also Iran. 5. 15.

cerata finxerat. Ejusdem autem erat auc-
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According to this reading (see the critical note), avrov must be referred to

the sj)ittl6 of Jesus ; He rubbed the ointmejit made of it and the clay on the

eyes of the blind man."— dc rfjv Ko/iv/xfi.] not dependent on vnaje," which is

not connected with vltpai even by a Kai,^ but : Into the pool 0/ Siloam, so that

the rrr/zJc is washed away into the pool by the process of cleansing which

takes place on the edge of the basin/— On the Pool Siloam (Fountain, Isa.

viii. 6 ; Luke xiii. 4 ; Pool, Neh. iii. 15) and its doubtful situation,—which,

however, Robinson,^ following Josephus, re- discovered at the entrance of

the Tyropoeum Valley, on the south-east side of Zion.® The expression

Kolvfip. Toil 2i2. denotes the jdooI formed by the fountain Siloam (6 2A.,

Luke xiii. 4 ; Isa. viii. 6).

—

The washing in the pool of Siloam is no more to

be regarded as a medicinal prescription than the application of the Kr]7Mg

(the Rabbinical traces of a healing virtue of the water relate to the digestive

organs, see Schoettgen), but was reqiiired by Jesus for the jiurjDose of al-

lowing the clay the necessary time for j^roducing its effect, and, at the same

time, this particular water, the pool of Siloam, was mentioned as being

nearest to the scene of the action (in the vicinity of the temple, viii. 59, ix.

1), and as certainly also well hiown to the blind man. According to Lange,''

the intention of Jesus, in prescribing the sacred fountain of the temple,

was to set manifestly forth the co-operation of Jehovah in this rejieated Sab-

bath act. But neither John nor the discussion that follows in ver. 13 ff.

—

in the course of which, indeed, the pool is not once mentioned—betrays the

slightest trace of this supposed mystery. This also in answer to the mean-

ing imported by Godet into the text, that Siloam is represented as the type

of all the blessings of which Christ is the reality, so that, in the form of an

action, Christ says, " Ce que Siloe est tyfiquement^ je le suis en realitey This

does not at all harmonize with the narrative ; in fact, on such a view, the

confused notion would result, that the true Siloam sent the blind man to

the typical Siloam in order to the completion of his cure,—that the Anti-

type^ in other words, sent him to the Type!— a7recr-aA/i£vof] The name nn'tV

(which even the LXX. and Josephus give in Greek as 'LCkudii) denotes origi-

nally missio (sc. aquarum), i.e. outflow ; but John, adopting a typical ety-

mology, renders it directly nnK/, missus, which in itself was grammatically

allowable, either after the analogy of llv'. (see Hitzig on Isa. viii. 6), so that

the word would be a strengthened particip. Kal with a passive signification,

or, in virtue of the resolution of the dagesh forte in the particip. Piel into

yod.^ He thus finds, in the name of pool, a noteworthy typical reference,

not indeed to Christ, the messenger of God, the true Siloam," but to the cir-

1 Note the iiiiive, attractive circnmstan- 1852, p. 1 ff. ; Eodifcer in Oesen. Hies. HI.

tiality which is characteristic of the entire p. 1416 ; Leyrer in Ilerzog's Encykl. XIV.

narrative. p. 371 ff.

2 Comp. on Matt. ii. 23. '' L. J. p. 635.

3 Against Liiclte and Winer. ^ See Tholuck, BeUrdge zur Spracherlclar.

•• Comp. on the pregnancy of this mode of p. 120 ff. ; Ewald, Lehrb. d. Rebr. Spr.

expression, Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. ii. 2. 10 ; § 150 a.

Winer, p. 387 [E. T. p. 415]. " AsTheophylact, Erasmus, Beza, Calvin,

5 II. p. 142 ff. Corn, a Lapide, and many other earlier

« See Tobler, d. Siloahquelle u. d. Oelberg, commentators, also Schweizer, Ebrard,
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cumstance that the blind man was sent to this pool by Christ. The pool of

T\rlVf has the '' nomen et omen''' of this sending aicay. The context naturally

suggests nothing further than this. ' It is arbitrary with Wassonberg and
Kuinoel to pronounce the entire parenthesis spurious (it is absent only in

Syr, and Pers. p.), a view to which Liicke also inclined, out of regard for

John. But why should a fondness for typical etymologies have been for-

eign to John ? Comp. the much more peculiar example of Paul in Gal. iv.

25. Such things leave the pneumatic character of the evangelist unaffected.

— am)Wev'] which he, being well acquainted with the neighbourhood, was
able to do without any one to take him by the hand, m^Acj v;o(Vi (Eur. Hec.

1050), as, indeed, many blind men are able in like manner to find their way
about alone. — ijlde] namely, to his dwelling, as is indicated by the words
01 ovv yELTovEQ wMch follow. Jesus did not meet him again till ver. 35.

Vv. 8-12. Kal ol deupovvreg, etc.] Arid they icho 'before had seen Mm that he

teas a 'beggar, the previous eye-witnesses of his being a beggar. The Kal gives

the force of universality : and in general ; the partic. praes. has the force of

the imjierfect. — 6 nad/jfi. k. TrpoaaiT.'] who is accustomed to sit there and beg.

They had known him for a long while as occupied in no other way than in

begging. — The peculiarly vivid and detailed character of what follows

renders it probable that John derived his information from the lips of the

man himself after he had become a believer. — Ver. 11. dvdpuKog ?.Ey6/j.. 'Irjaovg]

" nescierat caecus celebritatem Jesu," is the opinion of Bengel and others.

But he must surely have learnt something more regarding his deliverer than

His mere name. The quondam blind man conducts himself rather through-

out the whole affair in a very impartial and judicious manner, and for the

present keeps to the sim2)le matter of fact, vdthout as yet venturing on a

further judgment. — avelSTisipa] may signify, I looked up.^ So Liicke ; but

this meaning is inadmissible on account of vv. 15, 18, which require / re^

covered iny sight, visum recepi.^ As regards the man born blind, indeed, tha

expression is inexact, but rests on the general notion that even one born

blind has the natural power of sight, though he has been deprived of its

use from his very birth, and that he recovers it through the healing. *— That
the man is able to give, at all events, the name of his benefactor, is intelli-

gible enough from the inquiries which he would naturally institute after he

Luthardt, Hilgenfeld, Lange, Hengsten- an-eo-TaA^ieVoi' e/cei tots tv^\6u.

berg, Bruckner, Godet maintain. 2 Mark xyi. 4 ; 3 Mace. vii. 85 ; Plat. Pol.

1 Not to the fact that in a7re(TTaA.(u,., which vii. p. 515 C; Ax. p. 370 C: Xen. Cyr. \\.

should denote ''^freely flmolnrj^ streamlnq^'''' 4. 9.

a deliverance from certain evils was found, ^ Comp. Matt. xi. 5 ; Tob. xiv. 2 ; Plat,

as Ewald supposes. It is quite a mistake Fhaedr. p. 243 B.

to suppose any allusion to the water of •Comp. Grotius : "Nee male recipere

bajMsm (Calovius, after Ambrose, Jerome, quis dicitur, quod communiter tributum
and others) ; as also to identify the name humanae naturae ipsi abfuit." In Pausa-
with T\l'iif in Gen. xlix.6 (Grotius). The nias, also (Messen. iv. p. 240), we read of

simple and correct view is taken also by one who was born blind and received sight,

Bengel, de Wette, and several others; by avep\e>ji(. Comp. Evang. Nicod. C. where
Baeumlein with hesitation. Nonnus aptly the man born blind wlio there speaks says :

remarks: vScap <7T€\\oiJi4voi.o TrpouivvfJ.ov ck aeo eTTe^Tjice Tas )(Cipai evrl T. o<^9aAfj.ous (xou, Kal
TTOfiTT^S. Comp. Euth. Zigabenus: Sia Toy afe^Aei^ajrapaxpiJMa-
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had been healed. But the circumstance that while at the outset he expresses

no opinion regarding the person of Jesus (see previously on avOp. ?.ey. Ir/c),

he notwithstanding afterwards declares Him to be a Prophet (ver. 17), and

One sent of God (ver. 33), though he was first brought by Jesus Himself to

believe in Him as the Messiah in vv. 35 ff., is entirely in keeping with the

gradual nature of the development through which he passed. Such a grada-

tion is, indeed, natural and necessary in some cases, whereas others differ-

ently constituted are at once carried to the goal by the force of the first im-

jjression. This in opposition to Baur's supposition that the narrator de-

signedly so framed his account that the miracle should be viewed as an epyov

Bcov primarily in its pure dbjectimty. — fJf -rhv 2/:/lwc//] tere the name of the

pool ; hence the Rec. has eJf t. Kolviifi. t. 2«A.,—a correct gloss.

Ver. 13 f. 'Ayovaiv] These belong still to the persons designated in ver.

8. They act thus because the healing had taken jilace on the Salbath (ver.

14), the violation of which they, in their servile dependence, believed it to

be their duty not to conceal from the guardians of the law who ruled over

the people. It does not, however, follow, from the fact that there were no

sittings of the courts on the Sabbath, that the man was not brought on the

day of the healing (so Lucke and several others suppose), but that by npuc

Toix ^^'apiff. is meant neither the Sanhedrim,^ nor a synagogal court,'^ of which,

moreover, the text contains no notice.' Especially must it be remembered

that in John the Sanhedrim is never simply designated ol ^aptcaloi (not even

vii. 47), but always ol apxtepe^g k. ol ^api<7., or (vii. 33) in the reverse order.

The Pharisees as a corporate tody are meant, and a munber of them might

easily have come together at one of their houses to form a kind of sitting.

— t6v -rvoTE rw0/l.] A more precise designation of ahrov/— Ver. 14 assigns the

reason why they bring him. — tov 'kt)16v\ the clay in question.

Vv. 15, 16. na/l«'] Glancing back at the same question asked by others

(hence koI ol <i>«p.) in ver. 10. — tttiJov, etc.] clay He laid on mine eyes (fiov

enl T. b(pO.), etc. Comp. on xi. 32. Note how the man only states what he

himself felt ; hence there is no mention of the spittle. Compare already

ver. 11.

—

oTi TO aaftp. ov rrjpEi] A Rabbinical precept specially forbids the

anointing of the eyes with spittle on the Sabbath." Even if this were not

yet in existence or recognized as binding, still the general principle was ad-

mitted that healing should take place on the Sabbath solely in case of

danger to life.®— aTiAoi] who judged more candidly and conscientiously.

Grotius well remarks : "Qui nondum occaluerant." They conclude from

the miraeulons element in the healing, so far as it implied a special divine

help, which would not be vouchsafed to a sinner who disregarded God's

commands, that there must be something peculiar in this action performed

on the Sabbath, rendering it unfair to pass the judgment in question on its

performer without further consideration. — The Hyperlaton in the position,

1 Tholnck, BaeuTiilein. ' Comp. vii. 4.5, xi. 47.

2 Liicke, Langre. Of snch subordinate • See Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 342 [E. T.

courts with twenty-three members tlicre p. 400].

were two in Jerusalem. See Saalschiitz, '' Maimonides Schabb. 91.

Mas. R. p. GOl. « Sohoettgen and Wetstcin ad Matt. xii. 9.
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ovK eariv ovtoq Trapa Be.ov o avBp., serves to lay stronger emphasis first on otVor,

and then on irapa ffeov. '— crj/o-ua
|
eomp. vii. 43.

Ver. 17. As there was such a diflference of views among those who were
assembled, they feel it to be of importance to ascertain the opinion of the

man who had been healed. It might lead to further light being thrown on
the affair. The subject of Mjovaiv is ol ^apia. , neither the hostile among them
merely (Apollinarius and many others), nor the well-wishers alone (Chrys-

ostom and his followers). — TzaTnv] a repetition of the question after ver. 15.

— otl] Etc EKelvo, oTi ; see on ii. 18. Theodore of Mopsuestia well remarks :

vTTEp uv.— iTpoct)^Tr/g] who had shown Himself to be such by this miracle.

Comp. iii. 2, iv. 19, vi. 14, al Thus the faith of the man became clear

and confirmed by the controversy of the Pharisees. And he makes confes-

sion of what he up to this time believes.

Ver. 18. Observe that the mere verb is not again employed, nor even ol

(^apiaaioi, but ol 'lovdaiot, i.e. the hostile hierarchical party among the assem-

bled Pharisees, which now carries on further proceedings. Comp. ver. 22.

— OVK ETTtaT. placed emphatically at the beginning, —ovv] as the healed man
had declared Him to be a prophet. They now suspected the existence of a

fraudulent understanding between the two. — ew? otov] till they called, etc.

Then first, after these had come and made their declaration, were they un-

able any longer to call the cure in question (vv. 2G, 34). — avTov tov avaftUf.]

of the very man loha had recovered his sight, concerning whom his own parents

must surely know best.

Vv. 19-21. To the two questions put in ver. 19 exactly corresponding

answers are returned in vv. 20, 21 ; the second, however, twice nesciemlo. —
bv vfiE'ig MyETE] opposed to the personal unbelief of the questioners ; bv as in

vi. 71. •— TTwf] how does it happen that ?— ovv] as it is alleged that he was
born blind. — Ver. 20. Trwf rfe apn PTiettei, ayvoElv XEyovai, (pofiov/Lisvoi Tovg 'lov^al-

ovc. 'Efw lavSvvov KaftiaruvTeg EavTOvg, ettI tov TEdEpanEVfiEvov TrapmrE/nrovcn rf/v

EpdiTTiaiv, uQ a^ioTTiGTOTEpov avTuv Ev TtL ToiovTG) ^jjT^/inTc, Euth. Zigabcuus.—
Vfislg] opposed to the ahrdc . . . avrSv . . . avroc, afterwards thrice re-

peated, and asyndetically, with passionate emphasis. yXiKiav ixet] he him-

self is of full age.^— avTog -nEpl avrov] he will himself sjoeak concerning him-

self^

Ver. 23. "HSri yap avvETEd.] for—so great cause had they for that fear

—

the

Jews had already agreed, had already come to an understanding with each

other ; conspiraverant, Vulgate.* The context does not justify the assump-

tion of a decree of the Sanhedrim to that effect. The hope, however, was
cherished of being able without difficulty to convert the arrangement in

question into a decree of the Sanhedrim ; and the parents of the blind man
might easily have come to know of this. We can readily understand that

they should prefer exposing their son rather than themselves to this danger,

' Comp. in greneral Bernhardy, p. 460. Neut. Gr. p. 97 f. [E. T. p. 112].

2 Comp. Herod. 3. 36, 7. 18; Thuc. 8. 75

;

•Comp. Luke xxii. 5; Acts xxiii. 30;

Polyb. 9. 23. 9, (d. See Kypke, I. p. 387
;

Thuc. 4. 19 ; 1 Mace. ix. 70 ; Ast, Lex. Plat.

Loesner, p. 150. III. p. 340.

^avTov with the Spir. lenis. Buttm.
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since they must have been certain that he would not refuse to make for the

sake of his benefactor the dangerous cf)nfessiou.

—

'iva] that which they

had agreed on is conceived as the intention of their agreement. '— aTvoavvay.

yev.'] Exclusion from the fellowship of the synagogue, and in connection

therewith from the common intercourse of life, was probably at this time

the sole form of excommunication. See on Luke vi. 22.

Vv. 24, 25. Aof 66^av r. few] " Speciosa praefatio," Bengel ; for they

expect a declaration prejudicial to Jesus, such as the mau had hitherto

refused to make, and therefore emjiloy this sacred and binding requirement

to declare the truth, by which God would be honoured, inasmuch as to

speak the truth was to show reverence to Him.'^— rjfielg oldaftev, etc.] This

assertion of hierarchical authority {r/fielg with emphasis) was intended to

overawe the man, and give a bias to his judgment. In vain. "With cau-

tious reticence he prudently refers them simply to what had actually hap-

pened ; this alone was known to him ;
^ but not whether, etc. — rvflhg djy]

leing Mind, namely, in his natural state, from birth. Comp. iii. 13.

Vv. 26, 37. As they are unable to attain their end, they return to the

question as to the Hoio ? (comp. ver. 15) in order conclusively to establish

the fact in the course of this second examination of the man. He, however,

with his straightforward, honest mind,* becomes irritated, and even embit-

tered, at this repeated interrogation. — koL ovk TjKovaaTe] is taken as a decla-

ration : a7id ye did not listen thereto (taken heed). It corresponds better,

however, with the naive character of the man, and with the liveliness of his

irritation, as also with the succeeding anovsLv, which denotes simply ''hear,''''

to take the clause as a question: And did you not hear it?— W] why, as you

surely must have heard it. — nij koI vfielq] surely not you also ? like others.

To the 6i:?'.eiv, etc., would correspond the effort to be convinced of the reality

of the miracle that had been performed. Chrysostom, Bengel, and several

others consider that Kai indicates that the blind man confessed himself to be

one of His disciples, or that it was his intention to become one. His devel-

opment, however, had not yet advanced so far. See vv. 35, 36. But that

his benefactor had discijjles about Him (ver. 2), he must certainly have learnt

from others.

Vv. 28, 29. 'ETini^op.] as preliminary to the following words. Passionate

outburst in an unrighteous cause. — av el /u.af). h. They had been unable to

get out of him any declaration against Jesus, and regarded his behaviour,

therefore, as a taking part with Christ. Bengel ajitly remarks on 'hke'lvov :

" Hoc vocabulo removent Jesum a sese." Comp. on vii. 11. — Ver. 29. ?)//£<?]

once again with proud emphasis. — Mwvcr?}] has the emphasis in opposition

to TovTov. which IS thus the more contemptuous in meaning (vi. 42, and often).

— 'K6dev earcv] i.e. by whom he is sent. Comp. viii. 14.

Vv. 30-33. The passionateness of the Jews now emholdens the man to maTce

a further confession (ver. 17).

—

h yap tovtu to (see the critical notes) davfi.

> Comp. df 1001/ iva in Dem. de Cor. 155 (see is. 8.

Dissen on the passage), and Nagelsbach on ' Comp. Soph. 0. C. 1103 : ovk o'Sa n\riv Sv.

the Riad, p. 62, ed. 3. * arrjp dSdfrjTos, Nonnus.
2 Comp. Josh. vii. 19; Esr. x. 11 ; 3 Esr.
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effTiv] Why, herein (in this state of the case) is the marvel, that ye Tcnow not

from iche7ice He is, and (that) He hath opened mine eyes. The force of the

dav/nadTov lies in aat avku^e, etc., in virtue of the groundless nature of that

ignorance to which actual testimony was thus borne ; see vv. 31-33. Con-

cerning a man who has done that, ye ought surely to know, etc. yap,

" respicit ad ea, quae alter antea dixcrat, et coutinet cum affirmatione con-

clusionem, quae ex rebus ita comparatis facienda sit," Klotz, ad Devar.

p. 242. Comp. on 1 Cor. xi. 23. It is often thus used, especially when
" miratio rei aut aliorum incredulitatis ad significatur. " ' Comp. Xen. Mem.

iv. 2. 6. — viislq] Ye people, who ought to know this best. — Ver. 31. The

man now proves to them, onward to ver. 33, how clearly it is evident from

the act of Jesus that He is no sinner (ver. 16), but a pious man, nay, a man
sent of God. He begins his proof with a major premiss, which he postu-

lates as universally conceded and known, ^ and which rests on the idea that

miracles are answers to prayer. ^ A sufficient reason for not assuming that

Jesus actually pronounced a prayer aloud in performing the miracle (as

Ewald thinks), is the silence of John, who would scarcely have omitted this

detail from a narrative so minute as this. Ver. 32. Minor premiss ; then in

ver. 33, conclusion, both in popular form.

—

ovdev] effect nothing—is re-

stricted by the connection to miraculous deeds such as the one here

recorded.

Ver. 34. Thou wert born with thy whole nature laden with sin, so that

nothing in thee is pure from sins ; but thou art entirely, through and

through, a born reprobate.^ They entertain the same prejudice regarding

sinfulness before birth (not of the parents) to which the disciples had pre-

viously given expression (ver. 2), and make here a spiteful application

of it. Comp, on oAog xiii. 10. The notion of '^heightened original sin'''

^

is not appropriate to the connection, as the inference from being born blind

implies sins committed before birth.—Note the contemj^tuous emphasis of

the ai) . . . cv.— diddan. ?//z.] The emphasis rests here, not on didacK., but

on ?;/idf : dost thou comport thyself as our teacher ?— k^ejia?,. ahr. efw] not

designating excommunication,^ as no sitting of the Sanhedrim had taken

place ; and, besides, how indefinite a mode of designating the matter would

it be ! although kKpalTieiv is frequently used by Thucydides, Xenophon, and

others to denote exile. Comp. also 3 John, ver. 10. As the context sug-

gests nothing else, and as there is not a hint of a sentence of excommunica-

tion, which might perhaps have been pronounced a few days later in the

synagogue (Ewald), we must simply explain : they cast him out. Significant

enough as the final result of the hostile and passionate discussion.' The
remark of Maldonatus is correct :

" ex loco, in quo erant." ^

Vv. 35, 36. The inner connection is formed, not by the thought that

» Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 332. « Olshausen, de Wette, Tholuck, Baeum-
^ oiSaiJ.ev, Job xxvii. 9, XXXV. 13

;

Ps. Ixvi. lein, and many older commentators.
18, cix. 7; Prov. xv. 29 ; Isa. i. 15. '' Comp. Chrysostom, Nonnus, and Tlieo-

2 Comp. xi. 41 ff. ; Mark vii. 34. phylact, who, however, transfers the scene
* Nonnus : criiyyovos aixirXaKi-qaiv ifxaiudrji to the temple.

oAos ivrip. 8 Comp. Bengel, Bern. 1366. 11 ; Acts vii.

* Hengstenberg, after Ps. li. 7. 58.
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Jesus, when He had heard, etc., wished to covfer on the man rich compensation ;*

but, as the question av nicTEVEig, etc., shows (thou believest on the Son of

God ? which presupposes an affirmative reply), Jesus heard of his being cast

out, inferred from this that the man liad confessed Him to be the Messiah,

and therefore asked when He met him, etc. The conclusion which Jesus

arrived at was substantially correct ; for he who had been born blind had

confessed regarding Him that He was Trapd deov, although the man did not

yet consciously associate with this more general predicate a definite refer-

ence to the Messiah. Lucke finds in irLCTeheig merely the inclination to be-

lieve ; were this, however, its force, we must have had dtlEiQ iriaTeveiv, or

some similar mode of expression. Like Tiiarevu in ver. 38,- iriaTEveic here

also denotes actual faith, namely, in the manifested Messiah. — The words

Tov vlbv T. Beov^ must be taken, not in their metaphysical,^ but simply in

their theocratic signification (comjj. i. 50), as the man who had been born

blind, to whose notions Jesus had to accommodate Himself, could and did

only understand this at the time. That Jesus, however, on His side, andifor

Himself entertained the higher view, must be taken for granted. — Ver. 36.

Surjjrised by this question, and quickly taking it as a point of connection,

the man puts a counter-question, which was designed to show that he is un-

able as yet to believe in the Messiah, though ready to do so as soon as he

shall know him. With regard to koI tIq kari., comp. xiv. 22, and on Mark x.

26. — hm] Design of the inquiry, as in i. 22.

Vv. 37, 38. Kal . . . Kal] tliou hast actually seen Him., and, etc. Comp.

on vi. 36. The substantial meaning of the second clause is : and hearest

Him speak with thee ; but it has a more concrete and lively turn. — kupaKnq\

refers to the present interview, not to a former one ; for he had not seen

Jesus whilst the act of healing was being performed, and he had not re-

turned to Him from Siloam (see on ver. 7). The use of Xhxepyerf. as the

present, of completed action (thou hast a view of Him), need not surjarise.*

— kmlv6<; i.oTLv\ eKclvog is not predicate ;
^ but, as John's very favourite man-

ner is, sulked, demonstratively comprehending the foregoing participial des-

ignation of the same, as in i. 18, 33, v. 11. Comp. 2 Cor. x. 18. So also

in the Classics, although they more frequently use ovrog in this way." The

connection alone, then, shows whether the person intended is some one else,

or, as in this case, and in xix. 35, the speaker himself who presents himself

olijectively as a third person, and thus introduces himself to the person

addressed with special emphasis. At the same time, the force of iKslvog is

not thus transformed into that of idem or ipse.'' — Kvpis] "jam augiistiore

I Chrysostora and several others. that ixelvo^ in xix. 35 betrays an author
" T. vlbv ToO a i"& p io n o V (see tlie Critical different from the Apostle John (see on

notes) Jesus could not have expected the the passage), the Johaniiine use of the

blind man to understand, as included in word was discussed at length by Steitz in

this question. d. Stud. u. Krit. 1859, p. 497 ff. ; Buttmann
3 Olshausen, Ebrard. in the same journal for 18C0, p. 505 ff. ; and
* Bernhardy, p. 378. then again by Steitz in the Shid. u. Krit.

6 Hilgenfeld in his Zeitschrift, 1859, p. 416. for 1861, p. 368 ff. These controversial

^ See Kriiger on Thuc. 2. 15. 4. discussions (see, finally, Steitz in Ililgen-

' In relation to the erroneous assertion feld's Zeitschr. 18G2, p. 264 ff.) were in so
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sensu ita elicit, qiiam dixerat," ver. 3G, Bengel. — irpocreKvvTjaEv avTC)\ John

uses irpoGKvvelv solely of dmine worship, iv. 20 ff., xii. 20. The man was

seized by the feeling—as yet indeed vague and indistinct—of the divine 66^a,

the bearer of which, the Messiah, the object of his newly awakened faith

and confession, stands before him. The higher conception of 6 vlbr t. deov

has struck him.

Ver. 39. An Oxymoron, to which Jesus (comp. 1 Cor. i. 18 ff.), seeing at

His feet the man born blind, and now endued not only with bodily, but

jjlso with spiritual sight, gives utterance with profound emotion, addressing

Himself, moreover, not to any one particular person (hence eItvev without

the addition of a person, comp. i. 29, 36), but to those around Him in gen-

eral. From among these th.Q Pharisees then (ver. 40) come forward to reply.

The compact, pregnant sentence is uttered irrespectively of the man who

had been blind, who also in a higher sense appears in ver. 36 as still iifj

P?ie7Tuv, and in ver. 38 as [iMiruv. — elf /cpZ/za] telically, i.e. to this end, as is

clear from the more exact explanation Iva, etc., that follows. This Kplua ' is

an end, though not the idtiinate end, of the appearance of Jesus. He came

to bring about, as a matter of fact, a judicial decision ; He came, namely,

in order that, by means of His agency, those who see not might see, i.e. in

order that those who are conscious of the lack of divine truth (comp. the

poor in spirit in Matt. v. 3) may be illumined thereby, and they wlw see

may become Nind (not merely : appareant caeci, as Grotius and several

others explain), i.e. those who fancy themselves to be in possession of divine

truth,'' might not become participators therein ; but (comp. Isa. vi. 9 f.) be

closed, blinded, and hardened against it (like the self-conceited Pharisees).

The point of the saying lies in this : that ol pf) (iTie-ovreg is subjective, and

(i?Jwuac ohjectii'e ; whereas ot /S/ltTrovref is subjective, and Tvcplolyevuvrat objec-

tive.^ — Kolfxais neither merely separation,* nor equivalent to KaraKpiaig ;*

but what Christ here says regarding Himself is a matter offact, a retributive

far unnecessary, as the use of execvos in consideration that the former believed

John does not deviate from the genuine without seeing, wliilst the latter refused to

Greek usage ; and as the context of xix. 35 believe, notwithstanding all they had seen

shows, as clearly as that of the present of Jesus (see Baur, p. 179) ; on the con-

passage that the jierson who speaks is trary, the susceptibility of the one and the

pointed to, being presented objectively as unsusceptibility of the other were rooted

though he were a third person. in their inner relation to Christ, which is

1 On this accentuation of xpc/xa, see Lo- necessarily moral, and the result of free

beck, Parol, p. 418 ; comp. however. Lip- self - determination. Indeed, against the

sias, grainmat. TJnters.l. p. 40. — The word view now controverted, ver. 41 alone is

itself is used by John only in this place. It decisive, apart even from the mysterious

denotes, not the ^na^ which is held, the designationof the matter by a circumstance

judicial ;»'ore<Z?<re (Kpi'tris), but its result, the occurring in connection with it. Comp.
judicial sentence which is pronounced, the Delitzsoh, Psych, p. 162.—On it-r) I3\erreiv,

decision of the court, what is judicially to be Mind, comp. Soph. 0. C 73; (9. i?. 302 ;

measured out, etc. Hence Kpl/Jia katn^aveiv, see also Xen. Ifem. i. 3. 4. On Tv<j)\6i in tho

^ao-To^eii/, etc. figurative sense, see Soph. 0. R. 371.

2 Comp. Luke xi. .52 ; Matt. xi. 25 ; Rom. • Castalio, Corn, a Lapide, Kuinoel, de

ii. 19 ; 1 Cor. i. 21, iii. 18. Wette, and several others.

' It is true, indeed, that the tt-r) fiKiirovres ^ Ammonius, Euth. Zigabenus, Olshau-

are susceptible, and the /SAeVoi'Tes imsuscep- sen.

tible / but this was not determined by the
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judicial arrangement, affecting both sides according to the position they

take up relatively to Him. Hence there is no contradiction with iii. 17,

viii. 15, xii. 47.^ If, with Godet, we understand ol fir/ (HtnovTeg and ol (SM-

"KovTEQ of those who have not and those who have the knowledge of the

Jewish law, we must refer (iM-rruai and rv^Xoi to the divine truth which Christ

reveals. A twofold relation is thus introduced, to which the words Afyere

oTi (iMrcofiEv, ver. 41, are also opposed.

Ver. 40. Pharisees were no doubt in His company, whose object was to

mark all the more carefully His further behaviour after the performance of

the miracle, not apostate disciples of Jesus, '^ or adherents of a Pharisaic

spirit (Lange). See x. 6, 21. They imagine that, in conformity with the

opinion which Jesus entertains regarding them. He must needs reckon them

among the p) BMnovreg ; and they fail altogether to perceive that, according

to the sense in which He used the expression,—which, however, they do

not understand,—He must include them among the jSAeTrovrec. That they,

the wise men of the nation, should be fi?/ pitnovTeg or rv^loi (comp. Matt.

XV. 14), seems to them, in their conceit, so astonishing and singular, that

they ask : We also are surely not Mind ? The Pharisees did not understand

Jesus to be speaking of physical blindness, ^ because otherwise they would

certainly not have put such a question.

Ver. 41. Alas ! virtually replies Jesus, Ye are not blind. Were ye Mind

(as I intended the iifi pMirovrnq in ver. 39), that is, people who are conscious

of being destitute of the true knowledge,^ then ye would ie without sin, i.e.

your unbelief in me would not be sinful, just because it would involve no

resistance to divine truth, but would simply imply that ye had not yet at-

tained to it, a result for which ye were not to blame. But now ye as-

sert that ye see (profess to be jiossessors of divine truth) ; the consequence

whereof is, that your sin remmneth (is not removed),^ i.e. that your unbelief

in me not only is sinful, but this your sin continues to exist, remains unde-

stroyed, " because your conceit is a perpetual ground for rejecting me, so that

you cannot attain to faith and the forgiveness of sin. "Dicendo videmus,

medicum non quaeritis," Augustine. " Si diceretis : caeci sumus, visum

peteretis et peccatum jam desiisset," Bengel. According to Liicke,'' whom
J. Miiller follows,® the meaning is : "Were you blind, i.e. without the

capability of knowledge, there would be no sin (guilt) in your unbelief
;

you would then be unaMe to believe with knowledge. But so long as you

say, notwithstanding all your blindness, "We see, and therefore do not put

away your conceited self-deception, so long your unbelief cannot depart,

but must remain." Against this view are the following objections : 1.

1v(j>Xoi, because answering to nrj (iMnovreg in ver. 39, cannot denote incapacity

» Comp. also Weiss, Lehrhegr. p. 186 f. stand.

2 Chrysostom, Euth. Zigabenus. ^ Not, " The sin remains yours'' (Ewald).
' Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Ziga- Comp. xv. 16.

benus, and others. * ai/ef aAein-ros ixeuei, Theodoret, Ilerac-

* Not, phyxicaUij Mind, as Nonnus, The- leon.

ophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, and several '' So substantially Baeumlein.
others here, as well as in ver. 40, after the ^ i,e/u'e v. d. Suade, I. p. 28G, ed. 5.

example of Chrysostom, wrongly under-
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for knowledge ; 2. The antithesis y^eysre oti pMrr. suggests for rvcploi, not

the objective, but the subjective meaning ; 3. 'Ajiaprin is thus taken in dif-

ferent senses in the two halves. Other far-fetched meanings are : Were you

Mind, like the multitude which you regard as blind, jjerhajjs you would have

no sin, etc. ;
* or (Hengst.), if ye suffered merely from the simple blindness

of the human race, which is blind from birth, ye would have no sin of deci-

sive significance, no unpardonable sin ; as though there were the slightest

reference to anything of the kind ! Substantially correct are Erasmus, Beza,

Grotius, and several others ; comp. Luthardt and Ebrard ; still ovk av six- d/j..

ought not to be transposed into, '^ then would your sin /orgice you.'''' The
explanation of Godet is a natural consequence of his interpretation of ver.

39, but founders on the words Myere on jSAeTro/uev.^ [See Note XXXVI. p.

314]

Obsekvation.—The absence from the Synoptics of the miracle performed on

the man who was born blind finds its explanation simply in the circum-

stance that it did not take place in the (Galilean) sphere of the synoptic narra-

tive, and ought not to have been made the ground of an attack on its historical

credibility, as was done by Strauss (who compares the healing of Naaman in 2

Kings V. 10) ; by Weisse (Who derives the narrative, by means of a misunder-

standing, from ver. 39) ; and by Baur (who regards this story as the intensified

expression of the healings of the blind recorded by the synoptists, p. 245 f.)

;

whilst Gfrorer, on the contrary, content with asserting the presence of unhis-

torical additions, comes to a conclusion disadvantageous to the synoptists.

—

According to Baur (p. 176 £f.), the narrative of the miracle was definitely and
intentionally shaped, so as to set forth faith in its pure objectivity, the susceptibil-

ity to the divine as it is affected by the pure impression of the divine element

in the ipya dsov, even when it is not yet aware who is the subject of these epya.

"It clings to the thing itself ; and the thing itself is so immediately divine,

that in the thing, without knowing it, one has also the person." In such wise

are arbitrary, and not even relevant (see Briickner), abstractions from history

converted into the ground of history. Ammon makes the occurrence a natural

heaUng of an inflammation of the eyes ! a counterpart to the converse travesty of

some of the Fathers, who express the opinion that the Mind man lacked eyes al-

together, and that Jesus formed them out of the tt7j'a6q, as God at first formed
man from the earth ;

* comp. on ver. 6 f.

1 Ewald, as though besides o.v Jolm had against the Holy Ghost). In this case, how-
written also To-xa- or io-oos. ever, Jesus must have said : viiv 5e /SAeTrere,

* " S''ils appartenaient a la multitude iqno- not vvv Se Aeyere on ^AeVoftej', which Godet,
rante, leur incredulite a Vegard de Jesus it is true, regards merely as an allusion to
pourrait n'etre qu'urte affaire d'entrawemcnt the question in ver. 40 ; while in reality it

(it would be merely a sin against the Son of is the key to the correct understanding of
man) ; mais edaires, comme Us le sont, pur la the entire passage.
connaissance de la parole de Bint, c'est sciem- 3 See especially Irenaeus, Theodore of

ment, qu'ils rejettent le Messie" (this is a sin Mopsuestia, and Nonnus.
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Notes by American Editoe.

XXXVa. "Made clmjfrom the spittle." Ver. 6.

Weiss holds Meyer entirely correct in declaring it incompatible witli the truth-

fulness and dignity of Jesus that there should have been in the application of the

spittle no real influence upon the result. Whether, with Meyer, we regard the

spittle as containing, or, with Thol. and 01s., as conduciinrj the healing virtue,

which reached and wrought effectually on the organism, he would leave unde-

cided. It is only certain, he holds, that the divine agency which restored sight

to the blind man did not depend upon the natural qualities of the spittle, but

miraculously enhanced them. He rejects Meyer s inference that the fact that

Jesus did not elsewhere in his miracles employ like outward means, proves that

he alone knew where there was a necessity of any such outward accessories. He
rejects it on the ground that any necessity involved in the case is incompatible

with the miraculous character of the event. This seems eminently just, and it

is extraordinary how any can associate with a miracle, wrought by omnipotence,

the necessity of any special form of intermediate agency. To me, moreover,

both Meyer and Weiss seem wrong in considering any merely accomiJanying

outward, and perhaps symbolical act, as inconsistent with the Saviour's truth-

fulness and dignity. It surely may be proper by some external word or act,

accompanying, though not directly aiding the miracle, to connect it manifestly

with the person of the agent, and make an impression on the senses and the

minds of men. Such, in the O. T. miracles, was Elisha's smiting the waters of

the Jordan with the mantle of Elijah, Moses' stretching out his rod over the Eed
Sea, and smiting the rock for water in the desert. Such in reality was our

Lord's bidding the man with the withered hand stretch out his hand, not in aid,

but as symbol of the healing ; his sending Peter to the sea to obtain the stater

from the mouth of the fish, and his breaking the five loaves to feed more than

five thousand i^ersons. Such was the carrying of handkerchiefs to the sick

from the persons of the Apostles. It seems perfectly consonant with his con-

stant course in nature that the Great Miracle-worker should partially disguise,

paitiallj^ reveal, the exercise of his power under some outward act which seems

consonant with, while it can have no real bearing on, the result. It seems a

natural way for the Infinite Spirit to deal with finite beings at once sensuous

and spiritual. What the special accessories shall be may vary according to the

jileasure of the Worker, and the circumstances of the case. The scene of this

particular restoration, occurring in Jerusalem, the theocratic centre, and on the

Sabbath, with its certain exposure to the hostile scrutiny and judgment of the

chief men of the nation, with whom the Lord's relations were becoming those

of more pronounced enmity, may naturallj' have led Him to make the ac-

cessories of this miracle unusually prominent and striking. Much more than

would the utterance of any mere words, it prevents the miracle from being

" done in a corner." It almost flings the Lord's challenge and defiance into

the face of the theocratic rulers.

XXXVI. "Ifye were blind.'' Ver. 41.

" If ye were blind, ye would not have sin ; but as it is {vvv Si) ye say, We
see : your sin remaineth." If ye were in a mental condition answering to that

of the physically blind, ye would not have sin. As the physically blind is not
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to blame for not seeing physical light and the objects which it reveals, so if

ye had no capacity of moral vision, ye would be without blame for not discern-

ing spiritual truth. But as the case stands, ye say that ye see : ye claim to

have the power of vision. Ye renounce the plea of spiritual incaj^acity, and
yet refuse to exercise the power of seeing and recognizing the truth, and
must be treated as those who have the faculty of vision and whose blindness is

icilful. Your sin, therefore, remaineth. The term is used, I think, in a judi-

cial sense. Your sin is not taken away by any plea of ignorance which might be

urged in your favour. It stands. Meyer and nearly all the commentators take

it in various modifications of irremovable, I think wrongly.

The difficulty in the passage lies partly, at least, in the fact that the cases of

physical and moral blindness are analogous indeed, but not parallel. There
is no such moral blindness as to exempt completely from moral responsibility.

Every one has some light, and he who possesses a little, being yet conscious how
little it is, is the Saviotir's /z;) (iAEiruv : while he who, possessing perhaps much
more, yet fancies that he possesses all, and rejects the larger and diviner light,

is the l3?ii'!To)v who, in this rejection, becomes blind.
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CHAPTER X.

Ver. 3. Kn/.El'] A. B. D. L. X. X. Curss. Cyr. : cpuve'i. Eecommended by Griesb.,

accepted by Lachm. and Tisch. Correct ; the following «:«-' uio/ja was the oc-

casion of writing the more definite word alongside, whence it was then intro-

duced into the text. — Ver. 4. to, Wia 7rpd/3ara] Lachm. and Tisch. : to, iSia

ndv-a, after B. D. L. X. X.** Cursives, Copt. Sahid. Cyr. Lucif. Cant. Tvavra,

after the preceding occurrence of the word, passed mechanically over into

Kpojia-a. — Ver. 5. uKolovO'rjnuai.v'] Lachm. and Tisch. : aKolovdr/aovciv, after pre-

ponderating testimony ; the Indicat. was displaced by the usual conjunct. —
Ver. 8. Trainer'] is omitted in D. Cant. Ver. Foss. Didym., and tt/jo ifiov is absent

from E. F. G. M. S. U. A. S.* Cursives, Verss. the Fathers. The omission of

TzavreQ is to be explained from its being superfluous ; and that of irph kjiov, which

Tisch. has deleted, from the Gnostic and Manichaean misuse of the passage in

opposition to the Old Testament. — The place of irpb ifiov afte7' ylOov is deci-

sively attested (Elz., Scholz. : before ?/AGoi'). — Instead of tlOtjolv, ver. 11, diSucjiv

(Tisch.) is too feebly attested. So also diSu/it, ver. 15. — Ver. 12. ra npolSaTa

after aaopn. is wanting in B. D. L. X. Cursives, Verss. Lucif. ; bracketed by

Lachm. and suppressed by Tisch. But why should it have been added ? Ap-

pearing as it would altogether superfluous, it might easily be passed over. —
Ver. 13. u (5i- picOur. (pevyti'] wanting in B. D. L. K. Cursives, Verss. Lucif. ;

bracketed by Lachm., rejected even by Einck, and deleted by Tisch. But how
easily might the eye of a copyist pass at once from 6 6i /uiaO. to uti fiiaO., so that

6 6i funO. (pEvyeL was omitted. This explanation is suggested further bj' A.,*

which omits fiiaO. tpevyei ore. — Ver. 14. yivudKo/iai vnb tcjv ifjun] B. D. L. H.,

most of the Verss. Cyr. Epiph. Nonn. : yivuaKovaiv /ue to. ifid. Eecommended
by Griesbach, accepted by Lachm. and Tisch. This active turn is a transfor-

mation in harmony with the following verse, in which also there is no passive

expression. — Ver. 16. The position 6eI fxe (Lachm. and Tisch.) is strongly

supported, but would easily suggest itself as the more usual instead of pe (hi.

— yevfifjerni] B. D. L. X. and some Verss. : yevr/aovTaL. Mechanically introduced

after the preceding plural form. — Ver. 18. alpti^ Tisch. : 7/pev, only after B. S.*

— Ver. 26. Instead of nv ydp we must read, with Tisch., art ova, after B. D. L.

X. X. Curss. Or. Cj'r. Chrys.

—

Ka^Jibc elttov vu'iv'] wanting in B. K. L. M.* X.

Curss. Verss. and Fathers. Bracketed by Lachm. The apparent incongruity

caused the omission. — Ver. 29. of deSuKEl D. : 6 6e^o)ku(;. A stylistic alteration.

B. L. X.* Copt. Sahid. Vulg. It. Goth. Tert. Hil. : o 6e6ukev. A. B. X. It. Vulg.

read heIQw afterwards. The latter is to be regarded as original, and because

the neuter was not understood relatively to 6 ttott/p as the source of the altera-

tion, 6 SeduKEv. — Ver. 33. /.f yoi rtf] is, with Lachm. and Tisch., after preponder-

ating testimony, to be deleted. — Ver. 38. t^lgtevtite'] Tisch. : ttigtevete, after in-

adequate evidence for this irregularity, especially as niarEVETE precedes and fol-

lows ; for instead of the following TriarevaaTE, decisive evidence renders it neces-

sary, with Tisch., to read tviotevete.— Iva yvurs koI 7riOTfi;(T??re] Lachm. and Tisch.

:
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tva yvuTE K. yivunKTiTE, after B. L. X. Ciirss. Copt. Sahid. Arm. Aeth. and some
Fathers. Correctly ; not being understood after yvure, yivudK. was altered into

TviaTEVG. — avTui] B. D. L. X. N. Curss. and most of the Verss., also Or. Athan.

and others, have ru TrnrpL Eecommended by Griesbach, accepted by Lachm.
and Tisch. With snch decided witnesses in its favour, justly ; for the emj^ha-

sis Ij'ing in the repetition of the word mighty easily escape the copyists. —
Ver. 42. fK«] Decisive evidence assigns it its place after uvrov. So also Lachm.
and Tisch.

Ver. 1,* The new chapter should have begun witl^ ix. 35 ; for x. 1-21

constitute one act with ix. 35-41, as is evident both from the circumstance

that X. 1 ff. follow immediately without the slightest indication of a change

having taken place, and also from ver. 6 (comp. ix. 41). The parable is

therefore still addressed to the Pharisees of chap. ix. ; as ver. 21 also shows

by the reference which it contains to the healing of the blind man. — a/uyv

aiiTjv, etc.] After the punitive words of ix. 41, Jesus now, with solemn

earnestness, and through the medium of a parable, unveils to them how
their hostile relation to Him, in rejecting Him, wliile at the same time re-

garding themselves as the leaders of the people of God, necessarily made
them the corrupters of the nation. His discourse proceeds, however,

without any objection or contradiction being raised by His opponents ; for

they did not understand the figure, ver. 6 ; many also fail to understand

the explanation, and despise the speaker as crazy (ver. 20) ; whilst others,

again, yield to the impression made by the penetrating truth of His words
(ver. 21). It happened, accordingly, that Jesus was able to carry out the

beautiful allegory (ver. 6) in all its detail, without interruption, as it were

in one breath ; and had therefore, at its close, nothing further to do than to

let the words spoken produce their natural impression. Their primary effect

was a division among His hearers (ver. 19), in accordance withix. 39 ; such

as had already showed itself in ix. IG. — 6 ^ly e'iaep;(6u£voc, etc.] The flocks

of sheep spent the night in a fold (av^, n"i"|j) surrounded by a wall, at

whose gate an under-shepherd (6 dvpupdq, ver. 3) kept watch during the

night. See especially Bochart, Ilieroz. I. p. 482, ed. Rosenm. Opposed to

the Eiaepx6/i. 6ia t. dvpag (the emphasis lies on the last ^vord) is i\ie Jivajialvuv

aXkax6dev, icJio gets up (on to the wall, for the purpose of coming into the

av'^T], over it) from elsewJiere, i.e. from another direction than that indicated

by the gate. There is only one door. On allax6dEv, which is equivalent to

the old classical allodEv, see.'^— kIettt. k. ?.7j(7T7/g] Thief and ro'bbe7' ; a cli-

mactic strengthening of the idea ; ' the individual features, however, of the

soul-destroying, selfish procedure thus indicated * are not to be dissevered.

— For the explanntion of the figure we must note,— (1) The avl^ tuv Trpnfid-

Tuv is the community of the peo2'>le of Ood, whose members are the npSfiara, ' con-

ceived in their totality as the future community of the Messianic kingdom

* On the parable, see Fritzsche in Fritz- ' Bomemann, Scholia in Lucam, p. xxx.

;

schior. Opvsc. p. 1 ff. ; Voretzsch, Diss, de Lobeck, Paralip. p. 60 f.

John X. 1-18, Altenb. 1838. * Ezek. xxxiv. 8 ; Mai. ii. 8 ; Jer. xxill. 1.

•' Ael. H. A. 7. 10; F. //. 6. 2 ; 4 Mace. i. 7. « Comp. Ps. xxiii., Ixxvii. 31, xcv. 7, c. 3,
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(xxi. IG f.) ; ' thus ideally in their tlieocratic destination. It is correct,

indeed, as to substance, to assume a reference to the predestinated (Augus-

tine, Lampe) (though not in the Augustinian sense) ; but in form it intro-

duces something foreign to the context. (2) The 6hpa is not to be left with-

out its proper signification ;
^ nor to be taken as denoting in general the

legitimus ordo, the divine calling, the approach ordained iy God, and the like ; ''

but Christ Himself is, the door ; indeed, He Himself in ver. 7 expressly thus

interprets this point, because His hearers had failed to understand it.* The

true leaders of the theocratic people can enter on their vocation in no other

way than through Him ; He must qualifj'^ and commission them ; He must be

the mediator of their relation to the sheep. Quite a different position was

taken up by the Pharisees ; independently of Him, and in an unbelieving

and hostile spirit towards Him, they arrogated to themselves the position

of the leaders of the people of God. It is thoroughly arbitrary to assume

that Jesus did not here intend by the figure of the door to denote Himself,

notwithstanding the distinct declaration contained in ver. 9. Chrysostom,

Ammonius, Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, and several others, have per-

versely interpreted the door of tlie Holy Scriptures. " Ijose textus addit

imagini interpretationem qua contenti simus," Melanchthon.

Vv. 2, 8. Uoi^-fjv] Shepherd, without the article qualitatively ; it character-

izes such a one, not specially as the owner (the antithesis to the hireling first

appears in ver. 12), but in general, in contrast to the rdUber. — 6 Ovpupog

avoiyet.] belongs to the description of the legitimate mode of entering, and is

not intended to have any special explanation ; for which reason also no fur-

ther notice is taken of it in vv. 7, 8. It must not, therefore, be explained

either of God ; '' or of the Holy Spirit, Acts xiii. 2 ;
^ or of Christ ; ' or of

Moses ;
* or of John the Baptist.^ He enters into the fold, and the sheep hear

His voice (His call. His address, His appeal) ; they listen to it as to the voice

which is hnown to them (comp. ver. 4). Comp. the shepherd's cry to his

flock, "(7/77fi," in Theocr. iv. 46, viii. 69. — to. npopara] are the sheep in the

fold generally. It was common for several flocks to pass the night in one

fold ; and their shepherds, because they come every morning to lead out

the individual flocks, are known to all the sheep in the fold. On the con-

trary, Tci. I6ia 'iTp6(ia.Ta are the sheep which lelong to the special flocTc of him

who has entered ; '" these he calls /.«-' oro//«, i.e. not merely l)y name

» Comp. Matt. xxv.'33. xviii. 15.

2 Liicke, de Wette. « Godet, after i. 7.

3 Maldonatus, Tholuck, Luthardt, Briick- >» Into the beautiful general figure of ra

ner, Hengstenberfr, Godet, and others. irpopara, the word i&i.a introduces a special,

• Comp. Ignat. ad Philad. 9, where Christ individual element, which makes it all the

is termed ^vpa toO rrarpos ; also Herm. Past. richer and more telling. It has been incor-

3 ; Sim. 9. 12. rectly maintained (by Beugel, Luthardt,

6 Calvin, Maldonatus, Bengel, Tholuck, Ilengstenberg, and others), that although

Ewald, Hengstenberg, following vi. 44 f. I'5ca is fii-st associated with Trpd^ara when it

« Theodoret, Heracleon, Ruperti, Aretius, oceurs for the second time, the wpo^ara

Corn, a Lapide, and others, also Lange. which hear must necessarily be the same as

' Cyril, Augustine. those which are afterwards described as to.

8 Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, ISia irpS^ara. These latter are no doubt

Euth. Zigabenus, Luther, following Deut. among the npo^ara which hear; but it is
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ovo/imcrri,^ but distributively— hi/ tlieir naines, each hy its name? To give to

tlie individual animals of their flock a name was not an unusual custom

among the shepherds of ancient times."' In Lange's view * the Uia Trpdfj.

are the favourite sheep (image of the elect), the bell-wethers, which are fol-

lowed by the whole flock (to. npSftaTo, ver. 4). Erroneously ; for, on

the one hand, uha alone would not sufhciently support this notion (comp.

ver. 12) ; and on the other, e/nnpoadev nopsi)ETai and anolovdel, ver. 4, are so

completely correlate, that avruv and ra wpojSaTa must necessarily be the same :

at all events, avroig must otherwise have been used instead of avru, ver. 4.

— t^dyei] to pasture, vv. 9, 10. Looking back to ix. 34, 22, Godet imports

into the words the idea of separation from the old theocracy, which is

devoted to ruin. ^ Such a thought is contained neither in the words " nor

in the context.

Ver. 4. A7id when he has hrought out all his own sheep (those belonging to

Ms flock), and so forth. He leaves none behind {navra, see the critical

note). kK(ia.l7) pictures forth the manner of the k^ayEtv. He lays hold on the

sheep which he has called to him, and brings them out to the door. — The
idea, which is symbolically set forth in vv. 3 and 4, is that of the living,

loving felloioship which subsists between the leaders of the people of God,

whom Christ has appointed, and Christ Himself, for the satisfaction of the

spiritual needs of the Church, both in general and in particular.

Ver. 5. 'A?2nTpiu 6e, etc.] But a stranger, who does not belong to them
as their shepherd. It is not exclusively the avajiaivovTEQ alAax- of ver. 1

M^ho are here intended, but every other one in general who is not their shep-

herd. The fellowship referred to in vv. 3 and 4 is portrayed according to

its exclusive nature. — oii pi] aKo'X.ovOi]aovaLv\ future (see the critical note), as

in viii. 12. It is not prophetical (Lampe ; of the "cathedra Mosis plane

deserenda," comp. Luthardt), but describes what will he the result oi the in-

tervention of a stranger. The sheep Avill certainly not follow, but flee from

him.

Vv. 6, 7. Hapoiiiia] Every species of discourse that deviates from the

common course (nlfwc) ; hence in the classical writers especially

—

proverh.''

It denotes here, as corresponding to the Hebrew vi:;/D, if Ave define the

conception more exactly, not parable (because it is not a history), but alle-

gory.^— The Pharisees do not understand the meaning of what He thus al-

legorically delivered to them, and therefore (ovv, ver. 7) Jesus sees Himself

compelled to begin again (TvaTiiv), and to explain to them, first of all, the

main pioint on which the understanding of the whole de])ended, namely,

only TO. Ihia that the shepherd calls by name, ^ Similarly even Luther :
" It denotes the

and so forth. Thus the particular Church Christian freedom from the law and judg-

belonjcs to the Universal. ment."
' That would bo merely oi'oixa, or o^/o^oti, « Pollux, i. 250.

or eV ov6iJ.aro<;, Polyb. 5. 35. 2, 11. 1.'5. 1. ' Plat. Soph. p. 261 B ; Soph. Aj. 6'9
; Ad.

2 6K T^s eis e/cao-Toi' a/cpas <f>poi'Ti5os, Euth. N. II. 12. 22 ; Luciau, Nigr. 1. 37 • comp. 2

Zigabenus. Pet. ii. 22.

3 See Interpp. ad Theocr. 5. 101 ; Pricaeus » ggg wilke, Rhetor, p. 109. Suidas : ij

on the passa;^e. -irapoiixia. ccttl Ao-yo? aTTOKpuc/jo? 5l" erepou 7rpO'j>j-

• Leben Jesu, II. p. 955. Aon <TrjiJ.ai.v6iJ.evo';,
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how the door in ver. 1 is to be understood. It is incorrect, therefore, with

most recent commentators (also Hengstenberg and Godet), to say that we
have a second parable with a different turn ; if Christ had not intended

even in ver. 1 to describe Himself as the door. He would only have confused

His hearers in ver. 7, instead of enlightening them.— kyij] with great em-

phasis. — Tuv npopdrcdv'] to the sJieep, as is required by ver. 1 ; not, through

which the sheep enter into the fold, ' so that Jesus characterizes Himself as the

tutorem ac nutritorem of the sheep (Fritzsche). Christ, however, is the door

to the sheep, so far as the true spiritual leaders of the people of God receive

through Him the qualification and appointment to their vocation. See on

ver. 1.

Ver. 8. See Ewald, Jah-b. ix. p. 40 if. The actual antithesis to the hyu

elfii 1) dvpa is formed by the many who had come forward to be the teachers

and leaders of the people of God, without connecting their working with

Christ. He describes them from the point of view of the time at which they

came forward : he/ore me ; they came forward liefore Christ had appeared as

the door to the sheep ; they had developed their power and activity since the

time of the second temple, in a way that gradually grew more and more

pernicious, and they formed now the party of hierarchical, siMcially Phari-

saical, antagonists of Christ. The members of tliis Jiierarchical caste are in-

tended ; the expression used by Christ, however, is popular, and not to be

l^ressed as hard and unhistorical (Hase) ; the use of the present e'lai, moi'c-

over, gives it a living relation to the leaders of the people, as they then

actually were before his eyes. On the other hand, passages like vii. 19, v.

39, 45, iv. 22, exclude any possible reference to Moses and the projihets.

Hence we may not, with Hilgenfeld, regard the language as " harshly anti-

Judaistic,'''' or under cover of the Gnostic dualism, refer it to the entire Old

Testament past, i.e. to all the pre-Christian leaders of the people of God. Nor

may we in any way set aside the temjwral meaning of irpo, whether explaining,

with Calovius : in advance of me (antequam mitterontvir) ; or, with Bruck-

ner (after Sticr) : lefore they have sought and found me as the door ; or, with

Wolf, converting it into x^p'^^i
—^ view which comes substantially to that

of Olshausen ("without connection with the Logos") ; or, vdth Tittmann

and Schleusner, taking it for virkp, loco, and with Lange importing into this

view, "instead of me," the notion of absolute pre-eminence, as though the

one who precedes would thrust completely aside him who is thus thrown

into the background. Trpo, in the sense of instead, is foreign to the New
Testament, and rare in Greek writers. But when ipSov, with a view to the

removal of everything objectionable, is taken pregnantly, making it express

an arMtrary or unauthorized ° coming forward, ' we import into the word a

meaning which in itself, indeed, is a matter of course, but must have been

distinctly exj:)ressed (as in ver. 43), if it were to be emjjhatic* This also

* Chrysostom, Euth. Zigabenus, Wolf, ' Ilieronymiis, Augustine, Isidore, Herac-
Lampe, Fritzsche, Ebrard, Hengstenberg, leon, Euth. Zigabenus, Luther, Melanch-
Baeumlein, Godet, and otliers. ' then, Jansen, and several others ; also Lu-

* Nonuus takes it in the sense of creeping thardt, Ebrard.

in secretly : navi<i% oo-oi Trdipos %\&ov vnoKXen- * In i]Kdov by itself, so far as it precedes
TovTi. ireSCKta. irpo e/ixoC, it is impossible to find, as Luthardt
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against B. Crusius, who lays the stress on the purpose of the f/Wov ("in
order to give the people a new time"). The explanation, finally, of fahe
Messiahs, ' is unhistorical, as their coming began after Christ's day ; a cir-

cumstance indeed on which B. Bauer grounds against John a charge of

anachronism. De Wette considers the discourse out of harmony with the

wisdom and gentleness of Jesus. But the worthless men, to whose entire

class He alludes, stood actually in His presence, and had surely done enough
to call forth His severity and wrath. — K?JTrTai elal k. Xyaral] namely, of the

sheep, ver. 1. Comp. the wolves in sheep's clothing. Instead of navTeg

baoi, anapTEQ tiaof would have been still stronger.''— aXka]. The want of

success which attends this predatory (soul-destroying) procedure. — ovk

7]Kov<jav] did not listen to them. For t?i.eir adherents did not belong to the

true people of God {to. TTp6[iaTa).

Ver. 9. 'E/w el^L tj 6v[)a\ tu 6nr?[aaiaofi(J tov prjTov [iejiaiol top Aoyov, Euth.

Zigabenus. — 61" e/nov] emphatically occupying the front place, excluding

every other mediation. — elaeXdy] namely, to the sheep in the fold. Comp.
vv. 1, 7. The subject is therefore a sliepherd (rig), who goes in to the sheep

through the door. Others, on the contrary,^ regard the sheep as the subject,

and the dvpa as the door for the sheep. But there is no ground for such a

change of figure, since both the icord elaipxeadac after vv. 1 and 2, and the

singular and masculine rig, can refer only to the shepherd, and any other en-

trance than through the door is for the sheep inconceivable ; so that the em-
phatic 6c' Efxov, so far as the eyd) is the door, would be without any possible

antithesis. — audr/aerac] is not (with Luthardt and older comm. after 1 Tim.

iv. 16) to be understood directly of the attainonent 0/ the Messianic redeinption

(compare especially 1 Cor. iii. 15), which would be foreign to the context

(see what follows) ; but means : he will le delivered, i.e. he will be set free

from all dangers by the protecting door ;—in its deeper significance the figure

undoubtedly involves safety from the Messianic anuleia, and the guarantee

of future eternal redemption. This happy audijaerac is then followed by un-

restrained and Messed service, which is grajihically set forth by the words
e'loeX. k. E^E?i., as in Num. xxvii. 17, as an unhindered entering in and going
out of the fold, at the head of the flock, whilst engaged in the daily duty of

tending it ; and by vo/i^v Evpr/aei, as the finding of pasture for the flock.*

That this vo/ut/, in the interpretation of the allegory, is tpvxvc vofirj, ^ which
works for the eternal life of those who are fed through the evangelical grace

and truth which they appropriate (comp. ver. 10), needs no illustrating.

does, the thought " on his own responsi- others.

bility," or "so that he places Christ after ^ gtrabo, p. 18, 1. 11, Isocr. Loch. 12.

himself." riK&ov denotes neither more nor ^ Chrysostom, Euth. Zigabenus, Maldo-
less than the simple wneri/w;;; as in ver. 10. natus, Bengel, and several others; also
eyii) ^AtJoi' is equal to the simple eg'O'yeni,' the Fritzsche, Tholuck, de Wette, B. Crusius,

emphasis rests primarily on Trii'Tet oaoi, Maicr, Baeumlein, Hengstenberg, Godot,
omnes quotquot, and then on n-pb cfioO, which etc,

is placed at the end. < TroLfj-vCiov voixdi. Soph. 0. B. 760 ; compare
» Chrysostom, Cyril, Theodore of Mop- Plat. Legg. iii. p. G79 A : t'oji^s yap ovk ^v

suestia, Euth. Zigabenus, Theophylact, Gro- o-Traros.

tins, Maldonatus, Hammond, Tittmann, ' Plat. Fhaedr. p. 24S B.

Schleusner, Klee, Weizsacker, and several
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Ver. 10. The opposite of such a one as entered 6i' k/xov, is the thief to whom
allusion was made in ver. 1 ; when he comes to the sheep, he has only

selfish and destructive ends in view.*— kyi) r/lOov, etc.] Quite otherwise I

!

J have come (to the sheep), etc. By this new antithesis, in which Christ

contrasts Ilimself, and not again the shepherd appointed through Him, with

the thief, the way is prepared for a transition to another use of the figure

which represents Him no longer as the door.'^ Comjjare the promise in Ex.

xxxiv. 23 ; xxxvii. 24, in contrast to the false shepherds in Ezek. xxxiv.

2 ff. — Iva L,i,)fjv Exuai]. The opposite of 6'vcri k. anoX. ; the sheep are not to

be slaughtered and perish, but to have life ; and as required by the figure,

the Messianic life in its temporal development and eternal perfection. — Kal

irepLaabv ex-'\ (^nd have it abundantly (overflowingly), i.e. in the figure : rich

fulness of nourishment (comp. Ps. xxiii) ; as to the thing, abundance of

spiritual possessions (grace and truth, i. 14, 17), in which the life consists.

Incorrectly Vulgate, Chrysostom, Euth. Zigabenus, Gi'otius, and many
others, compare also Ewald, who interjjret the passage as though nEpicaoTepov

were used, more than (u^, viz.

—

the Mngdom of heaven; or, according to

Ewald, "Joy, and besides, constantly increasing blessing." The repetition

of f;i:waw gives the second point a more independent position than if iiai

alone had been used.'

Ver. 11. 'Eyw] Repeated again with lively emphasis. It is no other. — 6

irot/j?/v 6 KaTioc] the good, the excellent shepherd, conceived absolutely as He
ought to be : hence the article and the emphatic position of the adjective.

In Christ is realized the ideal of the shepherd, as it lives in the Old Testa-

ment.* With the conception of Ka?.6c compare the Attic /caAof nayaOog,^ and

the contrary : novr/pdg, KaKog, aSiKog. — In the following specification of the

things in which the good shepherd proves himself to correspond to his idea,

6 TToifi. 6 nalog is solemnly repeated. — ndhai. r. ij'vxtjv] As to substance,

though not as to the meaning of the words, equivalent to dovvai r. ip. (Matt.

XX. 28). It is a Johannean expression," without corresponding examples in

the classics ; '' and must be explained, neither from the simple Dity, Isa. liii.

10,^ nor from "^^^ Wi)}, D^ty," where "^33 is essential; but from the idea of the

sacrificial death as a ransom that has been paid. '" Its import accordingly

is : to pay down one's soul, impendere, in harmony with the use of ridevai in

the classics, according to which it denotes to jyay.^^ Compare Nonnus : koI

ijn/XV? i^ifjg oh (peiderai, a2.2.a eOijaei Tivrpov kuv^otuv. — vnep^ for the good of, in

order to turn aside destruction from them by his own self-sacrifice. Com-

pare xi. 50 f. It is less in harmony with this specific point of view, from

which the sacrifice of the life of Jesus is regarded throughout the entire

' Comp. Bern. 782. 9 : a (f>r)o-t ^vka.TTei.v ^ Also Tob. vii. 7 ; 2 Mace. xv. 12.

frpo^ara, airbs KaTea-^iiov. ' Xlii. 37 f., XV. 13 ; 1 John iU. 16.

* From ver. 11 onward, but as the true ' Against Kypke, I. p. 388.

Shepherd Kimself (Matt. xxvi. 31 ; Heb. xiii. * Hengstenberg.

20 ; 1 Pet. ii. 23. ' Judg. xii. 3 ; 1 Sam. xix. 5.

» Comp. ver. 18 ; Xen. Anah. i. 10. 3 : ical i» Matt. xx. 28 ; 1 Tim. ii. 6.

TauTT/v ecruxrav /cal dAAa— etruicrav. "So frequently in Demosthenes and
* Ps. xxiii. ; Isa. xl. 11 ; Ezek. xxxiv.; Jer. others ; see Reiske, Tnd. Dem. p. 49.5, ed.

xxiii.; Zeoh. xi. ; also Mic. v. 3. . Schaef. ; Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p 271.
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New Testament, to take nOivai, with de Wette, Ebrard, Godet, as denoting

merely lay down (as in xiii. 4) ; or to assume the idea which is foreign to

the passage, " to offer as a prizefor competition^'' (Ewald).

Ver. 12 1 In opposition to the idea of the good shepherd, we have here

that of the Mreling. The term fiiadurSg must not be taken to refer to the

conduct of the Pharisees in their leadership of the people (Baeumlein and
older writers, also my own view previously), as these liierarchs are included

in the characteristic designation of Thieves and Robbers (vv. 8, 2), with

which the description of the hireling, who is cowardly, and careth not for

the sheep, would not harmonize. Nor can it be directed against the mode
in which the legitimate priesthood lead the people, as Godet thinks ; for the

priesthood consisted to a large extent of Pharisees, and formed with these

latter, as far as antagonism to Christ was concerned, one great party (vii.

32, 45 ; xi. 47, 57 ;
xviii. 3). The expression 6 niaduroQ rather represents

those leading teachers of the people of God, tcho, instead of being ready to

sacrifice their lives for the community, fleefrom danger, and forsahe, from in-

difference and disregard, their charge. Under the figure of the fnaduTog, there

rise to the view of Christ the many cross-forsaking teachers, who would arise

even in the apostolic age (Gal. vi. 12 ; Phil. iii. 18), and to whom the Apos-

tle Paul forms the most brilliant historical contrast. The question by whom
the fiiaOuTdg is hired, leads beyond the purpose of the allegory, which sets

forth, in contrast to the good shepherd, a shepherd who, influenced solely

by se{/'-interest, takes charge of a flock, which is nx)t his own property. — /cat

ovK. uv noLjiTjv] is closely connected with 6 iiiad. 6e : but he who is a Mreling

(hired for wg.ge) and is not a shepherd,—shepherd in the sense of being

owner of the sheep which he leads out to pasture ; hence the words ov ovk

e'lai, etc., are added for the purpose of more emphatically expressing the

meaning. Note that Christ possesses a Church (flock) even before His

death
;
partly, according to the old theocratic idea, namely, that of the old

people of God as His Uioi, i. 11
;
partly in reality, namely, the totality of

those who believed on Him, whom the Father has given Him (vi. 37) ;

partly proleptically (ver. 16) ; though, as far as He is concerned, they are first

purchased (compare Acts xx. 28 ; Titus ii. 14) by Him through His death,

after which event began the extension of His shepherd's functions to all, by

the drawing of His Holy Spirit (xii. 32). — There is no justification for inter-

preting the wolf specially, either of the devil, ^ or of heretics, after Acts xx.

20.^ It is a general image of every sort of iiower, opposed to the Messiah,

and bent on destroying the kingdom of God, which may make its" appear-

ance
; this power, however, as such, has its causal and ruling principle in

the devil, xii. 31 ; xiv. 30 ; Matt. X. 16. — apnaL,eL avra k. aKopTrli^Ei ra 7rp6f3.]

he snatches tliem (namely, the individuals on which he falls), and scatters the

sheep, i.e. the mass of them, the flock ; hence the word npopara is neither

superfluous nor harsh (de Wette). — bn /xigOut. ecfti] nothing else. This and

what follows supplies the ethical key to the behaviour described. — Notice

^ Buth. Zigabenus, Aretius, Olshausen, Chrysostom.

and several others ; admitted even by " Augustine, Jansen, and several others.
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further, that while in verse 12 we read 6 fiKjd. 6e, here we have 6 Se fiicd. ;

because the antithesis of the hireling was first hrouglit forward in ver. 12,

and greater emphasis was secured by the immediate connection of fiiad.

with 6.

'

Ver. 14 f. After the description of the hireling, there now follows again

that of the 02iposite,—the characterization of Himself as the good shepherd,

first specifying- His intimate acquaintance with His sheep, and then repeating

His readiness to sacrifice Himself on their behalf. The latter point consti-

tutes the refrain of the characterization (vv. 17, 18), being here concretely

expressed (it is different in ver. 11, where it was predicated of the good

shepherd in dbstracto). — kuOuq yivuaKei fie, etc.] The nature and mode, the

holy nature of that reciprocal acquaintauceshij). Compare xiv. 20, xv. 10,

xvii. 8, 21. As between God and Christ, so also between Christ and His

people, the reciprocal knowledge is a knowledge growing out of the most

intimate fellowship of love and life,—that fellowshijj which directly in-

volves yivuGKELv ; comp. on Matt. vii. 23. — Tidrifii] I lay down ; near and cer-

tain future. The clause «. r. i\). is not dependent on Kaddq.

Ver. 16. The repeated mention of His sacrificial death, by which the union

of Jews and heathen into one community of believers was to be effected (see

on Eph. ii. 14), raises His look to the future when He (as the good Shepherd

lifted up on Tdgh,'^ shall be the guide also of the heathen, who have become

believers, and whom he \^o^prophetically terms His sheep. ^ But the thought

that He does not need the faith of the Jews (Hengstenbcrg after Ruperti) is

arbitrarily forced into the passage as an intervening link of logical connec-

tion. The Jews outside of Palestine ^ are not intended, as they form part of

the fold of the Jexcish theocracy, to which the words ek rfjq avlfiq ravr/fg refer,

and within which Jesus Himself lived and spake ; hence also the demon-

strative ravTTjg. — exo)] He is their owner. * '
' Hoc verbum habet magnam

potestatem," Bengel. — a ovk egtiv in ttiq avTifjQ rai'-^/f] irhich are notfrom this

fold, which are not derived from it. This expression, however, does not

imply that Jesus conceived the heathen as alsoiri an av/J/ ; " for the emphasis

rests not on ravTijc, but on rf/g av'Afjg, and the characteristic feature of the

heathen is the dispersion (vii. 35, xi. 52) ; ' while the thought of a divine

1 Comp. Klotz, ad Devar. p. 378. God (comp. Rom. xi. 28). It is tlierefore in-

2 Compare Heb. xiii. 20 ; 1 Pet. ii. 25. correct to explain the mode of expression

3 The relation of ver. 16 to what precedes from the fellowship with God realized

corresponds entirely to the New Testament through conscience (Luthardt) ; because, to

idea, that salvation proceeds from the Jews be a child of God and an adherent of Christ

to the heathen (comp. iv. 22, xi. 52). This presupposes regeneration. For this, how-

advantage of the Jews is also to be recog- ever, they are destined by the divine eleo-

nized as acknowledged by John, to whom tion of grace, and fitted and prepared by

we are not to ascribe the idea of a perfect the prevenient divine drawing. Compare

equality of the two (Liicke. B. Crusius

;

xi. 52, xii. .32, and prophetic utterances, such

comp. also Messner, Lehre der Ap. p. 355). as Mic. iv. 2; Isa. xlix. Iff., lii. 13 £f., liii.

The heathen who are to be gained are, how- 10 ff

.

ever, even before they are recipients of * Paulus.

salvation, reKva T. &eov, and Christ has * Comp. Acts xviii. 10.

them as His sheep, according to the * In answer to de Wette.

ideal view of the future, as an actuality '' Correctly Bengel :
" alias oves dicit, non

so far as it is certainly fixed in the comisel of aliud ovile ; erant enim dispersae in mundo."
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leading of the heathen ^ does not correspond at all to the figure of an avlri,

of which the conception of theocratic fellowship constitutes an essential

feature. Compare the figure of the olive tree in Eom. xi. 17 ; Eph. ii. 12
;

Matt. viii. 11.

—

del] according to the divine decree.

—

ayayelv'] neither

adducere, fetch ;
"^ nor awayayelv, assemble, xi. 53 ;

^ but lead, as shepherd, who
precedes the sheep, and whom they follow, ver. 4. Bengel's remark is appro-

priate :
" Non opus est illis solum mutare ;" for the shepherd who leads also

the heathen is the exalted Christ, ndv-uv Kvpiog, Acts x. 36. — koI ysvycrETai,

etc. ] and will become, inasmuch as I lead, beside my sheep out of the Jewish
avTi^, those other sheep of mine, also, one floclc (consisting of the two parts,

aiJL(poTef>udEv, Nonnus), one shepherd. This is the happy issue ; by the asyn-

detic collocation, the conception of unity (jxia, e/f) is made to appear with
more marked prominence. Comp. 1 Cor. x. 17 ; Eph. iv. 5. On elf ttoijitiv

observe in reference to yev^aerat : "de jure Jesus semper unicus est pastor
;

de jure ct facto igitur unusfet," Bengel. The fulfilment of His declaration,

which began with the conversion of the heathen by the apostles, is still ad-

vancing, and will be completed only with the realization of what is spoken
of in Rom. xi. 25 f. The Stoic dream of the union of all men uanep ayk'kTjQ

cvvvdjia vofiu kolvu avvTpE<poiih>riq * has been dispelled ; the idea, however, con-

sidered in itself, goes on realizing itself in Christ till the judgment day.

Vv. 17, 18. Christ's portraiture of himself as the Good Shejiherd is finished.

He now further bears testimony to that which filled His heart, while set-

ting forth this great vocation, which was only to be fulfilled by dying and
rising again, namely, the love of His Father, which rests upon Him just because
of that which He has declared concerning Himself as the good shepherd.

6ia TovTo . . . on] is to be taken as in all the passages where it occurs in

John :
* therefore—because, namely, ()ia tovto referring to what had preceded,

and oTi introducing a more precise explication of cha tovto. The sense con-

sequently is : therefore, because of this my relationship as Shepherd, of which
I have spoken down to ver. 16, my Father loves me, because, namely, I (ey6

;

no other does so or can do so) lay down my life, in order to taJre it again.

Note in particular : (1) The explanation oti . . . juov is pragmatically correct,

because it is precisely a readiness to sacrifice His life which is the main char-

acteristic of the good shepherd (vv. 11, 15). (2) Iva TrdX. UJ3o) avTr/v does not

belong to ayaj., but expresses the intention or design of tiO. t, rp. fiov (not

merely its result, as Theodore of Mopsuestia, Euth. Zigabenus, Grotius, and
many suppose

; or its condition, as Calvin, de "Wette, and several others

maintain)
; for the ground of the love of God lies not merely in the sacrifice

considered by itself, but in the fact that the Good Shepherd, when He gives

up His life, is resolved to take it again, in order that He may continue to

fulfil his pastoral office till the final goal is reached, when all mankind shall

constitute His flock. Indeed, only on the condition of His taking His life

again, could He fulfil the office of Shepherd unto the final completion contem-

> Acts xiv. 17, xvii. 27. 3 Nonnus, Euth. Zigabenus, Theophylact,
' Vulgate, Luther, Beza, and many others

;

Casaubon.
also Tholuck, Luthardt, Hengstenberg, * Plut. defort. Alex. 6.

Godet. s Y_ i6_ ig^ yiii 47^ xii. 18, 39 ; 1 John iii. 1.
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plated in the divine decree, and referred to in vcr. 16. For this reason, also,

'iva cannot be regarded as introducing the divine intention (Tholuck), because

the ground of the Father's love must lie in the volition of Jesus,—which voli-

tion, it is true, corresponds to the Father's will, though this is not here ex-

pressly declared, but first in ver. 18. — Ver. 18. It must be, however, not an

unwilling, but a voluntary self-sacrifice, if it is to form the ground of the love

of the Father to Him ; hence the words ovdelg . . . air' tfiavrov (mea i])sius

sponte). Nor must He proceed to effect this vohmtary sacrifice of His own
authority ;

but must receive a warrant thereto, as also for that which He had in

view in so doing, viz. the resumption of His life ; hence the words :
* k^ovoiav

. . . Tiajielv avTr/v. Nay, more ; even this very thing which He purposed to do,

namely, the surrender and resumption of His life, must have come to Him as

a commission from God ; hence the expression : ravTTjv t. evro^v . . . TzarpoQ

nov, in which Tahrrjv {this and not something different) is emphatic, and ryv

kvTolrjv is correlate to the idea of k^ovaia, as this latter is grounded in the

divine mandate. Notice further : (1) The i^ovaia, the power conferred (so

also in xix. 10 f., wotfowerr generally), lies in the relation of subordination

to God, of whom the Son is the commissioned representative, and to whom He
submits Himself voluntarily, i.e. from no compulsion exerted by a power

oiitside of Himself, but with self-determined obedience to the Father.^

Equality of nature ^ is the condition of tliis moral harmony. (2) The view

which pfervades the New Testament, that Christ did not raise Himself from

the dead, but was raised by the Father, is not affected by this passage, in-

asmuch as the talcing again of His life, for which the theanthropic Christ

had received authorization, implies the giving again of the life, to wit, the

re-awakening activity of the Father. This giving again on the part of God,

by which Christ becomes ^uo-^roifidelc Trvevfian (see 1 Pet. iii. 19, and Huther

on the passage), and that k^ovaia, which Christ receives from God, are the

two factors of the resurrection—the former being the causa efficiens, whilst

the latter, the i^ovaia of Christ, is the causa apprehendens.^— (3) TavTTjv ri/v

tvTol. embraces the aforementioned twofold k^ovaia
;
justly so, inasmuch as

the authorization to die and to rise again was only formally divided accord-

ing to its two aspects. Chrysostom and several others erroneously refer

ravTTjv to the dying alone.

Vv. 19-21. TldXiv] see ix. 16.

—

hv role 'lovdaloi^.'] These words refer to

the Pharisees (ix. 40) who, in keeping with their relationship to Jesus

(against de Wette), are designated according to the class to which they

belonged (as the Jewish hierarchical opposition). The majority of them

clung to the hostile judgment (compare viii. 48), which they had contemptu-

ously expressed ; some of them, however, felt themselves impressed, and

denied the assertion of the rest. Comp. ix. 16. — ri avrov aaoveTe^ i.e. of

what use is it to you to listen to His discourses ? — /cat iiaivETai\ in consc-

* [i^ovdiav, rigid, privilege, permission ;
' Olshausen.

not, as in the Eng. Version, power. It is a •• Compare Constitutiones Aposiol. 5. 7. 8

:

privilege accorded to Him by His Father.— iavrhv Trpoo-ToynaTc toO irarpb? 6cd rpiiiv r^ixepSiv

K.] a.i'e7€ipas.

••» xiv. 30 f. ; Matt. xsvi. 53.
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quence of being possessed by a demon. — iifj Sai/uSviov, etc.] surely a demon

cannot, etc. ; a confirmation of that denial from the miracle which had

given rise to the entire discussion. We see from this that these a?iXoi be-

longed to the more unprejudiced and conscientious class which had given

expression to its feelings in ix. 16. At the same time, the conclusion must
not be drawn that they would have refused to recognize any demoniacal

miracles (if in themselves beneficent)—Matt. xii. 24 is opposed to this

view ; but they believed it impossible to attribute a miracle of so great a

kind to a demon, who must have been working through the medium of

Jesus. Note, moreover, that also here they do not get further than a ?iega-

tive judgment.

Vv. 22, 23. A new section ;
the proceedings at thefeast of the Dedication

of the Temple. — As there is not the least hint of a return journey to Galilee

or Perea, and as vv. 26 ff. point back to the discourse concerning the Good
Shepherd, we must needs suppose that Jesus remained in Jerusalem and the

neighbourhood between the feast of Tabernacles and the feast of Dedication

(about two months), and did not labour outside of Judea ; He first leaves

Judea in ver. 40.* The insertion here of a journey to Galilee or Perea'

is dictated by harmonistic assumptions and clumsy combinations (sug-

gested especially by the narrative of the journey in Luke ix.51 ff.), and not

by the requirements of exegesis ; for ivaliv in ver. 40 cannot be reckoned

among such requirements. — to. eyKaivia] the feast of Renewal, founded by
Judas Maccabaeus, to commemorate the pui'ification and consecration anew
of the temple after its desecration by Antiochus Epiphanes, celebrated for

eight days every year, from the 25th Kislev onward (the middle of

December), and especially distinguished by the illumination of the houses
;

hence also termed to. ^ura. See 1 Mace. iv. 50 ff. ; 2 Mace. i. 18, x. 6 ff.
;

Joseph. Antiq. xii. 7. 7. From this festival (npiJH) sprang the Christian

Church Dedication Festival, and its name eyKaivia. See Augusti, Denhw.

III. p. 316.

—

kv 'lepova.'l The celebration was not restricted to Jerusalem,

but was universal (see Lightfoot, p. 1063 f.) ; the words h 'lepova. are

added because Jesus was still there. — k. je^/iuv r/v] a remark added for the

sake of John's Gentile Christian readers, for whom the statement that it was
winter when the festival occurred, would be sufficient to explain why Jesus

walked about in Solomon's porch and not in the open air ; hence the expla-

nation, stormy weather (Matt. xvi. 3, so Er. Schmid, Clericus, Lampe,

Semler, Kuinoel, Lange), is not in harmony with the context.— The utoo.

HoXo/xcJvog (comp. Acts iii. 11) was a portico on the eastern side of the

temple buildings,' which, according to Josephus, was a relic from Solomon's

days which had remained intact in the destruction of th(i temple by Nebu-
chadnezzar. The mention of this particular part of the temple is one of the

traces of the writer having been himself an eye-witness ; events like this no

doubt impressed themselves on the memory so as never to be forgotten

' Compare also Wieseler, p. 318 ; Ewald, Eiggenbach, Luthardt, Godet.

Gesch. Chrisii, p. 471. ^ Hence denominated err. avaToKiK-rj by
^ As recently proposed, especially by Josephus in his Antt. xx. 9. 7.

Ebrard, Neander, Lange L. J. II. p. 1004 f.,
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(comp. viii. 20). Any reason for Jesus being in the porch, beyond the one

given in the words koI x^^f'<^v jjv, ' must be rejected as arbitrary, since John

himself gives no hint regarding it.

Ver. 24. Oi 'lovSaioC[ Here too the standing party of opposition. — EnvKluaav]

^icirchd Him. The word graphically sets forth the urgency and obtru-

siveness of the Jews ; but neither implies that Jesus had been deserted by

His followers (Lange), nor represents the 'lovSaloi as pushing in leticeen Him
and His disciples, and so enclosing Him in their midst (Godet).

—

eleyov

avrC)] "This speak they out of a false heart, with a view to accusing and

destroying Him," Luther. According to Hengstenberg, they really vacil-

lated between an inclination and disinclination to believe. But see vv. 26,

31. They desire an express and thoroughly direct declaration, though not

as if making a last attempt to induce Jesus to take up the role of a political

Messiah (Lange). — r. rlwx- ?),«. alpEtq] alpeiv not in the sense of take away ;''

but in that of lift up. It denotes to excite the soul, which, according to the

conn,ection, may be due to very different mental influences ;^ in this case, by

strained expectation, which thou causest us. The explanation : avaprag

fiera^i) -rriaTeuc k. aniaTiac,* is an approximation to the sense, but is not the pre-

cise signification of the words. — el cv el, etc.] //' thou, and so forth, as in

Luke xxii. 67.

Vv. 25, 26. Jesus had not only told them (on many occasions, if not

always so directly as, for example, to the woman of Samaria, or the man
born blind) that He was the Messiah, but had also testified to the fact by

His Messianic works (v. 36). But they do not believe. The actual proof of

their unbelief is first subjoined in the second clause : for ye 'belong not to my
sheep ; otherwise ye would stand in a totally different relation to me than

that of unbelief
;
ye would hear my voice, and know me, and follow me,

vv. 4, 14, 27. — iyh . . . i/ieZf] Reproachful antithesis. — Ko^wf el-rcov i/iZi']

belong, as also Lachmann and Tischendorf punctuate, to ichat precedes

(comp. i. 33) ; but not in such a way as to involve merely a retro-

spective reference to the figure of the -Kpo^ara (Fritzsche :
" ut similitu-

dine utar, quam supra posui "), which Avould render this repulse very

meaningless ; but in such a way as to recall to their recollection the

negative declaration itself an having been already uttered. It is true, indeed,

that He had not given direct expression to the words un ova ecte, etc. in the

preceding allegory ; indirectly, however. He had .done so, namely, by a

description of His sheep, which necessarily involved the denial that the

lovSaloi belonged to them. That this is the force of Ka6' eItt. v/h., He Him-

self declares by the exhibition of the relation of His sheep that follows.

We are precluded from regarding it as an introduction to what follows,^ which

would require a comma before Kadur, and a colon after i/iZv, by the circum-

1 Luthardt, after Thiersch, ApoH. Zeitnl- Soph. 0. B. 914 ; Prov. xix. 18 ; Philo, de

ter, p. 73: for "the purpose of expressing Monarch. I. p. 218; Joseph. Antt. iii. 2. 3;

in a,figurative way the unity of the Old and iii. 5. 1.

Jfetv Covenants." * Euth. Zigahenus, and many others.

'^ Nonnus : vnoKMrrTei^ <}>p4t>a; Elsner :
5 Curss., Cant., Corb., Arr., Euth. Zigabe-

enecas. nxis, Tholuck, Godet.
» Eur. Ion. 928 ; Hec. 69 ; Aesch. Se2}l 198

:
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stance that Jesus nowhere else quotes and (in the form of a summary)
re-peats a longer discourse of His own. In keeping with the style of the

Gosjiels, only a brief, sententious saying, such as xiii. 33, would be fitted

for such self-quotation. In this case, however, the quotation would
embrace at least vv. 27 and 28.—The circumstance that Jesus should refer

to tliis allegory about two months after the date of vv. 1-21, which has

been erroneously used as an argument against the originality of the discourse

(Strauss, Baur), may be simply accounted for by the assumption that during

the interval He had had no further discussions with His hierarchical opjDo-

nents,—a supposition which is justified by its accounting for the silence

observed by John relatively to that period. The presupposition involved in

the words KaQhq el-rrov v/xlv, that Jesus here has in the main the same persons

before Him as during the delivery of His discourse regarding the shepherd,

has nothing against it ; and there is no necessity even for the assumption

that John and Jesus conceived the discourses to be directed against the

'lovSaloi as a tchole (Bruckner).

Vv. 27, 28. Description of the relation of the sJicejy to Him (comp. vv.

4, 14), which brings clearly to view that the 'lovSalnc cannot belong to them.

Notice in ver. 27 the climactic parallelism of the two halves of the verse as

far as diSufiL avrolQ (ver. 28), after which, commencing with koI ov fx?/ a-nroX.,

etc., the discourse goes on to express in a double form the inseparableness

of the blessed relationship. On the emphatic polysyndeton, compare vv. 3,

12. — TO Trpd/?. TO. kfid] the sheep which belong to me. — C(^t)v aluv.] also con-

ceived already In its temporal development, iii. 15, v. 24, and repeatedly.

—

Kal ov fir) enrol.] The negation belongs to the verb ; this declaration : "they
shall certainly not perish," will be accomplished in eternity. The lost

sheep, i.e. the sheep which has been separated, and wandered away from
the flock (Matt. x. 6 ; Luke xv. 4), typifies him who is separated from the

protection and gracious leading of Christ, and has fallen into unbelief.

Compare the following Kal ovx apnaaei, etc., where this protection and
gracious leading is set forth with still more concrete tenderness by the

words f/c TTjg x^i-P^? l^ov. His hand protects, bears, cherishes, leads them.

Liberty and the possibility of apostasij are not thus excluded (in answer to

Augustine and the teaching of the Reformed Church) ; he who has fallen

away is no longer a Trp6(3aTov, but on the part of Christ everything is prom-

ised by which preserving grace is secured, and this is the ground of the

Certitudo salutis.

Vv. 29, 30. Explanation of the assertion just made, ovx apiracei, etc. If

in my hand, they are also in the hand of my Father, who is greater than

all, so that an dpTrai^eiv, etc. is impossible; I am one with Him. — 6c Se6g)ke

fioi] sc. avrd. On the import of the words, compare on vi. 37. In charac-

terizing God as the giver of the sheep, Jesus enables us to see how fully He is

justified in appealing, as He here does, to the Father. — ixell^ov (see the crit-

ical note) : something greater, a greater potence. On the neuter here em-
ployed, compare Matt. xii. 6 (Lachmann).^— wdvTuv] Masculine. Compare

1 See Bernliardy, p. 335 ; Kiibner II. p. 45 ; Dissen ad Bern, de Cor. p. 396 {nov-qpov 6 (7VKo<j)ivn]i).
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Tig, ver. 28, and oiiSelc, ver. 29. Without any limitation : all besides God.

— Kal ovSelg 6vvaTai., etc.] Necessary consequence of the fielCov wdvTuv, but

not setting aside the possibility of losing the grace by one's oicn fault, vi.

66.

—

€K T. x^'-P- ™* Trarp. iiov\. This expression, rov irarp. /x., is due to the

presupposition, flowing out of dg dsSuKe fioi, that God did not let the

sheep out of His hand, i.e. out of His protection and guidance, when

He gave them to Christ. But this continued divine protection is really

nothing else than the protection of Christ, so far, that is, as the Fa-

ther is in the Son and works in Him (see vv. 37, 38) ; hence the latter,

as the organ and vehicle of the divine activity in carrying out the Messianic

work, is not separated from God, is not a second some one outside and

alongside of God ; but, by the very nature of the fellowship referred to,

one with Ood.^ Compare on 'iv kafiev, 1 Cor. iii. 8. Ood''s hand is there-

fore His hand in the accomplishment of the work, during the performance

of which He administers and carries into execution the power, love, etc. of

God. The unity, therefore, is one of dynamic fellowship, i.e. a unity of

action for the realization of the divine decree of redemption ; according to

which, the Father is in the Son, and moves in Him, so that the Father acts

in the things which are done by the Son, and yet is greater than the Son

(xiv. 28), because He has commissioned, consecrated, and sent Him. The

Avian idea of ethical agreement is insufficient ; the reasoning would miss its

mark unless unity of fower be understood (on which Chrysostom, Euth.

Zigabenus, and many others, also Liicke, justly lay emphasis). The or-

thodox interpretation, which makes it denote unity of essence (Nonnus :

Ev ykvog kciiiv \ Augustine : unum, delivers us from Charybdis, that is, from

Arius, and sumus from Scylla, that is, from Sabellius), specially defended by

Hengstenberg, though rejected even by Calvin as a misuse of the passage,

goes beyond the argumentation ; although, in view of the metaphysical

character of the relation of the Son to the Father, clearly taught elsewhere,

and especially, in John, the Homoousia, as the essential foundation, must

be regarded as presupposed in the fellowship here denoted by h> kafxev.

Vv. 31, 32. The Jews understood the expression in ver. 30 to refer to

essential unity, and in their tumultuous and angry excitement would even

stone (Lev. xxiv. 10 f.) the Uasphemer ; the overawing impression, however,

produced by Christ's reply was powerful enough to restrain them. — 'nfiaa-

Taaav] sustulerunt (Vulgate), avnepraliov (Nonnus) they lifted up stones, with

the intention of throwing them at Him. The word is more characteristic

than alpELv in viii. 59, though on account of naJiv the two must have the

same import ; hence the interpretation : they fetched (Hengstenberg, Godet,

and others), is lessexact.^— Ko.'kiv'] viii. 59. — Ka'ka ipya] not specially : works

of love (Kuinoel, B. Crusius), but in general : praeclara opera, distinguished

works.'— Idei^a {yiZv] have I showed you, v. 20. Comp. ii. 18 ; Ps. Ixxviii,

1 Compare Weiss, Lehrbegr. p. 205 f. them as works of God performed through

* Compare Horn. Cc?. A. 594 ; Soph. ^J. 814 ;
Him. The explanation of Luthardt says

Polyb. 15. 26. 3. too little :
" Works with which no fault can

' Jesus was the more able thus to desig- be found."

nate His acts, because He characterized
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11.*— EK Tov TrarpS^ fiov] from, my Father, who is in me, and from whom,
therefore, they go out through me. Compare vv. 37, 38. — dm irolov, etc.]

propter quale, etc. Not without the irony of profound indignation (comp.

2 Cor. xii. 13) does Jesus ask, What, then, is the character of tliat one of

His works, on account of which they are about to stone Him ? " Not as

though He did not Icnow why they were intending to stone Him, but doubt-

less in the consciousness of having actually shown Himself by His works to

be something totally different from a blasphemer. — irepl piaccpriji. koX oTL\for

Uasphemy, and, indeed, becatcse. The reproach : "thou makest thyself God "

(comp. V. 18), i.e. a divine being (i. 1), was a consequence of the mistaken

view taken of ver. 30, which they had interpreted of essential unity. Kai

connects with the general charge a more exact definition of that on wHchit
was based.

Vv. 34-38. Jesus justifies Himself from the reproach of blasphemy by

defending His assertion that He was the ison of God—the words of ver. 30

which had excited the opposition amounted to this—from tho Scriptures

(vv. 34-30) ; He then sets forth the unity affirmed in ver. 30 as credibly

attested by His icorTcs (vv. 37, 38).

Vv. 34-36. In Ps. Ixxxii. 6, unrighteous authorities of the theocratic people

,—not angels (Bleek), nor yet heathen princes (de Wette, Hitzig)—whose

approaching destruction, in contrast with their high dignity, is intended to

stand out, are called gods, agreeably to the old sacred view of rulers as the

representatives of God, which was entertained in the theocratic nation.

Compare Ex. xxi. 6, xxii. 8, 28. From this, Jesus draws the conclusion a

minori ad majus, that He might call Himself Ood''s Son without blasphemy.

He is surely far more exalted than they {bv 6 irarijp r/ylaae, etc.) ; and never-

theless had designated Himself, not Oeoc, as though wishing to make a God
of Himself, but merely vlbc r. Onov.^— h tm vofiu] Spoken of the Old Testa-

ment generally, of which the law was the fundamental and authoritative

portion. Comp. xii. 34, xv. 25 ; Rom. iii. 19 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 21.

—

v/iuv] as

in viii. 17.

—

EKEivovg] whom? Jesus takes for granted as known.

—

eItte]

namely, 6 vd/iog (compare afterwards ?} ypacpT/), not God (Hengstenberg). —
irpbg ovc] to whom, not adversus quos (Heinsius, Stolz), which does not follow

from the context. There is nothing to warrant the supposition that the

prophets are also referred to (Olshausen). — 6 Myog tov Oeov] Neither the

Xoyng aaapKog (Cyril), nor the revelations of God (Olshausen, comp. Godet).

but the saying of God just mentioned: kyu eIttu, etc. This saying belongs,

not to the time when the Psalm was written, but to that earlier period (the

period of the induction of the authorities into their office, comp. Ps. ii. 7),

to which God, the speaker, points back. — Kal ov dyvarai, etc.] This clause,

J Plat. Crat. p. 430 E : to S^'i^ai Key<a els rriv icate, " Son, of God," which He had assumed

TMv o</)iJaA/iia)v aia-^-ri<Ti.v KOTacTT^crat. for Himself. But Beyschlag also is wrong
2 AnJi^ere, see Bemhardy, p. 370 ; Buttm. when he says (p. 106) :

" That which Jesus

Weut. Gr. p. 178 [E. T. p. 205]. here affirms concerning Himself (oi' o TraTrjp

5 Hengstenberg incorrectly remarks: " He riyc'ao-e, etc.) might equally have been affirm-

accepts the charge, 'Thou makest thyself ed by every prophet." Ou such a view, no

God.' " On the contrary. He does not enter regard would be paid to the relation of

on it at all, but simply justifies the pred- irar^p and uids.
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though, containing only an auxiliary thought, and not a main point of the

argumentation (Godet), has been witliout reason treated as a parenthesis
;

whereas both in point of structure and sense it is dependent on el : andit is im-

possible, etc. So also Ewald, Godet, Hengstenberg. — ?iv0?]vai.] The Scripture

(consequently, also, that saying of the Psalms) cannot be loosened, i.e. cannot

be deprived of its validity. ' The auctoritas normativa et judicialis of the Script-

ures must remain unbroken. Note, in connection herewith, the idea of the

unity of the Scriptures as such, as also the presupposition of their theopneustia.

— bv 6 naTTjp yy. etc.] That is surely something still greater than that ad-

dress of the lojo^ T. Oeov to authorities when they were installed in their offices.

In this question, which is placed in the apodosis, and which expresses sur-

prise, the object, which is correlate to the helvovc of ver. 35, is very em-

phatically placed at the commencement ; and vfielg (you people) is placed

over against the inviolable authority of the Scripture. — yyiam hath consecra-

ted, a higher analogue of the consecration to the office of prophet (Jer. i. 5
;

Sir. xlv. 4, xlix. 7), denoting the divine consecration to the office of Messiah,

who is the ayioQ tov Oeov (vi. 69 ; Luke iv. 34). This consecration took place

on His being sent from heaven, and immediately before His departure (hence

•f/yiace koX cnriaT.), in that the father not merely " set aparf'' the Son to the

work (as though the word e^eM^aro had been used ; Hofmann, Schriftbetc.

I. p. 86 ;
com]!. Euth. Zigabenus, Hengstenberg, and Bruckner), but also

conferred on Him the Messianic kvroly and k^ovcia, with the fulness of the

Spirit appertaining to them (iii. 34), and the power of life (v. 26), and the

ttXt/pufia of grace and truth (i. 14).

—

on i32.aa(p?}/Mlg] The reply which, in

view of bv, etc., we should have expected to be in the oblique construction

(J31a(y(p?jfj.elv or otl fiXaa<pr]nel, comp. ix. 19), passes over with the increasing

vivacity of the discourse into the direct construction.^— on eItvov'] because I
said. He had set it indirectly in vv. 39, 30.

Vv. 37-39. Your unbelief, which lies at the foundation of the judgment

on (ilac!(pj]fie'tQ, would then be justifiable, if I did not, etc. In the other case,

however, you ought to believe, if not me, at all events my works, in order

that you, etc.— « ov ttoig)] if I leave them undone.^— ra epya tov irarp. //.]

which my Father works ; comj^are on ix. 3, xiv. 10, also ver. 23.— n^ ttict.

fioi] not merely permissive, but an actual command, as in the case of the fol-

lowing -KLarsveTE (see the critical note). The alternative is decided: they

ought not to believe Him if, etc. — kjio'i] My i:)erson in and by itself, apart

from the actual testimony borne to it by the Ipya. — To believe the icorlcs, is

to hold for true the testimony which is contained in them (v. 36). The

object of faith is that which Jesus declares concerning Himself, and what, in

agreement therewith (comp. xiv. 11), the works prove concerning Him.

According to the reading Iva yvu-s k. yivuaKrj-e (see the critical note), which

Hengstenberg, notwithstanding, rejects as giving an intolerable meaning,

Jesus describes this as the end to be attained by His prescrii^tion : in order

1 Comp. Matt. v. 19 ; John v. 18, vii. 23 ; Gr. p. 234 [E. T. p. 272].

Herod. 3, 82; Plat. Phaedr. p. 256 D; G07^g. ^ Comp. Buttm. Neut. Or. p. 297 [E. T. p.

p. 500 A ; Dem. 31. 12, 700, 1.3. 346] ; Baeumlein, PartiJc. p. 278.

2 Compare viii. 54, and see Buttm. Neut.
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tJmt ye may attain to Icnowledge, and may (jiermanently) Tcnoic, etc.—dis-

tinguishing between the act and the state of knowledge. '— otl kv e/uoI 6 iraT.

myu kv avTC)] This now is the unity which He meant in ver. 30 ; not essential

unity (old orthodox explanation of the TTepix<^pwis esseutialis j)atris in lilio

et filii in patre, see Calovius), although it is metaphysically the fundamental

condition, but dynamic unity : the Father lives and moves in Christ, who is

His active organ, and again Christ is in the Father, so far as Christ in God
is the power which determines the execution of the divine spyov. The
thought that Christ has in God "the ground of His existence and working"

(de Wette), lies far remote from the words Kayu kv avru, because the relation

of the clauses of the proposition must be equal. But this relation is nothing

else than that of inner, active, reci2}rocal fellowship. In accordance there-

with, the Father is in the Son, as in the executor of His work, as the Son is

also in the Father, because Christ is the regulative and determining agens et

movens of the work of redemption in the Father. Comp. the many Pauline

passages which represent all the divine redemptive activity as taking place

in Christ; e.g. Rom. viii. 39 ; Eph. i. 3 flE. — Ver. 39. ovv] In consequence

of this defence, which averted the threatened tumultuous stoning, for

which the Jews had begun to prepare themselves. The supposition that

iTcdcai denotes laying hold of with a view to carrying out the stoning., is op-

posed by the milcv., which refers back to vii. 30, 32, 44 (against Calvin,

Luthardt, Hengstenberg). — koL k^rjWev, etc.] And yet they were unable to

curry their plan into execution ; He escajjed out of their hands, which are

conceived as already stretched out after Him. IIoic this deliverance was
effected must be left undetermined (Kuinoel : by the arrival of His adher-

ents ; Hengstenberg : by the indecision of His enemies) : of any miraculous

element (e.g. becoming invisible) in His escape, although assumed by many
early commentators, and still by B. Crusius and Luthardt, John gives no

hint. Comp. on viii. 59. Euth. Zigabenus : avaxupel Sia tov dvfidv tuv

fdovepuv, kv6i6ovc avru Tiuf/jaac Kal \fi£,ai rf; anovaia avTov.

Vv. 40-43. ndA/v.] i. 28. — Trkpav t. 'lopS.] He went away from Jerusalem,

"beyond the Jordan (as in vi. 1, xviii. 1) to Perea, and, indeed, to the place,

etc. Instead of allowing themselves to be won over to faith and redemp-
tion, the 'lovdaloL had grown ever more hardened and decided in their hos-

tility, till it had reached the extreme ; the Lord then finally gives them up,

and knowing that His hour was near, though not yet fully come. He with-

draws for a calm and undisturbed, although brief, season of activity to

Perea, where He was safer from the hierarchs (comp. xi. 54) ; and in the

place whe7'e John was when he baptizedfor thefirst time (namely, i. 28 ; later,

in Salim, iii. 23), there could be as little lack of susceptible hearts as of quiet,

elevating, and sacred memories for Himself.

—

efieivev e/ceZ] How long, we
cannot precisely ascertain, as He spent also some time in Ephraim before

the feast of the Passover (xi. 54 f.). In any case, however, the e/isivev ekeI

lasted but for a very short period, as is evident also from the word vvv in

xi. 8.

—

Kal TToHoi, etc.] "Fructus posthumus officii Johannis," Bengel.

—

1 Compare en-i/xeAjjtJiji'ai Kal ejn/xEAticrrJai, Plat. Legg. viii. p. 849 B.
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£?.eyov] not avru, but a bearing of testimony in general. — 'ludwr/c /j.ev, etc.]

Logically we should expect /ih after aijfiElov ; but even classical writers fre-

quently disregard logical precision in their mode of placing fih and rff.'—
cTJiiElov knoLTjCEv ovdtv] A characteristic feature of the history of John, which

in this respect also has remained free from fanciful additions ; the people,

however, referred to the circumstance in view of the cTJiiela which Jesus had

wrought, as they had been informed, elsewhere, and probably here also,

before their own eyes. In this way we may also account for [ih not occu-

pjang its strictly logical position.—The repetition of 'Iwavj7/f in ver. 42

belongs to the simplicity of the style, which is here faithfully reflected, and is

in harmony with the feeling of reverence entertained by the people for the

holy man whose memory still lived among them. — alr/dfj ?)i'] As was actually

shown by the works of Jesus. In this way, their experience of the truth of

the testimony of John became the ground of faith in Christ. What a con-

trast to the experiences which Jesus had just had to pass through among
the 'lovdaioL ! The ray of light thus vouchsafed to Him in the place where

He first commenced His labours, is here set forth in all historical simplicity.

Baur, however, - maintains that the people are merely represented as speaking

these words in order that the entire preceding description of the life and

works of Jesus may be surveyed from the point of view of the miracles. John

himself gives a comprehensive retrospect, but in the right place, namely, at

the close of the active ministry of Jesus in xii. 37 fE., and in how different

a manner !=— e/ceZ (see the critical note), emphatically closes the verse.

'See Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 6. 11; ^ p, jgg f,^ and Theol. Jahrb. 1854, p. 280 f.

Baeumlein, Parlik. p. 1C8.



CHAP. XI.

CHAPTER XI.

Ver. 12. 01 iiadrjTuX avTov'\ A. 44 have merely aircj. D. K. 11. N. Curss. Verss.:

avTu oi iiuQrjTai (so Lachm. and Tisch.). B. C* L. X. Copt.: ol /mB. avru. The
simple avTu is the original reading ; ol fiaO. was written in the margin ; then

was introduced into the text jjartly before and partly after qvtg) ; and in the

former position brought about the partial change of avru into avrov. — Ver. 17.

i?Jju)v . . . eipEv'\ liSLchiXL. : r/'''iOev . . . kuI evpev, sole\j aiterC* D. Partly before

(so Lachm. in the margin), partly after y/xepag (so Elzev. and Lachm.), stands

^6ri, which, however, is altogether omitted (so Tisch.) by A.* D. Curss. Verss.:

Tfffo-. 7}<^r] I'/fi. must be regarded as the original reading (B. C.*). The word ^Srj,

beginning and ending with H, was easily passed over, as standing immediately

before ?'/^uepag, which also begins with H, and was then restored in the wrong

place. — Ver. 19. Instead of Kal tt('?Aoi, we must, with decisive testimonies,

read ttoHoI Si with Lachm. and Tisch. — avruvl aiter u(h?^(pov must, with Tisch.,

after B. D. L. J<., be deleted as a usual addition. — Ver. 21. 6 aSelip. /lov ovk dv

fTeOvr/KEi'] Lachm. and Tisch., after decisive witnesses, read ovk uv dniOavEv 6

n6. fiov. If ete6v^kei had been the original reading, it would have been found

as a various reading also in ver. 32 ; it is a clumsy interpretation.— Ver, 22.

«/lAd] is wanting in B. C* X. i<. Curss. Verss. Chrys. Bracketed by Lachm.,

deleted by Tisch. An antithetical interpolation. — Ver. 29. eye/peraj] B. C.*D.

L. X. Curss. Verss. : r/yEpO?}. So Lachm. A mechanical transposition into the

historical tense, with which the reading iipxeto (instead of Epxtrat) in the same

Codd., except D., is also connected. — Ver. 30. After yv Lachm. and Tisch.

have ETL (B. C. X. X. Curss. Verss.). An addition more precisely determining the

meaning, which other witnesses place before fjv. — Ver. 31. TiiyovTE^I B. C.*D. L.

X. X. Curss. Verss. : dS^avrtq, which, as an unusual expression, must with

Tisch. be received into the text on the authority of these decisive witnesses. •

—

Ver. 32. The position of avTov before e'ic ~- ttocS. (Elz. and Lachm. place it after)

has the decision of the Codd. in its favour. — eJf] B. C* D. L. X. 5<. Curss. :

TT/'Of. So Tisch., and the witnesses are decidedly in its favour. — Ver. 39. In-

stead of TeTsTiEVTriKSTog, Elz. has teOvtjkotoq, in opposition to decisive testimonies.

A gloss. — Ver. 40. The future form oi/'?/ has decisive evidence in its favour

(Lachm. and Tisch.). — Ver. 41. After llQov Elz. places ov J/v 6 teOptjuuc KEifiEvoQ,

in opposition to decisive testimony. Other witnesses have other explanatory

additions. — Ver. 45. u] Lachm. has 6, after A.** B. C. D. Curss. Verss. (in

ver. 46, also, the 6 is adopted by Lachm., although the evidence in its favour

is weaker). The one act, which is meant, would easily suggest the singular. —
After ETToiTjCJEv Elz. inserts 6 '1970-oiif. An unusual addition, opposed to over-

whelming evidence.— Ver. 50. dialoji^ea^E] A. B. D. L. N. Curss. Or. Cyr.

Chrys. : Aoyil^Eadc. Eecommended by Griesbach ; adopted by Lachm. and

Tisch., and correctly too ; dialoyit^EnBai was more familiar to the copyists from

the other Gospels. —Ver. 57. 61 KaC] Lachm. and Tisch. have deleted Kai on

the authority of decisive witnesses. — Instead of EVToA-qv, B. J. M. 5<. Curss.
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Or. (twice) have hrolag, which, with Tisch., is to be adopted. The Kecepta is

a correction.

Ver. 1 f
.

' This stay of Jesus in retirement, however, is terminated by the

sickness of Lazarus {6t). — Simplicity in the style of the narrative : But

there was a certain one side, (namely) Lazarus of Bethany, of the town, etc.

:

and (vii. 42 ; Matt. ii. 1, xxvii. 57) and t/c denote the same relation

(i. 46 f.), that of derivation ; hence it is the less allowable to regard the two

sisters and the brother as Galileans, and Mary as the Magdalene (Hengsten-

berg).* That Lazarus lived also in Bethany, and was lying ill there, is plain

from the course of the narrative. For change of preposition, without any

change of relation, comp. i. 45 ; Rom. iii. 30 ; 2 Cor. iii. 11 ; Gal. ii. 16
;

Eph. i. 7 ; Philem. 5.^—This Bethany, situated on the eastern slope of the

Mount of Olives, and, according to ver. 18, about three-quarters of an hour's

walk from Jerusalem (see on Matt. xxi. 17), was characteristically and spe-

cially known in the evangelical tradition from the two sisters who lived

there ; hence its more exact designation by the words ek ttjq kuiitjq Mapiag,

etc.,'' for the sake of distinguishing it from the Bethany mentioned in i. 28

(see critical note on i. 28).^— yv Se Mapia, etc.] Not to be put in a parenthesis.

A more exact description of this Mary,"—who, however, must not be iden-

tified with the woman who was a sinner, mentioned in Luke vii., as is done

still by Hengstenberg (see on Luke vii. 36, 37 f.)—from the account of the

anointing (Matt. xxvi. 6 If. ; Mark xiv. 3 ff.), which John presupposes, in a

general way, as already known, although he himself afterwards takes occa-

sion to narrate it in xii. 1 ff. So important and significant did it ajspear to

him, although tradition had not preserved it in its pure original form

(not even in Matthew and Mark). — ?}c 6 arfePi^dr, etc.] Thus, to refer to Laz-

arus as the brother of Mary, was perfectly natural to the narrative, and after

ver. 1 is clear in itself. Entirely baseless is Hengstenberg's remark : the

relation of Lazarus to the unmarried Mary was more intimate than to the

married Martha, who had been the wife of Simon the lej^er. Matt. xxvi. 6

(which is a pure invention). See in general, against the erroneous combi-

nations of Hengstenberg regarding the personal relations of the two sisters

and Lazarus, Strauss, Die Halben tmd die Ganzen, p. 79 ff.

Vv. 3, 4. Merely the message that the beloved one is sick. The request

1 On the whole section relating to the * For the legends about Lazarus, see es-

raising of Lazarus, see Gumlich in the Slud. pecially Thilo, Vod. Apocry. p. 711 ; Fabric.

u. Kriiiken, 1862, pp. 65 £f., 248 fif. Cod. Apocr. HI. pp. 475, 509.

2 In the Conslitt. Apost. 3. 6. 2, also, Mary « On account of her predominant impor-

Magdalene is expressly distinguished from tance, and from being so well known, Mary
the sister of Lazarus. is mentioned ^r«< in ver. 1. Had she been

3 Kiihner, II. p. 219. the elder sister (Ewald), there would be no
* This genitive, presupposing, as it does, apparent reason why Martha should be

the nominative form Mapia, is opposed to mentioned firist in vv. 5, 19, and 20. Comp.

the adoption in John of tlie Hebrew form also Luke x. 38, where Martha appears as

MapCafi., which, in the various passages mistress of the house.—Lazarus seems to

where the name occurs, is supported by have been younger than the sisters, and to

very varying testimony, in some cases by have held a subordinate place in the house-

very strong, in other passages, however, by hold, xii. 2.

no evidence at all.
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lay in the message itself, and the addition bv (piT^s'ig supplied the motive for

it fulfilment. — dwev'] spoken generally, and not addressed to any definite

person, but in the hearing of those present, the messenger and the disciples.

Sufficient for the moment as a preparation both for the sisters and the dis-

ciples. — ovK ian wpoc ddvarov] Trp6g refers to destination (comp. afterwards

vjrep) : it is not to Jiave death for its result, which, however, does not mean,

as the antithesis shows : it is not deadly, he will not die of it. The idea of

death is used with a pregnancy of meaning, and the words signify : he shall

not fall a jirey to death, as death is wont to be, with no reawalcening.'^

Comp. Matt. ix. 24. That Jesus certainly knew, by His higher knowl-

edge, that the death of Lazarus was certain and near at Tiand, though

the death must be conceived as not having yet actually taken place (see on

ver. 17), is confirmed by ver. 14 ;—for the assumption of a second message

(Paulus, Neander, Schweizer) is purely arbitrary. With this significant

declaration, Jesus designed to supply to the sisters something fitted, when
the death of their brother took place, to stimulate the hope to which Martha

gives actual expression in ver. 22. There is no warrant for introducing a

reference to the spiritual and eternal life of the resurrection (Gumlich). —
v-Ksp T?/g rfof. r. 6.] i.e. for the furtherance of the honour of God. Comp. ix.

3. The emphatic and more definite exjDlanation of the expression is given

in Iva do^aadi), etc.—words which, containing the intention of God, state

the Mnd and manner of the vnep t. (^6^. t. 6., so far, namely, as the glorifica-

tion of the Son of God involves the honour of Ood Himself, who works

through Him (comp. v. 23, x. 30, 38). It is in these words, and not in

ver. 25 (Baur), that the doctrinal design of the narrative is contained.

Comp. vv. 40, 42.

Ver. 5 is not an elucidation of ver. 3 (de Wette), seeing that ver. 4 inter-

venes ; nor is it a preparation for ver. 6 (B. Crusius :
" although He loved

them all. He nevertheless remained ") ; but explains the motive imj^elling

Him to ojjen to them the consolatory prospect referred to in ver. 4 :

"Felix familia," Bengel.

—

ijydna] An expression chosen with delicate

tenderness (the more sensuous (bilelv is not again used as in ver. 3), because

the sisters are also mentioned.^ Martha is named.;^?"*^, as being the mistress

of the house, and the eldest (ver. 19 f.). Compare the preceding note.

Arbitrarily Hengst. : "Mary is not required to be separated from Lazarus,

because she was most deeply affected by his death."

Vv. 6, 7. Ovv] Resumption of the narrative after the observation in ver.

5.— After ver. 6 a colon only ought to be placed, for the course of the nar-

rative is this :
'

' When therefore He heard that he was sick. He remained

then, indeed, etc.; (but) afterwards,'''' etc.

—

fiev] logically is quite correct

after r(5re : then, indeed {turn quidem), ichen He heard. He did not immedi-

ately go away, but remained still two days. [See Note XXXVII. p. 360.]

There is no corresponding 6e after eneira, as one would naturally expect,*

' rJavaTos yap KvpCui? 6 lue'xpi T^j Koiv^s ava<T- ^ [But in the classics effetTa sometimes
Tacreojs, Euth. Zigabenus. talies the place of Si as the antiXhetic cor-

" Comp. Xen. Mem. ii. 7. 13 ; Tittmann, relative of /xeV. With npinov tt.4.v tliis is con-

Synon. p. 53 ; and Wetsteiu. stant.—K.]
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because the adversative relation, whicli was in \\ew at first, has given way
to one of simple succession. '— eweiTa fiera tovto] deinde postea (Cic. p. Mil.

24), as in the Classics also (comp. Plat. Phaedr. p. 258 E : eneira leyei 6i/

fiETa tovto) synonymous adverbial exj^ressions are frequently conjoined. °

—

The question why Jesus did not leave at once for Bethany is not solved by the

assumption, that He designed to test the faith of the parties concerned

(Olshausen ; Gumlich also mixes this reason up with his otherwise correct

view), which would, in opposition to ver. 5, have amounted to a harsh and

arbitrary delaying on His part ; nor is it explained by the similar notion,

that the message of ver. 4 was meant first to produce its effect (Ebrard), as

though there had not been without that time enough for this
;
just as little

is it accounted for by the supposition that important business connected

with His work in Peraea still detained Him,' for John gives not the slight-

est hint of such a reason, and it is a purely a priori assumption. It is to be

explained by a reference back to ver. 4, according to which Jesus was con-

scious of its being the divine will that the miracle should be performed pre-

cisely under the circumstances and at the time at which it actually was per-

formed, and no otherwise (comp. ii. 4), for the glory of God. The divine

del, of which He was conscious, decided Him, and that, under a moral

necessity, lest He should act v-Kep /nolpav, to remain still ; the same Sd again

impelled Him at once to depart, when, in virtue of His immeditite knowl-

edge, He became aware of the death of His friend. Cojnp. on ver. 17. All

the more groundless was it to make use of the delay of Jesus as an argument

against the historical truth of the narrative (Bretschneider, Strauss, Weisse,

Gfrorer, Baur, Hilgenfeld), according to Avhich Jesus intentionally allowed

Lazarus to die, in order that He might be able to raise him up again (Baur,

p. 193). — etc 'VI' 'lovMav] for they were in Peraea, x. 40. The more defi-

nite goal, Bethany, is not at first mentioned ; but is specified afterwards, vv.

11, 15. The less reason, therefore, is there for finding a special design in

the use of the words elg r. 'lovd. (Luthardt :
" into the land of unbelief and

hostility"), a meaning which Godet and Gumlich import also into 'irdliv.

Ver. 8. The question breathes solicitude for the safety and life of the

beloved Master. — vvv] just now, refers to the recent events which, though

past, seemed still to form part of the present, x. 31. Hence the use of the

imperfect ; see Kiihner, II. p. 385. — TrdAiv] emphatically at the beginning.

— vTrdyeig] Present, as in x. 32.

Vv. 9, 10. The sense of the allegorical answer is this :
" The time

appointed to me of God for working is not yet elapsed ; as long as it lasts, no

one can do anything to me; hut when it shall have come to an end, I shallfall

into the hands of my enemies, like him who walketh in the night, and who
stumbleth, because he is without light." In this way Jesus sets aside the

anxiety of His disciples, on the one hand, by directing their attention to the

1 Comp. Klotz, ad Dsmr. p. 539 ; Stall- on the Illas, p. 149, ed. 3.

baum, ad Plat. Pliaed. p. 89 A ; Baeumleiii, [The adverbs are scarcely synonymous.

Partic. p. 163. en-eiTa, then, afterivards : &r\, vivacious, iii,

' Kiihner, II. p. 615 ; Fritzsche, ad Marc. sooth, you see.—K.I

p. 22. Comp. TOTc en-eira, which occurs fre- s Liicke, Krabbe, Neander, Tholuck,

quently as early as in Homer ; Nagelsbach Lange, Baumgarten.
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fact that, as His time is not yet expired, He is safe from tlic ajiprcliendcd

dangers ; and, on the other, by reminding them (ver. 10) that He must make
use of the time apportioned to Him, before it come to an end. ' So substan-

tially Apollinaris (Addtr/cei 6 Kvpiog on ttoo tov naipov tov -rrdOovg ovk av v-rrb

'Iov6aiuv irddoL' koI didddnEt tovto Sia napajioTiriQ, ?jfj.epag fiev Kaipbv bvofidi^cjv tov npo

Toi) irddovg, TOV Ss tov ndOovc vvkto), Rujierti (only partially), Jansen, Maldon-
atus. Corn, a Lapide, Wolf, Heumann, and several others ; also Maier and
B. Crusius ; corap. Ewald and Hengstenberg. On individual points, note

further : (1) ^u(hKa is placed emphatically at the beginning, signifying that

the day referred to is still running on, and that anxiety is still premature

(not : only twelve hours ; Bengel correctly remarks : "jam multa erat

hora, sed tamen adhuc erat dies"). The supposition that Jesus spoke the

words early in the morning, at sunrise (Godet, Gumlich), is as arbitrary as

it is unnecessary. (2) to ^wf r. K6ap.. is the sunlight, so designated in har-

mony with the elevated tone which marks the entire saying ; the words
oTL . . . fiMiret belong merely to the coloring of the picture, and are not

intended to be specially interpreted (for example, of the guidance of the

divine will, as Godet thinks, folloAving older commentators). (3) Applying
the figure to Jesus, night (ver. 10) commenced with the sTitjIvOev tj upa, xvii.

1 (comp. xii. 27) ; the dai/ with its twelve hours was tlien over for Him,
and, according to the divine decree, the stumbling in His path which, with

the close of the twelfth hour, had become dark, must now follow,*

in that He fell into the hands of His enemies ; till then, however, ovnu

klTjlvdEi 7) upa avTov, vii. 30, viii. 20. (4) The expression otc to <j)ug ovk ectlv

kv avTiJ, which is also a detail not intended for interpretation, is not equiva-

lent to : he has not, etc. (Ewald ; it is also inadmissible to take this view of

Pa. xc. 10), but is an outflow of the notion that, in the case of a man walk-

ing in the night, it is dark in him, i.e. his representation of his surroundings

is dark and without light, so that he cannot discover his whereabouts in his

consciousness of that which is round about him. Grotius : "in ocidis ejus ;"

but the expression h avrQ suggests the inner intuition and representation.

(5) Substantially the same, and decisive for i^e view which the disciples

would take, are the thought and figure in ix. 3 f. ; hence also here neither

is day to be taken as an image of tempus opportimum,^ nor vvS, of tempus

importunum ; nor is it any more allowable to say, with Gumlich and Briick-

ner (comp. Melanchthon, Beza, and Calvin), that 0w? tov k. t. is God, who
shows the Son the way, so that this latter thus walks in the dap, and His

person and work remain unendangered (oh itpogkotttei *)
; similarly Baeum-

' Not, as Godet interprets : that He dare wish to be active beyond the ordained goal
not lengthen the working time appointed to and limit of life," which would, indeed, be
Him by the divine will, that He may not absurd (Tholuck's objection) ; but to be re-

venture to add to it as it were a thirteenth moYedtromactivity on the attainment of the

hotrr. Such a thought was totally foreign ordained goalof life. When the twelfth hour
to the minds of the disciples in giving their has passed, night falls on the wanderer, and
warning. All that they desired was, that he stumbles.
He should not shorten His life by exposing ^ Morus, Rosenmiiller, Paulus, Kuinoel.
Himself to the threatening danger of death. •Ver. 10. to <f,S>^ oOk ea-nv ev ainw is then

" The idea set forth is therefore not " the explained by Bruckner, after Matt. vi. 32 f.,
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lein ; Liicke, on the other hand, rightly refers rsyr yjiepa^ to the ^^ day^s

work'''' of Christ, which has its definite limit (its twelve hours) ; but then he

explains evti) ijiikpa of fulfiling the duties of Tiis calling (comp. Melanchthon),

which is always the way of safety, and takes vv^ as an image of unfaithful-

ness to one''s calling^ which leads to destruction. In this way, however, tipo

totally different meanings are assigned to the figurative term ruiepa, the

second of which is the more decidedly to be rejected, as the mention of

twelve hours is evidence that the temporal explanation alone is correct.

For this reason, further, we must reject not only the view taken by de

"VYette, who regards the day as the image of " upright, innocent, clear action,''''

the twelve hours, as the tcays and means of action, and the night as the

lack of prudence and singlemindedness ; but also that of Luthardt : "He who
keeps within the limits of his calling will not strike against anything, will

not make false steps, for the light of the world, i.e. the will of God, gives

him light ; he, however, who passes beyond the limits of his calling will go

wrong in his doings, seeing that he is guided, not by God's will, but by his

own pleasure." Tholuck also diverges from the consistent carrying out of

the temporal view ; for, though understanding the twelve hours of the day

of the fixed timeoi the vocation, he afterwards introduces the calling itself :

"Whoso abides not by his calling will come to damage." Comp. Schwei-

zer, p. 106 ; also Lange, who combines several very different views.

According to Chrysostom, Thcophylact, and Euth. Zigabenus, the walking

in the day denotes either a Uameless walk, in which a man has no need to be

afraid ; orfellowship with Christ (so also Erasmus :
" quamdiu vobis luceo,

nihil est periculi ; veniet nox, quando a me semoticonturbabimini." ^ Vat-

ablus, Clarius, Lampe, Neander). Both are incorrect, for the simple reason

that the disciples had expressed concern, not for themselves, but for Christ,

by their question in ver. 8 (Chrysostom and his followers arbitrarily remark

that they had been more in anxiety, virkp eavruv) ; and because the former of

these views would furnish no explanation of the mention of the hours, which

is just the key to the figure. This objection holds good also against Hilgen-

feld,^ who brings out as the meaning of Jesus : He has the light absolutely

in Himself, and for him, therefore, no dark point can exist in His earthly

course. On this view, moreover, ver. 10 remains without exjjlanation. 01s-

hausen, adopting the second view of Chrysostom, is prepared to accept an

inadmissible double meaning of y/uipa ;—partly in His brotherly relationship

to men, Jesus regards Himself as accomplishing His ordained dafs work;

but again, in His higher dignity, (is the spiritual enlightener, in whose bright-

ness the disciples would have nothing to fear. ^ Comp. Bengel, who thinks

to mean that the eye, which has received he takes substantially our view : " Dies

the light, becomes itself a lamp, and so the habet suas horas, nee is nostro arbitrio fit

whole man is illumined. But how could previor aut longior ; et ego tenipus habeo

Jesus expect the disciples to understand so praescriptum, quo debeam redimendi orbis

far-fetched an illusion? If such had been negotium peragere, id Judaeorum malitia

His meaning, He must have used, in agree- non potest anticipari : proinde nihil est,

ment with Matt. vi. 23, some such words as : quod mihi timeatis."

oTi TO (J)u)? TO ev auToj cTKOTos ccttCv. ^ Lehrbegr . p. 263.

' So in the Paraphr. But in the Annoiat. ' Ebrard adopts Olshausen's view in the
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that TO <j)uc T. Kocfi. Toi'Tov signifies the " providentia Patris respectu Jesu,

et providentia Chrkti respectu. Jidelium.

Yv. 11-13. Kal fiETo. TovTo Asysi] This representation separates the two

discourses, between which a pause is to be conceived as intervening.—The

death of Lazarus, which has just taken place, and become the occasion of

the determination to leave at once (vcr. 7 ; see on ver. 17), Jesus designates

(comp. Matt. ix. 24), in view of his resurrection, by the word KEKoifi., has

fallen asleep, the event having become known to Him by immediate knowl-

edge (spiritual far-seeing). Hence also the dejiniteiiess of His statement, to

which the addition of the words 6 <pi'Aoc ?)//. communicates a touch of painful

sensibility, while the ?;^wv (our) claims also the loving sympathy of His disci-

ples. — E^inrviau] awaken out of sleep ; a late Greek word, rejected by the

Atticists. '— The misunderstanding of His disciples, who thought of the sleep

which follows after a crisis has been passed through (see examples of the

same thing in Pricaeus ; comp. also Sir. xxxi. 2, and Fritzsche's remarks

thereon), loses its apparent improbability (against Strauss, de Wette, Reuss)

when we refer back to ver. 4, the words of which they had naturally un-

derstood, not in the sense intended by Jesus, that He would raise him up

from the dead, but, after the analogy of ix. 3, as signifying that He pur-

posed to come and miraculously heal him. The journey thereby involved,

however, they did not desire (ver. 8) ; the expression KEKolju?]Tat. accordingly

corresponded to their wishes ; hence the conclusion at once drawn, that he

must be on the way to recovery, and the effort, by calling attention to this

fact, to make the journey appear unnecessary. The very earnestness of

their desire, caused them to overlook the signifcant nature of the words Iva

k^vTvviau avTov, and to fail to see that it would have been absurd thus to

speak of one who was really asleep. Such a mistake on their part is psy-

chologically intelligible enough.^ The notion that ver. 4 had led them to

believe that Jesus had already healed at a distance (Ebrard, Hengst.), and
that, in consequence, they necessarily understood sleejD to refer to recovery,

is incompatible with the fact that the words of ver. 4 do not at all suggest

such a healing (hoAv different in iv. 50 !) ; and that if they had thought of

such a healing having taken place, they would have grounded their audyaeraL

on this, and not on the fact of sleejnng ; they would hence have dissuaded

from this journey as unnecessary in a very different way. According to

Bengel (and Luthardt), the disciples believed, "somnum ab Jesu immissum
esse Lazaro ut eveniret quod praedixerat ipse ver. 4." But there is no ex-

followingr more definite shape: "The day sential elements are read into the passage

;

has its determinate measured duration. If and what a strange difference in the con-

a man use the day as day, i.e. the time for ceptions found in the same expressions 1

working given him by God as a time of How could the disciples have possibly

working, he needs to be in no fear that his understood their Master !

working will bring him mischief, for the Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 224. Comp. Acts
light of the mundane sun illumines him. xvi. 27.

'B\it\\ev^\\ovj2iV&.B as though it were night, i.e. "^ '''D'\!i.(A\i-a\\ omni modo quaerunt Domi-
wiUwiit working the tvill of God, would pro- num ab isto itinere avonare," Grotius ;

" li-

cure for himself eternal mischief, because benter banc fugiendi periculi occasionem
he would not have in him the light (in the a7Tipiunt," Calvin,

absolute sense, i. 5)." In this way the es-
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egetical support foi- this view, not even in the use of the first person singu-

lar nopevo/mt, which finds its very natural explanation in the connection

with k^vnviau) (the case is different with ayu/jev, ver. 7), without that sup-

position (against Luthardt).

Ver. 14 f. UappT/aig] i.e. without the help of figurative hints as in ver. 11.

Comp. X. 24, xvi. 25.

—

Aq^. cnvW.] Now a declaration of th.c simile occur-

rence; hence there is no addition to the word Adg. as in ver. 11. — 6l' v/uag]

is immediately explained by the words 'iva iriCTevQ. ; for every new advance

in faith is, in respect to degree, a coming to ielieve, comp. ii. 11. The words

oTi ovK -Tjfi. kad are to be taken together with x^'P'^- If Jesus had been there.

He would not have jiermitted His friend to die (against Paulus), but have

saved him even on the sickbed ; in this case the far greater cijiielov of His

f5ofa, the raising him from the dead, would not have taken place, and the

faith of the disciples would therefore not have had the benefit of it, though,

just on the eve of the death of their Lord, it stood greatly in need of being

increased. Bengel aptly remarks :

'

' cum decoro divino pulchre congruit,

quod praescnte vitae duce nemo unquam Icgitur mortuus."— Iva] indicates

the telic direction, or intention of the emotion (not merely hope, de Wette).

Comp. viii. 56. Remark that Jesus rejoices not at the sorrowful event in

itself, but at the circumstance that He was not there, in consequence of which

it assumed a salutary relation to the disciples.— aAZ'] Abrupt transition/

And the summons is now brief and measured.

Ver. 16. Thomas (i<9$<n = 0^^), after the Greek translation of his name

{twin), was called among the Gentile Christians Didynuis. That Jesus gave

him this name for the purpose of signifying that his nature was one which

halted, and was divided between the old and the new man, is an invention

of Hengstenberg's, which he even goes so far as to base on Gen. xxv. 23 f.

—

Notwithstanding what had been said in ver. 9, Thomas looked upon the

return of Jesus as leading to His death ; with His ardent temperament,

he at once expresses what is in His mind, but with the immediate

resignation and courage of lovc,^ since their business was to obey the

clearly and definitely declared will of the Lord (differently in xiv. 5, xx.

24). There is no ground for charging him here with " inconsideratus

zelus" (Calvin) ; nay, "Fear and Unbelief" (Chrysostom, Euth. Zigab.)
;

dualism of Belief and Unbelief (Hengstenberg), and the like. — //f-' avTov]

refers to Jesus, ^ not to Lazarus (Grotius, Ewald). — avfi/j.ad?/T?}g occurs in the

New Testament only here.'*

Ver. 17. 'EWuv] into the neighbourhood of Bethany, see ver. 30. That

Jesus went by the direct road, may, in view of this object, be taken for

granted ; to insert here events from the Synoptic ' Gospels for harmonistic

purposes, only causes confusion. — Fvprv] namely, by inquiry. — riaaapaa]

As we must assume that Lazarus did not die before the day on which the

1 Herm. ad Jl.ff. p. 812 ; Baeuml. Partic. p. with the context from ver. 8 and from xal

15. r),aer9, iu which the Kai points to Jesus. On
^ Soph. Frar/m. GW. Dind : Aavovri. Keivu, the thought, comp. Matt. xxvi. 3.') and paral-

(Tvv&avelv epus ^i' ix^L. Eur. Suppl. 1009 ff. lels.

' This reference follows in accordance • Eiit see Plat. Euthyd. p. "72 c.
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words of vv. 7 fF. were spoken, whilst Jesus was made at once and directly

aware of the departure of His friend, then, if the Lord, as is probable, com-

menced the journey on the same day, and if Lazarus, agreeably to the Jew-

ish custom, was buried on the day of his death, two full days and parts of

two other days (the first and fourth) must have been spent in travelling to

Bethany. No material objection can be urged against this supposition,

since we do not know how far northwards in Perea Jesus was sojourning

when He received the message announcing the illness. The usual opinion

—

still entertained by Luthardt, Ebrard, Gumlich, Hengstenberg, Godet—is,

that Lazarus died and was buried on the very day on which Jesus received

th(; message. In this case Jesus must have remained that day and the two

following in Peraea, and begun the journey on the fourth day (a journey

which some suppose to have occupied merely ten or eleven hours, or even a

shorter time), ' and completed it on the same (Ebrard) or on the following

day. On tliis supposition, however, Jesus would either not have known of

the death of His friend before the third day, which would be quite opposed

to the character and language (vv. 4, 6) of the narrative ; or else He would

know of it as soon as it happened, and therefore at the time of the arrival of

the messenger, which would alone accord with the tone of the entire history.

In this latter case, the two days' postjoonement of His departure, whicli, not-

withstanding He had resolved on, would be unnatural and aimless, and the

words of ver. 4, which treat the sickness of Lazarus as still continuing,

would have been ina^jpropriate. Correctly, therefore, have Bengel (on ver.

11 with the comparison of iv. 52) and Ewald fixed the death of Lazarus as

contemporaneous with vv. 7, 8, so that the occurrence of the death and the

knowledge of it possessed by Jesus determined His leaving at once. They

would then have arrived at Bethany on the fourth day (comp. on i. 28).

Ver. 18. This observation explains the fact mentioned in the following

verse, that so many of the 'lovSalot. (from the neighbouring capital) were pres-

ent. — r/v] The use of the praet. does not of itself necessarily imply that

Bethany had ceased to exist at the time when the writer wrote, but might

be explained (as it usually is) from the general connection with the past

events narrated.'' Still, as John is the only one of the evangelists who thus

uses the praet. (see besides xviii. 1, xix. 41), and as he wrote a considerable

time after the destruction of Jerusalem, it is more natural to suppose that

Jerusalem and the surrounding region were conceived by him as lying waste,

and Bethany as no longer existing. — cnru araSluv dEKan .1 fifteen stadia off, i.e.

about three-eighths of a geographical mile. On this mode of describing the

distance (Apoc. xiv. 20) see Buttm. Neut. Or. p. 133 [E. T. p. 153]. Com-
pare also xii. 1, and on Acts x. 30. A stadium = 589^ feet Rhenish (606f

feet English) measure.

Ver. 19. 'E/c tuv 'lovdaiuv] is generally taken as equivalent to 'lepoaoXv/icTuv,

but altogether without ground. Wherever John uses the term " the Jews,''^

1 But see van der Velde, Reise durch Syr. - See on Acts xvii. 21 ; Kriiger on Xen.

V. Pal. II. p. 245 ff. The actual road was Anab. i. 4. 9; Breitenbach, ad Xen. Hier.

undoubtedly considerably longer than the 9. 4.

distance in a straight line.
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unless it be in the purely national sense (as in ii. 6, ii. 13, iii. 1, iv. 9, and

frequently), to distinguish them as a nation from other nations, he constantly

means the Jewish oj^position to Jesus. See on i. 19. So also here.' On
them, however, the miracle produced the noteworthy deep impression which

will be recorded in vv. 45, 46. The Lazarus family, which, without doubt,

was a highly respected one, must—and might it not have been so, notwith-

standing its friendship with Jesus ?—have had many acquaintances, perhaps

also relatives, among these Jews. — nphg rag rrepl M. k. M.] is not quite iden-

tical in force with -n-pbg rip M. k. M.,'' but designates the two sisters with their

surroundings (Bernhardy, p. 263 ; Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 4. 2 ; comp.

Acts xiii. 13). The words might denote the sisters alone, according to later

Greek usage (see Valckenaer, Schol. ad Act. xiii. 13 ; Lehrs Quaest. Ep. p.

28 flf.) ; but this usage is quite foreign to the New Testament, and in the

present connection, the expression employed has its special decorum, they

being men who had come. It implies, moreover, that the household was one

of a higher class. —Iva -n-apa/i. avr. ] The expression of sympathy and consola-

tion, which was connected with definite formalities, lasted usually seven

Ver. 20. Martha, now also discharging her duties as hostess, and in con-

sequence coming more into contact with others from without, is first in-

formed of the coming of Jesus (hoio must be left undecided), and with

judicious haste goes at once to meet Him, without exciting attention by com-

municating the fact to her sister. — eKaOH^ero] The manifestations of sympathy

were received sitting.*—Note the different nature of the two sisters, as in

Luke X. 38 ff.

Vv. 21, 32. El Tjg cjf?e] Not a reproach, but a lament : Hadst Thou been here,

and stayed not in the distant Peraea. — /cat vvv] Without aXld (see the criti-

cal note) the expression simply connects past and present : and note, when

he is dead. She then gives expression indirectly (" ob voti magnitudinem,"

Grotius) to her confidence, which had quickly arisen in conseqxience of the

arrival of Jesus, that by His prayer He would be al)le to raise the dead one

to life. Having the confidence, she expresses the wish. We can understand

from ver. 4 why, now that the healing could no longer be effected, she

should think of a resurrection ; for with her faith in Jesus, and her knowl-

edge of His wonderful works, she must have felt sure that the declaration

of ver. 4 would be fulfilled in some way or other. The less, therefore, may
we adopt Calvin's judgment :

" vaSi^x^ affectui suo indulget, quam se coutineat

sub fidei regula."

—

^\iq position of the words aiT-rjarf tov 6e6v, 6o>gel 6 Oedg is

emphatic ; and the emphasis is heightened bj^the repetition of 6 deog.^ This

word alreiadai, to begfor oneself, is not elsewhere used of Jesus praying to God
(but epurdv, KapaKolelv, 7rpoaevxi:<yftai, SeIgOcii) ; it corresponds to the intensity

of Martha's emotion, which would lead her to choose the more concrete,

more human expression (comp. Matt. vii. 9 ; John xv. 16, al.). Thus

> Compare Bruckner, Gumlich, Clodet. * See Geier, de Luctu nebraeorum, p.

2 So Lachmann after B. C. L. X. J<. 211 ff. Comp. Dougt. Anal, ad Ez. viii. 14.

3 1 Sam. xxxi. 13 ; 1 Chron. x. 12 ; Judith * Comp. Xen. Mem. i. 3. 2 : euxero 6e Trpbs

XVi. 23. See Lightfoot, p. 1070 £f. tous i^eoOs ... (is tous iJeous Ka.Kki.cTa ec5oTas.
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naively, as to form, does she speak in the excitement of her feeling
; for the

idea of the superhuman relation of Jesus to God had not as yet presented

itself in any way to her mind. But as to substance she was right ; see vv.

41, 42.

Vv. 23, 24. Jesus understood her, and promises avaaryaETai 6 erf. gov !

He meant ' to carry out the purjDose stated in ver. 11, but expressed Himself

ambiguously—no doubt intentionally—iji order to lead the faith of Martha
away from her merely personal interest, and to raise it rather to the higher

general domain of the one thing that is needful. His words might as easily

denote a raising up to be accomplished at once, as the resurrection at the

last day. Martha ventures to take it only as a consolatory word of

promise relatively to Lazarus' participation in this latter resurrection ; she

had previously dared to hope for so much, that she was not now able to in-

terpret so indefinite a reply in her own favour. Accordingly, her response

expresses that resignation of disappointed expectation, which would now so

naturally present itself to her mind ; an answer full of submission, and not

one of " as it were further inquiry." ^

Vv. 25, 26. Jesus connects with her answer that which He intended to

say, as fitted to draw her faith from her own interest to His person : /, no

other than I, am the resurrection and the life, i.e. the personal poicer of both,

the one who raises again, and who makes alive. Comp. xiv. G ; Col. iii. 4.

The C,(j)Ti after the avaoTaaiq is its positive result (not its ground, as Luthardt

and Ewald think), the eternal life, which, however, also presupposes the

happy state of fw;) in Hades, in Paradise (Luke xvi. 22, xxiii. 43). In the

course of what follows, Jesus tells who it is that experiences Him as this power
of resurrection and life,^ namely, 6 niarevuv elf k/iL The thought is in both

clauses the same ; they form a parallelism with a positive and negative

declaration concerning the same subject, which, however, in the second

clause, is described not merely by Tnare'vuv again, but by Cuv km iriarevuv, be-

cause this was the only way of making the significant antithetical reciprocal

relationship complete. With a view to this end, dying denotes in the first

clause physical death, whereas in the second clause it is used in the higher

sense ; whereas, vice versa, life is spoken of in the first clause in the higher

sense, in the second in its physical sense. WIwso ielieveth in me, even if Tie

shall have died (physically), will live (be a partaker of life uninterruptedly, as,

prior to the resurrection, in Paradise, so, by means of the resurrection,

eternally)
; and every one who lives (is still alive in time) and lelieves in me,

will assuredly not diefor ever, i.e. he will not lose his life in eternity, viii.

51,—a promise which, though not excluding physical death in itself, does

^ T\\a.t\s,Yle mQa.nti\\Q raising of Lasarus, ference to Paradise. '''' The soul of the de-
which actually afterwards took place, and ceased must already have been in Paradise,
which was the fulfilment of the i^vnvii,(i.v

; Luke xxiii. 43.

TraAtVopo-os iyeiperai, Nonnus. Quite in op- 2 Be M^ette, compare Calvin,

position to the prof^ress and connection of = It is not merely ^co^ that is carried out in

the narrative, with its beautiful signifl- what follows (Luthardt) ; for the life which
cance, -is Hengstenberiar's remark: "Jesus Jesus ascribes to the believer, even in death,
means specially the resurrection at the laH finds its completion precisely in the resur-
day, and along with this, also, Sis trans- rection.
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exclude it as the negation of the true and eternal l,u7], vi. 50. Compare

Rom. viii. 10. In accordance herewith, l,uv neither can nor may be taken

in the spiritual sense (Calvin and Olshausen) : to apply mv airaO., however,

to Lazarus, and !l,uv to the sisters, ' is inadmissible, simply because Lazarus

was to be raised again solely to temporal life. Both are to be left in their

generality.—On -rzaq Bengel remarks ingeniously : "hocversu25 nonadhib-

itum ad majora sermonem profert," and on 'klct. tovto :
" applicatio . . .

per improvisam interrogationem valde pungeus."

Vv. 27, 28. Martha's answer affirms the question, and gives the reason for

the affirmation ; for to Messiah alone could and must we be indebted for

that which is mentioned in ver. 25 f.^— (.yu] with the cmj^hasis of conscious

assurance. — KEnicTevK.a] I have convinced myself, and believe. Comp. vi.

G9. — 6 XpiGToc, 6 v'lb^ Tov 6eov] The second predicate, although conceived by

Martha still in the popular theocratic sense, and not yet understood in itscs-

seiitially divine import (comp. on i. 50), satisfactorily expresses her faith in

the divinely-conferred k^ovaia of her friend, and is correlative to the 6 eJc r.

ii6a[i. epxo/iEvoc, and to be connected with it. The present epx^/nevog is

cmjjloyed because she looks for the advent of the Messiah as close at hand.

Compare on 3Iatt. xi. 3 ; Luke ii. 25, 38. — Ver. 28. That Martha called her

sister at the bidding of Jesus, is clear from Kal (puvei ce ; and any doubt as to

whether lie actually commissioned her to do so is baseless. ^— 7Mpa'\ not

openly, that is, whispering these words to her secretly, so that the 'lovi^aloi. in

ver. 31 who were present—these men so hostilely disi:)osed towards the be-

loved Teacher—might not observe what she should say to her, in order that

they might not disturb the further consolation and elevation which she now,

with the faith in her heart that she had just so decidedly expressed, ex-

pected for her sister and herself from Jesus. — 6 6iSaaK.^ This designation,

which had probably been customary in the family, was sufficiently intelligi-

ble to her sister ; she did not need to mention His name, nor does she mention

it, for the sake of secrecy. Compare Mark xiv. 14.

Vv. 30, 31. He had remained outside the place, not, however, because of

the proximity of the grave (He did not even know where it was, ver. 34,

against Hengstenberg and others), but doubtless because Martha had in-

formed Him of the presence of the many 'lovSaloi,—which it was so natural

for Martha to do, that Luthardt should not have called it in question. He
did not desire their presence while He said to Mary what He intended to say,

for which reason also He had her called secretly. His intention, however,

was not realized, for the Jews thought that when Mary went away so hastily

she had gone to the grave,^ and followed after her, in order not to leave her

alone in her sorrow without words of sympathy and consolation. On eJf r.

nvTju. comp. ver. 38, xx. 1.

' Euth. Zigabenus, Theophylact. vci, Ku'pte, and the further words neiri<mvKa,

^ The simple and full affirmation of what etc., express the holy foundation on which
was asked is contained therefore in vai, her vaX rested in her heart.

Kiipte, and iyii nenia-TevKa is not a ConflteoT ' Briickner, compare Tholuck ; Hengsten-

freely formed by Martha in response to the berg, after Chrysostom.

question (Godet, after Lange) ; on the con- ^ On this custom see Geier, de Luctu Ilebr.

trary, her Conjiteor is contained in the words VII. 26, and Wetstein.
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Ver. 32. 'Eweaev, etc.] Not so Martha, ver. 31. Mary's feelings were of

an intenser and stronger kind. — av-oii nphq t. 'KoSao] at His feet (vrpof, Mark

V. 22, vii. 25). So afterwards, ^lov 6 a6el<l>6Q, my Irother had not died, as in

xiii. G and very cxften in the New Testament and in the classics. '
— d vi "Je,

etc.] like Martha in ver. 21, but without adding anything beyond her tears.

This thought had unquestionably been the oft-repeated refrain of their

mutual communications on the subject of their sorrow.—No further conver-

sation takes place, because the 'lovJaZoi by coming with her disturbed them,

vv. 31, 33 ; according to Luthardt, because Jesus wished a deed to take the

place of words ; but of this there is no hint in the text.

Vv. 33, 34. lobq avveW. avry 'lovfJ.] The Jews who had come with her (see

on Mark xiv. 53). Note theemi^hatic KAaiovaav . . . ulaiovTa^. — RVEfipijiijaaTo

T(^ Trvsvfiari] Alone correct are the renderings of the Vulgate : infremuit

spiritu ; of the Gothic : inrauhtida ahmin ;
and of Luther : er ergimmete im

Geiste, He was angered in the spirit. On t<j 7Tvsv/j.aTi, comp. xui. 21 ;
Mark

viii. 12 ; Acts xvii. 16. The words [ipifxdofiac and kuppt/xdofzai are never used

otherwise than of hot anger in the Classics, the Septuagint, and the New

Testament (Matt. ix. 30 ; Mark i. 43, xiv. 5), save where they denote snorting

or growling proper.^ For this reason the explanation of sharp ^Ja2;i

(so also Gi^tius, Lucke, Tholuck, who thinks the word denotes a painful,

sympathetic, and shuddering movement, not expressed in sounds, B. Crusius,

Maier, and several ; compare already Nonnus) must be rejected at the very

outset, as opposed to the usage of the word. The same applies also to Ewald's

notion " that it is simply a somewhat stronger term for (jrevdCeiv or dmaTEvd-

^eiv (Mark vii. 34 ; comp. viii. 12). But at what was He angered? This is

not expressed by rw jrvevfiarc (against this supposition h tavrCi in ver. 38 is

sufficiently decisive), as though He were angry at being affected as He

was (roi 'Kddn). This view, which quite misconceives the humanity of

Jesus, is taken by Origen, Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, and

several others.* Nor was His anger enkindled at death as the wages of sin ;
"

> See Kiihner, § 627 A 4 ; Stallbaum, ad Hilgenfeld, in his Lehrbegr. p. 2G0, Evanr/. p.

Flat. Rep. p. 518 C. 296 (comp. Kostlin, p. 139), has recently

2 Aeschyl. Sept. 461 ; Lucian, Necyom. 20. modified this view as follows : a genuinely

See Gumlich, p. 265 f

.

human feeling tlireatened to tear away the

3 " As though compelled to gather up all human person joined with the Logos from

the deepest powers of love and compassion, His fellowship with the Logos, and the dis-

fii-st, in deepest emotion, repeatedly sigh- pleasure of the Logos was therefore only

in- and weeping," Gesch. Christi, p. 480. able to express itself inwardly, to vent it-

Somewhat differently in the Johann. Schr. self on the humanity. See, on the contra-

I. p. 322 :
" Like an old hero of the prime- ry, Weiss, Lehrbegr. p. 257. Interpretations

val age, like a Jacob, who, gathering like these spring from a soil wliich lies

together the deepest forces of his spirit, altogether outside the domain of exegesis,

prepares for the combat, and in the midst More simply, but also doing violence to the

of the struggle weeps aloud." Melanchthon moral nature of the human compassion felt

has a similar idea. by Jesus, is the view taken by Merz (in die

* To much the same effect is Cyril's view, W>irte7nb. Stud. 1844, 2) : He became angry

who takes t^I rrvev;aoTi to mean the Holy with Himself because He felt as if His heart

Spirit, and to be used instrumentall]/ : rfi Bv- would break.

roM" ToO kyiov uv^v^aro-;. Jesus was angered 6 Augustine, Corn, a Lapide, Olshausen,

at the human compassion which He had felt. Gumlich.
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nor at the power of death (Melanchthon, Ebrard)/ the dread foe of the

human race (Hengstenberg) ; nor at the tmbeliej' of the Jews (Erasmus,

Scholten) as well as of the sisters (Lampe, Kuinocl, Wichclhaus ;
^ nor,

finally, at the fact that He had not leen alle to avert this melancholy oc-

currence (de Wette). The last-mentioned notion is appropriate neither to

the idea, nor to the degree of anger, nor to ter. 4 ; and all these references

are forced into the text. Bruckner's opinion : the auger is that of the

Redeemer misunderstood by His enemies, and not understood by His

friends, is also an importation ; so also Godet's forced expedient : Jesus

was indignant that, in performing this His greatest miracle, to which He
found Himself pressed by the sobbings of those who were present. He should

he pronouncing His own death-sentence ; Satan purposed making it the signal

of His condemnation, and some even of those who were weeping were

destined to become His accusers. Of all which nothing is either found or

hinted at in the passage. The reference lying in the context was over-

looked in consequence of the word 'lovdaloi not being taken in the sense in

which it is constantly used by John, namely, as the designation of the

hostile party. It must be remembered that, in ver. 38 also, tliis inward

wrath of the Lord was aroused by the behaviour of the Jews noticed in ver.

87. He was angered, then, at the Jews, when He saw them lamenting with

the deeply-feeling Mary, and jJrofessing by their cries (of condolence) to

share her feelings, while at the same time aware of their bitter hostility to

Him who was the beloved friend both of those who mourned and of him

whom they mourned, nor is ver. 45 inconsistent therewith. The moving

cause of His wrath therefore lay solely in that which the text states (ug elSev

. . . K/la/ovraf) ; the separative expression: avrr/v K?Miovaav . . . 'lovSalovc

KAatovrag, sets forth the contrast presented by the procedure of the two,

while going on together before Him. Alongside of the lamentation of

Mary, He could not but see that the weeping of the Jews was hypocritical,

and this excited His strong moral indignation and wrath. John has simply

expressed this indignation by the right term, without, as Lange thinks,

combining in kvePpi/ui^a. the most varied emotions of the mind, as in a

" divine thunderstorm of the spirit.'''' By the addition of rci Trvev/jaTi the

indignation experienced by Jesus is defined as having been felt in the dep)ths

of His moral self-consciousness. During this experience, also, the irvevfia of

Jesus was a Trvevfia ayiuavvrjg ; see on Rom. i. 4. John might also have

written rf) ^vxv (see on xii. 27) ; but rtj irvevfiari is more characteristic. — kuI

hapa^ev eavT6v'\ not equivalent to krapdxO^ tC) Trvev/inrt, xiii. 21 ; nor even

denoting, " He allowed Himself to be troubled (agitated), surrendered Him-

self to the agitation'''' (de Wette) ; but, as the active with the reflective pro-

noun necessarily requires, He agitated Himself, so that the outward manifes-

^ So also Luthardt (who is followed by had thus, as it were, thrown out threaten-

Weberinhisv. Zorn« ffo«f;.9, p. 24): "He was ings against Himself." Comp. Kahnis,

angered at death and him who has the pow- Bogmatik, I. p. 504 ,
" at the unnaturalness

er of death. His antagonist, that he had of death."

done such a thing to Him, that he had thus '•' Komm fib. d. Leidensgesch. p. C6 f.

penetrated into His innermost circle, and
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tation, the bodily shuddering, during the internal movement of indignation,

is designated by the words, and not the emotion itself. ' Euth. Zigabenus

remarks, in the main correctly : duaeiae' avfifiaivei yap rtvaaaeadai ra avurepa

[xeprj Tuv ovTug e/^fipiftu/nsvuv. The use of the reflective expression has no

dogmatic basis (Augustine, Bengel, and several ; also Bruckner and Ebrard

suppose that it was designed to exclude the notion of the passivity of the

emotion), but is simply due to its being more descriptive and jDicturesque.

The reader is made to see how Jesus, in His inner indignation, shaJces Him-

self and shudders. — tzov Tedeiic. avrSv ;] This question He puts to Mary and

Martha, and it is they who answer it. Having experienced the stirrings of

indignation, without any further delay, gathering Himself up for action.

He now asks that which it was in the first instance necessary for Him to

know. The assumption made by Hengstenberg,^ that He already hneic that

which Pie asked, is due solely to excgetical assumptions, and reduces

the question to a mere formality.

Ver. 35. 'Edarep. 6 'I.] He weeps,^ while on His way to the sepulchre, with

those who were weejiing. Mark the eloquent, deeply-moving simplicity

which characterizes the narrative ; and remark as to the subject-matter,

how, before accomplishing His work, Jesus gives full vent to the sorrow

which He felt for His friend, and for the suffering inflicted on the sisters.

It is also worthy of notice, that daKpvEiv is here used, and not again KXakiv,—
His lamenting is a shedding of tears in quiet anguish, not a weeping with

loud lamentation, not a K7Mvdfi6g as over Jerusalem, Luke xix. 41. It is a

delicate discrimination of expressions, unforced, and true. According to

Baur, indeed, tears for a dead man, whose grave was being approached in

the certainty of his being raised to life again, could not be the expression of

a true, genuinely human sympathy. As though such sympathy could

measure itself by any merely reflective standard, and as if the death of His

friend, the grief of those who surrounded Him, and the wailings of the

sisters, were not sufficient, of themselves, to arouse His loving sympathy to

tears ! It is precisely a genuine human emotion, which neither could nor

should resist the painful impression produced by such a moment. But they

obliterate the delicate character of this trait with their hard dogmatic hand,

who make the tears shed by Christ refer to "the misery of the human race

pictured forth in Lazarus" (Hengstenberg, comp. Gumlich).

Vv. 36, 37. The 'lovSdioL express themselves variously : those who were

better disposed say. How must He have loved Lazarus whilst alive (imper.),

if He thus weeps for him now that he is dead ! Those who were maliciously

and wickedly disposed treat His tears as a welcome proof, not of His want

of love (Luthardt), but of His inability, apart from which He must surely

have been able to heal Lazarus of his sickness, even as He had healed the

blind man of his blindness ! In this way they at the same time threw doubt

on the reality of the healing of the blind man (for they regard it as the

* As Hengstenberf? maintains (" Jesus mus, Jansen, and others.

stirs Himself up to energetic struggle," 3 [Incept. Aor.; He began to weep : burst

etc.) ; compare also Godet. into tears.—K.]
* So also Gumlich, after Augustine, Eras-
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majits in their conclusion ad minus), and suppose, moreover, that Jesus did

not come sooner to Bethany because He was unable to save Lazarus ; for the

conclusion drawn by them implies that He had received information concern-

ing the sickness. The malicious import of the question in ver. 37 has been

correctly recognized by Chrysostom, Nonnus {avTiaxtjaav), Theophylact,

Eutli. Zigabenus, Erasmus, Calvin, Bengel, and most of the older commen-
tators, as also by Luthardt, Lange, and Godet ; some recent writers, how-
ever, as Liicke, de Wette, Tholuck, Maier, Bruckner, Ewald, Gumlich,

Hengstenberg, groundlessly reject this view, notwithstanding that the fol-

lowing words, TTciliv ifippifi., rightly interpreted, find their explanation in

these expressions of His opponents.—The circumstance of their appealing to

the healing of the Mind man, instead of to the awakeiiings from, the dead,

recorded by the Synoptics, is no argument against the reality of the latter

miracles (Strauss) ; nor even is this appeal less appro])riate (de Wette), but

it was, on the contrary, naturally suggested by their own most recent exjieri-

ence ; it was also thoroughly appropriate, inasmuch as they were thinking,

not of a raising from the dead, but simply of a healing of Lazarus, which

was to have been effected by Jesus. — Iva] the thought is : be active, in order

that. Comp. on Col. iv. 16. — koL ovto^I like the blind man whom He healed.

For the heeding (the opposite of //^ cnroddvij) is the point of comparison.

Ver. 38. This irovripia (Chrysostom) of the tlvsq stirred afresh, in the midst

of His pain, His deep, though quiet, indignation ; in this case, however, it

was less noticeable, not being attended with the rapdaGeiv eavrov of ver. 33.

— ctf TO fivrindov] to the grave (not into, see what follows ; comp. ver. 31).

The sepulchral vaults were entered either by a perpendicular opening with

steps, or by an horizontal one ; they were closed either by a large stone, or

by a door. They exist in great numbers, down to the present day.' The

grave of Lazarus would have been of the first kind if eireKtcTo kn' avrC) be

rendered : it lay upon it; the one at present shown as the grave of Lazarus,

though probably without sufficient reason,^ is such. But iwtK. kir' ah-, may
also mean : it lay against it, l)efore it ; ^ and then the reference would be to

a grave with an horizontal entrance. No decision can be arrived at. The
description of the grave would seem to imply that Lazurus was a man of

some position.

Vv. 39, 40. While Jesus called upon those present to take away the stone

(which was done, as related in ver. 41), Mary waited in silent resignation.

On Martha, however, with her mobile practical tendency, the command of

Jesus, which implied a desire to see Lazarus, produced a terrifying

effect. Her sisterly heart (hence i) adelipfj rov teteTi.) shudders at the thought,

and rises up against it, and she wishes not to see the corpse of her beloved

brother, already passing over into a state of putrefaction, exposed to the

gaze of those who were present ;—from the fact of his having already lain

four days, she concludes, with good reason, that he must already have begun

to stink. For her earlier idea of a possible resurrection (ver. 22), which,

' Robinson, IT. p. 175 ff., and his more re- * See Robinson, IT. p. 310.

cent Researches, p. 327 ff. ; Tobler, Golgotha, = Comp. Horn. Od. G. 19 : tJu'pai 5' IneK^t-vTo.

p. 2.51 ff.
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moreover, had been entertained onh^ for a time, had passed over, owing to

the expressions of the Lord in vv. 23-26, into faith in Christ, as the Resur-

rection and the Life in general, through whom the dear departed one also

liveth (ver. 26). Accordingly, it is incorrect to suppose that her wish was

to call the attention of Jesus to the magnitude of the work to be performed

by Him, with a view to calling forth a new confirmation of His promise

(Hengstenberg) ; on the contrary, far removed from such reflections, she

now no longer at all expects the reairalming of tJie corpse, and that, too, not

from unbelief, but because the higher direction which her faith had re-

ceived through Christ's words had taught her resignation.— The enibalming

of the body (its fumigation, embrocation, and envelopment in spices, as also

its anointing, xii. 7) can not have taken place ; otherwise Martha could not

have come to the conclusion which she expresses. This omission may have

been due to some cause unknown to us ; but the supposition that the sisters

still intended carrying out the embalming is inadmissible owing to the i'/6r]

dCsi. — TsrapTaioc] of thefourth day (comp. on ver. 17), that is, one buried for

that time.*— The gentle reproof contained in ver. 40 refers to vv. 23 ff.,

and is justified ; for that which He had said regarding the glory of God in

ver. 4 was to be realized through the resurrection promised in ver. 23—prom-

ised in the sense present to Christ's mind. At the same time, the perform-

ance of the miracle was itself dependent on the fulfilment of the condition

kav TTiaTEva. (which had been required also in vv. 25 f.) ; to unielieving sisters

He could no more have restored the dead brother than to an unbelieving

Jairus his child (Luke viii. 50), or to the widow of Nain her son, if her atti-

tude towards His compassion and His injunction //?) K?,a'i€ (Luke vii. 13) had

been one of unbelief.

Vv. 41, 42. Jesus Tcnows that His prayer, that God would suffer Him to

raise Lazarus to life,—a prayer w^hich He had previously offered up in still-

ness, perhaps only in the inarticulate yearnings of His heart,—has been

heard, and He thanl-s God for hearing it. Petition and thanksgiving are

not to be conceived as blended in one ;
^ nor is the latter to be regarded as

anticipatory (Hengstenberg), as though He offered thanks in the certain an-

ticipation of the hearing of His prayer (Ewald, comp. Godet). Not that

He offers thanks because the hearing of His prayer was unexpected and un-

hoped for (eiTTov) ; no. He for His part (lyw) knew, even while He was ask-

ing God in stillness, that God always heard Him ;
^ but because of the

people standing by, etc. — Some have stumbled at ver. 42, and looked on it

either as spurious,* or as a refection of the evangelist who puts this "show-
prayer" (Weisse), or even " sham-prayer" (Baur), into the mouth of Christ

for the purpose of supplying an argument for the story (de Wette ; see, on

the other hand, Bruckner), or for the divinity of Christ (Strauss, Scholten).

' See Wetsteiu. Comp. Xen. Anab. vi. 4. ^e\<a (Euth. Zigabenns'i ; but also con-

9 : fjSri yap ^<rai/ Tre/XTrraioi (dead) ; Diog. verscly, TVavTore rJe'Aco H rJeAeis ; See T. .30,

Laert. 7. 184. xii. 27.

^ Merz in die Wurtemhurg. Stud. 1844, 2, p. * Dieffenbach in Bertholdt's Krit, Journ.

65 ; Tholuck. vol. i. p. 8.

3 Correct reason for this : 7ra;'TOT6 i>e'A.ets a
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But it is precisely lie who is most intimate with the Father, who may in-

dulge in reflection even in prayer, if His reflections relate to God, and are

prayer. The opposite judgment applies an arbitrary standard to the subject.

Moreover, if it had been Ms own reflection, John would probably have said

:

6ia Tovg 'loix^aiovg instead of 6ia t. bx^ov. Comp. ver. 45. — eIttov] as in vi.

36 : / will have said it, namely the evxapiGTu aoi, etc. To refer to ver. 4

(Ewald) is inadmissible even on account of 6ia r. ox^ov alone. — av] Thou
and no other. They shall be convinced of it by learning from my thanks-

giving that my working takes place in Thy strength, in the full certainty

of a victory of Thy sending.

Vv. 43-46. With a loud voice, lie cried out ; this was the mighty medium
through which He caused His miraculous power to oj^erate. — The ex-

pression rfriipo ffw (hither out! hue foras / without verb,)' includes in itself

the resurrection-call, but does not imjily that the act of reawakening has

been already performed (Origen). Nonnus correctly remarks : arrvoov e-iph-

Xu<ye Sefiag vsKvoacooq r/xu. Jesus did not here call out kyeipov or iytpdriTi (as

in the case of the daughter of Jairus, and of the son of the widow of Nain,

Luke viii. 54, vii. 15), because the words (hvpo e^u seemed the most natural

to employ in the case of a dead man already lying in the tomb.— i^edeju. r.

iroS. K. T. x^''P- KEipiaic] By Basil {0av/naCs Oavjia h davfiari), Chrysostom, Euth.

Zigabenus, Augustine, Ruperti,Aretius, Lightfoot, Lampe,and several others,

this is regarded as a 7ieio miracle, to which is reckoned, besides, even the

covering up of the countenance. An arbitrary disfiguration of the fact to

the point of introducing apocryjAal elements. It is not necessary, with the

purpose of escaping from this view, that the Aor. e^>/?iOe should be under-

stood de conatu (Kuinoel) ; nor to assume that each limb was enwrapped ly

itself, as was the custom in Egypt (Olshausen, de Wette, B. Crusius, Maier)

;

but the winding-sheet in which the corpse was wound from head to foot

(Matt. xxvi. 59), thus embracing the entire body,'' might, especially as it

had to hold no spices (ver. 39), be slack and loose enough to render it pos-

sible, after it had been loosened by his movements, for the awakened man

to come forth. He was not completely freed from the grave-clothes, till

the command Ivaars avrdv had been given. — Kcipia] Girdle, bandage; in the

N. T. it occurs only here, but see Prov. vii. 10.^ — Kal /) dine avrov aovS.

Tvepied.] 821(01^.1 mention is here added of the last part of the complete death-

dress in which he issued forth from the tomb, not, however, in the parti-

cipial form.^ Ills face tcashound ahoutwitha 7iapTcin^— Ikyei avTolg] to those

who were present in general, as in ver. 39. Let him go away (comp. xviii.

8). With strength so completely restored had he risen again. But any

further excitement was now to be avoided.

Observation.— On ihe history of the resurrection of Lazarus, which constitutes the

culminating point of the miraculous activity of our Lord, we have to remark :

» Comp. Horn. Od. 6. 192 ; Plat. Pol. iv. ^ Aristoph. At). 817 ; Plut. Ale. 16.

p. 445 D, V. p. 477 ; D. Stallb. ad Plat. Ajjol. » Kuhncr, II. p. 423.

p. 24 C. ^ On n-epteS. comp. Job xii. 8 ; Plut. Mor.

2 See Jahii, .Irch. I. 2, p. 424. p. 825 E.
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(1) the assumption of a merely apparent death^ is decidedly opposed, both to the

character of Jesiis Himself, and to the stj'le and purpose of the narrative, which

is distinguished for its thoughtful tenderness, certainty, and truthfulness. (2)

To reduce the account to a strange misunderstanding, which either makes a con-

versation between Christ and the two sisters, on the occasion of the death of

Lazarus, regarding the resurrection, originate the story of the miracle,- or (with

Gfrofer^) confounds the latter with the account of the awakening of the (only

apparently dead) youth of Nain,— Nain being thus an abridgment of the name
Bethany,—ov which converts, in the tradition prevailing at Ephesus, the

Lazarus of the parable in Luke xvi. into a Lazarus raised from the dead by
Jesus (Schenkel), is an arbitrary and violent procedvire, simply incompatible

with the genuineness of the Gospels. (3) The complete annihilation of the

history into a myth (Strauss) is a consequence of assumptions which, in connec-

tion with so detailed and unique a narrative as this,* reach the very acme of

boldness and arbitrariness, in order to demonstrate by misrepresentation of

individual features the existence of internal improbabilities, and the want of

external evidence for the credibility of the narrative. (4) The subjective theory of

the occurrence, which makes it to be a form created ^ by the writer himself for

the purpose of setting forth the idea of the do^a of Christ (Baur, p. 191 &.),

which claims adequate recognition only when it demonstrates its death-denying

power (comp. Keim, Gesch. J. I. p. 132), makes out of the miracle of the history

a miraculous production of the second century, a creation of the idea in a time

which bore within itself the conditions for productions of quite a different

kind. That very artistic style of representation which, in the account of this

last and greatest miracle, is most strikingly prominent, is only comi^rehensible

from the personal, profound, and sympathizing recollection which had pre-

served and cherished, even in its finest traits, the truth and reality of the event

with peculiar vivacity, fidelity, and inspiration. No narrative of the N. T.

bears so completely the stamp of being the opposite of a later invention. But
in none, again, was the glow of the hope of the Messianic fulfilment so imme-
diately opeiative to preserve and animate each feature of the reminiscence.

This also in answer to Weizsacker, p. 528, who leaves it undecided how far the

allegorical point of the narrative assumed hy him—the setting forth, namely, of

the doctrine that believers have everlasting life— is attached to actual facts.

But in this way, with ideal assumptions, even the best attested history would
fall into the dead condition of a priori doubt. And what an incredible height

of art in the allegorical construction of history must we ascribe to the composer !

' Paulas, Gabler in his .Town, fiir auserl. inent over all, and undisturbed from first

theol. Lit. III. p. 235 ff. ; Amnion, Leben Jesv, to last ; while between these press in the

III. p. 128 ; Kern in the Tiib. Zeitschr. 1839, still higher tones of the consciousness of

I. p. 182 ; Schweizer, p. 153 ff. His Messianic glory and of its confirmation
2 Weisse, II. p. 2G0 ff. in power."
3 Ileiligth. nnd Wahrh. p. 311 ff. ^ This subjective picture would seem, ac-
* Ewald, Gesch. C'/ir. p. 484. "Nonarra- cording to Baur, p. 247, an intensification of

tive of this apostle is pervaded by so intense the (two) synoptical raisings from the dead
a glow and rapid liveliness of description as (comp. Scholten) :

" the superlative to the

this, in which he undertakes to set forth, in lower degrees, on which the Synoptics re-

one great picture, the trembling of Jesus main." The name Lazarus is significantly

for the life of His friend, the attendant taken from the parable, Luke xvl. The
struggle with the darkness of the world, substantial contents of the narrative are iu

and the calmness and joy of victory, prom- ver. 25, and all else unsubstantial form.
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Yet Holtzmann also ' appears to think only of an allegory ("living hieroglyph").

(5) It appears, indeed, surprising that ihe Synoptics are silent concerning tlie rais-

ing of Lazarus, an event in itself so powerful to produce conviction,'^ and so

influential in its operation on the last development of the life of Jesus. Yet

this is not inexplicable (Briickner), but is connected with the entire distin-

guishing peculiarity of John ; and the argumentum e silentio employed against

ihe latter must—the genuineness of the Gospel being granted—rather turn

against the Sjmojjtics if their silence were conceivable only as the conseqiience

of their v>'ant of acquaintance with the history (Liicke, de Wette, Baur). But

this silence is intelligible, not on the supposition of tender considerateness

towards the family at Bethany,^ in which—even setting aside the fact that Luke

also wrote only a few years earlier than John, and not before the destruction of

Jerusalem—there is suggested something altogether arbitrary, * and in unexam-

pled contradiction to the feeling and spirit of that early Christian time. Just

as little is it to be explained from the fact that tlie deep and mysterious character

of the history placed it in the class of what belonged to the special mission of

that evangelist who had been in most confidential relations witli Jesus (Heng-

stenberg),'—a view Avhich is not to be adopted, for the reason that the synop-

tical raisings from the dead also are not less profound and mysterious, as lies,

indeed, in the facts themselves. Bather is that silence of the Synoptics only

comprehensible when we consider that they so limit the circle of their narratives

that, before they open, with the entrance of Christ into Jerusalem (Matt. xxi.

and parall.)~and thus with the so-called Passion-week, the scene of the last

development—they have introduced nothing of the Lord's ministry in the

metropolis and its immediate neighbourhood ; but up to that point confine

themselves absolutely to his proceedings in Galilee, and generally to those

quite remote from Jerusalem (the geographically nearest miraculous work being

the healing of the blind men at Jericho, Matt. xx. 29 &.). This, as their

Gospels actually prove, is the allotted province to which the older evangelistic

historical writings confined their task and performance, and this inchided the

Galilean raisings from the dead, but excluded that of Lazarus. John, on the

other hand, conversely, choosing from the dilfei-ent classes of miracles, selected

out of the raisings from the dead not a Galilean one, but that which lay beyond

that older theatre of the Saviour's history, and was most closely connected with

1 Judenth. v. Christenth. p. 657. the synoptists wrote (thirty years and more
^ It is well known what Spinoza himself after the Lazarus incident), the resolution

(according to Bayle, Diet.) is said to have to pnt him to death, xii. 10, was still to bo

confessed: " that could he have persuaded feared! Is it known that at so late a

himself of the truth of the raising of period Lazarus and his sisters were still

Lazarus, he would have rent in pieces his alive ?

whole system, and would have embraced = So also Philippi, der Eingang desJoh. Ev.

without repugnance the ordinary faith of 1866, p. 11 f. He thinks that 3fatihew re-

Christians." lated nothing of that which was reserved

' Epiphanius, Grotius, Wetstein on xii. 10, for John ; that he ^«ew that the latter also

Herder, Schulthess, Olshausen, Baeumlein, would write his Gospel. A classified distri-

Godet ; so also with pictorial fancifulness, bution of the material of this kind is in it-

Lange, L. J. II. 2, p. 1133 f- self very improbable in view of the spirit

*It would have certainly sufSced, instead of the apostolic time, even irrespective

of passing over the entire hi-story in silence, of the fact that the fir.st Gospel, in its

simply not to have mentioned the names, as present form, cannot have proceeded from

in the case of Peter's smiting with the the hands of the apostle,

sword. And is it supposed, then, that when
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its great final period. He has thus certainly supplied—as in general by his

notices from the Judean ministry of the Lord—an essential deficiency in the

older evangelical narrative. The acquaintance of the Synoptics, which is not

to be doubted, with the raising of Lazarus, makes their silence regarding it

appear not inexcusable (Baur's objection), but simply a consequence of that

limitation which the older evangelical historj' had prescribed to itself, so as

neither to contain any mention of the stay of Jesus in Bethany at that time,

nor of His subsequent sojourn in Ephraim, but to make the Messianic entrance

of Jesus to proceed from Jericho onwards, excluding any lodging in the family

of Bethany ; comp. on Matt. xxi. 1, note. (6) The fact that in the accusation

and condemnation of Jesus no use was made of this miracle, either against

or for Him (employed by Strauss, and especially by Weisse), cannot be evidence

against its historical character, since the Jews were prudent enough to give a

political colour to their accusation, and since the disciples could not appear in

favour of Jesus, and He Himself would not enter upon a more minute defence

of Himself ; while Pilate, as judge, even if he had heard of the act, and had
interested himself about it, yet was not warranted to introduce it into the

examination, because it was not brought forward either in confirmation or

refutation of the charge. Moreover, had the evangelist recorded this history

merely as an introduction to the entry which follows, etc. (Keim), he could less

properly have left the further development without any reference to it.

(7) The impossibility of an actual awakening from the dead is relative, not

absolute (as Jesus' own resurrection shows), and can yield no a priori counter-

proof—even setting aside the fact that the ri6i] o^ei rests on an inference only,

however probable—where, as here, the worker is the bearer of the divine life.

He certainly ascribes the resiilt to God ; but this applies to all His miracles,

which were indeed epya tov iznTpoQ, and Christ was the Accomplisher through the

power of God. Hence Schleiermacher's proposal (i. J. p. 233) to put Christ

—

with the excejition of the firm persuasion, that that which He prayed for will

also be done by God

—

outside the realm of miracle, erroneously puts aside the

question. It is Christ who raised Lazarus, ver. 11, but therein also exhibited

an epyov ek tov narpog, x. 33.

Vv. 45, 46. This occurrence makes an overwhelming impression upon the

party adverse to Jesus, upon the 'lovSaloi. Many from the 'lovSaioig— those,

namely, who had come to Mary, and had seen the act of Jesus—believed on
Him. A certain number, however, of them (of these who had become be-

lievers) went away (from the scene of the miracle) to the Pharisees, and said

to them, etc., but with well-meaning intent, in order to jDut them in jDOsses-

sion of a correct account of the act, and to bear witness to them of the

miracle (comp. Origen). The ordinary understanding of the passage finds

here two sections among the 'lovSatot who had come to Mary ; many of them
had become lelievers, but certain of them remained utibelieving^ and the latter

had denounced Jesus to the Pharisees with evil intent (as a juggler, thinks

Euth. Zigabenus ; as a sacrilegious person, who had disinterred the corpse,

thought Theophylact ; as a dangerous person, think most commentators),

or communicated the fact, simply with the view of obtaining a judgment
upon it (Luthardt). The error of this interpretation lies in not observing

that John has not written tuv kMdvruv (which is the reading of D,) but ol
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iX66v-eg, k.t./.., so tliat e/c tuv 'lovSaiov is said generally of the lov6aloi in general,

and 01 tWdvTeg {ii, qui, etc.) more closely dejines the ttoIXol ; instead of TivkQ,

however, ver. 46, there now remain no otliers, none who had not become

believers, since ampSov indicates that they went aitay from the place to the

Pharisees, while in the preceding only the Jews who came to Mary are men-

tioned. Lachmann and Tischendorf have rightly placed a comma after

'loud. — trphg rf/v Map'tav'] for the same reason as in ver. 1 she was named^rsi,
•—here she is briefly named alone. Hengstenberg strangely imports into the

words an antithesis to those who had come only for Simoii's sake. See on

vv. 1, 3.

Vv. 47, 48. Now, since Jesus had, even according to the testimony of

His earlier opponents, even raised a dead man, the matter becomes too seri-

ous for the Pharisees to permit them to look on any longer without taking

a decisive step. The chief jn-iests (with whom they have accordingly com-

municated) and they themselves summon a sitting of the coiincil, i.e. a sitting

of the Sanhedrin. On cvtmy. avvidp. comp. Diod. Sic. ii. 25. Not to be

translated : they assembled the Sanhedrin. In that case, as everywhere,

where this is expressed by cvvedp., the article must have been used. — tI

noLov/jEv] what are we do ? The Indie, is used ; ' for that something must

no\ci definitively be done, was undoubted. Comp. Actsiv. 15, 16. — otl] the

simple becatise, as statement of the ground of the question. •

—

ohror 6 av6p.'\

contemptuously. — ovtu] without interposing,

—

Koi iAevGovrai, /c.r./l.] so

they fear, in keeping with the political view of the Messiah. Comp. vi. 15.

And they really fear it (against Strauss, Weisse, who here see an invention)
;

they do not merely delude themselves with it (Luthardt) ; nor do they wish

to give to their proper motive (envy. Matt, xxvii. 18) only another colour

(Calvin, Hengstenberg). Now, when they saw the last outbreak before

their eyes, their calculation must necessarily be shaped according to the

popular conception of the Messiah, and according to the effects which this

notion would produce ujion the mass (uproar, etc.). — apovat.v] they will

talce away {tollent, Vulgate), not equivalent to aTcolkaovaiv,'^ which is less

appropriate to the egoistic sense, which is concerned about the withdrawal

of their own power. Nonnus well remarks : a<papna^ov(7i. — ypi^v] correla-

tive to 'Vuixaloi, placed first with the emphasis of egoism, though not as genit.

of separation {away from us), since such a construction with alpcj is only

poetical -^^ but : the place and nation belonging to us. — rbv tottov] is to be

defined solely from the emphatic ^fi<jv ; our place, i.e. the holy city,* the

residence of the Sanhedrin and of the entire hierarchy. Hence neither :

the country (so most commentators, as Luther: "country and people"),

nor : the temple.^ The latter is sustained neither by Acts vi. 13, nor by

passages like 3 Esdr. viii. 78 ; 2 Mace. v. 19 ; Matt, xxiii. 38. The San-

hedrists apprehend that the Romans, who had, indeed, acquiesced in great

> See Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 176 A. * Chrysostom, Grotius,Ewald, Baeumlein,
* Euth. Zijjabenus, Beza, Grotius, Liicke, Godet.

de Wette, Tholuck, HengstcDberg, and * Maldonatus, Lucke, de Wette, Maier,

others. B. Cruslus, Hengstenberg.
s Ktihner, H. p. ICO.
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part hitherto in the hierarchical constitution of the Jews, and the spiritu-

ally political sway of the Sanhedrin, would enter Jerusalem, and remove

the city as well as the people ' from the rule of the Sanhedrin, because it

knew so badly how to maintain order.

Vv. 49, 50. Caiaphas, however, solves this question of helplessness, cen-

suring his colleagues on account of the latter, since the means to be adoj)ted

had been clearly put into their hands by circumstances. — e}g tiq] unus

quulam.^ This one alone was a man of counsel. — Ka'cd(pag] see on Matt.

xxvi. 3 ; Luke iii. 2. — tov hcavrov ikcivov] He was high priest of that year.

The previous and following time is left out of consideration, not, however,

negatived, but simply that remarkable and fatal year is brought into promi-

nence. Comp. xviii. 13. The supposition of an annual change in the office

cannot be ascribed' even to a Pseudo-John, considering his manifest ac-

quaintance elsewhere with Jewish affairs ; but to appeal to thefact that the

high priests were frequently changed in those times, and that actually before

Caiaphas several were only a year in office, Josephus * (Hengstenberg), is

least of all applicable in the case of Caiaphas, who was already in office,

A.D. 25. Again, the assumption of an alternative holding of the office by
Annas and Caiaphas, in virtue of a private agreement (comp. on Luke, he.

cit. ; so Baur, ascribing this view to the Pseudo-John, and Maier ^), is as

purely arbitrary (see Bleek, p. 257) as the pretended allusion to the change

of Asiarchs (Gfrorer).

—

-v/nelc] you, people. — ovk olSare ov6iv'\ that you can

still ask : ri Troi.ovf.iev. — ovSe Aoy/f.] (see critical notes) : nor do ye consider

that, etc. The proud, discourteous style of this address evinces passionate

feeling generally, not exactly the manner ® of Sadduceeism (Hengstenberg,

Godet) ; from Acts v. 17 it is by no means clear that Caiaphas was a Sad-

ducee. — riiilv] for us Sanhedrists. — In avficpspei. Iva, as in xvi. 7, the con-

ception of divine destination is expressed : that it is of advantage to us

that one man must die, etc. — vntp] in commodum, in "order that the people

may be preserved from the destruction which threatens them, ver. 48. —
an67iT]TaL\ through their subjugation, and the overthrow of the national inde-

pendent existence. — Observe the interchange of edvog (the people as a

nation) and 'ka6(^ (the people as a political, here theocratic, community). —
The principle itself, which regarded in itself may be moral and noble, is

exjjressed in the feeling of the most ungodly and selfish policy. For simi-

lar expressions, see Schoettgen and "Wetstein. To refer the scene to a

legend afterwai-ds current among the Christians (Weizsacker), is opposed to

the earnest narrative of the evangelist.

Vv. 51, 52. Observation of John, that Caiaphas did not speak this out of

his own self-determination, but with these portentous words—in virtue of

the high priest's office which he held in that year—involuntarily delivered

' e&vo^, Luke, xxiii. 2 ; Acts x. 22, et al. Ebrard (apud Olshausen), that the two al-

2 Comp. Mark xiv. 47, 51, et al. ; Bern- ternated with each other in the offerinpf of

hardy, p. 442. tlie annual sacrifice of atonement. And
2 Against Bretschneider, Strauss, Schen- that John mea7is to say that in that year

kel, Scliolten. this function fell to Caiaphas. But he does
* Antt. xviii. 2. 2. not say so.

' Here, too, belongs, the supposition of » Josephus, Bell. ii. 8. 14.
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a profliecy. '—The liigh priest passed in the old Israelitish time for the

bearer of the divine oracle, for the organ of the revelation of the divine

decisions,^ which were imparted to him through the interrogation of the

Urim and Thummim (Ex. xxviii. 30 ; Num. xxvii. 21). This mode of in-

quiry disappeared, indeed, at a later time,^ as the high-priestly dignity in

general fell gradually from its glory
;
yet, there is still found in the pro-

phetic age the belief in the high priest's projohetical gift (Hos. iii. 4), as' also

in Josephus,* the idea of the old high-priesthood as the bearer of the

oracle distinctly appears, and Philo ^ sets forth at least the true priest as

prophet, and thus idealizes the relation. Accordingly—as closely con-

nected with that venerable and not yet extinct recollection, and with still

surviving esteem for the high-priestly office—it was a natural and obvious

course for John, after pious reflection on those remarkable words which
were most appropriate to the sacrificial death of Jesus, to find in them a

disclosure of the divine decree,—expressed without self-knowledge and will,

—and that by no means with a "sacred irony" (Ebrard). Here, too, the

extraordinary year in which the speaker was invested with the sacred office,

carries with it the determination of the judgment ; since, if at any time, it

was assuredly in this very year, in which God purposed the fulfilment of His

holy counsel through the atoning death of His Son, that a revelation

through the high-^jriestly organ appeared conceivable, apxiep. uv certainly

bears the main emphasis : but tov hiavr. in. is again significantly added to

it (not, asde Wette thinks, " mechanically, as it were"), as iu ver. 49.^ For

Rabbinical passages on unconscious prophecies, see in Schoettgen, p. 349.

The notion of prophecy, however, is different from that of the 7lp~n3

(against de Wette) ; comp. on xii. 37, 28. The latter is a heavenly voice of

revelation. — 6r<] not : that, according to which what follows would di-

rectly state the contents of irpoE<pr]T., but: he gave utterance to a prophecy

in.reference to thefact that.'' For what follows goes leyond that which the

words of Caiaphas express. — virep tov kdvovql Caiaphas had said : virep tov

?,ao'u ; but John turns to the negative part of ver. 50 {k. fifj 6/1. to edvog andl.),

because he wishes to set the Gentiles over against the Jews, and this sep-

aration is national.^ For tJie henejit of the nation Christ was to die ; for

through His atoning death the Jews, for whom, in the first instance, the Mes-

sianic salvation was designed, iv. 22, were to become partakers thi-ough

* Here there is the conception of an ?/w- should be understood in the sense that the

conscious prophecy, so far as that whicli high priest liimself was bound to explain

Caiaphas spoke in another sense must yet, that in this year a greater and more general

according to divine direction, typically set collective sacrifice was to be offered than

forth the substance and object of the re- that offered by him once a year on behalf

demptive death. See Diisterdieck, De rei of the people (Heb. ix. 7). But how can

propkeiicae naturd ethicd, Gottingen 1852, p. this lie in t. iviavrov ex. ? Espeinally as

76. apxi-epev^, k.t.K., would seem only to make

«See generally Ewald, Allertli. p. 385; the 7rpoe<|)T}T. explicable, but expresses

Keil, Arch. I. p. 182. nothing as to the relation of the high-

3 Josephus, Antt. iii. 8. 9. priestly sacrifice. This also against Lu-

< AnU. vi. 6. 3. thardt's similar interpretation, I. p. 87.

5 de Creat. Princ. II. p. 367. ' ii- 18, ix. 17, et at.

' According to Tholuck, t. e^'tauTov ck. ^ Comp. Luke vii. 5 ; John xviii. 35.
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faith in the eternal saving deliverance. But the object of His death extended

still further than the Jews ; not for the benefit of the nation alone, but in

order also to bring together into one the scattered children of God. These are the

Gentiles, who believe on Him, and thereby are partakers of the atonement,

children of God (i. 13). The ax'^xea^ion is prophetic, and, just as in x. 16,

proleptic,^ according to the N. T. predestinarian point of view," from which
they appear as those who, in order to further their entrance into the filial state,

are drawn by God (vi. 44), are given by the Father to the Son (vi. 37), and

endowed with the inward prej^aration (vi. 65), Euth. Zigabenus rightly re-

marks : TEKva juev ovv tov Oeov ra tOvT] l)v6fiaaev wf fitTCAovra ysviadai. This like-

wise in answer to Hilgenfeld,^ according to whom the Gentiles, as natural

children of God, who do not first become so through Christianity, must be

meant (but see i. 12, iii. 3, 6, et al.). A. filial state towards God oiit of Christ

is opposed to the N. T., not only as Hilgenfeld puts it, from a Gnostic, dxial-

istic point of view, but also, as Luthardt conceives it,^ referring the essence

of it only to the desire after Christ (Tlioluck, "Weiss, Godet, to the suscepti-

lility). This is only the preliminary step to the filial state. The gathering

into one, i.e. to a unity, to an undivided community, is not intended in a local

sense ; but, amid their local dispersion, they were to become united in a

higher sense, in virtue of a faith, etc. , through the icoivuvla tov ayiov nvev/uaToc,

as one communion kv XpiarC. Chrysostom aptly remarks : evau/na ETcoirjGEV 6h
'Pc),uy Kadij^EvoQ tovq 'IvSovc fifkog Elvai vofii^Ec iavrov. The uniting with the

believing Jews^ is not spoken of here, but in x. 16 ; here only the Christian

folding together of the scattered Gentiles themselves. "

Vv. 53, 54. Ovv] In consequence of this word of Caiaphas, which pre-

vailed. — Iva] They held deliberations with one another, in order, etc.. Matt,

xxvi. 4. — nappTja.'] frankly and freely, vii. 4. —h toJq 'lovSaioio] He with-

drew Himself—since those deliberations of the high council, whether through

Nicodemus or otherwise, had become known to Him {ovv)—from intercourse

Avith His Jewish adversaries, and betook Himself to the sequestered

village of Ephraim, according to Eusebius 8 miles, according to Jerome 20

miles'' N.E. from Jerusalem, in Judea ; according to Josephus,* in the

neighbourhood of Bethel, comp. 2 Chron. xiii. 20 (according to the Keri).

It can hardly be the present village of Taiyibeh, ' considering its more west-

erly situation. Hengstenberg identifies it on insuflicient groimds with Baal

Hazor, 2 Sam. xiii. 23 ; and Vaihinger, in Herzog's Encycl., with n^£)J7,

Josh, xviii. 22. The mention of the desert is not opposed to the north-east-

erly situation of Ejjhraim, as Ebrard thinks ; for the desert of Judea {i.e.

7] epr/fiog Kar' k^oxrjv) extended as far as the region of Jericho. — e'iq t, x^P°-'^i

1 Calvin well remarks: "Filios ergo Dei, * Comp. also Messner, Lehre der Aj). p.

etiam antequam voceiitur, ab electioiie 330 f.

aestimat, qui fide tandem et slbi et aliis = The iroi^lv ri an<t)6T€pa ?u. Eph. ii. 14.

manifestari incipiunt." « For the expression <Tvvayeiv (and the like)

2 Rom. ix. 24 ff., xv. 27 ; Gal. iii. 14 ; Eph. el^ h; comp. Plat. Fhileb. p. 378 C ; Eur. Or.

i. 9 ff. ; Rom. viii. 29, 30, xi. 25, 26, xvi. 25, 1640, Phoen. 465.

26 ; Eph. iii. 4 ff. ; Col. i. 27 ; Acts xiii. 48, ' So also Rittcr, XV. p. 465, XVI. p. 531 ff.

xviii. 10. 8 5g//_ iy, 9_ 9,

' Lehrbegr. p. 153, Evang. p. 297. ' See Robinson, II. p. 337 f.
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/c.T./l.] He departed into the country (as opposed to Jerusalem, the capital

city) ; then a more precise defining of the place to which He withdrew,

namely, the neighbourhood of the desert ; and, finally, definite mention of the

place, a town named Epliraim.^

Ver. 55. 'Hv de kjy. r. iidaxa t. 'I.] Comp. ii. 13, vi. 4. — kn ttjc X'''>p(^s] as

in ver. 45,—thus : out of the country (as opposed to Jerusalem), not : out of
that district (Grotius, Beugel, Olshausen).

—

Iva ayvlc. £avT.~\ refers to the

legal usages of self-purification, which varied greatly according to the

degrees of the Lcvitical uncleannesses (washings, sacrifices, etc.). These,

in compliance with the general principle of appearing before God pure,*

were comj^leted before the beginning of the feast, in order to obtain from

the priest the declaration of ceremonial cleanness.^ Pilgrims accordingly

set out according to their needs, in good time iefore the feast ; see Light-

foot, p. 1078, and Lampe.

Ver. 56. The people, owing to the sensation which Jesus had in so many
ways already aroused, and the edict of their spiritual superiors against Him
(ver. 57), have taken a lively interest in the question, whether He will vent-

ure, as heretofore, to come to the feast. Their anxious question is a double

question; What think you f (do you think) that lie certainly will not come?

Since He has not performed the pilgrimage with any of them, and is not

yet present. His coming is strongly doubted of among them. Liicke : what
do you think (in reference to this), that He will not, etc. But on that

view His not coming would be already presupposed as certain, which would

be premature. To understand the words in the sense that He is not come *

is grammatically incorrect. The passages quoted by Hartung ^ do not apply

here. '— The inquiry is interchanged in the court of the temple, because it

was there that His ajipearance was to be looked for ; while ecttjuoteq vividly

represents the groups as standing together.

Ver. 57. With the explanatory 61 {ku'l is spurious) the particular circum-

stance is now added, on account of which men so greatly doubted of His

coming. — dsSuKEiaav'] comes first with emphasis. Already had the direc-

tions of the rulers in question been given. — lva\ object, and with this con-

tents of the evToXai, the issuing of which we are to think of as the fruit of

the sitting, ver. 47 ff., and of the further deliberations, ver. 53.

Notes by Ameeican Editok.

XXXVn. " When therefore he heard,' ' etc. Ver. 6.

The rendering of this verse is not quite happy, either in the Common or

the Revised Version, owing to the failure to give the force of the /ztvwith rare.

The Common Ver. says, " He abode two days still," apparently mistranslating

1 On x'<'P<». comp. Plat. Legg. v. p. 745 C, others ; not the Vulfrate.

vii. p. 817 A ; Mark i. 5 ; Acts xxvi. 20

;

» Partikell. II. p. \m.

3 Mace. iii. 1. " Tholuck (wlio otherwise follows our in-

2 Gen. XXXV. 2 ; Ex. xix. 10, 11. terpretation) incorrectly adduces Polyp, iii.

3 Num. ix. 10 ; 2 Chron. xxx. 17, 18, et al. 111. 1. In that passage /u.^ stands with the

Comp. xviii. 28. perf. quite as in Gal. iv. 11. See Ellendt,
* Erasmus, Castalio, Paulus, and several Lex. Soph. II. p. 41S.
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TOTE by "still." The Kevision renders rore correctly, but neglects iih, and

both seem to imply that because He heard he was sick He lingered two days in

the same place. The original gives a distinctly different conception. "When
He heard that he was sick, at that time, indeed. He remained two days in the

place in which He was ; then, after this. He saith," etc. The concessive fiev

shows that, though naturally He would have immediately gone, yet then—for

reasons afterwards given or implied—He yet lingered two days. The matter is

correctly explained by Meyer.
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CHAPTER XII.

Ver. 1. 6 TeOpTiKur'\ is wanting in B. L. X. X. Verss. Bracketed by Lachm.,

deleted by Tiscb. But those testimonies are here the less decisive, since the

word before ov ey. £«. vsKp. 6 'I. appeared entirely superfluous, and hence was
easily droj^ped. For its addition there was no reason, — Ver. 2. avaic. avv avT^'\

Elz. : Gvvavati. avrij, against decisive testimonies. — Ver. 4. Instead of 'lovS.

1,1/1. 'Icr/cap., Tisch. has merely 'lovdag 6 'laKap., and that before dg, according

to B. L. X. Cursives, Verss., where, however, the position before elg is not so

strongly supported. 'Lifiuvog was, after vi. 71, xiii. 2, 26, readily added. — Ver.

6. elxev KaV] B. D. L. Q. J<. Cursives, Copt. Vulg. Or. : exuv. A correction of

the style. — Ver. 7. elg r. Tjnip. t. ^vra<p. ju. TETr/p.'] Lachm. and Tisch. : tva ag t.

Vfidp. T. kvTatji. fiov TTipijCri, after decisive testimonies. Not being understood,

the words were altered according to the thought in the parallel passages, es-

pecially Mark xiv. 8. — Ver. 8 is entirely wanting in D., and, had the counter

testimonj- been stronger, would have been liable to the suspicion of having

been interpolated from Matt. xxvi. 11, Mark xiv. 7, if it stood before uipeg, k.t.a.,

and occupied the characteristic position of words as in the SynoiDtics (Ttavrore

first). — Ver. 13. iKpa^ov'] Lachm. and Tisch., eKpavyat^ov, after preponderating

evidence. The liec. is from Matt, and Mark. — Ver. 15. OvyaTep] dvyarijp (Lachm.

,

Tisch.) is so decisively supported, that the vocative—which of itself might

easily find its way into the text—must be traced to the LXX., Zech. ix. 9.

—

Ver. 17. o-j] The witnesses are much divided between utl and ore (Tisch.) ; but

the latter (A. B. Q. X.) is the more strongly attested. Nevertheless bn, which

Lachm. also has, is to be jjreferred ; it was changed into ore, because mechan-

ically referred to the preceding 6 uv per' ahrov. — Ver. 22. kol na'kLv'] Lachm.

and Tisch. : Ipxerat, and then before liyovaiv : ko'i, according to A. B. L. Cur-

sives, Codd. d. It. Aeth. liightly. The more closely defining «•. ird/iiv was

added to the repeated ipxerac (so t<.) ; and as this had at a later time displaced

the verb, the kol before XeyovGiv also disappeared, as a disturbing element. Had
the verb been written as a gloss, epxovTai would have been found. — Ver. 25.

Instead of anoAfaei, read with Tisch. (nro'XlveL, according to B. L. ^., etc. The
future was introduced through the parallelism. — Ver. 26. iav ngl Elz. : koX edv

Tig, against such weighty testimony, that km was already rightly deleted by
Griesb. — Ver. 30. The position of t/ (fxjvjj avrr] (Lachm., Tisch.) is decisively

accredited. — Ver. 31. The first tovtov is wanting in witnesses of too weak
authority to cause its rejection (Griesb.). — Ver. 35. iv vplv'] Elz. : peO' vpuv,

against preponderating testimonies. An interj^retation. — Vv. 35, 36. Instead

of tug, Lachm. and Tisch. have both times ug, after decisive testimony. The
first eug arose through the final letter of the preceding TrepnraTElTF, and the

more readily, as a reminiscence of ix. 4 suggested itself. The second iug then

followed of itself, but has, besides, some other testimonies (including X.) than

the first. — Ver. 40. £7ricrrpo0.] Lachm. and Tisch. : arpu^., according to B. D.

J<. 33. The compound form is from the LXX., Isa. vi. 10 (hence also many
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witnesses have tKiarpEipuaiv). On the other hand, Idaofiai. (so Lachm. and

Tisch ) instead of luau,aac is so decisively supported by almost all the Uncials,

that it is not to be traced to the LXX., but the conjunctive is to be regarded as

an attempt to conform to what precedes. —Ver. 41. 6rf] Lachm. and Tisch.,

after decisive testimony : brc, which, not being understood, was altered. — Ver.

47. Kal /.») mcTrevar,] Lachm. and Tisch. : k. /x. ,j>vUiri, according to preponder-

ating testimonies, and rightly ; for mar. has manifestly arisen from the pre-

ceding (vv. 44, 46). The omission of the /ulj in D. and Codd. of the It. is to be

explained from the apparent paradox.

Vv. 1, 2. Ovv] is the simply resumptive particle by which the narrative

returns to Jesus, whom it had quitted at xi. 55. To assume a sequence

from xi. 57, so that He is supposed to go to Bethany, either on account of

His safety, or of its nearness to Jerusalem (Luthardt : " so consciously and

freely He went to meet death"), and in order to put to shame the thought

mentioned in xi. 55-57 (Hengstenberg), as though 6e or dA;ia were expressed,

—is not supported by any indication in the text. — rrpo ef
. tifi. rov -it.'] dx

dmjs lefore the Passover. Comp. Amos i. 1
.

' Analogously in designations of

space, as in xi. 18. It is no Latinism. As regards the recTconing of the six

days,' it is to be observed that, since the 14thNisan, on the evening of which

the paschal meal was kept, was wont to be counted as already belonging

entirely to the feast (see on Matt. xxvi. 17), and hence also had been already

called i,aipa rov irdaxa (see Introd. § 2), the 13th Msan is most naturally

assumed to be the/rsf day before the Passover ;
consequently the sixth day

will be the 8th Nisan, i.e. (since the 14tli Nisan, on which Jesus, according

to John, died, was a Friday) the Saturday before Easter. So also Ebrard,

Godet, and Ewald, ' who, however, elsewhere, = without any sufficient grounds,

finds the previous evening probable, making John at once name the full day

of the sojourn, with which Godet also substantially agrees. But according

to the Synoptics—bec&Miie they make the 14th Nisan a Thursday—it would

have been the Friday before Easter.* Against the above assumption of the

Saturday as the day of arrival, the law of the Sabbath day's journey (see

on Matt. xxiv. 20) is no objection,' since it is not clear from what place

Jesus started on that day ; He may have arrived from a place that lay very

near at hand. Others, reckoning the 14th Nisan as the first day before

Easter, regard the 9th Nisan as the day of arrival." Others, again, includ-

ing in their calculation even the 15th Nisan, arrive at the result of the 10th

1 Frequently thus in Plutarch, Appian, calculation which gave Saturday for the 8th

Josephus. See Kypke, I. p. 393 f

.

Nisan, have been the Sunday (Hase, de Wet-

a Qgg^j^ Qj^^. p 511 te). But if we hold that John does not fix

3 .Johann. Schr. I. p. 329. the day of death differently from the Syn-

4AsalsoWieseler,Hensstenbers,andoth- optics, we get as the result the Saturday

ers assume who (see on xviii. 28) regard the (Wichelhaus and several others), reckonmg

account of John, in respect to the day of backwards from Thursday the 14th Nisan

Jesus' death, as agreeing with that of the inclusive. Further, the 9th Nisau is ex-

Synoptics pressly fixed as the day of arrival in Bethany

6 Against Grotius, Tholuck, Wieseler, and by Theophylact, and recently by Liicke and

several others. several others.

' This must therefore, according to the
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Nisan (Monday) ; so Hilgcnfeld, Baiir, Scholten, who find a twofold ob-

jection to the historical truth of the Gospel, in the day of the month for the

selection of the paschal lamb (Ex. xii. 3), and the day of the week which

opened the Christian Easter week, and from this chronology demonstrate

the secondary relation of our evangelist to the Synojjtics. Yet Baeumlein

also reckons in this way. — ipSev eJf Brjdaviav] according to the Harmonists

(including Hengstenberg and Godet), making a circuit by Jericho, which

is as inappropriate to the Johannean as to the synoptical account (see on

Matt. xxi. 1). The return by Jericho is not reconcilable with the notice in

xi. 54, where He, in fact, by the healing of the blind men, and by the visit

to Zacchaeus, awakened so much attention. — ottov ^v Adi^apoc, k.tA.] added,

on account of the great importance of the matter, without any further special

purpose, yet with emphatic circumstantiality. — tnoiTiGav] the family of

Bethany, namely, xi. 1. 2, which is clear from the following k. i) M. 6n]K.^

On this and the other variations from the narrative of Matt. xxvi. 6 if.,

Mark xiv. 3 IT., which, however, do not set aside the identity of the occur-

rence (different from Luke vii. 3 ff.), see on Matt. xxvi. 6 ff. The jocculiar-

ity of John's account is founded on the fact of the writer's being an eye-

witness ; but is referred by Baur, p. 256 ff., to an eclectic and arbitrary

treatment, dependent on an ideal point of view ; comp. also Hilgenfeld. —
6 Se Ad^apog elg fji\ k.t.1.'] aj^peai'S, indeed, a matter of course (hence Baeum-

lein and others believe Simon the leper to be indicated as the entertainer)
;

but the complete rentoration of him Avho had been raised from the dead is so

weighty a consideration with John, that he further specially brings him
forward as the present table companion of his Restorer. This also in answer

to Marcker, Passim, p. 17.

Vv. 3, 4. To explain the great quantity of the ointment (13 ounces) as

the outcome of the superabundance of her love (Olshausen), is arbitrary.

Mary did not anoint icith the whole pound, but with a portion of it (comp.

on ver. 7). On -mariKdc,^ genuine, unadulterated, see on Mark xiv. 3. — na-

IvTifiov] belongs to /lipov, as Tro/lvreA. , Mark xiv. 3.

—

rovg wddag avTov] repeated,

on account of the correlation with rair dpifiv avrrjc, in order to make promi-

1 That this meal is to be placed still on named, and has the servi7>g of Martha
the same day, therefore Saturday, at the against it, whicli only bespeaks the usual

usual time of the evening repast, appears domestic entertainment, although the grat-

from the fact that the itravpiov does not fol- itude and respect of the family had more
low before ver. 13 (against Wichelhaus, p. richly set forth the meal expressly given lo

153 f.). The SabViath is not opposed to this. Him, to which the description &elirvov noitlv

since the preparations which had possibly (Mark vi. 81) with tlie dative points,

been necessary for the meal might already ^ If John adopted this word from Mark,

have been made on the preceding day, if —which, considering the rareness of its oc-

the family—which is a supposition sufH- currence, is probable, and may have been
ciently obvious—knew that Jesus was com- done quite involuntarily,—this shows no
ing.—But the supposition that the meal was literary dependence, and does not justify

a solemn banquet, where Godet, following the suspicion that he also drew the subject-

Bengel, introduces a company of the inhab- matter from this source (Hilgcnfeld).

itants of Betliany as the subject of inoiT)aav, Should n-io-Tixos be the adjective of a proper

finds no support in the text, where, besides name (Pistic), all objection would disappear

Jesus and the disciples, only the members of itself. Comp. on Mark xiv. 3, note 2,

of the family (no other participators) are Goth, also has pisiikeinis.
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nent the greatness of the love ; with lier hairs, His feet, --kn vriq oa/xTjc] kn

causal.^— f/f f/c r. fiad. a.] the rest did not agree with him ;
but it was

Judas, etc. — 6 fielAuv, k.t.X.] This utterance stood in truth already in

psychological connection with this destiny ; see on vi. 71.

Vv. 5, 6. TpLaaoaiuv] Mark xiv. 5 sets forth the climax in the tradition

by enavu rpiaK. The mention of the 2'>rice itself (about 120 Ehenish guldens,

or about £10) is certainly original, not the indefinite ttoAAov of Matt. xxvi.

9.-— TT-wjoZf] Avithout the article : to 2yoor people. — k. t. yTiuaa. dxe k. t. /?.

eftdar.] gives historical definiteness to the general kIettttjq fp. He had the

chest, the cash-box,^ in his keeping, and bore away that which was thrown

into it, i.e. he purloined it. This closer defining of the sense of /Saardi^eiv,

avferre,^ \9. yielded by the context.'^ The article does not signify that he

had taken away all the deposits (objection of Liicke and several others),

but refers to the individual cases which we are to suppose, in which deposits

were removed by him. The explanation portabat ^ yields a meaning which

is quite tautological, and a matter of course. The pallojiEva were gifts of

friends and adherents of Jesus for the purchase of the necessities of life and

for charitable uses. Comp. Luke viii. 3 ; John xiii. 29. That the dis-

ciples had acquired earnings by the labour of their hands, and had deposit-

ed such earnings in the bag, nay, that even Jesus Himself had done so

(Mark vi. 3),— of this there exists no trace during the period of His minis-

try. — The question, why Jesus had not taken away the custody of the chest

from the dishonest disciple (which indeed, according to Schenkel, he prob-

ably did not hold), is not answered by saying that He would remove from

him every pretext for treason, * or that He did not desire violently to inter-

fere with the development of his sins (Hengst.) ; for neither would harmo-

nize with the educative love of the Lord. Just as little, again, is it ex-

plained by suggesting that Judas carried on his thefts %mobserved, until

perhaps shortly before the death of Jesus (Lucke), which would be incom-

patible with the higher knowledge of the Lord, ii. 25 ;
comp. vi. 64, 71.

The question stands rather in the closest connection with another—how Jesus

could adopt Judas at all as a disciple ; and here we must go back solely to

a divirie destination, Acts i. 16, ii. 23. Comp. the note after vi. 70, 71.

That the custody of the chest had been entrusted to Judas only by agree-

ment of the disciples among one another (Godet), is an assumption which quite

arbitrarily evades the point, while it would by no means have excluded the

comj^etency of Jesus to interfere.

Vv. 7, 8. According to the Itecepta, Jesus says : "She has fulfilled a

1 Comp. Matt, xxiii. 25 ; Rev. viii. 5 ; Plat. only in the sense of \^T]\a<i>5.v (Suidas). See

rhaedr. p. 235 C ; Dem. 581. 20, et al. Reisig, ad Soph. 0. C. 1101 ; Ellendt, Lex.

2 See as regards yAwo-o-oK. 2 Chron. xxiv. Soph.l.x>.2^^. And in this sense only in the

8 ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 98 f. tragic poets.

3 XX. 15 ; Matt. vii. 17 ; Polyp, i. 48. 2, et al. ^ Vulgate, Luther, Beza, and many others,

< See Krebs, Obss. p. 153. So Origen, including Liicke, de Wette, B. Crusius, Lu-

Codd. of the It. Nonnus, Theophylact, Cor- thardt, Ebrard, Wichelhaus, Baeumlein,

nelius a Lapide, Kypke, Krebs, and several Godet, Hengstenberg, Ewald ;
Tholuck

others, including Maier, Grimm ; comp. doubtful.

Lange, who, however, explains : he laid * Ammonius, Chrysostom. Theophylact,

hold of. But ^ao-Tafeii/ denotes to lay Iwld of Euth. Zigabenus, and several others.
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higher purpose with the spikenard ointment (ahru) ; in order to emtalm me
ioith it to-day (as though I were already dead), has she (not given it out for

the poor, but) reserved it.''"' Comp. on Matt. xxvi. 13. But according to

the correct reading (see the critical notes) :

'

' Let her alone, that she may
not give away to the poor this ointment, of which she has just used a por-

tion for the anointing of my feet, but preserve itfor the day of my emtalm-

ment.'''' Nonnus aptly remarks : 6(l>pa (pv?:a^ri aufiarog yfieri-pov iiei/u?'/?iiop, ncro-

i<ev 'iWij Tjiierepuv Kvepeuv eTrtTvfij3ioc upi], Comp. also Baeumlein. According

to this view, the rjfiepa tov hracj). is the actual, impending day of embalm-

ment, in 02:)position to which, according to the Hecepta, the present day of

the anointing of the feet would be represented pjroleptically as that of the

anointing of the corpse. [See Note XXXVIII., p. 383.] The thought of the

Recepta is that of the Synoptics ; the Johannean carries with it the air of

originality, and, comparing the significance of the two, the Johannean is

more in harmony with the fact that Mary anointed the feet merely, and by

no means resembles a faulty correction (Hengst., Godet). The circumstance

that the corpse of Jesus was not afterwards actually anointed (Mark xvi.

1), can, in view of an utterance so rich and deep in feeling, afford no

ground for deserting the simple meaning of the words. —rrripelv is to be ex-

plained, agreeably to the context (comp. ii. 10), as an antithesis to eTrpnOr/,

ver. 5, but not by the quite arbitrary assumption that the ointment had re-

mained over from the burial of Lazarus (Kuinoel and several others) ; but

to understand TTjpr'/ay of the past ; that she may have preserved it (B. Crusius,

Ebrard) is grammatically wrong.' According to Ewald, rr^pelv is to be un-

derstood, as elsewhere, of festal usages (ix. 16) :
" Let her so observe this on the

day of my SwrmZ," so that Jesus would have that day already regarded as

equivalent to the day of His burial, when such a loving custom was suitable.

But as regards TT/pelv, see Vv'hat precedes ; instead of the indefinite avrS, it,

however, rovm was at least to have been expected. — Ver. 8. Reason of the

statement introduced with Iva, k.t.I. — [led' eclvtuvI in your own neighbour-

hood, so that you have sufficiently immediate opportuuity to give alms to

such. For the rest, see on Matt. xxvi. 11.

Vv. 9-11. Ovv\ since Jesus thus tarries in the neighbourhood. The lively

intercourse among the pilgrims to the feast tended the more to spread the

information.

—

ek tuv 'lovSaiuv] here again (comp. xi. 19), not generally of the

inhabitants of Jerusalem (so usually), but, according to the standing usage

in John, of the Jewish op>position. They came, notfor Jesus'* saTce alone, to

observe Ilim further, but in order also to see Lazarus, and to be convinced

of His actual and continued restoration to life. Since, however, many of

the 'lovSaioi went forth (from Jerusalem) for the sake of Lazarus, and be-

came believers in Jesus, the chief priests {i.e. not indeed the Sanhedrim as

such in general, but rather that part of it which composed its hierarchical

head) took counsel to j^ut Lazarus also to death. We have here, accord-

1 The modification of this rendering in scions) of preservinff it for the representa-

Luthardt :
" Leave her in peace as regards tion, beforehand, of tlje day of my embalm-

the fact that she has kept the ointment for ment," is a grammatical impossibility,

me with the design (even though uncon- Similarly, however, Bengel.
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ingly, the opposite results, that the sight of Lazarus subdues many of the

hitherto adverse party to faith (comp. already xi. 45) ; and on the other

hand, that the extreme Right of the hierarchy resolves the more energeti-

cally to counterwork this. — yWov] Still on Saturday evening and Sunday.

The procession of2)eopIe took place then on Sunday (ver. 13). — kjSovX. 6s]

Simple continuation of the narrative ; hence, neither is 6e to be understood

as namely, nor kfiovTi. && pluperfect (Tholuck). — ol hpxi-ep.} It was indeed for

the interest of the hierarchy (not exactly for that of the Sadducees, Acts v. 17,

as Lampe thought, since the chief jiriests are here adduced as such generally,

not in their possible sectarian tendency) to remove out of the way the living

witness also on whom the miracle had been wrought, not merely the miracle-

worker Himself. The tyrannical power, in this way, proceeds consistently,

in order, as it imagines, to put away even the recollection of the affair.

"Praeceps est malitia et semper ultra rapit," Grotius. — iiniiyov] not : they

fell away, ' which, without closer definition, does not lie in the word, but

rather : they tooh themselves off, they removed to a distance ; so great an at-

tractive power did the matter possess for them, and W\q,t\. followed W\a falling

away. The separation in the position of the words : Tro/Aoi . . . tuv 'Iod-

daiuv, brings both points emphatically out.

Vv. 12, 13. Tf; tKavp.] after the day designated in ver. 1, consequently

Sunday {Palm Sunday), not : after the deliberation mentioned in vv. 10, 11

(Ebrard and Olshausen, Leidensgesch. p. 36). — bx"^. tcoI. /c.r./l.] Unprejudiced

pilgrims to the feast, therefore, not again 'lov6aioi. — aiiovaavrec] perhaps

from the 'lovSaloi. in ver. 11 who had returned as believers. — to. (iaia r. (/>.]

as a symbol of joy. The article tuv (not to) contains the element of definite-

ness ; the branches of the palm-trees standing on the spot. ^ The expression

:

the palm hrancJies of the palms, is similar to olno^eandrT^c t?]c oiKiag, and the

like.^ The thing itself has in other respects nothing to do with an analogy

to the Lulal) at the feast of Tabernacles (Lev. xxiii. 40). Comp. however, 1

Mace. xiii. 51.

—

imdvTriaLv av-C>] see Buttmann, Neut. Or. p. 156 [E. T. p.

320]. — oGayva, k.t.1.'] See on Matt. xxi. 9. — (iaailevQ r. 'I.] loithout the ar-

ticle :
^ the King of Israel icho comes in the name of the Lord.

Vv. 14, 15. Evpuv 6e, k.t.X.] The more detailed circumstances, how he

had obtained the young ass (ovdpcov), are passed over by John ; hence he is

not in contradiction with the Synoptics (Matt. xxi. 2 S. parall.).

—

KaduQ

kari jeyp.] Zech. ix. 9. See on Matt. xxi. 5. John cites very freely from

memory ; hence the omission of the other prophetic predicates (even of the

^irpavQ in Matt.), because he has in his eye simply the point of the riding in

upon the young ass, as a Messianic ar/fielov excluding all doubt. All the more
fitted to tranquillize, then (jj?) (j>o[ioi^, in ever more peaceful array, without

horse and chariot, is the coming of the King of Zion. Instead of jirj <po(iov,

John might also have said xo'tpe o^dSpa LXX.) ; but there floated before him,

in his citation from memory, simply the ojiposition to that terror by which

otherwise a royal entrance may be accompanied. " The Church''s figure of

• Cornelius t Lapide, Lampe, Paulus. ^ Lobeck, Paralip. p. 536 f.

2 On ^dtov comp. 1 Mace. xiii. 51 ; Symm. < Laclimann has it ; Tiscliendorf, koX 6.

Cant. i. 8 ; Sturz, Dial. Al. p. 88.
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tlie cross''' (Ilengst.) did not yet lie on this ass's foal, otherwise John would

not have passed over the "'JJ^ of the passage, nor have found the emphasis in

fx^ (j>ol3ov.

Ver. IG. Observation by John. Comp. ii. 22, xx. 9. Btit this which

here took place, namely, that Jesus mounted a young ass which He had

obtained, His discijjles at first (when it took place) did not understand^ so

far, namely, as the connection of the matter with the prediction of the

prophet remained still hidden from them ; iclien, however, Jesus zras glorified,

they remembered (under the illumination of the Spirit, vii. 39, xiv. 2G) that this,

this riding on the young ass did not accidentally occur, but that it was writ-

ten of Him, and that they (the disciples) did this, nothing other than this

which had been written of Him, to Him, on the occasion of that entrance,—
in bringing, namely, the ass to Him, whereby they became the instruments

of the fulfilment of prophecy. In this e-oirjaav avrC) there is the echo from

John's recollection of the way and manner of the svpuv vvapiov as known

from the Synoptics. To take e-roh/aav generally : they (indef.) did, and to

refer it to ver. 13,' is incorrect, since the first tw^o ravra can only point tow.

14, 15. —On 1-' avru see Bernhardy, p. 249. Winer, p. 367 [E. T. p. 393],

Vv. 17, 18. Ovv] Leading back again after the intermediate observation

of ver. IG to the story, and this so as to state how it was the raising of Laza-

rrts which so greatly excited both the people who thronged with Jesus from

Bethany to Jerusalem (the 'lov6aioi who had become believers, vv. 9, 11, and

others, certainly including many inhabitants of Bethany itself), and the

multitude which came to meet them from Jerusalem (ver. 12). — f//o/)r.

K.T.I. otl\ ^ for they had, in truth, themselves seen the reanimated man ; had

also, perhaps, themselves witnessed in part the process of the miracle, or at

least heard of it from eye-witnesses, and could accordingly testify to His

resurrection. — hfuvrjOEv . . . veKpw] The echo of their triumphant words.

— Sia TovTo . . . oTi] On this acamnt (on account of this raising from the

dead), namely, because; see on x. 17. — vT:rivTrj(yzv\ not pluperfect in sense,

but : they went to meet (as already stated above, vv. 12, 13). — 6 oj?-of] The

article points to ver. 12.

—

iiKovaav\ namely, previouslj', in Jerusalem.

—

Tolro\ with emphasis ; hence also the separation in the order of the words.

Note.—While we necessarily recognize the main difference between the Synop-

tics and John, namely, that according to the former, the journey of Christ to Jeru-

salem is made from Jericho, where He had remained for the night at the house

of Zacchaeus, and the stay in Bethany is excluded (see on Matt. xxi. 1, note),

the Messianic entry is yet one and the same event in all four evangelists. Against

the assumption of two distinct entries,'^ which makes one entry from Jericho, and

another one or two days later, from Bethany, the verj' nature of the transaction is

decisive, of which a repetition, and that so early, could have hardly failed to

" De Wette, Ewald, and older commenta- ther, Erasmus, and many others. Thus the

tors. oxAo? would be the same as in xi. 42, which,

' With the reading ore (see critical notes\ however, is not appropriate to ver. 13 and
e/iiapT would have to be taken absolutely : ver. 18, and would only tend to confuse.

i/i.e people bore ivitness, who, viz. were with ^ Paulus, Schleiermacher, fib. d. Schnften

Him at the raising of Lazarus. Comp. Lu- des Luk. p. 243 ff., and L. J. p. 407 ff.
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degenerate into an organized procession. Onlj' in its occurring once, and

being brought about accidentally, as it were, by the circumstances, does it re-

tain a moral agreement with the mind of Jesus. With this view, too, all four

accounts conform, and they all show not merely by their silence respecting a

second procession, but also by the manner in which they represent the one,

that they are entirely ignorant of any repetition. Such a repetition, especially

one so uniform in character, is as improbable in itself, as opposed to the natural

development of the history of Jesus, which here especially, when the last

bloody crisis is prepared for by the entry of the Messianic King, must jDreserve

its divine decorum, and finds its just measure in the simple fulfilment of the

prophetic prediction.

Ver. 19. Contrast to the triumph ; the despairing self-confession of the

Pharisaic adversaries, not as Chrysostom, in spite of the article in ol ^apia.,

explained of the qnict frioids of Jesus among the Pharisees. — irpbc iavrov^]

to one another ; but a/Ch.jj'k. is not employed, because the utterance is to appear

&& limited to tlie particular circle. Comp. ou vii. 35. — deupdTE, k.t.I.'] You
perceive that we profit nothing, namely, by our previous cautious, expectant,

feeble procedure. "Approbant Caiaphae consilium," Bengel. — 6 Koajj.o^']

designation, indicative of their desj^air, of the great multitude. Comp. 071^

in the Rabbins. See Wetstein. — In awTjWsv (is go?ie off or aioay) is contained,

by means of the pragmatic connection with hniuu avrov, the representation

of the falling awaj from the legitimate hierarchical power. Comp. vrrTiyov^

ver. 11.

Ver. 20. The Udlencs are, as in vii. 35, not Greek Jews, IleTlenists, ' but

Gentiles,— proselytes, however, as is shown by what follows (note especially

the pres. part, avaficuv. : who icere iwnt to go up), and that of the gate, like

the Aethiopian chamberlain, Acts viii. 27, not pu?'e Gentiles.^— Where did

the scene take place ? Probably in the court of the temple, with which
locality, at least, the entry just related, and the connected transactions,

onwards to ver. 36, best correspond. According to Baur (comp. also

Scholten), the whole affair is to be referred simply to the idea of the author,

who makes Jesus, vinder the ascendency of Jewish unbelief, to be glorified

by believing heathendom. This idea is that of the history itself. Bengel

rightly observes :
'

' Praeludium regni Dei a Judaeis ad gentes transituri.

"

Vv. 21, 22. The Messianic hope, which they as proselytes share, draws
their hearts to Him whose Messiahship has just found so open and general a

recognition. They wish to see Jesus, that is, to be introduced to Him, in

order to make His nearer personal acquaintance, and this it is which they

modestly express. For mere seeing, as in Luke xix. 3, any intervention of a

third party (as Briickner now also recognizes) v»'ould not have been required.

— Whether they came to Philip accidentally, or because the latter was Tcnoion

to them (perhaps they were from Galilee), remains undetermined. To pre-

suppose in Philip, on account of his Greek name, a Oreelc education (Hengst.),

is arbitrary. — Kvpte] not without the tender of honour, which they naturally

^ Calvin, Semler, B. Crnsius, Ewald. benus, Salmasins, Selden, and several
2 Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Ziga- others, including Paulus, Klee, Schweizer.
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])aid. even to the disciple of a Master so admired, who truly appeared to be

the very Messiah.—That Philip first communicates the proposal to Andrew,

who was possibly in more confidential relations with Christ (IVIark xiii. 3),

and who was on terms of intimacy with him by the fact of the same birth-

place (i. 45), and that with him he carries out their wish, rests on the cir-

cumstance that he was himself too timid to be the means of bringing about

an interview between the Holy One of God—whose immediate destination

he knew to be for Israel—and Gentiles. His was a circumspect nature,

prone to scruples (vi. 5 ff., xiv. 8, 9). " Cum sodali, aiidet,"Bengel. Note

the stamp of originality whicJi appears in such side-touches. — In the read-

ing epxerai 'Av6p. k. 4>. Kal Ikyovai. tu 'I. (see critical notes), observe (1) the

lively mode of representation in the repetition of epxerai
; (3) the change from

the singular to the plural of the verb, which occurs also in the classics.
^

Ver. 23. The proposal of the Gentiles, wliich had been brought to Him,

awakens in Jesus, with peculiar force and depth, the thought of His ap-

proaching death ; for through His death was His salvation in truth to be

conveyed to the Gentiles (x. 16, 17).—Accordingly, this wish of the Gen-

tiles must appear to Him as already commencing that which was to be

effected by His death. Hence His answer to those two disciples (not to the

'WAlTjveq, Ebrard), which is pervaded by a full presentiment of the crisis at

hand, and at the close, ver. 27, resolves itself into a prayer of deep emotion,

but, by means thereof, into complete surrender to the Father. This answer

is conseqiiently neither inapprojjriate {^Qy^etto), nor contains an indirect

refusal of the request of the Greeks.^ Nor is the granting of it to be conceived

as having previously taken place, and ieeii j^assed over in silence by John,^ as

shown by the naturally succeeding oTre/cp. nvroZf,—nor as indirecthj conceded

by the fact that the Apostles brought it before Jesus, and that He commenced

speaking (L\ithardt), which involves the improbability that Jesus was on the

point of addressing Himself to these Heathen (whom Ewald supposes pres-

ent), but that their admission, which was to have followed this outburst of

emotion, was prevented by the voice from heaven which broke in and

changed the scene. ^ The theory that in v. 23 ff. the synoptical accounts of

the transfiguration, and of the conflict of soul in Gethsemane, are either

fused into a historical mixture (Strauss), or formed into an ideal combina-

tion (Baur), proceeds from presuppositions, which make it possible to adduce

even Gal. ii. 9 as a witness against John xii. 20 (see against this, Bleek, p.

250 ff.), as Baur has done.

—

hlrjlvdev] Placed first with emphasis.

—

Iva]

1 Xen. Anab. ii. 4. 16, and Kiihner in loc. But we may also conversely pass the judg
" Ewald, Hengstenberg, Godet. ment that Jesus, on the very threshold of

' Tholuck, B. Crusius, and older commen- His death, could not have designed to re-

lators, fuse an actual manifestation of His univer-

* According to Ewald, Gesch. Chr. p. 527, sal destination, which He, moreover, had

Jesus would, in granting the request, be expressed in x. 16,—offered so accidentally,

exposed to a temptation, and have done as it were,—especially since the conversion

something at this last development out of of the Gentiles to the Messiah was grounded

keeping with His previous ministry, which in prophecy. To yield to the prayer was,

would have awakened disquiet, furnished further, by no means a full concession to

a new embarrassment to the hierarchs, etc. the petitioners.
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Comp. xiii. 1, xvi. 2, 33. The hour is conceived of absolutely (in the con-

sciousness of Jesus the present horafatalis Kaf i^oxvv), and that which is to

take place in it, as the divine indication of its arrival. — do^acdy} through
death, as the necessary passage to the heavenly glory.

'

Ver. 24. My death, however, is necessary to the successful and victorious

development of my work, as the wheat-corn must fall into the earth and
die, in order to bring forth much fruit. The solemn assurance (a/ir/v, afiyv,

K.r.A.) is in keeping with the difficulty of getting the disciples to accept

the idea of His death.

—

airodavrj] For tla.e mtal principle in the corn, the

germ, forces itself out ; thus the corn is dead, and become a prey to disso-

lution, comp. 1 Cor. xv. 36. — avrhq [.lovoc] hj itself alone, vi. 15.* The life

of the corn which has not fallen into the earth remains limited and bound
to itself, without the possibility of a communication and unfolding of life

outwards issuing from it, such as only follows in the case of that corn which
dies in the earth through the bursting forth of the living germ, and in this

way of death produces much fruit. Thus, also, with Christ ; it is through

His death that there first comes upon all peoples and times the rich bless-

ing which is destined for the world. Comp. ver. 33.

Ver. 25. As it is my vocation, so also is it that of those who are mine, to

surrender the temporal, in order to gain the eternal life. Comp. Matt. x.

39 ; Luke ix. 24, xvii. 33.—The rpvxr/ is in each instance the soul, as aiir^v

also is be taken in like manner in each instance. This is clear from its

being distinguished from fw^. Re who loves his soul, will not let it go (6

(piTioipvxiov kv KaipC fiaprvpiov, Euth. Zigabenus), loses it (see critical notes)

—

i.e. causes it to fall into the death of everlasting condemnation ; and he who

hates his soul in this world (gives it up with joy, as something which is a

hindrance to eternal salvation, and in so far must be hated) loill preserve

itfor everlasting life, keep it to himself as a possession in the everlasting Mes--

sianic life. Note the correlatives : (pcluv and iiiauv, anoMasi and ipvAa^ei (comp.

xvii. 12), h tC k6(t/io} tovtu (in the pre-Messianic world), and elf i^urjv aluviov.

— On fiiaelv, whose meaning is not to be altered, but to be understood rel-

atively, in opposition to (piloipvxia, comp. Luke xiv. 36. "Amor, w^pereat;

odium ne poreat ; si male amaveris, tunc odisti ; si bene oderis, tunc

amasti," Augustine.

Ver. 36. Requirement and promise, in accordance with that which was
expressed generally in ver. 35. —follow'] on the way of my life-surrender

;

comp. Matt. x. 38, xvi. 24. — b-rvov sl/il ey6] comp. xiv. 3, xvii. 34. The
pres. tense represents the fut. as present : where I am, there will also my ser-

-cant l>e, namely, after I have raised him up (vi. 39, 40, 44, 54) in the Parousia.

Comp. xiv. 3, xvii. 34. That following after me will lead him into blessed

fellowship with me in my kingdom. Comp. Rom. viii. 17 : 3 Tim. ii. 11,

12. For the counterpart, see vii. 34. According to Luthardt,' the being

on the samie way is meant, consequently the contents of that requirement are

simply turned into a promise. A feeble tautology, especially after ver. 25

1 Comp. xvii. 5, vi. 62 ; 1 Pet. i. 11. 3 Comp. Euth. Zigabenus 1.

2 Ast, Lex. Plat. I. p. 314.
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(sir ^uyv aiuviov). — edv rig f/z. 6iaK. K.r.X.] Parallel with the preceding,

further designating, particularly and specifically, the promised happiness,

and that in the light of the divine recompense contained in it. This thought

is expressed by the conjunction of SiaKovy and ri/jr/aei, wliich verbs have the

emphasis (it is different previously, when 1/j.oi. . . . kfioi bore the emphasis)
;

he who serves me, him will the Father Tionour, actually, through the glory in

the everlasting life, comp. Rom. ii. 10, viii. 17. The ^laKovelv, however, is

here to be understood with the previously enjoined quality of following

Christ.

Vv. 27, 38. The realization of His sufferings and death, with which His

discourse from ver. 23 was filled, shakes Him suddenly with apprehension

and momentary wavering, springing from the human sensibility, which natur-

ally struggles against that heaviest suffering, which He must yet undergo.

To define this specially as the feeling of the divine anger (Beza, Calvin,

Calovius, Hengstenberg, and many others), which He has certainly appeased

by His death, rests on the supposition, which is nowhere justified, that, ac-

cording to the oliject of the death, ^ its severity also is measured in the con-

sciousness. Bengel well saj's :
" eoncurrebat Iwrror mortis et ardor ohedien-

iiae.'''' The Lord is thus moved to 2>tay ; but He is for the moment uncertain

for loliat (jL eIttu), cnropovfievoc vnd tijq ajuviac, Euth. Zigabenus. First, a

momentary fear of the sufferings of death (comp. on Luke xii. 50) obtains

the upper hand, in virtue of that human weakness, in which even He, the

Son of God, because He had become man, had His share (Heb. iv.l5, v. 7,

8), and He prays : Father, save me from this hour, spare me this death-suf-

fering which is awaiting me, quite as in Matt. xxvi. 39, so that He thus not

merely "cries for support through it, and for a shortening of it'' (Ebrard).

But immediately this wish, resulting from natural dread of suffering and

death, ^ yields to the victorious consciousness of His great destiny ; He gives

expression to the latter {aTCka 6ia tovto, k.t.X.), and now prays : Father,

glorify Thy name; i.e., through the suffering of death ajipointed to me, let

the glory of Thy name (of Thy being in its self-presentation, comp. on Matt.

vi. 9) be manifested. The fulfilment of this prayer was brought about in

this way, that by means of the death of Jesus (and of His consequent 66^a)

the divine decree of salvation was fulfilled, then everywhere made known
through the gospel, in virtue of the Holy Spirit (xiv. 16 ff.), and obedience

to the faith established to the honour of the Father, which is the last aim

of the work of Christ, Phil. ii. 11. — y Tpvx'^l /"ow] not as a designation of in-

dividual grief (Olshausen), but as the seat of the affections generally. He
might also have said to Trvevfid /lov (comp. xi. 33, 38), but would then have

meant the deeper basis of life, to which the impressions of the iivxv, which

is united with the crdpf, are conveyed. Comp. on Luke i. 46, 47. — ttcltep,

ouaov fie, k.t.1.'] The hour of suffering is regarded as present, as though He
were already at that hour. To take the words interrogatively : shall I say :

' i. S9, iii. 14, x. 11, 12 ; Matt. sx. 28 ; Rom. the moral greatness and the worth of His

viii. 3, iii. 25 ; 2 Cor. v. 21, et al. sacrifice. Comp. Dorner, Jesu Siindlose

2 Which in itself is not only not immoral, Vollkommenh. p. 6.

but the absence of which would even lower
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save me ? etc.' yieldes the rsult of an actual prayer interwoven into a reflec-

tive monologue, and is therefore less suitable to a frame of mind so deeply

moved. — 0X1(1] objecting, like our hut no ! "^ — dLo. tovto] wherefore, is con-

tained in the following prayer, Tvarep, Sd^aaov, k.t.I. Consequently : there-

fore, in order that through my suifering of death Thy name may he glorified.

The completion : in order that the world might be redeemed (Olshausen and

older commentators), is not supplied by the context ; to undergo this suffer-

ing ' is tautological ; and Lampe : to he saved, is inappropriate. The rovro is

here 'preparative ; let only dia tovto . . . TavTTjv be enclosed within dashes,

and the sense is made clearly to appear : hut no—therefore I came to this

hour—Father, glorify, etc. Jesus might have said : alM, iraTep, 66^aaov aov

TO bvofia, Sia tovto yap rpSov L r. (j. r. But the deeply emotional language

throbs more unconnectedly, and as it were by starts. — The repetition of

TraTEp corresponds to the thrill of filial affection. — aov stands emphatically,

in the first place, in antithesis to the reference which the previous prayer of

Jesus contained to Himself. On the subject-matter, comp. Matt. xxvi. 39.

— ovv] corresponding to this petition. — <puv7) ek t. ovp.] The voice which

came from heaven : I have glorified it (in Thy mission and Thy whole pre-

vious work), and shall again (through Thine impending departure by means

of death to the 66^a) glorify it,* is not to be regarded as actual, natural

thunder (according to the O. T. view conceived of as the voice of the Lord,

as in Ps. xxix., Job xxxvii. 4, and frequently), in which only the subjective

disposition, the so-attuned i^iner ear of Jesus (and of the disciples), distin-

guished the words ml kdo^aaa, k.t.X. ; while others, less susceptible to this

divine symbolism of nature, believed only in a general way, that in the

thunder an angel had spoken with Jesus ; while others again, unsusceptible,

understood the natural occurrence simply and solely as such, and took it for

nothing further than what it objectively was. So substantially, not merely

Paulus, Kuinoel, Liicke, Ammon, de "Wette, Maier, Baeumlcin, and several

others, but also Hengstenberg.^ Several have here had recourse to the

later Jewish view of Bath-Kol (by which, however, only real literal voices,

not natural phenomena, without speech, were understood ; see Liibkert in

the Stud. u. Krit. 1835, 3), as well as to the Gentile interpretations of

thunder as the voice of the gods (see Wetstein). Against this entire view.

' So Chrysostom, Theophylaot, Jansen, Zeitschr. 1865, p. 209 £f. He, however, re-

Grotius, Lampe, and many others, nickid- fers the Sofatrw to the fact that the Son, even

ing Lachmann, Tholuck, Kling, Schweizer, in His sufferings, will allow the will of God
Maier, Lange, Ewald, Godet. entirely to prevail with Him. The glorify-

2 See Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 36 ; Baeum- ing of God, however, by means of the

lein, Partik. p. 13 f. death of Jesus, which was certainly the
' Grotius, de "Wette, Luthardt, Lange, culminating point of His obedience to the

Ebrard, Godet ; comp. Hengstenberg : "in Father, reaches further, namely (see espe-

order that my soul maybe shaken." cially xvii. 1, 2) to God's honour through the

* The reference of eSofao-a to the 0. T. Lord's attainment of exaltation throughout

revelation, which is now declared to be the whole world by means of His death. As
closed (Lange, L. J. II. p. 1208), is without i^o^aa-a. refers to His munus pj-opheticum, so

any foundation in the context. 6ofao-w to the fact that He attains to the

" See, in answer to him, some appropriate munus regium through the fulfilment of the

observations in Bngelhardt, in the Luth. munus sacerdotale.
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it is decisive that Joliu Himself, the ear-witness, describes a <j>c)vf/ Ik tov

obpavov, which was an objective occurrence ;
that he repeats its express

words ; that, to understand the first half of these words referring to

the past, as the product of a merely subjective perception, is without any

support in the prayer of Jesus ; that, further, Jesus Himself, ver. 30, gives

His confiiTuation to the occurrence of an actual voice ; that, finally, the

dAZoi also, ver. 29, must have heard a speech. Hence we must abide by the

interpretation that a voice actually issued from heaven, which John relates,

and Jesus confirms as an objective occurrence. It is a voice which came

miraculously from God (as was the case, according to the Synoptics, at the

baptism and the transfiguration), yet as regards its intelligibility condi-

tioned by the subjective disposition and receptivity of the hearers,' which

sounded -«ith a tone as of thunder, so that the definite words which resound-

ed in this form of sound remained unintelligible to the unsusceptible, who
simply heard that majestic kind of sound, but not its contents, and said :

PpovTTjv yeyovevai ; whereas others, more susceptible, certainly understood

this much, that the thunder-like voice was a speech, but not what it said,

and thought an angel (comp. Acts xxiii. 9) had spoken in this thunder-voice

to Jesus. This opinion of theirs, however, does not justify us in regarding

the divine word which was sjioken as also actually communicated by an-

gelic ministry (Hofmann), since the utterance of the alloi is not adduced as

at all the true account, and since, moreover, the heavenly voice, according

to the text, appears simply as the answer of the Father.

Yv. 30, 31. ' AirenpiOTi'] not to the discijjles (^\\o\\ick), but, according to ver.

29, with reference to these two expressions of opinion from the people. He
leaves their opinions, as to what and whose the voice was, unnoticed, but

recognizes in their hearts the more dangerous error, that they do not put the

voice (this thunder or tliis angelic speech, according to their supposition) in

any relation to themselves. — i^C f/xt] to assure me that my prayer has been

heard ; ^^novi patris auimum in me," Erasmus.

—

6i' vfid^] in relation to

you to overcome unbelief, and to strengthen faith. Comp. xi. 42. — vvv

KpiaiQ, h-.7.A.] Not an interpretation of the voice (Hengsteuberg), but also

not without reference to 6l' v/uag (Engelhardt), which is too weighty an ele-

ment. Rather : how the crisis of this time presses for the use of that 6c' v/uag !

— viiv . . . vvv] with triumphant certainty of victory, treating the near

future as present ; now, noio is it gone so far ! He speaks "quasi certa-

mine defunctus," Calvin.

—

KpiaiQ'] Now is judgment, i.e. judicial (accord-

ing to the context : condemnatory) decision passed upon this ioorld, i.e. on

the men of the alibv ovrog who reject faith. This judgment is an actual

one ; for in the victory of the Messianic work of salvation, which was to be

brought about by the death of Jesus, and His exaltation to the heavenly

glory connected therewith,^ the Koajioq was to be set forth in the entire sin-

> So also Tholuck, Olshausen, Kling, tion to the belief in the last judgment
Luthardt, Hofmann, Schriftbeiv. I. p. 391 f ., (against Hilgenfeld, Lehrbegr. p. 274), as has

Lange, Ebrard, Godet, following the old been supposed from a misinterpretation

commentators. also of iii. 19, 20, in spite of the repeated
^ There lies in it, accordingly, no opposi- mention of the last day, and in spite of v.
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fulness and impotence of its hostilitj' towards Christ, and thereby in fact

judged.' Comp. xvi. 9, 10, 33. This victorj^ the ruler of this world in

particular (r. noaix. r. solemnly repeated), the devil, was to submit to :
^ His

dominion must have an end, because the death of Jesus effected the recon-

ciliation of humanity, by which reconciliation all were to be drawn away

from the devil by becoming believers, and placed under the spiritual power

of the Christ exalted to glory, ver. 33, Rom. v. 12 ff. ; Phil. ii. 9-11. He
is called the apxuv tov Kdajuov to'vtov, as the ruler of the unbelieinng, Christ-

opposing humanity (comp. 2 Cor. iv. 4 ; Eph. ii. 2, vi. 12), as in the

writings of Rabbins, he, as ruler of the Gentiles, in opposition to God and

His people, bears this standing name (D7l;;n "itJ').^ //ere he is so called,

because precisely the judgment of his dominium, the toorld, was declared. —
EKph/flrjaerai ffw] The necessarily approacliing removal of the power of the

devil through the death and the exaltation of Jesus is vividly represented as

a casting outfrom Ms em.pire, namely from the kocjj-ioq oirog. Only this supjile-

ment is yielded by the context, not t?J^ apxvg (Euth. Zigabenus, Beza), nor

TOV ^iKaaTT/plov (Theophylact), nor out of the kingdom of God (Ewald), and
least of all tov ovpavov.* The indefinite rendering : he is repulsed,^ or to be

removed from the presence of the judge (Hofmann, Schriftheio . I. p. 449), is

excluded by the appended i^u. — Note further, that the victory here an-

novmced over this world and over the reign of the devil was indeed decided,

and commenced with the death and the exaltation of Christ, but is in a

state of continuous development onward to its consummation at the last

day (comp. Rev. xx. 10) ; hence the passages of the N. T. on the continu-

ing power and influence of the devil (2 Cor. iv. 4 ; Eph. ii. 2, vi. 12 ; Rom.
xvi. 20 ; 1 Pet. v. 8, and many others) do not stand in contradiction to the

present passage. Comp. Col. ii. 15.

Vv. 32, 33. And I shall establish my own dominion in place of the devil's

rule.

—

Ka-yu] with victorious emphasis, in opposition to the devil. — kav

vipudu h T. yyc] SO that I shall be no more upon the earth. Comp. on v^ou

S7, against which here the very absence of plains /cpiVi? simply of the vindlcatio in

the article should have been a warning. libertatem ; humanity is to be freed from
Again, what is subsequently said of the its unjust possessor ; consequently as re-

devil (as also the passages xiv. 30, 31, xvi. gards the material contents, substantially

11) is not to be explained from the Gnostic as Bengel, comp. also Beza.

idea, that the devil, through his having ^ Schleiermacher, indeed {L. J. p. 343), in-

contrived the death of Christ, but having terprets the apx. t. k.t. of " </tepi<W£cpo;f)€;-"

after His death recognized Ilim as the Son in its conflict with the activity of Jesus. In
of God, had been cheated, and so forfeited reference to the declarations of Jesus re-

his right (Hilgenfeld). Of such Gnostic garding the devil, it is most markedly
fancies the N. T. knows nothing. The con- apparent with what difficulty Schleier-
Quest of the devil is necessarily given macher subordinated himself to exegetical
along with the atoning effect of the death of tests.

Jesus, and through the operation of the 3 gee Lightfoot and Schoettgen, also iu
Spirit of the exalted one it is in process of Eisenmenger, EntdecU. Judentkum, I. p.

completion until the Parousia. 647 ff.

' As hereafter the devil is the subject " Luke x. 18 ; Rev. xii. 8, so Olshausen

;

which is cast out, so here the xotr^io? is the hence the reading Karia.

subject which is judged. This in answer to = De Wette ; comp. Plat. Menex. p. 243 B ;

Bengel: "judicium rfe OT?mrfo, g?/?.« posthac Soph. Oed.B.Z&Q.
jure sit obtenturus rmmdum.'''' Grotius ex-
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fK, Ps. ix. 14. Probably Jesus (differently in iii. 14) used the verb OH
(comp. Syr.) :

y"ixn JD TlDIH DN. This exaltation from earth into heaven

to the Father (vii. 33 ; Acts ii. 33, vi. 31) was to be brought about by the

death of ths cross ; and this manner of His death, Jesus, in the opinion of

John, indicated (xviii. 32, xxi. 19) by the word v-\^uQ(^ (comp. iii. 14, viii.

28). Thus, according to John, the designation of the return from earth to

heaven, which Jesus gives by vipudu ek t. y. , is not merely a representation of

His death, so far as this exalts him to the Father, but an announcement of the

manner of the death (comp. xviii. 32, xxi. 19), through which He will end

His earthly life, since He was to die exalted on the cross. But this interpre-

tation of John's does not justify us in at once understanding vip. ek t. y.

of the crucifixion (so the Fathers, and most older commentators, including

Kling, Frommann, Hengstenberg), which is forbidden by £« r?/f y^c, nor in

finding therein* a '' sermo anceps''"' (Beza and several others including

Luthardt, Ebrard, Godet, comp. Engelhardt), since by the very force of e/c

r. y. the double sense is excluded. It belongs to the freedom of mystic

exposition linking itself to a single word (corhp. ix. 7), as it was sufficiently

suggested, especially here, by the recollection of the v>pud7}vac already

employed in iii. 14, and is thus as justifiable in itself in the sense of its

time as it is wanting in authority for the historical understanding. To this

mystical interpretation is opposed, indeed, the expression kn rf/g yf/g (com]).

Isa. liii. 8) ; but John was sufficiently faithful in his account not to omit

this en T. yyq for the sake of his intei'pretation of vipudu, and simply adhered

to thisii/;., and disregarded the connection.'^— On mv, comp. on xiv. 3.

—

ndvTag e7m. Tvpbg e/zawr.] all, i.e. not merely adherents of all nations, or all

elected ones and the like, but all men, so that thus none remain belonging to

the apxuv Tov Kdafiov tovtov. But to the latter, the devil, stands opposed not

the mere Tzphg ejie, but, to myself, to my own communion. Comp. xiv. 3
;

Efiavrdv never stands for the simple e/xe, also not in xiv. 21 (against Tholuck).

The drawing takes place by means of the Holy Spirit, who, given by the

exalted Lord (vii. 39, xvi. 7), and taking His own place (xiv. 18, 19), wins

men for Christ in virtue of faith, and, by means of internal moral compul-

sion, places them in the fellowship of love, of obedience, and of the true

and everlasting life with Him. Comp. vi. 44, where this is said of the

Father. The fulfilment of this promise is world-historical, and continually

in process of realization (Rom. x. 18), until finally the great goal will be

reached, when all will be drawn to the Son, and form one flock under one

shepherd (x. 16). In this sense -rravTac is to be left without any arbitrary

limitation (Luthardt's limitation is baseless : all, namely, those whom He
draws to Himself). For the manner in which Paul recognized the way and

manner of the last consummation of the promise thus made, see Rom. xi. 25,

26.

Ver. 34. The people—rightly understanding kav iijj. iic r. j^g, ver. 32, of

an exaltation to take jilace by the way of death—gather thence, that in ac-

' " His suspension on the cross appears to ical touch would here be very strange.

Him the magnificentiy ironical emblem of His ^ Scholten sets aside the whole comment
elevation on the throne,'" Godet. An iron- as an interpolation.
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cordance therewith no everlasting duration of life (jievei, see on xxi. 22) is

destined for Him on the earth, and do not find this reconcilable with that

which thei/ on their part {^fielg) had heard out of the Scripture (vo/iog, as in

X. 34 (of the Messiah (rfKova., namely, by reading, comp. Gal. iv. 21). They
reflect on the scriptural doctrine (comp. also the older book of Enoch) of the

everlasting kingdom of the Messiah, which they apprehend as an earthly

kingdom, and especially on passages like Ps. ex. 4, Isa. ix. 5, 7, and par-

ticularly Dan. vii. 13, 14. — From the latter passage, not from ver. 23,

where He does not speak to the people, they put into the mouth of Christ

the words top vlbv tov avdp., as He had designated Himself so frequently by
this Messianic appellation, in order at once to make manifest that He,

although He so terms Himself, yet on account of the contradictory token

of the vtpuO/jvai. ek t. yfiq which He ascribes to Himself, cannot be the Dan-
ielian Son of man. He who was so characterized in the Scripture ; the

Son of man, by which name He is wont to designate Himself, must in truth

be quite another person. — ovto<;'\ this strange Son of man, who is in oppo-

sition to the Scripture, over whom that vipudfpai, is said to be impending.

'

That the speakers, however, were unacquainted with the appellation 6 vibg

roll avdp. for Jesus (Bruckner) is, after the first half of the verse, not to be

assumed.

Vv. 35, 36. Jesus does not enter upon the question raised, but directs

the questioners to that one point which concerns them, with the intensity

and seriousness of one who is on the point of taking His departure. To
follow this one direction must indeed of itself free them from all those

doubts and questions. — kv vulv] among you. — KEpm. uq to (puQ ejere] On the

reading wf, see the critical notes. Walk as you have the light, i.e. in con-

formity with the fact that you have among you the possessor and bearer of

the divine truth (comp. on viii. 12) ; be not slothful, but spiritually active,

and awake in the enjoyment of this relation, just as one does not rest and
' lie still when he has the bright light of day, but walks in order to attain

the end in view before the darkness breaks in (see what follows). On uq

as assigning the motive {in the measure that), comp. generally on xiii. 34,

and here especially on Gal. vi. 10. EUendt aptly says, Lex. Soj^h. II. p,

1008 :
" nee tamen causam per se spectatam, sed quam quis, qualis sit, in-

dicat." The signification quamdiu (Baeumlein) is not borne by wf, not even
in Soph. Aj. 1111,'' Phil. 635. 1830. —iva p) aKoria, k.t.X.] in order that—
which would smite you as a penal destiny in retribution of your /jfj TrepnraTs'iv

—darkness (the element opposed to the divine truth of salvation, which still

at present shines upon you) may not seize you, like a hostile power. Comp.
Hom. i. 21 : ianoTtaQr] tj aavvETog avrcJv Kapdia. On Karaldjiri, comp. 1 Thess.

v. 4 ; also in the classics very frequently of danger, misfortune, and the

like, which befall any one.'— koI 6 irEpin., /c.r.A.] and how dangerous were

' The inquiry has in it something pert, vii. 14. This also in answer to Hofmann,
saucy, as if they said : " A fine ' Son of Schriflbeio. II. 1, p. 79.

man ' art thou, who art not to remain for ^ See Schneidewin in loc.

ever in life, but, as thou dost express it, art ^ Arrian, Alex. i. 5. 17 : ci vv^ KaTaKrj\peTai.

to be exalted !" To the Danielian Son of ainovs.

man an everlasting kingdom is given, Dan.
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this condition ! This is brought home in a saying from ordinary life
;

comp. xi. 9, ix. 4.— iiov iiTrayei] wMtlier lie is dejMrting, iii. 8. Thus the

koKOTLGfjiEvoQ goes away, without knowing the unhajipy end, into everlasting

destruction ; comp. 1 John ii. 11. For the opiDOsite of this wov vTrdyei, see

viii. 14, 21, xvi. 5, et al. — uq t. (puc; exere] Repeated and placed first with

great emphasis.

—

-laTsveTs elg t. (pug, Iva, k.t.I.] More minute designatiou

of that which was previously intended by the figurative n-epnraTEiTe.— viol

Tov <puT.] Enlightened persons. See on Luke xvi. 8 ; Eph. v. 8. — yevTjadE]

not be, but 'become. Faith is the condition and the beginning of it ; comp.

1. 12. — kKpv^T) a-rt' avTuvl The situation in viii. 59 is different. He now,

according to the accovmt of John, withdraws from them into concealment,

probably to Bethany, in order to spend these last days of life, before the

arrival of His hour, in the quiet confidential circle, not as a warning,

" summi judicii occultationis Domini" (Lampe, Luthardt), which is not in-

dicated, and is all the more without sujDport, that the last discourse was

not condemnatory, but only hortatory.

Ver. 37. At the close of the public ministry of Jesus there now follows a

general consideration of its results in respect to faith in Him, as far as ver.

50. — ToaavTo] not so great,'^ but so many,'^ vi. 9, xiv. 9, xxi. 11. Comp. the

admissions of the Jews themselves, vii. 31, xi. 47. The multitude of the

miracles, i.e. the so-often-repeated miraculous demonstration of His Messianic

glory, must have convinced them (comp. xx. 30), had they not been blinded

and hardened by a divine destiny. The reference, however, of Toaavra is

not : so many as have Mtlierto been related, for our Gospel contains the few-

est miraculous narratives,—but it lies in the general recognition of their

gi-eat multitude. Comp. xiv. 9 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 10 ; Heb. iv. 7. — Ifi'n-poad.

avT.] before their eyes. — ovu Itt'ktt. elg av-.] summarj^ statement.

Ver. 38. "Iva] in order that, according to divine determination, the

prophecy might be fulfilled. This ^

' in order that ''^ contains, the definite

assumption that the prophet Isaiah predicted what, according to divine

destiny, was to come to pass ; thus, then, the historical fulfilment stood in

necessary relation of final cause to the prediction. Comp. on Matt. i. 22.

— bv nne] similar pleonasms, which, however, as here, may denote an

emphatic circumstantiality, are found also in the Greek writers.' The j^as-

sage is Isa. liii. 1, closely following the LXX. The lament of the prophet

over the unbelief of Ms time towards his preaching (and that of his fellows,

7'/fio)v), and towards the mighty working of God announced by him, has, ac-

cording to the Messianic character of the whole grand oracle, its reference

and fulfilment in the unbelief of the Jews towards Jl's^/s ; so that in the sense

of this fulfilment, the speaking subject (addressing God, Kvpie, comp. Matt,

xxvii. 46), which Isaiah introduces, is Jes7i.s, not the evangelist and those of

like mind with him (Luthardt).— ry aKoy ?///.] to that heard from us, i.e. to

the message which they receive from us (comp. on Rom. x. 16), not : which

we receive (comp. Sir. xliii. 24), namely, actually in Christ (Luthardt), as

* Liicke, de Wette, and several others. sics, Too-aura re koL ToiaOra, Heindorf, ad
- Comp. on the distinction between the Plat. Gorg. p. 456 C.

two notions, the phrase current in the clas- ^ Xen. Cyr. viii. 2. 14, Anab. 1. 9. 11.
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Hengstenberg also understands it of that which we have received through

revelation (comp. Euth. Zigabenus)." The plural, however, y/uijv, comprises

God and Christ in the fulfilment. — 6 (ipax'tuv nvp.} Plastic expression for the

power of God,*^ and that according to the Messianic conception ; in the

miraculous signs of Christ—in which the unbelieving do not recognize the

brachium Dei. "In se exsertum est, sed caeci non viderunt illud," Bengel.

But to understand Christ Himself^ is required neither by the original text

nor here by the connection.

Vv. 39, 40. Aia tovto . . . on] as always in John (see on x. 17) : therefore^

referring to what precedes, on account of this destiny contained in ver. 38

—

namely, lecause, so that thus with otl the reason is still more minutely set

forth. Ebrard foists in an entirely foreign course of thought, because Israel

has not iDilled to believe, therefore has she not been aUe to believe. Con-

trary to this Johannean use of dm tovto . . . uti, Theophylact, Beza, Jansen,

Lampe, and several others, including Lllcke, Tholuck, Olshausen, Maier,

B. Crusius, Luthardt, take 6ia tovto as preparative.— ovk r/6vvavTo] not :

nolebaiit,* hut—thus solving the enigma of that tragic unbelief

—

they could

not, an impossi'blUty which had its foundation in the divine judgment of

obduracy. "Hie subsistit evangelista, quis ultra nitatur ?" Bengel. On the

relation of this inability, referred back to the determination of God, to

moral freedom and responsibility, see on Eom. ix.-xi.

—

tet^Iukev] The
passage is Isa. vi. 9, 10, departing freely from the original and from the

LXX. In the original the prophet is said, at the command of Qod, to

undertake the blinding, etc., that is, the intellectual and moral hardening

(" harden the heart," etc.). Thus what God then will allow to be done is

represented by John in his free manner of citation as done hy God Him-
self, to which the recollection of the rendering of the passage given by the

LXX. ("the heart has become hardened,'''' etc.) might easily lead. The
subject is thus neither Christ (Grotius, Calovius, and several others, includ-

ing Lange and Ebrard), nor the deml (Hilgenfeld, Scholten), but, as the

reader would understand as a matter of course, and as also the entire con-

text shows (for the necessity in the divine fate is the leading idea), Qod.

Christ first appears as subject in laaoiiai. — TreTrwp.] has hardened.^— Kal

aTpa(l)o)(Ti] and (not) turn, return to me.— 'laaofiai] Future, dependent on

Iva fxr]. See on Matt. xiii. 15. The moral corruption is viewed as sickness,

which is healed by faith (vv. 37, 39). Comp. Matt. ix. 12 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24.

The healing sid>ject, however, cannot, as in Matt. xiii. 15, Acts xxviii. 27, be

God (so usually), precisely because this is the subject of tetikPIukev, k.t.1.,

but it must be Christ ; in His mouth, according to the Johannean view of

the prophecy from the standpoint of its fulfilment, Isaiah puts not merely

the utterance in ver. 38, but also the words TeTV(})XuK£v , , . Idao/iai avTovc,

1 Comp. on the genitive, Plat. Phaedr. p. Calovius, and several others.

274 C ; Pausan. viii. 41. 6 ; Pind. Fifth, i. 162. • Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Ziga-
"^ Comp. Luke 1. 51 ; Acts xiii. 17 ; Wisd. benus. Wolf.

V. 16, xi. 21 ; Bar. ii. 11 ; Isa. li. 5, lii. 10. = See Athenaeus, 12, p. 549 B ; Markvi. 53,

' Augustine, Photius, Euth. Zigabenus, viii. 17 ; Eom. xl. 7 ; 2 Cor. lii. 14.

Beda, Ruperti, Zeger, Jansen, Maldonatus,
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and thus makes Him say : God has blinded the people, etc., that they

should not see, etc., and should not turn to Him (Christ), and He (Christ)

should heal them. Nonnus aptly says : 'O(l)0a?./nov^ aMuaev e/uuv eTri/napTvpag

epyuv . , . fifj Kpadiri votuac . . . Kai jioi VTroorpetpucji., voofiTiafieag 6s cauau av6pag

aTitrpaivovTaq e/uu irairjovi iivdu. Thus the 1st person Idoofiai is not an instance

of " negligence,'''' * but of consistency.

Ver. 41. "On] (see the critical notes) : 'because He sate His glory, and (in.

consequence of this view) spoke of Him. This was the occasion that moved
him, and it led to his speaking what is contained in ver. 40.— avrov] refers

to Christ, the subject of Iduofiat, ver. 40, and the chief person in the whole

subject under contemplation (ver. 37). According to Isa. vi. 1 ff., the

prophet, indeed, beheld God^s glory, God sitting upon His throne, attended

by seraphim, etc. ; but in the O. T. theophanies, it is precisely Christ who
is present as the Logos,^ and their glory is His. See on i. 1. Of course the

glory of Christ before the incarnation is intended, the /nopcprj deov (Phil. ii. 6),

in which He was. — /cat £/l«A. nepl aiiTov] still dependent on bri ; k'/.dh/ae has

the emphasis as the correlate of side.

Vv. 42, 43. "O/iiug fiivroc] yet, notwithstanding. ' It limits the judgment on

the unbelief of the Jews, which had previously been expressed in general

terms. — koI Ik t. dpx-] even of the Sanhedrists (in secret, vii. 48).— did rovg

^npia.] the most hostile and dreaded party opposed to Jesus in and outside

the Sanhedrim.

—

aTvoovvd-y.] comp. ix. 22.-

—

ryv cWf. t. dvdp.] the ho7iour

comingfrom men. Comp. v. 44. — Hjv 66^. tov Beov] the honour which God

imparts. Comp. Rom. iii. 23. They preferred the honour of men (potius,

see on iii. 19) rather than to stand in honour with God. Theirs was thus

not yet the faith strengthened for a free confession, which Jesus demands

(Matt. X. 32), with the setting aside of temporal interests ; Augustine calls

it ingressus fdei. AVhere subsequently the right advance followed, the un-

hesitating confession also was forthcoming, as in the cases of Nicodemus and

of Joseph of Arimathaea. But the case of Gamaliel is not applicable here

(Godet) ; he did not get so far as faith. — On fj-rvEp, as strengthening the

negative force of the /} (comp. 2 Mace. xiv. 42), see Kiihner, II. sec. 747,

note 4.

Vv. 44, 45. The closing observations on Jewish unbelief, vv. 37-^3, are

ended. Over against this unbelief, together with that faith which stood in

fear of men, vv. 42, 43, John now gives further, vv. 44-50, an energetic

summing up, a condensed summary of that which Jesus has hitherto clearly

and openly preached concerning His personal dignity and the divinity of

J Tholuck, comp. his A. T.lm N. T. p. aside the personality of the man who is the

35 f. ed. C. bearer of it (as Judas). Further, the avroO,

2 From which a conclusion can as little be implying the identity of Christ with the

drawn against the personality of the Logos Logos, here shows clearly enough that the

(Beyschlag, p. 166 f.), as from the angelic latter is viewed as personal. Comp. also

theophanies against the personality of the Pfleiderer, in Hilgenfeld, ZeUschr. 1866,

angel or angels concerned (not even in Rev. p. 258.

V. 6). That the idea of angels in the N. T. ^ Herod, i. 189 ; Plat. Crit. p. 54 D, Men. p.

wavers between personality and personifi- 92 E ; comp. the strengthened Sfiws ye ^ei/rot,

cation is not correct. Observe also, that Klotz, ad Detar. p. 343 ; Baeumlein, Part'ik.

the self-revelation of the devil does not set p. 172 f.
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His teacliing, in condemnation of such conduct (" Jesus, on the other hand,

cried and said,^'' etc.), by which the reprehensible nature of that unbelief and

half-belief comes clearly into view. So substantially Bengel, Michaelis,

Morus, Kuinoel, Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen, Maier, Schweizer, B. Crusius,

Reuss, Baur/ Lange, Bruckner, Weizsiicker,'' Ebrard, Baeumlein, Ewald,

Godet. Ver. 36 is decisive, for the correctness of this interpretation, ac-

cording to which Jesus has departed from the public scene of action with-

out any announcement of His reajjpearance ; and it is confirmed partly by

the nature of the following discourse, which contains mere echoes of earlier

utterances
;
partly by the fact that throughout the whole discourse there

are no addressed persons present
;
partly by the aorists, kldT^T^aa, vv. 48, 49,

pointing to the concluded past. This is not in opposition to eKpa^e koX emev,^

since these words (comp. vii. 28, 37, i. 15) do not of themselves more close-

ly define the point of time which is intended. Hence we are neither to as-

sume, with de Wette, that with John the recollection of the discourses of Jesus

shaped itself " under his hand " into a discourse, genuine indeed, but never

delivered in such language (what unconsciousness and passivity he is there-

by charged with ! and see, in opposition, Briickner) ; nor are we to say,

with Chrysostom and all the older commentators, also Kling and Hengsten-

berg, that Jesus here for once did publicly so speak (kvSSvrog toIq 'lovSaloig

Tov 6v/xov, ndlcv dveibdvij k. diddcuei, Euth. Zigabenus), in accordance with

which some resort to the explanation, in contradiction with the text,

that He spoke what follows in ipso discessu, ver. 36 (Lampe). But when
Luthardt, following Besser, * assumes that Christ spoke these words in the

presence of the disciples, and with reference to the Jews, there is opposed to

this not only the fact, in general, that John indicates nothing of the kind,

but also that sKpa^e is not appropriate to the circle of disciples, but to a

scene of publicity. Crying aloud He exclaimed, whereby all His hearers

were made sensible enough of the importance of the address, and the excuse

of ignorance was cut off from them. — 6 maT. elg efte, /c.r.A.] An utterance

which John has not in the previous discourses. Comp., however, as to the

thing, V. 36 ff., vii. 29, viii. 19, 42, x. 38. — oh . . . dXX] simply nega-

tiving. The object of faith is no^ the personality of Jesus in itself,—that

human appearance which was set forth in Him, as if He had come in His

own name (v. 43),—but God, so far as the latter reveals Himself in Him as

His ambassador, by means of His words and deeds. Comp. vii. 16 ; Mark
ix. 37. Similarly : He who beholds me, etc., ver. 45. Comp. i. 14, xiv. 9.

Yet in this connection the negation {ov deupel e/ni) is not expressed, although

it might have been expressed ; but what had to be affirmed was, that the

beholding of Christ was at the same time the beholding of His sender. In

J Batir, however, finds in this recapitu- those of the prologue. The form is differ-

latory discourse only a new proof , that with ent, but not the maiter; and the prologue

John historical narration is a mere form, of contains more.

his method of lepresentation. Comp. also ' Against Kling, de Wette, Hengstenberg

;

Hilgenfeld. also Strauss in advocacy of the non-
^ Yet the ideas (against Weizsacker, in the originality of the Johannean discourses.

Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1857, p. 167 f.) con- * Zeitschr.f. Luih. Theol. 1852, p. 617 £f.

tained in this speech ai-e not different from
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His working and administration, the believing eye beholds that of the

Sender ; in the glory of the 8on^ that of the Father^ i. 14 ; Hcb. i. 3.

Ver. 46. Comp. viii. 12, vs.. 5, xii. 35, 36. — qw] J, no other, I am the

light, as possessor and communicator of the divine truth of salvation, come

into the ivorld, etc. — /i?) fieivri'] as he is, in a state of unbelief, but that he

may be enlightened. Comp. ver. 36, i. 4 ff.

Vv. 47, 48. Comp. iii. 17, 18, v. 45 ff., viii. 15 ff. — If any one shall have

heard the words from me, does not denote hearing in the sense of Relieving

(Liicke), but a hearing which is in itself indifferent (Matt. vii. 26 ; Mark
iv. 15, 16, xviii. 20) ; and by the k. //?) (pvla^tj which follows (see the criti-

cal notes), that very faith which follows hearing is denied. ^vMaaeiv,

namely, denotes not indeed the mere holding fast, guarding (ver. 25), but,

as throughout, where doctrines, precepts, and the like are spoken of (see

especially Luke xi. 28, xviii. 21 ; Rom. ii. 26), the keeping by actual ful-

filment. But this takes place simply by faith, which Christ demands for

His 'pTjjia-a : with faith the <l>v'AdaaeLv comes into action ; ^ the refusal of faith

is the rejection of Christ,"^ and non-ado'ption of His words, ver. 48, is the op-

posite of that (fivAaaaeiv so far as its essence is just the vrraKof/ ryg Tviareug.—
On cLKoveiv with a double genitive as in Luke vi. 47, Acts xxii. 1, comp.

xviii. 37.^— iyi) ov npivu avroi'] I, in my person, am not his judge, which is

meant generally, not exclusively of the last judgment, but in a condemnatory

sense, as opposed to ci}(,Eiv, as in iii. 17. — Ver. 48. Ix^i-] Placed first with

great emphasis : he has his judge ; he stands already under his trial. But
this judge, says Christ, is not Himself, as an individual personally consid-

ered in and by Himself, but His spoken word; this, and nothing else, will be
(and with this arises before the mind all the terror of the final decision)

the determining rule of the last judgment. It is Christ, indeed, who holds

the judgment (v. 22, 27), but as the bearer and executor of His woi'd, which
constitutes the divine power of the judgment. Comp. vii. 51, where the

law judges and takes cognizance. How decisively does the j^resent pas-

sage declare against the attempt of Scholten, Hilgenfeld, Reuss, and others,

to explain away the last judgment out of John ! Comp. vv. 28, 29 ; 1 John
iv. 17.

Vv. 49, 50. Comp. vii. 16, v. 30. — utl] gives the reason for the expres-

sion in vv. 47, 48 : for how plainly divine is this my word ! — ff ifiavrov]

aiiTOKeAevaTog, Nonnus. — avrdg] i2)se. — evTo2.. 16.] He has given (laid upon)

me a charge, what I should say, and what I should speaTc. The former desig-

nates the doctrine in its contents, the latter the publication of it through the

delivery which makes it known. Comp. on viii. 43 ; Rom. iii. 19."— rj

ivTolfj avTov'] namely the commission which has just previously been more
minutely designated. This is, because it is in truth the outflow and chan-

nel of the divine redemptive will, eteriial life (alike in its temporal de-

velopment and eternal consummation) ; it is this, however (comp. vi. 33,

1 Hence the Secepta k. /x'tj n^aTeva-ri is a cor- ' Buttmann, iV. T. Gr. p. 145 [E. T. p. 167].

rect gloss. < For similar accumulations of the verbs
2 afleTeic, here only in John, but comp. of speaking in Greek writers, see Dissen,

Luke X. 16 ; 1 Thess. iv. 8. ad Bern, de Cor. p. 187 ; Lobeck, Parol, p. 61.
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xvii. 17 ; comp. xi. 25, xiv. 6), not as the mere means, but as, in. its fulfil-

ment, the efficient power of life in virtue of the grace and truth which are

received by believers out of the fulness of Jesus, i. 14, 16. — ow] Since that

ivTo7Jj is of so great efficacy, how coiild I sjjeak that which /speak other-

wise than as the Father has said it to me (at my inauguration) ? Observe

the correlation of iyu and 6 nar^p, as well as the measured simple solemnity

of this closing address.

Note by American Editoe.

XXXVIII. 'A^Ef avTTjv, Iva K.r./l, Ver. 7.

The rendering of the Eev. Ver., which is substantially that of Meyer,

" Suffer her to keep it against the day of my btirying," seems to have little

pertinence against the murmuring of the thievish disciple (which was not di-

rected against any supposed future use of the money, but only against its pres-

ent alleged waste), nor very intelligible in itself, as that jjart of it which had

been used could not be so preserved (and this was probably a large part of

it), and of a remaining portion of it the text says nothing. If TErr/p7]Ksv, there-

fore, is to be decisively rejected, the rendering of the margin of the Eev. Ver.

seems the only right one, which gives to udeg avTi]V its ordinary N. T. meaning,

and assumes a not unallowable ellipsis with ha. "Let her alone : it was that

she might keep it against the day of my burial," of which the present anoint-

ing is regarded as a type, and this the more naturally as that real embalming was

so close at hand. To him who is not afraid to find coincidences in the GosiDels,

Matt. xxvi. 12 is corroborative of this view. The words " that she might keep it"

are not probably used of her having kept it over from the entombment of Laza-

rus, but refer to the suggestion made by Judas of its being given to the poor.

She has not applied it to any such purpose, however intrinsically good ; under

higher influence it has been kept for even a more sacred purpose, my figurative

burial.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Ver. 1. f^T^ZvOev] Lachm. and Tisch. : ifAOev, according to preponderating

evidence. The perfect arose from xii. 23. — Ver. 2. yEvofiEvov'] B. L. X. ><. Cant.

Or. : yivo/uivov (but Or. has once yevo^u.). So Tisch. The aorist was introduced

through the non-observance of the point of time, as being the more current

form in the narrative. — 'lov6a 2i/i. 'laic, Iva avrov napaduv'] B. L. M. X. K.

Copt. Arm. Vulg. Codd. It. Or. : Iva n-afxu'iui ai'Tov 'Iov6a^ 'Zi^uvoQ 'JaKapiurrj^.

So Lachm. on the margin, and Tisch. (both, however, reading irapadol, accord-

ing to B. D.* *<. onl}'). This reading, considering the important witnesses hy

which it is attested, is the more to be preferred, as it was very early misiin-

derstood, because it was supposed that the seduction of Judas by the devil

was here related (so already Origen). The Recepta is an alteration in conse-

quence of this misunderstanding. The conjunctive form napath'i, however,

remains generally doubtful in the N. T. — Ver. 3. 6 'jT/aovc"] is wanting in B.

D. L. X. Cursives, Vulg. It. Or. Bracketed by Lachm., omitted by Tisch. It

was mechanically repeated from ver. 1. — Ver. 10. The position of the words

ovK i^ei. ^tpei'ai" is decisively attested. — Instead of //, imijortant witnesses have

el fi7/ (so Lachm.), which, however, is an attempt at explanation or correction.

Tisch. has deleted t/ r. nodag, but only after N. Or. one Cod. of It. and Vulg.

mss. An old omission, occasioned by the following KaOap. 'u?inc. — Ver. 12.

avaneacJi''] Lachm. : kuI dvaTr. according to A. L. Verss. Chrj's. In favour of

Kai, witness also B. C* X. Or., which have /cat avEnscTEV (so Tisch.). The Kai

before E?.a[3. is omitted hj Lachm. after A. L. Verss. Since Kai before uvaTr. is

in any case decisively accredited ; since, further, the witnesses for avETVEOEv are

more important than for ava-KEOuv ; and since, had avarcEGuv been the original

reading, it would not have been resolved into ant avt-KEoev, but into civettegev Kai,

—we must read with Tisch. Koi avt-KEGEV, so that the apodosis first begins with

eIkev. This was not observed, and it was made to commence either after w66ag

avTuv (thus arose the reading in Lachm.), or after l/iar. avrov (hence the Re-

cepta). — Ver. 22. oir] is wanting in B. C. and certain Verss. ; deleted by Tisch.

Was easily passed over after the last syllable of ipiEnov. — Ver. 23. ek tuv (Elz.

:

ruv) is decisively attested. — Ver. 24. TrvOiaOai, rig uv eiril B. C. L. X. 33. Aeth.

Ver. Ed. Vulg. Or. : Kai ItyeL avru)- e'itte rig eotiv. So Lachm. and Tisch.

Eightly : the Recepta is added, as a gloss, after what John does in ver. 25. X.

has the gloss alongside of the original reading in the text. — Ver. 25. kKiiTEaup'l

B. C* K. L. X. n.* X.** Cursives, Or. : dvanECuv (so Lachm.). But e-itvittteiv

does not occur elsewhere in John ; and how readily would the familiar expres-

sion of lying at table suggest itself to mechanical copyists ! — Instead of ovi>,

Elz. and Lachm. have 6e. Witnesses are much divided. Originally, no par-

ticle at all appears to have been found ; so B. C. Or. Griesb. — After hce'ivog,

important witnesses (including B. C. L.) have oiiTug, which, however, although

defended by Ewald, very readily arose from ovrog, which was added to EKslvog

in explanation, as it still found in K. S. U. A. — Ver. 26. (Sdtpag to tpufilov ettl-
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Suau] Tisch. : (9di/)u r. ip. Kal Sugo avru, after B. C. L. Copt. Aeth. Or. But

kniSidovai, which is not elsewhere found in John, does not betray the hand of

an interpreter, and therefore the reading of Tisch. is rather to be considered

as the usual resolution of the participle, with neglect of the compound.—In-

stead of [3d\j}ng, as above, Lachm. has t/UfSdip., following A. D. K. IT. Theodoret.

Although these witnesses form the preponderance among those which read the

participle, yet £/ifSdtp. might be very readily introduced from the parallels,

llatt. xxvi. 23, Mark xiv. 20 ; and for the originality of the simple form, the

weighty witnesses (B. C. L. etc.) which have (3dip(j (not kfipd-ipu) are accordingly

all the more to be taken into account. Therefore, too, below, instead of kuI

i/x0d^ag (so also Lachm.), with B. C. L. X. X. 33. Or. Cyr., jSdtpaq ovv{so Tisch.)

ought to be read (D. has /cat ffdfac). — After ipufiiov, Tisch. has, moreover, /la//-

(3dv£i Kal, following B. C. L. M. X. X.** Aeth. Or. Eightly : it was, through

misapprehension, omitted as irrelevant. — Instead of 'laKcipLurri, Lachm. should

consistently, following B. C. L. M. X. X. Cursives, Codd. It. Or., here also

(see on vi. 71) have read 'loKapiuTov (as Tisch. has). — Ver. 30. Instead of evOeug

t^T/XQ. read with Lachm. and Tisch. t^yW. evftvc. — Ver. 31. After ore, Elz.

Lachm. and Tisch. have ovv ; rightly, since B. C. D. L. X. X. Cursives, Verss.

Or. Cyr., turn the scale in favour of ovv, while the omission (Griesb. Scholz)

was the more readily suggested, as there was an inclination to begin the new
sentence with ^v 6e vv^. — Ver. 32. el 6 6. edo^. kv avri^'] is rejected by Scholz

as " inepta iteratio," and bracketed by Lachm. The words are wanting in B.

C* J). L. X. n. X.* Cursives, Verss. Tert. Ambr. But the very repetition and

the homoeoieJeuton woiild so readily occasion the omission, that these adverse

witnesses cannot overthrow the reading. — Ver. 33. The order eyd vndyo)

(Lachm. Tisch.) is too decisively attested to admit of its being derived from

viii. 21. — Ver. 36. The order ukoa. Si-varepov (without fioi) is to be adopted,

with Lachm. and Tisch ; so also in ver. 38, dironpivETai (instead of dnsKpiQri). —
Ver. 38. The form (puvrjar] (Lachm. Tisch.) is decisively accredited ; and in-

stead of dnapv7]Gy, dpvT/ay is, with Lachm. and Tisch., following B. D. L. X. 1.

Or., to be read, in place of which the compound Mas introduced from Matt.

xxvi. 34 and the parallel passages.

Vv. 1-.5. On the construction [See Note XXXIX. p. 402], observe : (1)

vv. 1-5 are not to be taken together as a .single j^eriod ; ' as Paul also ^ defines

the connection :
'^ He arises before the Passover feast at the meal then talcing

place,'''' which latter would more nearly define Tvph r. eopr. t. tt. This con-

structing the whole together is inadmissible, because elg reXog rjyaTT. avrovg,

heing connected with irpb 6e eopr. r. tt., completes regularly the construction

of ver. 1, and with kqI deiirvov yiv. a new period begins ; consequently (this

also in answer to Knapp, Liicke, Ebrard, and several others) elSug, ver. 3,

cannot be the resumption of elSug, ver. 1. Rightly Lachmann and Tischen-

dorf close ver. 1 with a full stop.^ (2) We may not join Tipb Tijg eopr. r. Tzdcyxa

with etrfwf ,
* because the expression states too vaguely and indefinitely the

point of time in which the definite consciousness of His hour entered the

1 Griesbach, Matthaei, Schiilz, Scholz, " Klinsj, Luthardt, Rigfrenbach, Graf in

Bleek, Ebrard, and several others. the Stud. v. Krit. 1867, p. 741 ff.; before him
2 Stud. u. Krit. 1866, p. 362 ff., 1867, p. 524 ff. also Baeumlein in the Stud. u. Krit. 1846, p.

3 Comp. Hengst. Godet, Ewald. 397.
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mind of Jesus ; the definite day before the feast would be designated as such

(perhaps hy npu ^cdg ?iuepac tov ndaxa, '^^^^- ^ii- 1 '> Plut. Sull. 37). But

that irpb Trie ioprf/g—comp. with xii. 1—must denote this very day Itefore the

feast, namely, the 14th Nisan,^ is an altogether arbitrary assumjjtion. Just

as incorrect is it (3) to refer it to ayairrjaac, ^ so that the love entertained

before thefeast stands over against the love entertained until the end,—which

assumption is extorted simply by an attempt at harmonizing, is opposed to

the order of the words {ayanyaai; . . . kuctug) must in that case have stood

lefore elSug, k.t.Tl.), and—through the division, which is then made to aj^pear

of the love of Jesus (the love 'before the feast, and the love from the feast

omoards)—is in contradiction with John's more reflective and spiritual

manner ; while it leaves, moreover, the participial clause eUuq . . . Trarepa

without approi^riate significance. The simple literal mode of connection is

rather : Before the feast, Jesus gave, since He knew, etc., to His men the dosing

proof of love. While, then, a meal is being observed, as the devil already, etc.,

He arises from the meal, although He hiows that the Father, etc. There is thus

nothing to place in a parenthesis.

Ver. 1. Jlpo rfe r. topr. r. Tvdaxu] '^po is emphasized by the intcn^ening rff.

Jesus had arrived at Bethany six days before the Passover, on the following

day (xii. 1, 12) had entered Jerusalem, and then, xii. 36, withdrawn Himself

into concealment. But before the paschal feast began, ' there followed the

closing manifestation of love before His death, which John intends to relate.

How long before the feast, our passage does not state ; but it is clear from

ver. 39, xviii. 28, xix. 14, 31, that it was not on the 14th Nisan, as the har-

monists have frequently maintained (see, however, on xviii. 28), but^ on the

V6th Nisan, Thursday evening, at the Supper. On the 14th Nisan, in the

evening, the festival commenced with the paschal meal, after Jesus had been

crucified on the afternoon of the same day. Such is the view of John ; sec

on xviii. 28. — eiJaJf, /c.r./l.] Not, ^'although He knew" (this is impsycholog-

ical, Hengstenberg), but because He knew. He gives expression to that

which inwardly drew and impelled Him to display towards His own a

further and a last token of love ; He Tcneio, indeed, that for Him the hour teas

come, that he should go, etc. (Iva comp. xii. 23). On fiera/Sri, comp. v. 24 ; 1

John iii. 14. — dyairf/aag, k.t.A.] is regarded by interpreters as co-ordinated

with f((I(if, K.T.?.., according to the well-known usage, which rests on a logi-

cal basis, of the asyndetic connection of several participles ;
^ so that the

meaning would be : As He had (ever) loved His oini, so also at the very last

He gave them a true proof of love. But opposed to this is the absence of

1 Ilofmann, <S<!7m7/<S«('. II. 2, p. 295. Lange, advanced so far. Incorrectly, IJiggenbach,

Baeumlein, and several others, including Zengn.f.d.Ev.Joh.x>.T2: there hangs over

Paul and Hengstenberg. the present passage "« cej'tain darkiiess.'''

2 Wieseler, Tholuck, see in opposition Certainly, if we set out from a harmonistic

Ewald, Jahrh. IX. p. 203. point of view. With such, rather is it en-
3 Rightly has Riickert observed. Ahendm- tirely irreconcilable.

p. 26, that by npo 5e t>;? eopTrjs the possibility • See also Isenberg, d TodestagdesHervn,

of thinking of a point of time within the 1SG8, p. 7 ff.

Passover, and thus even of the paschal * Voigtler, ad Luc. D. M. sii. p. G7 ff. ;

meal, is precluded for the rea,der who has Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 1. 7.
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an net, which Nonnus supplies, or of 077' apxf'/c, or n-dTiai oi* the like, along

•with ayaTtf/aag, whereby a correlation with elg rilog would have been estab-

lished. In addition to this, the clause -oiig h tu> kogjiu, not in itself indis-

pensable, but exjjressive of sorrow, is manifestly added in reference to the

preceding in tov kogliov t., and thus betrays the connection of ayaTrfjoac

. . . KoajK^ icitli thefinal clause Iva fieTapy^ /c.r.Z. Hence :

^
' in order to pass

to the Father^ after He should have (not lind) lored,'''' etc. [See Note XL. p.

403.] This, '' after He should have loved,'''' etc., is a testimony which His

conscience yielded Him with that e'ldug, k.t.A. — rove irf/oj'c] This relationship

—the N. T. fulfilment of the old theocratic, i. 11—had its fullest represen-

tation in the circle of apostles, so that the ajoostles were pre-eminently the

16loi of Jesus. — e'lg rD.og rjya-n. avrovg] to be connected with ivpo 6e Tfjg eopr. r.

TT. : atlast{dQ rtViof is emphatic) He loved them, i.e. shoiced them the last2)roof

of ?o®e before His death.' How, the koI SeIttvov, k.t./i., which immediately

follows, expresses, namely, by means of the washing of the feet, hence it

cannot be understood of the whole work of love in suffering (Graf), eif riTioc

denotes at the end, finally, at last.^ So also 1 Thess. ii. IG. It may also

denote fully, in the highest degree ; ^ but this yields here an inappropriate

gradation, as though Jesus now exercised His love to the utmost (in answer

to Godet). It was the I'lke love with the preceding aya-irrjaac, only the last

proof hefore departure ; for His hour was come. — On ip/a-Hr/cev, of actually

manifested love, comp. ver. 34 ; 1 .John iv. 10, 19 ; Eph. ii. 4, v. 2, 25.

Note.—From the present passage—since Tvpb ryg ^opr//f gives the chronological

measure for the following siijiper, and with this for the whole history of the

passion—alreadj'' appears the irreconcilable difference between John and the

Synoptics in respect of the day of Jesus' death. See details on xviii. 28.

Even if npo ttiq topr. were connected with e'i66g, this statement of time would

be historically explicable only from the fact that Jesus, conformably to the cer-

tainty which entered His mind before the feast —"my hour is come"—did what

follows not at the feast, i.e. after the beginning of the feast on the evening of

the 14th Nisan, but just liefore the feast (i.e. at least on the evening of the 13th

Nisan), in the consciousness that now His time was fulfilled, satisfying His

love for the last time. Luthardt incorrectly concludes that, if Jesus knew
already before the feast, etc., He must have died at the feast. Of such an

antithesis the text contains not the slightest indication. Eather, if Jesus knew
before the feast, etc., and acted in this consciousness, we are not at libertj' to

move forward the dslnvov, and that which is connected with it, to the feast.

The matter lies simply thus : If the supper were that of the 14th Nisan, then

John could not say npo rr/g iopTfjg, but only either Tvplj tov (h-tTrvov tou Trtto-ja

(which sense is imported by Hengstenberg) ; or, on the other hand, like the

Synoptics, ry Trpurrj tuv aCvjiuv (Matt. xxvi. 17), or-. Trpurri rr/g hpT?/g. The 15th

Nisan was already ?; i-iravpinv tov irdaxa (LXX. Niam. xxxiii. 3 : npSH r\"inQp,

' Ebrarcrs inconsiderate objection (on - Luke xviii. 5 (see commentary in loc.) ;

Olsliauscn, p. 3^57) against my connection of Ildt. iii. 40; Xen. Oec. xvii. 10; Soph. Phil.

ei5 T€A. )J7an-. witli Tj-pb T. copTrjs, sinoe eis TeA. 407 (and Hermann's note),

rjvan-. is the last performance of love, will ^ Pilufrli, ad Eur. Ilec. 817; Schweighauser,

pi-oliably lie found by him to fall of itself to Lex. Folijb. p. 616 ; Grimm on 2 Mace. viii.

the ground. 29.
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comi:). Josh. v. 11) ; but the 14th was niDw T\D2, Num. xviii. 16, ei at., rj ijiiepa

Toi< Tvdax'^- Comp. Introd. § 2.

Vv. 2-5. And {et quidem) this e'lg relor jjyanriaEV avTovg He fulfilled at the

supper by the washing of the feet. — deiirvov yivo/u..] Note the 2^resetit, stand-

ing in relation to the present eyelpsTai, ver. 4 (see critical notes). Whilst it

is 'becoming swpiJer-time, i.e. whilst supper-time is on the point of being kept.^

They had already rediiied for the purpose, vv. 4, 12. According to the

Eecepta, yevofi., the meal was not yet over (Luther and several others, includ-

ing Klec and Hofmann, p. 207, who exjilains as though /zerd to delnvov were

expressed), but already in progress,—supper had begun. This itself was,

according to ver. 1, not the paschal supper, but (hence also without the

article ^) an ordinary evening meal on the 13th Nisan (in opposition to the

synoptical account) in Jerusalem (not in Bethany, see on xiv. 31), the last

repast of Jesus before His death, at which He founded the Lord's Supper

(xiii. 21 ff., 38, xviii. 1). The institution of the Supper John leaves un-

mentioned—not as being unacquainted with it (Strauss), or seeing in it

no ecclesiastical rite (Scholten), but because it was universally known (1

Cor. xi.), and the practice itself was in daily use (Acts ii. 46). Rather, there-

fore, than repeat the familiar account, he selected from the abundance of

that last night what, besides this, he found most in harmony with his

jjcculiar object, the making known the gloi'y of the 7Myo(; in the flesh,—in the

Avashing of the feet, ,y«P'?> i^ the discourses, x^P'-'i ^"cl aXi/Beia. According

to Scheukel, John desired by his silence to preclude the notions of amagical

effect resulting from the Lord's Supper, and the later controversies concern-

ing it. But such a jiurpose would have required the very opposite proced-

ure, viz. distinct instruction. Baur assumes, p. 264, that the evangelist

has dated back the significance of the Supper to the second Passover, chap,

vi., because he did not wish to allow the last meal of Jesus to pass for

the sam,e as that in the Synoptics, jiamely, a paschal meal. Comp. also

Scholten, p. 289 ff. But for this purpose such an inversion of the synoptical

material was not at all necessary. He could have mentioned the institution

of the Supper at the last meal in such a way that this would still not have

been a paschal meal. — rov diUfioXov ySi/, k.t.X.] cannot serve merely as a pre-

lude to the subsequent and more frequent mention of the relation of Jesus to

the traitor (vv. 10, 18, 21, 26, 27, 30), as Godet maintains, which would be

but a formal purpose, and not in harmony with the tragic emphasis of the

language. Nor. is. it intended to make us sensible of the forbearance of

Jesus,who Himself Avashedthe feet of Judas,^ nor in general, the mere short-

1 [Or rather, perhaps, while a supper if tak- to Tholuck. Ilofmann, Lange, and Paul al-

ing place.—K.] so get over too readily the want of the arti-

2 Certainly it is often indifferent whether cle ; and even Graf imports the meaning,
the article stands with Bilirvov or not, but which is incompatible with the absence of

here it mvst have stood, had it been intend- the article :
" After the principal part of

ed to indicate that solemn meal of the 14th the supper, the eating of the paschal lamb,
Xisan, the venerable meal of the feaft. In was over."

xxi. 20 the article had to be expressed, be- 'Otherwise special prominence must have
cause it points backwards. This in answer been given in what follows to the washing
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ness of the interval Q',6f/) ere the final tragedy, whicli he yet devoted to such a

work of love (this, indeed, was already contained in tiduc, k.t.a.), but—to

which the i)(^r/ points—the undisturled clear elevation of this His might of love

over the impending outbreak of the tragic devilish treacherj^ which could

not even now, immediately before its occurrence, confuse His mind. Ac-

cording to the reading 'loyJac Si/z. 'iGKapLurrjQ (see the critical notes), we must

explain : the devil havhig alreadyformed the design that Judas should deliver

Him up. The KopSia is not that of Judas (Luthardt, Baeumlein), as in the

Becepta, but of the devil (comp. Vulgate) ; as in the classics /3a/lAetv or /?aA-

AeaOai elg voiiv, elg 6v/i6v, kv (ppealv, frequently denotes in animum inducere,

statuere, deliherare.'^ [See Note XLI. p. 403.] Current as was this mode of

speech, we cannot be surprised, in an anthropomorj^hic representation of the

devil, at the mention of his heart (in answer to Llicke, Godet, and others), in

which he has his kncdv^iag (viii. 44), jieBodEiag (Eph. vi. 11), vorniara (2 Cor.

ii. 11), etc. As the heart of God may be spoken of (Acts xiii. 22), so also

the heart of the devil. — 'lourfaf St'/i. 'Ifr/cap.] The full name, and at the close,

contains a shuddering emphasis, -r— The participial clause is not to be placed

in ai:)arenthesis ; it is co-ordinated with Sdnvov yivofi. — e16uq. k.t.Ti.'] Although

lie JcneiD {b/iug e'lg aKpav avyKartliTj TaTretvcjacv, Euth. Zigabenus). The con-

sciousness of His divine elevation rested, while on this threshold of death,

in the fact that now, being on the point of entering, by stepping over this

threshold, upon His glorification, the Messianicfulness ofpower, which had
formerly been bestowed upon Him on the occasion of His mission (Matt. xi.

27), which extended over all things, and was limited by nothing, was given

into His hands for complete exercise (comp. on xvii. 2, Matt, xxviii. 18) ;

and that God, as He was the source of His coming (comp. on viii. 42), so is

the goal of His present departure. — On Tvavra SsSukev avru comp.l Cor. xv.

25 ; Eph. ii. 22 ; Phil. ii. 9-11, et al. — Ver. 4. eyeiperat, k.t.a.] Note how
the whole rejjresentation regards things as present ; to the historic present

correspond the present and i:)erfect imrticiplesytvo/^., jiefHrjE., eldcjf, vv. 2, 3.

On Tid. -a i/mr. comp. Plut. Ale. 8. — The washing of the feet was wont to

take place iefore the beginning of the meal, by the ministry of slaves ;'^ it was

not, however, always observed ; see on Luke vii. 44. Hence Ave cannot

argue, from the omission of it up to this point at this meal (for the guests

had already reclined at table), either against (Wichelhaus) or infavour of

(Lange : the host was bound to eat ivith his family) the supposition that the

meal was the Passover meal.—Any pecidiar cause for the extraordinary pro-

cedure of Jesus is not intimated by John ; and to introduce one from the dis-

pute among the disciples about rank, mentioned in Luke xxii. 24 IT. (so, fol-

lowing the older commentators, Ebrard, Hengstenberg, Godet, Avith various

representations of the scenic associations ; also Baur, who, hoAvever, regards

the narrative only as the exposition, given in a historical form, of Matt. xx.

26, 27, and Luke xxii. 26, 27, 28, after Strauss had maintained it to be a

mythical rendering of a synoptical discourse on humility), is arbitrary in

of /ii*' feet. Euth. Zigabenus, comp. Chrysos- Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 294.

torn, Calvin, and several others. ^ See Doupt. Anal. II. p. 50 ; Stuck. Antt.

1 See Wetstein in loc; Kypke, II. p. 309 ; coiiviv. p. 217.
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itself, since John, fully as lie introduces liis narrative in vv. 1, 2, gives not

even the slightest indication of it, while it is appropriate neither to the

I)Osition nor to the validity of the account of Luke (see on Luke xxii. 24).

The symbolical act of de2)arting love must, especially since Jesus had already

reclined at table, have been the outcome of the moment, arising from His

own urgent consideration of that Avhich was needful for the cliscijDles and

for His work/

—

6d!l,ucev. eavr.'] indicating the 2^<^J'Sonal pe7ifor7nance more

than the means (comp. xxi. 18). He is, in truth, entirely a servant, ndvra

fiETo, TTua/jg TrpoOv/ilag avTovjr/i/aa<; (Euth. Zigabcnus). — jia/CkeL vSup\ He j)Ours

icater."^— e'lq t. vi-ht.] into the wash basin standing by. Nihil ministerii

omittit," Grotius.

—

7,p^aTo] ior the act commenced was interrnpted when
Peter's turn came, and not till after ver. 10 was it continued and finished.

John employs the yp^nro, so common in the other evangelists, here only in this

minute description. — u] with zvhich,^ or instead of o, by attraction (Rev. i.

13, XV. 6), as in xvii. 5, 11.

Vv. 6-9. 'Ep;jf£rai ovv] So that He thus made a commencement with

another clisci2)Ie, not with Peter himself (so Augustine, Beda, Nonnus,

Rupertius, Cornelius it Lapide, Maldonatus, Jansen, and other Catholics in

the Romish interest ; but also Baumgarten-Crusius, Ewald, Hengstenberg).

With whom (Chrysostom and Euth. Zigabcnus point to Judas Iscariot,

whom, however, Nonuus makes to be last) is left altogether undetermined.

— <jl- fwv, K.T.2..] (KK?My£ig ECTve TovTo Kol c(^6(^pa evXaSr/Oeig, Euth. Zigabcnus.

The emphasis lies primarily upon cb ; but not secondarily on fiov, as if tuov

Avere used, but on r. TiuSag : Dost Thou wash my feet ? The present

vi-TEiQ, like /uOa^iEre, X. 32, and ttoceIc, ver. 27. — Yer. 7. Xote the antithesis

of tyto . . . u'u. What He did was not the external Avork of wasliing (so Peter

took it), but that which this washing signified in the mind of Jesus, namely,

the tolen of the morally jiurifying, ministering love. — fiE-a ravra] namely,

through the instruction, vv. 13-17. To refer this to the later aiwstolic en-

lightenment and ex2oerience * is not justified by the text (comp. yi.vuaKETE. ver.

12j, and Avould have been expressed, as in A-er. 36, by the antithesis of vvv

and vaTEpov. — A^er. 8. Peter, instead of noAv complying, as became him,

refuses with definite and A-ehement decision. But Jesus puts before him a

threat connected with the necessity ef this feet-washing, which could only

have its ground and justification in the higher moral meaning of which the

act Avas to be the quiet sj-mbolic language. Thus He intends what He now
says not of the external performance as such in and by itself, T)ut of the

ethical contents Avhicli it is symbolically to set forth, after He had already

indicated, ver. 7, that something higher lay in this act. It is precisely John
who has ap])rehended and reported in the most faithful and delicate manner
how Jesus kncAv to employ the sensuous as a foil to the spiritual, and thus

to ascend, first enigmatically, then more clearly, and ever higher, towards

the very highest. He says : If I shall not have washed tJiee, thou hast no2M7't

' Comp. Ewald, Oesch. CJir. p. 543. p. 443 B.

2 Comp. Plauudius iu Bachmann, Anal. 3. » Chrysostom, Grotius, Tholuck, Ilengs-

p. 'JJ, 18. tenberg, Ewald, and several others.

3 Hum. 11. X. rr, 01. xvLi. CO ; Athen. s.
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with me. By this lie undoubtedly means the feet-washing which He in-

tended to perform (jovg iroda^ cov was to be understood as a matter of course,

according to the connection,—against Hofmann, II. 2, p. 333), yet still un-

der the ethical sense, which it Avas to set forth symbolically, and impress in

a way not to be forgotten. Washing is the time-consecrated image of moral

purification. Hence the thought of Jesus divested of this symbolical wrap-

ping is : IfI shall not have jjunfied thee^ just as I now would wash thy feet,

from the sinful nattire still adhering to thee, thou hast no share with me (in the

eternal possession of salvation). Hengstenberg's view, who here takes the

washing as the symbol of the forgiveness of sins (according to Ps. li. 4), is

opposed to vv. 13 If. — Peter, as ver. 9 shows, did not yet understand the

higher meaning of the Lord's words ; he could but take His answer in the

external sense that immediately offered itself {if in disobedience to me, thou

dost not suffer thyself to ie washed ly me, thou hast, etc.). The thought, how-
ever, of being a man separated, by further resistance, from Jesus and His

salvation, was sufficiently overpowering for His ardent love to make him
offer forthwith not merely His feet, but also the remaining unclothed parts

of His botly. His hands and His head, to be washed ; koX ev r?) -KapaLTijazi

Koi kv TTf cvyxcjp'/aei, aooSpdrepog, kmrepa yap if ayaizriq, Cyril. — e!f tov aLuva\

vMle eternity lasts, spoken passionately. Comp. 1 Cor. viii. 13.

—

iikpog

ejetv /jLETo, tivoq] denotes the ixirticipation in the same relation, in the like situ-

ation with any one. Matt. xxiv. 51, Luke xii. 46, after the Hebrew riN pSn

(Deut. xii. 13), and D>! pSr} (Deut. x. 9, xiv. 37 ; Ps. 1. 18). The expres-

sion in the classics would be ovk. ex^^C or (ietexsiq fikpoc /uov. It is the denial

of the aryK?.?ipov6fwv Eivai Xpiarov, and thus the threatening of exclusion from

the ^w?) and 66^a of the Lord.

Vv. 10, 11. Jesus corrects the disciple by proceeding to sjieak of the

washing in question according to its intended spiritual significance, that

he may thus lead the disciple, who had misunderstood Him, to the true

comprehension of the matter. According to the mere verbal sense. He
says : "//<? wTio has lathed needs nothing further tlian to wash his feet

(which have been soiled again by the road) ; rather is he (except as to

this necessary cleansing of the feet) clean in his entire lody.''"' But this state-

ment, derived from experience of the sensuous province of life, serves as

a symbolical veiling of the ethical thought which Jesus desires to set

forth : "7/(3 tcho has already exj^ei'ienced moral ])urificiition in general and on

the tchole in fellowship with me, like him who has cleansed his whole body
in the buth, requires only to he freed from the sinful defilement in individual

tilings which has Veen again contracted in the intercourse of life ; as one who
has bathed only requires again the washing of his feet, Imt in otJier res2)ects

he is clean as to Jiis whole moral personality.'''' This necessity of individual

purification demanding daily penitence, which Jesus here sets forth in the

7.E2.ovfi£vog by tovc rrodac vtipaaOac, how manifest it became in the very case of

Peter ! E.g., after he denied his Lord, and after the hypocrisy exhibited

at Antioch, Gal. ii. To illustrate the entire spiritual pui'>fic<^i-tion ^ by u 1s7mv-

1 Calviu well remarks :
" Non quod omni es parte purl sint, lit nulla in illis macula
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/ifvof, towever, suggested itself so very naturally tlirougli tlie very feet-

washing, which was just about to be undertaken as its correlate, that an

allusion to 'baptism^ (with Olshausen, B. Crusius, Ewald, Hengstenberg,

Godet), perhaps after 1 Cor. vi. 11, cannot be made good, while we need

not even assume a reference to the by no means universal custom of bath-

ing before meals. The word is to be thought of as the purifying element

represented in 6 lelovfievoQ ; as also in the simile of the vine, which is anal-

ogous in regard to the matter of fact depicted, the unf^apol kare, xv. 3, is

referred back only to the tcord of Christ as the ground thereof. But the

notion of ethical purification must, in the connection of the entire symbol-

ism of the passage, be also strictly and firmly maintained in oh xpsiav . . .

vLipaaOai ; so that the latter is not, as Linder "^ thinks, intended to suggest

that the clean man even may undergo the feet-washing,—not, however, for

the object of purification, but as a tolcen of love or Timiible subjection. — Kal

iijuelc KnOapoL f ore] Hereby Jesus now makes the appUcatio?i to Peter and Ms
felloiD-disciplees of what was previously said in the form of a general j^ropo-

sition : 'Te also are clean,'''' as I, namely, have just expressed it of the lelov-

fievoQ
;
you also have attained in your living fellowship with me through

my word to this moral purity of your entire personality ; hut—so He sub-

joins with deep grief, having Judas Iscariot in view

—

hut not all! One

there is amongst you who has frustrated in his own case the purifying influ-

ence of this union with me ! Had Peter hitherto not yet seized the sym-

bolical significance of the discourse of Jesus, yet now, on this application

lioi v,uelg, K.T.I. , and on this tragical addition aTiV ovx^'- ''^avreg, its meaning

must have dawned upon his understanding. — ?}] gives a comparative refer-

ence to the absolute expression ovk fj£< xp- '• has no need {further') tlmn.^—
Tov mipaS16. avrov] His Ictrayer, Matt. xxvi. 48 ; John xviii. 2.-— Further,

what has been said of an anti-Petrine aim in this passage, in spite of i. 48,

vi. G8, G9 (Strauss, Schwegler, Baur, Hilgenfeld), by which the desire for an

Ebionitic lavation of the whole body has actually been ascribed to Peter

(Hilgenfeld), is purely imaginary.

Vv. 13, 13. VtvuoKeTE, K.T. 7i.^ Tcnow ye, etc. ; tpu-a ayvoovvTag, 'iva dieyelpri

e'lg 'Kpoaoxvv, Euth. Zigabenus. Comp. Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 186. —
Ti\ namely, according to the spiritual contents whose symbolical represen-

tation was the act that was jiresented to the senses. — Ver. 13. Ye call me
Teacher and Lord. It was in this way that the pujiils of the Rabbins ad-

dressed their teachers, '^l and "IJS
; and so also did the discijiles address

Jesus as the Messiah, whose pupils (Matt, xxiii. 8) and 6ov7.oi (ver. 16) they

were. Comp. on 6 SiSaan.., xi. 28. * <i>uveIv does not signify to name; but in

the article lies the ab that is present to the mind in uttering the words. ^

amplius haereat, sed quoniam praecipua ^ Stud, jl Krit. 18G'', p. 513 ff.

siii parte mimdati sunt, dum scilicet abia- ^ Comp. Xen. Mem. iv. 3. 9 ; Herod, vi. 53

:

turn est refrnum peccato ut justitia Dei su- ou iwa.ixei'ovi&eyvoiva.i r) Kal wph tovtov {better

perior sit." tlian even formerly); Soph. Track. 1010;

• Theodore of Mopsuestia, Ausustine, Winer, p. 473 [E. T. p. 508].

Ruperti, Erasmus, Jansen, Zeprer, Cornelius * On the nommativaa titvli, seeButtmann,

ii Lapide, Schoettgen, Wetstein, and many N. T. Gramm. p. 133 [E. T. p. 151].

others. ^ Kriiger, § 45. 2. G.
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Vv. 14, 15. It is not the act itself, but its moral essence, which, after

His example. He enjoins upon them to exercise. This moral essence, how-
ever, consists not in lowly and ministering love generally, in which Jesus,

by washing the feet of His disciples, desired to give them an examjole, but,

as ver. 10 proves, in the ministering love which, in all self-denial and hvi-

mility, is active for tlie 'moral inirification and cleansing of others. As Jesus

had just set forth this ministering love by His own example, when He,

although their Lord and Master, performed on the persons of His disciples

the servile duty of washing their feet,—as an emblem, however, of the

efficacy of His love to purify them spiritually,—so ought they to wash one

another's feet ; i.e. with the same self-denying love to he reciprocally serviceable

to one another with a view to moral furification. The understanding of the

injunction bdElAsTe, k.t.X., in the proi)er sense was not that of the apostol-

ical age, but arose at a later time, and was followed (first in the fourth

century, comp. Ambrose, de sacram. iii. 1 ; Augustine ad Januar. ep. 119)

by the introduction of the washing of the feet of the baptized on Maundy
Thursday, and other symbolical feet-washings (later also amongst the Men-
nonites and in the community of Brothers). 1 Tim. v. 10 contains the

non-ritualistic reference to hospitality. The feet-washing by the Pope on

Maundy Thursday is a result of the pretension to represent Christ, and as

such, also, was strongly condemned by the Reformers. Justly, however,

the church has not adopted the feet-washing into the number of the sacra-

ments ; for it is not the practice itself, but the spiritual action which it

symbolizes, that Jesus enjoined upon the disciples. And it is solely to this

moral meaning that the promise in ver. 17 is attached ; and hence the

essential marks of the specific sacramental idea, corresponding to the essence

of baptism and of the Supper—sacramental institution, promise, and colla-

tive force—are wanting to it. This in answer to Bohmer, ' who designates

it an offence against Holy Scripture, that the Protestant church has not

recognized the feet-washing as a sacrament, which, outside the Greek

church,^ it was explained to be by Bernard of Clairvaux (" Sacramen-

iwm. remissionis peccatorum quotidianorum''''), without any permanent result.

Baeumlein also favours the maintenance of the practice as a legacy of Christ.

But its essence is preserved, where the love, from which the practice flowed,

abides. Nonnus aptly designates the KaBug tyu, k.t.X. as laocpvec fiififi/na.

The practice itself, moreover, cannot in truth be carried out either every-

where, or at all times, or by all, or on all. — b/u ... /cat vfielg] Argumen-

tum a majori ad minus. The majus implied in h/c) is further, by the sub-

joined 6 Kvpi.o^ ic. 6 dLdaoK., brought home with special force, and therefore,

also, the principal point, 6 n'vpioq (comp. ver. 16), is here thrown iacJc. —
vTToSei-yfza] Later term, instead of the old Trapddetjjua.^— Iva, /c.-r.A. ] Design

insetting the example : that, as /have done to you ("in genere actus,"

Grotius), you also may do, namely, in ministering to one another in self-

denying love for the removal of all sinful contamination, as I, for my part,

1 stud. u. Krif. 1850, p. 829 ff. torn in monasteries.

^ In which it has been preserved as a cus- ^ Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 13.
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have just now figuratively fulfilled in your case, in the symbol of the feet-

washing, this ministering love directed to your moral purification.

Vv. 16, 17. Truly you, the lesser {airoa-oloQ : commissioned), may not dis-

pense with the performance of that which I, the greater, have here per-

formed. Comp. XV. 20 ; Matt. x. 24 ; Luke vi. 40. — ravra] That which I

have herein (vv. 13-16) set forth to you by my vTvodeiyiia, by means of the

feet-washing, and have made an obligation. — el expresses the general, and

eai; the particular, additional condition.' The d makes Vi definite supjjosi-

tion ^ (otf5are f5f avTo. Trap' f/ioD fiadSvTEg, Euth. Zigabenus) ; edv is in case you,

etc. The knowing is objectively granted, the doing subjectively condi-

tioned. — /innnp.] said in reference to the happiness of the present and future

Messianic life. Comp. on xix. 29.

Vv. 18, 19. Oh -H-epl TTavT. v/iuv ?Jyu] Namely, this that ye /nampiol ectte, K.r.2.

"Est inter vos, qui non erit beatus neque faciet ea," Augustine. Unneces-

sarily and inappropriately, Tholuck refers back to ver. 10. — fyw] Iform,y

fart, opposed to the divine determination (aAA' 'iva, k.-.A.), which required

however, the selection of apostles so to take place that the traitor entered

into the number of the chosen. In a very arbitrary manner Tholuck gives

the fvegnant meaning to if£?ief . : whom I peculiarly have chosen. — ol6a] I

know of Avhat cliaracter they are, so that I do not therefore deceive myself,

if I do not say of you all, etc. — cZA'] is ordinarily taken as the antithesis of

ov Tvepl TT. v/1. A., and is supplemented by tovto yh/ovev (namely, that I cannot

affirm, ver. 17, of you all) ; while others connect it with 6 Tpijyuv, k.t.1.,

thus taking Iva y yp. k1. as an intermediate clause.^ The former view is

unauthorized by the context, which suggests a rovro yeyovev just as little as

in 1 Cor. ii. 9 ; the latter does not correspond to the importance in the con-

nection of this declaration of purpose. The only supplement in accordance

with the text is (comj). ix. 3, i. 8) : e^ETie^dur^v avrovg : But I made the choice in

obedience to the divine destiny, in accordance with which the Scripture (that

which stands written, comp. xix. 37 ; Mark xii. 10 ; Luke iv. 21) cotdd not

Ilut he fulfilled, etc. Comp. vi.. 70, 71. The passage, freely cited from the

original, is Ps. xli. 40, where the theocratic sufferer (who is unknown ; not

David, whom the superscription names) makes an utterance which, accord-

ing to divine determination, was to find its Messianic historical fulfilment in

the treason of Judas. — 6 -puy. /llet' hfiov r. dpr. ] Deviating from the origi-

nal C^n? '731X), and from the LXX., yet without substantial alteration

of the sense {intimacy of taile-companionship, which, according to Hellenic

views also, aggravated the detestable character of the crime,'' and involun-

tarily suggesting itself, since Judas actually ctte with Jesus (rpuy., vi. 56-58).

— ETvypEv] lias lifted vp. Note the preterite; Judas, so near to an act of

treason, is like him who has already lifted up his heel, in order to admin-

ister a kick to another. To explain the figure from a crafty tripping up

J Comp. on the twofold j^rotasls. Stall- doubt.—K.l
baum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 67 E, Apol. p. 20 C ;

' Semler, Kuinoel ; admitted also by
Klotz, ad Bevar. p. 512 ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. Liicke.

I. p. 493. •i See Pflugk, ad Eur. Hec. 793.

2 [Mere condition, without implying
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of the foot in wrestling (irTepviCeiv), is less appropriate both to the words
and to the facts (.Jesus was not overreached). — Yer. 19. air' apn] not now,

but as always in the N. T. (i. 52, xiv. 7 ; Matt, xxiii. 39, xxvi. 29, 64
;

Rev. xiv. 13) : from this timeforward. Previously, He has not yet definitely

disclosed it. — inoTeiifjriTe, K.r./l.] Ye may believe that I am He (the Messiah),

and that no other is to be expected ; see on viii. 24. How easily might the

disciples have come to vacillate in their faith through the success of the

treason of Judas, if He had not foreseen and foretold it as lying in the

ordered plan of the divine destiny ! Conip. xiv. 29. But through the

predictive declaration, what might have become ground of douU becomes
ground for faith.

Yer. 20. And for the furtherance and confirmation of this your fidelity in

the faith, which, in spite of the treason arising from your midst, must not

vacillate, I say to you, that ye may confidently go forward to meet your

calling as my ambassadors (xx. 21). The high and Messed position of my
ambassadors remains so unimpaired, that whoever accepts them accepts me,

etc. And the more, that Jesus must apprehend a disheartening impression

from the treason on the rest of the disciples, the more earnestly (afi?/v, a/u?)v

7Jyu vfi.) does He introduce this encouragement. Comp. Calvin : Christ would
" offendicido mederif and Grotius :

" ostendit ministeria ipsis injuncta non

caritura suis solatiis.'''' The contrast of the treason to the dignity of the

apostolic circle (Hilgenfeld) He certainly does not mean to assert, so self-

evident was this contrast. Nor do the words serve to confirm the iricTeva.,

on iyi) e'lfjLL (Ebrard), to which the first half of the verse is not approj^riate,

in which, indeed, Godet, without justification, would give to the simple kav

TLva the limiting sense : He among jow, who is really my ambassador.

Further : to join ver. 20 with vv. 16, 17 ^ is an arbitrary construction,

which Kuinoel aggravates by explaining the words as a gloss from Matt. x.

40, added to ver. 16, and which subsequently entered the text in the wrong
place, as Liicke also has revived the suspicion of a gloss (from Luke ix. 48).

The lack of connection, employed by Strauss as an argument against the

originality, is external, and not in the sequence of the thotight ; and besides,

the emotion and agitation of Jesus are here to be considered. The manifest

identity of the saying with that of Matt. x. 40, forbids our explaining it in

an essentially different sense (Luthardt explains of the sending of those

needing the ministry of love to the disciples). But to bring inhere the dis-

pute about rank, AvhichLuke xxii. 24 ff. places after ^q supper (Baeumlcin),

is groundless, and useless in the way of explanation.

Note.—The storj' of the feet-washing, vv. 1-20,—rejected by Bretschneider,

Fritzsche, and Straiiss as a mythical invention, and recognized by Weisse as

genuine only in individual portions,—has been justly defended by Scliweizer,

p. 1G4 £f., in conformity with its stami^ of truth and originality, which through-

out indicates the eye-witness ; in opposition to which, Baur can only recog-

nize a free formation out of synoptical material (see on vv. 2-5) in behalf

of the idea, as also Hilgenfeld, comp. Scholten. The non-mention of the oc-

1 Lampe, Storr, Klee, Maier, Ilengstenberg, comp. Bruckner.
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cnrrence in the Synoptics is explained from the fact that with them the situa-

tion is quite different, and the main point is the institution of the Supper.

Vv. 21, 22. The thought of Jesus recurs in deep excitement and agitation

—owing to which, probably, an interrupting pause occurred—back to the

traitor ; ' it constrains Him now to testify with the most straightforward

definiteness what He knows, but at which He had previously only hinted :

One of you will letray me ! Comp. Matt. xxvi. 21, 22, in comparison with

whose representation that of John is to be preferred. — rcj n:veviiaTL\ in His

Spirit (xi. 33), not : through the divine Spirit (Hilgenfeld). — ejHekov ovv,

K.T.I.'] " perculsi rei atrocitate vix credibili animis ]M-obis minimeque suspi-

cacibus," Grotius. Judas may likewise have dissembled.

Vv. 23, 24. There was, however, reclining at table, one of the disciples,

etc., so that ^v belongs to h tu) koatvij (Luke xvi. 23). The custom was to

lie with the left arm su2)ported on the cushion, and the feet stretched out

behind, so that the right hand remained free for eating. The one who lay

next reached, with the back of his head, to the sinus of the girdle ^ of the

first, and had the feet of the first at his back ; in like manner, the third in

the /coAttoc of the second.'— hvrjya-K. 6 'I.] Kar' e^oxvv. Comp. xix. 26, XX.

2, xxi. 7, 20. It explains the fact that he was Jesus' nearest table-compan-

ion. And here, out of the recollection of that sacred, and by him never to

be forgotten moment, there ^t??'*^ breaks from his lips this nameless, and yet

so expressive designation of himself. It is ai'bitrary, however, to take this as

a circumlocution for his name \* such a view is precluded by the circumstance

that bi) 7/y. 6 Kvpiog is never employed (but always 6 'iT^aovg). — According to the

reading k. Myei amC/ e'lTrt rig kariv (see critical notes), Peter supposes, with

his characteristic hasty temperament, that John, as the confidant of Jesus,

would know whom the latter meant. ^ The "kkyet is uttered in a whisper, as

implied also in the vividly portraying vevsi. Should e'crrl- be taken as : "say

to Jesus''' (Ewald), either itepl ov Ikyet. would be omitted, or l^yeLq would take

the place of Tieyei.

Vv. 25, 26. Graphic representation. Eaising himself from the koIttq^ of

Jesus to His breast, nearer to His ear, he draws close to Him, and asks (in

a Avhisper). — kyu] /, for my jxM't. — rb ipu/i.] which he meanwhile took into

His hand. — ETra^uau'] shall give, present to. The morsel is a piece of bread or

meat, which Jesus dips into a broth on the table (not into the Charoseth,

see on Matt. xxvi. 23, since the meal, according to John, was not the

1 The course of thought assumed by in keeping with the anti-Judaic tendency
Godetis pure invention :

" If the trueapos- of the author. See especially Baur, p.

tie carries within Himself God (ver. 20), the 320 ff. Comp. Hilgenfeld, Evang. p. 335

;

traitor carries in himself Satan" (ver. 35). Spaeth in Ililgeiif. Zeilschr. 1868, p. 182 f.

2 koAtto!, Luke vi. 38 ; Plin. ep. iv. 22. But if tlie author had actually entertained
' See Liglitfoot, p. 1095 f. this design, it would have been an easy
^ Gotthold, Bengel, Hengstenberg, Godet. thing for him—since he is said to have dis-

^ In this and other individual traits (xviii. posed of the historical material in so alto-

1", 16, xix. 26, 27, xx. 2, 3, xxi. 3, 4, xviii. 10, gether free a manner—to have satisfied it

xiii. 8, xxi. 15, 16) the design has been dis- in dogmatic pfiints (which would be princi-

covered to make Peter appear in a less pally concerned), and yet more easy, at

advantageous light than John, or to make least in i. 43, and vi. 08, 69, to have remained
him appear so generally,—which would be silent. Comp. on vv. 10, 11.
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paschal meal).— The closing words of ver. 26 have a certain tragic solemni-

ty.' By the designation of the traitor, it was not the curiosity of

John, but his own love, which Jesus satisfied, and this by means of a token

not of ai)imrent, but of real and sorrowful goodwill towards Judas, in whom
even now conscience might be awakened and touched through a token at

the same time, such as most naturally suggested itself at table to the Lord as

the head of the family, expressive of forljearance toAvards the traitor. This

in answer to Weisse, who psychologically mishandles the entire representa-

tion as a fiction derived from ver. 18, and finds the true occurrence only in

Mark, while Strauss gives the relative preference to Luke (xxii. 31).

Vv. 27, 28. Kai fizTCL to tpu/x.] and after, the morsel, i.e. after Jesus had

given him the morsel, ver. 26. So frequently also in the classics a single

word only is used with ixerd, which thus in the context represents an

entire clause.^— tote] then, at that moment, intentionally bringing into

relief the horribly tragic moment. — naiY/SEv, k.t.a.] so that he was thus

from henceforward a man possessed by the devil, Mark v. 12, 13, ix. 25 ;

Luke viii. 30 ; Matt. xii. 45. The expression (comp. Luke xxii. 3) forbids

a figiiratke interpretation (that Judas completely hardened himself after

this discovery was understood by him to have been made), found already in

Theodore of Mopsuestia. The complete hardening, in consequence of which

he could no more retrace his steps, was simply the immediate consequence of

this possession by the devil. But against a magical causal connection, as it

were, of the entrance of the devil along with the morsel, Cyril already justly

declared himself. The representation rather is, that now, just when Judas

had taken the morsel without inward compunction, he was given ujd by

Christ, and being laid open to the unhindered entrance of the devil (/caffd-

KEf) Tiva TTvlrjv T7jv Tov (pvlciTTovTog kpvuvv^ Cyril), experiences this entrance.

John did not see this (in the external bearing of Judas, as Godet supjioses)
;

but it is with him a psychological cei'tainty. — 5 koleIq, ttoltjcov tqxi-ov] What

thou purposest to do,^ do more quickly. In the comparative lies the notion :

hasten it. So very frequently in Homer Oaamv.* The imperative, however,

is not permissire (Grotius, Kuinoel, and several others) ; but Jesus actually

winhes to surmount as soon asptossible the last crisis (His upa),,novf determined

for Him in the divine destiny. The resigned, characteristic decision of

mind brooks no delay. To suggest the intention, on the part of Jesus, to le

rid of the oppressive proximity of the traitor, * is to anticipate what follows.

Vv. 28, 29. 0'r(ki(;] Even John not excepted (against Bengel, Kuinoel,

Lange, Hengstenberg, Godet), from whom the thought was remote, that

now already was the treason to be accomplished.

—

wpbi ri] for lehoof of

tnhat. — Ver. 29. yap] Proof, byway of example, of this non-comprehension.

Some of the disciples had taken those words as an order, to hasten a matter

1 To this belongs also the circumstantial * See Duncan, Lex. ed. Rest, p. 524, and

Kaixpdvei. Kai and <|/(o/i. (see critical notes). generally Niigelsbach, Anm. z. Iitas,x>-~^,

Jesus has put the morsel into the broth 314, ed. 3 ; on the sraecism of raxioi', Lo-

(j3<£vf<as), and then takes it, etc. beck, ad Phryn. p. 77.

2 See Ast, ad Plat. Leg. p. 273 f., Lex. Plat. ^ Ambrose :
" ut a consortio suo recede-

II. p. 311 ; Jacobs, ad .AntJwl. XIII. p. 82. ret," comp. Lticke, B. Crusius, Tholuck.

3 Comp. ver. 6 ; Winer, p. 249 [B. T. p. 243].
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of lusiness l-noien to Judas, the bearer of the chest. They had therefore two

more definite suppositious between which they wavered, both produced by

a helpless state of mind, but not irrational, since it is not said that they

thought of instantaneous attention to the command, nor in the night. — elr

T. kopT.'] belongs to Cov x9- «.r- There was therefore as yet no matter needful

for the feast purchased. This, following as it does the statement of time

already adduced in ver. 1, ^presupposes that the present meal was not the

festal meal, for the latter belonged to the feast itself which, according to

ver. 1, was still impending^— -roiq Trrwjoif] placed first as the other subject

referred to in this second supposition. Comp. Gal. ii. 10. This giving to

the poor is likewise thought of as designed for the approaching cdebratioii,

because they attempted thus to explain the present direction to the purveyor.

—In the transition into the indirect form of speech, rj, k.t.1. must be com-

pleted ; or that lie said that to Jiim, in order that he, etc.

Yv. 30, 31. Aa(ii)v ol'v'] connecting with ver. 27. With k^fj'kdev evB'vQ

begins the fulfilment of the command of Christ, given in ver. 27. How er-

roneous therefore is Ilengstenberg's statement, in spite of the evB'vi; : he

Avent away only at the close of the meal ! Before the i^fpS^v the supper, in

sooth, is to have had its place, and Judas to have taken part in it !— fjv 6}

Ti'f] The meal had begun in the evening, and—when we consider also the

time consumed in the feet-washing—had already advanced into the night.

This conclusion of the narrative respecting Judas presents, unsought, some-

thing full of horror, and which precisely in this most simple brevity of

expression takes profoundest hold of the imagination. Comp. Luke xxii.

53. With UTE ovv k^r/We begins a fresh break in the narrative. To omit ovv

(see critical notes), and to connect these words with fjv rfe I'ff,^ has against

it, apart from the critically certified oh<, the considerations that the follow-

ing IkyEi. would stand very abruptly,' u-e i^ff/Se itself would be very super-

fluous, and the deeper emphasis of the bare ?;y 6h vv§ at the close would be

lost.

Vv. 31, 32. 'Nvv kih^daOr!, K.r.?..] The traitor is gone, and now the heart

of the Lord, which has become freer and more at ease, pours itself forth

as in an anticipated triumph. In view, namely, of the near and certain

end. He sees in His death, as though He had already undergone it. His life-

irorTc as accomplislied, and Himself thereby glorified, and in this His glorifi-

cation the glory of Ood, who completes His work in the work of the Son.

The 66^a intended by Jesus is, therefore, not that which is contained for

Him in the feet-washing and in the departure of Judas, which would not

correspond to the sublime and victorious nature of this moment (again.st

Godct). But neither, again, is it the heavenly g\ovj (Luthardt) ; for to this

the future Sn^aasi, ver. 32, first refers, and this change of tense possesses a

1 Against Wieseler, pp. 306, 381, Tholuck, benus, and others, including Bengel, Pau-

Lange, Luthardt, Baeumlein, Hengsten- lus, Ewald.

berg, Paul in the Stud. u. Erit. 1866, p. 3GG ^ Ewald supposes that "by an old mis-

f., and several others). See also Bleek, p. take" 6-e ovv i^y)\dev had dropped out

129 f. : Eiickert, Ahendm. p. 27 f. ; Ililgcn- before A>eyct. But sacli is the reading of

feld, Paschastr. p. 147 ; Isenberg, p. 10 f. Cyril only.

- Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Ziga-
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determinative force. Rather does the kdo^AcOi] denote the actual 66ia, which
lies in the fact, and of which the manifestation has begun, that now at length
His earthly worh of salvation is brought to a state of comj^letion, the task ap-
pointed to the Son by the Father is discharged. It is the glory of His death,
the splendour of His TSTeXearai, which, as already arrived, He contemplates,
feels, expresses. — h avru] in Him, in His person, so far as it has been glori-

fied.— Ver. 32 has a climactic relation to ver. 31, passing from the 66^a,

which He has on the threshold of death, to the heavenly glory, which from
this time God will secure to Him (hence the future (h^d(TEi).—n 6 Oeoc

eSo^. h iavTO] Solemn repetition, in order to subjoin a further thought.
h iavTij] To be referred to the subject, not, with Ewald, to Christ : in Him-
self, corresponding, as recompense, to the h ahru. He will be so glorified

by God, that His heavenly glory will be contained in God's oum peculiar
glory

;
His glory will be none other than the divine glory itself, completed

in God Himself (comp. Col. iii. 3) through the return into the fellowship of
God out of which He had come forth, and had become man. Comp. xvii.

4, 5. — The first kuI, ver. 33, is the also of the corresponding relation (on
the other hand, again)

; and the second : and that. ' On the idea of the rec-

ompense, comp. xvii. 4, 5 ; Phil. ii. 9. —evBvq] straightway; for how imme-
diately near is this blessed goal towards which my death is the departure !

Ver. 33. The evOvq changes—when He glances at His loved ones, whom
He is to leave behind—His mood, which but now was that of victory, again
into one of softness and emotion. Here, in the first place, the tender reKvla

(comp. xxi. 5) with all the intensity of departing love. — iwipov] Accusat.
neut.*— i^ijTjjaETe] the seeking oifaith and love in distress, in temptation, etc.

— /cat/ca0wc, /c.-.;i.] a;uZas I have said, . . . S2,j 1 no-w also to you."^— r.'lovd.]

to these, however, with a penal reference, vii. 34, viii". 21, 24, and with the
threatening addition, k. ohx Evpf/asTs. And for the disciples the ov dvvaade
tXdelv is intended only of the temporal impossibility. See xiv. 2, 3. — apri]

emphatically at the end, as in vv. 7, 37, xvi. 12. He could no longer spare
them the announcement.

Ver. 34. Commandment now of the departing Lord for those who,
according to ver. 33, are to be left behind, which He calls a new one, i.e.

one not yet given either in the Decalogue or otherwise, in order the more
deeply to impress it upon them as the specific rule of their oonduct. The
novelty lies not in the commandment of love in itself (for see Lev. xix. 18,

comp. Matt. v. 43 ff., xix. 19, xxii. 37, 38), nor yet in the higher degree of
love found in naBug ^]yaTi. vji.. so that the requirement would be, that one
should love one's neighbour not merely ug iavrov, but vm-p eavrov,* since

Kad6g does not indicate the degree or the type (see below,) and since, more-
over, the O. T. (Lf EavT6v does not exclude, but includes the self-sacrifice of

' IlartunR, Pariikell. I. p. 145. rendering is also quite erroneous.
= Comp. xiv. IG, xvi. 19; Heb. x. 37; LXX. < Cyril, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Tbeo-

Job xxxvi. 3 ;
Sap. xv. 8, et al. phylact, Euth. Zifjabenns, and many, in-

= Luther incorrectly begins a new sen- eluding especially Knapp, Scr. var. arg. p.
tence with xal vti.lv (" and I .say to you now : 369 ff.

a new commandment," etc.). Ebrard's
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love. The novelty lies rather in the motive 2^ower of the love, which must

be the love of Christ, which one has experienced. Comp. 1 John iii. 16.

Thereby the commandment, in itself old, receives the new definiteness, ' the

definiteness of loving h Xpiaru, and therewith the new moral absolute char-

acter and contents, and is given forth with this speciflcally N. T. definition,

founded on faith in Christ, a 7iew commandment. Comp. Luthardt, Ebrard,

Bruckner ; also Baeumlein, Hengstenberg, and Godet, who, however, take

along with this the circle of Christian love (aXA^Aovf) as a point of novelty.

Grotius treats this in a similar way to these last-named commentators, when

he, as also Kolbing," regards Christian brotherly love, in its distinction from

the general love of one's neighbours, as the new commandment wliich is pre-

scribed. Nevertheless, this distinction rests simply upon the fact that

Christian brotherly love must be mutually determined and sustained by the

jiersonal expei'ience of the love of Christ, or else it is destitute of its peculiarly

Christian character ; hence it is always this point alone which forms the

substantial contents and the distinguishing feature of the new command-

ment as such, of which none could be more intensely and truly conscious than

John himself, especially while he wrote the Katvfjv and the Kadlog iiydnrjaa v/na^.

Opposed to the sense of the word are the interpretations : a commandment

which contains all laws of the N. T. , in opposition to the many laws of the O.T.

(Luthei')
;
praeceptum illustre,^ mandatum. ultimum = Testament (Heumann)

;

further : o-lo-tpiiv h dwaaiv, a youngest commandment (Nonnus) ; further: a

commandment that never grows old, with ever youthful freshness, as though ael

KfHw/t' were expressed (Olshausen *) ; further, ?i renewed commandment,^ or

even one that renews the old man (xVugustine) ; further : a commandment

imexpected by you (Semler, on the presumption of the dispute about prece-

dence which has just taken place, Luke xxii. 24 ff.). According to de Wette,

Kaivijv refers to the fact, that in the commandment lies the principle of the

new li^e brought by Christ. Thus, therefore, naivr] hro/it/ would be here a new

moral principle (comp. Gal. vi. 2), opposed to the O. T. principle of right-

eousness. That this is the new evtoXt/ (comp. already Melanchthon) is, how-

ever, not expressed by these simple words. Against the sense, finally, and

without any indication in the text, is Lange's view : a new <haO?/K.rf which is

the institution of the Supper which Christ here founded. This, besides, is

opposed to the obvious parallel passages, 1 John ii. 8. — Iva ayaTv. aAX.] The

contents of the commandment are set forth as the purpose of the hr. koiv.

<^t6. vji. — Kadbi; TjyaTT. vfi.^ is to be separated only by a comma from allijA.,

containing the agens^ of the ayan. all., and then, by means of Iva koI vfie'ig,

K.T.I. , the ethical purpose of the r/yaK. v/n. which belongs here is added ; the

emphasis, however, lies on ayanare, vfia^, kol vfielg. Hence : that ye may love

1 avTo? avrrjv e7roiT)<r6 Kau'r]v T(u TpoTTw, gen, Rapliel, and already Irenaeus.

Chrysostom. ° This agens can be the love evinced by
2 In the Stud. u. Krit. 1845, p. 685 ff. Christ only on the ground of faith; hence
3 Hackspan, Hammond, Wolf. John fully accords with the Pauline view
^ So also Calovius, who, however, min- of faith, ivhich is operative through love, but

gles together many other interpretations of does not (against Baur, N. T. Theol. p. 397)

various kinds. place love immediately in the position

* Calvin, Jansen, Maldonatus, Schoett- which faith holds with Paul.
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one another, in conformity witli the fact that I have loved yoii, and, indeed,

have loved you with the design that you also, on your part, etc. But that

here KaBur does not express the degree, but the corresponding relation, which

constrains to the aya-ir. alX., ajipears with logical necessity from the subjoined

clause denoting purpose Iva koI vfidg k.t.X. (without an ovrug, which Ewald
interpolates in his explanation). It is similar to our icie denn (as then),' stat-

ing the ground, as wf also is very frequently used in the classics.^ To take

the sentence Kfi^wf . . . aTdljlovg as a parallel to the preceding Ivaaya-rr. a?2.,

whereby KaOug i/y. v/n.. is emphatically placed first (so many commentators,

from Beza to Hengstenberg and Godet), would cause no difficulty in the

case of Paul, but does not correspond to the simple style of John elsewhere. —
yyawT/ija] Aorist ; for Jesus sees Himself already at the end of the work of

His loving self-devotion. Comp. ver. 1. Finally, ver. 34 is not to be ex-

plained of Christ's imparting a new legislation, in opposition to the Mosaic.^

He, indeed, does not say vdjuov kuivSv. The hrnlrj kulvt] belongs rather to His

KJJ^puaig of the law (Matt. v. 17), esi^ecially in respect of Lev. xix. 18,

and does not exclude, but includes, the other moral precepts of the law.*

Ver. 35. 'Ex^ TovTiS\ in this, with mv following ; comp. 1 John ii. 3.— f«o/]

not dative, but mei, my, with emphasis, as in xv. 8, comp. xviii. 36. .—How
greatly love was really the Gnorisma of the Christians (1 John iii. 10 ff.),

see e.g. Tertullian, Aiwl. 39.

Vv. 36-38. The words spoken in ver. 33 are still in Peter's mind ; he has

not understood them, but can the less therefore get quit of them, and hence

asks : -rrov vnayeig ; Jesus does not directly answer this, but points him to

the personal experience of a later future, in which he (in the path of martyr-

dom) will follow after Him (comp. xxi. 18, 19), which at present is not

possible. The latter statement surjirises the fiery disciple, since he feels

that he is ready to sacrifice his very life for Him. Jesus then quenches this

fire, ver. 38. oh dvvaam] not meant of moral ability (against Tholuck,

Hengstenberg), as Peter took it, but of ohjective possibility as in ver. 33.

The disciple also has " his hour," and Peter had first a great calling before

him, xxi. 15 ff. ; Matt. xvi. 18.— r. ipv^. 6?/au] See on x. 11. In the zeal of

love he mistakes the measure of his moral strength. — On the discrepancy,

that Matthew and Mark place the prediction of the denial on the way to

Gethsemane (Luke xxii. 23 agrees substantially with John), see on Luke

xxii. 31. The declaration of ver. 38 itself is certainly more original in John

and Matt. xxvi. 34, Luke xxii. 34 (without 6!g), than in Mark xiv. 30.

Note.—The question, to what place in John's narrative the celebration of

the Supper belongs, is not to be more precisely determined on the ground of

Matt. xxvi. 23-25 (against Luke xxii. 21), than that the Supper finds its place,

not before the departure of Judas, ^ consequently after ver. 30. Nothing more

1 Comp. on xii. 35 ; 1 Cor. i. 6 ; Eph. i. 4 ; the law ; see also Weiss, Joh. Lehrhegr. p.

Matt. vi. 12. 166.

2 Klotz, ad Devar. p. 766 ; Ast, Lex. Plat. ^ That Judas did not join in celebrating

iii. p. 584. the Supper (Beza and several others), has

3 Hilgenfeld, comp. above Luther. been recently (also by Kahnis, not by Hof-

^ Comp. in Paul love as the fulfilment of mann, and Hengstenberg, who places the
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definite can be said (Paiilus, B. Crusius, Kabnis, jjlace it immediately after ver.

30, against wbicb, bowever, is tbe reading ovv before i^ylde in ver. 30 ; Lucke,

Maier, and several otbers, between vv. 33 and 34, opposed to wbicb is tbe

question of Peter, ver. 36, wbicb looks back to ver. 33 ; Neander, Amnion, and

Ebrard, after ver. 32 ; Tboluck, in ver. 34 ; Lange, indeed, says : tbe kvTolfi

KULvi}, ver. 34, is tbe ordainment of tbe Supper itself ; Olsbausen after ver. 38),

since tbe entire arrangement of Jobn in tbese cbapters leaves tbe Supper com-

pletely out of consideration, and, wbat is to be particularly noted bere in ver.

30, xiv. 1 ff., is so inseparably connected togetber, tbat, in reality, tbere re-

mains nowbere in bis narrative an opening for its insertion. Tbis be-

trays, indeed, tbe free concatenation of tbe discourses on tbe part of Jobn,

but not bis non-acqiaaintance with tbe institution (Strauss), and cannot justi-

fy tbe extreme assumptions, tbat it is to be placed, in spite of tbe periodic

structure of vv. 1-4, already before tbe feet-wasbing (Sieffert, Godet), or first

after xiv. 31 (Kern). So also Bengel, Wicbelbaus, and E,6pe, in so far as tbey

make Jesus, in xiv. 31, to be setting out for tbe Pascbal Sujoper to Jerusalem.

See on xiv. 31. According to Scbenkel, tbe feet-wasbing does 7iot fall witbin

tbe last bours of Jesus, but at an earlier period, wbereby, to be sure, all diffi-

culty would be removed.

Notes by Ameeicvn Editor.

XXXIX, " Before the feast of ihe Passover." Ver. 1.

"Weiss agrees witb Meyer in connecting tbe rrpo r'/q inpT,'c neitber witb e'iSug

(as too vague and indefinite to mark tbe point of time at wbicb tbe conscious-

ness of tbe arrival of His bour came to Jesus, and too weigbty in its position

to belong to a mere incidental statement), still less witb dyairijcyag (us giving tbis

an entirely unnatural limitation), nor again witb iyeipsrai, ver. 4 (assuming an

unneeded and unindicated grammatical or logical parentbesis, and most barsbly

resuming in ver. 3 tbe e'lduq of ver. 1), but witb yyd-rjaEV, wbicb tbus regularly

completes tbe period. Still, as to the fad, it belongs virtually to tbe following

verses, wbicb give tbe contents of iiycmrjaev. It seems to me tbat tbis combi-

nation, "Before tbe feast of tbe Passover He loved, (gave a proof of His love"

aoi'.), is sufficiently natural. Tbe loved, (aor. gave a i3roof of His love), wbicb

Meyer confines to tbe foot-wasbing, Weiss justly, as it would seem, extends

over tbe entire scene of tbe Last Sujjper from cbap. 13 to 17, including not

only tbe foot-wasbing, wbicb was an act ratber of condescension and tbe incul-

cation of loving condescension tban strictly of love, and really applies pre-emi-

nentlj' to tbose tender and loving discourses wbicb follow. It does not include

tbe crucifixion, because tbat was a display of love, not primarily to His disciples,

biit to tbe world. Tbe first verse Weiss tbus regards as a sort of superscription

celebration before i^riX^ev, ver. SO) almost r/fi-fcJi. p. 250 f. In quite a different interest

universally recognized, altliouffh formerly has Schenkel maintained that Jesus did

(even already in the Fathers) the opposite not exclude the traitor from the solemnity ;

view preponderated, and, owinjj to a dog- that He, in fact, desired tliereby to remove
matic interest, was supported in the Lu- even the pretext "/or Us again being made
thcran Church against the Reformed, on aii ordinance,'" and that -^snthout prepara-

account of the participation of the unwor- tion or antecedent confession He {rranted

thy. See Wichelhaus, Komm. zur Leidens- an unconditional/re«do»i ofpai'ticipation.
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to the wholo section, cliap. 13-17. Yet it seems cloubtful whether the words
TT/jo (!J Tj'c hp. T. Traaxci do not rather stand at the head of the whole, without

any determinate grammatical connection, simplj' as marking another stage to

which Jesus has now arrived, that namely which introduces the eventful scenes

of the Passover. The main qiiestion, however, is. What is the tme indicated by
this TTfjo TTJg iopTTJg? Meyer is certainly right in saying that it does not indicate

hoio long before the Passover, and this must be determined by the connection.

Now if it refers to the day or the night before the slaying of the paschal lamb,

then it brings John into irreconcilable contradiction with the Synoptical

Gospels, all of which place the Last Supper by universal consent on the evening

of the 14th Nisan, after the slaying of the jjaschal lamb, and make the feast

identical in time and in fact with the Paschal Supper. If John intended to fix

a date which should be in distinct opposition to this current and well-known
date, it seems inconceivable that He should have done it by a statement so

entirely vague and indeterminate. It is his habit, perhaps beyond that of

either of his fellow-Evangelists, to give in his history definite designations of

time (i. 29, 35, 43, ii. 1, iv. 43), and just before, in chap. xii. 1, without any
apparently important cause, he has given us one of these definite dates (six days

before the feast of the Passover) ; and now, when a very serious point of chro-

nology Avas involved, and He was going consciously to correct a widely diffused

error of the Synoptists in regard to the time of the Lord's Suj^per, that he should
have satisfied himself with this vague and indefinite language seems incredible.

How easy to have said " one day before the feast," etc. ; and had he mecmt this,

how naturally would he have said so ! Even with the Synoptists, the supper in-

troduced the Passover festival, stood at its head, and the part in John which
constituted the foot-washing might have actually anticipated even the paschal

(h'nri'ov, and been merely preliminary and preparatory to it. I cannot but think

with many, that this phrase is intended to be no exact designation of time
;

that John puts it loosely at the head of the section, as marking the commence-
ment of the Passover feast, and that he is not conscious of any intention to cross

the track of the fixed evangelical tradition on this point. AVith anything like

a polemical purpose or consciousness, his language wovild surely have been more
precise.

XL. Ver. 1.

In this verse "VVeiss also, rightly I think, rejects Meyer's construction of

ayamjaug ("that he might depart out of this world to the Father after having
loved—given a proof of love—to his own") as artificial, and not correspond-

ing to the evident correlation of ayairrjcaq—fiydivrjaev. Nor is ayaTtiiaaq co-ordi-

nated with Muq (by famili9,r asyndeton, knowing, having loved, for knowing and
having loved), but it is a part of the apodosis or after clause of the sentence,

£/rf(jf supplying the place of the protasis, as appears by resolving it into since

he kneio ("since he knew that his hour, etc., having loved his own, he loved

them").—E/f riiloQ not uido the end, but either at the last, finally, or (better, in the

highest degree, pre-eminently.) So Weiss.

XLI. " TTie devil having put it into the heart,'' etc. Ver. 3.

Weiss justly, I think, rejects Meyer's construction which makes " the

heart" here the heart of the devil, on the ground that even admitting that we
might speak of the heart of the devil, it should be in a connection which clearly
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requires or justifies sucli a usage. But in the first place the active voice is strong-

ly against such a construction. It should be clearlj^ jidTilea'^ai, not jiaXAtLv, and

j3iia7ielv £iQ KapiSiav for Satan's own heart would seem quite inadmissible. Again,

it is unnatural that the devil, whose hate and hellish pitrpose never slumbered,

should be represented as having just now put into his own heart the evil pur-

l^ose. It is much more natural to refer it to that of Judas : "the purposing of

the man can be fixed to a definite jioint, but not so naturally that of the

devil." Judas having recently, no doubt, conceived the plot, nothing is more

natural than to ascribe its origin to the devil. The harshness of the construc-

tion is amply compensated by its bringing out with great emphasis the name
of the traitor : " The devil having already (or now) put it into the heart that

Judas Iscariot son of Simon should deliver him up." Such trajedions are by

no means unfamiliar to the Greek.
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CHAPTEK XIY.

Before Tropevojuat, ver. 2, on (Lachm. Tisch.) is decisively attested. Its omis-

sion is therefore to be explained from the fact that it was taken for the recita-

tive on, as which it appeared superfluous, since the recitative oti is so fre-

quently passed over in the Codd. — Ver. 3. Kai before eroLfi. is wanting in

A. E. G. H. K. A. Curss., some Verss., Phot. Deleted by Matth. and Lachm.

D. M. Curss. Syr. Cant. Theophyl. Euth. : iToifidaai.. This mechanical repeti-

tion from what precedes was the cause of the omission of the aai, which, how-

ever, is still very strongly attested by B. C. L. N. U. X. A. X. Vulg. It. and im-

portant witnesses. — Ver. 4. oldare, nal r. 66uv uiSaTs'] B. C.*L. Q. X. X. 157, Copt.

Aeth. Pers. p. Verc. have merely oldare r. uSov. So Tisch., whilst Lachm. only

brackets the Kai and the second oiSare. The Kecepta is an explanatory expan-

sion ; against it ver. 5 also witnesses. — Ver. 5. dwcifieOa r. 66dv eldivut,'] Lachm.

and Tisch. : ol6a/u.ev tjjv oi'idv, according to B. C.*D. Codd. It. Cyr. Tert., among
which, however, a few (including D.) have t. 66. old. The Eecepta is an ex-

l^lanatory expansion. — Ver. 7. eyv^Keire dv} B. C* L. Q. X. Curss. Cyr. Ath. :

dv yfhin, or (X.) ?)6. dv. From viii. 19. — Ver. 9. tooovtov ;^/)dwi'] Lachm.

Tisch. : togovtu xpovu, according to D. L. Q. X. Cyr. The accusative is an un-

necessarj' gloss. — Ver. 10. avrbg tvoieI rd ipya"] Tisch. : Troiel rd ipya uvtov, ac-

cording to B. D. N. Kightly, The avTdg, added in explanation, dislodged the

avTov, and that in such a way that it took its place (L. X.) in some instances, in

others was placed before the verb. — Ver. 11. After e/ioI Elz. has eaTiv. A
supplementary addition against decisive testimony. — fwt at the end is rejected

by Schulz, deleted by Tisch. It suggests the suspicion of being a mechanical

repetition ; besides, the omitting witnesses (amongst them Codd. D. L. J<. 33)

are sufficiently strong. — Ver. 12. fiov] is, according to preponderating evidence,

with Lachm. and Tisch., to be deleted. — Ver. 14 is entirely wanting in X. A.

Curss., some Verss. Chrya. Nonnus ; witnesses, however, which are too weak to

permit us, with Kinck, to condemn it, especially since, on account of the

similar beginning in vv. 14 and 16, and considering its superfluous character,

it might verj' easily be passed over. — Ver. 15. riipr/auTel Tisch. : TnoTjasTe, ac-

cording to B. L. J<. (?) Curss. Euseb. But the future readily arose from the en-

tire context. — Ver. 16. ij.evt,'] B. L. Q. X. K. Codd. It. Goth. Copt. Syr.

and several Fathers have ?}. So Lachm. (but, with B., after aluvn) and Tisch.

Eightly
; fievr/ is a more closely-defining gloss from ver. 17. — Ver. 17. earai]

Lachm. : kariv, according to B. D.* Curss. Verss. Lucif. According as MENEI
was taken as present (E. G. K. M. U. X. A.) or as future (Vulg.), eotIv or earai

may be written after it ; hence it is only the preponderance of witnesses which

decides, and this is in favour of the future. — Ver. 20. Since the first v//eif

stands in some of the witnesses after, in some before, yvud. (so, only bracketed

in Lachm.), while in some it is entirely wanting (A. Verss. Fathers), it must

be regarded as an addition. — Ver. 22. Instead of /cat rl, Elz. and Lachm. have

merely ri, in accordance with preponderating evidence. But Kai (which X. also
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has) might be readilj' passed over by clnmsj' copyists, especially', too, as the

preceding Kvpie might occasion its being overlooked. — Ver. 23. noiyao/xev]

Lachm. and Tisch. : TtoLrjaofjLEQa, in accordance with imi^ortant witnesses (D.

also with HevcofLac k. noirjoofiai declares for the middle voice). Rightly ; the

middle, which John uses nowhere else, was unfamiliar to the copyists. — Ver.

28.- ^/aTTure] D.* H. L. and a few Curss. : dyaTcre, to which Buttmann, in the

Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 481 f., gives the preference. Too weakly attested ; and

how easily would a stumbling-block be found in the imperf., as denying love

to the disciples !—Between on and ir-opevo/uuL Elz. has dirop, against decisive

witnesses. An interpolation in conformity with the preceding.

Ver. 1.' From Peter Jesus now turns, with consolatory address in refer-

ence to His near departure, to the disciples generally ; hence D. and a few

Verss. prefix Kal eIttev rolg /j.ad?j-alg avrov (so also Luther, following Erasmus).

But the cause of the address itself is fully explained in John's narrative by
the situation, and by no means requires the reference, arbitrarily assumed

by Hengstenberg, to Luke xxii. 35-38. The whole of the following fare-

Avell discourses, down to xvii. 26, must have grown out of the profoundest

recollections of the apostle, which, in a thoroughly genial manner, are viv-

idly recalled, and further expanded. It accords with the entire peculiarity

of the Johannean narrative of the last Supper, that the Synoptics offer no

parallels to these farewell discourses. Hence it is not satisfactory, and is

not in keeping with the necessary personal recollection of John, to regard

liim as taking his start from certain primary words of earlier gospels, which ho,

like an artist of j^owerful genius, has transfigured by the freest, but, at the

same time, most appropriate and enchanting transformation (Ewald).

—

fiy

rapaca.'] by anxiety and apprehension. Comp. xii. 27. It points to what He
had spoken in the preceding chapters of His departure, not (with Chrysos-

tom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, and many)
to Peter's denial, after the prediction of which the rest of the disciples also

might have become anxious about their constancy. This is erroneous,

because the following discourse bears no relation to it.— ma-fw-f, /c.r.A.] By
these words Jesus exhorts them not to faith generally (which they certainly

had), but to that confident assurance by which the /ifi rapaaaeadai. was condi-

tioned : trtist in Ood, and trust in me. To take, in lx>tTi cases, TTiaTrveTE as

imperatives '^ appears most in conformity with the preceding imperative and
the direct character of the address.^ [See Note XLII. p. 425.] Others : the

first TTiar. is indicative, and the second imperative .• ye ielieve on God, ielieve

J Luther's exposition of cbap. siv., sv., « Cyril., Gothic, Konnus, Theophylact,
xvi. belongs to the year 1538. He terms Euth. Zigab., Bengel, aud several others,

these discourses " the best and most con- including most moderns, from Llicke to
solijig sermons that the Lord Christ deliv- Hengst. aud Godet.
ered on earth," and " a treasure and jewel, ^ So also Ebrard, who, however, in con-
not to be purchased with the world's formity with a supposed Hebraism (see on
goods."— Luther's book (which originated Eph. iv. 20), finds the inappropriate mean-
in sermons, which Casp. and Cruciger took ing: "Believe on God, so ye believe on me."
down) is among his most spirited and lively Thus the emotional address becomes a re-

writings. How highly he himself esteemed flection. Olshausen arrives at the same
it, see in Matthesius, eil/te Pred. (ed. sense, taking the f.rst ttiot. as imperative,

Kurnb. 1592, p. 119a). the second as indicative.
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therefore on me.' Luther, who regards the first sentence as hypothetical

(in itself admissible),' in his translation takes TriarEveTE, in loth cases, as in-

dicatives. According to any rendering, however, the inseparable coherence

of the two elements of faith (God in Christ manifest and near) is to be noted.

Comp. Rom. v. 3.

Vv. 2, 3 serve to arouse the Tricreveiv demanded in ver. 1, to which a 2V'0S-

pect so Messed lies open. In the house of my Father are many places of sojourn,

many shall find their abiding-place (jiovv only here and in ver. 23 in the

N. T. •, frequent in the classics, comp. also 1 Mace. vii. 38), so that such

therefore is not wanting to you also ; dut if this were not the case I would

have told you ("ademissem vobis spem inanem," Grotius). After elnov hv

i,/2lv a full stop must be placed, and with on (see critical notes) 7Topevo/mi a

new sentence begins.^ But the Fathers of the church, Erasmus, Luther,

Castalio, Wolf, Maldonatus, Bengel, and many others, including Hofmann/

and Ebrard, refer elirov hv i'fuv to what follows : if it were not so, then I would

have said to you : I go, etc. Against this ver. 3 is decisive, according to

which Jesus actually says that He is going away, and is preparing a place.
^

Others take it as a question, where, however, we arc not, on account of the

aorist eIkov, to explain ; woidd lindeed say to you : I go, etc. ?° But :
would

I indeed have said to you, etc. ? In tills way there would either be intended

an earlier saying not preserved in the Gospel (Ewald),' possibly with the stamp

of a gloss on it (Weizsacker), or a reference to the earlier sayings regarding

the passage into the heavenly world (Lange). But for the latter explana-

tion the language in the present passage is too definite and peculiar
;
while the

former amounts simply to an hypothesis which is neither necessary nor ca-

pable of support on other grounds.—The ol/c/a rov irarpd^ is not heaven gener-

ally, but the peculiar dwelling-place of the divine 66^a in heaven, the place

of His glorious throne/ viewed, after the analogy of the temple in Jerusalem,

this earlhly okof rov 7rarp6g (ii. 16), as a heavenly sanctuary (Isa. Ivii. 15).

[See Note XLIH. p. 426.] Comp. Heb. ix. —iroUai] iKaval Se^aadac Kalvfia^,

Euth. Zigabenus. The conception of different degrees of blessedness (Augus-

1 Vulgate Erasmus, Luther ia his Ex- the latter, and connects therewith, as well

posUion, castalio, Beza, Calvin, Aretius, as with U., artificial and labom-ed depart-

Maldonatus, Grotius, and several others. ures from the simple sense of the words

2 Bernhardy p 385 ; Pflugk, ad Eur. Med. El^rard also adopts a forced and artificial

SSG. comp. on i. 51. view, according to which eTo.Ma<ra. is

3 So, first Valla, then Beza, Calvin, Ca- said to be otyecttve: bring about your vrex-

saubon Aretius, Grotius, Jansen, and ««o<'; but croc^acrco (without «aO miist?7OT/ii!

manv others, including Kuinoel, Liicke, tothemaUri^ accessibUfor ihediscivh's.^o^

Tholuck, Olshausen, B. Crusius, de Wette could a listener hit upon this difference of

(who terms the assertion "somewhat idea in the same word ?
^, „.

,

nmvc- But it has rather its full weight in « Mosheim, Ernest., Beck m the Stud. u.

the faith presupposed in the disciples, that A«7. 1831, p. 130 ff.

He cannot leave them nninstructed on any ' He would also p ace .^U^n. • •;°-;;^;;

essential point of their hope ; comp. Kost- within a parenthesis, and finds he' ĵ' h«r

lin, Uhrbeqr. p. 1G3), Maier, Heugsteuberg, a saying out of a now unknown gospe
.
or

Godet, Lachmann, Tischendorf. rather out of the fragment supposed to

4 Schrifthet,^. II. 2, p. 464. have been lost before chap. v.

5 This reason is valid, whether we read ^ pg. u. 4, xxxm. 13, 14 ;
Isa. Ixm. lo,

now in ver. 3 xal cTot/iao-o), or with Lach- etal.

manu merely eToiMao-w : Hofmami follows
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tiue and several others) lies entirely remote from the meaning here ; for

many the house of God is destined and established, and that already ano Kara-

[ioA7]g k6cj/j.ou, Matt. XXV. 34. — otl TTopevofiai, K.T.'k.'\for I go, etc., assigns the

reason of the assurance : hv ry olaia . . . TroXXai elaiv, so that el 6a fii], el-ov av

vfilv is to be regarded as logically inserted. The Tropevo/iai. eToi/idaai, k.t.2..,

however, is an actual proof of the existence of the fioval •Kollal in the heav-

enly house of God (not of the elnov av vfilv, as Luthardt thinks, placing only

a colon after vjuv), because otherwise Jesus could not go away with the

design of getting prepared for them in those iioval a place on which they are

thereafter to enter, a place for them. Thiseroi/idCffv t6tvov presupposes jiovciq

ToA/'.df, in which the dwelling-place to be jirovided must exist. The idea is,

further (comp. the idea of the Trpodpojuoc, Heb. vi. 20), that He having at-

tained by His death to the fellowship of the divine 66^a, purposes to pre-

pare the way for their future avi>So^aa6r]vat with God (comp. xvii. 24) ; but
' • therefore He speaks with them in the simplest possible, as it were, child-

like fashion, according to their thoughts, as is necessary to attract and allure

simple people," Luther. — Ver. 3. Kal kav . . . tottov] Emphatic rej^etition

of the consolatory words, with which is united the still more consolatory

promise : I will come again, and will (then) receive you to myself. Jesus says,

Kal kdv, not K. brav, for He does not mention the point of time of His return,

but what consequences (namely, the ttciIiv epxcfiai, /c.r.^.) will be connected

with this departure of His, and preparation of a place of which He had just

given them assurance. The TvopeveaOai k. iroi/i, k.t.1., is the conditioning

fact which, if it shall take place, has the iraliv epxeodai, k.t.X., as its happy

consequence. Comp. xii. 32. The nearness or remoteness of the appear-

ance of this result remains undefined by kdv. Comp. Diisterdieck on 1 John

ii. 38, where the reading brav is an alteration proceeding from clumsy copy-

ists.—By Tvdliv epxo/iai Jesus means, and that not indefinitely, or verging to-

wards a merely spiritual import (de Wette), but distinctly and clearly, His

Parousia at the last day (vi. 39, 40, xi. 24), and not His resurrection (Ebrard),

to which the following k. nrapal., k.t.T^., is not appropriate. That in John
(comp. 1 John ii. 28), and in Jesus, according to John (comp. xxi. 22, v.

28, 29), as in the whole apostolic church, existed the conception of the

Parousia as near at hand,' although in the Gospel, on account of its spiritual

character, it comes less into the foreground, see in Kaeuffer, de ^uf/g aluv, not.

p. 131 f., comp. also Frommann. p. 479 f. ; Lechler,'^ Wittichen,'' and Weiss.*

On this His glorious return He will receive the disciijles into His personal

fellowship (as raised from the dead or transformed respectively), and that

as partakers of His divine Jdf« in the heavenly sanctuary which has descended

with Him to the earth, in which a place will be already prepared for them.

He comes in the glory of His Father, and they enter into fellowship) with

1 However decidedly this is still denied heaven," and " broken off the head " of

by Scholten, who finds in John only « the expectation of the Parousia. But the
spiritual coming?, in the sense, namely, that head is exactly in the present passage,

the Spirit of Jesus remains. According to * Apost. und Nachapod. Zeit. p. 234 £f.

Keim (Geschichtl. C'hr. p. 45, ed. 3), the ^ Jahrb.f. B. Th. 1862, p. 357 i.

fourth Gospel has, " in sufficiently modern * Lehibegr. p. ItJl.

fashion, relegated the future kingdom to
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Him iu tliis 6u^a in the Messianic Iviugdom. ' The explanation of a coming,

only regarded as such more or less imfroferly, in order to receive the disci-

ples by a blessed death into heaven,^ is opjDosed to the words (comp. xxi. 22)

and to the mode of expression elsewhere employed in the N. T. resjiecting

the coming of Christ, since death does indeed translate the apostles and

martyrs to Christ ;' but it is nowhere said of Christ that He comes (in order

to be personally present at their dying bed (as Hengstenberg, indeed, thinks)

and 'brings them to Himself. Except in the Paraclete, Christ first comes in

His glory at the Parousia. But the understanding of the words here (ace.

to vv. 18 ff.) only of the spiritual return of Christ to His own', and their re-

ception into thefull sacredfellowshljy of the Spirit of the glorified Christ," * is

ruled out by the fact that Jesus himself has in advance (ver. 2) required

their reference to His actual return, and to local fellowship with Him (in vv.

18 ff. the entire context is different). — -npbg kjiavrdv] spoken in the conscious-

ness of the great value which the love of the disciples placed on feUowsldp

with his oion pierson. Only with Himself have faith and love the final object

of hope, and their blessed reward ^ in the Father's house.

Vv. 4, 5. In order now to lead the disciples to that which, on their side,

iu respect of the promise contained in ver. 3, was the main practical matter,

He says, arousing inquiry : And whither I go . . .ye hnoic the way (so, ac-

cording to the amended reading, see critical notes) which leads thither,

namely, to the Father. And the disciples, had they already been more

susceptible to the communications of the Lord respecting His higher Messi-

anic destiny, must have known Him—tliis way,—since Christ had already

so frequently set Himself forth as the only Mediator of salvation, as in chap,

vi., X. 1 ff., xi. 25, et al. He means, that is, not the way to suffering and

death., which He Himself is about to tread, ° but the way designated in ver.

C {He Himself is that way !) along which every one is directed who would
attain to that glorious fellowship with the Father. — bwov kyu vnayu is an

anacoluthon, with the emphasis of the certainty of the near and blessed

completion, and kyu has the accent of self-conscious and unique i^re-emi-

nence.—Thomas, as in xx. 25, speaks the language of sober, hesitating in-

telligence, not of dejection at the approaching suffering of the Lord, as

Ebrard thinks. He seeks vformation ; (lero yap aladr/Tov dvai riva tokov, uttov

J Comp. Origen and several others, in- Christ seeks in prayer eternal glory for

eluding Calvin, Lampe, Luthardt, Hof- Ilimself as a reward, xvii. 4, 5, so He
mann, Schriftbew. I. p. 194, Ililgenfeld, assigns it to the disciples also as a reward.
Eriickner, Ewald. See xvii. 24, xii. 25, 26, xi. 26. Here applies

2 Grotius, Kuinoel, B. Crusiiis, Tleuss, also the promise of i&^lv rr]v ^ao-iA. toO i^eoO,

Tholuck, Lange, Hengstenberg, and several iii. 3, 5, and the resurrection at the last day,

others. v. 28, 29, vi. 40, .54. Comp. 1 John iii. 2, .3,

5 2 Cor. T. 8 ; Phil. i. 23 ; Acts vii. 59 ; see where the future transfiguration and union
on Phil. i. 26, note. with Christ is expres.sly designated as the

^ Liicke, Neander, Godet, comp. Olshau- object of iXvi^, as well as John viii., where
sen, Ebrard. even the expression /nio-iJbv nX-qpr) is em-

^ It is incorrect to maintain that in John ployed, and is to be understood of eternal

the notion of reivard is entirely wanting (so blessedness (see Diisterdieck, II. p. 505).

Weiss in the Beutsch. Zeitschr. 1853, pp. 325, ° Luther, Jansen, Grotius, Wetsteiu, also

338, and in his Petr. Lehrbegr. p. 55 f.). As Tholuck and Luthardt.
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virdyei, nat 66bv ojxoiuq ToiavTTjv, Eutii. Zigabeuus. Tlie heaveiily ttov, however
distinctly Jesus had already designated it, Thomas did not yet know clearly

how to combine with his circle of Messianic ideas ; but he desii-ed to arrive

at clearness. That Thomas is here cited without the name AldvtioQ, which is

added in xi. 16, xx. 24, xxi. 2, is accidental, and without the design which
Hengstenberg imports (that he does not speak here according to his indi-

iiidual spiritual character). — Trcjr, k.t.7..'\ " Quodsi ignoretur, quae sit meta,

non potest via sub ratione viae concipi," Grotius.

Ver. 6. I (no other than I) am the icaT/, on which men must go, in order

to come to the Father in His heavenly house, vv. 2, 3, and the truth, and

the life. But since no one, without going the prescribed tcay, without hav-

ing appropriated to himsejf the truth, and without bearing in himself the

life, can come to that goal, ohSslc, h.tA., is thus the exponent to all three

particulars, not merely to the first. The three terms lay down the propo-

sition that no other than Christ is the Mediator of eternal salvation with

God in the IMessianic kingdom, under three several characteristic aspects

which are co-ordinated, yet in such a way that the advance is made from

the general to the particular. The characteristic of the mediation of salva-

tion, in the first point, is designated with reference not to matter (as in /)

aXijdeia and i) C,uf/), but to form, in so far, namely, as the mediation of salva-

tion itself is therein expressed in a specific figure (comp. x. 9). On indi-

vidual points, note : (1) Christ is the Way, not because He vTricki^e r;)v 66uu

(Cyril., jMelanchthon, and many others, departing from both the expression

and the figure, and failing to observe the relation of things), but because in

His personal manifestation the mediation of salvation is objectively given,

absolutely the sole mediation for all men, but which has to be made use of

subjectively, that is, by faith on Him, like the man who is aiming at a goal,

and for that purpose must take and pursue the given way which is ttie

means of its attainment. (2) Christ is the Truth, because He is the self-

revelation of God which has been manifested (vv. 7, 9), the Light that is

come into the world, without the appropriation of which salvation is not ob-

tained. (3) He is the Life (Col. iii. 4), because He is the Principle and

Source of eternal life (in its temporal development and future consummation)

;

so that whoever has not received Him into himself by faith (vi. 50, 51, xi.

25, 26), has become a jM-ey to spiritual and eternal death. ^ These three

points are not to be separated according to time (Luther : beginning, mid-

dle, end ; so also Calvin), but Christ is all three at once,—in that He is the

one, He is also the second and the third,—although this cannot justify an

arbitrary fusion of the three predicates (as would be the Augustiuian vera

via vitae). — ohdElg epxeraL, k.t.a.'] the Johaunean sola fide. Note how ver. 6

is the summary of the most perfect self-confession of the Son regarding Him-
self and His work.

Ver. 7. Had you Tcnoion me (for they had indeed not known that He was
the Way), you would also have Icnown the Father (of their non -acquaintance

' Comp. Ignatius, ad Trail. 9 : o5 ,\"P'5 to k\<i\iivov C,r\v ovk (xotJ-ff ; ad Eph. 3: '^pi.tjt'o'i to
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"with wliom their ovk olSauev, irov vTccr/etc, vcr. 5, had testified).—The empha-

sis changes (otherwise in viii. 19) ; it lies in the protasis on tyvuK., not on

the enclitic jue ; in the apodosis on r. Trar. fiov. — ml an' aprc, /c.r.A.] and—
which I can nevertheless now add—from henceforward (after I have told

you in ver. 6 so definitely and fully what /am) you hnmo Him, and liui^e (in

me, ver. 9) lelield Him, This view of the meaning, which flows immedi-

ately out of the context, vv. 6 and 9, the point of which is the idea of the

adequate self-revelation of God in Christ, entirely excludes any interpreta-

tion of the two verbs in a future sense, ^ and the reference to a future ter-

oninus a quo,^ which is wont to be assumed as the time of the communication

of the Spirit, nay, even a mentally supplied '

' / hope^^ (de Wette), with anapTL.

The reference of a-rrdpTi to the whole time of their fellowsliip with Christ since

their conversion (Hengstenberg), is, even grammatically, impossible. See on

xiii. 19, i. 52. In that case only vvv could stand. Godet's remark is also incor-

rect :
" ai the jwint at which my teaching has now arrived," as if apn merely

were expressed. — On Kai, which, without altering its meaning, significantly

subjoins an adversative clause (and . . . i.e. and nevertheless), see on vii.

28.

Vv. 8, 9. Philip., like Thomas in a certain hesitation, corresijonding to

his want of apprehension, has not yet understood the iupaKare avrov ; instead

of seeing it fulfilled in the manifestation of Jesus Himself, it excites in

him the wish that the Lord would effect a Theopthany, perhaps such as

Moses once beheld (Ex. xxiv. 9, 10), or desired to see (Ex. xxxiii. 18), or

the prophets had predicted for the inauguration of the Messianic kingdom
(Mai. iii. 1 ff.).

—

apKd y/ilv] and then are ice contented; then we see the

measure of the revelation of the Father, given to us by Thee, fulfilled to

such a degree that we do not covet a further until the last glorious appear-

ance.—On the dative of duration of time, -rocovTij ;fpw6j (see critical notes). ^

KOI OVK eyv. //e] And thou hast not Tcnown me f A question of melancholy sur-

prise, and hence also in loving emotion. He addresses him hy name. Had
Philip Inoicn, Jesus, he would have said to himself, that in Him the highest

revelation of God was manifested, and the wish to behold a Theophany

must have remained foreign to his mind. Hence : He icho has seen me has

seen the Father ; for He reveals Himself in me, I am aBtj-ljTOLo toktjoq av/jipvsg

EvOeov elSoc ex(^v (ipoToeiSii fiopcpy, Nonuus. The projiosition is to be left in

ohjective generality, and tup. is not to be limited to believing seeing.* Every

one has, if he has seen Christ, seen the Father objectively ; but only he who
has Icnown Christ for that which He is, sicljectwely also,

'

' according to the

sight of the Spirit and of faith," Luther. Comp. i. 14, v. 37.

Vv. 10, 11. This language of thine amounts indeed to this : as though

thou didst not believe that, etc. — on eyu> kv r. TTarpi, /c.r.A.] On this mutual

fellowship, which " virtutis potius quam essentiae elogium est" (Calvin),

see on x. 38. Comp. xvii. 21. Here the iyij h r. Ttar. stands frst, because

1 Chrysostom, Kuinoel, and many others. [E. T. p. 180].

^ Chrysostom, Liicke, Ewald, and several ^ Luther, Liicke, de Wette, and many
others. others.

' Comp. Buttmann, y. T. Gram. p. 101
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tlie matter in question is tlie way wliich the knowledge lias to tiikefro?n tJw

Son to the Father. — ra prj/uara . . . ra spya ahro'v] (see critical notes) : the

proof of this union of mine with the Father is, that I do not speak from
myself; but the proof for that (for this an' i/u.avTov oh AaAu) is, that the

Father does Ills xcoi'lcs through me. The Se is therefore continuative (autem),

not antithetical. Further, we must neither say that the pr/fiaTa are to be

reckoned along with the epya, nor that to. epya signifies the business of teach-

ing (Nosselt) ; but, from the fact that the Messianic wo7'hs (see on v. 36) are

the works of the Father, it is inferred, with necessary dialectic certainty,

from whom also the discourses of Jesus jjroceed ; if the former are divine,

the latter must be adequately related to them. The first proposition is often

arbitrarily supplemented from the second, and vice versd.^ This, however,

does not agree with the Greek mode of allowing, in antithetic proiDOsitious,

one clause to be completed from the other, ^ and would here run counter to

the context, since Jesus, ver. 11, desires to have deduced from the epya that

which He had brought into light by ra pr/fiara . . . /la/lu. Hence we are

not to escape the diflaculty either by the assumption of an "incongruity

in the antithetic propositions" (Tholuck), or, with Lange, pronounce that

the words belong jjre-eminently to the Son, the works 'pre-eminently to the

Father, which is not contained in the expressions, and would be an un-

Johannean halving of the thought (v. 19, viii. 28, xii. 49) ; nor are we to

assume, with Ewald, that a lesser signiflccmce is to be ascribed to the works

in opposition to the words. — 6 h ijuol /idvuv] expressing the 6 h ip.. uv as

enduring (he who does not depart from me). According to the reading noiel

T. ipja avTov (see critical notes), the works of Jesus are set forth as the works

of God, which the Father jierforms, that is, in virtue of His immanence in

the Son, making them to operate in an outward direction. — Ver. 11.

From Philip, Jesus now turns to the disciples collectively, and that with an

exhortation to the faith, in reference to which He had been obliged to ques-

tion Philip in a manner implying doubt.

—

TriaTeveri fioi] namely, without

anything further, in addition to my personal assurance. ^

—

uri] not hecuxise

(Bcngel), but that, as in ver. 10. — dia to, epya avrd] On account of tlie works

themselves (in and of themselves), irrespective of my oral testimony, believe

me in this. The works arc the actual proofs of that fellowship, v. 19, 20,

X. 37, 38.

Vv. 12, 13. Truly, on the compliance with this iriaTcvers pot. there awaits

a ministry like my own, yea, and still greater. What encouragement to

fidelity in the faith ! Schott, Opuse. p. 177, imports the meaning :
" neque

ad ea tantum provoco, quae me ipsum hucusque vidistis perficientem, mo,"
etc. Comp. also Luthardt, according to whom Jesus proceeds to a still

further demonstration of his fellowship with God. — 6 TnnT. tiq £//t] intended

not universally, but for (comp. vv. 11, 13) the disciples. On eZf fy/e, Bengel

aptly remarks :
" qui Chriato de se loquenti (see ma-, poi, ver. 11), in Ohris-

1 The words which I speak to you, I and does the works— de Wette, comp.
speak not of myself ; and the works which Beiipcel.

I do, I do not of myself, but the Father - Kuhner, 11. p. 003 f. ; Bernhardy, p. 455.

who is in me. He teaches me the words,
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i52(m credit."— Kanelvn^] lie also, in comparison, empliatically repeating the

subject.'— nai'] heightening the effect : and dcsides, indeed."— /xei^ova tovtuv]

greater than these, a eyu iroiu, comp. v. 20, and on the thought, Matt. xxi.

21, 22. It is not, however, to be referred to single sejxtrate miracles, wliich

are reported by the apostles ; Ruperti names the healing power of Peter's

shadow. Acts v., and the speaking in foreign tongues, which latter Grotins

also has in view
;
Bengel ajjpeals to Acts v. 15, xix. 12 ; Mark xvi. 17 IT.

A measuring of miracles of this kind by their magnitude is entirely foreign

to the N. T. Rather in fieli^ova tovtuv is the notion of epya expanded, so that

its predominant signification is not that of miraculous deeds in the narrower

sense (as in a iyi) koiu), but in a broader sense, the world-subduing ajwstolia

icorlc in general, produced by the Holy Spirit (xvi. 18 ff.) in the diffusion

of the gospel, with its light and life, amongst all peoples, in the conquest

of Judaism and paganism by the word of the cross, etc. The history of

the apostles, and especially the work of Paul, is the commentary thereon.

These were epya of a greater kind than the miracles proper which Jesus

wrought,^ and which also, categorically, those of the apostles resembled. —
oTL, K.T.I.'] assigns the reasons of the preceding assurance, to, epya a kyu iroiu

. . . /ze/f. rni'T. Tvon/(TEi (not merely the /.lelCova, for which limitation no

reason joresents itself), and this statement of reason continues to the end

of ver. 13, so that ical '6, tl av still depends on brt. Since He is going to tJie

Father, and thus, elevated to the position of heavenly rule, will do all that

they shall ash in His name, there can be no doubt that the assurance of

those epya will be justified. So, substantially, Grotius, Liicke, Olshausen,

de Wette, Ewald, Godet, comp. already Cyril. Considering the internal

coherence, and the immediately continuative Kal, ver. 13, it is incompetent

to separate ver. 13, as if it were independent, from ver. 12, whereby on eyo

TcpoQ r. IT. TTop. is taken either merely in the sense : vixuv lomdv eari to Oav/xa-

Tovpyelv, eyu yap cnvepxo/iai ;
* or more correctly, because really assigning a

reason, with Luther : "for through the power that I shall have at the right

hand of the Father, . . . I will work in you, "etc. ^— qu] In opposition to the

•KicTevovTE^, Avho continue their activity on earth. — ev tu ovS/iaTi ftov] Comp.

XV. 16, xvi. 23. The prayerful request to God (for it is to God that the

absolute alr^/cr^re refers, comp. xv. 16) is made in the name of Jes^ts, if this

name, Jesus Christ, as the full substance of the saving faith and confession

of him who prays, is in his consciousness the element in wliich the prayerful

activity lives and moves, so that thus that Name, embracing the whole revela-

tion of redemption, is that which specifically measures and defines the dispo-

sition, feeling, object, and contents of prayer. The express 9ise of the name

of Jesus therein is no specific token ; the question is of the sjnrit and mind of

^ Xen. 3fem. i. 2. 24. working miracles ; for I go away."—K.]
^ See Ilartunp:, rart'ikell. I. p. 145 f

.

Chrysostom, so Theophylact, Euth. Ziga-
s" For He assumed only a small corner benus, Erasmus, Wolf, Kuinoel, Ebrard,

for Himself, a little time for His preaching and several others.

and working of miracles ; but the apostles = Comp. Calvin and several others, in-

and their successors went through the eluding B. Crusius, Lutbardt, Heugsten-

whole world," etc.—Luther. berg.

* \_" Yours is henceforth the province of
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him -^lio i^rays. The apostolic mode of expression is analogous : to be,

have, say, do, anything, etc., h XpiaT(j, h Kvpiu^ The renderings : invocato

ineo nomine (in connection with which reference is irrelevantly made to

Acts iii. G ; me agnoscentes mediatorem (Melanchthon) ; ut mea causa faciat

(Grotius)
;
j)cr me?'itum meum (Calovius and several others) ; in my mind, in

my affairs (de Wette), and the like, are partly opposed to the words, partly

too narrow, and comprised in the foregoing explanation. But if we pro-

posed to interpret, with Godet : in my stead, that is, in such a icay as though

I myself were the subject that prays through you,'^ the first person tto/z/o-w would

be inappropriate to a se//"-hearing ; and essential prayers like those for the

forgiveness of sin would be excluded. — tovto ivoiTjau] nothing else. This

definite and unlimited promise rests upon the fact that the petition of him

who prays in the name of Jesus is in harmony with the will of Christ and

of God, but in every case subordinates itself in the consciousness of him
who prays to the restriction : not my, but Thy will ! hence also the denial

of a particular petition is t\\(i fulfilment of prayer, only in another way.

.

Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 8, 9.—That Christ asserts the doing of himself (xv. 16,

and xvi. 23 of the Father), lies in the consciousness of His unity mth God,

according to which He, even in His exalted condition, is in the Father, and

the Father is in Him. Hence, if, through the fulfilment of these petitions,

the Son must be glorified, the Father is glorified in the Son ; wherefore

Jesus adds, as the final aim of the tovto -itoitjgu : Iva (h^aaOy 6 irar. tv tQ v'uJj.

Comp. xiii. 31. The honour of the Father is ever the last object of all that

is attained in the affairs of the Son, xii. 28, xi. 4 ; Phil. ii. 11 ; Rom. xvi.

25 ff. ; Gal. i. 5 ; Eph. iii. 21. Note the emphatic collocation 6 TvaTtjp h tu

vlu, where, however, the main stress lies upon 6 irar/'/p.

Ver. 14. Tii avTo Myei fiEJiaLuv jxaki,aTa tov 16yov, Euth. Zigabenus. But this

is done to make it specially prominent that He is the active subject. Bengel

well remarks : "fytj hoc jam indicat gloriam."

Ver. 15. A new exhortation—to keep His commandments in proof of

their love to Him—in order, ver. 14, to attach thereto a new promise. But

exhortation and promise are thus necessarily connected, as in vv. 11, 12 ff.

Hence the latter not without the former. Comp. ver. 21. — Note the em-

phatic -UQ kpdg : which you have from me ; they are not those of the O. T.,

but the completion of these. Comp. on xiii. 34.

Vv. IG, 17. The Kai is in both instances consecutive. On the succession of

thoughts, see ver. 21. — iyu] Emphatically introducing, after what He had

required of the discij)les, what He on His part will do as the Mediator of the

divine love. The epu-i]au does not conflict with xvi. 26, 27, where there is

a different relation of time. kpuTav is in John the standing word in the mouth
of Jesus, when He addresses the Father in prayer, xvi. 26, xvii. 9, 15, 20.

' Comp. on Col. iii. 17, and see also Hof- 3 So also "Weiss, Lehrbegr. p. 272, who
mann, <ScA?7/<6«o. II. 2, p. 357, and generally regards the works only as the object of

Gess, d. Oebet im Nam. Jesu, 1861. prayer. But for this the expression is too
^ Chrysostom, Nonnns, Theophylact, general

; just as general, xvi. 23 ff. The
Euth. Zigabenus, Maldonatus, and several works are sicbs-umed under the general

others. statement.
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But there is no difrerence of meaning from cn-elv, see 1 Jolm v. IG. — aXkov

TvapaK/\.T/Tov] another Advocate (instead of myself), another, who will as coun-

sellor assist you. The word is found in the N. T. only in John (xiv. 26,

xvi. 7, 1 John ii. 1,) and the signification given holds good in Dem. 343.

10, Diog. Laert. iv. 50, Dion. Hal. xi. 37, and passages from Philo in Loes-

ner, p. 496 f., both in the proper judicial sense (Advocate), and also in gen-

eral as here.' With this agrees also the Talmudic COwp'^S.^ Rightly, after

Tertullian and Augustine, Melanchthon, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Wolf, Lampe,

and several others, have most of the moderns so interpreted it.^ See also

Hahn, Theol. d. N. T. I. p. 325. The equally ancient explanation : Comfort-

er^'^ rests on a confusion, inadmissible on account of its passive form, with

KapaKkrjTup (LXX. Job xvi. 2) in Aquila and Theodotion, Job xvi. 2.*

Equally incorrect is the rendering TeacAer in Theodore of Mopsuestia, Ernesti,"

Luthardt, Hofmann. ' — Observe on aXkov^ that in 1 John ii. 1 Christ Himself

might also be designated as TvapdiilrjToc, without implying any difference of

doctrine (Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld). Nonnus aptly says : Xpiaru avyyovov

aX/iov. — Iva y fj.eO' vu. sir t. n'tuva] in order that Hevaaj ; not as I now, again be

taken from you, but he zvith you (i. e. may stand at your side protecting, help-

ing, strengthening you against all hostile powers •, comp. Matt, xxviii. 20)

for ever. Comp. 2 John 2. In the Paraclete, however, Christ Himself is

present with His own (Matt, xxviii. 20) ; for in the mission of the Spirit,

who is the Spirit of Christ (Rom. viii. 9 ; Gal. iv. 6), the self-communica-

tion of the exalted Christ takes place (Rom. viii. 10 ; Gal. ii. 20), without,

however, the Paraclete ceasing to be an aXTioc, another—although dependent

on the Son— subject than He ;
^ the obscure idea that the Paraclete is " the

Christ transfigured to Spirif'' (Tholuck) is un-Johannean and unbiblical

generally. Comp. on 2 Cor. iii. 17. See also, against the blending of the

idea of the Logos with that of the Spirit, in Reuss ; Godet, II. p. 480. — rb

izvevjia Tyg dlTjddag] the Spirit of Truth, i.e. the Holy Sjairit, who is Posses-

sor, Bearer, and Administrator of the divine a7J]d£ia. He is the divine prin-

ciple of revelation, by whose agency in human hearts the redemptive truth

'So also Philo, de cqnf. m. p. 4 E, and Ilofmann's too readily adopted observation

Letter of the Church of Viemie iu Eusebius, in his Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 16.—Luther has

V. 2. correctly explained the word itself by ad-

- See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 18-13, and vocate, but inconsistently translated it

generally Wetstein in loc. ; Diisterdieck on Cmnforter. The Vulgate has jiaracletum

,

1 John ii. 1, p. 147 ff. the Codd. of It. in some cases the same, in

^ See especially Knapp, I. p. 115 ff. others advocaium. Goth, has j)araklHu.—
^ Origen.Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Were the word not Adrocatus, but the

Zigabenus, Jerome, Erasmus, Castalio, active form, it must have been, not wapa.-

Luther, Maldonatus, Jansen, Lightfoot, and kAyjtos, but 7rapaKA.r)TiKd? (Plato, Rep. p. 524 D).

several others, including van Ileugel, An- Comp. errtKATiTCKos, a^/axAijTiKos, and others.

—

nott. p. 40 ff. The usual designation of counsel in the

^Certainly it is obvious that the inter- Greek writers is, moreover, (tvi'Sikos or o-ui't)-

preter could not be responsible for this yopo?. On 7rap<xKA7)T09, comp. Hermann,
confusion which is opposed to the language; StaatmltertTi. § 142. 16.

but for this he is responsible, that he " Opifsc. p. 215.

should not thrust it upon John, if another '' Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 17.

use of tlie word, grammatically correct, is ^ Comp. Worner, d. Yerhdltn. d. Gdstes

undoubtedly before us. This in answer to zum Sohne, p. 93.
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given by God in Christ, i.e. the truth Knf Eioxvv, is transformed into knowl-

edge, made to be vitally appropriated, and brought to povrerful moral

expression. Nonnus : arpeKiTjg bxerrjyov. Comp. xv. 26, xvi. 13. The oppo-

site : TO iTvev/ia rf/r 7r?.dv?)c, 1 John iv. 6. — 6 Koa/wg] The uiibeJieving, as op-

posed to Christ and His work. These are unsusceptible to the Spirit, because

the capacity of inward vision (of experimental perception) of the Spirit is

wanting to them ; lie is to them something unknown and foreign, so that

they have no subjective point of attachment for receiving Him. Comp.

1 Cor. ii. 14.— vfielg Ss, /c.r./l.] The presents yivuGKeTe and fitvEi ' are as little

to be taken as future as the presents in the first clause of the verse. They

denote the cliaracteristiG relation of the disciples to the Spirit without refer-

ence to definite time. They are absolute presents : hut you Icnoic Him, since

He has His abiding amongst you (not far from you, but in your midst, in the

Christian community), and (the discourse now first enters the point of view

of definite time) toill he in you (in your own hearts). This being the specific

character of His relationship to you, how should He be an unknown Some-

thing to you ? Let the gradation be observed : tto/)' hjilv . . . h vfiiv. On
the latter, Nonnus : dfioaroTiov ecrat vfj.lv, navrag e^ov voepbv Sofiov. — Note,

generally, the Trinitarian relation here and ver. 26, and jiarticularly ^ the

definitely expressed personality of the Paraclete.^ But in passages, again,

like i. 33, xx. 22, the presupposition of the personality, whose life and powers

are communicated, is by no means excluded.

Ver. 18. Development of the consolatory element in this promised com-

munication of the Spirit, onwards to ver. 21. — ovk cKpijau v/u. bp(^.] I will not

leave youheliind, as those who (after my departure) are to he orpjhans.* The

expression itself (comp. reKvia, xiii. 33) is that of the rraTpiK?) evaTrlayxvia

(Euth^ Zigabenus).

—

epxopai. n-pbg vfiac] Without connecting particle (yap)

in the intensity of emotional affection. That Jesus means by this coming,

i.e. in the connection, coming again (see on iv. 16), not the final historical

Parousia,^ is shown by the whole following context (quite otherwise, ver. 3).

See, especially, ver. 19, where it is not the xoorld, but the disciples who are

to see Him, which is as little appropriate to the Parousia as the In, fiiKpdv ;*

vv. 20, 21, where .ym-itual fellowship is spoken of, the knowledge of which

cannot begin with the Parousia ; and ver. 23, where fiov?}v Trap' nhrC Koirja. is

not in harmony with the idea of the Parousia, since in this the disciples take

up their abode with Ood (ver. 3, comp. 2 Cor. v. 8), not God with them,

which takes place through the communication of the Spirit. Most of the

older expositors refer to the Resiirrection of Christ, and to the new union

with tJie Risen One.'' But vv. 20, 21, 23, xvi. 16, 22, 23, all point to a higher

1 Not manebif, with the Vulgate, and Luthardt, Ilofmann.
fLcvel with Ewald. « Without ground, 1 John ii. 18, Rev. xxii.

2 Against B. Crusius and Tholuck. 7, 12, are appealed to for the setting aside
= See Kostliii, p. 109 ; Hofmann, I. p. 192 f. ; of this shortness of time. How much later

Melanchthon, in loc. were these passages written than our en
< Ver. 2"

; Mark xii. 19 ; Tob. xi. 2 ; Sir. /omcpdi/ was spoken 1

vl. 2. 1 ; Mace. xii. 41 ; Soph. Aj. 491 ; Fhil. ' So Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Zig-

484. abenus, Ruperti, ijrasmus, Grotius, and
* Augustine, Beda, Maldonatus, Paulus, many others, and again Kaeuffer, Hilgen-
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spiritual fellowship,' as the ovk atp. vfi. 6pf. also already presupposes a new
abiding union. Justly, therefore, have most of the moderns ^ understood

the spiritual coming of Christ through the Paraclete, in whom He Himself, only

in another form of existence, came to the disciples. It is not yet, indeed, the

consummation of the reunion which takes place at the Parousia : till that

time the state of orphanage relatively continues : the church seeks its Lord

(xiii. 33) and waits for Him ; and believers have to regard themselves as hch/-

fiovvreg anb tov Kvptov (2 Cor. V. 6), whose life in Him with God is not yet

revealed (Col. iii. 1-4) (in answer to Luthardt). Others explain it in a twofold

sense, alike of Christ's Resurrection, and His spiritual return. So Luther, Beza,

Lampe, Bengel, Kuinoel, de Wette, Brilckner, Langc, Ebrard ; in which de

Wette (as also Hengst.), assigns the first place to the spiritual return. But the

lodily epxeodai is not indicated at all (as, in contrast with the mission of the

Paraclete, would have been done by an added iyi) avrog), and the entire

promise of the Paraclete, of which the present passage is an integral part,

transports to a time in which the Resurrection of Christ has long passed.

And in general the maintenance of a double sense can be justified only by the

demands of the connection.

Observation.—That Jesus, according to John, does not speak at all in express

terms of His resurrection, but only in allusions like ii. 19, x. 17, 18, is in en-

tire harmony with the sijiritual character of the Gospel, according to which

the return of the Paraclete was the iirincipal thing on which the hoi^es of th_e

disciples had to fix themselves. From death to the 66^u, out of which Jesas

had to send the Spirit, the resurrection formed only the transition. But that

He also cannot have in reality predicted His resurrection with such definite-

ness as it is related in the Synoptics, is clear from the whole behaviour of the

disciples before and after the occurrence of the resurrection, so that in this

point also the preference belongs to the Johannean account. See on Matt. xvi.

21.

Ver. 19. 'Eri fiiKp.] sc. tan. Comp. xiii. 33, xvi. 16 ; Heb. x. 37 ; Hos. i.

4 ; Ps. xxxvii. 10. — ovketi deupel] Corporeally. Comp. also Acts x. 41. —
OeupeiTe] But you, whilst the world no more beholds me, do behold me, although

corporeally I am no more present, through the experience of my spiritual

jiresence ; ' you behold me spiritually, in that you experience my presence

and my communion with you, in the communication of myself, and in my
working u^ion 3fou by means of the Paraclete. The terminus a quo of the

present tenses, which represent the near future as present, is, indeed, not

feld, Weiss, and, with a spiritualizing view - Liicke, Tholucli;, Olshausen, B. Crusius,

of the resurrection, Ewald. Frommann, Kostlia, Keuss, Maier, Baeum-
' Which historically took its beginning, lein, Godet, Scholten, but also already Cal-

not with the appearances of the Risen One, vin and several others,

so enigmatic to the disciples themselves, ^ Not : through the being caught arvay to

removed and estranged from the old con- »?e at the Paroi/isa (Luthardt). The oiiKen

fidential relations, but first with the out- i^eupet and the ^eupeWe must certainly be wn-
pouring of the Spirit. Thenceforwa.vA feniporaneoiis. Invisihle for the ivo7-ld (comp.
Christ lived in thejp, and His heart beat in vii. 33, 34), Christ is beheld by Ilis own.
them, and out of them He spake.
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quite the same in deupn and Oeupe'ire, since the 6 Koajuog fie ovketi deupei ah'eady

begins with the death of Jesus, but the vju€ig St deup. fie first after His return

to the Father ; this distinction, however, disappears before the Johanuean

view of the death of Jesus as a departure to God. — otl eyi) fw, k. v/u. ^r'jacade]

Not : hecause I live, you also will live (Nonnus, Beza, Godet). but, correspond-

ing to the progress of the discourse (comp. ver. 17), a statement of the reason

of what precedes : lecause Hive, and ye shall live. [Note XLIV. p. 426.] Note

the change from the present to the future, and that C" and (^ijcecde cannot with-

out arbitrariness be taken as essentially different in idea, but that ^w manifest-

ly, since it exists without interruption (present), denotes the higher life of
Christ independent of death, of Christ, who, by His departure to the Father,

becomes a partaker of the heavenly j/fcr?/. Christ lives, for He is, indeed. Him-
self the Possessor and bearer of the true fu?/ (comp. v. 26). Death, which
translates Him into the glory of the Father, by no means breaks off this true

and higher life of His (although His life iv aapni ceases), but is only the

medium of the consummation and transfiguration of this His li\'ing into the

everlasting heavenly fwy and &6^a (comp. Col. iii. 3, 4). Out of this con-

sciousness the Lord here v;tters the words : iyu> l,u. And He adds thereto :

Koi v/xdc S^Tjaeade : and you shall live, i.e. you shall be partakei's (in its tem-

jioral development on to its glorious consummation) of the same higher life,

liable to no death (xi. 26), under the life-giving (vi. 33) influence of the

Spirit. " Stat enim illud fixum, nullam fore ejws vitam membris mortuis,"

Calvin. Thus the life is in both essentially alike, only with the difference,

that it is original in Jesus, and with his approaching departure is already at

its glorious consummation ; but in the case of the disciples, being imparted

by Christ in the Holy Spirit, who is the TrvEv/ua rf/c ^uyc (Rom. viii. 2), it is

first to be unfolded within (l^efcre the Parousia, as the living fellowshi])

with the exalted Christ), in order to become, at the Parousia through the

resurrection (Rom. viii. 11) and relative transformation (1 Cor. xv. 51, 52),

the participation in His glory. Comp. the idea of the avi:^F/v tu Xpia-u) in

Paul, Rom. vi. 8 ; 2 Cor. vii. 3 ; 2 Tim. ii. 11. The ground of the proof

(iiTt) lies simply in this, that the above twofold f?> is the necessary condi-

tion of the promised deupdre fie. If the higher l^cj// belonged only to Christ,

and not also thereafter (through the working of the Spirit) to the disciples,

there could be no mention of a beholding of the Lord on the part of the dis-

ciples. The paritas rationis for the mutual relation would be wanting, and

thereby the disciples Avould lose the capacity (the eye, as it were) to see

Christ. But thus the living behold the Living One. The reference to the resur-

rection of Jesus has led to interpretations like that of Grotius (comp. Euth.

Zigabenus) : you shall see me actually alive ("non spectram") and remain-

ing in life amidst the impending dangers ; or (so Theophylact, comp.

Kuinoel) : I shall, as having risen, be alive, and you shall be as newly made
alive ior joy! or : I rise again, and you shall (at the last day) arise (so

Augustine). Again the interpretation of Cljoeade in Weiss ' of the new life,

which arises in the disciples through the reappearance of the Risen One, who

1 Lehrbegr. p. 70.
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is recognized by them (as in the case of Thomas, xx. 28), is a forced expedi-

ent, proceeding from an erroneous assumption, inappropriate to h hudvi) rfi

I'lHepa, ver. 20, which is definite and valid for all disciples, and to the inti-

mate reciprocal confidence of vv. 20, 21 ; whence Weiss again, adding

violence to violence, explains ver. 21 of the further unfolding of the new

communion begun Avith the ajipearances of the Risen One (p. 276). Under-

stood of the resurrection, the simplest exjolanatiou would be that of Kaeuifer,

p. 136 : "quae instat fortunae vicissitudo nee me nee vos poterit pessum-

dare !" but the thought becomes trivial, and the change of the tense mean-

ingless. But if, according to the above, both Cu and H^riGsade must embrace

time and eternity, then de Wette has incorrectly limited ^yaeade to the life

offaith with its joyous victory over death and the fear of death. Luthardt,

on the other hand, erroneously restricts it to the life of transfignration

after the Parousia, on the ground that kyii ^w can only denote the glorified

life,—an unsupported assumption, since the expression is not kyu C,f]aofiaL.

Vv. 20, 21. On that day ; ' in the historical fulfilment this was the day of

Pentecost. Not : at that time (de Wette), or, as Hengstenberg changes it :

in the feriod of time, beginning with the day of the resurrection (comp.

Weiss) ; for a definite fact, marked off in j^oint of time, is treated of, and

this is the advent of Christ in the Paraclete. Comp. xvi. 23. — jvuaecde,

K.T.Ti.] This dynamic immanence of Christ in the Father (see on x. 38), which

exists even in His state of exaltation (Col. iii. 3), like the analogous recip-

rocal relation between Him and the disciples, by which they live and move

in Him and He in them (Gal. ii. 20), was to become for them a matter of

experimental acquaintance through the Spirit. — Ver. 21. General moral

condition of this promised yv6aeaOe. Comp. ver. 15.

—

6 Ix^v, k.t.2..] Au-

gustine :
" qui habet in memoria et servat in vita." The exe^v, however, is

rather the internal possession of the commandments, obtained by faith, the

appropriated living presence of them in the believing consciousness, as the

consequence of the cikoveiv. Comp. v. 38. — cKslvog eanv] with great and ex-

clusive emphasis. — Inaya-mjOya. and aya-rvijau lies the peculiar mutual love. —
Kal kycj ayavr.'l dig afKpoTtpcjv ra avTci 0e'X6vTuv k. cnroSexofttvuv, Euth. Zigabenus.

— hjKpaviau avrfj EfiavrSv] corresponds to the yvfoaeaO^, which was to commence

through this very causing of Himself to afpear in virtue of the communica-

tion of the Spirit.'' The expression is such, that it sets forth the relation of

the self-demonstration of the Lord to His individual loving ones, not His

manifestation at the Parousia, which certainly will be glorious and univer-

sal (in answer to Luthardt). Those who explain it of the resurrection of

Christ understand the appearances of the Risen One to be referred to, 1 Cor.

XV. ^

Ver. 22. Judas (Thaddaeus or Lebbaeus, Matt. x. 3 ;
not, however, a

brother of the Lord, Acts i. 13, 14, but son of one James, Luke vi. le)* ex-

1 Luthardt, according to his view of the ^ on efx^ai'., comp. Ex. xxxiii. 13, 18 ; Sap.

entire passage, must understand the day of i. 2 ; Matt, xxvii. 5.3.

the Parousia, whereby he assigns to 7^ci- ^ Grotius, Ililgenfeld, and many others.

creo-iJe the moment of the comx)leted 'k.noYii- < Nounus correctly remarks: uios 'lax ai-

edge. p I o , K. ov dpocru5 'I<7Kapiu)Trjs.
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pects a l/odily appearance of Clirist in Messianic glory, lias in tliis view mis-

understood Jesus, and is therefore surjirised that He has spoken of His f,u(i«-

viC,eiv eavTov as having reference only to the man who loves Him, and not

also to the world of the unbelieving, on whom the Messiah when He appeared

was in truth to execute judgment. — ri jiyovev] What has come to j?ass, in

respect to the fact that, etc. ? What occurrence has determined Thee, etc. ?

'

The foregoing nal as in ix. 36. — The addition ovx o 'loKap. was indeed, after

xiii. 30, quite superfluous, but is to be explained as an involuntary outflow

of the deep loathing felt toward the traitor of like name. The latter is not

to be thought of as again present (Bengcl).

Vv. 23, 24. Jesus repeats—and that was sufficient for the removal of such

a misunderstanding—substantially, yet now at once placing love as the

principal matter in the innnediate foreground, the condition to which His

self-revelation, vcr. 22, is attached, by more closely defining it in its divine

and blessed mode of existence ; and shows from this, and from the anti-

thesis added in ver. 24, that the kog/hoq—this noa/iog which hates Him and is

disobedient to Him—is quite incapable of receiving that self-revelation.

The more precise explanation, Trpd^ ahr. klevadfj.. k. /xovi/v Trap' avrCj TTotr/ao/tfOa,

is intended to make this very incapacity still more distinctly and deeply

felt. At the foundation of the expression lies the theocratic idea, realized in

this spiritual fellowship, of the dwelling of God amongst His people,^ with

which also the later representation of the dwelling of the Shekinah with the

pious ° is connected. This representation, however, is not to be assumed

here, since Jesus means an invisible presence. In the plural of comrmmion,

EltvadiieOa is the clear expression of the theanthropic consciousness, x. 30. —
On the genuinely Greek expression fiovf/v rroielv, see Ivypke, I. p. 404. The

Middle (see critical notes) : tee 'will malce to ourselves. — Trap' avrCi] The ^uiio

mijstica, into which God and Christ thus enter with man through the Para-

clete,' is presented in the sensuous form of the taking up an abode with Him
(comji. vv. 17, 25), i.e. in His dwelling (comp. i. 40, Acts xxi. 8, et al.),

under His roof. They come, like wanderers from their heavenly home (ver.

2), and lodge with Him, " will be daily His guests, yea, house and table com-

panions," Luther. — The Myoc, discourses, are the individual parts of the

collective loyoq, and the hroAal are its preceptive parts, and form, therefore,

a more special conception than the ?.6yoi. — Kal 6 Idyng bv anovere, /c.r.A.] and

—from this you may infer how unfitted such a man is to experience that

visitation

—

the loord %r>hich ye hear (now, still !), etc. Comp. vii. 16, viii. 28,

xii. 49, 50, iii. 34. He therefore rejects God Himself. The second person

{aKovzrz) is individualizing (not to be limited to what was said in vv. 23, 24,

as Godet takes it), and makes the expression at the close of this portion of

the address more lively.

Vv. 25, 26. We are to suppose a pause before ver. 25 ; Jesus looks back

' See Kypke, I. p. 403 f. '' Not : " in the divine elevation above
* Ex. XXV. 8, xxix. 45 ; Lev. xxvi. 11, 12

;
space and time" (Weiss, Lehrbegr. p. 276),

Ezek. xxxvii. 2G ff. which introduces here a speculative idea
5 Danz in Meuschen, N. T. ex Talm. ill. p. remote from the meaning.

701 ff.
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upon all that Tie has hitherto said to them at His farewell supper, and of

which so much still remained to them enigmatical, and continues :
'

' These

things have I sjwlcen to you, lohilst I (still) tarry icith you ; hut the Paraclete

who, after my impending separation from you, will have come to you from

the Father, He will further instruct you," etc. — h -u bvofx. ^ow] Specitic

limitation of the act of sending. God sends the Spirit in the name of Jesus,

i.e. so that what the name Jesus Christ comprises in itself, forms the sphere

in which the divine thought, counsel, and will lives, and is active in the

fending. Comp. on ver. 13. The name of Jesus is the only name which

includes in itself the eternal salvation of men (Acts iv. 12) ; but God intends

and designs, in the mission of the Spirit—of which the castia meritoria lies

in this name, and its actual manifestation is connected with the glorifi-

cation of Jesus (viii. 39)—nothing else than this Name, the complete saving-

knowledge of which, its confession, influence, glorification, etc., is to be

brought about and advanced through the mission of the Spirit, as in general,

all that He has done in the carrying out of His redemptive counsel. He has

done ev Xpiaru, Eph. i. 3 ff. The notion : at my request (comp. Godet :

"in meam gratiam"), is not contained in the words, although, according to

ver. 14, the prayer of Jesus precedes (in answer to Liicke, de Wette, Ebrard,

Godet, and several others). Better, but only an approximation, and want-

ing in precision, is the interjjretation of B. Crusius : in my affair, and of

Melanchthon and several others : ^;?'(9p!*er me. The rendering, in my stead,^

is not appropriate, since, according to it, the Spirit would not appear as the

Representative of Christ (comjD. v. 43), but Ood, as in Chrisfs stead, execut-

ing the mission—which would be absurd. It should in that case run :

o tkevoETai Tzapa rov Tcarpbq ev tu ovd/iarl fiov, comp. xvi. 7. — In the ministry

of the Spirit vfxag dida^et iravra is the general feature : Me ioill not leave you

uninstructed respecting any portion of the divine truth (comjj. xvi. 13) : to

this the particular is then joined : kcu vKOfivf/crei, /c.r.A. : and (and especially)

icill He h'ing to your recollection, etc. To the first belong also new portions

of doctrine, not yet delivered by Jesus (see on xvi. 12), also disclosures of

the future (xvi. 13). On vtvo/uvt/cjei, k.t.X., comp. e.g. ii. 32, xii. 16. a elirov

vjuv might also be referred to dida^ei iravTa,'^ but xvi. 12, 13 justifies the

ordinary reference, which also logically at once suggests itself, merely to the

second Tvavra, and nevertheless excludes the misuse of the present passage

in favour of Catholic tradition (see on xvi. 12), as well as of the revelations

oi.fanaticism. Of the actual fulfilment of the entire promise, the apostolic

discourses and letters supply the full proof. — eIttov'] Not merely now, but

generally, as the context, by the first iravTa, demands.

Ver. 27. "These are last words, as of one who is about to go away and

says good-night, or gives his blessing," Luther.

—

Eiprp'Tjv a(i>ir//u vfuv] The
whole position of affairs, as Jesus is on the point of concluding these His

last discourses (ver. 31), as well as the characteristic word slpiprj, introduced

without further preface, justifies the ordinary assumption that here there is

' Enth. Zigabenus and others, includinj? ^ Luther, Melanchthon, Grotius, Calovius,

Tholuck, Bacumlein, Ewald, Weiss. and others.
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an allusion to the Oriental greetings at partings and dismissals, in which
U^lp {i.e. not sj^ecially : Peace of soul, but generally : Prosperity) was

wished. Comp. 1 Sam. i. 17, xx. 42, xxix. 5 ; Mark v. 34 ; Luke vii. 50,

viii. 48 ; Acts xvi. 36 ; Jas. ii. 16 ; also the Syrian ^>ace»i dedit, in the sense

of valedixit in Assem. Bibl. I. p. 376 ; and finally, the epistolary farewell-

greeting, Eph. vi. 23 ; 1 Pet. v. 14 ; 3 John 15. That which men were

wont to wish at departure, namely, prosperity, Jesus is conscious of leaving

hehind, and of giving to His disciples, and that in the best and highest sense,

namely, the entire prosperity of His redemptixie worlc, " fore ejus benedictione

semper felices" (Calvin), in which, however, the peace of reconciliation with

God (Rom. V. 1), as the first essential element, is also included. To assume

(with Liicke) in the expression a reference, at the same time, to the O. T.

peace-assuring and encouraging address DQ/ '^'' '?' (Gen. xliii. 23 ; Judg.

vi. 23, et al.), is less in harmony with the departing scene, and the remote [jfj

rapaaciaOcj, k.t.1., as well as with the expression of this consolatory address. —
elp. T. kfi^v iVid. vfi.] More precise designation of what has preceded. It is

His, the peculiar prosperity proceeding from Him, which He gives to them

as His bequest. Thus speaks He to His own, who, on the threshold of

death, is leaving hereditary possessions : "I leave behind, I give,''^ in the

consciousness that this will be accomplished ly His death. So also Jesus,

whose diduju is to be understood neither as p)i'omitto (Kuiuoel), nor even to

be conceived as first taking place through the Paraclete (who rather brings

about only the appropriation of the salvation given in the death of Jesus).

—

Not as the world gives, give I to you ! Nothing is to be supplied. My giving

to you is of quite another hind than the giving of the (unbelieving) tcorld ;

its giving bestows treasure, pleasure, honour, and the like, is therefore un-

satisfying, bringing no permanent good, no genuine prosperity, etc' Quite out

of relation to the profound seriousness of the moment, and therefore irrele-

vant, is the reference to the usual empty formulas of salutation (Grotius,

Kling, Godet). — jiij rapaaaiaOo), /c.r.Z.] " Thus does He conclude exactly as

He first (ver. 1) began this discourse," Luther. The short asyndetic (sup-

ply in thought ovv) sentences correspond to the deep emotion. — SeiXidu

(Diod. XX. 78) here only in the N. T., frequently in the LXX., wliich, on

the other hand, has not the classical {SoKi/nuTepop, Thomas Magister) a-odei-

Xidu.

Ver. 28. Instead of being terrified and alarmed, you should rejoice, that

I, etc. TjKomare, k.t.I. (ver. 18) prepares for this.

—

el r/yaw. //?] intended

by Jesus to be understood in its ideal sense, of true, complete love, which

consists simply and solely in entire self-surrender to Him, so that all other

interests are subordinated to it. — on 6 Trarr/p fjov /ifII^uv /iov kari] Statement

of the reason for the joy which they would have felt (kxdpvTE) : since my
Father is greater, as generally, so particularly, more powerful (comp. ver. 12,

viii. 53, X. 29 ; 1 John iv. 4) than I; since I, consequently, through my
departure to Him, shall be elevated in the higher fellowship with Him, to

1 Hengstenberg introduces quite groundlessly a reference to the dM^pi': which the world

gives, according to xvi. 33.
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far greater power and efficiency for my aim3, for victory over the world, etc.

Comp. Melanchtliou. In this gain, which is awaiting mc, how should not

he rejoice who loves me ? Others find the motive to joy indicated by Christ

in the fflori/ and hlessedness which awaits Plim with the Father. ' But thus

the motive would lie only in the departure to the Father generally (with

which the attainment of the 66^a was necessarily associated), not to the Fa-

ther's superior greatness, irrespectively of the fact, that on this view the

reference which Jesus would be giving to the love of the discijiles would

contain something selfish. Others make the occasion of joy lie in the

more powerful ^'^'i^^t'c'^ic'^' which the fxsii^uv Tvaryp would assure to the disciples,

beyond what He, during His presence on earth, was able to do. ^ But this does

not apply to the condition of love to the 2yerson, of Jesus, which this explana-

tion transforms rather into love towards His worJc. Others, as Luther, Beza,

Grotius, Bengel, Lampe, mingle together in the determination of the cause

of joy, the interest of Chriat and of the disciples ; comp. Calvin : "quia

haec ultima est meta, ad quam tendere vos ojiortet. "— The /ueil^ovoTr^c of the

Father (formerly the point of controversy with the Arians, see Suicer, Thes.

II. p. 1368) does not rest in the pre-eminence of the unhegotteii over the le-

gotten, ^ for which special expedient the text offers no occasion whatever, nor

again in the temporal humiliation of Christ, * since God is also greater than

the exalted Christ,^ as He was also greater than the pre-existent Logos (i. 1-

3) ; but in the absolute monotheism of Jesus (xvii. 3) and of the whole N". T.

(see on Rom. ix. 5), according to which the Son, although of divine essence,"

and ofioovciog with the Father,' nevertheless was, and is, and remains subor-

dinated to the Father, the immutably Highest One, since the Son, as Organ,

as Commissioner of the Father, as Intercessor with Him, etc., has received

His whole power, even in the kingly ofRce, from the Father (xvii. 5), and,

after the complete accomplishment of the work committed to Him, will re-

store it to the Father (1 Cor. xv. 28). The remark of Hengstenberg is

incorrect : Only such a pre-eminence of greatness on the part of the Father

can be intended, as came to an end with the departure of Christ to the

Father.

Ver. 29. And noic, even now, when my departure is approaching, I have

said it to you, namely, oTt Tropevofiai npog r. tt:, ver. 28, not what was said in

ver. 26, as Liicke thinks. — b-av -yevr/rai] cumfactum fuerit, namely, through

my death •, comp. xiii. 19.-

—

TnaTemrjTe] Not absolutely, so as simply to ex-

press what is more precisely defined in xiii. 19 by bn kyu el/xi ; but : that

1 So Cyril (t'tiv iSiav Bo^av avaXrjipofievo';), many others, including de Wette, Tlioluck,

and several, including Tholuck, Olshausen, and Luthardt.

Kling, Kostlin, Maier, Hilgenfeld, Heng- ^ gg^ yer. 16, epwrijo-to, xvii. 5 ; 1 Cor. xv.

stenbei-g, Baeumlein, comp. Godet. 27, 28; Phil. ii. 9-11 ; 1 Cor. iii. 23, xi. 3, and
2 Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, and sev- generally throughout the N. T.

eral others, including Kuinoel, Liicke, de ' This forms the previous assumption of

Wette. the declaration, which othervyise would be

' Athanasius, Faustinus, Gregory Nazian- witliout meaning and relevancy. Comp. on

zus, Hilarius, Euth. Zlgabenus, and many x. 30. In truth, from the mouth of an or-

others, including again Olshausen. dinary human being it would be an utter-

* Cyril, Augustine, Ammonius, Luther, ance of folly.

Melanchthon, Calvin, Beza, Aretius, and ' I. 1 ; Phil. ii. 6 ; Col. i. 15-18, et al.
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you may deliede it, namely, that I have gone to the Father. Comp. TriuTEVE-e

fioi, ver. 11. The point for the departing Lord was, that when His ap-

proaching deatli should take place, the disciples should have the true be-

lieving apprehension of it, namely, as His departure to the Father.

Ver. 30. OhnEri. 770?^, k.t.X.] " Quasi dicat : temporis angustiae abripiunt

verda," Grotius. — For the prince of the world (see on xii. 31) is coming (is

already draAving near). Jesus sees the devil himself in the organs and ex-

ecutors of his design (xiii. 3, 27, vi. 70 ; Luke iv. 13). — tov ndajiov] is here

emjohatically placed first in antithesis to kv kfioL — /cat kv tfiol ovk ex^i- ohShl

and in me (antithesis of the K6a/j.oc, xvii. 16) he possesses nothing, namely, as

pertaining to his dominion, which more minute statement flows from the

conception of the apxi^v ; hence neither nomv (Kuinoel), nor fiepog (Nonnus),

nor " of which he could accuse me befoi'e God " (Ewald), is to be supplied
;

nor again is the simple sense of the words to be transformed into "he has

no claim on me" (Tholuck, Hofmann, and several others) ; comp. Luther :

'
' cause and right. " In any case, Christ expresses the full moral freedom

with which He subjects Himself to death (x. 18). The sinlessness, vv^hich

Cyril, Augustine ("in me non habct quicquam, nullum omnino scilicet j'>ec-

catum'"), Euth. Zigabenus, Cornelius a Lapide, and many others, including

Olshausen, here find expressed, certainly lies at the foundation as a neces-

sary causal condition, since only provided that Jesus were sinless, could

the devil have in Him nothing that was his, but is not directly expressed.

That He has already overcome the world (xvi. 33) is not the reason (Liickc),

but the consequence of His freedom from the prince of the world. — The

Ka'i is not : l)ut (Ebrard, Godet) ; for the antithesis first follows with alia.

Therefore : he comes, and is powerless over me (wherefore I needed not to

surrender myself to him), hut, nevertheless, that, etc., ver. 31.

Ver. 31. That the world may hnoio, etc. (as far as ovtu ttoiu), rise (from

table), let us go hence! In order to bring the world to the knowledge of

my love and my obedience to the Father ("ut mundus desinat mundus esse

et patris in me bene2)lacitum agnoscat salutaritcr," Bengel), let us away

from here, and go to meet the diabolical power, before which I must nov.^

fall according to God's counsel ! The aj^odosis does not begin so eavX-^^ as

Koi KaduQ (Grotius, Kuinoel, Paulus), in which case Kai would mean also, and

a reflection less appropriate to the mood of deep emotion would result. If

a full point be placed after iroiij,^ which, however, renders the sentence

heavy, and makes what follows to stand too abruptly, then after all: a

simple 'ipxETat would have to be supplied. Comp. xv. 25. — After the sum-

mons h/EipeadE, K.T.I., we are to think of the company at table as having

risen. But Jesus, so full of that which, in view of the separation ever draw-

ing nearer, He desired to impress on the heart of the disciples, and en-

chained by His love for them, takes up the woi-d anew, and standing, con-

tinues to address chap. xv. and xvi. to the risen disciples, and then follows

the prayer of chap, xvii., after which follows the actual departure, xviii. 1.

This view - appears to be correct from this, that John, Avithout any indica-

1 Bengel, Lachmann, Tischeudorf, Ewald. ^ Knapp, Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen,
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tion of a cliange of place, connects xv. 1 immediately witli xiv. 81 ; while,

that the following discourses, and especially the prayer, were uttered mi the

way^^\s> neither in any way indicated, nor reconcilable with xviii. 1, nor

psychologically probable. A pure importation, further, is the opinion of

Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, Erasmus, and several others,

that Christ, xiv. 31, went with the disciples to a more secluded and safer

place, where He (" sur la jDente couverte de vignes, qui descend dans la

vallee du Cedron," Godet) delivered chap, xv., xvi., xvii. ; so also is

Beugel's harmonistic device, Avhich Wichelhaus has adopted, that the local-

ity of the discourse from xiii. 31 ° to xiv. 31 had been outside the city, but

that now He set forth to go to Jerusalem for the passover.' Others, while

de Wette abides by the hypothesis of an hiatus between chap. xiv. and xv.

,

the reason of which remains unknown, have sought to make use of the

eyeipeaOe, aycj/isv, Matt. xxvi. 46, Mark xiv. 42, in spite of the quite different

historical connection in Matthew and Mark, in order to charge the author

with a clumsy attempt to interweave that reminiscence in his narrative

(Strauss, Scholten) ; in oi')position to which Weisse, with equal arbitrariness

and injustice, accuses the supposed editor of the Gospel with having placed

in juxtaposition, without any link of connection, two Johannean composi-

tions, of which the one' closed Avith xiv. 31, and the other began with xv.

1. Baur and Hilgenfeld, indeed, make the synoptic words, divested of their

more definite historical justification, stand here only as a sign of ^xmse. The

Johannean words, and those in the Synoptics uttered in Gethsemane, have

nothing to do with one another ; but the apparent incongruity with the

present passage speaks, in fact, in favour of the personal testimony of the

reporter, before whose eyes the w^hole scene vividly presented itself. Comp.

Bleek's Beitr. p. 339.

Notes bx Ameeican Editor.

XLII. '' Believe in God." Ver. 1.

With Meyer also "Weiss concurs (along with many others) in rendering the two

verbs here both in the imperative, against our Keceivecl Version, which the Revi-

sion follows. That the imperative construction of both is the true one seems to

me almost certain. It suits better the turn of thought indicated and introduced

by the preceding imperative (,u?) TapacaeaQu), and harmonizes with the direct and

simple manner in which the Saviour would be likely to address the disciples.

They did, indeed, believe in God, as they also believed in Him, but their faith

in both would well admit, as it also required, a deepening into that fuller and

practical trust to which the Lord exhorts them. Dr. Schaff well says (Lange

Klee, Winer, lAithardt, Ewald, Bruckner, ' So also again Rope, d. Mahl des Fuss-

Bleek, followins the older expositors, also wasch., Ilamb. 1856, p 25 f., who, following

Gerhard, Calovins, and Maldonatus. Bynaeus, assumes that in eyeipeaiJe, k t a.

1 Ammonius, Ililavius, Beza, Luther. Are- is contained the settin<r forth from Bethany

tins, Grotius, Wetstein, Lamps, Rosenmiil- for Jerusalem, and that chap, xv.-xvii. were

ler, Lange, Ebrard. then spoken at the pasohal meal on the 14th

2 Bengel on xiii. 31 :
" Aeyci : dicit postri- Nisan, in reference to the institution of the

die, nempe mane, feria V." Supper.
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in loco): Reading " TTLarevsTe both times imperatively agrees best with the

preceding imperative, and with the fresh, direct, hortatory character of the ad-

dress. The other interpretations introdace a reflective tone. Our Lord ex-

horts and encourages the disciples to dismiss all trouble from their hearts, to

exercise full trust and confidence {ntarevere emphatically first and last) in

God, who has in reserve for them many mansions in heaven, and conse-

quently also to trust in Christ, who is one with the Father, and is going to pre-

pare a place for them : faith in God and faith in Christ are inseparable (hence

£/f c-fiE is placed before the second niaTevETe), and the glorification of the Son is

the glorification of the Father in the Son . . . There is here no addition of

faith in Christ to faith in God (as Olshausen objects), nor a transfer of our

trust from its proper object to another, but simply the concentration of our

trust in the unseen God—who out of Christ is a mere abstraction—upon the

incarnate Son, in whom this trust becomes real and effective."

XLIII. " In my Father's house." Ver. 2.

According to Meyer this is not heaven in general, " but the peculiar dwelling-

place of the divine glory in heaven," Weiss dissents, maintaining that

"heaven is eo ipso the dwelling-place of God," and that Meyer's distinction is

unfounded and arbitrary.

XLIV. " Because I live and ye shall live." Ver. 19.

So Meyer and his German editor Weiss agree, along with many others, against

the common rendering (retained by the revisers), "Because I live, ye shall live

also." The two renderings are grammatically equally possible. They object

to the latter rendering that it does not assign any logical reason for the

Oeupe'iTs fXE which it apparently conditions. Still it may indirectly, though not

directly, assign such a reason. The thought might run : "In the life which I

livj, triumphing over my impending death, ye shall have a moral and spiritiial

life, culminating finally in a spiritual and glorified corporeal life, in both of

which you shall thus have that union with and vision of me which the world in

its moral deadness will be unable to attain."

Still, Meyer's construction I think more probable : "Because I live and ye

shall live," thus giving the doiible condition under which the beholding of Him
is possible. "The world beholdeth me no more" (evidently a ?;of?i/y behold-

ing). I completely vanish from its gaze. " But ye behold me, " because I survive

death. My life will not be buried in the grave. This is one condition of their

beholding Him. The other condition is that they also will live. But here the

meaning of live obviously changes. His life is the divine-human, theanthropio

life, over which death has no power. The life of the disciples is not their con-

tinued existence : this they will share with the morally dead world. It is the

spiritual life which the Spirit of the living Christ will impart to them, by which

they will behold Him both corporeally—even for this the carnal world is utterly

unprepared— and spiritually through moral communion. So, substantially,

Weiss. But it is difl&cult to believe that this exhausts the Saviour's meaning.

His starting point is indeed on the earth. The disciples, after His resurrection,

will have a vision of Him of which the world will be incapable. Yet the thought

surely goes beyond that. He lives (the Present, fw, because His life is at bottom
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changeless and eternal) a life which not only survives His death, but runs

through the endless future. They too vi'ill live here in a spiritual life, which

gives them here the vision and j)artial communion of their Lord, but by and
by also in a glorified resurrection-body, in which their life will be consummated
and their beholding of Him attain perfection. Such, with Meyer and partially

against Weiss, I believe to be the thought.
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CHAPTER XV.

Ver. 4. Tisch. has the forms fievri and /nevTiTs ; similai'lj', ver. 6, /uevtj. Lachm.
also has the latter and jievrjre, ver. 4. Considering the divided state of the

evidence (A. B. K. in jDarticular agree in favor of fiev.), no decision can be

come to. — Ver. 6. to Trip] Elz. Lachm. have merely Trvp, against jDreponder-

ating testimony. In the passage of similar meaning, Matt. iii. 10, vii. 19,

Luke iii. 9, there is likewise no article found, which, consequently, was

more readily omitted than added. — Ver. 7. ahyaeaOE] A. B. D. L. M. X. Curss.

Verss. Chrys. : airrjaaalje. Eecommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and
Tisch. This preponderant attestation, the reference of the word to the fut.,

and the immediate i^roximity of the future tense, decide in favour of the genti-

ineness of the aorist. — Ver. 8. yevi'jaEC^e'] Einck and Lachm.: yevrjaBF. The
witnesses are greatly divided. But the conjunctive is a correction after ^sfir/re.

— Ver. 11. /j.e!vtj] A. B. D. Curss. It. Vulg. et al. : y. Eecommended by Griesb
,

adopted by Lachm. Eightly ; after the previous freqiient recurrence of the

verb fievu, /neivrj very readily and involuntarily arose here out of the last syl-

lable of TMIN and the following y. — Ver. 13. The deletion of ng (Tisch.) is

too weakly supported. It came to be passed over as superfluous. — Ver.

14. baa'] D. L. X. N. : u. So Lachm. Tisch. The singular 6 is found in B.

Codd. of It. Goth. Aeth. Cypr. Lucif. The witnesses alone are decisive, and
that for the plural, more precisely for u. — Ver. 15. The order Atyw viu,ug

(Lachm. Tisch.) is accredited by preponderating evidence. — Ver. 21. v/u'iv}

Lachm. and Tisch.: e'lg vfiug, after B. D.* L. >?.** 1, 33, Verss. Chrys. Eightly
;

the more current and customary dative flowed of itself from the copyists' pens,

as it was also added in xvi. 3. — Ver. 22. elxoi''] Here and in ver. 24 Lachm.
and Tisch. have the Alexandrine form tlxoaav, according to B. L. 11.** X. 1, 33,

Or. Cyr. Not to be adopted, since this form aj)pears certain only in Eom.
iii. 13, in a citation from the O. T. {kdoXiovcav), while here the evidence is not

sufficiently strong (not found even in A.). Buttmann, in the Stud. u. KrU.

1858, p. 491 f., supposes that elxntynv arose from the original elx'>v av. Yet of

av no further trace is found in the critical witnesses, and its (rhetorical) omis-

sion (see Buttmann, I.e. p. 489) is quite free from doubt. — Ver. 24. TveTroiTiKEv]

A. B. D. J. K. L. X. n. X. Curss. Chrys. : inoiTjcei'. So Lachm. Tisch. The
testimony in favour of this reading is decisive.

Ver. 1. Since the image is introduced altogether without any suggesting

object, it is natural to assume some external occasion for it, ^vhich John
has not related. ' That which most obviously suggests itself is the looh at

the cup of iciiie (comp. Matt. xxvi. 29 : to ykwrnia tov o.ij.tve'Xov), which pre-

' Almost throughout the entire chapter wantinitr, and this is in keeping with deeply
(as far as ver. 18) the particles of connec- stirred and intense emotion.
tion between the individual utterances are
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cisely at tliis supper had assumed so great significance.* [See Note XLI. p.

403.] Had Jesus spoken what follows on the way (see on xiv. 31), or even,

as G. Hier. Rosenmiiller' supjjosed, in the temple, then in the former case

the walk through vineyards (comjj. especially Lange, who assumes the ex-

istence of garden-fires by night, and Godet), and in the latter case the gold-

en vine at the gate of the temple,^ might be supjDOsed to present a suitable

occasion. It is more arbitrary to suppose (Knapp, Tholuck) a vine whose ten-

drils had crept into the room (comp. Ps. cxxviii. 3), or : that there was at

full moon a view of the vineyards from the room (Storr), or of the golden

vine of the temple (Lampe). Most arbitrary of all is the supposition that

John may have placed the similitude, in itself genuine, here in the wrong
place (de Wette). If the thought of the cup at the meal just concluded did

not so sjDontaneously suggest itself, it would be safer, with Liicke and B.

Crusius, to assume no external occasion at all, since the figure itself was so

frequent in the O. T. ;" and therefore (comp. Matt. xxi. 33 if.) the disciples

who were standing around Him could immediately, and of themselves, see

Jesus set forth under tMs venerable figure.*— r/ alrjOivrj'] gemdne, real, i.e. con-

taining the reality of the idea, [See Note XLVI. p. 441] which is figura-

tively set forth in the natural vine (comp. on i. 9, vi. 3o), not in antithesis

to the xLnfruitful vine, i.e. the degenerate people of Israel (Ebrard, Heng-

stenberg), which is here remote, since the Lord is designating Himself as

afinsloc, not His EKKlr/ala (this regarded as in antithesis to the Jewish). Christ

is the Vine in relation to His lelieving ones (the branches), whose organic

connection with Him is the constant, fruitful, and most inward fellow^ship

of life. Quite similar as to the thing is the Pauline figure of the head and

the members. " The vine-dresser'' is Ooil ; for He has sent Christ, and estab-

lished the fellowship of believers with Him (vi. 37, et al.), and tends it in

virtutj of His working through Christ's word, and (after His departure)

through the pov^^er of the Holy Spirit.

Ver. 2. As on the natural vine there are fruitful and unfruitful branches,

i.e. tendrils,^ so there are in the fellowship of Christ such as evince their faith

by deed as faith's fruit, and those with whom this is not the case. —
The latter, who are not, with Hengstenberg, to be taken for the ^mlelieving

Jews (as is already clear from h ifioi and from ver. 5), but for the li])- Chris-

tians and those who say Lord ! Lord ! (comj^. those who believe without

love, 1 Cor. xiii.), God separates from the fellowship of Christ, which act

is conceived from the point of view of divine retribution (comp. the thing,

according to another figure, viii. 35) ; the former He causes to experience

His purging influence, in order that their life of faith may increase

in moral activity and efficiency. This purification is effected by the

aid, indeed, though not exclusively, of confiict and suffering. — irav Klfjjia

' Comp. Grotius and Nosselt, Opusc. II. p. * Luthardt and Lichtenstein, following

25 fif., also Ewald. Hofmann, also Ebrard.

2 In P. E. Rosenmuller, Bepert. I. p. 167 ff. « Eph. v. 30 ; Col. ii. 19.

3 Joseph. yl««. XV. 11. 3, i?««. V. 5. 4. ' veiopyds, Matt. xxi. 23, et al. ; Aelian,

« Isa. V. 1 ff. ; Jer. 11. 21 ; Ezek. xv. 1 ff., N. A. vii. 28; Aristaen. 1. 3.

xix. 10 ff. ; Ps. Ixxx. 9 £f. ; comp. also Light- « Plat. Rep. p. 353 A ; Pollux, vli. 145.

foot and Wetstein.
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h k/xoi] Nominat. absol. as in i. 12, vi. 39, xvii. 2, with Tveighty emphasis.

— alpei] takes it aicay with the pruning-knife. It forms with Kudaipei a

" suavis rhythmus," Bengel.

—

to Kdp-. (pep.] icliich lears fruit; but pre-

viously //^ ^fp. : if it does not bear. — Kadalp.] Yie. cleanses, prunes. Figure

of the moral KaBapLcnoq.,—continually necessary even for the approved Chris-

tian,—through the working of divine grace, xiii. 10. — For apolitical view

of the community under the figure of the vine, see in Aesch. adv. Ctesiph.

IGG ; Beck.'

Ver. 3. Application of the second half of vcr. 2 to the disciples, in so far

as they belong to the KlrjfjLara ; as a preparation for the exhortation in ver.

4. " Already are ye clean" (such purified K?J//j.aTa) ; already there has taken

place in your case, that which I have just said. The ijd?/ v/ieig glances at the

multitude of those who were yet to become nadapoi in thefuture. That their

2)unty originally is intended, not excluding the necessary continuance and

jiractical further development of the relation (comp. xiii. 10), is understood

as a matter of course, and see ver. 4. The mundi cease not to be mundandi.

— 6ia r. 7'.6yov'] did, as vi. 57 of the (/round; hence : on account of the word,

i.e. because the word ("provided it be received and apprehended in faith,"

Luther, comp. Acts xv. 9) is the power of God (Rom. i. 16), in virtue of

which it effects its Kadaipei, ver. 2 ; Jas. i. 18 ; 1 Pet. i. 23.* The tcord,

however, is the tcJiole word, the entire doctrine which Jesus has delivered to

them (comp. on viii. 43), not the utterance in xiii. 10 (Hilgenfeld, Ebrard).

Ver. 4. To this purity, however, must be added the continuous fait!ful

persistence in my living fellowship. — h i/iol] here : 07i (not in) me, cu/nre-

<l>vcjTeg ijioi (Nonnus), as is required by what follows, hanging on me as the

branches hang on the vine, ver. 2. [See Note XLVII. p. 441.] Euth. Ziga-

benus ajjtly remarks : (yv/K.o?i?i(l)/ievoc /loi [ieftaLUTFpov dia ttIcteuq atharaKTov sal

cxeaeug appijUTov.— Kayi) kv vjiiv] to the fulfilment of the requirement^ is at-

tached the promise : and IwillaMde on you—avviiv r?) f5wd^e<, Euth. Zigabe-

nus—with the whole power of spiritual life, which I impart to my faith-

ful ones ; I will not separate myself from you, like the vine, which does not

loosen itself from its branches. On fiEvC) as a supplement, see Bornemann

in the Sachs. Stud. 184G, p. 56. The harsher mode of completing the sense :

and cause that I abide on you (Grotius, Bengel), is not demanded by ver. 5,

where b iikvi^v . . . avrij is the fulfilled fielvare . . . v/j.iv. — eav ixtj udvri,

/C.7.A.] If it shall not have ahided, etc., refei's merely to oh cVuvaTai. Kapnov

^ipeiv (as in v. 19), and is so far a more exact definition of the acp' kav-ov,

'' vi aliqua propria, quam habeat extra vitem," Grotius. — oh-uq ov6s vjieiq]

so neither you, namely divacdE Kapw. cjiepeiv a(f eavruv, i.e. ttoleIv ti jw/3tf e/^ov,

ver. 5. Bengel well remarks :
" Hie locus egregie declarat discrimen naturae

et gratiae," but also the 230ssiMUty of losing the latter.

Ver. 5. Abide on me, I say, for I am the vine, ye the branches ; thus then

only from, me (not uf kavruv, ver. 4) can you derive the living power for

bearing fruit. And you must al>ide on me, as I on you : so (ovroq : lie, no

1 afiTrcAovipyoutrt Tives rrj;/ noXiv, avaiTeTiJ.rJKaa-C p. 197 ; Nagelsbach, 2. MiOS, p. 39 f., ecl. 3.

Ttves Ta K^rjixara To. Toii Stjixov. 3 Comp. Welss, Lehrbegr. p. 74.

2 Comp. Fritzsche, ad Bom. II. p. 162, I.
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other than he) will you bring forth much fruit. In this way, by means of,

kyu . . . Kh'/fiara the preceding h euoi, and by means of 6 filvuv, k.t.X., the

preceding fiem/re is confirmed and brought into relief. Hence also the em-

phatic position of tyu and fievuv. — KayH) hv aircj] Instead of koI iv ij kyi) fiivu,

this clause—not relative, but appending itself in an easy and lively manner

— is introduced.'

—

x"pk kf^ov] x^pt'^S^vreg an' k/iov, out of living fellowship

with me. [See Note XLVIII. p. 441.] Comji. Eph. ii. 12; Tittmann, Synon.

p. 94. Antithetic to kv kfiol /xivecv. — tvoieIv ov6iv] effect nothing, bring about

nothing, ^Dassing from the figure into the literal mode of presentation. The

reference is to the Christian life in general, not merely to that of the apostles,

since the disciples are addressed, not esjjecially in respect of their narrower

vocation, but generally as ulijuara of Christ, which standing they have in

common with all believers. The utter incapacity for Christian eflaciency

without the maintenance of the living connection with Christ is here decid-

edly and emphatically expressed ; on this subject, however, Augustine, and

with him ecclesiastical orthodoxy, has frequently drawn inferences too wide

in favour of the doctrine of moral inability generally (see especially Calo-

vius) ; since it is only the ability for the specifically Christian ttoleIv ti (the

Kaprruv (pepeiv) which is denied to him who is x'^Pk Xpiorov. For this higher

moral activity, which, indeed, is the only true one, he is unable (iii. 6),

and in this sense it may be said with Augustine, that Christ thus spoke, "wf

resiwnderet futuro Pelagio ;''"' where, however, a natural moral volition and

ability of a lower grade in and of itself " is not denied, nor its measure and

power more exactly defined than to this effect, that, it cannot attain to

Christian morality, to which rather the ethical power of the living fellow-

ship with Christ here depicted, consequently the new birth, is indispensable.

Luther well says : "that He speaks not here of the natural or worldly being

and life, but of fruits of the gosjDel." And in sofar " nos penitus privat

omni virtute, nisi quam suppeditat ipse nobis," Calvin.

Ver. 6. Nw 7^'tyzL koI tuv kIvSvvov tov fit/ kv aviu) /xepovrog, Euth. Zigabenus
;

and how terrible in its tragic simplicity ! — eav /zsy ng] nisi quis manserit. '—
kfilrjdri £^u, k.t.I.} The representation is highly vivid and pictorial. Jesus

places Himself at the point of time of the execution of the last judgment, when
those who have fallen away from Him are gathered together and cast into

the fire, after they have been previously already cast out of His church,

and become withered (having completely lost the higher true C"'/)- Hence

the graphic lively change of tense : In case any one shall not hate abided on

me ; he has leen cast out like the branch, and is withered (already before the

judgment), and (now what takes pilace at the last d-ay itself) they gather them

together, etc. The aorists therefore neither denote what is wont to be

(Grotius), nor do they stand for futures (Kuinoel, B. Crusius, and older ex-

positors), nor are they to be explained, ^^-par la rqjetition de Vacte aussi

longtemps que dure I'opSration de la taille" (Godet) ; nor are they designed,

as in Matt, xviii. 15, to express that which is at once done or appointed to

1 See on this classic idiom, Bernhardy, p. ^ Comp. Rom. ii. 14, 15, vii. 14 flf.

304 ; Nagelsbach, z. lUas, p. 6, ed. 3 : Butt- ^ See Baeumlein, Partik. p. 2 9. Comp. iii.

mann, N. T. Gr. p. 327 f. [E. T. p. 382]. C, 5.
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be done with tlie non-abiding. ' To the latter interpretation is opposed the

circumstance that, in point of fact, the being cast out and being withered

cannot be appointed or effected immediately at and with the falling away,

but that conversion and re-adoption must remain open (comp. ?/ TTp6(jXT/ipic,

Rom. xi. 15), if kav firj rig, k.t.?^. is not to have in view the time of the judg-

ment at the last day. The kjilifiTj, k.t.'a. appears as a definite result and as

a completed act of the fast^ ^ and that, as the further pictoral description, k.

avvdyovGiv, k.t.I., show^s, from the standpoint of the last day (comp. also

Heb. vi. 8, x. 27), and further in such a way that it is accomplished between

the beginning of the falling away and the last day on which the gathering

together and burning is now performed.^ — cjq to Kl?}/iia] as the hranch, which

has not remained on the vine, but has been broken off or cut off, and cast

out of the vineyard. But the vineyard represents the fcllowshiio of the Mes-

sianic people of God, out of which he who has fallen away from Christ has

been thrust. Hence i-^u refers to the vineyard, so far as this is the church.

Outside it, the life of the man who has fallen away, which he had de-

rived from Christ, has completely perished and is dead. This is expressed

by k^Tjpavd)], by which the man is identified Avith the withered branch, which

is his image. Euth. Zigabenus well remarks : aTTuy^ecev ?> elx^v ka rijg pi^vg

lKfia6a xo-pirog. — Kat away, avra, k.t./..] Jesus now represents as present what

is done with these cast-out and withered branches at the last day. The

polysyndeton (comp. x. 3, 13 ; Matt. vii. 27, et al.) and the simply solemn

expression has much in it that seizes the imagination. The subject of away.

and jiaTCk. is understood of itself ; in the fgure it is the servants of the

>'e«py(5f, as to the thing, the aWepiot ^pijcrr/peg (Nonnus), the angels, are in-

tended (Matt. xiii. 41). — elg to Tvvp (see critical notes) : into the fire, already

burning for this purpose, by which, in the interpretation of the figure,

Gehenna is intended, * not also the fire of the divine anger generally (Heng-

stenberg).

—

Kal KahraL\ and they liurti! The simple form {ov fi/^v Ka-anaiovTat.

Euth. Zigabenus) as in Matt. xiii. 40. '

' Magna vi positum eximia cum
majestate," Bengel.

Ver. 7. After thus deterring from non-abiding, in vcr. 0, now again an

inducement to abiding. But the figure now ceases, and barely still leaves

in what follows some slight allusions (vv. 8, 16).— iav /lelv. kv kfioi] Still in

the sense of the figure, as the branches on the vine ; but with Kal rd py/i. /x.

kv vulv {in aniniis vestris), expressing the necessary consequence of a man's

abiding on Jesus, the language at once becomes ^rop^r, no longer figurative.

— kav fteX.] stands first with emphasis ; but such an one wills and prays

simply and solely in the name of Jesus (xiv. 13, 14), and cannot do other-

wise.

' So most expositori5, including Lucke, of differently.

Winer, Tholuck, de Wette, Luthardt, Weiss, ' The reading /xeVrj (see critical notes)

Hengstenberg ; comp. Hermann, de einend. would not essentially alter the sense ; it

Orammat.Tp.W^i. \'Bnttm.a.m\, N. T. Gram. expresses: nisi quis manct, i.e. until the

p. 173 [E. T. p. 199]. judgment.
2 Hence the aorist, instead of which the * Matt. xiii. 42, xxv. 41, iii. 10, yii. 19, y. 22,

perfect was not required, as Luthardt ob- et al.

jects. The jjSrj Kexpi-Tai. of iii. 18 is conceived
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Yer. 8. A further carrying out of tliis incitement to abiding on Him, and

tliat by bringing out the great importance, rich in its results, of this grant-

ing of prayer, which is attached to the abiding required, — tv to'vtcj] Herem,

to this ?. forward, reference is generally given, so that Iva, k.t.Ti. is the con-

tents of Tovro. But thus understood, since Iva is not equivalent to on, this

'iva would express, that in the obligation (you ouglit, ver. 13, comp. on vi.

29), or in the destination to bear much fruit, the do^a of the Father is given.

This is inadmissible, as it is rather in the actual fruit-beariug itself that

that 66^a must lie, and hence otl must have been employed. To distinguish

Iva, however, merely by supplying " as I hope" (Liicke) from on, does not

satisfy tlie telic nature of the word. ' Hence (and not otherwise in 1 John

iv. 17) kv Toi'Tu, as in iv. 37, xvi. 30, is to be taken as a retrospective refer-

ence (so also Lange), and that not to the fievecv in itself, but to the immedi-

ately j)receding o kav &i?^riTe aiTTjaaa-^e k. yevfja. vftlv, so far, namely, as it

takes place in him who abides in Christ. In tJiis granting offrayer allotted

to the fiEVEiv iv Ejioi, says Jesus, a twofold result—and this a high incentive

to that nEvei,v—is given, namely, (1) when what you ask falls to your lot,

then in this result my Father lias been glorified, ^ that you—for that is God's

design in this His 6o^a[,£a-&aL—may bear much fruit (which is just to be the

actual further course of that granting of prayer, comp. ver. 10) ; and (2)

you will, in virtue of the fulfilment of all your prayers, become, in a truly

proper and specific sense, my disciijles, who belong to no other (note the

emphatic possessive k^ioi, as in xiii. 35), since this hearing of prayer is the

holy characteristic simply and solely of my disciples (xiv. 13, 14). — The
future y£v!iaEG-&e may depend on Iva (comp. on laGOfia/., xiii. 40, see also on 1

Cor. ix. 18 ; Eph. vi. 3), as Ewald connects it ; independently, however,

of Iva, and therefore connected with tv tovtc.), the words convey more weight

in the independence appropriate to their distinctive contents. The Lord,

however, does not say ecrecn^f, but He sees the full development of His dis-

cipledom beginning with the h tovtu.

Vv. 9, 10. But as (Zisc2^9Zds of Christ, they are the object of His Zoc^y hence,

to the general exhortation to abide on Him, is added now the particular one

to abide in His love, which is done by keeping His commandments, accord-

ing to the archetype of His harmonious moral relation to the Father. — As
the Father has loved me, I have also loved *you (aorists, because Jesus, at the

boundary of His life, stands and looks back, xiii. 1, 34) ; abide (keep your-

selves continually) in my love. ^ To extend the protasis to ?'//ac, find begin

the apodosis with /xsivare (Maldonatus, Grotius, Rosenmuller, Olshausen, and

several others), is opposed by the fact that between Ka-&uc r^jaTv. /tie 6 it. and

neiva-E, K.T.7^. no correlation exists ; for the ayami tj kfiij iii not love to me,*

but : 7ny love to yoii, as is clear from yyairr/cra i)udr and from the analogy of

1 Cyril already rightly recosrnized that ii'a ' Instead of fAeiVare, Ewald conjectures

cannot be an explanation of iv rovrw, but /iciVTjTe, which he still makes depend on Iva,

only a statement of the purpose of eSo|. 6 t ver. 8 ; but this is unsuitable, since KatJois

Trar. /li. Eut quite irrelevantly he referred appears without Kai.

efof . o irar. /i.. to the 7nission of (he Son. Maldonatus, Grotius, Nosselt, Kuinoel,

2 eAAaxe ti/xj)v, Nonnus. Baeumlein, and several others.
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V x"P^ V h-^^h "^sr. 11 ; ' comp. vv. 12, 13. Olshausen mingles the two

together, the active and passive love. — iv ry aydwri /unv] = iv tt) ayairri rfi e/i^.

But the latter purposely lays emphasis on the thought that it was nothing less

than His love, that love so great and holy, as He had just expressed by /caiJuf

yyaTT., k.t.X., in which they were to abide.

—

reri/p^Ka] Self-witness in the

retrospect wliich He takes of His whole ministry on the threshold of its ac-

complishment. — K. (levu avTov h t. aydinj] Consequence of Terf/pr^Ka. The

prominent position of ai'-ou corresponds to the consciousness of the happiness

and the dignity of abiding in the love which His Father bears to him (x.

17, xvii. 24). The present includes continuance also for the future ; hence

it is not, with Ewald, to be accented /jevu.

Ver. 11. Conclusion of the section vv. 1-10 (rav-a). [See Note XLIX. p.

441.]— Iva ij x"-P^y K.T.A.] Note the juxtaposition of y kiuj and hv vjulv; that

my joy may be i/i you, i.e. that the same joy which / have may be yours.

The holy joyous tone of soul is intended, the conscious moral courage of

joy, which rises victorious over all suffering, as Christ, in virtue of His

fellowship with the Father and of His obedience towards Him, must and

did possess it (comp. xvii. 13), and as it so often finds utterance with

Paul in the spirit of Christ.^ Yet r) kixrj is not : the joy froAuced by me

(Calvin, de Wette), or of which I have opened to you the spring (Tholuck),

which is forcing a meaning on the simple possessive expression (comp. iii.

29, xvii. 13 ; 2 Cor. ii. 3), and does not satisfy the significant juxtaposition

of ri knij and iv vfilv (comp. 2 Cor. ii. 3 : on ?'/ i[ifj x^P^ wavTuv v/nuv ianv).

The explanations : mea de voMs laetitia (corresponding to ;t;a//)ftv h),^ or

even : gaudium vestrum de me,* are to be rejected because the correct read-

ing is ri (see critical notes). Luthardt : that my joy may have its cause and

object in you (not in anything else). This is grammatically correct (h of

causal foundation) : the Tvlrjpu^y, however, which is subsequently said of the

joy of the disciples, presupposes that in the first clause the joy of the dis-

ciples themselves, the consummation of which is intended, is already indicated

;

KlTipudri otherwise would remain without corresponding correlation. Had
the object been merely to express the reciprocity of the joy, we should

necessarily have expected in the second half simply : nal y x°-P^ vjiuv hv ifioi.

See, in answer to Luthardt, also Hofmann.^— If ChrisVs joy is in His own,

their joy will be thereby completed (comp. iii. 29), developed to its full

measure in contents, purity, strength, victoriousness, etc.-* Hence : n. >)

Xnpa v[i. k'Xtipcj'Si}.

Vv. 12, 13. Now, for the purpose of furnishing a more exact guide to this

joy, is given fha p)recejjt of reciprocal love, founded on the love of Christ (xiii.

34), which is the collective conception of the hrolai, ver. 10, Jesus' pecul-

> That ri ayinr) y] eixri may dpnote love to ' So AuKUPtine, Schoettjren, Lampe, Kui-

»we, should not have Vjeencallerl in qiiestion, noel, Ebrard, Hengstenberg, and several

as being contrary to the genius of the Ian- others.

guage. Comp. ^t-Kla. rrj o-ri, Xcn. Anaf). vii. * Euth. Zigabenus, Grotius, NOsselt, Klee,

7. 23; Thucyd. i. 137. 4-: Sia. rriv <r'-nv <i>iXiav-, and several others.

Rom. xi. 31. ' Hchrlftbew. II. 2. p. .325 f.

2 1 Cor. vii. 30 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 11 ; Fbil. ii. 17, * Comp. xvi- 24 ; 1 John i. 4 ; 2 John 12.

18, iv. 4 ; Eom. xiv. 17 ; Gal. v. £3.
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iar, specific precept {tj k^i/). — 'iva\ you should (see on vi. 29). — Ver. 13 cTiar-

acterizes the /caiJwf r/yaTr. vfidc- A greater love than this (just designated by
Ka-&ug T/yd-TT, vjuag) no one cherishes ; it is the greatest love which any one can

have, such as, according to the divine purpose, shall impel to this (iva), that

(after my example) one (indefinite) should give up his lifefor the advantage of

his friends. For a like readiness to self-sacrifice the greatness of my love

shall be the motive, 1 Johniii. 16. The o/'timary interpretation which takes

'iva as expository of ravTiji; [See Note L. p. 441], does not correspond to the

idea of purpose in Iva, and the attempts to preserve tliis conception {e.g. de

Wette : in aycnvri there lies a law, a will, comp. Luthardt, Lange ; Godet :

the culminating point of loving effort lies therein) are unsatisfactory and

forced expedients. ' — The difference between the present passage and Rom.
V. 6 ff. {vTTEp aaeficjv) does not rest vipon the thing itself, but only on the dif-

ferent point of view, which in Romans is general, and here is limited, in the

special connection, to the circle of friends, without excepting the friends

from the general category of sinners. To designate them, however, by that

quality, was not relevant in this place. Against the weakening of the idea

of (p'iT^uv : "those who are actually objects of His love" (Ebrard), ver. 14

should have been a sufficient guard.

Ver. 14. " For his friends,'''' Jesus had just said. There was a presump-

tion implied in this, that He also would die for His friends (Euth. Ziga-

benus briefly and correctly points out the sequence of thought by supply-

ing at the end of ver. 13 : /coi?<jf kyu itom vvv). And who are these ? The

disciples (v/iElc), if they do what He commands them.—The conception of

the (piAoi is that of the loving confidential companionship with Himself, to

which Christ has raised them ; see ver. 15. Later on, He designates them

even as His brethren, xx. 17.

Ver. 15. The dignity, however, which lies in this designation "friends,"

was to become known to them. — ovkIti] No longer, as before (xii. 26, xiii.

13 ff.). No contradiction to ver. 20, where Jesus does not anew give them,

the name of ^ovkoi, but only reminds them of an earlier saying ; nor with

Luke xii. 4, where He has already called them friends, which, however, is

also not excluded by the present passage, since here rather the previous

designation is only indicated a potiori, and the new is intended in apregnant

sense, which does not do away with the objective and abiding relation of

the disciples, to be dovloi of Christ, and their profound consciousness of this

their relation,^ as generally Christians are at once dovTioi. and aTreTiev'&Epoi

Kvpiov (1 Cor. vii. 22), at once rfovAot and yet His brothers (Rom. viii. 29), at

once Sov'Xoi and j^et His avyK^r/povojuoi. (Rom. viii. 16). — avrnv 6 Kvp.] Although

he is his lord. — ri Trom] Not : what he intends to do (Grotius, Kuinoel, and

several others), which is not appropriate in the application to Jesus, whose

work was in full process of accomplishment, nay, was so near to its earthly

consummation, but the action itself, while it is going on. The slave, although

he sees it externally, is not acqiiainted with it, does not know the proper

1 On Ti&evai T. <pvx., see on x. 11 ; on tIs, 299, ed. 3.

corresponding: to the universal one (man, ^ j^^ts Iv. 29; Bom. i. 1; Gal. i. 10; PhU.

Ger.), anrj one, see Nagelsbach, s. Ilias, p. i. 1, et al.
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nature of tlie action of his master, ' becaiise the latter has not taken him
into his confidence in respect of the quality, the Qbject, the means, the mo-
tives, and thoughts, etc. ; " servus tractatur ut dpynvop,'''' Bengel.

—

elp7/Ka]

Ver. 14. — Tvavra a ijaovca, k.t.X.~\ does not refer to all the doctrinal teaching,

nor again is it elucidated from the quite general saying, viii. 26 (Tholuck)
;

and just as little does it require the arbitrary and more exact limitation to

that which is necessary to salvation (Calvin), to the jorinciples (de Wctte), to

that designed for communication (Liicke, Olshausen), which thus seeks

to avoid the apparent contradiction with xvi. 12 ; but - it alludes to that

which the Father has laid upon Him to do, as apj^ears from the context by

the correlation with on 6 Sovaoc ovk olds, k.t.I. He has made known to the

disciples the whole moing will of God, the accomplisliment of which had been

entrusted to Him on His being sent from His pre-existent state into the

world ; but this by no means excludes instructions standing in connection,

which they could not boar at the present time, xvi. 12.

Ver. 10. Along with this dignity, however, of being Jesus' friends, they

were not to forget their dependence on Him, and their destiny therewith

appointed.

—

k^eXk^aaitz . . . f^f?.eCn//^j'] as Master , . . as discijiles, which

is understood of itself from the historical relation, and is also to be gathered

from the word chosen (vi. 70, xiii. 18 ; Acts i. 2). Each of them was a

oKevog ialoyyg of Christ (Acts ix. 15) ; in each the initiative of this peculiar

1 relation lay not on his but on Christ's side. Hence not to be taken merely

I
in a general sense of the selection for the fellowship of love.'— i&r/Ka vfxag]

Jtave appointed you, as my disciples, consequence of the efeAefd/^^^v. The ^^ do-

tation spirituelW'' (Godet) goes beyond the meaning of the word, although it

was historically connected with it (Mark iii. 14, 1.5). Comp. on n.'Sh'ai,

instituere, appoint (not merely destine, as Ebrard thinks), 1 Cor. xii. 28 ; 1

Tim. i. 12 ; 2 Tim. i. 11 ; Heb. i. 2 ; Acts xx. 28, et al.-" The rendering

of ChrA'sostom, Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, is incorrect : I have planted

you.^ The figure of the vine has in truth been dropped, and finds only an

echo in the Kap-hv <pfpeiv, which, however, must not be extended to id-TjKa,

since the disciples appear not as planted, but as hranches, which have grown

and remain on the vine. Quite arbitrarily, Bengel and Olshausen see here a

new figure of Sifruit-t7'ee. — Iva vfiEig vTrdy.] that you on your side may go away,

etc., is by Chrysostom, Theophj-lact, Euth. Zigabenus, in consequence of

their interpretation of e&r/Ka, erroneously explained by 'iva eKreipTjo-^e av^avofievoi.

Nor does it merely denote ^'' independent and living action ;" " comp. Luther :

"that you sit not still without fruit or work"), or ''continual movement''''

(Hengstenberg), with which sufficient justice is not done to the peculiarity of

this point, which, in truth, belonged in the most proper sense to the disciples'

calling. According to Ebrard, it would even be simply an auxiliary verb,

1 Comp. Xen. en. i. 3. others, int'!ndin<:r Liithardt, Lanj^e.

2 Thi.s, at tue same time, in answer to * Horn. Od. xv. ii.'iO, 1!. vi. 300 ; Dem. 322.

Beysclilajr, p. 101, v;ho considers a reference 11, et al.

here to the pre-existent state as absurd. ^ Xen. Oec. xix. 7, 0.

Comp. also against the same, Johansson, de ^ De Wette, Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius,

Chr. jiraeexistentia, p. 14. Luthardt, Godet.
^ Euth, Zigabenus, Luther, and several
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like ire with the supine. It signifies rather the execution of the cnroaTolr/, in

which they were to go aicay into all the world, etc. Comj). Luke x. 3
;

Matt, xxviii. 19.

—

fievri] comp. iv. 36. The results of their ministry are

not to go backward and be brought to naught, but are to be continuous

and enduring even into the aliiv jieXkuv.— The second Iva is co-ot'dinated with

the first. See on vv. 7, 8. It is in truth precisely the granting of prayer

here designated which brings about the fruit and its duration in all given

cases. Comp. the prayers of Paul, as in Col. i. 9S. ; Eph. iii. 14 ff.

—

h
tC) uv6/j.. /i.] See on xiv. 13.

Ver. 17. At the close (comp. vcr. 11) of this section, vv. 12-16, Jesus

refers once more to its main point, reciprocal love. — ravTa] jwints iacMcards.

as in ver. 11, namely, to what is contained in vv. 12-16, so far as the con-

tents are of a j>receptiv6 nature. And tliat which is therein enjoined by Jesus

on the disciples has for its object {iva), etc., as He hajl in truth required

this duty at the very beginning of the section. The remainder of the sec-

tion (vv. 14-16) was indeed not directly of a precejitive nature, but in

support and furtherance of what had been enjoined^

Vv. 18, 19. But now your relation to the world! as far as ver. 27. — In

your fellowship, love ; from without, on the pai-t of the unbelieving, hatred

toward you ! Consolation for you : yivcoaKt-TE (imperat.) brt. e/xE npurov v/iuv

(i. 15), iiefiiar]KEv. Comp. 1 Pet. iv. 12, 13. This hatred is a community of

destiny with me. A further consolation : this hate is the proof that you no

longer belong to the icorld, but to me through my selection of you (ver. 16) ;

therein exists the 7'eason for it. How must that fact tend to elate you !

Comp. 1 John iii. 13, iv. 5. —The fivefold repetition of kSg/joc is solemn.

Comp. iii. 17. — to iSiov] ^' Sman dicitur pro tos, atque sic notatur interesse

mundi," Bengel. Comp. vii. 7. They have become a foreign elenient to

the world, and therewith the object of its antipathy ; x^H^^'- 1°-P '''V ojuoiu to

ifjoiov, Euth. Zigabenus.

'

Ver. 20. A recalling of xiii. 16, presupposing, however, a different appli-

cation than in that passage—namely, a slave has no better lot to claim than

his lord (comp. Matt. x. 24, 25).

—

If they have persecuted me, they will also

2iersecute you ; if they have kept my toord, they icill also laeep yours. Which of

these two cases will in general occur, Jesus leaves to the decision of the

disciples themselves, since they in truth knew from experience how it had

gone with Him. To take the second cliiuse ironically,^ is appropriate neither

to the seriousness of the first, nor to the tone of the whole passage. 01s-

hausen holds incorrectly (comp. B. Crusius, Maier, Godet), "if many, etc.,"

where, in the first half, according to Godet, we should have to think of the

inass of the people. But the variation of the subjects is a pure importation.

Finally, when Bengel and other older expositors (in Wolf) interpret TTjpelv

as roatch, this is quite opposed to the Johannean usage of tov Aoy. Tijpelv

(viii. 51, xiv. 23, 24, and frequently), comp. ver. 10, and it would be too

weak a conception after the first half of the verse. Irrespectively of this,

' Comp. Plat, Lys. p. 214 B; to o{j.oi.ov tw - "Quasi dicat : non est, quod hoc spere-

i^oiw avayKT] del (jiC\ov elvai. tis," GrotiuS, Laiupe.
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usage would not stand in the way of such rendering, Gen. iii. 15 (according

to the usual reading).'

Ver. 21. 'Alia] antithesis of consolation against this state of persecu-

tion [See Note LI. p. 441] : ravTa ndvra tt. slgv/u., however, jjresupposes that

the second of the cases sujiposed in ver. 20 is not the actual one. The conso-

lation lies mSia to dpo/ua /xov : because my name is your confession. " The name

of Christ from your mouth will be to them nothing but poison and death,"

Luther. Comp. Acts iv. 17, ix. 14, xxvii. 9. This thought : it is for the

sake of Christ's name that I suffer (Acts ix. 16), was to exalt the perse-

cuted,^ and did exalt them (Acts v. 41, xxi. 13, et al.), and they boasted of

these sufferings,^ which constituted their holy pride (Gal. vi. 17) and their

joy (Phil. ii. 17, 18). Comp. Matt. x. 22, xxiv. 9, v. 11. According to

others,* on ovk oUaai, ic.t.?i., has the emphasis. But in that case the thought

rfiQ Tobvoua fiov is arbitrarily thrust back, and rendered unnecessary, although

throughout the whole of the following discussion the reference of the perse-

cutions to Christ is the prominent and controlling point (see especially vv.

25-27). Hence on ovk. oiSaai, k.t.'X., is to be taken as subordinated to 6ia to

bvofid nov, as giving, that is, its explanation. Had they possessed the true

acquaintance with God, they would, because God has sent Christ, have also

known Christ (comp. Luke xxiii. 34), and would not for His name's sake

have persecuted His disciples.

Vv. 22-24. Sinfulness, not of this non-acquaintance with God (Ebrard^

Ewald, Godet), but, as vv. 28-25 show, of this hatred of the name of Jesus,

in respect of which they are inexcusable, since He has come and spoTcen to

them (vv. 22, 23), and done before their eyes His Messianic worhs (miracles),

ver. 24. — dfiapT. ova elxov] For their hatred of my name would then be ex-

cusahle, because, without my ap2)earance and discourses, the true knowledge

of Him who sent me—and the non-acquaintance with whom is in truth the

ground of their hatred (ver. 21)—would have remained inaccessible to them.

My appearance and discourses ought to have opened their eyes, and brought

them to the knowledge of Him who sent me ; but since this has not taken

place, their hatred against me, which flows from their non-acquaintance

with Him who sent me, is inexcusable ; it is the hatred of hardened blind-

ness before God's revelation of Himself in my advent and discourses. — The

weight of the protasis lies in iiX-^ov and ilak. avTolq together (not merely in

the latter) ; riMov is the Messianic epxea&ai, correlative to the preceding r.

Ke/irpavrd fiE. The d/iapTia, however, referable to the /iiaelv,^ must not be re-

ferred merely to unbelief, which reference does not correspond to the con-

1 Dem. 317 ult., 1253. 8; Soph. 0. 12. 808; salvation of the heathen, to whom Christ

Arist. Ve.9p. 364 ; Thuc. iv. 108. 1, vii. 80. 1

;

has not been preached, nothing is to be

Lys. iii. .34. {jatiiered from the present passajre ; and
^ npo's TiiJ.r}v fx.ev iiixlyTovTo TToiovcnv, Amrao- One may now, with Augustine, decide in

nius. favour of mitiores poenris for them, or, in
' Rom. V. 3 ; 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff., xii. 10, 11 ; 1 confirmation of their condemnation, pro-

Pet, iv. 12 £f. po.se, with Melanchthon, to extend the
* Including Luclie, de Wette, Hengsten- words of Christ to the proUvangeUiim in

berg. paradise, and bring in at the same time tho
^ Hence, too, on the question as to tlie natural moral, law, Eom. ii.
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text in vv. 19, 21, 23-25.* The words a/uapr. ovk exeiv, ix. 41, were spoken

of wibelief. — The non-occuiTence of av with dxov is as in viii. 39. — vvv de]

But as it is, since I have appeared and have sp)ol-e>i to them. [See Note LII. p.

442.] — npdcpaan' ova exovai, k.t.X.] In that supposed case they would have no

sin, so far, namely, as their hatred would be only an excusable peccatum igno-

rantiae ; but as the matter stands, they have no pretext in respect of their

sin (to which they are subject through their hatred) ; they can allege noth-

ing by way of escape, -rvpoipaaiv exeiv, to have evasions, exculpations, only here

in N. T., very frequent in the classics.'-' Euth. Zigabenus well remarks :

a—ooTspcl Tovg 'Inv6aiovg aiiaaiiq avyyvufirjQ k-^eTioKanovvTag. — Ver. 28. And how
exceedingly great is this sin ! Comp. v. 23. — Ver. 24, parallel to ver. 22,

as there from the discourses, which the unbelieving have heard, so here

similarly from that which they have seen, revealing their guilt. — ov6dg

a7i7.0Q\ that is, in their nature and appearance divine works, v. 36, ix. 3, 4,

. x. 37, xiv. 10, et al. — vvv 6e koi supaKaat, /c.r./l.] But as it is (yiiv 6e, as

in ver. 32), the]/ have actually seen (as vi. 36), and yet hated ioth me and my
Father. Not merely /xefiia., but also iupdn., is connected with kuI kfik,

K.T.I. ; in the icorlcs they have seen Christ (x. 25) and the Father (xiv. 10) ;

for both have revealed themselves in them, which, indeed, the unbelieving

have seen only as an external sensuous occurrence, not with the inward un-

derstanding, giving significance to the outward crmzla \ not with the eye of

sjjiritual knowledge and inward being, vi. 26.

Ver. 25. Yet this hatred against me stands in connection with the divine

destiny,^ according to which the word of Scrijoture must be fulfilled by
their hatred : they have hated me groundlessly . The passage is Ps. Ixix. 4,

or XXXV. 19, where the theocratic sufferer (David?) utters that saying which
has reached its antitypical Messianic destination in the hatred of the un-

believing against Christ (comp. on xiii. 18). The passage Ps. cix. 3,

which Hengstenberg further adduces, does not correspond so literally, as

neither does Ps. cxix. 161 (Ewald). — oPa'] scfje/xiayKaalv jie. as the ground-

thought of what precedes. [See Note LIII. p. 442.] — dupedv'] D^n, immerito,

according to the LXX., but opposed to the Greek signification (gratis).*—
The irojiy which de Wette discovers in h tu v6iiu avruv : "they comply

faithfully with what stands in their law," is an erroneous assumption, since

Iva -Tr?i?jp. is the usual formula for the fulfilment of p>rophecies, and since vdixog

here, as in x. 34, stands in a wider sense, while mnuv is to be taken as rw

vfisTepu, viii. 17 (see inloc), comp. vp.uv, x. 34. Bengel well says : ''inlege

eorum, quam assidue terunt et jactant."

Vv. 26, 27. Over against this hatred of the world, Jesus further appeals

confidently, and in the certainty of His, future justification, to the testimony

which the Paraclete, and also the disciples themselves, will bear regarding

^ In answer to Bengel, Luthardt, Lange, cording: to vv. 22-24, does not do away with
Hengstenberg, and several others. responsibility. Comp. Weiss, Lehrbegr. p.

2 Dem. 526. 15 ; Plat. Pol. v. p. 469 C ; Xen. 151.

Cyr. iii. 1. 27. Antithesis : a.<j>e\elv irpoijtacrt.v, * Comp. 1 Sam. xix. 5 ; Ps. xxxiy. 7 (where
Dem. 26. 2, 635. 24. Symmachus has ii/atnios) ; Sir. xx. 21, xxix.

' Which, as a matter of course, and ac- G, 7.
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Him. The Paraclete was to give testimony of Christ through the disciples, in

speaking forth from them (Matt. x. 20 ; Mark xiii. 11). But the testimony

of the disciples to Christ was at the same time also tlieir own, since it

expressed their own experiences with Christ from the beginning onwards,

i. 14 ; 1 John i. 1 ; Acts i. 21, 22. Both were, in so far as they, filled and

enhghtened by the divine Spirit, delivered His instructions (xiv. 26), and

what they themselves had heard and seen of Jesus, l)oth consequently kv

TTveii/iiaTi, one witness ; it is, however, separated into its two actual factors

(comp. Acts i. 8 ; Rom. viii. 16, ix. 1), and they are kept apart. — bv kyij

^^efirpu vfi. irapa tov narp.] How ? see xiv. 16. As eyu^s used with the

weight of authority, so also has the determining expression : to irvEVjia t. ahji}.

(see on xiv. 17), with its added 6 tt. r. Trarp. hirop., in emphatic confir-

mation of the abiiF-ajro^a TOV iraTpoQ, the pragmatic weight of demonstrat-

ing the truth and validity of the Spirit's testimony, which thus goes hack to

the Father. But the general term sKTzop. which is without definite limita-

tion of time, refers not to the immanent relation of subsistence {actus hypos-

taticus), but, in accordance with the connection, to the efficacious outward

communication ' from the Father, through which, in every recurring case,

the Spirit is received. " Itaque hujusmodi testimonia nee a Graecis (against

iho, filioque) nee contra Graecos (against the 6ia tov vlov e/c tov narpdC) . . .

satis apposite sunt citata," Beza. For its dogmatic use in the interest of

the Greek Church, see already in Theodore of Mopsuestia. Recently,

Hilgenfeld especially has laid great stress on the hypostatic reference, in sup-

port of the doctrine of a Gnostic emanation. — eaelvoc] opposed to the Christ-

hating world. — nepl k/iov'] of my Person, my work, etc. Comp. 1 John

V.6. — Kal vfiElg 6e'] atque vos etiam. Comp. on vi. 51, viii. 17. — /uapTvpelTe]

ye also are witnesses, since yefrom the leginning (of my Messianic activity) are

with me (consequently are able to bear witness of me from your exjjerience).

Jesus does not say fzapTvprjasTe, because the disciples we?"<3 already the wit-

nesses which they were to ie in future. They were, as the witnesses, already

forthcoming. ioTi denotes that which still continues from the commence-

ment up to the present moment. Comp. 1 John iii. 8. juaprvp. taken as

imperative would make the command appear too abrupt ; considering its

importance, a more definite unfolding of it was to be expected, which, how-

ever, is not missed, if the words are only a part of the promise to bear

witness.'' An echo of this word of Christ regarding the united testimony of

the Spirit and the apostles is found in Acts v. 32, also in Acts xv. 28.

I The Spirit goes ovt if He is sent, xiv. 16, Sclirifthew. I. p. 203 f.

26 ; Gal. iv. 6. Comp. the figurative expres- - In answer to B. Crusius and Ilofmann,

sion of the outpouring. See also Ilofmann, Schriflbew. II. 2, p. 19.
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Notes by American Editor.

XLV. " I am the true vine." Ver. 1.

Weiss considers Meyer's reference of the probable introduction of this meta-

phor to the wine cup of the supper, as well as all the other modes of accounting

for it, to be entirely without foundation. The familiarity of the figure in

the O. T. abundantly explains it.

XLVI. " The true vine." Yer. 1.

The genuine {alrjOLvri) vine, that which corresponds to the idea. According

to Weiss, this genuine, archetypal vine is not here opposed to the natural vine,

which Meyer makes figuratively but imperfectly represent it. Rather, accord-

ing to Weiss, Israel is the typical representation of this idea, while Jesus with

His church stands in contrast (not with the unfruitful vine, the degenerate Israel,

but) with the imperfect realization of the genuine theocracy in Israel. Thus

Christ puts Himself with His church over against the imperfect Jewish church.

XLVII. ^^ Abide in me." Ver. 4.

According to Weiss: "in me, not on me" (as Meyer), "inasmuch as the

direction is in part independent of the image of the vine and branches, and

partly also the branches root themselves in the vine-stalk, and only as the result

of this are suspended from it.'

'

XLVIIL '' Without me." Ver. 5.

"Not (as Meyer) ,YwpiO''5fvrff kfiov, separated from vital communion with me.

It corresponds not to the kv e/iot fxi-veiv, but to the syib iv avru), as the new feat-

ure, in the repetition : without me as Him who is and works in you" (Weiss).

XLIX. TavTa. Ver. 11.

" ravra refers not (with Meyer, Liicke, etc.) to all from 1 to 10, but to v. 9 and

foil, (de W., God.) as the clause of purpose, rightly taken, clearly implies"

(Weiss).

L. TavT7;c. Ver. 13.

" TavTTjq here does not refer back to the love expressed by ihenaOibg yyanrjiya

i'/zd(T, but forward to the clause introduced by Iva. Meyer exj^lains the lua of the

divine purpose in the fact of the transcendent greatness of His love, viz. that

one must yield up His life. But the negative clause fielCova ayanriv ovchlc exet- is

by no means equivalent to the i^ositive statement which Meyer substitutes for

it : the tic corresponding to oixhlc is not every one ; and the context declares

not tchy we must have the greatest love, but wherein the greatest love consists.

All efforts to preserve the telic force of Iva are unsuccessful" (Weiss).

LI. dXTid, hid. Ver. 21.

" a?i?i.d introduces not the contrast of the consolation, against this state of perse-

cution, but shows, in contrast with the previous supposition, that they v.-jll per-
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secute tlie disciples for their o\Nn salies, whicli is tlie deepest ground of tlieir

l^ersecution" (Weiss).

LII. Vv. 22, 23.

Observe the twice recurring logical vvv Se, so frequent in the N. T., but as it is,

as the case stands. The uniform English rendering now is unidioxnatic and often

obscure or misleading (Luke xix. 42 ; 1 Cor. xv. 20).

LIII. aXX' Iva TrT^ripuOy. Ver. 25.

Meyer and Weiss (Weiss hesitatingly) supply the ellipsis with fiefitm/Kaaiv ue.

Better, I think, tovto yeyovev, or some general expression like the Eng. Ver.,

this cometh to pass. See i. 8, and especially xiii. 18.
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CHAPTER XYI.

Ver. 3. After Trotz/tr. Elz. has viilv, against decisive testimony. — Ver. 4. t)

C>pa-\ Lachm.: i, oipa avruv, according to A. B., a few Cursives, Syr.; also L..

Cursives, Vulg. It. Ai-r. Cypr. Aug., who, however, omit the avruv that follows.

This betrays an already ancient variation in the position of the once original.

ahTu^v, which, placed Ufore fivrii^ov., was readily drawn to u^pa, and then

also again restored after ^ivvi^ov. D. 68, Arm. have no airuv at all, which is ex-

plained from its original position after fivmiov., in which it appeared super-

fluous.— Ver. 7. mv yap iyw] £}'", which is wanting in Elz. Tisch., has impor-

tant testimony against (B. D. L. >5.) and for it (A. E. G. H. K. M. U. A. A.). It

was, however, because unnecessary, and also as not standing in opposition, more

readily passed over than added. -Ver. 13. ek T^aaav -yv uAvOeiuv^ Lachm.: ek

7;)r alvQ. TTdoau (A. B. Y. Or. Eus.) ; Tisch. : hv ry dhjeeig Kaar, (D. L. >?.

Cursives, Verss. Fathers). The reading of Lachm. has stronger attestation, and

is, in respect of the position of the words, supported by the reading of Tisch.,

which latter may have arisen through a comparison of the construction of Mrjy.

with kv in theLXX. (Ps. Ixxxvi. 10, cxix. 35, et al. ; Sap. ix. 11, x. 17). —Ver. 15.

laiiSidvei-] Elz. : Iri^perai, against decisive testimony ;
from ver. 14.— Ver. 16.

oi] B. D. L. A. K. Curas. Verss. (including Vulg. It.) Or. ei al. : omen. Eecom-

mended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. An interpretation in con-

formity with ver. 10 and xiv. 19. — Srt vTrdyu Trpbg t. Trar.] is Wanting in B. D.

L. Copt. Sahid. Cant. Ver. Verc. Corb. Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by

Tisch An addition from ver. 17, whence also the £y6 in Elz. after ort,—which

ly6, however, is in ver. 17, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be deleted, in conform-

ity with A. B. L. M. A. i<. Curss. Verss., since it is supported by only very

weak testimony in the above addition in ver. 16.— Ver. 19. After [yvu, Biz.

Lachm. have oiv. A connective addition, instead of which 6i is also found. —
Ver 20. The second de has been justly deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. in con-

formity with B. D. A. «. 1, It. Copt. Arm. Syr. Goth. Cypr. It was added m
mechanical repetition of the antithesis. - Ver. 22. The order i>vv /liv oi. Ivn.ex-

is with Tisch., to be preferred on preponderating testimony. But instead of

ixere, read with Lachm. ^iere, after A. D. L. Curss. V^rss. Fathers
;
the present

was mechanically introduced after exn, ver. 21, and on occasion of the vvv. -
alpei^ Lachm. : hpu, according to B. D.* V. Vulg. Codd. It. Cypr. Hil. Ex-

planatory alteration in accordance with the preceding futures. — Ver. 23. bn

haa dv] Many variations. As original appears the reading in A., h tc av (so

Lachm in the margin), in connection with which copyists were induced,

through the preceding Aeyu ifTiv, to take OTI (differently from xiv. 13) recita-

tively, which thus led to the readings av ri (so Lachm. and Tisch., comp. xx.

23), kdv Ti, oaa dv, and thus the hri, which had now become superfluous, disap-

peared in many copies (not »< ., which has bn b av). —hrC> bvoji. fioy-] is placed

by Tisch. after duCEt vfciv, in conformity with B. C* L. X. Y. A. «. Sahid. Or.

Cyr. nightly ; the ordinary position after TvaHpa is determined by xiv. 13, xv.
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16, and appeared to be required by ver. 24. — Ver. 25. Before epxerai, Elz. and

Lachm. (the latter in brackets) have alTC, contrary to important testimony. A
connective addition. — Instead of avayyETiu, cnrayyeAo) is, with Lachm. and

Tisch., to be adopted on decisive testimony. The former flowed from vv. 13,

14, 15. —Ver. 27. Oeov] B. C* D. L. X. X.** Verss. Cyr. Did. : Trarpof. A gloss

by way of more precise definition (Verss. have : a deo patre). — Ver. 28. Tropa]

Lachm. and Tisch. : £«, which is sufficiently attested by B. C* L. X. Copt.

Ei^iph. Hil. (in D. is wanting k^iiXOov . . . Trarpdf), and, in conformity with

what immediately precedes, was dislodged by Kupd. — Ver. 29.7r«^/57?(T.] Lachm.

and Tisch. : kv T:af)^r)a., in conformity with B. C. D. X. Kightly ; ev, because

Tinnecessary, after ver. 25, came to be dropped, and the more readily after

NYN. — Ver. 32. wi-] is, in conformity with decisive testimony, with Lachm.
and Tisch., to be deleted. — Ver. 33. exert'] So also Tisch. But Elz. Lachm. :

e^ere only, after D. Verss. (including Vulg. It.) and Fathers. The present is so

decisively attested, that the future apjaears to be simply a closer defining of

the meaning (comjj. ver. 22).

Ver. 1. Trtfjra leXal. vfiiv] As the same expression, xv. 11, pointed back

to the preceding section, vv. 1-10, and then ravra evri/iAo/jai vfjlv, ver. 17,

to vv. 11-16, so here Tavra lei. v/u. refers to xv. 18-27, so that the substan-

tial contents of this section are intended, namely, that which had heen said

of the hatred of the world. — Iva //?) GKav8al.'\ Comp. Matt. xiii. 21, xxiv. 10,

xi. 6. Prepared beforehand, and armed by Christ's communications, they

were not to be made to stumble at Him, but were to oppose to the hatred

of the world all the greater efficiency and constancy of faith.

Vv. 2, 3. Of the ravra, ver. 1, He now gives certain concrete manifesta-

tions, which might tend to their becoming offended. — cnruavvay.] See on

ix. 22, xii. 42. — all'] At, i.e. nay, yet more! it introduces the antithesis of

a yet far heavier, of a Moody fate. Comp. on 2 Cor. vii. 11. To take ano-

cvvay. TToirjG. vfi. interrogatively (Ewald), is .unnecessarily artificial.

—

Iva]

That which will take place in the wpa is conceived as the olject of its coming:

there is coming an hour, in order that, etc. Comp. on xii. 23. — ttoc 6 cittokt.,

K.T.I.] that every one, ivho shall haveinit you to death, may thinh that he offers

a sacrificial service to Ood (namely, through the shedding of your blood).

On ?Mrpela, cultus,^ here with Trpoo-^epew, the standing word for sacrifices (see

Matt. v. 23, viii. 4 ; Acts vii. 33 ; Heb. v. 1 ; Schleusner, Thes. IV. p. 504),

in the special relation of sacrificial divine service, comp. Rom. xiii. 1 ; Heb.

ix. 1, 6. The maxim of Jewish fanaticism is well known (and hov/ often

was the pagan enmity against the apostles no better !) :
" Omnis elfundcns

sanguinem im|)roborum, aequalis est illi, qui sacrificium facit. " " On this

fWeZv, comp. Saul's example. Acts xxvi. 9-, Gal. i. 13, 14. — On ver. 3,

comp. XV. 21. Jesus once more recalls y^ith profound sadness this tragic

sotirce of such conduct, the inexcusableness of which, however, He had already

decisively brought to light (xv. 22 ff.). The supposed purpose of making

the adversaries contemptible in the eyes of the discijiles (Calvin, Hengsten-

bcrg) must have been indicated had it existed.

1 Plat. Apol. p. 23 C, Phaedr. p. 224 E ; Eom. Ix. 4. ^ Bammidbar I2ab'ja, f. S29. 1.
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Ver. 4. 'A2.2.a] But: Jrm^'S o^ the enumeration.' Jesus will not go furtlier

into details, and recurs to the thought in ver. 1. The explanation :

"although it is not to be expected otherwise, I have nevertheless foretold

it to you" (Liicke, de Wette), is the less agreeable to the text, since ravra

AffZaA. had just been. already said, and that without any antithetic reference

of the kind. The explanations of Tholuck and Lange, again, are far-

fetched : "but so little would I terrify (?) you by this, that I have only (?)

said it to you," etc. — ravra] What was said in vv. 2, 3. — avruv, on kyu eItv.

vfi.] Attraction." — kyu] with weighty emphads : /, the Person, with whom
your faith is concerned. Comp. ver. 1, 'iva p] aKavSaX. — ff apxv?] xv. 27.

The question, how this declaration of Jesus may be reconciled with the an-

nouncements found Ml the Synoptics, even from the time of the Sermon on

the Mount, of predestined sufferings,^ is not solved by saying that here

(polSepurepa ckeIvuv ^ are announced ;
^ or that Christ spoke at an earlier period

ininus cqierte et parcius (Bengel, comp.' Grotius), and in much more general

terms (Ebrard), but now more expressly set forth in its principles the charac-

'ter of the Avorld's attitude towards the disciples (Tholuck, comp. Lange)
;

or, that He has now stated more definitely the cause of the hatred (Lampe)
;

or, that He utters it here as a px^rting word (Luthardt) ; or even, that at an

earlier period, because the thoughts of the disciples had not yet dwelt upon

it, it was "-'for them as good as not said''' (Hengstenberg). The difference

lies clearly before us, and is simply to be recognized ;
^ to be explained,

however,nfrom the fact that in the Synoptics the more general and less

definite allusions of the earlier time 'appear with the more definite form and

stamp of later utterances. The living recollection of John must here also
'

preponderate as against the Synoptics, so that his relation to theirs here

is that of a corrector. — on ned-' v^uuv vpiv'] It would have been unnecessary

in the time of my personal association with you, since it is not till after my
departure that your persecution (up to that time the hatred of the world

affected Himself) is to commence. " Because you have me with you, they

cannot well but leave you in peace, and can do nothing to you, tliey must

Tia-ce done it to me previously , but now it will begin," etc., Luther.'' As yet

they had suffered no persecution ; hence the thought, '

' I could console you, "
^

is not to be introduced. The interpretation also : "now first, when I prom-

ise you the Spii-it, can I thus openly speak to you" (Bengel, Tholuck), is

not in harmony with the words.

Yv. 5, 6. Now, however, this my leing with you is past ! Now I go away to

Illm who has sSnt me, and in what a mood of mind are you at the prospect

of this my impending departure ! None of you ashs me : whither dost Thou

go away ? [See Note LIV. p. 457] l^lt lecause I have spohen this to you, namely,

that after my departure such sufferings shall befall you, grief has filled your

' Baeumlein, PartiJc. p. 15. torn.

2 See Winer, p. 581 f. [E. T. p. 695 ff.]. ^ See, on the contrary. Matt. x. 16-18, 23.

3 Matt. V. 10 fif. ; Luke vi. 23 ff. ; Matt. « Comp. also Godet.

X. 16 ff. ; Lucke xii. 4 ff. ; Matt. xxi. 12 ff., ^ Comp. Chrysostom, Euth. Zigabenus,

xxiv. 9. Grotius.

J Eutli. Zifcabenus, comp. also Chrysos- ^ Liicke, de Wctte, and older expositors.
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Iicart, so that you have become quite dumb from sorrow, and blunted to the

higher interest which lies in my going home to Him who sent me. Accord-

ing to de Wette and Liicke, there would seem a ^oant of exactness in the

entire presentation, resting on the fact that ver. 6 does not stand before koi

ovSelq. The incorrectness of this assumption, in itself quite unnecessary,

lies in this, that the first proposition of ver. 5 is thus completed : "But

now at my departure I'could not keep silence concerning it," by which the

6th verse is anticipated. According to Kuinoel and Olshausen, a full point

should be placed after tte^i/;. he, and a pawse is to be assumed, in which

Jesus in vain awaited a question, so that He continued subsequently with

an interrogatmi : " NuUusne vestrum me amplius interrogat, quo abiturus

sim ?" But the assumption of pauses (others, including de Wette, make

the pause after ver. 5) is, when the correlation of the conjunctions is so

definitely progressive, unwarranted. — The fact that already in xiii. 86 the

question had been put by Peter -rzov v-rtayeiQ (comp. the question of Thomas,

xiv. 5), does not stand in contradiction with the present passage ; but

Jesus censures simply the degree of distress, which they had now reached,

in which none among them fixed his eye on the goal of the departing One,

and could come to a question for more definite information respecting it.

— T] IvTZT]'] simply, in abstracto : sadness.

Ver. 7. Nevertlieless, how should you raise yourselves above this sorrow !

How is my dejjarture your own gain ! Through it in truth will the Paraclete

be imparted to you as a support against the hatred of the world. [See

Note LV. p. 457] — hyu] in the consciousness of the personal guarantee. —
Iva kyu a-£Mu)] eycj in contradistinction to the Paraclete, who is to come in

His place (xiv. 16) ; Iva implies the divine necessity, as in xi. 50. On the

dependence of the mission of the Paraclete upon the departure of Jesus,

see on vii. 39.

Ver. 8.' The threefold ministry of the Paraclete towards the unbelieving

Jews and Gentiles. Thus will He be your advocate against the Kdaftoc !
—

i/Jy^ei] convict, namely, through His testimony of me, xv. 26. This convicting,

of which the apostles were to be the bearers in their office, is the activity

which convinces the person concerned (arguendi ratio exprobans), which

reveals to him his unrighteousness, and puts him to shame,' and the conse-

quence of which may be in the different subjects either conversion (1 Cor.

xiv. 24), or hardening and condemnation (Acts xxiv. 25 ; Rom. xi. 7 ff.).

To apprehend it only of the latter side of the matter (Erasmus and many

others, including de Wette, Briickner, and especially Wetzel, following the

Fathers), is not justified by Trepl Kpheug, since the Kptaig is intended," not of

the world, but of the devil, and stands opposed to the Johannean view of

the deliverance of the world through Christ ; the unbelieving world (ver.

9) is to be convicted of the sin of unbelief ; and this, to him who is not

hardened, is the way to faith (comp. xvii. 20, 21), and therewith to separa-

tion from the world. Godet well designates the threefold EAey^tc as the

1 See Wetzel, ub. d. Elenchm des Parakl. « \\\^ 2o_ ^\\\ g, 46 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 24 ; Tit. i. 9 ;

John xvi. 8-13, in the Zeitschr.f. Lxdh. Theol. Matt, xviii. 15 ; Luke iii. 19, et al.

1856, p. 624 ff.
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moral victory of the Spirit througli the preaching of the apostles. As the

first prominent example, see the discourse of Peter, Acts ii. , with its conse-

quences. — nepl dfiapTtac, /c.r.Pi..] The objective contents of the eTie-y^ic set

forth separately in three parts (themata). See, respecting the individual

points, on vv. 9-11.

Ver. 9. First part : in reference to sin lie will convince them. The more

exact defining, as to how far He will convince them Trf^i d/iapTinc ; so far as

they, nameli/ (on, equivalent to elc inelvo on, ii. 18, ix. 17, xi. 51), do not

'believe on me, which He will reveal to them as sin, and will bring them to a

consciousness of guilt : otl d/iapTavovai //?) niffTEvovTeg en, Euth. Zigabenus.

Following Calvin (comp. already Apollinarius, Ammonius, and also Luther)^

.de Wette and Bruckner (comp. also Ebrard) interpret not of the conviction

of sin, so far as the unbelief of the world will be brought to its conscious-

ness as sin, but of sin generally (" qualis in se sit fiominum natura,'''' Calvin),

of the condition under the wrath of God, in which the world, as opposed

to the ever-increasing multitude of believers, who are victorious through the

power of truth, appears involved, because it does not believe, for faith is the

bond between the sinful world and God. Comp. Lange, who understands

the rejection of Christ as the essential manifestation of all sin, as also Wet-
i zel and Godet ; which, however, does not correspond to the simplicity of

the words.' On the eley^iQ of the world ivepl dfiapr., and that with regard

to its converting power, comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 24, 25. Tholuck makes out of

the simple d/xaprlag the guilt of sin, and that the unpardonable (ix. 41). —
Note further that oti. is the exjjonent, not of d/japrlag, but of k/Jy^st

irepi dfi.

Ver. 10. The second particular : in reference to rigJifeousness, thus to the

o-piwsite oi dfiapria. As, however, in d/uapTiag the subject of the kley^LQ is the

world itself, so the subject of diKaioaiwrj is Christ ; hence the more exact state-

ment : in that I go to my Father, and you see me no more ; diKaiov yap yvupia/ia

TOTTopEvead^atTvpbgTdv&Edv K. Gvvelvat avTO),l^uth.. Zigabenus; righteousness, since

it thus, in virtue of the context, is necessarily an attribiite of Christ, denotes

His guiltlessness and holy moral perfection. The unbelieving held Him to

be a sinner (comp. ix. 24), and put Him to death as such (xviii. 30) ; He was,

however, the righteous one (1 John ii. 1, 29, iii. 7 ; comp. Acts iii. 14, vii.

52 ; 1 Pet. iii. 18), and was proved to be such by the testimony of the Par-

aclete, by whose power the apostles preached the exaltation of Christ to the

Father (comp. Acts ii. 33 ff.), and thus convicting the world as guilty Tvepl

6iKaioavvrig, the opposite of which the unbelieving assumed in Christ, and

thought to be confirmed by the offence of His cross. So substantially

Chrysostom and his successors, Beza, Maldonatus, Bengel, Moras, Tittmann,

and others, as Liicke, Klee, Olshausen, de Wette, B. Crusius, Maier, Godet,

Baeumlein. Since, after the analogy of the trijjle division, Christ must be

the subject of righteousness, we on this ground must at once reject not only the

' The sense would be this : in reference this ! for example, by : irepl afiaprias, on i^

to sin He will convince them that unbelief aixapria eo-rlc it dn-io-Tia. And such an expree-

is ike true essence of sin. How easy would sion of the thought assumed would have
it have been for Jesiis to have actually said been quite Johanneau.
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interiDretation of Grotius of the com-pcnsatorj justice of God,^ and that of the

Socinians and Kuinoel, quod jus et fas est (Matt. xii. 15), but also that of

Augustine, Erasmus, Luther,^ Melanchthon, Calvin, Calovius, Jansen,

Lampe, Storr, Hengstenberg, and others, who understand the righteousness

\ of man through faith in the Pauline sense, ^ which also de A¥ette (with the

modification that it is its victorious power in the world which is spoken of)

inappropriately mixes up with the other interpretation. The form given by

Luthardt to the interpretation of Augustine, etc., that the passage does not

indeed express that Christ has by Ilis departure acquired righteoasness,

but rather has rendered righteousness through faith in Himself as unseen,

possible, is likewise opposed by the fact that Christ would not be the svabject

of SmaLoavvri ; and the thought, moreover, is both artificial and inappropri-

ate, since faith in Christ cannot be conditioned by His invisibility, although

faith must exist in spite of His invisibility (xx. 29). The thought is rather :

"The fact that I go the Father, and shall then be removed from your eyes,

1 will serve to the Spirit in His ilEj^iq of the world as demonstration that I

( am r5/Ka«)f." * And thus the by no means idle, but tender and sympathetic

expression, k. ovictri, &ecopn7£ fie, as denoting the translation into the invis-

ible world, is an outflow of the thoughtful and feeling interest of Jesus in

{ the approaching pain of se'paration tcJdch the disciples were to experience, to

whom this grief, in view of the higher object of that klEy^rg of the world,

could not be spared. A reference to the scorn of the world to be expected

on the removal of Jesus, as if He were thereby to be manifested an impostor,^

is remote from the connection. De "Wette's remark is iincorrect : that k.

i'liElg -deupElre fie was rather to be expected. That must ha^e been expected

if, with Tholuck, it had to be exjilained of the mojrd 2ntrity (= (u?/) only to

be found in Christ, the revelation of which was completed by the spiritual

communication of the exalted One, who now may be contemplated spiritu-

ally instead of bodily. But thus all essential points would be read between

the lines.

Ver. 11. If the Paraclete by means of His testimony convinces the world

of its sin of imbelief, and of Christ's righteousness, than the third hAey^ig

1 " Dcum aequutn esse rectorem, ut qui own only in an invisible manner. This

me extra oniriem injuriae contaotum in interpretation is incorrect, for the reason

suae majestatis consortium receperit." that, in accordance with it, the cAeyfts n-epl

Comp. also Ewald, Jahrb. VIII. p. 199, and StKaioo-ui'-r;? would substantially coincide

Johann. Schr. I. p. 381. with the eAcvfis irepX a^apHa's. Moreover,

2 " For Christians should know no other the rejection of Christ and His invisible

righteousness, as the ground of their intercourse with His society is an imported

standing in the sight of God . . . than this meaning.

departure of Christ to the Father, which is * What Wetzel finds over and above this

nothing else than that He has taken our in the words: that in Christ "all right-

sins on His neck," etc. eovsness rests, andfrom Him again all right-

3 Here also Ebrard's view comes in, who, eorisness proceeds,'' is indeed a correct dog-

indeed, considers the Pauline sense of matic deduction from the present passage,

SiKotoo-uvr) to be remote, but explains it : of but is not contained in the words them-

the righteousness, which the world should selves as their meaning.

hare and has not, since it has cast out the * Linder, in the Stud. u. Krit. 18G7, p.

Lord, and compelled Him to go to the 514 ff.

Father, and to hold intercourse with His'
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caunot be wanting, which, must refer to him, who rules the unbelieving

world, and is the original enemy of Christ and His kingdom, to the devil.

.

He is, judged, i.e. aclually condemned, by the fact that Christ has accomplished

His world-redeeming work, whereby in truth every one who becomes a

believer is withdrawn from the sway of the devil, so that his cause in and

with the fulfilment of the redemptive work is objectively a lost one. Comp.
on xii. 30, 31. Of this the Paraclete will rebukingly convict the world,

dependent on the dominion of the devil, in order that the world, in ac-

knowledgment of the sinfulness of its unbelief (ver. 9), and of the holy

righteousness of the Christ rejected by it (ver. 10), may turn its back in

penitence on the prince of the world, over whom already sentence has been

pronounced (ver. 10). Thus, through the apostolic jireachiug is accom-

jjlished on the Kdafwg the officium Sjnritus s. elenchticum.

Note.—The three more precise statements with on (vv. 9-11) express the re-

lations from the standpoint of the presence of the speaker. Hence, in ver. 9, the

present TrinTevovaiv (which was altered at a verj'' early period—so Yulg. and It.

—into iniarevaav) ; hence also in ver. 10 the present vnciyo) and the second per-

son Oeupelre, because Jesus is speaking to the disciples, and it is in fact His de-

parture from tJiem which is filling His mind, which lively directness of style

de Wette unjustly criticises as surprisingly inappropriate ; hence, finally, in

ver. 11 ih.e perfect KiKpnai, because Jesus sees Himself at the end of His work,

and therewith the actual condemnation of Satan already completed and secured.

Comp. ver. 33.

Ver. 13. Jesus breaks off, and states the reason.

—

ttoIM} Much, that

belongs to the entirety of the divine cJkii-^Eia (ver. 13). That He means only

further developments (Luther, Melanchthon, and many others, including

Liicke, de Wette), is not to be deduced (see in loc.) from xv. 15, comp. xiv.

26. Nevertheless, the portions of doctrine themselves, which may belong to

the ttoAao, although they are in general to be sought for in the letters and dis-

courses of the apostles, cannot be completely determined ; but neither are

they, with Grotius (comp. Beza), to be limited to the " cognitio eorum, quae

ad ecclesias constituendas pertinent" (spirituality of the kingdom of Christ,

abolition of the law, apostolic decrees), because we are not fully acquainted

with the instructions of Jesus to His disciples. In general, it is certain that

information respecting the further development of His work, and particu-

larly matters of knowledge which, as history attests, still necessitated special

revelation, as the immediate calling of the Gentiles, Acts x., and eschatologi-

cal disclosures like 1 Cor. xv. 51, Rom. xi. 25, 1 Thess. iv. 15 ff., form part

of their contents. The non-apostolical Apocalypse (against Hengstenberg

and others), as likewise the cnroKaXvipeig granted to Christian pro^^hets in the

N. T., are here, where Jesus is concerned with the circle of ajMstles, left out

of consideration. Augustine, however, is already correct generally :

'

' cum
Christus ipse ea tacuerit, quis nostrum dicat : ilia vel ilia sunt ?" Since,

however, we cannot demonstrate that even the oral instruction of the

apostles was completely deposited in their writings (especially as undoubted

epistles are lost, while very few of the original apostles left behind them any
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writing), Traditlo7i in and of its(;lf {inthesi) cannot be rejected, although, its

reality in regard to given cases {in Tiypothesi) can never be proved, and it must

therefore remain generally Avithout normative validitj'. ' In opposition to tra-

dition, Luther limited the many things, in entire contradiction of the context,

to the s?/j'f(S?'?'??j7s that were to be endured. — f;i;w]Ihavein readiness, viii. 6 ; 2

John 12 ; 3 John 13. — fiaaTaC,eLv] That which is too heavy, for the sjiiritual

strength, for imderstanding, temper, strength of will, cannot he borne. '^ On
the thing : 2 Cor. iii. 2. Note, further, Bengel's appropriate remark, to

the effect that the Romish traditions can least be borne by those who have

the Spirit. —• ap-L\ at the end, as in xiii. 33.

Ver. 13. To ttv. r. aA.] See on xiv. 17. — oSriy. vfi. nq r. aX. irdoav] Hewill

he to you a guide into all the truth. Comp. ver. 23 ; iracav, in its position

after t. al. (see critical notes), does not belong to the verb, as if it expressed

the complete introduction (Liicke), but describes, as in v. 22, divine truth in its

entirety, according to its collective contents.^ As, to the thought, nacav rijv

ah'f^Eiav, Mark v. 33,* would not be different ; but the present construction

makes alr]-&ELa more pirominent. — ov yap, k.t.A.] Reason, from the origin and

compass of His communications. — a^' kavrov] avroKsAsvarog, avr/Koog, Nonnus.

This negative statement is, indeed, the denial of anything conceived of

after a human manner, which is absolutely out of the question,^ but serves

completely to set forth the unity of the Spirit's teaching with that of the

Lord. ^ Comp. v. 19.

—

baa av ciKovaij] All, ichatsoever lie shall have heard

from God, so that He will withhold from you nothing of that which has

been divinely heard by Hira.' The Spirit, however, hears from God not ex-

ternally as a Subject separated from God, but (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 11) through

an interna acceptio ; for He is in God, and proceeds from Him, xv. 26.

That the hearing from God, not from Christ,^ is meant, is to be assumed on

account of the absolute aKovmj, and ver. 15 renders it certain. On ano'vcTj

itself, comp. also Luther : Faith must make its way universally over all

creatures, and not cleave to thoughts of listening to bodily preaching, but

lay hold of a preaching, word, and hearing in essence.''''— ra kpxotieva'] So

that you, through the revelation of the Spirit, will also become accjiiainted

with i\ie future,^ the knowledge of which belongs to the whole aA7;i?f^^ (par-

ticularly the eschatological developments)." Finally, to. kpx6fieva belongs

also to that denoted by haa av aKohay, and is related to it as species to genus,

1 Comp. on 1 Cor. xi. 34. certain mark of truth and touchstone, to

2 Comp. Kypke, I. p. 404 f. jud^e of false spirits," Luther.

3 Comp. V. 22 : t. Kpicriv Traaav, Plat. ' When Godet says, on ver. 13 :
" The

Theaet. -p. \i7 ^^ Tov api&ixovna.vTa&ix'^ti.f.Ka.- word 171 xiv. 26 inclvded the formvla of the

Pofiev; Kriiger, §50. IL IL inspiration of ovr Gospels; ver. 13 ffires that

* Kriiger on Thuc. vi. 87. 1. of the inspiration of the Epistles and of the

5 " Spiritus enim, qui a semet ipso loqui- Apocalypse," the simple addition must be

tur, non spiritus veritatis, sed spiritus est made, " in so far as and to the extent in

mendacii," Ruperti ; comp. already Igna- which these writings are actually apostolic.'''

ti-ns, ad Eph. interpol. 9. ' Olshausen, Kling, B. Crusius, Luthardt,

" Consequently He sets, for the Holy Hengstenborg, Godet : from both.

Spirit Himself, a goal and measure of His ' « 5" ipxofieva noipa, Soph. Track. 846.

preaching, that He shall preach nothing " Comp. Isa. xli. 22, 23, xliv. 7, xiv. 11

:

new nor different from that which Christ ra. evepxaixtva.

and His word is, so that we may have a
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so tliat Ka'i hrings into relief from that whicli is general, sometHng further

that is particular.

Vv. 14, 15. For me, with a view to glorify me {hfie, with emphasis), will

the Paraclete, as is said in ver. 13, operate, for the advancement oimy glory

among men, since He will announce to you nothing else than what is mine,

what in the identity of its substance is my truth, of which I am the

possessor and disposer. ' Justly do I designate the divine truth, which He
is to announce, as my property, since all that the Father has, i.e. according

to the context, tTie whole truth possessed hy the Father (Col. ii. 3), belongs

properly to me., as to the Son, who was in intuitive fellowship with the

Father (i. 18), went forth from the Father (viii. 42), was consecrated (x.

36) and sent for the accomplishment of His work, and, moreover, continu-

ally lives and moves in the Father, and the Father in Him. Comp. xvii. 10.

Calvin, in opposition to the ontological interpretation, well observes, that

Christ speaks :
" do injuncto sibi erga nosefficio.'''' Note further, the emphat-

ic, all-embracing iiavra bcra, k.t.Tl., as major premiss in the argument from

the universal to the particular ; hence all the less is ver. 14 to be referred,

with Grotius and Hengstenberg, merely to the announcement of what is

future. — Xa/j,(3dvEc] Conceived as a constant relation.

Ver. 16. Soon., after a short separation, will this arrival of the Paraclete,

and in it our spiritual reunion, take place. Comp. xiv. 19. — k. dfea^e /us] As

in xiv. 18, 19, not to be referred to the 7'esurrection^ [See Note LVI. p. 457],

nor to the Parousia, ^ but to the spiritual vision of Christ in the ministry of

the Paraclete, which they experience, and that without any double meaning.

See on xiv. 18. — Were on v-nrajcj Trpbc t. ira-. genuine (but see the critical

notes), it would assign the reason for the promise bfea-^e fie, since the seeing

again here intended is conditioned by the de^Darture to the Father (ver. 7).

Vv. 17, 18. Jesus makes a pause ; some of His disciples (ek t. fia-&. avr. sc.

Tiveg, as in vii. 40) express (in a whisper) to one another, how enigmatic

this language, ver. 16, is to them. They indicate, accordingly (ver. 18), the

fiiKpdv that was mentioned as the point of unintelligibility : "what shall

this he, what does lie mean iy fiinpov ? " Note tovto placed first with emphasis,

as well as the article with fiiKp6v, pointing backwards. — kuI otc vwdyu rrp. r.

TTOT.] b-c is recitative. Since the words in ver. 16 are not genuine, we must

assume that the disciples place what Jesus said in ver. 10, in connection

with these enigmatic words, ver. 16, and here include along with it the

point there expressed in their seeing Him no more :

—

vnc'iYcj rrp. t. irar. —
in order to receive an explanation regarding it, probably feeling that this

1 Every claim that anything belongs to ^ The Tra.\iv tiiKpov, which decidedly op-

what Christ terms to. €h,oO must necessarily, poses this interpretation, because it is en-

according to the awato'/ia.^iifii, be measured tirely unrelated to the first ftiicpdv, leads

by His and His disciples' extant word

;

Luthardt to the supposition that the return

hence the present passage, in like manner, of Christ is here promised to the disciples

as ver. 13, excludes all the pretended claims in such a way, that they were to see in the

of fanaticism. transitory return of the risen one a pledge
^ As Lange, Ebrard, nengstenberg,Ewald, of the future Parousia. But of this Jesus

Weiss still maintain, in spite of ver. 23, certainly says nothing, either here or in

comp. with Acts i. 5. C. what follows.
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explanation must necessarily serve for the clearing up of the obscure words

before them.

Ver. 19. Jesus observes what they would ask (comp. vi. 6), and extracts

from them (as one who knows the heart, ii. 23 ; see subsequently ver. 30)

the inquiry, not, however, setting aside the point, which they had also in-

troduced from His earlier discourse {vTrdyco izp. -. tt.) but deferring it till the

iiolemn conclusion of His instruction, ver. 28.

Vv. 20-22. He gives no explanation of the meaning, but depicts the al-

ternation of sorroio and joy, which the not seeing and seeing again will bring

with them. In this way they might, with the correct apprehension and hope,

advance towards the approaching development. — K?MvaETe k. &privrj(j. ifielg]

v/ieig with peculiar emphasis, moved to the end, and placed immediately

before 6 rfe Koafi.. The mourning and lamentation, this loud outburst of the

XiiTTTi of the discijiles over the death of Jesus (not : "over the church of

Christ given up to death," Luthardt), becomes yet more tragic through the

contrast of the joy of the world. — e'tg x^P^''^ yevr/cre-ai] will be turned into joy,

namely, when that oipsa&e jit takes place. — Ver. 21. ?; yvvrj] the woman ; the

article is generic, comp. 6 Jor/,of, xv. 15. — hrav tlkttjI when she is tringing

forth. — 7) upa auTTji] her hour of distress, ijpa (iapvudivog, Nonnus. Comp.
afterwards rf/g -dTiLfeuc, which denotes the distress during the occurrence of

birth.

—

av^puTTog] a man. In this lies a self-consciousness of maternal joy.

— Eig rbv icdafx.] born and therewith come into the toorld (i. 9, xviii. 37). An
appeal to the Rabbinical D7^>'? ^^-^ is not required. — The picture of the

woman bringing forth, to set forth the sorrow which issues in joy, is also

frequent in the O. T. (Isa. xxi. 3, xxvi. 17, Ixvi. 7 ; Hos. xiii. 13 ; Mic.

iv. 9, 10). Its importance in the present jiassage Jesus Himself states, ver.

22, definitely and clearly, and in regard to it no further exposition is to be

attempted. In accordance with this view, the grief and the joy of the dis-

ciples is the sole thing depicted, not also the passing of Christ through death

to life (Bruckner), as the birth of the new fellowship for the disciples, and

the like. There is much arbitrary interpretation in Chrysostom, ApoUina-

ris, Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, Ruperti, and several others, including

Olshausen, according to whom the death of Christ is said to appear as the

sorroicful birth-act of humanity, out of which the God-man comes forth,

glorified to the eternal joy of the whole ; even in de Wette the living Christ

is subjectively a child of the spiritual productivity of the disciples. Simi-

larly Tholuck, also Lange, in conformity with his explanation of Christ's

resurrection, understanding this as involving the birth of the new humanity

out of the birth-sorrow of the theocracy ; comp. Ebrard, who finds depicted

the riJsurrection of the Lord as the birth of the church, which is begotten

and suckled from His heavenly life. And further, since the Parousia is not

referred to, and the you, ver. 22, are the disciples, we must not, with Lu-

thardt, explain it of the passing of tlie church into the state of glorification at

the future coming of Christ (Rev. xxi. 4), so that the church is to be thought

of as " bringing forth in its death-throes the new state of things. — Ver. 22.

According to the amended reading (see the critical notes) : you also will thus

(corresponding to this napoin'.a) note indeed (over my death, which is immedi-
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ately impending) liare sorrow ; tut again I shall see you, etc. That here

Christ does not again say 6ipEa&e fie, as in ver. 19, is only a change in the

correlate designation of the same fact (Godet's explanation is an artiiicial

refinement), which, expressed in vv. 19 and 33 under both its aspects,

is, by means of vv. 33 and 35, obviously designated, neither as the Parou-

sia, ' nor as the return by the resurrection, or at least as taking its begin-

ning from this (see on xiv. 18), but as the communication of the Paraclete.

The exalted Christ, returning to them in the Holy Ghost, sees them again.

— alpei] represents the certain future as present. Climax of the representa-

tion. Then your joy will be inmpaUe of ieing taken from you, on account

of the renewed fellowship, like this fellowship itself (Matt, xxviii. 30).

Vv. 33, 34. Happy result of this spiritual reunion in reference to the dis-

ciples' official relationship : illumination—granting of prayer. — hv ekelvti t.

7/w.] On the day that I shall again be seen by you (spiritually), not : "If

the disciples shall spiritually have given birth in themselves to the living

Christ" (de Wette) ; not : on the never-ending day which is to begin with.

Easter in their souls (Lange), to which tjie interpretations of Ebrard and
Hengstenberg also substantially amount, comp. Bruckner.— kfie ovk kpur.

ovdev] Because, the enlightenment through the Paraclete will secure you so

high a sufficiency of divine knowledge, that you would have no need to

question me (note the emphatic j/if) about anything (as hitherto has been
the case so frequently and so recently, ver. 19). The discourse of Peter,

Acts ii. 14 11., is a living testimony of this divine certainty here promised,

which took the place of the want of understanding.* Chrysostom, Grotius,

and several others, including Weizsacker and Weiss, incorrectly take spur.

to mean pray. Comp. vv. 19, 30.— a/n^v a/ut^v, k.t.?,.] The further good to

be promised is introduced with emphatic asseveration in the consciousness

of its great importance. — In adopting the reading 6uasi vfilv h rw bv6/i. /uov

(see the critical notes), we must explain : He mil give it you, in virtue of
my name, by its power as the determining motive,^ because you have not

prayed otherwise than in my name (see on xiv. 13). The interpretation :

in my stead (Weiss), yields a paradoxical idea, and has opposed to it ver.

34. — eug apri, k.t.'^.] Because, that is, the higher illumination was wanting
to you, which belongs thereto, and which will be imparted to you through

the medium of the Paraclete only after my departure. You are wanting up
to this time in the spiritual ripeness and maturity of age for such praying,

as the highest grade of prayer that may be heard. This reason appears in

' In interpreting it of the Parousia, the anij>', k.t.A., ver. 20. In interpreting it of

assumption is forced on one, that with the Resurrection, Ebrard sees himself neces-
aiirqv, afLriv Keyia, k.t.A., a new Section of the sitated to give to ovk ipuiTrjcr. ovSev the limi-

discourse commences, which refers to the tation : in (he sense of ver. 19. A pure im-

intermediate time until the Parousia. See portation.

especially Luthardt and Lechler, p. 225. " Scholten's view is a misunderstanding
This is certainly opposed, and decisively, of an enthusiastic kind, to the effect that

by the iv eKcCvr) T. riiJiipa, ver. 20, which is this saying overthrows the entire Protes-

solemnly repeated, and points back to ver. tant principle of Scripture.

23. And the above assumption is, in and ' Winer, p. 362 [E. T. p. 390].

of itself, entirely arbitrary. Comp. the
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harmony with the text from the reciprocal relation of h iKsivri t. r/fiepa and

euf apTi, if we note that by t/xe ovk ipur, ov6ev that very divine clearness and

certainty is expressed, which is still wanting to them kuq apn. The reason,

therefore, is not to be determined in this wise, that Christ had not yet been

glorified (Luthardt), and had accordingly not yet become to the disciples

that which He was to become. '— Iva] Divinely ordained object of the

'Ar/fpecde. — rj xapa v/i.'] Ver. 22. It is to be filled up, i.e. to be complete,

that nothing may be wanting to it. Comp. xv. 11. There is thus fulfilled

in the disciples, after their reception of the Spirit through the granting of

their prayers, the consolatory picture of the bearing woman in her joy after

the sorrow she has surmounted. Luthardt also transposes vv. 23, 24 into

the time iefore the last future ; but necessitated to this, he should 7iot have

referred ver. IG if. to the Parousia.

Ver. 25. Tavru] that, namely, after which the disciples, in vv. 17, 18,

had asked, and what He Himself, ver. 20 ff., had more fully carried out
;

that, consequently, which had been spoken of His departure and of His

being seen again, and its circumstances and consequences. He has uttered

this in improper, allegorical expressions (ei> wapoi/u., comp. on x. 6, and on

the generic plur., Mark xii. 1), proportioned to their capacity of compre-

hension ; but when the hour of the fulfilment of the promise of the Para-

clete shall have arrived, He will then, and that through the Paraclete, no

longer speak to them under such sensuous veils of thought, but without cir-

cumlocution, and directly, frankly and freely (Trappi/ai^, adverbial instru-

mental dative, as in xi. 14), give them tidings of the Father. In answer to

Luthardt, who refers ravra to all that was previously said, including the

discourse on the vine (comp. also Godet), xvi. 1 is decisive, and the fact

that before ver. 19 the discijjles have spoken.

Vv. 26, 27. 'Ev EK. T. 7]ji. iv Tu) uv. fi. alrya.] Because enlightened by the

Paraclete. Comp. ver. 24. Bengel's remark is apt :

'

' Cognitio parit ora-

tionem," and that, the prayer to be heard in the name of Jesus.*— koI ov

Ai^w, /C.-.A.] and I say not, etc.; I should therewith promise something for

that coming time that may be dispensed with. For on my part {kyu) an in-

tercession on your behalf in order to the hearing of these your prayers will

not at all be needed, because, that is, they are j^recisely prayers in my name

(see on xiv. 14). The opposite meaning is deduced by Aretius, Grotius, Wolf,

Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel : that oh Itytj vp.. means : / will not mention at all, so

that the intercession is thus designated as a matter of course. Against this

the following av-h^ yap, k.t.1., is decisive. There is no contradiction, how-

ever, with xiv. 16, xvii. 9, since in these places the intercession of Christ

belongs to the time ^^vior to the communication of the Paraclete. — avroQl

ipse, from the proper divine impulse of love, without the need of my inter-

cessory mediation.

—

<i>i1e'i'\
'•'• amat vos, adeoque vos exaudit," Bengel.

The present tense represents the future as present. They have then the

1 Hofmann, Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 358, comp. announced to thee by the Holy Spirit what
Hengstenberg. God's will and command is, which He has
'"For thou comest not in thine own performed through Christ," Luther,

name, work, or merit, but on this, that it is
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KVEvfia vlodeaiaq, Rom. viii. 15 ; Gal. iv. 6 ; along with whicli, however,

the intercession intended in 1 John ii. 1, Heb. vii. 25, Rom. viii. 34, on the

part of the exalted Jesus, is not excluded. This intercession is not required

in order to the hearing of prayer, if it is made in virtue of the Sjiirit in the

name of Jesus, but rather generally in order to the continued efficacy of the

atonement on behalf of believers. — The reason of that avrof . . . (ftild vjmq

is: oTi vnElc, K.T.7.. : "for He will not thus remove Himself out of the

midst, that they should pray without and exclusive of Him," Luther.

Note vjxe'iq IfiE : because ye are they who have loved me. ireipil. is j)laced

first as the correlate of ^(/.cZ •, and with logical correctness, since faith, in

this definiteness of development {hn . . . e^fp.-&ov), could in its progress

gradually unfold itself only in their loving union with Christ, through the

exercise and exjierience of this love. On the perfects, as the presents of the

completed act, Bengel says, and rightly: " amore et fide prehensum

habetis. " Hofmann ' incorrectly explains them from the standpoint of the

Parousia, from which a glance is taken backwards to the love that has been

borne to the close. The entire promise has nothing to do with the Parou-

sia ; see on vv. IG, 22, xiv. 18. — i^i/Mov] See on viii. 42.

Ver. 28. With l^TjMov, solemnly, and Avith still more definite precision

by means of U rov Trarpdc, a fresh confirmation of these fundamental con-

tents of faith is commenced, and the return to the Father is subjoined,

—

and with this a conclusion is made with the same thought,—now, however,

through the intervening explanatory clauses, brought nearer to the under-

standing of the disciples—from which the whole discussion, vv. 16, 17,

took its rise. A simple and grand summary of His entire personal life.

Vv. 29, 30. The disciples, aroused, nay, astonished (ISe), by the clearness

of the last great declaration, now find the teachings contained in vv. 20-28

so opened to their understanding, and thereby the enigmatical character of

vv. 16, 17 so solved, that they judge, even note, that in this instruction just

communicated He speaks so openly and clearly, so entirely without allegor-

ical disguise, that He is at the 2^resent time doing for them (not merely a

2)relude thereof, as Hengstenberg tones down the meaning) that, for the at-

tainment of which He had in ver. 25 pointed them to afuture hour. But

as He, by this teaching in vv. 20-28, had anticipated (ver. 19) the questions

which they, according to vv. 16, 17, had upon their heart, they are also in

this respect so surprised, that they at the same time feel certain that He
knows all things, and needs not first to be inquired of, since He replies un-

asked to the questions on which information was desired ; hence the future

things promised by Him in the words kv kicElvy to ovdiv, ver. 23, may like-

wise already exist as present, on account of His unlimited knowledge.

*' Exultant ergo ante tempus perinde acsi quis nummo uno aureo divitem se

putaret" (Calvin) ; but however incomplete their understanding was as yet,

it was sufficient for them to experience a deep and vivid impression there-

from, and to lead up to the expression of the decided confession of faith, eu

TovTu TTLOTEvoi-iEv, K.T.I. Augustiuc cxaggcratcs when he says : "lUi usque

» Schriftbew. II. 1, p. 543.

(
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adeo lion intclligunt, ut nee saltern se non intelligere intelligant. Parvuli

enim erant." Sehweizer has very arbitrarily deelared ver. 30 to be spuri-

ous ; but Lange maintains that the disciples regarded a ray of light from

the Spirit, which they now received as the beginning of an uninterrupted

holiday of the Spirit. This is by no means to be established by h rovrcp, k.-.X.

— Ver. 29. viiv] Noio, what thou first didst promise an future, ver. 25.— Ver.

30. viiv] What we, according to thy declaration, ver. 23, should first become

aware of at afiiture time. The obvious retrospective reference, given in the

words themselves that are employed, of ver. 29 to ver. 25, and of ver. 30 to

ver. 23, is neither to be concealed nor denied. — Iva] as in ii. 25. — ev tovto}]

propter hoc, Acts xxiv. 16. Comp. ev u, quoniam (Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p.

93), h denotes causal dependence (Bcrnhardy, p. 211). Not now com-

mences their faith, that (otl) Christ came forth from God (see ver. 27), nor

do they now first believe it because of His omniscience ; but for their existing

faith in His divine origin they recognize in this discovered omniscience a

new and peculiar ground of certainty/ ; comp. on ii. 11. Lange erroneously

explains urt. as lecause ; " in this our faith is rooted, because Thou," etc. The

procession of Christ from His pre-human existence with God was indeed

not the ground of faith (this were His Avords and works, xiv. 10, 11, x. 38),

but the grand subject of faith (ver. 27, xvii. 8, xx. 31). Comp. 1 John iv.

2, 3 ; 2 John 7. According to Ewald, h rovTci w^ould express that in which

they believe, namely, in the fact that (otl), etc. But John never designates

the object of faith by h (Mark i. 15) ; he would probably have written tovto

TTiffT. (xi. 2G).

Vv. 81, 32. Since apn must bear the emphasis, and since Jesus could not

and would not doubt of * the faith of the disciples at this moment, apn jnar.

is not to be taken interrogatively^ (according to the analogy of i. 51, xiii.

38, XX. 29), but concessively :
'' Now, just now, ye believe, but how soon will

ye become vacillating !" ^ The faith itself did not pass away (hence there

is no contradiction to ver. 27, comp. Luke xxii. 32), but it did not stand

the test of self-denial and of heroism. This must first appear in the school

of conflict and experience. — Koi ilijlv&ev'] so immediately at hand is it. —
lva\ See on ver. 2. — elf ra Uta] into His own, i.e. His own place of residence.*

Opposite of the Koivuvia, which is thus rent asunder.^ On the prediction it-

self comp. Matt. xxvi. 31, and on its fulfilment xxvi. 56. — Kai] The emphatic

and . . ., which (with a pause to be supplied in thought) unexpectedly

introduces the contrast. See on vii. 28. — ovk eI/liI /ndvoc, k.t.I.] The calm,

> " He will not punish them nor discoun- ^ With Euth. Zigabenus, Calvin, Wetstein,

tenance them, as those who are as yet weak and several others, including Kuinoel, 01s-

and without understanding, but answers hausen, de Wette, B. Crusius, Tischendorf,

them in the most friendly manner, as Hengstenberg, Ewald.

though He should say : " Ye are good pious ' ^J Ae'yoi'Tes Trio-reveti' <f>ev^€a&e ixiKpov

children, you may probably imagine that vcrrepov, Kivri^eicrri'; vfj^iov v-nh toO (fiufiov Tijs

you understand and believe, and it is indeed TriVrew?, Apollinaris.

true that you now believe, as you in truth * xix. 27 ; Plat. Pol. 8, p. 543 B.

acknowledge from the heart that He went ^ an-oo-o-uTo? aAAo? air' aAAou, Nonnus, comp.

forth from God (which is ever the true Plat. Gorg. p. 503 E : SveKa toO i^iov toO auriov

faith), but ye know not how it will go, and oAtyiopoOvres toC koii'oO.

how weak your faith is," etc., Luther.
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clear self-consciousness, elevated above all human desertion, of the Father's

protection, comp. viii. 29. The momentary feeling which appears in Matt.

xxvii. 46 is not in conflict with this.

Ver. 33. " This is the last word given, and struck into their hand by way

of good-night. But He concludes very forcibly with that for which he has

made the entire discourse," Luther. — ravra] pointing back, at the close of

the whole discourses again resumed from xiv. 31, to chap. xv. 16. — kv kjiol

e'tp/^vr/v . . . Ev rCi K6c;iui iJ2Zi/)iv] exact correlates : in me (living and moving),

i.e. in vital fellowship with me : Peace, rest of soul, peace of heart (comp.

xiv. 27) ; in the world, i.e. in your intercourse with the unbelieving ; afflic-

tion (xvi. 21, and see xv. 18 ff.). — eyu] Luther aptly remarks : "He does

not say : "Be comforted, you have overcome the world ; but this is your

consolation, that /, I have overcome the world ; my victory is your salva-

tion." And upon this victor rests the imperishability of the church. — vev'ik.

T. a:(5(t/z.] The Perf. declares the victory immediately impending, which is to

be gained through His glorification by means of death, already completed.

Prolepsis of the certain conqueror on the boundary of His work. Comp.

xii. 31, xiii. 31. But if He has overcome the anti-Messianic power of the

world, how could His own, in spite of all affliction, become disheartened, as

though He would give up His work, which was to be continued through them,

and suffer His victory to fall to the ground ? Comp. rather 1 John v. 4, 5,

iv. 4. Therefore taTce away. Paul especially is a living commentary on this

dapaelv. See e.g. Rom. viii. 37 ; 2 Cor. ii. 14, iv. 7 ff., vi. 4 ff., xii. 9, his dis-

course before Felix and Festus, etc. Comp. Luther's triumphant exposition.

Notes by American Editok.

LIV. Ver. 5,

NiJv Si is not here, as often in John and elsewhere, logical, hut as it is ; but

strictly temporal, hut now.—Andnone of you asketh me. Generally taken as im-

plying some censure, because they are not more ready to question him. Weiss

holds that, because of the clear declarations already made, there was no room
for further questioning; and the Saviour's only meaning can be: You have

no need of questioning
;
you know, each of you, whither I go.

LV. ^' It is expedientfor you." Ver. 7.

Meyer: because the Spirit assures to them aid against the hating world. Weiss:

on account of His agency in the world, which Christ proceeds, in. the following

. words, to unfold. Better still, perhaps, on account of the Spirit's entire minis-

try, both in the disciples and in the world, which makes His coming more than

a compensation for the personal presence of Christ.

LVI. " And yet a little ichile, and ye shall see me." Ver. 16.

Meyer makes this renewed vision refer, not to Christ's reappearance in the

resurrection or in the Parousia, but to the spiritual vision of Christ in the

ministry of the Paraclete. Weiss dissents, and maintains (with Lange, Ebr.
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Hengst. Ew.) that it can refer only to his bodily reappearance after the res-

iirrection. So again in ver. 20, according to Weiss the sorrow and mourning

of the disciples over the death of Jesus are turned into joy on His reappearance
;

while Meyer refers the change to the coming of the Paraclete. Granting Weiss' s

rendering mainly correct, it should not, I think, be too closely pressed ; the

whole series of events hangs together, from the wailing of the disciples at the

crucifixion, passing over into the ultimate glory of the Parousia, and the corre-

sponding change from exultation to sorrow in the emotions of the world.
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CHAPTER XYII.

Ver. 1. eir^ps] B. C* D. L. X. J<. Curss. Or. Cyr. : kndpaq without the follow-

ing Kal. So Lachm. Tisch. A freqiiently-occurring improvement of the style.

In like manner is the reading reAeiucaQ, ver. 4, instead of helsiuaa to be re-

garded. — Iva Kai'] Kai is condemned by decisive witnesses. — Ver. 3. yLvuaKuai']

Tisch. : yivuaKovciv, following A. D. G. L. Y. A. A. An error in transcrij)tion,

instead of which Lachm., following B. C. E. N., has rightly retained the con-

junctive. — Ver. 4. Between the forms (USuKaand e6uKa, the Codd. in this chap,

vacillate in various ways. — Ver. 7. eauvl Tisch. : elalv, according to jjrepon-

derant evidence. The Becepiais an attempted improvement. — Ver. 11. Instead

of u Elz. has ovc, against decisive witnesses. The too weakly attested reading

o (D.* U. X.), which is a resolution of the attraction, testifies also in favour of

6). — Ver. 12. £v ru /cdfr/zw] after avruv, is wanting in the majority of witnesses
;

deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. An addition after ver. 11. — Instead of ovq,

Tisch. has cj, according to B. C* L. Mechanical repetition from ver. 11.

—

Ver. 16. The position of ova el/ii after eyu (Lachm. Tisch.) is decisively attested.

— Ver. 17. After u^iijQsca the Edd., except Lachm., have aov, which must be

deleted on the decisive testimony of A. B. C* D. L. 1, Vulg. It. Goth. Sahid.

Cyr. Did. Ambr. Aug. A more definite exegetical definition in accordance

with what follows. Bengel aptly remarks in his Appar. : "persaepe Veritas

apud Joh . . . nunquam additur Dei." — Ver. 19. The order uaiv Kal avrol

(Lachm. Tisch.) is decisively attested. — Ver. 20. Instead of ulctevovtuv'EAz.

has niarevaovTuv, contrary to decisive testimonies. — Ver. 21. h j/fuv ev uatv'] B.

C* D. Codd. of It. Sahid. Arm. Ath. Hil. Vig. Tisch. have merely iv i}ulv uaiv.

Lachm. has tv in brackets. This ev is a glossematic addition. — Ver. 23. kuI

liia\ B. C. D. L. X. Curss. Verss. Fathers have merely Iva. Kai is rightly deleted

by Lachm. and Tisch. An interpolation irrelevant to the connection, made
without attending to the construction of ver. 21. — Ver. 24. ovf] B. D. X. Copt.

Goth. Vulg. ms. : o. So Tisch. Considering the weighty attestation, and that

ovq very readily suggested itself as an improvement, 6 must be regarded as the

original reading. Comp. on ver. 11.

[See Note LVII. p. 47G.] Vv. 1, 2.' The parting discourses to the disci-

ples are finished, and that with the words, giving assurance of victory, kyu

vev'iK. T. KOdfi. But now, before Jesus goes forth into the fatal night, as He
casts a parting glance on His disciples, who are standing there ready to

depart (xiv. 31), and on the whole future of His work, now to bo complet-

ed for the earth, His communion with the Father impels Him to iwayer.

He prays aloud (ver. 13) and long, on His own behalf (vv. 1-5), on behalf of

His disciples (vv. 6-19), and on behalf of those who are to become believers

at a later time (vv. 20 11.), with all the depth, intensity, clearness, and re-

' Luther's exposition of cliap. xvii. belongs to the year 1534.
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pose of the moral need and the cliildlike devotion of the Fulflller. Be-

, cause He, by this prayer, prepares Himself for the high-priestly act of the

I

atoning self-sacrifice (see especially ver. 19), it is justly termed the precatio

snmmi sacerdotis (Chytraeus), an appellation which is arbitrarily explained by
Hengstenberg from the Aaronic blessing (Lev. ix. 22 ; Num. vi. 22 ff.).

Luther aptly says : "that He might fully discharge His office as our sole

high priest." — ravra k7ialT]cev . . . nal . . . /ca/] Not negligence of style

(de Wette), but solemn circumstantiality.

—

e\q t. ovp.'\ does not establish

the point that Jesus spoke in the open air (see on xiv. 31 ; so Ruperti, Gro-

tius, Ebrard, Hengstenberg, and many others), nor necessitates the sugges-

tion (Gerhard) that through the window of the room the heavens were ac-

cessible to view, but the eye of one who prays is on all occasions raised

toward heaven. Comp. Acts vii. 55. — y upa] The hour kot' k^oxvv, i.e. the

hour of my death, as that of my passage to Thee, xiii. 1, xii. 23. [See Note

LVIII. p. 476]. — ^u^acrov . . . So^aoy] The former through His elevation

into the heavenly glory (comp. ver. 5), the latter through the revelation of the

glory of God, so far, that is, as the victory of the gospel in the world, and
the entire continuance and consummation of the divine work of redemption

was conjoined with the heavenly glorification and ministry of Christ. To
refer 66^aaov to the earthly, moral glorification of Christ in the recognition of

His Person and cause,' or to the communication of the true Ood-consciousness

to humanity (Baur), is opposed to the context, which involves Christ's glorifi-

cation through His death, always in John the personal heavenly glorification.

Note further gov tov vl6v and 6 v16q aov ; the emphasis of the aov, which is

moved to the first place, is related to the prayer as assigning a reasonfor it

;

it is in truth Thy Son whom Thou art to glorify. — Ver. 2 presents to the

Father the definite motive for the fulfilment of that which was ])rayed for,

and that in such a manner that kot^cjc . . . aapK6q corresponds to the preced-

ing 56^ac!6v cov tov v'lov, and "iva rrdv, k.t.I., which contains the purpose of

e^cjKag avTCi l^ova. tt. a., is correlative to Iva 6 vl6g a. 6o^. ae.^— Ka-&6c denotes

the motive contained in the relation oifitness, in the measure that, accordiiig

as. Comp. on xiii. 34. — Full poicer over all vren has the Father given to

the Son on His mission (xiii. 3), for He has endowed Him as the sole Re-

deemer and Saviour with power for the execution of the decree of salvation,

which extends to all ; none is exempted from His Messianic authority. But

this i^ovaia He cannot carry out without returning to the heavenly glory,

whence He must carry on and complete His work. By Trdarjg aapKdg, how-

ever, the whole of humanity—and that in its imperfection (see on Acts ii. 17),

conditioned by the very fact of the capf, iii. 6, by which it is destitute of

eternal life—is, with a certain solemnity of the 0. T. type (^^^ /D), desig-

nated. The expression is not elsewhere found in John, but it corresjjonds

' Didymus, Kosselt, Kuinoel, de Wette, ttpon the earth.'" But tlie periodic form
Reuss. which thus arises is less in harmony with

" Ewald begins a new sentence with the manner of this prayer ; and the change
Kat?ios, which is completed in ver. 4, so that of persons in vv. 3 and 4 betrays the want
ver. 3 is a parenthesis: "Even as Thou of mutual connection.

gavest to llimfull power . . . 1 glorified Thee
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exactly to this elevated mood of prayer. — 'iva irdv, k.t.X.] Not a mere state-

ment of the coutents and compass of the k^ovaia (Ebrard) : no, in the at-

tainment of the blessed design of that fulness of power (comp. v. 26, 27)

lies precisely that glorification of the Father, ver. 1. Not all, however,

without distinction, can receive eternal life through Christ, but (comp. ver.

6) those whom the Father has given to the Son (through the attraction by

grace, vi. 37, 39, 44, 65) are such, designated from the side of the divine

efiiciency, the same who, on their side, are the Relieving (i. 12, iii. 15, et al.),

not " the spiritual supramundaue natures" whom Hilgenfeld here discovers.

Comp. besides, on vi. 37, 39. — avrol^] to be referred to the subjects of the

absolute,' collective wdv (Bremi, ad Isocr. I. Exc. X.). Note further the

weighty parallel arrangement dtduKaq ah-C), Suay avTolc.^ Not future con-

junctive (Bengel, Baeumlein), but a corrupt form of the aorist.

Ver. 3. The continuative de adduces, in the connection, a more precise

definition ^ of i^oy aluviog (not a transposition of its idea, as Weiss holds),

and that with a retrospective glance to the glorification of the Father in ver.

1. On fffriv, comp. on Rom. xiv. 17 ; John iii. 19.— In this consists eternal

life, that they should recognize (ii-a, comp. on vi. 39) TJiee as the only true

God (as Him to whom alone belongs the reality of the idea of God, comp. 1

Cor. viii. 4), and Thy sent one Jesus as Messiah. This knowledge of God
here desired (which is hence the believing, living, practical knowledge,

Kadwf 6el yvuvai, 1 Cor. viii. 2), is the gw^ aluvioQ, in that it is its essential

subjective princijile, unfolding this Cuy out of itself, its continual, ever self-

developing germ and impulse (comp. Sap. xv. 1, 3), even now in the tem-

poral evolution of eternal life, and still yet after the establishment of the

kingdom, in which faith, hope, and love abide (1 Cor. xiii.) ; the fundamental

essence of which is in truth nothing else than that knowledge, which in the

future a'luv will be the perfected knowledge (1 Cor. xiii. 12), comp. 1 John

iii. 2. The contents of the knowledge are stated with the 2yrecisio?i of a Con-

fession,—a summary of faith in opposition " to the 2^o^yi^'^i^ii(^ ^ ^t^^ Jeicish

K6a/iog, which latter rejected Jesus as Messiah, although in Him assuredly

was given the very highest revelation of the only true God. , It is in the

thi?'d person, however, that the praying Jesus speaks of Himself from ver. 1

forwards, placing Himself in an objective relation towards the Father dur-

ing the first intensity of this solemn mood, and first at ver. 4 continuing

the prayer with the familiar iyu ; nay, He mentions His name in ver. 3,

because in His designation of Himself through the third 2>erson, it here specifi-

cally suggested itself, in correspondence to the confessional thought.—

1 Buttmann, -V. T. Gr. p. 325 [E. T. pp. 379, boundary line of His work, which Includes

380]. entire humanity. But He had also thought

'On the form Scocrn, see Buttmann, JV. T. further of the i^ovaia. jra<ri)s o-apKo;,

Gr. p. 31 [E. T. p. 30]. which was given to Him. This liliewise in

' No formal definition. See the apposite opposition to Weiss, Lehrhegr. p. 5G, who
observations of Riehm in the Stud. u. Krit. considers the antithesis foreign to the con-

18G4, p. 539 f. nection.
• An antithesis which might present itself ^ t. ii.6vov ix-n^ . ^e.6v

.,
comp. v. 44;Deut.

naturally and unsought to the world-em- vi. 4 ; 1 Cor. viii. 5 ; 1 Thess. i. 9.

bracing glance of the praying Jesus, on the
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Xpiarov] IS an appellative predicate : as Messiah, comp. ix. 22. To connect

it as a projDer name with 'Itjg. {Jesus Christ, comp. i. 17), to ascribe to the

evangelist an offence against historical decorum," and to see in this a proof

of a later reproduction (comp. Tholuck and Weizsacker, p. 286 ; also

Scholten, p. 238), would be to accuse the writer, esi^ecially in the report of

such a prayer, of a surprising want of consideration. Luthardt also takes

XpiGTov as a proper name, which he thinks was here, in this extraordinary

moment, used for the first time by Jesus, and thereby at the same time de-

termined the use of the word by the apostles (Acts ii. 38). So also Godet,

comp. Ebrard. But Jesus prayed in Hebrew, and doubtless said Jil^'

n'tJ'Dn, from which expression a proper name could by no means be recog-

nized. The predicative view of r. /i6v. a?., d-eov and of Xpiarov is also justly

held by Ewald. [See Note LIX. p. 476. ]
— Although r. /uovov aTiTid-. -d^edv

refers solely to the Father, the true divine nature of Christ is not thereby

excluded (against the Arians and Socinians, who misused this passage), all

the less so as this, in accordance with His (Logos) relationship as depend-

ent on the Godhead of the Father, forms the previous assumjition in bv

a-eareLTiaQ, as is certain from the entire connection of the Johannean Christ-

ology, and from ver. S.'' Hence it was unnecessary,—nay, even a perver-

sion of the passage, and running counter to the strict monotheism of John,

when Augustine, Ambrose, Hilary, Beda, Thomas, Aretius, and severat

others explained it as if the language were : ut te et quern misisti Jesum

Christum cognoscant solum verum Deum. Only One, the Father, can abso-

lutely be termed the n6vo^ clIt]^. &E6g (comp. o uv kivl ndv-uv dedg, Rom. ix.

5), not at the same time Christ (who is not even in 1 John v. 20 the a?i7/^ivbQ

I i?fdf), since His divine entity stands in the relation of gcnetic^s}^istence to

the Father, i. 18, although He, in unity with the Father, works as His com-

missioner, X. 30, and is His representative, xiv. 9, 10.

Vv. 4, 5. Once more the prayer of ver. 1, (U^a(y6i> aov tov vl6v, but stating

a different reason for it ("ostendit, non iniquum se petcrc," Grotius), and

setting forth the rWfa more definitely. — h/u ere erfof. e-l t. 7.] By what, is

expressed by the following parallel 2:)roposition, which is subjoined with

asyndetic liveliness. The Messianic work glorified Ood, to whose highest

revelation, and therewith to His knowledge, praise, and honour it bore ref-

erence. Comp. ver. 6. — The aorists 1:66^. and helei. are emploj^ed, because

Jesus stands at the goal of His earthly activity, where He already includes

in this account the fact which puts a close to His earthly M^ork, the fact of

His death, as already accomplished. Christ is not passive in His sufferings
;

His obedientia passiva is active, the highest point of His activity. — nal vvv\

And noiDy when I take leave of this my earthly ministry. — In what follows

note the correlation of fie cv with iyu ae, in which the thought of recompense

(comp. i^l6, Phil. ii. 9) is expressed. The emphasis lies on iyu and c'v, hence

after fie no comma should stand. — napa aeavTC)] so that I may be united with

Thyself in heavenly fellowship (Col. iii. 3), corresponding to eirl r. yiiq.

Comp. on xiii. 32. — The 66^a, which Jesus possessed before the creation of

' Bretschneider, Lucke, de Wette. ^ Comp. Wetstein, and Gess, Pen. Chr. p. 162.
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the world, and thus in eternity before time was (elxov, which is to be under-

stood 7'eaUter, not with the Socinians, Grotius, Wetstein, Nosselt, Loffler,

Eckermann, Stolz, Gal)ler, comp. B. Crusius, Schleiermaclier, L. J. j). 286

f., Scliolten, ideally of the destinatio divina), was the divine glory, i.e. the

essentially glorious manifestation of the entire divine perfection and blessed-

ness, the /iop(/i7) -^Eov (Phil. ii. 6) in His pre-existent state (John i. 1), of which,

He divested Himself when He became man, and the resumption of which
in the consciousness of its once enjoyed possession,' He now asks in prayer

from God. That Christ contemplated Himself as the eternal archetype of

humanity in His pre-historical unity with the projoer personal life of God,

and attributed to Himself in this sense the premundane glory (Beyschlag, p.

87 f.), is contradicted by the expression elxov napa aoi, which so separates

the possessor of the glory from the divine subject as to place it alongside of

that subject ; and contradicted also by the prayer for the restored glory
;

for the essence of this is the avvd-povov elvm &eov, which must therefore have
been also that of the earlier glory. Comp. on vi. 63. — For the fulfilment of

this prayer : Phil. ii. 9 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; Heb. i. 8, 13 ; Acts ii. 34 ; 1 Pet. iii.

22, et al. The 66^a, however, which His believing ones beheld in Him in

His earthly worhing (i. 14), was not the heavenly majesty in its Godlike,

absolute existence and manifestation,—that He had as A(^yof aaapKog, and
-obtained it again in theanthropic coxnpleteness after His ascension,—but
His temporal theanthropic glory, the glory of God present in earthly and
bodily limitation, which He had in the state of Khuair, and made known
through grace and truth, as well as through His entire ministry.*

Yv. 6-8. Hitherto Jesus has prayed on lehal/f of Himself. But now He in-

troduces His intercession on hehalf of His disciples, which begins with ver. 9,

by representing them as worthy of this intercession. — gov] With emphasis,

as opposed to Tdiq av&pcjK., in the deep feeling of the holiness and greatness

of the task discharged.—What the nam.e of God comprises in itself and
expresses (see on Matt. vi. 9), was previously made known to the disciples

only in so far as it brought with it its O, T. imagery ; but the specific dis-

closures respecting God and His counsel of salvation resting in Christ, and
His entire redemptive relation to men, which Christ had given them by vir-

tue of His prophetic office (the Christian contents, therefore, of the divine

name), entitled Him to pray ; k(pavepuGd aov r. bv., h.t.I. Comp. Col. i. 26,

27. A reference to the Jewish practice of Tceeping secret the name of Jehovah

(Hilgenfeld) lies entirely remote from the meaning. — oDf 6k6uK.. pLoi m r.

/coff/iov] Necessary limitation of ro7f av&puizoi^ (hence not to be connected

with Gol fjoav) ; ichom Thou hast given to me out of the icorld (sej^arated from

'Not merely in a momentary anticipation, tliat here, and in ver. 25, different modes
in which it appeared before the eye of His of apprehending the person of Christ

spirit (Weizsaclser). Comp. on viii. 58. It are intimated (Weizsiicker in the Jahrb.

is a perversion of the exegetically clear and /. D. T/t. 1862, p. 645 ff.), cannot be estab-

certain relation when Weizsiicker finds in lished on exegetical grounds. See on ver.

such passages, instead of the self-conscious- 25.

ness of Jesus reaching back into His pre- '^ Comp. on i. 14 ; see also Liebner, Christol,

human state, only " the culminating point I. p. 333 f.

of an advancing self-knowledge." But
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out of the unbelieving, xv. 19), that is, the disciples (see vv. 8, 11), as ob-

jects of the divine counsel of salvation. God has ghen them through the

attraction of His grace ; see on vi. 37. — aoi] Possessive pronoun, as in ver.

9 ; they lehnged to Thee, were Thine, "per Mem V. T.," Bengel.' There-

fore not in the sense of predestination (Beza, Calvin), but of motive, from
which God, to whom they indeed already inwardly belonged, has drawn
them to Christ. God knows His own. The non-ethical conception of

iyr<ypevtii in general (Cyril. : Wia yap Travra i?ew), or, "as Thy creatures'''' (Heng-

stenberg), yields no special ground of reason. — kol tov loyov cov rerr/p.] and
with what result gavest Thou them to me ! On r. ?i6yov cov, comp. vii. 16,

xii. 48, 49, and on -ETT/p., they have l-e2)t Thy word (by faith and deed),

viii. 51, xiv. 23. — vvv eyvunav, K.r./l.] Progress in the picturing of this re-

sult, which is noio advanced so far, that they have recognized (and do
recognize. Perfect) all that the Father has communicated to Christ as that

which it is, as proceeding from God. All ichich Thou hast given to me points

not merely to the doctrine (de Wette), but to the entire ministry of Jesus

(Luthardt), for which He has received from the Father a commission, di-

rection, jDOw^er, result, etc. Comp. ver. 4, xii. 49, v. 36. A more definite

limrtation is arbitrary, because not demanded by what follows, which rather

establishes the general expression (ver. 7) by the particular (-d py/uaTo). —
Ver. 8 gives the causative (on because) information ho^P they attained to the

Tinoidedge of ver. 7,^ namely, (1) on the part of Jesus, in that He communicat-

ed to them tJie words given Him hy God, i.e. that which He, as Interpreter

of God, had to announce (nothing else) ; and (2) on their part (avroi), in

that they have adopted this,^ and have actually known it (vii. 36). Thics

with them that iyvuaav of ver. 7 has come to completion. — Koi avro'i] is only to

be separated by a comma from what jn-ecedes, and is connected with hru

The Kal knidTevaav, /c.r.A., parallel to eyvioaav hlr]duQ, k.t.1., adding fa itJi to

knowledge (see on vi. 6.9), and the above k^TjMov (comp. on viii. 42), lead-

ing back to the Fatherly behest, whereby it is accomplished, completes the

expression of the happy result attained in the case of the disciples. Note,

further, the historical aorists eAajS. and e-rrlaT. in their difference of sense

from the perfects.

Ver. 9. I \)rtiyfor tJiemf Both in h/u and in -n-spl ahruv there lies a motive

element in reference to God. That which lies in Trspl ahruv is then further

made sjDecially prominent, first negatively (ov n. r. k6(t/i. 'ep.), and then posi-

tively {alia Trepl, k.t.1.). — oh rcspl tov Koafiov] has no dogmatic weight, and

is therefore not to be explained in the sense of the condemnation of the

world (Melanchthon), or of a])Solute predestination,^ or of the negation of

1 Comp. i. 37, 42, 46, 48, and generally viii. cated arrangement is neither necessary nor

47, vi. 37, 44. appropriate to the clear and peaceful flow
^ Ewald begins with on (becavse), a pro- of the language of this prayer as it stands,

tasis, the apodosis of which (1 thei-e/ore beg) ^ i.e. They have not re.iected the p^Axara,

follows in ver. 9, in such a manner, how- but have allowed them to influence them-

ever, that from ov nepl tov k6(T)j.ov to ep^ojiai, selves. This is the necessary pre-condition

ver. 11, a parenthesis is introduced, and of knowledge and of faith. Comp. M'eiss,

then first with naTep a-yie comes the supplica- Lehrbegr. p. 28.

tion conveyed by epwrw. But this compli- •" Calvin, Jausen, Lampe.
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such intercession in general (Hengstenberg), but refers simply and solely to

this present intercession, wliich relates not to tliose who are strangers to

God, but to His own, whom He has given to Jesus,—and should all the

more move Him to fulJ31 the prayer. Prayer for the unbelieving has been

enjoined by Jesus Himself (Matt. v. 44), and has been offered by Himself

upon the cross (Luke xxiii. 34), and for them did He die, comp. also ver.

20 ; but here He has only the disciples in view, and lays them, by the an-

tithesis ov TTspi T. Kuafiov, thc morc earnestly on the Father's heart. Luther

well says : "At other times one should pray for the world, that it may be

converted.^'' Comp. ver. 21.— bri aoi ELai] Ground of the intercession : lecause

they—although given to me

—

are Thine, belonging to Thee as my believing

ones, since they icere Thine (ver. 6) already, before Thou gavest them
to me.

Ver. 10. Kal -a qm Tzdvra . . . e^ua] is parenthetic (on Kai parentheticum,

see Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. 13, p. 35), and koL dedo^. h aiiToi^ is still in connec-

tion with on, ver. 9, containing a second ground of the intercession. — As
regards the above parenthesis [See Note LX. p. 476], as Jesus prayed ore crol

nai, ver. 9, His glance extended itself from this concrete relation to the

category, to the general reciprocal community of property, which, in matters

relating to His work, exists between Him, the Son and plenipotentiary of

the Father, and the Father. Both have the same work, the same aim, the

same means, the same power, the same grace and truth, etc., in common
;

neither has and works separate from the other, and for Plimsclf ; God in

Christ, and He in God. Comp. on xvi. 15. Luther aptly remarks : "It

were not so much if He simply said : All that is mine is Thine ; for that

every one can say ... it is much greater that He inverts the relation, and
says : All that is Thine is mine ; this no creature can say in reference to

God."— rftdof. Ev avT.I lam glorified in them, in their person and activity,

in so far as they are bearers and furtherers of my glory and knowledge
upon earth, so precious and important, then, that I pray for them. What
is already begun, and is certainly to be further accomplished in the near

future, Jesus views, speaking in the perfect with prophetic anticipation, as

completed and actually existing, ' and kv denotes the relation resting on,

contained in them, as in xiii. 31, 32, xiv. 13.

Ver. 11. Before He now gives exjiression to the special supplication

itself {wdrep dyce, rjjpriaov, K.r.A.), He first brings forward the peculiar ground

of need, connecting in jDrofound emotion its individual members unperiod-

ically hj Kai. — ovke-l elfii, k.t.1.'\ Thus He speaks, "nunc quasi provincia

sua defunctus," Calvin.

—

kol ovroi, k.-.I.] " hos relinquam in tantis flucti-

bus," Grotius. — ayie'] As in ver. 25, 6iKai.E, so here dyiE is added signifi-

cantly ; for to guarantee that which Jesus would now pray (rr^pr/aov, k.t.?,.)

is in harmony with the holiness of His Father, which has been revealed to

Him in entire fulness, a holiness which is the absolute antithesis of the un-

godly nature of the jDrofane world. ^ Placed by their calling in this unholy

Kiihner, II. p. 72. ceived of as a-yios toO Xpio-ToO, which is the
^ According to Diestel in the Jahrh. f. completion of the N. T. ayios toO 'lo-paTJA.

Deutsche Theol. 1859, p. 45, God is here con- But of this there is neither any indication in
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KodfioQ, they shall be guarded by the holy God so as to abide faithfully in

His name. In harmony with this antithesis of the holiness of God to the

nature of the world, stands the petition, "hallowed be Thy name," at the

head of the Lord's Prayer. Comp. also 1 John ii. 20 ; Heb. xii. 10 ; 1 Pet.

i. 16 ; Rev. vi. 10. Thus the Father discharges the obligation lying on

Himself, if He keeps the disciples of the Son in His name. — h tu bvofi. c]

Specific spJiere, in which they are to remain through being so kept ; the

name of the Father is made known to them (vv. 6, 26), and with a happy

result (vv. 6-8) ; thus are they to persevere in His living ncquaintance and

helieving confession, not to depart out of this holy element of their life.—
w da'iuK. juoi] (I) by attraction, instead of 6, which, however, does not stand

instead of ovg, ^ but : God has given His name to Christ, and that not in the

sense of the divine nature entering into manifestation, as Hengstenberg here

brings in from Ex. xxiii. 21, but rather in the sense of ver. 6, far revelation

to ths disciples/ He has for such a purpose delivered His name to Him as

the object of a holy commission. In conformity with this, the Lord prays

that God would l:eep them in this His name, in order that they, in virtue of

the one common faith and confession resting on the name of God, may ie

one (in the spiritual fellowship, of like mind and love, comp. vv. 22, 23),

in conformity with the archetype * of the ethical unity of the Father and

the Son (comp. the Pauline a^ -debg k. narfip navTuv, k.t.1., Eph. iv. G).

Hence Iva expresses the object of n/pr/aov, k.t.1., not of 6i:6uK. fzoi.

Vv. 12, 13. A more definite outpouring of heart concerning ver. 11. —
ore z///)?!', K.T.2.] As in ver. 11, ovketi el/Ltl h r. Koa/tu, Jesus speaks as though

He had already departed out of the world. " Jam in exitu mundi pedem
irrevocabilem posuerat," Ruperti on ver. 11. — iyu] That which TJiou mayest

now do, ver. 11. — ovg SiSua. fioi ecpvX., k.t.I.] Not a parenthesis, but a further

expression of the TTjpTjtng just described, in which a sorrowful but telically

clear and conscious mention of Judas obtrudes itself. — tcphla^a] Through

the (pvMaasiv (custodire) is the rr/pelv (conservare) accomplished.^ The dis-

ciples were handed over to Him for protection and guardianship, ut eos salvos

tueretur. This He has accomplished, and none of them has fallen into de-

struction (i.e. into eternal destruction through apostasy, which leads to the

loss of C"'/)? except him wlw helongs to destruction (Matt, xxiii. 15), i.e. who is

destined to destruction. Comp. vi. 64, 70. Jesus does not like to name Judas,

Avho forms this tragical exception {el ^r/ is not equivalent to a/la, as Scholten

thinks), but his destruction—and therein the purity of the consciousness of

Jesus in the matter is expressed—is nothing accidental, capable of being

averted, but is prophesied in the Scripture as a divine destiny, and nnist

take place in fulfilment thereof. On account of xiii. 18, it is without

warrant to think of another saying of Scripture than, with Luther, Liicke,

and several others, of Ps. xli. 10 (Kuinoel refers it to the prophecies of the

tlie context, nor do we find at all the idea would read o, see the critical notes,

of God as of the ayio? toO Xptcrrou expressed. - Bengel :
" Ilia nnitas est ex natura, haec

Hengstenberg refers too exclusively to the ex gratia ; igitur illi haec similis est, noii

power of the holy God. aequalis."

Bengal, comp. Ewa'.d and Godet, who ^ Comp Sap. x. 5 ; Dem. 317. ult.
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death of Jesus generally ; Lange," to Isa. Ivii. 12, 13 ; Euth. Zigabenus,

Calovius, and many to Ps. cix. 8, which passage, however, has its reference

in Acts i. 30). The designation of Antichrist by 6 vlbq r. awul., 2 Thess.

ii. 3, is parallel in point of form. In the Evang. Nikod. 20 (see Thilo on

the passage, p. 708), the devil is so called.—Ver. 13. But now I come to Thee,

and since I can no longer guard them personally as hitherto, / si^eah this

(this prayer for Thy protection, ver. 11) in the world ("jam ante discessum

meum," Bengel), that theij, as witnesses and objects of this my intercession,

knowing themselves assured of Thy protection, may bear my joy (as in xv.

11, not xiv. 21') falfilled in themselves. On this expression of prayer regard-

ing the influence which the listening to prayer should have upon the listeners,

comp. xi. 43. Luther well says : "that they, through the word, appre-

hended by the ears, and retained in the heart, may be consoled, and be

able cheerfully to presume thereon, and to say : See, this has my Lord

Christ said, so affectionately and cordially has He prayed for me," etc.

Vv. 14, 15. The intercession addresses itself to a particular, definite point

of the TTjpyjaiQ prayed for, namely, kn rov novripov, ver. 15, and this is intro-

duced, ver. 14, from the side of their necessities. — h/u] antithesis : 6 Koa/jog.

— e/ila. avToi'g] has conceived a hatred against them.''' This hatred Luther

terms "the true court colours of Christians that they bear on earth."

Further, see on xv. 18, 19. — The more precise defining of ryprsaiQ follows in

ver. 15 negatively and positively. They are not ("for I have still more to

accomplish by their means," Luther) to he taTcen out of the unbelieving world

Avhich hates them (which would take place by death, as now in the case of

Jesus Himself, ver. 11), but they are to he Tcept by God, so that they ever

come forth, morally uninjured, from tJie encompassing power of Satan, the

Prince of the world, kn r. novr/pov is not, with Luther, Calvin, and many
others, including Olshausen, B. Crusius, Hengstenberg, Godet, to be taken

as7ieuter, but comp. 1 John ii. 13 ff., iii. 13, v. 18, 19, iv. 4 ; Matt. vi. 13
;

2 Thess. iii. 3 ; comp. on Ttjpelv sk, Rev. iii. 10, also (pvlaaaeiv k^ kiripovlf/q in

Themist. 181. 19 (Dindorl"). Nonnus : 6aifwvoQ apx^K-aKOLo dvaaurr/ruv anb

&ea/iG)v.

Vv. 16, 17. From the l-eeplng hitherto prayed for, the intercession advances

to the positive consecrating, ver. 17 ; and this part of it also is introduced in

ver. 16, and that by an emphatic resumption of what was said in ver. 14 on

the side of the condition fitted for the ayiaC.eLv. — ayiaaov avrovq hv r^ a^^6.]

The disciples were in the truth, for since they had believingly accepted the

w^ord of God given to them by Christ, and had kept it (vv. 6, 13), the divine

truth, the expression of which that word is, was the element of life, in which

they, taken frotti the world and given to Christ, were found. Now He prays

that God would not merely keep them (which He has previously prayed for),

but yet further : He would provide them icith a holy consecration (comp. on

X. 3G) in this their sphere of life, whereby is meant not indeed the translation

into " the true position of being" (Luthardt), but the equipment with divine

illumination, power, courage, joyfulness, love, inspiration, etc., for their

' L. J. II. p. 1412. ' Aor., see Loloeck, ad rhryn. p. 1C7 ; Kuhncr, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 18.
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official .activity (ver. 18) which should ensue, and did ensue, through the

Holy Spirit, xiv. 17, xv. 26, xvi. 7 ff. Comp. on h, Sir. xlv. 4. Ordinarily

it is taken instrumetitally , in virtue of, by means of,' but in arbitrary neglect

of the analogy of the correlate TTjpelv h, vv. 11, 12 ; whilst de Wette, B.

Crusius, Baeumlein, just as arbitrarily here again mix up also the notion of

T/jpecv ; "so that they remain in the truth," whereby the climactic relation of

rr]pelv and dymfew is misapprehended. When, with Luther, {^'- make truly

lioly'''') h T. alrjd. is taken as equivalent to alifiug, of coirqjJete sanctification

in contrast with their hitherto defective condition (Hengstenberg), against

the view is decisive, not indeed the article,'^ but rather the following 6

AoyoQ, K.T.A. The reading hv r. al. aov correctly, though in the way of a gloss,

defines the idea. — 6 7.6yoQ 6 abg a?J/0. hn] a supporting of the prayer, in

which 6 aog has peculiar weight ; T7iy uiord (xiv. 24, xii. 49, vii. IG), the

word of no other, is truth. How shouldst Thou, then, not grant the djid!^Eiv

prayed for ? That a?^f/6. is without the article, does not rest upon the fact that

it is a predicate, but upon the conception that the essc??ce of the loyog is truth,

so that d?j/d. iaahstract, not a noun appellative. Comp. iv. 24, 1 John iv. 16.

Vv. 18, 19. In support of the prayer for the consecrating of the disciples,

there now follow further t^o motivesfor its being granted, deduced, (1) from

the mission of the disciples into the world, on which account they need conse-

cration ; and (2) from Christ's own personal consecration for the purpose of

their aytaufioq, which purpose God will not be willing to leave unattained. —
Kaditr i/t£, K.T.?..] Placed first with pragmatic weight ; for as He could not

execute His mission without the divine consecration (x. 36), so neither could

they who were sent by Him. — /coyw] Not instead of oi-wf kyo) (de Wette),

but simply : I also have sent. Comp. xv. 9, xx. 21, et al. — cnT-taTE/la] The

mission was indeed not yet objectively a fact (xx. 21 ; Matt, xxviii. 19),

but already conceived in its idea in the appointment and instruction for

the apostolic office (Matt. x. 5 ff.). Comp. on iv. 38. — Ver. 19. Note the

emphatic correlation of ahruv . . . iyi) t/uavrov . . . kuI nvroi. — The dycai^o)

kfiavTov, not including in it the whole life of the Lord (Calvin, Hengstenberg,

Godet), but now, when the hour is come, to be carried out, is the actual con-

secratio7i, which Christ, in offering Himself through His death as a sacrifice to

God accomplishes on Himself,^ so that dytd(u is substantially equivalent to

npo<j(pt'po) col dvaiav (Chrysostom), comp. 4 Mace. xvii. 19, dyidl^eLv, ty'"npn, is

a sacred word for sacrifices in the O. T.* Christ is at once the Priest and

the Sacrifice (Ep. to the Heb.) ; and/(J?' ^ the disciples He performs this saci-i-

fice,—although it is offered for all,^—so far as it has, in respect of the disci-

* Chrysostom, Nonniis, Theophylact, Cal- " Even tliis solemn vvip (vi. 51, x. It, xl.

Vin, and many others, inchiding Liicke, 50, xv. 13, xviil. 14 ; 1 John iii. 16) should

Tholuck, Godet. have prevented ayidC,<a e/n. from being under-
"^ Comp. Xen. Anab. vi. 2. 10. stood in the ethical sense of the ri.2')ening to

' Comp. generally, Ritschl in the Jahrb. moral perfection through faithful, loving

f. D. Theol. 1863, p. 210 f. obedience towards the Father (so Womer,
* See Ex. xiii. 2 ; Deut. xv. 19 ff. ; 2 Sam. Verhdlln. d. Geistes s. Sohne Gottes, p. 41 f.)

viii. 11 ; Esr. V. 52 ; Eom. XV. 16; comp. also Simply correct is Euth. Zigabenus, iy^

Soph. Oed. Col. 1491 ; Dion. H. vii. 2. eKovo-ius &v<ri.aiia eftauToj'.

* vTTep, in commodum, xv. 13.
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pies, the special 2^ urpose : that they also may ie consecrated in truth, namely, in

virtue of the reception of the Paraclete (wvevfiaTiii(J nvpl yvla Ae?.ovfievoi, Nonnus),

which recejjtion was conditioned by the death of Jesus, xvi. 7. The Kai has

its logical justification in the idea of consecration common to both clauses,

although its special sense is different in each ; for the disciples are, through

the sacrifice of Jesus, to be consecrated to God in the sense of holy purity, en-

doicment, and equipment for their calling. On the other hand, the self-con-

secration of Christ is sacrificial,—the former, however, like the latter, the

consecration in the service of God and of His kingdom. Comj). on the self-

consecration of Christ, who yields Himself voluntarily to be a sacrifice (x. 18,

XV. 13), Eph. V. 3 : napeSuKef iavrbv virsp r/fiuv 7rpoa(j>opdv, k.t.X. ; that is the

idea of the present passage, not that He renounced the mortal fiesh, and

entered fully into the divine mode of existence and fellowship (Luthardt).

See also Heb. ix. 14. — iv a^.rjdeia] Modal definition of yytaafiEvoi : truly con-

secrated. Matt. xxii. 16 ; 2 Cor. vii. 14 ; Col. i. 6 ; 1 John iii. 18 ; 2 John
1 ; 3 John 1.' In the classics the mere dative and t7r' a?j/6eiac are frequent.

The true consecration is not exactly an antithesis in the Jewish sanctimonin

cerevfionialis (Godet and older expositors), to which nothing in the context

leads, but simply sets forth the eminent character of the relation generally. As
contrasted with every other dyidTTjg in human relations, that wrought through

the Paraclete is the t?*Me consecration. Comp. Luther :
" against all worldly

and human holiness." So substantially, '' Chrysostom, Euth. Zigabenus,

Beza, Calvin, Bengel, and several others, including Hengstenberg, Godet.

The interpretation which has recently, after Erasmus, Bucer, and several

others, become current,^ that ev d/.rjO. is not different from h ry aTiridsla, ver.

17, is erroneous, because the article is wanting which here, in the retrospec-

tive reference to the truth already defined with the article, was absolutely

necessary ; for of an antithesis " to the state of being in which the disciples

would find themselves outside of this" (Luthardt), the text suggests nothing,

even leaving out of sight the fact that a state of sanctificntion in such an

opposite condition would be inconceivable. Without any ground, appeal is

made, in respect of the absence of the article, to i. 14, iv. 24, where truth

is expressed as a general conception (comp. viii. 44) (Sir. xxxvii. 15 ; Tob.

iii. 5 ; 2 Tim. ii. 25, iii. 7), and to 3 John 3,* where h dAr)-&. must be taken

as equivalent to dlrj-duQ,'' and consequently as in the present passage and as

in 3 John 1.

1 See on 2 Cor. loc. cit. ; LXX. 2 ReR. xix. Ewald.
17 (where, however, ev is doubtful) ; Sir. * Ver. 4 is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be
vii. 20 ; Find. 01. vii. 126. read iu rn i.Kn&.

'^ In so far as they understand iv kXi]^. of ^ Tlie passage means: " I rejoiced when
the ^rwe ayta^eo-iJai, in which, however, they brethren came and {jave witness for Thy
find an antithesis to the iijiiical holiness of truth (i.e. for Thy morally true Christian

the O. T. sacrifice, as e. g. Euth. Zisrabenus

:

constitution of life), as Thou truly (in deed)

'iva Kol avTol u>cri Te&Vfj.euoi €v a.Krj'&i.vfj Nutria- 17 walkest." (catjujs, k.t.A., that is, not forming
7ap j/oncKJ) iJuo-ta Tvjros V, oiiK (iA.!)i>eia. Comp. apart of that testimony of the brethren,

Theophylact ; also Holtzmann, Judenth. u. pives to this testimony the confirmation of
Christentk. p. 421. John hhnself. As the brothers have testi-

= Liicke,Tholuck (?), OLshausen, de Wette,^ fied for Gaius, so he actually walks. This
B. Ciusius, Luthardt, Lange, Briiukner, Jolm knoios, and the brethren have told
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Vv. 20, 21. In Ilis prayer for the disciples for their preservation and sanc-

tificatiou (vv. 11-19), Jesus now also includes all who ' shall believe on Him *

through the aj)ostles' word {6ia rov nr/pvyfrnTog avruv, Euth. Zigabenus). The
purpose for which He also includes these : that all (all my believing ones,

the apostles and the others) tnay be one (ethically, in likeness of disposition,

of love, of endeavour, etc., on the ground of faith, conip. Eph. iv. 3 If. ; Rom.
XV. 5, 6; Acts iv. 32).— This ethical unity of all believers, to be specifical-

ly Christian,' must corresijond as to its original type (/ca^wf) to the reciprocal

fellowship between the Father and the Son (according to which the Father lives

and moves in the Sou, and the Son in the Father, comp. x. 38, xiv. 10, 11,

XV. 5), the object of which, in reference to believers collectively, is, that in

them also the Father and the Son may be the element in which they (in virtue of

the unio mystica brought about through the Spirit, 1 John i. 3, iv. 13
;

1 Pet. i. 4) live and move (iva k. ahrol h y/nv uatv).—This ethical unity of all

believers in fellowship with the Father and the Son, however (comp. xiii.

35), shall serve to the unhelieviitg world as an actual proof and ground of convic-

tion that Christ, the grand central point and sup2:>ort of this unity, is none

other than the sent of God. " That is t\i(i fruit which must follow through

and from such unity, namely, that Christ's word shall further break forth

and be received in the world as God's word, wherein stands an almighty,

divine, unconquerable power and eternal treasure of all grace and blessed-

ness," Luther, in opposition to which, Calvin (as also Scholten) gets into con-

fusion by introducing the doctrine of predestination, making of •klotevhv a

reluctant agnoscere. Thus the third Iva is subordinated to the first, as intro-

ducing its further aim : the second, however, because defining specifically

the aim of kuBuq, k.t.1., is related to the first expdicatively.

Vv. 22, 23. What He on His part (f> w) has done in order to bring about

this unity of His believing ones and its object—a newly introduced and

great thought of the power of His kingdom—not still dependent on bn

(Ewald).

—

Tijv Sd^av] The heavenly glory. [See Note LXI. p. 476.] Comp.

1, 5, 24. This, once already possessed by Him before the incarnation, the

Father has given to Him, not yet, indeed, objectively, but as a secure posses-

sion of the immediate future ; He has obtained it from God, assigned as a

]iroperty, and the actual taking-possession is now for Him close at hand.

In like manner has He given this, His 66^a, in which the eternal C.ui], vv. 2,

3, is consummated, to His believing ones (avTolg), who will enter on the real

possession at the Parousia, where they awSo^ai^ovrai (Rom. viii. 17), after

that they, up to that time, had been saved in hope (Rom. viii. 24). Comp. on

Rom. viii. 30. They are in Christ already His joint heirs, and the Spirit which

they are to receive will be to them the appaliin' rf/c KArjpovofilar (Eph. i. 14 ; 2

Cor. i. 22, V. 5) ; but the actual entrance on the inheritance is accomplished

him nothitif; new by that testimony, how- > Comp. Rom. x. 14.

ever greatly he has rejoiced in the fact of ^ Tri(TTiv6vT(ai>, regarding the future as

receiving such a testimony concerning his present.

Gaius. Therefore lie adds, with loving rec- ^ " nqu yult concordiam coetu.s humani,

ognition, as thou trvly walkest. That testi- ut est concors civitas Spartana contra

mony therefore only corresponds to the Athenienses," Melanchthon.
reality.
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at tlie Paroiisia (xiv. 3, 3 ; Rom. viii. 11 ; Col. iii. 4). Yet this relation

does not justify ns in interpreting 6uUvai as destinare (Gabler, B. Crusius),

or at least (^iSuKa as constitui dare (Grotius), while the explanations also

which take cWfa of the glory of the ajyostoUc office in teaching and working

miracles, ' or of the inner glory of the Christian life, ^ of the life of Christ in

helieders, in accordance with Gal. ii. 20 (Hengstenberg), of sonship (Bengel),^

of love (Calovius, Maldonatus), of grace and truth, i. 14,* are opposed to the

context.^ See immediately, ver. 24. — Iva uaiv ev, k.t.X.] For what a strong

bond of unity must lie in the sure warrant of fellowship in eternal S6^a !

Comp. Eph. iv. 4. — ejd) h avrolg k. ah ev i/uol] Not out of connection with

the construction (de Wette), since it fits into it ; nor again beginning a new
proposition, and to be completed by slfii, ' since thus the discourse on the

cU^a would be, in opposition to the context (see ver. 24), interrupted ; but

an appositional separationfrom y/xelc, from which it is therefore, with Lach-

mann and Tischendorf, to be divided only by a comma. In ^/neic is con-

tained : f}(j Kcil av, and both are pragmatically, i.e. in demonstration of the

specific internal relation of the ev elvac of believers to the oneness of the Fa-

ther and the Son, thus expounded : /moving in them, and Tlwu in me. In

accordance with this appositional, more minute definition, the Iva uaiv ev is

again taken up with liveliness and weight (" see how His mouth overflows

with the same words," Luther), and that in the expression containing the

highest degree of intensity : Iva cjai TereXeiufievoi elg ev, that they may be com-

p)leted to one (to one unity), be united in complete degree, elg in the sense

of the result.'' —-Iva yivuaKri 6 kSujuoc, k.t.A.] Parallel to Iva 6 Kdafiog Tnarevari,

ver. 21, adding to faith the knowledge connected therewith (conversely, ver.

8), and then completing the expression of the happy result to be attained by
the designation of the highest divine love, of which the believer is conscious

in that knowledge. We are not even remotely to think of the ''forced c(Jn-

viction of rebels'''' (Godet) ; against this vv. 2, 3 already declare, and here the

entire context. Note rather how the glance of the praying Jesus, vv. 21-23,

rises to the highest goal of His work on earth, when, namely, the Kda/xog

shall have come to believe, and Christ Himself shall have become in fact 6

auTTjp Tov Kdafiov (iv. 42, comp. x. 16). This at the same time against the

supposition of metaphysical dualism in Hilgenfeld. — k. y-ydnr^aag, /c.r.^.] and

hast loved them (as a matter of fact, through this sending of me) as Thou hast

loved me, therefore with the same Fatherly love which I have exi^erienced

from Thee. Comp. iii. 16 ; Eph. i. 6 ; Rom. v. 5, viii. 32.

Ver. 24. What He has already bestowed on them, but as yet as a posses-

1 Chrysostom, Theophylact, and, but with Weizsacker in the Jalirh. f. Devtsche Theol.

ijatermixture of other elements, Euth. Ziga- 1857, p. 181. It is said to be substantially

V)enus, Erasmus, Vatablus, Grotius, and the same as the Adyos, ver. 14.

several others, includlnff Pauhis and Klee. » Au<i;ustine, Theophylact, Euth. Ziga-
2 Olshausen, comp. Gess, p. 244. benus, Beda, Beza, Bengel, and several
3 Comp. Godet, who refers to Kom. vii. others, including Luthardt.

39. ' Comp. passages like Plato, Phileb. p. 18 B :

* Luthardt, Ebrard, a part also of The- rekevTav re ex irdvTiov ei? eV ; Dem. p. 368. 14 :

luck's and Briickner'S interpretation. eis ev i|/))</)t<r;aa raOra navra (rvvea^KevaKrav.

* The Sofa is explained away also by
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sion of hope (ver. 22), He loills {Btlu) that they may also partake of in reality.

He does not merely winh it, ' but the Son prays in the consciousness of the

authority bestowed on Him by the Father according to ver. 2, for the commu-
nication of eternal life to His own. This consciousness is that of the most

intimate confidence and clearest accord with the Father. Previously He
had said epwrw ; "nunc incrementum sumit oratio," Bengel. The idea of

the Jinal vfill, however (Godet), is not to be introduced here. — The relative

defining clause is placed first emphatically, because justifying the O^Xu in its

contents. This is neuter (o, see the critical notes), by which the persons

{ine'ivoi, i.e. the disciples and all believers, ver. 20) are designated in alutracto,

according to their category (comp. ver. 2, vi. 37), and the force of SeSuKor

fioi, which is a motive cause to the granting of the prayer, becomes more

i:)rominent in and of itself. — Iva] Purpose of 6k7.u (they should, etc.), and

with this \is contents ; see on Luke vi. 31. — bizov elfxl kyu, kukeIvoi, k. -./,.]

shall be realized at the Pa7'ousla.^ See on xiv. 3, also on avacrrjcu avro, k.t.2.,

vi. 39. — deupucji.] may J)eJu>ld, experimentally, and with personal j)artici2ya-

tion, as oi'vdo^andivTec, Rom. viii. 17, 29, and cviijiamlEvavTsg, 2 Tim. ii. 12.

The opposite : behold death, viii. 51.' Against the interjjretation that the

beholding of the glory of Christ in itself (its reflection, as it were) constitutes

blessedness/ ver. 22 testifies, although it is also essentially included in it,

1 John iii. 2 ; Heb. xii. 14. — ?> idundq fiot, on, /c.t.A.] Further added, iu

childlike feeling of gratitude, to ri/v i/i^v, and that prolepticalhj (comp. elfii),

because the Lord is on the point of entering into this glory (ver. 1), as if He
had already received it (comp. ver. 22) : which Thou gavest me, "because

(motive of the e6u)k.) Thou lovedst me before thefoundation of the woi^ld {-Kpo

KUT. K. not belonging to eSuk. fi., as Paulus and B. Crusius think). The 66^a

of Christ, as the TiSyog aaapKog (ver. 5), was, according to the mode of view

and expression of the N. T., not one imparted to Him from love, but in vir-

tue of the ontologically Trinitarian relation to the Father,^ that which per-

tained with metaphysical necessity to the Son in the unity of the divine

nature, the /iop(p^ 6eov, which He as Qsog T^ojog, i. 1, had, being from eternity

eternally with the Father (ver. 5) ; whereas the glory her'e intended is in His

exaltation after the completion of His work, since it concerned His entire

jierson, including its hvnnan side, that ghen to Him by the Father from love

(Phil. ii. 9), from that love, however, which did not originate in time, but

was cherished by the Father toward the Son before the foundation of the

world. The 66^a possessed by Jesus before His incarnation, to which for

the most part (as still Luthardt, Ebrard, Hengstenberg) reference is wrongly

' Against Beza, Calvin, B. Crusius, Tho- ness, and of the eternal life thereby condi-

Inck. Ewald. tinned, thi-ough which they have become
2 The intermediate state denoted in Phil. one with Jesus and the Father, just as He

i. 23 (seem toe ) is not meant (Hengstenberg), is one with the Father, the divine principle

nor a part of the meaning (Godet), but as (to lhi.<:. according to Baur, Bi&MKa, ver. 2*2,

what follows shows, the completed fellow- refers) has realized itself as that which it

ship of glory. Comp. 1 John iii. 2. is in itself."

2 Baur thus explains away the historical * Olshausen, comp. Chrysostom and Euth.

sense :
" They behold this glory, see it in Zigabenus.

reality before them, if in them, through the * Comp. J. Miiller, Von Cer S^ndc, II. p.

CJiiimunioation of the true God conscious- 183 f.
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made, whereby, according to ver. 5, eSukoc would have to be conceived of

as brought about through the generation of the /lovoyevr/Q, was the purely

divine ; that given to Him through His exaltation is indeed the same,

into which He now again has entered, but, because it is the glory of the

Myo(^ h>(japKag, theanthropie in eternal jDerfection (Phil. ii. 9). Comp. on

ver. 5, i. 14. Nowhere in the N. T. is the premuiuiane (Wfa of the Sou,

designated as given to Him (Phil. ii. 6 ; Col. i. 15 ; 3 Cor. viii. 9), although

this would be imaginable in and of itself as an eternal self-communication

of Fatherly love.' Further, it is strangely incorrect that the (^6^a, which the

Father has given to the Son, has been explained here differently from that

in ver. 23. — The love of the Father to the Son before the foundation of the

world implies the personal pre-existence of the latter with God, but is not

reconcilable with the idea of the pre-temporal ideal existence which He has

had in God, as the archetype of humanity. This in answer to Beyschlag, p.

87, who considers the relation as analogous to the eternal election of grace,

Eph. i. 4, Rom. viii. 29 ; which is not appropriate, since the election of

grace concerns those as yet not in existence, namely, future believers, whom
God Trpoeyvu as future. The Son, however, whom He loved, must personally

exist with the Father, since it was in Christ that the motive already lay for

the election of grace (see on Eph. i. 4). Comp. also on ver. 5. To suppose

that God, according to the present passage, had loved His own ideal of hu-

manity before the foundation of the world, the idea consequently of His own
thought, is an idea without any analogy in the N. T., and we thereby arrive

at an anthropopathic self-love, as men form to themselves an ideal, and are

glad to attain it.

Vv. 25, 26. Conclusion of the prayer : Appeal to the righteousness oi God,

for, after that which Jesus here states of Himself and of the disciples in

opposition to the world, it becomes the righteous Father not to leave un-

granted what Jesus has just declared, ver. 24, to be His will {BDm, Iva,

K.T.X.). Otherwise the final recompense would fail to come, which the

divine righteousness (1 John i. 9) has to give to those who are so raised, as

expressed in ver. 25, above the world ; the work of divine holiness, ver. 11,

would remain without its closing judicial consummation and revelation. —
Koi 6 Kocj/xog, k.t.Tl.] The apparent inappropriateness of the Kai, from

which also its omission in D. Vulg. et al., is to be explained, is not removed

by placing, with Grotius and Lachmann, only a comma after ver. 24, and

allowing Kal 6 kSct/mq ae oim eyvu to run with what precedes, since this thought

does not fit into this logical connection, and the address iraTep SUacs, accord-

ing to the analogy of ver. 11, leads us to recognize the introductory sen-

tence of a prayer. According to Bengel and Ebrard, koI . . . mi, et . . . ct,

correspond to one another, which, however, is allowed neither by the

antithetic character of the conceptions, nor the manifest reference of the

second Kai to kyu 6L Following Heumann, de Wette, Lilcke, Tholuck

' Comp. Briiokner and -Ebrard. Eiith. the X. T. this mode of presentation is un-

Zigabenus : r-qv S6^av rijs iJedTrjTo;, r/v SeSujKas supported ; in ver. 3G, to wliich Johansson
;toi, ovx <us (\oLTTovi. T) vcTTepoyevel, a A A' u) ? appeals, eScoicf;' in truth reform first to the

atTtos, sItovv (US 7evv7)<ra5 /xe. But iu time of tiie sending iuto tlie woi'lJ.
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make Kal correspond to the followin,g Jc', so that two simultaneously occur-

ring but contrasted relations ' would be indicated : "whilst the world

knew Thee not, yet I knew Thee." Not to be justified on grammatical

grounds ; for re . . . 6e,'^ but never Kai . . . 6e, is thus employed, and the'

passages of that kind adduced by Liicke from Plato' are not in point ; in

other passages * Kai is the simply connective and, without reference to the

subsequent 6e. The nai in the present passage is rather the and serving to

link on an antithetic relation (and notwithstanding), and is jiarticularly fre-

quent in John, see on vii. 28. Had Jesus said : iraTep, diKaLog el, koI 6

KoG/iioQ, K.T.Ti., then Kal would have been free from any difficulty. Neverthe-

less, the connection and its expression are the same. Christ is, in the address

TtavEp StKaie, absorbed in the thought of the justice of God now invoked by

Him, the thought, therefore, of this self-revelation of God, which was so

easily to be recognized (Rom. i. 18 if.), in spite of which the world, in its

l)linded security, has not known Him (comp. Rom. i. 28), and gives expression

to this latter thought in painfully excited emotion (Chrysostom : 6v(rx£paiva.>v),

inunediately connecting it by Kal with the address. After 7ra-. dlKOie we

may suppose a pause, a break in the thought : Righteous Father—(yea, such

Thou art !) and (and yet) the rcorld linew Thee not!^ Luthardt also, with

Brilckner's concurrence, takes Kal as and yet, but so that it stands in opposi-

tion to the revelation of God through Christ joreviously (see ver. 22) stated.

Too indefinite, and leaving without reason the characteristic Trdrr/) ^Uiaie out

of reference. — syvw] namely, from Thy displays in my words and deeds
;

iyvtyv, on the other hand (Nonnus : cvfKpvTog eyvuv), refers to the immediate

knowledge which the Son had in His earthly life of the Father moving in

Him, and revealing Himself through Him. Comp. viii. 54, 55. Not with-

out reason does Jesus introduce His iyu 6e as eyvuv between the Kuafio^ and

the disciples, because He wills that the disciples should be where He is

(ver. 24), which, however, presupposes a relative relation of equality be-

tween Him and them, as over against the world. — ovtol] Glancing at the

disciples. — u-l ah f/s «TrfOT.] The specific element, the central point of the

knowledge of God, of which the discourse treats ; SsIkvvgiv hravda, /i7/6eva

tlSora 6e6v, a'/.TJ ?/ fi6vov rovg tov vlbv kneyvuKorag, Chrysostom. Comp. vv.

8, 23, xvi. 27, et al. — Ver. 26. Whereby this eyvuaav has been effected

(comp. ver. 7), and will be comjiletely effected (yvupiao, through the

Paraclete : kuI . . . Kai, hoth . . . and also), that (purpose of the

yvuplau) the Jove with which Thou hast loved me (comp. ver. 24) viay he in

1 Hence also the readintr : «' koCi. 6 k. a. ovk (cda/uos to yvoipia-<a, ver. 2G, in a parenthesis,

cyvM, aW iyui, k.t.\., which is found not and tlien takes 'iva -q aydnTi, K.T.A., still as

merely in Hippolytus, but also in the Con- the contents of ^4K<a, ver. 24. How broken

siitt. Ap. 8. 1. 1. thus becomes the calm, clear flow of the
'^ Kiihner, II. p. 418; Hai-tung, FarlikeU. prayer! Accordinfj to Baeumlein, the

I. p. 92 f. ; Klotz, acl Devar. p. 741 f. parallel clauses would properly be (cal iy!a

3 Menex. p. 235 E (where xai aAAous means <re iyvuiv Kai oStoi lyvuiaav ; but there is thus

a'so others, and Eryx. p. 393 E (where xal interpolated before the first clause a con-

eAdxicTTa is Only aUo the least. trasted clause, which properly should have
* As Soph. Ant. 428. y-iv, so that then the main thounrlit follows
'•> This interpretation is followed also by with U. Alike arbitrary, but yet more

Hengstonberg. But Ewald places /cai 6 contorted, is the arrangement of Godet.
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them, i.e. may rule in their hearts,' and with this—for Christ, communicat-

ing himself through the Spirit, is the supporter of the divine life in believers,^

—Tin them. On aydnrjv ajandv, see on Eph. ii. 4. So rich in promise and

elevating with the simply grand '' and I in them,''^ dies away the word of

prayer, and in the whole ministry and experience of the apostles was it ful-

filled. As nothing could separate them from the love of God in Christ

(Rom. viii. 39), Christ thus remained in them through the Spirit, and they

have conquered far and wide through Him Avho loved them.

Note.—The originality of the liigh-piiestly i^rayer stands upon the same foot-

ing with that of the longer discourses of Jesus generally in the Evangelist

John. The substance of the contents is original, but the reiaroduction and

vivid remodelling, such as could not come forth from the Johannean individu-

ality, with which the recollection had grown up, otherwise than with quite a

Johannean stamp. Along with this, however, in reference to contents and

form, considering the peculiarly profoimd impression which the prayer of this

solemn moment must necessarily have made upon the spirit and memory of that

very disciple, a superior degree of fidelity of recollection and power of render-

ing must be assumed. How often may these last solemn words have stirred

the soul of John ! To this corresponds also the self consciousness, as childlike

as it is simple and clear in its elevation, the victorious rest and peace of this

prayer, which is the noblest and purest pearl of devotion in the whole N. T.

" For plain and simjile as it sounds, so deep, rich, and wide it is, that none

can fathom it," Luther. Spener never ventured to preach upon it, because he

felt that its triie understanding exceeded the ordinary measure of faith ; but

he caused it to be read to him three times on the evening before his death, see

his Lebe7isbeschr. by Canstein, p. 145 £f. The contrary view, that it is a later

idealizing fiction of a dogmatic and metaphysical kind (Bretschneider, Strauss,

Weisse, Baur, Scholten), is indeed a necessary link in the chain of controversy

on the originality of the Johannean history generally, but all the more untena-

ble, the more unattainable, the depth, tenderness, intensity, and loftiness here

sustained from beginning to end, must have been for a later inventor. But to

deny the inward truth and splendour of the prayer (see especially Weisse, II.

p. 294), is a matter evincing a critically corrupt taste and judgment. The con-

flict of soul in Gelhsemane, so soon after this prayer which speaks of overcoming

the world and of peace, is, considering the pure humanity of Jesus (which was

not forced into stoical indifference), psychologically too conceivable, not,

indeed, as a voluntary undergoing in his own person of all the terrors of

death coming from a world's sin (Hengstenberg), but rather from the change

of feelings and dispositions in the contemplation of death, and of such a death,

to be made to pass as an historical contradiction to chap. xvii. See on Matt.,

note after xxvi. 46. John himself relates nothing of the crisis of this final

agony ; but this is connected with the general character of his selection from the

1 Comp. Rom. v. 5. BenRel aptly remark.s : loved me." But tliis does not suit the ex-

"m(! cor ipsorum thentrtun sit et palaestra pression iv avrol^ t), either in itself or in

hvjus amoris," namely, 6ia rrveviJ.a.TO'; ayiov, the parallel relation to /cayo) iv aurois. An
Eom. I.e. According to Hengstenberg inward efflcacious presence must be there-

(comp. also Weiss, p. 80), Jesus merely by intended.

intends to say :
" that Thou mayest love ^ xiv. 20 ff. ; Rom. viii. 10 ; Gal. ii. 20

;

them with the love with which Thou hast Eph. iii. IT.
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evangelical material, and he might be determined in this matter particularly by
the account already given of the similar fact, xii. 23 ff., which he only adduces,

while the conflict in the garden was alreadj' a common property of scriptural tra-

dition (comp. also Heb. v. 7), which he as little needed to repeat as the institution

of the Lord's Supper and many other things. That this linal agony had not for

John the importance and historic reality which it had for the Synoptics, is,

considering the free selection which he has made out of the rich material of his

recollection, a hasty conclusion.' The historic reality of the Gospel facts, if

nothing essential is otherwise opposed to them, is not affected by the silence of

John.

Notes by American Editoe.

LVII. Vv. 1-8.

Meyer regards the prayer of Jesus for His glorification as extending from ver.

1 to 5 ; Weiss, with Liicke, de Wette, and Ebrard, regards it as extending to

ver. 8, thus including the backward glance over the completion of His earthly

work, upon which the prayer for His glorification rests.

LVIII. " The hour:' Ver. 1.

According to Meyer, the hour of His death (but as a transition to His Father).

Weiss : not properly the hour of His death, but the hour upon which open the

words now following, and in which His glorification finds its allotted jilace.

LIX. " Thee the only true God . . . Jesus Christ." Ver. 4.

Meyer takes these as predicative : "thee as the only true God. and Jesus as

Christ." Weiss, more correctly, I think, as apposition (as Eng. Ver.).

LX. " Ayid all mine are thine, and thine are mine." Ver. 10.

This clause should, with Meyer, be placed in parenthesis ; it is an incidental

expansion of the idea into universality. As it stands, the Eng. Ver. (including

the Rev.) obscures or misrepresents the meaning of the following avTolc, which

certainly refers only to the disciples.—Observe the remarkable ra aa kjud, all

that is thine is mine—irreconcilable, it would seem, with anything but essential

Deity.

LXI. " And the glory which thou hast given me I have given them." Ver. 22.

Meyer refers this to " the heavenly glory" given in promise and anticipation

to all His people. Weiss thinks that the i^erf. StduKo, have given, precludes it

from being applied to the Trav-er of ver. 21, and that therefore its only proper

reference, as Christ's revelation of His glory in His own works of power cannot

be well called a giving {(h('i6vai), is to that wonder-working power which He
has bestowed upon His disciples. Meyer's view seems right.

» In answer to Baur, in the 77ieol. Jahrb. 1854, p. 224.
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CHAPTER XYIII.

Ver. 1 . The Recepia ruv KeSpuv has the preponderance of testimony, Griesb.

Kcholz, Lachm., following A, S. A. Verss. Hier. Ambr. have tov Kedpuv ; Tisch.,

following D. X. 2 Cod. of It. Sah. Copt. : tov KeSpov. The reading tov Kei^puv

is to be preferred, since we cannot suppose that John somehow connected the

name imp with Kedpog or Ksdpov, as was done in 2 Sam. xv. 23 and 1 Kings xv.

13, LXX. —Ver. 4. i^slOu'v eIttev] B. C* D. Curss. Verss. Or. Syr. Chrys. Aug. :

E^ijWev Kal UyEL. So Lachm. and Tisch. Eightly ; the Recepta is an alteration

after ver. 1, which was made, because what was intended by e^F/aOev was not

distinguished from that expressed by it in ver. 1. — Ver. 6. 6r<] which, though

deleted by Lachm. and Tisch., has very important witnesses for and against it
;

yet how readily would it come to be omitted after ver. 5 !— Ver. 10. uriovl

Tisch. : uTapiov, after B. C* L. X. X., which (comp. also on Mark xiv. 47) is

the more to be preferred, that the better known <1)tlov is found in Matt. — Ver.

11. After p.dxatp. Elz. has anv., against decisive witnesses, from Matt. xxvi.

52. — Ver. 13. airov] has against it witnesses of such importance, that Lachm.

has bracketed, Tisch. deleted it. But, unnecessary in itself, how readily

might it be passed over after the similar final sound of the preceding word !
—

Ver. 14. a-KoV.iaCjaL'] Lachm. Tisch. ; un-oQavElv. The witnesses are very much

divided. anoO. is from xi. 50. — Ver. 15. uXlog} Elz. Griesb. Scholz, Tisch. : 6

d?2oc. The article is wanting in A. B. D. X. Curss., but retains, notwithstand-

ing, a great weight of testimony, and might readily come to be omitted,

•since it appeared to have no reference here. — Ver. 20. Instead of the first

eM/ij]aa, 'kElulrjKa (Lachm. Tisch.) is so decisively attested, that the Aor.

appears to have been introduced in conformity with the following aorLsts. —
The article before away, is decidedly condemned by the evidence (against

Elz). — Instead of the second tv^vtote, Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. have ndvTEQ,

which is to be preferred, on accoiint of preponderant testimony, and because

"KCLVTOTE might readily be mechanically repeated from the preceding tzcivtote ;

wuvtoQev (Elz.) rests on conjectiire (Beza) and Curss. — Ver. 21. inEpur.;

£7r£p«r.] The simple forms (Lachm. Tisch.) are preponderantly attested. The

compound forms were readily introduced through the concurrence of the two

E's (/^EEpwr.),in recollection of ver. 7. — Ver. 22. Eead with Lachm. Tisch.,

according to B. X. It. Vulg. Cyr. eIq irapEaT. tuv ijtt. Various transpositions in

theCodd. — Ver. 24. After cnveoT., Elz. Lachm. Tisch. have ovv, which has im-

portant witnesses for and against it. Since, however, other Codd. read 6e, and

several Verss. express Kai, any particle is to be regarded as a later connective

addition. — The same various connective particles are found inserted in Codd.

and Verss., after ripvi^aaro, ver. 25. — Ver. 28. wpu'i] Elz. Scholz : nputa, against

decisive testimony. But how readily might the quite unnecessary Iva dis-

appear !— Ver. 29. After IltZaroc Lachm. and Tisch. have e^u (B. C* L. X. K.

Curss. Verss.), which other witnesses first place after awroiif. This different

position, and the importance of the omitting witnesses, show it to be an inter-
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polation, with a view to greater definiteness of designation. — Kara"] is deleted

by Tisch., according to B. J<.* alone. Being unnecessary, it was passed over. —
Ver. 34. avroj after uTrsKp. in Elz. is decisively condemned by the witnesses.

—

Yer. 37. kyu. 'Eyw] The omission of one tyu (L&chm. has bracketed the second,

Tisch. has deleted the first) is not sufficiently justified by B. D. L. Y. N.

Curss. Verss. Fathers, since the omission was so readily siiggested in copying,

if the weight of the repeated eyu was not observed.

Vv. 1, 2. 'Efsy/ifcJ from Jerusalem, where the meal, xiii. 2, had been held.

The ayufiev evtevQev, xvi. 31, was now first carried out ; see in loc. : ivepav tov

xeifi. then expresses : whither He went ; see on vi. 1. — tov Kedpuv] Genit.

of apposition.' It is a torrent dry in summer^ (P"'"!pi ^'•^- tiiff^r, Heck

strertm), flowing eastward from the city through the valley of the same name.^

As to the name, comp. the very frequent Greek name of rivers, MfXnf.*—
KfiTvog] According to Matt. xxvi. 36, a garden of the landed estate of Gethsem-

ane. The owner must be conceived as being friendly to Jesus. — on no?MKig,

K.-.A.] points back to earlier festal visits, and is a more exact statement of

detail, of which John has many in the history of the passion. We see from

the contents that Jesus offered Himself with conscious freedom to the final

crisis. Comp. ver. 4. — Typological references (Luthardt, after older exposi-

tors : to David, who, when betrayed by Ahithophel, had gone the same

way, 2 Sam. xv. 23 ; Lampe, Hengstenberg, following the Fathers : to

Adam, who in the garden incurred the penalty of death) are without any

indication in the text.

Ver. 3. The cnelpa is the Roman cohort,^ designated by the article as the

well-known band, namely, because serving as the garrison of the fort Antonia,

distinguished by what follows from the company of officers ofjustice appoint-

ed on the part of the Sanhedrim, and not to be explained of the Levitical

tempU-watch. * That Judas arrived with the ichole cnelpa is, as being dispro-

portionate to the immediate object (against Hengstenberg), not probable
;

but a division, ordered for the present service, especially as the chiliarch him-

self was there (ver. 12), represented the cohort.' Of this co-operation of the

Roman military, for which the Sanhedrim had made requisition, the Synop-

tics say nothing, although Hengstenberg takes jiains to find indications of

it in their narrative. John's account is more comjjlete. — (pavuv k. "Xainv.^ with

;c?r7(es and fam/is (the latter in lanterns ; Matt. xxv. 1 ff.).* Extreme precau-

' 2 Pet. ii. 6, comp. wdAis 'A9r)vii/ and the ness of popular information. We have

like. hence neither to understand a manipulys

2 xeiVappos, Horn. II. xi. 493; Soph. Ant. (i.«. the third part of the cohort), for which

708 ; Plat. Legg. v. p. 736 A ; Joseph. Anlt. an appeal is erroneously made to Polyb. xi.

viii. i. .5. 23. 1, nor, generally, a band, a detachment
3 See Robinson, II. p. 31 ff. ; Ritter, Erdk. of soldiers (2 Mace. vii. 23^ xii. 22 ; Judith

XV. ], p. 598 ff. xiv. 11). Not the latter, because it is Roman
* Herod, vii. 58. 198 ; Strabo, viii. p. 386, military that are spoken of ; not the former,

et al. because although Polybius elsewhere em-
* See Matt, xxvii. 27 ; Acts xxi. 31 ; PoJyb- ploys a-nelpa as equivalent to manipvlus (see

xi. 23, i. 6, xxiv. 3 ff. ; Valckenaer, Schol. I. Schweighauser, Lex. p. 559), yet a whole

p. -i.W f. maniple (some 200 men) would here be too

' Mtchaelis, Kuinoel, Curlitt, Led. in many.
:'. r. Spec. IV. 1805, B. Crusius, Baeumlein. « Comp. Dion. H. xi. 40.

' This is quite sufficient for the inexact-
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tion renders this preparation conceivable even at the time of full moon. The
arms are, as a matter of course, carried by the soldiers, not by the v-nn/pmu,

and are mentioned as helping to complete the picture. — The /cat's are not

accumulated (Luthardt), not one of them is unnecessary.

Yv. 4, 5. This advance of Judas occasioned (oiiv) Jesus to come forth,

since He knew all that was about to come upon Him, and at the same time was

far removed from any intention of withdrawing Himself from His destiny,

of which He was fully and clearly conscious. — ipxeaflau of destinies, happy

(^Matt. X. 13) and unhappy (Matt, xxiii. 35j,' in the classics more frequent-

ly with the dative,^ than with ett'l. — k^fpSev (see the critical notes) : from
the garden, ver. 1, Nonnus : Kf/irov Idaag. The context yields no other mean-

ing, and ver. 2G is not opposed to it. Hence not : from the garden-house,^

or from the depth of the garden, ^ or from the circle of disciples. ^— elcri'/Kei

iSi iial 'loiSag, k.t.2..] Tragic feature in the descrq^tive ficture of this scene,

without any further special purpose in view. Tholuck arbitrarily remarks :

John wished to indicate the effrontery of Judas ; and Hengstenberg : he

wished to guard against the false opinion that the h/Ci eliit was intended to

convey to the officers something unknown to them. This he could surely

have expressed in few words. — The Mss of Judas (Matt. xxvi. 47 ff.), instead

of which John gives the above personal statement (as Strauss indeed thinks

:

for the glorification of Jesus), is not thereby excluded, is too characteristic

and too well attested to be ascribed to tradition, and cannot have followed

(Ewald) the question of Jesus (ver. 4), but, inasmuch as the immediate effect

of the £ycj eJ/z« did not permit of the interruption of the kiss, must have fre-

ceded, so tliat immediately on the coming forth of Jesus from the garden,

Judas stepped forward, kissed Him, and then again fell back to the band.

Accordingly, John, after the one factor of the betrayal, namely the Tciss, had

been already generally disseminated in tradition, brings into jirominence

the other also, the personal statement ; hence this latter is not to be ascribed

merely to the Johannean Jesus (Hilgenfeld, Scholten).

Ver. G. They gave way,—drew hack (see on vi. 66), and fell to the earth,

{xn,uai = ;);a/zafe, very frequently in the classics also) ; this was regarded,

first by Oeder, ® and recently by most expositors, "" as a natural consequence

of terror and of sudden awe, in support of which reference is made to the

(weaker) analogies from the history of M. Antonius,^ of Marius, " and even of

Coligny ; while Briickner conceives of the effect at least as '

' scarcely purely

human." Lange, in like manner, deduces it from terror of conscience,

and finds the miracle only in the fact that it was not unexpected by the Lord,

and not undesigned by Him. But, presumptively, the very falling to the

ground, and the designating those who fell generally and without exception,

thus including with the rest the Koman soldiers, justifies the ancient com-

1 Aesch. Pers. 43G, 439 ; EUendt, Lex. Soph. « mscell. sacr. p. 503 ff.

I. p. G8G f. ' Includinfc Liioke, Tholuck, Olsliausen,
^ Thuc. viii. 90. 1. de Wette, B. C'rusius, Ewald, Baeumleiu.
= Rosemniiller, Ewald. * Val. Max. viii. 9. i.

* Tholuck, Maier, de Wette, Luthardt, - Volleius Paterc. ii. 19. 3.

' Schweizer, Lange, Ileiisstenber^-.
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mentators, followed by Strauss (who, liowever, with Scholtcn, views the

matter as unhistoricalj, Ebrard, Maier, Luthardt, Hengstenberg, Godet, in

regarding it as a miraculous result of the powei- of Christ (Nonnus : olarprfiev-

rsg a-evxtl lai^Mwi (piovTjc:). Christ wished, before His surrender, to make known
His might over His foes, and thus show the voluntariness of His surrender.

He could remain free, but He is willing to surrender Himself, because He
knows His hour is come, xvii. 1.

Vv. 8, 9. Jesus guarded against the seizure at the same time of the dis-

ciples. That hands had already been laid on i/iem, ' the text does not say.

He should and would suffer afo«e.

—

Iva Ti-Ar/p. k.t.I.'] Divinely-determined

object of aTrsKplOrj, in reference to the words el ovv, k.t.1. John discovers in

the saying, xvii. 13 (the quoting of which, without verbal exactness, should

be noted as an instance of the free mode of citation in the N. T.), a prophet-

ic reference to the preservation of the discijDles from being taken prisoners

along with Him, in so fai% tliat is, as the Lord, in virtue of this protection,

brought none of tlieni into destruction, namely, through the apostasy to which

any captured with him would have been exposed. This prophetic reference

(against Schweizer's and Scholten's severe judgment) is justified by the

fact that Jesus, in xvii. 12, delivers a closing avowal of His acting on the

disciples' behalf ; consequently, that which is still further to be done on

their behalf must be conformable to that declaration, and appear as the fulfil-

ment, as the actual completion of what was therein expressed.

Vv. 10, 11. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 51 ff., and parall.

—

ovv] In consequence

of this danger, which he now saw for Jesus. On its position between Si^.

and Tltrp., comp. xxi. 7.—Only John here names Peter, and also Malchus.^

Personal considerations, which may have kept the names so far away from

the earliest tradition, that they are not adduced even by Luke, could now

no longer have influence. — (hv?Mv] slave, therefore none of the officials of

the court of justice, ver. 3, but also not the guide of the temple-watch

(Ewald). The slave had accompanied the rest, and had pressed forward.

— TO cordpiov] not jmrjwseli/ (Hengstenberg), but the blow which was aimed

at the head missed. — Cast the sword into the sheath/ certainly more original

than the calmer and more circumstantial words in Matt.^ In the classics,

/foAeoc.*— TO TTOTTjp.] Comp. Matt. xx. 22, xxvi. 39. The suffering of death

which He must now, in accordance with God's clearly recognized will and

jDurpose (iii. 14, 15, vi. 51), approach, is the cup to be drunk, which the

Father has already given to Him (into His hand) deduKE. — amd, as in xv. 2.

Vv. 12-14. Qvv'] Since no further attemjot at resistance dared be made.

In the comjilete statement : the cohort and the tribune,^ and the servants, any

special design (Luthardt : the previous occurrence, ver. 6, had for its result

that now all helped, in order to secure Him) is not to be supposed, since 7

aKElpa, K.T.I. , is the subject not merely of avvfXafiov and a^Tfcrav, but also of

airfjyayov. Tholuck's remark, however, is erroneous : that the soldiers had

' Bcngel, B. Crnsius, and several others. interpretations.
"^ A name of frequent occurrence ; see ^ On drnv, sheath, see Poll. x. 144.

Wetstein. In PJiot. Blbl. cod. 78, a Sophist * Comp. Horn. Od. x. 333 ; KoXew iiiv aop 9io,

is so called. Hengstenberg gives artificial ^ 6 x''^i'apxos ^^s o-Trci'prjs, Acts xxi. 31.
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now first agfiin (?) united T^'ith the Jewish watch.

—

avvi-2.af3ov, /c.r.A.] A
non-essential variation from Matt. xxvi. 50, where the capture takes place

lefore the attempt at defence made on Peter's part. For e6r/cjav, see on Matt.

xxvii. 2.—On Annas, see on Luke iii. 1, 2. To him, which circumstance

the Synoptics pass over, Jesus y^diS first (npurov) brought, before He w^as con-

ducted to the actual high priest, Caiaphas (ver. 24). An extra-judicial jore-

llminary examination had first to be gone through. And Annas had been

selected for this purpose because he was father-in-la^o of the actual high

priest (fjv yap ttevOepoc, k.t.2..) ; thus they believed it to be most certain that

lie would so act in advance ' as to serve the ends of his son-in-law, who then

had to conduct the proper judicial jirocess in the Sanhedrim. Ewald's

assumption," that Annas was at that time invested with the of&ce of superior

judicial examiner {yi •n"'3 '^J*), does not correspond to the fundamental

statement of John, which merely adduces the relation oi fatJier-in-laio ; and

therefore, also, we are not to say with "VYieseler and others (see also Lichten-

stein, p. 418 f.), that Annas was president, Caiaphas vice-president of the

Sanhedrin ; or that the former still passed as the proper and legitimate

high priest (Lange) ; or even that John conceived of an annual exchange of

office between Annas and Caiaphas.^ Quite arbitrarily, further, do others

suppose : the house of Annas lay near to the gate (Augustine, Grotius, and

many), or : Jesus was led, as in triujuph, first to Annas (Chrysostom, Theo-

phylact, and several others). — Ver. 14 j^oints back to xi. 50, on account

of the prophetic nature of the saying, which had now come so near its ful-

filment. Hence also the significant tov hiavrov eKslvov is repeated.

Ver. 15. 'H/co/loife^] correlative to the airy-yayov, k.tA., ver. 13, and the

imperfect is descriptive. — 6 all. fiad.] The other disciple known to the reader,

Avhom I do not name. /6fe{/'-designation ; not a citizen of Jerusalem (Gro-

tius), not Judas Iscariot (Heumann), not some unknown person (Augustine,

Calovius, Calvin, Gurlitt). Only the first rendering corresponds to the

article, and to John's peculiar manner. A tendency to elevate John above

Peter is here as little to be found as in xx. 2, 3 (Weizsacker would conclude

from this passage that a scholar of John was the writer) ; it is a simple re-

production of the contents of the history. — yvuarog] whence and how is unde-

termined. Nonnus : 'ix6v[i61ov rrapa texvtj^ ; Ewald : because he was related

to the priestly stock (see Introd. § 1) ; Hengstenberg : from earlier relig-

ious necessities, yvuarog docs' not mean related. — rcj apxispe'i, and then tov

apxispEuq, cannot, after anyy. avr. Trpbg 'Avvav, ver. 13, and yKolovdec, /c.r.A.,

ver. 15, refer to Caiaphas, but, as Ewald also assumes, though Baeumlein

groundlessly disputes it, only to Annas, as the high priest (he had heen so,

and still enjoyed the title, see,Luke iii. 2 ; Acts iv. 5), to whom Jesus was

brought. The remark on the acting apxiep. Caiaplias (of yv, vv. 13, 14) was

only an intermediate observation, which the reference demanded by the course

of the history of apxiep. to Annas cannot alter. Accordingly, both the fol-

lowing denial of Peter (vv. 1(3-18) and the examination (vv. 19-31} and

' Comp. Steinineyer, Leidcnsgesch. p. 115 f. ' Scholten ; comp. on xl. 49.

» Gesch. Ckr. p. 562.
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the maltreatment (vv. 22, 23), took place in the dwelling of Annas. Of

the synoptic examination before Caiaphas, John gives no account, and only

briefly indicates in ver. 24 that Jesus was sent away to Caiaphas ; a step

which followed after the examination before Annas, presupposing as well

known the trial before Caiaphas, which took place after this sending away.

On the second and third denials, which are likewise to be placed in the

court of Annas, see on ver. 25. This exegetical result, according to which
John docs not give any account of the hearing in the presence of Caiaphas, ^

but indicates as the locality of the three denials the court of Annas (see on

Matt., note after xxvi. 75), is opposed to the older and modern system of

harmonizing,^ according to which, if one common court be not assigned to

the dwellings of the two high priests (so again Hengstenberg in particular ;

comp. on ver. 24), the leading away to Caiaphas is already presupposed in ver.

15, and then ver. 24 is disposed of with forced arbitrariness, partly on critical,

partly on exegetical grounds ; see on ver. 24. The above exegetical conclu-

sion is confirmed even on harmonistic principles, namely, from the side of the

examination, by the fact that vv. 19'-21 present no resemblance at all to the

SynojDtic examination before Caiaphas, as also that there is no trace in John
of judicial proceedings before the Sanhedrim. Further, we are not to con-

clude, from the silence of the Synoptics as to the examination before Annas,

that they knew nothing of it (Schweizer) ; but because it was no judicial

examination, it might easily fall into the Ijackground in the circle of tra-

dition followed by them. On the other side, the credibility of John (against

"Weisse) must turn the scale as well in favour of the historical character of

the above examination as of the occurrence of the three denials in the court

of Annas, without granting that the Synoptic and Johannean denials are

to be counted together as so many different ones, beyond the number of

three (Paulus). But when Baur takes the account of the examination in

Annas' presence to proceed from the design of strengthening the testimony

of the unbelief of the Jews by the condemnatory judgment of the two high

priests, and ^ of bringing into prominence the surrender of Jesus by the

' Considering that this examination was ing to Schenkel, Jesus, according to the

well known from the older Gospels, of jiresent Gospel, underwent no examina/ion

•;which he was fully aware, it was quite suf- at all before Caiaphas. But why then does

.ficient for him to jrcall (he recolUcVwn of it John relate that Jesus was led away to

.simply by the observation inserted in ver. Caiaplias ? According to Scholten, John
24— a proof of his independence of the has kept silence regarding the examination

Synoptics. Others have sought to explain before the latter in order not to cause Jesus

the silence of John on the examination to make the confession that He was the

before Caiaphas differently, but in a more (Jewish) Messiah, Matt. xxvi. 64. As if this

arbitrary manner, as e.ri. Schweizer : that would have required the omission of the

after ver. 14 this examination appeared to whole history ! And the confession of

the apostle as a mere formality not worth Jesus, Matt. xxvi. G4, is sublime enough

consideration. But as the judicial process even for John.

proper, it was nevertheless the principal " Cyril, Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Calvin,

examination. According to Briiokner, Grotius, Wolf, Bengel, and many others,

John has directed his principal aim to the including Liicke, Tholuck, Klee, de Wette,

denial of Peter and to the proceedings be- Maii^r, Baeumlein ; also Brandes, Annas u.

fore Pilate. But this needed not, neverthe- Pilat., Lemgo 1860. See in opposition, Weiss

less, to have led him to be entirely silent on in the Lit. Bl. d. allg. K. Z. 1860, Nr. 39.

the examination before Caiaphas. Accord- ^ Theol. Jahrb. 1854, p. S85.
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Jewish authority into the hauds of the Roman, as brought about by loth

high priests, this is opposed by the fact, setting aside the entirely inci-

dental manner in which Caiaphas is mentioned, ver. 24, and the arbitrary

character of such inventions generally, that John as little mentions a sen-

tence delivered by Annas as by Caiaphas, which nevertheless suggested itself

so naturally in ver. 24, and the place of which xi. 50 by no means supplies,

as respects Caiaphas.

Vv. 16-18. Peter, who had no acquaintance in the house, had not been

admitted into the court {av7Jj, ver. 15), but stood, after John had gone in

with the procession, outside at tlie door ;'^ hence John obtains, by means of

the portress (Joseph. Antt. vii. 2. 1 ; Acts xii. 13), permission to introduce

him/ The ela^yayE refers to John ; by Erasmus, Grotius, Ewald, and several

others, it is referred to the portress, but in that way would give an unneces-

sary change of subject. The portress at the gate within the court asks of

Peter, when admitted :
" Thou art not also, (art thou) etc. ? The Kai cai-ries

the presumption that John, whom she had nevertheless also admitted for

acquaintance' sake, was a disciple of Jesus ; the negatke question rests on

the feeling that probably she ought not otherwise to have admitted him.

[See Note LXII. p. 496.] — rov avdp. tovtov] contemptuously, not compassion-

ately.'^— After the denial, Peter, whom, notwithstanding, his love to the

Lord still detains at least in the open place, finds himself among the slaves

(of Annas) and the officers of justice (the soldiers, ver. 3, appear to have

gone with Jesus into the building as an escort), with whom he stands at the

fire of coals in the court, and warms himself. Holding aloof, he would

have been assailed. John, probably by help of his acquaintanceship, pressed

with others into the interior of the house, not exactly into the audience-

chamber.

Vv. 19-21. Qvv] Again connecting the narrative with vv. 13, 14, after the

episode of Peter. — wepl -. jiaBriT. avr. k. tt. t. 6i6ax- avrov] Annas ' then put

general questions, in keeping with a private hearing of the kind, but well

planned, so as to connect something further according to the eventual reply.

—Jesus, as far as possible, not to inculpate His disciples (vv. 8, 9), replies,

in the first instance (and further questioning was broken off, ver. 22), only

to the second point of the interrogation, and that by putting it aside as

something entirely objectless, appealing to the publicity of His life. — iyij

Tvapprjrjla, K.r.A.] /, on my part, havefranldy and freely (comp. vii. 4, xi. 54)

spol'en, to the world ; irapprja. is to be taken subjectively, 'without reserve, not :

openly, which it does not mean, and which is contained only in tu Koop-u.

The Koa/xoQ is the whole puUic, as in vii. 4, xii. 19. — iv away. k. h t. lepC] in

synagogue (see on vi. o9) and in the temple. He appeals to His work of

teaching not merely in Jerusalem, but as He has always carried it on, though

He does not mean by Trcvron: to deny His public discourses in other places

^ It was the street door of the court, the ^ Not Caiaphas. Hengstenberg imagines

avKeia &vpa (see Dorvill, ad Char. p. 31, the situation :
" Annas presides, as it were

Amst. ; Dissen, ad Pind. Nem. i. 19, p. 361). (?), at the examination, but Caiaphas might
° Chrysostom, Theophylact, and several not hand over to him the properly judicial

others. function." So also Godet.
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(in the open air, etc.), bxit only to express that He never, in the course of

His teaching, withdrew Himself from synagogues and from the temple. —
oKov navTEc, k.t.?..] refers to the temple. — /cat h KpynrC} f?,a/l. oifJev] By which,

of course, the private instructions given to His disciples (comp. also Matt. x.

37) are not denied, since it is the ministry of the teaclier of the people that is

here in question ; and besides, those private instructions do not fall under

the category of that which is secret. — -/ fie ipu-.] For what object dost thou

ask me ? /z£ does not bear the emphasis ; otherwise f^e would have been

used. — The second ri, quid, depends on kpurrjaov. — epwr. -. qk?;k.] "Hoc
jubet lex, a testibus incipi," Grotius. — oi'ro/] The aKr/Ko6rec, not pointing to

John and Peter (Ewald).

Vv. 23, 33. paTTCdfia] Hloio on the face, iox on the ear (so usually), or stroke

with a rod (Beza, Bengel, Godct). [See Note LXHI. p. 497.] Comp. on Matt,

ii. 67. The former, because the blow was wont to be the chastisement for an

impudent speech (comp. Acts xxiii. 3), is the more probable, and Skpei^ is

not ojjposed to it (3 Cor. xi. 30). That which here one of the officers of

justice, who stood in waiting (see the critical notes), takes upon himself for

the honour of his master ("fortis percussor et mollis adulator," Eupert.),

can hardly be conceived as taking place in an orderlj' sitting of the San-

hedrim before the acting high jiriest (in Acts xxiii. 3 it is done at the com-

mand of the latter), but rather at an extra-judicial sitting. — otrwc] So un-

becomingly. ' — Ver. 33. Important for the ethical idea expressed in Matt. v.

39.'* Comp. the note on Matt. v. 41. — ^mprvpijaov'] hear witness. He must,

in truth, have been an ear-witness.

Ver. 34. By the incident vv. 33, 33, the conversation of Annas with Jesus

was broken off, and the former noic sent Him hound (as He was since ver. 12)

to Caiaphas,—therefore now for the first time, not already before ver. 15. In

order to place the scene of the denials in Caiaphas' presence, it has been

discovered, although John gives not the slightest indication of it, that

Annas and Caia2)has inhabited one house with a court in common.^ In order,

also, to assign the hearing of 19-31 to Caiaphas, some have taken critical

liberties, and placed ver. 34 after ver. 14 (so Cyril, who, however, also

reads it, consequently, a second time in the present passage, which Beza

admits),* or have moved it back so as to follow ver. 13 (a few unimportant

critical witnesses, approved by Rinck) ; some also have employed exegetical

violence. Ver. 34, that is, was regarded either as a sup)plemental historical

statement to pjretent misunderstanding ; * or the emphasis has been laid

1 Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 150 f. ; Bremi, ad ^ Euth. Ziccabenus, Casaubon, Ebrard,

Lys. et Aesch. p. 124, 355) ; comp. on 1 Cor. Lange, Liclitenstein, Riggenbach.Uengsten-

v. 3. berg, Godet.
^ Luther: " This thou shouldest therefore Comp. Luther, who, after ver. 14, com-

understand, that there is a great difference ments :
" Here should stand the a4th verse,

between these two ; to turn the cheek to It has been misplaced by the copyist in the

the one, and with words to rebuke him who turning over of the leaf, as frequently hap-

strikes us. Christ must suffer, but never- pens."

theless the word is put in His mouth, that * So Erasmu=. Castalio, Calvin, Vatablus,

He should speak and rebuke what is wrong. Calovius, Cornelius a Lapide, Jansen, and
Therefore, I must separate the mouth and several others, including Liicke, Tholuck,
the hand from one another." Krabbe, de Wette, Maier, Baeumlein.
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on SedEiihov, to which word Grotius ascribed a force explanatory of the fol-

lowing denial, but Bengel one explanatory of the previous maltreatment.

These exegetical attempts coincide in this, that cnreareiXev is understood in a

pluperfect sense (miserat), and is regm-ded as supplT/ing an omission.'^ The

aorist, in order to adduce this as a supplemental addition, would rather be :

Annas sent Him. But when the Aor. actually stands, making a supplemental

statement, the context itself incontestably shows it,'' as in Matt. xiv. 3, 4

(not Matt. xvi. 5, xxvi. 48, xxvii. 27, nor John i. 24, 28, vi. 59). Here,

however, this is certainly not the case (see rather the progress of the history,

vv. 13, 24, 28), and it is only aharmonistic purpose which has compelled the

interpretation, which is least of all justified in the case of John. John had

the plujierfect at command just as much as the aorist, and by the choice of the

latter in the sense of the former he would, since the reader has nothing in

the context to set him right, have expressed himself so as greatly to mis-

lead, while, by the whole supplemental observations, he would have given to

the narrative, which has flowed on from ver. 15 down to the present point,

the stamp of the greatest clumsiness. The expedients of Grotius and Bengel

are, however, the more inapjoropriate, the more manifest it is that SsSsfievov

simply looks back to ver. 12, kSr^aav avrov. The sole historical sequence

that is true to the w^ords is given already by Chrysostom : dra, firjSl ovriic

tl'picjKovTeg Ti TT/leov, rrifiTrovaiv avrov dEdsfievov npoQ Kaia<pav.

Vv. 25-27. When Jesus was sent to Caiaphas, Peter was still on the spot

mentioned in ver. 18, standing and warming himself. There follow his

second and third denials, which, therefore, according to the brief and accu-

rate narrative of John, who relates the denials generally with more preci-

sion, took place likewise in the court of Annas. The text gives no indica-

tion that Peter followed Jesus into the house of Caiaphas.^ For the agree-

ment of Luke with John in the localitij of the denials, but not in the more

minute determination of time, see on Luke xxii. 54-62. — dnov] Those

standing there with him, ver. 18. — The individual, ver. 26, assails him

with his own eye-witness. — iyu)) I, for my part. — h rC) Kii-rvu] sc. uvra.

The slave outside the garden (for, see on ver. 4) has been able, over the fence

or through the door of the garden, to see Peter in the garden with Jesus.

When the blow with the sword w^as struck, he cannot (in the confusion of

the seizure of Jesus) have had his eye upon him, otherwise he would have

certainly reproached him with tli is act. — alsKTup] a eocJc. See on Matt,

xxvi. 74. The contrition of Peter, John does not here relate in his concise

account ; but all the more thoughtfully and touchingly does this universal-

ly known psychological fact receive historical expression in the appendix,

chap, xxi.''

Ver. 28. Eif -o npaiTupiov] into the praetorium, where the procurator dwelt.

1 So also Brandes, Annas u. rUut. p. 18 f., ^ Comp. Olshausen, Baur, Bleek.

who adduces many unsuitable passages in ^ Which, indeed (see Scholten, p. 382), is

proof. alleged to be a mistake of the appendix,

2 The pluperfect usage of the aorist in the writer of which did not see through the

relative clauses, Kuhner, II. p. 79 ; Winer, (anti-Petrine) tendency of the Gospel.

p. 258 [E. T. p. 275], is not relevant here.
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whether it wus the palace of Herod (so usually), or, more probably, a building

in the tower of Antonia (so Ewald). Comp. on Matt, xxvii. 27 ; Mark xv. 16.

— TTput] i.e. in the fourth watch of the night (see on Matt. xiv. 25), there-

fore toward daybreak. Pilate might expect them so early, since he had in

fact ordered the a-elpa, ver. 3, on duty. — avrol] They tJiemselves did not

go in, but caused Jesus only to be brought in by the soldiers, ver. 3. — ha

fi^ fiiavduaiv, hTJ' Iva (pay. to Trdcx"'] Emjihatic repetition of 'iva, comp. Rev.

ix. 5.' The entrance into the pagan house, not purified from the corrupt

leaven, would have made them levitically impure (uialvo), the solemn word

of profanation),'' and have thereby prevented them from eating the Passover

on the legal day (they would have been bound, according to the analogy of

Num. ix. G ff., to defer it till the 14th of the following month). [See Note

LXIV.
i^. 497.] Since (^ayeiv to ivdaxa throughout the N. T.' denotes noth-

ing else than to cat the paschal meal, as HD^n /DX, 2 Chron. xxx. 18, comp.

3 Esr. i. 6, 12, vii. 12, it is thus clear that on the day, in the early part of

which Jesus was brought to the procurator, the paschal lamb had not yet

lieen eaten, but teas to he eaten, and that consequently Jesus was crucified on

the day he/ore the fcast.'^ This result of the Johanuean account is undoubt-

edly confirmed by xiii. 1, according to which ^/)6 r?/f fop-yyf gives the author-

itative standard for the whole history of the passion, and that in such wise

that the Jewish Passover feast was necessarily still future when Jesus held

His last meal with the disciples, with which latter, then, the seizure, con-

demnation, and execution stood in unbroken connection ; further, by xiii.

29, according to which the Johannean last supper cannot have been the

paschal meal ; finally, by xix. 14 and 31 (see on those passages), while, more-

over, the view that the murdered Jesus was the antityjje of the slaughtered

paschal lamb (xix. 36), is appropriate only to that day as the day of His

death, on which the paschal lamb was slaughtered, i.e. on the 14th Nisan.*

Since, however, according alike to the Synoptics and to John (xix. 31), Jesus

died on the Friday, after He had, on the evening preceding, held His last

meal (John xiii.), there results the variation that, with the Syno2)tics the

feast begins on Thursday evening, and Jesus holds the actual Jewish ^ascAaZ

oneal, but is crucified on the first feast-day (Friday) ; while with John

the feast begins on Friday evening, the last supper of Jesus (Thursday even-

ing) is an ordinary meal,^ and His death follows on the day hcfore the feast

(Friday). According to the Synoptics, the Friday of the death of Jesus was

thus the 15th Nisan ; but according to John, the 14th Nisan. We can

scarcely conceive a more indubitable result of exegesis, recognized also by

Lucke, ed. 2 and 3, Neander, Krabbe, Theile, Sieffert, Usteri, Ideler, Bleek,

de Wette, Bruckner, Ebrard* (not in Olshausen, Leidensgesch., p. 43 f.),

' Xen. Mem., i. 2. 48. xiv. 12 ; see also Ex. xii. 21 ; 2 Chron. xxxv.
2 Plat. Legy. ix. p. 8G^ A ; Tim. p. G9 D

;
13.

Soph. Ant. 1031, LXX. in Sohleusner, III. p. ^ Tertullian, adv. .Jud. 8 : "Passio perfec-

559. ta est die azymorum, quo agnum occiderent

'Matt. xxvi. 17; Mark xiv. 12, 14; Luke ad ve.speram a Mose fuerat praeceptum."
xxii. 11, 15 : comp. tToiiuo^eiv to 7ra(rx«> Matt. ^ See Winer, Progr. : ttl-nvov, de quoJoh.

r.xvi. 19; Mark xiv. 10: Luke xxii. 8; Ovuv xiii., etc., Leips. 1847.

TO n6.cx<^, 1 Cor. V. 7 ; Luke xxii. 7 ; Mark ° Krlt. de Evang. Oesch., ed. 3.
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Ewald, Baur, Hilgcnfcld, Hase, Weisse, Ruckert/ Steitz, J. Mllller, Koes-

sing (Catholic),' Kahnis,= Pressense, Keim, and several others. Neverthe-

less^ harmonistic attempts have been made as far as possible to prove the

agreement, eitUr of the Synoptics with John (so mostly the older harmo-

nists) ;
* recently, especially Movers,^ Maier,« Weitzel, Isenberg,' and several

others), or of John with the Synoptics (so most later harmonists)/ Attempts

of the first kind break down at once before this consideration, that in the

Synoptics the last meal is the regular " and legal one of the Uth Nisan, with

the Passover lamb, slaughtered of necessity on the selfsame day between

the two evenings in the forecourt, " but not a paschal meal anticipated by

Jesus contrary to the law (abrogating, in fact, the legal appointment, see

Weitzel), as Grotius, Hammond, Clericus, and several others thought, also

Kahnis," Godet,'- who appeals specially again to Matt. xxvi. 17, 18,

Marcker," who thinks the non-legal character of the meal is ^)«s8e<Z over in

silence by the Synoptics. Those attempts, however, which identify John's

account with that of the Synoptics," Lightfoot, p. 1121 ff., Reland, Bengel,

1 Abendm. p. 28 ff.

52 De Suprema Chr. coena, 1858, p. 57 ff.

3 Dogm. I. p. 417.

4 See Weitzel, Fassahfeier, p. 305 f.

6 Zeitschrift f. Phil. u. Kathol. TheoL,

1833, vii. p. 58 ff., viii. p. 62 ff.

• Aeckth. d. Ev. Joh., 18.54, p. 429 ff.

"i D. Todestag des Herrn, 1868, p. 31 ff.

8 Chrysostom gives a choice between the

two attempts at reconciliation. Either

John means by to wao-xa : -rriv eopriji' Tr\v

Triuav ; or, Christ anticipated the celebration

on the day Uefore the Passover of the Jews,

T-qpCiv TTji' eauToO a<f>ayr)V rfi Trapaa/ceurj, on

which the O. T. paschal meal was solem-

nized. In tliis way Chrysostom already

writes the programme for the whole of the

later investigations on this point down to

the present day. For the history of the

controversy, see in Wichelhaus, Kommentar

tiber d. Leidensr/esc/i. p. 191 ff.

» The view which became current at the

time of the Reformation and afterwards

among the older theologians, especially

through Casaubon's and Scaliger's influ-

ence, that the Jews had postponed the Pass-

over /o?' a day, was entirely baseless, but

found all the more ready acceptance

because there remained thereby time in full

accordance with the law for the observance

of the paschal meal on the part of Jesus.

According to this view, which has aarain

been recently supported by Pliilippi (&'/««-

bensl. I. p. 266 f., ed, 2), the Jews, in order

not to be bound for two days running to

the strictness of the Sabbath observance,

transferred the first feast-day, which at

that time fell on the Friday, to the Sab-

bath ; whereas Christ abided faithfully by

the legal term ; the synoptical account goes

by this legal determination, but the Johan-

nean by tlie former arbitrary one. From
eSei, Luke xxii. 7, no inference whatever can

be drawn in favour of this harmonistic ex-

pedient, which is without any historical

support. Serno (d. Tag. d. letzten Passah-

ma/da, Berl. 1859) has sought, in a peculiar

way, to confirm the correctness of both ac-

counts by the doubling of the feast days

during tlie diaapora. According to this, it

may have come about that for the Galileans

in Jerusalem that was the first day of the

Passover, which for the Jerusalemites was

but the day before the feast. In this way the

twofold representation was stamped on the

page of history. Against this it is decisive

that the Galileans did not belong to the

diaspora. See, moreover, Weiss, in the Lit.

Bl. d. allg. K. Z. 1860, Nr. 42 ; Wieseler and

Eeuter's Pupert. 18G0, p. 132 ff. ; Ewald,

Jahrb. XI. p. 253 f. On the above doubling

of the feast-days, see Ideler, Handbuch d.

Chronol. I. p. 513 ff. According to Isenberg,

?.c., "many thousand strangers," in order

not to break in upon the Sabbath with the

preparation for the Passover meal, held

this meal already on the 13th Nisan. So

also did Jesus, in order to institute the

Lord's Supper as the fulfilment of the Pass-

over feast, and to die as the Antitype of

the Passover lamb. The above supposi-

tion, however, is uniiistorical. A paschal

lamb on the 13th Nisan is .to the Jewish

consciousness an impossibility.

10 Comp. Lightfoot, p. 470 f., 651.

n Abendm. p. 14, Krafft, p. 130.

12 p. 629 ff.

IS ITebereinst. d. Matth. vnd Joh. p. 20 ff.

1^ Uyuaeus, de morte J. Ch. III. p. 13 ff.
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and several others ; latterly, especially Tholuck, Guericke, Olshaiiscn, B.

Crusius, Hengstenbcrg/ Wiesclcr," Luthardt, Wichelhaus, liofmann,^

Liclitenstein and Friedlieb/ Lange, Riggenbacli, von Gumpach, Rope,*

Ebrard on Olsliausen, Baeumlein, Langcn,^ arc rendered void by the correct

explanation of xiii. 1, 29, xix. 14, 31, and, in respect of the present passage,

by tbe following observations : (a) to irdoxa cannot be understood of the

sacrificial food of the feast to the exclusion of the lamb, particularly not of

the ChagigaTi (nrjn, the freewill passover offerings, consisting of small cattle

and oxen, according to Deut. xvi. 2, on which sacrificial meals were held
;

see Lightfoot), as is here assumed by the current harmonists,'' since rather

by <payelv is the Passover lamb constantly designated, ' also in Josephus and

in the Talmud (HDan /3XJ, and consequently no reader could attach any

other meaning to it ;
' in Deut. xvi. 2, 3, however, PIDS does not mean " as

a passover," '" but likewise nothing else than agnus 2^aschaUs, from which,

then, '^P31 |N}f are distinguished as other sacrifices and sacrificial animals

(comp. vv. 6, 7), whereby with V7>', ver. 3, we are refen-ed back to the

ichole of the eating at the feast. 2 Chron. xxxv. 7-9 also (comp. rather vv.

11 and 13) contributes as little to prove the assumed reference of Trdaxa to

the Passover sacrifices generally, as Ex. xii. 48 for the view that to eat the

Passover signifies the celebration of the feast in general ; since, certainly,

in the passage in question, the general iroif/aac to n:\jyriqmre) is by no means

equivalent to the special eSeraL aw' ahrov.^^ Q>) The objection, that entering

the Gentile house would only have produced pollution for the same day

(DT" 7l3P)j" which might be removed by washing before evening, and there-

J In loc, and in the Evang. K.-Zeit. 1838, ity against the law (Lev. xxiii. 5, Deut. xvi.

Kr. 98 ff. 7 ; Saalschutz, M. R. p. 407 f.) and usage is

2 Synojise, p. 333 ff., and in Ilerzog's thus imagined, without the slightest indi-

EncijJdop. XXI. p. 550 ff. cation in the text ! And the thought of such

3 Zeitschr.f. Prot .u. Kirche, 1853, p. 2G0 ff. a completely exceptional early eating could

* Gescli. d. Lebens J. Chr. p. 140 ff. not be entertained by the Jews, moreover,
s B. Mahl. d. Fusswaschens, Ilamb. 185G. for this reason, that they must indeed stand

« Letzte Lebenstage Jestt, 1864, p. l."C. by, and did stand by their delinquent, could

' Although the eating of the Chagigah not leave him as he was, and go thence, in

was not necessarily restricted to the 15th order to' eat the neglected Passover.—

Znsan, but might take place well enough Aberle, in the Tub. Quartalschr. 1863, p. 537

on any of the following Passover feast- ff., admits indeed the difference of John's

days ; hence a religimis obligation as regards representation from that of the Synoptics,

the 15th Nisan by no means lay in the way but thinks the Johannean day of death of

of their entering the Gentile hoxxae, so that Jesus appears through their account (in it-

Wet/ might be able to eat the Cfiagigah. But self con-ect), and that they intentionally

the partaking of the paschal lamb was re- expressed themselves in an ambiguous

stricted to its definite day, the 14th Nisan. manner (incorrect). See against Aberle,

6 Comp. generally Gesenius, Thes. II. p. Ililgenfeld in his Zeitschr. 1865, p. 94 ff.

J115.
'" Hengstenberg, comp. Schultz on Deut.

» Paul also, in the Stud. u. Krii. 1860, p. p. 471.

3C7 ff., and 1867, p. 533 ff., explains it "2 Chron. xxx. 23, where the eating of

of the eating of the Passover lamb, the feast sacrifices generally (l;;ion) is

but thinks that they had not been able spoken of, proves nothing whatever for

to accomplish the eating on the evening the special expression :
" eat the Pass-

that preceded the Trpcoi, and now "at the over," Tathav is. distinguished from it.

first gray of morning" desired to make 12 jufjith xii. 7-9 proves nothing in this re-

i-.p for that which was omitted in the spect for our passage (against Ileugsten-

ur-cncy of their haste. What an irregular- berg), where the evening bath of Judith
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fore before the beginning of the new daj-, so that the Jews would have still

been able to eat the Passover lamb, which was not to be partaken of till

evening/ cannot be proved from Maimonides.'^ lu view, rather, of the great

sacredness of the Passover feast (comp. xi. 50), this must be regarded

as invalidated by the present passage (at all events in reference to the

time of Jeaus), irrespectively of the fact that such a pollution would
have been a hindrance to the personal slaugliteriiig of the lamb, and
certainly by the hierarchs, 2 Chron. xxx. 17, 18. (c) On the whole of

the inadmissible plea, which, has been raised from the history of the Easter

controversies against the fact, that John places the death of Jesus on the

14th Msan, see Introcl. § 2. {d) It has even been asserted, in order to make
the account of John apply to the synoptic determination of time, that the

time of the Passover meal was not the evening of the 14th Nisan at all, but

the evening of the 13th Msan (consequently the beginning of the 14th) ; so,

after Frisch, recently Ranch, ^ who understands our (payelv t. irdaxa of the

eating of the a^vjua. But the evening of the 14th (consequently the begin-

ning of the 15th) stands so unassailably firm on the foundation of the law,

according to Jewish tradition, and according to Joseijhus," that the above

attempt is simply to be noted as a ])iece of history, as also that of Schneck-

enburger," which is based on the error that xix. 14 is the napaaKEVT/ for the

Feast of Sheaves, (e) Had John conceived the last Supper to be the Passover

meal, there would certainly not have been wanting in the farewell discourses

significant references to the Passover f they are, however, entirely wanting,

and, moreoMgr, the general designation of the Supjjer itself, demvov yLvojitvov,

xxii. 2 (comp. xii. 2), agrees therewith, to remove from the mind of the un-

prejudiced reader the thought of the festival meal. — If, however, the differ-

ence between John and the Synojitics is incapable of being adjusted, the

question then arises, On ichich side historical accuracy lies ? Those who dis-

pute the authenticity of the Gospel could not be in doubt on this point.

But it is otherwise from the standpoint of this authenticity, and that not of

mediate, second-hand authenticity (assuming which, Weizsiieker gives the

preference to the synoptic account), but of that which is immediate and

ajjostolical. . If, that is to say, in the case of irreconcilable departures from

the synoptic tradition, the first rank is in general, a priori, to be conceded to

John, as the sole direct witness, whose Gospel bas been preserved unaltered
;

if the representation also by the Apostle Paul of Christ as the Passover Lamb
applies only to the Johannean designation of the day of His death (see on 1

Cor. V. 7) ; and if, along with this, Paul's account of the institution of the

falls at most (comp. Grotius) under the 4 ; Liicke, IT. p. 728 £f.

point of view of Mark vii. 4, where tliere is ^ Beitr. p. 4 ff.

no question of any eating of a holy, festal ' This circumstance is also decisive

character. a^xainst the invention of an anticipated

1 See especially Ilengstenber;;, Wieseler, Passover. For precisely at a Passover
and Wichelhaus, following Bynaeus and feast of so exceptional a character the Pass-

Lightfoot. over ideas which furnished its motive
- Pesach. iii. 1, vi. 1. would not have been kept at a distance by
3 Stud. u. Krit. 1832, p. .^S" ff. John, but would have been brought by him
^ See de Wette in the Stud. u. Krit. 18-34, into the foreground.
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Lord's Sujiper does not run counter (in answer to Keim) to tliis Johannean

date ; if, furttier, even the statement of the Judaism which was outside the

church, that Jesus was executed vespera paschatis (nDSn ^"^J^), i.e. on the

14th Nisan, supports the account of John, ' where the fabulous element in the

Talmudic narration of the circumstances attending the execution does not

affect the simple date of time; if the conducting of a criminal triaP and

execution on the first feast-day, even after the most recent attempts to show

their admissibilit)^,^ is at least highly improbable,^ and is opposed by Acts

xii. 31 ff., and in the case before us would be regarded as an exception from

the rule,^ in fact, imprudent and irreconcilable with the great danger which

was well known to the Saiihedrim (Matt. xxvi. 5) ; if, generally, the 15th

Nisan, with its Sabbatic character, and as the legal day of the festive

gathering in the temple, is altogether unsuitable to all the undertakings,

processions, and parades which were set on foot by the hierarchs and by the

jjeople on the day of Jesus' death, as well as to the taking down from the

cross and the burial ; if, on the other hand, the custom of setting at liberty

a prisoner (ver. 39) most naturally corresponds to the idea, and therewith to

the day of the paschal lamb, to the idea and to the day of forgiveness ; if,

finally, even in the Synojitics themselves, traces still exist of the true histori-

cal relation, according to which the day of Jesus' death must have been no

first day of the feast, but a day of traffic and labour,^ as, moreover, the

opinion of the Sanhedrim, Matt. xxvi. 5, Mark xiv. 1 : /jy iv ry eopry ! corre-

sponds to the Johannean account, and to the haste with which, according to

the latter, the affair was despatched, actually still before the feast,—then

all these points are so many reasons, the collective weight of which is

decisive in favour of John,'' without the further necessity of making an un-

certain appeal to the present calendar of the feast, according to which the

loth Nisan may not fall on a Friday,^ and to the prohibition, Ex. xii. 22,

against quitting house and town after the Passover meal.®— The question

hoio the correct relation of time in the synoptic tradition could Jje altered J)y a

day, withdraws itself from any solution that is demonstrable from history.

Most naturally, however, the institution of the Lord's Supper suggests the

point of connection, both by the references, which Jesus Himself in His dis-

1 See SanJiedr. 6. 2 f., 43. 1, in Lightfoot, ally took place, as in the case of Phocion

ad Act. i. 3. (Plutarch, Plioc. 37), a great scandal ; see

2 This difficulty drives Hilgenfeld (Pas- Hermann, Gotlesd. Alterth. § 43. 12.

chastr. d. oLten Kirche, p. 154, also in his « Matt. xxvi. 59, CO ; Marli xv. 21, 42, 46

;

Zeitschr. 1863, p. 338 ff.), after the precedent Lulie xxiii. 26, 54, 56.

of Jost, Gesch. d. Judenth. I. p. 407 flf., to the ' Here the appeal urged by Movers to Tr.

desperate assumption that no actual crim Sanhedr. f. 63. 1, is by no means required,

iual proceedings took place at all. Neithex- according to which the members of tho

in Matt. xxvi. 3, nor xxvi. 57, and xxvii. 1, is Sanhedrim might not eat anything on tho

an actual Synedrium intended, but only day en which they had pronounced a sen-

councils summoned by the high priest. tence of death. On this showing, they ab-

3 See especially Wieseler, p. 361 ff. solutely could not have had the design of

< See Bleek, p. 139 ff. ; Ewald, Alterth. p. eating the Chagigah.

413. ' 8 S(;e against his application to that peri-

^ Among the Greeks also, an execution od, Wieseler, p. 437 f.

on a feast day was regarded as a profana- = See on Matt. xxvi. 30, and Wetstein on

tiuu and pollution, and was, if it exception- Mark xiv. 28.
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courses connoctcd therewith gave to the Supper in its bearing on the Pass-

over meal, by the idea of which He was moved (Luke xxii. 15), as also by

the view of the Supper as the antitypical Passover meal, which view must

necessarily have been developed from the apostolic apjDrehension of Christ

as the Paschal Lamb (xix. 36 ; 1 Cor. v. 7), so far as He in the Supper had

given Himself to be partaken of, Himself the perfected Passover Lamb,

which He, simply by His death, was on the point of becoming. Thus the

day of institution of the Supper became, in the antitypical mode of regard-

ing it, an ideal 14th Nisan, and in the tradition, in virtue of the reflective

operation of the idea upon it, gradually became an actual one, and conse-

quentlj'^ the preparation which was firmly established as the day of death,

became, instead of the preparation of the Passover (14th Nisan) as John has

again fixed it, the preparation of the Sabbath,' this Sabbath, however, re-

garded, not as the first day of the feast, as in John, consequently not as the

15th Nisan, but as the second day of the feast (16th Nisan). — Nor is the

deviation of John from the Synoptics to be made a reason for doubting the

genuineness of the former. For it is wholly improbable that a late inventor,

who nevertheless sought apostolic authority, would have run the risk of en-

tering into conflict with the prevailing tradition in so extremely important

a determination, and, in subservience to the idea of Christ as the perfected

Passover Lamb,° to date back by a day the execution of Christ. Were the

Johannean history, in so far substantially unhistorical, a production resulting

from the idea of the Passover lamb, then certainly this idea would itself

stand forth with far more of purpose and expression than it does (especially,

for instance, in the farewell discourses), and would have been indicated,

not merely on the occasion of the wound in the side, xix. 36, by one indivi-

dual ; in that case one might believe oneself justified, with Weisse, ' in laying

to the charge of the writer of the Gospel that he had, in conformity with cer-

tain presuppositions, in part put together for Himself the sequence of events

in an accidental and arbitrary manner.

Vv. 29, 30. In the prudent, concessive spirit of Roman policy towards the

Jews in the matter of religion, Pilate * comes forth to them, and demands

1 Moreover, the Passover meal, on the Sabbath.

Friday evening, could by no means have ^ gee gj-pecially Baur, p. 272 ff.,and in the

been deranged by the dawning of the Sab- Theol. Jahrb. 1854, p. 267 f. ; Hilgenfeld,

bath. For the slaying and roasting of the Pascha streit d. alten K. p. 221 ff. ; Schenkel,

lamb took place before the dawn of the Sab- p. 362 f . ; Keiin, Gesch. J. J. p. 132 ; Scholten,

bath, and the pilgrims were wont to arrive p. 282 ff.

early enough in Jerusalem (comp. xi. .55). =* Erangelienfrage, p. 130.

The burning of the remains of the lainb was < The whole behaviour of Pilate in all the

not, however, prevented by the Sabbath following proceedings is depicted with such

(Schoettgen, Hor. I. p. 121), and generally psychological truth, that the opinion that

the rule held good : "Siquisnnum praecep- his Interest in Jesus was ascribed to him
turn observat, ille ab observatione alterius only by the evangelist (Strauss, Baur,

praecepti liber est," Sohar, Devi, princ. f. Schenkel), can appear only as the conse-

107, c. 437. This also in answer to Isenberg, quence of presuppositions, which lie quite

I.e. Besides, the paschal lamb was a sac- outside the history. Note particularly how
rijlce, the arrangements connected with ,iust his Si/«;ji«ora against the ./e«'.«, owing to

which the Sabbath consequently did not their personal behaviour, must have been
prevent, even if the Mth Nisan itself was a from the first ; and how, on the other hand.
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first of all, in accordance ^eith regnlnr j^rocedure, a defirnte accusation, although

he knew it, ver. 33; " sed se scire disvsiraulabat," Ruperti. But the hier-

archical insolence, in its evil conscience, demands of him, contrary to all

forms of legal procedure, to assume tlie delkering-vp of the jorisoner itself

as a warrant of crime. Him who is not a misdoer, they reply, they icould

not have delivered vp to the procurator. They had in truth themselves suffi-

cient power to punish, although not extending to execution. If, therefore,

the offence exceeds tliis power of theirs to punish, requiring a surrender

to the procurator, this surrender is sufficient proof that the person is a crim-

inal. The Tcind and manner of the crime (Tholuck : politico-criminal offence)

is not yet defined by their words. The idea :
" one hand washes the other"

(Lange), lies entirely remote. — Kara tov avdp. tov-ov] is, further, uttered

with indifference ; not, " against such a pious and renowned a man," Luther.

Ver. 31. Since they bring forward no definite charge, Pilate refers them

to their own tribunal (the Sanhedrim). As he, without such an accusation,

from wliich must arise his competency to act, could take no other course than

at once refer the matter to the regular Jewish authority, he also incurred no

danger in taking that course ; because if the Kplveiv, i.e. the judicial proced-

ure against Jesus, should terminate in assigning the punishment of death,

they must still come back to him, while it was at the same time a prudent

course {(pd6vov hfv voijcaq, Nonnus) ; because if they did not wish to withdraw

with their business unfinished, they would, it might be presumed, be under

the necessity of laying aside their insolence, and of still coming out with an

accusation. If Kfjiveiv, which, according to this view, is by no means of

doubtful signification (Ilengstenberg), be understood as meaning to condemn,

or even to execute (Liicke, de Wette, who, as already Calvin and several

others, finds therein a sneer), which, however, it does not in itself denote,

and which sense it cannot acquire by means of the following aKOKrelvai, some-

thing of a very anticipatory and relatively impertinent character is put in the

])rocurator's mouth. — vfj-elq] With emphasis. — The answer of the Jews rests

on the thought that this Kpiveiv was, on their part, already an accomplished

fact, and led up to the sentence for execution, which they, however, were

not competent to carry out. They therefore understood the Kpiveiv not as

equivalent to cnroKTeivai, but regarded the latter as the established result of

the former. Any limitation, however, of y/ulv ovk i^ecTiv, /c.r./l. to the 2}unish-

ment of the cross,^ or to the/m«^ day,'' or to political crimes,^ is imported into

the words ; the Jews had, since the domination of the Romans (according

to the Talmud, forty years before the destruction of Jerusalem^), lost the

just vitae et necis generally ; they could, indeed, sentence to death, but the

confirmation and execution belonged to the superior Roman authority."^ The

owing to Jesus' personal bearing, his ftym- ' Chrysostom, Tlieophylact, Euth. Zlgabe-

patliy for Him must have developed and in- nus, Calovius, and others.

creased, so that in the mind of the procu- ^ Semler and Kuinoel.

rator strength of character and of con- ' Krebs.

science alone was wanting, to prevent him, * See Lightfoot, p. 455, 1133 ff.

after perverted measures and concessions, ^ See generally Iken, Diss. II. p. 517 ff. ;

from yielding ignominiously at last. See Friedlieb, Archiiol. p. 96 f.

also Steinmeyer, Leidensge&ch. p. W3 ff.
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stoning of Stephen, as also at a later period, that of James, the Lord's brother,

'

was a tumultuary act.**

Ver. 33. The aim ordained in the divine purpose, why the Jews, in con-

sequence of ha^ang lost the right of life and death, were obliged to answer
" ///i2v ovK i^eaTLv^ /c.r.?.." Otherwise, Jesus, as a false prophet and blasphem-

er of God, would have been stoned (like Stephen, and comp. viii. 59, x. 31),

but would, not have been visited with the Roman punishment of crucifixion,

namely, as one giiilty of high treason, as He, with His pretensions as Mes-

siah, could not but ajjpear to be before the Roman courts ; and the Avord of

Jesus, xii. 33, would have remained unfulfilled.

Vv. 33, 84. Pilate does not, indeed, enter at present into further discus-

sion with the Jews, but, because he quite perceived that they had set their

minds on the punishment of death, he returns into the praetorium, into

which -Jesus, ver. 38, was led, and causes Him to be summoned before him,

in order personally to examine him (taking a sufficiently inconsistent course),

instead of simply jDcrsisting in his refusal on account of the want of a defi-

nite ground of accusation, and waiting for some further step on the part of

the Jews. His question : Thou art the Icing of the Jews ? which has an air of

contemptuous unbelief (he does not ask, for example, cv Myeic, k.t.X., or the

like), is explained, even without a Karriyopia on the part of the Jews, from

the fact that the arrest, because made with the help of the anelpa, ver. 3,

could not have taken place without previous intimation to and approval by
Pilate, who must therefore have been acquainted with its reason. We need

not, therefore, with Ewald, assume the presentment of a written accusation,

or, as is ordinarily done, infer that the Jews, even after ver. 31, came for-

ward, with the mTTjyopia. This agrees with Luke xxiii. 3, but is not indi-

cated by a single word in John, who could not have passed over, as a matter

of course, so essential a jioint, which would yet have required but the briefest

allusion. By his counter-question, ver. 34, Jesus does not desire, as 01s-

hausen, Neander, Godet, Ewald, and several others suppose, to gather the

more exact sense of the question,—whether, namely, it is intended in a Jew-

ish and theocratic or in a Roman and political sense (for such a separation

of the ideas concerning the Messiah was neither to be presumed in Pilate,

nor to be suggested by this question of Jesus),—but He simply claims the

right to Icnoio the autJioi' of the accusation contained in the words of Pilate ;

to know whether Pilate put to Him the above question at his own instance,

and without foreign prompting, or at the instigation of others. That the latter

was the case, He indeed knew ; the alloi stood, in fact, before the door
;

but Pilate should speak out and set forth clearly the status causae. It was

this which Jesus could demand, and with the intrepidity of innocence did

demand, without exactly intending to evoke a. movement of conscience (Heng-

stenberg), which He could not at this point expect in the cold man of the

world ; or to call his attention to the suspicious source of the accusation (Lu-

thardt, Tholuck, Bruckner), to which the wholly impartial a?iAo« is not ap-

propriate.

1 Josephus, Antt. xx. 9. 1). ^ Comp. also Kcil, Archdol. II. p. 359.
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Vv. 35, 3G. The answer of tlic i:)rocurator, irritated and haughty, gives in

fii^TL . . . niiL an indirect denial of the first question, and with tliis an affirma-

tion of the second. — iitjtl kyi) 'lovdaUg eJ/zi] 'Eyo with proud emphasis : you

do not surely suppose that /, I your procurator, am a Jew ? How should /
of myself think of trying thee as a Jeic^ and as Mngoftlie Jews ? The empha-

sis of hyu Nonnus denotes by : ny yap 'lov6aioQ rnyij tteIov ; The opposite of

this : Thine men nation {to eOvgq tu adv), and es2jecially (Kal.) the high priests,

have delivered thee to me ; what hast thou done ? No further ceremony !

— Jesus now confesses His kingship, ' but, in the first instance, only negatively

(positively : ver. 37) : "The kingdom which is WMwe springs not (like other

kingdoms) from this wo7'Id (which endures only until the establishment of

my kingdom) ; if the kingdom which is mine proceeded from this world, the

servants whom / {ol e/j.o!) have would assuredly fight that I should not be

delivered (as was done, xix. 16) to the Jews (the hierarchical opposition)
;

but as it is (since they do not fight for me), mi/ kingdom is not from thence''''

{kvTevBsv = eK rev Kocfi. tovtov). — Note in this Demonstratio ad oculos the

solemn repetition of e/c rov Koa/uov r. and of i) paadeia i) i/ny, as well as that

evrevdev, from here, hence, is expressed deictically, as a vivid opposition to that

which is coelitus, and, finally, that in en tov Kda/nov tovtov, not tovtov, which

might also have been omitted, but Kdcfiov bears the emphasis. The vrrjjpirai

ol tfioi are not the servants whom He would have in the case supposed, ^ but

He 7uj.s His servants, they are His disciples and adherents (not the angels, as

Luthardt thinks), xii. 2G ; 1 Cor. iv. 1 ; 2 Cor. vi. 4, xi. 23 ; 1 Tim. iv. 6

;

but these also not from this world (xvii. 16) ; they also do not fght, etc.

[See Note LXV. p. 501.] Note how also the designation of His own by

vTTTiphaL expresses his Tcingly consciousness.

Ver. 37. A ftaailEia Jesus had actually ascribed to Himself in ver. 36,

which Pilate certainly did not expect ; hence he asks, in surprise and not

without a fiash of haughty scorn : Nonne igitur rex tu es ? since thou, that

is, speakest of fhj paatTieia.^ [See Note LXVI. p. 501.] The sentence is

an inference, but asking {is it not then true, that thou art a Icing ?) whether

the questioned person agrees. — otl] Confirmation of the assertion expressed

by cv ^eyeig (comp. Matt. xxvi. 25). — fyw] Corresponding to the contempt-

uously emphasized av at the end of Pilate's question, emphasized with

noble self-consciousness, and still more emphatically brought into promi-

nence by the iyu, which immediately begins the next sentence {^^potens ana-

diplosis," Bengel) ; the repetition of etc tovto twice also adds weight.

—

jEyiw. and e;if)A. e'lg r. Koa/j.] with Grotius, Llicke, and de Wette, designate

as the dirth and the official appearance ; a separation which is not justified

by the Johannean ipxeaffai elg r. Kdafi., in which the birth is substantially in-

cluded (iii. 17, ix. 39, xi. 27, xii. 47, xvi. 28, i. 9), and which here renew-

edly describes it in relation to its specific higher nature, as the entrance of

' This confession must, according to several otliers.

Schenkel, have probably been spoken on ^ On ovkovv, not elsewhere found in the

another occasion. Groundless supposition. N. T., see Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. Exc. III. p.

Comp. 1 Tim. vi. 13, and Huther in loc. 517 £f. : Baeumlein, Part'ik. p. 198.

^ Liicke, Tholuck, Hen^stenberg, and
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the sent of God into the world, so that the divine a-oGreXXecv elg tuv imojuov (iii.

17, X. 36, xvii. 18) is correlative. ' The coming info the world is related to

the conception of deing lorn, as the leaving of the world (xvi. 28) and going

to the Father to the conception of dying.— Iva iiaprvp. ry aXrjd.^ He was to

bear testimomj on behalf of the divine truth, for He had seen and heard it

with God. Comp. iii. 11, 32, i. 17, 18.

—

6 uv ek t. aXr/d.] Genetic desig-

nation (comp. on Gal. iii. 7) of the adherents of His kingdom ; their origin

is the divine truth, i.e. their entire spiritual nature is so constituted, that

divine truth exercises its formative influence upon them. These are the

souls drawn by the Father (vi. 44 2.), and given to Christ as His own.

Comp. viii. 47. Bengel correctly observes: ^^ Esse ex veritate praecedit,

audire sequitur."— qkovei fiov t. <l>cjvf^c] heareth m?j voice, i.e. (otherwise, xii.

47), he gives ear to that which I speak, follows my call, command, etc.

With this Jesus has declared Himself regarding His kingdom, to the effect

I^artly that He is a king, and with what definition He is so, partly as to his

subjects. He has thus comiMely answered the question, and has in no way,

as Hengstenberg thinks, omitted to answer it as too difficult for Pilate's

comprehension, and expressed Himself instead concerning His frophetie

ofiice. The kcl^ 6 6v, k-.t.!. marks an essential characteristic of His kingdom
;

and any special purpose of the language, with reference to Pilate (an appeal

to his religious consciousness, Chrysostom, Olshausen, Neander ; an expla-

nation of the fewness of Christ's adherents, Calvin ; a reminder for Pilate,

how he would have to lay hold upon salvation), lies remote from the sense,

equally remote with an apj^eal " a caecitate Pilnti ad captum _7?<^eZiMm"

(Bengel), or from the judge to the man (Hengstenberg).

Ver. 38. Pilate, now fully convinced that he has before him an innocent

and harmless enthusiast, asks, with that air of contemptuous depreciation

which belongs to the material understanding in regard to the abstract and

supersensuous sphere, What is truth? K non ens, a phantom, he thus con-

ceives it to be, with Avhich lie would found a kingdom ; and weary of the

matter, and abruptly breaking it off, he goes straightway forth to the Jews,

and declares to them that he finds no guilt in Jesus, ^ from which definite

declaration we see that by the above question he does not mean at all to

designate the matter merely as not coming within his jurisdiction (Stein-

meyer). Something of good-nature lies in this conduct, but it is the weak

and shallow good-nature of the man of the world who is indifferent towards

higher things ; nothing of the disconsolate tone of the searcher for truth

(Olshausen). Against the view of Chrysostom, Theodorus Heracl., Euth.

Zigabenus, Aretius, and several others, however, that Pilate had actually

beconae desirous to l)e acquainted ivith the truth (Konnus even tliinks : koI

1 Calovius aptly says : Christ was so born, away of Jesus to' Herodes Antipas. See on
" utquumantea fueritapud patrem, in tern- Luke, note after xxiii. 12. But how could

pore nascendo in mundum venerit, a patro the fourth evangelist have omitted this epi-

iu mundum missus." Contrary tp the words sode, had he been a Gentile Christian, and

and the contex is Scholten's view, that designed to concentrate the guilt of the

Yevevi/. denotes the premundane procession death of Jesus as much as possible on the

from God.
''

~~^<lovSaloi.2 This in ans-'ver to Baur and
- Here we are to think of the tending Sbhcnkel.
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ITzAarof da^ifirjai:) ; it is decisive that he immediately turns his back and goes

out. — Whence did John learn of this conversation of Pilate with Jesus ? He can

hardly have been himself an ear-witness of it. ' But whether we assume

that Pilate communicated it to his own circles and that hence it reached

John, or that some actual ear-witness reported it to John, the matter creates

no difficulty (against Scholten). In no case have we the right to ascribe the

account merely to the invention of John (Strauss), and with Baur, for ex-

ample, to find in the declarations of Pilate that he "finds no guilt in Jesus,"

only the aim of the evangelist to roll the guilt as far as possible off from Pilate

upon the Jews, which purpose also the question. What is truth ? is in-

tended to serve, into which Baur foists the sense : how can one maTce a

crime out of the truth ?

Vv. 39, 40. Instead of steadfastly protecting the innocence of Jesus, he

seeks, unwisely enough, in order not to be unpopular, a circuitous way, by

which he practically surrenders the innocent one.

—

Iva, k.t./I.] A custom

exists amongst you : / am to release to yoti, etc. On the thing itself, see

on Matt, xxvii. 15. — iv tu ndaxa] Pilate could thus express himself as well

on the 14th (against Hcngstenberg), as on the 15th Nisan, but the releasing

itself corresponds most naturally to the sacred significance of the 14th.

Comp. on ver. 28. Moreover, it is in itself more probable that the state-

ment of the time of this customary release as one that was legally stationary

is expressed also in the strict sense of to iraaxa- (Lev. xxiii. 5 ; Num. xxviii.

16). — fiovXeaOe . . . aTroXixru] Do you wish that I release? Deliberative con-

junctive. Comp. on Matt. xiii. 38."— -hv (iaail. t. '1ov6.] Unwise and

scornful bitterness. Hcngstenberg imagines a serious view of the Messianic

idea to which certainly Pilate was wholly unequal. — TrdXiv] presupposes a

general clamour already raised in vv. 30 and 31. — BapalSp.] See on Matt,

xxvii. IG. — yv 6£ 6 B. A??(Tr?/f] Tragical addition. The designation by

lyarijc does not exclude the statement in Mark xv. 7 ; Luke xxiii. 19.^ Ac-

cording to Matt, xxvii. 17, Pilate offered a choice between Barabbas and

Jesus : Mark and Luke agree with John.

Notes by Abieeican Editok.

LXIL " Art thou also one of the disciples ?"' etc. Ver. 17.

"The negative qiiestion," says Meyer, "rests on the feeling that probably she

ought not otherwise to have admitted him." It is diificult to see how the

negative form of the question could express any such idea. It seems to be

simply the expression of the portress' modesty, at least of manner, in putting

in a negative form what she believed to be the fact. She believed Peter to be

one of Jesus' disciples, but instead of saying, "Art thou not one?" she said,

" Thou art not one, art thou?" (See John iv. 29.)

' So Steinmeyer, Leidcn!:gcsch. p. 143. ' Ajjo-Tal (Jioi-eu'ovo-i, Soph. 0. R. 719.

' Kiihner, II. § 464.
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LXIII. 'VdT^iGfia. Ver. 22.

Blow on the face loith the hand, or stroke with a rod. So the Kevised Version

gives the two alternative readings in the text and the margin. Mr. Frederick

Field (in his Otium Norvicense) seems to show satisfactorily that its meaning
in later Greek is confined to a blow with the hand. He cites Phrynichus, who for-

Idds the use of pdwicua for a blow on the cheek with the open hand as not Attic,

showing that it was so used in his time. Field quotes many passages for

paTTti^cj and ^dTnafia (Isa. i. 6 ; Hos. xi. 5 ; Matt. v. 39 ; Jos. Ant. vii. 15. 4, comp.
with 1 Kings xxii. 24). Tairi^o) having come to be used for strike with the palm,

instead of strike with a rod (^dp^i^u)), gradually lost that earlier signification,

and came to have only its later meaning.

LXIV. " That they might eat the Passover." Ver. 28.

Meyer and Weiss hold confidently (with many others) the opinion that John
contradicts the Synoptists as to the time of the Lord's last supper with His
disciples. The Synoptical Gospels, it is universally agreed, place the last

supper on the evening of the 14th Nisan, the regular time of the paschal meal,

and make the crucifixion to occur on Friday, the 15th Nisan, the first day of

the Passover festival. John, they maintain, on the other hand, places the last

supper on the 13th, anticipating by a day the regular Passover celebration, and
places the crucifixion still on Friday, but on the 14th, the day preceding

the Passover. Afiirming this contradiction, Meyer afiirms likewise the su-

perior credibility of John, and pronounces the Synoptists in error. It is

indeed inconceivable that John should have been mistaken on so capital a point

as to whether our Lord's last meal with His disciples coincided with or ante-

dated the regular paschal feast, and the date which he unquestionably gives, it

should seem, must be accepted. But it is equally inconceivable that the other

Evangelists, one an Apostle and like John present at the supper, the other

two, companions and friends of the Apostles, and thoroughly versed in the

Gospel history, could have been mistaken on this point, and united in con-

necting a miracle (which His instructions to the disciples, one of them John
himself, regarding the place of the feast clearly involved) with an event that

did not occur on the evening they assign to it, and that evening the most sacred

in the Jewish calendar. A mistake on this point shakes the whole fabric of

their historical credibility. As between any two ordinary evenings, a difference

of recollection (apart from inspiration) would be easily enough supposable.

But as between the evening of the Passover festival and any preceding evening

(no matter how near), a mistake is wholly inexplicable. "With the Synoptists

the accompanying circumstances are given in minute detail. The disciples come
to Jesus and volunteer the question (Matt. xxvi. 17) where he will have them
make the preparations for the Passover. He sends Peter and John with

minute instructions, involving miraculous prevision ; and when they are

assembled at the appointed time and i3lace he says, " With desire have I desired

to eat this Passover with you before I sufl'er (Luke)." And yet this was not the

Passover at all! The miracle, if it occurred, is misplaced, and the Lord's

weighty and tender words were either not at all or mistakenly uttered ! We
cannot set aside such a narrative without the most irrefragable evidence. Do
we have such evidence in our Gospel ? So maintain Meyer and not a few
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others ; but to verj' manj' the counter evidence seems wholly insufficient. Ad-

mitting that our Gospel of itself sfejns to intimate an evening before the paschal

meal, yet when brought into comparison with these full and clear statements

of the other Gospels, have we reason to suppose that it is intended to contradict

them?

The intimations mainly relied on are four. One of them, the Trpd rye hpT?~Q

of xiii. 1, we have already considered. It is certainly too vagxie to be regarded

as decisive, and if unsui^ported would probably never have been relied upon by
any one for the point which it is adduced to sustain. It would seem almost cer-

tain that when John came to the account of the last supper, if he did not mean
merely to svpplement the Synoi^tical record—if he meant to fix a date which

both ran counter to the unanimous testimony of that record, and, in so doing,

changed the very character of the meal, showing it to be no Passover supper at

all— he would not in the first jDlace pass in utter silence the Synoptical account,

as if taking for granted its correctness, and then give his counter date under

the vague phrase irpo rtja eopr7/g, which might connect itself with eldug, denoting

the time of His becoming aware of His approaching departure, or might be

taken as nearly equivalent to Trpoioprinv, marking rather the initial part of the

feast, and which in any case marks no definite period before it. Its terms would

be fulfilled even if the foot-washing were a ceremony prior and introductory to the

paschal feast, rather than an integral part of it. At all events this vague phrase,

we may safely say, is not the only direct means which the Evangelist would

employ for correcting an important error pervading all the Synoptics, and run-

ning like an intricate thread through all their various narratives, so that if they

erred they, we must say, erred deliberately—an error affecting alike the date and

the character of the feast, and requiring a more effectual extirpation than this

mere n^o ti/q kopTyq.

2. But it is said, xiii. 29, that when Judas went out from the supper the

disciples thought that Jesus had said to him, " Buy things which we have need

of for the Passover," or that he might give something to the poor ; and this it

is supposed on the ground that the Passover had not yet been slain, and the

preparations were yet to be made. But if this was on the evening of the day

preceding the Passover meal, then there was no such haste reqiiired. There

were yet twenty-four hours before the paschal meal, during which the pur-

chases might be made, and there would be no need of sending one of the band

out from this sacred occasion for such a service. Besides, the idea that Judas

might have gone out for Passover purchases was with the disciples a mere un-

certain conjecture : he might have gone out simply to give something to the

poor. Bixt if this was the evening of the paschal celebration, then for some

of the numerous provisions of the following day (as for the chagigah), some

haste might be required, at all events enough to originate such a conjecture

on the part of the disciples. On the whole, this scene appears quite as com-

patible—probably considerably more compatible—with the occurrence of the

meal on the Passover evening than on the evening preceding.

3. But another argument is drawn from the name given to the crucifixion

day of -apaanevi) rov iruaxa (xix. 14), the preparation of the. Passover, from which

it is inferred that it was not the first day of the Passover, but the day before it.

But as on the Passover, as on the other festivals, the preparation of food was

allowed, there was no occasion of a day of preparation for it, and if there was

one it would not be likely to occupj' more than a small part of the day. On
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the other hand, the law strictly forbidding the kindling of fire and all prepara-

tion of food on the weekly Sabbath, the preceding Friday was natiirally, and
indeed almost necessarilj% devoted in part to preparation for it, and hence at

last went by the name of " the preparation." Thns Matt, xxvii. 62 the Sabbath

is spoken of as " the morrow which follows upon the preparation Qjetu ryv

TTapaaKEVT/v) ;" and so in John it is repeatedly (xix. 31, 42) called the " prepa-

ration," and " the preparation of the Jews," evidently not with reference to

the Passover, but to the coming Sabbath. There is therefore no good reason

for taking it in ver. 14 in any different sense. It was the regular "prepara-

tion" day, but as occurring during the Passover, and thus having a double

sacredness, John calls it the Preparation 'of the Passover, or the "Passover-

preparation," such being a very easy and familiar use of the gen. in Greek.

There seemu to be no necessity for supposing this a day of " double prep-

aration," but its occurring in the Passover gave it peculiar significance, just

as the following Sabbath (Saturday) was a great or high day (xix. 3), not because

it was the first day of the Passover, but because it was the Sabbath in the

Passover, or the Passover Sabbath, and hence doubly consecrated. The fact,

then, of this Sabbath being a "great day" does not, as has been alleged,

prove it to have been the first day of the Passover. The last day of the feast

of the Tabernacles is called, " that great day" (vii. 37), though having in itself

nothing specially sacred.

4. But the passage most relied upon to prove John's difference from the

other Evangelists on this point is xviii. 18. "The priests did not enter

the Praetorium that they might not be defiled, but might eat the Passover."

This certainly looks at first view as if the paschal supper was yet to be eaten,

and as if therefore the Lord's supper of the preceding evening must have an-

ticipated the regular Passover. Indeed it seems doubtful if, but for this pas-

sage, any serious suspicion of a discrepancy betM'een John and the Synoptics

woiild ever have arisen. Yet it seems remarkable that the only passage on

which the correction of so important an error was to rest, and by which it

could really have been suggested, should have come in in a way so purely in-

cidental. To explain it without involving the alleged discrepancy, we may
adopt either one of two ways. We may either take (payelv to tiaaxa in the gen-

eral sense of celebrating the Passover—a meaning which it has not elsewhere

in the N. T. (being used exclusively of eating the paschal supper)—but which

there is no special reason why it may not have, and which once at least its cor-

responding Heb. term has 2 Chron. xxx. 22 ("for seven days they ate the Pass-

over"), while TO Kaaxft. often denotes the entire Passover festival ; or, retaining

the stricter meaning of (payelv, it may refer to the feast of chagigah, eaten espe-

cially during the first day of the Passover, and from which the priests there-

fore would not exclude .themselves by the pollution of entering the Gentile's

house. This explanation is the more probable as this defilement was of a na-

ture that would have terminated with the day, and they would therefore have

been able at evening to partake the paschal supper, if this were the day before

the Passover. Some scholars have preferred the explanation, that the priests,

wholly absorbed on the preceding evening and night in the seizure and trial of

Jesus, had foregone the paschal supper at the regular time, and were now look-

ing forward to a later celebration of it. This explanation seems by no means

impossible, but I think either of the others to be preferred as simpler.

It has been urged also that such a public act as the trial, condemnation, and
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execution of Jesus would not have been performed on a festival day, or upon the

Sabbath. To this we may reply : 1. that the execution took place under Ko-
man authority, and with the whole affair the Eoman power was mixed ; 2. that

we are but very imperfectly acquainted with the extent of the licenses or re-

strictions connected with festival days, and many things were permitted on
them which were not allowed en the Sabbath ; 3. that in the Jew's hatred of

Jesus they might easily deem themselves justiiied, and even doing God service,

in transcending ordinary usages for the sake of destroying so heinous an of-

fender, and that as matter of fact they did repeatedly endeavour to seize upon
Him on festival days, as, at John xii. 32, 37, this was done by the assembled

Sanhedrim ;
and on another occasion (Matt. xxvi. 3-5) the objection was not any

scruples of conscience, but the fear of an i;proar among the jaeoi^le. But the

most decisive reply of all is that the Synoptists, about whose date of the cruci-

fixion there is no doubt, do not hesitate to connect all these public acts with that

day. They must assuredly have been competent judges as to the usages of

their time.

I shall not dwell upon the intimations of ecclesiastical tradition in connec-

tion with the later celebration of the Lord's supper, tut merely remark

that they furnish nothing unfavourable to the view here advocated. It

remains but to say a word in regard to Meyer's explanation of the way
in which the strange discrepancy originated. It was forsooth so strongly

impressed upon the minds of the church that the last supper oitr/Jd to

have been held upon the Passover evening, that at length it came to be be-

lieved that it rms so held, and it passed, in the Synoptic Gospels, from the

sphere of imagination into the sphere of history ! Nothing, it would seem,

could be well conceived more jareposterous ; and if a chain of logic is not

stronger than its weakest link, it surely will not take long for the whole chain

to fall to pieces. The Evangelists, or their authorities, came to imagine that

the last supper occurred on the Passover evening, and in harmony with this to

which this belongs invented the whole series of circumstances which were to ac-

company it. They make the discij^les come voluntarily to Jesus (Matt. xxvi. 17)

and say, "Where wilt thou that we prepare the Passover?" They make the

Lord, in reply, send Peter and John (Luke xxii. 8), saying, " Go and prepare for

us the Passover, that we may eat."- They make the Lord exercise His divine

prescience in giving the directions. They make Him utter the intensity of

desire with which He had desired to eat this Passover with them (Liike xxii. 15).

And the whole of this was an illusion !

One word finally on the anticlimax of the Jewish peojjle's sacrificing (in the

ordering of Providence) the real antitj'pal paschal lamb, and then sitting

down on the evening after to partake of that typical meal whose significance

and whose office had now been done away forever. In the Synojitical account

it seems much more naturally ordered—the typical sacrifice on the preceding

evening, and on the next day the ef&cacious sacrifice which forever supersedes it.

LXIVa. " If my kingdom were of this loorld, then would mi/ serva^its contend . . .

hut as it is, my kingdom is not of this icorld." Ver. 36.

Meyer and Weiss, with many, understand " my servants" as those whom
Jesus actually has, not as those whom He would have in the case supposed.

Jjwt in the supposed case the conditions of the problem would be essentially differ-
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ent, and the servants whom he would then have would not be the outwardly in-

significant following that now wait on the spiritual Monarch, and whom it

seems absurd to conceive of as arraying themselves against his powerful worldly

enemies. I think, therefore, the other view more probable, and the statement a

general one, that were he a secular monarch he would employ secular means of

defending himself, and vindicating his claims. True, the Greek verb employed,

ayuvi^ofiai, contend, struggle, is somewhat more favourable to Meyer's view than

that of our version, fight (as if it were ludxofKu). His small band of followers

might more easily be conceived as struggling for their Master, than making a

strictly armed resistance. 'AycjvlCofiai is a much more general word, and is often

used where there is strictly no lighting in the case. Thus, 2 Tim. i. 7, " I have
fought the good fight," implies no proper fighting at all. It is contending in

the games, striving with competitors for a prize, not fighting with enemies for

conqviest or victory.

LXV. Ni'p <Sf, " But as it {since they do not fightfor inc) my kingdom is not of this

icorld." Ver. 36.

Meyer (and after him Weiss) inverts the reasoning involved in the viju 6e. It

is not, " If my kingdom were of this world my servants would contend ; but
they do not contend, and therefore my kingdom is not," etc. It is rather, "If
my kingdom were of this world, my servants would contend ; hut now, but as it

is, it is not of this world (and therefore they do not contend)." Such is the

uniform use of this vvv 6s both in the New Test, and in the classics (in the

latter more generally in the form of vvvl 6e, in the N. T. almost invariably vvv

6e). Thus John xv. 22 :
" If I had not come and spoken to them, they had not

had sin ; hut as it is (I have come and spoken to them, and therefore) they have

no cloak for their sin." See John iv. 41 ; 1 Cor. xii. 19 ; Luke xix. 42.

LXVI. "Art thou a king ? " Ver. 37.

Erroneously, I think, Meyer and Weiss agree in rendering " Ar-t thou not,

therefore, a king ?" which would require ovmvv, not ovaovv. The latter, I think,

with Winer and Buttmann can here be rendered only, "Art thou, therefore, a king .?'

'

The negative force seems to have drojjped out from ovkovv, from its having been
first used in an affirmation (it is not, therefore), and then as a question, in which
what was before denied categorically (it is not, therefore) is denied interroga-

tively (is it, therefore? No). The meaning "Art thou not then a king?" seems
an unnatural reply to a declaration of Jesus in which He had virtually affirmed

His kingship. Pilate in surprise naturally asks, "Art thou then a king?" and
this is the regiilarly established use of ovkovv (with accent on ovv) in distinction

from OVKOVV, with accent on ovk.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Ver. 3. Kcu eAf/oi] B. L. U. X. A. H. K. Ciirss., most Verss. Cyr. Nom. Aug. :

Kal jjpxovTo TTpur aitrbv kuI Eleyov. Bightly adopted by Lacbm. and Tisch. The
liecepia originated in a mechanical way, jiist as readily through an erroneous

transition from the first ahrov to the second, as through the apparently un-

necessary, indeed unsuitable, character which 'Ipx. tt/o. uvt. might possess.

—

}(5/f5ow] Lachm. and Tisch. : trJuJocrnv. But see on xv. 22. — Ver. 4. Elz.

Rcholz : t^r/?Jj£i' ovv. Lachni. : Koi k^yWev. The witnesses are very much
divided, but there is preponderant testimony in favour of Kale^ij^iO. (A. B. K. L.

X. n. Curss. Syr. Aeth. Cyr.). Nevertheless, considering the frequency of such

insertions, the omission of the particle (Griesb. Tisch.) is sufficiently justified

by D. r. N. Curss. Verss. — iv nvr. ov6. air. eip.] Very many variations, amongst

which the simple ah. ovx ^vp- would, with Tisch., be preferable, if it were not

that it has only i?.* in its favour. — Ver. 6. ahrov] is omitted after the second

aravp. in Elz. Tisch., but has the pre^Donderance of testimony in its favour, for

amongst the Uncials only B. L. omit it. Nevertheless, the addition was so

easily suggested of itself, and through Luke xxiii. 21, Mark xv. 13, John xix. 15,

that it is to be regarded as a supplement. — Ver. 7. ij/Mv] is wanting in B. D.

L. A. H. Vulg. It. Or. Hil. Aug. Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. But how
easily might its omission have been cau-sed, partly by the preceding syllable

MON, partly by its being apparently superfluous ! — Ver. 10. After Aiyet, Elz.

Lachm. have ovv, which, indeed, is wanting only in A. t<. Curss. Syr. Perss.

Copt. Arm. Slav. Cyr. (deleted by Tisch.) ; considering, however, the appro-

priateness of the connection which it expresses, it M'ould hardly have been

omitted had it been genuine. The copyists can scarcely have felt that there

was anything ciimbrous (in answer to Liicke, de Wette) in the exi^ression. — Ver.

11. eZjff] A. D. L. X. Y. A. IT. K. Curss. : f;v«C- Defended by Buttmann in the

Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 485 ff., adopted by Tisch. An ojd copyist's mistake,

which is supported by none of the Verss. except Copt., and by none of the

Fathers, which, however, crept in readily enough after the shortly preceding

fjw. — Ver. 12. eKpa^ov'] Lachm. Tisch. : tKpavyai^ov, according to important

v.itnesses, indeed, but derived from vv. 6, 18, 40, whence B. D. Curss. have

directly repeated iKpavyacav.— Ver. 13. tovtov tuv 7^6yov'\ The genit. plur., and
that either roiruv tuv Tioyuv, or, more strongly still, tijv "kuyuv tovtuv, is so

decisively attested, that the latter, with Lachm. and Tisch., is to be adopted.

The liecepta is derived from ver. 8. — Ver. 14. Instead of Si after upa, Lachm.
and Tisch. have r/v, on decisive testimony ; ^f is a stylistic correction. — e/crr;]

D. L. X. A. H.** Curss. Chronic, alex. (the latter appealing to the aKpi,3~/

uvTiypafa, nay, even to the l^idxeipov of John !) Nonn. Sev. ant. (appealing to

Euseb.) Ammon. Theophyl. : Tpiri]. An old harmonistic alteration in conformity

with Mark xv. 25 (comp. Matt, xxvii. 45 ; Markxv. 33 ; Luke xxiii. 44). —Vv. Ifi,

17. Instead of yyayov. Elz. ha& uTvriyayov, against decisive testimony. But B. L.

X. Curss. Codd. N. Copt. Cyr. entirely omit Kal Yyayov. So Lachm. and Tisch.
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But if the continiiation had here been supplied from the parallel passages, not

7)ja-/ov, hnt an-
7}yaynv ^comp. Matt, xxvii. 31 ; Luke xxiii. 20), ^Youldhave the pre-

ponderance of testimony. Kal TJyayov, however, might easily have disappeared

in the course of transcription, owing to a transition having been at once made
from the first Kai to the second. — rbv aravp. airov] Lachm. : aiiTu r. ct. (B. X.);

Tisch. : lavTO) t. ct. (L. X. Or.). The latter, in favour of which D. also testifies

with kavTov, is to be preferred. The reflexive pronoun was frequently neglected.

The Recepta is an alteration in conformity with the most current mode of ex-

pression. — Ver. 20. The order of the words 'E/3p., 'Puju., 'EaTl. (so Tisch.,

according to B. L. X. 5<. Curss. Copt. Sah. Aeth. Cyr.) has probabilitj', con-

sidering the standpoint of Pilate, in its favour. — Vv. 26, 27. Instead of i6ov,

we should, in conformity with imj^ortant testimony, read both times with

Lachm. and Tisch. We, frequent in John (he has /doii only in iv. 35, xvi. 32, and
from the LXX. xii. 15), though we are not to assume any difference of meaning
between the two forms. —^Ver. 29. ovv'] is wanting in A, B. L. X. Codd. It.,

whilst a few other witnesses (including H.) have dL Bightly deleted by
Lachm. Tisch. — ol 6e nlija. anoyy. 6^ Kai} Lachm. : onoyy. ovv fieardi' tov a^ovi;,

according to B. L. X. X. Curss. Verss. Cyr. Hilar. So also Tisch., but without

TOV, which X. X. do not contain. The Becepta is shaped in conformity with

Matt, xxvii. 48, Mark xv. 36, where ol rfe was readily suggested as an insertion

on account of the change of persons. — Ver. 31. Instead of ckeIvov, Elz. has

kKtivT], against decisive testimony. — Ver. 35. Knt v/Je'tc] Elz. has merely v/ztvf.

But Kat is so strongly attested, and might be so readily omitted as being with-

out reference, that it must be jireserved. — Ver. 40. h dOnv.] The mere 66ov.

(Elz. Lachm.) is veiy strongly attested (B. K. L. X. Y. 11. N.), but the super-

fluous ev might readily be passed over, comp. xii. 44, especially as the pre-

ponderance of parallel passages presents the mere dative.

Vv. 1-3. Ovv] After the miscarriage of this attempt at deliverance, Pilate

will at least make tJie further trial whether the coinjjassion of the Jews may
not be awakened. Hence he causes to be inflicted on Jesus the scourging,

to which in any case, if He were to be crucified, He must be subjected
;

and hopes, in the folly of his moral vacillation, by means of such maltreat-

ment, although inflicted without sentence and legality, to satisfy the Jews,

and avert something worse. Comp. on Matt, xxvii. 26. With a like pur-

])ose in view, he also gives Him up to the contumelious treatment of the

soldiers, who deck Him out as hing (xviii. 39) with a crown of thorns (see

on Matt, xxvii. 29) and a purple mantle (comp. on Matt, xxvii. 28 ; Mark
XV. 17).

—

elapev] shows the simple style of the narrative.— k. ypx- np.

avT.] See the critical notes. It is a pictorial trait. He stands arrayed

before them ; tJiei/ go up to Him and do obeisance to Him !— paTTiafxara] As
in xviii. 23. Codd. of It. add in/aciem.

Vv. 4, 5. Udhv] For, according to xviii. 40, Pilate has returned into the

praetorium, and has caused Jesus to be scourged, ver. 1. The scourging

was certainly carried out so that the Jews could see it. The prisoner,

scourged and arrayed in the caricature of a king, he causes to be led forth

with him. — v/i7v] Vohis ; what follows gives the more exact explanation

of this reference. — Iva yvure, k.t.?..] Forbad he found Him guilty, he would

certainly not make the rejjeated attempt, implied in this leading forth and
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presentation of Jesus to them, to change the mind of the Jews, laut "would

dispose of the matter by ordering execution. -— Ver. 5. ^^Wsv . . . l/j-driov

is not a J9arerai7^es^'s, but the narrative, according to which Jesus comes forth

in the train of Pilate, proceeds without interruption, in such a manner, how-

ever, that with lE-yei. (Pilate) the subject suddenly changes. ^

—

^o/jgjv] not

^epuv ; for the kingly attire is now to the close of the proceedings His per-

manent garb.''— The short significant ecce homo! behold the man, whose

case M'e are treating ! has its eloquent commentary in the entire manifesta-

tion of suffering in which the ill-treated and derided one was set forth.

This suffering form cannot be the usurper of a throne ! The words are gen-

tly and compassionately spoken, and ought to excite compassion ; ' in ver.

14 he first says with bitterness : Ifit 6 paailevq v/juv.

Vv. 6-8. Of the presence of the people (who perhaps kept silence, Liicke

thinks ; comp. Luthardt, according to whom the high priests desired to

forestall any possible expressions of compassion on the part of the people)

the text says nothing ; the 'lov^nlm, xviii. 31, 38, were pre-eminently the

npxiepEig of the present passage. — ore ohv el^ov] The spectacle, instead of

calming their bitterness, goads them on. — Mpexe avrov vfielg, /c.r.A.] A para-

dox, amounting to a peevish and irritated refusal, since the Jews did not

possess the right of execution, and crucifixion was certainly not a Jewish cap-

ital pvinishment. Crucify him yovirselves, if you will have him crucified !

—Now, however, they introduce the authority of their law, according to

which Jesus (as being a blasphemer, namely, of God, Lev. xxiv. 16 ; Matt.

xxvi. 63, 64) must die. They thus prudently give to their demand another

legal basis, to be respected by the procurator in conformity with Roman
policy, and to the accusation the corresponding religious sanction. An
admission, however, that their political suspicion of Jesus had only been a

jiretext (Stcinmeyer), is not contained in this ; it is only another turn given

to the charge. — ?//if'c] With haughty emphasis, opposed to the preceding

kyu . . . aWlav. On on v'l.Sv, k.t.1., COmp. V. 18, X. 33. -

—

/m?i.?iov e<po/3.] Mis

fear only became the greater (jih?.2., see v. 18), namely, of suffering Jesus to

Ije executed. To the previous fear of conscience was now, in truth, added

the fear of the vengeance of a God, namely, of Jehovah, the God of the Jews,

in case the assertion mentioned should turn out to be true. He explained

to himself the vlvg Oeov after the analogy of pagan heroes, like the cen-

turion, Matt, xxvii. 54. That he Avas moved by the idea of the unity of

God (Hengstenberg) has nothing to support it ; nay, viewed in the light

of the wanton words, xviii. 38, very improbable.

Vv. 9, 10. He therefore took Jesus again away with him into the praeto-

rium for a private audience. — noOev] asks after His origin, but not in the

sense of the place of birth (Paulus), but in the sense occasioned by vlbv Oeov,

ver. 7, in order to obtain a declaration from Jesus on this point, whether He
were of human or divine origin. Comp. on viii. 14 ; Matt. xxi. 25. — airSh-p.

ovK e6o)K. avrC] Both this observation, as well as the peculiarity of Pilate's

1 See Heindorf, ad Plat. Evthyd. p. 275 B
;

= Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 58S.

Kiihner, ad Xen. 2Iem. ii. 1. 8. ^ Comp. already Chrysostom.
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question, betraying a certain timidity, ttoOev el av (how entirely different is

his question, xviii. 83 ;
wliile liere he shrmJcs from asking directly), has the

stamp of originality. Jesus is silent ; for T\hat He would have had to say

would only have been misunderstood by Pilate, or not understood at all

(xvii. 25 ; Matt. vii. 6). Moreover, He had already in truth sufficiently in-

dicated His heavenly origin, xviii. 36, 37, had Pilate only possessed suscep-

tibility for the truth. But as it was, he was unworthy of further discussion,

and in the silence of Jesus are seen precisely the self-assurance and majesty

of the Son of God. Luthardt explains itfrom the assun^Mon that Jesus will

not give Pilate occasion to release Him from motives of fear, and thereby to

interfere with the will of God. But on that supposition He must also have

withheld the great and bold words, ver. 11. A resolute opposition on the

part of the sceptical man of the world to the desire of the Jews, Jesus as-

suredly neither hoped nor feared. — Yer. 10. K«t (pofieiTai koX (pojiel, Euth.

Zigabenus. — kfiol ov lalelg ;] kfioi bears the emphasis of mortified power,

which then also attempts alike to terrify and to entice. To mention atfLvat

the aravpuaal ae, and tJie?i, not before, the air-oAvaai ae, corresponded to the

state of the procedure. But A. B. E. X. Lachm. Tisch. have the converse

order, which would meanwhile more readily suggest itself to the mechanical

copyist. The repeated k^ova. ex^ is uieigfity.

Ver. 11. With a clear and holy defiance, to defend against this assertion

of personal power at least the supremacy of His Father, Jesus now speaks

His last word to Pilate. He points the latter, with his k^ovaia which he

has thus asserted in his aravpuaai as, to the supreme authority whicli

has invested him with that k^ovaia, but at the same time, with conciliatory

mildness, deduces from It a standard to diminish the guilt of the judge.

The saying breathes truth and grace. — ovk elxsc] Thou wouldst not have. '

"Indicativus imperfecti sine av h. 1. in firmissima asseveratione longe est

aptissimus." ^— ^eSojihov] Namely, the e^ovaid:^eiv kqt' s/jov.^ Not : the defi-

nite act of condemnation (Steinmeyer). — avuBsv] i.e. from Ood, iii. 3, 31.

This even the heathen could understand. Had Jesus said ek tov TrarpSc juov,

he would not have understood it. Pilate stands before Jesus with the

k^ovcia to destroy Him ; but he has this power from Ood, and he would not

possess it if God had not appointed him for the fulfilment of His destiny

concerning Jesus. For this reason, however {6ia tovto), that is, because he

here acts not in independent self-determination, but as the divinely-ordained

1 Buttmann, on account of the absence prefers, he explains : '''thou hast no power
ot av, would interpret the reading elx^s over me, if it had not been given thee from
as follows :

" Thou hadst, i.e. when thou above," p. 494. But why in that case
didst receive the accusation against me . .

.

should the pluperf. ^v SeSo/aeVoi' stand ?

no power over me, unless it was given to Instead of ^i*, eart must have been used, in

thee by God for that purpose." See Stud. conformity with the sense.

u. Krit. 1858, p. 501. But irrespective of the = Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. vii. 6. 21. See
dragging in, in this forced manner, of this also Stallbaum, ad Plat. Sympos. p. 190 C ;

esacter definition of time in e';^es, it is in Bremi, ad Lys. Exc. IV. p. 438 £f. ; Winer,
truth precisely the vndoubted possession p. 286 [E. T. p. 305].

of the i^ovala. which forms the presupposi- ^ See Kiihner, n. sec. 421 ; Bernhardy,
tion of the Sii toCto k.t.A. that follows. p. 335.

With the reading tx^'s, which Buttmann
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organ of the procedure whicli is pending against Him, he is not indeed free

from sin, since he condemns Jesus contrary to his own conviction of His in-

nocence ; but greater is the guilt of him who delivered Jesus into Pilate's

hands, since that divinely-bestowed k^ovaia is wanting to the latter. The

logical connection of the 6ia tovto rests on the fact that the TzapadiSovg ix ool

is the high jn'iest, to whom, consequently, no power is given by God over Him,

the Messiah, who in truth is higher than the high priest ; to Pilate, on the

other hand, the Roman potentate, this power is lent, because, as bearer of

the highest magisterial authority, he derives his warrant from God (comp.

Rom. xiii. 1), to decide concerning every one who is brought before his

court, and therefore also concerning the Messiah, who has been accused and

delivered up as a pretender to a crown. This power Pilate possessed simply

as a Roman potentate ; hence this point of view does not confuse the matter

(Luthardt), but makes it clear. As 6t6oii. is not to be transmuted into the

notion oifermission (Chrysostom), so also there is nothing to be found in

rfm TOVTO which is not yielded by the immediate context. Hence w^e are not

to understand with Euth. Zigabenus (comp. Theophylact) : 6l()ti i^ovalav

ixm i^al ovK cnro?iveig fie, so that the lesser degree of guilt rests on the weak-

ness and timidity of Pilate (comp. Luther) ; nor with Grotius :
' because thou

canst not know so well as the Jews (to whom 6 irapad. is referred) who I am

;

nor with Lampe : because the Jews have received no such power from God,

have rather assumed it to themselves (Luthardt) ; but solely in harmony

with the context : decause thou hast the dis])osal of me, not from thy proper

sovereignty, hut from having ieen divinely empowered thereto.— 6 T7apa6i6ovc]

he who delivers me up to thee ; the affair is still in actu, those who deliver Him
up stand without •, hence the pres. The expression itself, however, cannot,

as elsewhere in John,'' denote Judas, who liere lies entirely remote from

the comjiarison, especially since aoc is used with it, nor (with most inter-

preters) be understood collectively of the Jews. It is rather the chief of the

Jews, the high priest Caiaphas, who is meant, 'who ought to have recognized

the Messiah, and not to have assumed to himself any power over Him. —
fisii^ova] compares the sin of the Trapnduhvg with that of Pilate, not with itself

so as to designate its guilt as aggravated by the misuse of the k^ovaia of

Pilate.* The guilt which belonged to the napadidovq in and by himself, was

in truth not aggravated by the delivering over into the hands of the regular

magistracy, which was rather the orderly mode of procedure.^

Ver. 13. Ek tovtov] Not : from this time forward (so usually)
;
for ki:,i]Tei,

> Comp. Bengel, Baeumlein, and already they abuse the magisterial authority given

Ruperti. to thee for their own objects.

- xviii. 2, xiii. 2, xi. 21, xii. 4, vi. G4, Vl

;

^ According to Steinmeyer, p. 156, Jesus

comp. Mark xiv. 21. would say : " Thy power, on the other

3 So also Bengel, and now Ewald ; comp. hand, to release me, is already as good as

Luthardt, Baumgarten, p. 388, Hengst. wrested from thee on the part of the

^ Calvin, Wetstein, Godet, also Baur. wapafiiS. /xe o-oi ; but on that very account

B:iur in the Theol. Jahrb. 1854, p. 283: ^//y sin is the less." But this interpretation

" Since thou hast in my case the magiste- of 5id toCto is in truth altogether untextual,

rial power over life and death, those who as the entire conception to which it would
suri'ender me to thee, incur by their action, refer is foreign to the connexion,

in it.self immoral, all the greater guilt, if
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K.T.X., is a payticiilar act, which is immediately answered by the Jews with

loud outcries ; but : on this ground, as vi. 66, occasioned by tliis speech of

Jesus.'— ki^?/Tei, K.T.Ti.., he sought to release Him.^ In what this attempt,

which, though made, yet remaiued unaccomjjlished (hence imperf.), may
more definitely have consisted, John does not say, and therefore it was,

probably, only in his making renewed representations. That which is usu-

ally supplied, as though juaTiXov, as in v. 18, were expressed therewith : he

sought still more, he sought most earnestly ("previously he aj^pears to John

rather to have played with the matter," Liicke), and the like, is capriciously

imported, as also the rendering : now he de/manded feremftorily , etc. (Stein-

meyer). — With lav tovtov, k.t.I., the Jews cunningly enough again return

to and fasten u^ion the political side of the accusation, ug ov wapoTTTeov -u

UiMt(j did Tuv and tov Kaiaapog (poftov, Euth. Zigabenus. How greatly must

he, who in so many features of his administration had anything but clean

hands,' have desired to avoid an accusation before Tiberius, so suspicious

and jealous of his authority ! "— ^/;ioc tov Ka/cr.] Not in the titular sense of

amicus Caesaris, as high officials bore this title, ^ in which, however, the

sense of confidant (counsellor) of Caesar exists ; but faithful to the emperor,

friendly to him, and devoted to his interests."— He who makes himself a

hing, by the fact, that is, of declaring himself to be such (comp. x. 33),

thereby declares himself {avriMyEL) against the emi:)eror. Accordingly, av-i-

?i.i-yEi has not the more general meaning : he opposes ; '' but the emphasis lies

upon the correlates paai/Ua and Kalaapi.

Ver. 13. These speeches penetrate the mind of Pilate, dismayed at the

thought of Rome and the emperor. He will now, formally and solemnly,

deliver the final sentence, which must be done, not in the praetorium, but

outside in the open air ;
^ he therefore causes Jesus to be brought out, and seats

himself, taking his place on the judicial scat, at the jjlace which is ccdled Li-

thostroton,lut in Hebrew, Odbbatha. — knl tov ^r/fiaToc] Modal defining of imti.

e'lg t6tvov. — Since tottoc here denotes a definite and distinguished place, the

article is as little required as with nolic, aypog, and the like in such cases.*

— The place where the tribunal stood, before the praetorium in Jerusalem,

bore the Greek name, derived from its Mosaic floor, ^^ of Kidoarpu-ov, i.e.

stone-strown, but in the Aramaic dialect that of ^j'^I--')
arising from its

elevated position; two different names, therefore, dei-ived from different

properties " of the same place. The place is mentioned neither in Josephus

nor in the Rabbins. The name ra,3,'3. is not to be derived from n;'3J, hill

1 So also Luthardt and Lange. ' See Josephus, Bell. ii. 9. 3, il. 14. 8.

2 X. 30 ; Luke v. 18, xiii. 2i, xix. 3 ; Acts » Comp. Matt, xxvii. 33 ; Kiibner, II.

xxvii. 30, et al. p. 129.

' Josephus, Ardt. xviii. 3. 1 ff. ; Philo, cle 1° See Wetstem and Krebs, p. 158 f.

legat. ad Caj. p. 1033. " Ewald attempts to refer ra3/3ada also
* Suetonhis, Tib. .58 ; Tacitus, Ann. iii. 38. back to the sisrnification of AnJoo-rpwroi' by

Comp. Hausrath, Christl. Zeitgesch. I. p. assuming a root _i;DJ, but in the significa-

312 ff. tion of ;,'2p (Aram. : insert). Too bold an
* See Wetstein ; Grimm on 1 Mace. ii. 18. hypothesis. In the LXX. AtrJoffxp. (Cant.

* Xen. Anab. iii. 2. 5. iii. 10 ; 2 Chron. vii. 3 ; Esth. i. V) corre-
' Grotius, de Wette, Maier. spends to the Hebr. fji*").
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(Hengstenberg), ngainst wliicli would be the double ^5/ but fi;om ^J, ridge,

h ump. "

Ver. 14. Day and hour of the decisive moment, after which the narrative

then proceeds with kol ?J-ysi, k.t.Ti., without the necessity of placing t/v rfe

. . . enT/} in a parenthesis (rather, with Lachm. and Tisch., between two

points).

—

TTapaoK. Toil Trdaja] That the Kapacaevy may not be understood of

the weekly one, referable to the Sabbath,^ but may be referred to the Pass-

over feast-day, of which it was the preparation-day, John expressly subjoins

rov Tvaaxa. It was certainly a Friday, consequently also a preparation-day

liefore the Sabbath ; but it is not this reference which is here to be remarked,

but the reference to the pasdial feast beginning on the evening of the day,

the first feast day of which fell, according to John, on the Sabbath. The

expression corresponds to the Heb. nD^D ^"^Xi ^^^^ indeed verbally (for

KapaanEvi] = 5<n31"iJ?), but as to the tiling. Those expositors who do not rec-

ognize the deviation of John from the Synoptics in respect of the day of

Jesus' death (see on xviii. 28), explain it as : the Friday in the Passover weeTc.*

But it is in the later ecclesiastical language that irapaaK. first denotes direct-

ly Friday,^ as frequently also in the Constitt. ap., and that in virtue of the

reference to be therewith supplied to the Sabbath ; which, however, cannot

be here supplied, since another geuitival reference is expressly given. An
appeal is erroneously made to the analogy of Ignat. Phil. 13. interpol.,

where it is said that one should not fast on the Siinday or Sabbath, ttA^/v hog

aaftpdrov tov iraax"- ', ^or (1) Gcifiliarov in and of itself is a complete designation

of a day
; (2) cra/J/S. rov -irdaxa here denotes by no means the Sabbath in the

Easter-tide, but the Saiiath of the Easter-day, i.e. the Saturday which pre-

cedes Easter-day, Easter-Saturday. And the more decidedly is this harmon-

istic and forced solution to be rejected, since the remaining statements of

time in John place the death of Jesus lefore the first feast-day ;
" and since

John, if he had had the first feast-day before him as the day of death, would

not have designated the latter (subtle evasions in Hengstenberg), with such

a want of distinctness and deflniteness, as "the Friday in Passover" (which

in truth might have also been any other of the seven feast-days), especially

here, where he proceeds with a precision that states even the hour.'' Against

Schneckenburger, Beitr. p. Iff., who, by referring -rrapaaK. to the feast of

harvest, likewise brings out the 15th Nisan as the day of death, but makes

it a Wednesday, see Wieseler, p. 338 f. — e«r?/] According to the Jewish

reckoning of hours, therefore twelve o'clock at noon,—again a deviation

from the Synoptics, according to whom (see Mark xv. 25, with which also

Matt, xxvii. 45, Luke xxiii. 44 agree) Jesus is crucified as early as nine o'clock

in the morning, which variation in fixing so important a date includes much

1 Comp. ra/3ai?a, Josephus, Anlt. x. 1. 29, Wichelhaus, p. 209 f ., and Hengstenberg in

vi. 4. 2. loc, also Riggenbach.
* See generally Fritzsche, Verdienste Tho- ' See Sulcer, Thesmir.

luck's, p. 102 ; Tholuck, Beitr. p. 119 ff. « See on xiii. 1, xviii. 28.

3Vv. 31, 42; Luke xxiii. 54; Mark xv. 42; "Comp. further Bleek, Beitr. p. 114 f .

;

Matt, xxvii. C2 ; Josephus, Antt. xvi. G. 2, Taickert, Abendm. p. 31 ff. ; Hilgenfeld,

et al. Paschastr. p. 149 f., and in his Zcilschr. 18G7,

* See especially Wieseler, p. 336 f
.

;

p. 190.
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too large a space of time to allow us to resolve it into a mere indefinite-

ness in tlie statement of the hour, and, with Godet, following Lange, to say

lightly : "the apostles had no watch in hand," especially as according to

Matt, and Luke the darkening of the earth is expressly ascribed to the sixth

hour. Since, however, with Hofmann, ' with whom Lichtenstein agrees, we
cannot divide the words : fjv 6e napaGKevfj, tov Trdcxaupa ijv tjf f/cr;?, ^ut it was

preparation-day, it was about the sixth hour of the ^Mschal feast (reckoned,

namely, from midnight forwards), which forced and artificial explanation

would absolutely set aside irapaGKEvlj, in spite of -ov irdaxa therewith expressed,

and would yield an unexampled mode of computation of hours, namely, of

th.Q feast, not oi the, day (against i. 40, iv. 6, 52) ; since, further, the reading in

our present passage is, both externally and internally, certain, and the already

ancient assumption of a copyist's mistake "^ is purely arbitrary ; since, further,

as generally in John (comp. oni. 40, iv. 6, 53), the assumption is groundless,^

that he is reckoning according to the Roman enumeration of hours ;
* since,

finally, the quarter of a day beginning with this hour cannot be made out of

the third hour of Mark,^ and just as little (Plengstenberg, comp. Godet) can

the sixth hour of John (comp. iv. 6) be taken into consideration only as the

time of day in question ;
^—the variation must be left as it is, and the pref-

erence must be given to the disciple who stood under the cross. Nor is the

Johannean statement of the hour in itself improbable, since the various pro-

ceedings in and near the praetorium, in which also the sending to Herod,

(Luke xxiii. 7 ff., is to be included (see on xviii. 38), may probably have

extended from Trpui, xviii. 28, until noon (in answer to Bruckner) ; while

the execution, on the adjacent place of execution, quickly followed the ju-

dicial sentence, and without any intermediate occurrence, and the death of

Jesus must have taken place unusually early, not to take into account the

space which (jcre/ leaves open.'' For the way, however, in which even this

statement of time is deduced from the representation of the paschal lamb as

1 In the Zeitschr. f. Prot. n. Kirche, 1853, first feast-day, Ex. xii. 29, which begins

Oct. p. 260 £f., and Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 204 f. precisely at midnight.
- Eusebius, Beza, ed. 5, Bengel; accord- 'Calvin, Grotius, Jansen, Wetstein, and

ing to Ammonius, Severinus, nee? in Theo- others, comp. Krafft, p. 147 ; see in opposi-

phylact, Petavius : ah interchange of tlie tion, Mark xv.33, 34.

numeral signs 7 and r. * On this theory Hengstenberg forms the

^ In fact, it is precisely in the present certainly very simple example : the com-
passage that the inadmusibilUi/ of the bination of the statements of Mark and
Roman enumeration of hours in shown. John yields the result, that the sentence of

For if Jesus was brought npoit, xviii. 28, to condemnation and the leading away falls

the praetorium, it is impossible that after in the middle, between the third and sixth

all the transactions which here took place, hour, therefore abovt 10.30 o'clock. Were
including the scourging, mocking, and al:;o this correct, the statements of both evange-

the sending to Herod (who questioned Ilim lists would be incorrect, and we should
iv Ad-yot? ixarocs, Luke xxiii. 9, and derided avoid Scylla to fall into Charybdis.—Godet
Ilim). the case can have been matured for only renews the idle subterfuge that in

sentence as early as six o'clock in the Mark xv. 25 the crucifixion is reckoned

morning, that is, at the end of about two, from the scourgingforivards.

or at most three hours. ' Comp. Marcus Gnost. in Irenaeus, Haer.

* Rettig, Thokick, Olshausen, Krabbe, i. 14. C: ^r\v eKrrjv iapav, iv
fi

vpoarihMrj tuI

Hug, Maier, Ewald, Isenberg ; substantially ^uAm.

so Wieseler, p. 414, who calls to his aid the
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an attempt to bring out the D'^^IJ-TI p!l, E::. xii. 6 ; Lev. xxiii. 5 ; Num.
ix. 3), see, in Weisse, EvangeJievfrage, y>. 131. —ISs 6 jSaatX. v/iuv !] Pilate is

indeed determined, on ascending Ms judicial seat, to overcome his senti-

ment of right ; but, notwitlistanding, in this decisive moment, with his

moral weakness between the twofold fear of the Son of God and of the

Caesar, he still, before actually yielding, makes the hitter remark against

the Jews : see, there is your Mng ! imprudently, ineffectually, but at least

satisfying in some degree the irony of the situation, into the stress of which

he sees himself brought.

Yv. 15, 16. The bitterness is still further embittered. To the impetuous

clamour which demands cnicifixion, the question of Pilate : your i'm^ shall

I crucify ? is only the feeble echo of n5e 6 ftaa. v/i., whereupon, with the

decisive ovk exofiev jSnaiTifa, k.t.X.,—decisive, though treacherously denying

the claim of the Hierarchy,—the again awakened fear of the emperor at

last completely disarms the procurator, so that now thus (jute ovv) comes

out the tragic and ignominious result of his judicial action.'— avTolg] to

the chiefpriests, ver. 15. To these Jesus was given over, and that as a matter

of fact, not merely by the sentence of itself (Hengstenberg), that He might

be crucified under their direction by Roman soldiers. '^ Comp. viii. 28
;

Acts ii. 23, iii. 15. wapt^. does not signify to yield to their desire (Grotius,

B. Crusius, Baeumlein).—On crucifixion in general, see on Matt, xxvii. 85.

Yv. 17, 18. The subject of TraptXaftov, which is correlative to TzapeduKsv,

ver. 16, and of yyayov, is necessarily, according to ver. 16, the apxiEpek, not

the soldiers (de Wette, B. Crusius, Hengstenberg, Baeumlein, and older ex-

positors). The former are the persons ' who act, which does not exclude

the service and co-operation of the soldiers (ver. 23). — l3aaT. mvrurbv cravp.

(see critical notes) : hearing for Himself the cross.* See on Matt. xxvi. 32.

and Charit. iv. 2 ; and on Golgotha, on Matt, xxvif. 33. — kvrtvd. k. h'Tev6.'\

Comp. LXX. Dan. xii. 5.* On the thing itself, comp. Luke xxiii. 33.

John gives peculiar prominence to the circumstance, adding further, fiecov

t^h r. 'Irja. Whether, and how far. the Jews thus acted intentionally, is un-

determined. Perhaps they scornfully assign to their " king" the j!>Zace of

honour ! That Pilate desired thereby to deride them, in allusion to 1 Kings

xxii. 19 (B. Crusius, Bruckner, Lange), we are not to suppose, since the

subject of iaravp. is the Jews, under whose direction the crucifixion of the

principal person takes place, and, at the same time, the two subordinate

persons are put to death along with Him. Pilate first appears, ver. 19.

Of special divine conceptions in the intermediate position assigned to the

cross of Christ (see Steinmeyer, p. 176), John gives no indication.

Yv. 19, 20. '^ypafps] Not a supplemental statement : he had icritten (de

1 'S.pLCTTov iKuiv aeKuii' aSUui napeSuiKev 6Ae<?pw, who here givGS Only a compendtoiis account,

Nonnus. has passed over as a subordinate circum-

- Ver. 23, comp. Matt, xxvii. 26, 27. stance, not, as Scholten thinks, in con-

^ By which also the fact is confirmed that formity with the idea that the Son of God
John had not in his mind the first feast- needed no human help,

day, which certainly possessed the author- ^ eVdei' koI eVi>cv, Herod, iv. 175 ; Soph,

ity of the Sabbath. A i. 72.J ; Xen. Cyr. vi. 3, 3 ; 1 Mace. vi. 38,

< The assistance of Simon in this, John, ix. 45 ; 3 Jlacc. ii. 22, not Kev. xxii. 2.
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"Wette, Tlioluck), but : he wrote (caused to be written), "wliilo the crucifixion

took place without ; and when it had taken place, he caused the t'ltIoq

(solemn Roman expression for a public inscription, particularly for the tab-

lets, naming the criminal and his offence, see Lipsius, cle cruce, p. 101, and

Wetstein), to be placed on the cross. He himself was not present at the

crucifixion, Mark xv. 43, 44.

—

6 jiaail. tuv '1ov6.] Consistent bitterness in

the designation of Jesus. Ver. 20. tuv 'lovSatuv] of the hierarchic party. —
kyyvg ?;y, K.T.?..] See ou Matt, xxvii. 33. — Kal 7jv -/Eypa/ufj.., k.t.X.] No longer

dependent on b-i, since tuv 'lovSaluv, ver. 20, unlike ver. 19, is not to be

taken in a general sense. It rather attaches to the first point, which explains

the proposal of the apxi^pek, ver. 21, to Pilate {tovtov . . . 'lovSaiuv, ver. 20),

a second circumstance assigning its reason, namely : it (that which ran on

the r/r/lof) was written in three languages, so that it could be read by every-

body, including foreigners. For an inscription, even mfou7\ languages, on

the tomb of Gordian, see in Jul. Cajiitolin. 24.

Vv. 21, 22. The Jewish opponents of Christ have, with hierarchic tact,

deciphered the resentful bitterness in the Tirlog, hence the chief priests

among them suggest to Pilate, etc. The expression oi apxiep. t. 'IovS. does

not stand in contrast to the fiaai?.cvc r. 'Iov6. (Hengstenberg, Godet), but

the high clerus of the oj^position desired not to see the ancient sacred des-

ignation of Messiah profaned.— //?) jpd^s] The writing, because still capable

of being altered, is conceived as not yet concluded. — 6 ytypacpa, yeypa(pa]

Formal way of designating that with what is written the matter is unalter-

ably to rest. Analogous formulae from the Rabbins, see in Lightfoot.

Comj:). also 1 Mace. xiii. 38 ; baa icrT^Kafiev . . , egttike. Now, too late, ho

who was previously so weak in character stands firm. In this subordinate

point at least he will have his own opinion, and not expose his weakness.

Yv. 23, 24. Oyi'] again connects the history, after the intermediate narra-

tive respecting the superscription, with ver. 18. — koTavpuaav'] For they

were the executioners of the crucifixion. — to, IficiT. avToii] His garments, with

the exception, however, of the ,y^™''; which is afterwards specially men-

tioned, the shirt-like under-garment. The account of John is more exact

and complete than that of the Synoptics (Matt, xxvii. 35 ; Mark xv. 24
;

Luke xxiii. 34). — Tmoapa] There were accordingly four soldiers, the ordi-

nary TETpdikov OTpa TLUTuv (Acts xii. 4). — f/c TUV civudsv voavTog Sl' ij7Mv\ From
the toj) (where the button-hole was, an'' avx^vog, Nonnus) iooven quite through,

throughout, so that thus the garment was a single texture, woven from

above entirely throughout, without seam, similar to the priestly vestment

in Joseph. Antt. iii. 7. 4.'— Iva y ypa^i], k.t.I.} This casting of lots for the

Xf-Tuv, after the division of the l/j-dria, was not an accidental occurrence, but

was in connection with the divine determination for the fulfilment of Script-

ure, which says, etc. The passage is Ps. xxii. 19, closely following tlic

LXX. The suffering of the theocratic sufferer, in this psalm, is the pro-

phetic type of the suffering of the Messiah. " They have divided my gar

-

1 See Braiin, de restitu Hebr. p. 342 £f. ; 1 ; Pint. Mor. p. 695 f
.

; Bernhardy, p. 23"

;

Pr>senmuller, Morgcnl. V. p. 273 f. On the also 5i oAwv, Plat. Soph. p. 253 C.

adverbial &C oKov, comp. Asclep. 16 ; Nicand.
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ments with one another (eavr. = alUjlovg, comp. Luke xxii. 17), and cast

lots over my raiment,''''—this complaint of the Psalmist, who sees himself as

being already subjected to the death of a criminal, and the division of his

garments among his executioners therewith connected, has found its Mes-

sianic fulfilment in the corresponding treatment of Christ, in so far as lots

have also been cast over His raiment (in reality, over His under-garment).

In this fulfilment the ;i;ir(jv was that portion of His clothing on which the

knl Tov Ifiaricifidv juov eftalov K?i?]pov was historically carried out ; but we are

not, for this reason, to say that John tooh tov l,uaTia/u6v as equivalent to r.

XiriJva (Liicke, de Wette.) — ol /xev ovv arpar. t. iiroi'] Simple (reminding one

of Herod., Xen., and others) concluding formula for this scene of the so?-

«:Zier8' proceedings. On jiev ovv, see on Luke iii. 18.

—

Tav-a\ That related

in vv. 23, 24. A secret allusion, ' in these closing words (Hengsteuberg,

Godet), is arbitrarily forced upon them.

Vv. 25-27. Another narrative, selected by John, and peculiar to him, as

elevated and striking in its contents as it is simple and tender in form, and

all the more unjustly relegated to the inventions made (Strauss, Baur,

Schenkel) in the interest of John, although in the Synoptics (Matt, xxvii.

56 ; Mark xv. 40) the women mentioned stand at a distance, which stand-

ing at a distance is to be placed ((fter the present scene, not hefore, as Liicke

and Olshausen, in opposition to the synoptical account, are of opinion. —
?/ nT]T7]p avTuv . . . Ma-y6a?i7jv7/] Are only th7'ee women here named (usual

opinion), so that Mapia t/ tov KAwtto is in apposition to y a6El<prj, k.t.1. ; or

are there four,"^ so that Mapia y tov Is.'Xuira is to be taken by itself, and the

women are brought forward in tioo pairs ? The Syr. already interpreted in

the latter mode, and hence inserted a Kai before Map/a (as also Aeth. and

Pers.) ; so also have Lachm. (ed. min., not in the large edition) and Tisch.

interpunctuated (without a comma after KAwTrd). As it is highly improba-

ble of itself, and established by no instance, that two sisters bore the same

name,—as, further, it is in keeping with the peculiarity of John not to

mention his own name, if he also does not mention his mother, * or even his

brother James, by name (see on i. 42), and as, according to Matt, xxvii. 56,

Mark xv. 40, Salome was also among the above-named women, Wieseler's

view, which is absolutely not opposed by any well-founded doubts,^ is to

' Hengstenberg : " But the occupation that consequently a hesitation might not

itself stands under a secret direction, and exist in reference to naminfr him, as there

sacred irony passes over irony to the side of did in the case of the mother, founded on

profane irony." Here Scholten coincides a delicate and more spiritual considera-

with Henjrstenberg, supplying :" who knew tion. — Scholten changes the mother into

nothing of the O. T. etc." an allegorical person, in whom the Church.

- Wicseler in the Stud. u. Kr'it. 1840, p. is represented, to care for which was to be

G48 fif., Liicke, Lange, Ewald, Laurent, Neut. incumbent on John, not on Peter. So sub-

Stud. p. 170 f. stantially also Spiith in Uilgenfeld, ZcUschr.

3 He does, indeed, name in xxi. 2 his 18G8, p. 187.

father. But the latter appears so without * Insufficient objections in Luthardt,

participation in the evangelical history, Briickner, Baeumlein, Weizsacker, and

tliat he might appear to John's mind in his others. According to Euth. Zigabenus,

Christian relation, especially in the late Ebrard, Hengsteuberg, and several others,

period of the composition of the appendix, aS^K^r) would signify sister-in-law.

chap, xxi., more foreign and remote, and
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be deemed not " a mere learned refinemenV (Hengstenberg), but correct^ so

that thus the unnamed 7 a6e'X6fj ryg fi??Tpbg avrov is Salome, the mother of

John. — 7/ Tov K/lw7ra] The wife of Klopas, according to Matt, xxvii. 56, Mark

XV. 40, Luke xxiv. 10, mother of the younger James, hence Klopas is to be

taken as Alphaeus, ^ii'lT^, Matt. x. 3. According to Ewahl, on the other

hand, the mother of Kleopas, Luke xxiv. 18, and according to Beza : the wife

of this Kleopas. — Ma/rfaA.] See on Matt, xxvii. 56. — That Jesus enjoins

on John to care for Mary, although the latter had several sons of her own,

is not sufficiently explained by the unbelief of the brothers (vii. 5), for His

speedy triumph over this (Acts i. 14) could not be hidden from Him (ii. 24,

25) ; but it presupposes the certainty in His mind that generally to no

other's hand could this dear legacy ' be so well entrusted. That Mary had

no other sons (see in opposition to this vii. 3, and on Matt. i. 25) is, indeed,

still inferred by Hengstenberg. For yvvai^ comp. on ii. 4. — The words to

the disciple, Se/wZcZ thy mother^ meet no stumbling-block in the fact that he

had his own actual mother, nay, that she herself was also present (see on

ver. 25), but leave his relation to the latter untouched, and form with the

Ue 6 vloQ GOV a parallelism, which expresses the filial care and protection

which Mary, on the one hand, was to expect from John ; which John, on

the other hand, was to exercise towards Mary. — koX ott' tKuvriq rfjg upac, k.t.1.'\

Not to be regarded as a parenthesis ; to be taken with strict literality, that

5dhuforthwith, after Jesus had accomplished His end upon the cross, en-

tered on his charge. "Whether and where he possessed a property of his own
is matter of conjecture. If he received Mary into his dwelling, into hiafain-

ily circle, formed by Salome, and perhaps by his brother, elg to. I6i.a (comp.

xvi. 32), is the correct expression. Ewald well remarks on such traits of

individual significance in the Gospel of John : "it was for him at a late

period of life a sweet reward to call up reminiscences of all that was most

vivid, but for the readers it is also, without his will, a token that only he

could have written all this." If, indeed, the designation of the disciple

"beloved by Jesus as a scZ/"-designation were a vanity (Scholten), nay, an arro-

gant and scornful seU-exaltation (Weisse), then it could not have been he

who wrote ail this. But the consciousness of pre-eminent love on the part

of the Lord, true, clear, and still glowing with all intensity and strength,

in the heart of the old man, is inconceivable without the deepest humility,

and this humility, which has long since ceased to have anything in common
with the feeling evinced in Mark x. 35 ff., Luke ix. 54, has precisely in that

most simple of all expressions, bv Tjyaira, its most correspondent expression

and its necessary and sacred justification, which is as little to be jjassed over

in silence, or to be denied, as is the consciousness of Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 10.

Ver. 28. Mera tovto] Not indefinitely later, but after this scene with Mary

' This noblest blossom of dying piety is tie that hitherto existed ; by this death
violently removed into a sphere foreijrn to Jesus departed out of every naturally-con-

it, if it is transported into (?o;7Wi«^?c ground, ditioned individual fellowship, and like

as Steinmeyer, p. 200, does. According to Melchizedek must also appear as an^rup,

him, the death of the Atoner for all men. Of such a meaning, John gives not the

as such, has completely cut asunder the slightest indication.
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and Jolin.

—

ei6uc, k.t.2,.'] as He was aware (xiii. 1) that his death was

already at hand, that with this all was now accomplished for fulfilling the

predictions of Scripture regarding His earthly work, He now still desires, at

this gaol of accomplishment, a refreshment, and says : I thirst. Accord-

ingly, 'iva teTi. 7] ypaiprj is to be referred to TvavTa f/6?j Terel.^ And this,

because nav-a i/dr] reriT^,. allows no fulfilment of Scripture still remaining

hehind, and thus excludes the connection of Iva re?^. ?/ yp. with liyei. ; because

releiuOi/ is selected simply for the sake of its reference to TETiX. (it is the 7r/liy-

puoiQ of ScrijDture, to which noio nothing more is wanting') ; and because John
never makes the clause of purpose, " that the Scripture might be fulfilled,"

2^recede the clause of fulfilment, and even where a single definite fact is the

fulfilling element, always actually adduces the passage of Scripture in

question (xvii. 13 is a retrosiiective indication of a passage already before

adduced). "VVe must abandon, therefore, the «r(^i?ia;'y interpretation,- which

refers Iva reA. , k.t.'K. to Aeyei' diipco, as containing the scriptural ground of

the thi)-st, to which Jesus gave expression, and of the drinTcing of the vinegar

which was given to Him, and finds in Ps. Ixix. 23 the passage intended
;

where, moreover, the vinegar is the gift of scorn and malice, while here

simply the quenching of thirst immediately before death is in question, with

no ulterior jiurj^ose. — navra i/(5r/ teteX. ] tovtegtiv utl ov6ev TiEiTTEi ry o'lKovofjia,

Chrysostom ; i/S// (already) points to the very early occurrence of Plis death

(Nonnus : Bouc).

Vv. 29, 30. "'EKEi-o] as in ii. 6. The vessel was in readiness for the

purpose of quenching the thirst of those crucified (who had always to suffer

much therefrom), with sponge and stalk of hyssop, which were to serve for

handing it up. — ofovf] vinegar, i.e. small sour wine (from the skins of

grapes already pressed), which served as a drink for labourers and soldiers.'

Of the bitter stuj^efying drinh, which Jesus had disdained to receive, * John

says nothing. On the drink tendered to him, Luke xxiii. 36, see m he. —
The sultject of anSyyov, k.t.1. is not named

;
yet there can be no doubt about

who are meant, the soldiers. — icrawTraj] More exactly than in Matt, xxvii. 48,

and since the hyssop grows stalks from 1 to 1|- feet high,^ such an one was

fully sufficient to reach to the mouth of Jesus on the not lofty" cross.'—
.avTov Tu ardiiaTi] to His mouth. That the stalk was precisely of hyssop, is

accidental ; as hyssop of scorning, in opposition to the hyssop of reconcilia-

tion, Ps. li. (Hengstenberg), it is not to be thought of, since the tender of

the drink in the present passage is certainly not an act of scorn. Moreover,

1 CyrU (?), Bengel, Michaelis, Semler, 3 Wetstein on Matt, xxvii. 34 ;
Hermann,

Thalem., van Henpel {AnnM. p. 62 ff.), rrivatalterth. § 26. 10.

Paulus, Tholuck, Hofmann, (Weimtg. u.Erf. ^ Matt, xxvii. 34. 35 ; Mark xv. 23, 24.

II. p. 146. On the other iiand, Hofmann. in » Bochart, Hieroz. I. 2. 50; Celsius, Hiero-

tlie Schrifthev:. II. 1, p. 314, has altered his bot. I. p. 407 f.

views, and connects iVa TfA. i^ yp. with « Salmasius, ^?c?'7/ce, p. 284. »

Ae'yeO, Luthardt, Lange, Baeumlein, Scliol- ' Least of all with a dogmatic background,

ten, Steinmeyer. although Steinmeyer assumes thatSt+w is a

2 Chrysostom, Theophylact, Euth. Zi^a- r<'g?<f.<< to //is fiflmiiss, and thereby illustrates

benus, Ruperti, and many others, including the love, which completed the act of atone-

Liieke, deWette, Briickner, Strauss, B. Cru- 7nent. This request, he thinks, only the

sius, Baur, Ewald, Hengstenberg, Godet. dying 2Itdiator could have made.
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it is precisely sucli non-essential special statements as these which have

flowed from the most vivid recollection of an eye-witness. — TeTtleoTai]

Quite as in ver. 28, to be referred to the tcorlc of Jesus. Comp. xvii. 4. It

is hy Him brought to completion with this act of the last deatli-sufferimj.

Further, Bengel aptly remarks : "hoc verbum in corde Jesu erat, ver. 28,

nunc ore profertur."— vapli'i. tu tvv.] lie gave over (to God) Ills spirit, char-

acteristic designation of dying, in conformity with that which dying was iu

Jesus' case. It is the actual surrender of His self-conscious Ego on the

decease of the body ; the verbal surrender, Luke xxiii. 46,* appears, since

John has, instead of it, the simply grand concluding word TETeXeaTai, to

belong to the enlarging representations of tradition, but would, after the

bowing of the head, be no longer suitable, and hence have to be assumed

as following TeTtTiearai. — Note further, that the dvai Eig r. kuIttov tov Trarpog

of i. 18 did not now take place, but through and after the ascension

(XX. 17).

Ver. 31. Ovv] Therefore, since Jesus was already dead. Their object was

already attained ; so now the Sabbath also should still have its rights.

" Magnifici honoratores Dei, cum in conscientia mala reposuissent sanguineiA

justi, '' Ruperti.

—

Iva fiy fietvri, k.t.?^.] Contrary to the Roman custom, of

leaving the corpse to jiutrefy on the cross (comp. on Matt, xxvii. 58), on the

part of the Jews, the injunction has to be applied respecting the removal of

the hanged person, Deut. xxi. 22, 23, '^ especially in the present case where

with sunset the Sabbath began, and tJiis a great Sabbath, and therewith a

wish was expressed to see the crucified ones removed and interred in the

interval before the beginning of the holy day. •— irapaaKEVT/] Because it was

the day of preparation, namely, rov cafifiaTov, for the Sabbath. This refer-

ence of TvapacK. necessarily follows from iv rCi aa[i(idr(f). But the parenthesis

i]v yap jiEyaTiTj, k.t.1. indicates why they wished not to have the Sabbath,

especially on that occasion, desecrated by the bodies remaining on the cross
;

because great, i.e. pre-eminently holy (comp. vii. 37 ; Isa. i. 13), was the

day of that Sabbath, because, that is, it was (not merely generally a Sab-

bath in the Passover feast time, but) at the same time fhe first day of Pass-

over the 15th Nisan. It was thus a Sahhath. with twofold authority; since the

first feast-day also had the character of a Sabbath (Lev. xxiii. 7-15). With

a Quartodeciman usage of speech (Hilgenfeld) the designation of the Sab-

bath in the present passage has nothing to do.^ As the second feast-day,

however, which is the day that results from the attempts at harmonizing (see

on xviii. 28), it could only be termed fieydXr/, for the reason that on this day,

i.e. the 16th Nisan, the feast of Sheaves took place, Lev. xxiii. 10 ff. (see

especially Wieseler, p. 385 f., 344). But how could John have presupposed,

in his readers, without any indication, a reference to tlds f These could

explain to themselves the fiEyaAorrjc of that Sabbath only from vet. 14, from

' Of the seven words on the cross, only 43, 46), and John likewise three (xix. 26, 27,

Matt, xxvii. 46, according to Schenkel's too 28, 30).

rash conclusion, is to be considered as alto- "^ Comp. Joseph. Bell. iv. 5. 2.

petherbej'ond doubt. Mark also has only ' iiea f^te\t7.m thuJahrb.f. Deutsche Theol.

this one (sv. 34), Luke has three (xxiii. 31, ISOl, p. 113 ff.
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tlie fact, namely, that the TvapaaKevy tov aaliparov of which John speaks was

at the same time, according to ver. 14, Tiapaaaevy tov Tvaaxa. — Iva KarEayuaiv

K.r.l.] For two were, indeed, still living, and also with respect to Jesus

they had at least no certainty that He was actually dead. On the apparent

contradiction with Mark xv. 44, see on ver. 38. The crushing of the legs with

clubs {crucifragium, cueloKOTria) was to accelerate death (as John also mani-

festly views it, comp. ver. 33), and that in a barbarous manner, in order

to take nothing from the severity of the punishment. ' It also appears as

a punishment by itself.^ The addition of ajinishing tloio, by which (there-

fore not by the crucifragium in itself) death was brought about, cannot be

shown, least of all, from ver. 34, against Michaelis, Semler, Kuinoel, Hug.'

Vv. 33, 33. To assume, on account of Mark xv. 39 (comp. Matt, xxvii.

54), that these soldiers were others (sent out by Pilate) than those who had

crucified Jesus,* is indicated by nothing in the text, where rather ol arpa-

riurai are those already hiown. The 7//.0oi> is only pictorial, and the centurion

does not come into consideration with John. — Since they came to Jesus

lust, we must suppose that two each began on the two sides of the three

crosses.

Ver. 34. The soldiers, 7r?ieii they saw, etc. The death of Jesus, in keep-

ing with their attitude of indifference in the matter, had therefore been

unobserved by them (in answer to Hengstenberg) ; they now omitted the

leg-breaking in His case, as aimless in the case of one already dead. But

one pierced Him with a lance in the side. Wherefore ? Not in order to ascer-

tain whether He was actually dead ; for, according to the context, the thrust

took the place of breaking the legs. Hence it must be assumed, according

to the analogy of the latter, that the ol>ject of the thrust was to mnlce quite

su7'6 of the death of Jesus, i.e. in case He should not yet be altogether dead,

to put Him completely to death.

—

avrov r. Tvlevpav'] His side. Which? is

not clear ; but the left, if he who dealt the thrust stood before the cross, was

was most naturally at hand. — ew^e] Neither the word itself (since vvcoeiv

ordinarily denotes violent thrusting or stabbing ; especially frequent in

Homer,* nor the person of the rude soldier, nor the weapon {lance, belong-

ing to the heavy armour, Eph. vi. 11), nor the purpose of the thrust, nor

the paljiable nature of the opening of the wound, to be assumed, according

to XX. 27, nor e^eKevrr/aav, ver. 37, admit the interpretation, which is implied

in the interest of an apparent death, of a sujierficial scratch (Paulus)

—

aifia

K. v6up] is, considering the difference and significance of the two substances,

certainly not to be taken as a hendiadys {^'' a reddish lymph, Paulus *).

1 See Lactantius, Instit. div. \v. 26; ^ To this conclusion Ilofmann also ( W^eis-

Lipsius, de cruce, ii. 14. sag. u. ErfiiU. II. p. 148 f.) again involun-

2 Suetonius, Aug. C~ ; Seneca, de ira, iii. tarily returned, understanding: vndecom-

32 ; and see generally Wetsteiu, also Lipsius, posed, still flowing blood, as a sign that the

ad Plant. Asin. ii. 4. 68. body of Jesus was exempt from corruption.

^ On the aorist form with syllabic aug- See, in opposition, also Luthardt. But Hof-

ment from KaTaywy-i., see Winer, p. 68 [E. T. mann, in his Schriftbe.iv . II. 1, p. 490, has re-

p. 70]. nounced the above interpretation, and now
* Storr, Kuinoel, Olshausen, Maier, Lange. has represented the matter thus : the bleed-

^ See Duncan, ed. Host, p. 796. ing away of the dead one had been so com-
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Whetlier the blood and water issued forth contemjporaneously or after one

anotlier, does not appear from the words. In the natural ' mode of regard-

ing this twofold issue, it is thought eitlier (1) that Jesus was not yet dead,

but simply died in consequence of the thrust, which pierced the pericardium

with its watery lymph, and at the same time the chamber of the heart, from

which the blood welled,^ to which, however, the mode of viewing it of

the entire apostolical church is ojjposed, which was certain, and has the

personal testimonies of Christ Himself to the fact, that in His crucifixion itself

the putting to death was accomplished. Or (2) it is assumed that the blood

had been decomposed in the corpse (Hase, Krabbe, and several others), so

that serum, bloody water, and placenta, clots of blood, separately issued

forth ; which separate outflow, however, of the constituent j^arts of blood

cannot, in the case of a fresh body that had been healthy, be anatomically

established. Or (3) the li^eart is considered, just as the Gruners suppose, as

having been pierced through, though the death of Jesus is assumed to have

already previously taken place, ^ as also Ewald,* the death of Jesus was a

sudden treahing of the heart), holds to be most jDrobable. Not substantially

different is the view of the English jihysician William Stroud,^ comp. Tho-

luck, who, besides the cavity of the heart, brings into consideration also

the two bags of the diaphragm, with the fact of their fluidity in corpses.

This mode of regarding the matter renders unnecessary the entirely arbitrary

theory of Ebrard, p. 563 ff., of extravasations and sugillations which the

thrust occasioned,® and would be quite satisfactory if John had desired to

give an account generally of a natural, physiological effect of the lance-

thrust. But apart from the fact that he adduces nothing which would

plete, that at last not blood, but water material way. Besides, the br,dy of the
flowed, and this was to the apostle a proof Risen One had not yet been transformed
that Jesus' corpse remained exempt from (He still eats, still drinks, etc.), though
corruption, which begins with the decom- altered and become more spiritual, but the
position of the blood. Comp. also Baum- transformation first begins at tlie ascension

garten, p. 423 f., and Godet. But so physio- (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 51-53). A possible prepa-

logical an observation and conclusion is ration for this transformation from the
not to be adopted without some more moment of death onwards is beyond the
precise indication ; and of the complete scope of any more exact representation,

bleeding away on which, finally, water and very precipitate is the conclusion tliat

flowed, the text says nothing, but speaks this preparation must also have announced
simply and solely of blood and water, which itself by some sign in the wounded body,
issued forth. 2 g^ tj^e j^q physicians Gruner in the

' In a natural way, but in a higher sense, Commentat. de Jesu Chr. morte vera non simu-
Lange, II. p. 1614 f., explains the phe- lata, etc., Halle 1805.

nomenon from the process of change ^ Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Wetstein, and
througli which the body of Christ was pass- several others,

ing. A precarious expedient, in which not * Gesch. Chr. p. 584.

only is the possibility of a clear representa- ^ A Treatise on the physical cause of the

tion wanting, but also the essential and d''ath of Christ, "LonAonlMl.
necessary point of the reality of tlie death, " They originated, he thinks, through
as of the condition of separation from the the distension of the muscles, and from
body, is endangered, and instead of the them the water issued ; but in penetrating
f/e«i/i, the beginning of another modality of deeper the lance also touched places of

corporeaU?/i? is conceived; while, generally fluid blood. — But in this way not aXtxa Kai.

also, the process of this assumed change v&uip, but v&uip koX ot/aa would have issued

must have been passed through in a very forth.
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allow ITS to think in wVy> not of actual water, but of lymph (}x^p)i lie desires

to set forth the phenomenon manifestly as something entirely unea'pected

(note also the th'&vg), extraordinary, marrellons. Only thus is his solemn

asseveration in ver. 35, and the power of conviction for the Messiahship of

Jesus, which he finds in the truth of the t^7j?,0Ev, k.t.1., to be comprehended.

To him it was not a siibsidiary circumstance,^ vf\i\c\\ convinced the soldier ivlio

gave the thrust of the death of the Crucified One, but a miraculous arj/nEiov,

which further set forth that the corpse was that of the divine Messiah,"^ of

whose specific calling and work, blood and water are the sjieaking symiols,

in so far, that is, as lie has by blood brought the redemptive work to com-

pletion, and by means of water {i.e. by means of the birth from above, which

takes place through baptism, iii. 5) has ajDproj^riated it ; a significance which

Tholuck also esteems probable in the mind of the Evangelist. Comp. also

Steinmeyer, who, however, ascribes to the Avater only the subordinate pur-

pose, to place the blood under the point of view of the definite (purifying)

operation. Luther :
" our redemption lies hidden in the miraculous work."

Comp. 1 John v. G, where, however, rb v&up, agreeably to the standard of

the historical jjoint of view {i/iOo)v) stands first. ^ We must abide by this

exegetical conclusion '' (comp. Hengstenberg on ver. 37), and uuist renounce

the demonstration of natural connection not less than in other miraculous

phenomena of the evangelical history.^ The figurative interpretation or

e.rpla.ining aicay of the fact itself (Baur, p. 317 fif. : by reference to vii. 38,

'^9 : it is the representation, contemplated in a sjiiritual manner by the

wiiter, of the idea that with the death of Jesus there immediately begins

the 1 Illness of spiritual life, which was to jiroceed from Him on behalf of

the wo.-ld) is only possible on the assumption that neither John nor He gave

an histoh'cal account, as further Baur (see p. 272 ff.), whom Scholten follows,

refers the entire narrative of the omission to break the legs, and of the side-

thrust, simply to the dogmatic purpose of representing Jesus as the true

Paschal lamb, and thereby the turning-point at which the O. T. economy of

1 Ebrard, comp. Liicke on ver. 35, and See particularly Weisse, II. p. 330 f. In this

Baeumlein. way historic truth is of course given up.

2 Tpai'w; SiSao-Kov, oTt uTrep ai-^pajTroi/ 6 ruyci's, Hilgenfeld, Evaitg. p. 317 :" The redemp-

Euth. Zigrabenus. tive death is the condition of the Christian

3 See also Weiss, Lehrbeqr. p. 255. sacrament generally, wliich here in its two-
< Fathers and artists have decked it out fold form figuratively flows forth from the

in monstrous colours, e.g. Nonnus, 8iSu>ot? body of the crucified One." This, he thinks,

At)3aSeoro-iv, first blood, then BicrKfXov iiSiiop naturally suggested itself to John, since ac-

flowed ; Prudentius. Encldr. 43 : both sides cording to his representation Jesus was the

were piei'ced ; from one blood, from the true paschal sacrifice, the recognition of

other water flowed. See also Thilo, ad Cod. which in the Oentile world is brought into

Apocr. p. 587 f. In the two substances the view by the lance-thrust of the liomaii

two sacraments were symbolically seen, as soldier. Other arbitrary explanations in

Augustine, Chrysostom, and many others ;
Strauss.

Tertullian, Euth. Zigabenvis, and several ° The symbolic signification in regard to

others saw therein the baptism of water the true expiatio, and the true lavacrum, is

and the baptism of blood. Comp. Cornelius also assumed by Calvin ; but he disputes the

a Lapide in loc. Baptiftm and the Lord's supernatural element in the fact :
" natvralc

t^iipper have also recently been found set enim est, dum coagvlatur sanguis, omisso

forth in several ways in water and blood. rubore fieri w/uae simUe?n.''
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religion ceased to exist, and the new began, tlie essence of which is con-

templated in the outflowing blood and water.

'

Ver. 35. After fiaprvpia a comma only should be placed, and nothing

should be put within a parenthesis, neither koX oMfim) . . . likytt (van

Ilengcl), nor k. ah/divy . . . ouhv (Schulz), since the discourse progresses

simply and without interruption by Kai.— 6 cupaK.] placed first with

great emphasis ;
the correlate kcikeIvoq has subsequently the like emphasis.

He who has seen it, not heard only from others, but himself has been an
eye-witness, has testified it (herewith, ver. 34), namely, this outflow of

blood and water. This was indeed the apparently so incredible thing, not

also the omission of the leg-breaking. In the third person, in which
John here speaks of himself while passing over His name, commentators
liave found betrayed the difference of the writer and the witness.^ Yet
this is simply a misapprehension, discountenanced by the kcikeIvoi: oldev, k.t.I.,

of the circumstantially solemn style that corresponds to the extraordinary

importance which John attributes to the phenomenon. The ekeIvoc, that is to

say, is the spealcing subject himself presented objectively, identical therefore

with the t-cjpanuc, which clearly appears from the context by the pres. 2.EyEc,

and the final clause 'iva k. vfi. iriar., especially also by the correlation of /cat

v,ue'ig with the subject. Comp. on ix. 37. Hence we are by no means to

assume that the secretary of the ajjostle speaks of him by ekeIvoq as of a third

person,^ but th^ apostle himself Ytresenta liimself objectively as the ille. like a
third person

;
he may at the same time have employed another as amanuensis

(which does not follow even from chajj. xxi.)or not ; comp. xxi. 24. — alTjdivTj]

placed with emphasis at the head of the clause {avrov has then the next em-
phasis)

;
not, however, equivalent to aArfiri<:, as is usually assumed, contrary

to the constant usage of John (and the attribute of oXifiEia follows subse-

quently), but : a ^ewMine testimony is /^is witness, which corresponds in reality

to the idea of a p.ap7vp':a—namely, for the very reason that he himself has
seen what he testifies. Comp. on viii. 16. — Iva] Neither to be taken as

dependent on 6 Eup. pEpapr. (Liicke), nor as indeiDendcntly : "and therefore

should, " etc. (de Wette), but, as the position of the words requires, stating

the purpose of IkyEL : he knows that he says the truth—says that you also

(his readers) may Mieve, as he himself has believed through that miraculous

appearance, namely, on Jesus the Son of God. As frequently in John (comp.

on ii. 11), iria-EVEiv is also here not the entrance into faith, but a higher and
stronger degree of faith, which one experiences, the TnarEVEcv in a new and
exalted potency. Comp. xxi. 31. Others, as Baeumlein, still have incor-

rectly referred ttkjt. merely to what was last mentioned as object, whereby
in truth the comparison with John himself, which lies in km vpelc, would
not be at all appropriate, because John has seen (not merely believed) what
took place. The solemn absolute kiotevelv, with its destination of purpose,

makes the assumption of special designs, which have been ascribed to John
in his testimony of the outflow of blood and water, appear unwarranted,

^ See in oppositio!i to Baur : Grimm in ^ weisse, Schweizer, Kostlin, Hilgenfeld,
the Stud. V. Krit. 1817, p. 181 ff., and 1849, p. Tobler, Weizsiicker.

285 ft. 3 Ewald, Jahrb. 10, p. 88.
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namely, that he desired to jirove the actual death of Jesus, ' especially in

opposition to docetic error. ^ Doubts of a naturalistic and docetic kind might

rather have derived supj^ort than been precluded by the enigmatic outflow,

•which excited the derision of Celsiis, in Or. ii. 36. The Valentinians main-

tained : i^EKEVTTiaav 6e tu (paivonevoVj 6 fp aap^ rov ilwxtKov.
^

Vv. 36, 37. Not without scrijatural ground do I say : 'iva k. v/ielg TriaTevctire

;

J'or that is accompUsJted, -which 1 have just testified^ vv. 33, 34, concerning the

lance-thrust, Avhich took the place of the omitted leg-breaking, in the con-

nection of the divine determination yo?' theful/llment of the scriptural saying

(ypa(j)7j as in xiii. 18) : a lane of Him shull not he irol'en (Ex. xii. 46 ; Num.
ix. 12).'' To John as to Paul (1 Cor. v. 7) Christ is the antityp)e of the pas-

chal lamb intended in the historical sense of that passage, in which Baur

and Hilgenfeld of course find the formative factor of the history. Ps.

xxxiv. 21 (Grotius, Bruckner), because the passage speaks of the j:)rotection

of life^ cannot here be thought of.—The second joassage of Scripture, to which,

moreover, the reader himself is left to supply the same telic connection,

which was previously expressed by Iva >) yp. Tzlrip. ,
contains the O. T. pre-

diction of the lance-thrust which has been narrated, so far as it concerned

precisely the Messiah : they ioill look on Him whom they have 2nerced,—an ex-

pression of the future, repentant, believing recognition of and longing for

Him who previously was so hostilcly murdered. The subject of the two

verbs is the Jews (not the Gentiles), whose work the entire crucifixion gen-

erally (comp. Actsii. 23, 36), and thus indirectly the iKKtvrr/aig also is. The
passage is Zech. xii. 10, where the language is used of a martyr, who at a

later time is repentantly mourned for. The citation is freely made from the

original (so also Rev. i. 7), not from the LXX., who take '"^p^ improperly :

KarcjpxwnvTo, have insulted.^ John also follows the reading IwN," which

Ewald also prefers. — elg bv] Attraction = elc 'hkeIvov bv, comp. vi. 29. To
make eJf bv dependent on i^eKt-vr ' corresponds neither to the original, nor

to the Greek construction, according to which not enKcvTuv slg riva, but ekk.

rtva is said.* It always denotes J!?^e7r«, stah. So also here. Jesus was not

indeed killed by the lance-thrust, but this thrust formed, as its conclusion,

' Beza, Grotius, and many others. Stud. u. Krit. 1849, p. 104, that the passage
2 Hammond, Paulus, Olshausen, Ammo- of Zech. has a Johannean element for the

niiis, Maier, and several others. idea of the Messiah, because God identifies

3 Exc ex Theod. 62. Himself with the Messiah, applies only to

* As regards its essential substance quite the reading '7X, which further Ilofmann,

iindestroyed, not like a profane dish of Weismg. v. Erf. II. p. 152 f., has sought, in a

roast meat with bones broken in pieces, very tortuous way, to unite with the fol-

was the paschal lamb to be prepared as a lowing accus. ")^'X PS ; he is followed by
sacrifice to God (Ewald, Alterth. p. 467 f. ; Luthardt :

•' They will longingly look up to

Knobel on Lev. i. 7). Any peculiar S7jm- nie, after Him {i.e. expect, entreat of me
boliccd destination in this prescription (Biihr Ilim) whom they," etc.

and Keil: to set forth the unity of those 7 Luther, after the Vulgate: "they will

who eat) cannot be established, not even see into ichom they have jnerced ;'' Baur:
by a retrospective conclusion from 1 Cor. " that they have, namely, pierced into Him
X. 1~. from whose side blood and water flowed."

* Aquinas, Theodotus, and Symmachus ' Rev. i. 7 ; Judg. ix. 54 ; 1 Ohron. x. 4 ;

have also efeKeVTi7o-ai', and rightly. Isa. xiv. 19 ; 2 Mace. xii. 6 ; Polyb. v. 50. 12,

° Not ''7{-?
; Umbreit's observation in the xv. 33. 4, xxv. 6. G.
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a part of the whole act of putting to death, and formed, therefore, the Mes-

sianic fulfilment of the prophetic word. ' The LXX. have i 7T«/5/6i/;ovraf Trpof

,

The time of the fulfilment of this prophetic dtpovrat, k.t.1., is, as also in the

original, tliat of the beginning of repentance and conversion ; comp. viii. 28,

xii. 32 ; not the day of judgment,- to which dipoi>-ai, with the mere accus., as

in Rev. i. 7, not with elc, would be appropriate. — A word of Scripture,

sjDeaking sjyecially of the outfloic of Uood and water, does not, indeed, stand

at the command of John ; but if the facts themselves, with which this out-

flow was connected, namely, the negative one of the non-breaking of the legs

(ver. 36), and the positive one of the lance-thrust (ver. 37), are predicted,

so also in the miraculous arnielov, by which the thrust was accompanied, is

justly, and on the ground of Scripture {yap, ver. 36), to be found a special

awakening of faith (ver. 35).—Schweizer, without reason, considers vv. 35-

37 as spurious.

Vv. 38, 39. Mera ravra] Vv. 32-34. The request of Joseph of Arima-

thaea (see on Matt, xxvii. 57), that he might talce away {aprj) the corpse,

does not conflict with ver. 31. For let it be noted that the expression in

ver. 31 h passive, not stating the subject who takes away. The Jews, who
make the request, presume that it would be the soldiers. Pilate had granted

the request in ver. 31, and had charged the soldiers with its execution, con-

sequently with the breaking of the legs, and removal. The breaking of the

leg they have in fact executed on the two who were crucified with Him,

and omit it in the case of Jesus ; and as Joseph requests from the procurator

that he may take away the body of Jesus, and obtains permission, the order

for removal given to the soldiers was now recalled in reference to Jesus, and

they had to remove only the other two. It is, however, very conceivable

that Joseph had still time, after vv. 32, 34, for liis request, since the soldiers

after the crucifragium must certainly await the complete decease of the

shattered bodies, because it was permitted to remove only bodies actually

dead from the cross. Thus there is neither here, and in ver. 31, a contra-

diction with Mark xv. 44 (Strauss) ;
nor does ficTa ravra form, as de Wette

finds, " a great and hitherto unnoticed difficulty; " nor are we, with Liicke,

to understand aprj and ype of the fetching away of the bodies (which the

soldiers had removed), which involves a groundless departure from the sense

given in ver. 31, and an unauthorized variation, from Luke xxiii. 58
;

?Jark XV. 46.

—

to -nrpcbrov] The first time,' iii. 2. Comp. x. 40. It does

not exactly presuppose a subsequent still more frequent coming (in vii. 50

also there is only a retrospective reference to what is related in chap, iii.),

but may also be said simply with reference to the present 2^1^)110 coming to

the dead person, so that only the death of Jesus had overcome the previous

foar of men on the part of Nicodemus. Myrrh-resin and aloe-tcood, these

fragrant materials (Ps. xlv. 9) were placed in a pulverized condition be-

tween the bandages (ver. 40) ; but the surprising quantity (comp. xii. 3) is

^ On 6pa<o els, look upon, in the sense of Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. iv. 2. 2.

regard, desire, hope, etc., comp. Xen. C'ljr. ^ Euth. Zigabenus, Grotius, and several

iv. 1. 30 ; Soph. El. 913 ; Stanley, ad Aesch. others, comp. already Baniab. 7.

Sept. 109. Just so dn-opXe'Treii' eis or Trpos

:

= [Rather, at theJirsL— K.]
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liere explained from the fact that extraordinary reverence in its sorrowful

excitement does not easily satisfy itself ; we may also assume that a portion

of the spices was designed for the couch of the body in the grave, 2 Chron.

xvi. 14.

Yv. 40-42. 'El- bdovioK:'] In hayidages, so that He was enveloped therein.'—

•

KaduQ edog, k. -.?..] The custom of the Egyptians,^ e.g., was difiEerent ; amongst

them the practice was to take out the brain and the intestines, or at least

to deposit the body in nitre for seventy days. — h ru totvg)] in the district,

in the place. On ertOti, used of the interment of bodies, comp. Stallbanm,

ad Plat. Rep. p. 469 B. — The garden with the new grave, which as yet

had been used for no other burial (and thereby worthy of the Messiah,

comp. Luke xxiii. 53, xix. 30 ; Mark xi. 2), must have belonged to a pro-

prietor, w^ho permitted, or himself put it to this use. According to Matt,

xxvii. 60, it belonged to Joseph himself ; but see in loc. — rfm t^v TrapaoK.
]

Thus, on account of the haste, which the nearness of the commencing Sab-

bath enjoined. Retrospect of ver. 31. — On the relation of the Johannean

account of the evra^mtj/iof of Jesus to Matt, xxvii. 59, and paralleP passages,

see on Matt.

Note by American Editok.

LXVIa. " For this reason, he who delivereth thee to me hath greater sin." Ver. 11.

Not " the greater sin" (as in the Kec. Ver.), which suggests, though it does

not require, a comparison of the person's sin not with that of another, but with

his own under other circumstances. Here the former is the only right idea.

The sin of the Jewish priest Jesus declares to be greater than that of

Pilate ;— for the one who delivers Him up is here not Judas, but the high

l)riest, Caiapbas. Meyer explains the dililierence in their guilt on the ground

that while the Roman is an officer of government, one of the divinely ordained

powers that be, to whom therefore it properly falls to sit in judgment upon

Jesus, whom he knows merely as a common man, the high-priest, though also

divinely ordained, has no rightful authority over Jesus, who, as Messiah, is his

siiperior. This seems far-fetched and unsatisfactory. Eather, I think, Jesus

recognizing Pilate as a duly authorized, and so to speak divinely commissioned

magistrate, and thus standing on a level with the Jewish high-priest, and both

being persons who would properly have cognizance of his case, the difference

lies in the manner in which they execute their respective functions. In this the

advantage lies decidedly with the Roman. He acts but passively and reluctantly

in the matter. He simply receives for trial one whom the Jewish nder has deliv-

ered over to him. His conduct, though criminal, is far less criminal than that of

the hierarchical zealot who has taken the initiative, who has thrown into unwill.

ing hands, and given over for trial and condemnation, one whom he knew, or

ought to know, to be innocent of crime.

' Plato, Jjec/fj. ix. p. 883 B ; Pol. viii. p. 5C7 the apostolical origin of our Gospel, Nico-

C ; Judith xvi. 8. demus is identical with Joseph of Arima-
'' Herod, ii. 86 ff. thaea, and the evTa(i>iaa-ix6'; in the present

=* According to Krenkel, in Hilgenfeld, passage is unhistorical.

ZeUschr. 186j, p. 438 ff., implying a denial of
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CHAPTER XX.

Ver. 11. ru /iv7i,uEi(f} instead of tlie Recepln to fiVTjfieloi', is decisively attested.

— £f(j] stands in B. 0. X. A. X.** 1, 33, Verss. Fathers before ulaiovaa, but is

wanting in A. N.* Verss. Lachm. It is to be placed before KXaiovca ; so also

Tiscb. Being unnecessary in itself, it came to be readily passed over, consid-

ering the like final vowel of tu fivri/J.Ei(l) e^u, and partially again restored in the

wrong place. — Ver. 14. ravra] Elz. : nal ravra, against decisive witnesses (of

which L. has ravra de). — Ver. 16. 'EiSpaiari.'] is wanting in Elz., and bracketed

by Lachm., but so strongly attested, that it was far more probably passed over

as superfluous and self-intelligible, than added to the text. — Ver. 17. /uov} after

the first TTUTtpa is wanting in B. D. H. Codd. It. Or. (twice as against thrice)

Chrys. Epiph. Deleted by Tisch., bracketed by Lachm. "Was more readily

added from the surrounding context than omitted, hence the omitting wit-

nesses are strong enough for its deletion. — Ver. 18. drra-yji2./Mvcia'\ Lachm. and
Tisch. : ayyeATiovaa, according to A. B. J. X. X. Codd. It. Since other impor-

tant witnesses have avayye'A?^., and copyists were not conversant with the simple

form (it is not elsewhere found in the N. T.), ayyDil. is to be preferred. — Ver.

19. avvTjyfievoi'l after fiaO. is by Lachm. and Tisch. deleted, on decisive testimo-

nies. A more exactly defining gloss. — Ver. 21. 6 'iTjaovi] is omitted by Tisch.,

and, considering the frequency of the addition on sufficient testimonies, justly.

— Ver. 23. cKpisvrai] Lachm. : acpsuvraL. The weight of testimony is very much
divided ; dcpsuvrai, however, was the more readily introduced for the sake of

uniformity with KEKpdr., the more familiar it was to copyists from the Synop-
tics.— Ver. 25. Instead of the second tvttov, Lachm. and Tisch. have tottov. So

A. J. Curss. Vulg. Codd. It. Syr. Pers. Or. Hil. Ambr. Aug. Correctly ; tvttov

was mechanically repeated, while the design of the different words was
left unnoticed. — Vv. 28, 29. Before cmenp., Elz. has /cat: before 0««df :

6 : and before TreTriaT., Oupu. Merely additions contrary to decisive witnesses,

as also avTov also after pafii]T., ver. 30, is, on important testimonies, to be, with

Lachm. and Tisch., deleted.

Vv. 1, 3. On the designation of the first day of the week by pia tuv oa/i(3.,

as well as on the irreconcilable deviation of John,' who {^^for hrevity''s sake !"

Hengstenberg, indeed, thinks) makes only Mary Magdalene go to the grave,

from the Synoptics, see on Matt, xxviii. 1. Of a hastening 'beforehand on the

part of Mary, in advance of the remaining women (Luthardt, Lange, Ewald).

there is no trace in the text. But when Luthardt even is of opinion that

John, from the point of view of placing over against the consummation of

> In no section of the evangelical history ment of the differences between John and
have harmonists, with their ai'tiflcial mo- the Synoptics, as also between the latter

saic work, been compelled to expend more amongst themselves, is impossible, but the
labour, and with less success, than in the grrand fact itself and the chief traits of the
section on the resurrection. The adjust- history stand all the more firmly.
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Jesus Himself the perfecting of tlie disciples' faith, could not well have

mentioned the other women {^wliy not ?), this would be a very doubtful com-

pliment to the historical truth of the apostle ; and equally doubtful, if he

left other women without mention only/cr the reason that he heard i\\ejirst in-

telligence from the mouth of the Magdalene (Tholuck). The reason, borrowed

from oUnjiEv, for the supposed plurality of the women is abundantly out-

weighed by ol6a, ver. 13. — cKoriac sri ovar/g] Consequently not after sunrise,

Mark xvi. 2. See in loc. " Ostenditur mulieris sedulitas," Grotius. — elf r.

/ivr/ft.] to the grave; comp. xi. 31, 38. — i/c tov /j.vt//i.] The stone had ^ZZetZ the

opening of the grave outwards. — /cat Trpbc, k.-.?^.] From the repetition of irpdg,

Bengel infers :
" non una fuisse utrumque discipukan." ^— bv t0/A«] Comp.

xi. 3, of Lazarus. Elsewhere of John : bv yyaiza, xix. 26, xxi. 7, 20. With

lotTiEi the recollection speaks with more feeling.

—

oldafiev] The plur. does

not presuppose that Mary had gone not alone to the grave, which is opposed

to the account of John, but in her excitement she includes also the disciples,

with whom she was speaking, and generally those also idio stood nearer to the

Crucified One, along with herself, although they as yet knew nothing of the

removal itself. She speaks with a certain self-forgetfulness, from the con-

sciousness oifellowsM2), in opposition to the parties to whom she attributes the

ypav. Note, further, how the possibility of His having arisen remains as yet

entirely remote from her mind. Not a word of any angelic communication,*

etc., which some, of course, seek prudently to cover by an intention on

John's part to be concise (sea especially Hengstenberg). — The harmonists,

who make Mary to have only hastened on liefore the rest of the women, must

lead them to Peter and John by another way than that which she followed.

But surely it would have been most natural for her, in the first instance, to

run to meet her companions who were following her, with the marvellous

news, which, however, with Ewald, who makes the plur. olSa/xev indicate

this, could only be read between the lines.

Vv. 3, 4. Note the alternation of aorists and pictorial imperfects ; comp.

iv. 30. — Luke xxiv. 12 mentions only Peter ; but comp. also Luke xxiv.

23. See in loc. The more rapid running of John, and then, again, the

greater boldness of Peter, vv. 5, 6, are individual traits so characteristically

original, that here (comp. on xviii. 15) it is highly inappropriate to charge

the writer with an intention to place John before Peter (Strauss), or

with the endeavour at least not to allow John, as opposed to Peter, to

stand in the background (Baur).' — rdxtov tov IT.] Love impelled both, and

gave wings to their steps ; but the youthful John ran more qiiicHyforwards *

than Peter, whose consciousness of guilt (Lampe, Luthardt), especially r//"?e/'

his bitter repentance, hardly restrained his running, as little as it withheld

Lira, ver. 6, from stepping lefore John. Euth. Zigabenus is simply cor-

rect : wf ciK/iaidTepog tov tovov tov cufiaTo^,

1 But comp. ver. 3, and see, gjenerally, 4 ff., xxiv. 23.

Euttmann, Nevt. Gr. p. 293 f. [E. T. p. 340 = Tliis also in answer to Spath in Hilgen-

ff.] ; comp. also Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 2. feld, Zri/srhr. 18()8, p. 189 f.

52, i. 3. 3.
' TTpoiSp., comp. Xen. Anab. iv. 7. 10.

2 Matt, xxviii. 2 ; Marli xvi. 5 ; Lulce xxiv.
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Vv. 5-8. John is witlilield l)y natural terror (not dread of pollution, as

Wetstein, Ammon, and several others think) from going in at once ; the

bolder and older Peter, however, goes in, and then, encouraged by his ex-

ample and presence, John also enters. — Note how earnestly the fourth

Gospel also states the fact of the empty grave, which is by no means veiled in

the darkness of a twilight investigation, and of the reports of the women
(Weizsacker). — pj-rvet, he sees ; on the other hand, ver. 6, deupei, he contem-

plates.'— TO. b66via] The handkerchief (ver. 7) must consequently have so

lain, that it did not meet the eye of John, when he, standing before the

grave, bent down (jrapaKvipag), i.e. bowed his head forward through the low
entrance in order to see within.'' Observe, further, that rd bdov. here in ver.

6 is placed first (otherwise in ver. 5) in contrast with rb covdapiov. -^ to aov6np.
]

xi. 44 ; Luke xix. 20. — X'^p'^c] used adverbially (separatim) only here in the

N. T. ; very frequent in the Greek writers. — slg eva to-kov'] belongs to evte-

TvTiijfi. : lorapped \ip ^ in one place apart, so that it was not, therefore, lying

along with the bandages, but apart in a particular place, and was not spread

out, but folded together. In so orderly a manner, not in precipitate confu-

sion, did that take place which had been here done. In eva is implied that

the b66via and the handkerchief occupied two places. How thoroughly does

this whole pictorial representation, comp. with Luke xxiv. 12, reveal the

eye-witness !— elrfe] Namely, the state of matters in the grave just related.

— kniarsvaev'] that Jesus was risen. Comp. ver. 25. This, the grand object

of the history, taken as a matter of course, and, from these unmistakable

indicia, now bringing conviction to the disciples, and see ver. 9. Hence
neither generally : he believed on Jesus as the Christ, as in xix. 35,* nor

merely : he believed that which Mary, ver. 2, had said.^ The articles left be-

hind in the grave and laid aside, as related, in so orderly a manner, testified,

in truth, precisely against a removal of the corpse.^ The singular only satis-

fies the never-to-be-forgotten personal experience of that moment, but does

not exclude the contemporaneous faith of Peter also (in answer to Ililgen-

feld and others), as is, moreover, unmistakable from the following plur.

i)(hL(yav, although even Hengstenberg makes Peter, in conformity with Luke

xxiv. 12, remain standing only in amazement (in which Godet also substan-

tially follows him), but of which John says never a word.

Vv. 9, 10. Vap^ Had they already possessed this understanding of Script-

ure at that time, the inspection made in the empty grave would not have

been needed, that there might be faith in the accomplishment of the resur-

rection. — o-<] Eir Ike'lvo, oTt. See on ii. 18, ix. 17, xi. 51, xvi. 9.

—

Sel]

Divine necessity. Comp. Luke xxiv. 26, 44, ix. 22. This knowledge of

Scripture (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 4) first arose in their minds by means of the

Risen One Himself,' and subsequently in completeness through the outpour-

1 See Tittmann, Stjnon. p. Ill f., 120 f. Clarius, Grotius, Bengel, Ebrard, Baeum-
2 Luke xxiv. 13; Sir. xxi. 23, xiv. 23; lein, and several otiiers, following Angus-

Lucian, Paras. 42, et al., Aristopli., Theocr., tine and Tlieopliylact.

Plutarcli, etc. ^ See Chrysostom, Euth. Zigabenus, Non-
3 Aristopli. Pbd. 693 ; Nub. 083. nus.

< Hengstenberg, Godet. '' Lulie xxiv. 27, 46 ff.; Acts i. 3.

* Erasmus, Luther, Aretius, Jansen,
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ing of the Spirit (Acts ii. 24 fE.). Moreover, the personal previous declara-

tions of Christ concerning His resurrection first became clear to them ex

cventu (ii. 21, 22); hence they are not indeed to be called in question, but
they (comp. x. 17, 18) cannot have been so definitive in their purport as in

the Synoptics (see on Matt. xvi. 21). — ovv] Since they had novf convinced

themselves of the fact of the resurrection, they must now av^^ait further

events. •— Trpof mv-ov^^ liome^ Trpug ri/v eavruv KaTayuyr/v, Euth. Zigabenus.

Comp. Luke xxiv. 13 and Kyjike thereon, also Wetstein on the present pas-

sage.

Vv. 11-13. Mary has followed to the grave the two disciples who ran

before, but does not again meet them, (they must have gone back another

way), and now stands weeping at the grave, and that without, for she dares

not go further. Yet she bends down in the midst of her weeping, involun-

tarily impelled by her grief, forward into the grave (see on ver. 5), and be-

holds two angels, etc. On the question of these : t'i nAaictQ, Ammonius cor-

rectly observes : kpuruat Jf, ovx 'I'a fiaduat, ulTJ 'iva iravGTjTai. — A2)pea7'ci7ices

of angels, whora Schleiermachcr indeed was here able to regard as persons

commissioned by Joseph of Arimathaea,^ are certainly, according to Script-

ure, not to be relegated into the mere subjective sphere ; but they communicate

with and render themselves visible and audible simply and solely to Mm
for whom they are real, while they are not 2")erccptible by others (comp.

xii. 29) ; wherefore we are not even to ask where the angels may have been

in the grave during the presence of Peter and John (Griesbach thought :

in the side passages of the grave).

—

h Ievko'ic] Neut. : in white. That

ificiTia are meant is a matter of course.^ Clothed in white., the pure heavenly

appearances, in keeping with their nature of light, represent themselves to

mortal gaze.^— on ypav} Because they, etc. As yet the deep feeling of

grief allows no place for any other thought. Of a message from angels,

already received before this, there is no trace in John. The refrain of her

deeply sorrowful feeling : they have talcen away my Lord, etc., as in ver. 2,

Avas still imaltered and the same.—On the number and position of these

jsngels the text offers no indications, which, accordingly, only run out into

r.rbitrary invention and fancy, as e.g. in Luthardt : there were t^co in an-

tithesis to the two jointly-crucified ones ; Ihey had seated themselves

because they had no occasion to contend ; seated themselves at the head

and at the feet, because the body from head to feet was under the protection

of the Father and His servants.

Vv. 14, 15. Her conversation with the angels is interrupted, as she turns

roimd and—sees Jesus standing by, but unrecognized by her. — icrpacpT/ elg

T. oTT/'o-w] Whether accidentally only, or as seeking after her Lord, or

because she heard the nistle of some one present, is not clear. Unauthor-

ized, however, is the view of the scene adopted by Chrysostom, Theophy-

lact, and Euth. Zigabenus, that the angels, on the sudden appearance of

Jesus, had expressed their astonishment by their mien and gestures, by

' L. .7. p. 471. stein in loc.

2 See Winer, p. sno [E. T. p. 591] ; Wet- ' comp. Ewald, ad Apoc. p. 12G f.
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Avliieh Mary's attention had been aroused.

—

kuI o/vc f/Jf/, k.-.X.] The nn-

familiar clotliing, her own troubled and weeping look, and, along with

this, the entire remoteness from her mind of the thought of the accom-

plished resurrection—all this may have contributed to the non-recognition.

The essential cause, however, is to be found in the mysterious alteration of

the corporeity and of the appearance of Jesus, which manifests itself from

His resurrection onwards, so that He comes and disappears in a marvellous

way, the identity of His person is doubted and again recognized, etc. See

on Matt, xxviii. 17. That John imagined a loitliliold.ing of her vision, as in

Luke xxiv. 16,' is in nowise indicated. Again, the h hfpa iwptp'i], Mark xvi.

12, does not apjily here. — 6 Kijirovpog] Naturally, since this unknown j^erson

was in the garden, and already so early. Quite unnecessary, however, is the

trivial assumption that He had on the clothing of the gardener,'' or : He was
clothed with the loin-cloth, a piece of raiment used for field and garden

labour, in which He had been crucified (altogether without evidence, comp.

on xxi. 18).'— Kvpie^ Address out of her deeply prostrate and helpless

grief. — e;'] With emphasis, in retrosjiect of ver. 13. — ahrov^ She presumes

that the supposed gardener has heard her words just spoken to the angels.

— Koytj avT. ap(.>'\ in order to inter Him elsewhere. Her overflowing love, in

the midst of her grief, does not weigh her strength. '

' She forgets every-

thing, her feminine habits and j^erson," etc., Luther.

Ver. 16. Jesus now calls her hy name. Nothing more. By the voice, and

by this voice, which utters aloud her name, she was to recognize Him.—
aTpaipeiaa] She had therefore, after ver. 14, again turned towards the grave.

— pa^^ovvl] See on Mark x. 51. — The 'Hf^paiaTl is, indeed, matter of course,

and in itself is superfluous ; but in this circumstantiality there lies a certain

solemnity in the delineation of the impressive moment. Note how, on the

mention of her name, there follows nothing further on her side also, except

that she utters the expressive Balilwni ! More she cannot in the press of her

joyful surprise. Thus took place the f^dv?? lipuTov Mapia ry MayS., Mark
xvi. 9.

Vv. 17, 18. Mary sees : it is the Lord. But affected and transported in

the highest degree by His miraculous appearance, she knows not : is it He
hodily, actually come forth out of the grave,—again become corporeally

alive and risen ? Or is it, on the other hand, His glorified spirit, which has

leen already raised up to Ood, and which again has descended to appear to

her, so that He has only the bodily form, not the corporeal substance ?

Therefore, to have the certainty which her love-filled heart needed in this

moment of sudden, profoundest emotion, she would talce hold of, handle

Him, in order by feeling to oljtain the conviction which the eye alone, in

presence of this marvellous happiness, could not give her. This, howevef,

Jesus prevents : touch me not ! and gazing into her soul, gives her, by His

own assurance, the certainty which she seeks, adding, as a reason for that

repulse : for I am not yet ascended to the Father, therefore, as yet, no glori-

^ Calvin, Grotiiis, comp. already Ammo- others.

nius. ^ Hug's invention in the Freih. Zeltschr,

2 Kuinoel, Paulus, Olshar.sen, and several YII. p. 103 ff., followed by Tholuck.
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fied spirit wlio has again come down from heaven whither he had ascended.

'

[See Note LXVII. p. 537.] She would touch the Lord, as Thomas did sub-

sequentlj', not, however, from unbelief, but because her faith strives after a

deliniteness with which her love cannot dispense. Only this interpretation,

which is followed also by Baeumlein, strictly corresjionds to the words gen-

erally, especiallj^ also to the yap, which assigns a reason, and imports no

scenic accompaniments into the incident which are not in the passage ; for

cLTTTov leaves the reader to suppose nothing else that Mary desired to do,

save simply the mere anTecdai, therefore no embracing and the like. But

scenic accompaniments are imported, and go far beyond the simple awTov, if

it is assumed that ]\[ary claspfd the Icnees of Jesus, '^ and desired, as sufplex, to

manifest her TvpotjKinn/acc to Him, as to a Being already glorified and returned

from God,° or as venerabunda.* This could not be expected to be gathered

by the reader from the mere noli me tangere ; John must, in that case, have

said, 1111 aTTTov ^lov jovdruv, or juy yovvneret /xe, or fii) TvpocuvvriaSv fioi, or the like,

or have previously related what Mary desired,^ to which it may be added,

that Jesus elsewhere does not refuse the Tvpoaavvricng ; comji. especially Matt,

xxviii. 9. lie does not, indeed, according to Luke xxiv. 39, repel even the

handling, but invites thereto ; but in that instance, irrespective of the doubt-

fulness of the accoimt, in a historical point of view, it should be noted (1)

that Jesus, in Luke, he. cit. (comp. John xx. 24 if.), has to do with the

direct doubt of His disciples in the reality of His bodily appearance, which

doubt he must expressly censure
; (2) that in the i^resent passage, a icoman,

and one belonging to the narrower circle of His loving fellowsliip, is alone

with Him, to whom He might be disposed, from considerations of sacred

decorum, not to permit the aizTtaBai desired in the midst of overflowing

excitement. How entirely different was the situation with the sinning

woman, Luke vii. 37 (in answer to Briickner's objection) ! Along with the

correct interpretation of anreadai, in itself, others have missed the further

determining of the sense of the expression, either in this way : Jesus for-

bade the handling, because His wounds still pained Him (Paulus) ! or :

because His new, even corporeally glorified life was still so delicate, that

He was bound to keep at a distance from anything that would disturb it (so

Olshausen, following Schleiermacher, Festpred. V. p. 303) ; or : because

He was still bodiless, and only after His return to the Father was again to

I In ouTTo) -yap, K.T.A., is expressed, there- comp. Ewald.

fore, not " the dread of permitting a con- > This also in answer to Baur, who thinlis

tract, and that wliich was thereby intended, that Jesus was precisely on the point of

before the ascension to the Father should ascending {see on ver. 18), and therefore

be accomplished" (Briickner) ; but Jesus did not wish to allow Himself to be detained

means thereby to say that Mary with her by Maryfalling at Hisfeet. Comp. Kostlin,

ojTTco-eai already presupposed in Him a con- p. 190 ; Kinkel in the Stud. w. Krit. 1841, p,

dition which had not yet commenced, be- 597 ff.— Among the ancient interpreters I

cause it must have been preceded by His find the strict verbal rendering of auriaeai

ascension to the Father. most fully preserved in Nonnus. who even
' Comp. the frequent UnTeaOai yovvwi' in refers it only to the clothing : Mary had

Homer, Od. a. 512, o. 70, <^. 65, oi. 357, et al. approached her right hand to His garment

;

^ My first edition. then Jesus says : efxiov /arj i|/aOe x'tiociui'.

* So Liicke, Maier, Lange, Hilgenfeld,
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obtain a body (Weisse). There is thus introduced what is certainly not con-

tained in the words (Paulus), what is a thoroughly imaginary supposition

(Paulus, Olshausen), and what is in comijlete contradiction to the N. T. idea

of the risen Christ (Weisse). Others take the language as an urging to hasten on

with that which is i7nmediately necessary ; ^ she is not to detain herself with the

aTTTeaOai, since she can see and touch Him still at a later period ;
^ by which,

however, an arbitrarily adopted sense, and one not in keeping with the sub-

sequent avajSaivu, K.r.A., would be introduced into the confirmatory clause,

nay, the prosj)ect opened up, in reference to the future tangere, would be

inappropriate. Others, that Jesus demands a greater proffer of honour ; for

as His body has already become divine, the ordinary touching of feet and

mode of intercourse is no longer applicable (Chrysostom, Theodore of

Mopsuestia, Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, Erasmus, Jansen, and several

others). How inept in itself, and illogical in reference to the following

ohnu yap, k.t.I. ! Others : it was a refusal of the enjoyment now sought in

His appearance, which as yet is untimely, and is to take place not " terrestri

contactu," but spiirituali,^ by which, however, the proper contents, consti-

tuting the essence of the supposed sense, is arbitrarily read between the

lines. Others still differently, as e.g. Ammon : Jesus desired to spare Mary

the touch of one levitically unclean ! and Hilgenfeld, Evang. p. 318 : the

refusal of the reverential touch was made by Jesus, for the reason that He
was not yet the man again united with the Logos, but at present only the

Man raised again from His grave. ^ Both interpretations are entirely foreign

1 At this conclusion Hofmann also arrives, fide praesentiam invisibilis Christi deinceps

Sclmftbeiv. II. 1, p. 524 : Mary is not, in her a^noscendam esse." So substantially also

joy at again having Jesus, to approach and Luther. According to Luthardt, Mary
hang vpon Him, as if He had appeared in would grasp, seize, hold Jesus fast, in order

or(i«r to re?^^/*, but was to carry to the dis- to enjoy His fellowship and satisfy her

ciples the joyful message, etc. But even love. This Jesus denies to her, because at

with this turn the words do not apply, and present it was not yet time for that ; abid-

the thought, especially that He had ap- ing fellowship as hitherto will first again

peared not (o remain, would be so enig- commence when He shall have ascended,

matically expressed by ouTTw yap, K.T. A., that consequently sliall have returned in the

it could only be discovered by the way, in Paracelete ; it will not then be brought

nowise indicated, of an indirect conclusion. about corporeally, but the fellowship will

That avTeaSai may denote attach oneself, be in the Spirit. According to Baumgar-
fasien oneself on {vomp. Godet : "s'attacher ten, a renewed 6o(?i/y fellowship is promised

a"), is well known ; but just as frequently, to Mary, but completely freed from sin,

and in the N. T. throvgfioiif, it means fake and sanctified by Christ's blood. Accord-

hold of, touch, handle, also in 1 Cor. vii. 1 ; 1 ing to Hengstenberg, Mary would embrace

John V. 18. Jesus in the opinion that now the wall of

^ So, with a different explanation in other separation between Him and her has fallen ;

respects of avTea-Oai. itself, Beza, Vatablus, but the Lord repels her, for as yet His glo-

Calovius, Cornelius a Lapide, Bengel, and rification is not completed, the wall of sepa-

several others. ration still in part subsists, etc. Godet

:

3 Melanchthon, Calvin, Aretius, Grotius, "It is not yet the moment for thee to «<^acA

and several others ; substantially also, but thyself to me, as iflivere already restored to

under various modifications, Neander, de you. For I am not as yet arrived at the

Wette, Tholuck, Luthardt, Lange, Baum- state in which I shall be able to contract

garten, Hengstenberg, Godet. Melanch- with my disciples the superior relation

thon : "Eeprehenditur mulier, quod de- which I have promised to you ;" thus sub^

siderio humano expetit complexum Christi stantially like Luthardt.

et somniat eum revixisse ut rursus inter ^ In his Zeitschr. 1868, p. 430, Hilgenfeld

amicos vivat ut antea . . . ; nondum scit, modifies his interpretation to the extent that
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to the meaning. Scholten's view (p. 172) is also an impossibility, as if

Jesus had said ovwu fiev yap, /c.r./l., as one already gloritied. Conjectures

even have been attempted ; Vogel : fiij ah tttoov, Gersdorf and Schulthess :

/lov aTTTov, or av /xov otctov. — irobg tovq a6e7j^. [j.ov] This designation of the

diseipJes as His beloved associates in the filial relation to God, to His now
fulfilled earthly work (comp. npog t. wartpa, k.t.?i.), is not at all intended to

serve the purpose of tranquillizing them on account of their flight (Bengel,

Luthardt, comp. Luther). Of this the text contains no indication, all the

less that the expression is found only in the address to Mary, but not as to

he communicated to the disciples. Rather has the designation its reference to

Mary herself, who is to gather from it, that the loving fellowshii) of the

Lord with His own, far removed from being dissolved by the new condi-

tions of this miraculous manifestation, rather continues, indeed, now first

(comp. XV. 15) has its completion. Note the like expression in Matt,

xxviii. 10, where, however (see in loc.)., the pointing to Oalilee is an essen-

tial variation in the tradition ; against which Luthardt, without reason,

objects that Matt, xxviii. 10 refers to the promise, xxvi. 32. Certainly
;

but this promise already has, as its historical presupposition, the appear-

ance of the Lord before the disciples, which was to be expected in Oalilee,

as this is, xxviii. 16 ff., in fact set forth as the first and only one in

Matthew. — avafiaivu, K.r./l.] The near and certain future. To announce this

consequence of His resurrection to the disciples, must be all the more on His

heart, since He so frequently designates His death as His departure to the

Father, and had associated with it the personal hope of the disciples. This

was not to be changed by His resurrection ; that was only the passage from

death to the heavenly glory. As to the mode and xcay of the ascension ava^.

contains nothing. The added k. narepa v/xuv and k. 6eov v/nuv was, however,

intended to confirm the hope of the disciples in respect of their own cwSo-

^aaOrjvai, since in truth, in.virtue of their fellowship with Christ, the Father of

Christ was also become their Father, the God of Christ (to whom Christ solely

belongs and serves, comp. Matt, xxvii. 47, and sec, in detail, on Eph. i. 17)

also their God (comp. on Rom. i. 8) ; this is now, after the execution of

the redemptive work, entirely accomplished, and will one day have also the

fellowship in 66^a as its final result, comp. Rom. viii. 17, 29. Note in Trpof

Tov Trartpa, k.t.1., that the article does not recur, but embraces all in the

unity of the Person. To understand the pres. avaft., however, of. that

which ensues forthwith and immediately, and in the following way ' thai;

already the appearance that follows is to be placed after the ascension (comp.

Ewald, who understands the pres. of the ascension as already impending), is

decisively opposed by the fact of the later appearance, vv. 26, 27, unless we

surrender this as actual history, or, with Kinkel, resort to the extravagant

notion of many ascensions.

Jesus, as the Risen One, did not as yet desire fore His believing ones as Dispenser of the

to be the object of the reverence which be- Spirit (vi. 62, 63). But even thus the points

longed to Him as Lord of the C'hvrch (Phil. to be understood are quite too far-fetched,

ii. 10). This was then first to be>rin, when, ' Baur, p. 222 ff., and Neutest. Theol. p. 381,

after His ascension, He should appear be- Hilgenfcld, and others.
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Vv. 19, 20. Comp. Luke xxiv. 36 S., where, however, handling and

eating is already added from tradition. The account in Mark xvi. 14 is

different. Schweizer's reasons against the Johannean origin of vv. 19-29

amount to this, that, according to John, the resurrection of Jesus was no

external one on tJds side of the grave, and that consequently the appearances

could only be visionary. Against this ii. 21, 22, x. 17, 18 are decisive, as

well as the faith and the testimony of the entire apostolic Church. — r. dvpCiv

KEK?i€i(jfi.] can all the less be without essential significance, since it is re-

peated in ver. 26 also, and that without (ha rbv (pofhv r. 'Iov6.]. It points to

a miraculous appearance, which did not require open doors, and which took

place while they were closed. The how does not and cannot appear ; in any

case, however, the a(pavrog h/ivero, Luke xxiv. 31, is the correlate of this im-

mediate appearance in the closed place ; and the constitution of His body,

changed, brought nearer to the glorified state, although not immaterial, is the

condition for such a liberation of the Risen One from the limitations of space

that apply to ordinary corporeity. Euth. Zigabenus : ug aetttov i/drj koL kovcjjov

Koi aKTjpdrov yevouevov tov aiifiaroQ avrov. More minute information concerning

this change withdraws itself from more definite judgment ; hence, also the

passage can offer no proof of the Lutheran doctrine of ubiquity, especially

as the body of Jesus is not yet that which is glorified in cU^a. According to

B. Crusius, and ah-eady Beza and several others,^ the doors must have sud-

denly opened of themselves. But in this way precisely the essential point

would be passed over in silence. According to Baeumlein, nothing further

is expressed than that the disciples were assembled i?i a dosed room. ^ But

how easily would John have known how acUially to express this ! As he has

expressed himself, t. OvpCov KCK?.ei(y^u. is the definite relation, under icMch the

fj/Sev^ K.T.I, took place, although it is not said that He passed dm r. dvp.

kekI.., as many Fathers, Calovius and others, represent the matter. — c(f to

pkaov] into tlie midst, after iaTTj, as in Herod, iii. 130, and frequently. Comp.

on ver. 7, xxi. 3. — eiprjvr] viiiv'] The usual greeting on entrance : Peace to

you ! This first greeting of the risen Lord in the circle of disciples still re-

sounded deeply and vividly enough in the heart of the aged John to lead

him to relate it (in answer to Tholuck) ; there is therefore no reason for im-

porting the wish for the peace of reconciliation (comp. Etpyvr/ y k[irj, xiv. 27).

— idEL^Ev avToig, /c.r.A.] In proof of the corporeal identity of His Person ; for

on the hands and on the side they must see the wounds. This was sufficient
;

it was not also required to exhibit the feet. Variation from Luke xxiv. 40,

where the feet are shown instead of the side, the piercing of which is not

related by the Synoptics. Altogether groundlessly then is the present pas-

sage employed against the nailing of the feet (see generally on Matt, xxvii.

35) ; equally groundless also is the opinion that the jfcsA of Christ was only

> Comp. also Thenius, Evanf/el. der Evan- is " the Spirit of the Church,'''' can, of course,

gelien, p. 45. only allow the entrance throuisrh closed

2 Schleiermacher, L. J. p. 474, does not doors to pass as an emblem. Scholten, wlio

make the room at all, bnt only the house to considers the appearances of the Risen One

be closed, and says there "may also have to be ecstatic contemplations of the glorified

been somebody who had been appointed to One, employs the closed doors also for this

open." Schenkel, to whom the Risen One purpose.
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the already laid-asicle earthly envelope of the Logos (Baur). Comp. on i.

14. — ovv] In consequence of this evidence of identity. Terror and doubt,

certainly the first impression of miraculous appearance, now gave way to

joy. And from out their joyful thoughts comes the utterance of John : JJdt'-

T£Q TOV KVpCOV.

Vv. 21, 22. Ovv] For now, after the joyful recognition. He could carry

out that which He had in view in this His appearance. Hence He began

once again, repeated His greeting, and then pursued His further address.

The repetition of elpyv?/ vfiiv is not a taking leave, as Kuinoel, Lucke, B.

Crusius, and several others, without any indication in the text, still think,

which brings out a strange and sudden change from greeting to departure,

but emphatic and elevated repetition of the greeting, afjer the preliminary

act of self-demonstration, ver. 20, had intervened. Hengstenberg makes an

arbitrary separation : the &TstE'ip.v/j.iv refers to the disci2)Jes, the second to the

apostles as such.

—

Kadug antffTnAiie, k.t.I.] Comp. xvii. 18. Now, however,

and in fact designated a second time, according to its connection with the

i:)roper divine delegation, the mission of the disciiDles is formally and sol-

emnly ratified, and how significantly at the very first meeting after the res-

urrection, to be witnesses of which was the fundamental task of the

apostles !
'— evecpvar/ae] To interpret it merely as a symbol of the impartation of

the Holy Spirit, under the relationship of breath and spirit (comp. Ezek.

xxxvii. 5 ff. ; Gen. ii. 7),'' neither satisfies the preceding irqinu vfiac, nor

the following IdlisTs, k.t.I. ; for, in connection with both, the breathing

on the disciples could only be taken as medium {medians) of the impaHation

of the Spirit, i.e. as vehicle for the reception, which was to take jilace l>y

means of Vno. breathing, especially as ?M(ieTe (mark the imperat. and the aor.)

cannot merely promise a reception belonging to the future,^ but expresses

a reception actually present. So substantially Origen, Cyril, Melanchthon,

Calvin, Calovius, and several others, including Tholuck, Lange, Bruckner

(in answer to de Wette's symbolical interpretation), Hengstenberg, Godet,

Ewald, and several others ; while Baur considers the whole occurrence as

being already the fulfilment of the promise of the Paraclete,^ which is thus

an anticipation, and inapplicable to the idea of the sending of the Paraclete.

The later and full outpouring of the Sjiirit on the day of Pentecost, by

which Christ returned in the Paraclete, remains untouched thereby ;
more-

over, we are not to understand merely the in-breathing of a x«P'f ^£ktikt/ for

the later reception of the Spirit (Euth. Zigabenus). An actua\ firstfruits of the

Holy Spirit is imparted to the disciples on account of a special aim belong-

ing to their mission. Bengel well says: " arrha pentecostes. " It belongs

to the peculiarities of the miraculous intermediate condition, in which Jesus

1 Acts i. 22, ii. 32, iv. 2, et al. p. 438, according to whom here, as in ver.

^ Augustine, De trin. Iv. 29, and many 17 the ascension, the feast of Pentecost

others :
" demonstratio per congruam sig- should be taken up into tlic history of the

nificationem." Picsurrection. The originally apostolic

3 Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, idea of apostles is, so soon as Paul is called

Grotius, Kuinoel, Neander, Baeumlein, and by the Risen One, " adjusted " according to

several others. the Pauline conception.

* Comp. Hilgenfeld in his Zettschr. 1868,
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at that time was, that He, the Bearer of the Spirit (iii. 34), could already

impart such a s-i^ecialjirst fruits, while the full and proper outpouring, the ful-

filment of the Messianic liaptism of the Spirit, remained attached to His ex-

altation, vii. 39, xvi. 7. The (xr^ic?e needed as little to stand with nvcvfia dy.

as in i. 33, vii. 39 ; Acts i. 2, 5, and many other passages. This in answer

to Luthardt, who lays the emphasis on ayiov ; it was a Jwly spirit which the

disciples received, something, that is, different from the Spirit of God,

which dwells in man by nature ; the breath of Jesus' mouth was now holy

spirit,* but this is not yet the spirit of the world-mighty Jesus ; it is not as

yet Tu TTveiijua dyiov, but nevertheless already the basis of it, and stands inter-

mediately between the word of Jesus on earth and the Spirit of Pentecost.

Such a sacred intermediate thing, which is Jwly spirit and yet not tfie Holy

Spirit, the new living breath of the Lord, but yet only of like hind to the

Spirit of God (Hofmann), cannot be established from the N. T., in which

"rather irvevfia dytov with and without the article is ever the Holy Spirit in

the ordinary Biblical dogmatic sense. Comp. on Rom. viii. 4 ; Gal. v. 16.

The conceivablencss of the above intermediate Spirit may therefore remain

undetermined ; it lies outside of Scripture. — avro'tg] belongs to hecjjvGTiae.

Comp. Job iv. 21.

Ver. 23. The jieculiar authority of the apostolical office, for the exercise

of which they Avere fitted and empowered by this impartation of the Spirit.

It was therefore an individual and specific charismatic endowment, the

bestowal of which the Lord knew must be connected with His personal

presence, and was not to be deferred until after His ascension," namely, that

of the valid remission of sins, and of the opposite, that of moral disciplinary

power, consisting in the authority not only to receive into and expel from

the church,' but also to exercise pardoning or penal discipline on their

felloio-members. The apostles exercised both jorerogatives, and it is without

reason to understand only the former, since both belonged essentially to the

mission (tte/xttu, ver. 21) of the apostles. The promise, Matt. xvi. 19, xviii.

18, is similar, but not equivalent. The apostolic power of the keys in the

sense of the Church is contained directly in the present passage, in Matt.

only indirectly. It had its regulator in the Holy Spirit, who separated its

exercise from all human arbitrariness, so that the apostles were therein

organs of the 8i)irit. This was the divine guarantee, as the consecration of

moral certainty through the illumination and sanctification of the judgment

' Comp. also Hofmann, SchrifLbeio. II. 1, 1864, p. 31"), who explains- it of the reception

p. 522 f.; Gess, Fers. Chr. p. 251; Weiss, or non-reception <i9 5api!/Mw, and to the for-

Lehrbegr. p. 289. fjiveness of sins tlierewith connected. So
- Heuce the ob.iection : "tliey required also Steitz in the Stud. u. Krit. 1861!, p. 480.

at present no such impartation" (Ilof- But baptism is here, without any indica-

mann), is precipitate. They made vse of tion of the text, imported from the insti-

it first at a future time, but the beifoival tution, wliich is non-relevant here, in Matt,

was still to take place face to face, in this xxviii. 18 ff. On the apostolic penal disci-

last sacred fellowship, in which a quite pe- pline, in virtue of the Kpar^lv rd? aixapria^,

culiar distinction and consecration was on church members, comp. the apostolic

given for this gift. handing over to Satan, and see on 1 Cor.
3 This in answer to de Wette and several v. 5.

others, including Ahrens {Amt d. Schliissd,
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in the performance of its acts.'— atplevrai] The?/ are remitted, that is, by God.
— icpar-ffTE] He abides by the figure ; opposite of loosing : Iwldfast."— KEKpar.']

They are held faat, by God. Here the perf. ; for the Kparelv is on the jjart

of God no commencing act (such is the cKpitvai.) . — That upon Thomas, who was

at that time absent (ver. 24), the same full authority under the impartation

of the Spirit was further particularly and supplementarily (after ver. 29),

bestowed, is, indeed, not related, but must be assumed, in accordance with

the necessity wliich was involved in the equality of his position. — The
objections of Luthardt against our interpretation of this verse are unim-

portant, since in reality the eleven are thought of as assembled together

(vv. 19, 24) ; and since the assertion, that all charismatic endowments date

only from Pentecost, is devoid of proof, and is overthrown precisely by the

present passage ; comp. also already Luke ix. 55. Calovius well saj-s : "ut
antea jam acccperant Spiritum ratione sanctificationis, ita nunc accipiunt

ratione ministera evangelici.'''' The full outpouring with its miraculous gifts,'

but for the collective church, then follows at Pentecost.

Vv. 24, 25. Qo)/j.a.g . . . Ai6vfioc] See on xi. IG. — ovk yv /iet' avruv, e'lKoc

jcip, avTov jiETO, TO 6ia(7Kop7Tia6f/vai rovg fiad/jrac; . . . /m'jttu avve/idelv avrolQ, Euth.

Zigabenus. There may also have been another reason, and conjectures

(Luthardt : melancholy led him to be solitary, similarly Lange) are fruitless.

— Thomas shows himself, ver. 25 (comp. on xiv. 5), in a critical tendency of

onind, in which he does not recognize the statement of eye-witnesses as a

stifficient ground of faith. From this, however, we perceive how com-

pletely remote from his mind lay the expectation of the resurrection. In the

fact that he wished to feel only the wounds of the hands and of the side, some

have found a reason against the nailing of the feet to the cross (so still Liicke

and de Wette). Erroneously ; the above requirement was sufiicient for

him ; in feeling the wounds on the feet, he would have required something

which would have been too much, and not consistent with decorum. Comp.
on Matt, xxvii. 35. — tvttov is then interchanged with t6ttov (see critical

notes), as correlative to seeing and feeling. Comp. Grotius :
" tvttoc videtvr,

TuTTor impletur.''^— /3aAw rf/v x£''pa jj-ov, /c.r./l.] is regarded as a proof of the

peculiar greatness of the wound. But he would lay his hand in truth not in

the wound, but in the side, in order, that is, there to touch with his fingers the

wound on the mere skin, but which, at the same time, must have been even

then considerable enough. — Note, further, the circumstantiality in the

words of Thomas, on which is stamped an almost defiant reliance in his un-

belief, not melancholy dejection (Ebrard).

Vv. 26, 27. "Interjectis ergo diebus nulla fuerat apparitio," Bcngel.

This appearance is contained only in John. — ttuIlv fjaav iao)] points back to

the same locality as in ver. 19. Wetstein, Olshausen erroneouslj'^ transfer

the appearance to Galilee. They were again reithin, namely, in the honse

known from ver. 19 (comp. Kypke, I. p. 412), and again from a like self-

intelligible reason as in ver. 19, icith closed doors. But that they were gathered

' On av instead of eii-, see Tlormann, ad ^ Polyb. viii. 20. 8 ; Acts ii. 24.

Viger. pp. 812, 8:02 ; frequent in Greelc prose.
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togetherfor tJie celehration of the resurrection-day (Luthardt, Lange), and that

Jesus desired by His apijearance to sanction this solemnity (Ilengstenberg),

is withovit any indication. The direction, ver. 27, presupposes an im-

mediate hnmcledge of what is related in ver. 25, which in John least

of all required to be indicated (in answer to Liicke, who, as also Schlei-

erniacher, supposes a communication of the disciples to Jesus). — Bengal,

moreover, well remarks : "Si Pharisaeus ita dixisset : nisi videro, etc., nil

impetrasset
; sed discipulo pridem probato nil non datur."— ^c'pe . . . koI

ids} The wounds in the hand he is to feel and see ; the wound in the side,

imder the garments, only to feel. Observe the similarity in circumstantiality

and mode of expression of the words of Jesus with the expression of the

disciple in ver. 20. — kciI y.y ylvov aTviarog, aXla tt^ot.] Not : Jd, but : Tjecome

not unbelieving, etc. Through his doubt of the actual occurrence of the

resurrection Thomas was in danger of lecoming an unbeliever (in Jesus gen-

erally), and in contradistinction to this his vacillating faith he was, throuo-h

having convinced himself of the resurrection, to lecome a believer.

Vv. 28, 29. The doubts of Thomas, whose faith did not now require

actual contact (hence also merely eupuKac, ver. 29), are converted into a

straightforward and devoted confession
; comp. xi. IG. — 6 Kvpidc fMv k. 6 Oc6g

/lov] is taken by Theodore of Mopsuestia ' as an exclamation of astonishment

directed to God. So recently, in accordance with the Socinians,^ especially

Paulus. Decisively opposed to this view is elivev avru, as well as the neces-

sary reference of 6 khp. fiov to Christ. It is a confessionary invocation of
Christ in the highest joyful surprise, in which Thomas gives the fullest

expression of profound emotion to his faith, which had been mightily ele-

vated by the conviction of the reality of the resurrection, in the divine

nature of his Lord. For the doctrinal conception, the vehement emotion cer-

tainly seems in itself scarcely calculated to jiroduce this exclamation, which
Ewald even terms extravagant ; but this is outweighed (1) partly by the

account of John himself, who could find in this exclamation only an echo of

Ms own &ebg fjv 6 ?.6-yoc, and of the attestations of Jesus to His own divine

nature
; (2) and cliiefly by the approval of the Lord which follows. Eras-

mus aptly says :
'' Agnovit Christus utique rejyidsurus, si falso dictus fuissct

Deus." Note further (1) the climax of the two expressions
; (2) how the

amazed disciple keeps them apart from one another with a solemn emphasis

by repeating the article^ and the jiov. This ^ov, again, is the outflow "ex
vivo et serio fidei sensu," Calvin. — Ver. 29. The 6 KvpioQ fi. k. 6 -l^eSq juov was
the complete and highest confession of Messianic faith, by the rendering

of which, therefore, the above ju^ ylvov . . . Trtar6c was already fulfilled.

But it was the consequence of his having seen the Risen One, which should

not have been required, considering the suificicnt ground of conviction

which lay in the assurance of his fellow-disciples as eye-witnesses. Hence
the loving reproof (not eidogy, which Paulus devises, but also not a confir-

mation of the contents of Thomas' confession, as Luthardt assumes, which is

' " quasi pro miraculo facto Deum col- » See against these Calovius.

laudat," ed. Fritzsclie, p. 41. a See Dissen, ad Bern, de Cor. p. 374.
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implied only in naaapioi, k.t./i.) for him who has attained in this sensuous way

to decisive faith, and the ascription of Nessedness to those who, without such

a sensuous conviction, have become believers,—which is to be left as a general

truth, and not referred to the other discix)les, since it is expressed in a general

way, and, in accordance with the supersensuous and moral nature of faith,

is universally valid. In detail, note further : (1) to read TTEKia-evKag interrog-

atively/ (with Griesbach, Scholz, Lachmann, Ewald) makes the element of

reproof in the words, indicated by the emphatic (comp. i. 51) precedence of

oTi f(jp. /le, appear with more vivid prominence
; (2) the perf. is : thoic Tiast

Ijecome heliemng and helievest noio ; the aor. particif)les h^ovrec and wiareva. do

not denote wont (Liicke), which usage is never found in the X. T., and

would here yield no suitable meaning, but those who, regarded from the

point of time of the jiaKaptorriz predicated of them, liave not seen, and yet

have believed ; they have 'become believers without having first seen. (3) The

point of time of the /uaKapioTr/g is, in correspondence with the general propo-

sition, the universal 2)resent, and the fiaKaptort/g itself is the happiness which

they enjoy through the already present, and one day the eternal, possession

of the Messianic i^u//. (4) The fiaKapwrr/c is not denied to Thomas, but for

his warning the 7'ule is adduced, to which he also ought to have subjected

himself, and the danger is pointed out to him in which one is placed who

demands sight as a way to faith, as he has done. (5) The antithesis in the

present jiassage is, therefore, not that of faith on account of that which has

externally talcen pAace, and of i-dith. certain in itself of its contents (Baur, comp.

Scholten), but of faith (in a thing that has taken place) with and without a

personal and special perception of it by the senses. (6) How significant is

the declaration /laKupioi, k.t.?.., standing at the close of the Johannean

Gospel ! The entire subsequent historical development of the church rests

in truth upon the faith which has not seen. Comp. 1 Pet. i. 8.

Vv. 30, 31. Conclusion of the entire book (not merely of the main portion

of it, as Hengstenberg maintains) ; for chap. xxi. is a supplement. — TroAAa

fih ovv] Multa quidem igitur^— koL aA7,a\ On the well-known /cat after tzoTJA

(et quidem alia), see Baeumlein, Partih. p. 146. Comp. Acts xxv. 7.—
cT/nela] miracuMis signs, by which He has proved Himself to be the Messiah,

the Son of God (ver. 31). Comp. xii. 37. To this corresponds in general

also the conclusion of the appendix, xxi. 25.^ Justly might John, looking

back upon his now finished ^i[iHov, adduce as its contents from the begin-

ning of his history down to this conclusion, a potiori, the o-;;//t-7a which Clirist

had wrought, since these form the distinguishing characteristic in the

Avorking of Jesus (comp. x. 41), and the historical basis, with which the

rest of the contents (particularly the discourses) are connected. Others

have taken or/fiela in exclusive, or at least, like Schleiermacher, pre-eminent

reference to the resurrection: documenta resurrect iojiis (comp. Acts i. 3).*

1 It serves as a concluding summary, so Wolf, Bensel, Lamps, Tholuck, de Wette,

as to prepare the way for a thouglit intro- Frommann, Maier, B. C'rusius, Luthardt,

duced by 6e. Comp. Baeumlein, Partik. p. Ililgenfeld, Hengstenberg, Godet, Baeum-

178. See Klotz, ad Devar. p. 603. loin, Scholten, and several others.

2 Correctly so, by way of suggestion, ^ So Chrysostom, Tlieophylact, Euth.

Euth. Zigabenus, further Calvin, Jansen, Zigabenus, Rupevti, Luther, Besa, Calovi-
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But to this corresponds neither the general and absohite a?ijUEia in itself, nor

the predicate TroAAa k. alia, since Christ, after His resurrection, both in

accordance with the accounts in the Gosjiels, and also with that of 1 Cor.

XV., certainly appeared only a few times ; nor, finally, 'uno'njaev and iv toj

j3'(31. TovTCf), which latter shows that John (for hdnr. r. fia^T/r., moreover,

does not point to another writer, against Weizsacker) has in view the con-

tents of Ms entire Gos2)el.— ivwTr. r. //ai?.] So that thus still many more

crifiela might have been related, as by an eye-witness, by John, who, in

truth, belonged to the /la^inai ; hence this addition is not to be employed

as a ground for the interpretation by Chrysostom, etc., of ari/iela, because,

that is to say, Jesus before His death performed His signs in the sight of the

2>eople, etc. (comp. xii. 37).

—

ravra c5f] sc. ra arifiEla, namely, those recorded

in this book, this selection which composes its contents. — Iva niareixj.'] refers

to the readers, for whom the Gospel was designed. " Scopus evangelii,"

Bengel. ' Of the conversion of the Gentiles (Hilgenfeld) to the faith, there is

no mention. — 6 vIoq t. ^eov] in the Johannean sense. Without being this.

He would not be the promised Messiah. — TciaTEvovTeq] in your helievii^g.

Thus, then, the C,ufjv exeiv is conceived of as a possession already beginning

with faith ; faith, however, as a subjective principle of life, quite as with

Paul, although the latter more sharply separates from one another, as con-

ceptions, justification, and life. °— h rcj 6v6/i. avrov] belongs to l^ui/v Ij. In

the name of Jesus, as the object of faith (i. 12), the possession of life is

causally founded. — Baur, in accordance with false presuppositions, holds

vv. 30, 31 to be spurious, because the previously related appearances (which,

according to Baur, took place from out of heaven) must in themselves so

bring to a close the appearance of the Risen One, that we cannot think of

further appearances of this kind (ttoIIcl k, alia).

Note by American Editoe.

LXVII. Wi fiov u-Tov. Ver. 17.

The first question, in this disputed passage, is of the meaning of utttov,

whether it is simply equivalent to Qiyydvu, touch, or has its more full and proper

meaning of fasten oneself upon, hold on to, cling. Both the present tense and

the connection seem to me to point to the latter. For simply touch we should

naturally have the aor. ufai, and merely to touch the Lord would surely not be

forbidden to Mary.

As to the reason for the prohibition, omitting several of those invented by

German ingenuity, we may mention three or four which have been alleged.

First, the incidental reasons, as (1) That our Lord was on His way to His ascension

and coTild not be detained, for which certainly there seems no sufficient ground.

The arguments for repeated ascensions, one immediate, are by no means con-

vincing. (2) That Mary would not delay in her execution of His message to the

us, Maldonatus, Semler, and several others, » Comp. Jntrod. § 5. See also, as regards

includiti^ Kuinoel, Liicke, Olshausen, ttio-tcuo-., on xlx. 35.

Lanse, Baur, Ewald, and several others. ^ Comp. Schmid, Bibl. Theol. 11. p. 301.
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Apostles—whicla, hoM'ever, seems liardly an adequate reason for snch a demand
—besides which, Christ does not give Uds as the real reason. (3) That the lan-

guage is a familiar hj'perbole for " I do not go immediatelj'," as we say

"I am not yet gone," which may relieve Mary from the anxious endeavoiar,

by her clasp, to detain Him. I may mention (4) the quasi indecorum which

Meyer finds in His receiving the touch (for He holds it as no more) of a woman,

which I think, with Weiss, nearly fanciful.

The real or essential reason for the repelling of the clasp is given not very

intelligibly by Meyer, as " / am not yel ascended to my Father, therefore, as yet

no glorified spirit who has again come down from heaven, whither He had

ascended." More satisfactorily, perhaps, Meyer says in his note, "Jesus inti-

mates that Mary's uwTEaOai presupposes in Him a condition which has not yet

commenced, because it must have been preceded by His ascension to His

Father!"

Better, I think, Weiss :

'

' The prohibition lies simply in this, that He,

although His ascension is not yet accomplished, is on the eve of ascending,

and thus His appearance cannot have the purpose to renew His earlier inter-

course with His friends."

To the same effect Luthardt :
" It is not the one who has already ascended

who is standing before her ; and accordingly it is not yet the time of which He
had spoken, when He declared that He would go away to the Father, and then

come to them. The time has not yet dawned at which their fellowship with

Him is to come to the goal of its completion. . . . The time directly at hand is

for the disciples as little as for Mary, a time of external sensible fellowship ;

it is the time of the departure and distance of Jesus in which they can be sure

of Him only by belief."

The single article with avaftahu irpbg t6v, etc. makes the clause equivalent to

" Him who is my Father and your Father and my God and your God," at once

putting them and Him in a common relation to God, and yet by not saying

" our Father and our God" {tov iraTtpa yjiuv k. rov Qeov iifiuv), keeping them dis-

tinctly separate.
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CHAPTER XXI.

Ver. 3. Instead of tv£(iriaav, Elz. has aveBrioav, against decisive testimony. —
After ttAoZov, Elz. Griesb. Scliolz have : evdvg, which is condemned by decisive

testimony. — Ver. 4. y£vo/j..'\ Tisch. : jivofi., which is to be preferred, since to

the witnesses C* E. L., A. B. with yeivo/i. are to be added ; though with the

copyists yevofi. was more current. — eJf] Lachm. Tisch. : ettc. The Codd. are

very much divided ; £ti came to be more readily added as a gloss than eig.

Comp. Matt. xiii. 2, 48 ; Acts xxi. 5. — Ver. 6. laxvaav'] Tisch. : la^vov, accord-

ing to preponderant testimonies. The aorist form was involuntarily suggested

from the surrounding context (t/Jo /lot', eXKvaai). — Ver. 11. ettI r//f p/r] Lachm.

Tisch. : e'lg ryv yi/v, according to A. B. C. L. t<., etc. Nevertheless, the Recepta

is to be retained. 'Ett* t^iv y. (so D. Curss.) was written as a gloss in some in-

stances,—in others, after ver. 9, e'iq t. j. was written. — In vv. 15, 16, 17, as in

i. 43, instead of 'lufd, we are to read : 'luuwov. — Ver. 17. iTp63aTa'] A. B. C. :

TrpojSdriu. Rightly adojDted by Tisch. The Recepta is a repetition from ver. 16.

Tisch. has, indeed, even already in ver. 16, TcpolBdria, but only according to B.

C, so that the testimony of A. appears only for ver. 17. — Vex-. 22. Read with

Lachm. Tisch., /loi. cikoIovQel. — Ver. 25 is wanting in N.*, is explained in

Scholia as an addition, and has in detail the variations a (Lachm. Tisch.) instead

of baa; Xptardg 'Irjaovc (D.), in one Cod. of It. with the addition: quae non

scripta in hoc Ubro ; vv6' (Lachm. Tisch.) instead of oviU
; ;\;up?/aei.v (Tisch. ac-

cording to B. C* N.** Or.) ; at the conchision a/iyv (Elz.).

Chap. XX. 30, 31, bears so obviously' the stamp of a formal conclusion worthy

of an apostle, v/hile chap, xxi., moreover, begins in a manner so completely un-

expected, that this chap, can api^ear only as a supplement. The question is,

however,' whether this supplement proceeds from, John or not. This question first

became a subject of investigation from the time of Grotius, who saw in the

chapter a supplement of the Ephesian church., composed after the apostle's death

by the bishop (perhaps by John the Presbyter). Since all witnesses contain

the chaptei-, a judgment can only be pronounced from internal grounds. These,

however, decide only against ver. 25, which contains an exaggeration so surpris-

ing, unafjostolical, and in such absolute contradiction to the Johannean sim-

plicity, intelligence, and delicacy, that it is imisossible that it can have pro-

ceeded from the pen of the apostle, but must appear probably as a later, although

very ancient, form of conclusion, an apocryphal and inhamionious echo of xx.

30. The omission - of ver. 25 in X*, and its suspicious character in the Scholia,

1 See ffcnerally Hoelemann, der Epilog des this judgment : the copyist of this Cod. did

JSvang. Joh., in his Bibelstudien. II. p. 61 ff. not find the verse in his copy, and therefore

2 According to the usual statement, ver. did not add it ; but the words are supplied,

25 should also be wanting in Cod. 03. This, " ab eo qui eadem aetate totum librura re-

however, Tisch. ( Warm wurden unsere censebat ac passim ex alio exemplar! corri-

Evangelien verf. p. 127, ed. 4) declares to be gebat atque augebat," Cod. K. ed. Lips. p.

an error. On ver. 25 in K. Tisch. passes LIX.
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rests npon a correct critical feeling. On such feeling, however, also rests the

fact that this omission and suspicion have not likewise affected ver. 24, which

contains absolutely nothing that John could not have written, but rather forms

a worthy conclusion to the entire supiilement of chap, xxi., and does not by

olSauev betray the work of a E.trange hand (see the exegetical notes). The

groi^nds, moreover, brought forward against the authenticity of vv. 1-23 are

untenable. For (1) it by no means follows from ver. 23, that at the time of the

composition the apostle was already dead (Weizsacker, Keim, and others), since

the speech there mentioned required precisely the correct historical explana-

tion for the eventuality of his still future death. Comj). Ewald, Juhrb. III.

p. 172. (2) The advent of Christ, mentioned in vv. 22, 23, is without any rea-

son declared to be non-Johannean. See on xiv. 3. Just as little is (3) the self-

designation, ver. 20, un-Johannean ; it corresponds rather just as well to the

importance which the recollection, therein expressed, of the never-to-be-for-

gotten moment must have had for John, in and of itself, as also to the connec-

tion into which it is interwoven. See on ver. 20. Further, (4) the individual

expressions ' which are designated as non-Johannean (as e.g. ver. 3, tpxecOui

cvv instead of duoTiovOEiv ; ver. 4, nputag yivofi. instead of nput ; vev. 12, Toljidv

and E^ETul^Eiv ; ver. 18, (ptpeiv instead of ayeiv) are, taken together, phenomena

so unessential, nay, having for the most part in the sense of the context so

natural a foundation, that they, especially in consideration of the later time of

the composition of the supplement, leave behind them no serious difficulty

whatever, and are far outweighed by the otherwise completely Johannean

stamp, which the composition bears in itself, in the language, in the mode of

presentation, and in the individual features which betray the eye-witness (how

entirely different is the section concerning the adulteress !). For, in particular,

(5) the alleged want of Johannean clearness and demonstrativeness is removed

partly bj' correct exposition, partly in the qiiestion as to the genuineness, ren-

dered ineffective by the fact that John, even in the earlier part of the Gospel,

does not always narrate with equal clearness and perspicuity. (6) It is not

correct to say that with the spurious conclusion the entire chapter also falls

to the ground,'^ since the non-Johannean conclusion may have been added

to the Johannean chapter, especially as, on the assumption of the genuine-

ness of ver. 24, the appendix itself did net go forth without a conclusion

from the hand of the apostle. In accordance with all that has been ad-

vanced, the view is justified, that John hy loay of aidhentic historical explanation of

the legend in ver. 23, some time after finishing his Gospel, vMch he had closed with

XX. 31, lorote chap. xxi. 1-24, ^ as a complemerd of the book, and that this appendix,

simply }}ecause its Johannean origin was immediately certain and recognized, already

at a very early period, whilst the Gospel had not yet issued forth from the narrower

circle of Us first readers {Einl. sec. 5), had become an inseparable part of the Gospel;

hut that simply owing to the fact that now the entire book was without a principal con-

• For a minute discussion of the peculiar- the chap. imrtiallT/ betrays, in so striking a

ities of language in chap, xxi., and their va- manner, the Johannean delicacy and orig-

liation from the Gospel, see in Tiele, Anno- inality (pre-eminently vv. 15-17), that with

(.Uio in locos nonmdl. ev. Joh. ad vindicand. this the icJwle stands as a production of

huj. ev. autheni., Amst. 1853, p. 115 ff. In the apostle.

answer to Scholten, who believes he has s Vv. 1-14 hardly have an object unknown
found most linguistic deviations, see Hil- to us (Bruckner), since they are in simple

genfeld in his Zeitschr. 1868, p. 441 ff. objective historical connection with what
'^ iluch more correct would it be to say : follows.
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elusion, the apocryphal conclusion, ver. 25, exaggerating the original conclusion, xx.

31, came to be added. This addition of ver. 25 must have been made at a very-

early date, because only a few isolated traces of the spiiriousness of ver. 25

have been preserved, which, however, by the evidence of X.* go back to a very

ancient time ; while, on the other hand, in reference to vv. 1-24, not the faint-

est echo of a critical tradition is found which would have testified against

their genuineness. Tisch. also designates only ver. 25 as spurious. — The

apostolic origin of the chapter was controverted, in connection with very various

theories, especially its derivation from the author of the Gospel, after Grotius,

by Clericus, Hammond, Semler, Pa^^lus, Gurlitt, ' Liicke, Schott, de Wette,

Credner, Wieseler'^ (John the Presbyter wrote the chap, after the death of the

apostle), Schweizer, Bleek, Schwegler, Zeller, Baur (because it is not in keei^ing

with the main idea of the whole), Kostlin, Keim, Scholten, and several others
;

Bruckner has doubts. In opposition to Baur's school, according to which it

would seem designed, along with the entire chai^., for the purpose of exalting the

apostle of Asia Minor over Peter, see especially Bleek. — The Johannean origin,

or at least the derivation from the writer of the Gospel, is defended, but in

such a way that recently vv. 24, 25 have been for the most part rejected by

Calovius, Bich. Simon, Mill, Wetstein, Lampe, Michaelis, Krause,^ Beck,'*

Eichhorn,Kuinoel,Hug, Wegscheider,"Handschke,''Erdmann,''"Weber,SGuerike,

Bedding (Disput. Groning. 1833), Frommann, Tholuck, Olshausen, Klee, Maier,

B. Crusius (not decidedly),** Luthardt, Lange, Laurillard {Disp. L. B. 1853),

Ebrard (on Olshausen), Hengstenberg, Godet, Hoelemann, Schleiermacher (at

least in respect of the contents). According to Ewald,'" a friend of the apostle

(l^robably a presbyter at Ephesus), of whose hand, j^robably also of whose art,

John availed himself in the composition of the Gospel, wrote the appendix for

himself alone at a later date, without desiring in the slightest degree to conceal

that it was by a different person. In his Johann. Schrifien, 1. p. 54 &., Ewald

ascribes the comijosition to the same circle of friends, in which the Gospel may

have remained perhaps for ten years before its publication ; that the apostle

himself, however, permitted the publication with this appendix (inclusive also

of vv. 24, 25) before his death. Similarly Baeumlein. — Very superficially and

peremptorily does Hengstenberg designate the entire view that chap. xxi. is a

supplement, as leading to a view of the accidental nature of the authorship,

which is unworthy of the apostle, and in conflict with the character of the

Gospel. Hilgenfeld assigns the chap., with inclusion of vv. 24, 25, to the evan-

gelist, who, however, was not the apostle. Comp. also Bretschneider, p. 182.

Vv. 1, 3. Msru Tuvra] Referring, in conformity with the nature of a sup-

plement, to the last narrative hefoirfhe conclusion in xx. 30, 31. — Etpavepuaev

eavTov] Comp. the passive expression, Mark xvi. 12, 14 ; the reflexive form

of construction, however, is decidedly Johannean, see vii. 4. It presup-

1 Lection, im iV. T. Spec. III. Hamb. 1805. '' Bemerk. iib. Joh., Rostock, 1831.

Bertholdt, Seyffarth (Beitr. znr Specialchar- ^ Authentla. . . argumentor. intern, usuvin-

akt. der Joh. Schriften, Lpz. 1823, p. STl ff. die, Hal. 1833.

2 Diss. 1839. ° He, as also Lange, Hengstenberg, Hoele-

s Biss. Viteb. 1703. mann, ascribes also vv. 24, 25 to the apos-

4 Lips. 1795. tie, in opposition to wliioh Luthardt regards

5 Einl. in d. Ev. -loh. 34, 25 as a testimony added from the Ephe-
« Be av0evTLa 0. 21 ev. .Toh. e sola ornt. indoU sian church. Stud. u. Krit. 1849, p. 601 ff.

dijud.,lAps. 1818. '" L.c, comp. also Jahrb. X. p. 87.
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poses a state of concealment, from which He now again (TraMv points back to

ver. 14, to the two preceding appearances, xx. 19, 26) came forth and made

Himself manifest to His disciples, brought Himself into view,—not a spirit-

ual existence (de Wette), not "a sphere of invisiMlity, in which He moves

by Himself " (Luthardt, comp. Tholuck), but rather a wonderfully altered

existence, no longer belonging to ordinary intercourse, brought nearer to a

state of glorification, yet still material, 6ia to 'Aocttov aip-daprov elvai to co/ua ual

nKf/parov, Chrysostom. — ettI rf/g &a?i.]on thehd^e, because the shore is over the

lake. ' It belongs to ecpav. — tcpavipuae Je ovrcjg] sc. lavrdv, not, as Hengsten-

berg borrows from ii. 11, r?)v 66^av ahrov. Further, an iteration of this kind,

in simple, continuous narration, is not elsewhere found in John. But he

may here have purposely written in so diffuse a manner as a set-off to the

distortions of actual fact in tradition (comp. ver. 23). — Of the seven dis-

ciples, ver. 2, the two last remain unnamed. Hence they ai>e probably

(vi. 60, vii. 3, viii. 31, xviii. 19) to be deemed disciples in the wider sense,

with which ver. 1 does not conflict (in answer to Hengstenberg, who con-

jectures Andrew and Philip), since the two unnamed are simply subordinate

])ersons. That of the disciples in the narrower sense the sons of Zebedee

are mentioned last, accords with the composition of the narrative by John

himself. Not any deeper or emblematic significance is to be sought as

lying behind the succession of the names, or behind the number seven.

Another author would probably have placed the sons of Zebedee immedi-

ately after Peter. — 6 anu Kavd r. Ta?i.] added, without any special design, iu

this supplement of late composition. According to Hengstenberg, the rep-

resentative of the first miracle (chap, ii.) could not but be indicated, which

is pure invention.— ol tov 7,Epe6niov] does not occur elsewhere in John ; but,

at the same time, it is only here that the occasion presents itself to him to

mention in a series of names himself ^ and his Irothe?- along with others. —
On the tradition recorded by Luke, which is altogether irreconcilable

with Galilean appearances of the Risen One, unless upon arbitrary harmon-

istic assumptions (such as even Luthardt entertains), see on Luke xxiv. 50.

Acts i. 4 does not, however, necessarily presuppose, in reference to the ap-

pearances, that none took place in Galilee. Matthew, on the other hand, ex-

cludes the appearances which took place before the disciples at Jertisalem^

which are related by John xx. See on Matt, xxviii. 10. Harmonistic ex-

pedients also in Hengstenberg and Godet.

Vv. 3,- 4. 'E/3j(5/i. K. fjiiEig chv oo'i] John has not employed aKolovdelv, nor

said ayufiev k. ^/le'tg (xi. 16), because he has thought just what was said. —
The circumstantiality/ is not un-Johannean (Liicke), but comp. e.g. i. 39, 40,

ix. 1-12. In particular, moreover, the virayu dTueveiv is only the simple

language of familiar association, in which neither a '' brusque tone,'''' nor "an
internal im2mlse, a presentiment '''' (Godet), is to be recognized. The disci-

ples desire again to pursue their earthly employments, " quod privatos

homines decebat,'''' Calvin. — tSt'f/.Oov'] from the place indicated in ver. 2, prob-

1 Comp. on Matt. xiv. 25 ; Xen. Anab. iv. - Hence Nathanael cannot be John
3. 28 : en-i ToO TToTa/itoi), and passages from (Spath) ; comp. on 1. 46.

Herodotus in Sohweighauser's Lex. p. 245.
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ably Capernaum, out to the lake, ver. 1. — By night fishing was productive.'

But they caught nothing. How entirely different was it afterwards, when

they cast out at the bidding of the Lord !— ear?;] Expressing the sudden ap-

pearance. Comp. XX. 19, 26. — flc T- alj.] Comp. xx. 19, 26.

—

ov fih-oi,

K. T.X. ] To be explained from the entirely altered condition and appearance of

the Risen One. Chrysostom assigns the reason to the will of Jesus : ova evdeug

lavTov (^etKvvaiv, comp. also Luthardt and Hengstenberg, of which John, how-

ever, gives no indication. Comp. rather on xx. 14.

Vv. 5, 6. TLaiSla] Not un-Johannean (1 John ii. 14, 18), although in xiii.

33 TEKvia is used. — /n?/ ri npoacpdy. ejere] The emphasis lies, as frequently, on

"the concluding word : you are not, I suppose, (already) in possession of some-

thing to eat ? The question presuj^poses the opinion of the questioner, that

they had probably as yet taken nothing, as well as the thought that in the

opposite case He need not step in. That, however, He designates exactly

fishes by Trpocrfdytov, is grounded on the fact that He intends to take a break-

fast with the disciples on the fishes, after which He inquires. ^— The dis-

ciples simply answer : no; they have therefore taken Him for an entire

stranger, who perhaps wishes to buy fishes for breakfast. The iraidia, intended

by Jesus in the sense of fatherly love, they may have regarded, in the mouth

of the unknown, as a friendly designation of the state of service (Nonnus :

TraZJef dAof dprjaTTJpeQ ; Euth. Zigabenus : Tovg ipyariKovo). Comp. on vi. 6.

— c'lQ 70. Ss^ia fi.] They had the net then in the lake, on quite another side

of the boat. — ovidn] no longer, as previously, when it was empty and light.

Observe the pictorial imperf. laxvov (see the critical notes). — eXKvcrai] draw,

draw up the submerged net. On the other hand, avpovreg, ver. 8 : tttgging,

dragging forth.^— a7r6]onacc-otiniof/— To regard the above fruitless toils

(on the left, it is thought), and this abundant taking on the inght, as a figure

of the apostolic ministry, in relation first to the Jews and then to the Gentiles,

is too special, and not even accordant with history (Giil. ii. 9 ; Acts xxii.

20, et al., comp. Luthardt), without prejudice, however, to the symbolism of

the draught of fishes in itself ; see note after ver. 14.

Ver. 7. Ha'kiv TO, ISiu/iara to)v oIkeiuv kmSeiKvvvTai rponuv ol fiaOr^rat Herpoc

Kal 'lodvvTjg. '0 [lev yap depfiorepog, 6 6e v'^TjloTepog tjV koI 6 /lev o^vTepoc rjv, 6 6e

(SinpaTiKo)Tepog. Aia tovto 6 [iev 'ludvvrig npurog ETreyvu rbv 'I?}govv' 6 6s Uerpoc

irpuTog fjWe npog avTdv, Chrysostom. Comp. xx. off. — tov enevSvTTjv dul^uaaro]

He had laid aside the £7revf5{)T77f, and was in so far unclothed, which, however,

does not prevent his having on the shirt, x^rwi-'/ff/cof, according to the well-

known usage of yvfivdc,^ nudus, and DI'^J'.'' In order, however, not to ajjpear

1 Comp. on Luke v. 5; Aristot. II A. viii. ' Qrotius, Weitzel, Hengstenberg, Godet,

19. Hilgenfeld, and several others.

^ On Trpo<T<l>aiy. itself, which is, like the " This also in opposition to Oodet, accord-

Attic oi/fov, used especially of fishes (comp. ing to whom Teter was gvite naked. This

TTpo<T4>a.yr\iJLaL, Moeris, p. 204. 24 ; npo(T6<priij.a, would liave been disgraceful even amongst

Athen. iv. p. 1G3 C, vii. p. 276 E) see Sturz, barbarians. See Ki-uger on Thuc. i. 6. 4.

Dial. Al. p. 191 ; Fischer, de vitiis. Lex. p. ' See Perizonius, ad Ael. V. H. vi. 11 ;

697 f. Cuper. Obs^s. 1. 7, p. 39. Interpp. zu Jes. xxx.

» See Tittmann, Synon. p. 57 f. 2 ; Orotius in loc.

* See Bemhardy, p. 234
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\anbecomingly in liis mere shirt before Jesus, he girded around him the

enevdvT/jg, overgarment, i.e. he drew it on, and gathered it with a girdle

on his bodj\ Hengstenberg says incorrectly : he had the knEv^vr. on, and

only girded himself in the same (accus. of closer definition), in order to be

able to swim the better. The middle with accus. of a garment always

denotes to gird oneself tJiere-with (Lucian, Somm. 6, deconscrib. hist. 3). Comp.

Trepi^uvvvaOai, Rev. i. 13. The knevdvrrjQ is not equivalent to ;t:'™'')' but an

ocerwraj), an overcoat. Any garment drawn over may be so called ;'' it was,

however, according to Nonnus and Theophylact, in the case of fishermen,

and according to the Talmud, which has even appropriated to itself the

word J^rnjlDX, in the case of workmen generally, a linen article of clothing

(possibly a short frock or Mouse) which, according to the Talmud, was

worn, provided with pockets, over the shirt (according to Theophylact,

also over other articles of clothing). See especially Drusius in he. Accord-

ing to Euth. Zigabenus, it reached to the knees, and was without sleeves. —
yv/xvdc] He had, in point of fact, no other clothing on except the mere shirt f
for precisely Jm t?/v yv/ivuaiv^he quickly put on the E-n-evSvTrig, which had been

laid aside during his work. — He reached the land swimming, not walling,

on the water (Grotius and several others), which is a fanciful addition.

The E(iaAev tavTuv graj^hically represents the rapid self-decision.

Vv. 8, 9. T(j rrlniap.] in the little boat, on board of which they remained
;

local dative. Comp. Herod, v. 99 : cnriKEaro eIkogl vrjval. See generally

Becker, Homer. Blatter, p. 208 f. — The yap in the parenthesis states the

reason why they did not quit the vessel ; they could in this way also quickly

enough reach the shore, which was very near (200 cubits = \ stadium, 300

feet).^— On the form tttix^v instead of the Attic 7r;?;i:fwv, see Lobcck, ad Phryn.

p. 245 f. On 0770, sec on xi. 18. — to ^Iktvov tup tx^-] the vet, whicli wasfilled

loith thefishes (ver. 6).^— Ver. 6. pjnovGt.v, k.-.a.] John relates simply what

they sato on landing, namely, afii'e of coals lying there, andfood lying thereon

(i.e. a mess of fish, see on vii. 9 ; the singul. not of a single fish, as Beza,

Hengstenberg, Godet, and others think, but collectively, as also aprov,'' and

bread. Tlaat this preparation for the breakfast to be given was made by

Jesra, would be understood by the reader as matter of course (see vv. 12, 13).

But how He brought together the materials, and who kindled the fire,

cannot be determined ; He might, before He called to the disciples, have

Himself, or by other hands, made the preparations. Hence the narrative

yields no miracle (bringing forth out of nothing, thought Chrysostom,

Theophylact, Euth. Zigabenus, Grotius, Calovius, Maldonatus, and several

others ; but Nicephorus, Jansen, Luthardt : the angels had provided Him
therewith ; finally, Hengstenberg, Godet : without more precisely defining

the marvellous How), nor even the a2^pearance of such (Liicke). But

1 Fischer, Kuinocl, Bretschneider. = See "Wurm, de ponder, etc., p. 195 ; Her-

^ See the LXX. in Schleusner, Thes. II. p. mann, Privalalterlh. § 4G. 7.

436; Soph. /rag'OT. in Pollux, vii. 45; Dind. « Comp. on this genit., Nagelsbach, z.

391, comp. en-eVSu^xa in Phit. Ale:c. 33. JRas, p. 31, ed. 3.

' Comp. Dem. 583. 21 : yvy-vov iv tw ' Comp. Polyb. xxxiv. 8. G : to Sa.Ka.rTi.ov

;(tTa>vio"Ka>. oi/fOl'.

^ Theodoret, Ileracleus.
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wherefo7-e did Jesus make this preparation ? Because the disciiDles were to

eat with Him the early meal, with which He designed to connect so signi-

ficant a transaction as that related in vv. 15 ff. ; He willed to be the gixer of

the ineal. Much that is irrelevant in the older expositors. According to

Luthardt, the design is to depict how Jesus, without requiring their aid,

knows how to feed the disciples from His own resources. But to what

purpose any such further representation, when He had long ago miracu-

lously fed thousands before the eyes of the disciples ?

Vv. 10,11. 'Ew')Ka-f, K.r.X.] for the completion, in accordance with their

needs, of the dish of fish already found upon the fire of coals. That the

eating of Jesus and of the disciples was no material, but a spiritual one

(the enjoyment which Jesus has from the labors of His apostles), is a

fiction of Hengstenberg's. — According to ver. 11, Peter alone draws the

full net to land, which, of course, since it hung on the vessel, that lay on

the shore, was easier than to draAV it up out of the water into the boat. ver.

6. According to Hengstenberg, he is, indeed, named only as being the

chief person, because he had been the instrument of the spiritual fishing. The

statement of the number of the fishes is as little an apocry2)hal trait as the

statement of the number of those who were miraculously fed, vi. 10, and

the less, since it is not a round number Avhich is named. The ^leyakuv

heightens the miracle.

—

koL roaoh-uv oi'tcov, h.t.I.] Regarded by John

as incomptreliensiUe, and as effected by Christ; by Strauss, as mani-

festly legendary, as well as the number of the fishes, which, however,

might surely well be to the minds of the disciples, in this miraculous

experience, important enough, and such as never to be forgotten. On the

allegorical interpretations of the number 153, see note after ver. 14.

Vv. 12, 13. 'Apiarov is, as little as in Matt. xxii. 4, Luke xi. 38, ^\e prin-

cipal meal, which, in spite of ver. 4, Hengstenberg suggests in the interest

of allegorical interpretation, but hrealx^fast. — etoIjio] dared, presumed.

Although, that is, it had been possible for them, in res^iect of the external

appearance, to doubt whether He was the Lord, they were nevertheless con-

vinced of His identity, and hence dared not to ask Him : Who art thou ?

Reverential awe (comp. already iv. 27), in presence of the marvellous ap-

I^earance of the Risen One, deprived them of the courage to do so. Accord-

ing to Augustine, Beda, Jansen, and several others, they dared not doubt,

which however, is not expressed. Chrysostom aptly remarks : ovKerc yap rfjv

ahrfjv ira'ppTjfjlav elxov' . . . ryv 6e fiop(j)f/v aXkoLOTspav opuvTeg Kal TToXTi^g ekttatj-

^Eug yt-fiovcrav, c^odpa fjoav KaTaneTrlf/yfievot, xal e(3ov2.ovTo tl Trepi avTJig kpurav'

al7M TO 6eog nal to eldevai avToi>g, on ovx erepog Tig f/v, a7J\J avrdg, knelxov tt/v

kpuTTjCLv. — t^ETaaai] to explore " sciscitari ; strong expression from the point

of view from which the respectful timidity of the disciples regarded the

daring nature of the question.

—

eldoTeg] Constructio KaTo. gvveglv.'^— Ver.

13. epxerai] The Sevte, ver. 13, has summoned the disciples to the place of

the meal where the fire of coals was ; Jesus Himself, who had therefore

1 Matt. ii. 8, x. 11 ; Sir. xi. 7, xiii. 11, fre- "^ See Kiihner, II. § 419« ; Krijger, §58. 4. 5.

quent in the classics.
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stood at some distance tlierefrom, now steps forward, in order to distribute

the breakfast. — rbv aprov] points back to ver. 9, but to btpapiov to vv. 9 and

10 : the bread lying there, etc. Both are again coZZec^tVe. It is not merely owe

loaf and one fish which Jesus distributes, as Hengstenbcrg, for the purpose

of symbolically interpreting it of a heavenly reward of toil, assumes ; see

ver. 10. — A thanksgiving before the diduaiv is not related, not as thoxigh

Jesus omitted to. avOponrtva (Euth. Zigabenus) ; nor as though lie did not

desire positively to offer Himself to their recognition (Lange, in opposition

to ver. 12) ; nor, again, as though the meal was to be a silent ^ one (Lu-

thardt, who adds :
" for such is the table fellowsliip of Jesus and His own

in the present aeon") ; nor, again, because the meal represented future bless-

ings (Hengstenbcrg),—but because here it is not a question of any proper

meal, as in Luke xxiv. 20, but rather only of a h-eaJrfast, of a morning

meal, partaken of only while standing (there is no mention, moreover, of a

lying down), which also was not to have, like that early meal of Paul, Acts

xxvii. 35, a character of solemnity. It was not this breakfast in itself, which

Christ prepared for the disciples, but that which preceded (the draught of

fishes) and succeeded (vv. 15 ff.), that was the object for which the Risen

One here appeared.

Ver. 14. TovTo Tjdij Tp'iTov'] This already for the third time. See on 2 Cor.

xiii. 1. — 7/6ri presupposes, on the one hand, that, according to John,

until now any other appearances before the disciples had not taken place,

with the exception of the three related (xx. 19 ff., 26 ff.. xxi. 1 ff.) ; but, on

the other hand, that at a later date several other ap2:)carances occurred. Since;

he, moreover, refers his rplrov only to the appearances that were made to

the circle of disciples (not to individual persons), a wider scoj^e is thereby

given to hannonists ; in no case, however, can they succeed in reconciling

the three appearances with the statements of Pavl, 1 Cor. xv. 5 ff., espe-

cially as there elra and ETreirn (in opposition to Wieseler) denote chrovologicnl

sequence. The Apostle Paul is charged, on the supposition that his ac-

count is to be understood in an internal way, with a great arbitrariness,

when it is asserted that the three appearances related by John are comprised

in elTa toIc c'icjSrKa in Paul (Luthardt, Lange). Not even can cjcpOn K?i4>a in

Paul be reconciled with John. To John, howevei-, must be accorded the

preference over the tradition followed by Paul, so far as the latter does not

agree with the former.

Note.—To the draught of fishes, to contest the historical truth of which, in a

manner which evinced arbitrariness, and in part even malice, the similarity of

the earlier history, Luke v. 2 ff., afforded a welcome opportunity (Strauss,

Weisse, Schenkel, and several others), a symbolical destination has, since the

most ancient times (Chrysostom and his followers, Cyril, Augustine, and many
others), been ascribed, and in general justly, since the word of Jesus, Matt. iv.

' That the meal passed generally in entire tation of details, a gloomy and monstrous
filence, as also Hengstenberg suggests, as character is given to the incident. But the
little appeai-s from the text as that Jesus text breaks off with the distribution of the
did not Himself partake of it (Hengsten- bread and of the mess of fish, and it says
berg). In favour of a symbolical interprc- vothing of the jJroffi-ess oi the hveaki&st.
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19, parall., gives, naturally enough, the psychological solution why He, as the

Kisen One, performs, precisely in this fashion, a miraculous work in the pres-

ence of His disciples. The tradition in which, from the above word, the

draught of fishes, Luke v., took shape (see on Luke v. 1 ff.), has, although

pushing backward the later occurrence, nevertheless apprehended with right

feeling the idea which it contained. The disciples themselves could not

but find in the words of that first call, Matt. lor. cit., the key to the symbolical

significance of the miraculous fact, in which that word, which Jesus had spoken

at the beginning, was novvr, on theboundary of their earthly intercourse with Him,
and before the restoration (a renewed calling, as it were) of Peter, set forth and
sealed as a fact with the highest appropriateness. Only in the interpretation

of this symbolism, we have no right to go beyond Matt. iv. 14, and read in it

more than the rich blessing of the apostolical office, of which the men fishers of

Jesus were to be the possessors. To go further, and, with Augustine, expound
all the individual features of the history allegorically, ' is groundless and arbi-

trary, and without any definable limits. Especially unauthorized is an interpre-

tation of the fish meal that refers it to the heavenly supper,^ " which the Lord
jjrepares for His own with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of God," ^

since that siipper of the kingdom does not concern the apostles as such, and
foreign elements would mix themselves with the reference. The meal of our

passage is only an upiarov, a breakfast, serving merely as an occasion for the

appearance, and for the draught of fishes, as well as for the further scene with

Peter. In a manner which serves as a special warning have the allegorical

tendencies of the Fathers, in respect of the number of fishes, disjDlayed them-
selves. Thus, Severus,Ammonius,Theophylact (also rivig in Euth. Zigabenus) see

depicted in the 100 fishes the Gentiles, in the 50 the Jews, and in the 3 the Trin-

ity. Jerome, followed by Kostlin ^ and Hilgenfeld, recognizes in the 153 fishes,

in spite of the fact that they were large ones only, all genera pisciuni, and thereby

the universality of the ajDostolic activity,^ which Ruperti even derives from the

text by an arithmetical analysis ^ of the number ; whilst Hengstenberg, on the

other hand (after Grotius), finds the key in the 153,600 strangers,' making John
count a fish for every thoiisand (with which the surplus of 600 falls away) !

—
That John says nothing regarding the symbolical purpose of the draught of fishes,

is sufiiciently explained from the fact that Jesus Himself does not expressly de-

clare it, but allows the thing to speak for itself its silent symbolical language, as

He also has not Himself interpreted the symbolism of the withered fig-tree

(Matt. xxi. 21).

^ So recently, especially Weitzel in the fundamental thought is, he thinks, in x. IC.

Stnd. u. Krit. 1849, p. 618 f ., Luthardt, Lange, * Recently emgmatic num-eration has been
Hengstenberg. attempted in the case of these fishes, so

''Even the LoriVs Supper was found by that according to the Hebrew numericallet-

Augustine to be signified, and he went so ters 118+ 35= njV J>?Oty is = SiVw;/ 'iu>va.

far as to say :
" piscis assus ChrUtus est pas- See Theol. Jahi-b. 1854, p. 135 ; on the other

*MS." hand : Ewald, Jahrh. vi. p. 161. Volkmar
^ Olshausen, after Augustine. %lso {Mos. Prophetie, p. 61 f.) gives the enig-
* Theol. Jahrh. 185 1, p. 195. matic solution of the number as " Simeon
^ Hilgenfeld in his Zeitschr. 1868, p. 44G : Bar .Jona Kepha."—Ca,\Ym already correct-

*' The copious draught . . ., i.e., the spiritual ly observes :
" quantum ad piscium numer-

harvestfrom the Qentile world, is now added um speetat, non est sublime aliquod in eo

to the provision of fish and bread already quaerendum mysterium."

lying ready, I think, for the feeding of the ' 2 Chron. ii. 17.

Jewish people (comp. John vi. 12)." The
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Vv. 15-17. The thrice-7'e2yeated question : "utilli occasionem praeberet,

trijDlicis abnegationis maculam tnj)lici professione'elueudi," Wetstein, which

Hengstenberg arbitrarily denies. — I,tfj.uv 'ludwov] Thrice the same complete

mention of the name with a certain solemnity of deeply-moved affection. In

the use of the name Simon JoTi. in itself, we are not to recognize—since cer-

tainly it is not at all susceptible of proof, that Jesus elsewhere addressed

the apostle by the name Peter or Cephas—another and si^ecial purpose as

in view, either a reminiscence of the lost confidence (de Wette), or of the

human condition of the apostolical calling (Luthardt), or a replacement

into his natural condition for the purpose of an exaltation to the new dig-

nity (Hengstenberg). The name of Peter is not refused to him (Hoele-

mann). — ayan.'] He does not ask after his /a«^7i / for this had not become

wavering, but the love proceeding from the faith had not been sufficiently

sti'ong. [See Note LXVHI. p. 555]— tov-uv] ?/ ovtoi, than these my other

disciples. They are still j^^'^se'it ; comp. on ver. 20. Peter had given ex-

2)ression, in his whole behaviour down to his fall, to so pre-eminent a love

for Jesus (bear in mind vi. 68, the washing of the feet, the sword-stroke,

and xiii. 37), and in virtue of the distinction, of which Jesus had deemed

him worthy (i. 43), as well as by his post at the head of the apostles (comp.

on Matt. xvi. 18), into which he was not now first introduced (Hengst.), so

pre-eminent a love was to be expected from him, that there is sufficient occa-

sion for the TT/leiov tovtuv without requiring a special reference to Matt. xxvi.

33 (from which, in comparison with John xiii. 37, a conclusion has been

drawn adverse to the Johanncan authorship).

—

Peter in Ids answer suhsti-

tutes for the ayair. (diligis) of the question, the expression of personal heart

emotion, (pi'Au, amo [See Note LXIX. p. 556] (comp. xi. 3, 5, xx. 2), by which

he gives the most direct satisfaction to his inmost feeling ; appeals, in so

doing, in the consciousness of the want of jiersonal warranty, to the Lord's

knowledge of the heart, but leaves the nTielov tovtuv unanswered, because

his fall has made him humble, for which reason Jesus also, in tender for-

bearance, omits that •Klelav tovtuv in the questions that follow—vivid origi-

nality of the narrative, marked by such delicacy of feeling. — (iooKe to. apvla

fiov] Restoration to the jDrevious standing, which the rest of the apostles

did not require, therefore containing the primacy of Peter only in so far as

it already previously existed ; see on Matt. xvi. 18. — apvla] Expression of

tender emotion : little lambs, without obliterating the diminutive significa-

tion also in Rev. v. 6 ; Isa. xl. 11, Aq. The discourse becomes firmer in

ver. 16, where nrpdjiara, and again, more emotional, in ver. 17, where irpo-

pdria, little sheep (see the critical notes), is found. By all three words, the

apxiTvoifiriv ' means His believing ones in general (1 Pet. v. 4), without making

a separation between beginners and those who are matured,'' or even be-

* To apply the sense of the thrice-uttered feeMn?;. In each of the three expressions

behest so differently : duty of individuals

;

lies the whole duty of the shepherd. " Quam
care for the whole ; bringing in of individu- vocum vim optima se intellexisse Petrus

als for. the whole (Luthardt),—is a separa- demonstrat, 1 Pet. v. 2," Grotius.

tion of the idea which cannot be pi'oved by - Euth. Zigabenus, Wetstein, Lange, and
the change of the words, and is entirely out several others,

of keeping with the fliood of emotional
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tween laity and clergy. ' Maldonatus aptly remarks : the distinction is non

in re, seel in voce, where, notwithstanding, he, with other Catholic exposi-

tors, erroneously lays emphasis on the fact that precisely to Peter was the

whole flock entrusted ; the latter shared, in truth, with all the apostles, the

same office of tending the entire flock. — TvaTiiv devTepov'] See on Matt. xxvi.

42. — Koijj.aive'] More universal, and more expressive of carefully ruling activ-

ity in general " than (ioanE, in which rather the special reference of nourishing

protective activity is brought out.^ The latter, therefore, corresponds to

the diminutive designations. —^lu His third question, ver. 17, Jesus takes

up the (jiLli) as of Peter, and cuts, by means of the thus altered question,

still more deeply into his heart. Peter was troubled about this, that Jesus

in this third question appeared to throw doulit even upon his (j)ilelv. Hence
now his more earnest answer, with an appeal to his Lord's vnlhnitecl knowl-

edge of the heart : av Travra ol6ac, k. r. ?.. , which jjopular and deeply emotional

expression is not to be interpreted of absolute omniscience (Baur), but ac-

cording to the standard of xvi. 30, ii. 25, iv. 19, vi. 64, i. 49 f.

Ver. 18. With the thrice-uttered jioaKs to. iTpo(iarta [lov Peter is again in-

stalled in his vocation, and with solemn earnestness {afiTjv, ajirjv, k.t.a..)

Jesvis now immediately connects the jirediction of wJiat he will one day have

to endure in this vocation. The prediction is clothed in a syrnbolic form.

Comp. Acts xxi. 11. — ore tjq veurepog] than now. Peter, who had been al-

ready for a considerable time married (Matt. viii. 14), was at that time of

middle age. In the contrast of past youth and coming old age (jT^pdarjc) the

present condition certainly remains without being characterized
; but this,

in the vivid delineation of the prophetic picture, must not be pressed.

Every expression of prophetic mould is otherwise subject to its "obliquity"

(against de Wette). But the objection of the want of a simplicity worthy of

Jesus (de Wette) is, considering the entire concrete and illustrative form of

the prophecy, jierfectly unjust. Note, moreover, that ore fig veuTepoQ . . .

ydeleq is not designed with the rest for symbolical interpretation (as refer-

ring perhaps to his self-Avilledness before his conversation, Euth. Zigabe-

nus, Luthardt, or in the earlier time of youth, Lange ; to the autonomic
energy in his calling, Ilengst.), but serves only as a plastic preparation

for the prediction (prav 6s yripacTjo) from which, as a background, the pre-

dictive figure stands out more vividly.-— sKTsvslg rac x^'^P- <^ov] Feebly stretch-

ing them out to the power of strangers, and therewith surrendering thyself

to it. Then will another (undefined subject of the hostile power) gird thee,

i.e. surround thee with fetters, as icith a girdle, bind thy body around with
bonds, and convey thee aioay, whither thou wilt not, namely, to the place of ex-

ecution (comp. Mark xv. 22) ; for with o-kov ov ^sAeic : rfiq ^vasuq Ih/ec rb

cvfina-QsQ kol ryr capKOQ rijv avayKtjv, iial on (iKovaa a-nOppi/yvvTaL rov aijfiaroc y

ipvx^;, Chrysostom. Note further, that as with the three clauses of the first

half of the verse there is a complete correspondence formed by means of the

' Eusebius, Emiss, Bellarmine. and poa-Kruxa, rictus, and the compounds like
- Acts XX. 28 ; 1 Pet. v. 3 ; Rev. ii. 27. vii. yripo^o<TKe~iv, et al.; see also Philo, deter, insid.

17, and see Dissen, ad Find. 01. x. 9. 2^ot. I. p. 197 ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 312 f.

3 Horn. Od. M. 97, f. 103, etal. ; comp. poa-xij.
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three clauses of the second, namely (1) by brav 6e yrjp.
; (3) by aA^of gs Cwcr« ;

and (3) by olaei uirov ov &ileiQ, the words eKrevelc rag x^'P^? ""'' form no inde-

pendent point, but only serve for the illustration of the second, graphically

describing the surrender into the power of the aXXog, who will perform the

Ctjaei (not the jo?/ at being bound with fetters, Weitzel). Erroneously, then,

do the Fathers, and most later expositors, ' make ektsv. t. x^'^P-
" the charac-

teristic jioint of the prediction, and interpret it of the stretching out on the

transverse team of the cross. In this case unless (with Hengst.) we volatilize

a?.?.og ae ^uasi into the mere general idea of passivity, we must refer the

Cuaei to the tinding to the cross before the nailing,^ or (with Bruckner and

Ewald) to the girding with the loin cloth (which can by no means be histor-

ically proved by Ev. Nicod. 10).' It is decisive against the entire explana-

tion, referring it to the crucifixion, that olcei ottov oh ^iTieig, not he/ore bvit

after the stretching out of the hands and girding,^ would be wholly incon-

gruous, and we must then understand it of the hearing to the cross by the

executioner's assistants,^ in wliich, however, in spite of this very special in-

terpretation, we again give up the reference of the stretching out of the hands

to the crucifixion, and leave only the above doubtful binding of the girdle

round the loins as a specific mark of crucifixion. Others (so especially Gur-

litt and Paulus) have found nothing more than the prediction of the actual

meahness of old age, and therewith made of the saying so weightily intro-

duced a mere nullity. Olshausen refers to youth and old age in the spirit-

val life ; ® Peter, that is to say, will in his old age be in manifold ways

hindered, persecuted, and compelled against his will to be active here and

there, of which experiences his cross is the culminating point. In a simi-

lar manner Tholuck : the apostle is given to understand how he, who had

l)een governed in the earlier period of his life more by self-will, will come

more and more under a higher power, and will submit himself at last even

with resignation to the martyr-death destined by God. Comp. Lange, and

even Bleek, p. 235 f., who by the aXkoq actually understands Jesus ; a mis-

taken view also in Mayerhoff.'' All such spiritual allusions fall to the

ground in virtue of ver. 19, as also ottov ov &i^7.ELg is not appropriate to the

supposed representation of complete surrender, which should rather have

required perhaps hrcov apri ov ^eleig. Unsuitable also would be orav yripaarig,

since in truth that spiritual maturity of the apostle could not first be a sub-

ject of expectation in his old age. Beza is correct :
" Christus in genere

praedicat Petri mortem violentam fore." Nonnus : 'Oi/',? 6e yripaanuv Tavvaeig

' Including Tholuck, Maier, de Wette, binding round the body, would be an inap-

Briickner, llilgenfeld, Ilengstenberg, propriate figure of the attaching the hands.

Jtaeumlein. —Logical subtleties cannot succeed in put-
' Tert. Scorp. 15. ting right the incongruity above alluded to,

3 See Tliilo, ad Cod. A2Mcr. I. p. 583 f. although Briickner has made the attempt.

* A resource has indeed been sought * Ewald, comp. Bengel.

with Casaubon by referring ckt. t. x«'P- <^- to * Comp. Euth. Zigabenus : to the life of

the circumstance that before the crucifixion Peter under the law, in which he has acted

took place the cruciarii were carried about with self-will, the full maturity of the ^AiKia

" coUo furcae insert© et manibus dispessis -n-vevfj-aTiKri is opposed, in which he will

et ad furcae cornua deligatis," Wetstein. stretch out his hands for crucifixion, etc.

But the girding, as it necessarily points to ^ Petr. Schr. p. 87.
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airi ;i;eZ/9af avayKiy
\
Kai ns 7repi(j(piy^ovai.v acpeideeg avepeg allot^

\

elr rcva x<^P°^'

ayovreg, bv oh ceo dvfidg avuyei. Beyond this we cannot go "without arbitrari-

ness. Comp, also Luthardt and Godct.

Ver. 19. A comment, quite of Johannean stamp, on the remarkable utter-

ance. Comp. xviii. 32, also xii. 33. — nolcj davdru] i.e. by what marine?' of

death, namely, by the death of martyrdom^ for which Peter, J>ound round

with fetters, Avas conveyed to the jdua^' if execution. John, who wrote long-

after the death of Peter, presupposes the details as ^cell Icnown, as also Clem.

Cor. I. 5. Peter was crucified, as tradition, from the time of Tertullian, ' and

Origen in Eusebius, credibly relates ; the reader had therefore to take this

special element of the Tvoi^niq of the execution from history, as the fulfilment

of the less definite word of prophecy, hi addition to, but not to derive it

from, the words of Christ themselves.— So^aaeL r. Oeov] For such a death

tended to the glorifijlng of God, in whose service he suffered for the revela-

tion of His counsel and for the victory of His work (comp. xvii. 4, 6) ;

hence 6o^a!:,eiv r. deov became "maguificus martyrii titulus," Grotius.^—
aKo?u)udec fioi] [See Note LXX. p. 556.] On the announcement of the martyr-

dom which is destined for Peter in his old age, there now follows, after a

Ijause, the summons thereto, and that in the significant form : folloic me !

Comp. xiii. 3G ; Matt. x. 38, xvi. 24. This, then, refers, according to the

context, to the following of Christ in the like death that He had died, i.e.

in the death of martyrdom, which Peter is to undergo. Luther : "give thy-

self willingly to death." Too special is the interpretation which refers it to

the death of the cross, since this was not expressly characterized in vcr. 18.^

In opposition to the context (see also ver. 22), others, after Chrysostom and

Theophylact, have referred it to the appointment to Jje oecumenical hishop.

The reference to the guidance of the church is by no means to be connected

with that to the death of martyrdom," since clkoI. is the opposite of fitveiv,

ver. 22. Others divest the words of all significance : Jesus had something

})articular to speak of with Peter, and hence summoned him to go with Him.

So Kuinoel, Paulus, and even Tholuck and Schleiermacher, while Grotius,

Bengel, Luthardt, Lange, Hengstenberg, Bruckner, Baeumlein, Godet blend

together the proper and symbolical meaning.

Vv. 20, 21. From aKolovdovvra—which here, as belonging to th.e narrative,

is, as a matter of course, not to be taken in the significant sense of the

aKoloWei belonging to the language of Jesus, ver. 19—it results that Jesus,

during the preceding conversation with Peter (not now first, as assumed by

Luthardt, in accordance with anoAov-dei fjot, ver. 19, which is to be left purely

in its higher sense), has gone away with him a little distance from the dis-

ciples. Peter, engaged in walking with Jesus, tiirns round ^ and sees that

John isfollowing them. — bv yyaixa 6 'li/aovc] Not to be connected with aKolovd.

("he knew that Jesus loved his company," Ewald, loc. cit.), but comp. xiii.

" Scorp. 15, " Tunc Petrus ab altero cin- ' Against Euth. Zigabenus and many
fcitur, cum cruci adstringitur," depi'aescr. others.

35. •* Ewald, Jahrb. Til. p. 171.

* See Suicer, Thes. I. p. 949. Comp. alsu * tTrcarpatfieis, comp. Matt. ix. 22.

Phil. i. 20 ; 1 Pet. iv. 16 ; Acts v. 41.
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23.— 6f Kal avETTEGEv, K.T.X.] Retrospect of tlie special circi;mstance, xiii. 25
;

hence, however, not : who also lay at taWe, etc. (Hengstenberg and others),

but : who also laid himself down (with the head) at the well-known Supper

(iv r« (^eiTTvu) on the Ireast of Jesus. "Of . . . napa6. ce is not to be placed m
a parenthesis, since ver. 21 begins a new sentence. The subjoining of this

observation is not intended to state the reason for John, as the confidant of

Jesus following Him ;
* but to prepare the way for the following question

of petty jealousy, in which lies the point of the further narrative, while it

indicates the consideration which determines Peter to put this question,

whether possibly a destiny of suffering might not in lilce manner Ite contemplated

for the disciple so pjre-eminently heloved and distinguished l>y Jesus, this kivLaTTj^LOQ

of the Lord. According to Chrysostom, Theophylact, and Euth. Zigabenus

(similarly Olshausen), its purpose is to remind the reader hoAv/'ar l)older than

at the Last Supper Peter has now become after his restoration. But the

subsequent question neither presupposes any special boldness (comp. on ver.

22), nor, considering the peculiar situation of the Last Supper, was a icant

of boldness the reason why Peter did not himself jout the question, xiii. 25.

The /cat after 6f expresses the relation corresponding to ov yya-na.'^— ovto^ r^.-

r;] se. earai.'^ Nonnus : koX tc rsMaaei ovrog e/zbc (jvvde&7iog ; iiit what will

hecome of this man if the result is to be such/br me ? Will the issue be other-

Avise with him ? o'vk aKo7iov'&rjGeL col ; ov t?/v av-yv ijiilv u6uv tov -Savdrov (iaSiel-

rai ; Euth. Zigabenus. The rendering : hit tchat is this man to do ? Shall

he now be with us (Paulus and several othei's), a part of the false expla-

nation of ciKoXov^ei. /wi, ver. 19. On the neut. r/, comp. Acts xii. 18.''

Ver. 22. Jesus gives, in virtue of His jiersonal sovereignty over the lifi'

and death of His own (comp. Rom. xiv. 9), to the xinwarranted question,

put by Peter, too, not merely out of curiosity, but even from a certain je(d-

ousy (Chrysostom, Erasmus, "Wetstein, and several others conceive : out of

particular hve to John),^ the answer : that it does not at all concern him,

if He have possibly allotted to John a more distant and happier goal, and

leads him, who had again so soon turned away his gaze from himself, in? -

mediately back to the task of d.K.oTiov'&ei ^wi imposed upon him, ver. 19. —
/th'Eiv] Opposite of the ciKolov&dv, to be fulfilled by the death of martj'rdom;

hence: he j)Teserved in life.^ Olshausen (and so substantially even Ewald)

arbitrarily adds, after Augustine, the sense : "to tarry in quiet and peace-

ful life."''— euc £pxoi.lul] By this Jesus means, as the solemn and absolute

' Bengel, Luthardt, Lange, Godet. remained at rest in the boat, and with his

^ Baeumlein, Partik. p. \a'Z. comrades (except Peter) towed the full net

3 See Buttmann, Keut. Gr. p. 338 [E. T. p. to land, where Jesus was. This allusion

394]. again includes the other, that John, in the

* Xen. Ilell. ii. 3. 17 ; eo-oiro r; TroAireia
; history of the development of the fonndin;?

Stallbaum, a<Z Ha('. i?ep. p. 332 E. of the church, received "a cabn and col-

6 Comp. Luthardt :
" only loving interest lected part." And with this Godet finally

for his comrade," to which, however, the connects : At the great gospel draught of

reproving ri nph^ o-e, ver. 22, does not apply. fishes in the Gentile world, where Peter at

^ Comp. xii. 34 ; Phil. i. 25 ; 1 Cor. xv. C

;

the beginning stood foremost," Jo/in was

Kypke, I. p. 415 f. present thereat 2m(U the end of ike first century,

'Comp. Godet, who, strangely enough, atypeof the 7rIiole hist07y of the church, and

finds here an allusion to thefact that John 7mrbe(/v)sthetnystcr7/—2)erhai)s heisassociat-
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Epxajxai itself renders imdoubted, His final historical Paroiisia, wliich He,

according to the apprehension of all evangelists and apostles, has promised

"vrill take place even before the passing away of the generation (see note 3

after Matt, xxiv.), not the destruction of Jerusalem, which, moreover, John
far outlived (tivfc in Theophylact, Wetstein, Lange, and several others, in-

cluding Luthardt, who sees in this destruction the ieginning oi theParousia,

in opposition to the view of the N. T. generally, and to ver. 23) ; not the

T,'orld-historical conflict between Christ and Rome, which began under

Domitian (Hengstenberg") ; not the removing by a gentle death; ' not

the leading out from Galilee (where John in the meanwhile was to remain)

to the scene of apostolic activity (Theophylact) ; not the apocalyptic com-
ing in the visions of John's revelation (Ebrard) ; not the coming at any

place, where John is to icait (Paulus) ! See rather xiv. 3 ; 1 John ii. 28,

iii. 2. On hog epxoncu (as 1 Tim. iv. 13), as long as until I come, see Butt-

mann, Neut. Gr. p. 199 [E. T. p. 231]. In cb fioi cikoa., ab bears the empha-

sis, in contrast with the other disciples.

A'er. 23. Hence there went forth (comp. Matt. ix. 2G), in consequence of

this answer of Jesus, the following legend ^ among the brethren (Christians)

:

that disciple does not die (but remains in life until theParousia, whereupon he

experiences, not death, but change, 1 Thess. iv. 17 ; 1 Cor. xv. 51, 52).

—The legend, which correctly took ipxofiai in the solemn sense of Maran-

atha (1 Cor. xvi. 22), would with reason have inferred its ovk aTroi^rz/o-Kf; from

the word of Christ, had the latter run categorically : i?£Aw av~hv (.iheiv tuc

epx- In the manner, however, in which Jesus expressed Himse^
categorical judgment was derived from the conditional sentence, and

quently the case supposed by Jesus, the occurrence of which is to be^l^PFto

the decision of experience (fdv,'not eJ), was proclaimed as an actually exist-

ing relation. This John shows to be an overstepping of the words of Jesus,

and hence his observation intimates that, on the ground of that saying, it

was at once without reason asserted : this disciple dies not,—that rather

the possible occurrence of the case supposed by kav -Belu must be left

over to the experience of the future, without asserting by way of anticipa-

tion either the ova airo^vycjKFi or the opposite. Considering the expected

nearness of the Parousia, it is conceivable enough how John himself does

not absolutely declare the saying, which was in circulation about him, to

be incorrect, and does not contradict it (it might in truth be verified through

the impending Parousia), but only refers to its conditional character ("leaves

it therefore to hang in doubt," Luther), and places it merely in its historical

light, with verbally exact repetition of its source. According to others,'

John would indicate that there is yet another coming of Jesus than that

Avhich is to take place at the close of history. But this other the expositors

ed with it in an incomprehensible manner tin- > Olshausen, Lange, Ewald, after the older

til the end of the present economy, until the expositors, as Ruperti, Clarius, Zeger,

vessel touches the shore of eternity.''^ Thus, if Grotius, and several others,

we depart from the clear and certain sense " Which therefore did not originate from
of the words, we fall into the habit of the Apocalypse (Baur, Hilgenfeld).

^j'jaw^a.fj/, so that we no longer fcrpowwt?, but ^ gee especially Heizmann, B. Crusius,

invent and create. Hengstenberg.
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have here invented, see on ver. 22.—After the death of the apostle, the

legend was further expanded, to the effect that he slumbered in the grave,

and by his breath moved the earth.

'

Ver. 24. Conclusion l)y John to this his supplement, vv. 1-23, which he

makes known as his work, and the contents of which he maintains to be

true. To his 1)0010 he had given the conclusion, xx. 31 ; all the less should

the apostolic legitimation be wanting to the cifqiendix added by him

at a later time. — tteju tovtuv and ravTa refer to the supplementary nar-

rative in vv. 1-23.— Observe the change of participles, jjres. /mpTvpuv (ior

his witness, i.e. his eye- and ear-witness, still continued a living one in an

oral form) and ao7\ jpdipag.^— olSa/uev] Not ol6a [itv ;^ but John, as he has

avoided throughout in the Gospel, in accordance with his delicate peculiar-

ity, the self-designation by J, here speaks out of the consciousness of fellow-

sliip tcith his readers at that time, none of whom the aged apostle justly pre-

supposed would doubt the truth of his testimony. With this good aj^ostoUcal

confidence he utters his olda/iev. He might have written, as in xix. 35, o'lStv

(Beza so conjectured). But his book up to this api)endix, chap, xxi., hud

belonged in truth already for a considerable time to the narrower circle of

his first readers ; they could not therefore but know from it how truly he

had testified concerning all that he had written ; all the more could he now,

when by way of supplement he further added the appendix, conceive what

was to be said concerning the truth of the contents in the above form of

fellowship, and as he conceived it, so he says it ; as he is in so doing certain

of the concurrence of his readers (comp. 3 John 12) with his own conscious-

ness, so he writes it. According to this, no satisfactory reason is apparent

for recognizing in oldafiev a composer different from the ypdipag (Bleek,

Baeumlein), and conceiving of the Ephesian presbyters or friends of the apos-

tle as the subject, whether the chapter be now ascribed to them (or to an

individual among them),* or only vv. 24, 25,* or again merely ver. 24, ver.

25 being rejected (Tischendorf).

Ver. 25. Apocryphal conclusion to the entire Gospel (see the critical notes)

after the Johannean appendix, vv. 1-24, had been added. — '6aa\ a, which

Lachmann, Tischendorf, after B. C.* X. X. Or. read, would give the rela-

tive limitation simply as to matter {quae fecit) ; but baa gives it quantitatively

iquotquot fecit), as, frequently also in the classics, haoq follows after irolbq.

The iTTOLTjaev (without ajjfiela, xx. 31) designates the working of Jesus in its

entire universality, but as that which took place on earth, not also the Logos

activity from the beginning of the world, as, in spite of the name 6 'lijaovi:,

comp. XX. 30, Hoelemann, p. 79 if., assumes, who sees in ver. 25 the com-

pletion of the symmetry of the gospel in keeping with the prologue. The

» See In/rod. § 1, and jrenerally Itti;;, cd. apostle thrmgJi a second hand, stands in

capita hist. eccl. sec. I. p. 441 ff. contradiction.

^ Note also how the witness is idtiitlcal ^ Chrysostom, Tlieophylact.

with the ypdifja';, so that John himself ex- > Grotius, Liicke, Ewald, Bleek, and

pressly announces himself as the composer others.

of the appendix, and consequently also of '- Tholuck, Luthardt, Godet, and others.

the whole Gospel, with which the assump- '^ Horn. //. xxii. 380 ; Xen. IJelL iii. 4. 3.

tion that the Gospel proceeds from the
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pre-human activity of the Logos might be an object of speculation, as i.

1 ff., but not the subject of histories, written in detail {Ka&' si') : not

the theme of a Gospel. Hence the composer of ver. 25, moreover, has

tliroughout indicated nothing which points back further than to the activ-

ity of the Incarnate One, ' and not even has he written 6 Xpiardg, or 6 Kvpioc,

or u vlbg Tov Qeov, but 6 'IrjaovQ. — aTiva] qu'qrpe quae, utx>ote quae. The relative

is likewise qtialitative,^ namely, in respect of the great multitude ; hence

not the simple a. — kci?' ev] one hy one, point hi/ point. ^ — ohdi avrov t. Koa/j,.]

lie ipsum quidem miondum, much less a space in it. — ol/xat] Placed in John's

mouth by the composer of the concluding verse. — x^P'/'^"'] to contain

(comp. ii. 6 ; Mark ii. 2). The infin. aor. after olp.ai without av, a pure

Greek idiom, ^ expresses what is believed A\'ith certainty and decision.*— to.

ypa(l)6fceva] the books, ichifh, if the supposed case occurs, are heinq written.

The world is too small, then thinks the writer, to include these loolcs within

it, not, as Luthardt suggests, to embrace the fulness of such testimonies, to

which he inaptly (since in sooth it is dooJcs that are spoken of) adds :
" for

only an absolute external circumference is in keeping with the absolute

contents of the Person and of the life of Christ." Hengstenberg also applies

the expression of external dimension to the ''internal overflowing great-

ness ;" comp. Godet ; the object of the historj' is greater than the world,

etc. ; Ebrard extraordinarily : thero would be for the books no room m
literature. In opposition to the context, Jerome, Augustine, Ruperti

(who says : the world is " et ad quaerendum fastidiosus et ad intelli-

gendum obtusus"), Calovius, Bengcl, and several others have explained

it of the capacitas non loci, sed intellectus (comp. on Matt. xix. 11). — Not

only is the al^surd and tasteless exaggeration in ver. 25 un-Johannean (un-

successfully defended by Weitzel,'' and softened down by Ewald, with a

reference also to Coh. xii. 12), bearing the Apocryphal stamio,"" but also the

pjeriodic mode of expression, so at variance with the Johannean simplicity,

as well as the first person (olfiai), in which John in the Gospel never speaks
;

moreover, nowhere else does he use oleaOai, which, however, is also found

only once in Paul (Phil. i. 17). The variatiom are (see the critical notes)

of no importance for a critical judgment.

Notes by American Editoe.

LXVin. " lie does not ask afler }u.i faWi." Yer. 15.

The distinction here made seems unfounded. Both the faith and love of

Peter had been in temporary abeyance. Both the Lord knew to be equally

genuine and deep ; both had alike faltered under the ordeal. He naturally

1 For that Ka9' kv should point back to i. 3, * Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 751 ff.

and Toi' k6(tij.ov to i. 10, is without any inter- * See Beruhardy, p. 383, and on the dis-

nal justification, and could be discovered tinctioii of the infln. pres. (Pfluffk, ad Eur.

by no reader. Hec. 283) and future, Kiihner, II. p. 80 f

.

- Kuhner, IT. § 781, 4, 5, and ad Xen. Me»i. " Loc. cU. p. 6.32 ff.

ii. 1. 30. ' Comp. similar hyperboles in P'abrlcius,

' Bernhardy, p. 210; Ast, Lex. Plat. I. p. ad Cod. Apocr. I. p. 331 f., and Wetstein in

C39 f

.

loc.
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expresses the quality which is the deepest element and essential mainspring of

the character, and in which it properly expresses itself. Faith is but a special

modification of the vital, all-controlling quality of love.

LXIX. " Lovest ihou me ?'
' Ver. 15.

Whether the ordinary distinction between ayanuv and (^hIe'lv is observed in

these questions and answers has been matter of much doubt. According to

their usual classical distinction, the Lord in the first two questions asks Peter

not so much after his personal aifection, as after that love of moral choice which

affects less immediately his relations toward Himself than his fitness for his

apostolic work. Peter replies in each case by the assertion of that personal af-

fection which had been apparently most immediately involved in his denial :

in this he had turned his back directly on the person. In the third question

Jesus changes the verb, and as if satisfied of his love of moral choice, lets the

interrogation turn on his personal attachment. It scarcely seems that the

change in verbs can have been without a piirpose. The Lord means, I think,

to draw from Peter his assiirance of his love under both its forms ; while Peter,

feeling that each form of affection virtually includes the other, chooses in his

reply, and adheres to, the term which expresses most fully that consciousness

of personal love to which his denial had done so gross wrong, and to which

his ardent nature cannot refrain from giving utterance.

LXX. "Follow me." Ver. 19.

Weiss dissents from Meyer in his interpretation of this " follow me," bj^ re-

ferring it, as he conceives according to the demands of the context, to a literal

temporary following of Jesus as He steps aside from the group of the apostles.

This would seem, indeed, at first view indicated by the immediately following

aK.olov(JovvTa (ver. 20) of John, M'hich must be so taken, and which seems at first

to be a mere echo of the jireceding aKoAovOcL addressed to Peter. Yet this in-

fluence is more than counterbalanced by the emphatically recurring cv fioi uko-

?.6vQei (ver. 22), which must in the connection be taken in the deeper moral sense

of following Jesus in His life and to and in His death. But this seems very cer-

tainly a repetition and echo of the first aicoXovdei, and cannot be taken in a dif-

ferent sense. If the one is clear, so is the other. Both manifestly refer to a fig-

tirative and moral following. The occurrence of the uKO?iOvOovi'7a applied to

John (ver. 20) is accidental, and without reference to the a.Ko'Kovdelv and

filveiv of the next verse. It would seem, indeed, that Jesus accompanied His

iniunction to Peter with a physical movement, stepping a little aside from the

company, which after the Oriental style may have had a symbolical signifi-

cance (as the scourge of John ii. 15 ; the binding, Acts xxi. 11.)

The "follow me" thus interpreted has peculiar significance, and even dra-

matic force and beauty. Some two or three years earlier, by this very sea,

quite possibly near this very spot, the Lord had addressed to Peter words of

the same import {(hvTE oiriau fiov, come after me), which Peter and his compan-

ions unhesitatingly obeyed. That now, after the experiences of these wonder-

ful intervening years, he should again, after a like miracle (Luke v. 4-8), such

as had then resulted in their following Him (yKoXovQ-rjaai' avru, ver. 12), and after

this triple test of questioning, and the i^rophetic announcement of the tragic
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issue of his discipleship —that now, when Peter could to much better judge

(though still but inadequately) what the following involved, the Lord should

solemnly and finally, in the very spot where the disciple had made his first

surrender and consecration, lay upon him the command to follow him—seems

singularly appropriate, and an eminently fitting close of the Lord's and the

disciple's earthly companionship.
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Abraham, his seed, 279 seq. ; as the
father of the Jews, '289 seq. ; the
promise to, 291 seq.

Adultery, its punishment, 259 seq.;

its forgiveness, 2G4.

Aenon, 13G seq.

AfHiction, in the worhl, 457.

Alexandrine Philosophy, 40 seq.

Alogi, The, 13.

Andrew, 87 seq., 369 seq.

Angels, 93 seq. ; at Christ's tonib,

526 seq.

Annas, 481.

Antichrist, 467.

Aiiocal3'pse, The, its origin, 18 seq.
;

its author, 22, 39 seq.

Ai^oUinaris, 9.

Athenagoras, 9.

Atonement of Christ, The, 79 seq.,

213, 275 seq., 324 seq., 326, 358 seq.,

370 seq., 372 seq., 376 seq., 399 seq.

Aiithority, Human, deiflod, 331 ; the

source of, 506 ; church and dis-

ciplinary, 533 seq.

B.

Baptism, by John, 73, 75 seq., 77 seq.,

136 seq. ; of Christ, 83 aeq. ; and re-

generation, 123 seq., 144 ; by
Christ's Disciples, 136 seq., 149

;

not referred to, 392.

Barabbas, 496.

Barley-bread, 201.

Basilides, 12.

Believer, Blessedness of the, 130 seq.

Bethabara, 76 seq.

Bethany, 336, 343, 363, 386.

Bethesda, 174 seq.

Blasphemy, alleged, 330 seq., 504.

Blessedness, Degrees of, 407 seq.

Blind, The, healed, 299 seq. ; confess-

ing Christ, 310.

Boasting, religious 278 seq.

Body of Christ, The, 521 seq., 528
seq., 531 seq., 534 seq.

Bread of Life, The, 212 seq.

C.

Caiaphas, 357 seq., 481.

('ana, in Galilee, 101 seq., 167, 506.

Canon of Muratori, 10 seq.

Capernaum, 109, 167, 218, 227 seq.

Casting of Lots, 511 seq.

Casuistry, 259 seq.

Celsus, 13.

Ceremonial Purification, 488 seq.

Cerinthus, 13.

Children, of God, 58 seq. ; love to the,

548 seq.

Christ, Jesus, the day of his death,

9, 15 seq., 479, 486 seq. ; the length

of his ministry, 18 ; the person of,

23 seq., 29 seq. ; as the Logos, 43,

46 seq. ; subordination of, 49, 423
;

his divinity, 48, 141, 237, 282 seq.,

462, 472 ; rejected of the Jews, 57,

95, 510 seq. ; as the Son of God,
57 ; his regenerating power, 58 seq.;

his incarnation, 60 seq. ; his two
natures, 62 seq. ; the glory of, 63
seq., 96 ; as jireceding the Baptist,

66 seq. ; his name announced, 69
;

declaring God, 70 seq. ; as the Mes-
siah, 75 seq., 81 seq., 83 seq., 99

;

his baptism, 75 seq., 77 seq. ; as

the Lamb of God, 78 seq. ; his
atonement, 79 seq. ; his first disci-

jjles, 87 seq., 94 seq. ; as the search-
er of hearts, 89, 91, 117 ; his com-
munion with God, 93 seq., 99 ; his
first miracle, 102 seq., 107 seq.,

117 ; his brothers, 109, 230 seq. ;

cleansing the temple, 110 seq., 117
seq. ; and Nicodemus, 119 seq.

;

lifted ujD, 130 seq. ; revealing the
Father's love, 132 seq. ; revealing
moral truth, 135 ; and the Baptist,

138 seq. ; his power from God, 143;
retires to Galilee, 148 seq. ; at Sy-
char, 149 seq. ; did not baptize,

136, 149 ; as a prophet, 155 ; as the
Messiah, 159 ; refusing food, 160

;

his work of redemption, 160 ; the
power of his word, 164 ; heals the
nobleman's son, 167 seq. ; retiirns
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to Galilee, 167, 170 ; and the Sab-
bath-day, 177 seq. ; his relation to

the Father, 179 seq. ; his Messianic
work, 180 seq.

;
quickening the

dead, 181 seq. ; as the Judge, 182

seq., 882 seq. ; his works testifying

of him, 189 seq. ; crosses the Sea of

Tiberias, 199 ; feeds the 5000, 198
seq. ; walks on the sea, 202 seq. ; as

the Bread of Heaven, 207 seq. ; his

prehuman state, 211 seq. ; as the
bread of life, 212 seq. ; his propitia-

tory death, 213 seq., 219 seq. ; is con-
fessed of Peter, 224 ; his retiracy,

232 seq. ; his alleged inconstancj^
232 seq. ; goes up to Jerusalem,
234 ; his learning and teaching, 235
seq. ; his doctrine, 236 ; imparting
the Holy Spirit, 248 seq., 254; tempt-
ed by the Pharisees, 258 seq. ; as
the light of life, 265 seq. : confesses
himself, 272 seq. ; his sinlessness,

285 seq. ; his eternal existence,

293, 297 ; heals the blind man, 299
seq., 313 ; utters the parable of the
Good Shepherd, 317 seq. ; raises

Lazarus from the dead, 342 seq.,

353 seq. ; retires to Ephraim, 359
;

enters Jerusalem, 367 seq. ; desires

to glorify God, 372 seq. ; overcoming
the devil, 375 ; loves his disciples,

385 seq., 402 seq. ; washes his disci-

l^les' feet, 389 seq.
;
gives a new com-

mandment, 400 ; consoles his disci-

ples, 406 seq.
;
promises the Com-

forter, 415 seq. ; also life, 418 ; as the
Vine, 429 seq. ; his return to heav-
en, 451 seq., 457 ; his high-priestly

prayer, 459 seq., 475 ; receiving all

power, 460 ; his glory, 472 seq.,

476 ; betrayed by Judas, 478 seq.
;

seized by the Romans, 480 ; taken
to Annas, 481 ; to Caiajjhas, 484 seq.

;

to Pilate, 486 seq. ; confesses his
kingship, 494 seq., 501 ; is scourged,
503 seq. ; his hist word to Pilate,

505 seq. ; brought to the Praetori-
um, 507 seq. ; his crucifixion, 510
seq. ; commits Mary to John's care,

513 ; his last words, 514 ; his death,

515, 517 seq. ; his side pierced, 516 ;

his burial, 521 seq. ; his resurrec-

tion, 113 seq., 525 seq. ; appears to

Mary, 526 seq. ; his glorified body,
528 seq., 531 seq. ; his ascension,
530 ; appears to his disciples, 531
seq., 534 seq., 541 seq. ; draws out
Peter's love, 548 seq. ; restores
Peter, 549 ; i^rophesies concerning
Peter's old age, 549 seq. ; also

about John's end, 551 seq. ; his
numerous works, 554 seq.

Christian Union, 325, 470.

Christianity, and Judaism, 120 ; and
baptism, 124 ; its spirit, 158 seq.

;

its universality, 324 ; its chief com-
mandment, 399 seq.

Church, The, its true spirit, 157 seq.
Circumcision, 239 seq.

Clay, used in healing^ 302 seq., 314.
Clementine Homilies, 6

;
quote from

John's Gospel, 10 ; their date, 10.

Comforter, The, promised, 415 seq.,

421 ; testifying of Christ, 440.

Commandment, The 'New, 399 seq.,

414, 434.

Communion, with God, 93, 104.

Concealment of Christ 378.

Confessing Christ, 223, 228, 310, 346,

401, 455 seq., 535 seq.

Consecration, 468 seq.

Consolation, 406 seq., 425 seq., 457.

Creation, The, 42 seq. ; wrought by
the Logos, 49 seq., 56.

Crucifixion of Christ, alluded to, 130
seq. ; caused by the Jews, 275 seq.

;

the world-attraction, 376 ; on what
day ? 486 seq., 497 seq., 508 seq. ; ac-

complished, 510 seq. ; final scenes
of, 515 seq.

Curetonian Text, The, 11.

Custom at Meals, 396.

D.

Daemon, or Demon, 238, 326 seq.

Darkness, 52 seq., 398.

Death, in sins, 269 seq. ; spiritual

death, 289 ; and sleep, 341 ; and
life, 371 ; of Christ, 486 seq., 497
seq., 508 seq., 515. 517 seq.

Decrees. Divine, 128 seq.

Dedication, Feast of, 327.

Denarius, 200 seq.

Devil, The, 283 ; the father of lies,

284 seq., 296 seq. ; a murderer,
284, 296 ; overcome, 375 ; corrupts
Judas, 389, 397 seq. , 403 seq. ; con-
tends against Christ, 424.

Discernment of Jesus, 85, 91, 117, 154.

Disciples of Christ, the first, 87 seq.,

94 seq., 99 seq., 231 ; based on the

Word, 276 seq. ; safely protected,

329 seq. ; loved by Christ, 385, 402

seq., 434 seq. ; to exercise love and
hximility, 393 seq. ; their faith and
fidelity to be rewarded, 413 ; receive

the i)romise of life, 418 seq. ; also

of peace, 422 ; as branches, 429
seij. ; fruitful in good works, 433

seq. ; as friends, 435 ; not of this

world, 437 ; bearing witness of

Christ, 440 ; spiritually illuminated,

453 seq. ; their confessing faith,
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455 seq. ;
prayed for, 464 seq.

;

sanctified by the truth, 467 seq.
;

their unity, 470 seq. ; their glory,

470 seq. ; hear Christ's voice, 495
;

informed of Christ's resurrection,

530 ; are greeted by Christ, 531 seq.

;

receive their commission, 532 seq.
;

their disciplinary authority, 533
seq. ; resume their occupations,

543.

Discrepancy, apparent, 368, 488 seq.,

497 seq., 523.

Divorce, 261 seq.

Docetism, 203, 234, 294.

Doctrine, learned by practice, 236 seq.

Drinking Christ's blood, 216.

Dualism, Moral, 287.

E.

Easter Controversy, The, 15 seq., 363
seq., 387 seq., 486 seq., .497 seq.,

508 seq.

Eating Christ's flesh, 213 seq.

Economy, 202 ; a false, 366, 383.

Election, of Grace, 208 seq., 210 seq.,

324 359.

Embalmment, 366, 383, 522.

Enthusiasm, Popular, 202.

Envy, stirred up, 138.

Ephesus, The Church at, 2 ; John's
residence at, 38.

Ephraim, The village of, 359.

Eusebius, 13
;
quotes Papias, 14 seq.

Excommunication, 308.

Experience, Christian, 67 seq.

F.

Faith, of Nathanael, 93 ; caused by
Christ's first miracle, 107 ; by
Christ's signs, 116, 121, 243; the
ground of, 128 seq. ; the blessed-

ness of, 130 seq., 247 ; involves life,

143 ; secures grace and truth, 152
seq., 246 seq. ; its remedial power,
167 seq., 176 seq., 247 ; as the work
of God, 205 seq. ; conditions life,

212 ; in Christ's atonement, 213
seq. ; a saving, 226 ; its object, 332,

381 seq. , 537 ; of Martha, 344 seq.
;

a timid, 380 ; refusal of, 382 ; en-
couraged, 412 seq. ; all - i^owerful,

413 seq, 432 ; based on fellowshii),

431 seq. ; vacillating, 456 seq. ; the
blessedness of, 536.

Falsehood, 284 seq.

Fear, of Man, 380.

Feet-washing, 389 seq. ; not a sacra-

ment, 393.

Fellowship, with Christ, 217 seq., 226,

319, 324, 409, 416 seq., 420, 430 f?eq.

470 seq. ; dynamic, 330.

Fidelity, encouraged, 412 seq.

Food, heavenly, 205 seq., 212 seq.,

218.

Fragment of Papias, 14.

Fraternal Love, 399 seq., 434.

Freedom, Moral, 208 seq., 210 seq.
;

and the truth, 277 ; of Christ, 424.

G.
Gabbatha, 507.

Galilee, the home of no prophet, 252
seq.

Gentiles, The, 245 ; to be saved, 359.

Gerizim, Mt., 155 seq.

Gethsemane, 478.

Glorification of Christ, The, 249 seq.,

372 seq., 399, 414, 451, 460 seq., 471,

476.

Gnosticism, 31, 40.

God, The unity of, 49, 330 seq., 333
;

His love to man, 132 seq. ; the source
of all gifts, 138 seq., 145 seq.; and
His people, 139 seq.; His worship,
156 seq.; His work of Creation, 178
seq.; His relation to the Son, 179
seq., 208, 472; testifying ' for the
Son, 190 seq. ; the Will of, 209, 267
seq.; His love of Christ, 325 seq.,

473 seq.; glorifying the Son, 290,
372 seq.; speaking from heaven,
373 seq.; glorified by Christ, 462
seq. ; His holiness, 465 seq. ; His
righteousness, 474 seq.; the source
of all authority, 506.

Grace, 65 ; received, 68 seq., 96 ; im-
parted through faith, 152 seq.

Grecian Jews, 269 seq.

H.

Harvest, The time of, 161.

Heaven, 407, 426.

Hebrews, The Gospel of the, 37.

Hellenists, 369 seq.

Heresy, its develoi^ment, 32.

High-priest, 357 seq.

Hireling Teachers, 323 seq.

Holy Spirit, The, subordination of,

49 ; and the Logos, 85 seq. ; and re-

generation, 123 seq.; the operations

of, 126 seq. ; not given by measure,

142 seq.; giving life, 221 seq., 247

seq.
;
promised by Christ, 415 seq.

;

his work in the world, 447 seq.; the

guide to Truth, 450 ; to consecrate

the disciples, 468 seq.
;
given with

the disciples' commission, 532 seq.

Honor, at home, 165 seq.

Humility, exercised, 393 seq.

Hypocrisy, of the Jews, 348.

Hyssop, 514.

I.

Incarnation, The, 60 seq., 97 seq., 291.
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Inconstancy, alleged, 233 seq., 253.

Indignation, 127.

Irony, 127, 207, 280, 308.

Israelite, A true, 91 seq.

Itala, The, 11.

J.

Jacob, The well of, 150, 152.

James, the Elder, 1.

Jews, The, 156 ; their worship, 157
;

priority in salvation, 157 ; breaking
the law, 237 seq. ; boasting of their

descent, 277 ; not spiritual children
of Abraham, 280 seq.; at Bethany,
343 seq. ; their hypocrisy, 348 ; their

unbelief, 355 seq. ; their hatred of

Christ, 439 seq. ; their legal rights,

492 seq., 504 ; their diplomacy,
507 ; their custom of burial, 522.

John the Baptist, 1 ; his testimony
of the Logos or Christ, 53 seq., 66,

73 seq., 75 seq., 96 seq. ; his bap-
tism, 73 seq., 75 seq., 82 ; his person
and mis.sion, 73 seq., 75 seq.; his
revelation of Christ' s Messiahship,
81 seq., 99, 83 seq.; subordinate to

Chri.st, 139 seq., witnessing for

Christ, 141 seq., 188 seq., 195
;

works no miracles, 334.

John the Evangelist, his parentage
and early life, 1 ; his latter life, 2

;

legends as to his end, 3 ; his char-
acter and influence, 3 seq. ; the
author of the Gospel, 4 seq. ; of the
first Epistle, 5 ; an apostle to, the
Jews, 20 ; as an eye-witness, 21

;

his residence, 38 ; follows Christ,

87 seq., 481 ; is entrusted with
Mary, 513 ; at the tomb of Christ,

524 seq. ; his end, 551 seq. ; his

closing testimony, 554.

John, The Gospel of, 1 seq. ; its gen-
iiineness, 4 seq.

;
quotations fi-om,

8 seq. ; bj"- name, 10 seq. ; its ori-

gin and early use, 14 seq. ; a histor-

ical argument against it, 15 seq.
;

no sjDiritualized Apocalypse, 18 seq ;

its apoctolic character, 19 seq. ; its

author, 21 seq. ; its original features,

22 seq. ; its historic contradictions
25 seq. ; its treatment by the higher
criticism, 26 seq. ; literature upon,
27 seq. ; its design, 29 seq., 537

;

. its intellectual unity, 30 seq. ; its

catholic tendency, 31 ; its relation

to the Synoptical Gospels, 33 seq.
;

its miracles, 35 ; its source, 35 seq.
;

its unity, 36 ; its place of composi-
tion, 37 ; its time, 37 seq. ; its

original language, 37 ; the plan of,

38 seq. ; its Anti-Gnostic purpose,
31, 40 ; the end of, 536 seq. ; the

last chapter of, 539 seq. ; the last

verse apocryphal, 554 seq.

John the Presbj'tei", 5.

Joseph, 101.

Joseijh of Arimathea, 521.

Judas Iscariot, 225 seq., 365, 388 seq.,

403 seq., 394 seq., 397 seq., 466,
478 seq.

Judas Thaddaeus, 419 seq.

Judgment, of God, 133 seq. ; commit-
ted to the Son, 184 seq. ; righteous,
241 ; of Christ, 266 seq., 311, 382

;

of the Spirit, 448 seq.

Justin Martyr, 5 seq. ; his Apologies,
6 seq. ; his doctrine of the Logos,
7 ; and the author of the Apoca-
lypse, 15.

K.

Kidron, The, 478.

Kingdom of Christ, The, 494 seq.,

501.

Kiss, of Judas, 479.

Knowledge, of the truth, 277 ; of God
in Christ, 410 seq. ; as life eternal,

461.

L.

Laodicean Controversj^ The, 17 seq.

Law, Mosaic, The, 261.

Lazarus, 336 seq. ; his resurrection,

352 seq., 363 seq., 367.

Life, as the Logos, 51 seq. ; bestowed
by the Son, 182 seq., 184 seq., 461

;

the gift of heaven, 207 seq. ; eter-

nal, 209 seq.. 371, 382 seq. ; con-
ditioned by faith, 212 ; by ajopro-

l^riating Christ's death, 215 seq. ;

given by the Spirit, 221 seq., 248 seq.

;

the light of, 205 ; in Christ, 322,

410, 418 ; the love of, 371 seq. ; of

a Ciiristian, 431.

Light, as the Logos, 51 seq., 95 ; as

conscience, 52 ; as trxith, 134 seq. ;

as Christ, 2G5, 377 seq., 382.

Logos, The doctrine of the, 7 seq. ;

presented by John, 23, 35, 43 seq.,

46 seq. ; set forth by Philo, 45 seq. ;

its true meaning, 47 seq. ; at the
creation, 49 seq., 56 ; as life and
light, 50 seq., 95 ; as the true light,

54 seq. ; is Jesi;s Christ, 58 ; the in-

carnation of the, 60 seq. ; the glory

of, 63 seq. ; his pre-existence, 67 ; a

summary of, 71 seq. ; and the Holy
Sjiirit, 85 seq. ; its analysis, 97 seq.

;

in the work of grace, 208 ; his hu-
man manifestation, 214 ; in the
Old Test., 380.

Lord's Sui)per, The, its institution,

16 seq., 387, 401, 402 seq., 497 seq.:

its reference to Christ's flesh and
blood, 214 seq., 218, 221 seq.
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Love of Christ, The, 386, 399 seq.,

403, 435.

Love of God to man, 132 seq. ; to

Christ, 325.

Love, ministering, 393 seq. ; recijiro-

cal, 434 seq. ; morally and personally
considered, 548 seq.

Luke, The Gospel of, 36 seq.

M.

Magnanimity of sonl, 139 seq.

Malchns, 480.

Malice, expressed, 349 seq.

Man, his physical and spiritual na-
tures, 125 seq. ; loving error, 135
seq.

Manhood, The age of, 292.

Manna, 206 seq., 218.

Marcion, quotes John's Gospel, 11.

Mariolatry, 103.

Marriage Feast, The, at Cana, 102,

117.

Martha and Mary, 336, 344 seq., 363.

Mary Magdalene, 512 seq., 523 seq.,

526 seq.

Mary, the Mother of Jesus, 101 seq.,

526 seq.

Matthew, The Gospel of, 34.

Maundy Thiarsday, 393.

Melito, his clavis, 8.

Mercy, of Christ, 264.

Messiah, The, ancestry of, 241
;
birth-

place, 250, 252 seq.," 254.

Messiahs, False, 193.

Messianic Kingdom, The, 121 seq.;

the mysteries of, 128 seq.
;
picture

of, 139 seq. ; the life of, 153, 209
;

its establishment, 157 seq., 161 seq.,

377.

Miracles, of Christ, turning water in-

to wine, 102 seq., 117 ; healing the
impotent man, 169 seq.; feeding the
5000, 199 seq. ; walking on the sea,

202 seq. ; healing the blind man,
299 seq., 313 ; in answer to prayer,
309; raises Lazarus from the dead,
342 seq. ; exhibits his power, 480

;

many not recorded, 537 ; the
draught of fishes, 543 seq., 546 seq.

Misfortune, and sin, 299 seq., 309.
Mockery, 268 ; rebuked, 270 seq.
Montanism, 12 seq.

Moral blindness, 312, 314 seq.

Moses, as an acciiser, 193 seq.
;
giving

the law, 237 ; instituting circumci-
sion, 239 seq.

N.

Nablus, 151.

Nathanael, 90 seq. ; his confession of

Christ, 92 seq.

Nazareth, 91.

Nicodemus, 119 seq.; his unbelief,

127, 144 ; coming by night, 252
seq. ; at Christ's burial, 521.

Nobleman, The, and the Centurion,
169.

O.

Obedience, of Christ, 326.
Ointment, 364 seq.

Original Sin, 309.

Palm Sianday, 367.

Parable, of the Good Shepherd, 317
seq ; as commonly understood, 319
seq. ; the Vine and branches, 429
seq.

Parousia, The, 408, 416, 419, 451, 457,
553 seq.

Passover, The, 16 seq., 199, 360, 363
seq., 385 seq., 402 seq., 486 seq., 497
seq., 508 seq.

Peace, The, of Christ, 422 ; the greet-

ing of, 531.

Pentecost, The Day of, 419.

Persecution, of the disciples, 437 seq.

Peshito, The, 11.

Peter, 89 seq. ; his confession of Christ,

223 seq., 228 ; his bold avowal, 401
;

rebuked, 480 ; follows Jesus, 481
;

denies Christ, 483, 485 ; at the tomb
of Christ, 524 seq. ; at the sea of

Tiberias, 543 seq. ; his love to

Christ, 548 seq. ; his old age, 549 seq.

Pharisees, The, 243 seq. ; their ill-

will, 251 seq. ; their blindness, 312
seq. ; reproved, 320 seq., 328 seq.

;

proceed against Christ, 360.

Philip, 369 seq., 411.

Pilate, 486 seq., 503 seq., 506 seq., 521
Polycrates, 10.

Pope, The, and feet-washing, 393.

Popular Ojiinion, 234 seq., 238 seq.,

241 seq., 250 seq., 377.

Prayer, and miracles, 309 ; answered,
351 seq., 372 seq ; in Christ's name,
413 seq., 453 seq. ; of Christ himself,

459 seq., 475 ; intercessory, 463 ; for

consecration, 468 seq. ; for unity, 470.

Predestination, 318.

Pre-existence of souls, 300.

Promise, fulfilled, 376 ; of Christ, 408
seq.

Prophecy, of the High Priest, 358 ; of
Isaiah, fulfilled, 378 seq. ; about
Christ, 380, 511, 514, 520 ; about
Judas, 394.

Providence of God, 294.

Purification, questions about, 13S
;

moral, 390 seq., 429 seq.

Purim, The Feast of, 173.
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E.

Eecompense, 162, 372.
Eedemption, Christ's work of, 160,

321.

Eeformation, of the Church, 111.

Eegeneration, 121 seq., 324 ; and bap-
tism, 123 seq., 144.

Eemission, of Sins, 533.

Eeijentance, 121, 153.

Eesurrection, of Christ. 113 seq., 326,
525 seq., 530 seq., 531 seq.; of the
dead, 186 seq., 209 ; in the person
of Christ, 345.

Eighteousness, of Christ, 447 seq.
Eoman Authority, in Palestine, 492.

S.

Sabbath Day, The, 176 ; its observ-
ance, 177 seq., 364 ; healing on,
239, 301, 303, 306; circumcision on,
240 seq. ; its sacred rights, 515 seq.

Sacrifice, The idea of, 79 seq. ; vica-
rious, 80, 324 seq., 325 seq.

Salim, 137.

Salome, 1, 512.

Salvation, 265 ; certainty of, 329.
Salvation of the Jews, 157 seq.
Samaritans, The, 149 seq., 155 seq. ;

their worship of God, 156 seq.
;

hope in the Messiah, 159 ; their
conversion, 161 seq.

Samaritan Woman, The, 149-165.
Sanctification, 469.
Sanhedrim, The. 73, 177 seq., 243 seq.,

251 seq., 258 seq., 356, 492 seq.
Scourge, Making a, 110, 118.
Scriptures, testifying to Christ, 191

seq., 196.

Self-education, 235.

Self-renunciation, 139 seq.
Sepulchre, 350.

Sheepfold, and Shepherd, 817 seq.
Silence, of Jesus, 505.
Sickness, long continued, 175 ; and

God's glory, 337.

Siloam, The pool of, 304 seq.
Sin, its universality, 262 seq. ; its

slavery, 278 seq. ; not necessary to
human development, 287 ; and inis-

fortune, 299 seq. ; original, 309 ; the
M'orld convicted of, 447 ; the remis-
sion of, 533 seq.

Sinlessness, of Jesus, 285 seq., 296
seq., 424.

Solomon's Porch, 327 seq.
Sons of God, 58 seq.

Sowing, and Eeaping, 163.
Spiritual Elevation, 129.
Spittle, The, used in healing, 302 sen.,

314.

Superscription of the Cross. 511.
Subordination, 49, 326, 423.

Suffering, Fear of, 372.
Sychar, 149 seq.

Synoptic Tradition, 127,
seq., 497 seq.

145, 489

Tabernacles, The Feast of, 230, 245
seq.

Tatian, 8 ; his Diatessaron, 8 seq.

Temple, Cleansing the, 110 seq., 117
seq. ; building and destruction of.

112 seq.

Temptation, The, 98 seq.

Testimony of Christ, 266 seq., 274 seq.

;

leads to faith, 276.

Testimony of the Spirit, 236.
Theophany in Christ, 411 seq.

Theophilus, qiiotes John's Gospel,
10.

Thomas, Didymus. 342, 409, 534 seq.
Tiberias, Sea of, 199.

Time, for God's work, 338 seq. ; Eo-
man reckoning of, 509.

Tomb of Christ, The, 521 seq., 525
seq.

Tradition, The Synoptic, 137, 145,
Transmigration of Soiils, 300.

Treachery, 394 seq., 479.

Treasury, The, 269.

Trust, in God, 406 seq. , 425 seq.

Truth, as the Logos, 51 seq., 65 ; re-

ceived, 68 seq., 96 ; revealed as
light, 135 seq. ; imparted through
faith, 152 seq.

;
proclaimed by

Christ, 274 seq. ; its knowledge
promised, 276 seq. ; the ground of

faith, 334 ; in Christ, 410 ; the Spir-

it of, 415 ; to sanctify believers,

468 seq. ; its commanding influ-

ence 495 ; what is, 495 seq.

U.

Unbelief, involves death, 143, 270
seq. ; is blindness, 312 seq., 314
seq. : unjustifiable, 332 ; confirm-
ed, 379. ; of the Jews, 380 seq.,

447 ; of Thomas, 534 seq.

Union, with God, 139 ; in Christ, 217
seq. ; of all Christ's followers,

325, 470 seq. ; with Christ, 409, 41 tS

seq., 420, 430 seq.

Unity, of God, 330 seq. ; dynamic,
333 ; of believers, 470 seq.

Valentinians, The, 11 seq.

Vision of God, 211 seq.

Voice from Heaven, A, 373 seq.

W.

Water, turned into wine, 104 seq.



TOPICAL INDEX. 565

used in baptism, 124 seq., 144 ; used
figuratively, 152.

Water-jjitchers, 105 seq.

Way, The, in Clirist, 410 seq.

Weeping in Sorrow, 349 seq.

Will, of God, The, 209 seq. ; and His
doctrine, 236 seq.

Wine, made of water, 104 seq.

Woman, her inferior position, 159 ; at

the cross. 512.

Woman, The, taken in adultery, 255
seq., 294 seq.

Worship of God, The, 156 seq. ; in
spirit and truth, 158.

Work, of man, 301 seq.

Wrath, of God, upon unbelief, 143 seq.

Zealots, The, 258.

Zebedee, 1.
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